FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE

The minion study class of the Congregational church had a social and entertainment in the chapel Saturday afterMrs Howard Streeter is visitir.R in noon. Mite boxes were opened.
The Four Cases Have Been Discovered In
New York.
program was in charge of Mrs Robert B.
South Warren.
John A. Nash and family, Church St., Davis.
moved to Medford on Monday.
The announcement on Tuesday of the
The funeral of William Edward, son

WEST BROOKFIELD.

Mrs Susan M. Dodge is ill and under of Mrs Henry W. Barrett, was from her
home on Ragged Hill at 1.30 o'clock,
the care of a trained nurse.
Friday afternoon. Rev. John H. HoffMr and Mrs Samuel F. Mason of Web- man of the Congregational church officister, have been visitiug in town.
ated. Charles J. Ban- and C. S. Lane
Burial
William L. Allen, Worcester, was at of New Braintree were bearers.
was in Pine Grove cemetery.
the home of William H. Allen, Sunday.
The Literary society met at the home
of Mrs Lewis Carter, on Thursday afternoon.
Mr and Mra Mra Henry W. Greene, of
West Somerville, are guests of Mrs Jacob
Putnam.
Mr and Mrs George B. Canterbury have
been entertaining Mrs Frank Bandlow,
Webster.
Mrs Elisha G. Hooper, Oharlemont, is
visiting her mother, Mrs Sarah E. Cleve
land, Sagged Hill.
The Girls' Friendly society of the Epis
copal Guild, is working on Christmas
gifts for the poor.
The reinforced concrete bridge at the
outlet to Lake Wickaboag on Ware road,
was completed this week.

College and high school students, with
friends from Warren, Brookfield and
West Brookfield attended a whist party
and dance in G. A. R. hall, Saturday
night. H. Ray Chesson, pianist, played
for dancing. The party was arranged by
Misses Marjorie J. Cutler, Ruth Greene
and H. Ray Chesson, C. Verner Wood
and John Mulvey, Jr.
There will be a meeting of Spencer
Union, Y. P. S. C. E. in the Congregational church, Saturday afternoon, and
evening.
The young people of West
Brookfield will act as hoste. The Presidents of the societies will present papers
and there will be other speakers.
Hauck's orchestra, West Brookfield, will
accompany the singing. See full program
on another page.

The Social and Charitable society served
Mr and Mra Raymand J. Howe have supper to its members in the dining room
been spending part of their honeymoon of the Congregational church, Wedneswith Mra Georgianna Howe, West St.
day night. The providing committee inMiss Maude E. Gay, Montclair, N. J., cluded Mrs Horold Chesson, chairman;
was the guest of Mra Webster L. Ken- Mra Arthur H. Warfield, Mrs Clark V.
Wood, Mrs Frederick W. Cowlos, Miss
drick, Central btreet, on Sunday.
Jessie Gilbert, Mrs Marshall C. Gilbert,
Miss Rosamond F. Benson, of 'Wareand Mrs Charles O'M. Edson.
Miss
house Point, Conn., was with her parents,
Marguerite Fales was in charge of a farce
Mr and Mrs Andrew Benson, Sunday.
given by the young people. Mrs W. R.
Miss Teresa Monahan, Worcester, is Traill was chairman of the surprise comthe guest of her grandmother, Mra Mar- mittee, assisted by Miss Dorothy Smith,
garet Clennan, Lake street.
Mrs Fred Woodward and C. A. Risley.
Mra Helen L. Pbelps and son, Harold
D., North Brookfield road, spent the
Toll—'
week end in ^t'attleboro.
If you want knowledge, you must
Miss Emma S. Mahaney, Cross street, toll for it, If food, you must toll for
has returned from a visit with her broth- It, and If pleasure, you must toil for
er, Frank A. Mahaney, Ansonia, Ct.
It Toll is the law, pleasure comes
The parish auxiliary of the Congrega- through toil, and not by self-indultional church, met at the home of Mrs gence and indolence. When a man gets
to love work his life 1B a happy one.—
George H. Howard, Tuesday afternoon.
Selected.
Mr and Mra Albert L. Hauck, Brookfield road, have been entertaining Miss
Helen Tibbetts, Portland, and Miss Helen
Gray, Medford.
Earl W. Livermore, first class fireman
on the Unite* States cruiser, Chester,
spent Sunday with his parents, Mr and
Mrs Levi W. Livennore.
Miss Rachel L. Olmstead, a student at
Abbott'academy, Andover, spent the
holidays with her parents, Mr and Mrs
Otto B. Olmstead.
Mr and Mrs Paul H. Miner, Brockton,
n their honeymoon, spent the week-end
with Mr Miner's mother, Mrs George H.
Wright, Lake street.
Atty. and Mra Paul H. Burns of Plainfield, N. J., returned Sunday, after a
short visit with Mrs Katherine Burns, Mr
Burns, mother.
Miss Georgia Gardner and Miss Mary
Hamelin, Dalton, spent the week-end
with Miss Gardner's mother, Mrs G.
Frank Gilmore, Pleasant streetPaul H. Hazen, a freshman at Cushing Academy, returned to his studies after a vacation with his parents, Mr and
Mrs Allan W. Hazen, last week.

Sail of Unredeemed Real Estate by the
Collector of the Town of Brookfield.
COLLECTOR'S OFFICE,

Nov. 25, 1914.

Ift conformity with the laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the
public and all persons interested as former owners or occupants of each of the
following described parcels of real estate
situated in the Town of Brookfield in the
County of /Worcester and Commonwealth
aforesaid /are hereby notified that said
parcels have been conveyed according to
law to said town of Brookfield for nonpayment of taxes and assessments and the
time within which each of the estates
might be redeemed by the owners thereof
having expired, each of said parcels will
be offered for sale in accordance with
Section 68, Part II, of Chapter 490 of the
Acts of 1909, by public auction at the
Office Q the Collector of Taxes in the
Town Hall in said Brookfield, on Monday, the 21st day of December, 1914, at
two o'clock P. M., and to the highest
bidder for each of the several parcels a
quit-claim deed will be delivered.
For
further particulars reference is made to
the Worcester District Registry of Deeds
in the County of Worcesterrthe volume
and page numbers following the description of each parcel, indicating the record
of the deed under which the said Town
of Brookfield now holds title to the estate
described.

Service pipe was laid from the main of
the town water system to the Blair house
on North Main street, by Supt. Joseph E.
The sums set against the several estates
Malloy, on Friday.
show the amounts due thereon respecWord was received, on Tuesday, of the tively for the taxes and assessments for
the non-payment of which said estate
death of Miss Alice M. ConneUy, aged 24
was Bold to said Town of Brookfield, toyears, of Everett, who was formerly of gether with the subsequent taxes and assessments, interest on the same, and all
West Brookfield.
lawful costs and charges. And none of
The pitch team of Capt. John P. Creg- the said estates will be sold for less than
an, is captained by John J. Mulvey, by the amount set against the said estates
607 points in the firemen's tournament. respectively.
The tourney consists of six games.
Mr i nd Mrs John W. Hoffman, who
have been on a honeymoon trip, are in
West Brookfield with Mr Hoffman's parents. Mra Hoffman was Miss Agnes E.
Torrey of Gloucester.
Third and fourth degrees were conferred on 13 candidates at the Grange
meeting, on Tuesday evening. A ladies'
degree team conferred the third degree.
Miss Marjorie J. Cutler acted as master.
Dr. and Mrs Clement E. Bill, West
Main street, entertained their daughters,
MiBS Susan W. Bill, teacher of physical
culture iu the Y. VV. C. A., Providence,
and Miss Eleanor S. Bill, a pupH at the
New Haven school of gymnastics.
West Brookfield fire department will
conduct an old-fashioned dance in town
hall, Jan. 1U- The committee in charge
is Fred A. Cliapin, William H. Macuin,
Frank D. .Stone, John Morgan and Patrick J. Hennessey,
The Episcopal Guild was addressed on
Tuesday afternoon, by Miss Helen Marble of Worcester, vice-preSident of the
Woman's Auxiliary to tlie Board of Missions. The meeting was held at the home
of Miss Marguerita Fates.
Frederick E- Bragdon, Camden, Me.,
the new superintendent over Sturbridge,
West Brookfield and New Braintree
schools, assumed bis duties on Tuesday.
He will live iu the Emily M. Allen house.
W. E. Bacon of Spencer has appointed
Eugene A. Gilbert, agent in this section,
for the Ford cars.
Mr Gilbert ha* received a large stock of parts for Ford
cars, and also one of the new cars.,

Isaac Lyon,

discovery of four cases of the dread foot
and mouth disease in the herd of cattle
at the Horace B. Parker farm in the
South Warren district caused much concern among the cattle owners of the
town as it is the first time since the disease broke out in Massachusetts that a
case was reported in this section.
The
Colonel Parker farm is close to the Brookfield line and there are many farms on
which there are large herds of cattle in
close proximity to it.
The outbreak ol
the disease so near town has been the
talk of the cattle owners this week and
brings home for the first time a full
realization of the terrors of the plague.
It is expected that this case will result in
a more rigid compliance with the laws.
Cattle inspector, David N. Hunter on
Wednesday, made the following announcement: "All owners of cattle are
hereby notified that the quarantine laws
are to be rigidly enforced and anyone
violating the laws will be haled into court.
I haye been notified of several instances
where it is alleged that the laws have
been violated. I have reported each instance to the headquarters of the bureau
of animal industry at Boston and the
charges are to be investigated and the
parties punished. Cattle owners are also
requested not only to keep all persons,
except attendants, out of the barns, but
to keep them off their premises until the
quarantine is lifted. Cattle owners must
assist the inspectors if the disease is to be
stamped out and report immediately any
act that is not in strict accordance with
the law. Every farmer knows what the
quarantine laws are by this time, so there
is no excuse for them if they violate the
law. The disease is breaking out too
close for comfort, and I expect a little
asiistance from the farmers in keeping it
out of town."
At the Parker farm four cattle have the
disease, two 2 year-olds, a yearling and a
milch cow. The sickness was first diagnosed as the foot and mouth disease by a
Southbridge veterinary on Tuesday and
on the same day Dr. Benjamin D. Pierce
of Springfield, cattle inspector, quarantined the premises. On Wednesday, Dr.'
Henry E. Paige of Amherst, accompanied
by Dr. R. N. Shaw, in the employ of the
federal government, visited the farm and
inspected the premises and cattle and
agreed with Dr. Pierce that there were
four well developed cases of the disease.
It is expected that orders will be issued
from the bureau of animal industry at
Boston to have the animals killed at once
and the place fumigated.
Dr. Pierce
believes the disease was brought to the
Parker farm by grain bags and suggests
that it would be a good plan .for the farmers to have the'empty grain bags refilled
at the grain stores instead of turning
them in and getting other bags filled with
grain and bringing them back to their
farms.

NEW BRAINTREE.
Mrs Jemina Cheyene has moved to
Worcester, after being a resident of the
town for several years.
Mra A. M. Tufts and daughter, Miss
Frances, and Miss C. F. Bush returned
to Worcester on Wednesday for the winter.
The first meeting of the New Braintree
Farmers' Club will be held in town hall
on Tuesday, Dec. 8.
Meeting called to
order at 11 a. m. Address, Rev. C. H.
Smith, Barre; subject for discussion is,
"Are Agricultural Fairs a benefit to the
farmer?" Opened by A. C. Stoddard;
music by the Root brothers of Barre;
dinner served by Mr and Mra Irving
Webb.
The Grange elected the following officers at their meeting on Wednesday eyenidg: Worthy Master. H. D. Pollard;
Overseer, W. E. Loftus; Chaplain, Rev.
Wm. France; Lecturer, Cora Titns; Steward, Clara Kittredge; A. 8., Arthur
Johnson;G. K., D. C. Wetherell; Pomona, Winnie France; Ceres, Ruth Peabody; Flora, Alice Keely; L. A. S., Miss
Comisky; Pianist, Mrs JJrace McMenimen; executive committee, 0. H. Barr;
Purchasing asent, D. C. Wetherell.

NO LIFE

NEED

FRIDAY,

BE EMPTY

New Joya and New Life Can Always
Be Found to Take the iPlaca

Worcester County Institution For Savings
S.

of Those Lest.
Did yon ever walk down a street
where many pretty homes and welt
kept gardens could be. seen and come
suddenly face to face with an empty
house, writes Margaret Wilkinson.
Did you not find the contrast something painfulT
You had been passing many houses
that showed unmistakable signs of
life. There were curtains in the window, perhaps a baby carriage or the
children's toys on the veranda, the
lawns were well kept, the Bower beds
were full of blossoms. Perhaps you
could even see a dear, white-haired
old lady in a parlor or sitting room as
you passed—or In another home you
caught a glimpse of a small boy with
a large doughnut In Ills hand—or a
mother talking to her baby as she
lifted It from the floor.
And then you came to the empty
house. The windows were bare and
dirty and there was no vista beyond
them but blank walls. The walls were
stained and streaked with mud that
naughty little boys had thrown. The
weeds were rank and thick in the
lawn and In the flower beds. The house
was no longer a home of human life
The life that was In It had gone out
and forgotten it
Some lives are like empty houses.
The humanity, the Inspiration and the
soul have gone out of them. Perhaps
there has been a great disappointment
and the new tenant has not been found
to take the place of the old—the new
Joy Instead of the one that could not
be had, the new work that would have
meant success instead of the old work
that did mean failure. And so the
eyes that the soul should shine
through are lusterless and vacant.
The beauty that should abide within
and be seen from without is not here.
The stains of sorrow and cynicism are
not wiped away. The weeds of discouragement and doubt and hesitation
and fear have choked the kindly
growths that make a home garden for
the personality to dwell In.
But there is no empty house that
cannot be made Into a home, if someone will go and take into It the humanity and the life. There is no life
that cannot find new work and new
joy and become a habitation for the
soul of a man or woman to shine
through and to fulfill.
Bait Should Be Segregated.
One Indianapolis man has learned
something about fishing by an experience that he had at Lake Manitou.
On his arrival at the lake he began
looking around tor bait, which, he
was informed, was one of the necessary articles in a fisherman's outfit
He spent hard-earned money ,for a
supply of frogs and crickets, which
were highly recommended as being
aliurln; to the lake fish.
Shorty, as ' o Is known, had a nice,
new green minnow bucket, and In
this bucket ha placed the frogs and
crickets. That night he slept peacefully, with now aud then a pleasant
dream of heroic struggles with the
big fish of the lake. He was going
fishing In the momlng. He got up,
gathered hie traps and calamities to*gether and then'Inspected the bucket
of bait. The crickets had disappeared,
but the frogs were still there, and
they appeared to have fattened considerably during the night.
Since then Shorty has been troubled with the question of "What's
the answer?"
-.ly .

Soldiers Mentally Affected.
Discussing the mental anguish depicted by the tales of suicide, madness and desertion among soldiers, "to
say nothing of mental frenzy expressing itself in wanton murder," the Journal of the American Medical association says that as yet there have been
no scientific studies of the effect of
war on the minds of officers and enlisted men. But short rations, lack of
sleep, emotionalism, exposure, exertion, homesickness and so on,1 might
well unbalance many minds that in ordinary conditions would pass for sane.
The first results of an Inquiry In our
own army by Dr. B. King, under the
surgeon general's advice, show that
one-fifth of all the discharges for disease and external causes are on account of menta' disease. ■ Dementia
praecox I the most frequent form,
averaging about fifty-six per cent each
year, of all the dismissals for mental
unsoundness.

\ •
Incorporated 1828

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.
126,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
*
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5;. Saturdays, 9 to 1.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER
JtMg,

«. 1011.

MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
A.M. 6.46- East and West.
_ ^-»je—West.
P. M, 12AS—East sad West.
im-West
4.60-EMt.
.
7.06—East and West'
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. e.45—East and West.
11 JO—East and West,
i P. M. 1.00-West.
* .40—East.
, 6.00—East and West.
Mills tor East Brookfield are despatched at
«A»A.M., 11.30A. M. and 1 P.M. Mails from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A.M. and
5.40 P.M.
Package mails are despatched twice dally as
follows£-llJ0A. M. Bast and North, 6 P. M,
. West and South.
Malls tor the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
The office hours will be:-«.30A.M.to8F.M.
Holidays, 6 JO to ■ JO A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
JOHN BOWS, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Aast.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
The town clock is resting agaiu.
' Remember the Woman's Union dinner,
Thursday, Dee. 10.
, ,
Mr Henry P. Hambury, Elm streel, is
at work in a Milford shoe factory.
Mrs Belle Nickerson has removed from
Grant street to her cottage on Central
Btreet.
Tbe Wiley Bros, are putting in a private
water system, with a 160 foot trench to
bring it to their home.
The regular meeting of the D. A. R.
Chapter will be held at the Chapel parlors, Saturday, Dec. 5, at 3 p. in.
The Foresters wish to return thanks to
- all who contributed to the success of their
four nights' fair, which closed Saturday
evening.
Miss Winnie B. Learned, of Williston, Vt., a former successful teacher in
our public schools, is visiting friends here
and in New Braintree.
S -',

full of life and action, filled with the
fire of fine inspiration and followed
by 2SO short stories of adventure,
will make

^WITTS COMPANION
Better Than Ever in 1915
Then the Family Page, a rare Editorial Pace, Boys' Page,
Girls' Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of fun," Articles of
Travel, Science, Education. Prom the best minds to the best
minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
in the home. There is no age
limit to enthusiasm for The
CUT THIS OUT
and send It (or name of this paper)
with *2.00 for The COMPANION
for 1915, and we will send
of 1914.
FRCE- THE COMPANION HOME
r KCX. CALENDAR for MIS.

Youth's Companion.
S2 Times a Year
—not 12.

Send to-day to The Youth's Companion, Boston, Mass., for

THEN THECOMPAlJoNf.
THREE CUBBENT ISSUES-F
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE
T-

3r
A NEWSPAPER OF CHARACTER

SPRINGFIELD

REPUBLICAN

, MASSACHUSETTS

ABLE, INDEPENDENT, READABLE
(Established In ISM by Samuel Bowles)
Daily (Morning). (8; Sunday, «2; Weekly, *1 a Year

The Republican takes seriously its responsibilities to
the public. It appeals for popular support by service
that is guided by intelligence and a purpose to infoim,
assist and incidentally entertain and instruct its readers.
It gathers the news with enterprise and alertness, an<
presents it in attractive and convenient form. It disdains
to employ the style of the circus poster and seeks to
make itself typographically pleasing and tasteful.
It is extremely liberal in its provision' of reading
matter in all of its three editions., Its editorials constitute one of its distinguishing and most valued features.
Literature, art, science, education, religion, philanthropy—all receive generous treatment in its columns; likewise agriculture and industry.
Special attention is
given to the various healthful outdoor sports.

A certain parcel of land situated in the
east village of said Brookfield and bounded as follows:—Northerly on land of the
Boston and Albany Railroad Company;
easterly on land of the Mann and Soevens
Woolen Co.; southerly on land of said
Woolen Co., and westerly on land of the
heirs of Julius A. Howe, containing about
The Weekly Republican is made up with great care
1 3-4 acres and called the Howe land.
for the wide'audience outside of the local environment.
Tax deed to Town of Brookfield for 1909
It is, in fact, a rich weekly magazine sold at a remarkand 1910 taxes is duly recorded with
Worcester District Deeds, Book 1982,
ably
low price.
'
Page 512. Amount for which it was sold
for 1909 and 1910 taxes,
#10.00
Tax of 1911,
I.flB
La Prensa of Buenos Aires.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Tax of 1912,
2.23
First In Diamond.Industry.
La Prensa of Buenos Aires, which/
Tax of 1913,
2.15
Years ago Amsterdam was at the has announced its Intention of IgnorDAILY (Mornlngj. JS a year, »J a quarter, 7« cents a month, 1* cents a
Tax of 1914.
2.40
week. 3 cents a copy.
Interest and costs,
9.97 head of the diamond industry in Eu- ing all news emanating from the GerDAILY and SUNDAY. Sit a year, $1S» a quarter, M cents a month. M
rope; of late Antwerp has forged man embassy In Washington, Is probSmallest amount for which sale will
cents ■ week.
SUNDAY. $1 a year. SO cents a quarter. S cents a copy.
be made,
#28.70 ahead and taken first place. Amster- ably the most sumptuously housed j
WEEKLY (Thursdays), tl a year, 25 cents a quarter. It cents a month, 3
dam very largely specializes In .small journal In the world. Apart 'rcni a
cents a copy.
stones and its superiority over Ant- number of spacious and lux,mru?ly
' Spw-hii'-n copies seat free on application. The Weekly Republican will lie sent
A certain parcel of land situated in the werp in cutting these diamonds Is un- furnished rooms (or the aecoumodatree for three weeks to anyone who wishes to try it.
easterly part of said Brookfield and questioned.
AH Subscription* are payable in advance. Audrey
tlon of the staff the Prensa offces:
bounded as follows:—Northerly on land
comprise a well equipped library open I
■ THE REPUBLICAN, Springfield, Mass.
of the heirs of John Wood, easterly on
Good Advice, Too.
to the general public »nd a suite of |
land of said heirs of John Wood, southWeedy-Looking Youth
fto Jwell- reception rooms where dances aro>p3- •
erly on land of the heirs of Ellen J.
known pugilist)—"I want to learn the rlodlcaliy given. The Journal a! ■ re-|
Adams, and westerly on land of Charles
F. Mullet, containing about eight acres ftt of self-defense. It's very difficult, tains the exclusive services of a highIsn't It?"
Pugilist—"Oh, no; quite ! ly efficient doctor who Is at the disand called the J. Howe sprout lot.
Tax deed to Town of Brookfield for 1909 easy to a man of your physique. All i posal of every subscriber, and wh-ea
and 1910 taxes is duly recorded with you have to do Is to keep a civil prescriptions are msde up free of
Might Work In r^any Cities.
Worcester District Deeds, Book 1982, tongue in your head."
An enterprising laundryrnan in Paris
charge on the premises. On the rnof
Page 511. Amount for which it was sold
of tlie offices is an ear-piercing steitn i nses a captive balloon to lift the
Family Washings, Flat Pieces Ironed,
for 1909 and 19-10 taxes,
89.19
And They Git Them.*
whistle "which sounds whenever any clo'hing which he wishes to dry ana Body Ulutlies Starched and Dried, Five
Tax of 1911,
1.6tr
bleach
hijh
into
tlie
ait,
uncontamEnough
bananas
were
Imported
Into
Cents
per pound.
special item of news-is about to be
Tax of 1912,
1.84
Inated by the dust of the city.
Tax of 1H13,
1.72 the United States last year to furnish exhibited In the windows.
Flat Pieces Washed and ironed, 25 CIH.
Tax of 1914;
1.92 peeling sufficient to give the people
aduzii.
Interest and costs,
9.63 100 slides per capita.—Exchange.
The Horse.
Smallest amount for which Bale will
FOR SALE
In the entire United States there
be made,
925.90
sre 20,962,000 horses, and their value SINGLE COMB White Leghorn Cockerels. (lianFOR RENT
Qualities That Count.
c6ca»Strain).t2.S0to*).l». R. I. Beds MirviARTHUR F. BUTTEBWORTH,
Upper Tenement of aeven rooms In BuiIs war the moral element and pub- is $2,2»1,S38,000, U09.32 each. ThuSj machi Strain), *2.0O to S6.00. Dressed chickens, PINE
Collector i f Taxes for the
lard house on custauwjSt.. steam heat, bathmilk.fed
roasters,
11
to
Sib!.
KINO
POULTKA
Town of Brookfield, lic opinion are half the battle.—Napo- It will' be seen that In spite of the: Barm, North Brookfield, Telephone 39-5.
room, etc.
Apply So Herbert E, CumminasF
North Rrookiield.
M
auto the horse Is still very much In! 4w+8«
leon Bonaparte.
""N^ ,
Nov. 27, Dec. 4, 11B.
evidence.
I

Isaac Lyon.

\

SUMMER STREET

LAUNDRY

H. A. RUSSELL, Mgr.

The Woman's Union will give a scalloped oyster dinner at the Chapel, Thursday, Dec. 10, at 12 o'clock. Price of dinner 20 cents.
Walter Webber has been drawn as
juryman for the term of the Buperior
court, which commences on Monday,
Dec. 14.
You are cordially invited to inspect the
stock of Philippine embroideries which
Mrs Helen Morse Smith has on display
at her home, 11 Prospect street.
Mr and Mrs Harry D. Pollard had a
snrprise party at tbe New Braintree town
hall, Monday evening, on their 15th wedding anniversary, and were presented
with a cut glass lemonade set.
A chicken banquet was given to the
members of tne N. B. H. 8. football
team at the home of Charles McCarthy,
Bates street, last evening. It is said that
they had such a good time that the last
one did not arrive home until 5 a. in.
Mrs'Jane Skerry attended the silver
wedding anniversary of her daughter,
MisGibbs. at Petersham, last FridayA fine reception was tendered them by
the town in whieh Mr Gibbs holds a very
responsible position.
Paul in the Great Resolve, will be the
sermon theme at the Congregational
church Sunday morning, In the evening
Dr. Mary L. Burnbam, of, Springfield,
will tell of the work of the international
college in that city.
Rev. MrBudd, Dea. and Mrs Sherwood
attended the big temperance rally in
Worcester, Monday night. Mr John A.
White and Mr Bralnerd H. Smith attended the meeting of the Economic Club in
that city the same evening.
There will be an important meeting of
the Young Woman's club at the home of
Mrs E. E. McCarthy, Elm street, next
Tuesday evening, at 7.30, when office™
for the coining year will be chosen.
A
large attendance is desired.

Percy Wilbur, who works for William
Park-man, in Oakham, seriously injured
bis hand on Wednesday by getting it
caught in a circular saw.
He was put
into a team and started for town.
On
reaching the old Ludden place, Dr. E.
F. Phelan was met, and taking the man
into the house, found that he had nearly
severed the first and second fingers.
It
required 14 stitches, but the doctor thinks
that Wilbur will not lose the use of the

ELECTION AT GRANGE.

COSTLY MILE OF WIRE

Alao a Cood Concert br «•»• OW Polka la
Coetume.

There wss a good attendance at the
regular meeting of North Brookfield
Grange last evening, as there was to be
an election of officers for the ensuing
year. The present board, all ladies, were
evidently not stenuous for a second term,
and the choices were all made with little
or no opposition, although it is quite
The body of Mrs Adelaide (Hartlett)
probable .that some of those in the list
Nichols, aged 68 years and 2 weeks, who
given below, who were not ^present, may
died in Worcester, Friday night, ef pneudecline to accept the honor thrust upon
monia and heart failure, was brought to
them. During the present year the atliars
the home of her sister, Mrs Samuel A.
of the order bave been conducted most
Clark, Gilbert street, where the funeral
satisfactorily by a board of officers, who
was held on Tuesday. Prayers were said
were all ladies, and it has been a most
at the home in Worcester, by Rev. Mr
successful year. The lecturer, Mrs Lila
Burrows, who also conducted the service
Lidstone, has put much effective work
here. Mrs Nichols left here 8 years ago.
into the matter of attractive programs,
Her two daughters survive—Mrs Herbert
and has been well supported by the offiShumway of Springfield, and Mrs Farcers and members. Tbe work has also
rington Smith of Louisville, Ky.
been well carried on in tbe reception of
On their down trip at 7.40 a. m., Tues- new members.
day, the Branch train, in charge of enThe officers-elect are: Worthy Master,
gineer Connors and Conductor Voice, John J. Lane; O,, Colby Johnson; Lecovertook a fine 75 lb. doe, which raced turer, Mrs Margaret Wiley; Steward,
along just ahead of it, for a very long George Willey; Asst. 8teward, Fred
'distance, until it almost reached the Wiley i Chaplain, Mrs Emeline Lane;
double crossing at East Brookfield, when Treasurer, Mrs Herbert E. Cummings;
it attempted to jump over the wire fence, Secretary, Mrs Colby Johnson; G. K.,
struck a post, and fell to the ground. On Carl Whittemore; Ceres, Marjorie Stuart,
their return the train was stopped, the Pomona, Mabel Ohadbourne; Flora,
body lifted into the baggage ear, and Stephanie A. G. Glass; L. A. S., Freda
brought to town, where it was taken on
Hanson; executive committee, Henry W.
the express team to Conductor Vorce,s Ayres; Pianiste, Marion Tucker; Purbarn on Elm street. Game warden Snell
chasing agent, Frank 8umner Bartlett.
came from Worcester, and as there was
After the business was concluded, there
no chance of its recovery, ordered it came the literary and musical program,
killed, when it was found that tWe neck
opening with the illustrated poem,—"The
had been broken by the acciderjL
The
Oourtin'," with the text recited by Miss
carcass was given to Conductor Vorce.
Marion Lidstone; Mr and Mrs John 3,
The Annual Sale, by the Woman's Lane and Mrs Margaret Wiley acting the
Guild of Christ Memorial church, will be parts. After a humorous recitation by
held in the Guild rooms, on Tuesday, Miss Jennie Hill, came the Old Folks
December 8th.
Useful and fancy arti- Concert.
The "choir" all dressed in
cles, aprons, home made candy and food costume, and led by Alfred C- Stoddard
will be for sale. Tea will be served in a were—Mr and Mrs John J. Lane, Mr
Japanese tea room, by Japanese'maidens, and Mrs Frank Conger, Dr. Windsor
during the afternoon. At 8 o'clock there Smith. C. H. Witt, David Lane, Mrs
will be an entertainment. Spanish Folk Lila Lidstone, Mrs Edward Tucker, Missdanoes will be given, in costume, by the es Wright, Topping, Marion Lidstone and
Misses Dorothy Smith, Josephine Rich- Marjory Chesley. The program included
ards, LeFaun Saunders and Kathryn these good old selections: "Invitation,"
Winchell,—and a farce—"The Revolt," 'Grandma's Advice;" solo by Miss
will be presented by Mrs Elizabeth Var- Marion Lidstone; "Complaint," "Strike
num, and the Misses Marjorie Stuart, the Cymbals," (with solo by Mrs ConMarion Crooks, Mabel Moody, Bertha ger) ; "Cousin Jedediah," (with solo by
Tucker, LeFaun Saunders and Doiotby John J. Lane); "Sherborne;" Jerusalem,
Chisholm. Admission is free in the aft- my Happy Home," and "Auld Lang
ernoon. In tbe evening, 10 cents.
The Syne."
am
doors will be open* at 3.30. Sale from 4
Christian
Endeavor
Convention,
until 6, and 7 until 10
The Appleton Club.
The Club had a full attendanc, with
many guests, at their meeting at the parlors of the Memorial church, Wednesday
evening. The papers by Rev. Mr Adams
Mr Ward Smith and Mrs Sherwood were
all.entertaining and instructive.
The
second part of the program was under
charge of Miss Achsah Witter, who, with
Miss Marjorie Stuart executed a very
graceful new dance.
Tarantelle was given by Misses Dorothy Smitn, Josephine
Richards, Kathryn Winchell and LeFaun Saunders, in Spanish costume; and
they cheerfully responded to a very hearty
encore. They then sang "In Old Madrid," and the National Song of Spain,
closing with a Spanish waltz, which also
brought out enthusiatic applause, and an
encore. To Miss Vera Brucker is due the
credit for training the young ladies, and
their success gave full evidence of her
versatility in this line.
Tbe next meeting of the Club wfll be
Dec. 16, with Mrs F. P. Greene, its vice
president. There will be papers on The
Spanish Monasteries by Dr. Albert II.
Prouty; Home Life of the Spanish by
Miss Mary French; Spanish Traditions
by Mrs R. M. D. Adams*, and Readings
from Spanish authors.

HUB-MARK.
RUBBERS

ERECTED DURING SIEGE OF PORT
ARTHUR, IN 1905.

Estimated That Ten Thousand Lives
Were Lost and Millions of Dollar*)
Expended in "Condemning" the

Right of Way.

THREATENING
WEATHER

Laugh at It. Put on your comfy storm coat and
your Hub-Mark rubbers and go down town. We
guarantee tbe foot protection. Hub-Mark rubbers
are perfection in service, and that means economy.
Hub-Mark rubber footwear for men, women,
boys and girls is made by the largest and best
equipped factory in the world, and the makers of
Hub-Mark rubbers are jealous, of their reputation.
You will have no regret if you say
"Hub-Mark" to the storeman.
They cost no
more than any standard first-quality rubbers.

"There are matry Individual miles
of city-built telephone line that have
coat well up In the hundreds ot thousands of dollars," remarked an officer of the United States army who
saw much of the war between Russia
and Japan a few years ago, "but the
mile of telephone wire that cost, beyond all comparison, more money and
These rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rublives than any other line ever built
ble Shoe Company, Maiden, Mail.
was erected during the siege of Port
Arthur In 1905.
I "For weeks and months the Japs
THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
bad been eating away at the defenses
of the Russian fortress, but with small
success. The hills around the town
and harbor seemed to bave been fashioned by nature for defense.' The
laps, though they had brought up
WANTED
their great 12 and 14-lnch siege guns, BY young American, Protestant widow with
small
boy,
light
housework in small family
were able to make but slight Impresor companion's work- Good homt rather than
sion upon the forts and none at all nigh wages to be considered. "A". P. O, Box 17
upon the town or the Russian fleet North Brookfield, Mass.
that lay safe within the Inner harbor.
FOR BALK.
The trouble was that, though-the
Parlor Stove, also old-fashioned
great guns—'Osaka babies' they called AGLENWOOD
bureau, chair and mirror. Call on MRS,
49-2w
them, after the name of the town CYRUS K. WEBBER. Union Street.
where they were
manufactured—
FOR SALE
could easily carry from their positions
nice white Leghorn Roosters, and one
into Port Arthur and the harbor, there A few
Plymouth Rock Rooster, at $1 each. Call
~ at
was Intervening a great range of hills No. 6 Arch Street. North Brookfield.
48*
from five to six hundred feet In height
FOR SALE,
and crowned with the most powerful
fortifications in the world to that flrey.mare in good_condition. Will sell reasondate. Hence, the gunners could not East Brookfield Mass.
with the Water in your Radiator
48
to Prevent Freezing,
get a sight of their targets.
"Suddenly the 'Osaka babies' comTO RENT
menced to open fire upon the town fPHE HIJMPHREY house on 8] , „8tT Steam 10 deg. above Zero weather
_ heat, hot and cold water, oath, set range
use 20 per cent, solution
and barbor, and the Russians smiled, and every convenience. Bent exceptionally
for experience had shown them how moderate.
5 deg. below Zero weather
E. R. COLKBBOOK,
Impossible It was for the shells to
use 30 per cent, solution
Phone 33-6. East Brookfield.
strike their unseen targets. But, to
20 deg. below Zero weather
their astonishment, after a shell or
WANTED
use 40 per cent, solution
two, one lit squarely upon the main A POSITION by an American woman, as com.
36
deg.
below
Zero
weather
panlon
and
assistant,
with
one
or
two
elderly
buHd'.ng In Port Arthur and shortly people living plainly. Wages not considered.
use 50 per cent, solution
after one plunged through the deck Reference the best. Address Box No, 40 D, North
2w47»
of a battleship and sank her like a Brookfield.
One Quart Denatured Alcohol to one gal■tone.
•
lon water, 20 per cent, solution
WACON FOR SALE
"In a short time the town was
I HAVE a good two-horse farm wagon for sale One and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
wrecked and the fleet, with halt Its
also double runner sleigh. For further inforto one gallon water, 30 per cent, soships sunk or disabled, had to put out mation enquire at the JOURNAL Orncs,
lution.
to, sea.
FOR RENT
Two and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
: "For, from the telephone In the
AN Eight-room cottage on Willow St, Town
.
to one gallon water, 40 per cent. so<
hand of the Jap hidden on the sumjrf
water. L. B. HAS DEN, Grant St. North
lution
43
mit of 203 Meter hill there ran a wire Brookfield.
to I he batteries where stood the great
Four Quarts Denatured Alcohol to on*
'Osaka babies,' and the whole thing
gallon water, 50 per cent, solution
STOVE FOR SALE
became as simple as a kindergarten
Mrs Searte has a nice new P. D, Beckwitb
FOE 8ALE BY
prublem. ,The man with the telescope Round Oak Parlor Heater, will burn wood or coal
It is too large for my rooms only reason for selThe fall rally of the Spencer C. E. observed where the shells from the ling ft. Grant St., Comer Walnut47tf
Union will be held to-morrow (Saturday) 'babies' struck; he reported It to the
at the Congregational church in West mat) with the telephone, who, in torn,
Brookfield. The afternoon session opens telephoned It to the gunners of the
•babies." They modified their fire unat 3.15 with a song service; at 3.30, Tbe
der these directions and placed their
Office at Dr. Ludden's
C. E. Motto, "For Christ and the great shells as accurately as though
North Brookfield
Church" by Miss Emily Ham, of Brook- they were firing point-blank at a tar- Main Street,
field; 3.45, a symposium on Committee get.
Work, by Rev, E. G. Zellars of Spencer
"It was the beginning of the end of
4.00, three minute Reports from the Port Arthur, that mile of telephone
Presidents of each society in the Union- line running up the flank of 203 Meter
Spencer, Brookfield, North Brookfield, Hill. It was but a single wire mountRegistered Embalmer.
West Brookfield,' Warren and New ed on poles so small that they were
Invisible a quarter of a mile distant,
Subscriptions taken for any or all
Braintree; at 4.20 there will be a question
but it cost 10,000 men and several milbox conducted by ex-president Miss Mar- lions of dollars In ammunition and
garet Koch, of Spencer; from 5 to 6 a other war-cost to 'condemn' the right
social hour, followed by a 15 cent supper. of way."
Wherever Published at lowest Kates
OoanectAd by Long Distance TeleAt 7.00 there will be a grand praise serphono %t House and Store.
vice led by Hauck's orchestra; this will
Ichthyol.
be followed by a devotional service, led
The Importation of ichthyol, a peby Rev. T. C. Craig of Warren; at 7.30 cullar asphaltlc material found In Aus"Tbe Eridc.avorer'8 'Teen Age," by Mrs tria, which finds application after ap- EVERYBODY^ — 2 years - $2,00
S. H. Reed of Brookfield; at 7.45 The propriate chemical treatment as a very DELINEATOR — 2 years — $2.00
Supreme Work of Every C. E. "Won by Important medicament, has been, along
One." ■ Consecration Service led/by Rev. with many other products, cut off by
DRESSMAKING
the war. The raw material comes from
Wm. France, of New Braintree.
a fosslliferous*daposlt near Seefeld, in
Regular Prices of each (1.50 a year] ~
North Brookfield
II Prospect St.
the Austrian Tyrol. It Is carefully seAnother Death at the Psrkman Home. lected and subjected to dry distillation.
27
The distillate thus obtained Is then
George G, Park man, whose fatal illness
sulphonated and subsequently neutralwas announced last week, died at his ized with ammonia. The use of this
Forest St., North Brookfield
home farm on the Oakham road, on Mop- material has greatly Increased in tha
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
day, of pneumonia, aged 46 years, 2 raos. last few years, and It has proved very
IN SCRIPT OR
and 2 days. He was the son of H. Ly- beneficial. Almost Immediately followman Parkman (whose funeral was atten- ing the beginning of the War Its price
ENGLISH TEXT '
botb rubber ana steel tires, Buggieu
ded on Sunday) and Elizabeth (Bush) doubled, going to over 60 cents an
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, 3ur
Parkman. Beside the wife, he leaves a ounce. Already, however, a firm in St.
revs and Road Wagons, both new an*!
H. J. Lawrence. North Brookfield
second hand.
daughter, Helen, and two sons, Henry Louis Uas a material on the market,
and Hermon, also two brothers, William which has been favorably recommend- %.T BOTTOM
FRIGES
ed as an efficient substitute, closely reARTISTIC MONUMENTS
and Fred, of Oakham.
Harness, Bobes, Blankets, Whips am
sembling
Ichthyol
itself.—United
Oil Cloths. Mot too Costly. Not toAND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
Cbesp.
States Geological Survey Bulletin.

' -. All who are willing to contribute money FISCAL YEAR CLOSES DEC. 31.
or clothing to-the Belgian relief, are asked
•to leave same with JMrs Fuilam, South
The fiscal year of the town of North*
Main street, or Mrs Crooks, Elm street, Brookfield, closes Dec 31, snd all bills
before Friday next. Telephone either of must be presented before that date. It is
these ladies, and packages will be sent expected that the. annual town meeting
will be held on the second Monday in
for. ,
L. 8. Woodi" has bought the 43 un- February, 1915. Under the new law, we
claimed watches, that had been left at understand, the selectmen are not perChrist Memorial Church.
the Bobbs' jewelry store, of the adminis- mitted to allow any department to overtrator, and will sell them at auction run their appropriations, and this fiscal
A large congregation gathered from all
Saturday night, in the corner store of year is two months short of a calendar the towns in the parish, Sunday mornthe Adams block, now occupied by Mr year.
ing, at theuuinual visitation of the bish■ ,en i
_
,^_
op, who preached on The Christian
Foster's coal office.
Open Meeting of the Sons of VeterArmor, after confirming a class of twelve.
The Woman's Union will meet to sew,
ans on Monday Evening.
To-morrow afternoon, S. Nicholas' eve,
at the chapel of the Congregational,
Joe Hooker Camp, S. of V., will have there will be a party for S. Nicholas'
church on Thursday afternoon, Dec. 10,
and at 3 uicluck, Mra Wm. O. Bement, an open meeting at G. A. R. hall, Mon- class in the school, from 3 to 5 o'clock.
-presidentof the Worcester Co. Branch, day evening, Dec. 7. when they will be The candidates are invited to assist and
W. B. M., will address tne ladies.
All visited by A. A. Bronsdon of Millus Hhare in the entertainment.
Falls, Senior Vice-commander of the
cordially invited. Tea will be served.
state. All sons or grandsons of veterans,
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
The Girls' FrieniHy.society held a devowhether members of the order or not, WOKCESTBtt SS.
PaoBATE Coi'BT
tional meeting in' the Guild rooms on
'l'o all oersons interested in the estate of Prisare earnestly invited to be present.
oiila L. CnttS1, late of North Brookfield in said
Tuesday evening, with the rector, Bev*R.
County deceased. ■
M. D. Adams, in charge. There were seWllereaa, Mary W. Mudge. administratrix
New Officers of Post.
with the will annexed of the estate or said delected readings and the rector also gave a
ceased, has presented lorailowance theflist and
Ezra D. Batcheller Post, G. A. II., has final account of h- r administration upon the
talk to the girls. After the meeting, the
estate of said dec* ased.
' girls made plansTqr the winding of ever- elected Dr. George R. Spooiier as its
v'ou are hereby cited 'o appear at a Prohate
Commander; Alphonsu Woodcock, S. V. Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
.green for Christinas decoration.
of Worcester, on the eighth day of December, A.
C.; Gilbert Webber, J. V. C, j Charles 1>. 1914. at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to show
The Grange had a very successful fair,
if any you have, why tlie same should
H. DeyoI;>Sergt.; Sumner Holmes, Chap.; cause,
not be allowed.
Tuesday evening, which netted them 960.
And said administratrix is ordered to serve
Henry A. Whitely* Q- M.; E. B.TJorbiu,
this citation bj delivering a copy thereof to al!
The Blossom Family gave a most e lterO. D.;, M. J. McNamara, O, G.
persons interested in the estate fourteen days
taining performance, which was much
at least before Bald ..our , or by publishing the
same once in each week, for three suoces.-ive
■improved over their first presentation and j- The annu8l 8ale and entertainment of weeks, in the North broukHeld Journal, a newsbiought out the special talents of each th^Wonan.a Guf|(, at chriM Memorial paper published In North Brookheld, the last
publication to be one day, at least, hefoie said
performer. . The committee in charge was church
^ g
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, a copy of this
iah toomBi Xuesd
citation to all known persons interested in the
Mrs Anderson, Mrs Clapp, Mrs Bliss,,
_»«.
estate, seven days atleascbef ore said Court.
,„
-.
,
witness, William T.Forbes, esquire Jnd(re
Misses Jennie Doane and AddieStoddard. |
^oaily Thought.
ot „ia court, this fourteenth day of November,
In charge of the program were Mrs Lio*»
What do we live for If /hot to maks in the year one thousaud nine hundred and
' fourteen,
stqne, Jennie Hill and Mrs E. E. Mc- the world less difficult for others*—
HARHY H.ATWOOD, Register
Nov. IS 39, Dec. 4,M.
Carthy.
George Eliot.

FOR SALE BY
JOHN T. GRADY, North Brookfield.

Attention
Automobile
Owners

DIRECTIONS FOR NIXING

DENATURED ALCOHOL

W. F. FULLAM

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

FRED C. CLAPP

Save Money
on Your Magazines

Funeral Director

MAGAZINES

A Special Offer for November

MRiKHELEN MORSE SMITH

$2 Everybodys and Delineator $2

MRS M. I. MORIN

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Shingles, Roofing Material

In all kinds of
A Profession and a Home.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
All tne different grades. All sires ot
That a married woman can keep up
Nails, also.
her profession and her home as well
Z. A, RISLEY & COMPANY
is being successfully proved by the Bememtwr tnatlny pnoes are always
. Telephone.'
West Brookfield.
tbe lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
principal of one of the largest schools
Dr.* Daniel'* Bone Remedies Aiwa •
for girls in New York.
She has a, 12-room apartment run
in Stock.
by a capable maid and a Japanese
1 KLfcrHOHK OAKHAM IM.
cook. She took up r-er teaching sarz'a
Residence 38 Spring St., cor. Prospect
v hen her daughter was two years old
and has managed to prepare her
OAKHAM.■
daughter ior Cbjlege at the age of fifInside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
teen.
and Whitening, Orders Promptly AttenAnne Warner, the' aflthoress, also
ded to.
has been married three years and
p. O. Box 192.
(42) Satisfaction Guaranteed
does her writing at home by ssttllng
her houBckeeplngjby nine In the morning and then shutting herself up In
her study to write until five—the
To see the Latest Models at
usual hours of a business man to
which she considers herself entitled.

DANIEL FOSTER,

William

C. Crawford

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

Difficult.
'
v
"Frenel, fashions have stopped coaling over," says a New Yorker, "and
evening gowns'for the winter will In
consequence be less decollete. A good
thing, too. I said to a woman at a
dance last week:
, " 'How beautifully your daughter Is
dressed, Pon't you find it difficult to
keep her in clothes?'
"'Indeed^ I -dot' my friend replied.
'Havent you noticed the decollete
gown she's wearing tonight?'"

REGISTERED EMBALMER.
; Personal Prompt Attention Day
or SStrut.
Telephone North Brookfielfl No.
IJS-II.
*
Long

Distance Connection.

and KTery Requisite Furaisoed.
loMty A ••lit* ut.

House Painting, all Branches

Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your home';
by sending word to
*•*
%*

MRS. B.<3. GRAVES,
Representtti v* (or the Brookflelds.
Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
17

MASS.

BROQKFIELD TIMES

Sportswoman in Hunting Season

BROOKFIELD TIMES

| PRETTY CHRISTMAS GIFTS
\\

_
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!S Acceptable Presents for Young and Old
II
and How They Are Made

|i

j
j

MDMnONAL

SDNMfSfflOOL
LESSON

MMMMMMMMMIMMf »

NOTES FB0M HOG LOT

The Birth of |S
j Christ in the ! I
' Soul

liKi.XI3ICIX^lX*XtXlXI*«X^*)ICl^tXl«>*tXIXI3l(liKIMlXi.ll(13li:illtT (By a O. SELLERS, Acting Director Sunday School Course, Moody Bible Instiround pasteboard box of suitable slxe tute, Chicago.)
EASILY MADE CHRISTMAS
By REV. JAMES M. GRAY. D. D.
DMolMo^BiUlaetae
NOVELTIES IN NECKWEAR la needed over which the covering la
stretched and either pasted or sewed.
LESSON
FOR
DECEMBER
6
For
small
remembrance
tokens
flat
NECKWEAR and muff eeta were
♦ »♦»♦♦»»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦ ♦♦'
never more fashionable than they sachets of crepe paper carrying laven- CHRIST RI8EN FROM THE DEAD.
are Just now, and they are among the der or spicy perfumes. In 2a oblong bit
TEXT—My little children, of whom I
of
cotton
batting,
are"
tied
with
nareasiest to make of home-mads gifts.
LESSON TEXT—Mark 16:1-8; Matt 28:11- travail in birth again until Christ be
row
strips
of
ribbons.
formed
in you.—Galatians 4:1a
They confer both style and comfort
16.
.
GOLDEN TEXT—Why seek ye the livupon their wearers to the Joy of those DE8K 8ET8 FOR THE
'
ing among the dead? He i» not here, but
I go out of the beaten .path In title
who receive them.
OFFICE OR HOME Is risen.—Luke 24:5, 6.
Christmas message, and called to conNeckpieces are simply straight
template the birth
lengths of velvet, plush or fur cloth, AMONG the most attractive of
The death of Christ made a proof our Savior Into
cut a quarter of a yard wide and a
found
Impression,
Luke
23:48,
49.
Jonovel presents for men are office
the world, I
yard or more In length. They are or library sets consisting of portfolio, seph, who had been a secret disciple,
would apply the
Uned with satin and gathered In at the letter box. waste basket, candle obtained the body and gave It burial,
event to his birth
shades, eta They are made of hand- Mark 15:42-47. In the lesson selected
into the Individsome wall paper designs pasted over for today we have, first, Mark's record
ual life. Opporfoundations of heavy* cardboard or of the discovery of the resurrection
tunity is not afwood. A paper having a broad black by the women, and, second, Matthew's
forded for enand white stripe with dark red flowers, record of how his enemies dealt with
largement on the
vaguely outlined on it, was used to that fact
meaning ot the
I. The Resurrection Morn, Mark.
cover the letter box and portfolio
text, but,
16:1-8. The Sabbath ended at sunL It suggests
down and the shops were then opened.
that the birth of
Mary Magdalene then purchased
Christ into the exspices that they might anoint the dead
perience of men is
body of JesuB. They may have paid
a process of three
the tomb a visit late on Saturday, see
stages. Christ
Matt. 28:1 R. V. Starting the next
must be formed In
morn, "while it was yet dark," John their understanding and In their will,
20:1, they came to the tomb to per- but especially In the affections which,
form their last service of gratitude mold their character and conduct
and love. He had no need of this serv- Their understanding Is reached in the
ice, Matt. 16:21; 20:19; however. It preaching of the Word of God, but theii
was acceptable and they were reward- wills and affections are moved only as
ed by receiving the first glimpse of the power of the Holy Spirit accompathe risen Lord.
nies that Word. This explains why
there Is muoh preaching and teaching
Women's Love Genuine.
The reason they did not expect to of the Bible, and so little effected 10
see a risen Jesus was in their failure the conversion of souls. How much
shown In the Illustration. The candle to listen to and to ponder on his Christians need to pray for their pasA FRENCH idea In hunting garb Is put on in diagonal rows (three in each
shade is of dark red paper decorated words. The men also failed to com- tors, for the Sunday school teachers
shown here which the practical row), are allowed it by way of adornwith a fancy gold braid pasted on. The prehend the note of his resurrection of their children, and, nbeve all, foi
American may make use of in fashion- ment.
ability
to choose an attractive paper which he so frequently sounded, in- themselves, that the unction of tha
ing her own. No American who unNo one can fathom the idea of the
and paste it on neatly Is about all that deed, the report of these same women Holy One may rest upon them as they
dertakes tramping through field and designer In making, to go with so
Is required for making these seta. Is by these men considered "as idle witness for Christ, .that their testiWood and over hlli and valley would practical a Jacket, a skirt so entirely
Leather effects, the tiffany papers, be- tales," Luke 24:11. The women ap- mony may beget in others the new
consider following this model exactly. unsuited to hunting. The proper skirt
ends, where a taeseled ornament sides many artistic flowered patterns pear in a better light than the men In Ufe through faith in him.
We wear short skirts, bloomers and
Is to be out much shorter, extending makes the finish. They fasten about are suited to the purpose and make this story. The women, especially
The Second Adam,
leggings and are prepared to tramp the
n. Bilt the tex suggests that the
wild, not always following beaten not below the calf of the leg, or at the peck with a hook and eye or slide, UBeful and tasteful gifts that men ap- Mary Magdalene, loved much because
he had done so much for them. The birth of Christ In the soul would be
paths. But hunting and fishing and most to the top of high hunting shoes. Crocheted, passamenterie or bead preciate.
extent and the genuineness of their Impossible had not Christ himself
tramping in the alluring out-of-doors It is to fit smoothly about the waist and buckles and ornaments are used on
TOBACCO
POUCH
AND
affection Is found In that they went to been born Into the world. Our nat)• not simply a pose with the Amer- hips and flare toward the bottom. It them.
DRESSING
CASE
BAQ.
Muffs are barrel-shaped and made
the tomb to serve Jesus when appar- ural man could have no existence
ican sportswoman; she really hunts should be finished with a machinewithout a natural progenitor, and this
Eime, fishes considerably, and tramps stitched hem and provided with a few over beds of down or wool batting. A TOBACCO pouch Is made of four ently hope had fled and faith waa
Is equally clear of our spiritual or
weights. Skirts of this kind are wom These beds are bought ready made
blighted,
I
Cor.
13:8
R.
V.
Their
visit
uch.
long, narrow triangles of leather
regenerated man. Why is Christ
I The Jacket In the model pictured is over eark-colored bloomers and with and are very cheap. Velvet covering* or of a silky plush, sewed together. A was the fulfillment of their ministry called In Scripture the second Adam.^
Ideal
Blade of checked tweed in the plainest of soft shirtwaists, In are usually gathered over them with silk lining la, made in the same way of love, yet It reveals the, darkness of It not that he was, so to speak, a new
ruffles at each end as shown In the
■hades of brown, It is roomy enough brown linen or other strong fabric
and placed fir the outer bag. The edges their minds. This waa common to all starting point tor man, "the pure
The cap la a very good model, with picture. The muff and ruffles are lined along the top are blind-stitched to- of his followers.
(or freedom and snug enough for comspring of a redeemed race"? This
a
vlror
of
which
there
Is
only
•
with
satin.
Silk
cords
or
strands
of
Approaching the tomb they are confort, and is not ungraceful. The back
gether. The bag la VA Inches long.
fronted by a new difficulty—"Who ^oes not mean merely that he was
is plain, with the fronts failed in a glimpse in the picture. Such caps are large black beads are fashionable this
shall roll away the atone?" The Words the purest, noblest and best man who
tittle above the belt The sleeves, of made of velours, chinchilla, velveteens, season for decorating these sets.
of verse four are slgnlncant-/Look- ever lived, but that in his humanity
the plain coat-sleeve variety, are tweeds and similar fabrics, and It
he was much more than any other
HOLIDAY TIES AND
ing up, they see that the stone/Is rolled
finished with a pointed cuff on the up- would be hard to Improve on this one.
BOWS IN RIBBON
man from Adam down. In a certain
back," Am. R. V. This undoubtedly
. per side.
The yoke overlaps the It Is comfortable and becoming. For
sense humanity was reborn in the
refers to the situation of the tomb and manger at Bethlehem. Redemption %
Jacket at the top, fastening on the the crisp and glorious days of Indian
their approach thereto, yet the fact
(boulder, and a plain turn-over collar summer and the light snows of Debegins by a new birth in the race
cember the real sportswoman caa
remains that "looking up" most of our which Includes "all men, at least to
finishes the neck.
difficulties are remove*. Let us be this degree, that In Christ dwells
I Plain machine stitching finishes all equip herself to be entirely comfort,
constantly "looking unto him." It baa potentially all that all men need.
sages. The jacket fastens with snap able and be conscious of looking well,
been suggested that God rolled away There la now a chance, which but
fasteners, and small metal buttons, too.
the stone, not that Jesus might get put, for the Incarnation of Chriat never
l_L
, ,
but rather that the women might get oould have been, that each of us may
In. Mary found two angels sitting, become regenerated and begin our
one at the head and one at the foot,
life over again.
where the body had lain, John 20; 11.
But in speaking of the humanity of
12, and the two disciples to whom she Christ, It must be kept In mind that
reported found the linen cloth and the In his person there was united the
napkin and "believed," John 20:2-9. two natures, the human and the diThe women were overwhelmed with vine. Christ was man, but also he
perplexity and, like Peter and John, was God. We are unable to under"knew not the Scripture that he must stand this mystery, but we accept It
rise again from the dead." The an- by faith on abundant testimony, while
gelic message, "He is risen; he Is not we adore and praise him that ot hla
here," was the sounding forth of a fullness all we may receive, and grace
message as great and as glorious aa for grace.
each triangle 3V4 Inches wide. A that sounded by the angels on the
Birth of Christ In the Soul.
III. Just as the Holy Ghost waa
INEXPENSIVE and pretty neckwear casing is'' stitched In the bag 1% njght of his birth.
Such experience and such knowledge Instrumental In the birth of Christ
inches
from
the
top
to
accommodate
Is made of narrow colored velvet
ribbon. Bows and ties like those narrow elastic bands for drawing entails a definite burden of responsi- Into the world, so is he necessary to shown In the picture are often finished strings. If the bag is to be hung up bility, therefore the logical message the birth of Christ In the soul. The
with small flowers of ribbon or chiffon. ribbon or cord suspenders are sewed and command of verse seven. This la virgin could not have given birth to
also in accord with the Savior's last the Son of Man had not the Holy
at each side.
earthly message, Mark 16:15; Matt. Ghost come upon her and the power
HOMEMADE GIFTS
ACCEPTABLETO MEN INEXPENSIVE GIFTS IN
28:18-20. It is natural for us to linCOLLARS AND VESTEEe, ger in silent meditation at the place Df the highest overshadowed her, and
It is written that "no man can say
SELECTING gifts for one's menfolks
of our greatest revelation or of our that Jesus Is the Lord but by the _
is perplexing to the Christmas A COLLAR and vestee in sheer or- deepest soul experiences, but these Holy Ghost" As the great Puritan
gandie, to wear with tailored sultay women are urged to "go quickly."
IF YOU are casting about for Inexpen- ated by her who Is remembered with shopper; their needs are few, comdivine, John Owen, used to say, "We
sive Christmas gifts there Is hardly one at Christmas time. The pretty pared to those of women and children. will be welcomed by every woman and The message of salvation Is too im- can have no real design of conformaprons
shown
here
cost
only
a
quarcosts
almost
nothing
but
the
time
for
Men like glfte that add something to
anything that makes as good a showportant to brook any delay.
ity to Christ unless we have their (
making. The flaring collar is finished
ing, for the smallest outlay, as the ter each.
eyes who beheld his glory." But how
Spread False Tale.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
with hand-embroidered scallops or a
little serving apron. Of course these
band of fine narrow swlss embroidery.
II. The Watch at the Sepulcher, shall we obtain those eyes if they
small bits of dainty apparel may be
or lace, which extends down each side. Matt. 27:62-«« and 28:11-18, Evident- ire not given us from above 7 The
Wide Skirt Has Arrived.
made of fine materials, trimmed with
The collar and vestee must be cut ly the manner of his death and his re- natural man beholds no excellency in
"The wide alUrt has arrived," says s
the more costly lingerie laces, and
separately and Joined at the neck line. ported prophecies as to the resurrei*- Christ, and appreciates no need of
elaborated into expensive affairs, but fashion authority. "It started with th*
The collar Is wired to make it stand tlon made an impression upon the ene- him as a Savior, until these experithese wfil not be any more pleasing short, flaring minaret tunic. From
ences are begotten in him by superand flare correctly.
mies of Jesus. This guard is an ex- satural power and grace. We have
than plainer aprons which are equally there it lengthened and expanded into
A
brilliant
vestee,
with
collar
and
pression
of
the
ultimate
antagonism
the
long,
full
Russian
overskirt.
Hers
dainty and are made of Inexpensive
rovers of filmy lace, Is pictured made of the priests and rulers. As this, the referred to this before but It needa
cotton fabrics trimmed with sheer em- It ruled supreme lor some time, but
of brocaded velvet and shadow lace. morn of the first day of the week, a> to be emphasised again and again.
at last the final drop came, and sudbroideries or the cheaper laces.
IV. Finally, as the birth of Chriat
The vestee la a band about the neck proached tho guard saw the vision of
The weaving of cotton Into exquisite denly, too, and its end Is the three and
Iftto the world marks the most importhe angel and in its presence became tant era In the world, so the birth
fabrics that cost little has placed a a half yard round-the-bottom skirt. The
as dead men. When later they had re- of Christ into the soul marks the
iworld of opportunities at the hand of circular skirt hanging In quaint goflet
covered they hastened Into the city most Important era In the soul. It
the needle woman. All the fine cot- ruffles Is a rival of the new plaited
skirt,
and
Paris
favors
both
as
smart
and reported to the priests the fact of Is this which turns the believer
ton lawns, plain and printed, dotted
autumn
styles.
The
long
coat
which
the coming of the angel snd that the 'from darkness to light, and from thai
mulls and swlss, plain and printed
flares
even
more
than
the
skirt
bevoiles, fancy nets and cotton marstone, upon waioh the seal rested, had power of Satan unto Goq." No eonbeen removed. Bribed, they spread verted man Would change his experianisette are In line with fancy weaves neath Is the suit coat of the'hour, their comfort and they lfke convenient
to make the frivolous little accessories while the basque which clings to the things. They especially appreciate
abroad the tale that the disciples had ence, of salvation and the indwelling
of dress and the airy house and party figure has taken the place of the bag- gifts made by the donor, and this year,
stolen his body. The falseness of Christ for all the world could give
gowns which women are privileged to gy kimono blouse. It has brought there are some novelties for them
such a tale is evidenced by the fact him. It Is this tact that makes the
wear. Everyone of them Is available with It the high collar and the higher which are not difficult to make at
that the rankest Infidel has not the Christmaatlde a time of sadness a»v
ruche,
which
flares.
It
Is
Interesting
for the serving apron and for the
temerity to make such a claim today. well as one of happiness and Joy.
home.
to
note
that
we
are
to
flare
both
at
morning cap.
The resurrection, as Paul affirms, Is We see merriment about us, yet we
A basket, which will do either for a
the
neck
and
at
the
feet
this
winter."
There Is a saving In Buying enough
the declaration that Jesus is the Son shrink from It as from the thought of
den or a bedroom, is made very easily.
material to cut several aprons, and
of God, It is a vindication of hla that infidel who strove to balk the
The materials selected for it depend
Fur Capes snd Ruffe,
they may be made of short lengths or
supremacy and of the supremacy of
upon the purposes for which It Is to
Fur trimmings are a strong feature be used. If it is intended for a con- gradually widening to the waist lln* the spiritual over the natural. ^We do King of Terrors by ordering to a
pieces or remnants, because the body
game of carde with his dying breath.
of the apron is often cut m panels that of women's dress this season and venient receptacle for ties, collar but- where It is trimmed Into points. M well to emphasize his birth, and to
There is no Cnristmaa Joy a believer
are set together with narrow va! lace. therefore It la to be expected that fur tons, pins, needles, thread and various fastens Just above the points with dwell much upon his death, yet both
In Christ so earnestly covets aa to
Short lengths of embroidery serve for should prove a big Item In the wom- odds and ends, it Is to be made of cre- hooks and eyes, and here three small, of these have no essential value apart
edgings, beeause they are put on with- en's neckwear field, according to the tonne, brown linen or figured silk and fancy buttons are set on tor ornament] from the resurrection. Apart from learn of some one who, as a resultof'
out fullness. A pocket, decked out Dry Goods Economist. Cape collars finished with ribbon. But It for a den
A. short ruffle of lace forms a flaring this and the cross Is BO more than his miniltry, has come to interpret,
with a small bow or rosette, Is an of fur finished with standing ruches to hold pipes, matches, cigars, tobacco, collar which Is supported with fine the tragic and awe-inspiring end of a the Christmaa to the earth from the
embellishment and comes In Jiandy ere a feature, as also are maline ruffs etc., it is to be made of thin leather or wires. The revere are made of straight life that failed. Connecting the croaa point vl view of a Christmas In the
soul. While It la the work of the
with a fu' band in the back.
for the lace-bordered handkerchief.
pieces of face draped In at each side
Some of the more elaborate novel- heavy silk and finished with silver or" and at the tap in the neck line. Made with this demands that every thought- Hely Spirit to perform this miracle ot
Since It is so much Jthe vogue for
gold braid and cord.
ful man should study It carefully. The grace In him, yet It 1» his duty ia
the daughters of the house, little and ties designed as foundations for eveA collar box covered with cretonne of bright colored brocades this Is one resurrection demonstrates that ha yield his will to him that tie WSJ!
big, or for the young hostess, to serve ning dresses show trimmings of fur, and suspended by ribbon bangers is a of the prettiest of novelties to be worn finished the work of redemption.
perform It
the guest at tea or luncheon, the combined with smart opalescent span- reliable gift sure .of a Welcome, A to embellish the blouse.
serving apron Is sure to be appreci- gles and beads.

Dainty Serving Aprons, to Cost a Quarter
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Money In Pushing the Pigs for
Early Maturity.
Ne Farm Animal More Fully Appreclates Pure Water Than Swine—
Provide Plenty of Range—■
'Keep Yards Sanitary.

FIX WEIGHTS FOR LEGHORNS
American Poultry Association Approve
Standard for Barred Rock Breed—
Text Books for Schools.

J

At the annual meeting of the American Poultry association the following weights for Leghorns were adopted: Cocks, five and one-halt pounds;
hens', tour poundB; cockerels, four snd
one-half pounds; pullets, three and
one-half pounds. The move for a reduction In weight of Barred Rocks was
ruled out of order. It having been
voted down at Atlantic City last year.
In Partridge varieties the description will read: Fluff black, tinged
with red; and in Light Brahmas the
word "silvery" will be dropped wherever it occurs in connection with the
word white.
The meeting also passed and approved a Barred Rock breed standard,
a market poultry and egg standard, an
official egg score card, and a textbook
for schools. It might be said that the
schoolbooks won the textbook, for

Fine Leghorn Cock.
Mr. C. T. Patterson of the Missouri
experiment station, produced a scrap;
book containing all that he could find
to American schoolbooks concerning
poultry. The book and its crude illustrations showed the actual necessity
of at least a truthful presentation of
the subject. The convention saw the
point, and quickly placed itself in accord With the recommendation of
Professor Patterson. The book is being prepared for the seventh and
eighth grade pupils, for boys' and
girls' poultry clubs, and for Y. M. C.
A. classes. The committee expects to
have it on tho market next year.

Movable hog houses have come to
stay.
Early maturity decreases the risk
from disease.
,
The pie's bed is of as much Importance as his food.
The breed is of less importance
than the surroundings.
It does not pay to allow pigs to run
through a wet pasture.
Bran Is an excellent substitute for
succulence in the sow's ration.
It Is a poor Idea to think that any
one breed is free from disease.
A liberal feeding of roots to the
brood sows Insures healthy pigs.
Thousands of young pigs are annually lost hrough lack of exercise.
To be successful a man must be
particular with his breeding stock.
The cost of the product Is lessened
by pushing the pigs for early maturity.
Clover Is our cheapest hog food, and
every farmer should plan to use all
he can.
./
Health is natural, disease Is unnatural, health Is contagious as well as
disease.
To make hogs profitable we must
provide plenty of range, that We may
keep their yards clean and sanitary.
A successful hog grower must do
this thinking for himself after he
reads the writings of other hog-growers.
Maintaining a steady gain in weight
and a high degree of health are two
secrets ot success in making pork
cheaply, The loss of condition at weaning
time may be greatly reduced if the
pigs have been accustomed to supplementary foods.
While the hog Is considered the
most filthy of animals, yet no kind of
animal appreciates pure water more
than the hog.
Better send the pigs to bed hungry
than to Bend them Into a wet nest
with a full stomach. The results are
the same and the cost less.
It will pay any hog-grower to flip
all of his growing pigs, at least once
a month, to keep their skin In good
condition and free from lice.
In economical plg-feedlng we must
make the most of our grain feeds by
mingling them with coarse cheap
foods, thereby reducing the cost of
the ration.
Every change in feeding should be

PACK POULTRY FOR MARKET
Whatever Mars Appearance of a Bird
Lowers Price—Wrap In Paper so
Fowls Do Not Rub.
There is an art In packing. Carelessly packed birds go on market out
ot shape, bruised and unsightly where
Jammed together. Whatever hurts the
appearance of a bird lowers the price.
Never pack birds between straw or
hay, because every straw cuts into
the skin and flesh, giving a fresh bird
the appearance of mortification already set In. Poultry must sell upon
appearance. To pack aright place
packing stuff first on the bottom of
the barrel, for a barrel Is always better than a hox. Over this lay strong
paper, on this your first layer of poultry, every space filled so that while
the fowls* do not rub, yet they are too
tight to move. When full spread over
another layer of, paper, then straw,
then put on the lid. Bach fowl is
packed best if wrapped in paper made
tor that purpose. Some packers place
cracked. Ice in with the chickens. In
hot weather ship by express, in cold
"by freight, though you must look
close after the time for delivery and
the market they must go on.

POULTRY READY FOR WINTER
Market the Old Hens, aa They Will
Not Lay During Cold WeatherThoroughly Clean Houae.

Get your poultry ready for winter.
The old hens should be marketed, aa
they will not lay during the winter
and the market for them Is still good.
Clean up the henhouse, cleaning out
the rubbish, fumigating, spraying or
renewing the nests, whitewashing the
inside of the house and painting' the
outside. If the garden has nothl g
the hens can destroy, spade up the old
lettuce bed and let them eat the grubs.'
ft will be good for both bens and garden. Give a small dose of Epsom salts
to a little moist food once a week during the month and plenty of fresh water at all times. Our chief error is in
using for trailers the tender early
hatched hens that would give winter
eggs, and keeping the profitless old
hens. Roosters are better on their
backs on a platter than eating good
food, all winter. Keep Just one or two
for spring when setting time approaches. If you have any doubts about
the wisdom ot this consult the poultry

Seven-Hundred Pound Sows.

WESTERN CANADA^ OFFER IS Backache Spells Danger
' Do
fcnow that yonr t»** back may*
ba merely * bint ot acme hidden, deepAMERICA'S OPPORTUNITY
seated kidney diaorder? -Census recorda

DEATH TRAP/PP THE SHEEP
i
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Many Valuable Animals Lost by Accidentally Falling Into Dead Furrow*—Fill Depressions.
(By FRANK KLEINHEINZ, Director
Wisconsin Sheep Breeders' Association.)
Many a sheep has lost its life in a
slight depression or dead furrow Into
which It accidentally rolled and waa
unable "to get .out. A sheep on its
back to such a place Is practically
helpless and unless rescued will strike
and beat about with its legs until it
soon becomes exhausted and dies.
This explains why flockmasters o<>
casionally find one of their best animals dead In the pasture, and very
often are at a loss to account for the
death of an apparently healthy sheep.
Among exhibitors and others who
handle very fleshy-sheep this danger
Is well known and it is not uncommon for an attendant at fairs and
stock shows to get up once or twice
during the night and go among his
charges to see that none have gotten
Into such a .trap.
To so harrow his fields as to partially fill any depressions from which

GROW GRAINS IN WESTERN CANADA, ENJOY AN EXCELLENT
CLIMATE AND MAKE
MONEY.

NAVARRE
HOTEL

7th Av. at 38th St

NEW
YORK
CENTRE OP
EVERYTHING

A Penn Safety *»*%£*Jfc£
EDGART! SMITS

Gnert
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BIG CHRISTMAS PACKAGE
A Broad Backed Fleshy Sheep Can
Live In This Position But an Hour
or Two.
sheep might have difficulty In getting
out, Is a wise precaution for all sheep
owners. Meet sheepmen make a business of Visiting their flocks every day
or so at which time careful attention
is given to the many details which
further insure success. •

NINE SUPERIOR FARM RULES
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BOY8-GIELS

fen> premium «eUln» U noreltJee for OJ »t J60
each. Bend your name and addreea today and we
will Immediately aejd you the norelUee to Mil
When sold retornoortB and we will Bend ron the preadorn you choose the same day. ajxatai*,-—'

Photos Enlarged lor Xmas^SJ

•LOO and we enlarge to alte llxU. _ Satlafajtlon
guaranteed. Thomas Mere. Co^ Ne*

Perform Every Operation In Such
Manner aa to Render Another Unfw....a a- Y„ Steam and Water Bollen ami
necessary—Kill the Weeds.
tnreCt M IOBanppllee, send forprlM flat.

SMITH BBOTUSBS W., GLOUCBSTER, MASS.

Some thinking person has set forth
for the good of all farmers the following rules of horticulture:
First—Perform every operation in
the proper season and to the best
manner.
Second—Complete every operation
consecutively.
Third—Never, If possible, perform
one operation In such a manner as
to render another necessary.
Fourth—When calling off from any
operation leave your work and tools
In an ordinary condition.
Fifth—-In leaving off work make a
temporary finish, and clean your tools
and carry them to the tool house.
Sixth—Never do that in the garden
or hothouse which can be equally
well done In the reserve ground or in
the back sheds. >
Seventh—Never pass a weed or an
Insect without pulling it up or taking
it off, unless time forbids.
Eighth—In gathering a crop, take
away the useless as well as the useful
parts.
Ninth—Let no plant ripen seeds unless they are wanted for some purpose, useful or ornamental, and remove all parts which are in a state
of decay.
I

LADDER THAT IS MADE SAFE

gradual and with an eye open to note
the results. It Is no more our mis- Clear Scantling, Secured by Screws,
Not Nails, Makes Strong and
sion to keep the hogs healthy than It
Handy Farm Device.
is to plan our equipment so that they
may keep themselves so.
The ordinary ladder made by nailstrips on a piece of scantling alFARMERS ARE GREAT MOVERS ing
ways becomes dangerous In time, as
Figures Show That Many Agricultur- the nails are weakened by weight or
rust A good ladder is made as shown
ists Move Before They Become
In the illustration. The sides should
Acquainted With Farms.
be clear scantling two by four without
Statistics prepared nnder the direc- knots.
A notch onl Inch deep should be
tion of the department of commerce
show that farmers are Incessantly
moving.
Replies from nearly 6,000,000 farmers in answer to the. question how
long they had resided upon, their
farms showed that 52 per cent had
moved within five years. Over 1,000,000 farmers had moved within a year.
In the North, 57 per cent had lived
Ladder That la Safe.
upon their farms five years or longer;
In the West, 44 per cent, and In the made where the cross pieces are fastSouth, 41 per cent.
/
ened and these should be secured by
These figures are significant, In the one-half Inch screws, not nails. That
opinion of the government authori- makes a very strong and light ladder
ties, because they show that farmers and will last Indefinitely.
move before they have had time to
become acquainted with the various
conditions ot the soil and climate of LIME-SULPHUR FOR PEACHES
any one locality, this lack of knowlExperiment
Station
edge resulting to a email yield of Pennsylvania
Finds Application of Mixture to
crops per acre. In neglect of buildings,
Be Thoroughly Effective.
and In failure to conserve the fertility
of the soil Still, nothing can be done
It haa been found at the Pennsylabout the matter until some way can
be found to eradicate the roving germ vania experiment station that summer-strength lime-sulphur applied on
to human nature.
June 22 and 30 and on July 11, against
the young San Jose scale, which had
Selection of Dairy Cow.
A reliable guide In selecting a dairy emerged first about June 18, were
cow is to determine her actual butter thoroughly effective against the young
fat record. This can be done by in all cases, and also that each spray
weighing the milk produced by each materially reduced the number of
No farther emergence of
cow In your herd and by determining adults.
the per cent of butter fat through fre- young scales was noted, and a thorquent testa of the milk by means of ough examination on August 20 failed
to reveal any signs of living scales
the Babeock teat.
whatever.
A similar experiment with an apple
Natural Feed for Hogs.
The natural feed for 'Jiogs is not tree about eight years of age and badliquids but solids, therefore, we can- ly Infested, indicates that It is quite
not understand how gome men believe possible and practicable to control,
they can fatten hoga on slops alone. San Jose scale on apples by summer
Many of them keep on trying year spraying alone, though two or moresprays will doubtless be required.
after year but never succeed.

Light, Profitable Work wlffilS^rfflftaS

Honiara at once, 1TS» a rOOS CO. s-wbawrt, iw

Mr a Lock oT .Gotten Hair li-yfi
FEED M. BBIANT, Orrt Island. Maine

Gray Hair Restored
"WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN"
Restores Gray, Streaked or Bleached
Hair or Moustache InstaMtawaously.
Gives any shad* from llsjM brown
t»>Ma«k. Daea M* wnsh or rob «ff.
Contain* no poisons and la not sticky
nor gross*. Sold, by jU druigliti,
or we wtlfsend yon a Trial Size for
aw wrapper (ran two bottle. piujbeeBd from drug.
; and we will lire yon a full-alze bottle (or nothing.
WALNUTTA CO., MOB Clark Ave., St, Lou I.. Mo.
SeedThI* AdVefdaenaat and GET FBKX SAMPLE.

=e
Hens His 'Application.
"Here's a Swiss named Egg who
lives in New York petitioning to have
his name changed."
"Sort ot as egg shake, eh I What's
the trouble?"
"He and his wife have tour children, and his family is constantly referred to as 'the half-dozen Eggs.'
He claims his yolk Is too heavy to
be borne."
"Why doesn't he lay for his tor*
mentors?'
"It appears that he did once and
got beaten, whipped to a froth. Poor
Egg could bare scramble home."—Boston Transcript

FOR SKIN-TORTURED BABIES.
A hot bath with Ctttlcura Soap followed by a light application of Cutlcura Ointment, gently rubbed on the
surface, afford immediate relief and
point to speedy healment of sleep-destroying eczemas, rashes, ltchlngs,
burnings, scallhgs and cruatlnga of
the skin and scalp of infanta and children, bringing rest to worn-out, anxious mothers and peace to distracted
households. For free sample each with
82 p. Skin Book, address postcard Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.

With the European wheat fields
desolated, and the farming population more than decimated, there will
be for a number of years a demand for
food products that has not been experienced in the memory tot the present generation. Everyone regrets the
horrible war that has brought this
about. Its effects are felt not only in
Europe, but in every part of the
American continent
Many Unea of
business have been hurt, but only
temporarily It Is hoped.
Financial
stringency is being talked of. There
is a way of overcoming these things;
and Western Canada offers the solution in Its Immense agricultural area,
when the possibility of retrieving
losses, making assured gains, and at
the same time becoming a factor in
providing the world with the one
great requisite—wheat—Is so pronounced that it cannot be overlooked.
There are several ways in which
excellent farming lands can be secured In the provinces of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan or Alberta, and also
British Columbia.
In the first place the offer of the
Dominion Government of 160 acres of
land free to the settler Is something
not given by any other country. Conditions of settlement are easy. Live
upon the land six months in each year,
for a period of three years, cultivate
about thirty acres, and erect a habitable house.
Instead of cultivation,
the keeping of a certain number of
head of cattle will carry with It the
same value.
Many of these homesteads may be had In the open prairie
area, where every acre can be put
under cultivation, but to the man with
limited means, In the park area, lying
north of the central portion of three
of the provinces named, there is afforded the best chance. In this park
country are beautiful groves of poplar
and willow, small lakes and streams,
and sufficient open area to enable one
to go Into Immediate cultivation for
crops of wheat, oats, barley and flax,
any one of which does wonderfully
well, giving prollflo yields.
In due
time when more land la required for
cultivation, these groves may be cut
down at small cost In the meantime,
however, they have been valuable In
providing fuel and shelter for cattle,
which thrive wonderfully on the wild
grasses that grow In abundance.
Another plan is to purchase from
some ol the railway companies who
hold large tracts, or from some responsible land company. The prices
asked are exceedingly low and the
terms easy. Whether one may decide
to locate In the open prairie area or
In the park country the land will be
found to be of the same general texture, a rich black or chocolate colored
loam on a clay subsoil.
• Again attention Is drawn to the fact
of the great opportunities for farming
that are offered In Western Canada.
Already a number of holders of tracts
of land there, who are residents of
the United States—business men, merchants, lawyers, bankers—men of foresight and keen knowledge of business, have decided to cultivate the
lands they have been holding for
speculation and w*lt no longer for a
buyer to turn up. They are acting
wisely.
Canadian laws are aa fair and lust
as can be found In the civilized world.
Military service la not compulsory,
nor la there one ounce of coercion
used. Anything that Is given to Great
Britain whether in money or men la
entirely voluntary. There la no drafting nor conscription of any kind. Already over sixty thousand of tha
young men of Canada have volunteered for service, and thirty-five.
thousand have gone forward, many ot
these having left their farms is* their
love for Great Britain and a desire to
fight for their country. As a consequence, many farms may be left unfilled. Therefore Canada Invites others to come" in and take their places.
This then Is the opportunity for tha
American who wishes to better hla
own condition.—Advertisement

■how that deaths from kidney disorder*
have Increased T*% In 19 years. People
can't Mem to realize that the first pain
In the back, the first disorder of the
urine, demanda Instant attention—that It
may bo a alfoal of comi&f rheumatism.
Cravat, dropsy at fatal Brighfa disease.
Tbo bast prarentlon of aarious kidney
disorders Is prompt treatment— tha bast
medicine Is Dean's Kidney Fills.

A Ma»*achusv«tU Case
rBEKsSS*** jfif
J£ „
Mrs.1MJ. BeJtch
a CampIWtoaStory
fit
Revere. Mass., says:
"I was at death's
door with a bad case
of kidney trouble. I
had awful pains
across my back and
my limbs and Joints
wars terribly swollen. The kidney secretions were unnatural and I was nervous and restless.
Doctors were unable
to belp me. On a
friend's advice I
osed Doan's Kidney Pills and In a short
time waa able to get around. Five boxes
completely cured me and for years I have
been without any sign of the trouble."
Gat Doan's at Any Store. Me . Bos

DOAN'S Vi°«!iV

POSTER-MILBURW CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

Never Falla
t» lira beautiful colo» I*
t
OKAY HAIR
More than a hall century ol anccMS. If your
dealer hain't It, send 11.00 and A Ursa bottle
will be aent you by parcel poat.

MRS. 9. A. ALLEN. SS Befelar SL, rtewYerk
Your Youthful Appe.'t.inr i

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
Can quickly be overcome *

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
—act surely and
gently on the
liver. Cure
Biliousness, ,
Headache,
ness, and Indigestion. They'dothtirduty.
SMALL PILL, SHALL DOSE, SHALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature
{
i

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, eleansto* and
germicldal ol all antiseptics la ,

A aoluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
In treating catarrh. Inflammation on
ulceratlon of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine Ills it baa no equal.
Tor ten years the Lydla E. Pl&khani
Medicine Co.has recommended Paxtlno
in their private correspondence witbt
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who h£*% been eared say)
It Is "worth Its weliht In cold." At
druggists. 60e. lars- j box, or by mall.
The Futon ToUet r A, Bastes, Mass.
Serious Charge.
"What's the trouble at Wombat's
houseT"
"Wombat accusea his wife of using
dumdum biscuit"
OUR OWll DBCGGIST
ry Marine Bye Remedy Jol
ree and Qramdawd ByeL.

TOD
eaa. Wat«ry
i Saiartlna—
ol (he Bye
Oo., Chicago.

It takes an unusually handsome
man's
woman to wreck a
train ot thought.

Brought It Upon Himself.
"Sir, your daughter has promised to
Ton can't convince the owner of a
become my wife."
small automobile -that a big one la
"Well, don't come to me for symExplanation.
worth the money It seats.
pathy. Tou might know something
A sturdy Scot six feet five inches In
would happen to you. hanging around height, la a gamekeeper near Stafford,
Far better be on pleasure bent than
here "five nights a week."
England. One hot day hut summer on pleasure broke.
ha waa accompanying a bumptious
Jmportant to Mothers
sportsman of very small stature when
ine carefully every bottle of he waa greatly troubled by midges.
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
infanta and children, and see that it The other said to him:
"My good man, why la it that the
tor coughs, colds, hoarseness;
Bears tha
midges do not trouble met" ,
pleasant to take and sun to help
Signature^(^^^
"I daursay," replied the gamekeeper,
when needed.
In Use For Over 80 Yean.
with • comprehensive glance at the.
Children Cry for CTeUher's Castoria other's small proportions, "it will be
becauce they hevna seen ye yet"
The Old Lady Again.
ITar
An Extremist
Mrs. Kawler—I waa reading this
Of
"Are you In favor of votea for wommorning about those picturesque solA tonic, expectorant and laxative.
diers England haa brought from In- en?"
Contains no opium nor anything
Injurious. Sold by all druggists.
"Of course I am," replied Mr. Meekdia,
Mrs. Blunderby—You mean those ton. "After' talking with Henrietta
Try raWaTeenWae Oeaja
Sneaks and Gherkins. My dear, aren't about If my only doubt la whether
they wonderful? — Boston Evening men should be allowed to go on enjoying the privilege, of the ballot"
Transcript

The Home
• Remedy

I

Hales Honey

I

Sage Counsel.
_ Subtle Suggestion.
"What Is the beat work to get on
"I want a book In which to jot down
Easy street?"
my Ideas."
"Why, work a soft thing."
"Why not get a blank book?"
The world la charitable enough to
Columbus waa probably looking for
a plaoa where hay fever was unknown forgive the man who writes poetry
only because he needs the money.
when he discovered America.

Keeley
'Treafmenl'

J DRUKEMESS and
. DRW ADDICTIONS
Jlnkaeaa.no fmbUcHy.
M> only Keeley Inatiite la Main. Hew

PORTLAND, ME,
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 49-1*14.

PUTNAM FADELESS*DYES
tsnrotberdm. One We packasa colors all Shorn, They dye hi cold water belter than aa? otaer dye.
, T&IUTK ISR FREB booklot*calendar. blotters, etc MOWBOE ParuS COMP»NT, O.locy. fit,

NATION'S LABOR
PROBLEM
OVER A MILLION AND A HALF
WOMEN WORK A8FARM HANDS
IN THE UNITED STATE*,.

it all to God in prayer. Civilisation
strikes them a blow when it should
give them a crown, and their only
friend is he who broke bread with
beggars and said: "Come unto me all
ye that are weary and heavy laden and
I will give yon rest."
Ob, America! The land of the free
and the home of the brave, the
world'B custodian of chivalry, the
champion of human rightB and the defender of the oppressed—shall we permit our maidens fair to be torn from
the hearthstone by the ruthless hand
of destiny and chained to the plow?
Shall we permit our faithful wives,
whom we covenanted with God to cherish and protect, to be hurled from the
home to the harvest field, and our
mothers dear to be driven from the old
arm chair to the cotton patch?
In rescuing our citizens from the
forces of civilization, can we not apply
to our fair Dixieland the rule of the
sea—"women and children first?"
There must be a readjustment of
the wage scale of Industry so that the
women can be taken from the field or
given a reasonable wage for her services. Perhaps the issue has never been
fairly raised, but the Farmers' Union,
with a membership of ten million, puts
its organized forces squarely behind
the issue and we now enter upon the
docket of civilization the case of "The
Woman in the Field" and demand an
immediate trial.

MARKETING WORLD'S
OPEAN WAR SHATGREATEST PROBLEM TERS KING COTTON'S
JifiCH
THRONE

Nourishment—fine flavor—purity—crispness
—whokeaomenesa. All
for $ cents, in the
moisture-proofpackage.

WE ARE LONG ON PRODUCTION,
SHORT ON DISTRIBUTION.

THE FARMERS THE CUSTODIANS
OF THE NATION'S MORALITY.

»

FLEECY STAPLE MUST PAY RANSOM INTO THE COFFERS OF
WAR.

CO. 1

HEALY

WONDERFUL US SALE
0¥ WOMEN'S SUITS, COATS
DRESSES AND GARMENTS

You Save 25 to 50 per Gent, on all Garments

RAILROADS APPEAL
TO PRESIDENT

2000 Garments Specially Purchased. 4000 Garments in our own Stock Reduced

Extraordinary Values Arranged on Tables and Racks for Quick Selection

SUITS, $2.98, 5.00 to $25.

SNAPAROONS

COATS, $9.75, 12.50 to 29.50

JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS EXTRAORDINARY PURCHASE

FUR SCARFS, COATS and MUFFS at One-Third and One-Quarter
- LESS THAN REGULAR VALUE

Set $20.00
Set $ I O.OO
Set $12.50

RICHARD HEALY CO.

NATIONAL BISCUIT.
COMPANY

WE DON'T EXPECT

CHRISTMAS

WORCESTER MARKET

REAL HUMAN HAIR

Park Hair Store,
MISS J. E. MURPHY

,

Brookfield Times

NO. 50.

A Very Successful Fair.
At the Merrick Public library, is displayed a collection of Christmas books,
The Woma*fs Alliance of the First
which shonld be of help to anyone
Parish church held its annual Christmas
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
searching for suitable poems and stories
AT
fair, in town hall, Tuesday afternoon and
to be used at this season. One may also
Jonmal Block, North Brookfield, Muss
evening, and, as usual, the great variety
find in some of these books practical sugr
of pretty articles, that included not only
HORACE J. LAWRENCE, gestions for the holiday festivities. Old fancy and ornamental but useful things
customs are here described and the anneatly arranged on the attractively decoEDITOR isn rnopaiETOH,
cient festival made most attractive.
booths drew forth the approval of
J.00 a Year in Advance. Early on Sunday morning, fire burned rated
all in attendance and as a result the sales
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
over 20 acres of the meadow between the were made in a steady brisk manner
B. & A. tracks and the Quaboag river, throughout the afternoon and evening.
Aichenp all comrtmnications to BROOKFIELW
about a half mile west of the station and The booths were arranged along the sides
n '■- ■- .-. IVorth hrooktleld.Maes.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job was subdued after a two hours fight by
work and payment for the same, may be sent the gang of section men, that had been of the hall with the large fancy booth in
front of the stage and were gayly decoradirect to the main office. North Brookfield or
toQeortre W. MeJJamara. Brookfield
aroused and rushed to the scene by ted with the Christmas colors, green and
foreman Freil Healey. The blaze wa« red, while in the corners and between the
BROOKFIELD.
apparently caused by sparks from a loco- booths were large evergreen trees,
motive.
trimmed with tinsel, and this, combined
There was a conference on Monday be- with the people moving about, made an
James Brisjioe of Westboro was the
guest of Mr and Mrs Jerome Hamilton, tween the three selectmen and Judge impressive scene and especially when the
Henry E. Cottle, clerk of the water lights were turned on did the hall resemSunday.
board, and the committee of fire insur- ble a veritable fairy land. The decoraMias Florence Pollard of Spencer, was
ance underwriters from the New England tions were arranged by Mrs Walter B.
tbe week-end guest of her parents on
Insurance exchange at Boston, in regard Mellen, who received much praise for the
Blanchard hill.
to the water situation. The insurance pretty appearance of the hail. On enterMr and Mrs Frank B. Berrington of men demanded that more water be proing the hall the first booth to the left was
Heath have been the guests this week, at
"^i*ided for fire protection or there would the mystery table in charge of Mrs H. L.
the home of Rev. Dr. .and Mrs E.
be an immediate increase in the insur- King, assisted by Mrs A. C. Hobbs and
Charlton.
ance rates in town. The underwriters Mrs Lucy Converse. Late in the afterBfev. T. C- Craig, pastor of the Con- stated in their demands that a supply of noon the "Lady of Mystery," whose
gregational church at Warren, will ex- from 300,000 to SOO.OOO gallons of water identity was not revealed, appeared at the
change places with Rev. Mr Goodwin be on hand in the reservoir. - The town bootli and the sales counted up in a renext Sundayofficials agreed to comply with the de- markably fast manner while she was in
Rev. Edward B. Blanchard, Barre, mands of the underwriters and will have attendance. The next booth in line was
where gentlemen's articles were on sale,
formerly pastor of the Congregational another well dug in the mill yard.
Div.17, A. O. H., elected the follow- in charge of Mrs C. H. Laflm, Mrs D.
church, will conduct the services at the
ing officers, at t]ieir meeting, Sunday A. Eaton and Mrs W. D. Thompson. At
First Parish church, Sunday morning.
Rev. Dr. Charlton gave *'A brotherly afternoon:—President, John J. Walker; the northwest corner of the hali was the
■ talk on safe investment," before the vice president, Martin J. Donahue; re- candy and sweetmeat booth conducted by
I Men's League at the chapel of the War- cording secretary, William J. Walker; Mrs C. H. Clarendon, Mrs Henry W. Irj ren Congregational church, on Monday financial secretary, Andrew J. Leach; win and Miss Clara vf. Clarendon. In
treasurer, Edward F. Delaney; chaplain, front of the stage was arranged the fancy
! night.
Rev. M. J. Murphy; sergeant-at-arms, booth and this was in charge of Mrs E.
io JAP MINK SETS, Worth $35.00—Muff and Scarf '
! The dancing class, conducted by the
Jonn Crotty; sentinel and janitor, James B. Phetteplace, Mrs Abbie E. Prouty,
, Quaboag Valley social club, that was
15 PERSIAN PAW SETS, Worth $17.50—Muff and Scarf
F. Derrick; standing committee, John J. Mrs L. E. Estey and Miss Ella M. Bart'discontinued at Thanksgiving, will reand William Byron, John G. McNamara lett. At the southeast corner was the
15 HUDSON LYNX SETS, Worth $ao.oo—Muff and Scarf
sume lessons after the Home-Comers' reand John Clancy; sick committee, John young folks booth at which wreaths, cut
! cer-tt™.
10 PIECED HUDSON SEAL SETS, Worth $3o--Muff and Scarf Set $19.75
J. Walker,' William Roach, Patrick J. flowers, berries and bulbs were dealt out
Quaboag Valley social club will hold Hennessey, James E. Crowley and E, F. by the young people of the parish. It
the first dance of the season in town hall, Delaney; hall committee, John Walker, was decorated in au elaborate manner
| West Brookfield, Saturday night, Dec. William Byron and Matthew Ryan I and the young people had full charge of
j 2(>. Peltier's orchestra of West Warren financial committee, Frank Byron, Win. the arrangements, and throughout the af512 MAIN STREET
will furnish music.
J. Walker and Charles llannigaii; liter- ternoon and evening they were showered
WORCESTER
| Rev. A. J. Rich, formerly a pastor of ary and entertainment committee, Wm. with praise at the effective, neat and atthe first Parish church, passed his 80th Byron,/Matthew Daley and William F. tractive appearance of thn wares. Next
in line at the eeutiie of the south side of
'.ERffilay, on Dec, ft, af Wf. home of bis O'Brien.
Herbert A. Robertson of Spencer, a the hall was the apron booth, in charge
daughter, Mrs Alice Kate, with whom he
grandson of the late Einathan Rice, who of Mrs William Mitchell, Mrs Horace W.
lives in Belmont.
BROOKFIELD.
died October 24, through his counsel May and Mrs David Pellett. Red crepe
The Freshmen class oi B. H. S., has Arthur Monroe of Spencer, withdrew his paper predominated in the deborations of
elected the following officers:—President,
opposition to the will, of his grandfather, this booth, giving it a bright and cheery
Sale of the Ladies' Aid Society.
Louise Hayes of East Brookfield; vicein Probate court, Tuesday, and the will appearance. Last in line to the right of
president, Alice Bowler; secretary, Clara was allowed. The estate was valued at the entrance was the children's booth,
The people of Worcester County to do all
The Ladies Aid society of the Metho- S. Johnson; treasurer, Edward Goodlight $3300. By the terms of the will, a son, attended by Mrs E. H. Eaton, and Mrs
dist church will hold their annual Christ- of East Brookfield.
their Marketing in Worcester. It would not be
Henry Arthur Rice is executor, and he W. H. Hanson. Across the front of the
masflale in town hall, Wednesday afterpractical for the average family living fifteen to thirty
The 53rd annual Fireman's ball will be and Lura E. Noyes, a daughter of the booth was strung a white banner with
noon
and
evening,'
Dec.
lfl.
The
sale
miles away to depend on us for all their daily supheld in town hall, Friday evening, Jan. testator, are the chief beneficiaries. At- the inscription, "Season's Greeting,"
opens at 2 o'clock and a great variety of S. Collins' Singing orchestra of Marl- torney Butterworth appeared in behalf of
Supper was served to 150 people in
plies, no matter how low "our prices may be, but you
useful, fancy and novelty articles can be boro will furnish music. Arrangements
the will. The son is residuary legatee of banquet hall, from 6 o'clock until 7.30
cannot find many things required for special occasions
secured at reasonable prices. An invita- are in charge of Willie C. Bemis, Lin- the estate and is given the home place, in charge of MisB Martha M. Farexcept in this market. You cannot at any time find
tion is extended to everyone to attend and wood B. Wilson and Nelson J. Lucier
of the testator, and also other land. The rell, president, of the Alliance, assisted
many lines of goods we carry regularly. If you re- ,
"finish their Xmas shopping early."
by members of the society. At 8o'ciock
quire a large supply for some special event you can
All who will help in singing at the daughter, Lura A. Noyes, is given what
The various booths will be in charge of
there was an'entertainment in charge of
is
known
as
the
Merritt
place
in
Rice
Corfind the goods here and at lower prices than your
the following, - Aprons and rugs, Mrs Christmas tree celebration, which will ner. These two children are given this Mrs Robert G. Livermore, Mrs Arthur
oe
under f°e direction of the V. I. 8., on
George L. Twichell; fancy booth Mrs i
dealer can obtain them for you.
property on the express charge that they F. Butterworth and Mrs John McLauren,
tne
common, Christmas Eve, are most
Harry K. Lamb, Mrs Henry E. Cottle.'
shall properly maintain the widow of the which consisted of a piano solo by Miss
Mrs Otis R. Travis; candy, Misses Clara-1 cordially invited to attend the rehearsal
Yon can consult us freely by phone or othertestator. The widow died, on Sunday, Martha Philips; a violin bolo by Raybelle Bailey, Fanny M. Conrad and Ethel '" the Congregational church vestry, Monwise on the subject of food supply, and we are ready
mond Bemis; then the two-act comedy,
November 29.
dft
Cottle;
mystery,
Misses
Beatrice
Bailey,
]
J
evening
at
7.30
a'clock.
"Little Men," which was exceptionally
to serve you to best advantage. Our store is the
Ethel Edwards and Ruth S. Vizard; nov
Cards have, been received announcing Mrs Fairbanks Observses Her 92d fine and kept the audience in good humor
leading market in United States. Make use of it.
elty, Mrs Lucy Sherman and Mrs Gillan- the marriage, Nov. 25, of Miss Cora
Birthday.
I from beginning to end. The sale conIt is intended for your convenience.
der; domestic, Mrs John Biuemer and Hardy, formerly of this town, now of
tinued for an hour after the entertainMrslieorge Wright; toy booth, Mrs Wil- Atlanta, Ga., and Rev. Myron Winslow
Mrs Martha J. (Pike) Fairbanks ob- ment. It was a successful, enjoyable and
liam Petersen, Mrs C. O. Dean; Mrs E. Adams, who is head of Atlanta Universi- served her 92d birthday anniversary, on beneficial affair. According to tbe treasC. Charlton will conduct the rummage ty, Miss Hardy, while in Brookfield, Saturday. There was no unusual cele- urer, Mrs Louis H. R. Gass, the net prosale. Supper will be served in banquet made her home with her uncle, Eli Felcb. bration in honor of the day, but a few of j ceeds will probably be in, the vicinity of
Is at hand. Only one more full week after this. The
ball from 0.30 o'clock until 8, in charge
her friends were entertained in her honor, $150.
Don't forget the Home-Comers' recepdisadvantage of newness that you and we experienced
of Miss Elizabeth Stone, Mrs Walter R.
at a small house party, at the home of
tion
in
town
hall,
Monday
evening,
Dec.
Thanksgiving has worn off. / We are in fine shape for
Howe, Mrs Theodore Eaton and Mrs
her nephew, Edward T. Pike, Over-the- Case of Charles T. Gunn not Pressed.
Charles Huntington. At 8 o'clock there \ 28..under tne mavagement of the V. I. S, River district, where Mrs Fairbanks has
Christmans. Turkeys will be lower than at ThanksOverseer of the poor, Charles T. Gunn,
will be an entertainment by Miss Marion This event has become one of the social lived since June. The esteemed lady
giving.
arrainged before Judge Cottle in the
Evelyn Starks of Boston, a graduate of events of the season in town and this was made happy by countless messages was
'
Come and see the market that is making Worthe Leland Powers school of oratory. year the society plans to make it even of congratulations bestowed on her, not, d'atnet court, Tuesday morn.ng, charged
cester famous.
Miss Starks is heartily endorsed by her more of a success than ever. Worcester only by friends, who called during the with; ™lat,ng the order that prohibits
\
instructor. The readings will be inter- Light Infantry orchestra has been en- afternoon, but which came from friends, dnv.ng cattle over the highways, wh.ch
spersed with music. All are cordially in- gaged to furnish music. The concert and far and near. Mrs Fairbanks enjoys re-1 has been in force since the outbreak of
reception will be from 8 to 9, followed by
vited.
markably good health, and is able to be \ the disease in the state. ' It was alleged
dancing until 12 o'clock.
around tbe house each day. She vas that Nov. 30, the defendant drove a team
The public is cordially invited to attend born in Paxton, Dec. 5, 1822, daughter of] to the rear of which a cow was hitched,
Rev. Bertram Boivin Invited to First the first of a series of Lantern servicos to
John and Charlotte (Sargent) Pike. 1 from his own barn to the Byron Britch
Parish Church
be given at the Congregational church Her early days were spent in Paxton and, farm, a distance of about one mile. It
! next Sunday evening, Dec. 13.
The Leicester. When a girl, she helped set was also alleged that in the wagon at this
The members of tbe First Parish! lecture is a travelogue tracing the route cards in the card factory at Leicester, \ time were crates containing a pig and a
church, voted, last Sunday, to anthorize of the Israelites in their journey from the and later she braided hats.
When she calf. The case for tbe state w s conand instruct the parish committee to in-1 Nile to Mount Nebo. The picturesof this was 18 years of age, her father bought i ducted by Dr Charles H. Paqninn' of
vite Rev. Bertram D. Boivin of Middle- wonderful land are up to date in every the present Pike farm, and moved his Barre, district agent for the department
The defendant
boro, to become pastor of the church, way- The journey is made by airship family there. She was married at the j of animal industry.
GOODS MADE TO ORDER
upon BUCII terms as the parish committee and assisted by the lantern, we accom family homestead, Dec. 1, 1842, to Hora- pleaded guilty and explained to the court
SWITCHES,
BRAIDS, TOUPEES, ETC. may decide. Rev. Mr Boivin has no P''80 'n 40 minutes what Moses required tio Fairbanks, a travelling man, whose I that he was not familiar with the laws,
home was in Boston. The couple went to j relating to the case and had never seen a
church at.the present time, but has been t *> ye""* '•! the doing.
copy of them, and as there had been no
Mad-e from Combings. Wp have pleased others,
■ pastor of the Unitarian church, at Mid-1 ()n Friday, Deputy Sheriff George H. i Boston, where they lived up to the time
outbreak of the disease in this district at
dleboro and East Bridgewater, during
during! R
Ramer
Spencer, served papers on!
on °' ^,r Fairbanks' death, in 1875. After
let us please you.
:.:.:.
amer of Spencer,"
that time he was under the impression
the past 15 years. He was ordained to Cyril Langlois, citing him to appear in tne death of her husband, Mrs Fairbanks
New Method, SHAMPOOING and SCALP Treatment, 50 Cents.
the ministry in 1808. He was a candi the Probate court at Worcester, on Dec. ! I'"'1 wi,h tlcr brother James, who ran that no such order was in force. He
date for the pastorate of First Parish 22, to show cause why the petition of his j a livery stable in Cambridge, where she told the court that the act occured prevSWITCHES Made From Combines. *1.S».
church, and has supplied Ihe pulpit three wife, Delia Langlois, should not be al-1 livpl1 for 22 years' and at the- time of his ous to the discovery of the disease at the
times Htnce October 1st, when the resig- lowed, as she has sued her husband in I deaf, in .807 took over the busimss, the Parker farm in South Wairen, and
conducted it for 10 years. Mrs Fair- as he had beard very Itttle talk about the
nation of Rev. William L. Walsh went Probate court in Worcester, asking for ' and
banks is the only survivor of her family,
. - matter, such a thing as violating the law
into effect. Tbe members of the com- an order for separate support and that of of eight children. H
m
°!^' ^°fc!
She came
to live' had not entered his mind. The case was
mitlee, ape of the opinion that Rev. Mr two minor children. Arthur Monroe of died four years ago. %£
Boivin will not be able to assume bis Spencer, is her counsel. She charges that with her neptew, Edward T. Pike, at not pressed and the defendant discharged
her old home, after an absence of 71 when it was found that neither Mr Hunduties
as'pastor of the church for at least her husband for more than two years, years, which, she says, seem like a day, ter or Dr. Paquinn had a certified copy of
3 Charlton St., Corner Main. ('Phone Cedar 2403 W) WORCESTER
two weeks, in case he should accept the has neglected to contribute towards her when she looks back and recalls the the quarantine orders to submit as evi■r
,
.
scenes of her childhood.
dence that such orders existed.
invitation.
support and their minor child, Leon.

RICHARD

I
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. By Peter Radford
Lecturer National Farmers' 'tjnion.

Nation Rings With Cries of Stricken
Industry.
Co-operation of Church, School and
The economic distribution of farm
Press Essential to Community
Our government never faced BO treproducts is today the world's greatest
By Peter Radford
Building.
mendous a problem as that now lying
problem and the war, while it has
Lecturer National Farmers' Union.
dormant at the doors of congress and
brought Its hardships, has clearly emKing Cotton has suffered more from
the legislatures, and which, when
phasized the importance of distribuBy Peter Radford
aroused, will shake this nation from
tion as a factor in American agricul- the European war than any other agLecturer
National
Farmers'
Onion.
center to circumference, and make
ture and promises to give the farm- ricultural product on the American
The church, the press and the school ers the co-operation of the govern- continent The shells of the belligercivilization hide Its face in shame.
form,a triple alliance of progress that ment and the business men the ent* have bttrsted over his throne,
That problem is—women In the field.
guides the destiny of every commun- solution of their marketing problem. frightening his subjects and shatterThe last federal census reports
ity,
state and nation. Without them
Ihow we now have 1,814,000 women
This result will, in a measure, eonfc ing his markets, and, panic-stricken,
civilisation would "wither and die and pensate us for our war losses, for the the nation cries out "God save the
working in the field, most of them
them life may attain Its great- business interests and government king!"
south of the Mason and Dixon line.
GRAHAM CRACKERS through
People from every walk of life have
est blessing, power and knowledge. have been in the main assisting alThere were approximately a million
The farmers of this nation are greatly most exclusively, on the production contributed their mite toward rescue
A food for every day.
negro slaves working in the fields
indebted to this social triumvirate for side of agriculture. While the depart, work. Society has danced before the
when liberated by the emancipation
Crisp, delicious and
their uplifting influence, and on behalf ment of agriculture has been dumping king; milady has decreed that the
proclamation. We have freed our
strengthening.
Fresh
of the American plowmen I want to tons of literature on the farmer telling family wardrobe shall contain only
■laves and our women have taken
baked and fresh dethank those engaged in these high him how to produce, the farmer ha* cotton goods; the press has plead
their places In bondage. We have
callings for their able and efficient been dumping tons' of products in the with the public to "buy a bale";
broken the shackles off the negroes
livered, IO cents.
service, and I shall offer to the press nation's garbage can for want of a bankers have been formulating holdand welded them upon our daughters.
ing plans; congress and legislative
The Chain-Gang of Civilisation.
a series of articles on co-operation market.
A million women In bondage in the
bodies have deliberated over relief
between these important influences
The World Will Never Starve.
southern fields form the chain-gang of
measures; statesmen and writers
and the farmers in the hope of inAt no time since Adam and Eve have grown eloquent expounding the.
civilisation — the industrial tragedy
creasing the efficiency of all by muof the age. There Is no overseer quite
tual understanding and organised ef- were driven from the Garden of Eden Inalienable rights of "His Majesty"
have the inhabitants of this world
so cruel as that of unrestrained greed,
fort. We will taks up, first, the rural
and presenting scheme* for preservsuffered from lack of production, but
no whip that stings like the lash of
church.
ing the financial integrity of the
some
people
have
gone
hungry
fromsuborned destiny, and no auctioneer's
The Farmers Are Great Church Buildstricken staple, but the sword of Euthe
day
of
creation
to
this
good
hour
block quite so revolting as that of or- The Common Carriers Ask for Reers.
rope has proved mightier than the pen
for the lack of proper distribution.
ganized avarice.
The American farmer is the greatest Slight variation* in production have of America In fixing value upon this
lief—President Wilson Directs
The president of the United States
church builder the world has ever forced a change in diet and one local- product of the sunny south. Price*
Attention of Public to
was recently lauded by the press, and
known. He Is the custodian of the, ity has felt the pinch -of want, while have been bayoneted, value* riddled
Their Needs.
very properly so, for suggesting medination's morality; upon his shoulders another surfeited, but the world as a and market* decimated by the battling
The committee of railroad execuation between the engineers and rail- tives, headed by Mr. Frank Trumbull,
rests the "ark of the covenant" and whole has ever been a land of plenty. hosts of the eastern hemisphere until
road managers in adjusting their representing thirty-five of the leading
he is more responsive to religious inWe now have less than one-tenth of the American farmer ha* suffered a
schedule of time and pay. The engi- railroad systems of the nation, recentfluences than any other class of cit- the tillable land of the earth's surface war IOSB of 1400,000,000, and a bale
neers threatened to strike if their ly presented to President Wilson a
izenship,
t
A delightful new bisunder cultivation, and we not only of cotton brave enough to enter »
wages were not Increased from ttp- memorandum briefly reviewing the difThe farmers of this nation have have this surplus area to draw on but European port must pay a ransom of
cuit,
with
a
rich
and
proxlmately ten to eleven dollars per ficulties now confronting the railroads
built 120,000 churches at a cost of <t is safe to estimate that in case of half its value or go to prison until the
day and service reduced from ten to of the country and asking for the codelicious cocoanut fla$750,000,000, and the annual contribu- dire necessity one-half the earth's war Is over.
eight hours and a similar readjust- operation of the governmental authorition of the nation toward all church population could at the present time Hop* of the Future Lies In Co-operavor. Crisp and always
ment of (he overtime schedule. Our
tion.
Institutions approximates $200,000,000 knock their living out of the trees
ties and the public in supporting railfresh, io cents.
women are working in the field, many road credits and recognizing an emerThe Farmers' Union, through the
per annum. The farmers of the /Dnl- af' tne foregti gath9r ,t from wild
of them barefooted, for less than SO gency which requires that the railted States build 22 churches per )day. Tlne, and draw tt ^^ 8treams. ' No columns of the press, wants to thank
cents per day, and their schedule is roads be given additional revenues.
There are 20,000,000 rural church com- one should become alarmed; the the American people for the friendthe rising sun and the evening star,
The memorandum recites that the
ship, sympathy and assistance given
municants on the farm, and 54 per world will never starve.
and after the day's work is over they
cent of,the total membership of all
European war has resulted in general
The consumer has always feared the cotton farmer* in the hour of dismilk the cows, slop the bogs and rock depression of business on the Americhurches reside in the country.
that the producer would not supply tress and to direct attention to cothe baby to sleep. Is anyone mediat- can continent and in the dislocation
The farm is the power-house of all him and his fright has found expres- operative methods necessary to pering over their problems, and to whom of credits at home and abroad. With
progress and the birthplace of all that sion on the statute books of our states manently assist the marketing of all
shall they threaten a strike?
revenues decreasing and interest rates
is noble. The Garden of Eden was and nations and the farmer has been farm products.
Congress has listened approvingly Increasing the transportation systems
in the country and the man who would urged to produce recklessly and withThe present emergency presents as
to those who toil at the forge and be- of the country face a most serious
get close to God must first get close out reference to a market, and regard- grave a situation as ever confronted
hind the counter, and many of our crisis and the memorandum is a
to nature..
less of the demands of the consumer. the American farmer and from the
statesmen have smiled at the threats strong presentation o* the candle
viewpoint of the producer, would seem
The Functions of a Rural Church.
Back to the Soil,
Buy biscuit baked by
and have fanned the flame of unrest burning at both ends and the perils
If the rural churches today are goamong industrial laborers. But wom- that must ultimately attend such a
The city people have been urging to justify extraordinary relief measing to render a service which this age each other to move back to the farm, ures, even to the point of bending the
en are as surely the final victims of conflagration when the flames meet
demands, there must be co-operation but very few of them have moved. constitution and straining business
industrial warfare as they are the is apparent to all. In their general
between the religious, social and eco- We welcome onr city cousins back to rules in order to lift a portion of the
bnrden-bearers in the war between na- discussion the railroad representanomic life of the community.
tions, and those who arbitrate and tives say in part: "By reason of leg
the soil and this earth's surface con- burden off the backs of the farmer,
The church to attain its fullest meas- tains 16,092,180,000 idle acres of till- for unless something la done to check
Always look for that Name
mediate the differences between capi- islatlon and regulation by the federal
ure of success must enrich the lives able land where they can make a the Invasion of the war forces upon
tal and labor should not forget that government and the forty-eight states
of the people in the community it living by ticking the earth with a ths cotton fields, the pathway of the
when the expenses of any industry are acting independently of each other, as
serves; it must build character; develunnecessarily increased, society foots well as through the action of a strong
stick, but we do not need them European pestilence on this continent
POSSIBLE TO SEE TOO WELL op thought and increase the efficiency | forked
will be strewn with mortgaged homes
the bill by drafting a new consignment public opinion,, railroad expenses in
80 far „'B increasing production is con'
of human life. It must serve the BO- ! cerned; we now have all the producers and famine and poverty will stalk over
of women from the home to the field. recent years have vastly increased.
Mr. Boater Makes Some Observations clal, business and intellectual, as well ;
The city man has very the southland, filling the highways of
Pinch no Crumb From Women's Crust No criticism is here made of the genwe can UBe
on the Prevailing Style of the
as the spiritual and moral side of life. I erroneous ideas of agricultural condl- Industry with refugees and the bankof Bread.
eral theory of governmental regulaLarge Eye-Glasses.
If religion does not make a man more | tions. The commonly accepted theory ruptcy court with prisoners.
No financial award can be made tion, but on the other hand, no inAll calamities teach us lessons and
capable, more useful and more just, that we are short on production is all
without someone footing the bill, and genuity can relieve the carriers of ex'Will
you
please
tell
me
why
people
what good is it? v«e want a practical wrong. Our annual Increase in pro- the present crisis serves to illuminate
we commend to those who accept the penses created thereby."
are
wearing
such
terrible
looking
eyetha
frailties of our marketing methreligion, one we can live by and farm duction far exceeds that of our inresponsibility of the distribution of inPresident Wilson, in transmitting
ods and the weakness of our credit
dustrial justice, the still small voice of the memorandum of the railroad glasses nowadays?" Boster asked his by, as well as die by.
crease in population.
system, and out of the financial anthe woman in the field as she pleads presidents to.-the public, character- spouse. "Specs are bad enough at
Fewer and Better Churches.
The World as a Farm.
for mercy, and we beg that they pinch izes it as "a lucid statement of plain any time, but the kind so popular now
Blessed is that rural community | Taking the WOTM as one big farm, guish and travail of the cotton farmer
no crumb from her crust of bread or truth." The president recognizing are the limit! A tortoise shell rim an which has but one place of worship. we find two billion acres of land fn will come a volume of discussion and
put another patch upon her ragged the emergency as extraordinary, con- inch thick, and the glasses themselves While competition is the life of trade, cultivation. Of this amount there is -a mass of suggestions and finally a
about four times as large as we have it is death to the rural church and ' approximately 750 OOS.nrtO acres on the" solution of this, the biggest problem
garments.
* I
tinuing, said In part:
been accustomed to! What's the an- moral starvation to the community. western and ,1,200 000.000 acres On the In the economic life of America; If.
We beg that they listen to the
"You ask me to call the attention swer?
scream of horror from the eagle on of the country to the imperative need
Petty sectarianism is a scourge that eastern herr.Isaftef?. in cultivation. Indeed, we have not already laid the
"Do people see better through these blights the life, and the church preju- This estimate, of course, dees not in- foundation for at least temporary reevery American dollar that is wrung that railway credits be sustained and
big
glasses,
or
do
they
wear
the
things
from the brow of tolling women and the railroads helped in every possible
dice saps the vitality, of many com- clude grazing lands, forests, etc., lief.
to make them look intellectual? If munities. An over-churched commun-' where large quantities of meat are More Pharaohs Needed in Agriculture.
- hear the Goddess of Justice .hiss at a
way, whether by private co-operative
Farm products have no credit "and
verdict that increases the warn; of effort or by the action, wherever the idea is to make folks look wise ity is a crime' against religion, a seri- produced.,
womsvn to satisfy the greed of man.
these glasses fulfill their mission, for ous handicap to society and a useless
The world's annual cop approxi- perhaps can never have on a pennsfeasible of governntental agencies, and
The women behind the .counter and
they make people look like owls.
tax.upon agriculture.
mates fifteen billion bushels of ce- nent and satisfactory oasis,unless we
I am glad to do so because I think
in the factory cry aloud for sympathy
"Look at Tilly Ann Jones! Eyes i While denominations are essential reals, thirteen billion pounds of fibre build warehouses, cold storage plants,
the need very rear."
and the press thunder3 out In their
elevators, etc., for without storage and
The conference was certainly a the size of a pinhead and glasses to fit and church pride commendable, the I and six't.y-fiv? mil'ion tons of meat.
defense and the pulpit pleads for
The F.verajge tmrniil world crop fot credit facilities, the south Is comfortunate one for the nation and the a giant! However, the things do suc- high teaching of universal Christianity j
mercy, but how about the woman in
president is to be congratulated for ceed in making her look wise, and a must prevail if the rural church is- to the p9st five years, rnrnpared with the pelled to dump its crop on the market
the field? Will not these powerful
at hardest time. The Farmers' Unions
previous five years is as follows:
opening the gate to a new world of wonderful invention they are to have fulfill its mission to agriculture.
exponents of human rights turn their
Part Half
Previous Hal f in the cotton producing states have
We frequently have three er four I
effort in which everyone may co-oper- such an effect on Tilly Ann!
talent, energies and Influence to her
for the past ten years persistently adI "I don't think these big round spec- churches in a community which is not I Crops—
Oecac'a.
Decade.
ate.
n
relief? Will the Goddess of Liberty
There are many important prob- taoIes are Wtended to make people able to adequately support one. Small Corn (liu.) S.mi.ni 000 3.403 fi5K.0 O vocated the construction of storage
enthroned at Washington hold the callo
wlse
facilities.
We have built during tills
lems in our complex civilization that
°*
'" '^ponded Mrs. Boster. congregations attend Services once a j WheatfBu.l 3,B?J[760.000 3,257.686,00ft
loused hand and soothe the feveVish will yield to. co-operation which will "TDere are many eye affections these month and all fail to perform the re-1 OatB flu ) 4420 017000 3,508.31.1000 period 2,000 warehouses with a cabrow of her sex who sows and reaps
17,541,300 pacity of approximately 4,000,000 bales
not lend themselves to arbitrary nil- dayB' artd tt? larger the glasses the llgious functions of the community, i Cotton(Bales) 19,863,800
the nation's harvest or will she permit
ings of commissions and financing larger the '«nses, and the more things The division of Vellgious forces and i The world shows an average in- and looking backward the results
the male of the species to shove railroads is one of them. The man are magnified, r suppose."
-! the breaking into fragments of moral j crs&se in cereal production of 13 per would seem encouraging, but looking
women—weak and weary—from the
"Good!" exclaimed Boster.
"The efforts is ofttimes little less than a j cent during the past decade, compared forward, we are able to house less '
bread-line of Industry to the back al- with the money Is a factor that can-' goods are Indeed very well recom- calamity and defeats the very purpose j with tlfe previous five years, while the than one-third of the crop and warenot be eliminated from any business
leys of poverty?
i world's population shows an increase houses without a credit system lose
transaction and the public is an inter- mended. At the same time there is' they seek to promote.
Women and Children First.
90 per cent of their usefulness. The
The evils of too many churches can of only three per cent.
ested
party that should always be con- a disadvantage in seeing too well. Too
The census enumerators tell us that
powerful glasses have spoiled many a
The gain in production far exceeds problem Is a gigantic one—too great •
of the 1,514,000 women who work in the sulted and happily the president has love affair and prevented the union be minimized by co-operation. The that of our increase in population, and for the farmer to solve unaided. He
social and economic life of a rural
fields as farm hands 409,000 are six- Invited all to participate in the solu- of loving hearts.
' community are respective units and it is safe to estimate that the farmer must have the assistance of the bankteen years of age and under. What is tion of oiy railroad problems.
j "Obfogle was once In love with my, cannot be successfully divided by de- can easily increase production 25 per er, the merchant and the government.
The Pocket Stove.
the final destiny of a nation "whose fuIn production we have reached the
sister, and be couldn't see very welL nominational lines, and the churches cent if a remunerative market can be
In the ancient days of the open Are- He
„. ,il„„„i,, ,fc. „
....,
„. '
ture mothers spend their girlhood days
v_
„i„„» „„,i
n._ iron
!,„_ ™„.
-». .so „„™
thought
beautiful. The can only occupy this important field found for the products. In textile high water mark of perfection in the "
and the
crane—not
very „„„..,.
„— she
,. was. ...
behind the plow, pitching hay and place
fibres the world shows an increase world's history,»but our marketing
hauling manure, and what is to become ancient, either, because our grandpar i^L^f °f h'8 S" **»* by co-operation and co-ordination.
b
The efficient country church will during the post half decade in produc- methods are most primitive. In the
She real y
of womanly culture ang refinement ents used them-and even later when J?J?T £ , ,n
tion of 15 per cent against a popula- dawn of history we find agriculture
that grace the home, charm society the American cooking stove was an TC ' Int
, tV
' T^"!! * definitely serve its community by leed- tion Increase of three per cent.
plowlhg^wlth a forked stick but with
and enthuse man to leap to glory In object of such curiosity that people-**" %Z?1*8 SP^*"* had be<m ■ ing In all worthy efforts at community
The peop'e of this nation should a system of warehouses under govern.„ _^_uu„.
building, in uniting the people in all
visited »H_I.
their »„...
fortunate
neighbors ..
to ">d never would be.
noble achievements if our daughters •i-i....
Now it happened that Obfogle went co-operative endeavors for the gen- address tueroe^ives to the subject of mental supervision .that made the
are raised in the society#of the ox and see how one worked, a laugh of.rldi
over to Germany and was gene a long eral welfare of the community and in Improved facilities for distribution.
Egyptians the marvel of civilization,
icule would have greeted the anthe companionship of the plow?
for'who has not admired the vision of
time, as lovers usually are in ro- arousing a real love for country life
In that strata between the ages of nouncement that a stove could be
mances,
and
then
he
came
back
in
the
Joseph
and applauded the wisdom of
and loyalty to the country home and
Overproduction and crop mortgage
sixteen and forty-five are 950,000 worn made which one could carry in one's
same romantic way. On his/ way to these results can only be successfully force the farmers into ruinous com- Pharaoh for storing the surplus until
en working as farm hands and many pocket There are thousands of them
, call on jay sister when he got back! accomplished by the united effort of pel ii inn with each other, ^The remedy demanded by the consumer, Out in '
of them with suckling babes tug In use today.
this age we have too many Josephs
gins at their breasts, as drenched
Little giants, they can do much *he met a friend of my sister's and; the press, the school, the church and lies tq orgavfeatton ana in co-opera
who dream and not enough Pharaohs
tion^fi m^rRet!r-s.
In perspiration, they wield the scythe work. They are called disks, because inquired If Sadie were_na beautiful as I organised farmers.
ever.
-^^
who build.
that is what they really are—just a
use Hardy Plants.
The Zuydjr Zee.
"and guide the plow. What is to be
was told yes, that Sadie was j
disk from three inches in diameter up, . "He
,
In
gardens
of
large
extent,
such
as
The
Zuyder
Zee,
or
Southern
-sea,
come of that nation where poverty with an electric wire attached. Screw
His Opinion.
beautiful as ever—no more,'
usually obtain in rural districts, shrubs was formerly a lake surrounded by
4 breaks the crowns of the queens of
"War," says a westerner just home
tbe socket into the electric light fix- no less Obfogle had acquired a pnlr and other plants should be chosen that (ens and marshes, its pr^jent extent
the home; despair hurls a mother's
from
Europe;
"Is all right at distance
ture, turn dh the current and there of owl spectacles of the ultramodern need little fare or attention. Those being chiefly the re.ult of floods which
love from its throne and hunger drives you are.
but when it comes home to us, we pertype. He supposed that If Badle had
Innocent children from the schoolroom
looked lovely before her lovelinest I that really need nothing more to carry occurred in the thirteenth cent ry Its ceive that it Is a savage, horrible, vile
to the hoe?
would loom up twice as large through | them through the year -alive than the area is about two thousand square thing.
f
winter"* rains are ideal, and the nearer mnPB and the average depth from ten |
Russian Navy.
The census bureau shows that 165,"I was talking the other day to a
the new and more powerful specs.
Russia
has
never
been
much
of
a
000 of these women are forty-five
"With a smile of anticipation he I all approach this standard the more to nineteen feet It has always been ' French reservist whose age hod just
Russia's "naval su- came to the house. When Sadie en-! popular they should prove. Plant* the work, of the Hollanders to recover released him from further work. He
years of age and over. There is no naval power.
premacy"
was
never
destroyed,
since
more pitiful sight in civilisation than
tered the parlor he took a good look from similar climates, as Australia ' *s muclfas possible of the land lost to had been a good fighter, and I said:
these saintly mothers of Israel stooped such supremacy never existed. Japan ' at her and was never seen again-just'[ and South Africa, for example, are ' them in this manner In past ages and/ "'Ypull be missed, you'll certainly
sure to prove, satisfactory In most \ in the literal sense they can be said be missed, in this war.'
with age, drudging In the field from destroyed the better part of her navy as they so- In story books
su« until sun and at night drenching In the "battle of the Sea of Japan." \ "On the whole, specs are a buff* parts of California. Those from Japan, - :M nave ra^de half their country, hay j
"He snugged hi* shoulder*.
their dingy pillows with the tears of At present .Russia.na* hut eight mod- thing. 1 hope you and the girls will, I Europe,, and the eastern part of our ing recjlflraad over one million acres]
" 'Well,' (He said, when
despair as their aching hearts take era battleehips, while England has 58 hot invest in them, even if they are own country need too much humidity from sea laie anu'rlve'r since the six ' a wife anflfjre chlidreiJto bring upv
both in soil and atmosphere.—Los An- teenth century.
and Germany 33.
fashionable at nreaent"
it'* better to be missed than hit**
By Peter Radford
Lecturer National Farmer*' Union.
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Let Us
Pray

DISTINC-

TION OF NOVELTY.

Omelet With Herring l» ExcellentBaked Stuffed Eggs—Dish That
the Children Will Be Sure to
Appreciate.
The season of eggs Is always, but
now when fresh eggs are becoming
loss and less plentiful they assume a
value always given to the thing that is
scarce. Here are some ways of cooking eggs in very interesting methods,
methods that emphasize that the egg
is an object to which consideration is

I

AN altogether charming bridal gown,
following no special dictates of
the present mode and independent of
come traditions, is shown here. It la
fashioned to suit the bride along conservative lines which cannot be said
to belong to this or that date, but is
In good style.
This handsome costume is rather
simple In design, with trained skirt of
heavy white satin cut plain and following vaguely the contour of the figure. It hangs from the normal waist
line and glories in an ample train of
the rich and shimmering fabric A
full underbodice of chiffon makes the
loveliest of foundations for the simple bodice of lace draped over It- The
lace Is shirred into slight fullness at
the shoulder seams and the bodice
closes surplice-fashion at the front.
This arrangement makes a "V"-6haped
opening at the back as well as at the
throat, which Is outlined with soft
folds of tulle.
The sleeves are set In and reach

halfway to the elbow on the upper
arm, falling somewhat lower at the
underarm. The lace of the bodice is
repeated in an overdrapery. Parting
at the waist line in front it slopes toward the back where it falls about
half the length of the figure.
There Is a long tulle veil, falling
from under a very up-to-date cap of
point lace. This is a novel method for
placing the bridal veil, and gives the
bride an opportunity to indulge In
that ancient superstition which attributes good luck to her who wears
something that has been worn before.
The little cap may be made of old lace.
It Is shaped on a foundation of fine
silk-covered wire.
The arms are almost covered by
long kid gloves. A regulation bouquet
of brides' roses and lilies of the valley and a strand of pearls about the
neck are concessions to customs that
cannot be improved upon In the raiment of the bride.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
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New Ostrich Millinery Trimmings
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LESSON

(By S. O. SELLERS, Acting Director of
Sunday School Course.)
Br REV. J. H. RALSTON
Secrauuy of Corwapondea©. Depmrtmoil
Moody Bible 1 Mlitule. Chicago

LESSON FOR DECEMBER 13
THE GREAT COMMISSION.

TEXT—I will therefore that men pray
everywhere.

due.
Omelet With Herring—Cut oft head
and tail of a nice fat smoked herring.
Split in two through the back, remove
spinal bone and skin and finally cut
into small square pieces. Place on a
plate with enongh milk to cover. After
allowing it to stand for an hour remove from milk and drain pieces on a
cloth. Heat one and a half teaspoonfuls of butter in a frying pan, add fish
and fry for five minutes, tossing once
in a while. Crack eight fresh eggs
in a bowl, add two tablespoonfuls of
milk, half a teaspoonful of salt, three
salt spoonfuls of pepper, and sharply
beat with a fork foi*two minutes. Drop
eggs in the fish pan, mix with fork for
two minutes and allow to stand for
half a minute. Fold up opposite sides
to meet in center, allow to rest for a
minute and serve hot.
Baked Stuffed Eggs.—Boll some eggs
hard and throw them Into cold water.
Then shell them and cut them crosswise in two. Remove the yolks and
cream them with a wooden spoon, and
to each yolk add a tablespoonful of
fine breadcrumbs soaked in milk and
butter and pepper and salt to taste.
Cut a bit of the end of each white off
and stuff the whites. Stand the halves
In a buttered baking dish, the bottom
of which is thinly sprinkled with bread
crumbs. Over all sprinkle a little bit
of finely-minced parsley. Bake five
minutes.
Stuffed With Ham—Boil half a dozen eggs hard. Remove the shells and
cut the eggs crosswise in two. Slice
off a piece from each end to make
them stand firmly. Remove the yolks
and mix with them a little chopped
ham. Fill the whites with this mftture, heaping it up in cone shape. Put
the stuffed halves on a flat dish and
pour over them this dressing: Beat
two egg yolks with half a teaspoonful
of mustard, half a teaspoonful of salad
oil added slowly. Thin as it is necessary with wine vinegar.
For Children.—Beat the whites of
eggs stiff and cook in spoonfuls in
milk. Remove, and into the milk stir
the yolks, beaten slightly, and stlr
constantly to form a custard. Add a
bit of salt and put the whites on the
custard. This is a very good dish for
children, served with wafers.
If
sugar is liked, it can be slightly sweetened for dessert.
Eggs With Pea Puree.—Drop eggs on
a. buttered dish and put them in the
oven. When they are Just set slide
them onto a puree of peas, made by
putting canned or fresh peas through
a vegetable presser and mixing them
lightly with melted butter and heated

Very few respond to the desire of
the writer of the text. The infidel
ridicules prayer;
the man absorbed
In business affairs
sneers at it, the
formalist treats it
mechanically; the
ordinary
church
member neglects
it; the average
Christian only occasionally
practices it It Is left
to the one in a
thousand to realize it fully.
To define prayer
is difficult Reverence, submission to the will of God,
sincerity, the spirit of forgiveness, deflniteness of supplication, whole-heartedness and recognition of Jesus Christ
must go into it Prayer does not require definition, and the best prayers
rarely ever fit any mold of definition.
Some seem to think that the chief
blessing of prayer is subjective, that
it does any one good to get into the
attitude of prayer and to talk to God.
Granting that there Is much benefit
In this, we would make the point that
prayer is petition. It Is the asking of
God for things desired.
Men do not
get many blessings that they wish
simply because they do not ask God
for them—"Ye have not because ye
ask not"
Prayer does not depend on location,
attitude, or other circumstances. If
the cathedral is not at hand, the open
■air will do, even a Btreet corner;
men pray lying down, standing up,
kneeling or sitting; garb, social standing, favor or opposition of men has
nothing to do with essential prayer.
It Is the real purpose of the heart
that certifies its genuineness.

crG3.ni.

Au Gratln—Butter a flat earthenware dish, and sprinkle it with bread
crumbs, and on the crumbs break eggs.
Over them sprinkle grated cheese, salt,
pepper and bits of butter, with Just a
little cream. Put in a hot oven until
the eggs are set

rf AN authoritative display of fine under a series of little bows made 01
hats it is strongly evident that the the same ribbons.
A plain velvet turban with Indented
Insistent demand for fancy ostrich, instead of ostrich plumes, dominates crown, at the center of the group, is
trimmed
with a pompon of small osthe minds of designers. Ostrich in
new forms, in fanciful montures, and trich feathers, having a cluster of
In what iB generally classed as "fancy standing feathers springing from it
ostrich," is used on nine out of ten The flues are not fluffy, as in the
ostrich-feather-trtmmed hats. And on natural state, but are treated to make
Narrow
the tenth hat, If plumes are used, they them stringy and hairlike.
ribbon is tied about this model, comare mounted in odd ways.
Three
faBhionable
turbans
are pleting a useful piece of millinery in
Shown here in which fancy ostrich ap- a shape that is especially well liked
pears as the trimming. They are of br young girls.
At the left a hat of sapphire blue
velvet and are excellent types of bats
that are suited to general wear, for velvet Is entirely covered with small
the velvet turban and the fancy ostrich feathers. They are laid side
by side flat on the crown lengthwise
feather figure In all sorts of hats.
An odd shape appears at the right, and overlap about the side crown
covered with black velvet. The crown and narrow-drooping brim until the
overlaps the brim, forming a ridge bat ts a mass of light flues that are
about the bat
A fringe of white sparse enough to glimpse the velvet
ostrich, in which the flues are only a under them.
A narrow ostrich quill springs from
little curled, falls from underneath
the overlapping crown and covers the the front. This is a captivating model
brim to the edge. The brim curves suited to both mature and youthful
outward, forming a bonnet like setting wearers.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
for the face, and is faced with silk.
A very tall single plume like a long,
Velveteen Rest Gowns.
broad quill, is mounted at the side.
Liberty velveteen is an ideal mateIts extreme height is characteristic of
rial
for
rest gowns of a comparatively
the standing trimmings on smart millinery for this season. Another odd Inexpensive order. In Jarxjnjca pink
new feature In this turban Is furnished and In all the fashionable sbVdes oi
by the band of narrow grosgrain rib- yellow this stuff is lovely, it looks
bon which is drawn about the hat over well when combined with plaited chit
ton and bordered with narrow bands
the top of the ostrich fringe. The
«tem of th« standing plume Is hidden of skunk.
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When Flatirons 8tlck.
An ironing day trouble Is the iron
that sticks. The: ordinary flatiron is
likely to become gummy, rough and
perhaps dirty from the uncooked
starch that sticks to it, or perhaps it
may be soiled from grease or blacking
from the stove. Such an iron may be
cleaned by crumpling a piece of paper,
dipping it in ashes or some scratchy
cleanser^ and rubbing the paper over
the iron until all foreign substance Is
removed. The iron may be washed in
hot, soapy water, wiped dry, warmed,
waxed and set away ready for use. If
the iron becomes soiled in the process
of ironing, it may be waxed and rubbed,
with either salt or the scratchy
cleanser used above which has been
spread on a paper. In the absence of
these, fine emery paper may be used.
Beef Stew.
Cut into small pieces two pounds of
any of the cheaper cuts of beef. Add
one small yellow turnip, one carrot,
one large onion and a half dozen goodsized potatoes, a little salt and about
a quart of cold water. The onion
should be sliced and the other vegetables diced. Place the meat In the
bottom of the kettle and cover with
the vegetables. Pour the water over
all and cover closely. When It is
boiling briskly set it back where it
will simmer for a couple of hours.
There should be no more than a
cupful of Juice when It is ready to
serve.—Mother's Magazine.
Bottled Mint Sauce.
This hint Is too late for present use,
but good to file and remember. Make
mint sauce in summer according to
your favorite recipe, "7hen there's lots
of fresh mint to be had, bottle and seal
»nd you will nave delicious mint sauce
all winter without the trouble of making It
To Make Chimneys Shine.
After washing lamp chimneys, poliib
them with dry salt. This gives the
glass a brilliant shine and prevents It
from crac'tlna-

LESSON TEXT—Matt. 28:16-20; Luke 24:
36-49.
GOLDEN TEXT—Lo, I am with you always, even untn the end of the world.—
Matt. 2S:20.

The Army of
Constipation
Is Growing- Smaller Every Day.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS are
responsible — they.
not only give relief^'
— they permanentlycure Cos^J
•tipation. Mil-,,
lions use,
them for I
Bilioainen, 'Indig.itioo, Sick Headache, Sallow Skin.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PR1C*.

Genuine must bear Signature

You Can't Cut Out

This lesson consists of two para- A BOO SFAVIN.F UFF or THOKOUUIIFIN,
but
graphs which constitute what might be
termed two commissions or two parts
of the Great Commission. There are
S*
TBtllE MARK DSG.U.S.PAT. OFF.
four distinct accounts of the final comwill clean them oft permanently,
mands of ouf" Lord to his disciples,
and you work the hone came time.
each presenting a different phase of
Does not blister or remove the
the work he committed to his followhair. (2.00 per bottle, delivered.
ers. In this lesson we have for our
Will tell you more if you write.
Boole 4 K free. ABSORBINE, JR,
consideration two of these aspects
the antiseptic liniment for mankind,
which ought not to be confused.
reduce! Varicose Veins, Ruptured
I. The Appearance in Jerusalem,
iMoKln or LlfuncntB. Enlarfcd Glindi, GeHna,
Thomas Being Absent Luke 24:36-49. tVnu. Crm. Allan P'"> gulcklr. Fries (1.00 aaa «.•»
(1) The Resurrected Lord, w. 36-43. a bottle at dratgleta or dcilrerei. Manufactured .air er
The Emmaus disciples reported to the W.F.roUNO, P. D. f.. Ill Taatlt II, Springfield. Seas,
disciples, and those gathered with
them in Jerusalem, the things they
FOR DRUNKENNESS and
had experienced, especially In the
III
DRUG ADDICTIONS
No sickness, no publicitybreaking of bread. This occurred late
Tbe only Keeler Instlin the evening (see Luke 24:29, 33).
tut* In Mii-lii* N*w
*Hamp»hlro or Vermont.
While they, and the others, were reSend for fro* booklet.
hearsing the many things that had taken place on that first eventful day,
Jesus himself suddenly appears In
their midBt without the opening of a
PRECEDENT HAD BEEN SET
door and asks them of their thoughts.
Once before he had thus searched
them (Luke 9:46, 47), but now the oc- Youthful Logician Could Not Sao
Why He Should Not Follow Hie
casion is quite different Fear of the
Father's Course.
Jews had crowded them into this room
but no closed door except that of the
Who can tell the working of ohlW
human heart can keep out the risen
Lord. Simon's report (ch. 24:34) and dren's minds, or how, all unwittingly,
that of the Emmaus disciples were not we may make ourselves appear unsufficient to allay their fear. Fear at Just In our dealings toward themf
/This was brought home to Mr. Hesthis visible evidence of the supernatural is true of us all, but when Jesus wit the other day as he took his youn.
truly 1B present there is peace no hopeful, aged six, for a constitutional.
matter what may be the turmoil with* The youngster was evidently thlnkta.
hard, for he was silent—which was
out, or the fear within.
unusual.
Man of Flesh and Bone.
"Daddy," he said, looking up suddenThis appearance was a demonstration that It was he himself, and to add ly, "I think I want to get married I"
"Do yon, my son?
And who to,
proof upon proof he flrst showed them
his pierced hands and feet, and then may I aakT" answered the proud parcalled for flsh and ate it before, and ent, looking at him.
"I want to marry granny."
doubtless with, them. Jesus is today
"Do you, Indeed! And do you think
a man of flesh and bone as much as
What Will Prayer Do?
I would let you marry my mother—
It will move the arm that moves the when he walked Galilee's hills. His
world.
The philosophy of prayer is blood he poured out upon Calvary. ehT"
"Well, why shouldn't I?" retorted
as reasonable as that of any problem The evidence of the literal, physical
the tender logician.
"You married
of cause and effect. If man prays as resurrection of Christ is so overwhelmhe should. Just what he prays for will ing that the unbeliever does violence mine, didn't you!"—Dallas News.
be granted.
He stretches his hand to his reason not to accept it
Youthful Son's Gratitude.
(2) The Ascended Lord, w. 44-49.
over the Bea and prays and the waThe Martina were on a trip covering
ters part; another man calls for fire This coming of Jesus and his message
from heaven and it falls; another of peace and assurance brought also a period of tnfee or four weeks. They
prays for the sick and Immediately a commission that this great fact be left at (home Master Edward Martin,
health returnB; another prays for the told to others. The event recorded in aged eight years, to whom his father
redemption of the drunkard or the these verses did not occur in Jeru- wrote nearly every day. In each letprostitute, and behold the former be- salem but upon Mount Olivet and con- ter was enclosed a shining silver dims.
comes an upright, honest, trustworthy stitutes the final appearance of Jesus. Five or six of these dimes had beea
citizen, and the latter becomes worthy As he had done often before, so now sent to Master Edward without any acto stand in any place in refined soci- he sets his seal upon the Old Testa- knowledgment of the generosity. Then
ety or in the home circle.
"More ment, expressly speaking of Its books came this brief and to-the-polnt misthings are done by prayer than man under their accepted three-fold divi- sive:
"Dear Father: Every time you have
sion (v. 44). In these there are bedreams of."
tween three and four hundred "Wreck wrote to me since you went away yon
There is only one prayer that the
Pleas*
not to speak of the indirect prophe- put a dime in your letter.
man who is not right with God is
cies concerning him. What we need write oftener to Your loving son,
justified in offering, and that is.
"Edward."
ts to have the Holy Spirit that we may
"God be merciful to me a sinner."
"understand" (v. 46), the purpose of
That prayer is really the surrender of
Modern Bookkeeping.
his life and death. Jesus taught his
the heart and life to God. The man
"Under what head shall I place your
disciples what that purpose is (v. 47),
who prays must have acquaintanceviz., the "remission of sins," based on wife's millinery account. Mr. Blinks?"
ship with God, must have the right to
"Overhead charges. Smith."
the sure ground of his finished work.
call God Father, and no one can do
thlB who does not believe in Jesus This, and this alone, is the gospel and
Indorsed.
It Is to be preached In hlB name unto
Christ
Men living in sin are the
"Does she approve of cosmetics*"
all nations—a missionary suggestion—
children of the devil and have no right
"She seems to lend countenance t*>
but beginning at home, in Jerusalem.
to pray, that is, to have communion
them so far as I can see!"—Judge.
with God, except as the publican had. Verse 49 tells us of that other needed
preparation to make us effective witThe desire of the writer of the text
In" his effort to be known as a good
was the desire that men might get nesses, the enduement of the Holy
fellow many a man shows evidence of
Spirit.
right with God.
overtraining.
Some Disciples Doubted.
Comparatively anything within the
II. The Appearance to the Eleven
will of God is a proper subject of in Galilee, Matt. 28:16-20. This event
prayer, and that will Is readily found
took place much later than that menIn the Bible.
To Pray nilly-willy or
tioned in the flrst part of the previous
without regard to the great moral and
eection.
As we carefully read this
spiritual Issues that may be at stake
section it suggests that Jesus was
may possibly be very sinful.
somewhat removed from the disHow to Get to Praying.
ciples, yet their vision was so clear
After the Cllvl war closed the ques- that they worshiped him, though some
Drawing near to the distion arose as to how to resume specie doubted.
payments, and a wise statesman an- ciples he first of all emphasizes his
swered by saying "The way to re- supreme authority, "all power is given
sume U to resume."
So we say, the unto me," and on that authority he
way to pray is to pray.
If a man commissioned "them to their work of
has reason to believe he is a child dlsclpllng "all nations." Mark's renof God, he has a right to pray, and dering of this commission (16:16, 16)
the obligation slighted brings guilt is more Inclusive, "to the whole creaon him. God is the only one who can tion," including all of man's welfare;
supply his need, and the thing to do social as well as spiritual. For Jesus
thus to claim authority and to send
is simply to ask God to supply It
Men could have the dearest objects forth'his ambassadors and still not be
FOOD
of life met if they would ask God for "the very God of the very God" is to
Btamp
him
either
as
an
impostor
or
a
them, even the salvation of their dearBecause all power is his,
est friends, even their own children. lunatic.
therefore the obligation and the acWhen the devil was «lck. the devil a monk companying Holy Spirit who will enwould be;
^^^
able us to teach the things he has comWhen the devil we, well, the devil a
manded. There is back of the commonk was he.
mission "all power" and accompanySo truthfully wrote an old English ing It a blessed fellowship, "Lo, I am
satirist
That principle applies all with you all the days."
through history. When men are prosThe sad thing is that after nearly
perous everywhere they do not pray. two thousand years we have carried
When they fall into trouble they pray out so poorly the great commission.
and do it with an earnestness that IgAnd lastly the disciple la not to go
nores propriety and circumstance. in his own strength or wisdom. His
Was there ever a time In this gent a- parables describe fully the age upon
tion wt""i the world as a whole was which the disciples were entering. As
in greater distress than now? Men's they went forward and as we "follow
hearts are failing them for fear. As in their train," to devote ourselves to
ever, God Is a present help in time of the enterprises of his kingdom, he detrouble and the call of the day is clared that he would be with them and
to prayMan has failed, civilization with us until the time of the cotsumhas failed, half-skeptical and half- matlon of the age.
tiearted Christianity Is threatened
"When we go his way, he goes our
with fsllure.
God Is the only refuge wsy; but If we go our own we go It
and In God alone is the strength of
■lone."
And shall lie not ask for ltt

ABSORBINE
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To Build
Strong
Children

Supply their growing bodies
with right food, so that Brain,
and Muscle, and Bone development may evenly balance.

Grape-Nuts

was originated to supply, fn
proper proportion, the very
elements required by the
human body for growth and'
repair.
To supply children a dish
of Grape-Nuts and cream
for breakfast regularly, is to
•tart them on the road to
sturdy health.
"There'* a Reason"
for

Grape-Nuts

Sold by grocers.

POULTRY
-BCTS*

HINTS FOR DAIRYMAN

JUST AN ORNAMENTAL DUCK

Animals Bred to Come-In In Fall Are
In Best How of Milk During Winter—Keep a Record and Weed
Out Weak Producers.

White Crested Variety Have No Special Value to Farmer—Not Bred
to Any Great Extent.
(By Q. HOWARD.!

The crested white duck may be
called an ornamental duck, muoh the
same as Polish ohickens. They are
not bred to any great extent In this
country, and they are seldom seen except In the show rooms. They have
no special value to the farmer, as
more easily bred and more profitable

Pair of Crested White Ducks.
t>lrds are to be found for commercial purposes.
These ducks have a medium sized
head and bill; a large, well-balanced
creBt upon the crown of the head; a
rather long neck; a medium length
back; breast round and full; body
of medium length; wings that told
smoothly; hard, stiff tail feathers,
with well-curled feathers in the tail
of the drake. Their eyes are large
and bright and of a blue color. The
shanks, toes, and webs are of a light
orange color.
The standard weight
of the adult drake Is seven pounds;
adult duck, six pounds; young drake,
six pounds, and young duck, five
pounds.

Keep Cows Clean by Careful and
Easy Brushing.

Keep the old hair brushed off as fast
as it becomes loose and do not allow
the cow to get it mixed with her teed
or get It In her mouth while licking
herself when turned out in the yard.
To some it may seem as an overrefinement to brush a cow, but there
ts no doubt of its being useful and
beneficial when done in an easy and
careful manner.
If COWB are bred so as to come-in in
the fall they are in their best Sow of
milk during the winter. By spring,
when they begin to fall off in milk the
graas comes In to stimulate a larger
flow and they keep It up until time to
be dried off for the next calf. This
gives the nonmllklng period at a time
In the year when butter and milk are
the lowest
Don't be afraid to begin feeding
early in the fall if the pastures are
short, for it does not pay to have cows
tall In their milk at this time In the
year.
The total solids In milk are largely
dependent on the quality of the food
given, while the richness of the Ingredients depends on the breed.
We know a little dairy of 15 cows
which has brought In its owner just
about an even hundred dollars a
month all this season. The cows are
selected milkers and the owner is a
careful man in every way. This kind
of dairying pays.
The farmer should keep a record
of his Individual COWB In order that
he may weed out the poor producers.
The value of the time required in the
use of the scales, milk sheet, Babcock test and record book will be

VALUABLE FEED FOR FOWLS
In Repeated Tests Hens Given Skim
Milk Make Much Better Record
Than Those Given Water.
To--test the value of skim milk for
laying hens, sixty pullets were put in
two pens, equally divided, of one variety and all as near of an age as possible. They were fed exactly alike,
keeping strict account of their feed,
but given different drinks. One pen
had sweet skim milk, while the other
had only plenty of fresh water.
This test was begun on November 1
and accounts were balanced with both
pens on May 1 following. The henB
that drank the water had but a little
over half as much credit for eggB
laid, while their feed had cost nearly
a third more than the hens which
were fed skim milk. Some days In
the very-coldest weather the thirty
milk-fed pullets laid twenty-eight eggs,
and their average for January, was
twenty-four eggs daily. The sktmmllk-fed hens not only produced many
more eggs, but they did not consume
as much food as those fn the other
pen.
Since then these teBts have been
repeatedly tried with different breeds
and with the same milts.

Pigeons sometimes live to be eight
years old.

• • •

Clean eggs bring better prices than
dirty ones.

• • •

The smaller the poultry quarters,
the cleaner they must be kept.

• * •

The "was sick but well again" hen Is
not the one that fills the egg basket.
• a •
Fresh buttermilk Is recommended
for diarrhea In chicks, some saying it
will cure bad cases.

• • •

The poultry yard is a good place
for the boy to begin a real partnership
In his father's farm.

• • *

Never ship a chicken to a customer
that you would not want sent to you
for the same amount of money.
e a m
Look out for the drafts In the chicken house.
Fix all suspicious open
places. Roup In the henhouse means
mo money in the pocket,

• • •

Water in fresh and constant supply
Us a thing that must be supplied If
conks do Veil, or If eggs are furI as they should be.
A good way to feed skim milk Is
to Ms it with soaked ground corn or
other grain, but even then it should
be ted sparingly at the start.

* * •

Those farmers who give their turkeys plenty of range and secure new
breeding stock frequently, are making
good money growing turkeys.
Do not simply throw the water oat
of the drinking vessels and put in
fresh water, but wash the vessels
thoroughly every time you change the
water.

• • •

A cheap thing so many times scantily furnished or not furnished at all
is aharp grit It wonld seem that a
thing so easily provided would be In
constant supply, but quite often these
are the very things left undone

DISEASE OF FOOT AND MOUTH HONESTY
Trouble Caused by Virus or Germ
That Patses Through Finest Filter—Protect Healthy Animals
Foot-and-mouth disease has broken
out in several middle West states. It
1B very contagious and 1B caused by a
virus or germ that passes through
the finest filter. The germ has never
been seen or cultivated. It Is, spread
by persons who have handled infected
animals, by all classes of live stock,
bay and straw from Infected farms,
green hides and fleeces, and hy any
transportation agency. Every outbreak that has occurred in this country has been traced to imported infection.
The chief symptoms of foot-andmouth disease are small "water-blisters" or vesicles which develop on the
membrane covering the lips and
tongue, and upon the skin of the feet
or the udder. Cattle are most susceptible to the dlsSase, then follow
bogs, sheep and goats. Persons rarely become infected. Naturally infected
animals may show symptoms after
two days but sometimes not until 11
days after having been exposed. A
moderate fever develops In the first
or second day. Cattle "slobber" when
eating and dribble long, sticky threads
of saliva from the corners of the
mouth. The animals get lame as a
result of blisters appearing between
the toes. These blisters soon break,
discharge a straw-colored fluid and
leave raw sores which become infected with dirt, so that pus forms.
In the great majority of cases, recovery will occur if the disease is allowed to run Its course. The mortality
amounts to less than 1 per cent as a
rule unless complications set in. However, on account of the serious consequences which would follow an uncontrolled outbreak, both federal and
state live stock sanitary authorities
exert every means to stamp out the
disease. All cloven-footed animals on
Infected farms are killed and burled
In quicklime. The premises are thoroughly disinfected and quarantine
rules striotly enforced. Treatment is
out of the question.
Healthy animals should be protected In every way possible from
coming in contact with infected objects to prevent introduction of the
disease. It Is advisable to keep stock
out of the highways and away from
pastures bordering on main-traveled
roads.
Among the reasons why every effort should be made to stamp out the
disease at once are the following: It
interferes with the sale of animals
both locally and with other states and
countries; it brings about the closure
of fairs and stock markets; it restricts the supply of milk and beef.
It behooves every farmer to co-operate
in the fulleBt way to prevent the further Introduction of the disease Into
the state.

GOOD PRUNING SUGGESTIONS
Winter Cutting Increases Vigor of
Plant—Implement Illustrated for
Culling Out Canes.

Strawberry,

Prlxe-Wlnnlng
Cow.

Ayrshire

more than repaid by the elimination
of one unprofitable animal from the
herd.
Don't let the cows sleep out on cold,
rainy nights when you need a fire to
keep warm in the house. It takes teed
to heat her body and you cannot get
as good returns at the pail by this
treatment
What Is each of your cows costing
youf
It is a good plan to test the cows
occasionally to see If there are any
deadheads in the herd. Might be a
good plan to watch the owner carefully, too. He ts just as susceptible
to deadheadednesa as the cows.
Before you rid the dairy herd of the
"robber cow" make sure that she Is
having a fair show by being supplied
with the proper rations, care and
shelter.
Keep the fall calf growing and you
will have a good one to turn out on
pasture in the spring.
In t> • feeding of calves there is a
splendid opportunity for a man to exercise patience and kindness.
A large part of the danger from
dirt in milk can be avoided by using
a pall with a hood.

MAKING RAINY DAYS USEFUL
Many Little Odds snd Ends to Be Attended to Instead of Lounging
About snd Napping.
(By WALTER B. LEUTZ.)
Instead of spending the rainy day
In lounging about and napping at intervals, the farmer may find it a day
of profit to him. There are broken
pieces of harness or machinery that
need attention. The harness needs
oiling, some sick stock may need doctoring. The rainy day Is an opportunity ton this work. I know a man who
has built a tool house tor rainy day
work. Here he mends harness, makes
new parts for machinery, manufactures new double and elngle trees to
replace the broken ones. Often he
makes some article convenient for the
home. In fact, his work shop often
consumes more of his time than the
rainy days give him.

Do not cut out large limbs.
Never prune In frosty weather.
Frost-bitten wounds are slow to heal.
Never leave the stubs in cutting off
limbs.
Prune annually, but never heavily.
Wounds heal most rapidly In spring.
Heavy pruning conduces to wood
growth.
In transplanting cut back top and
root.
Keep the tree free cf suckers.
Summer pruning Induces fruitfulness.
Torn wounds are generally fatal.
Paint over the larger wounds.
A heavy pruning Is always followed
by a heavy growth of suckers.
Winter pruning Increases the vigor
of the plant.
The Implement shown In the Illustration will be found quite handy in
culling out brier canes. It has a sharp

For Culling Out Brier Canes.
edge (B) Its entire length, and is cut
away at the back of its butt-end. A
socket Is formed from sheet-iron, having edge-flanges attached to opposite
sides of blade.

ATTENTION TO COLT'S FEET
Neglect Will Contribute Largely to
Poor Set of Legs, Influencing Efficiency of Animal.
(By W. H. PALMER, Ohio Cottage of Asrhralture.)

Poor feet and legs found upon the
large majority of horses are due directly to the lack of proper care of
the colt's feet To neglect to see that
the toot grows out evenly is to contribute to a poor set of legs which
influence directly the efficiency of the
horse when used later. As the colt
grows, it may throw more weight on
one side of its feet than the other,
causing that side to wear tester snd
produoing an unbalanced condition.
Nature, in her attempt to overcome
this, causes the bones of the legs to
adjust themselves to this condition, resulting In poorly placed and developed
legs. Then the added weight to one
side
may cause the uneven developWhat Should Have Been.
When pigs are kept eight months, ment of the hoof. The ideal foot is
when fully as good weights could have one that Is large and round, with the
been obtained at six months, the profit wan at the quarter sloping the same
is anything but what it should have on the Inside as the outside and the
heels wide.
been.

HAD

ITS

LIMITS GOOD PROSPECT FOR SPORT

Woman Desisted Temptation for a
Time, But Finally Proved Herself Human.

Quail

Not Only In Profusion, But
Seemingly of High Order of
Intelligence.

They were talking about fine hunting
Somebody on the back platform
dropped a bundle. A woman saw it the other night when Dr. Elmer B.
Cooley,
Uncle Joe Cannon's congresand picked it up. She was an honest
woman; nevertheless she opened the sional opponent, was reminded of an
package. It contained a waist pattern incident that happened In bis home
of very pretty silk. When she saw state.
At the beginning of the hunting seathat she thanked her guardian angel
son, the doctor said, an enthusiastic
she had been created honest
"If I had been an ordinary dishon- nlmrod named* Smith telegraphed a hoest thing," she told her husband, "I tel friend in the game region for resershould keep this silk as sure as any- vation, and at the appointed time he
was right on the job.
thing and make It up for myself."
"Hello, Harry I" he exclaimed, salut"But since you aren't" said the
ing
mine host as he dragged his dogs
man, "what are you going to do with
and guns to the hotel veranda. "Kveryltr
"Oh, take it back to the lost and thlng all right?"
"Couldn't be better," was the prompt
found department of the store where
It was bought
The purchaser will response of mine host
"How shout the gamer' returned the
probably Inquire for It there."
One evening about two weeks later sportsman, eagerly. "Are there any
the woman appeared at dinner in a quails around ?"
"Well, I should say sol" declared
new waist
"Every time the cook
"Hello," said the man admiringly, mine host
throws
a refuse piece of toast out of
"seems to me I have seen that before.
the
back
window
four or five fat quails
Isn't It something like the piece of silk
fight to see which one shall He down
you found?"
"It is Just like It" sighed the wom- on it I"—Philadelphia Telegraph.
an. "It is the same piece. I took It
Perpetual Motion.
to the lost and found department but
Alderman Curran of New York city
I—I couldn't stand It I went around
the next day and asked for It my- worked his way through Tale college.
During his course, he was kept very
self."
busy by the various jobs he did to help
with his expenses. On graduation, he
Long Journey.
k
A railroad from Nome to Cape Horn went to New York, and was . even
Is being considered, and sometimes busier than he had been In New Haven.
After some months of life In New
we may be able to take a through
sleeper from one end of the American York, a friend met him, and said:
continent to the other. In that case "Henry, what are you doing?"
"I have three jobs," replied Mr. Curwe would sample all kinds of climate
from arctlo to tropical and we would ran. "I am studying law, I am a newsencounter endless variety of surface paper reporter, and I am Belling life
and scenery. Popular Mechanics says insurance."
"How do you manage to get it an
that several routes for such a railroad are being considered, but which In?" said the friend.
"Oh," replied Mr. Curran, "that's
ever one may be chosen the lines already built and covering over half the easy enough. They're only eight-hour
distance would be utilized. The fact Jobs."—Youth's Companion,
that these exist makes the project
seem less like a dream, but it we
smile over It we might remember that
men of affairs laughed at Cecil Rhodes
when he suggested a railroad from the
Cape of Good Hope to Cairo—the entire length of Africa—but that road
is now being built—is more than half
done, indeed.
Getting Double Value.
Senator Snlffensnuft likes to get double value out of his cigar. After snipping off the pointed end he generally
Inserts two-thirds of the weed into his
mouth and munches it until all but
the lighted end looks like a salad.
One afternoon while Snlffensnuft
was sitting In front of his hotel a
small boy tugged at a corner of his
eoat.
"What Is It, sonT" asked the senator,
good-naturedly.
Pointing with a small, brown finger,
the lad replied:
"If you please, sir, your chew Is going out"—Toungstown Telegram.
To Get Rid of Pimples.:
Smear the affected surface with
CuUcura Ointment
Let it remain
five minutes, then wash oft with Cutlcura Soap and hot water and continue
bathing a few minutes. These fragrant, super-creamy emollients quickly
clear the skin of pimples, blackheads,
redness and roughness, the scalp of
dandruff and itching and the hands
of chaps *and irritations.
For free
sample each with 82-p. Skin Book address post card: Cutlcura, Dept X,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.

Playing Chickens.
The egg setting process greatly Interested Jack Hastings, three years
old.
Recently Jack and his sister,
Margaretta, just about one now, were
playing like the Hastings' back porch
was a chicken yard. Jack conceived
the idea that it was about time for
Margaretta to "set," so he went to the
refrigerator, brought out three dozen
nice new eggs, quoted at 30 cents a
dozen.
"Sit on 'em, Gretta," he said.
And Margaretta sat
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it

Defends American Boys.
Mrs. Joaeph Gazsam of Philadelphia
says that when she was in Berlin and
Dresden she beard mach criticism of
the way in which Americana coddle
their boys, and the Germans declared
that if ever the Americans expected to
do any fighting they must change their
methods of training boys. Mrs. GaSzam replied that much as American
boys are "coddled," no one ever heard
of an American girl cleaning her
brother's boots.
Our men may be
spoiled, she said, but not at the expense of the girls.—Woman's National
Weekly.
Extravagant
Clerk—Mr. Goldbug, as I am to marry, I would like more salary.
Boas—How much more do you wantf,
Clerk—Ten dollars a weak.
Boss—My gracious I
Bow many;
women are you going to marry?
We cannot blame some men tor not
taking their own advice.

CHOICEST
TOBACCOS

Just natural choice leaf skill.
fully blended — that is what
makes so many friends foe
FATIMA Cigarettes.
If you cannot recurs Failma Ogaftita from
your dealer, we will be pleated to tend gem thorn
package* postpaid on receipt of 50c Addrem
FallmaDcpt..2l2 Fifth AM.. New YothJi.Y-

"Distinctively Individual"
J^jfaZCotjf^U^&tocs Or.

NAVARRE
HOTEL

7th AT. at 38th St

Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.

NEW
YORK
CENTRE OF

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

EVERYTHING

ROOM WITH BATH, S1.S0, $2.08, S2.50
Hers.
ROOMS, 2 PERSON! $2.00, $2.5fc WM
"I suppose that you and your wife
A Penn Safety Razor for Each Guest

are two souls with but a single
ValaaataCalaraiauvafllaaTatCraaa
EDGAR T. SMITH. Uemamirm Oiromtor
thought?"
"That's about the situation, but
about half the time she will not tell
About the war, unless yon know the Facts about X3m
Be what that thought is."
W&r.audwhjitstarted. Neatlyfinishedb-ok,whlok

YOU CAN'T ARGUE

Logical.
Nurse—Goodness me, what 'are you
been doing to your dolls?
Joan—Charley's killed them. He said
they were made In Germany, and how
were we to know they weren't spies?
—Punch.
Ones Over.
Barber—Shall I go over it
sir?
Victim—Oh, no! I heard every word
you said.—Boston Truth.

■very family should own; 880 ouch prepaid. Coin*
and Stamps. A. J. KINUIiOLM, S» C1"
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Here's if U.^o^'arSi ChrlilmM

Renewed to two mlauten, tweet and fresh. Oet
otmnlu. Asenta wanted to visit storeLMo.
BattM A Co.. 3SS York, Now Haven, Conn.
Sfifl
Cod.tedown. These lot. are hl«k
uvu ShOrC
tJ"Vav Ud dry Beod torrrwlUnstiatid
Laarf U., 101 Tn»—j IL, ■art.a.fcaw.
r'AMC'D AC Make moot acceptable ftfta. LowVi/YltllMVflaj est prloo. on new and used sporting good, of all kinds. Ask for list. Will trade.
BpoTUug CSooda UxuLuuice, Fall Hlver, Maaa.

Getting Rough With Juanlta.
Small Mary, who had been taught to
Agents Moke SI3 Daily SiSS.'^SS;
read by the modern "soundlng-out"
Particulars tree. Tk»»pna, «*0 IT. lktk, »«* Twh.aT. T.
system, was amusing herself by singTOO B OWH DBBGOIST WlXiTBIXTOO
Watiai B. Cet rmaa,
ing the school songster from cover to frr MnfTno Bja Remedy tot Red^WeoK Watery
Inftoa. D.C. BoOaSUM.
Byes and Granulated HyeUdaJ No Hmartina—
cover.
Presently, as she reached iust
Bye comfort. Write for Book of the Mye
r mail Free. Marine Bra Bamedy Co., Chicago.
"Juanlta," one heard coming in her
supplies, send
birdlike little voice from the depths
Most women have a mania for the SMITH BBOT El HJJ&BViX. GLOUC
of the big armchair:
kind of garments that are more orna"In the dark I slammed her."
VV. N. U., BOSTON, NO, 50-1i14.
mental than useful.
A startled parent found that the
line really read:
"In thy dark eyes' splendor."

PATENTS

Respect for Trees.
It Is said that the German Invaders
of Belgium, whatever else they may
have destroyed, have been careful not
to injure park trees. The cavalrymen,
j so a report goes, are forbidden to tie
' their horses fa trees for fear that
the animals will gnaw the bark. Germany was the first nation to apply
forestry on a large scale, some of the
crown forests having been under scientific management for over a hundred
years.
Explained.
"What does this sentence meant"
asked the teacher. "Man proposes,
but God disposes."
A small boy In the back of the
room waved his hand frantically.
"Well, Thomas," said the teacher,
"what does it mean?"
"It means," answered Thomas with
conscious pride, "that a man might
ask a woman to marry him but only
the Lord knows whether she will or
not"
Appreciation.
"Ton say that man enjoys work?"
"Beyond a doubt I have seen him
stand around and admire It by the
hour."
Many a candidate who imagines the
eyes of the whole world are upon him
isn't even known outside of his own
precinct.

^fCanadianmeat
to Feed the World'

war's fearful devastation of European
' crops ha* caused an uonsnal demand for grain
from the American Continent. The psopl, of the
' world must be fed snd there Is an unusual demand
F for Canadian wheat. Canada's Invitation to every
I Industrious American 1* therefore especially attractive. She wants farmers to make moneyand sappy,
groiperoue homes for themselves while helping her
I raise Immense wheat crops.
r

Yon can get a Homestead of 160 acres FREE
other lands can be bought at remarkably low prices. Think of the mamev yen
can saake with wheat at lte present high prices, where for some time It U liable to continue.. During many years CsnarHan wheatlflslda hare aietasel SO
iele to the acre—many yields an high a* 45 bushels to the acre, Weacetfrd
crops alao Of Oata, Barley and Flax.
Miied lamia* is fully as profitable an Industry as grain raising. The szcalI lent grasses, full of nutrltlon.are the only food required either for beef or dairy I
purposes^ Good schools, markets convenient, climate excellent.
Military aervtcala not oetspahorr la Canada, bat ttatreis aaextoaamajajtwtani
labor to replaoo the maay rooas BUB. who Bare Tolunteered for the war. lee Oaranuneat tsi* year ta aicias fannera to pat extra acreage feto arala.
4
Write tor literature a»a particeUra aa to reancea railway rates to
BupeaatBBdeat ImmluatJon, Ottawa, Caaaaa, as

85 TBABS SUCCESSFUL TwXATKENT
OF LIQUOR AtfD DINHr ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
WHITE PLAIN*, M.Y.
__
LIXINQTON, MAaa.
PROVIBBMOaa, R. I.

», R.Y

rMswmw.ooNN.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
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WEST BROOKFIELD.

The West Brookficld Grange Elects
Officers.

BROOKFIELD.

BROOKFIELD.

'...

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Worcester County Institution For Savings

The will of the late Henry V. Croahy,
At the Congregational church next
The Grange met Monday evening for Thursday afternoon and evening, Dec. w ho died Sept. 16, is to be contested and
election of officers, and the following 17. there will be a Fellow-ship meeting of a hearing is set for Tuesday, Dec. 15, at
Incorporated 1828
James A. Anderson,..Central street, has were elected:—Master, Levi W. JjverProbate court in Worcester. The conthe churches in Warren, West Brookfield,
returned from New York.
more; 1.. A. S., Miss .Martha Canterbury; North Brookfleld and Brookfleld. The testants are five grandchildren, Arthur
Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
C. Dwighl Brings, Boston, was in West O., Lewis Richardsoni FI., Miss Jessie meeting begins at 3.30. At 6 o'clock, C, Jessie, Henry F., Florence L. and
Crosby
V.
Hale,
all
of
Boston.
These
W'inn;
P.,
Miss
Dora
Allen;
L.,
Mrs
Brookfiekl for the week-end.
then; will Ije a basket lunch and social
Grace Canterbury; G. K., John Howe; hour. The evening service will begin at five, the Will provides, are beneficiaries
Mr and Mrs Edmund K. Sihley spout
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
S., Hugh Allen; A. S., Edmund Smith;; 7 o'clock and close at 8.1"). Rev. T. C. of a trust fund of one half the estate,
Sunday wfth Miss Mary Sihley, Oxford.
C, Mrs Robert Carter; Sec'y, Mrs Mabel [ Craig of Warren will speak on "Our her- but eventually receive one-half the estate
County.
Mrs Ellen M. Bponner, Winter street, Smith; T., Mrs Arthur Sampson; Execuout-right, and his son, Henry F. Crosby
itage;" Rev. A. W. Budil of North Brookis visiting her daughter in Stafford Springs, tive committee for 3 years, John Brady;
of
Brookfield
is
bequeathed
the
rest
of
tield on "The Church of To-day;" Rev.
$26,049,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
Conn.
Purchasing agent, Philander Holmes; J. H. Hoffman of West Brookfield, on Hie property. A. F. Bntterworth is his
regular and 8 extra dividenas:
James U. Turner, .Marlboro, spent Literary committee, Mrs John Webb, "The expending lite;" Mrs Philander counsel. The son is named for executor.
Sunday with his mother. Mrs Sarah A. Mrs Robert Carter, Mrs Nellie Canter- Ihilmes of West Brookfield, on "The The will was executed March 24, and
Money put on interest the first day of January,
bury, Mrs Philander, Holmes, Fred church ministering to every member.'' was witnessed by Arthur F. Bntterworth
Turner.
April, July and October.
Smith, G. Henry Allen, Albert llauek; Each church is expected to report through K.lile H. Clarke and Fred F. F. Franquer
Mrs Mark L. Brown, Whitefield, N.
Music, committee, Mrs Ida Seymour, a layman, first on "The greatest present Edward B. Hale father of the contestDividends payable January 15 and July 15.
II., is the guest of Mr and Mrs John H.
Mis.- Phyllis Uauek; Relief committee, need of our church." and secondly, on ants, is their counsel. Henry V. Crosby
Nelson, Central street.
left,
as
next
of
kin,
only
his
son
and
the
Accounts
may be opened by deposits of three do
Mrs Livennore, Mrs Peter Brady, Miss "Things of promise in the present work
Mr and Mrs Philander Hoh les, West Clara Bailey, Paul Allen, Edwin Wilbur. of our church." A general attendance live grand-children, the latter being chillars to one thousand.
street, are entertaining Mrs Ruth (.. It was voted to send the lecturer Mrs of people interested in church work is dren of a deceased daughter of the tesHours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.
tator.
Young, Batavia, N. Y.
Canterbury, to the state Grange in Wor- desired.
Mr and Mrs Gustavo C. Tanski, Lak cester.
Th anas T. Robinson of Boston, RePlant Improvement.
View farm, have been entertaining Mr
ceiver of the W. B. & S. street railway,
In the case of many species of
S, A. Nohle, SLukbridge.
ha- petitioned the Supreme court for in- plants, as wheat, flax, carnations and
NEW BRAINTREE.
structions of the court as to a further sugar beets, scientific breeders, have
The date of (he annual dai • ..I Hit
instead
fire department will lx* Jan 1
l.earne uid Mi^s Burnett postponement of the foreclosure sale of already devised effective plans for ferMiss Wi:
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
the .ad II im Jan. ',. and also whether reting out individuals with rare breedfirst anuounet
of Jan. hi
of Willisto Vt., have been 'visili
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
il. set price si II be reduced from ing ability along desired lines, and for
1' iwn.
Mrs (.,
■11. Wright, ha I
id if si.
what aucunt. The thus creating new types or improving
ERNEST RUSSLLL, ASS'T TREASURER
week w itli
spending
New Iraiuli
irac.L'i was w<
letiirnal
Dec. 22, at Boston, existing forms by using the subtle
forces o! here.; v.
. (ila>s, Sim! i Bar
Mrs (ie..r:
sente,! t the Slat
id at
ptstose the property at pubehanie iu.il. Win
.'ii a foreclosure .-ale weie
let
Y. P
The Chi
Tin,,
: wee ,-.
It.>nd
H Et'n't Us«.d One.
Inn!- r tin past sum r. but no
A. !;. I.
will he In
II.
lb
I'
Uncle Ezra—' i.ph Hosklns must
'1, II.
I any kind were made. According
lift pi
instead of
II
have
no
nine iii.' down in New
I. II..;
rims, .lei inn ('h. yn
111s of the decree caljing for th-'
M r and M John W. W:i
I nclr- I- ben—"Yep
Reckon
! Mary F. P..1 id. I'. II. 1
Frauce,
; i-.lf. l!
inininmni ai nit that could I." Yorl
man lag.
the lsth am versary ..1 ll
he traveled a mighty swift pace Eph's
1 Tufts Mr an Mrs Alii,
S.ilT, C.
! received fol the property Was §150,000.
wife said thatVhen Epli got back and
.o Main -n ft I. -day.
at tl
1
Sage. Miss i-ithn Lam gavethei
Shortly utter the last attempt the Supreme
went into his rcom, he looked at the
Mr and Mrs Prank X. Disney, Worces- e.-Jitioll at hi ■1 Bancroft . Mr an Mr I court appointed a master to appraise the bed, kicked'it, and !
nidi 'What's that
ter, were week-end guests of their daugh- (ii.lihvin S. 1 Hard id-.. . ■ntertainei
properly.
In the report filed by the durn thing for?' "—Judge.
th. j master, it stated that $75,000 was a fair
ter, Mi's Webster L. Kendrick, Central of the peojili A class of ill 12 to.
sixth degree it State ( irange, Tuesday i price for the property and a recommendastreet.
Ridicule.
evening, among whom were four from tion made to reduce the upset price to
• It is an immense blessing to be perAn interesting meeting of the Dorcas
New Braintree.
that amount. The report recommended fectly callous to ridicule; or, which
Society of the Congregational church, was
that owing to financial conditions the comes to the same thing, to be con
full of life and action, filled with the |
held at the borne of Miss Grace Blair on
sale be postponed until Jan. 15.
scious thoroughly that what we have
fire of fine inspiration and followed |
Wednesday afternoon.
Elucidation.
' by 250 short stories of adventure, 1
At a meeting of Ferdinand Dexter In us of noble and delicate is not ridic"Now,
Thomas.'
sr.id
the
teacher,
will make
Rev. John H. Hoffman gave a stereopcamp, Sous of Veterans, on Tuesday ulous to my but loois, and that, if
fools will laugh, wise men will do well
ticon lecture, on "The greatest legislator "can you more fully explain the adage,
night, these officers were elected for the
to let them.—Doctor Arnold.
ami statesman of all time," at the even- 'Old men for counsel and young men
ensuing year:—Commander, Herman
ing meeting of the T. P. S. C. E-., Sun- for war'?" "It means," replied Thomas, "that the old men do the quarrel-1 Wright; senior vice-commander, Willie
day night.
Push.
ing and then let the young men do the C. Bemis; treasurer, Earl Allen; secre"Push," says a modern philosopher,
The Social and Charitable Society met fighting."—Fun.
tary, Richard Finney, Jr.; patriotic inat the home of MrB Webster Kendrick,
structor, P. Eugene Gadaire; color bear- "should be the big word in the voThen the Family Page, a rare Editorial Page, Boys' Page,
cabulary of every Beginner. There
Tuesday afternoon, with 15 present. The
er, Carlton O. Dean; sergeant of the is no such thing as 'pull' applied to
Girls' Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of fun," Articles of
next meeting will be on Dec. 22, at the
guard, Leon A. Gadaire; camp council, bodies. The engine never pulls a
Travel, Science, Education. From the best minds to the best
Sale of Unredeemed Real Estate by the Eiliie II. Clarke, chairman; P. Eugene
home of Mrs Clark V. Wood.
train, but pushes it—the coupling of
minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
The Priscilla club of Methodist young Collector of the Town of Brookfield, Gadaire and Felix Rose. These officers the engine always extends behind that
in the home. There is no age
will be installed at a meeting to be held of the car following and does actually
people organized last week with Miss
CUT THIS OUT
limit to enthusiasm for The
in banquet hall, Tuesday evening, Jan. shove it forward." But the pessimist
and send it tor name of this paper)
COLI-ECTOH'S OFFICE, Nov. 25 1914.
Ruth Gilbert as president; vice-president,
Youth's Companion. •
12, 1015. All members of the camp are will not be silenced—he only shifts
with $2.00 for The COMPANION
Miss Phoebe Brfghani; secretary, Miss
In conformity with the laws of the requested to be present at the installation. to "Who's back of him?"
fur 1915, and we will send
152 Times a Year
Stella M. Tyler; treasure , Miss Grace Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the
FRFF All the issues of THE COM.
public and all persons interested as form- Members of the local camp have received
— not 12.
Allen.
weeks
of
1914.
er owners or occupants of each of the an invitation from the Sons of Veterans
Old Wine in New Bottles.
FRFF THE COMPANION HOME
Send to-day to The Youth's ComThe Farmers' club met in G. A. R. following described parcels of real estate at North Brookfield, asking them to atI IXCL, CALENDAR for 1915.
Dad ffrom the hall;— "Why. Marpanion, Boston, Mass., for
THFN
The 52 Weekly Issue, of
hall, for an all day session, Wednesday. situated in the Town of Brookfield in the tend with their families, a social gather- Jorie. how dim the light is in here!"
lnL
" THE COMPANION for 1915.
of Worcester and Commonwealth
THREE CURRENT ISSUES-FREE
Mrs Grace Shepard was essayist. S. R. County
Freddy
(the
fiance,
not
a
college
ing
to
be
held
at
the
headquarters
in
aforesaid are hereby notified that said
Parker spoke at the afternoon session. parcels have been conveyed according to North Brookfield, Thursday evening, graduate in vain)—"Yes, sir. ProfesSUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE
sor Munsterberg has a theory that
Tlig dinner was served by C. B. and D. law to said town of Brookfield for non- Jan. 7, 1915.
payment of taxes and assessments and the
brilliant light benumbs the intellect
T. Ilenshaw.
time within which each of the estates
We are experimenting to find the deEpiscopal services are being held in G. might be redeemed by the owners thereof
gree of illumination by which the atA. R. hall during advent, the first was having expired, each of said parcels will
In the Dawn of the World.
tention is kept vivid and the mental
be offered fo.r sale in accordance with
A NEWSPAPER OF CHARACTER
held Thursday night, Rev. Mr Adams, Section US, Part II, of Chapter 100 of the
The ice and snow of the poles were functions active."—Judge.
rector of Christ Memorial church, North Acts of HXH), by public auction at the not always there. The time was when
Brookfield, preached. The next service Office o t;ie Collector of Taxes in the the poles were beautiful tropics, and
Town Hall in said Brookfield, on Mon- at that period what is now the equator
England and Ireland.
will be Dee. 17, at 7.30 o'clock.
day, the 21st day of December. 1014, at was so hot that our present form of
Erin-go-Ilragh means "Ireland for
Roliert A. Edson of West Brookfield, two o'clock P. M., and to the highest
MASSACHUSETTS
life could not live there. When the ever."
The Royal Standard* waa
is working nut with the candidates for the bidder for each of the .several parcels a earth had cooled a great deal the age adopted January 1, 1801, on the union
ABLE, INDEPENDENT, READABLE
basket hall team to represent McGill Uni- quit-claim deed will be delivered. For began, when, because they did not get of Ireland with Great Britain. The
further particulars reference is made to]
versity at Montreal. The team will play the Worcester District Registry of Heeds the full benefit of the rays of the sun, quarters were representative of the
(Established in ttm br Sminiel Bowie*)
the colleges in the eastern states. Edson in the County of Worcester, the volume the south pole as well as the north three countries: England, three couDaily (Morning), $8; Sunday, 52; Weekly, $1 a Year
and
page
numbers
following
the
descrip-1
is a son of Charles O'M. lulson.
pole cooled to a point comparable with .chant lions on a red background in the
tion of each parcel, in.heating the record I the equator of today. .
first -and fourth quarters; Scotland, a
The following West Brookfield mem- of the deed under which the said Town
rampant lion in the second quarter;
The Republican tnkes Seriously its responsibilities to
bers attend...! the State Grange this week: of Brookfield now holds title to the estate
and Ireland, a golden harp on a green
described.
Dista'""
^enda
Enchantment
the public. It appeals for popular support by service
Mrs Nellie Canterbury; Mrs Edith J. Livbackground,
in
the
third
quarter.
The
It i-- we]]* , iive fav away from vour
The sums set igain»i the several estates
ennore, Mrs Carrie Webb, .Mr and Mrs
that is guided by intelligence and a purpose to infomi,
show the amounts due thereon respec- relai- i so ere: can brag about them. lion of Scotland was taken from the
Carrie Webb, Mr and Mrs Carlton D. tively for the taxes and assessments fi
assist and incidentally entertain and instruct its readers..
coat of arms of James VI.
—Atchison Globe.
Richardson. MrstVace Canterbury and the non-payment o"
was sold to said Town o
Arthur. Sampson.
If gathers the news with enterprise and alertness, and
getber with tbesuhse.jiie
presents it in attractive and convenient form. It disdains
Alanson Hamilton post, G. A. P., ad sessments, interest oi
to employ the style of the circus poster and seeks to
neetiug at <iraudArmy hall, lawful costs mid charge^
annual meeting
make itself typographically pleasing and tasteful.
Monday afternoon, and elected the fol- the said estates wiil be si
the amount set against
lowing otliceis: S. V, C., Jonathan G. respectively.
It is extremely liberal in its provision of reading
Warren; J. V. C., James Mundell; O. of
matter in all of its three editions. Its editorials constiD., Samuel G. Irish; O. of G., Napoleon Isaac Lyon,
tute one of its distinguishing and most valued features.
Lucius; C., Isaac N. Jones; Q. M., EdDUNCAN BLOCK,
A .certain parcel of land situated* in the
NORTH BROOKFIELD
win Wilbur; S., Charles H. Wright. On east village of said Brookfield and boundLiterature, art, science, education, religion, philanthroMonday, Jan. 4, there will be a public ed as follows:—Northerly on land of the
py—all receive generous treatment in its columns; likeBoston and Albany Railroad Company;
installation in there hall.
easterly on land of the Mann and Stevens
wise agriculture and industry.
Special attention is
Woolen Co.; southerly on land of said
given
to
the
various
healthful
outdoor
sports.
Carlton D. Richardson, Indian Rock, Woolen
Co., and westerly on land of the
farm, reporled Friday that his flock of heirs of Julius A. Howe, containing about
__IMow
Ready
For
Your
Inspection
The Weekly Republican is made up with great care
thorough! red sheep was attacked by dogs 1 3-4 acres and called the Howe land.
All are now invited to come to my store in Duncan
for the wide audience outside of the local environment.
on Thursday afternoon. One sheep was Tax deed to Town of Brookfield for 1900
and
1910
taxes
is
duly
recorded
with
killed and two others bitten. They were
Block, North Brookfield, to take first choise from the
It is, in fact, a rich weekly, magazine sold at a remarkWorcester District Deeds, Book 1082,
feeding in a pasture at the rear of the Page 512. Amount for which it was sold
ably low price.
finest line ever shown in the Brookfields for Holiday
house
William M. Richardson and for 1909 and 1910 taxes,
810 00
Gifts.
i U5
Francis H. Tucker discovered the two Tax of 1911,
Tax of 1912,
£'&
hounds. Joseph K. Malloy, chairman of Tax of 1913
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
A Full Line of Dolls and Toys
o15
the selecimen, was notified.
Tax of 1914,
J'lO
DAILY (Morning). 88 a year, $2 a quarter, 70 cents a month. 16 cents a
Fancy China in Sets
week, 3 cents a copy.
Interest and costs,
^97
Spencer Union, Y. P. 8. C. E , had its Smallest amount for which sale will
DAILY and SUNDAY, $10 a year. $2.50 a quarter. 85 cents a month. 10
Handsome Glassware
cents a week.
fall rally in the Chapel of the Congregabe made,
828.70
SUNDAY, $2 a year, 50 cents a quarter, 5 cents a copy,
Children's
Books
tional church, .Saturday afternoon and
WEEKLY (Thursda.s), $1 a year, 25 cents a quarter, 10 cents a month, 3
evening. Societies from Spencer, the Isaac Lyon.
cents • copy.
Christmas Booklets, Tags, Seats
Specimen
copies sent free on application. The Weekly Republican will be gent
A certain parcel of land situated in the
fcrookfields, New Braintree and Warren
free for three weeks to anyone who wishes to try it.
and Art Calendars
were represented. Rev. John H. Hoff- easterly part of said Brookfield and
A!I*ubscriptioiis are payable in advance. Address
bounded as follows:—Northerly on land
HEADQUARTERS FOR POST CARES AND HANDSOME POST CARD ALBUMS
man welcomed the visitors who were also of
THE REPUBLICAN, Springfield, Mass.
the heirs of John Wood, easterly on
addressed by Mrs Laura B. Covell, War- land of said heirs of John Wood, southren, president of the Spencer Union. erly on land of the heirs of Ellen J.
THE VERY BEST SLEDS AND SKATES,
The services consisted of prayers and Adams, and westerly on land of Charles
All Ready for the Snow and Ice. ii
F. Mullet, containing about eight acres
songs with addresses by Rev. Edwin G. and called the J. Howe sprout lot.
THE MYSTO ERECTOR,
Zellars, Spencer; Rev. Sherman Good- Tax deed to Town of Brookfield for 1909
SUMMER 8TREET
win, Brookfield; Miss Edith H. Ham, and 1910 taxis is duly recorded with
A very nice present for the little ones.
Suited Her Exactly.
Brookfield; the Presidents of the socie- Worcester District Deeds, Book 1982,
Fortune Te'ler—"Beware of a dark
Page 511. Amount for which it was sold
ties, Kev. Alfred W. Budd, North Brook- for 1909 and 1910 taxes,
man whom you win goon meet. HB
89 19
Family Washings, Flat Pieces Ironed,
!
W
At
Reasonable
Prices.
field; Carl Wilson, Worcrster district sec- Tax of 1911,
will be a villain." Girl—"How peri\)o
104
fectly delightful! How soon will I Body Clothes Starched and Dried, Five
:
retary of the C. E., MrsSumner H. Reed, Tax of 1912,
(Jenta
per pound.
* A Nice Use of Smokers' Articles,Pipes in Cases, Stationary in Fancy Boies
of 1913,
I'TO
meet him?"—New York Globe.
Brookfield and Miss Margaret Koch of Tax
Tax of 1914;
jj
Flat Pieces Washed and Ironed, 25 cts.
Spencer. Rev. T. C. Craig, Warren, Interest and costs,
a doz u.
9'03
|j> COME EARLY AND OFTEN TO
and Rev. Wflliam France of New Brain- Smallest amount for which sale will
FOR
SALE
H. A. RUSSELL, Mgr.
be made,
$05 90
tree led the devotional and consecration
SINGLE COMB White Leghorn Oockerels, (IbuiARTHUR F. BUTTERWORTH,
services. Miss Bertha Price, Warren,
FOR RENT
coca«Strain),*2.50to$,i.OO. R, I. Beds MlrviCollector 1 f Taxes for the
machl stniiu). $2.00 to $5.00. Dressed chickens, FINK. Upper Tenement of seven rooms in Bulsang and Hauck's orchestra of this town,
lard house on cunning St., steam heat, bathmilk-fed roasters, 3 to 5 lbs. ESs POULTRY
Town
of
Brookfield.
played during the evening.
room, etc.
Apply to Herbert E. Oumminies,
Farm, North ttrookikild, Telephone 39-5.
Nov. 27, Dec. 4, 11B.
North Brookfleld.
ag
Mrs Carrie H. Merrick, Pleasant street,
has gone to California.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.

■

ffieYOUTIfS COMPANION!
Better Than Ever in 1915

SPRINGFIELD

REPUBLICAN

A. DESPLAINES'

FULL HOLIDAY SUPPLY

GUARANTEED FOUNTAIN PENS,

I A. DESPLAINES' Christmas Store I

LAUNDRY

II. 1914.

Death of Mrs Roberta Cooper.
The Y. W. C. met at the home oi Mrs
E. E. McCarthy on Elm street, Tuesday
JCAILS DUB TO ARRIVE.
evening, and elected the following officers
Word lias been received in town of the
a. M. 6.46- East and West.
for the ensuing year: President, Miss
death of Elizabeth Roberta, wife of Rev.
9J0--West.
MRS
FRANCES
T.
BLANGHARD
Frances T. Lawrence; vice president,
p. M, 12.46—East and West.
S. B. Cooper, a former pastor of the
2.O0—West
Mrs H. H. Pratt; secretary, Miss Beatrice
Congregational church. MrB Cooper wa*
4.60—East.
Smith; treasurer, Mrs G. F. Crooks; Peaceful Ending of a Long and Use- born in Stoughton, April 23, 1858. She
7.05—East and West.
social
committee,
Mrs
Nellie
G.
Fullam;
attended school in her native town and '
MAILS CLOSE.
ful Life.
spiritual committee, Mrs John J. Lane;
A, M. 6.45—East and West.
went to the Boston Girls' High school and
committee
on
membership,
Miss
Elvie
11 .80— East and West.
Thousand of people are yearly learning to know the
took a four years' course at Bridgewater I
P. M. 1.00—West.
Downie; Work committee, Mrs E. E.
Mrs Frances Temple Blanchard died at State normal school. Mrs Cooper taught1 Bllterence between honest goods and the. other kind Long
f e
4.40—East.
5J°JV.
. '" "Ch<"'1 many learn<,d °» tru» economical value
McCarthy; and music committee, Mrs the home of her son, Frank S, Blan- school in Brockton and Milton, and also
»i Hub-Mark Rubber, and they have never forgotten the
6,00— East and West.
chard, 43 Wachusett Street, Worcester, in the states of New. York and Ohio.
lesson. That', why the business man, the professional man
Hails for East Brookfleld are despatched at A. W. Budd.
6.46 A.M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P.M. Mails from
••B„h wi^"a."' .uhe mo">"na"
*"*
">e
poetman sa,
A very serious accident was narrowly on Tuesday morning, of heart failure, at Her specialties were French, German,
East Brookheld are received at 9.30 A. M. and
Hub-Mark" to the storeman when they buy rubber..
6.40 P. M.
escaped on the Branch railroad, Thurs- the ripe age of 88 years, 2 months and 21 Latin, and physiology and botany. Jn
er
h a trU8 ae
..n.?°^ J *i!i
*""> "' economy and a
Package mails are despatched twice daily as
jense
of health protection insist on Hub-Mark
1889, she was married to Rev. S. B.
While the train was days.
follows:—11.31) A. M. East and North, 6 P. M. day morning.
rubbers for their boys „,„! girts. T|J%,"™''
Such is the brief announcement which Cooper, and had looked forward to celeWest and South.
than other standard, fin* quality rubbi
""
&
switching in the yard, the axle of the
Mails for the Rural Dolivery is closed at 8.15
Hub-Mark rubber footwear I.H made ,«, . V.
drivings-heel broke. Had it been while brought genuine sorrow to many friends, brating their 2oth anniversary on Sept.,
A.M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
and
chronicled
the
close
of
a
long
and
The office hours will he:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P, M. the train was in motion it would have
18, but about the middle of August, she
world, and one which ha. been satisfying the nubli?
HolidayB, 6.30 to 9.30 A.M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
' " .
PUDllc
useful life, in which a loving heart had was taken with the illness which termi- j foot wants for siity years.
been most serious.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
Sa
»«,. $"?". bT *"T* "Hub-Mark.1
If B a wise
given cheer and comfort, not only in her nated in her death on Dec. 8.
Mrs'
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.
root
note
to
your
shopping
list.
At the Congregational church on Sunown home, but wherever her influence Cooper was very active in the work of ■
day morning, the pastor will preach on r
These rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rubw as felt. It can be truly said—"None the Presbyterian church, in Sbenandoah, ber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass. '
.,
Paul in the great Persuasion. The serNORTH BROOKFIELD.
knew her but to love her," and her life Penn., where Mr Cooper is pastor, and !
mon will be preceded by a talk to the
See the big assortment of skates and boys rod girls. In the evening an illus- was a most unselfish one. Coming from she was secretary of the parent teacher!
THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
her home in Palmer, at the age of 70, IT association. Mrs Cooper was an earnest j
sleds at Dhsplaines'.
trated lecture, on Tile Other Wise Man,
the home of her daughter, ( Mrs Laura worker, and was very much respected by '
Remember the King's Daughters Fair, will be given with forty-five views. Miss
P. Lawrence), she immediately adapted ail who knew her. 'Besides her husband, j
Jessie Perrin will sing "Calvary" which
town hall, Tuesday evening, Dec. 15.
herself to the changed surroundings, and she leaves a son and daughter, and a
will
be
illustrated
by
ten
slides.
Bernard Prior suiceeds William G.
created a new and ev*e"r increasing circle brother, Frank Capen,, of Stoughton. ,
A large assortment of mixed nuts can of friends, although the old circle was
Collins, who lias accepted a position at
VVM4TED
Services were held in the Presbyterian
ib'iin. ITI.I.-.L '!it uiilotv vvitl:
be had at Desplaines'.
the post-office, at the station.
constantly growing less.
She was a church, at Shenandoab, Penn. and burial
in .-lliiill faruil)
The annual election of officers of Div. member of the Congregational church, of is to-day (Friday), at Stoughton, in the
i!rt siithcr tlmr
The regular meeting of the North
IlllL-ll UHgl
i
. i'. ". iiox IT
Brookfleld Brotherhood, at the chapel, l.S, A. (). II. took place Thursdry even- | the home department of the Sunday family lot in Walnut cemetery.
North Hi-.
M»-.
ing. Xbe following .officers were elected: (School, anil of the Loyal Circle of King's
on Monday evening, the 14th.
FOR SALE.
On Tuesday evening, Dec. 15, the G. President, .lames II. ivory; vice-presi- , Daughters. Her heart and hands were
vmiri I'.-i-ii.i■smiv.:ii,
Funeral of George G. Parkham.
. clmir ni.i! iiiiri'ii.
F. S., and some of their friends, will dent, Edwin C, Murphy; recording secre- ever open to respond to service, and up
cvitis ,; H'EHIIEI:. rnlnn Mn,
have a social time winding the Christmas tary, James F. Gafl'ney; financial secre- i to the very last she was ever thinking j
tary,
,1.
Harold
Prior;
treasurer,
W.
J.
iand
planning
for
others,
with
an
entire!
greens.
rge G. Parkman >
The fuue ai
FOR SALE
Doyle; Chaplain, Rev. E. J. Judge; sar- | forgetfulness of self.
few nic- wh:ti- l.i-irli.irn !;,„,,tiThe.Grange Auxiliary will meet with
was hi lil from the home Thursday, Dec.
Plyiniiiitli
RiK-k
liotister. HI *1 .■
geant-at-arms, John F, Coughtin; senOn the day before Thanksgiving she 3, Rev Mi 'Sudd ollici.ting. There were
Mrs E L. Tucker, Spring street, Monday,
■'i A iHi strvet. Nurth ISrooklii'hl.
DIRECTIONS FOR MIXING
tinel, Patrick McNamara. The installa- went by automobile with her grandDec. 14, at 3 o'clock, to hear the report
many iloral tributes, among which were;
tion has been set for Jan. 14.
| daughter to the home of her son in Wor Spray red roses and chrysanthemums,
FOR SALE.
of the fair.
Those who attended the State Grange 'cester, determined that the family gath- Mrs George Parkman and children; GLrey Mum in iti.oil tndition.
The Women's Guild will hold a meetT iihli'. A.l.iiv- 1
with the Water ill your Radiator
at Worcesser the first of the week were ering, which has been an unbroken cus- mixed pink£ and ferns, Mr and Sirs, A. East Brookfield Mas i IT) W.
ing in the-Guild rooms, Wednesday Dee.
to Prevent Freezing:.
Mr and Mrs H. E. Oummings, Miss Ad- tom for nearly forty years, should not be D. Parkmah; roses, Mr and Mrs Edgar
16, at 3 P. M. At this time, all the artiTO RENT
broken, and thus was able to meet all Parkman, Thompsonville, Ct.; pink
die
Stoddard,
Mrs
Ellie
Eames.
John
P.
cles left from" the fair will be offered for
HUMPHREY house on Spring St. Steam 10 deg. above Zero weather
Ranger, Mr and Mrs C. D. Richardson, but two of the large circle, a sister and a roses and carnations, jVIr and Mrs Mason THE
heat, hot and noltl water, bath, set range
use 20 per cent, solution
sale. The public is invited.
every ctmvcnience.
Rent exceptionally
Miss Jennie Doane, Mrs Lincoln Smith, grand-daughter being detained by sick- Ward and Harold Ward, Spencer; chrys- and
mode i ate.
5 des. below Zero weather
The school committee lias decided to Stanley Smith, Mr and Mrs A. C. Stod- ness.
E. R. COliKBKOOK,
anthemums, Mr and Mrs E. B. Adams;
use 30 per cent, solution
■lfl'
Plione 33-5, East RrookneJtl.
j allow the senior class of the high school dard, Mr and Mrs F. E. Conger. A full
Mrs LUanchard was born in the city of
20 deg. below Zero weather
■ to go to Washington, on the condition notice of the meeting will be given in next New York, Sept, 37, 1826. She was the red and white carnations and ferns, Miss
v
Florence Bothwell, Oakham; spray pink
use 4b per cent, solution
I that they be accompanied by one of the week's issue.
TO LET.
daughter of Samuel May Holland and
roses and ferns, Northwest Farmers' Club, DOWNSTAIRS t.is.
35
deg.
below
Zero
weather
I parents and a member of the school
mt
good
location,
use
oi
"The Stain" in six parts will be seen Laura Peirce Holland. She graduated at Spencer; sweet peas, ferns and white
barn, hjenhoi
nd ifinileii. ii desired.
use 50 per cent, solution
| committee or faculty.
A Pill 1 No. l Grant Street,
at the Star theatre next Thursday, Dec. the Framihgham normal school, and be- carnations, Mr and Mrs W. U, Barnes
One Quart Denatured Alcohol to one galLoyal Circle, King'B Daughters will 17. Matinee at 4 o'clock, all seats 10 came amost|successful teacher, in a select and Mr and Mrs Fred W. Barnes; pinks,
FOR SALE
lon water, 20 per cent, solution
hell useful and fancy articles at their an- cents. . In the evening ali seats 15 cents. private school in the city of New York, Mr Thomas Burkhill and friend; violets I HAVE a WACON
good two-linrse farm wagon for sale
and
afterward
in
the
city
of
Chelsea,
to
also double runner sleigh. For further infor- One and a half Quarts' Denatured Alcohol
Inual fair in town hall next Tuesday.
Reserved seat tickets will be on side at
and chrysanthemums, Mrs A. F. Dun- mation umiuire at the JOURNAL OFFICE,
to one gallon water, 30 per cent, soThe senior class has voted to pay 26 the theatre at 4 o'clock, Monday, Wed- Which her mother removed after the kerton, West Auburn; pink chrysanthelution.
death
of
her
father.
^ents a week as class dues, also to make nesday and Thursday. Only 300, so seFOR RENT
mums, Mrs W. S. Kiltqn, Worcester.
She married Franklin Blanchard, of
Eifflit-niom cottage on Willow St Town Two and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
/vreaths for Christmas, which will be cure your'seats early.
The following relati ,es came from out-of- ANwater.
L. ii. HA\DEN, Grant St. North
Palmer, Nov. 30, 18-12, and on his death,
to one gallon water, 40 per cent, sobold around town, and the proceeds
J
'We have a nice lot of* holly paper and in 180(), came to North Brookfield, to town;—Mr and Mrs James Kief, Chester,
lution
towards defraying expenses of the 4
Mass,;
Mr
and
Mrs
Edgar
.Parkman
and
fancy string to do your Christmas bun- make her home on Elm street.
Four Quarts Denatured Alcohol to one
|Washington trip.
STOVE
FOR
SALE
daughter,
Thompsonville,
Ct.;
Mrs
W.
dles up with. A. Desplaines.
She lea\es a sister, Miss Laura P. Holgallon water, 50 per cent, solution
Mrs Suiirle has a aiea new P. D, BeckwitiJ
S. Kilton, Worcester; Mrs A. F. DunkerReserve Tuesday evening, Dec. 16, for
Round Oak Parlor Heater, will burn wood orcoal
On Sunday afternoon word was re- land of Boston; a son, Frank S. BlanchFOR SALE BY
ton, West Auburn; Mr Frank Butler, It is too large for my rooms only ruu.ion for selithe King's Daughters fair in town hall.
ceived of the death of Inez Estelle (Hath- ard of Worcester; a grandson, Henry F.
47tf
tt'esthoro; Mr Herbert Bush, Worcester; ling it. Grunt St., Corner WalnutA tine entertainment at R o'clock. All
away), wife of Herbert Baxter llond of j Rlaneliard, of the Knox Automobile
Mr Joseph Procter, Spencer, Mr and Mrs
tare welcome.
Worcester, son or -Mr ,and Mrs L. H. (Company, Springfield, and four grandThe three Letendro children are conva- Bond, Walnut St. The illness of Mrs ; daughters—Frances Temple Lawrence o' E, Chever Bemis, Mr and Mrs M. T. ERNEST D. C0RB1N, Optometrist
lescing after a serious illness witli pneu- Bond waa of only two days duration, and j North Brookfiekl; Alice T. Blanchard, Ward and Harold Ward, Spencer, and
Office at Dr. Ludden's
nonia, under the care of two trained she died Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock, who is now teaching in Bellows Fails, Vt., others Irom Spencer and Oakham.
nurses, Miss Greene of Worcester, and The funeral was from their home oir Elise H., wife of Chester A. Dodge, and
Main Street.
North Brookfield
Miss Murphy of this town.
FRED C. CLAPP
Highland St,, in Worcester,, and the Laura P., both of Worcester. There is
A CARD OF THANKS.
The Pomona grange will meet in War- body was taktn to Hardwick, Vt., one great-grand-daughter, Jean Farley
den, Dec. 16. Address of welcome, the for burial.
Blanchard of Springfield.
We wish to extend our heart-felt thanks
Master of Warren grange, election of
The funeral was at her late home on to all who were^so kind to us in the reThe Sons of Veterans held an open
(officers. The Lecturers of each town in meeting at G, A. It. hall, on Monday Elm street, this (Friday) morning, at cent death of Henry D. Parkman and
F Quaboag Pomona are requested to give a evening. Rev. Mr Brondson of Miller's 10.30, in charge of Mr Charles S. Lane. son, George G. Parkman. Also for the
Registered Embalmer,
Mbuoscriptioiis
criptioiis tak-L-n
takt lor any or all
five minutes talk on the subject we aught Falls, Senior Vice Commander of the Her pastor, Rev. A. W. Budd spoke with
many floral tributes and the many ex} to of taken up during the past year. state, addressed the camp. Mrs Georgia much appreciation of the influence of pressions of sympathy from friends and
Lady Assistant.
Music by Miss Mabel Shepard and Fran- Bigelow gave a humorous reading; Miss her devoted life, as a home-maker, a
the Grange.
ces Elder, Essay on Landscape Gardening Hazel Matthews, a vocal solo; and Miss mother and a Christian.
MRS GEORGE G. PARKMAN ANO FAMILY,
Wherever Published at Lowest Rates
by Harold D. Phelps. Reading and Bertha Johnson, a piano solo. FollowThe Harmony Quartette sang the old MR AND MRS FRED T. PARKMAN AND SON,
junectn'! by L)nsf Distance Telemusic in charge of Chat. E. Wilson, 15 ing the program were addresses by mem- familiar hymns: Jesus Lover of My Soul,
MR AND MRS W. H. PARKMAN AND FAMILY.
phone at House and Store.
minutes with the Worthy Treasurer and bers of the post, L. Emerson Barnes, Esq., Peace, Perfect Peace, and Nearer). My
Secretary.
God
to
Thee.
Kev. R. M. D. Adams and Rev. A. W.
3VERYBODYS
2 years- $2.00
The body was accompanied to Palmer
There will be a Christmas tree of the Budd. Refreshments were served, and a
DIED.
"grange, Dec. 17, to which all members social time was enjoyed by a fairly large ou the 12.02 train, and laid at rest in the
DKLIXKATOK
'- years — $2.00
Bj.ANCHARIl—At the horn.- Oi efaon in Worces.
Blanchard family lot in Oak Knoll ceme- tt'i',
and their families are invited. Each per company.
Deo. 8. Mr- Kruiici<sTonij>lf Italland) Munch.
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
tery, the committal service being read by ard, of North BrookJldd, UJTH > ^ years,'- months,
son is requested to bring a 10 cent gift
21 «Iuya,
$2 Everybodys and Delineator $2
to be put upon the tree. There will also Annual Sale of the King's Daughters. Rev. A. W. Budd.
DRESSMAKING
'
SHERMAN—At Worcester, Dec ii. Emma.f (Irish)
Rujrular Prices of each 81.30 a year
be refreshments served by a feast comSh.'rnmi), wife of John Shen tan, formerly of
North Brookfield.
mittee. Come one, come all.
The King'B Daughters will give a farce
1J Prospect St,
North Brookfield
Ezra Bateheller Women's Relief Corps, and sale in the town hall, Tuesday. Dec.
27
elected the following officers, at their last 15. The doors will open at 6.30 o'clock
Forest St.,
North Brookfield
meeting: President, Mrs Katherine Tuck- Aprons, home-made candy and cake and
er; senior vice president, Mrs Julia Glea- useful and fancy articles will be on sale.
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
son, junior vice president, Mrs Nellie At 8 o'clock, the farce, "Our Church
Johnson; treasurer, Mrs Carrie R. Sar- Fair," will he presented. The east of
IN SCRIPT OR
gent; chaplain, Mrs Vinnie Gilbert; con- characters is as folloWH—"Mrs Roberts,"
bolit runt fin- ann ateel tireB, Buggi?**
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASS.
ductor, Mrs Fannie L. Stone; guard, Mrs Miss Jennie Hill; "Mrs Henry," Miss
ENGLISH TEXT
Democrat and Delivery Wagona, Snr
leys ami Road Wagons, both new an<*
Marion Tuc er; "Mrs Jackson," Mrs
Mary Jean.
geconr) hand.
a
H. I. Lawrence, North Brookfield
Nice Christmas candy, two pounds in Bigelow; "Mrs Brett," Mrs Gilbert;
4.T BOTTOM PRIOEr
a fancy box for 25 cents, at Desplaines*. "Mrs Lewis," Mrs Sherwood; "Mrs LanA
Dramatization
of
the
Great
Novel
by
son," Mrs Drake; "Mrs Brown," Mrs
Harness, Robes, Blftfikets, Whips ant.
ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
The sixth meeting of the Appleton
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not tor
FOREST HALSEY AND ROBERT DAVIS
Urooks; "Mrs Addison," Mrs Melvin;
Cheap.
clnh will be at the home of Mrs Frank
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
One of the Greatest Human Interest Dramas ever put out will be shown at
"Mrs Ridgley," Mrs Burkhill; "Mrs
P. Greene, South Main street, WednesShingles, Roofing Material
Otis," Mrs Barnes; "Mrs Thompson,"
In all kinds of
day evenina, the 16th. Papers will be
MrsSlayton; "Mrs Drew," Miss Frances
All toe dttterent grades. AH sizes 01
prepared by Dr. Prouty on Spanish MonGRANITE
AND MARBLE
Doane. Music by the Wiley brothers.
Nails, also,
asteries; by Miss Mary French, on SpanAdmission 10 cents,
B«member that my prices are always
C
A
RISLEY
& COMPANY
ishd Home Life, and by Mrs Adams on
MATINEE AT 4 O'CLOCK, 10c TO ALL.
EVENIN6, 15c TO ALL.
the lowest, I sell so as to tell again.
Telephone.'.
West Brookfield.
Spanisli Tradition'. There will be read
RESERVED
SEAT
TICKETS
will
be
on
Sale
at
the
Theatre,
at
4
o'clock
Dr. Dmntal'a Hori* R«m«<tl«s Aiwa *
Christ Memorial Church.
ings from Spanish authors and music by
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday. Only 300 Reserved will be sold.
In
Stock..
members of the club.
For the Story of the Plot SEE FLYERS.
The school pins for the Christian year
iBLfcrllONK OAKHAM 1)4.
recently closed will be presented to the
The Woman's Guild.
William
C. Crawford
Resilience 38 Spring St.. cor. Prospect
scholars, whose attendance records merits
OAKHAM.
The Woman's Guild of Christ Memori- the honor at morning prayer, next Sunal church, held a very successful srle and day, Also, at this service will be the unentertainment at their Guild rooms, on furling of the flag, piesented' to the
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
and Whitening. Orders Promptly AttenTuesday afternoon and evening. The church by the Woman's Relief Corps, a
ded
to.
rooms and tables were prettily decorated, mnch appreciated gift. The use of the
P.O. Box 192. (42) Hatisfuctioa Guaranteed
while the Japanese tea room, with the flag in the church building is a good and
to sell the most remarkable bargain in the magazine world this year.
demure Japanese maidens in attendance, .growing custom, and a gift of this sort
CHARLES S. LANE,
BOTH
Regular Price
Call at 46 Summer Street
gave the whole a very artistic finish. In comes with particular appropriateness
EVERYBODY'S
the evening the gymnasium was well from so well known and worthy a patriTo see the Latest Models of
filled and the audience enjoyed instru- otic organization.
DELINEATOR
mental music, by Miss Marguerite Fales
RE6ISTERED EMBALMER.
Total
of West Brookfield; a Spanish folk dance,
To One Person
Ca reteii.
Personal Prompt Attention Dm}
under the direction of Miss Achsah WitA will has been filed In the reglitry
A monthly salary and a liberal commission on each order.
or Niirnt.
ter, was very gracefully performed by of probate court at Portland which, to
Salaries run up to $260.00 per month, depending on the numTelephone North Brooltfl.14 No.
Or have them brought to your hoinvi,
several young ladies, while the farce •ay the leait, la very extraordinary.
ber of orders. This work can be done in your spare time,
by sending word to
*.*
*••
"The Revolt" was very realistically tak- In BO much as the last clause contains
and need not conflict with your present duties. No investLong
Distance
Connection.
[ en by well known talent. Much ciedit the following: "And may the curse of
ment or previous experience necessary. We furnish full
MRS.
B.
C.
GRAVES,
l is due those who so carefully planned God rest on any person who seeks this
"r Furnequipment free.
Write for particulars to
and KTery Requisite
and executed the the entertainment, my last will and testament." Although
ished.
Representative for the Brookfield*.
this is said to be the exact wording of
THE RIDCWAY COMPANY
j The ladies wish to thank every one who
r.urt, Y.ilil»iil.
the clause, without doubt the testator
Telephone 28-13,
Spring and Macdougal Streets,
New York
| in any way helped to make the affair a meant to Insert the words "to break"
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
[success.
after tbe word "seeks."

HUB-MARK
RUBBERS

SCHOOL DAYS NEVER END

FOR SALE BY
JOHN T. GRAPY, North Brookfield.

Attention ~
Automobile
Owners

B\,;

I

DENATURED ALCOHOL

W. F. FULLAM

Save Money

on Your Magazines

Funeral Director

AGAZINES

A Special Offer for November

MRS M. I. MORIN

;2f STAR rfHEATRE jf

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

THE STAIN" in SIX Parts

mmSB Thursday, Dec. 17

DANIEL FOSTER,

House Painting, all Branches

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
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ually to bind him by more tender ties.
Then, too, that miniature In the desk
Pedro and the dancing bear. Mr. Jones. seemed to haunt her—that and her faprevent a tramp from stealing a young ther's start when he entered the dining
lady's purse. Pedro's ambition to become
a painter spurs him to quit OM Nlta and room. But among her numerous questhe strolling bear dancers. Pedro. Old
241ta and the bear trainers start for New tionings, one thing she could and
"York. Miss Iris Vanderpool quarrels with would discover: What did Pedro
her artist lover. Sam Hill, and they part.
Che discovers In her father*" desk a por- know about Hill?
"Have you known Mr. Hill long?"
trait, which she recognises as that of
Pedro, who rescued her from the purse she asked. "I see that it Is his studio
•natcher. Hill meets Pedro and Mr.
Jones in Washington square. Hill discov- that you have taken."
ers talent in Pedro's drawings and In a
"No," Bald he; "I have seen him only
mad dvslre to lose himself, gives his once. But I feel a great friendship for
studio and all In it to Pedro in exchange
for Mr. Jones. Pedrs occupies Hill's stu- him," he added In a significant tone.
dio and calls on Leigh, the sculptor, with
She changed the subject hastily.
a letter frum Hill. Irfigh, calling in return, in the alley bumps into two men, How could this stranger have learned
one of whom is Reginald Vanderpool, Iris' of her former attachment? And yet
father, in disguise. Vanderpool's companion goes into tlie basement of Hill's studio his tone implied that he had. All at
and talks with Ricardo, or Rowe, the once the idea for which she was
casement tenant, of a conspiracy against
a foreign government. Vanderpool, over searching flashed into her mind.
whom Rowe has a secret hold. Is impli"I hope you will not think what I am
cated. Senora Daussa and her child, supposedly dead in an uprising, Rowe knows about to say, too strange," she began,
to be alive. Senora Daussa Is driven by "or consider me very presumptuous in
Ricardo to a resort where the conspirators meet her and profess loyalty. Sam assuming that you are already suffiHill sees Rowe unexpectedly attacked by ciently my friend to permit my making
Old Nita, and rescues her.
such a request of you; but remember
that I owe you a rescue and that we
CHAPTER IX—Continued.
have come together Instantly on the
game
plane without any of the usual
"Madonna, I beg that we talk of
something else than myself," he con- preamble. Perhaps indebtedness altinued. "These pictures of De Bush's ready incurred is scarcely a ground
par example. You must go to them. for claiming further help; but you will
He Is wonderful as an interpreter understand—ah, you must, for I am in
great distress and trouble, and there
either of character or personality."
"Very well," said she, not looking at is no one to whom I can go with my
him, for she was piqued at the purely difficulty."
Pedro, who had been examining a
•Iriendly unsentimental glance with
which he had returned her somewhat vase, turned to her with surprise. Ever
ready
with sympathy, he put out his
languishing one.
How he avoided the personal! It band with a single expressive gesture.
"Madonna!" ho exclaimed, "you
seemed as though he feared it above
everything, and detecting the approach know I would willingly serve you. If
of an intimate note, changed the it is In my power to help, surely you
must know that I would not hesitate."
theme at once.
"Very well, then," she said gravely.
"I have a curious sketch of Leigh's
with me," he said, changing the sub- "It Is this: My father is a strong
man, a brave man, I am sure, and one
ject determinedly; "would you care t
who is not easily daunted or disturbed.
see It?"
"Oh, yes, I like that man Leigh—al- You noticed how he acted today? Why,
though he never pays the slightest at- he was scarcely civil to you. Such
tention to me—nor indeed to any wom- rudeness, believe me. Is far from his
an, for that matter. He looks as if he customary habit, and there is only one
could be intensely Interesting if he explanation for it. He must be deeply
would only talk. But though I have troubled about something, and for it to
known him, en passant, for years, I disturb him so, that thing is a very
serious matter; otherwise he would
never seem to get at him at all."
"You are certainly right in suppos- throw it off, or, at worst, conceal it."
"Have you no idea of what this
ing him to be interesting!" exclaimed
Pedro, hie eyes lighting up at this ap- trouble is?" he asked.
"I have tried to get him to tell me,"
preciation of his friend. "He is a man
among men! A great mind; a sincere she replied, "but it has been a useless
effort.
My father and I are close
artist. One night not long ago we
were talking about form in music, and friends, but he persists in saying there
he told me that he had caught nature is nothing wrong, which simply means
herself demonstrating their intimate that something is very wrong Indeed;
kinship. Listen—he saw the Pocantico so much so that he Is unwilling to tell
hills against the sunset, and suddenly me."
"I am sorry," said Pedro, "but how
It occurred to him that if five parallel
lines were drawn behind them In a can I help?"
"The case is just this!" she cried,
given space (as the foundations of a
music score are drawn) the outlines of rising in her excitement: "I have
the hills against them would form a good reason to believe that he Is bemelody where the extreme height and ing either defrauded by a pack of
depths of outline occurred. He made scoundrels who have managed to dea drawing of the hills, cut it out, laid ceive him into some questionable unIt upon the five black lines, and behold dertaking, or that he is being black—a melody resulted, which he showed mailed. Could you—oh, do you think
me upon the piano. He afterward gave that you could in any way find out If
me the drawing; It Is in this pocket, I he Is being deceived, imposed upon,
think."
and help him, or at least set my disHe fumbled in the depths of the old turbed mind at rest?"
green coat, while Iris waited with
"It Is a curious request," said Pedro
slowly. "I to help your father! Why,
bated breath.
How good he was to look at; a he is a great man—a wonderfully suctrifle slight, possibly; but what won- cessful person. Surely you cannot
derful hair he had, that curled a little. really believe 1 could serve him!"
Ah, he had found the paper!
"You do not yet understand," she
Together they were leaning over it urged. "He is strong and capable, but
as he spread it upon the tablecloth, he is almost ridiculously sensitive on
when a sharp exclamation from across lines which touch his honor, and Is
the room caused them to look up quite susceptible to being worked and
hastily. In the doorway stood Reginald tormented by unscrupulous, people.
Vanderpool, his aristocratic clean- And I have some real proof that this
shaven face for the instant blanched, is happening, although I cannot actualhis eyes fixed upon Pedro as though ly show it to you at this moment. Do
in fascinated unbelief. Iris covered you remember my saying that I carthe odd situation quickly.
ried papers of value the day you res"Signor Pedro," she said, "this is cued me with your bear? Well, the
my father."
Bight of them excited my father greatOn the moment the man's face be- ly, and ever since, he has been receivcame impassive, and with courteous ing letters which have nothing to do
grace he advanced to greet the guest with his regular business or his social
at his table.
correspondence. I know It for a fact,
"Are you the painter of whom the because I stumbled upon them accimorning paper speaks ?" he Inquired of dentally, In a secret drawer of bis
Pedro. "Pardon, my not knowing."
desk. They are In a foreign language
"I suppose 1 am," replied Pedro —Spanish, I think—and he keeps themcomposedly.
all with great secrecy. Oh, I am sure
"Ah! I shall be interested in seeing he is being harried by some mysterijrour work," said Vanderpool. But his ous people. Why, that note he received
tone was perfunctory, except for a at luncheon was directed in that same
note of what might have been disap- fine foreign handwriting in which the
pointment After this he spoke very others are written. Now won't you
little, but whenever the conversation 'help me? Don't you see that it is as
between his daughter and Pedro be- exquisitely delicate matter with which
came moat animated he would steal a 1 cannot go to every one?"
covert look at the youth—a look full
"Have you no relations whom this
of interest and something else, too, would concern?" he asked.
which would have been difficult for an
"No," said she, "we have only some
observer to define.
i
distant cousins whom we seldom see
A servant, entering with a note, and who would not do at all."
caused a diversion, and as he put the
"Then," said Pedro, "I will help you.
envelope into his pocket, Vanderpool It is a position of questionable honor,
arose, although he had scarcely eaten almost, which you require for this
anything.
spying and 1 cannot go about it delib"Sorry, but I must run along," he erately. Yet, If you Bometime can give
said, and went out as abruptly as he me a definite task In the matter, I will
had come.
make sure to perform it; or should
Iris suggested the gray room, and chance throw me any information, 1
they climbed the stair to It and sat shall not fall to use it and follow it
themselves upon the sofa where Hill up, and I shall be on the watchout for
and she had quarreled. But no ghost any such. Still, it Is not likely that
of a former love haunted her now. In- such a thing will crops my path."
stead, her infatuation for Pedro burned
"Thank you!" she exclaimed In real
higher every moment. She must find gratitude. "It is a relief to know that
some method of attaching him and of I may call upon you if necessary. Then
assuring their meeting frequently, so the matter can rest between us two.
that she might have opportunity grad- There is nothing at present that I can
SYNOPSIS.

ask you to do, but If a clue should
arise 1 shall let you know."
"And I will respond Immediately,"
said he, arising to take his departure.
"I have friends—ay, good friends—
who are more likely to hear rumors of
plotting than I. They probably know
most of the sub rosa doings of the
town by now, or else they have failed
in their habit of other cities! But even
BO, lam afraid that there's not a very
great chance of their stumbling upon
the particular information we need.
And now, Madonna, I must leave. Will
you pose for me? I want to paint the
beautiful line which runs from your
chin downward, like the edge of the
young moon."
"Pose!" she gasped, astonished at
thle new turn of affairs. Then delight
at the prospect flooded her heart and
suffused her cheeks with a delicate
color. "POBO for youl Indeed, yes.
When?"
"Tomorrow."
"At any time?"
"At nine, If that Is not too early."
"I shall be there," she breathed.
When he had gone she descended
cautiously to the library, and finding
It vacant, made the door fast. Then,
springing the secret catch in the desk,
she took out the miniature which lay
within the hiding-place. For a long
time she gazed at it earnestly. Then
a curious discovery startled her. The
portrait was Pedro, feature for feature, expression and all; but one Item
which had somehow escaped her now
added greatly to her already deep perplexity. The hair of the picture, instead of being dark, like Pedro's, was
of a ripe corn gold!
CHAPTER X.

Concerning Bohemia.
On the following morning, at nine
o'clock promptly, Iris reached the top
landing of the Muldoon place house
and paused, flushed and rather breathless, before the studio door. On it,
below the heavy brass knocker and the
plate engraved with Hill's name was
a modest ticket bearing simply the
word "Pedro." Tucked under a corner
of this last was a folded bit of paper
addressed to "Madonna Iris." At sight
of it her heart almost stopped beating.
Could he have gone away? Did he not
wish to see her? With trembling fingers she unfastened It, opening It to
her anxious gaze.
At the top of the page was a sketch
of Pedro himself, empty handed, and
running frantically to the open door
of a shop which bore the sign:
"Artists' Supplies."
Then came the
words: "The door Is unlocked. Wait,
I beseech you. I haste; I fly!" Below
this was a second sketch of himself
running madly, package In hand, toward a door marked studio.
From sheer relief she laughed aloud,
and at the sound a door upon the landing below creaked as though some one
had opened it to listen. However, Miss
Vanderpool did not notice this, but,
turning the handle, let herself into the
studio, where she had often been before, to be sure, but never until now
unchaperoned.
Closing the door behind her, she
etood motionless, leaning against It,
Pedro's funny little note crushed
tightly In one hand, while she let a
flood of mixed emotions sweep over
her. Pedro, the adorable!
Slowly she advanced to the center
of the floor and smoothed out the
crumpled note. How clever he was!
With a tender little sigh she folded
it carefully and slipped it into the
bosom of her gown. Then flushing a
little, she removed her long outer
wrap and laid It, with her hat and
furs, upon the couch.
There was a footstep upon the landing, and the door opened suddenly.
Expecting to see Pedro, she whirled
about with a word of greeting, but to
her amazement, in his stead the doorway was occupied by a woman!
It was Cassie.
For a long moment neither woman
spoke, but stood staring Intently, one
as much amazed as the other.
"Good morning," said Iris interrogatively, the question following swift
on the heels of the first pang of jealousy she had ever experienced.
What woman was this who entered
his apartment as though by right?
Cassie's smile was disarming.
"Pretty, and a lady—a rich lady,"
she Bald. "Why, you must be her!
Well, I'm glad to see you!"
"Who are you, please?" repeated
Iris, smiling a little in response, despite herself.
"Of course you'd have to ask," replied Cassie. "He wouldn't be likely
to have mentioned me to you. No
more has he told me anything about
you; not knowingly, that Is. But just
the same, I've no need to return your
question."
"You are correct in supposing he has
not spoken of you," said Iris, puzzled
but with a cold fear creeping over her.
"Why should he have done so? I—I
have not known him very long, and we
have only talked about— What is
your name?"
"My name Is Miss Goodell," replied
the girl, still smiling, her eyes full of
curiosity.
And who—hdw do you know me?"
asked Iris,
"I pose for him," she said, "and I
ain't generally considered to be lacking in charm. Well, the charm failed,
and when It does, there's usually a better reason than any lack of looks on
my part. You are that reason. I
guessed it right off. Are you going to
marry him?"
"Oh!' cried Iris, startled by the suddenness of the question; "why do you
—how do I—"
"So he ain't asked you yet," observed Cassie shrewdly.
"How do you know that!" Iris flared
at her.

"Because you'd have said yes to my at sight of Leigh. "Welcome home! a cab, which Vanderpool hailed, and,
Did you get the commission? Are getting into, drove off.
question if he had," Cassie replied.
iris arose in Indignation, but reseat- they delighted with the sketch? But,
After waiting a moment to make
ed herself, biting her lips.
of course! Dios! you are a sight to certain of the direction taken by the
cab, the man with whom Vanderpool
"By the way, what have you come gladden the heart!"
Pedro's cheeks were aflame, and his (had been talking started off rapidly..
here for?" asked Cassie, watching her
closely, "If you ain't engaged to him, eyes shone with excitement. Iris noted On the instant Pedro was shadowing,
a visit by your lonesome is a little—"
this with wonder, and thought that him, dodging in and out of the darker
"I came to pose," said Iris breath- truly his friendship for Leigh must be spots and keeping at a discreet dislessly. "Signor Pedro is going to great, since the mere sight of the tance.
paint my portrait."
sculptor aroused in him an enthusiasm
After a few moments he realized'
"Even so, your kind don't generally so far beyond any which he displayed that they were bound in the direction
come alone, do they?" said the elder for others. And, Indeed, at this mo- of his own studio! The man was evigirl gently.
ment Pedro appeared to see no one dently In a hurry and did not pause,
"You are quite mistaken I" cried but the tall, gaunt man, whose hands nor once look around.
And all the
Iris. "It 1s sufficiently customary. You he held. To break the little tableau, time Pedro puzzled his head as to
said just now that I knew nothing of Iris looked at her watch, and noted where he had seen the fellow's back,
the life of the studios. Well, again the hour with an exclamation of sur- before. He became so much absorbed,
you are mistaken. I do. I am in them prise. Then she began slipping into in trying to place this person that heconstantly. That I am not an artist her outdoor garments.
could scarcely believe his eyes when,
does not prove that I am not a Bo"I must fly!" she cried. "When shall he saw the man vanish before them.
A swift glance about showed that hehemian, and utterly accustomed to I come again?"
freedom of thought and action!"
"I—er—suppose I call you up and was on his home block. There wa»
"Now listen to me, and don't cry," you can let me know?" said Pedro, only one place Into which the man
said Cassie. "There's nothing to weep looking, however, at Leigh. "We must could have gone—Muldoon place!
over. What I'm going to tell you is have it soon. Ah! it is good to have Breaking Into a run, Pedro gained the
the straight goods, see? I'm not ex- you back, amlgo mio!" he added to entrance just in time to see the man
actly a lady myBelf, but I know the the sculptor.
he was pursuing gain admittance to
real thing when I see it, and this time
"Tomorrow?" said Iris. It almost the interior house by the basement
it's you, with no mistake!"
seemed as if she were persisting. "1 door- For a moment he stood stockstill with surprise. The basement of
They seated themselves before the could come in the morning."
fire now, side by side, Iris submitting
"Will you be working tomorrow?" the house In which he himself lived!
meekly to being placed as Cassie indi- Pedro asked of Leigh.
Why, that was a part of those people'!
cated.
Abraham Lincoln Leigh nodded his apartment—what waB their name?
"Now, I'm not a swell," began Cas- long head.
Ah, yes, Rowel
j
sie; "and probably you'll say I ain't
Alive with curiosity, he crossed the>
"This day I loaf with you," he said.
fit to advise you. And so I ain't, but I "Tomorrow I shall begin to set up the court with cautious steps, and tiptoedo know something more about this big group."
ing to the barred window, which wasworld than you do. That's pretty clear,
further reinforced by shutters on the
Pedro turned to Iris.
and I want to slip you a tip. It's this:
"Tomorrow morning will be splen- Inside, knelt down upon the stones and
You carefully brought up girls think did then!" he said. "You will come applied his eye to the crack of a lameit's a great lark to come Into 'Bohe- early, eh?"
slat
mia,' as you call it, and do crazy
At first he could see nothing but a
"YeB," she replied, "but now I muBt
patch of red carpet, BO he shifted.
things, as though you was in a foreign go."
country where you didn't expect to be
"And I, also," said Leigh. "I must slightly, bringing Into full view the
seen. It's that queer notion, that what leave an order at Penelli's for plae- man whom he had followed. At this
people are told not to do, 1B fun to do, terline. I'll be back In an hour, Pedro. he suddenly remembered. It was the
that's brought you here. You came May I show you to your motor, Miss tramp who had tried to rob Iris!
alone because It made you feel like a Vanderpool? It's waiting out on the What a mystery was here! First a
'real devil' to do BO.
man tries to rob the daughter and then
avenue."
"And there's another thing," said
"Thank you," said Iris, "I shall be is seen in secret conference with the
father!
Papers! Yes, she had papers,
Cassie. "They are all alike in one glad." Then she turned to Cassie, all
thing, the men are. The harder a her original antagonism coming back in that little silk purse, and this rascal
thing Is to get, the worse they want in full force. What right had this girl knew their value, no doubt. But what
it. Oh, don't mistake! There's no to dictate to her, Iris?
could they concern? The man had
sense In being offish. But there's no
"Good-by," said Iris, stiffly, ignoring moved aside now, disclosing another,
use running after them, believe me! the girl's outstretched hand. Then she at sight of whom Pedro's heart liked
You'll only scare 'em to death!"
went out with Leigh, her head very to have stopped. "Ricardo!" he gasped.
"But I'm not—" began Iris, painfully much in the air.
amazed. But his gaze and his painconscious of having come alone for
ful wonderment were instantly de• •**•••
the express purpose of giving Pedro
flected from "Rowe" to a woman whoWhen Pedro and Leigh went down sat beyond him. Feature for feature,
the greater opportunity for sentiment.
the
stairs,
arm
In
arm,
the
door
of
the
"Then mind you don't!" said Cassie,
the face she 'lifted In the light was.
rising as the door flew back to admit ground-floor apartment was slammed his, Pedro's, very own. She was his
with violence, just as they passed It. counterpart all but the color of her
Pedro.
"Do you knew the chap who lives hair!
"Madonna!" he cried, throwing the
parcel that he carried upon the table there?" asked Leigh.
Like a wounded animal, Pedro gave
"Never saw him," said Pedro. "These a little moan, and, clutching at his
and going to Iris with outstretched
hands. "I entreat ypur forgiveness, but tenants are all very quiet, I never heart, dropped his bead upon the stone
there was no paint with which to make meet any of them, except Cassie."
sill and sobbed gaspingly, terribly.
"I've seen this down-stairs fellow," Then a noise Inside the room startled
the divine blue—see, like this!" He
said
Leigh.
"Disagreeable
fellow.
swooped down upon a length of Bilk
him. They were coming to the door.
which lay near by and flung it upon "Name's Howe, I believe."
Evidently the woman was leaving.
"I
have
never
seen
him,"
Pedro
reher shoulder. "I have it now, and you
Arising, he flung out his arms toward:
will not he angry because I was ab- plied. "Where shall we go, eh?"
the warmly lit interior with a single"Paleri's," said Leigh; "we can talk gesture of passionate longing, and.
sent, eh?'
turning, fled terror-stricken to the
"Oh, no," she answered, beaming there."
It was close on to one o'clock in the sanctuary of his room above stairs.
at the sound of his voice.
He next turned to Cassie, the sight morning when, In a very enthusiastic
of whom did not disconcert him In the mood, Pedro eaw Leigh to the latter's
CHAPTER XI.
least, a fact which Iris noted with re- door. They stood for several moments
In the shelter of the vestibule, comparlief.
Sundry Adventures.
On that night when Rowe hid struck
"The cakes were wonderful!" he ex- ing the English of Oscar Wilde to that
of
the
King
James
Bible.
Then
Leigh
Old Nita and she had fallen senseless.
claimed to the model. "Not until a
moment ago did I realize that you found his latchkey and Pedro turned into the arms of Samuel Hill, peace
homeward.
-and order were long In coming to the
must have made them yourself. I
But he was not; destined to reach the little Summer Garden.
thank you!" He kissed her hand.
studio
immediately.
I
When a light had been lit to dis"You know this lady, MIBS VanderBefore he had gone to the end of close the disorder of the bar, Hill's.
pool?" he asked, taking her to Iris.
"This is a friend who has been so the block he turned and stood quite first thought was to get Nita and
motionless, looking up at Leigh's win- himself away before the matter went
good to me!"
"She has been kind to me, also," dow, where a dim light soon appeared any further. A swift examination sufbehind the cracked and yellow blinds. ficed to show that she had not resaid Iris.
"Ah! she is your friend, Madonna? Until this light had been extinguished gained consciousness by the time that
That is good! I did not know. How- he waited, looking up with a strange Mikey had begun telephoning for the.
ever, we will get to work now if you expression in his eyes. Then, when police.
With an effort he gathered the old
are willing. Step upon the platform, the window went dark, he buried his
face in his hands and seemed to purge woman into his arms, and after a moso!"
his
soul
of
some
trouble.
After
a
moment or two, found himself In the.
Cassie, having gathered up the remains of the little cakes, to which Pe- ment or two, however, he abruptly street He extracted the old-fashioned
squared
his
shoulders
and
resumed
his
key from the lock, and, closing the
dro had evidently referred, was about
to take a reluctant departure, when homeward way, only to be halted by storm-door, fastened it on the outside.
Iris, turning around under Pedro's the eight of two men, who Issued from But what to do next? Anxiously he
guidance, stopped her with a gesture. the swinging door of a little subter- gazed up and down the deserted, enow"Don't go away,' she said shyly, ranean cafe and paused together un- bound avenue. At a glance it was
plain that he could not carry Nlta to.
moved by an impulse she could not der a street lamp.
At his first glimpse of the taller of the car line, and he began, too late,
have defined. "If you are not too
busy, won't you sit in here? You will the two men, Pedro's heart gave a to curse the lack of sense that hadi
great thump of surprise. It was Mr. led them so far afield at such an hour.
give me confidence."
At the moment of his despair there,
"All right, I'd just as soon," she re- Vanderpool, Iris' father! And who
was the disreputable-looking fellow to emerged from the basement of one of
marked nonchalantly.
the
nouses a little down the line the.
whom
he
was
talking?
Why
had
the
The elder girl/went silently to the
bookcase and stood covertly watching chap such a familiar look? Where had cabby to whom the solitary remaining:
the painter, who already seemed to he seen the fellow before? Impossible vehicle before the saloon belonged.
to remember. But whatever'their for- Whether he was warmed by a successhave forgotten the women.
Before many minutes had passed mer encounter, it paled in interest be- ful amatory adventure, by the wines,
Iris herself became aware of Pedro's side the fact that the mystery he had of an unconscious host in the person,
detachment, and knew that she need- undertaken to unravel was probably of the cook's employer, or by some,
ed no guardian to protect her from being enacted, in part, under his very other agency, must go unrecorded
here, but the fact remained that his
this abstracted spirit, who, with ear- nose.
Clearly some mischief was afoot. By good humor was such that without sonest brow, labored so devoutly at the
rudiments of his work; knew, also, his tone and gestures the smaller man licitation he hailed the little group,
that the smaller conventions of life appeared to be dictating to the mil- in the snow with a proposition which
had no existence in his mind, and that lionaire, who followed his words anx- seemed like a beneficence direct from,
be had noted her request to Cassie as iously. Assuming a careless manner, heaven.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
little as be had noted the fact of her Pedro pulled his cap far down over
his eyes and walked past the two.
originally having come alone.
"A week is Impossible; too long, by
Changing Towns' Names.
The morning wore on very quietly,
far," the villainous-looking person was
The individual may go under an
and in the rests little was said.
One o'clock came and went, and still saying as Pedro passed. "I warn you alias at small expense, but the villagethey heeded not, and it was well on it must be ready by three days from or town that wants to change its name
must pay. Rugeley once wanted to be
toward two when the first Interruption now at the latest"
Vanderpool's low-voiced reply did called something else to dissociate itoccurred. A timid knock sounded at
the door, as though some tiny child not reach the straining ears of Pedro, self from a notorious murder. Slough,
were seeking admission, and then, be- who had stepped into an areaway just has unsuccessfully tried to turn Itself
fore Cassie could respond to it, the beyond, where he could watch through Into Upton Royal. But the great trigigantic figure of Leigh slipped in the railing without being seen him- umph was that of Milton—one of the
tbrough an incredibly small crack, and self. But he could hear nothing fur- many—which disliked being called
looked about bim. Iris smiled a greet- ther, owing to the direction of the MUton-next-Slttlngbourne. It acquired
ing, but did not move, and Pedro did wind. What was to be done? How a privy council order that it should be
not notice the intrusion. Leigh dropped strange that chance should have let henceforth "Miltorf-Regis." But indiInto a chair beside Cassie.
him stumble upon the action of a mys- vidual or town you need not change
"There!" at last exclaimed Pedro, tery which he had scarcely believed in your name unless you have disgraced
throwing down his tools. "Enough for the existence of! And mystery there It Your name need never disgrace
was, beyond a doubt else why this you.—London Chronicle.
today."
"I should think so!" cried Leigh. meeting in a little, unnamed wine celOne Chair Is Enough.
"You look exhausted. And you, too. lar—why this hour of the night? But
"I'll have to get you another chair
Miss Vanderpool. I didn't know you how should he, Pedro, act? Follow
had met Pedro?" he continued, help- Vanderpool? Perhaps! In all prob- for the kitchen, Katie; I see you have
ing her to descend from the model ability the millionaire would go di- only one."
"One's enough, ma'am."
throne. "You see, I have been away, rectly home. Follow the other? That
"But you have company some evemight prove more fruitful. While he
and am behind the times."
"Oh! yes, we are friends," said Pe- waited in perplexity his problem was nings, don't you, Katie?"
"Only gentlemen, ma'am 1"
dro, his face lighting up wonderfully decided for bim by the appearance of

NEXT RATE
JNCREASE

NO UNIFORMS FOR
TEACHERS HERE
Commissioner 8nedden 8ays Newark,
N. J., Idea Will Not Be Imitated

CONGRESS FACES
NO CHANGE ON FLEEING RUSSIANS CLOSELY
PURSUED BY GERMAN FORCES STORMY SESSION
LIQUOR LICENSE

In Bay State.

Single Fares to Be Advanced
in January
SCHEDULES ARE PREPARED
The

Rate Is to be
2.5
Per Mile—Consequent
Upon Marking the
Books Up.

Cants

Boston.—All the railroads entering
Boston—the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, Boston & Maine and
Boston & Albany—have completed
new schedules of passenger rates to
go into effect on Jan. 1, 1915. These
schedules have been filed with the
Public Service Commission of Massachusetts and the Interstate Commerce Commission in Washington, as
they are subject to the approval of
those tribunals.
By this proposed readjustment the
rate on single tickets, or so called
•"one way" tickets, will be 2.5 cents
per mile.
At present the rate basis is 2.25 cents, so that the increase amounts to one-quarter of a
cent per mile.
The advance does
not affect the single tickets within
the metropolitan zone, however, which
Is virtually the zone covered by the
twelve-ride tickets.
That the public authorities will approve the increase is practically a
foregone conclusibn, because it corresponds to the mileagebook increase
which they authorized a short time
■ago. It has been admitted, and was
virtually recommended by the conference "of New England Railroad
Commissioners, that it is proper to
«i the rate on single tickets a little
»lgher than on mileage books. There
has always been that relation between them and, when the mileagebooks went up a quarter of a cent,
to 2.25 cents per mile, they reached
the basis on which single-fare tickets were sold.
Hence tb>s decision
of the railroad companies to increase
the single-fare tickets by a quarter
of a cent per mile, making it two
*nd a half cents a mile, is to ro-establlsh the relation that existed between the two classes of tickets
prior to the advance on the mileagebook.
The change is not merely an Increase.
It is a readjustment in the
Interest of uniformity, wiping out
some Instances of discrimination.
Thus, while the majority of stations
.are to be rated up, there are to ba
some decreases.
For Instance, the
fare from Boston to Sharon will go
down one cent, from 40 cents to 89.
The fare to Brockton will remain as
it is, 45 cents.
The fare to Fall
Hiver will go up from fl.10 to 11.20,
to Middleboro the fare will go up
from 76 cents to 80 cents, and the
rate to Provlncetown will be increased from $2.70 to $2.94.
On the Boston & Maine system
ther are several lines over which
the fares will be reduced because
there are some 3-cent rates and some
3 3-4-cent rates.
What might be called the suburban district of Boston will not be
affected.
On the New Haven road,
■for Instance,
there will be no
change as far out as Canton Junction.
Toward Fall River there is
to be no change until North Stoughton is reached. V°n the Boston &
Maine system the Metropolitan zone
Includes Waltham on the Fitchburg
■dlvison, Reading on the Portland di
vision and Wilmington on the south
era division.
FILE8 8TATEMENT.
Treasurer of Republican State Committee.

Boston—George A. Bacon of Springfield, treasurer of the Republican
state committee, has filed with the
secretary of state the statement ol
receipts and expenditures of the committee during the year. ■ The receipts
were $38,920.61, and the expenditures
138,121.92.
This is the smallest campaign fund
apon which the Republican party has
waged a state fight since 1907. Last
year the Republican state committee
■pent 121,763.06, but-the Gardner committee spend during the 1913 campaign $34,692.93, and in addition Congressman Gardner spent personally
$12,777The principal Items of expense this
year were: Conventions, rallies and
meetings, $2989.80; payments to legislative committee, city and town committees and other Republican organisations, $14,565.70; advertising, $3,866.40; printing and postage, $2312.64;
headquarters maintenance $5543,00;
travelling expenses of committee, $5,225.07; clerical services and typewriting, $3387.21.
Danvers Firm Slows Up.
Danvers—Claiming that President
Wilson's tariff measure and the war
have injured their business seriously,
the Creese & Cook Company of Danvers, one of the largest calfskin manufacturers in the United States, have
reduced the working hours of their
employes who/are paid by the hour
from nine to five hours a day. Hereafter the help will work only In the
morning from 7 o'clock until 12 noon.
The Creese & Cook Company employ
several hundred persons.

Boston—No matter what they may
decide to do in New Jersey, there
will be no uniforms for schools teach,
ers in Boston, according to Commia.
sioner of Education Snedden, who
has learned with some interest that
the board of education of Newark is
thinking seriously of adopting a
measure to make teachers wear a
regulation drees.
"The question of feminine attire in
the school rooms of Boston, whether
of pupils or of teachers, will never
seriously aome up," he declares. "A
tour through the schools of the city
.will disclose that the sartorial adornment of the teachers ranges through
(the whole gamut of styles, from the
most recent foibles to staple patterns
that have been well tested by endurance against the march of many seasons. But I am sure that by no,flight
of the Imagination can any reason oe
found why uniforms ought to be prescribed.
"It would unquestionably be an excellent thing If we could impress and
enforce upon our high school teachers
the desirability of their dressing in •
more simple manner than many of
them now affect In these extreme
days, but there is one great obstacle
to any Innovation. We never could
induce the women themselves to get
into a uniform."

21 Cities

Hold Elections in
Bay State

G. 0. P. SWEEP
Worcester, Revere,
Democrat

Carries

W0BURN

Chlcopee

Five Votes.—Gains

of

Paper Workers Get $10.93 Week.

Boston—Average weekly earning
of all employes In the wood pu
and paper mills of Massachusetts a
$10.93;' the average tor workers e:
ployed full time is $ll.i>6, accordir
to' a summary of average W8,ee«
sued by the State Bureau of Statistic.

WILL RESTRICT LEGISLATION

Side Offset by Other.
YESTERDAY'S
ELECTION
RESULTS
,NB MASSACHUSETTS CIT.ES.^
VES

City and Mayor
.
Yei'lJo
Attleboro, H. B. Sweet (N. P.) 933 2168
Brockton. J. S. Bin-bank (Rep.) 4M6 630J
Chlcopee. W. J- L."™. D,N% HS2 Urn
Everett. J. P. Chambers (N.P.) 12"J 3^1
Fall River, J. H. Kay (Rep.) 80i9 6598
Gloucester,
91f.a 1786
C. H. Barrett
P-) •:<N-P->
3382
il-"v?s?!
Haverhlll,
A. L. <N.
Bartlett
38U 3382
Lawrence, J. P. Kane (N. P.) B62U 4918
Lowell, no mayor elected •• ■•••«•« "SS
Lynn. a. H. Newhall (N.P.),.M« °™*
Maiden. W. H. BJakeley (N.P.) 2010 3601
Medford. B. F. Haines •••••■•• •*&% gjj
Melrose. C. H. Adams (N. P-) ffl Kg
Newton, no mayor elected
1090 1992
Revere, A. B. Curtis (Rep.) . .1529 1897
Salem, no mayor elected' ••■•»gjg}
Somerville. Z. E. Cliff ■■•&■■•:■$& 6.fA
Springfield. F. E. Stacy, (Rep.) 7148 4344
^^ Wright (Rep.)
•Recall candidate chosen.

RUSHE8 TROOPS TO
BORDER.

Administration Likely to Be Attacked

by

One

11.143 8771

MEXICAN

Washington.—President Wilson, after a brief discussion with his cabinet
directed Secretary Garrison to order
sufficient troops to Naco, Ariz., to
handle any emergencies that might
arise there in connection with the firing across the American border from
Mexican territory.
Secretary Garrison later announced
that he had ordered Brig.-Gen. Tasker H. Bliss to start for Naco with
three batteries of field artillery and
'await further orders there."
One View of Foreign Travel.
1 sometimes think it is a pity that
people travel to foreign jountrles; it
narrows their minds so much.—Chesterton.

Many Subjects Pressing as 63d
Body Reassembles

KAISER'S VICTORY AT FRIGHTFUL COST

Brockton, While

Boston—Twenty-one Massachusetts
cities held their annual elections Tuesday. Chief executives who sought reelections secured them, except in Chlcopee and Springfield, and no city
HARVARD MEN EARN $110,000.
changed Its policy on the license quesReports Showing Results of Employ- tion.
In Lynn, where Mayor George- n.
ment of Students Who Need to
Newhall defeated his opponent, John
Work,
H. Cogswell, by a comfortable majority the advocates of license Increased
Cambridge.—During the past year their majority from 58 last year to
Harvard men have earned $110,000, 521 The city voted "no" on a referaccording to the report issued by the endum to adopt the two-platoon Are
employment office of the university, department plan.
and almost $70,000 was earned durSpecial interest was attached to the
ing last winter, the remaining amount election in the infant cities of the
going to those who worked during commonwealth—Revere and Attleboro.
In Revere the Republicans swept the
the summer.
The Harvard men received their town, electing as first Mayor Arthur
positions mainly through the aid of B Curtis. In Attleboro Harold E.
the students' employment office, al- Sweet, Non-Partisan, was given a simthough a great many were aided by ilar distinction. Both begin cityhood
the department of the university, the as no-licenee communities.
Harvard Alumni Association and the
Republicans were h01^1* v1010""
Harvard Club of New York. Of the ous also in Wtoburn, Worcester, Fall
601 men registered during the win- River and Brockton.
At Chlcopee
ter with the bureau 357 received em- Walter J. Dunn, Democrat, was electployment, and the actual amount ed Mayor by the narrow margin of
earned by these men was $68,913.57, five votes over his nearest opponent,
which shows a gain of more than Daniel J. Coakley, Independent. A
$16,000 over the amount earned the recount will be requested. Mayor R.
previous year by Harvard students.
D. Earle, Republican, was third in the
During the past summer 611 men
registered for work, but only 164 of
In Lawrence John P. Kane defeated
them were fortunate enough to re- former Mayor William P. White for
ceive positions through the employ- the unexpired mayoralty term created
ment office of the college, and these by the death of Mayor Michael A.
men managed to earn $40,000 during Scanlon. White is the man who was
the summer.
A great many more sent to jail in charges connected with
Harvard men were employed during municipal grafting in his city and was
the summer, but not through the aid pardoned by Gov. FOBS. The election
of yesterday concluded one of the
of the Harvard office.
tensest political fights in the history
OFFICIAL VOTE CAST AT STATE of the city. Another feature of the
Lawrence election was a decrease of
CONTEST.
1988 in the majority for license.
Although no city swung from "wet"
Qov. Walsh Won over
MoCall
by
to "dry," the majorities for the saloon
11,818.
were considerably reduced in several
Boston—The official canvas of the communities, as well as in Lawrence.
State vote at the recent election for In Worcester the license majority was
Governor and for Lieutenant Cover reduced by 2305, and In Lowell the license advocates found their lead over
nor was:
David I. Walsh of Fitchburg..210,442 their opponents 1081 smaller than It
waB in 1913.
Samuel W. McCall of WinchesLicense advocates
In
Newton,
198,827
ter
Joseph Walker of Brookline.. 32,145 though defeated by a vote of nearly
two
to
one,
found
consolation
in the
Samuel C. Roberts of Springfield (Socialist)
9,620 fact that the no-license majority fell
off 1607 votes, or nearly one-third of
Alfred H. Evans of Hadley
(Prohibition)
6.264 its strength last year. The reason
given for this varied from the fact
Arthur E. Reimer of Boston
(Socialist Labor)
2.205 that the vote was light because of
All others
••A there being no mayoralty election to
the action of the aldermen in granting
FOR LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR
Grafton, D. Cushing of Boston 212,201 but one pony express licensa this year.
Ex-Mayor Edward H. Lathrop, DemEdward P. Barry of Boston
193,264
James P. Magenis of Boston . 28,207 ocrat, of Springfield, was defeated by
Frank E. Stacy, Republican, by a pluSylvester J. McBride of WaterThe Republitown (Socialist)
10.21$ rality of nearly 3900.
cans won another victory there by reArthur Howard of Salem (Prohibition)
■MO* electing Frederick Harris to the
school committee over Julius TuckerPatrick Mulligan of ^Boston
(Socialist Labor) 4/
2,837 man Democrat, after an exceedingly
All others
1 lively campaign.
The better Government AssociaIn the Eleventh Congressional District, where Francis J. Horgan Is ex- tion of Salem, which brought about
pected to contest the election of the recall election against Mayor
George Holden Tinkham, the canvas John F. Hurley, was easily successgives the following figures:
ful in nominating its candidate, Mothdforge Holden Tinkham of
las J. O'Keefe, as the man who will
Boston (Republican)
13,610 meet Hurley at the polls on Dec. 29.
Francis J. Horgan of Boston
Former Mayor Arthur Howard was a
(Democratic)
11,863 bad second and Ryan, the garbage
Henry Clay Peters of Boston
wagon driver, received only a few
(Progressive Party)
1.765 more than 600 votes throughout the
All Others
1 city.
Seeks State Ownership of Railroad.
Boston—Herbert F. Keith of Fram
ingham has filed with the secretary
of state a petition for legislation tt
enable the state to buy all the capita
stock of the Boston & Maine railroad
onehalf of the capital stock of thBoston & Albany, and to provide tha
the Boston & Maine shall extend i*
Central Massachusetts division int.
southern Massachusetts. Mr. Kelt,
has filed his bill several times pr>
viously.

Czar Loses 5,000 Men in Fierce Fights for Suburbs of Cracow

Berlin. — An army headquarters
statement says:
In Northern Poland the German troops are closely pursuing
the retreating enemy to the east
and to the south of Lodz. Besides
the extraordinarily large and sanguinary losses reported, the Russians have lost about 1,500 prisoners and sixteen cannon with
ammunition carts.
In Southern Poland nothing
special has happened.
Berlin Encouraged.
Much encouragement has been derived here from the recent Russian
reports, which are considered much
less confident In tone than formerly.
If an investment of Warsaw should
result from the present operations,
military men say it will deprive Russia of a most important centre of railway communications and place the
Russians in a serious position.
The Austrians apparently still are
meeting with resistance in Servia, but
from the Carpathians nothing new has
been reported.
200,000 MEN LOST IN BATTLE
FOR POSSESSION OF LODZ.

London.—Two hundred thousand
men, at the lowest estimate, have fallen In the battles neaT Lodz.
The Bourse Gazette estimates the
German casualties in this region at
one hundred thousand, and says the
percentage of loss, among the commanders and commissioned officers is
particularly high.
A message from Berlin says one
hundred thousand Russians were captured when the Kaiser's armies occupied Lodz.
These estimates are based on the
fifty-five mile battle front around Lodz.
No figures of losses are available for
the remainder of the three hundred
mile line along which at times, the
fighting has been as desperate in character as that at the more central point
of contact.
The suffering from the cold has been
intense, and the severe weather conditions have increased greatly the
death rate among the wounded.
RUSSIANS IN FULL RETREAT
IN HUNGARY, BUDAPEST SAYS

Budapest (via London).—An official
communioatiop issued here says:
The enemy who entered the
counties of Saros and Miemplin
In Hungary are everywhere in full
retreat. Our troops are already
in Galiclan territory at several
points. Only two or three communities In Hungarian territory
are in the hands of the enemy.
London.—The allied French, Belgian and British forces have begun
an offensive movement in the west,
while the German forces in the east
are truggllng with the Russians.
In Belgium the Allies are now virtually in possession of the left bank
of the Yser Canal, and a Reuter dispatch from Amsterdam says heavy
firing was heard along the coast, Indicating that the warships of the Allies were again bombarding the German positions.
The Sluis correspondent of the Amsterdam Handelsblad says that the
Germans delivered violent attacks on
the trenches recently captured by the
Allies, but were repulsed. He adds
that the Allies have made marked
progress In the neighborhood of
Langemarck, Sqnnebeks, and Blxschoote. The Germans are at a disadvantage because they have been
obliged to substitute light guns for
heavy ones, the floods making the use
of the latter impracticable.
In Northern France, particularly in
the neighborhood of La Bassee, where
the Germans hold a very strong position, the Allies are beginning with a
heavy cannonade to feel\thelr way
eastward.
The same process la being followed
along the whole front, and the French
official bulletin spoke of "the superiority of our offensive" and the
"marked advantage" of the French
artillery over that of the Germans.
The advance in the northwest, little
as it is, has removed for the present
at least, according to many, the German menace to the coast ports.
They believe that so long as the
Germans are compelled to keep up the
strength of their army In the east they
will be unable to assume the offensive
in the west.
GERMAN-OWNED OIL IS PRIZE.

Cargo of British Tanker Subject to
Seizure, Rules Court.
London.—The prize court settled a
legal point by ruling that the entire
cargo of oil of the British tank steamship Rumanian, which sailed from
Port Arthur, Tex:, for Hull, was subject to Reizure because It was German-owned. This decision upset the
contention that 4,800 tons of oil which,
at the time of seizure, had been dir,
charged at Purfleet, England, was immune from confiscation.

French Dash on Rhine
District Alarms Berlin
London.—The French are fighting
their way toward Metz in Lorraine
and Strassburg in Alsace. Paris expects that the column in Lorraine
will cut the German communications
between Metz and St. Mthlel and
that Muehausen and Altkirch will
soon fall to the invaders.
The official reports of the fighting
in Flanders and Artols confirm the
unofficial reports that the Allies have
taken the offensive and are attacking
hard. The French and British in
Flanders and France drove the Germans from trenches and villages they
had held for many weeks. A gale
of sleet and snow Is sweeping over
the northern area.
Berlin admits officially that the Allies continue the offensive both at the
east and west, but asserts that the
Germans maintained a successful defence in Flanders, in northern France,
in the Argonne and south of Metz.
Paris confirms what has been
known for weeks in military circles,
that the Germans have lost tffeir
early superiority in heavy field artillery and that the Allies have now
more powerful and more numerous
guns than the invaders. The significance of the news from the French
point of view Is that the Allies have
the metal to stop any German .advance and to support an offensive of
their own.
FRENCH

WIN

DUELS
GUNS.

WITH

BIG

in Debate on Mexico and Lack of
War Preparedness—West and
South for Rural Credits.

Washington.—The last session of
the 63d Congress met at noon on
scheduled time, with a remarkably
large attendance. Nearly all the Senators and Representatives are in the
•city and Vice-President Marshall returned from the Chautauqua circuit
and presided over the Senate. Speak-.
er Clark is also in the city, having
just returned from a Chautauqua
junket, and was ready to call the
House to order. The session will end
at noon March 4.
It Is the general opinion of leaders
that the business of the short session will be confined to passing necessary routine legislation such as the
general appropriation bills, and that
very little If any other legislation will
be seriously considered. There will
be insistence from certain quarters
that other legislation shall be passed.
Senator Cummins of Iowa is back
in town with a demand that the railway securities bill that was sidetracked by the administration in the
last session be taken up and passed
this winter. The securities bill was
No. 3 in the anti-trust programme
of the administration^ Doubt is expressed thait it will be pressed by
the administration at this time.
Some of the southern members who
have considerable support from the
West and Northwest desire rural
credits legislation, but they are by no
means agreed as to the form of the
hill and even the advocates of this
proposition admit privately It cannot
be passed at this session.
The big fight Is expected over the
rivers and harbors bill. The House
committee on rivers and harbors is
planning a measure that will embrace
nearly all the projects knocked out
of the so-called "pork barrel" in the
last session and there Is certain to be
a fight, especially in the Senate.
Friends of the river and harbor bill expect to get the measure out early so
there will be plenty of time to put it
through.

London.—"On to Warsaw'' is again
the slogan of the Kaiser's troops in
the desperate campaign In aussian
Poland.
A big step toward the Polish capital
has been taken in the capture of Lodz,
as officially announced by Berlin. In
addition to the capture of Lodz, unofficial Russian advices indicate that
the Germans are making a notable
advance along the entire line in Central Poland. These Petrograd disWILSON ASSURES BUSINESS.
patches say that fighting has taken
place near How and north of Lodz and
at Plotrkow to the south. This would Legislative Program-Is Completed and
Indicate that the Germans have gained
Road Cleared for Prosperity.
almost thirty miles on both flanks beWashington—President Wilson detween the Vistula and the Warthe parted from the prepared text of his
Rivers.
annual address to Congress to give
Germany has repaired her terrible this notice to the business world that
losses between the Warthe and the the legislative program of his AdminVistula, has withdrawn battered ar- istration, as it affects regulation of
mies from the very jaws of the Rus- business, is practically completed:
sian trap, has hurried vast reinforceOur program of legislation with
ments from East Prussia, Posen, Siregard to the regulation of busilesia, and even from Belgium and
ness is now virtually complete.
France, has solidified a battle line
K has been put forth, as we Inwhich stretches from Mlava, on the
tended, as a whole and leaves no
frontier of East Prussia and Poland,
conjecture as to what is to follow.
to Cracow, and is ready and deterThe road at last lies clear and ,
mined to brave the terrors of winter
firm before business. It is a road
and the superior numbers of the Ruswhich it can travel without fear or
sians in a third endeavor to seize Warembarrassment. It is the road to
saw and the whole Vistula line, southungrudged, unclouded success. In
ward to Sandomierz.
it every honest man, every man ,
who believes that the public interRUS8IANS DRIVEN FROM
est is part of his own Interest,
POSITIONS NEAR CRACOW
may walk with perfect confidence.
Vienna.—An official communication
COAL STRIKE CALLED OFF.
issued by the Austrian War Office
says:
United Mine Workers Act After All
Th$ battles In West Gallcia inDay Session.
crease in severity.
Austrian
Denver.—The Colorado coal strike
troops also attacking from the
has been called off. This action was
west drove the enemy from his
taken by the convention of District
positions at Dobozyce and MieNo. 15, of the United Mine Workers
llczka. More than 5,000 prisoners,
of America, by a unanimous vote after
among them twenty-seven officers,
an all day session, and ratifies the
were taken.
report of the International executive
board recommending the termination
of the strike.
Washington. — Secretary Garrison,
upon being Informed that the Colorado
coal strike had been called off said
that in all probability the Federal
troops would be withdrawn Immediately.

EPITOME OF
WAR NEWS

Official announcement of Emperor
William's Illness overshadows news
of the actual war operations.
In Flanders the Germans made a terrific drive at St. Eloy, south of
Ypres, to break through toward
Calais, but were repulsed.
A force of rebel Boers was defeated,
with a loss of three killed, five
wounded and 81 prisoners, near
Rustenberg, In the Transvaal.
A review of the operations in Poland
given out by the War Office In Petrograd, says the Germans escaped
from the "ring of steel," which almost encompassed them, by an "unbelievable effort."
The Russians, having lost Lodz, are
massing for battle to save Warsaw,
to which the captured city la the
rarlroad gateway.
In Flanders the Allies' offensive has
put them In virtual possession of
the left bafik of the Yser. In northern France, particularly in the neighborhood of La Bassee, where the
Germans are very strong, and aloni
the whole front, the Allies are pushing eastward.
King Peter of Servia, who had been
III, has assumed command of his
army and checked the Austrians, ineifttina heaw to****

TROOPS RUSHED TO NACO.
Wilson Moves to Stop Mexican Firing
Across American Border.
Washington.—The continual firing
by Mexican belligerents across the
line at Naco, ATizona, must cease.
President Wilson directed Secretary
Garrison to order sufficient troops to
Naco to handle any situation that
might arise there. Secretary Garrison
announced later that he had sent Brig.
Gen. Tasker H. Bliss to Naco with
three batteries of field artillery and
had directed him to "await further
orders there."
COFFINS MUST BE UNION MADE.
Chicago Federation of Labor Makes
Rule for Members.

Chicago.—The principal topic of
debate at the meeting of the Chicago
Federation of Labor was funerals. It
ended it. the adoption of a resolution
requiring all to provide for burial in
union made coffins.
The subject was raised by a member of the Cab-net Makers' Union, who
declared nrn-un:on caskets were used
at a majority of the funerals at which
iinfr.,! iimn wer* the nartlninan**.
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MRS. BAKER'S CAT

f

Tow

By DON LA GRANGE.

r

ilEL.KW

Worcester,
Mass.

Denholm & McK

Co.

Worcester,

"Boston Store"—

An who was Mrs. Hal.or?
Sh was a childless widow •■".■bo hsd
reached the ape of sixty. She had
sufficient income to Keep her out of MODEL HOUSES; SMALL COST
the hands o." charity. She had her
little home in the outskirts of the Idea Evolved In New York That!
town, and her companion for the last
Seems to Have Tremendous
ten years had been her cat.
Possibilities.
On a certain afternoon Miss Ruth
Brighton, wishing for a sight of the j
Homes that workingmen can purcountry, took a street car for half a : chase at a total cost of b3 cents a day j
mile and then walked for the same dis- : are abcut to be built in Queens, says
tance to find herself in front of the i the New York Sun. Plans for 150 such
Widow Baker's cot'.ige. Just as she i buildings have been prepared' and lor
arrived the old woman ran out to the them there are already 600 applicants.
gate and screamed:
| The idea is that of Dr Joseph Caeca
"She's dying!" wailed Mrs. Baker, vajo, a civil engineer and authority on
looking down at an OUT stretched cat. ' housing problems, who has the co-op- i
"Maybe it's only a fit and we can eration of several of the large indusFrom basement to roof the entire store is filled with the Christmas spirit. The
save her. Get a dish of coid water." I trial concerns recently located in
whole store is m
in its gorgeous Christmas
wnnssmas attire
anue and
auu is a festive
icswvc place
piauc indeed.
mureu, But
"«i
The water was brought and thrown i Long Island City. The scheme is uot '
*
n ■*
ii *.. 4.1- . il. ,-. *. . **1» , t' i i »-»*.- f*4*vtn n ,.'■»+* 4- f +l-»ir( fttmtA llTflDOri i i'
most wonderful
off* all
is the mammoth
stick of Christmas gifts this store presents
over the grimalkin, and after a long a philanthropic one, but has for its
for your approval and selection.
minute stie opened her eyes and re- i object the making of profits while supi plying workingmen with livable homes
Merchandise from every part of the earth is assembled here for your especial
turned to the land of the living.
benefit—priced as low as good, dependable merchandise can be priced—and be
"I am thankful to heaven!" piously ; at low cost.
Doctor
Caccavajo,
discussing
the
cause of the unusual direct importing' advanirp-es we enjoy — much of it at lower
exclaimed Mrs. Baker, as she roiled
! scheme, said that he proposes to conher eyes to the sky.
prices than will be found elsewhere in Worcester.
struct
two-story
brick,
stone
or
hollow
That clay Osborne Chalmers had deThere's a gift here to suit every age and every price. We'urg-e you to do your
tile
houses
of
the
type
familiarly
cided to take a half holiday and a walk
gift buying now while stocks and service are at their best.
known
as
Philadelphia
houses,
coninto the country in the afternoon. He
was going to see things that might in- taining six rooms and bath, which the
fluence him to buy an SO-acre farm wage earner can purchase on the same
■when he saw a cottage, an old woman, basis as though he were paying rent.
These houses will be far superior to
a»girl and a blinking old cat.
Come to this store and take the little tots "up the chimney elevator" to
the best types of England, Belgium
"Will you come here?" called the
"TOYLAND" and "SANTA CLAUS."
Widow Baker.
"Toyland" is a merry place just now with its numberless plaything's and its
"Is it anything serious?" he asked,
elaborate decorations—and Santa Claus is waiting for every little boy and girl to
as he entered" the gate.
"My old cat has had a fit! What
pour into his willing ear his or her Christmas wants.
■would you advise me to do?"
SOME OF THE GIFT THINGS YOU MAY BUY HERE—AND WHERE TO FIND
"It seems to me the better way
THEM.
would be to get rid of her."
Basement
Main Floor
Rubber Goods,
Lamps.
:)rd Floor
Draperies and Portieres,
"But how am I going to get rid of
Main Floor
Rubbers and Overshoes,
and 3rd Floors
Leather
Goods,
Main
Main
Floor
Dress Forms,
her?"
Main Floor
Linens,
2nd Floor
Dress Goods,
Basement
Screens,
2nd Floor
Lingerie,
"She ought to be carried off and
Main
Floor
Dress
Trimming*,
Aprons,
Main-FlOQf
Sewing Machines,
Main Floor
Linings,
2nd Floor
Dressing Sacques.
Art Needlework,
drowned."
Basement
Sheet Music,
3rd Floor
Linoleums,
Auto
Apparel,
i-Li-.-ntHiit
Soda Fountain,
Main Floor
Basement
That was all about the cat for a
Embroideries,
Lunch Counter,
—Men's,
Basement
2nd Floor
Shirt-waists,
Enameled
Ware,
week, as far as the two outsiders were
—Women's,
SIIOPS.
Main Floor
Marabou.
Main Floor
Engraving,
concerned. They both had their walks
— Women's, Children's
Mattings,
3rd Floor
Eyeglasses and Spectacle ... 2nd Floor
Baby Carriages,
4th Floor
Main Floor
Mattresses,
4th Floor
and returned to their homes.
BagB,
.
,„
Main Floor
Flannels,
Bisetn-iil
Shoes, TJnderpriced.
Men's and Boys' Clothing,
3rd Floor
—Hand,
Main 1'loor
Main
Floor
Very few people would permit a
Flowers and Plants
IN ..-in 'nl
Silverware,
Mesh Bus,'* and Purses,
Main Floor
—Traveling,
\ 3rd ?Joor
Furnishings,
Main
Floor
Stockings,
Millinery,
2nd
Floor
widow's cat to disturb their peace of
Bath KobeB,
Main Floor
—Men's,
2nd I'lo.n
Silks and Velvets,
Mirrors,
—Men's and BOTB',
3rd Hoor
- mind, but in this case the occasion was
:trd
Floor
—Boys',
2nd Floor
Skirts,
—Hand,
Main Fioor
—Women's and Miesea',
End Floor
4th Floor
Furniture,
Main Floor
furnished by Providence. It put the
Slippers,
—Wall,
Basement and 4th Floor
Bathing Suits,
2nd Floor
Furs,
Main Floo.'
Stationery,
Muslins and Sheetings,
Main Floor
—Men's,
1st Floor
Idea into Miss Ruth's head to take an2nd Floor
Fur Storage,
3 rd Floor
Steamer Rugs,
Manicuring,
5tb Floor
—Boys',
3rd Floor
Main Floor
Fur Trimmings,
other country walk and see how the
4th Rm:
Stoves,
Music oils for Player-Pianos, 5th Floor
—Women's and Misses',
2nd Floor
3rd Floor
Suit Cases,
Music Rolls,
Main Floor
Basement
old cat got along.
Beds,
*th *lloor
Gas Fixtures,
Sweaters,
Bed
Clothing,
Main
Floor
Main
Floor
Gloves,
"I believe I'll just take a walk out and Germany, where so much thought
Napkins,
Main Floor
—Men's and Boys',
Main Floor
BcdHpreads,
Main Floor
Gold Jewelry,
Main and 3rd Plooi
Neckwear, Men's and Women's,
there," said Mr. Chalmers. "Seems too has been given to the proper housing
Blankets,
Main Floor
Basement
Glassware,
Main Floor
—Women's and Children's, 2d Plot
Books,
Main
Floor
5th
Floor
Grafonolas,
bad for that old cat to die.
of the workingmen. Cottages will
Main Floor
Notions,
Rovs' Clothing,
3rd Floor
Basement
Miss Ruth arrived at the cottage. range in price to meet the incomes of
2nd
Floor
Teas and Coffees,
Hair Goods,
Bric-a-brac,
Basement
Basement
Oil Stoves,
Main Floor
Main Floor
Table Napery,
Hand Bags,
Bakery,
BaBeinent
The cat sat on the porch. She hadn't I purchasers and it will be possible for
Oil Cloth,
Main Floor
5th Floor
Toilet Articles,
Hair Dressing,
Main Floor
—Table,
had another fit, but she looked as if I workingmen to buy homes for a price
Cakes and Pastry,
Basameni
Main Floor
Main Floor
Towels,
Handkerchiefs,
3rd Floor
—Floor,
4th Floo.'
Candlesticks,
Basement
Hats and Caps.
Toys,
Bhe were going to have one at the ] as low as 68 cents a day, which with
2nd Floor
Optical Goods,
Carpet Sweepera,
3rd Floor
3rd F!oo:3rd Floor
—Men's and Boys'.
Trunks,
2nd Floor
first convenient opportunity.
Ostrich Feathers,
I taxes, water and fire insurance, will
5th Floor
Carpets and Bugs,
3rd Floor
2nd Floor
—Girls' and Infants',
Talking Machines,
China,
Basement
"Yes, she looks bad," agreed Mrs. | bring the total cost up to 83 cents.
Hats,
Main Floor
Perfumes and Soaps,
Main Floor
Umbrellas,
,
2nd
Floor
Circulating
Library,
—Women's
and
Misses
Main Floor
Patent Medicines,
Baker, "and I am going to ask a great I The only conditions to be exacted
Underwear,
North Balcony, Main Floor
Main Floor
Hosiery,
Main Floo?
Patterns,
Main Floor
5th Floor
—Knit,
favor of you. Yon see, I am lame, and ! are that those purchasing the houses
Charge Accounts,
3rd Floor
House Coats,
Main Floor
Parasols,
2nd Floor
—Muslin,
2nd
Floor
Clocks
find
Wraps,
2nd
Floor
House
Dresses,
2nd Floor
can't walk far, and I want the old cat I shall be of good moral character; that
Petticoats,
3rd Floor
Upholstery,
2nd
Floor
Basement
Coats and Suits,
House Furnishings,
Mh Floor
I'layer-Pianos,
taken away and dropped on the road j they have been steadily employed for
BasumMiit
Coffee,
Main Floor
Household Drugs,
5th Floor
2nd Floor
Velvets and Velveteens
I'ianos,
Basement
Confections,
Bomewhere. If she is carried a mile |I a period of not less than five years;
5th Floor
5th
Floor
2nd Floor
Pictures,
Victrolas,
Infants' Wear,
2nd Floor
Cornets,
Main Floor
Urd Floor
Pillow Cases and 8b*
I nterior Deeorati ng.
r don't believe she can find her way ! that their present employers recomMai a Floor
2nd FloeCotton Dress Goods,
Waists,
Main Floor
4th Floor
3rd Floor
back again."
Credit Department,
Ranges,
Wall Paper,
mend them as men or women who can
Jewelry,
3rd Floor
Main Floor
Main Fioor
Curtains,
Rain Coats,
Wash Goods,
—Solid Gold.
"But how will I carry her?" asked be depended upon to meet their obliBasement
3rd Floor
Main Floor
Main Floo.1
Cut Glass,
—Men's,
—Plated,
White Goods,
Basement
Ruth.
gations; that there shall be at least
2nd Flooi2nd Floor
Cutlery,
—Women's,
Wrappers,
2nd Floor
Kimonos,
5th Floor
Basement
Cashier's Office,
Refrigerutors,
"I don't know that you'd ever come one, and preferably more children to
Main Floor
4th floor*
Knit Underwear,
Yarns and Wools,
Basement
Restaurant,
4th
Floor
3rd Floor
back, but I've thought it all out We'll each family and that the general
Doll CarrhiYouths' Clothing,
Main Floor
Ribbons,
Main Floor
Laces,
li;i ■cnn'iit
Dinner ware,
put her in a paper flour sack that I health of the members of the family
MAIN FLOOR— Post Office—Parceli Checked—list and Found—Interpreters— Credit »«sk—-Information Desk
BAL
have saved. When you get about a shall be good.
CONY—Telephone Booths-Superintendent's Office.
SECOND FLOOR—Women's Wuiting and Rest Kooma—Telephone Booths.
mile away empty her out. Bay 'Shoo!'
The first group of buildings will be
FIFTH FLOOR—Cashier's Office—General Offices—Advertising Office.
and that will be the last of her. She'll built in Long Island City, where the
find a home somewhere."
growth of industrial plants has creMiss Ruth agreed to do the errand, ated a demand for homes for workers.
and after a time started back with the That group will contain about 150
captive. The cat made no great ob- houses. They will be one family
long, laid It where I had slept, and
Senator Root's Birthplace.
jections to being sacked up. It is houses with at least three bedrooms, a THINGS WE OUGHT TO DO
aovered It with, leaves and brush. I
A visit to Senator Root's birthplace
possible that she rather longed for a living room, kitchen and bath. The
looked to toe whether my gun was at Clinton, N. Y., and a glimpse of
change of environment.
cheaper houses will be built In rows But It Seems Impossible to Do All
loaded, and then I hid In a clump of Hamilton college, so closely identified
A cat in a flour sack meows and and the more expensive will be of the
of Them and Ge. Anything
bushes some twenty or twenty-five with his entire career, throw interest'UNCLE
BILL
OBJECTED
TO
FURsnarls and spits. She claws and bites semi-detached type, with gardens on
Else Done.
yards away. After about twenty min- ing sidelights upon his life story.
and wails. She -wobbles the sack to three sides.
NISHING HER MEAL.
utes I heard u noise. I peered out of Schoolmates were found living at Clinand fro and back and forth.
the bushes, and saw a large she- ton who remembered "little EUhu" as
If we did everything we ought to
Miss Ruth was hurrying along with
panther coming through the trees,
do, we should never get anything else
a child and recalled the shrill, highBEAUTY
OF
SMALL
PARKS
that sacked cat when she saw a young
followed by a quarter-grown cub. She
done. That does not mean that we
pitched voice that today resounds in
man approaching. It was Osborne
circled
round
th->
anound
of
leaves
a
should
never
get
anything
done
that
Chalmers. When he saw the wob- Well for Growing Cities to Make Pro- we ought not to do. It is not to be Old Frontiersman Naturally Delights couple of times; the cub followed the senate chamber. As industrious
Relating to His Grandchildren
vision for This Necessity of the
bling sack held out at arm's length he
every action of its mother.
After then as he is today, his boyhood
taken as a plagiarism upon "Satan
Future.
How Narrowly He Escaped
suspected ItB contents and hastened
the second round, the old panther friends insist that he grows more and
finds some mischief still for Idle hands
From Hideout Death.
his steps. He was too late, however
crouched as if for a spring.
She more "the very picture" of his noted
In cities the range of vision seldom to do." It means that we should nevcrouched lower and lower, and kept father, who belonged to the brilliant
What is to be will be. It was fore-t get any time for the things that
ascends
beyond
the
-first
story
of
the
drawing her feet closer together. She line of American teachers who popuordained that that cat waB to claw her
we like to do whether we ought to do
Uncle Bill Joyce lives down In kept her eyes fastened on the mound larized mathematics in the nineteenth,
way out, and out she came. The feline buildings aligning our streets. It is them or not. If we went to see all
southwestern
Missouri,
on
the
edge
of
therefore
evident
that
many
people,
if
of leave.; all the time, and swayed her century. Out of his hearing, Prof.
could have made a peaceful and honthe people we ought to go to see there
orable retreat into the roadside bush- confined night and day to commercial would be no time for people to come the Ozark country. He has lived there tall from side to side with a slow, Oren Root was called "Cube Root,"
and one son, Senator Root's brother,
es, but she did nothing of the kind. centers, would not see even the little to see us. If we read all the books a great many years, for he is an old regular motion.
man now, and he Is full of entertainShe clawed off MisB Ruth's hat and smack of nature afforded by a study of we ought to read we should never get
When she had gathered her feet as who succeeded his father as profesing reminiscence of the days when
close together as she could, she sor of mathematics, was facetiously
scratched her face—she clawed and or casual look at the sky. We must, to look at the magazines or the fascithat corner of the state was still alscratched the face of Mr. Chalmers then, create natural scenery in the nating worthless novels, and should most a wilderness. Among tbe stories sprang for the pile of leaves. She called "Square ' Root"—appropriate,
city or at least reproduce nature as
landed in the very middle of the pile, and yet loving titles for men emiwhen he went to the rescue. Then
he loves to tell the open-mouthed
far as lies in our power when circum- never get half through the "ought to
and gave several long, wicked rakes nent in the study of mathematics.—
she inflicted two or three bites, and
scribed by the demands of traffic and hooks at that. If we attended all the children of a more sheltered genera- with her hind feet. Then she began "Ellhu Root —Statesman," by Joe
went her way.
influences, must be forced upon other- meetings we ought to attend, the tion Is this account of aWvsly adven- to smell and scratch In t'-ie leaves. It Mitchell Chappie, in National MagaThe humanitarians were sadly in
wise purely artificial city scenes. This pickles would not get made and the ture with the animal that all old didn't take her long to find out that
need of repairs, and they made for
zine.
Is possible only through small neigh- ironing would not get done. This is frontiersmen used to call a "painter." there was nothing but an eld log
the Widow Baker's.
borhood parks, street trees and a question which has to do with wom- Uncle Bill will begin:
there, and she stopped scratching and
New Experience.
The widow stood on her porch with
planted parkings, no matter how nar- en you see, because men never think
One day in the summer of 1857, I began to look about. I 'bought that
Representatives J. Hampton Moore
a glad smile on har face. So did her
row and ribbon-like the latter may very much about what they ought and shouldered my rifle and started for a now was the tlmo to settle matters. of Pennsylvania and Prank W. Mbnold cat!
what they ought not do. They Just day's hunt. I was bound for a small I was a little t<- her left and behind
dell of Wyoming are two of the most
"I'm so glad to see you!" exclaimed be.
do it anyway. If we went without the prairie some five or six miles from her: I caugh'. a sight Just at the base
inveterate talkers In the house. They
the woman as the clawed and
things we could not afford—but that home. After hunting for deer a spell of her ear, and fired. She gave one
.
Municipal
Art
Not
Crochet
Work.
can find a great deal to say on almost
scratched and bitten couple entered
may be getting a little off the subject without seeing a sign, I turned into leap and a ihrlll scream, and then
Raymond
Unwin,
the
greatest
of
any subject—and do. Both sit on the
the gate. "The cat has got over her
remarks the Indianapolis News. If we a small grove of walnut, oak and mul- lay still.
Bngllsh
arAltect-town
planners.
Republican side of the house, but each
fits and is playing around as she used :
played checkers with our huBbands berry to hunt for squirrels. I got a
hasn't
much
time
for
a
formerly
comAfter
ranking
sure
that
she
was
la so eager to spread language over
to when she was a kitten. It must have
every evening we should have no time good many of them during the morn- dend, I looked for the cub. It was
!
mon
conception
of
civic
art.
He
says:
the pages of the Congressional Record
been the fright that did it
When the wounds of the victims had | "So long as art Is regarded as a for crocheting. If we dusted tbe fur- ing Once or twice I stopped to listen sitting near by on the side of a lean- that they are constantly getting in
to
a
queer
noise
that
I
could
hardly
niture
and
watered
the
porch
boxes
ing tree, spitting and snarling angrily. each other's way like two willing boys
been dressed the widow sent them on . trimming, a species of crochet work
their way with1 to be stitched in ever-Increasing quan- and fed the chickens every morning hear, it was so far away. It was a I Boon put an end to that with a rifle trying to help mother.
long
quavering
cry
that
died
away
■we
should
not
have
time
for
those
ball. I never knew a man so well
"I did think the whole world was titles to the- garments of life, it is vain
The other night Moore gave a dinut it came no jlearer, hunted as I was without being hurt.
hard-hearted, but this Incident bus to expect its true importance to be rec- delightful back fence conversations. gradually.
ner. Mondell was one of the guests
She probably tojk me for dead, and and was called on for a speech. After
shown me to the contrary. May a ogn.zed. Civic art is too often under- If we pulled the threads and hemmed and finally stopped altogether.
When it came noon, I went to a covered me to keep other animals
stood to consist of filling our streets our dust cloths by hand we should
widow's blessing attend you!"
spring I knew of and ate the luneh from finding me while ohe went after he had been talking for a while a
Miss Ruth and Mr. Chalmers walked with marble fountains, dotting our have little time to dust. If we wrote
strange, glad light o'erspread his face
squares with groups of statuary, twin- all our club papers out of our heads that I had brought with me. Then I her cub.—Youth's Companion.
away together.
and he observed gratefully to the
ing our lampposts with wriggling Instead of out of other people's books, thought 1 would go on to the prairie
CCopvrlght, 1914. by the McClure Newspagenial and urbane host:
acanthus leaves or dolphin's tails, and we should have no time or brains left and hunt for wild bees—that was realper Syndicate.)
"I believe this is the first time I
our buildings with meaningless bunch- to help the children with their les- ly what I had In mind when 1 started.
Wants to Be on the Ground.
have ever talked when you were preses of fruit and flowers tied up with im- sons in the evening. Duty is insati- But 1 felt sleepy, and thought I would
Desperate Situation,
If a girl is in love with a young ent without being Interrupted."—Exable. If we did everything she told take a mm flr.-t, and so I stretched min in her home town she is afraid
"How do Scrappington and his wife possible stone ribbons."
us to do, she would demand every myself in a sliody place ar.d fell to remain away long when she has change.
get on?"
City to Honor Designers.
*
minute of our time and would still asleep.
oca-ion to visit friends in another
"Terribly! They have both turned
I woke a llnle later to fl-d mv»e!f ti - ■ ^Exchange.
In order to honor suitably the rem- | be unsatisfied. Of course, the best
vegetarians. They eat nothing but
Diplomacy.
covered
with
leaves
and
r.ma'l
brush.
ory of Frederick Law Olmsted, We way toget around her is to want to
muehrooms."
"What did you tell your wife when
"Two
Classes.
I
was
puKithfd
?ure
enough,
for
I
elder,
and
Calvert
Vaux,
who
designed
do the thingB she wants us to -do.
"What for?"
Wan as a husband is of two classes you got home from the club laBt
"Each is hoping the other will swal- Central park, the New York City club Then she can not interfere with us couldn't think what could have env- --! a whose meals disagree with him, night?"
'I told her she was th*
,re(1 m<> up, but I decided to -ind out.
is
fostering
a
movement
to
erect
a
and
we
can
Ignore
and
forget
her
low a toadstool. And neither seems to
Ue who disagrees with his meals. sweetest woman fn the world."
monument to them and tbelr work.
Itrr.t 1 sol a dead log about six feet a
existence,
doing
exactly
as
we
please
care much which get* It."
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Christmas Store!

Nearly a Million Dollars Worth of Gift Merchandise Ready For Your
Early Christmas Choosing—Nearly 1000 Salespeople to Serve You

VISIT OUR WONDERFUL "TOYLAND" AND BE SURE ANE
BRING THE CHILDREN—SANTA CLAUS IS HERE!

Store Service and Conveniences
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There will be special music at St. Mary's last Thursday, Mrs Bliss was born in
church, on Christmas morning, the choir Winchendon, February 28, 1867, daughbeing under the direction of Miss Mary 0[ Mr and Mrs John Caverly. She was
PUBLISHED
G. McEvoy, of North Brookfield. Bar- married 2."> yeara ago at Wilbraham to
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
tholomew's Mass will be sung and the Alfred C. Bliss, who died September 24,
AT
soloists are the Misses Anna Doyle and 1913. She lived in Brookfield nearly 20
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes
Lulu Langlois, and Leon A.Gadiare. At years, the greater part of which was at
the offertory Herbert Johnson will sing' the house known as fjlie Warner gable
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
Adeste Fldeles.
roof house on Pleasant street. Mrs Bliss
EpiTOB AND PROPRIETOR.
The Quahoag Valley Social club will is survived by one son, Frederick C., of
1.00 a- Year in. Advance.
hold the first dance of the season in town Marlboro; two sisters,' Mrs Frank A.
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
hall, West Brookfield, Saturday evening, I Farnum and Mrs Solon Benns, both of
Dee. 20.
Peltier's orchestra of West Brookfield, and one brother l^muel CavAdtlresp all communications to BROOKFIELD
TIMES, North Urooktielu.MasB.
Warren will furnish music.
Matthew erly of Brookfield. The fnneral was on
Orders for subscription, advertising, or ion
M. Daley, as floor director, will be assisted Tuesday morning, with services at 10
worlt-aiid payment for the some, may lie Bern
by Leon A. Thompson, John J. Dono- o'clock, at the Methodist church, Rev.
direct to the main office. North brookfield or
,0 George W. McNamara. Brookneid
van, Raymond C. Clough, T. Earle Mc- E. C. Charlton, officiating. Burial was
Namara, Frank Daley and William L. In Brookfield cemetery.
BROOKFIELD.
Roach. From 8.30 to 9.30 there will be
exhibition dancing by Prof. D. J. DugSidney J. Roger.
On account of Christmas coming
gan and Miss Evelyn Moore of WorcesFriday, the TIMES will be printed on
ter. Cars positively to Warren, West
The death of Sidney J. Roger at the .
Thursday afternoon.
Warren and Brookfield after the dance,
home of his mother, Mrs Louise Roger,
and,
providing
there
are
8
couples
from
Mr and Mrs Charles H. Clarendon,
Howard street, Wednesday morning,
Ware, a special car will be sent to that
and Miss Clara Clarendon spent Wednescaused genuine sorrow among a wide cirtown.
day in Boston.
cle of friends and acquaintances. His
Div. 052, of the Analgamated associa- age was 20 years, 6 months and (> days.
Thomas J. McNamara of Plymouth, N.
tion
of
street
and
electric
railway
emDeath was caused by valvular dis>H. will spend the holidays at the home
ployees of America, members of which ease of the heart. He was a young man
of his mother on Kimhall street.
are conductors, motormeu and barn men of straightforward, upright bearing and
Miss Ella Hannan of Oxford spent the
on the W. B. & 8. street railway on Fri- his pleasing personality won him a hoBt
first of the week at the home ot Mr and
day elected officers for the ensuing year. of friends. He was never of a rugged
Mrs Henry M. Donahue, Lincoln street.
The voting took place in Red Men's hall, constitution and during the last few
Appropriate Christmas services will be East Brookfield, and the night crews cast
John W. Leamy of Springfield was the
months had failed rapidly. Sidney was
guest Thursday of his parents, Mr and held at the Methodist church, Sunday, their ballots at 9 a. m. and the day crews born in Lower Waterford, Vt., June 10,
with
a
sermon
by
the
pastor,
on
The
InMrs John K. Leamy, Hayden Ave.
at 3.30 p. m., after they had been re- lS)4. The family moved here in 1908.
The choir will sing, lieved by the night men:—President,
At the final meeting 'for the year on finite Paradox.
He attended the public schools, gr. duaamong
other
selections,
"Behold,
I
Charles B. Rice; vice-pres., John G. Mc- ling from the high school last June with
Wednesday, the assessors ahated taxes
Bring," byJ. W. .Lemon; "Hark, What Namara; treas., EverettlL. Nutter; finanamonnting to<75.
the class of 1914. At the graduating exMean Those Holy Voices," C. B. Adams'' cial sec, Henry J. Harper; recording
The annual ball of the Brookfield Fire
ercises he delivered an essay on "Thomas
and "Joy to the World." The Sunday sec, John G. McNamara; sentinel, W.
Edison," that showed careful preparaDepartment, will be in town hall Friday,
school exercises and Christm.w tree will D. Durkin; conductor, William A.Steele;
tion and was rendered in an exceptionalJanuarys.
, be in the vestry, Christinas eve.
warden, Joseph Derosier; executive com- lo fine manner. Sidney is survived by
On account of the general lack of en-1
The concert program arra iged by the mittee, Henry Harper, Napoleon Moreau, bis mother, two sisters, Isabel of Philathusiasm, the V. I. 8. lias decided uot to Light Infantry orchestra, of Worcester,
Harry Green, Alpheus Walker and Ev- delphia, and Alice of Mystic, Ct., and
hold the Christmas tree celebration on
for the annual home-comers' reception, erett Nutter; correspondent, John Mc- one brother, George S. of Philadelphia.
the common.
in town hall, Monday evening, the 28th, Namara.
He was a member of the Congregational
Letters are advertised at the Brookfield under the direction of the V. I. S., is as
The V. I. S. has procured a large church and always took part in the acpost office for Mrs Etta Ellison, Brook- follows; March, The Guard of Honor,
amount of yarn and cloth which will be tivities of the young people. The funeral
field Junction; Mrs E. B. Andrews, K. Sehuhartt; selection, Tone Picture of the
used to make stockings and bandages to will tie held Saturday afternoon, with
F. D.; M. Giuseppe Fqrgione. Box 416.
North and South; Concert Waltz, Cecile, be turned over to the Red Cross society private services at the home at 9.30 a. m.
John L. Hughes, instructor of chemis- McKee; March of Nations, Lenzbey; for use in the hospitals in the European Rev. Sherman Goonwfh officiating. Burtry at the Agricultural college, Storrs, Garden of Dreams, Lincoln; selection, war zone. Dr. Mary H. Sherman has
ial in Union, Ct.
Ct., will spend the holidays at the home High Jinks, Rudolph Firnii.
charge of distributing the material and
of his parents on Kimball Htreet.
,j\t-*bp. Congregational church Sunday any person who desires to help in this
Mrs Frank A. Cutler of Worcester was morning, the pastor will preach a sermon work can get a supply of yarn and cloth
the guest, the first of the .week, of her appropriate for Christmas and there will at her home on River street. The society
sister, Mrs Gertrude M. Gerald, Central lie special music by the choir. The ex- has purchased the material in order to
The Lowell Courier of Dec. 8, gives a
ercises in connection with the Sunday assist the Red Cross in getting its much
street.
full column to the installation that made
needed
supplies.
If
any
person
desires
school
Christmas
tree
will
be
in
the
vesJohn F. Clancy will spend the ChristRev. William L. Walsh, minister of the
mas vacation with William J. Harring- try on Christmas Eve and at 8 o'clock to make stockings for any particular First Parish church of Billerica. ft says,
army
involved
in
the
war
they
may
do
so
there
will
be
a
stereopticon
lecture
to
ton, pitcher of the Denver, Col., baseball
in part,
'
team, at the latter's home in Wakefield. whtch the public, including all children, and by designating which army they are
"Tbe simplicity of its form and cereMisses Georgia Holcomb and Katherine are most cordially invited. Forty-two intended for, can have the goods for- mony but enhanced the beauty of that
E. Duggan of New Britain, Ct., were the colored illustrations will show "Alice in warded to those troops by the Red Cross impression or truth and sincerity with
society. The V. I. 8, expect to have the
guests, Friday, of Miss Holcomb's par- Wonderland."
which it was fraught. Both Rev. Dr. E.
Sunday school pupils of the various
ents, Mr and Mrs Oscar Holcomb, HowSend in news items early next week. churches assist in making bandages and A. Uorton and Rev. William I. Lawrance, who took part in the services,
ard Btreet.
also have instructions given in knitting have been long-time personal friends and
stockings.
co-workers with Mr Walsh. The foimer
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Richard Healy Co.
6IFTS IN XMAS BOXES'

WAISTS FOR XMAS 6IFTS

Fine Fmi Warm Coats
In the Biggest Sale of the Year
Garments Just Received From Overstocked
New York Manufacturers who sold their
samples and surplus stocks to us at a tremendous sacrifice for spot cash.

$50,000 Worth Of Fur Coats and Fur Sets
$30,000 Worth ot Women's and Misses' Coats
At 1-3 to 1-2 Less Than Regular Values
HERE ARE VALUES THAT CANNOT BE EQUALLED
IN ALL NEW ENGLAND

CxIJ/V 1 ^

$15.00 and $19.75

Our Entire steck of Imported and Model Coats Reduced
S25.00, $29.50 to $45.00

CT TO C $2.98 to $50.00

hUKS

$5.00 to $75.00

SCARFS ^WPJMUFFS
$35.00 to
$250.00

Fur Coats

"ALL ALTERATIONS MADE ON GARMENTS FREE

RICHARD HEALY CO.
MAIN STREET,

WORCESTER

FOOLED THE PANTHtK

We wish to announce that the New
England Belgian Relief Fund committee
has opened headquartenrat 42B Boylston
street, Boston, (Berkeley building), and
{^devoting all its time and energy to filling a special ship for Holland, to carry
food and clothing (or Belgian refugees,
and Belgian sufierers in their own country. Everyone in New England who can
help is asked to do so at once. Food
and supplies can be sent to the headquarters of the committee free of expense. Ship sails at once. Charles E.
Uacheuiann, secretary.
Miss Margreta S. Hastings, principal
of the Shirley high school, will spend her
vacation at the home of her parents, Mr
and Mrs William B. Hastings, Over-theRiver district. Miss Hastings was the
piano soioist at the Annual Fete of the
Congregational churches of that district,
held fu the Shirley Congregational church
on Thursday, Dec' 10.
The parish committee of First Parish
church, received word, Saturday, that
Rev. Bertram D. Boivin of Middleboro,
could not accept the invitation, extended
Dec. 7, to become pastor of this church,
because he has accepted an invitation to
the Unitarian church at Belmont. The
parish committee have no other pastor in
view, at present.

Installation of Rev. Mr Walsh.

was his ordaining pastor, 21 years ago,
and the latter has co-operated with him
in Sunday school work, (,nd also officiaA party of the young boy pupils of the —-^V^.
.„ B^kfiftld)
Blanchard school caused considerate ex^
by ^
The ^.^
services ^^
opened by
an ^
organ precitement at the school yard Monday noon lude, "MarcheTriumphale," (Lemmeus)
when they indulged in the dangerous, by Miss liutterworth of Lowell, followed
but which appeared to them at the time, by the Doxology and Lord's Prayer in
greatly enjoyable pastime of shooting.off unison with the congregation. The choir
22 calibre cartridges.
The boys had gave the anthem, "Praise the Lord,"
qnite a supply of the missils and were (Maker) after the responsive reading led
discharging them by placing the cart-; by Rev. William I. Lawrance, Rev. Dr.
ridges on a flat stone and striking the Horton read the Scripture lesson; the
end with a rock, causing the cartridge to choir gave, with solo by Harry Hopkfns,
explode and the bullet to go in most any vocalist, of Lowell, "The Penitent, (Van
direction. Three of the boys proved to De Water). An impressive prayer by
be more proficient at the art than the Dr.. Horton, was followed, moBt effectiverest and as a result were punished for the ly, by a solo from Mr Hopkins, "More
offense, but the reason a half dozen more Li'.ve to Thee." J. Nelson Parker, chairof the boys were not involved when the man of the parish committee, in beha
matter was discovered was because they ^"jJJ" Society g»ve ihe acceptance of
could not get onto the knack ol striking ^ ^
^ cordially peeted hira.
the cartridges so that they would explode. ^ ^ Edward A. Horton gave a fine
One of our prominent citizens was dnv- aJj;^
tting tortn vivi(1|, "What the.
ing towards the school house and was at- 0lmrelleg gtand to, » dosing with praytracted by the firing but when he came ^ ThK choir aanK "I will lift up mine
in front of thr school house there was a
• „ .n(.lu(,.
a aulo uy Mia8 Corkam.
lull in the firing. Pupils hiding behind / u ml] wa8 8nng by Ure congregation,
trees caused him to wonder what was up ^ ^ benediction prolroullCed by tne
when one of the youths inquired of the
^
^^ ^^ gpeda, gerliiea at
one that appeared to be tie chief If he *J^ ^
9Chool hour, both Rev. Dr.
did not know enough to stop shooting Uwran(M and Rev, Dr. Horton taking
when a horse was going by?" In the aft^ children of the Sululay school
ernoon Officer David Hunter and Judge P •
^
r g Kekome<
uy
Henry E. Cattle, both of whom have ^uhi to the tront and Bhakiug hands
children in the building, went to the ™" JJg
school and gave the boys a severe lecture,
^ UieBerviceg of the das were perimpressing upon them the seriousness o(
^ ^ ^^ we|come of a loyai
their acts and telling them if there was a
.
^ ^ ^^ ^ them wjth
repetition of the Loffence they would be ^ promige of ^M^.
haled into court.
()n Monday evening there was a very
•**
"
pleasant reception at the church vestry,
Death of Mrs Henrietta Bltoa.
„,. wi,j, |, two former pastors were preseat.
—
Refreshments wore served, and there
Mrs Henrietta (Caverly), widow of 8peechea h, the church and parish offlAlfred C. Bliss, died at the home ol her «.„, and by the pastor of the Orthodox
sister Mr, Frank A. Farnum in Potapoag church of Billerica. B..th Mr and Mrs
district at I.S0 o'clock, Sunday afternoon, Walsh spoke feelingly of tbecord.a wel«7d47 years, 9 month and 16 days, come given ,hem, and. . xpressed thanks
Death resulted from par'alytic shock that for the promised offers 4 hearty co-opo^urred two days More her death. Sh. eration, which would help make their
was. taken to the city hospital in Wor- work satisfactory and hurtful.
A Dangerous Pastime.

i

What About Christmas?
FOR MY LADY'S FEET
• Walter Raleigh gallantly threw down his
deck on tUo wet earth that the Queen might
B*SS Witt h.r dainty slippers.
tor the past sixty years the manufacturers
of Hub-Mark rubber footwear have served
the women of the land even more effective y
\ courtier's cloak for a carpet is good as far
- it ro-s, but it doesn'tdone
go Sl
farch enougfl.
allant

"■wSTriKUi
Mw
--rvice for years that the

l

«

service is common
t-lk They furnish the one Perfect weatherprnof carpet wherever you go. Hub-Mark
rubbers for men, women, boys or girls are
mndard.both in quality of material and

"H-Sark" to the storeman when you buy rubbers.
Th~« rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rubber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass.

,

THE HUB-MARK 13 YOUR VALUE-MARK
FOR SALE BY

JOHN T. GRADY, North Brookfield.

I REAL HUMAN HAIR
GOODS MADE TO ORDER
SWITCHES, BRAIDS, TOUPEES,. ETC.
Made from Combings.
let us please you.
:

We have pleased others,
:
■
:
•
'*

New Method, SHAMPOOING and SCALP Treatment, 5» Ceora.
SWITCHES Made From Combings, $1.50.

Park Hair

Store,

MISS J. E. MURPHY
3 Charlton St., Corner Main. ('Phone Cedar 2413 W) WORCESTER

Are you going to be satisfied with the limited facilities of the country stores or are you going to Worcester
to do your marketing? If you come to Worcester you
must of course, see this famous market.
There are one or two facts about trading here that
we want to impress on your minds.
To save money on food products the question of
prices alone does determine it. To be sure, our prices
for same quality of goods average much lower than other
stores, but perhaps an even more important factor is the
opportunity of choosing from so large an assortment as
you find here.
In the average store you have to take what you can
get In our stores' you have the choice from many
lines and grades of goods at a wide range of prices, and
that in itself is the biggest opportunity for economy.
If you are a big buyer and live within reasonable
"distance of our marketyou simply cannot afford to trade
eleS where.

TURKEY PRICES
You may remember that at Thanksgiving we had
heavy shipments of poultry that arrived late, and that
we cut loose on prices the afternoon and evening before
Thanksgiving day in order to sellout. Some turkeys
were sold ridiculously low, and we could scarcely expect
to beat that record on low prices, but it » certain that
the AVERAGE Price of turkeys will be lower and
quality better at Christmas than it was at Thanksgiving.
This applies to chickens and fowl as well as turkeys.
We shall, of course, have a supply of ducks and geese^
game, and suckling pigs, and other specialties desired
for the holidays.
Have you seen our immense fruit display since the
new store was opened ? It is worth your While. Come
and bring your friends to see the market that is making
VJorcester famous.

WORCESTER MARKET

cester, six weeks ag> for treatment,
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The Impossi
By NINA WILCOX PUTNAM

SYNOPSIS.
Pedro and the dancing bear. Mr. Jones.
prevent a tramp from stealing a young
lady's puree. Pedro's ambition to become
a painter spurs him to quit Oid Nita and.
the strolling bear dancers. Pedro, Old
Nita and Uie bear trainers start for New
York. Miss Iris Vanderpooi quarrels with
ber artist lover. Sam Hill, and they part.
She discovers in her father's desk a portrait, which she recognizes as that or
Pedro, who rescued her from the purse
•matcher. Hill meets Pedro and Mr.
Jones in Washington square. Hill discovers talent in Pedro's drawings and In a
mad desire to lose himself, gives hl9
studio and all in it to Pedro in exchange
for Mr. Jones. Pedro occupies Hill's studio and calls on I^elgh, the sculptor, with
a letter from Hill. Leigh, calling In return, in the alley bumps into two men,
one of whom is Reginald Vanderpooi, Iris'
father, In disguise. Vanderpool's companion goes Into the basement of Hill's studio
and talks with Rlcardo. or Rowe, the
basement tenant, of a conspiracy against
a foreign government. Vanderpooi. over
whom Rowe has a secret hold, is implicated. Senora Daussa and her child, supposedly dead in an uprising, Rowe knows
to be alive. Senora Daussa is driven by
Ricardo to a resort where the conspirators meet her and profess loyalty. Sam
Hill sees Rowe unexpectedly attacked by
Old Nita, and rescues her. Pedro takes
luncheon with Iris in her home, meeting
Vanderpooi, who is disturbed by Pedro's
Sresence. Iris tells Pedro her suspicion
dat her father Is being blackmailed and
enlists his help. Iris poses for Pedro,
■edro sees Rowe with Vanderpooi and
peeping through Rowe's basement window is astonished at sight of a woman
whose face, feature for feature, is like
Us own.
CHAPTER XI—Continued.
"Ole lady hurted?" beamed this
cherubic personage.
"No, only tired out," lied Hill glibly.
"I'll hlste yer to a car," suggested
the man. "Never dl-serted a lady in
distress. Nope!"
"I'm afraid they wouldn't let us on
a car," exclaimed Hill. "Are you going downtown, by chance?"
"No, I'm a-goin' a-purpose!"|grinned
the man. "Get in; I'll take yer fur es
rn goin'!"
Hill did not wait to be urged further, but carried Nita to the carriage
door, which the heavily muffled coachman held open.
"Easy there, with yer ma!" the latter warned him. "Now jump in yerself. This heat is too tierce to lay
about in."
The horse, which had stood passively under its meager blanket for
hours, scarcely shifting a foot, now
scented the bear, and sidled off a little,
its city-trained senses scarcely revolting, yet finding in that unfamiliar odor
some warning of danger, and the two
men noted the action.
"What about the bear?" gasped Hill.
Prom within the saloon came sounds
which indicated that Mikey had discovered the trick played upon him.
"Whoa, my baby!" roared the happy
cabby. "Push the d
n bear inside!"
In a moment it was done, not without protest from Mr. Jones. And as
Iths bony horse, tossing his old head
labout with many a suspicious sniff, set
off at a tremendous pace, the window
of the saloon flew open to disgorge the
rotund figure of Mikey, who shouted
an unintelligible threat, or command,
upon the snow-filled sir.
At Twelfth street the cab came to
a sudden halt beside the curb, and the
driver, dismounting from the box,
opened the door and looked in.
"This is where my stable is at," he
announced. "Right down the block.
Guess you'll have ter git out. How's
Ema?" he added solicitously, as
ugh to repair his rudeness in ejectthem.
"Pretty bad," Bald HilL "Gone off
again, I'm afraid."
The cabby wrinkled up his face with
a perplexed stare, and removing his
bat, scratched his head with one
heavily mittened hand.
"I really hadn't oughter," said he,
"considerln' the hour and all, but I
guess it's gotter be done. Whereabouts do you live?"
"Little Jones street," said Hill, and
Cave the number. "I've a bit of money.
Could you get us around there, do you
think?"
"Well," said the cabby, "I might as
well make a night of It, I suppose.
Take good care of yer ma, now, and
1*11 have yer home in a jiffy!"
Then he remounted the box, and
soon they were wending a tortuous
way through the silent squalor of
lower Greenwich village. They stopped
at last before a tall tenement, a building of uncompromising ugliness, whose
Intricate network of fire escapes was
hung now with a fairy drapery of
white.
Whining with disgust at being again
disturbed, Mr. Jones jumped out
clumsily, followed by Hill, who, with
the cabby's help, carried the unconscious Nita into the unlighted hallway,
which gaped, sinister and forbidding,
under the nethermost of the crowded
fire-escape balconies. Here Hill, one
arm about his charge, fumbled in his
breast for his wallet. But the cabby
put up a restraining band.
"Never mind the coin!" he laughed.
"Touse need it more'n me, I guess.
Better let the doctor take it; you're
a-goin' ter need ter call hirrl In! Yer
seem all to the good, even if yer be
dagoes!"
"You're a gentleman!" exclaimed
Bill, holding out his hand. "Many
thRtiks for your kindness. You seem
very happy. May I ask why? I should
tike to congratulate you."

(Coejriebt bx Bobbs-Merrill CoJ
him shuffled Mr. Jones, at whom the
children stared and pointed. Down a
back alley they plunged then, man and
bear, and emerging upon a wide slatternly avenue, pushed back a slatted
swinging door, and entered a saloon.
There were shining mirrors within,
and polished woods, with a fine bar,
all arrayed with glasses and bottles in
decorative and tempting array. Here
was a group of men in a post-midnight
mood, hilarious and ready to part with
small change. Sam made Mr. Jones
dance for them, turn somersaults, sit
in an armchair and hold a pipe between his teeth, kfss him, be dead, and
perform many other intellectual feats
beyond the common acquirement of
bears. The fruit of this effort waB
only sixty-one cents.
Then Sam strolled away, ever
toward the river, in a northerly direction that would ultimately lead toward
the open country. And ail the while
Iris filled hie heart and mind, as, indeed, she had done almost every moment since his angry parting from her.
It came to pass, that, being occupied
with the thought of a red-haired girl,
such as bore locks of a similar, color
arrested his eye more frequently and
with a more personal interest than did
any other type; and so it followed in
a natural sequence, that when he
caught sight of a Titian head (elaborately puffed, and curled, to be sure,
and quite unlike Iris' gleaming braids)
behina-the confusion of feminine articles of apparel in the window of a
tiny notion shop, he fancied a resemblance, and stopped to stare. And
equally inevitable was it that she
should feel that stare through the window glass and over the mass of articles
therein displayed, as people have a
way of feeling a stare; and looking up,
she smiled upon the handsome gentleman whose gaze was riveted upon her.
She was no more like unto Iris than
the cinnamon-pink to the ascension
lily; nor was she at all pretty. But
Sam obeyed a sudden impulse and entered the tiny shop, followed by Mr.
Jones.
Together they stood before the little
counter upon which were piled coarse
stockings, underwear with cheap lace
trimming, unsubstantial neckwear,
boxes of niching, gingham aprons and
bandannas. She stood there, saying
nothing, but smiling. What should he
ask for? It was awkward, decidedly.
Yet here he was, and somehow or
other the situation must be managed.
Very vaguely he uttered what seemed
to him an inanity.
"I—I would like some buttonholes,"
he stammered, and then blushed furiously at having said such nonsense.
But the young lady Beemed in nowise disconcerted by the extraordinary
request.
"White or black?" she Inquired
calmly.
"Eh?" said Hill incredulously.
"I said, did you wish white or black
buttonholes?" she smiled.
"But—but, great Scott! You don't
mean to say you actually have 'em?"
gasped Sam.
"Of course. This Is a notion shop;
didn't you read the sign?"
"Notion shop! I should say It wast
How the deuce can a hole have a
color? Is that one of the notions?"
said he.
,,
"I thought you didn't really want
them," said the girl, "but we do keep
The next day a doctor came and pro- 'em—embroidered on strips, you know,
nounced that there was nothing alarm- of black or white stuff—and you sew
ing in Nlta's Injuries, but that she 'em in!"
"Oh!" said the enlightened male,
must rest for a few days and have
great care. Then he took most of "would you really not mind If I don't
their money, and having drugged Nita, have any, though? I don't really need
after the custom of certain beasts who them. You see, you smiled, so I
prey upon the not infrequent victim just . . ."
"So I guessed," said the girl, "but It
to be found among the tenements, proceeded to make a case for himself ain't any use. I'm engaged."
"Ah!"
said Hill, suddenly relieved of
whereby he could come dally until his
patient's finances were exhausted. And the absurd situation which he had
for several days his little plan succeed- brought upon himself. Then he added
ed, for Guneviere was faithful to the gallantly: "You don't expect me to be
nursing, and administered the drug surprised, do you? He is suc^ a very
with great regularity. On the days lucky fellow!"
"He Is a rover," she said plaintively.
when Hermania remained at home to
"A what?" queried Hill politely.
care for the old woman, she, too, was
"A wanderer on the face of the
painstaking and vigilant. But there
earth,"
she elucidated. "He is in the
came a time when it was Anna's turn
lunch-wagon
business, and not havln'
to watch, and Anna forgot to give the
"medicine." For poor little Anna wept a regular stand, it takes him to disat being separated from Rico, and tant parts a lot You seem to be the
weeping, fell asleep. When she awoke, sort that travels, too," she added, "you
the day was gone, and what was more, an' the bear. Ain't he the cute little
Nlta was gone also. The bed was feller!"
Hill gave a huge sigh, and looked at
made, the old woman's clothing had
disappeared, and on the table the her sentimentally.
"I wish you would say as much to
empty coffee cup and plate, showed
me," be told her sweetly, and then felt
that Nlta had not gone hungry!
almost as much of an ass-as he looked.
But the lady spurned him with the
Now the doctor had been a severe
drain upon the resources of these peo- air of a tragedy queen.
"You shouldn't ought to say such
ple, and just at present Hill was bringing In the most money, for he added to things," said she loftily. "No matter
his exhibition, sketching portraits at what chances offer, I am ever true to
25 cents apiece. He was usually the Mr. Lovejoy."
"Mr. Lovejoy takes a great risk In
first to step out, and last to return, and
this was more regularly the case since being away so much," he added; "some
Nlta's illness, for the two older wom- day he will return to find that you
en were much occupied. It so hap- have been stolen, kidnaped. Miss,
pened, then, that on the day just re- Miss . , ."
"Call me Lola," said she; "my name
corded above, he bad gone forth even
before it was decided that Anna should is Lizzy Hinkle, but I like Lola La
Farge
better. I read It in a book."
remain with Nlta.
"Miss La Farge, you are a wonder,"
And so on, past tenements, past
gloomy little shops, past meager wares said Hill sincerely. "When is the
set forth at cellar doors, on and on be doughty lunch-wagoner going to mtrry
west, absorbed In thought; and behind you?"

"Oh! it ain't nothin' much," said the
cabhy sheepishly. "I ain't goin' to
be married, thet's all!"
Wherewith he was gone, and Hill,
without stopping to ponder upon the
content of this odd reply, set himself
to carrying Nita up the stairway. At
the first landing he stopped and
knocked. The door was presently
opened by Beau-Jean, a scantily clad
colossus, silhouetted in the aperture
against the light of a single candle.
With an exclamation of dismay, the
man stepped back to admit Hill and
his burden, and the painter, staggering
across the tiny room, deposited Nita
upon a ragged bed that stood beside
the cook stove.
"Holy Mother!" breathed Beau-Jean.
"Ie she dead?"
"No! Where are the women?" asked
Hill.
In response to the question Gunevlere raised herself from her pallet
of quilts in the opposite corner, a
sturdy, unmodern figure, with head
swathed for sleeping. With entire unconcern for her negligee, she arose
and came to the assistance of the
older woman.
"God save us! she is too ancient to
survive such injury!" she exclaimed,
examining a swelling which was now
quite obvious on the crone's forehead.
"Hermania! Anna! come!"
From a tiny inner closet came Hermania, clad as for the day, save for
the absence of shoes, and her foreheadband of coins, which was at this moment reposing in her bosom for
greater comfort with no less safety.
After her came Carlos, sleep-stupid
and annoyed. In a moment both women were busy over the prostrated form
of the injured one; and to the men
Hill was giving an account of the adventure that had brought them to such
a pass. They listened without being
able to throw the smallest light upon
the subject, nor identify the enemy
who had assaulted the old lady in so
cowardly a fashion.
"Which of you has ever heard of her
enemy?" Hill was asking.
"None,
really? And has she no kin whom we
should call upon for help?"
"Nay," said Beau-Jean, the ponderous, "she is from the Amerlca-of-theSouth. If she hath kin, they are too
far away to levy claim upon."
"America-of-the-South! What do you
mean?"
"Venezuela, I think," said Rico.
"But how is It possible that no one
knows anything further about her?"
cried Hill. "You have all been with
her for years. Surely you must know
—or the women will, perhaps."
"No one but Pedro knows," said
Rico positively. "They came together;
we all know that much. But beyond
that—!"
He waved his hand with a gesture
expressive of infinite vagueness.
"Then, if anything threatens her,
it may also affect Pedro," said Hill.
"Perhaps the Old One will speak
soon," suggested Beau-Jean, "and then
we can find out."
It was a hope to which they all
agreed, but which was not to be fulfilled during the watches of that night.
As it became evident that rest was the
most Important thing for her, and that
little or nothing could be done until
the morrow, the watchers, one by one,
betook themselves to bed.

"Soon's he can get the money, she
confided to him.
"And shall you join him in his roving life, when that happy day arrives?"
asked Hill.
"Yes!" she sighed. "It must be
lovely to travel. I got this from him,
recent. You se It's posted clear over
in Jersey. And this one Is from Yonkers. How I shall enjoy seeing the
world!"
"Have you never traveled at all?"
he asked as soon as he dared to raise
his eyes.
"Oh, yes!" she answered. "I've been
to Coney Island twice. But I've never
been uptown. And I've always wanted
to see Harlem, too. I've heard such a
lot about it."
"Surely you're kidding me?" he
asked.
"No, I ain't!" she disclaimed. "I
was born right around on Eighth avenue, and I know more'n one that's been
away less than me. And my ma Is'
terribly strict, too. She's never let
me go nowhere. Besides, there's the
shop. I've been minding that ever
since I left school."
"I don't wonder you want to get
away!" exclaimed.Sam.
"When I can go honest!" she added.
"But meanwhile I do love to get picture-postals! It's next best to goin'
yourself."
"May I send you a postal or two If
I happen to wander to some far-off
place—say Bronxvllle, for Instance—
or would Mr. Lovejoy object?"
"Oh, that would be grand!" said
Lola, the freckled. "Thank you awfully,
Mr. . . . What was the name?"
"Hill," said Sam, who usually answered so impulsively that he seldom
remembered to He.
"Mr. Hill, you are real kind," she
beamed. "Mr. Lovejoy, he won't have
no objections, I guess. Anyway, he
won't know."
Though not pretty, she was, a sweet
little thing.
"True," said Hill. "There are many
simple innocent occurrences that don't
hurt us If we don't know about them.
For instance, Mr. Lovejoy couldn't object because he wouldn't know If I
. . . hum!"
Here Hill leaned very far over the
counter, and Lola leaned very far toward him, doubtless to discover what
he was referring to, which she quickly
did, for he kissed her lightly upon the
lips.
Then he turned, and went out, hurriedly, much astonished at himself
and leaving Miss Lola La Farge alias
Lizzy Hinkle, equally astounded,
though not so much at what had happened, as at her own lack of any
proper distress and regret . . .
•
•••see
As for Hill, he wandered off toward
the river.
When noon came, he stopped at a
dairy, and obtaining milk and doughnuts, sat down (by permission of the
proprietor) upon the door sill of that
exit which led into the back yard, and
the two men fell into conversation.
Suddenly there, came a crash from the
shop behind them, and they rushed in,
just quickly enough to see Mr. Jones,
who had overturned the protecting
glass case, waddling off Into the street,
his paws filled with comb-honey which
he had stolen from the counter.
"Stop, thief!" yelled the dairyman.
"Shut up, you'll collect a crowd!"
yelled Hill. "Here, Jonesy! Here,
Jonesyl come back, you villain, sir!"
"Hi! stop him, stop him!" shouted
the dairyman, dancing upon the door
sill, but making no effort to run after
and Interfere with Mr. Jones.
"Keep quiet! Cut It out!" said Hill
to the dairyman roughly. "Here's all
the money I've got I'm sorry the case
got smashed, but arresting me won't
do a bit of good. I'll send you more
money later."
With which he rushed out after his
animal, leaving the little milk-seller
still dancing for rage upon the door
sill, his white apron fluttering in the
wind.
At the street corner sat Mr. Jones,
busily engaged in consuming his stolen
sweets. With gTeat difficulty he was
persuaded to part with some of the remainder, which a watchful urchin Instantly seized upon and ran off with,
followed by most of the little crowd;
and the bear, dropping upon all fours,
submitted to being chained to his master, and off they went toward the
river, leaving a sticky trail upon the
pavements as tbey passed.
A gradual progress brought him to
Riverside drive, and he had by then
collected over a dollar. That was
very little. Perhaps the children of
the rich would pay.
Along the steep embankment he
paraded his bear, and drew crowd
after crowd of laughing youngsters,
but the returns were small. A ferryboat scuttled into dock, and the asphalt walk bringing him, on an abrupt
turn, to the landing's very gate, he followed an Impulse (and the bear) and
stepped aboard.
"I shall go to Jersey City," said he,
"and buy a postal card."
It proved a profitable trip, for the
passengers gathered about Mr. Jones
delightedly, and when the hat was
passed (the bear did it) another dollar

had been gained. Then the farther
shore was reached, and the painter
scrambled up the steep roadway to the
top of the cliffe.
"Now that I have done my duty,"
said he to Mr. Jones, "I shall loaf; I
must loaf. I must think of her uninterruptedly for a while. You know whom
I mean, Mr. Jones: I'll leave her unnamed, as should be the case between
gentlemen, but you will understand."
Mr. Jones grunted In reply, and they
set off.
And so it came about that what
with one thing and another, Hill remained in Jersey until night fell, ate
his supper from a crowded lunchwagon near the docks, and afterward
gave the wagon Itself a minute and
critical examination. The result of
this last was, that as soon as he had
done, he,went to the nearest news
stand. Here he bought a post card
upon which was depicted a pea-green
likeness of the . local soldiers' monument and wrote in the space for correspondence—"I had supper tonight
with Mr. Lovejoy. His wagon is
superb, and at the present rate of the
business he has, I shall expect a wedding invitation inside a month." Then
be signed his own name, appended the
Jones street address, and posted it
Then, much exhilarated by his "long
thought" of Iris, and the piquant coincidence that had befallen him, he determined to turn the night to profit
and set to work among the river-front
resorts.
At midnight the Jersey shipyards
are very still, and down toward where
the docks are fewer, and farther apart,
it is quiet indeed, once darkness has
fallen. .Here and there one hears the
baying of humanity (so called) belching out from the swinging doorway of
some . low-ccilinged, evil-lighted den,
the resort of poverty and brute
strength, where the enormous energies
engendered by outdoor work find vent
under the name of recreation. Against
the outer darkness loom masses yet
more dark, and sometimes a crimson
light like a dull jewel, smokes at the
crest of these, when the Indefinable
bulk Is a ship.
At wide intervals, a flaring light Illumines a throng of tollers, who, like
the distorted creatures of a dream,
rush about In methodical disorder, accomplishing the loading of some vessel
that must sail at dawn. Whichever
lies before one, the darkness or the inferno of light and noise, it is a wonderful picture; one to arrest the observer with its vast suggestive quality
and arouse the desire to linger and
watch.
Hill thought of this when he came
out from one of the low saloons into
the tingling cold of night, and saw the
strange panorama that melted away
on either hand.
Presently they reached a small covered dock where a greenish light was
burning, in the glow of which some
score of men were at work, loading
great cases into the hold of a small
third or fourth rate steamer.
There Beemed to be curiously little
disorder or excitement in connection
with this embarkment, a fact which
soon impressed itself upon Hill's mind.
Nor did the men appear to be in any
particular hurry. Then a question obtruded itself. If they were not rushed,
why did they work so late at night? It
was rather odd. The cargo was odd,
too. From the size, shape and weight
of the wooden cases of which it principally consisted, the shipment was
evidently composed of pianos. Where
on earth could so many pianos be going to? With a little effort he remembered the sign at the entrance to the
dock—"The Venezuela Fruit Steamship company." Ah, that accounted
for It I Of course, It was only reasonable to suppose that Venezuela turned
out very few pianos, If any. How
quaint, though! He began to muse
upon the melodious consignment, and,
therefore, to observe the cases more
closely. How odd that they should be
put aboard at night!
A man who had been directing the
work, his back toward Hill, now turned
about so that the light shone full upon
his face, and at the eight of it Sam
gave an involuntary cry of recognition,
which, however, was lost in the general npiBe. It was Rowe! The memory of their last meeting, and of Old
Nlta, came to him in a Sash, and his
hands clenched ominously. Here, perhaps, was a chance for retaliation!
But before he could act on the impulse, several things happened all at
once.
A piano case, which was being lowered from a truck, was allowed to drop
in such a way that It split open. From
the aperture several objects fell out
upon the pier. They were rifles! Field
rifles, new and shining!
With a snort of amazement Sam
sprang forward, and at that same instant he felt himself seized upon either
shoulder. Looking around, he eaw that
he was captive between two huge longshoremen, who proceeded to propel
him toward the ship. As they came
up with Rowe, who was cursing
roundly, but had already managed to
get the rifles out of sight, one of the
ruffians called out: "Here's a detective, mister, disguised as a dago. We
caught him spying just before the case
broke."
With an oath, Howe whipped around,
and for a moment the two men stood
glaring at each other.
"Take him aboard," said Rowe,
breathing hard. "Captain's room. I'll
be there directly."
"What the devil . . ." began Hill
furiously. But be was cut short by
Rowe, who struck him across the
mouth.
Dazed by this needless insult and
wholly unable to retaliate because of
his captors, Sam suffered himself to
be led aboard, his custodians still hold-

ing him fast No sooner was this done,
and the door shut upon them, than it
was opened again to admit Rowe, who
was followed by a dark little Spaniard,
presumably one of tin ship's officers.
"Sit down," commanded Rowe, locking the door.
Hill paid no attention, standing
speechless with rage. Rowe drew a revolver from his hip pocket, pulled up
an armchair to one side of the table,
and pointed to a second seat, which
was placed opposite. He indicated the.
chair with the muzzle of his weapon.
"Sit down," he repeated politely.
Hill sat.
"Now, my dear, mysterious landlord," began Rowe, "I have at last discovered your real trade. I always
thought you were a rotten painter, but
I never dreamed that you were a detective—a spy!"
"But I'm not!" exploded Hill, vainly
endeavoring to appear calm. "Let me
explain. I'm not watching . . ."
"Pardon me!" said Rowe. "Our last
meeting, taken in connection with this
one, explains the situation far more
fully than any words of yours are likely to do. You are a government spy,
and I suppose you are chortling at having caught us 'with the goods' as yout
Americans say."
"I haven't caught you at anything,
so far as I know, except etriking a tottering old woman!" responded Hill.
"And, by God! I'm going to make you>
smart for that! As for being a secret
service man—you are all wrong,
there!"
"Paugh!" exclaimed Rowe, flushing
angrily,- "what's the use of bluffing?'
Why don't you make a show of arresting us?"
"Look here!" exclaimed. Hill, restrained from assaulting the man only
by the sight of the gun that the other
was still careBSing. "Look here, you:
can't keep me like this, you know!
I'm not a detective, and I don't even,
know what the devil you are making
all this fuss about."
At this all the other men shouted)
with laughter. Rowe leaned over the
table, an evil leer on his cunning face.
"No detective! ha! ha!" said he.
"You don't really expect us to swallow
that, do you? Why, next thing you'll
be telling us that you didn't know It
was contraband to take arms out of
the country, eh ?"
Hill sat back, shocked into momentary silence.
"I did not know it," he said simply.
The quiet that followed thcBe five,
clear-cut words was charged with electricity. Then, Rowe, his face very
white, his eyes fixed upon Hill, rose to
his feet.
"By God! I believe you are speaking
the truth!" he said at length.
"That's one joke on you, Rlcardo,"
said the little Spanish officer with a
short mirthless laugh.
"Well, he knows it now, if he didn't
before!" put In one of the longshoremen.
Hill said nothing at all, but sat staring at the group in wonderment What
on earth did it all mean?
"That's true. You needn't inform
me of it," said Rowe bitterly, "and detective or not, he'll inform now if we>
let him go. But he's a service man, all
right," he added, his confidence la
himself returning. "Wasn't he up at
Mikey's? Hell, something must hedone with him; and something will be,
done, never fear! I will get the senor
chief, and he shall help us decide the.
matter.''
The little officer nodded, and Rowe,
slipping out of the cabin, closed thedoor behind him. In silence they waited, while a thousand conjectures,
whirled through Hill's brain. What
had he stumbled upon?
In a moment more, footsteps were
heard outside in the passage. The door
handle grated, and Hill, bracing himself for whatever was to come, swung
about and found himself face to face
with Iris' father, Hon. Reginald Vanderpooi—millionaire asphalt king.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

CALLS FOR MUCH DEXTERI1T
Chakri-Throwlng Might Well Be Considered as an Art Rather
Than a Pastime.
In front of the mausoleum of a holy
saint—Mohamed Ghous—a fair Is held
annually on the Outskirts of Gwalior
(India) town, about the middle of the
rainy season. The most noticeable feature of the fair is the chakri-throw. A
chakri Is a piece of iron something;
like a spindle, over which a long piece
of string or thread is rolled. Ths>
player throws high Into the air th«
iron chakri (literally a roll), holdingone end of the string in his band, and
gives It a swing and jerk In such a
clever manner that the chakri, on
coming down, rolls up the thread
again on Itself, and Is caught in the
hands of the thrower. The art has
been dexterously practiced by a class
of people for ages past, and some
members are so renowned that they
cut a good figure at the scene. It la
most Interesting to watch the thrower
fling the chakri up high, catch it in hl»
bands on return and continue sending
it up again and again till the rope becomes as high as seventy feet above
the ground. There la absolutely no
spring or lever attachment In the
chakri. Nabbo is the champion
thrower.
Weights of Different Shoes.
In HaverhlU, Mass., where they
know, they say that a pair of men's
dress shoes weighs a little more than
two pounds, a pair of men's street
shoes about two and one-half pounds,
and a pair of men's work shoes three
pounds or more. A woman's shoe
weighs about three-quarters of a
pound. A pair of silk pumps may
weigh only a pound.

VALUE OF A CHILD'S GIFTS

Gathering of Plant Sacred Rite
in Druidical Religious
Festivals.

"15'
TERNIOHT ?"

Those Made With Their Own Hands
Teach Good Lessons and
Give Inspiration.

Helpful Christmas Present Suggestions for Those Who
Are Puzzled.

If we stop to think about oufr
Chrlstmas giving we realize that a
„—. „„,,,,,, '*~r^rrrm-*mmmii^)^>£JMIM2S?*il
gift means more to the giver than It
does to him who receives. If It Is
given In the proper spirit the donor
finds out to the full that It Is really
Unabridged Dictionary Will Be Appre- "more blessed to give than to reAlso Considered a Potent Remedy for
ciated by Children of Kindergarten
ceive," a fact that Is lost sight of la
Ills, a Belief Which Still Exists In
Age—Other Suitable GrHs for
an age of the commercial spirit
Some of the Remote Places
Young
and
Old.
With children there Is a great eduof Europe.
cative value In their present giving
NUMBER of correspondents If It Is encouraged to be realjy their
r
thing 1 heah when I tun
E decorate our homes with HIT'Soutde dela»"light
who have requested sugges- own giving. If the mother, however,
sprays of mistletoe at Christ- "la 'e comln' ternlght, mammy? Comln'
tions of books suitable for simply prepares some little rememmas time, but few of us
ternlght?"
Christmas gifts will find an- brance, and says "Mary, this Is your
know the history of it as a Eh de good Lawd knows, dough I eez
swers to their querleB In Christmas present to Aunt Ellen," the
ylt,"
Yuletlde symbol.
Pretty Dey's"Not
a-astln' mo atill whut dey swine
the following;
gift has no meaning in the thoughts
girls are kisBed under it and
ter git
Among the many attractive gift of the young giver. And not only
a great deal of fun and nonsense Is En I projick en plan, en I skimp en
books
for
very
little
boys
might
be
has It no meaning, but It becomes
squeeze,
carried on apropos of it, but no one En I hurries apas' all de winders I aeea.
Rausmlssen's actually harmful for the reason it prestops to think of how ancient a dec- Case de chllluns espec's dat he'll bring mentioned Professor
."Analogy Between the Monogamous sents the idea to the child that the)
oration it is or how sacred it was
'em a lot —
—,,.,.
En dey think he's de same dat de White Protoplasm and the Silurian Mole- gift without the giver Is really a gift
once thought to be.
cule." We can think of no book that And the child has put no thought or
Folks got.
Almost everybody has a vague
knowledge that the Druids of old had "Is 'a comln' ternlght, mammy? Comln' would be a greater source of delight self sacrifice into the giving of that
to the child that is not yet out of present.
something to do with the gathering of
ternlght?"
On the other hand, if the child be
mistletoe, but just what that some- Lawd, I wlsht In mah aoul dat '• would short dresses. It tells In easy words
en he might!
thing was is not clear to the average I wlsht In mah aoul dat 'e'd come down of eight and ten syllables of the given pocket money which it may consports and pastimes of the protoplas- sider its vety own, or, better still, If
mind.
The fact is that the ancient Celts in Lak I useter believe dat 'e aholy would mic family and drawB beautiful moral It is enabled to earn pocket money and
do.
their druidical religion had two great When de chllluns ondresa en dey Jump In- lessons from the corpuscles of the Is then encouraged to set aside a porcarboniferous era. It Is handsomely tion of Its very own money for presfestivals, one in June and the other in
to bald,
December, the latter being equivalent En I tuck up de quilt 'roun' each po u 1 Illustrated with representations of the ent making the idea of true giving Is
agile animalcule and will be sure to acquired.
The sacrifice, the foreto our Christmas. In both of these Denhald.
I set down en wish, en I wish lak I delight the heart of the little boy or thought, the love.necessary to make a
great festivals the gathering of the
pray,
Dat 'e And out de place 'to' hit come girl who finds It In his or her stock- gift a real gift are there.
mistletoe waB a sacred rite.
ing, as the case may be.
Chris'maa Day.
The home-made gifts of children
Pliny in his "Natural History" deAnother dainty idea for a child of have many valuable lessons to teach
scribes the ceremony. Speaking of the
three or four years is the Unabridged the young givers. Many lessons In
Druids' worship of the oak, he says:
Dictionary. The simplicity of style sewing, rafaa, bead-work or painting
"They believe that whatever grows on
observed in this Interesting narrative may be given under the guise of makthese trees is sent from heaven and is
recommends It at once for children ing a gift. In one family, where tho>
a sign that the tree has been chosen
who have reached the kindergarten elder sister had never made gifts,
by the god himself. The mistletoe Is
age. The plot Is not so complex and and really never learned to sew well
very rarely to be met with, but when
the characters are sufficiently varied until she was eighteen years of age.
It is found they gather it with Bolemn
to hold the unflagging interest of the the younger sister, a girl of ten, Inceremony. This they do especially on
little ones. We have in mind a gen- spired by the example of- a small
the sixth day of the moon, because by
tleman who gave his little son a dic- friend, wished to make birthday gifts
the sixth day the moon has plenty of
tionary last Christmas, and he as- for her family. Once she asked he»
vigor and has not run half its course.
sures us that the lad simply devoured mother to teach her how to crochet:
"After the preparations have been
another time to scallop, and before
the book.
made for a sacrifice and a feast under
A pretty present for a child Is the she was twejve years old she had bethe tree they hail It as the universal
clinical report of the county hospital. come as proficient a little seamstress
healer and bring to the spot two white
This comes nicely printed on clean as one would want to see.
bulls whose boms have never been
white paper, with bizarre illustrations
Thus practical lessons are learned,
bound before. A priest clad In a white
showing the rise and fall of the tem- while the child is Inspired with the
robe climbs the tree and with a golden
perature, amount of protoids eaten, Idea that "Not what we give, but
sickle eutB the mistletoe, which Is
official count of the germs, statistics what we share; the gift without th*
caught in a white cloth. Then they
If Grandpapa were Santa Claus, how happy we would be!
as to microbes and many other amus- giver is bare."
sacrifice the victims, praying that God
ing and entertaining Ideas. A rare
When toyshop toil was finished he would take us on each knee. may make his own gift to prosper
source of pleasure with this book is
He'd tell us all his secrets and he'd name the pretty toys
with those upon whom he has beto have the little fellows pronounco
stowed It
He'd made and kept in hiding for the other girls and boys.
the long words first the way they are
"They believe that a potion prespelled and then read them backward
pared from mistletoe will Increase
We have a real, live Grandpapa 1 He visits us each year,
and see what difference, If any, there
their flocks and that the plant Is a
And he is quite a bosom friend of Santa Glaus, I hear.
is In the sound. Some boys would
remedy against all poison."
rather do this than go skating.
Although he owns no reindeer, and of playthings no great store—
It was believed to be a remedy for
In the line of pure romance there
If Grandpapa were Santa Claus, we could not love him more I
many Ills, and this belief Is still to be
Why, da chllluns believes I Dey Is sho' Is nothing more entertaining from
GENE MORGAN.
found In many remote places In Eudat hit ao,
Prof. T. L. Escopex's "How the Specrope. In Holsteln, for example, the En dey countln' on him lak a man dat
trum Caught On In Saturn."
This
dey know,
mistletoe Is regarded as a healing
highly original historical tale tells
En
dey
talk
er
de
things
dat
he
autten
remedy
for
wounds,
and
in
Laeaune,
EMOTIONAL VALUE OF DAY
ter bring,
how the spectrum revealed the secret
France, it is always administered by ■Twell dey aet up in bald en deaa holler
of Saturn's rings, showing that the
the native people as an antidote for
en alng.
,,„..„ planet was warm and dry and that the
Christmas 8plrlt Almost Universally
En I tell 'em w'y sho' good ole Santy a
poison.
two rings were for Ice water.
It
Felt, But What It Is Remains a
In the northeast of Scotland people Wld come
a doll en a sled an a railroad en comes In four large volumes, with 22
Mystery to Many.
in Holiday Fire Caution
used to cut withes of mistletoe at the
drum.
pages of logarithmic calculations that
March full moon; these they bent In En dey drlf off ter sleep wld a amlle on
are sure to delight young and old.
dey face—
The emotional value of Christmas
circles and kept for a year to cure hec- En dey
aln'
not
a
cent
I
kin
apalh
in
de
As a gift book for a member of a
may be said to be universally felt
tic fevers and other troubles. In some
place I
Do
not
decorate
your
Christmas
temperature family there Is nothing
Something happens at Christmas that.
parts
of
Germany
the
mistletoe
Is
estree with paper, cotton or flimsy
pleasanter than "The Complete BarIf only for a day or two, does the
pecially esteemed as a remedy for the Hit's de las' thing I heah when I tun out
materials.
keeper." This tells exactly what goes
light:
whole world good. What that someailments of children, who sometimes "la 'edecomln'
ternlght, mammy? Comln Into the stuff that .men put In their
Do not use cotton torepresentsnow.
thing Is remains for many a mystery.
wear It hung around the neck as an
ternlght?"
A number of persons who feel the
Do not permit children to light
En I laughs wld dem all Wen der Plan mouths to steal away their brains,
amulet.
and will be of valuable assist nee to
dey do
renewing Impulse are like Faust when
In Sweden on Midsummer eve mis- Wld whut
de things dat he'll bring—en I ear any person who wlBhes to apply satthe notes of the Easter song arrest
tletoe is diligently sought after, the
Do not leave matches within reach
hit's
all
true!
isfactory tests and determine whether
Ills suicidal intent; they take and enpeople believing it to be possessed of En de white chttlun up whah Ts wukln", or not he has been equipped with
of the children.
Joy the moment's deliverance and condey 'low
many mystic qualities, and that If a
Do
not
place
Christmas
tree
near
Dat ole Santy he'll come, an won't miss brains and would Inspire larceny.
tinue to regard the source of the boon
sprig of It Is attached to the celling
window curtains or gas fixtures.
'em nohow.
"One Thousand Ways to Cure a
as nothing more than mythology made
of the dwelling house, the horse's stall •Is 'e comln' ternlght?" Lawd. I wlsht Cold," by Burton Bales, Is a beautifulUse metallic tinsel and non-inflamfotent through human associations,
hit
'ud
be
or
the
cow's
crib,
the
trolls
will
then
mable decorations only.
ly written book, giving all the remeitbers are moved through superstibe powerless to injure either man or Dat he's com hyuh en fix up dla 'poblem dies for cold that were suggested to
for me I
Use asbestos fiber to represent snow.
tious fears; they approach the great
beast.
Branches
of
the
plant
are
comits author In one day. There are 89
season with consciences-crowded with
"Can you suggest something for me
Set the tree upona substantial stand.
monly seen In farm houses hanging
variations of the quinine and whisky to get for my wife for Christmas?"
uncomfortable memories; Marley's
from the celling to protect the dwellA house ol merriment is better than
treatment, and the other 911 reme- he asked of the shopkeeper.
ghost is after them, but, unlike
ings from all harm, but especially from
a bouse of mourning.
dies consist of the same prescription
Scrooge, their new heart Is only for
"YouM better get her a box of
Are, and persons afflicted with the fallwithout the witter quinine. This Is cigars, I expect" said the shopkeeper.
Have an extinguisher or s few
Christmas week. Another group siming sickness think they can ward oft*
buckets
full
of
water
near
the
a
good
book
to
have
in
any
house.
ply fall In with an ancjent custom
"She was in here this morning and
all attacks of the malady by carrying
tree, ready for use in an i
"The Servant Question and Its An- bought a lace parasol for you."
and are surprised, and Indeed pleased,
Except ye become as a
about with' them a knife which has a
gency.
swer"
will
deceive
many
people,
but
when the dry bines of their unbelievhandle of mistletoe.
little child ye shall Hi no
It might do for a gift to a young maring minds come together, take on
Like their Swedish neighbors, many
rled couple. The answer Is quaintly
wise enter into the joy
flesh, and begin to live. A vast mulGerman peasants consider the mistlegiven: "Board."
titude meet the great day with buoyof Christmas time.
toe a powerful charm against evil spirWILBUR D. NESBIT.
ant expectation, take with thanks KB
When and Why.
its. • A similar belief seems to have
MORE 3LIPPERS COMING.
new happiness, return to their work
"Do you go to Sunday school now, lingered among the Romans, whose reThe Christmas Robin.
In this exalted mood, and ask no ques- Georgie?" InqUred Georgie's uncle.
ligion at a very early date was some"The
time Is at.hand," said the preacher.
In many parts of England the robin
tions about cause and effect A few
With wrath showing plain on each lw>>
what similar to that of the Druids.
"Yep; Christmas Is comln'!"
is associated with Christmas-tide.
philosophize on the phenomenon, and
er,
"Don't you go except Just before When Aeneas descended into Hades he There is a belief that on Christmas
"Tbey are to be married on Christthey are willing to stake their lives
"When slippers will be
gathered to protect hlmBelf from the
mas day."
Showered down upon me
..
eve
these
birds
will
sing
near
a
house
on the substantial truth of their In- Christmas?"
By every feminise oreaobsav"
"Yep; I go just before the summer Infernal powers a branch of mistletoe, where a person is dying, to cheer him
"Would you call that 'Yule-tled?
sight—George A. Gordon, in Atlantic
which Vergil calls the golden bough.
picnic, too."
Monthly.
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BROOKFIELD

NEW BRAINTREE.
Mr and Mrs John W. Walker observed j
the 18th anniversary of their marriage, at |
—
their home. Thursday. Frank Clark and ! Miss Eunice M. France returns Saturfamily were dinner guests.
Mr Clark ' ''"J' for the Christmas holidays,
was born fn Worcester, son of SylVanus
Miss L. E. Bowdoin has left town for
andCelia (Hoar) Walker, who were for- tlie winter.
merly of Palmer and Monson.
Mrs j Mr and Mrs H; D. Pollard spent the
Ella (Thayer) Walker was born in Ware, ; week-end in Worcester.
her parents being William A. and Saral
Mr I). Clarence Wetherell, C. D. Sage,
(Weaver) Thayer, of Hard wick. Mrs Mr and Mrs E. L. Havens attended the
Walker is mother of 10 ohidlren, by a for- Pomona Grange in Warren on Wednesmer marriage, six of whom are living, day.
There are eight grandchildren.!
——.
The many friends of Mrs Henry Whit' District 2 schoolhouse, will be the scene | comb were sorry to hear of the misfortune
of a Christmas tree and entertainment j she had Tuesday afternoon.' She fell on
in charge of the Ragged hill Association, | the ice and sustained a double break of
on Christniaa.eve, at 7 o'clock. The fol- ! the left wrist. The latest reports are that
lowing committees are in charge: Tree, she is doing as well as can be expected.
John Conroy, Joseph Morris; refreshNew Braintree Farmers' club held its
ments, tables, Mrs Michael McRevey,
Miss Clara L. Gilbert, Mrs Wallace L. first meeting of the season last Tuesday,
Tucker; lamps, Mrs Isabella Perry; so- with a very interesting program. Rev.
liciting, Fred Duncanson, William Beau- Mr Smith of Barre gave the opening addry, Francis McRevey; coffee committee dress; Root brothers of Barre, with Mrs
to be announced later. Hon. John H. Smith at the piano, furnished music; Mrs
Conroy, Hardwick, vocalist, will give a Sumner Reed of Brookfield was essayist:
selection, having been a pupil in that and M r Reed opened the subject for discussion, "Are agricultural fairs a benefit
district.
to the farmers?'' Mr and Mrs Irving T.
Webb had charge of the dinner.

Mrs John A. Daley, Mechanic street,
is visiting in Boston.
Dr ami Mrs Bill entertained Mrs Robert Olney and son Richard of Springfield,
over Sunday.
Elmer N. Smith and William H. Dane
went on ft hunting trip, Saturday, each
returning with seven rabbits.
Miss Jessie E. Winn, Central street,,
visited in Springfield with K. L. Havens
and family, during the past week.
ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE JAN. 4 68 ON INTEREST JAN. I, 1915.
Dr. and Mrs Frederick W. Cowles,
Cottage street, entertained Elmer A.
Mitchell, Worcester, on Sunday.
A meeting of West Brookfield branch,
W. C. T. V., was held at the home of Mrs
Louisa J. Combs, Friday afternoon.
J
Mrs R. A. Nelson returned to her home
Sunday, after a visit with Mrs Levi W.
Livermore, High street.
\
Mr and Mrs Fred L. Warfield, Buckland, were guests of Mr and Mrs Arthur
H-. Warfield, Long Hill, Sunday.
Mortgages on Real Estate
$675,876.91
W4S.855-00 Deposits
Miss Rachel L. Ohnstead, a student of
Real Estate
5,243.40
84,989.%
Abbott academy, Andover, will go to
Bank Building
4,000.00
Bangor, Me., for her Christmas vacation.
Bonds and Public Funds
299,491.25
Harold D. Pholps, North Brookfield
road, addressed Quaboag Pomona (irange,
Cash on hand and in Banks
6,277.22
at Warren, Wednesday, on "Landscape
Gardening."
$760,866.87
$760,866.87
Isaac N. Jones celebrated his 69th
birthday anniversary, Saturday, with a The following item will be of interest
family gathering of 15 guests at his
to those who knew Mr Harding,
A Good Program Outlined for the
GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
home on Mechanic street.
who is a North Brookfield boy.
Coming Year.
ARTHUR
C. BLISS, TREASURER.
' Percy Benedict, East Pepperell, who
bought the property of Mrs Laura W,
A course in first aid to the injured, folNew Braintree Farmers' Club have
BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
McMahon, Elm farm, arrived in town, lowing the standard set in the Canadian sent the JOURNAL a program for the enG EORGE R. HAMANT,
SUMNER HOLMES, '
to-day, with his family.
field service, has been led by Secretary suing year, with the request that we reG EORGE R. DOANE,
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.
Mrs'Rowinan S. Reeinan, Coy's hill, Chauncey M. Harding of the Railroad produce it in our columns,—so here it is:
gave a party to the junior members of Y. M. C. A. at East Deering, in a class
December 29.
TRUSTEES.
her Sunday school class at the chape! of composed of employees of the Grand
Address, Judge Healy.
Trunk Railroad shops, and recently the
the Methodist church, Friday night.
Subject for discussion: "Should FarmGEORGE R. HAMANT,
SUMNER HOLMES,
Misses Edith L. and Florence E. Gil- class torik the examinations and passed ers Produce, as far as Possible, all they
WM.
F.
FULLAM,
GEORGE
R. DOANE,
bert, students in Ithaca, N. Y., will re- the course with pleasing results. There consume, or make a Specialty of a few
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
turn home on Saturday, for the holidays, have been 13 sessions of the class with an things ?"
EZR A D. BATCHELLER,
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
Opened by Mr Frank Morse.
which they will spend with their father, attendance of 163, the sessions being held
ai the shops and attendance is encouraged
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
AMASA G. STONE,
Essay by Mrs Zelesky.
Lewis A. Gilbert. Ragged Hill.
by the management of the road.
Music, Mrs Morse.
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
BURT A. BUSH,
Alfred N. Labarge, was in Springfield,
This is but one of the departments; for
Dinner Committee: Mr and Mrs C.
Monday, to attend the funeral of James
THOS. G. RICHARDS,
H. T. MAYNARD.
the three months ending with Nov. '30, H.Barr.
Egan, the father of Mrs Raymond H.
426 men UBed the dormitories; 2,255 meals
. January 12, 1915
Pierpont, who formerly lived neighbor to
were served in the dining room; 13 eduMr and Mrs Labarge.
Address, O. A. Tuttle, Hardwick.
cational lectures, illustrated by stereopRev. Raymond M. D. Adams, rector of ticon, were given in the building, and 8
Subject for discussion: "What Effect
Christ Memorial church, North Brook- in the railroad shops, the attendance at has the European War on the Farmer
field, conducted special services in con- the building being 89, and at the shops and His Family ?"
Opened by Rev. Mr France.
nection with advent, in G. A. R. hall, 305. In this connection the influence of
Essay, Mr Phelps of New Braintree.
Thursday evening.
the association was made felt in exten
Music, Wiley Bros., No. Brookfield.
Brookfield Medical club met at Ye sion work, lectures also being given at the
Dinner Committee: Mr and Mrs Will
United
States
Marine
hospital,
where
the
Olde Tavern, Wednesday. Dr. Albert
Gray.
F. Peck was host, and there were 11 men especially appreciated the privilege.
January 26
There
the
attendance
was
95
at
four
lecphysicians present. Dr. A. K. Yoosuf of
Address by a fruit expert from the
tures. Bible classes include five sessions
Worcester, addressed the club.
at the building, with an attendance of Massachusetts Agricultural college. The
The Men's League of the Congrega- 99. The attendance at se/en noonday speaker's name will be announced.
tional church, will observe Ladies' night shop meetings has been 290.
Subject for discussion:- "Is Spraying
DIRECTIONS FOR NIXING
at the chapel, Dec. 21. Supper will be
A phase of the work is that under the Necessary and Profitable in Order to Proserved. Prof. H. S. Cowell, of Cushing head of emergency. In the emergency duce Perfect Fruit ?"
academy, Ashburuham, will speak.
Essay, Mrs Joseph Hillman, Hardwick
room at the E'ist Deering Association 130
with the Water In your Radiator
Music, Miss Kittredge.
Rev. John H. Hoffman addressed the cases were given attention during the
to Prevent Freezing.
Dinner, Mr and Mrs Harry Pollard.
fellowship meeting of the Congregational past three months, the cases varying from
churches in Brook field, Thursday, on cuts and split fingers to attacks of heart
February 9
10 deg. above Zero weather
use 20 per cent, solution
"The expanding life." Mrs Philander failure and severe sprains. In the sumAddress, Rev. John Hoffman.
Holmes spoke on "The church minister- mer time the demands upon the associaSubject of the day: "Resolved, that 5 deu. below Zero weather
use 30 per cent, solution
ingto every member."
tion are lighter than in the winter. It whatever is, is Right."
fills an important place in the lives of the
Opened by Mr Horace J, Lawrence, 20 deg. below Zero weather
Quaboag Valley Social club is planning
use 40 per cent, solution
railroad men who end their trips on the No. Brookfield.
a dance to lie held in town hall on Dec
Grand trunk system in Portland. The
35
deg.
below
Zero
weather
Essay,
Mrs
Walter
Dean,
Oakham.
26, Peltier's orchestra of Warren, furaverage number of men using the dormiuse 50 per cent, solution
Music, Mrs Lidstone, No. Brookfield.
nishing the music. Prof. D. J. Dugan,
tory privileges is 17 daily. The rooms
Dinner Committee:
Mr and Mrs One Quart Denatured Alcohol to one galof Worcester will give an exhibition of
are made warm and attractive, and visi- Morse.
Ion water, 20 per cent. (Solution
modern dances.
tors are made to feel at home.
The
February 23
One and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
The annual meeting of the Congrega- building is situated just outside the Grand
to one gallon water, 30 per cent, soChildren's Day.
tional church has been annrunced for Trunk property, on the highest knoll
lution.
President, Miss Peabody.
Dec. 30. Supper will be served at 6.4fl, The men use the social lobby, reading
Secretary, Miss Mahan.
Two and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
during which there will be a roll-call. room, game room, and have friendly acPatriotic Exercises.
to one gallon water, 40 per cent, soAfter supper there will be the election of cess to the office. In the basement are
lution
Music, Miss Comiskey.
officers and committees.
the baths, lavatories, the dining-room
The manager will take your order if you
.
Dinner
served
by
Program
Committee.
Four
Quarts Denatured Alcohol to one
On the second floor
The Y. P. S. C. E. of the Congrega- and the kitchen.
gallon water, 50 per cent, solution
March 9
will
call him—free from any telephone.
tional church conducted a Christmas sale are 15 dormitories, each containing-'a
President, Mrs J. E. Barr.
FOR SALE BY
single
bed,
a
bath
and
lavatory
also
be<n G. A. R. hall. Tuesday night, in
Secretary, Mrs Wm. France.
ng located there.
■barge of Misses Jessie E. Winn and
Speaker, Miss Anna L. Coinstock,
Helen P. Shackley, Mrs. William M.
from the Mass. Agricultural College.
Richardson and H. Ray Chesson.
Essay, Mrs C. S. Lane.
Slightly Mixed.
Reading, Mrs J. A. Barr.
Here Is a schoolroom story, told
The Y. P. S. C. E. met in the chapel,
Music, Mrs Walter MacMenimen.
Mond»y night, and organized for six as by a Michigan health supervisor:
"We were raising funds for paying for
Dinner served by the gentlemen, Mr
months, electing the following officers: —
operations for removal of the adenoids D, C. Wetherell, chairman.
FRED C. CLAPP
President, Arthur H. Brigham; vice- and tonsils. The school children were
March 23
president. Helen P. Shackley; corre- much Interested and canvassed the
sponding secretary, Dorothy T. Smith; town selling stamps. At one home Address, Mr Arthur Munroe, Spencer.
Subject of the day: "How can Poul-ecording sectetary, Ellsworth Galvin. where a little boy called to sell
treasurer, H. Ray Chesson.
stamps the lady asked: 'What are try Raising bt made Profitable?"
Mr Stanley Barlow of New Braintree
you going to do with the money?' The
Registered Embaliner.
Charles H. Bell, superintendent of the
little boy quickly replied: 'It is to and Mr Robert Williams of Barre.
Incorporated 1828
Tongregational Sunday school appointed buy adenoids for little children that
Music, Mr and Mrs Green of New
JLady Asitiunt.
committee* on Sunday to decorate for the haven't got none.'"—Plttsburg Chron- Braintree.
Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
Thristmas aervice to be held next Run- icle-Telegraph.
Essay, Mr C. 0. Johnson.
lay. Arthur H. Brigham, H. BayChesDinner Committee, Mr and Mrs Edwin
Cmnectfld
by
tV>a«
Dlitanoe
Telewn, Misses Myrle E. Dodge, Hazel E.
L. Havens.
phone at House and Store.
Heredity In Vegetation.
Miner and Jessie Winn will attend to the
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
Biologists are beginning to harness
lecorations Saturday afternoon, and the
the forces of heredity the same as
Cholera'* Natural Ham*.
hoys in the classes of Allen W. Hazen
County.
scientists are learning further how to
The marshy ground of the Ganges
tnd Charta H, Bell will collect evergreen. harness the power of electricity. The
delta, with Its vast mane* of vegeMRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
William Brown, Nome, Alaska, walk- results obtained by breeders, building tation, decaying under a tropical sun,
ing into every state iiUlie union with his up superior types of plant and anlma! Is the native home of the cholera.
regular
and 8 extra dividends.
DRESSMAKING
Aog team" on a (10,000 wager, passed life by practical application of the In that pestilential region the cholMoney put on interest the first day of January,
'hrough yVeaf Brookfield, Monday fore- laws of heredity, represent In com- era and plague are found every year II Prospect St.
North Brookficki
mercial terms alone more than a bil- and all the year round. Every cholnoon. Brown is given six years to acApril, July and October.
27
lion dollars added to the annual pro*
complish the journey, having left Alaska ductlon of the United States, which era epidemic which ha* desolated
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
in May. 1012. He left town running at is more tbany twenty-seven billion Europe, every visitation of the plague,
is believed to have started from the ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
he rear of his small wagon drawn by dollars.
Accounts
may be opened by deposits of three dol-.
mouth of the Ganges.
three dogs. He is not allowed to ride allars to one thousand.
IN
SCRIPT
OR
though the dogs are strong enough to

North Brookfield Savings Bank
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
INCORPORATED IN 1854.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

STATEMENT

AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS, DEC. *5>

ASSETS.

9'4

LIABILITIES.

Surplus

FIRST AID COURSE
OF GREAT VALUE NEW BRAINTREE
FARMERS' CLUB

Attention
Automobile
Owners

DENATURED

ALCOHOL

THE NEXT TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY NOW CLOSING

IF YOU ARE A TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBER and are contemplating any change that will
affect your listing in the telephone directory you should give
your order at once.

IF YOU ARE NOT A TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER there
are only a few days left in which
to give your order so that your
name may appear correctly in
the next issue of the directory.

W. F. FULLAM

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
and TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Funeral Director

Worcester County Institution For Savings

carry him.
The great ftacbem of Maasachusetto,
was welcomes! by Quaboag tribe I. 0. B.
\l., iu their hall, Thursday night. Delerates of 1 .wwaw a tribe, East Brookfield;
Venameseck. Ware; Massasoit, Spencer;
rockwotton. Palmer, were present. Corn
ind venison were served under the direcion of Clarence W. Allen, Eugene A.
rilhert, Marl D. Sibley, William H. Ma■iiin, and John J. Whalen.' Quaboag
loiiiiimt ■ ( ehie a, to be elected Dec. 24.

His Engine Reversed.
For War.
"What's the trouble, old man?" "Tin
"I should think amateur Main*
In a bad way. I He awake nights think- Hunters would be-very valuable In an
ing about my work. Then when I'm •nny corps." "Why so?" "They get
«t work I keep going to sleep."—Tit- *o much practice shooting guide*."
Bits.
Hit Position,
"My father's elected on the com,
mlttee who are going to have some
more driven wells put down for the
city." "Ah, I see; he's on the water
bored."

Chine** Drinking Grape Juice.
Southern China 1* using Increasingly
Rfeat -quantities of grape Juice, which
h a new article there. The climate i«
hot, and cool drinks are needed Alcoholic drinks do not answer the demand
In all ways.

Our Advertisers.

The annual ball of the North Brookfield Fire Department is to be held on
Feb. 12, 1915,(Lincoln's Birthday), with
MAILS DUB TO ARRIVBV
music by the famous Collins' Novelty orA.M. 6.46-East and West.
chestra, of Marlboro, who gave such good
9.30- -West.
P. U. 12.45—East and West.
satisfaction last year.
2.00- West
Word was received in town on Monday,
4.80—Bast.
of the death, at Albany, on Saturday, of
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
Mrs Frisbie, wife of E. S. Frisbie. Mrs
A, M. 6.45—Bastand West.
Frisbie will lie remembered by many
11 JO—East and West.
through her frequent visits in past years
P. M. M0—West.'
to her sister, Mrs J. E. Porter, who lived
4.40— East.
8.06—East and West.
on Soulh Main street.
Malls (or East Brooktteld are despatched at
Senior class, N. B. H. S., are planning
6.4* A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Mails from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and to go to Washington, accompanied by
6.40 P. M.
Package mails are despatched twice daiiy as proper escort, on April 9, and have alfollows;—11.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M. ready laid plans for raising the necessary
West and South.
Mails for the Eural Delivery is closed at 8.16 funds, one of which is the sale of ChristA. M. and received at 1.80 P. M.
mas'wreaths, which may be found at
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
the H. E. Cummings Btore.
Holidays, 6.30 to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
Loyal Circle of King's Daughters will
PAUL M. KBANET.Asstj ,
^___——— nold their last business meeting of the
year on Tuesday, Dec. 22nd at 2.30 in
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
the parlors of the First church.
At 3.30
the aprons, quilts and fancy work left
On account of Christmas coming
from the fair will be sold at reduced
Friday, the JOURNAL will be printprices. The public is invited.
ed on Thursday.afternoon.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 18. 1014.

ENGLISH TEXT

H. I. Lawrence

North Broolcfielc

ARTISTIC MONUMENT*
AND CJJMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kinds of
GRANITE AND MARBLE

C A RISLEY &. COMPANY
Telfpron*

West Brooklieio.

Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER

».

Woodbine Lodge will nominate new
officers at its next meeting, Dec. 22.
• Mr F. 8. Bartlett is receiving subscriptions for the Congregationalist, as usual.
The regular meeting of the Young
Woman's Club will be omitted next
week.
Woodbine Lodge, I. O. O. F., will
work the third degree next Tuesday
evening, D'ec. 22d.
>
The King's Daughters are putting up
their Christmas boxes to-day for the sick
and shut-ins.
>
Born, to George A,,and Elsie (Stratton)
Putney, at East Brookfield, on Monday
Dec. 14. a son, George Andrew, Jr.
Beginning Monday, Dec. 21, the American Express office will be open until
9 o'clock each evening up to Christmas ,
Concordia Temple, P. S. will hold a
meeting for election of officer", Saturday
evening, the 26th at 8 o'clock.
Patronize the King's Daughters at their
reduced price sale on Tuesday at 3.30 in
the parlors of the Congregational church.
Mrs Frank A. Smith was' called to
Washington this week by the death of
Mrs Perry Garst, the wife of her brother.
Mr E. A. Harwood is making very extensive improvements at his barn on
Summer street, sheathing, clapboarding
ami installing electric lights.
Mr C. H. Edgerton has taken the
agency for the Frantz Premier electric
vacuum cleaner, and .will be pleased to
call on any desiring to examine antl test
it in practical use.
John Mattoon, who has been ill at the
home of Mrs Helen Webber, on Union
street, was taken to Worcester city hospital, Sunday, and at last report was doing well.
The KTethodist church will observe
Christmas with appropriate services, and
sermon by the pastor Sunday, at 2 p. m.,
and the Christmas tree in the vestry, on
Thursday evening; *
Mr and Mrs Riggs and son,' of Sentinel
Butte, North Dakota, are visiting friends
in town. Our people will remember Mrs
Riggs as Miss Mary Stoddard of this
town.
Mrs H. T. Southworth left town yesterday to pass the winter in South Lawrence,
with her son, J. R. Southworth, who is
manager of the Hood Creamery Company at Lawrence.
George R. Doane, town treasurer, has
turned over 8350 received from the dog
fund, to the school committee, to help
them meet the demands that will be
made upon them for the balance of the
year.
Miss Esther Feeley, who is traveling in
the Poll circuit, is visiting her father and
brother on Bell street. She will leave on
Monday to travel, with the company
through the state of Georgia.

Onr columns are filled with Christmas
suggestions, this week, and the stoles
have put on a real holiday attire.
fi. Howard & Son have very attractive
windows, filled with fruit, nuts, canned
and bottled delicacies and substantials,
tastefully displayed, and surrounded
with holly, while the Merry Christmas
greeting appears illuminated by electric
bulbs.
Reed has one window devoted to Cupids, arranged against a rustic background, and in the other a handsome
display of Highland linrn. Within he
has a fine line of books, stationery and
cards.
«
Pecot shows a tasteful array of furnishings for men's wear.
Mrs Collins makes a strong bid for the
patronage of the ladies by a prettily arranged display of goods that appeal to
them.
Fred C. Clapp has a big line to choose
from iu both fancy and useful articles, of
furniture and household goods, a list of
which appears in another column.
But for a real genuine representation
In a letter received recently from Mrs of Santa Claus you must look in Dennis
Eliza A. Wheeler, formerly, of North Boyle'B window, where he is keeping
Brookfield, and now living with her son, guard over a fine display of men's wear.
Mr Geo. W. Lane, manager of the H
Paul, at 422 East Water street, Rockland,
Mass., site says that she will reach her E. Cummings store, has a most, appetiz80th birthday next Monday, Dec. 21. ing display in his windows, which are
It has been suggested that her friends pleasingly decorated with holly, and the
here remember her by postal cards.
bright red berries, make a pretty contrast
to the green leaves.
The Girls' Friendly Society of Christ
Longley has both useful and ornamentMemorial church, entertained some of al gifts for the ladies, and his windows
their friendB at the Guild rooms, Tuesday are well arranged to attract and please
evening. They made ropes of laurel the eye.
for Christmas decoration, and after a
Gleason, although one of our oldest adgood amount of work was accomplished,
vertisers, is up-to-date.in his-selection of
refreshments were Berved, following
goods for young and old, and the childwhich, were some very cleverly acted
ren find pleasure both at the windows and
charades.
withtn the store.
For useful gifts, ''Charley" and
Ionic chapter of the Eastern Star, have
elected the following officers for the en- 'Jimmy" are jnst anxious to wait upon
suing year:—W. M., Mrstieorge Rollins; you at Fullam's. You can rely upon a
W. P., Elmer Churchill, brookfield; A. good deal of hard wear from anything
M., Mrs Henry Clark, Brookfield; C, they show you. Foil ample measure alMiss Kathleen Lovely; A. C, Miss Elsie ways, and a little ivory thrown in, perBemis, Brookfield'; Sec., Mrs Eugene W. haps. See advertisement
Last, but not least, is Desplaines. It
Reed; Treas., Mrs Frank Eaton; trustee
would be hard to tell what he hasn't got
for three years, Mrs Gilbert Webber.
in his big stock of toys, games, fruit,
the Foresters of America have made confectionery, etc. And they say that
"if you want anything he hasn't got, he
these awards, Herbert E. Jandrow, Wor-J"i
ce8ter; *40; Gus Mack, Grove St., Spen-rw:ill get it for you, right off."
cer, $15. Veritas Lodge, $5, Herbert F.
Jandrow, Worcester, $10, Albert RayCongregational Church.
more, North Brookfield, $5, Jerry Balcom, East Brookfield, $5, P. H. Gorman,
"Paul, the Sufferer, or Branded for
Elm St., ton of coal; Miss Katherine Christ" will be the theme of Rev. Mr
Mullens, barrel of flour.
Budd's discourse next Sunday morning.
This will be the last ih his series on Paul.
In the evening, at 7, he will give another
the series of Witnesses of the Light,
the subject being Michael Angelo, the
artist and sculptor.
Thursday night the Sunday school will
have a Christmas celebration, with a tree
and a play,-<-"The Discovery of St.
Nicholrs."
Admission for adults over
20, 10 cents, others free.

Veritas lodge, I. O. F. of A., elected
the following officers Tuesday night:—
President, Miss Teresa Doyle; vice-president, Miss Julia O'Brien; treas., Miss
Katherine Mullen; recording sec., Miss
Mary Collins; financial sec.; Mrs Katherine Garrigan; right guide, Miss Margaret Corcoran; left guide, Miss Susie
Hatch; inside sentinel, Miss Katherine
Mrs George A. Tucker, in behalf of
Short; outside sentinel, Miss Annie Corcoran; trustee, Mrs Mary Cody; phy- the Woman's Relief Corps, last Sunday,
sician, Dr. Edward F. Phelan.
This presented the School with a handsome
lodge is the largest woman's society in American flag.
town. It now has a membership of 160,
and has been organized 13 years'
Christ Memorial Church.
Pity the poor school teachers who are
unable to have their wages to day, before
they leave for their short Christmas vacation. The selectmen say that the bills
for the salaries now due, did not reach
them from the school committee in season to be passed at their meeting on
Monday evening, and they decline to
draw the orders until their next meeting
on the 28th. Unless they change their
minds to-day, the unfortunate schoolma'ams will have to go home to-night
without the money for Christmas, and
some even will, have hardly enough to
satisfy their board bills and take them
home, unless some good fairy befriends
them.

Much gratitude and appreciation is felt
among the people of this chureh for the
gift of the flag presented by the Woman's
Relief Corps, which was received and
unfurled at Morning Prayer, last Sunday.
The flag hangs from the gallery in the
transept, except when carried in the pro
cession on or near civil holidays.
On Christmas Eve, at 6.30 o'clock
Evensong, with address, wii^be sung in
the church, immediately following, the
MyBteryPlay, "The Nativity," will be
performed in the gymnasium, after which
the school tree will be lighted in the
guiid-room. The play tells the story of
the Annunciation, the coming of the
Shepherds and the Wise Men, and closes
with a scene for the grotto of the Nativity, accompanied with appropriate hymns.
The friends of the parish are cordially
invited to share the privileges of the service and of the play.
On Christmas Day, there will be Holy
Communion and sermon, with music ai
on Sundays, at 9 a, m.
All communicants, especially, are urged to be present,
as a duty and a high privilege.

Div. 16, L. A. A. O. H., at their regular meeting Monday night elected the
following officers:—President, Mrs Mary
Lamoureaux; vice pres., M iss Vera Brucker; treas., Mrs Henry Rondeau; flifancial
sec., Miss Irene G. Brucker; recording
sec., Miss Mary Lawlor; sergeant, Mrs
Edward Murphy; sentinel, Mrs John L.
Reilley; sick committee, Mrs John
Lynch, Mrs John F. Coughlin, Miss Mary
Lawlor; standing committee, Mrs Fred
Brucker.

A Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year to AH
You can fund a Welcome Gift
for any of the family from our
large assortment of USEFUL
ARTICLES such as

....

r

In the building.

*

.

j UHflflnfinR
Mrs George R. Hainont
Hamant, ivtlhArt.
Gilbert flt.m>t
street,

15c.
23c lb.
10c.
10c.
$1.00
45c
22c lb.

Plum Pudding, R. & R.
Fancy Figs,

Drom Dates,

-

25c
10c lb.

-

10c pkge.

-

-

5c lb.

10c pkg' 3 for 25c

Cranberries, (very fancy)

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Grape Fruit,
3 for 25c and 6 for 25c
Table Raisins,

30c lb.

Comb Honey,

28c lb.

Strained Honey,

FANCY CHINA, and CUT 6LASS.
Agency for

ROYAL EASY CHAIR
A Gift for the whole Family

RATTAN AND OAK ROCKERS
BOYS' AND GIRLS' SLEDS
KITCHEN FURNISHINGS, PICTURE
FRAMING AND UPH0LSTERIN6
Come in and Look Around

F. C. CLAPP

Almonds,
Brazils,
Mix Nuts, (new)

20c and 25c
22c

-

Dates, (in bulk)

Pop Corn,

NUTS

22c lb.

Fancy Fig Baskets,

Pop Corn,

25c

-

Salted Almonds and Pecans

-

25c
15c
17c

-

7c qt.

10c,
Ripe Olives,

California and Florida Oranges
20 for 25c
30c and 40c a dozen

Sultanas,

-

-

4 for 25c

Olives, Plain and Stuffed
25c,

45c,

-

-

85o
35c

Calarab Fig and Cal Orange
25c pkg.

60c and 55c box
-

-

25e

10c, and 20o

ALL Telephone Orders will Receive Prompt and Careful Attention

E. HOWARD & SON
TOWN

HALL BLOCK

Clapp's Block. Summer Street

THE

FOR THE

OLD STAND
WITH

HOLIDAYS
AND IN STOCK ALL
THROUGH the YEAR

AT FULLAM'S
For Father
A New Lantern, for Driving or Barn
New Horse Blanket, Street or Stable
A Good Hammer, Saw, Pair of Pliers

Complete Line of
FLASH LIGHTS AND BATTERIES

For Mother
Wizard Mop, Wash Boiler, Wringer
Fc'ssora, Shears and Carving SetsJICZI
Family Scales, Meat Choppers
Perfection Oil Heaters

BRIGHT NEW GOODS
FOR

THE

HOLIDAYS
W. B. Gleason
ADAMS BLOCK
The Greatest Variety of Good
Things for Gifts, and Prices
That Will Please You. Come
in and BE CONVINCED. . .

For the Children
Sleds, Skates, Jacknives
Gloves and Mittens
rAT:

A. DESPLAINES'
DUNCAN BLOCK,

FULLAM'S
THE RED FRONT STORE

Summer Street,

North Brookfield

FOR BALE
HUBBAKI) Squashes, one and one-half cents
a pound. HENRY L. KINO, Main Street,

ffiK CHRISTMAS SI
MATINEE AT 4 O'CLOCK, 10c TO ALL.

EVENING, 15c TO ALL.

RESERVED SEAT TICKETS will he on Sale at the Theatre, at 4 o'clock
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
We want you to Follow us with "The Million Dollar Mystery" Krery Monday. "Perils
of Pauline "every other Wednesday, "the Adventures of Kathlyn" every other Wednesday

A Sood Cliin, leterestlog and EOcitloiil Slow.
A Ptiimt PattCe for til Uig Wiir, Winter Etiiligi
j

CHEESE
Pimento,
Sage,
Snappy,
McLarens,
Bdnin,
Pineapple,
American,

WORK STANDS, BASKETS, SHIRT
WAIST BOXES, SMOKERS, UMBRELLA
STANDS, SEWING TABLES,
HASSOCKS, COSTUMERS,
BOOK STANDS, CARPET
SWEEPERS, HI6H CHAIRS
ROCKERS, PICTURES, WALL POCKETS,
LAR6E AND SMALL RU6S,
READIN6 LAMPS, ETC.

"THE LION AND THE MOUSE"

attendance was somewhat smaller than

Needed For Your Christmas Table

English Walnuts,
Pecans,
-

The junior class of the high school
Grange Doing*.
have voted to have the junior prom April
19. The committee of arrangements is
The North Brookfield Grange had a
WANTED
John Howe', Howard Doyle, Harry Jan- Christmas tree at their hall last evening,
BY young American', Protestant widow with
small boy. tight housework in small family
drow, Mines Marion Crooks, Jessie Cook for the members and their families.
or companion's work. Good lioint rather than
and Grace Whiting.
high wages to be considered. "A". P. O. Box 17,
There was a Christmas tree on which
North Brookfield. Mass.
We are informed that Christ Memorial hung a present for every one. This was
church cleared $160 by their recent fair, in charge of Mrs Emma Bliss, Mrs Ellen
FOR RENT
the King's Daughters are about #90 rich- R. Harwood, Frank Sv Bartlett, Mrs
AN Eight-room cottage OD Willow St Town
water. L. B. HAADEN, Grant St. North
er by their fair; and the Grange Auxil Mabel Dickinson, Mrs Esther Varney,
Brooktlehi.
43
iary will give $75 of their net proceeds of Mrs Nellie Rand. Refreshments of corn
TO RENT
balls, candy and pop-corn were served by
$90, to the Grange organization.
THE HUMPHREY house on Spring St. Steam
STOVE FOR SALE
Mr* Edwards, Miss Florence Crawford,
heat, hot and cold water, oath, set range
New Braintree Grange met in town hall
Mrs Searle has a nice new P.- D, Beckwith
every convenience. Bent exceptionally
Stanley Tucker, H. W. Rand and Earl and
Round Oak Parlor Heater, will burn wood or coal
modei ate.
Wednesday evening, and, after the en
It is too large for my rooms only reason for selB. R. COJ.EDBOOK,
Robbins.
4"t(
40>
Phone 33-6, East Brookfield ling it. Grant St., Corner Walnuttertaimnent which was in charge of the
There
will
be
a
special
meeting
of
the
Past Masters, a-Christmas tree and light
refreshments were J njoyed by about 60 Grange Thursday evening, Dec. 31, to fill
vacancies, caused by the declination of a
patrons and friends.
number of the officers elect.
At this
"Rev. A. W. Budd, A. C. Stoddard, time also the banks will be opened and
Dca. and Mre Sherwood and Horace J. their contents counted.
Liwrence, represented the Congregational church at the fellowship meeting in
The Appleton Club.
Brookfield, Thursday afternoon and evening. Rev. Mr Budd spoke on The
The fortnightly meeting of the AppleChurch 6f To-Day, Mr Lawrence on The ton Club was held Wednesday evening at
By Chas. Klein, in 3IX Parts
Greatest Pit sent Needs, and Mr Stoddard the home of Mrs Frank P. Greene, and
on Signs of Promise.
The Most Talked of Play of the age, will be shown
on account of the Christmas holidays the
Miss Charlotte Daley, of Brookfield,
usual.
Mrs Adams told some of the
teaclier of grade 7, has resigned her poTraditions of the Spanish, Dr. Prouty of
sition: to take effect to-day. Miss' Daley
their Cathedrals, and Mia* Mary A.
has accepted a position in Walpole, with
French of their Home Life. There were
a large increase in salary. She is it grad
b
Edwin
Hambury,
D ito^rworce^r normal schoo^r.'na |»'» P"""° "?'» »
left) North Brookfield in 1913, as a and reading, by Mrs GeorgieB.geloW and
L
teacberofgrade4. She was promoted to *>,;/• - Edroands.
grade 7 1 the opening of school this fall, I The next meeting o the Club will be
"nd was made principal of the first floor j held Jan. 6, 1915, at the home of Mr and

Helping Hints of Groceries

NORTH BROOKFIELD

FULL HOLIDAY SUPPLY
Now Ready For Your Inspection
All are now invited to come to my store in Duncan
Block, North Brookfield, to take first choise from the
finest line ever shown in the Brookfields for Holiday.
Gifts.

A Full Line of Dolls and Toys
Fancy China in Sets
Handsome Glassware
Children's Books
Christmas Booklets, Tags, Seals
and Art Calendars
HEADQUARTERS FW PftST CARDS AND HAHDSOME POST CURD ALBUMS
THE VERY BEST SLEDS AND SKATES,
fk\\ Ready for the Show and Ic.e,;
THE MYSTO ERECTOR,
■■■ \
A very nice present for the little ones.
GUARANTEED FOUNTAIN PENS,
/*
§
At Reasonable Prices..
A Nice Line of Smokers' Artlcles.Pipes in Cases, Stationary li Fancj Boies

-

COME EARLY AND OFTEN TO

| A. DESPLAINES' Christmas Store
Saved by ■ Dog.
The sagacity of a dog has saved
the lives of a master at Eton college.
England, and bis family. They reside
at Ye Olde Falge, Slough, and the master was awakened In the middle of the
night by the dog scratching and whining at the bedroom door. He found
the kitchen and study ablaze and this
part of the house gutted, valuable plotures and books being destroyed.

Faithful.
;..i :-.
An Indiana automobllist was taken
suddenly 111 with acute indigestion,
and his car was left by the curb orey
night His bird dog, which usually
accompanied him on his Journeys,,ln.
■iated on keeping guard over the ear'
until the next day, when it was taken
to a garage. The dog seemed ' tut
know that a greater responsibility devolved upon him tbrough his master**,
Ulnew.

i

)

BROOKFIELD TIMES

BROOKFIELD TIMES

Geometrical Staircase.
What is believed to be the first geometrical staircase ever built of concrete forms a part of the "Caracol"
tower in a museum building that has
just been completed In Los Angeles.
Nine times in ten when the liver It
The building with its tower Is in thai
right the stomach and bowels axe right
quaint ancient Spanish style of arohk
CARTER'S LITTLE
Burleson Again Urges Govern- lecture and Is constructed entirely of
LIVER PILLS
poured concrete. The tower Is 125
Reinforcements of Infantry, Argentlybutfirmly
ment Owned Wires
feet high. In the center Is the gees.
pel a lazy liver
metrical stairway, consisting of 160
tillery and Cavalry
do it* duty.
Campaign Plan Changed, Generals Joffre and French Hurl
Cures Consteps, circling around an open space
stipation, In21 Inches In diameter and mountMighty Forces at Kaiser's Western Army
PARCEL POST A SUCCESS only
digestion.
Ing to a height of 120 feet Unlike
REPLY TO GEN. CARRANZA
Sick
—
-:o:
most
geometrical Btaircases, Including
Headache,
the one In St. Paul's cathedral In Loid
end Distress After Eating.
Turned
Over
to
Treasury
Department
ddn, this staircase occupies only a
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE, Gen. Blisa To Bring His Force Up
Surplus of $3,600,000, Second of
;
small part of the tower, space being
To 4170 Men, Only 1000 Less
Genuine must bear Signature
Present Administration—Postal
left for rooms of fairly large size on
Than Army That Occupied
each of the seven floors.—Popular MeRevenues Total $287,934,565.
Vera Cruz.
London The Allies have begun KAISER NOT SHAKEN BY LOSSES.
chanics Magazine.
their great advance, Intending to drive
Washington. — Postmaster General
the Germans out of Belgium. Changing Hopes Defeat Off Falklands Will Be Burleson in his annual report, said
For Itching, Burning Skins.
Naco, Ariz.—Gov. Jose Maytorena their campaign plans, General Joffre
Turned Into a Blessing.
Bathe freely the affected surface
concerning the operation of the parcel
commander of the Villa troops be- and Field Marshal French are now
Berlin,.—An official statement given post system:
with
Cutlcura Soap and hot water.
Naco, Sonora, received a long pressing the attack which they had in"WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN" sieging
out at headquarters contains copies
'There is every reason to believe Dry without Irritation and -apply CutlPresident
Restores OTST, Streaked or Bleached message from Provisional
tended to delay until spring. The rea- of telegrams exchanged between Em- that the postal service is now handling cura Ointment with finger or hand.
Hair or Moustache Inatanienaaiisls. Gutierrez, ordering him to cease his
Gives any shade from lleM brown
son for the change is believed to be peror William and Johannes Kaempf, more than 800,000,000 parcels annual- This treatment affords immediate reto* black. Do.a no) wash or rub aft. attack rather than "jeopardize interthe Allies' numerical superiority, to- President of the Reichstag, regarding ly. Statistics covering the flKst 15 lief, permits rest and sleep and points
Traae Contains no poisons and Is not sticky
gars nor creasy. Sold t>y all druiglsts, national relations until some means
gether with the fact that Earl Kitchen- the naval battle off the Falkland Isl- days of October, 1914, show a material to speedy healment in most cases of
^^ or we will send you sTrUl Size tor
■Os.. postpaid, lares size (ehjht timea as much) SOC. D can be found whereby firing to the
er's troops are much better seasoned ands.
£
Soar fibsvXrtW" oellit send direct to us. Bend ths American side can be avoided."
increase over the number of parcels eczemas, rashes, Itchlngs and IrritaCSowwraVper Irnm two bottles purchasedI froaa.dror
now than had been anticipated.
In answer to the telegram of Presi- handled In April of this year notwith- tions of the skin and scalp of Infants,
K and we will give youslull-aras botUs for nouune,
In a statement Issued shortly after
In three weeks' time, according to dent Kaempf regarding the German standing the depressing effect of the children and adults. Free sample each
WALNUTTA CO., SSOS Clara Avs., SI. Louie, Mo.
the message was received, Maytorena
e**a Thla AdTUtUcanaal sad GET FREE SAMrXS,
the Allies' reckoning, the Germans may loss in this battle, in which Herr European war.
with 32-p. Skin Book if you wish.. Adsaid:
be driven back to their Becond line. Kaempf said that the nation was one
"It was Believed by the original^ad- dress post-card: Cutlcura, Dept X.
"I will so order, but will not withFIND TIME FOR KINDNESSES draw my troops, as Gen. Hill will By spripg they may be forced across with the Emperor in grief at the loss vocates of a parcel post, as well as Boston.' Sold everywhere.—Adv.
again mine the country surrounding their own border, unless they should and with pride at the heroic deaths by the department, that possibly 300,withdraw considerable forces from resulting from the fight, the Emperor 000,000 parcels Vould be handled durTTwo Stories of Courteous Conductor* Naco, Sonora."
A Pleasant Way to Help.
replied:
"Mamma," lisped the cherub, while
Who Looked After Their
ing the first year."
Washington—Developments of the their eastern front.
The
present
onslaught
upon
the
GerPassengers.
The department In the fiscal year a smile of seraphic sweetness Illu"41ay the heavy sacrifices we have
most serious character appear to be
imminent in the Mexican situation. It man intrenchments is heavier than any been forced to make in this battle for 1914 turned Into the Treasury a sur- minated his baby face,, "do you know
"Once I was down In Louisiana," * Is full of danger. Though the Wilson offensive assumed by the French, Brit- our existence be borne by all and plus of $3,600,000, the second surplus that sometimes I help Catherine's
traveler began, "on a little railroad administration is exerting itself to ish and Belgian forces since Gen. von used with a single aim that, supported of the department during the present mamma?"
•
that rmns from Frankly to Week's the utmost to prevent a crisis, condi- Kluck was driven back on the Aisne.
by an unshaken hope In God, our Lord, administration. The postal revenues
"That's nice," prompted the proud
It is the result of a complete change from WhoBe gracious hand we humbly for the year amounted to $287,934,665. parent. "And what do you do to
Island. It took five hours to go »0 tions on the international border have
Mr. Burleson renews his recommen- help her, dear?"
miles. The most amazing thing to me again forced the adoption of precau- of plans by Gens. Joffre and French receive fortune, misfortune, joy and
was that the conductors stopped the tionary measures against possible and means that the campaign which sorrow, will turn this most difficult dation that early action be taken look"Oh," replied the cherub, "when
was
to
have
been
begun
in
the
Spring,
ing
to government ownership of all Catherine's naughty, I puniBh her."
hour into a blessing for the Fathertrain anywhere he was asked to, and contingencies.
telegraph
and
telephone
facilities
and
. \
tf there were no one to meet a woman
land."
—Youth's Companion.
The situation is believed to be more is now under way.
From the sea to the Swiss frontier
also those in Alaska, Porto Rico and
passenger with innumerable bags and serious than at any time since last
the
allied
troops
have
been
sounding
the
Hawaiian
Islands.
,
.
the Inevitable baby, he helped her April, when the Atlantic battleship
Circumstantial.
BELGRADE RETAKEN BY SERBS;
"The data which the postmaster
across a plowed field or sent a brake- fleet was rushed to Vera Cruz. Orders out the German's strength by small at"Patricia denied that young Ww
VIENNA ADMITS, DEFEATS general was engaged in 'reviewing
man to carry her traps to her own have been given for sending 3000 in- tacks at various points. Evidently
serby kissed her in the conservatory,
when his last report was prepared
gate and the train waited until he fantrymen and artillerymen, fully the result of this process has been
but the evidence was against her."
atondon. — The Servians, after a have since been submitted to Conequipped for the field, as reinforce- highly satisfactory.
tame back."
"How so?"
fierce battle, have reoccupied Bel- gress in compliance with a Senate
I "Nothing surprising about that," re- ments to Gen. Tasker H. Bliss, who is
"There was a large hole In her comgrade, according to a NiBh dispatch to resolution," says the postmaster gen- plexion on the left side of her face." i
turned a born New Yorker. "The In supreme command at Naco, the
HEAVY FIGHTING AT YPRES.
eral.
Reuters'
Telegram
Company.
Madison avenue cars stop every day little border town that is divided by
The postmaster general recommends
The most striking feature of the
London.—In a series of dashing atlor reasons quite remote from a regu- the international boundary line beSpeaking of angels in disguiBe— but
that the postage rates on second class
lar schedule. I was on a car this after- tween Arizona and Sonora.
tacks and often resorting to the use latest official news was the admission
what business has an angel to wear
matter
be
readjusted
so
that
the
rates
Orders were sent to Brig.-Gen. of the bayonet, the French made at- by the Austrian Government of the
noon and a little boy dropped his
on publications other than newspa- a disguise?
mother's umbrella out of the window. Thomas F. Davis to go at once from tempts to cut off the German force defeat of the Austrian army in Servla pers issued as frequently as once a
The conductor stopped the car and Texas City, near Oalveston, with the which projects Into their line in the and apparently of the abandonment of week be increased from one cent a
Occasionally It Is cheaper to move
ran back a block and a half, got the 11th, 18th, and 22nd regiments of in- Woevre region to St. Mihiel on the Its third attempt at Invasion of the pound to two cents a pound.
than to try to live it down.
territory of its small Slav neighbor.
umbrella, delivered it to the woman fantry,, and to report to Gen. Bliss Meuse like an arrow head.
"During the fiscal year 1914 the
The German official report shows The announe'ement was made in Vi- mailing of newspapers and periodicals WHY pay money for
and incidentally advised her not to let at Naco, with these re-enforcements.
The orders to Gen. Davis directed him General Joffre's men reached a point enna.
her son have it- again.
as second class matter at the cent a
fancy boxes when
The French Government, issuing offi- pound rate and free in county of pubI "Besides, I've known of more than to accompany each of these regiments midway between St. Mihiel and Pontbne eye being punched out by a care- of infantry with not fewer than four a-Mousson, and must have got across cial Servian reports, says that the lication
aggregated
1,088,686,120 what you really want is
Austrians are retiring on all fronts pounds, an Increase" of 3L076.608 high-grade cigarettes?
less baby with such a plaything."— machine guns, making 12 machine the German line of communications.
This substantial gain was won at a after losing 28,000 prisoners, 74 can- pounds or 2.94 per cent, over #ie preguns, altogether, to be added to
New York Times.
those already at Naco. The troops heavy cost. The French lost 600 men non and 44 machine guns and that the vious year," says the report. "The FATIMA; the Turkish-blend
Biggest Talker In the British House. are to be ready for the field and will taken prisoners and a large nunjber Servian advance is under full head- drain on the postal revenues resulting cigarette. "No Gold Tips,
way. It is unofficially stated that the from handling and transporting secof killed and wounded.
| Mr. Lloyd George, the chancellor of carry 10 days rations along.
At the same time orders were sent
The Russian General Staff announc- Austrians haye been forced to with- ond class matter at noncompensa- but finest quality"—20 for 15c
the exchequer, Is the greatest talker
to Col. Granger Adams at Eort Sill, ed an important victory and asserted, draw troops from Servla in order to tory rates is constantly becoming
In the British parliament
"Dbttncttoely Individual''
The chancellor spoke 170 columns Okla.. to send immediately three bat- "in the Mlawa region we have brought protect Hungary from the Russian in- heavier."
If you cannot secure Fatimo dgarattes from
of "Hansard," while the prime minis- teries of artillery from that post-with 'our offensive to a successful conclu- vasion.
The postmaster general recommends your
dealer, we tvlll be pleased to send voti
that additional compensation be grant- three packages postpaid on receipt of 50c.
ter comes sixth down the list with 101 siege guns. The orders to Col. Adams sion on the whole,of the front."
Address Fallals Dim., 212 FiilB Avs.. New Yotk.N.Y,
ALLIES PRESSING OFFENSIVE.
ed
to
railroads
for
transportation
of
columns. The member who asked the direct him to send an artillery battaIt is evident the Allies offensive SUBMARINE DIVES UNDER MINES. parcel post mail from August 13, 1913,
most questions was Mr. Fred Hall of lion, which will be composed of companies A and B of the 5th field ar- movement along the entire battle line
when the weight limit was increased,
Dulwich, Who put 359.
London.—Braving the multiple dan- and from January 1, 1914, when it
In one sort of contest Mr. Will Hall tillery, armed with 4.7-inch field how- from Flanders to the Swiss frontit
ns
beginning
to
gather
impetus.
itzers,
and
company
G
of
the
5th
field
gers
of
strong
and
treacherous
curwas further increased without the
Is easily beaten by Mr. Will Thome,
Correspondents report that Grand rents, of -closely planted mines, the rates to the carriers at the same time
the Socialists. The ordinary rate of artillery, armed with 4.7-inch field
speaking Is 100 to 150 words a minute. cannon. This battalion of artillery will Duke Nicholas of Russia and General fire of large guns in fortresses and the being Increased.
Joffre are-jicting together in a policy pursuit of topedo boats, the British
Postmaster General Burleson asks
Mr. Will Thorne puts his questions to also take along portable searchlights.
This action was decided upon at a of wearing out the German armies.
submarine B-ll, in charge of Lieuten- for $50,000 to provide for an experithe government at the rate of about
The Germans in all the western the- ant Commander Norman B. Holbrook, mental aerial mail service. He says
session
of
the
cabinet
The
only
anelx hundred words a minute.
Mr.
atre of operations are making a stub- dashed Into the western entrance to that it Is believed there are sections
Hall cannot do bettor than a mere 450 nouncement issued on the matter was
this statement given out by Ltndley born resistance, but their numbers the Dardanelles, dived under five rows of the country where because of towords a minute.
are said to have been reduced by the of mines and torpedoed the Turkish pographical conditions this class of
M. Garrison, secretary of war.
"In view of conditions on the bor- sending of vast numbers of reinforce- battleship Messudieh.
service might be advantageously emLike Bread on Water.
menst to the hard-beset armies in the
As swiftly as she had come the sub- ployed.
He—I gave a poor man a dollar yes- der, as he sees them, Gen. Bliss has
On Juns 30 the number of depositors
terday and told him to come around requested that additional infantry and
Heavy fighting was renewed around marine sped back to the allied fleet of the postal saving system was 388,outside the entrance to the historic
and let me know how he was getting artillery be sent him.
Ypres,
the
bone
of
contention
In
Flan"In compliance with his request the
channel, unscathed, although followed 511 and the amount on deposit $43,by a storm of gunfire from the shore 444,271, a gain for the year of 57,505
She—That was good of you; Ulte following troops are being dispatched
The
German
Infantry
was
hurled
and placed under his command. These
depositors and $9,625,041 In deposits
casting your bread upon the waters.
against the Allies In three violent at- fortresses and chased by torpedo
reinforcements
'are
being
requested
He—Yes, something like that Anytacks, but was repulsed each time boats.
and
sent
as
a
measure
of
precaution.
way, he came back this morning
RICHARD A. CANFIELD DEAD.
The B-ll was under water for nine
"The troops to be sent are three with heavy losses.
soaked."—Boston Transcript,
Important gains have been made by hours at one time.
regiments of Infantry from Galveston
This exploit, surpassing in brilliancy Famous Gambler Slipped on Subway
or Texas City and one battery of 4.7 the allied army in the woods of La and daring all other naval feats of the
MESMERIZED
Stairs In New York City.
Pretre.
,
guns
and
two
batteries
of
4.7
howitz|A Poisonous Drug Still Freely Used.
Fighting has continued In the Vos- war, thrilled and Inspired London
New York.—Richard A. Canfleld.
ers from Fort Sill, Ok."
when it was announced.
ges but without decisive result.
former gambler, whose houses of
After Issuing this statement. Secre' Many people are brought up to beThe last glimpse caught by Lieuten- chance at Saratoga and in New York
POLAND BATTLES CONTINUED.
lieve that coffee is a necessity of life, tary Garrison declined to be interThe battles in Poland continue al- ant Holbrock of the Messudieh showed were famous places in their day, died
and the strong hold that the drug, rogated as to the reasons which ac- most without intermission, and both Us torpedo had done Its work. The at his home, No. 606 Madison avenue
caffeine. In coffee has on the sys- tuated the administration In the dis- Russians and Germans announce suc- battleship was sinking.
of a fracture at the base of his skull,
tem makes It hard to loosen Its grip patch of the reinforcements to Gen. cesses and the capture of prisoners
No mention is made in the official received in a fall on the stairs of the
7th Av. at 38th St,
even when one realizes Its Injurious Bliss, whether there had been any
statement of loss of life on the Messu- Fourteenth street subway station.
change In the Mexican policy, or de- and gunB.
effects.
Mr. Canfleld alighted from a northThe Germans are still delivering dieh but it is believed to have been
A lady writes: "I had used coffee tails as to the "conditions on the bor- heavy blows at the Russian centre h avy. The Messudieh under normal bound subway train and slipped as he
(or years; It seemed one of the ne- der," In view of which Gen. Bliss where they assert they took 11,000 conditions carried a crew of 600 men.
CENTRE OF
was walking up the stairs. He struck
cessities, of life. A few months ago asked for reinforcements.
EVERYTHING
the right side of his chin against a
But It was ascertained that the de- prisoners and forty machine guns.
my health, which had been slowly fallTo the south of Cracow, where the L;Mimiiiiiii!MiMiim!iiiiimiiiimiiiimiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiimmii!iiiiiliiimtiimiim| step. ' He also received what seemed
ing, became more Impaired, and I cision to comply with Gen. Bliss's re- Russians are on the offensive, Grand
to be a superficial abrasion on the
knew that unless relief came from quest was reached when the meeting Duke Nicholas reports the capture of
back of his head. He was stunned A Penn Safe&RMor for.£* WWt
some source I would soon be a physi- of th'e cabinet had before it a long 4,000 prisoners, four guns and seven I PITH OF THE
and carried in a semi-conscious conTshasls CsteaJ Maa sfjsw Ts*s>»*
telegraphic report from Gen. Tasker
EDGAR T. SMITH, Mono*"* PfasaSar
into the starter's booth, and
cal wreck.
machine guns.
WAR NEWS f dition
"I was weak and nervous, had sick H. Bliss. In this report Gen. BIISB
later was removed to his home.
Another Russian force is holding
iliiniiiniM
headaches, no ambition, and felt tired gave a detailed statement of condi- the passes of the Carpathians, and Is llllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllllllinll Illllllllllllll n
Th.H«wplan Popular Library
of life. My husband was also losing tions now existing at Naco, and staled thus preventing the Austrians from The Germans declared that French at48 c Francis St., Brookllne, Mass.
GUTIERREZ TO STOP FIRING.
specifically
the*
character
of
the
reTha latest popular Action sent to your borne by
his health. He was troubled so much
sending relief to their army In Gallcia.
tacks between the River Meuse and
parcel post. The kind jott can't get from yoai
inforcements
be
thought
necessary.
With Indigestion that at times he could
The marvelous recovery of the Serthe Vosges Mountains had been re- Mexican Shot and Shell Fall on Naco, focal library; real love romances, thrilling natectlve stories, fascinating adventure yaraj,
eat only a few mouthfuls.
vians and their defeat of four Auspulsed.
Arizona,
"best sellers." II deposit for safety of books,
.' "Finally we saw Postum advertised
trian army corps which had penetrat- Since the beginning of the war the
WAS ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSION.
oenta and postage with each eichanga,
Bl Paso, Tex.—Shot and shell from flve
Bend for order blank and full eiplanatlon.
and bought a package. I followed died half way across Servla remains
Austrians have lost 38 commanding the Mexican forces battling for the
an Ideal Christum Slh-Bsnenia ths WHols Faal*
rections for making carefully, and
Generals, 190 Colonels and other offi- possession of Naco, Sonora, continued
London—The official press bureau the wonder of military men.
The shattered Austrian right wing
added cream, which turned It to the announces that the sinking of the batUSE
cers in proportion.
to fall on the Arizona side of the
CLOZENE
loveliest rich-looking and tasUng tleship Bulwark apparently was not arossed the Drina into Bosnia, where The Argentine Government has receiv- line, notwithstanding the presence on W0MEN
Eemores
all
fruit,
WoojLMid other atsJna wU*pil
Brink I ever saw served at any table, due to a hostile act. luvestigatlon has it was attacked by the Montenegrins
ed word that the German cruiser the American side of three batteries of Injury, no rubbing, 10c
Writ* for special 100ft over.
and we have used Postum ever since. disclosed no evidence of treachery on near Vishegrad, and had to leave anDresden has arrived at Punta Ar. artillery and a major general of the
"I gained five pounds In weight In the part of any persons aboard the other toll of prisoners, killed and
enaa, on the Strait of Magellan.
United States army.
wounded and war material.
as many weeks, and now feel well vessel or of any act by an enemy.
The Allies are preparing a fresh army
General Tasker H. Bliss, who reachThe
pursuing
Servians
also
picked
and strong In every respect. My
of 4,000,000 to strike the Germans a ed there, was joined by three batteries Automobile Non-Backfire Valve
An Inquiry Into the Bulwark disasVeadaches have gone, and I am a new ter, according to the press bureau, up another 6,000 prisoners and some
Abr-lute protection from baekflra. Pries
supreme blow In the spring.
s of 12 guns on the 6th Field Artillery.
S1.M. frts.il price W.00. Agentu wanted.
woman. My husband's Indigestion shows that it was the result of an guns and munitions.
Falling to leave the harbor of Guam
has left him, and he can now eat explosion due to the accidental Igniwithin the customary 24 hours, the 'LIFER" HAM THIEF PARDONED. SAFETY FIRST VALVE COHPfcNY, Wyomlnff, BL
NO CHRISTMAS WAR TRUCE.
German cruiser Cormoran, with her
anything."
tion of the ammunition on board.
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
crew of 365 men and twenty-two offi- Michigan's Governor Paroles Man Sen- AGENTS household'necessity." IBM
The Bulwark was destroyed by an
■ample and Instructions. No stamps. MJP'OStj
Russia
Declines
to
Accept
Plan
ProCreek, Mich. Read "The Eoad to explosion of Nov. 26, while lying off
bs-l SUIT SUM CO., las., SOS Ham SWIISt»„ Basra*, SBsH
cers, was Interned by the United
tenced for Third Theft.
posed by the Pope.
States authorities until the war ends.
Wellville," in pkgs.
Sbeerness. About 800 lives were lost.
Lansing, Mich.—Governor Ferris ■
__s Men and women; for qnlck aslUaaa
Berlin,
(by
wireless
to
Sayvllle,
N.
AnPlllSeasily
dsmonatratad household ssjl
| Postum comes In two forms:
This disposes of the last German has ordered the parole of Michigan's **y«>™»<3
cl»My,.. Wrlv# tOT „„ oataiog
Y.}, The proposal of Pope Benedict
Regular Postum—must be well
warship at large in ths Pselfic most widely known prisoner, Lewis JAMS8 WHITS, SI Iirios St. Hsw Haven, Oons<
Methuselah.
for a truce among the warring nations
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
Ocean.
Oliver, a "lifer" in Marquette, sentenMl. MakathcM
It Is Impossible to tell why Methu- during the Christmas holidays is said
Instant Postum—Is a soluble powTaiuabla by ml
All Servla Is aflame with renewed en- ced to prison for life "for stealing a Old Faded Rug ail
a to the rains ol
selah
lived
so
long.
It
Is
more
than
by the Official PresB Bureau to have
.uarantee^groceas.. ft
der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
rts., iwiss^aKsraj
thusiasm as s result of the recap- ham."
In a cup of hot water and, with cream likely that the patriarch died long be been declined by Russia.
ture of Belgrade.
Oliver was sent to Marquette by
fore
he
hsd
reached
the
age
of
9S»
The
Press
Bureau
previously
anand sugar, makes a delicious beverto Yo« SS^raSKfi
vears
In a word, no one nowadays nounced that Germany was willing to Berlin admitted ths retreat of the Judge Howard Wlest, of the Ingham Direct
age Instantly. SOc and 80c tins..
army which Invaded Poland through County Circuit, under the Habitual SMITH BaoTHMSS TO.. QLOUOBSTBB. ST teas
The cost per cup of both kinds is whose opinion Is worth anything be- agree to a Christmas truce, provided
Mlawa.
The Austrians announced Criminal act. It was Oliver's third ■a _ BeprassntaSlTse. <*>TmfW!!'l!E£
lieves that the "patriarchs" lived say the other nations at war gave their
gains In Wast Gallcia.
about the same.
conviction for burglary.
longer than men do these times.
assent.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
sold by Qrocers.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

POSTAL SERVICE
3000 TROOPS TO ALLIES BEGIN A GREAT
SELF-SUSTAINING
ADVANCE TO DRIVE THE
MEXICAN BORDER
GERMANS FROM BELGIUM

I

The Forestry Association Dis-

r

NAVARRE
HOTEL

NEW YORK

S™ AGEATS WANTED

Men iteuKss£wsai8ij&*

■

THE FOLLY OF DISCONTENT

Privileges Arising
I: From Fellowship ] |

With God

MANITOBA'S AGRICULTURAL
INDUSTRY
REMARKABLE DEVELOPMENT IN
THAT PROVINCE DURING THE
PAST FEW YEARS.

Vain Longing
This Little

and Aspirations, as
Fable Shows, Are

Things of Moment
A fashionable woman, coming from
the opera, in the rosy nest of a limousine, passed a group of laborers at
midnight Machines, like terrible animals, were burrowing Into the earth.
Steam was hissing, as If from the
mouths of a million serpents. Rocks
flew In every direction. Torchlights
danced. There was the thunder of labor.
The night shift was In full
swing.
And the woman, glancing from the
window at a certain workman, for an
Instant thought:
"How I wish I had that brawny laborer's strength and joy of llfel How
I envy him his power, his physical
perfection, the wonder of his manhood, his freedom from the shackles
that bind me. He Is his own master,
while i am a slave—the slave of a
man I despise!"
At that moment the laborer paused
long enough by the deep chasm where
his engine rocked, to glance Into the
motor as it sped by him. And he
thought:
"Oh, to be like herl To know letosure and wealth and rest! To be free
from drudgery and toll, to come and
go as I pleasedl To throw off the
chains of debt and worry, and have
the days and nights stretch ahead of
me like a Held of flowers!"
But in another instant the motor
was gone. The torchlights flared
brighter than ever. And each had
forgotten the other.—-Judge.

Are Your Kidneys Weak?

Do you know that deaths from kidney
troubles are 100,000 a year In theU.8. alone!
That deaths from kidney diseases have increased 72% In 20 years! If yon are ran
down, losing weight, nervous, "blue" ana
rheumstlo, If you have bWkaohe. sharp
pains when stooping, dlisy spells ana
urinary disorders, act qulokly, II ton
would avoid the serious kidney troubles.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills There's no
other medlolne so widely used, so suooeasf ul or so highly recommended.

The past year has shown that the
Province of Manitoba, the Premier
Province of Western Canada, stands
By REV. WILLIAM EVANS, D. D.
A Massachusetts Case
out prominently in point of wealth in
DiraclM of Bible Cou™. MooOir Bibla '
Rob«rt T. Whltmar-li, 46 Qulncy
Cassias
her agricultural productions.
ManiAvt.,
W-ymouth,
TOWN FORESTS AS INCOME
toba had an excellent yield of wheat
W-«.., «*»: "T°r
y«a.ra
I
had lumIn 1914, the oat crop was not so good,
btgo aU>4 kltlney
trouble.
My back
TEXT—I John e:13-!L
and with the high price received, every
Profit
In
Employment,
Tawes
rot
wo
b*4
farmer was placed In a good financial
couldn't ftoop and
and Beauty—Annual Meeting.
Five distinct blessings are enumer- position.
mornlngv 1 was ■<->
■tiff
and
Urn* X
Held and Officers
ated here as arising from, and enFor some years, as is probably the
could hardly rat
joyed by, those case in all new countries, Manitoba
around. I had to
Chosen.
pais tha kidney
who are In fellow- went largely Into the growing of
Becrtjtlona too often, uDMiaily *t
ship with God.
grain, and while this paid well for a
night
X
w » ■
I. The Assur- time, It was found that having to purBoston.—The Massachusetts Foresobliged to ttfr. up
work and got nervance of Personal chase his meat, his milk and a numtry Association combined with Its anous and run down. Doan'a Kldnay Pllla
Salvation (13). It ber of other dally requisites, the farm
nual business meeting a strong presh.lped mo after other preparation* had
failed and I continued until X waa fro*
is the privilege of did not pay as it should. Now, there
entation of the town forest movefrom pain and distress-"
every Christian to Is another side to It Fodder crops
ment The aesthetic and recreationCst Doan'e at Any Storo, SOc • Bo*
be assured of his are grown, cattle are being raised,
,
, D
T
al possibilities of town forests were
personal salva- cheese factories and creameries are
discussed in an Illustrated address by
FOSTER.M1LBURN
CO,
BUFFALO.
K>
Y.
tion. To claim established, and the result Is that the
Arthur A. Shurtleff; the economics
such assurance Is financial position of the farmera of
of It were outlined by the association
not, the language Manitoba is as strong as that of those
secretary, Harris A. Reynolds, and the
of charitable pre- 'In any other portion of the continent
management and development was exMrs.S.A.Allen's
WOR LD'S
sumption, but a Scarcely a fanner today but has realplained by William W. Colton, city
Hair
Color Restorer
mark
of
confiforester of Newton.
Allen Chamberized that the growing'of grains alone
dence in the word has a precarious side, and that posilain, who was awarded "patron" memand promise of tive security can only be assured by
bership in the association in acknowlGod, who
has diversified farming, and securing the
edgment of his services to the cause
said that every one believing In
of forestry, delivered an address on
FARMERS ARE THE WEALTHIEST. his son has eternal life. Not to be- latest modern and moBt economlo
the present status of the new Nationmethods. Therefore timothy, clover,
lieve that statement is to make God alfalfa, rye grass and fodder corn are
al Forest in New Hampshire.
Boston
University
Advertising
Class
a liar (10-12). The word "know" here universally grown.
In its business session the associaMost wonderful
Gets Business Hints.
does not mean merely to perceive, but success meets the efforts of the farmtion elected the following-named offito know with a settled and unquescers to serve for the ensuing term?
Boston—"Today the farmer repre- tioning knowledge. The ground of as- ers In the cultivation of these grasses,
Told at the Card Club.
What the advantages would be to
sents the wealthiest class In Ameri- surance of salvation lies not in our and the yields compare favorably
"A little girl sitting next me In
a community from having a public ca," said Warren A. Priest of the
with those of many older countries,
church was coughing," said Mra. Jones
forest Improvement to property, re- Phelps Publishing Company of Spring- feeling but In the unchangeable word while In many cases they exceed them.
at the card club. "So I whispered to
duction in tax rate, work for the un- field In an address before the class and promise of God.
It 1B worth wlille recording the acreII. Assured Answer to Personal and age of these crops this season as com- her mother for permission to slip her
employed, reduced cost of living and In advertising at Boston University
a cough drop. The child held it In
more healthful surroundings, was last evening. "According to the latest Individual Prayer (14, 15). The pared with last, because the figures reher mouth a moment and then swalshown by Secretary Reynolds .In hie United States census figures," he said, thought of assurance of salvation flect the remarkable progress that is
lowed It"
leads to that of boldness In prayer.
address.
He said In part:
"2,000,000 farm families are worth ov- If we know that we have eternal life being made in dairying and In the
'"Would you kindly give her an"The best statistics obtainable con- er $15,000 each. While the average
beef and pork industry. In 1918 brome
other?' the mother whispered.
we
know
that
we
have
boldness.
If
grass
was
sown
on
24,912
acres,
rye
cerning the area of waste land In annual Income of the American fac" To sorry, but I had only the one,"
Massachusetts show that practically tory worker la less than $600, the we are sons then we can speak freely grass on 21,917 acree, timothy on
I answered.
1,000,000 acres or nearly one-flflh of average small town family Is $750, with the father, and may rest assured 118,712 acres, clover on 6,828 acres, al"Coming out of church I felt In my
the State Is waste land. Sixty per and of the professional classes about that God not only hears but also an- falfa on 4,709 acres and fodder corn on pocket and was horrified to fish out Renews Your Youthful Appearance
cent, or about 600,000 acres- of this $1000, the annual Income of 2,000,- swers our prayers. The worts "ac- 20,223 acres. In 1914 the reepeotlve the cough drop. You see, I had had
cording to his Will" may be called a acreage under those crops were 26,444
land, Is assessed to $5 or less per farmers Is over $2500.
a cough drop and a button In my
acre.
In fact we know of one BO0-,
"The total valuation of farms In the limitation of prayer, and yet It Is acres, 27400 acres, 165,990 acres, 7,212 pocket"
The
acre tract that was sold recently for United States reaches the staggering hardly a limitation, for God's will is acres, and 10,260 acres and 30,430 acres"And what did you do?" chorused
25 cents an acre.
As an average figure of $40,000,000,000. The farm Is always best. And Indeed it Is just Alfalfa particularly is coming Into Its the women at the table. "Did you tell
Old Home
this
seeming
limitation
that
makes
us
own, the acreage having been more
town, yours contain 2500 acres of no longer just a place to stay on unher mother?"
Prescription
this so-called waste land. It Is pro- til money enough Is wrung from the free to pray; were It not so we should than doubled last year.
"No, I didn't I was mad. It was
not
feel
free
to
open
our
lips
to
ask
It Is simply the natural process of
that is pleasant to take and sure
ducing nothing of commercial- value soil to enable the farmer to move to
a
very
unusual
button
from
my
new
a blessing for fear It might be a evolution from the purely grain farmto help, is
except a little firewood perhaps, and town and- build a home. Rural free
curse, but when we know that what ing which Manitoba knew as the only suit"
practically nothing for the town delivery, and parcel post, automobiles
we ask is according to God's will we method twenty years ago to the more
treasury through taxation.
In other and telephones, have brought to the
Asked and Answered.
know that It can be nothing but good diversified forms of agriculture that
words, a fifth of your land Is a dead farm most of the advantages of the
Of Horehound and Tar
tWhat" queried the unsophisticated
city home, while farmers' clubs, con- for us.
is responsible for the development
load to your corporation.
Stops eons-hs and relieves colds. Contains
youth,
"to
your Idea of a good business
no opium nor anything injurious.
"This land is not only producing solidated schools which give High Unanswered yet? The pray'r your lips along these other lines In this Province.
Alberta Is coming to It at an man?"
bave pleaded
All Druseiata.
nothing but is one of the chief causes school advantages with Instruction
"One who to capable of beating a
In agony of heart these many years?
of high taxes.
For example, suppose In music and drawing, and the eleva- Does faith begin to fall, Is hope depart- earlier stage than did Manitoba Sas- flimflamroer at his own game," replied
rtss'sTsstsscae
katchewan, too, is following rapidly
DrsfsStssit
that BUI Bailey owns 100 acree of tion of farm and home work through
ing.
the Shelbyvllle sage.
And think you ail m vain those falling In the same direction.
land covered with a good stand of the teaching of agricultural and domestic
science,
all
tend
to
keep
our
tears?
Then, as her fodder crop and root
white pine assessed at |100 per acre.
Say not the Father hath not heard your crop acreage Indicate, there have been
Is not the COOK who prepares a good
He sells it to a lumberman, who cuts bright young people contented and
pray'r;
IFOR DRUNKENNESS and
prosperous
In
their
country
life"
increases
In the holdings of all kinds dinner greater than the man who
Tou shall have your desire, sometime,
it clean. The assessor revalues this
DRU6 ADDICTIONS
somewhere.
| Keeley all
of llvo stock during the past twelve makes the after dinner speech?
land at $5 an acre because Instead of
No sickness, no pabJloltyWALSH APPOINTS DONAHUE.
Tho ouiyjteoloy Instlcoming back Into white pine, this land
Unanswered yet? Tho" when you first months, according to the correspond- VOCB OWN DRUGGIST WILL TEtl. TOW
[Treatment
t a t• In m,* I n• Now
ent for the Toronto Globe. Beef cattle f rr Mnrlns Bra Itemodr for Bed. Weak, Waterr
presented
Is soon covered with weed trees, such
Hampshire) or Vermont.
OrannlaWl Brolldaj No BnanlnrSecretary of State Is Given Place on
This one petition at the Father's throne. number 42,000 head this year, as Kit.and
Bond for free booklet.
jost Bra comfort. Write for Book of the Bye
ss gray birch, alder, or scrub oak, deIt
seemed
you
could
not
wait
the
time
of
ii mall rrea. Marine Bra Borneo* Oo_ Chicago.
the Industrial Accident Board.
N
against
87,000
last
year;
milch
cows
pending upon the location, and it will
asking.
5
So urgent was your heart to make It are 180,474 head, as against 157,988
always remain waste land.
Perhaps,
Boston—Governor Walsh sent to the
The young man fresh from college
head; pigs number 325,000 as against
known.
there might be a slight increase In Executive Council .the appointment of
Tho' years have passed since then, -do 248,000; sheep number 76,000, as always thinks that the world has a lot
value after thirty or forty years, but, Secretary of State Donahue, who was
W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 51-1914.
not despair;
to learn.
how must that tax be raised which defeated for re-election at the last
The Lord will answer you, sometime, against 62,000; and there are 826,000
horses, as compared with 800,000 at
somewhere.
formerly came from that 100 acres State election, to the Industrial Acthis time last year.
These are the
under white pine? It is simply dis- cident Board.
The appointment, Unanswered yet? Nay, do not say un- latest Provincial figures, and they
,
tributed over the other assessable which will become effeptlvo Jan. 20,
^_g*^-^»if'Yn'r<i
granted;
show
that
despite
the
great efflux of
X*V j
i
i
Perhaps your part Is not yet wholly
property in town causing higher was confirmed immediately by the
live stock to the United States since
taxes. That thing is happening con- Council. Members of the board re- The done;
work began when first your pray'r the opening of that market to Canstantly all over the State.
was uttered.
cieve $4500 and the chairman $5000.
God will finish what he has begun. ada, the capital amount of live aniGovernor Walsh also designated IfAnd
"Another vital phase of this misyou will keep the incense burning there. mals has increased Instead of havmanagement of our woodlands is the Alonso R. Weed of Newton to
be
His glory you shall see, sometime, some- ing decreased through the extra defor Infants and Children.
where.
high cost of living.
Today It costs chairman of the Gas and Electric
mand.
■
'
just twice as much for most kinds of light Commission, vice Forrest E. Unanswered? Faith cannot be unanDairying the Principal Industry.
building timber as It did sixteen years Barker of Worcester, deceased- The
swered;
' Dairying Is the Industry, however,
Her feet were firmly planted on the
ago. If you build a house for your- second member Is General Morris
which la making dollars for the ManiBock;
self, or rent one, you have to pay Schaff of Cambridge.
Amid the wildest storm pray'r stands un- toba farmer. It Is developing at a rapyour share of that increase In cost
daunted,
,
id rate in this Province for that parTaft Raps State's Labor Law.
Nor quails before the loudest thunder
of the lumber yon put Into lt—hence,
tldular reason. The output of creamALCOHOL-3 PtH CEKT
shock;
Boston.—The
anti-injunction
law
your living expenses are higher.
AXVfietable Preparation for AsShe knows Omnipotence has heard her ery butter last year was 4,000,000
passed
a
short
while
ago
in
the
Mas"Since we have no town forests In
pray'r
pounds, at an average price of 27.6
similating the Food and RegulaAnd cries. "It shall be done, sometime, cents per pound, which was an inthis country, whatever we say about sachusetts Legislature, which prohibting itu? Stomachs and Bowels of
somewhere."
such forests hers must be theoreti- its Injunctions against labor unions
crease over the previous year of a
cal or based on practice abroad. For was bitterly attacked by ex-Prssldent
INFANTS,- (HILUKI.N
HI. Assured Answer to Intercessory- million pounds. The output of dairy
Instance, we do not know just how William Howard Taft In an address at Prayer (16,' 17). We are encouraged butter was recorded last year at 4,288,much timber can be raised In a given the eighth annual dinner of the Bos- here to pray for others and our en- 278 pounds. The Government departPromotes Digestion,Cheerfultime on a given area, although our ton City Club.
nessandRest.Conlainsneither
couragement lies in the fact that God ment says that again this year a subIn an address which he started with has promised to hear and answer stantial Increase in the dairy output
foresters have taken accurate measOpium,Morphine nor Mineral
urements of actual stands and have keen wltted remarks and ended with prayers. Two words are used In con- wlU be shown from this Province.
NOT N AH C OTIC
made' estimates of what can be expect- words of extreme soberness, the ex- nection with prayer In this verse; From this same source of information
jshew e/014 arSAMVEUmOK
ed from certain species under aver- Presldent declared that the antl-in- "ask" and "pray," the former being one finds that through the splendid
Asa*J>a tW«
age conditions.
Junctlon law was unjust, un-American, used of an Inferior to a superior, the growth In winter dairying, Winnipeg
"The laboring class would be bene- a step away from the Constitution, latter of an equal to an equal. Some now, for the first time to years, la
fited by such a project. In some of unworthy of Massachusetts and a di- conditions of life, such as are meant able to obtain a sufficient supply of
the European forests steady employ- rect blow at that uniformity of laws by those sinning a sin unto death, per- milk and sweet cream from Its city
ment le given to one man for every which" lay the foundation of true lib- mit us to "ask" only, while other con- dairies to satisfy Its demand throughfifty or seventy-five acres. One of erty.
■
ditions permit us to "pray." So, while out the year without having to import
the best developed town forests, that
we may not demand with certainty large quantities of these products
A perfect Remedy rorComnpeof Zurich, employs one man the year
Must Have Charmed Life.
llon. Sour Stomach.Diarrijoea,
the conversion of the willful rejecter from the United States as was done
•round for every thirty-three acres.
Boston.—George Rogers, an electri- of Christ, we may nevertheless "ask" not longer than two years agor—AdWorms
.Convulsions .FtverisrtBut If you could employ only one cal engineer, reached the climax of a
God in his behalf, and inasmuch as vertisement.
nt» and LOSS OF SLEEP
man for every one hundred acres, you life full of hair-breadth escapes from
this sin unto death Is left undefined
would In a few years have a little death the other day when an electrio
|ac Simile Signs""* *f
Beyond Its Power.
permanent Industry employing twen- current of 18,800 volts passed through we are therefore free to "ask" for all
That rich Mrs. Btlggtns doesn't
ty-live men, with work for more at his body, stripping him naked but men. Here is our attitude toward
certain seasons of the year. Almost leaving him with comparatively slight our sinning brothel*—a blessed minis- speak to me now. Yet she used to be
TW Ca-MTAUn COMrVUtVA
try of intercession; pray and God will my next-door neighbor—and they were
from the beginning you could employ burns.
The amount of electricity
„
NEW YORK.
awfully common."
from ten to fifteen men. The prob- that actually passed through Rogers give life.
IV. Assured Victory Over Sin (18,
"Well, there are some things money
Atfa months old
lem of the unemployed can be partly would execute seven men in the elec19). In these verses we are assured cant do."
solved In this way, because much of
55 Dosi •. -35JC-E
tric chair at the State prison.
that Christ, the begotten of Gpd, keep."Whatr
the work to be done requires only
eth the Christian. Victory over sin
"Make oldtlme neighbors forget the
unskilled labor which any man can
For Reclamation Work.
comes through the Indwelling of Christ early days."
do. The building of roads and fences,
Boston.—Resolutions favoring a over whom Satan has no power. The
thinning, planting, logging and the
state
appropriation
of
$500,000
for
rewords "keepeth him" denote inward
A Mlsanthroplo Reader.
like can all be done by unskilled
clamation work and recommending a power so that there would be no fall
workmen.
"I don't believe more than half of
6 per cent increase In railroad rates from inward weakness.
what I see In print," said the incredu"The number of men employed In were passed by a meeting held In the
V. An Assured Knowledge of God lous man,
this Industry at any one time does not
aldermanlc chamber at City Hall to In Whom We Have Believed (19-21).
"Trying to be on the safe side?"
depend on the current demand for the
consider unemployment problems To know that we have not been misin unoccupied territory.
"Yes. And even at that I generally
article produced.
Therefore more
taken in the person In whom we have pick the wrong half."
men can be employed at one time than Mayor Curlsy presided.
Write for our proposition today.
reposed our confidence and faith to
another without loss to the business.
INTERNATIONAL AGR'L CORP.
Tables Suffrage Resolution.
something worth knowing. The ChrisIt isn't always love that makes a
Planting may be pushed forward or
BUFFALO, N.T. CALEDONIA MAJU. BRANCH
Worcester. — The Massachusetts tian has the assurance that he knows man attentive to his wife. Maybe he
held back at will. Lumber sawed In
surplus of the demand Increases In State Grange, in its annual convention him whom he has believed, and he to Is afraid of her.
value as It seasons. When other In refused to Indorse women suffrage by persuaded that he, has not believed
dustries in town are running slack, laying on the table until next year a any cunningly devised fable, but has
trusted in the living God and Savior
citizens who really need work might resolution favoring the movement.
The aotion was taken after a lively if the world.
he employed In the forest. The farmsirs In this State could find wore for debate during the forenoon session.

cusses Utilization

TO PUSH OFFENSIVE UNTIL THE SPRING

Gray Hair Restored

A MILLION
WASTED ACRES

their teams and men in winter !n
these forests, thereby partially eliminating economic loss.
"Every city and most large towns
have parks that are maintained at
cost of thousands of dollars annually. Usually there is from one to
four of such parks. No better wild
park can be had than a town forest.
The forest Is self-supporting. Therefore with such a forest, you can reduce your park appropriations from
one-fourth to one-half.
"Property adjoining or located near
to a public reservation of this kind Is
nearly always higher In value than
similar property In less favored sections of a municipality. Hence, the
establishment of such a forest would
almost'Immediately increase property
values In the vicinity of the forest and
consequently the Income to the public
treasury in taxes.
"As the population Increases, the
value of land Increases more rapidly
than improvements. This Increase Is
the unearned Increment. It has made
many millionaires. Boston's annual
increment for fifteen years prior to
1907 was $16,000,000. Property values Increase In townB also but In a
lesser degree. Why should not your
town or city receive this benefit? Why
shouldn't all the people get this benefit Instead of the choBen few, who
happen to be landholders or have had
landholdlng grandfathers. By owning a town forest, .this Increment In
value would go directly to the town."

DOAN S", , iV.

Hale's Honey

^ ?cXi IEr PORTLAND, ME.

CASTORIA

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

LIME

AGENTWANTED

BROOKFIELD.

Quiet and Safe.
"Spends Quiet Day in Jail," observes a headline. One can be quiet
LADIES' AID FAIR AND
In jail. There are no orchestras there
ENTERTAINMENT that insist on playing In the palm
room when one is trying to eat his
By GRACE MOON.
J
»•
•
the dinner. And you can spend a whole
?r••I^••&•1i•<J•'S>•6•"fr•'^?•6•'S!^•£•'ft'• Miss Stark, a Special Feature on
day there without being in danger of
Evening Program.
being run over by a motorcycle.
"I've come to the conclusion," Loretta declared, "that It does not pay
The annual Christmas fair of the Lato economize."
Joy for the Occasion.
"May I Inquire, with all due respect, dies' Aid Society of the Methodic
"How Is it, Bridget, that you are
what you have been up to rrow?" her church was held in town hall Wednesday Invited to so many wakes?" "They
brother asked meekly. "Do you find afternoon and evening. As usual, the tell me, ma'am, I put BO much life
great variety of useful and fancy as well Into em that they all enjoy 'em so
It hard to save?"
"It wasn't so hard," Loretta con- as ornamental and novelty articles, neat- much more when I'm there."
fessed.
"I saved all right, but it ly arranged in decorated booths, at reawouldn't stay saved. You -see, 1 re- sonable prices appealed to all in attendNo Balloons That Day.
signed from the Woman's club bo- ance, and the fair was well patronized.
When Dicksou, not yet four years
cause I got sort of tired of it—and any- The various articles were for sale at 8
how, six dollars looked rather big to booths arranged along the sides and in old. ran in to ask his mother if he
could buy a balloon she replied: "I
me just now. I had to resign now or
the centre of the hall, and were elabor- can't let you buy one today, for I
pay, because the club begins in a few
weeks. I had a long list of things I ately,, decorated, the Christinas colors haven't any change." A minute or
Some two later he was heard calling at
wanted more than I wanted the club, green and red predominating.
and six dollars would go far toward who came early, were so attracted by the the top of his voice: "Balloon man,
pretty ecene, that they remained alt the balloon man," to the man who was by
getting them."
that time well past the house. He
"I don't wonder that the money afternoon. The women of the society,
turned and came into the yard and
looked large to you after the amount were showered with praise over the atup to the porch, expecting, of course,
you squandered this summer."
tractive manner in winch the booths were
to make a sale, when Dickson said:
"Don't remind me of it," Loretta decorated, and the success of the affair "Balloon man, my mother hasn't any
pleaded guiltily. "I certainly had a caused a general feeling of satisfaction. change today."—Chicago Tribune.
good time even if I did spend a lot. The first booth to the left on entering the
Well, after I resigned'I felt very right- hall was in charge of Mrs Charlton, who
eous and proud to think I had shown conducted a rummage sale, assisted by
Btrength of character, because, after
all, the club is rather nice, and I'm go- John Hall. It had white and green
ing to miss it. I felt so comfortable crepe paper decorations, and a Christinas
that when I met Nan I subscribed a. bell suspended.from the centre, and it
CHARLES S. LANE,
dollar to that benefit she's getting up was loaded with a collection of miscellafor the children of the mission. She'3 neous articles, that attracted crowds of
received a quarter from most people, buyers throughout the sale. Next was
BO my dollar pleased her.
I told her the novelty table attended by Mrs Lucy
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
I had given up the club, and felt I Sherman and Mrs George (iillander, and
could afford a little extra. I took her | was
.
ALL UP-TO-THE-MINUTE STORES PAY CAREFUL
decorated with evergreen and red
Personal Prompt Attention Day
in for some ice cream, she was so
ATTENTION TO ORDERS FROM TELEPHONE SHOPPERS
or Ni*ht.
crepe
paper
and
red
and
green
Christmas
Bweet about her charity work, and beI Telephone North Brookfleld No.
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
fore she got through with her sundae bells. The array of wares on exhibition,
133-II.
found favor with eager customers, who
I. gave her another dollar."
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
;
Long.
Distance
Connection.
"I thought you devoted your extra kept the attendants busy. At the northwest corner of the hall, Mrs Carlton O.
s FuneralB- Personally Directed
money to the flower mission."
! and Kvery Requisite Furn"I do, usually, but Nan was so per- Dean and Mrs William Petersen v\ere in
ished.
suasive! When I left her I cut charge of the toy booth, which had holly
1.»*ly A**! Stunt.
through one of the stores, and saw the and red crepe paper decorations, and red
loveliest scarf. It was the color I've Christmas bells suspended from the top.
been looklfcg for all summer, so I had These articles so attracted the children
it sent up. I decided that I could af- that fhe attendants wer^ kept busily emford it because I had saved six dolployed throughout the afternoon. The'
lars, and, anyhow, I needed.the scarf."
"One usually needs what one wants, domestic booth, in front of the.stage, was Call at 46 Summer Streei
decorated with laurel interwoven with
I've noticed," said Loretta's brother.
To see the Latest Models of
"You needn't notice this," Lorretta red crepe paper, and was in charge of
cried, "because I really did need it. Mrs William B. Hastings, Mrs John
When I got off the car 1 saw that Bluemer and Mrs George Wright. In
the southwest comer of the hall was the
CORSETS
candy booth, which was looked after by
Misses Clarabelle Bailey, Fannie M. ConOr have them brought to your home}
rad and Ethel G. Cottle. Dark green
by sending word to
*•'
**'
and white were the conspicuous color
MRS.
B.
C.
GRAVES,
decorations, which combined with the
neat arrangement of the sweets made a,
Representative for the Brookfielda.
pretty scene. At the centre of the south
Telephone 26-13,
side of the hall was the table at which
aprons and rugs were sold by Mrs Georie NORTH BRUOKF1ELD.
27
L. Twichell and Mrs CharleB P. Gay.
The decorations were very simple owing
to the large supply of goods for sale. At.
the south-west corner of the hall was the
A NEWSPAPER OF CHARACTER
fancy booth of Grecian design with two
huge columns-trimmed with white cloth
and windings of green crepe paper, in
charge of Mrs Cottle, Mrs Travis and
Mrs Lamb. At the centre of the hall
MASSACHUSETTS
was the mystery table, in charge of the
Misses Ruth Vizard, Beatrice Bailey and
ABLE, INDEPENDENT, READABLE
Ethel Edwards.
White and red *nd
(Established In 1824 by Samuel Bowles)
green and two red bells were the decoraof life and action, filled with the
Dally (Morning). $8; Sunday, $2; Weekly, $1 a Year
tions.
fire of fine inspiration and followed
A splendid supper was served in banby 250 short stories of adventure,
will make
quet hall, at 6 o'clock. About 150 were
The Republican takes seriously its responsibilities to
served, who pronounced the supper of
the public. It appeals for popular support by service
unusual excellence.
that is guided by intelligence and a purpose to lnibim,
The entertainment at 8 o'clock, was
"I Saw the Loveliest Scarf."
assist and incidentally entertain and instruct its readers.
greatly enjoyed, and evoked generous
stationery store on the corner had a ' applause, fhe special feature was the
Better Than Ever in 1915
It gathers the news with enterprise and alertness, and
* magazine in tSie window that I've been j pr0Krarn given by MiBS Marion Evelyn
presents it in attractive and convenient form. It disdains
looking for, so I went in to look at it, j gtark 0f Bostcn, graduate of the Iceland
Then the Family Page, a rare Editorial Page, Boys' Page,
I liked it so much that I gave the man j powe^ Bchool of oratoryi wno gave a
to employ the style of the circus poster and seeks to
Girls' Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of fun," Articles of
a subscription for two years
He,
.
f recitaticn8 and etorie8.
make itself typographically pleasing and tasteful.
Travel, Science, Education. From the best minds to the J>est
showed me hpw I could save a lot by . = ,
«
,
,• . .
minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
subscribing for two years at once, and She hasta strong clear vojce, and her
It is extremely liberal in its provision of reading
in the home. There is no age
I felt that I ought to. I am going to character protrayal was excellent. Her
limit to enthusiasm for The
matter in all of its three editions. Its editorials constiCUT THIS OUT
enjoy it so much! But I think I ought humorous Ftories appealed to all, and esYouth's Companion.
and Bend It (or name of this paper)
tute one of its distinguishing and most valued features.
to wear blinders in a store district!" i pecially to the children, who often interwith S2.00 for The COMPANION
Literature, art, science, education, religion, philanthro"It might be an excellent idea!" ! rupted with expressions of delight. Befor 1915, and we will .end
52 Times a Year
said Loretta's brother. "It wouldn't j tween the several partB of the program
BRET AD the i-ue. of THE COMpy—all receive generons treatment in its columns; likeriUUb PANION for the remaining
— not "12.
be necessary to be careful not to fail were a violin solo, by Miss Ruth Vizard;
wise agriculture and industry. Special attention is
" of 1914.
to see any friends you might be pass- I violin solo, by Raymond Bends; zither
Send
to-day
to The Youth's ComPRFF
THE
COMPANION
HOME
rRtt
given to the various healthful outdoor sports.
CALENDAR for 1MB.
Ing, because your friends wouldn't | duet by Mr8 ionn Bluemer and Edwin
panion, Boston, Mass., for
TUCW The 52 Weekly taie. of
care to be spoken to."
i Biuemer; and a zither and violin duet by
I nCW THE COMPANION («r HIS.
TBHEE CURRENT ISSUES-FREE
The Weekly Republican is made up with great care
"The worst Is yet to come," sighed I Mrg Bluemer and her Bon. During the
for
the
wide
audience
outside
of
the
local
environment.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
RECEIVED
AT THIS OFFICE
Loretta. "I hadn't been in the house B
there was music on the violin, by
It is, in fact, a rich weekly magazine sold at a remarkfive minutes when Jean called up to
™~
.
. , .
h_
ask me to subscribe for that course of , Raymond Bem.s and on the p.ano by
ably low price.
lectures on the situation in Europe, ; Lillian Binley.
and of course I had to say that I
Many of the articles on the rummage
would, because she had already seen tabletwere disposed of by Herbert BlueSUBSCRIPTION RATES
mer, auctioneer. Few articles remained
Nan, and Nan had told her I
DAILY (Morpin.). W.year. $2. quarter, 70cent. . month, M cent. .
feeling flush. Jean would have been unsold and the women feel that the Fair
to Bel! the most remarkable bargain in Hie magazine world this year.
week, J cent, a copy.
hurt If I had declined to, when I had of 1914 had been successful and enjoyBOTH
IOTH
DAILY and SUNDAY, $11 a year, $2.50 a quarter, 85 cent, a month. It
Regular Price
just given Nan $2.
cent, a week. ''
able.
SUNDAY, $J a year, 50 cent, a quarter, 5 cent, a copy.
"I had scarcely hung up the receiver
$1.50
WEEKLY (Thursda,.). $1 a year, » cent, a quarter. It cent, a month. 3
EVERYBODY'S
$
when Paul Forsythe telephoned to
Ancient Manuscripts Read.
I.SO
know whether I'd join the new dramat""Sn copies sent free on action The Weekly Bepublican will be sent
DELINEATOR
Parchment manuscripts nearly eight
free forthree weeks to anyone who wishes to try it.
ic club he's starting, and as I wouldn't
All Subscriptions are payable in advance. Address
'
$3.00
To One Person
Total
miss that for the world I promised I hundred years old, from which the ink
THE REPUBLICAN, Springfield, Mass.
would, though the dues are going to has faded from view, have been read
A monthly salary and a liberal commission on each order.
be pretty heavy. It was only when I by a Berlin scientist who photoSalaries run up to $260.00 per month, depending on the numwent up to my rpom and counted it Ifaphed them with ultraviolet rays,
ber of orders. This work can be done in your spare time,
all up that I found what a lot I bad
and need not conflict with your present duties. No invests-ent on the strength of saving that
ment or previous experience necessary. We furnish full
To Be Expected.
}6. Being economical has led me Into
SUMMER STREET
equipment free.
Write for particulars to
"The pretty popular favorite who
a lot of extravagance."
"By the way," her brother said, has gone in for suffrage seems to
THE
RIDCWAY
COMPANY
f^o^r^-belwery^fiK
chuckling. "When I came In I saw Impress very much with her adrey« and Road Wagon., both now an
Spring and Macdougal Streets,
New York
Family Washings, Flat'Pieces Ironed,
a memorandum on the telephone table dresses." "Well, why shouldn't a belle
second hand.
Body Clothes Starched and Dried, Five
that I took the liberty of reading. It make ringing speeches?"
A.1 BOTTOM FRlOKt Cents
per pound.
was a message from the secretary of
Barnes.. Bobea, Blankets. * tups »'•
Flat Pieces Washed and Ironed, 26 cts.
mTclSthrNot too Cortly. Sot to _
Bunker Language.
the Woman's club."
a down.
*
Cheap.
The daughter of a very prominent
"Accepting my resignation, I supLiberal statesman is telling this story
H. A. RUSSELL, Mgr.
poser'
"It said," her brother went on re- agaitfst herself, says the London Dally
All U» different grade*. Ail >iae»
Residence 88 Spring St., cor. Prospect
FOR KENT
lentlessly, " 'Though I regret it very Sketch. She was. foozling round the
Nails, also,
FrNE tipper Tenement of .even room, in Rullinks
North
Berwick
way,
accompauwd
bouae
on
owning.
8t..
.team
heat,
bath,
rt.m.muer
mat
my
prtoe.
are
alway
much, I shall be obliged to decline
room.eto.
Apply toTierbert E. Cummlny.
the lowed. I aell ao a* to sell avail
to accept the resignation, owing to nied by an elderly outspoken caddie.
Office at Dr. Hidden"*
»».
Bensedlea Aiwa • North Brookfleld.
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
the tact that our by-laws forbid the "Do you think I'm improving in my iw. Daniel's H«e«
!■ aWooai.
and Whitening. Order. Promptly AttenTO
LIT.
acceptance of resignations tendered game at all, Sandy?" she remarked,
1 KLKfHOM * ,!A*HAM iM,
to.
rvOWNSTAIRfl tenement good location, »<e of
tfter the 1st of September, unless the casually. "No. I "'Id na' go sae faur
North Brookfieid P. O.ded
henhouse and garden. If deilrel.
BOX 191.
(411 Satisfaction Guaranteed
William C. Crawford lTbarn.
No
current dues have been paid.'"—Chi- as to say that, I""", bit ye've got •
Apply
'
1
Grant
Street.
OAhHAM.
guld b'lp o' the li.v ,ii£ge,"
cago Daily News.
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Buy Early-By Telephone
To make work easier and life happier for
the store employees; to get better goods,
better service and better satisfaction, and
to avoid the rush and crush of the Christmas crowds at the counters—Buy Ear/y-By
Telephone.

Furnishing Undertaker

Shop a Over the Heads of Crowd" and let
the ease and convenience of telephone buying add to the pleasure of your Christmas
giving.

Brookfieid Times

Richard Healy Co.
N

SPIRELLA

SPRINGFIELD

REPUBLICAN

Si

Sweeping Sale on FURS
A Sale of Women's Garments,
Girl's Clothes and Fine Furs
that will surpass the wonderful successes of past season.

VALUES ARE GREATER
STYLES ARE MORE HANDSOME
ASSORTMENTS ARE LARGER

Come To-day FOR First ChoiGe
Watch Worcester Daily Papers for
Full STOCK LIST and PRICES
ALL ALTERATIONS MADE ON CARIMENTS FREE

RICHARD HEALY CO.
512 MAIN STREET,

Stingles, Hoofing Materiel

LAUNDRY

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

A HURRY CALL

for rubbers on t nasty wet morning suggests
Hub-Mark rubbers to most people. Nowadays wise
folks consider Hub-Mark rubbers as essential to the
complete wardrobe as a pair of shoes, especially in
this climate where the three seasons are June, July
and Winter.
-N
*.
Hub-Mark rubber footwear 1. made ao ever- f J»V
u.tinely good that it will give the tough Bo
javement
s« terrlho tusele DeJore It civ** In.
?-Ma»* '
Rnbbera coat no more than any etandard BTatiuallty rubb»re, Bat when you buy them you are
buying for not only one aeaaon, but perhaps two.
If. the rubber of the preaent a. well a. the fulare. Made In a great range of .tylea for men,
women, boy. and girls.
'When'you boy rubber, aak for "Hub-Mark."
«•» beat beeauaa. there are no regret..
(
Theacrubbei* are manufactured by the Boston Rubber Shot Company, Maiden, Maw.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
FOR SALE BY

JOHN T. GRADY, North Brookfiald.

J.

LAWRENCE,

1.00 a .Year in Advance.
Singie Copies,3 Cent..

GOODS MADE TO ORDER
SWITCHES,
BRAIDS, TOUPEES,
Made from Combings.
let us please you.
:

ETC.

We have pleaded others,
.'
:'
.
:

New Method, SHAMPOOING and SCALP Treatment,
SWITCHES Made From Combings. $150.

Park Hair

50 Cents'.

Store,

JVHSS J. E. MURPHY
$ Charlton St., Corner Mnin. ('Phone Cedar 2403 W) WORCESTER

4

Mr and Mrs ThomaB E. Murphy and
son. George, left Thursday to spend the
holiday and week-end at the homes of
their respective parents in Pittsfield and
Housa tonic.
At the home of Mr and Mrs Irving
Breed for Christmas are:—Guy E.
Moulton, instructor in the Choate school,
at Wallingford, Ct.,;Charles H. Moulton,
of East Walpolo and Roy L. Moulton of
Worcester.

Friendship Lodge, New England Order
of Protection, elected these .officers for
the ensuing year, at their meeting in
banquet hall, Monday night: Warden,
James W. Bowler; vice warden, K. Richard Ifwin; financial secretary, Miss
Mary A. Derrick; secretary, Irving Breed,
treasurer, Albert H. Bellows; chaplain,
Miss Ida N. Hickey; gnide, John J. Mulvey; guardian, Miss Derrick; sentinel,
Frank E. Byron; trustee for three years;
Mrs Agnes Breed; representatives to the
Grand Lodge, Irving Breed and Edward
F. Delaney; alternates, Miss Mary Z.
Harrington and Mrs Agnes Breed; Miss
Harrington is junior past warden.

Mr and Mrs Albert F. Douty of Central street spent Sunday at the home of
' Mr and Mrs Joseph B. Dobie in Worces' ter. Other guests were Mr and Mrs Albert S, Douty of Whitman, Mr and Mrs
Overseer of the poor Charles T. Gunn ,
Arthur D. Douty of Worcester and Mrs
on Tuesday, received a check of $10 from
BROOKFIELD.
Sarah N. Chaffee of Oxford.
the State dairy bureau, as a prize awardTiie school committee have received ed to him for high standing in the clean
M.J. Madden pf Spencer was in town
and accepted the resignation of Miss milk contest recently conducted by the
Sunday.
Jostph J. Durkin is spending Christmas Gnice E. Moore of Grafton as teacher of bureau. Mr Gunn does not know what
grades 4 and 5 of the Blanchard school. his rating was in the contest but feels
at home.
Miss Moore resigns on account of poor elated over the prize awarded.
An inPostmaster Delaney has secured a suphealth. She has been in charge of the spector from the dairy bureau visited the
ply of revenue tax stamps.
school since Oct. 17, succeeding Miss farm last August, and took samples of
Miss Ethel Cottle visited friends in Katherine Dunn, who resigned to accept
the milk produced by the herd. The
Boston the first of the week.
a position in the New Bedford schoole.
milk was strained through cotton, in
The high school opens next Tuesday
Plans are completed for the annual which all sediment lodged and the cotton
morning. Other schools Jan. 4.
Home-Comers' Reception, under the aus- was then taken to Boston for analysis at
Miss H. Elizabeth Htone spent Christ- pices of the V. I. 8., in the town hall, the laboratory of the bureau, which
mas witli her brother, Harry Stone in December 28. A fine sale of tickets determined the cleanliness of the milk.
Boston.
is reported, and it appears as if the affair According to a letter Mr Gunn received
Rev. E. Holbrook Cheever of Boston would be more successfnl than ever. from the bureau, there were five dairies
conducted the services at the First Parish Music by the Light Infantry orchestra of in the state tied for first prize. The conchurch last Sunday.
Worcester, with a concert from 8 to "9, test was open to all farmers producing
Mr arid Mrs Charles T. Gunn spent while the guests are received and a social milk for market. Herds of fancy ctttle
Dancing follows until whose owners were in business for pleasChristinas with Mr Gunn's mother, Mrs time enjoyed.
midnight. Refreshments will be served ure, and who did not sell the milk they
Emma S. Gunn in Palmer.
produced to the public were barred from
Mr and Mrs Myles E. Babbit and in banquet hall.
the contest, also herds owned by institudiaries Wood attended the funeral of
The school committee has elected Miss tions.
Jarius W. Wood in Podunk on Tuesday. Esther Mulvey of West Brookfieid as
Christmas Eve Celebrations.
Miss Margaret O'Brien of Webster and teacher of grades 4 and 5, Hodgkins
Michael Connolly of Worcester, were at school, E et Brookfleld, to fill the vacanAt the Congregational church the chil the home of Mr and Mrs Patrick Con- cy caused by the resfgnation of Miss Mary
A. Donovan
Miss Mulvey will take dren were entertained with a' supper at
nelly.
6 p. m., followed by;a tree, and a stereDr. and Mrs George Webster of South- charge of the school Jan. 4. She is a
opticon lecture on Alice in Wonderland.
graduate
of
Warren
high
school
and
has
t.ridge IB spending Christmas with Dr.
At the Methodist church there was a
attended
Hyannis
normal
school.
For
Webster's parents, Mr and Mrs Patrick
supper and tree, and an entertainment in
the
past
year
Bhe
has
been
teacher
of
the
Webster, Kimball street.
Ragged Hill district Bchool at West charge of Mrs H. E. Cottle.
Miss Mattie Orrosby, a teacher in the
At the First Parish church supper was
Brookfieid.
Worcester schools is spending Christinas
served at 6, games were played and presJoWi N. Byron of Main street on ents distributed from a tree, and at 8 all
vacation at the home of her mother, Mrs
Tb.sT»d':y passed the examination for a went to the Congregational church to see
Caroline Ormsby,
James Fenton of Boston is visiting at motion picture machine operator and was Alice in Wonderland.
the home of his parents on Blanchard granted a first class operator's license by
Mr Byhill. Mr Fenton will remain until after the State building commission
Christmas in the Schools.
ron will have charge of the machine in
New Year's Day.
the new Metropole theatre, which, it is
Miss Panline Eaton, a student of the
The four schools of the Blanchard
expected, will be completed in January.
Sargent school at Cambridge, arrived
building united for Christmas exercises
All
the
schools
closed
on
Friday
for
the
Monday to pass the Christmas vacation
held in room taught by Miss Fannie M.
at the home of her parents on Central Christmas vacation and the teachers left Conrad last Friday afternoon. From a
for their respective homes.
Principal great tree that had been elaboratley decostreet.
Arthur B. Bucknam went to Stoneham ; rated by the four teachers, Misses ConMiss Inez Pollard of Winchendon;
Miss Mary A. Gleason to Shirley; Miss rad, Moore, Mulvey, and Cone, and presMiss Florence Pollard and Mr and Mrs
MaryG. McEvoy to North Brookfieid; ents were distributed to every pupil in
Dwight B. Howland and son Bush, all of
Miss Fannie Conrad to Lisbon, N. H. the building, and every one had a merry
Spencer, were Christmas guests at the
Miss D. Louise Cone to Dedham; and time, as Burritt Hunter of grade 6, eshome of William Pollard.
Miss Ethel G. Edwards, to Waltham.
sayed the part of Santa Claua and preThe children of the Rice Corner district
The funeral of Sidney J. Roger, who sented the gifts, and the pupils did not
school were entertained by the teacher,
died at his home on Howard etreet, Wed- discover his identity throughout the aftMiss Frances Delaney, with a Christmas
nesday, Dec. 16, was held Saturday ernoon. The teachers, likewise, were retree, followed by appropriate exercises at
morning with private services at the membered by their respective pupils, and
the school-room last Friday afternoon.
home at 10 o'clock, Rev. -Sherman tiood- Santa found countless little presents on
At St Mary's church, ht. Bartholo- win, pastor of the Congregational church,
the tree, designated for them.
Oranges,
mew's Mass was sung at 11 o'clock", officiating. The bearers were: Thomas
popcorn and candy were furnished by
there was also mass at 8.30. The special Finney, Ralph Foster, Howard M. Leete,
teachers and the pupils not only had a
music by the choir was under the direc- Louis Flower. Albert Hooker, Jr. and
plenty during tl e afternoon, but each
tion of Miss McEvoy of North Brookfleld. Richard Finney, Jr.
The body was carried home a supply. Before the gifts
Members of Steamer* Co, 2 report a good taken to Union, Ct., for burial.
were distributed, the Christmas program
advance sale of tickets for the 53rd anThe young people jare making plans to was given as follows, by pupils of the
nu 1 concert and dance of the Brookfieid
The program opened
have a sleigh ride party to West Brook- various grades.
fire department in town hall, Friday evefield Saturday night', to attend the dance with selections on the Victrola, owned by
ning, Jan. 8. Collins celebrated novelty
in town hall, under the auspices of the grades 6 and 7, followed by recitations,
orchestra of Marlboro will furnish music.
Quaboag Valley social club. Music by "When Santa Clans Comes," by Anna
Thomas E. Walker returned Tuesday Peltiere's orchestra. During the evening McMullen, and "The First Christmas
from a three months business trip through Prof. D. J. Duggan and Miss Evelyn Gift," then caine the song "Jingle Bells"
the southern states for the George E. Moore of Worcester, who are among the by pupils of igrade one, and recitations,
Keith shoe company of Brockton and will leaaing exhonents of modern dancing, "Tne Angel'a Song" by pupils of grades
spend the holidays with his mother, Mrs will give an exhibition f the one-step, 6 and 7, and "What I'd do if I were
Mary A. Walker, on Central street.
hesitation waltz, maxixe and fox- trot. Santa Ciaus," Jack Kelley. Preceding
Matthew Daley is floor director. Cars the recitation, "A letter from Santa
to Warren, West Warren and Brookfieid Claua" by Mary Leach, was a song by
after'the dance, and a special car to Ware grades 4 and 5, and the song, by pupils
of grades 6 and 7, and the reading, "A
provididg there are 8 couples.
Christinas tree in the woods, by Alice
Phetteplace, followed by a song by grades
Death of Mrs Hobbs.
2 and i and recitations by Frank Kelley,
Curtis Cottle, George Murphy and Mary
Mrs Thankful Augusta (GutlfordJ Roberts, then the exercises concluded
PULL LINE OP
Hobbs, widow of Lucius F. Hobbs, died with a song by the pupils of grades 6 and
at her home on Upper River street, at 11 7. The children went home to enjoy a
o'clock, Tuesday morning, aged83ynare. two weeks' vacation.
At the Potopoag district school the
Death was caused by old age and Mrs
Hobbs had been confined to her bed for teacher, Miss Louise V. Mulcahy pleased
A Great Variety of Practical Gifts tbe"past three weeks. She was born in the pupil* with a Christmas tree, last
Spencer, Nov. 11, 1831, the daughter of Friday afternoon. The school room was
Jonah and Eliza Ann (Monroe) Guilford, gayly decorated, and the pupils gave a
Plumbing,
and was married in Brookfleld. Dec. 22, program of recitations. Candy, popcorn
1 50, to Lucius F. Hobbs and her deaih and oranges were supplied by the teacher.
Steam Fitting,
occured on the 84th anniversary of the The exercises were as follows: "Christwedding day. Mr Hobbs died 9 years mas," by Hattie Snowdell; "A visit
Electrical Work,
ago. Mrs Hobbs has lived in town ever from St. Nich," by Myrtle Harwood;
and Jobbing.
since hei marriage. She is survival by "The Dream of a Toy," by George Sulone daughter, Miss Myra A. Hobbs of livan ; "Christmas at Night," by Edith
Brookfleld ami four sons, L,. Henry, of Pion; "Cupid and Santa," by William
New York ciiy, William C. of Athul; LaChapHle; "A Little Town of BethleJohn B. of New Haven aud Louis E, hem," by Nellie Sullivan; "Christmas
Hobbs of East Saugns. The funeral "ill Lights," by Nina Pion; "That Book so
beheld Friday afternoon with services at Old," by James Ceil; "Peace on Earth"
the home on Upper RiAer street, at l.:>0 by Grace Wells; "Merry Xmas," by
o'cltck and hnrial will be in Brookfieid the school, and Before the Paling of
Donahue Block
the Stars," by Fred Pion.
cemetery.

Audiebtjall communications to BROOKFIELD
North Brookneld, Ma.fi.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job
work uiul payment for the same, may iw sent
direct to the main office. North Brookfleld or
0 George W. McNamaru. Brookfieid
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HORACE
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Winchester HEATERS Installed

RICHARD FINNEY

CENTRAL STREET,

-

& SONS.

BROOKFIELD

WEST

BROOKFIELD.

George rJ. Hocuin, Quaboag, is visiting in Pittsfield.
Miss Alice Barnes of Springfield, Vt.,
is home for the holidays.
George F. Wass is in Springfield
for the Christmas vacation.
Fred Woodward is establishing a new
heating plant in G. A. R. hall.
Mrs John Balcom is visiting her daughter, Mrs Dona Leavitt, Brockton,
Leon F. Thompson is visiting Cummings H. Tucker and family, New York.
Bowman 8. lieeman is moving back to
the Cutler farm, so-called, on the Ware
road.
' James A. Anderson isspending the holidays with his mother, Mrs Augusta Anderson.
Miss Ida C. Bell, a Whitinsville teacher, arrived ill town last Saturday, for the
holidays.
Miss Nellie M. H. Silk of Spencer, was
a guest of Mrs W. L. Kendrick, on last
Saturday.
Arthur H. Warfield, Jr., Long Hill,
returned, Sunday, after an extended absence in Buckland.
Mail carrier Edmund R. Sibley brought
19 bags of mail from the station, the first
mail/ Monday morning.
Mrs Alice 8. Baker, Springfield, is the'
guest of her parents, Mr and Mrs Frank
L Bailey, School street.
Miss Helen Malloy and brother Edward, are visiting their aunt, Miss Katherrine Malloy of Springfield.
Paul H. Hazen, a student at Cuahing
Academy, is with his parents on Cottage
street for a 10 days vacation.
Miss Marion F. Ray is with her niece,
Mrs Harold Chesson, after a three
months' absence in Boston.
Mrs Webster L. Kendrick was in Worcester, for the holidays, as a guest of her
parents, Mr and Mrs F. N. Disney.
The Ragged. Hill Association had a
Christmas tree and entertainment in the
school house. Diet. 2, Christinas eve.
Mr and Mrs Allen Jones and George
Jones, are Christmas guests of Mr
and Mrs Walter P. Dodge, Springfield.
Miss Eleanor S. Bill, a pupil at the
Ngw Haven Normal > Sehool of gymnastics, ia attending the holidays with her
pared ta.
Mr and Mrs Addison W. BealB have
gone to Springfield, where they expect to
remain with their son-in-law Arthur E.
White.
Earl R. Edson, assistant in chemistry,
at MeGill University, Montreal, with his
brother, Robert A., a student at the University, are home for the holidays with
their parents.
. .
Misa Rachel L. Olmatead, daughter of
Mr and MreOtto B. Olmatead, will spend
a week of her vacation with the family
of Charles R. Higgins of Bangor, Me.
Mrs Alice Baker of Springfield, took
Miss Marjorie Cutler's place as leading
soprano in the Congregational church
choir, last Sunday.
The G. F.SV cSnn^fetea with the Episcopal church, have sent a box of clothing
and Christmas gifts to Archdeacon Sniffen, for distribution.
Schools closed Friday for a two weeks'
vacation. There were exercises in all the
grades and presentB were distributed from
trees. Edward Mulvey acted as 8anta
ClauB.
Quaboag Valley social club will conduct a dance in town hall, Saturday
night, with mnsic by Peltier's orchestra.
Prof. D. J. Dugan and MIBS Evelyn
Worcester, will give an exhibition of the
new dances.
Train 3, tlje Albany local, wag delayed
36 minutes in West Brookfieid lastThursday morning as a result of a draw bar
pulling out of a mail car. The mail
matter was transferred and the disabled
car sidetracked until the west bound
train took it to 8pringfield.
The Sunday school of the Methodiet
church met Thursday night at 6.30
o'clock ;for supper, followed by their
Christmas entertainment. The cantata,
"Christmas gifts of all nations," was
presented. Following the entertainment
there was a Christinas tree.
The Grange enjoyed a Christmas entertainment in charge of Mrs John Webb,
at G. A. R. hall, Wednesday night. Mr
and Mrs Marshall Gilbert, Mies Grace
Prouty, Mrs Julia Bishop, Henry Bishop
and Fred Woodward assisted.
Allen Jonea, Commander of Alanson
Hamilton post, G. A. R., received a letter
last Thursday night containing pictures
sent to the post by the National society of
the American revolution ot Philadelphia.
The pictures were taken as the pilgrims
of the society stopped on their route at
Ye Olde Tavern. West Brookfieid post
was the hrsf^one to turn out to greet
them.
Coutinued on 4th page.
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A Vision of the \
Glorified

OLD-FASHIONED

CAKE

Recipe That Has Not Been Improve*
on Since Our Grandmothers
Used to Make It.

HAS APPROVAL OF ALL
Dancing Frock of Taffeta and Lace
NO MISTAKE POSSIBLE WHEN A
SPONGE CAKE IS PROVIDED.

fomMnoNAL

SOiWSOlOOL

Fruit for this should be prepared
in advance as follows^ Six cupfuls of
Method of Preparation Carefully Given
currants, washed, dried and picked.
by an Expert Who Knows Just
(By BJ. O. SELLERS, Actinar Director o*
Three cupfuls sultana raisins,' three
Sunday School Course.)
How It Should Be Put Tocupfuls of citron cut in fine strips, onegether for Best Results.
half cupful candied lemon peel, two
By REV. Lf. GOSNELL
LESSON FOR DECEMBER 27
cupfuls of almonds blanched and cut
I'mliuiil to the Deu, Moody BibU U»
One of the finest little things for
Cbkisa
In shreds. In a warm howl mix four
;he expert housewife to know Is how JESUS, THE WORLD'S 8AVIOR AND.
cupfuls of butter and four cupfuls of
to take certain portions of floor, eggs
KING.
sugar, granulated or confectioner's,
and sugar and whip them swiftly into
beat
these
together
untffl
very
light.
TEXT—His servants shall serve hlmi
(Review.)
the shape of sponge cake. Is there
Break ten eggs into another bowl, do
and they shall see his (ace; and his name
READING LESSON-H Cor. 6:H-H.
any man, woman or child of right
-Kev. 22 :S, 4.
Shall be in their foreheads.--"
GOLDEN TEXT—Par be It from me to
not beat them.
mind who does not like a properly
glory, save In the cross of our Lord Jesus
Cover a waiter with a big sheet of
baked "sponge cake?" Echo answers ChriBt—Gal. 6:14 B. V.
The Bible tells little of the Inter- paper; sift four pints of flour over
none. An old hand furnished the Star
mediate state. The early Christians this, add the fruit and the fallowing
with the necessary method In careful
With the exception of the temperlooked not for spices: two teaspoonfuto each of nutdetail. Here it is:
ance lesson, all the lessons of the quardeath. but for meg, mace and cinnamon^ one tableThe proper requisites for eake bak- ter have to do with the death and resthe coming of the spoonful each of cloves and allspice.
ing are some deep, round-bottomed urrection of our Lord. In the first
Lord. True, those Mix these together and stand aside
bowls
for mixing, one to be large quarter we considered JesuB as the
who
are
with ready for use. Have read* in a little
enough to hold entire mixture when great Teacher; in the second, he la
Christ are In a pitcher one-half pint best brandy. Sedone; a regulation graded one-half- presented chiefly as the seeking
blissful state, rest- lect a deep cake tin anil grease with
pint measuring cup, standard tea and Savior; in the tnird, we observed him
ing "" from their butter, line it inside withj white paper
tablespoon, a good perforated mixing as he acted In Judgment upon Israel
labors, "at home and on the outside and bottom with
spoon, flat egg whip and revolving and sin; in this last, he is seen in his
with the Lord" four or five thicknesses ot very thick
supreme office as Savior and king. The
egg beater.
and enjoying the wrapping paper which you must tie
The correct molds for cake are so king of love, he is also the world's
sweets of Para- on. Have your oven hot and the fire
constructed that they require no greas- Savior. Deny him his kingship, refuse
Kdise (Phil. 1:23:2, banked so it will not barn out quicking; a German "spring form" or those to become a si. Meet of that kingdom
®k
Cor. 6:8 R. V. ly. Now beat the hotter and sugar
with removable slides where a knife of which he is the head and we bring
|k
margin; II Cor. once more, add the eggs two at a time,
can be slipped in to cut out the cake upon ourselves the condemnation of a
I 12:4). But "man beating the mixture after each addiare the best; if round molds are used righteous judgment This past quar!l_3HI was made for cor- tion. When the eggs are all used, tura
select those with a tube in center; ter particularly reveals him in that
poreity" and will not reach perfection In the flour and fruit with brandy, mix
they bold up the delicate mixture final ministry which resulted In the
until clothed with a glorified body. The thoroughly, pour Into the prepared
initiation of the new enterprise of prowhile raising and cut more evenly.
text exhibits some'privileges of the cake tin, cover with several thicknessThe object of ungreased molds la claiming his gospel, to the end that
.finally redeemed who will dwell in es of brown paper, and bake eight
twofold. It is decidedly cleaner, and his kingdom shall be established. We
"the holy city, new Jerusalem."
hours, keeping the oven steady and
cake baked that way is more delicate. Bhall consider the lessons under four
clear.
Service.
As the batter rises it clings to sides headings:
Remove from the oven and allow
" Story of Love.
and tube and stays there until cut
"His servants shall serve him." The
it to stand on tin sheet until quite
out, while a greased mold lets cake
common idea of heaven Is as a place
I. Those of Preparation for His Pascold. Ice with a thin coat of white
slide down and sag even during the sion. These embrace the first three
of rest, and it will be so. Earth Is
icing top and sides and stand in a cool
baking. The egg cakes should be in- lessons. (1) In the first, we have the
full of weary ones, and the millions
oven to dry, then give it a second coat
In the very simple draped bodice, verted with the mold as soon as taken beautiful story pf the love which
who follow Buddhism, with its teachNET-TOP laces over foundation
of thick icing and ornament according
ing of annihilation as the final blessedskirts of taffeta silk are so excel- the taffeta silk is draped over the lace from the oven and allowed to hang anointed him for burial, which he acto fancy. An icing made of white
ness, are evidence of the craving for
lent for making dancing frocks that underbodice, reversing the order of while cooling; this stretches the cake cepted and immortalized. This was
egg, a few drops of cold water and
rest. But heaven may be a place ot
the girl who is devoted to dancing can- things in the skirt. The lace extends and increases it materially in size. not because of the greatnesB of the
confectioner's sugar is the best for
rest and of service too. Says Macnot make a better choice of materials. beyond the silk, forming a short sleeve If mold has no projections for that act, but because of the appreciation of
the
thick
icing.
laren: "Work at its In.tensest, which
The taffeta Is just crisp enough and drapery for the arms and a chemisette purpose set rim on three cups or rest himself and, of his words. (2) Here
is pleasurable work and level to the
the lace has Just body enough to keep at the front of the bodice. The bodice center tube on a Mason Jar; this will we observe him presiding over and inraise It #»m level of table and let air stituting that lasting memorial, the
capacity of the doer, is the truest form BEFORE THE HEAVY COURSE a dancing gown from becoming
and skirt are Joined at the waist line. circulate freely around cake while symbolic feast, wherein the old passes
of rest In vacuity there are stings
crushed and "sleazy-looking," and tafA very wide girdle and sash is made cdSoling.
away and the new dispensation ia
and torments: it is only in joyous ac- 8ome Delicious Appetizers That Are feta seemB somehow especially well
Not at All Hard to Acquire
When whipping whites for cakes al- ushered in. (3) In the third lesson wo
tivity which is not pushed to the exsuited to youthful wearers. It Is an of the taffeta. It is laid in folds about
or Prepare.
tent of strain and unwholesome effort
unpretentious material wite a shining the waist and extends from just be- ways use a flat egg whip and use It view with awe the agony of the garsurface which looks particularly well low the bust to a few Inches below the with long even stroke; this Incloses den wherein he dedicated himself to
that the true rest of man is to be
normal waist line. It is kept in shape •air and makes cake light; on the other the coming suffering, "Not as I will,
The hors d'oeuvre is not much used Under laces.
found."
The Quaker, or shadow laces, if se- with stays tacked to the front, sides band, for icings or meringue a revolv- but as thou wilt"—absolute surrender
What will the Bervlce be? Those by private families in America, but
and back, on the underside. The ends
who are faithful over a few things a dish of any of the things used will lected in the right patterns, look Just cross at the right and are brought ing egg beater should be used, as a and delight In the Father's will.
II. Those That Preceded His Paa■will be made rulers over many. In admirably set off a modest meal. For as well as the net laces and are a lit- down below the waist at the back, close-grained consistency Is desired for
"the regeneration," the apostles will oysters or clams, cooked or raw, two tle less In price. All of them are where the sash 1B finished with two that purpose. When told to fold in alon. These next five lessons lead ua
sugar
or
flour
use
a
flat
whip
or
spoon
through those dark shadows, yea,
sit on thrones, judging the 12 tribes hours before serving chop two or reasonable enough.
and combine material with a dipping through a darkness which Is yet unA very fine model for a party gown big loops without ends.
of Israel (Matt. 19:28); and we hear three shallots very fine and put them
For the too slender girl an under- motion, never beat, whip or stir at fathomable and which ended in the
in
a
saucedish
with
salt,
pepper,
vineIs
shown
in
the
picture.
The
undercf saints who will rule over five cities
bodice of plain net with long sleeves,
or ten (Luke 19): this seems to point gar and oil. PaBS this around with skirt of taffeta is cut full enough for or one of chiffon, may be added to that stage, or cake^wlll be tough. The total darkness of Calvary. (4) In this
to millennial times, when the glori- the shellfish, supplying small plates dancing, with a slight flare. There this dress. Sleeves and guimpe of chif- care of these light'cakes while baking lesson Judas is presented, the incarnafied will share the government of for holding the sauce. Another ex- Is a full ruche of the taffeta box-plaited fon over net are still better, and the can be summed up as follows: The tion ot evil, and the agent of Satan,
earth. Again, Bphesians 2:7 shows cellent hors.d'oeuvre can be made of about the bottom. Three flounces of arm may be made to look much more first ten to twenty minutes the heat who betrayed his Lord and "Friend"
we have been saved "that in the ages one green pepper, several slices of lace are set on the skirt with only plump by shirring Chiffon over a net should he moderate, the cake muBt by a kiss. Here we see the utter ruin
rise slowly to top of pan without of a soul which chose private ambition.
to come he might show the exceeding Bermuda onion, and one firm, fresh moderate fullness. There is a Harrow
foundation.
browning, then heat can be Increased. Instead of fellowship with-Jesus. (S)
riches of his grace in bis kindnesB to- tomato. Peel the tomato and denude box-plaiting of taffeta at the head of
The
model
1B
better
adapted
to
slenAt all times watch carefully. As Boon This Is a presentation of the greatest
the
pepper
of
seeds.
Then
cut
the
each one of the two lower flounces.
ward us through Christ Jesus." Wonder young girls than to others, and to as oven gets too hot open oven door ana most appalling travesty of Justice
dering angels will magnify the grace last IB fine Bhreds, putting these on The upper flounce terminates in the the tall figure it is most becoming.
and let hot air escape; this will the world has ever seen. Humanity
of God in us.
One of large vision top of a slice of onion laid in turn on waist line.
never descended to any lower depths,
change the temperature at once.
says, "We know not what new worlds a slice of tomato. But do this indiDo not be afraid that cold air may yet he la serene, calm, dignified and
may be created, what new spheres vidual arrangement after the- vegechill cake. As the hot air escapes it strong. (6) The Temperance Lesson.
Waved and Unwaved Coiffures
may be opened for the exercise of the tables have marinated In a dressing
of olive oil, lemon Juice or vinegar
will keep the cold from penetrating. A (7) This lesson considers the heartpowers of those who shall reign in
and salt and pepper.
Anchovies,
few asbestos sheets are useful to breaking rashness of Peter. (8) This
life."
preserved in oil, are famous appetizplace above or below cake if it browns is the story of the ignoble failure of a,
"His servants shall do him priestly ers, and they are served as they
too fast. To ascertain when cakes weak, vacillating, time-server.
service," is the literal meaning of the come on a little dish with hardare done press top with finger tips, if
Story of the Cross.
phrase before us. While it will be all boiled eggs chopped fine, capers apd
it rebounds without making a hissing
III. His Passion. (9) This brings
work, it will be all worship. It will minced parsley.
sound and the cake has shrunk us to the story of the cross Itself, as
be the happy estate of Mary and
slightly, it is done. Take from oven, considered In this sequence of lessons.
Martha combined. Work will be worA Chef Suggests:
carefully Invert the mold, being care- Before that awe-lnsplrlng, wondership and worship will be work, yet In
That small pieces of chicken with
ful that no draft can strike it, and let creating event we stand with bared
both we shall rest, sitting at JeBUs' the merest bit of its own liver pounded
stand until cold. When cake has been head. Here sin was unmasked and did
feet.
up with some cream and a little coracut from mold place inverted on flat its utmost. Her also we behold grace
Vision.
line pepper make a delicious paste to
plate, rub off the little loose furry unveiled and active. .
"They Bhall see his face."
This spread on thin slices of brown bread.
particles that may be on sides and top,
IV. The Post-Passion Lessons.' Wo
seems to contradict some scriptures
.Before attempting to seed raisins
then cake is ready for icing.
are now in a new atmosphere and
which tell us man will never see God. cover them with hot water and let
As a last caution to the inexpert' light, a new glory Is to be seen.. (10)
True, in a sense we can never see them stand 16 minutes; then the seeds
enced cook let me say never substi- In this lesson we behold the empty
God. God is a spirit and cannot be can be removed easily without any
tute other material for that called for tomb, for "He could not be holden of
seen corporeally: we may never be- waste.
in these recipes; especially does this death." We share with them the gloriThe left-over cooked potatoes should
hold more than a symbol of him, as
apply to the flour. Pastry flour is so ous, the Joyful consciousness that he
Stephen saw "the glory of God," yet not be piled together, as they will sour
superior to the "spring wheat" for ail whom we have just seen die to igthis would not preclude our knowing quickly; spread them out on a large
cakes and pastry that the small dif- nominy and shame and suffering is
him, for "spirit with spirit can meet." dish.
ference in price should not be con- now alive and "ever liveth" to be our
That a teaspoonful of curry powder
Moreover, we shall not see God in
sidered. Granulated sugar must be advocate and ever-preBent friend. This
the sense of finding him out to per- added to the cream sauce in which
fine grained, and be sure to note the is a glorious fact, that of the literal,
fection; he is infinite and we shall macaroni is baked greatly improves
difference in "powder and confection- bodily resurrection of Christ from
have always before us the Joy of dis- the flavor.
er's sugar"—the former is extremely among the dead. Hallelujah! (11) In
covery.
■■
*.«"<•> fine grained and used in baking, while lesson eleven this same thought la
Save Worn Table Cloths.
the latter is smooth like starch and is again emphasized and with the sugges'But while this Is true, we shall see
Probably you are convinced that you
best for icing, etc.—Washington Star. tion of its accompanying obligation, to
Jesus, who said, "He that hath seen
that "we are witnesses of these
me hath seen the Father." He is the are practicing all the economies
Watch the Garbage Pall.
word by whom God is revealed. We known to the up-to-date housekeeper,
thingB."
A careful survey of this receptacle
see now through a glass darkly, but but have you ever turned inward the
In "Tarbell's Teachers' Guide" is a
outer
edges
of
a
half-worn
tablecloth?
Indicates
the
part
of
the
kitchen
supgood suggestion for review Sunday,
then, face to face. We would not minIt
is
done
exactly
as
a
wide
sheet
is
ply
that
Is
lost
as
refuse
or
as
waste.
viz., that a series of elliptical phrases
imize the work of the Holy Ghost In
of hair. If it is short and thin she
us, revealing Christ, but the early rejuvenated, and if a very fine seam is NOT all of the new coiffures are will have to help out its length with Poor cooking, unwarranted purchases be written upon a board or chart, that
waved
and
curled,
but
those
that
carefully
felled
down
on
the
wrong
and
unwise
planning
contribute
to
Christians longed to behold the face
will fix the chief idea or serve to rea switch, but if'it is long and thick
of their Lord: their cry was, "Even so, side of the damask, the joining will are not are rare enough to prove the no extra hair will be needed. The this extravagance. The unnecessary call the lessons, as follows:
rule that the new modes favor waves
waste
should
be
eliminated
by
the
use
never show.
(1) Let her alone . .... (2) For
come, Lord Jesus."
curious fact is that hair dressers preTry It with the tablecloth you have and curls about ninety-nine times out
fer scantier locks-helped out with ac- of good cook book and wiser plan- ye have the poor ... (8) Whereof
a
hundred.
Both
types
are
shown
in
|
decided to cut up for napkins.
Knowing as I am known.
ning as to the amounts needed and in- soever this gospel shall be preached,
How shall I love that word,
the Illustration, and both are beauti- quired pieces, to very abundant natu- dividual tastes.
. . . (4) Verily I say unto you^
And oft repeat before the throne—
ful, but the waved coiffure Is far ral tresses.
Golden
Cream
Cake.
One ... (6) For the Son of Mam
"Forever with the Lord."
In this coiffure the back hair Is
One cupful sugar, three-quarters cup- more becoming to the average woman.
Refrigerator Hint.
goeth ... (8) This is my blood
A very smart and elegant arrange- arranged in a French twist, which Is
ful butter creamed together, one-half
Likeness.
To avoid buying ice in winter, the ... (7) Take ye . . .
(8) My
ment of waved and curled ■ hair is spread out so that It looks soft, and refrigerator should be kept chilled by soul Is . . . (9) Father, all thing*
cupful
sweet
milk
and
the
beaten
"His name shall be in their foreshown In the figure at the right. For pinned to place with small shell pins. this plan: Set a pail of water out- . . . (10) Watch and . . . (ID
whites
of
three
eggs,
one
and
one-half
heads."
This speaks of ownership.
The front hair Is "fluffed" and
she who is not the possessor of much
doors to become ice cold. Put the pail My God, my ', . . (12) Why seelc
But it suggests likeness,- too, for in cupfuls flour, one and one-half level
hair it is an Ideal coiffure. To dress combed back in a pompadour, with the in the Ice compartment of the refrig- ye . . . (13) Ye shall be my I . Scripture the name stands for mani- teaspoonfuls baking powder. Bake in
ends pinned under the coll. It 1B then
It,
the
hair
is
waved
all
-around
the
erator. In case the water should These phrases may be written upon*
fested character; we shall have.God's layers.
For Filling.—Yolks of three eggs, head and combed forward while the parted in a very shallow part at the freeze solid, place a small stick In It. cards or slips of paper and distributed
Image stamped upon us. We seek to
one cupful sugar and two tablespoon- back hair 1B combed up to the crown, front and fastened with invisible pins The ice will crack and rise up around to classes or Individuals, the entire,
be holy now, but there we shall have
In pretty, soft waves about the face.
fuls thick cream beaten together until twisted in a light coll and drawn
the stick Instead of bursting the ves- sentence to be recited when called for.
attained. "We shall be like him."
For the young woman with regular
very light. Flavor with vanilla. These through an opening in a light support
It would also be well to make mensel.
.features
It
is
a
delightful
style,
showor pad that is pinned to place. The
are very good.
There Is no sin In heaven:
tion of the two years' work In the
back hair is then spread and pinned ing off the abundance ot her own hair
Behold that happy throng.
For Cleaning Forks.
Synoptic
Gospels. Define what the
to the very best advantage.
AH glorious In their spotless robes.
Sugared Popcorn.
Over the support.
A Uttle wooden-tined fork, each tine gospel is (I Cor. 16:1-4), what the
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
All holy in their song!
The
waved
hair
Is
parted
at
one
side
Make a sirup by boiling together two
bound with cloth. Is used to clean word synoptic means, and wherein
forks. The tines of the wooden fork these GoBpels differ from the Fourth
"Our light affliction, which is but for teacupfula of water. Boll until the and brought back to the coil, where
Smart Handkerchiefs.
the
ends
are
either
curled
or
pinned
are run between those of the forks to Gospel.
a moment, worketh for us a far more sirup strings from the spoon or hardColored handkerchiefs are being
under.
If
the
hair
will
not
curl
sucens
when
dropped
into
cold
Water.
be cleaned, and they remove every
exceeding and eternal weight of glory,
Drill the school In giving book and
used. Made in fine linen to match the
while we look not at the things which Pour over six quarts of freBhly popped cessfully or Is very short, the small, costume, if the color is light, to go speck of soil.
chapter of the following: The Lord's
soft
curls
may
be
bought
ready
to
pin
corn
and
stir
well.
are seen, but at the thingB which are
Prayer, the parable of the good SamarIn. They are very light and naturally with dark gowns the handkerchiefs
Soda for White Furniture.
not aeen: for the things which are
itan, the mustard seed, the leaven,
curly, and are used In many ways In must be vivid, such as red, orange,
Fried Turnip.
White furniture i» best cleaned by the prodigal son, the great commandseen are temporal; but the things
Peel white turnips, cut them Into the new Btyles. They are pinned down green or purple. They are made of an being wiped with a soft cloth mois- ment, the last supper, Gethsemane,
which are not seen are eternal. For
exquisite quality of linen and hand
we know that if our earthly house of cubes about one-halt inch square, let with Invisible wire pine, making a hemstitched, the hems being about a tened In a solution of baking soda—a the trial of Jesus, the crucifixion, the
this tabernacle were dissolved, we stand in cold water one-half hour, then fascinating finish along one side of quarter ot an inch wide. ' The mono- teaspoonful of soda to a pint of warm resurrection, the great commission,
water—and nibbed with a dry cloth the ascension,
have a building of God, a house not boil in salted water until tender. Drain the coll.
At the left a coiffure is pictured gram Is embroidered in a darker shads afterward.
made with hands, eternal In the heav- and fry in butter until a golden brown
than the handkerchief.
suited
to
the
woman
who
has
plenty
on
both
sides.
ens" (II Cor. ,:1T-6:1).

LESSON

DISEASE OF THE POTATOES

SHOW MONEY MAKERS

Ii

Loafers Spotted and Eliminated
When Cow Test Is Used.

NONFREEZING WATER FOUNT
Very Useful Invention for Winter Use
In the Poultry Yard—Has an
Opening, at Side.

A supply of fresh water Is at all
times essential for the health and
comfort of the chickens, and In the
winter time it is a difficult thing to
provide, for the water will freeze tight
In a few minutes after it is put out.
It is claimed by some observers that
water which is slightly heated will
congeal more rapidly than cold water.

»v^

IP

1

No Dairyman Can Afford to Spend His
Time and Money on Animals Which
Do Not Pay for Their BoardValue of Silo la Shown.

(By O. R. INGALLS, Wisconsin Experiment Station.)
Cow testing shows the money makers. The best cows in many Wisconsin herds are returning a profit of $100
or more every year. It is possible to
have every cow kept do as well.
The loafers, the cows that consume
more than they return, are quickly
spotted and eliminated when the cow
test is used. No successful merchant
handles a line of goods on which he
loses money; likewise, no progressive
dairyman will milk a cow on which Ue
does not make a profit. The milking

if Fungus la In Seed Scab Will Appear, No Matter What Kind of Fertilizer Is Used In Growing.

Some farmers have the idea firmly
fixed in their minds that stable manure ought not to be used in growing
potatoes, the claim being that It
causes the scab which is BO destructive. This is not correct, for lf the
fungus is In the seed potato the scab
will appear, no matter what sort of
fertilizer is used In growing the crop.
The only way at all certain of avoiding scab in the potato crop is to treat
the seed tubers used, and this should
always be done regardless of where
the seed comes from. You may contemplate using seed that you feel certain is free from the germ of the scab,
but it will be safer to treat the seed.
Buy some commercial formalin and
to each one-half pint of It add fifteen
gallons of water. Then soakthe seed
tubers In the mixture for two or even
three hours. Do this before planting
and you will be reasonably sure of
having the crop free from scab.

1

WINTER WORK ON THE FARM
Get In Ample Supply of FirewoodRepair Machines and Overhaul
Wagons—Lay Plans for Spring.

TIMES

Don't Persecute
Your Boweb
Cut out cathartics and purgatives,
brutal, harsh, unnecessary. Try^agj

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely vegetable. Act
gently on the livr"
eliminate bile, am
Soothe the delicate,
membraneofth'
bowel. Cur
CoDiiipation,
SlUonsMM,
Sick Hod—
^,^scba sad lndllMlloo, as mUHMU know.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

Reducei Strained, Puffy Ankles
Lymphangitis, Poll Evil, Fistula
Boils, Swellings; Stops Lameness
and allays pain. Heals Sores, Cuts,
Bruises, Boot Chafes. It is an
ANTISEPTIC AND GERMICIDE

*

[SOH-POISOKODS]

Does not blister or remove the
hair and horse can be worked. Pleasant to use.
$2.00 a bottle, delivered. Describe your case
for special instructions and Book 5 K free.
ABSORB1NE, JR., aotlieptle llniiaant for manklnl reduce Strains. Painful. Knotted, Swollen Vdna, Milk Lef.
Gout. Concentrated—only a few dropi required at an appUcailon. Price »1 per bottle" dealer, or dellrered.
W.F.rOUNO. P. D. F.,110 Tenile »l.,Sprlnsfleld.Masa.

Nonfreezlng Fount.

so that this suggestion does not offer any relief. A new invention to
take care of the water in winter weather is shown in the accompanying cut,
the subject of a recent patent grant.
It has an opening at its side where
the water is supplied to a trough located below the opening of the reservoir. Above it is a sloping side wall.
The fountain has a removable cover,
which also is packed with nonconducting material. The atmospheric pressure on the small quantity of water In
the trough will retain the maBS of
liquid within the main reservoir so
long as the liquid In the trough is sufficient to maintain the orifice or opening to the trough closed.

MARKING THE EARLY LAYERS
Band Placed on,Leg of Pullet Beginning to Lay In October Helps In
Selection of Breeders.

The pullets that begin laying first
are as a rule the best layers; It is
from these pullets and henB that we
should hatch our breeding birds. Colored leg bands are useful for marking
birds with special points; a red band
on the leg of each pullet that beglna
to lay In October will make the selection of breeders next spring easier.
The Missouri state poultry experiment
station this year had fifty pullets bred
from good layers which began to lay
when a little over four months old. In
every case the pullets that began to
lay first came from the highest laying
hens. Of the thirteen pullets that began laying first, three were Buff Leghorns, two Barred Plymouth Rocks,
four White Leghorns, one Ancona, one
Campine, one Rhinelander, and one
White Orpington. The Barred Rocks
and the White Orpington weighed
from three and a half to four pounds
each; all the others from two and a
half to three and a fourth pounds
each.

Good Way to Spend Spare Time.

A Poor Milker.

vided. The value of the silo In fflntiiylng fresh summer succulence during
the winter months and in helping out
when pastures dry up in the summer
is also shown best when cows are
under test.

RIGHT LENGTHS FOR SILAGE
Question Is One Upon Which Much
' Difference of Opinion Is Manifested—Packing Eliminates Air.

Clean nests mean clean eggs.
Clean, fresh eggs spell clean profits.

« • •

All growing turkeys should have as
much grain as they will eat twice a
day.

• » •

The American hen laid 20,000,000000 eggs last year and had a good
right to cackle.

• • »

The hen, after laying an egg, needs
a drink of water. See that it is always accessible.

• • •

An egg contains quite a large percentage of water, hence water must be
supplied In plenty.

• • •

As fowlB have no organs for mast*
cation, their food must be prepared
for digestion in the gizzard.

• • •

The cry now is for winter eggs.
The poultry keeper smart enough to
get them la the one who la successful
financially.

• • •

Unslaked lime, coal ashes or dry
dirt are good materials to eoatter over
the floor and under the roosts after a
good cleaning up.

• • *

Keep the hopper full of dry mash
all of the time. This gives the chickens an opportunity to balance the
grain rations fed.

• • •

Dressed poultry must now be of uniform size and color, and must be of
good size, with a generous supply of
meat on the breast

• • •

The Guinea fowl ia growing in favor
as a market bird, the flesh coming
nearer to the flavor »I game than any
of our domestic poultry.

• • •

The hens should have a place to
roost and it should not be over the
cows, on the farm Implements and
buggies, or in the haymow.

(By H. H. KILDBB, Iowa Experiment
Station.)
The question as to the proper
lengths in which corn should be cut
when put into the silo is one upon
which much difference of opinion is
manifested. Some advocate as long as
1.4 inch, others less than one-half Inch
or approximately one-quarter inch,
and the majority intermediate lengths.
The'short outs, such as the one-quarter and one-half inch, require more
power, but insure a more palatable
silage, resulting in less waste in feeding, and make it easy to pack it thoroughly at time of filling. This packing
helps to eliminate the air, thus Improving the quality, and makes it possible to put a greater quantity of corn
In the silo.'
It Is more essential that thoroughlymatured corn be ■ ■ cut into shorter
lengths than corn that Is more immature and succulent, as much of the dry
portions will be wasted by animals on
full feed if not cut Into small pieces.
When one considers the matter from
all standpoints it is evident that the
common practice of cutting the corn
into one-half and three-quarter-inch
lengths is the preferable one.
The
writer has made It a practice to cut
the
corn into
three-quarter-inch
lengths, but realizes that when corn
becomes dry the one-half-lnch cut Is
more desirable. If the man Interested
wishes a shorter cut for the upper
part of the silo i would recommend
the upper third be filled with one-halflnch cut

machines may be repaired if they need
it. Wagons'may be overhauled, and
if not too cold, new paint may be
put on.
If any new buildings are planned
for the coming year, lumber'may ba
put on the ground. Often the earth Is
not frozen so hard that we cannot plow
and scrape out the basements for cellars or excavate for house cellars.
The stock calls for careful attention
now. The first and last work of the
successful1 farmer for the day must
be done at the barn, feeding and otherwise caring for cattle.
Take out the old solid board windows of the cow stables and put In
their place sash glass. This will add
to the health and comfort ot the
stock.
It Is often possible to press the
fall plowing well Into the winter. This
places the farmer at a decided advantage over the one who waits for spring
to begin before he does, any plowing.
Stormy days may be used for reading, writing, and laying plans for days
to come.

Late weeds make fine seeds.

• • *

Sprouts sap the life of the tree.
■

•

•

•

Soldier's Occupation In Civil Life
Certainly Should Have Fitted
Him for the Job.

Real war conditions sometimes give
rude shocks to the professional soldier
trained to arms in the well-ordered
days of peace. Here Is a caBe In point
A Prussian Landwehr company was
being muBtered Into service and there
were many things to be done. Uniforms, equipment, riflles, were to be
distributed, rolls prepared, reports
made out, and quartermaster's lists
checked up. The captain had his hands
full. He ordered his 41rst sergeant
to find a noncom. who could write
neatly and figure a little. The first
sergeant was equal to the emergency.
Corporal Kammermeyer was promptly summoned the crisply detailed for
duty as company clerk. The corporal
reported to the captain, who looked
him over with a mixture of wonder
and distrust
"So you can figure, corporal," he
Bald.
"A Uttle, sir, at your service."
The captain still looked dubious.
"What is your trade In civil life,
anyway?" he said.
"I am professor of mathematics,
captain," was the reply.

FOR DRUNKENNESS and
all DRUB ADDICTIONS

(By L. M. BBNNINGTON.)

On days when the weather will permit we may press the work of getting up the wood for another year.
He It a very poor farmer who does
not attend to this part of his farm
work, but waits till the wood Is needed from day to day.
A Good Milking Type.
Hay riggings may be put in shape
of cows Is a straight business propo- for the coming season. Other farm
sition and no farmer can afford to
spend his own time or pay high-priced
labor to milk cows which do not pay
for their board. Let's make the $100
return per cow our standard.
To build up a profitable herd the cow
test is indispensable. It enables the
dairyman to quickly get a high producing herd by selecting heifers from
only the best cows. In this connection
the sires that are capable of transmitting dairy quality and temperament to
their offspring can be proven. The
very general practice of sending mature bulls to the block when they are
just in their prime for breeding purposes Is detrimental to our dairy industry and should be stopped.
Cow testing also pays because surplus stock of both sexes sells for
higher prices when buyers can see
what the ancestors of these animals
have done in the line of milk and butter fat production.
When using the test farmers may
know their cows aB Individuals and
feed so as to get the greatest return
for every dollar's worth of feed pro-

Ther are

Fatima Cigarettes

PROBABLY COULD DO WORK

No sickness, no publicity
Ths only Keeley Instljtntelii Maine New
—-J Ham pull Ir« or Vermont.
Send for free booklet.

Treatment

^sKiriLSr PORTLAND, ME,
COSTLY METHOD OF REVENGE
Procedure In Europe Reminded Andrew Carnegie of a Somewhat
Humorgya Incident

Andrew Carnegie, In a recent Interview on peace, said to a New York
reporter:
"A lad of twenty killed a man and
woman In Sarajevo. All Europe Is now
fighting to avenge this wrong. England alone Is spending $35,000 a minute, according to Sidney Webb, on gunpowder.
"Well, this Is such an expensive way
to avenge a wrong that it reminds me
of the man at the banquet
"A man entered the cloakroom, at
the end of a banquet and began to
smash in silk hat after silk hat.
" 'Hold on, boss! What fo' yo' smashin' all dem high hats?' demanded the
attendant
" 'I'm looking for my own," the gentleman answered. 'It's an opera hat—
collapsible, you know. None of these
seem to be it'"

-mild, delightful Turkish-Blend. The
choicest of leaf—always a pure arid
wholesome smoke—
always satisfactory.

Travesty on Real Falstaff.

Yarmouth has a claim upon all Englishmen quite independently of its associations with the breakfast bloater,
remarks a writer in St. Nicholas. For
It was the home of Shakespeare's Falstaff, who appears to have been a man
of exemplary piety. The Falstaffs
were an old Yarmouth family.
"A Falstolfe or Falstaff," writes
John Richard Green, "was bailiff of
Yarmouth In 1281. Another Is among
the first of Its representatives In parliament, and from that the members
of that family filled the highest municipal offices. John Falstolfe, a man
of considerable account In the town,
purchased lands at the close of the
fourteenth century in Caistor, and became the father of Sir John Falstolfe,
who, after a distinguished military career, was luckless enough to give his
name to Shakespeare's famous character. In Yarmouth, however, he was
better known as a benefactor to the
great church of St Nicholas.
Suited Either Way.

Miss Lucy Price, Cleveland's leading antlsuffrage speaker, tells of a
funny Incident whlch'happened In New
England while she was campaigning
there. She was walking down the
street After having made what she
thought was a particularly effective
talk against suffrage when a woman
stopped her.
"Miss Price," she said, "I want to
tell you how much I liked your speech.
It was one of the best I ever heard."
.
. avl,
B OWH DBCOOIST ...
"I am so glad you are with UB," re■Inrlne Bye Remedy tor Uea.,. esjc. Watery
'•» and Granulated Hyellds; No Smarting- sponded MIBS Price, "and I hope you
for Book of tbo Bye
tUrit Byo comfort.' Write
„
,y 'mail Free. Marine Hye Remedy Oo i Vhlntrg" will come to our other antlsuffrage
meetings."
The Drummer's Work.
"Oh," exclaimed the astonished
"Are these moving pictures of the woman, "I thought that was a suffrage
war authentic?"
meeting you spoke at."
"Of course. All but the rumble of
artillery.
That's Imitated by the
Quite So.
drummer."
"Baleful lookout this. Isn't it?"
"What lookout?"
Important to Mothers)
"Cotton!"
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
The Usual Story.
"How came you to lose control of
Bears the sjf SffZ-f J*""
Signature of (Jut//z7&ic£t4£ your automobile?"
"Because my wife wanted it*
In Use E%r Over 30 Year*,
Children Cry for Hetcher'B Caatoris
A Bit Personal.
He—I think Wigglebee is the worst
Failures as Stepping Stones.
John Wanamaker, in a recent ad- dancer In the room.
She—Hush, you forget yourself.
dress in Philadelphia, urged his audience to persevere.
That's Easy.
"Every successful man," he said,
"Who was the first lightning calcu"has probably had more failures, far
more failures, than the nonentity has lator?"
"Ben Franklin and his kite."
had.
"Success, after all, to nothing more
The View.
than failure with a new coat of paint"
There to a story In that face!"
"You must be Beelng It out of the
His Only Possession.
Al Rogers was traveling through a tale of your eye."
lonely section In the suburbs of Boston one night a short while ago, when
he was startled by hearing this piteous appeal:
"Will the kind gentleman please
help a poor unfortunate man? I—'"
At thto,point AI felt to locate his
watch. The other continued:
"I have nothin' in tho world but this
loaded revolver."

Distorted Vegetarianism.

"So long as you find the cost of living high," said the friendly adviser,
"why don't you and your husband become vegetarians?"
"What do you mean?" asked tho
worried-looking woman.
"Why, eat only vegetable products."
"Couldn't think of It What I'm tryin' to do now is to persuade John to
take to beefsteak and quit tryln' to
live on liquor and tobacco."
At the First Signs
Of falling hair get Cutlcura.
I*
works wonders. Touch spott of dandruff and itching with Cutlcura Olntment, and follow next morning with a
hot shampoo of Cutlcura Soap. Thla
at once arrests falling hair and promotes hair growth. For free sample
each with 32-p. Skin Book, address
post card: Cutlcura, Dept X, Boston,,
Sold everywhere.—Adv.
A Woman's Way.

"Your doom Is Bealed," cried the
villain.
"Ha!" laughed the/ heroine defiantly. "I guess I can steam it open."
An atomizer for perfumery small
enough to be carried In a pocketbooH
Is a novelty from Europe.
Sometimes it is also a good rule
that won't work both ways.

NAVARRE
HOTEL
7th Av. at 38th St

NEW
YORK
CENTRE OF
EVERYTHING

k Penn Safety Raior tor Each Guest
EDGAR T. SMITH. Manamim Dbmctcr

WOMENUSE CLOZENE

IIV III Sail Tbe oiygenelothes wruihlngpowder.
Swnoiea ell fntlt, blooJ »nd pUierBt»ln»^thonS
Inrr. no rubbing, 10c Write for special lt»* offer.

S5S AGENTS WANTED
Witin E. Oelesnuse
Patent Lawyer,WeenlngtolL,
- —
D.C. Advloeanrlbooaalraa,
Rates reasonable. Hlsbest references. Beat Barrios*.

PATENTS

AarejnUW»nted-Sanl»ryB.nbberMIUiBottleOasv
ADaoWWly newTats ail milt bottles; lnaestrnoUblav
Bind MO for sampls. tj. s. asm. Cta.™ »., oaka, laaa.

Yes,'waiting for every farmer or farmer's
son — any industrious American who is
anxious to establish for himself a happy
borne end prosperity. Canada's hearty invitation this year is more attractive than
*s&^
ever. Wheat is higher but her farm land
just as cheap and in the provinces ot Manitoba, Sastatxnewanand Alberta

Nearly every weed seed will grow
if given time.

Why Thomas Concurred.
" Whack, WhaCk, whack! Tommy was
Plow up the fall crop of weeds and undergoing a painful punishment at
save work next year.
the hands of his loving mother for eat
• • •
tog the jam.
Don't strip oft the leaves—they are
"Tommy," she said seriously, when
the lungs of the. plant
she was forced to pause, "this hurts
• • •
—
me far more than it dobs you."
Thin overloaded grapevines by
And when Tommy was alone with
plucking the poorest bunches.
Tie his brother he produced a square
the young shoots to the trellis.
board he had concealed, and thoughtfully murmured:
'
„ Keep the bung out of the vinegar
"I thought all along that bit ot wood
barrel, but have a bit of wire screen wouldn't do her any good!"
over the opening to guard against
things that may fall.
Starting the Day Wrong,
. - » •. •
There was gloom on the face Of the
Plow up the empty garden and sow farmer.
turnips and spinach and transplant
"What's the matter, Elijah?" asked
cabbage, beets, celery, lettuce, cauli- his nearest neighbor. "Flapjacks given
flower, ate. Keep busy.
out over to your house?"
• • »
"WOrse'n that" said Elijah. "You
There are some of those roosters know, 'twasn't apple year, and wife
lett yet. In spite of everything. Get says we cant have any more apple
them out and sell them right off. They pie for breakfast."
are eating their heads off and you will
"Can't you make out If you have
Farm Lumber 8hed.
apple pie noon and night?"
Every well-appointed farm should never get half your money back.
"I
can, because I've got to," said
Include In Its equipment a storage
Hang a good thermometer In the eel- Elijah, "but I toll you, It upsets me,
place for lumber.
Much time 1
that"
wasted annually by farmers who|*lar. Look at It now and then when starting the day wrong like tnat
never keep an extra board or a tim- the mercury Is shivering down toward
ber on their places, with the result zero. But It Is all right to keep tho
that every time they wish to do a temperature as nearly down to freezlittle repairing they have to Journey ing as you can and not have it get
the start of you.
to town for lumber.

"Distinctively Individual"

• • •

160 Acre Homesteads are Actually Free to Settlers and
Other Land at From $16 to $20 per Acre
The people of European countries as well as the American continent
must be fed-thus an even greater demand for CJuM^Wheat voll keep
up the price. Any farmer who can buy land at $15.00 to $30.00 per acre
-Ret a dollar for wheat and raise 20 to 45 bushels to the acre is bound to
snake money—that's what you can expect in Western Canada. Wonderful yields also of Oats, Barley and FUa. Mbwd Farming is fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. The excellent grasses, full of nutrition,
aretheonlyforsdrequiredeitoerforbeeford^urypurpoees. (5oodschools,
markets convenient climate excellent
j-'J':'' '.Vt .
Military ""Vice is not coropulaory in Canada but there to an TOuaualdemand for farm
labor to reolace the marry young men who have volunteered for aervtce in the war.
Write^oT^ttratureTanl VarttaiUra as to reduced railway rates to Stinenntendeot
Immigration. Ottawa, Canada; or to
KU A. BoWlsTrj livaietvt Stfset. iosibM. MMM
1.1. La rQia.» W»l*»asal .»*!»»V,WTfr
I. Lit, H. A>SEllH.Ws4^7Mebi.:J.A.

35 YEABS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OF LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS
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WEST BROOKFIELD

•

•d
The Farmer's" Club had an all day session in <i. A. R. ball, Wednesday, Chas.
H. Hall and Chas. A. Risley, acting as
hosts. The essayist for the forenoon was
Albert 1.. Hauck. Harry M. Hurt spoke
in the afternoon on Fish Hatcheries and
game preserves..
The Sunday school of the Congregational church met in the Chapel Thursday night for their Christinas entertainment and tree.
The program was in
charge of Mrs Clifford J. Huyck, and
consisted of songs, recitations and a cantata, "Looking for Santa Clans."
Artemas D. Ward.
Artemas B. Ward, aged 77 years, 2
days, died at his home. Cottage street,
late Tuesday night, after a brief illness of
pneumonia. Mr Ward was born in Warwick, Dec. 20, 1837. He was married in
Brooktield to Susan E. Boyd of Oakham.
One daughter, Annie E., of West Brookfield, and a brother, Justin E. Ward,
Brooktield, survive.
^
Mr Wafd enlisted in the 13th Massachusetts volunteers, F Co., July 1:2, 1861.
After serving three years he was honorably discharged and returned to Brookfield. Mr Ward was a member of Dexter pjst, Brookfield, being a past commander.
,
The funeral was from the home Thursday afternoon, at 2 o'clock.

NEW BRAINTRE%
Mr Nils Muusen, of Boston, is the
guest of Mr and Mrs 0. 0. Johnson for
the holidays.
The Sunday school will have Christmas
exercises at the church next Sunday
morning.
"N^
Ralph and Leslie Shedd, Donald and
Miss Eunice France, Miss Madeline Havens, Miss Annie Dailey and Arthur
Seavey are home for the holidays.
Miss Frances W. Tufts of Worcestei is
the guest of Miss Cora Titus for Christmas.
Mr and Mrs Leonard Titus of Holyoke
and Miss Jennie Gorham of Boston are at
Summit farm for the holidays.
Miss Goddard has returned to Worcester, after caring for Miss E. A. Hoyt for
the past 8 months.
Miss Mary Pollard
is taking her place.
Mr and Mrs G. A. Litchfield have gone
to California for the winter.

GRANGE ACTIVITIES.
Resui.s.of the New Community Service of the Grange.
Fortjr-five granges in Massachusetts
entered the community-service competition last year, of which 31 sent in complete reports and 13 failed to make any
report. The first prize of 115.00 was
awarded to Acton Grange, and this -is its
record for the year:—$12.00 given to be
expended for the poor of Boston; $20.
given for help of two aged ladies in the
town, one over 90 years of age; 129.60
for repairing and fire-proofing stage scenery in the town hall; 8135 toward installing lights in the Congregational church;
placed a drinking fountain on the Common at a cost of $388.23. TTiis fountain
has four troughs for horses, two for dogs,
and i font for the people.
Plainfield grange won second prize; it
gave 825.00 to a member of a neighboring grange who had lost two horses; gave
•50 towards the support of a minister;
gave a public Fourth of July celebration;
turned out in June and with 11 teams,
graded the grounds about the town hall
and church, expending 868 and also giving a dinner; placed a neat sign on the
town hail, and a street lamp in front
of it; gave a harvest night with 8-5.00 in
premiums to ttie boys and girls; gave
•6.00 and a lot of ca!\ned fruit to a member who lost house by (ire.
Winsdor Grange gave 87 in prizes for
sewing, cooking and woodwork; 87.50 to
the two highest rank pupils in the high
school; built 350 feet of good road, intereecting the state highway at either end,
at a cost of 8187: repaired steps in front
of town hall.
Norwood Grange won fourth prize and
Bridgewater Grange that took fifth prize,
bought seven acres of land for S1000, and
putlup a fair building.
Their first fair
netted 81200.
In all the mx prize winning granges expended 88.381,42 in community service,
and the others *l ,589.55.
This is a most commendable movement
and ought ta re-act in benefit to the
Grange, U well as to the communities in
which they live.
The .State Grange educational fund was
atarted in l>eceniber, 1911, for the purpose of li«,i«ng young people to help
themselves ! During the three years the
fund has received nearly (10,000, and
this has !«vf! loaned? to young grangers
who were, desirous of getting a higher
education. During the three years there
have lieeu 47 students who have received
aid, and three of them have finished
their ours*, »«d repaid their|loans. ^8j

Hi* Engine Reveraed.
"What's the trouble, old man?" "I'm
In a bad way. I lie awake nights thinking about my work. Then when I'm
at work I keep going to sleep."—TitBits.

*

CYRIL GLAIR'S PLAN

POULTRY

r>

ft

By HAROLD CARTER.

•

•

(Copyright. 1914. by W. Q. Chapman.)
When Cyril Blalr saw a stylishly
gowned young woman look at the
brass plate which adorned his office
door, hesitate, and then enter, he assumed an air of Intense preoccupation.
This is a common habit of
young lawyers who can Btill count the
cases that they have had upon the
fingers-of their hands.
He rose and bowed courteously us
she entered.
He recognized her as
Miss Naiicy Lawrence, a girl with
high school connections In the town.
She sat down and looked at him rather in wonder.
"You look very young to be a lawyer, Mr. Blalr," she began.
"I assure you that will not invalidate my plea before the court," he
answered, smiling.
"Well," she said, "suppose I tell you
my case. You see, I wanted a young
lawyer, an un—" She flushed and bit
ber lip.
"An unknown young man," he finished for her.
"Well, you see. I don't want my
action generally known, and even the
lawyers in this town seem to stand
together.
My father, Colonel' Lawrence, you know, was very rich. He
had a million, In fact."
"Yes," said the lawyer attentively.
"I am twenty next month, and under his will the property Is in the
care of Jim White, as he is known,
until I am of age or—or marry. Well,
father trusted him implicitly, but
everyone knows he is connected with
those new dishonest oil companies. So
yesterday I ran into town and I—I
asked him for an accounting. And he
behaved horridly. He laughed at me."
"The scoundrel!"- exclaimed Cyril,
and then wondered t/hy he had spoken with so much warmtb.
"He reminded me that he had the
absolute Investment of my property
under the will for another year," continued the girl, "and he said that
even if he made a mistake he would
not be accountable. And I can't tell
you what else he did."
"A legal adviser has the same privileges of confidence as a priest or doctor," said the young lawyer sententiously.
"Well, then, he tried to kiss me!"
snapped the girl. "And I know be
means to invest all my money in those
wicked companies."
"We'll deal with him, Miss Lawrence," said Cyril.
"Leave him to
me. I shall examine the will this afternoon and go up to town the first
thing In the morning to show him he
has got bold of the wrong end of the
stick."
A brief examination of the will convinced Cyril that the scoundrel had
absolute right over the property.
However, he ran up to town and had
an interview with him. The young
man was no match for the hardened
old blackguard. The colonel had kept
inside the law by the skin of his
teeth; he admitted' that the future
of the oil companies was doubtful, but
said that he could make them succeed by putting three-quarters of a
million into them, which he proposed
to do.
"You are a scoundrel, sir!" flashed
out Blalr.
"Prove it," snapped the colonel.
"Out of your own mouth, sir."
"Not evidence," said the colonel,
laughing and biting off the end of a
cigar. "Not evidence. You haven't a
dictaphone and a stenographer in your
pocket, have you? Then, as a lawyer,
you will admit that I have you
skinned. However, I'm going to pull
through. I don't mind telling you that
I've sunk a hundred thousand of Miss
Nancy's money, and I'm going to pull
it out with the remainder."
Blair retired, white-hot, but baffled.
He was utterly worsted, and bad the
sense to acknowledge it. He told Miss
Nancy as much.
"It looks as though the only thing
to do is to wait another year, till you
can make him give an accounting," he
said. "Of course, we can go to law.
But he'll use your money to block our
application until he's run through with
the money and heaped up a pile for
himself. However, I have an Idea."
"What Is itr asked the girl.
Cyril smiled. "I can't disclose It
yet," he said. "It will take perhaps
a month. He won't have run through
much by then. You see, he's booming;
the companies Just now. The collapse
will be due in about three months'
time. Now, I think I can save your
money If yon trust me."
She trusted him Implicitly, so much
•o that when he said a dally conference at the office would be necessary.
Miss Nancy did not demur. But the
conferences did not seem very businesslike. Yet they were sufficiently
pleasant to be continued after office
hours, at Miss Nancy's home. And
long before the month was ended they
were sure that they loved each other.
"When are you going to tell me the
plan?" she asked one day.
Cyril looked steadily at her.
"I
have no plan," he answered.
The girl turned white.
"Do you
mean you have been deceiving me?"
she inquired, ominously calm.
"No," he answered. I meant It at
the time, but now I see It is Impossible."
The girl rose from her chair and
fingered her gloves nervously. She
turned toward the door.
Then she
came suddenly back. She sat down at
his side. "Tell me!" she whispered,
ind in an Instant they were In each
ithsr's arms.l
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JUST AN ORNAMENTAL DUCK
White Crested Variety Have No Special Value to Farmer—Not Bred
to Any Great Extent.
(By Q. HOWARD.)
The crested white duck may be
nailed an ornamental duck, much the
same as Polish chickens.
They are
not bred to any great extent In this
country, and they are seldom seen except In the show rooms. They have
no special value to the ' farmer, as
more easily bred and more profitable

INCORPORATED IN 1854.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

STATEMENT
Mortgages on Real Estate
Real Estate
Bank Building
Bonds and Public Funds
Cash on hand and in Banks

Pair of Crested White Ducks.

VALUABLE FEED FOR FOWLS

1914

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

LIABILITIES.
I445.855.00

Deposits

-

5,243.40 Surplus

- .

-

We wish you all a Merry (jhristmas!

J675.876.91

-

84,989.96

4,000.00

Pigeons sometimes live to be eight
years old.
■ •

»

•

Clean eggs bring better prices than
dirty ones.

• « »

The smaller the poultry quarters,
the cleaner they must be kept.

• # •

The "was sick but well again" hen is
not the one that fills the egg basket.

• • •

Fresh buttermilk is recommended
for diarrhea in chicks, some saying it
will cure bad cases.

• * •

The poultry yard is a good place
for the boy to begin a real partnership
in his father's farm.

• * •

Never ship a chicken to a customer
that you would not want sent to you
for the same amount of money.

• * •

Look out for the drafts in the chicken house.
Fix all suspicious open
places. Roup In the henhouse meana
no money in the pocket.

• • •

Water in fresh and constant supply
ia a thing that must be supplied if
chicks do well, or If eggs are furnished as they should be.

• • *

A good way to feed skim milk la
to use It with soaked ground corn or
other grain, but even then it should
be ted sparingly at the start.

• • •

Those farmers who g1v» their turkeys plenty of range and secure new
breeding stock frequently, are making
good money growing turkeys.

• • •

Do not a'mnlv throw the water out
of the drinking vessels and put in
fresh water, but wash the vessels
thoroughly every time you change tbe
water/
• • a
A cheap thing so many times scantly furnished or not furnished at all
a .-harp grit. It would seem that a
-hlng so easily provided would be in
constant supply, but quite often these
are the very things left undone

< Miss Clara Rice is home from Boston,
on account of illness.
Count up your mercies, and remember

299,491.25
6,277.22

those who are in need.
The Third Degree will be worked by
Woodbine I,odge, next Tuesday evening.

$760,866.87

$760,866.87

GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
ARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER.

"The Lion and the Mouse" at the Star
) Theater Christmas afternoon arid evening.
All accounts against the town should
be sent in, as the town books close Dec.
31.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs
Frank P. Stoddard, Elm St., on Friday,

BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
GEORGE R. HAM..NT,
SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. DOANE,
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.

Jap. .1.
Lost—Lady's pocket book, with small
sum of money and post office key.
It
may be returned to this office.

TRUSTEES.
SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
GEORGE R. DOANE,
WM. F. FULLAM,
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
AM ASA G. STONE,
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
BURT A. BUSH,
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
H. T. MAYNARD.
THOS. G. RICHARDS,

And we have a white Christmas, with
old-fashioned sleighing, although the
snow only lightly covers the ground.

Many Lives Saved.
Out of 2,500 persons who accepted
the free annual medical examination
offered by one of the large insurance
companies, 50 per cent were found to
be more or less out of order, most of
the derangements being in the heart,
blood vessels and kidneys. Of those
impaired, 44 per cent did not suspect
It In every case the family physician was Informed of the trouble.
Willard G. Bemis. from Amherst colAt the end of four years the death
Another Week's Vacation.
lege.
rate In this group of 2,500 was only
Roland F. Doane is home from Har- B0 per cent of that reasonably exThe school committee give notice thaf
pected by tbe actuaries.
all the schools will re-open on Monday, vard.
Francis Boland, who is teaching in
January 4, thus giving an additional
week's vacation to teachers and scholars. New Jersey.
Miss Carey, teacher of Grade I, has
Miss Mae Quigley from -Radcliife. colasked for, and been granted, a leave of lege, Cambridge.
absence for the remainder of the school
Michael Howard of Holy Cross, Woryear, on account of ill health.
cester, is in town.

A Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year to All

Calvin G. Bliss was born in New Brain,
tree, June 17, 1838, the son of Rensalear
and Maria B. (Gilbert) Bliss, and on the
7th of December, married Miss Jane
Dane of West Brookfield, who died several years ago, since when he has lived
alone at MB home in the west part of the
town. He has been in poor health for
a long time past, and two months ago
went to live with his siBter, Mrs Mary E.
Rice, in Gardner, where he died of heart
disease, Monday night. Mr Bliss was a
member of Ezra Batcheller post, No. 51,
Grand Army of the Republic.
He was
well known as a maker of small tools,
working in the Bhop, which his father,
Rensalear Bliss, owned before him. The
funeral was attended on Wednesday afternoon, from the parlors of the Congregational church, and burial iu Walnut
Grove cemetery.
Martha Carruth Crawford

Christ Memorial Church.

HOME
Tow

HELPS

BUILD HOMES FOR CITIZENS
English Municipalities Erect Buildings
That Rent for Exceedingly
Moderate Sums.
A shortage of houses at Newport,
Monmouthshire, England, is encouraging private enterprise and stimulating
the public authorities to supply the
necessary homes, according to the
United States consul ait Cardiff, Wales.
The official architect of Newport has
presented a scheme to the town council for constructing 248 houses, 16
feet wide, containing two bedrooms,
in blocks of six, four and two, at a
cost of $924.63 each, and to rent at
$1.82 per week. It Is also proposed to
erect 87 houses with a frontage of 25
feet, with three bedrooms, at a cost of
$1,070.63 each, to rent at $2.04 per
week.
The land on which these
houses will be erected varies In cost
to the municipality from $1,703.27 to
$2,189.92 per acre,
The Cardiff municipal government
has adopted the small dwellings acquisition act, 1899, which authorizes the
city to advance money for enabling
residents to acquire the ownership of
houses in which they live, provided
the value of such house and lot does
not exceed $2,000. Three-fourths of
the market value of the house and lot
will be advanced, to be repaid by Installments'spread over a period of 20
years, tbe rate of Interest being four
per cent a year. A Cardiff householder living in a house of the value of
$3,000 will henceforth be able, if In
possession of $500, to borrow $1,500
from the city and-acquire the fee simple -of the property.

ALL ARE SHOWING INTEREST
Progress of City Planning Moat Gratifying to Those Who Have the Subject Deep In Mind.
The other day I aaked George B.
Ford, the well-known city planner of
New Tork what had moat impressed
him along progressive city planning
lines, and he replied:
"The recent
interest which the real estate bodies.
In particular the more enlightened
real estate men, have been taking In
city planning."
. "The Increasing number of real estate men at our conferences," he said,
"and the sessions devoted to city planning-at the convention of real .estate
exchanges at Pittsburgh, promises
more for the wholesome extension of
city planning Interests In America
than almost anything that has yet taken place.
I also am most favorably
impressed with the Interest shown by
the chambers of commerce and members of boards of trade throughout tbe
country, and the fact that it was even
recognized at the recent convention of
the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America."—The Living
Church.

BERLIN OFTEN TAKEN
GERMAN

CAPITAL

FOUR

TIMES

OCCUPIED BY ENEMY.

Most Severe Blow Was During the
Thirty Years' War—Captured by
the Austrlans In 1757—When
Napoleon Entered.
Of the capltalsof the nations now at
war in Europe, Berlin, in times past,
has suffered most at tbe hands of foreign troops.
_.
In all warfare, the capital of the
country invaded- is usually the objective of the hOBtlle action. Our own capital at Washington suffered at the
hands of the British in the war of 1812.
Since 1448 Berlin has been the seat of
the Hohenzollerns and has been occupied four times by the forces of an invading enemy.-r
During the Thirty years' war the
city was practically razed to the
ground. About one hundred years later, in 1767, it was taken by the Austrlans. They did no harm to the city,
as they received a ransom of 1,500)000
thalers—about $1,125,000.
At the end of the disastrous Jena
campaign the capital of Germany fell
into the hands of the French in 1806.
It was occupied by the troops of Napoleon for two years. When Prussia
and Russia allied In 1812 Berlin was
again taken by the "Little Corporal"
and was held tor a year. .
Next to Berlin Paris has suffered
most at the hands of hostile troops.
In March, 1814, the allied armies
which had opposed Nrpoleon took the
capital of France and held it for two
months. A year later, at the end of
the Hundred Days, the city again fell
Into the hands of the enemy.
The Germans were anxious to blow
up the Arch de Triomphe, which celebrated the victory of tbe French at
Jena, but the Britsh were opposed to
it and saved the arch.
After a long siege by the Germans In
1870 Paris was again occuped by hostile troops. This time much damage
was done to tbe city. Many of the principal buildings were destroyed or
burned, and for several months the
fortifications around the city were
held by the kaiser's soldiers.
Since it became the capital of England, London has never been occupied
by foreign troops, nor even has been
threatened by them. It was held by
Danish and Roman Invaders before
England, as a nation, came Into existence. Bnt since the time of tbe Normans the English capital has never
been threatened.
Before the present straggle Brussels
had not been held by foreign troops, as
the Integrity of Belgium was preserved In the struggle of 1870.
St. Petersburg, or Petrograd, as it is
now called, has been too tar removed
from the center of activities in European warfare to have suffered at the
hands of an invading enemy.
Moscow has been the objective point
of troops invading Russia In 1571 and
1591 it was taken by the Tartars of the
Crimea and destroyed. In 1812 Napoleon made It the object of his invasion
of Russia and aided In its destruction,
although the Russians themselves had
done much to destroy the city before
the enemy arrived.

Attention
Automobile
Owners
DIRECTIONS FOR MIXING

DENATURED ALCOHOL
with the Water in your Radiator
to Prevent Freezing,
10 deg. above Zero weather
use 20 per cent, solution
5 dee. below Zero weather
use 30 per cent, solution
20 deg. below Zero weather
use 40 per cent, solution'
35 deg. below Zero weather
use 50 per cent, solution
One Quart Denatured Alcohol to one gallon water, 20 per cent, solution
One and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
to one gallon water, 30 per cent, solution,
Two and a half Quarts Denatured Alcohol
to one gallon water, 40 per cent, solution
Four Quarts Denatured Alcohol to one
gallon water, 60 per cent, solution
->

FOR SALE BY

W. F. FULLAM

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director
Registered Embalm*!.
IftaTly AllllUIH.

During businsss hours the JOURNAL can
There was Choral Evengsong at Christ
be reached by telephone call 110-2, at Memorial church at 6.30 o'clock, last
any other time call 110-3.
When the evening, by the choir, and short address
•first does not answer call the other.
by the rector, following which was,the
The parcel post and the express com- Mystery play—The Nativity—in the gympany both report a good business this nasium, and Christmas tree in the guild
year, and it has come in such a way as to room for the primary department of the
be more easily handled than 111 some past Sunday school. The play was in three
years.
short scenes with this cast of characters:
Checks were sent to all out-of-town Mary, Miss Kathleen Lovely; Joseph,
teachers last Saturday, by the town treas- Mr Robertson; The shepherds, James
urer, so that they were relieved of their Coulter, Alfred Stockwell and Fred Loveanxiety as to money for the Christmas ly; The three kings, Warren DeLand,
Edwin I lamhm y and James T. Saunders;
vacation.
The banns of marriage were pub- Dorothy Chisholm took the part of the
To-day there is service at 9
lished for the first time last Sunday, of Herald.
Aschel Sardam and Rose Jandrow, both o'clock and Holy Communion..
of North Brookfield.
to marry Jan. 4,

They are planning

Congregational Church.

Mr and Mrs John J. Murphy of DorNext Sunday will be observed at the
chester, M. J. Murphy of Brockton and
Congregational church for Christmas
Miss Lola I, Murphy of Worcester are
remembrance. In the morning Rev. Mr
the holiday guests of Mr and Mrs TimoBudd will preach a sermon appropriate to
thy Murphy, Bigelow street.
the day on —"The Overshadowing SpirThere will be a special meeting of North it." This will be preceded by the usual
Brookfield (jrange Thursday evening, talk to the children. The cfioir will give
Dec. 31, for the purpose of filling vacan- special music.
In the evening, at 6
cies in the board of officers, and also to o'clock, will be a Christmas coicert by
open the banks which were given out the the Choir and Sunday School.
The C.
first of the year.
E. meeting will be omitted.
The annual business meeiing of the
The Woman's Union will meet, Dee/Jongregational church will be held Fri- 31, at 2 p. m., to sew, and at 4 for busi'4lay evening, Jan. 8.
Dea. Herbert W. ness.
Bemis, Dea^W. T. Sherwood and Mrs
At trie Congregational church last eve
A. G. Stone were appointed a committee ning, there was a Christmas tree, folto nominate Sunday school officers.
lowed by an entertainment entitled "The
- The Foresters have chosen the—follow- Discoveries of Santa Claus," in which
ingyfficers: C. R., Patrick J. Conroy; David Lane, and his sister, Mrs Lila LidisVHj. R-, James W. Burke; R. S., Eu- stone, personated Mr and Mrs Santa
gene H. Howard; F. S., William J. Claus, and their four children were—
Doyle; T., John J. Lynch; S. W., Harry Chapman Crooks, Gtenville Budd, MarE. Young; S. B., John F. McNamara; garet Doane and Dorothy Brown. Other
J. B., Thomas F. O'Brien.
characters were personated by Lester
At the annual meeting of the Metho- Clapp, Frances Cunningham, Theodore
dist Sunday school, these officers were Bigelow, Stella Cumunings, Florence
elected: Superintendent, Frank Howe; Lane, Helen Krusseli and Florence Jackassistant
superintendent,
James M, son. There was a solo by Mrs Lila LidBenjamin; secretary, Mrs Jennie Sprague; stone,—"There's a Song in the Air;"
treasurer, George E. Goodrich; supt; of Frances Doane recited "The Night before
home department, Miss Joeie Brown; Christmas," and there were recitations
supt. cradle roll, Miss Emma A. Crock- by Margaret Doane and Stella Cumminge.
ett; organist, Mrs Jennie Sprague.

UmiiinjCrtiJ by IVm- DUeanCtt Tatephona at Houn» and Htore.

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
II Prospect St.

North BrookfUU

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN

SCRIPT OR

ENGLISH TEXT

H. J. Lawrence

North Brookfklct

ARTISTIC MONUMENTS.
AND.CEMETERY MEMORIALS
In all kind, of
GRANITE AND MARBLE

C A RISLEY & COMPANY
Telephone

West Brookfield.

The Ladles Auxiliary of the A. O. H.
will have a food and apron sale in A. O
H. hall, Tuesday, Dee. 29, when the
farce, "The Coming of Annabel," will
be presented by these ladies:—Mrs Frank
Lameroux, Mrs Frederick Brucker, Miss
Mary Lswlor, Mrs M. P. Howard, Misses Irene Taylor ai(d Vera Brucker,
A
tableaux will be given by the "All-America Eleven."

Frank E. Chadbourne from Burdett's
business college, Boston.
John F. Boland is home from Holy
Cross college, Worcester.
Misses Clara and Marion Crawford
from Walpole and Cambridge.
Stephen P. Mahoney from Dartmouth
college, Hanover, N. H.
Untuning Green from Middlebury
college, Middlebury, Vt.
George Brown is at home from the
Pratt Institute in New York.
• Albert B. R. Prouty and Stanley Prouty
are at their home on Main street.
Miss Mary Holland, Passaic, N. J., is
the guest of her parents on Gilbert St.
Anna Sherwood, who is teaching
in Edgartown, is at home on Gilbert St.
MIES

Gwendolyn Burnham from the Emerson school of oratory is with her mother
on Bates street.
Anna Sardam, a teacher in Arlington, N. J., is the guest of her mother, MrsElizabeth' Sardam, Summer St.
MISB

Mrs Martha S. Carruth, wife of Deacon
William M. Crawford,, died at her home
Mrs S. D. Forbueh and her sister, Mrs on School street at 11.50 p: m., WednesWatson Pierce, who have been quite sick day, a'ged 75.
She leaves a husband,
pneumonia, are reportea as improving. •
two sisters, and two daughters, Clara E.,
The JOUBNAL is published on Thursday of Walpole, and Marion P., a teacher in
this week, on account of the Christmas Somerville. The funeral will be at 2 p.
season, and will be the last issue of 1914. m., Saturday, -from the parlors of the
Ezra Batcheller Post, No. 51, cordially Congregational church, of which she was
invite the Woman'B Relief Corps, with a member.
their families to a Social in G. A. K. hall,
Friday evening, January 1st.

In Repeated Tests Hens Given Skim
Milk Make Much Better Record
Than Those Given Water.
To test the value of skim milk for
laying hens, sixty pullets were put in
two pens, equally divided, of one variety and all as near of an age as possible. They were fed exactly alike,
keeping strict account of their feed,
but given different drinks. One pen
had sweet skim milk, while the other
had only plenty of fresh water.
This test was begun on November 1
and accounts were balanced with both
pens on May 1 following. The hens
that drank the water had but a little
over half as much credit for esgs
laid, while theV feed had cost nearly
a third mbre than the hens which
were fed skim milk. Some days in
the very coldest weather the thirty
milk-fed pullets laid twenty-eight eggs,
and their average for January was
twenty-four eggs daily. The skimmilk-fed hens not only produced many
more eggs, but they did not consume
as much food as those in the other
pen.
Since then these tests have been
repeatedly tried with different breeds
and with the same rsults.

The JOURNAL office is closed to-day.

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS

The assessors inform us that in their
supplemental assessment, just made, will Some of Our Teachers and Students
Who are Off Duty.
be included between 850,000 and 860,000
additional valuation, which has come
Miss May Lawler from Lynn.
to light through the state board, and the
John W. White from Dartmouth.
records of the probate office, since the
tax books were printed.
This will add
John Quill from his studies in Araherst
about 8900 to the revenue of the town.
college.

Calvin G. Bliss.

ASSETS.

birds are to be found for commercial purposes.
These ducks have a medium sized
head and bill; a large, well-balanced
crest upon the crown of the head; a
rather long neck; a medium length
back; breast round and full; body
of medium length; wings that fold
smoothly; hard, stiff tall feathers,
with well-curled feathers in the tail
of the drake. Their eyes are largo
and bright and of a blue color. The
shanks, toes, and webs are of a light
orange color.
The standard weight
of the adult drake Is seven pounds;
adult duck, six pounds; young drake,
six pounds, and young duck, five
pounds.

A.M. 8.4ft- Bast and West.
8.80--West.
P. M 12,4ft—East and West.
iOV-Waat
4.60—East.
f
7.06—East and West.
MAII.S CLOSE.
A. M. 6.45—East and West.
11.30— Kast and West.
P. M. 1.00-Weat.
4.40-Ea«xr\
* ■ ■
6.00—East and West.
Malls tor East Brooktield are despatched at
6.4*A.M., 11.30A. M. and 1 P.M. Mails from
East Brookfleld are received at 9.80 A. M. and
6.40 ;•. M.
Package mails are despatched twice daily as
follows:—11.30 A.M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will be:—6 30 A; M. to 8 P. M.
r
/ Holidays,j6.a0 to 9.3U A.M. and ft to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEV, Asst.

If.

ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE JAN. 4 68 ON INTEREST JAN. I, 1915.

AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS, DEC. 15,

MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.

Increased Valuation.

Organized Good-will.
Who can prescribe the limits of the
usefulness of the farmer's clubs? They
mirror the new time in which we live and
ont of a jealous, suspicious, narrow, selfish past there grows a new order of
neighborhood kindness, courtesy and
good will. The Jackson Farmer's Club
near Duluth has bought as an organization, four and a half acres of land near a
school house, and the club which was organized primarily for co-operative mar-,
keting will extend its usefulness as a
social factor. A, ball ground is to be a
feature of the Jackson Club park with a
children's play ground, swings and simple
equipment.
A permanent building will
be erected for special exhibitions of community resources and a laboratory of human friendliness. New comers will find
a welcome in this honse dedicated to the
glad hand and music and mental exercise
and a better to-morrow.

There will lie* special meetingdt the
stockholders of tbe North Brookfield Industrial Company at the Selectmen's
Room, Tuesday evening, Dec. 29, at 8
o'clock, to act upon the report of the
committee appointed to consider the best
method of closing the affairs of the company, ascertain the selling vaiue of the
real and personal estate, etc.
To see if
« stockholders will vote to sell the stock
if the H. H. Browp Shoe Co., owned by
hem; also the real estate on corner of
ain and School Sis., and to see if they
ill vote to liquidate the company, disribute assets, etc., and finally to considWhen you see-an overdressed woman
discontinu'ance of the business of the
escorting
a man who looks like a door
dustrial Company, and its dissolution
mat, you know who is boss in that house.
proper legal form.

Raymond Dunphy, a student-teacher,
at.the University of Pennsylvania, and
John Dunphy, of St, John's college, Annapolis are with their parents, Mr and
Mrs John J. Dunphy, Bell street.

WORK STANDS, BASKETS, SHIRT
WAIST BOXES, SMOKERS, UMBRELLA
STANDS, SEWIN6 TABLES,
HASSOCKS, COSTUMERS,
BOOK STANDS, CARPET
SWEEPERS, HIGH CHAIRS
ROCKERS, PICTURES, WALL POCKETS,
LARGE AND SMALL RUGS,
READIN6 LAMPS, ETC.
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

FANCY CHINA, and CUT 6LASS.
Agency for

,

A Gift for the whole Family

Come in and Look Around

F. C. CLAPP
Clapp's Block. Summer Street

FOR THE

THE

HOLIDAYS

W- B. Gleason
ADAMS BLOCK
The Greatest Variety of Good
Things for Gifts, and Prices
That Will Please You. Come
in and BE CONVINCED. . .

A. DISPLAINES'
DUNCAN BLOCK,

NORTH BROOKFIELD

Now Ready For Your Inspection
,A.ll are now invited to come to my store in Duncan
..Block, North Brookfield, to take first choise from the
finest line ever shown in the Brookfields for Holiday
Gifts.
A Full Line of Dolls and Toys
Fancy China in Sets
Handsome Glassware
j
Children's Books
Christmas Booklets, Tags, Seals
and Art Calendars

HOLIDAYS

HEADQUARTERS FOR POST CARDS AND HANDSOME POST CARD ALBUMS

AND IN STOCK ALL
THROUGH the YEAR

All Ready for the Snow and Ice.
THE MYSTO ERECTOR,
A very nice present for the little ones.
GUARANTEED FOUNTAIN PENS,
At Reasonable Prices.

AT FULLAM'S
For Father

j

A New Lanfern, for Driying or Barn
New Horse Blanket, Street or Stable
A Good Hammer, Saw, Pair of Pliers

THE VERY BEST SLEDS AND SKATES,

A Nice Line of Smokers' Articles.Pipes in Cases, Stationary In Fancy Boies
COJslE EARLY

AND

I

OFTEN TO

i A. DESPLAINES' Christmas Store

Complete Line of
FLASH LIGHTS AND BATTERIES

For Mother

,

Wizard Mop, Wash Boiler, Wringer
Scissors, Shears and Carving Sets'l
Family Scales,, Meat Choppers,
Perfection Oil Heaters'
\

Worcester County Institution For Savings
|

Incorporated 1828

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.

For the Children

FULLAM'S

Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.
$26/249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January ij and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
<
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, AIS'T TREASURER

TO RENT
THE-HUMPHREY honse on Spring 8t. Steam
heat, hot and cold witter, bath, Bet range
and every convenience.
Beat exceptionally
mode, ate.
E It. t'OLKBKOOK,
40*
- Phone 33-fl. East Brookfleld.

39^m

LOST
. Tuesday, between post oOce and Overall
_ shop, a pair of sold bowed glasses, in a caw
Usii
Please return Jo Refina Paradise. North Brookfleld.
'02

^ gm TBEAXBE *
^\

MOUTH

BROOKFIELD, MASS.

F\.

"THE LION AND THE MOUSE"'
By Chas. Klein, in SIX Parts
The Moat Talked of Play of the age, will be shown
«J Manse

Ingersoll on Life and Death,
Life is a narrow vale between the
cold and barren peaks of two eternities. We strive In vain to look beyond
the heights. We cry aloud and the
only answer is the echo of our walling
cry. From the voiceless lips of the
unreplylng dead there comes no word;
but in the night of death hope sees a
star and listening love can hear the
rustle of a wing.—R. G. Ingersoll.

FOR

FULL HOLIDAY SUPPLY

RATTAN AND OAK ROCKERS
BOYS' AND GIRLS' SLEDS
KITCHEN FURNISHINGS, PICTURE
FRAMING AND UPHOLSTERING

SledB, Skates, Jackniyes
Thank God some of us have an oldGloves and Mittens
fashioned mother.
Not a woman of the
~KTperiod, painted and enameled, with all
her society mariners and fine dresses,
white jeweled hands that seldom felt the
clasp of baby fingers, but a dear, old-fasiu.
ioned mother with a sweet voice, eyes into
whose clear depth the love light shown,'
and brown hair just threaded with silver,
THE RED FRONT STORE
lying smooth upon her faded cheek. The
Summer Street,
North Brookfield
hands, worn with toil, gently guided our
steps in childhood and smoothed our
cheeks in sickness, ever reaching out to
us in yearning tenderness. Blessed is the
FOR RENT
memory of an old-fashioned mother.
It AN Eight-room cottage on Willow St Town
water.
L.
B.
HATDBN. Grant St. North
floats to us like the beautiful perfume of
Brookfleld.
43
some wood blossoms.
The music of
!
*
other voices may be lost, but the enchant•TOVE FOR SALE
ing memory of her's will echo in our soul
Mrs Searle has a nice new P. D. Beckwith
Round Oak Parlor Heater, will bum wood or coal
forever.
It is too large for my room* only reasoa, for selftiSlt. Grant St„ Corner Walnut«tf
The Wonders of Science.
Our prize delinquent subscriber wandered into town the other day and, all
unsuspecting, we lured him up to DocSleeper's office and tipped the doc to give
him the twilight sleep treatment.
And
say, the doc is some treater I He had the
d. s. in the twilight zone as quickly as
you could break your wrist with the
cntnk on a Ford.
In two minutes we
separated the patient from the money he
had been owing us since the time when
rieinz had enly one pickle.
When he
came to he was holding a receipt in full
in bis hand.
Then we told him.
He
was tickled to death. He said that heretofore he simply couldn't bring himself
to pay up, because he dreaded tbe pain.

BRIGHT NEW. GOODS

ROYAL EASY CHAIR

Jaris Wood Gone.

Old Fashioned Mothers.

WITH

You can fiind a Welcome Gift
for any of the family from our
large assortment of USEFUL
ARTICLES such as

EAST BROOKFIELD.

Jaris Wood, 82, died at his cabin on
the slope of Teneriffe mountain Sunday
morning after a few hours illness of indigestion.
He was born in the house
where he died, and has always lived
there, carryfng on the ancestral farm,
with his brother John, who died in the
summer of 1908. He married Charlotte
Squires in 1862, and from that time the
two brothers never spoke to each other,
and even on the death of John no reconciliation was effected. It is said that the
two brothers were rivals for the hand of
Miss Squires, and when Jaris won, the
brothers divided the house between them,
and later Jaris built a cabin 75 feet away
which he and his bride occupied; all
communication between the two brothers
was had through Mrs Jaris Wood.
She
took care of John in his last sickness,
and on his death they moved back into
the old house. The story of the brothers'
estrangement was known far and wide,
but they would never talk to any one
concerning their 42 years' estrangement,
There is another brother, Charles, and
two sisters, Mrs Clorinda Henshaw of
East Brookfield and Mrs Louise Willard
of Leominster.

3* OLD STAND

DESIGNS

- rr»» -

COPYRIOHTS *C.

Anyone sending a (ketch and description msy
onlr*" ascertain our opinion free whether an
iiiiBuUon Is in-ohably patwiUblSL Commonlea.
I low strictly cotiadeiitfal. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest aaeney for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
special notice without efaarge. In the

Scientific America...

A tmndiomely tlhutl-Ktett weekly. I.nrewt dr.
nutation at any Mlentiflo Journal. Terins, f3 ft
yaai-, fourmontlM,$U Soldbyall newsdculer?.

36<

MUNN
« Co. <""'-» New York
"ranch Onoe"«S r St, Washington. D. 0.

™! CHRISTMAS B
MATINEE AT 4 O'CLOCK, 10c Tl ALL

EVENING, ISc TO ALL.

.RESEBVTSD SEAT TICKETS will he on Sale at the Theatre, at 4 o'clock
Monday,. Wednesday and Friday.
We want you to Follow us with "The Million Dollar Mystery" Every Mon"1*/-,''^!"'
ol Pauline "every other Wednesday, The Adventures of Kathlyn" every other Wednesday

A 600. Clean, Interesting and Educational Show.
A Pleasant Pastime for the Long Weary Winter Evenings.

1

";

BROOKFIELD TIMES

BOARD WOULD
HOLD UP BILLS

BROOKFIELD TIMES

SfesiBIJ;
BOY
mmwKCK PUWVA
OPPyPlGHT <*y BOBB3-MERRUI CO

humble serving Blave.
See'! Like
magic the feast shall appear!"
Then he drew up a little round table
Pedro and the dancing bear, Mr. Jones,
prevent a tramp from Bteallng a young before the hearth, stirred the dying
lady's purse. Pedro's ambition to become
a painter spurs him to quit Old Nlta ana embers with fresh wood, threw an
the strolling bear dancers. Pedro, Old Arabian cloth over the table and proNlta and the bear trainers start for New
York. Miss Iris Variderpool quairels with ceeded to lay the feast.
her artist lover. Sam Hill, and they part.
She sat up and allowed him to feed
Bhe discovers In her father's desk a por- her. The solitary fork gave them
trait, which she recognizes as that of
Pedro, who rescued her from the purse much cause for mirth, for she Insisted
•natcher. Hill meets Pedro and' Mr.
Jones In Washington square. Hill discov- that they share it, and before the meal
ers talent in Pedro's drawings and in a was finished they were playing like
mad desire to lose himself, gives his
studio and all in it to Pedro in exchange children.
Pedro's moods were generally irrefor Mr. Jones. Pedro occupies Hill's studio and calls on Leigh, the sculptor, with sistible, and he was determined that
a letter from Hill. Leigh, calling In return, in the alley bumps into two men. she forget and forgive his thoughtlessone of whom is Reginald Vanderpool, Iris' ness. As he sat opposite, seeing her
father, in disguise. Vanderpool's companion goes into the basement of Hill's studio cameo-like beauty, he thought for the
and talks with Ricardo, or Rowe. the hundredth time that Hill had chosen
baaement tenant, of a conspiracy against
a foreign government. Vanderpool, over well. Small wonder that the latter had
whom Rowe has a secret hold, is impli- been driven to despair by her! And
cated. Senora Daussa and her child, supposedly dead In an uprising, Rowe knows she—did she still care for the absent
to be alive. Senora Daussa is driven by painter? She seldom spoke of him,
Ricardo to a resort where the conspirators meet her and profess loyalty. Sam and that argued well for Hill's cause.
Hill sees Rowe unexpectedly attacked by And what had parted these two? Some
Old Nita, and rescues her. Pedro takes
luncheon with Iris in her home, meeting silly, silly quarrel, he again assure-:',
Vanderpool, who Is disturbed by Pedro's himself. How well matched they
presence. Iris tells Pedro her suspicion
that her father is being blackmailed and were, how admirably suited to each
enlists his help. Iris poses for Pedro. other! But how about the girl's attiPedro sees Rowe with Vanderpool and
peeping through Rowe's basement win- tude toward himself . . .? A subtle
dow Is astonished at sight of a woman smile crept to the corners of his mouth
whose face, feature for feature. Is like at the thought, and he hastily took his
his own. Hill -hears frpm the bear dancers that Pedro is a Venezuelan. "Hill and eyes from her face, looking intently at
Mr. Jones wander about, and stumble the glowing cigarette between his finupon Rowe. loading a steamer with contraband of -war. Hill Is seized as a spy. gers instead.
Vanderpoi'l, asphalt king, appears as
"What is the matter?" she asked.
"Senor Otiet."
"A second ago you were merry. ?4ow
CHAPTER XII.
you look quiet, wise—dangerous? How
you change!"
A Compromise.
"Dangerous! Far from it!" he exThe day on which Iris came to claimed, pushing back his chair, "that
Pedro's studio for her second pose was is, unless you call overwhelming curinot' that which had been appointed, osity dangerous. Personally 1 think
but one nearly a week later. During it less dangerous than a lack of curithe ' Intervening period the young osity; to the individual, at least."
painter had remained locked In the
"And what makes you curious?" she
studio as long as daylight lasted, asked.
emerging only at night, in company
Then Pedro, who did not know how
with Leigh.
to lead gently up to any subject,
Pedro had given her no explanation plunged in.
for putting her oft, simply sending
"Were you engaged to Hill?" he
word that he could not have her at asked abruptly.
present, but would get some work
Without answering, she arose and
done on the background of the por- walked away to the window, where she
trait.
stood for several moments before reIris had telephoned several futile in- plying, her back turned.
vitations, and at last, catching Pedro
"Yes," she said at last.
on the wire, had arranged for a sit"And do you still care for him?"
ting. At the hour appointed, she
To her 'own Intense surprise she
mounted the stairs slowly, with fast- found that she could not reply at once.
beating heart, starting and trembling
"I beg your pardon, Madonna," said
at every sound within the ancient Pedro softly.
building.
"Oh, you don't understand!" she
She reached the door unchallenged, cried wildly, throwing out her hands.
and rapped upon it.
"I don't care, I hate—oh! why did you
"Lady! Most gracious Madonna!" ask me?"
he cried In greeting. "See, here is the
"I think I do understand," he said
blue robe—quick, quick! I am all im- very distinctly, looking straight at her.
patience to begin. Do you know the
A wave of crimson flooded her
good tidings? Of the ridiculously au- cheeks. What did he mean? Unable
dacious thing I am going to do? Ex- to face him longer, she buried her face
hibit my pictures! Yes, me. Pedro! in her hands. He came toward her
Ha! ha! I am not unknown, it seems! and stood where he could have touched
Read the newspapers. I am Pedro, the her.
great Spanish artist! I do not know
"Sam Hill Is a great soul," said he
now to paint, but It matters not; they softly. "He Is generous and good. He
will say 'an impressionist—Matisse is talented, he is . . ."
outdone!' Ah! ha! your portrait will
"He is nothing to me!" she gasped,
be the chief gem of the display. In looking up.
two weeks cornea the exhibition, so I
"He is my friend," finished Pedro
most finish It soon, soon!"
firmly.
Daring the first part of the pose, he,
She flung her arms wide, and turned
contrary to his usual habit, talked rap- to him with an appealing gesture, her
idly.
)
face revealing an emotion she made
"It will be a lovely exhibition!" said
no attempt to conceal, nor he to
ha, "there will be Leigh's stuff—beautiful marbles, rich in form, and with Ignore.
"Pedro!" she began passionately,
such textures and high lights. You
"you will think me mad for saying it,
know! And the virginal white bas-rebut ah! I cannot help It—you make
lief*—the Joyous one of the ladies
Hi«mHnf And around the walls, be- me! Pedro, I love . . ."
There was a crash as his liquor
tween these things will hang many
gorgeous paintings by that great Span- glass fell to the floor.
"Hush!" said he.
ish painter—myself."
"What is It?" she asked, for the moIris could not but laugh with him.
"And of all these fine pictures," he ment startled Into normality.
"Nothing!" said he, "only you are
continued, "the most lovely will be a
Madonna with hair that Is red-gold, not to finish your sentence. Never
mind the glass, it was done intentionlike Joy!"
Then there was silence and he ally. Let us talk of other things."
"But, Pedro," she Bald hysterically,
worked fiercely, cruelly, for, as usual,
he»forgot the rests, and it grew late "I cannot! I am possessed! How can
you be so cruel?"
before either spoke.
"Please, please!" he begged her.
At last, exhausted by the long pose,
by his .Indifference, by her own emo- "Madonna, I am abject; I am in tortions, .,she could bear It no longer, but ture! Have pity!"
"It Is akin to pity," she replied.
holding out her arms toward him, she
Pedro walked to the hearth and
swayed slightly, and said his name in
stooped
to mend the fire. Then he
a broken voice.
straightened
up and spoke.
"Pedro!"
"Impossible!" he said quietly. "UtThen be saw how white and' drawn
her face had become, and with a little terly impossible."
And she, watching him Intently,
cry be dropped his palette and sprang
knew he had believed her, although he
to her side.
"Madonna!" he said, "forgive me! presented this denial. She felt, too,
Come down! So! Let me help you. that her cause was nearly hopeless.
"You do not care, then,'' she said in
Lie hire upon this couch. Oh, I am
a low voice.
cruel and thoughtless!"
"Madonna Lady," he said sadly, "I
Whimpering a little, she clung to his
arm, burying her face In the crotch of care for you a g*eat deal, but not as
his elbow, fondling his hand.
Hill does; not as a man should, to be
"Pedro, Pedro, I am so tired!" she your lover. You charm me beyond
words; you are lovely as a dream, and
said over and over again.
"I know! A little sherry!" he ex- If I could love any woman, it would
claimed. "A bite of luncheon! You be you—but you are not for me."
"Why not?" she asked sharply, bewill see now what a splendid housewife I can really be, at need. We will tween her tortured breaths.
"The reason la beyond my power to
have a charming meal directly."
He poured wine into an antique alter," said Pedro.
"Then," said she, "I suppose I had
Venetian glass, and brought it to her,
clasping both her hands about the better go., Shall you wish to finish the
fragile thing as one would clasp a picture?"
"Iris!" he cried in a suddenly
child's untrained fingers around a
changed tone, "come here, listen! Of
precious toy.
"Drink!" he commanded, "and lie course I want to finish the picture; it
suite still with your lovely head is going to be good! And what is
among the caressing pillows. You are more, if you will be so gracious, with
an eastern queen now, and I your y-ynr permission we will finish it, and
SYNOPSIS.

For answer, she took Pedro's face Here was a chance to mislead and.
she awoke Nlta had vanished. And
every one was away. And now Sam- between her old hands that were like annoy a bear-dancer, and to do so wasv
a wondrous source of satisfaction.
hill, he, too, is gone! Oh! Merciful withered leaves.
"He went this way, bad luck t»
"Dost thou know who is in the
Mother!"
Sit down and be calm!" cried Pe- city?" she asked. "Thine enemy and him!" he lied, pointing east "if ye"
catch
up with him, I hope the bear
dro. "Tell me all. What has hap- mine, Ricardo! He struck me, and I
was senseless. But when mine eyes eats both of yer!"
pened 7"
When they had been walking for
"Lucky It Is that Samhill left the opened, I arose*and went in" search of
address!" exclaimed Quniviere. "And him. I took the long, slender machete about halt an hour Pedro laid his hand'
lucky, too, that I could find thee. Now, with the handle of pearl, but I found upon the arm of his companion.
"Look, Beau-Jean!" said be. "Look,
him not There was a woman with
all will be well!"
there, in the window of the little shop*
Thanks, oh! smooth tongue, for thy him . . ."
of women'B finery! ■ See the girl with,
"Yes," said Pedro, "my mother."
faith In me," replied Pedro. "But what
"Then thou, too, hast seen him! the red-gold hair? 'I am painting a
has,happened? Tell me, quickly!"
"Yesterday we left .her with Anna," Where?" she asked eagerly. "And picture of the Holy Mother, and the*
began Ouneviere, and told of Nlta's with thy mother? Surely you are hair is of Just such a color!"
"Indeed!" said Beau-Jean soberly..
mad?"
illness and strange disappearance.
"Not mad, only bewildered and "It Is a terrible color. Do you think,
"How very queer!" he commented,
that the Holy Mother will be pleased?":
when she had finished. "How unlike frightened," he. answered. I'l know
"I had not thought of that!" replied)
Nita! And Hill ? . What has he done ?" where they are, but not for what purpose! I shall tell tbee all that I have Pedro. Then he added suddenly—'
"He has not come home!".
"Oh! see, the shop-lady knows MrJ
"But there is nothing strange in seen, but not now. Can't you hear the
that!" objected Pedro. "Does he not others saying that my benefactor has Jones!"
It was true. The red-haired glf*
vanished? Before anything else we
often stay away all night, eh?"
had given very animated signs of rec"But the bear came home!" walled must find and help him. If need be,"
ognizing
the bear, and lifted her gaze"Where are Ricardo and thy mother?"
Ouneviere.
to the persons In whose company he"Mr. Jones! Alone! Impossible!" asked Nlta, her eyes fixed upon Peappeared, with a smile on her lips,,
"A
pollceman-of-the-law
brought dro's, and her hand closed tightly,
which swiftly gave way to a look off
him," explained Ouneviere, "saying upon some object that was hidden
disappointment as she met their eyes.i
that he found the bear near the river. among the bundled shawls and scarfs
"Walt!" said Pedro, halting beforot
The name was on the collar, and the about her waist Pedro's eye followed the door, "that lady has seen this bean
the movement
number, tu savls!"
"It Is very far from here, oh, ancient before, or I am much mistaken! And!
"Saint Joseph! but that does look
what is more, she expected to see.
serious!" Pedro exclaimed. "Quick! lady," he lied glibly, "and I shall not some one she knew, when she looked!
tell you where until I return. Then
is there nothing more?"
at
us! Come in, I want to buy some"Only that the policeman-of-the-law we shall attend to your little matter,
thread."
made much noise when he found that and I shall see why and how my
Whereupon he opened the door, and,,
four bears dwelt within the tenement. mother comes in such company. My with the bear, entered the crowded5
He says we must move out Four mother!" he turned away and sighed. little shop, leaving Beau-Jean gasping:
bears are not permitted. One bear— "1 had forgotten how I loved her!" he out on the pavement.
perhaps, if much money be paid. But said as though to himself. Then he
Behind the counter stood the smilpicked up the pole and chain, and sigfour! No, that is not allowed!"
naled to Beau-Jean that he was ready. ing Lola La Farge, alias Lizzy Hlnkle.
"And what have you dbne?"
"What can I do for you?" she asked,.
"We have arranged to go Into the Nita arose to her feet.
"Where Is the murderer, the se- laying aside the bit of knitting upon,
back tenement," said Guneviere, eviwhich
she had been engaged.
dently convinced that the change ducer of my daughter?" she screamed.
"Thread, please!" said Pedro, flash"Where
is
Ricardo?"
wouHjSolve the difficulty.
"At the other end of the city," said ing his smile at her.
"Buu H1I1! Something must have
"What color?" she Inquired, admirhappened to him? And the bear left Pedro. "Come quickly, Beau-Jean."
And with that they were off, leaving ing his eyes and teeth.
him!" said Pedro, walking up and
"Er—ah—green, please!" said Pedown excitedly. "He may have been Nlta screeching imprecations at them dro, because her eyes were rather of
hurt!
Near the river, eh? Good from the stair-head, in the most that color, and consequently it came>
heavens! I scarcely dare guess what healthy manner. As they reached the first to mind: "Green, and a needle,
street Beau-Jean asked:
has occurred!"
please."
"What is all this murder business
J'The hospitals?" suggested Gune"A needle!" she fxclaimed, "you
of
which Nlta talks ? Couldn't we manviere with some faint return of her
mean a package of needles!"
age
to
avenge
her,
when
we
have
usual practicality.
■ "I only need ope at, A time," he told
"Ah! yes," he exclaimed, "I shall found Samhill?"
her. Would |he speak of the bear?
"Perhaps," said Pedro soberly,. "for Ah! she was going to!
telephone them at once, and then I
shall go to Jones street with you. As this man, Ricardo Valdez, is a vbry
"Seems as if training bears and sewfor Nita, we shall have to find her wicked man. He used to live near ing didn't go together very good," she
without help; she has made me swear my home. Nlta was my nurse, once, giggled. "There was a gent in hero
never to Invoke public aid in her and her daughter was my foster-sister. not long ago, who didn't know much
When she was only s fifteen Ricardo more'n you! He had a bear, too!"
behalf, you know."
"Yes, yes!" said Guneviere, "you stole her away. Then''he deserted her)
"Yes?" said Pedro.
and when she came back to us she
will come, then?"
"Yes, indeed," she responded, busily
"Directly!" he cried. "No time must killed herself and her baby. Ever getting out the articles Be had named.
since Nita has been looking for him, "I do declare to goodness, I thought
be lost."
But as It proved, time mattered to avenge her child. But she is so this was the very Identical bear, when
little, for the hospitals told nothing, old now, that I think we had best not I seen you coming!"
and neither did that grim lost and let her do it I am sure she would
"It is the Identical bear," remarked
found office, the morgue. For two really prefer dying with us, to dying Pedro.
whole days Pedro alternated between In Jail!"
"What!" said she, with a little,
his studio and the rear tenement on
"I agree," said Beau-Jean.
shriek of surprise—"well, I never!
Jones street, his mind in an agony of
"And now which way shall we How Is the other fellow? Ain't he>
uncertainty. He could not work tor turn?" said Pedro.
got the bear with him then?"
"As the bear came from the river,
nervousness, and the combined sus"No, I've got him!" said Pedro
pense and Inaction played havoc with let us to the river go," suggested dryly.
his spirit Leigh had been called out Beau-Jean.
"You don't say!" exclaimed the girl,
of town to see "his mother, who was
"A good notion," said Pedro, "and peering over the counter, as-though
ill, and there was no one else to whom as likely to prove fruitful as any."
seeing the animal for the drat time.
Pedro dared go for advice and help.
"More likely up-town than down,
"Apd so you know my pal, eh?" snick
Hill himself had forbidden that his af- from here," Bald Beau-Jean, and again Pedro. "Now that is nice!"
fairs be made known to anyone but Pedro assented.
He smiled again, and, as was usuthe sculptor, or Pedro might have
And so, in accordance with the plan, ally the case, hypnotized her into inasked Milligan's assistance. As It was, if plan it could be properly called, they stant response. Encouraged by his
he could only fume impatiently, -and made their way westward, straight interest, and by the fact of their mueat his heart out with worry. At last, toward the docks, and, once reaching tual friend, she drew, a postal card—
no longer able to endure doing noth- them, began a pilgrimage up-town.
not from the bosom of her pink shirting, he called a council of war in the
Mr. Jones now began acting in a waist—from her pocketbook.
tenement kitchen. To the assembled most peculiar manner. Something on
"Well, I certainly do know him!"
bear-dancers, with exception only of the sidewalk had attracted his atten- said she. "I had this postal from him
the still mysteriously absent Nita, he tion, and nothing could divert him only three days ago!"
arose and spoke.
until he had made a thorough Inspec(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"I am going to find Sam Hill, If he tion, To Beau-Jean and to Pedro
ie on the face of the earth!" he an- there appeared to be nothing on the
nounced. "I am convinced that some pavement but a good deal of dirt and SYSTEM SAVES WOMAN'S TIME
misfortune has befallen hint. In half refuse; but one particular spot seemed
an hour I am going to take Mr. Jones to have fascinated Mr. Jones, and Many Farm Wives Lose by Not Mapping Their Work Out In Mewith me, and I am not coming back till there was nothing for it but to stand
thodical Manner.
we have succeeded In discovering the waiting while he nosed about
whereabouts of my friend."
"Shall I chasten him?" asked BeauA program is a great labor saver,
"Bien!
And I," said Beau-Jean, Jean, who was accustomed to using
we are told, but some women use a
from his seat on the foot of the bed. this method with Koko.
"1 wllligo with you to find that Sam"No, certainly not," said Pedro, "I program as a robin does a pole—
hill, who Is my friend, aussi."
believe he's been here before. Per- something to fly from. They never
"Very good!" said Pedro, "all is ar- haps he recognizes something. Let us know what is to be done next, says a
writer in Country Gentleman. A reguranged. Come, Strong Arm, we will watch!"
, ■ ,.
Pedro's surmise was' an eminently lar order, wherein the work la dovego."
On the Instant they began collecting correct one, for Mr. Jones had recog- tailed, makes for real efficiency.
the tew traps necessary for a short nized—honey! Very shortly be raised While the woman who does her work
absence, and while they were In the his head, found the scent, and came hit or miss is in the throes of Indemidst of these preparations, the door upon a second spot of interest How cision as to what shall be done next
was thrown open to admit an old delightful!—this was the. neighbor- the really methodical woman Has her
hood in which he had found that nice work all mapped out a week ahead.
woman.
"Nita!" yelled Pedro, springing hive where there were no bees to She moves swiftly and surely from one>
sting, and where the honey was so task to the next with no lost time. The
"There! she said, laughing a trifle toward her.
Instantly the room was In an up- plentiful! He really had not taken amount of work she turns oft Is a marhysterically, when she had finished,
roar, all talking at once, laughing and half of it last time! And here were vel to the other woman.
"will that do?"
A good homemaker plans her work
his own footsteps, his sticky, honey"Splendldjy!" said Pedro, and thrust- weeping, shouting questions, making
and works her plan! She is envied by
made
footprints,
Which
would
help
offers
of
help,
proffering
food
and
ing the folded paper into his breast
less executive women, but she must
pocket, seized her hand and kissed it drink, crowding around the crone with him to find the treasure again. Thus pay the price in careful thought and in
such clamor and persistence that Pe- it happened that In time they reached
with the grace of a courtier.
the doorway of the little dairy, which an Inflexible will that holds her to the
Iris blushed, watching him with ten- dro could scarcely manage to get her
Mr. Jones recognized with a joyful prescribed procedure. A weaker womder eyes. Then she submitted to be- to a chair. Then she sat beaming
bound, and a sort of purr, which an makes a good plan, but circuming led downstairs and shut into her upon them all, apparently in the best
brought the dairyman (who had spied stances' are forever altering It She
of
health
and/
delighted
at
the
welcoupe. No sooner was this accomhim through the window) to the en- never driveB her work, but her work!
come
afforded
her.
Her
clothes
were,
plished than Pedro fled across the
trance, with a shower of abuse ready drives her continually. It worries
little court and. up to the studio as if if possible, a trifle more worn and
her; it becemes a nightmare. Because
soiled
than
usual,
but,
otherwise,
she
at
hand.
all the devils In the demonology were
"Get out of this, youse!" shouted the she is always putting things off she la
seemed
to
have
suffered
no
harm.
after him, and slamming the door bealways behind time, and therefore
"Where hast thou been? What hast milk vender. "Don't you dast ter come
hind him, he proceeded to dance the
in, any of youse! I ain't-a-goln'-ter what she does do is -done under prescoquette at a mad pace, upsetting sev- thou done? Where is Samhill? Art
sell yer notbln'. Get off. you smashin', sure and in a hurried way that is aleral articles of furniture in the proc- well? Tell us!" they shouted all at
it„\.
murdariij' bxaeb. at dagoes! I'll set ways wasteful.
:
once.
ess.
* •
"Aye, I am well, lucky*t*or me!" said the cop on yer if yer don't skidoo!"
_ "And now to find Ms. Samuel Hill!"
Take Rest In Time.
"Why?" asked Pedro, wildly excited.
he shouted gleefully, waving the paper Nita, with twinkling eyes, "for I have
Rest Is mental. When the mind,
been a bird In my day, and I am in "But why won't you sell to us?"
above his head.
"Go on now! none o' yer back talk!" wearies the body relaxes. Drudgery'
"Ah! Meestre Samhill," was echoed no haste to meet what awaits me In
growled the man. "I sold to one dago Is mental monotony. The climate of
in a wall from outside the door. the hereafter."
"Beloved Nita!" exclaimed Pedro, -feller with a bear last week, an' the the mind loses Its distinct seasons,
"Where, oh! where 1B he?"
kneeling beside her, "how I rejoice brute eat up all me comb-honey! So when drudgery steals away vlvacity
and variety. Idleness ie not rest but!
that thou art safel But where is Mr. get out; quit talkin'."
CHAPTER XIII.
"A man wlth»a bear?" cried Pedro, rust. A change of air refreshes the.
Hill?"
"Samhill?" she queried. "I have not scarcely able to believe his ears. "I'll whole man. What most people needl
Some Adventures With Variations.
Pedro stared at the door as If trans- seen him, nor thought of him! I have ttet It's the one I want to find. That for a vacation Is a new duty, not a new
climate. If you would rid yourself of
fixed, and then, the wall being repeat- been abroad on other business. What ttear he had belongs to me."
"Well, what do I care for that?" an old trouble and escape from a galled, he opened his portal. On the land- of Samhill?"
"Don't you know ?" cried Anna. And said the milk vender sourly. "Get out, ing condition, take up a new task. Ining stood Ouneviere.
action leads to atrophy. Rust does as
Not or will I call the cop?"
"Madre de Dlos!" he exclaimed, then the clamor began anew.
"Which way did he go?".persisted much harm as friction. There Is no
know where Samhill' was? Where
"what ails thee? Come in."
reward for the idler whether*be be
"Oh! 'tis terrible!" moaned Gune- could he be, then? Did she not even Pedro—"same way as we came?"
A malicious smile came upon the rich or poor. The buy man la seldom
vlere, "that Anna! .that irresponsible know of his disappearance? What
weazened features of the dairyman. an optimist
one! Ws left her in charge, and when had she been doing?

renew our friendship at the same
time."
"Friendship!" said she, with a mirthless little laugh.
"Come!" he cried, with an attempt
at putting the Incident behind them,
"I must talk to you about something
very Important You asked me to help
you find out who was troubling your
father."
"Yes," she assented, without much
interest, however.
'
"Well," he said slowly, "I am most
distressingly placed. Madonna. I am
almost certain that he Is being either
blackmailed or misled in some manner, and yet my hands are absolutely
tied. I can do nothing."
"What do you mean?" she demanded, aroused.
"I seem fated to be a man of mystery," he lamented, "but I cannot help
It! I have ascertained that a man of
doubtful character is in communication with your father; that much I
learned last week. But at the instant
of my discovery of this fact a circumstance arose that makes it impossible for me to continue as your detective. More than this I cannot say.
But you will have to find some one
else to help you."
Iris was turning the matter over in
her mind very rapidly. Did Pedro
really not care for her? Hardly! Why
he said such things ... He had
followed her from the country! Had
he not begged to paint her, and paid
her Buch compliments as no one yet
had done? That night at the Milligans' came back with a rush of memory. Ah! he had surely cared then!
What had since occurred to change
him? Samuel Hill! That was it! He
had learned of her former attachment,
and meant at all costs to be loyal to
the man who had befriended him.
Something must be done to make him
see, quite clearly and unmistakably,
that his sacrifice to Hill's trust of him
was a vain and useless thing. But how
was this to be accomplished? Meanwhile, Pedro was still talking.
"I say with regret that I have every
reason to believe that your father is
being defrauded In some way. The
character of jthe man with whom I saw
him, Is sufficient to justify this. Also,
alas! thla^same man now appears to
be standingln such a connection with
me as makes it impossible for me to
Inform any ordinary person of the
facts. I might injure an Innocent—
undoubtedly Innocent—person by so
doing, to say nothing of perhaps letting out a secret which your father's
actions prove he wishes kept dark.
For a whole week I have been trying
to see my way clear, and at last I
know that it lies only in refusing to
help you."
"And yet," said Iris slowly, rising
and putting on her wraps, "I would reward the right person to the best of
my ability, If only the work of helping, perhaps saving, my father could
be continued."
He gave her the muff for which she
stretched out her hand.
"I wish indeed that I could help
you," said se. "I know the danger of
confiding so delicate a matter to anyone. But, perhaps, for a reward—
what would It be, this reward?"
For an instant the audacity of what
she was about to Bay rose like an impediment In her throat, holding her
silent, while her heart beat violently.
Then, at last, she found her voice.
"I would marry him, no matter
though he thought there were insurmountable objections," she said with
meaning.
He stood astounded, scarcely able to
credit his hearing, and could only look
and look at her, open-mouthed. Then
a gleam of light swept across his face
as though he were suddenly possessed
of a glorious idea.
"Iris!" he gasped, "will you—will
you put that down on paper? Make
an—what you call it—affidavit?"
"Affidavit?—yes!" she replied.
"Then do so!" he cried, pushing pen
and paper toward her.
"Do you really want it?" she asked,
looking straight into his eyes.
>
"You bet!" he shouted Joyously.
She laid" down her muff, and drawing off her glove, she wrote:
I hereby promise ,to marry you on the
day -you can tell me my father is not being subjected to danger, or has been rescued from that. If any, which now imperils him. And I furthermore agree to
overcome any debatable objections you
may have to the marriage.
IRIS VANDERPOOL.

Wish to Scrutinize Amounts
Paid for Cattle Killed
FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE
Council Stirred Over Expenses—Cattle
Ir-*!

Commissioner,

Since

Epi-

demic Centre of 8torm of
Criticism.

Boston.—Cattle Commissioner Fred
«. Walker's handling of the foot and
mouth disease In Massachusetts is
being investigated by the state board
of efficiency and economy. As a result
* request was very quietly made by
that board to the executive council
•that it withhold, for the time being at
least its approval of the bills of expense, especially those resulting from
the appraiBal of cattle killed until a
•farther study be made.
The cattle commissioner since the
opening of the epidemic has been the
■centre of a storm of criticism of one
aort or another, as to his conduct of
the department in the emergency. Certain of these conditions have reached
the efficiency board and it has been
making an investigation of Us own,
and intends to make a report.
Under the system, appraisers are selected by the federal and state authorities, to decide the value of the animals for which the farmers are to be
compensated.
The governor and his council sat
«• a Junior finance commission on
•tate expenditures, and some sharp
talking was indulged in. Although the
governor and his executive body hava
had each month a tabulation showing
how expenditures were being made out
of the appropriations.; allowed, the
flatter apparently dldinot attract attention until the heads of the various
departments made applications .for
transfers from the contingent fund
■with which to make up the departmental deficiencies.
It was formally decided, according
to the statement of Lieut.-Gov. Barry,
corroborated by the governor, that the
.department heads who over-ran their
appropriations would be obligedHo tell
their stories to the legislature and
«eek redress there. It was voted that
■no further transfers from the contingent fund would be authorized.
The appeal of the officials of the
Rutland sanatorulm for relief caused a
rapid rise in official temperature. In
•the "Rutland case the deficiency of
$7600, It was'found, existed In the
main because of salary increases totalling some $7200 which had been allowed to employes during the year, but
«f which the\councll knew nothing In
.advance.
\
« .
The councillors want to know how
much of this .salary raising has been
■going on, and each of the overdrafts
■will be -examined with the idea of determining just how much can properly be charged to these methods.
The expense accounts of the mem
*ers of various boards and commissions were also brought up and the
trenchermen activities were dlscusBed
«t length.
It was finally voted to refer the matter back to the governor for personal
Investigation and report. The state «f/flciency and economy board is also al
■work on ibis same subject and expects to make a report.
Adjt.-Gen. Cole was the shining exAmple of the hour in the departmental
■examination. He reported that he
would be able to turn back some $30,O00 of his original appropriation. The
naval militia, which Is not under his
control, shows a email overdraft for
Which it will have to go to the legislature.
"If," said Gov, Walsh, when explaining the stand of the council, "these
overdraftsTjad arisen as a result of
emergencies^ would have been one
thing. But when we find, as in certain
tnetances, that they have been created
by allowing salary Increases for which
the legislature never appropriated
money, we think the officials had better make their explanations to the
General Court."
The chairman and the secretary of
the parole board, who have been earnest applicants from the beginning of
the year, are to have $1000 each additional to their present salaries..
The commission to investigate monoipoly in Insurance rates set forth to the
council that there was reason to believe that such monopoly really existed. The council at once authorized
the commission to hire permanent
quarters for a year and to employ
John J. Oummings, a member of last
year's legislature, at $,2000 a year to
act as secretary to hunt down the
monopoly.
Hoboes Flock To Jail.
Cambridge.—To the Bast Cambridge jail, eo badly overcrowded thai
It is extending tickets of leave to
m-isouere, the police courts of Somervllle and Cambridge consigned 135
hoboes and men "just down and out"
who had sought shelter from the icy
blastB on a recent night in shanties
and Idle rolling stock of the Boston
A Maine vards. The jail list took a
sudden Jump to 677, or 202 more men
than there are cells to accommodate,
and when taps Bounded that number
dropped down on mattresses spread
In the corridors and In the hall that
on Sunday serves as chapel and weekdays as the schoolroom for Juvenile
delinquents.

MORE FISH THIb ,
YEAR TrlAN LASI
Gloucester
Board of Trade Report
Shows Gain for 1914 of 15,000,000
Pounds.

Gloucester—Fish were far more
plentiful this year .than last so far
as the fishermen making this port are
concerned, according to the monthly
report of the Gloucester board of
trade. The total receipts for 1»14 exceed by 15,000,000 pounds those of
1813.
For the first 11 months of the year
there were almost 68,000,000 pounds
of groundflsh landed; 3165 barrels of
fresh mackered; 4354 barrels of fresh
herring; 10,218 barrels of salt herring,
and 30,439 quintals of cured fish. The
aggregate receipts to date total 80,422,622 pounds.
For the month of December alone
there has been received an aggregate
of 10,408,092 pounds of groundflsh of
all kinds, with 886 barrels of fresh
mackerel, 540 barrels of salt mackerel, 6604 barrels of salted herring,
10,721 quintals of cured fish and 30
barrels of shad. The Maine ports, jwhlch ship theli
catch here In the fall, are far ahead
In their offerings of many previous
years. To date they lmve sent forward 30,439 quintals of cured fish,
agataBt 16,324 quintals last year, and
20,383 quintals in 1912.
LOB8TERMEN

AND
MEET.

WARDENS

Discuss Amicably Proposed Measures
for Preservation of the Fish.

Lynn.—The first annual convention
of the Massachusetts Lobster Fishermen's Association, was held at Elks'
Hall, Lynn, at which ofllcers were
elected,' measures taken for the conservation of the lobster Industry and
a bill drafted for presentation to the
Legislature for a law licensing lobstermen with five years' experience.
There were 250 lobster fishermen
present from points between Cape
Ann and Provlncetown. For the first
time the wardens, whose duty la to
enforce regulations to lobster fishing,
met the lobstermen In a
friendly
gathering.
"*
The bill which they propose, and
which will be Introduced by Representative James M. Lyle of Gloucester, provides a minimum penalty of
$25 fine or three months' imprisonment and a maximum penalty of $50
or one year's imprisonment for catching or keeping a lobster shorter than
nine Inches. It provides that lobstermen with five years' experience shall
be Ucensed and have a number which
shall be marked on their pots and
buoys. The date set for the enforcement of the statute, which It Is hoped
will be passed by May Is Nov. jL
EUGENE ZIMMERMAN

DIES.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Eugene Zimmerman, former president of the Cincinnati Hamilton & Dayton railroad, and
wealthy financier of this city, died
suddenly Sunday at a club here from
hemorrhage of the lungs.
He was
the father of the Duchess of Manchester.
His death was unexpected, although his health had not been
of the best for the past few weeks.
Blind 18 Years, Sees.

Hyde Park.—After being stone blind
for nine years and practically sightless for nine yearB before that, Frank
H. Haynes of Hyde Park, once a famous horse racer, can Bee.
When arising from his bed and gropibg about with his Hands, he sudden,
ly struck the bedpost* A few minutes
later he could see at well as before
the accident eighteen years ago, which
resulted in total blindness.
Mr. Haynes considers it a miracle.
But his friends think that it was the
blow against the 'bedpost that did It.
Requests That Her Pets Be Killed.
Waltham.—A clause requesting that
on her death all animal pets, including her horse, named "Pot," be killed,
Is Included In the will cf Caroline E.
Anderson of Waltham, which has
been "filed for probate at Bast CambrtdgeX Several small bequests are
made to relatives and friends, and the
residue of her estate, the value of
which Hv.not given in the will, la left
to the Waltham Hospital.
Big tit*r Order Keeps Firm Busy.

Worcester.—Two plant3 of the ReedPrentlce Company, this city'B largest
machine tool manufacturers, are working overtime on war orders for 300 automatic lathes destined for England and
France. The two plants have begun
night work on a ten-hour basis.
Saved From Disgrace.
Little Bob had disobeyed a charge
laid upon him by his busy mother and
was threatened with having to go to
school In untidy clothing. The lad
took the matter bravely, but when
unexpected events mitigated the just
sentence his Up quivered. "I'm so
glad I won't havs to wear those torn
trousers to school, mother," he explained, "becaus i I don't want the
rest of the fellows to think I'm' a
preglected child.
Land of Ideas.
In Russia, in he literary, artistic
and musical worl , there Is a perfect
ferment of new i leas and new methods of expresslo . More than that,
in modern Russ: m literature, there
breathes a spirit >f kindliness which
Is entirely wantlni not only in French
and German contlmporary literature,
but In our own.—ft. B. Cunninghams
Graham.

SEA TO MEUSE; CLEARY FOUND
NOT GUILTY
AT RUSSIAN LINE;
E IN WEST GALIGIA

PROHIBITION
' ALLIES 61F
AMENDMENT GERMANS

Haver-straw Politician Acquitted
of Murder of His Son-in-Law

Gets Majority in House But Not
Enough to Adopt It
DEBATE LASTS TEN" HOURS

Muscovite Force Descending Vistula to Invade West Prussia and De. JURY WAS OUT SIX HOURS
"""■* tender* of Warsaw Hold Von Hindenbnrg in Check

Vote Was 107 to 189, But Required

Saved by Girl's Story—Couldn't Resist

Two-Thlrda—Party Lines Broken
In Argument Over Meas-

MORE THAN 2,500,000 MEN BATTLING ON 50-MILE FRONT

New

England
Voted.

Congressmen

The six New England states cast
only four vot*s for the Hobson resolution,-although three of the statee
of our section have a very restricted
sale of liquor.
The four men who
supported that as a national policy
were. Hinds and Peters of Maine and
Plumley of Vermont, Republicans,
and Deitrick, Democrat, of .Massachusetts. All the other New Englanders,
stood against the project.
From Maine, Guernsey, Republican^
joined McGllllcuddy, Democratic, lnj
opposition.
Both New Hampshire,
Democrats, Stevens and Reed, werej
paired on the same side.
In Massai
chusetts, Gallivan, Gllmore, Mitchell;
Phelan and Thacher, Democrats^
voted against prohibition, as did
^Gardner, Gillett, Roberts, Greene,
Page, Rogers, Treadway and #Winslow, Republicans.
The
entire representation from
Rhode Island and Connecticut war
present and recorded in opposition.
Washington.—The Hobson resolution to submit
a
constitutional
amendment for national prohibition
to the state legislatures was defeated
in the House Tuesday, 197 members
voting {or it and 189 against.
An|
affirmative vote of two-thirds was re-i
quired to adopt the resolution. •
Party lines "were wiped out in the
struggle.
Democratic Leader .Underwood and Republican Leader Mann
fought shoulder to shoulder at the
head of the forces opposing the resolution. And when the vote came, of
the 197 standing for the resolution
114 were Democrats, 68 were Republicans and 11 were Progressives and
four were Independent Republicans.
Immediately after announcement of
the vote the House adjourned,1 the
crowds which had packed the galleries throughout the prolonged debate
dispersing with mingled expressions
of regret and Jubilation.
Prohibition leaders declared that
the majority for the resolution hadfulfllled their expectations, as they
had not hoped for a two-thirds vote
at this time. Whether a similar resolution pending in the Senate submitted by Senator Shepparfl of Texas,
would reach a vote in the Senate at
this session Is not certain.
Adminstration leaders were Inclined to believe, however, that It would not
In view of the action of the House.
Notwithstanding repeated
public
assertions that many members of the
House would try to dfWge a record
vote on the Issue, the roll-call disclosed a heavy attendance, larger than
the average throughout the session.
On the final ballot 386 votes were
recorded. To have carried the resolution would have required 258 affirmative votes. It thus failed by 61 votes.
After more than 10 hours of remarkable debate the House of Representatives took a roll-call on the
resolution.*
It was at the close of one of the
most Btlrring contests of recent days
in Congress, and following votes on
several amendments, that the final
vote was reached. Hobson had closed
the general debate participated in by
all the House leaders, many of whom
were often cheered by men and women in the crowded galleries. Speaker
Clark repeatedly admonished
the
spectators to maintain order.
An amendment offered by Representative Adamson to give the states
absolute control of legislation under
the proposed prohibition amendment
was voted down on a rising vote
179 to 32.
An amendment by Rep. Mann to
submit the prohibition amendment to
state conventions called for the pur.
pose, was defeated on a rising vote,
137 to 19S. This was the first vote of
the night Mr. Mann demanded a yea
and nay vote and the long roll call
began.
The Mann amendment was defeated
on the roll call by a vote of 210 to
176, the advocatee of the Hobson
amendment generally lining up against
It
—
As a vote was ordered on the resolution Itself, Rep. Hobson made a
final dramatic move.
"Mr. Speaker," he said, "I wish you
to ask whether any member of this
House, who has a financial Interest in
the question now pending, who owns
stock in distilleries or breweries, who
owns a saloon, or who has property
leased to liquor Interests can under
the rules, vote on (his question."
The speaker extlalned that the precedents hold that If a member was affected as one of a class the rule would
not prevent his voting, but that such
questions were usually left to the
member himself.
Party lines were swept away In the
debate, "The most intemperate legislation," was the brand Representative
Cantrll! of Kentucky applied. He declared ' the resolution would sweer
away $160,000,000 worth of Kentucky
property.

.

Betrayal Was Avenged—Crowd
Acclaims

ure.
How

Her, Says Juror of Widow Whose

London.—Progress by the Allies at
a score of points along the fighting
line from the North Sea to the Meuse
Is affirmed by the official reports from
Paris and denied by the German ofllclal statements. In the absence of
any way of finding out just what is
happening on the western front, the
official communications may be placed
against the other and a balance struck
which seems to confirm the idea that
the Invading hosts of the Kaiser are
slowly losing ground, although this
la by no means a sure thing.
The German army of invasion in Poland is beating against. the Russian
defenses 30 miles west of Warsaw.
The Russians are holding the right
bank ol the Bzura River and have destroyed every German force which attempted to gain a foothold on the
right bank. After evacuating Lodz the
Russians withdrew to a line of trenches which, together with artillery positions and natural obstacles, form a
strong defense line 76 miles long from
west of Novo Georgievsk 25 miles
northwest of Warsaw, to Opoczno, 26
miles east of Piotrkow. For two weeks
the Germans have battered at the
Russian line, but have been unable
to-break a way through to the Polish
capital. Down the Vistula from Plock,
a big Russian force is reported as advancing on Thorn in West Prussia.
In East Prussia the Russians claim
gains, but in West Gallcia, the Austrian are driving out -the Czar's
hordes and trying to rafse the siege of
Przemysl.
•
The last German casualty list published, not including the casualties of
December and not all of those In November, brings the total to over 800,000, says an Amsterdam report.
BATTLE LINE OF FIFTY MILES.
One of the Russian moves in the gigantic line of contact, fifty miles long,
running north and south ol Bzura and
Rawka rivers, has its base, at. Cracow,
where a Russian armyof 300,000 men,
under the command of the Bulgarian
General Radko Dimltrleff, has repulsed
the attacks directed against it in the
German attempt to relieve Cracow
and is swinging northward and eastward, with the evident intention of
catching Von Hindenburg'n forces in
the rear.
It Is estimated that more than two
and one-half million men are Involved
in the actual operations of the contending.lines, and the suffering involved is lnfense, as bitterly cold weather
has set In—the sort of weather that
made Napoleon's retreat from Moscow
one of the tragedies of the world.
ALLIES ADVANCE ON
100-MILE

FRONT.

Paris.—The French Government reports that the Allies have continued
their advance from the North Sea to
the region of Peronne -despite the determined resistance of the Germans.
Ground was gained and trenches captured in the advance toward Ostend,
east and south of Ypres, toward La
Bassee and near Albert and Peronne.
Along the hills of the Champagne
and the Chalons plain new French
guns have crippled the German artillery, destroyed, batteries .and shot
down signal stations, besides compelling the withdrawal of advanced detachments of infantry.'
The German War Office admits the
loss of a trench southeast of Bethune,
but asserts that the attack by, the
allied forces in Flanders was unsuccessful and that 200 "colored" and
English prisoners were taken. Progress is reported in the Argonne.
The situation in the eastern theatre
of war is confused on account of vast
strategic movements under way, but
reports from Berlin and Petrograd
agree that the Russians are making
a strong defence in front of Warsaw
and that no decisive victory has been
gained by Marshal von Hlndenburg.
Petrograd Bays that Warsaw Is not
greatly Imperilled and that the German invaders may shortly find themselves attacked In tie rear by Russian
forces which are operating northwest
of Plock. The Russians report that
the invasion of East Prussia is progressing and that the Austrian* have
beeii held in check In western Gallcia.
Berlin says the Germans are attacking the Russians everywhere In Poland, but the Russians are preparing
strong positions near Rawa and Nldu.
No news is furnished as regards the
fighting In East Prussia.
The Neuesten Nachrlchten prints a
Brussels despatch estimating the losses of the Allies In the Yser campaign
at 216,000 up to Dec. 1.
$72,000 ORDER

FOR TROUSERS.

France Buys In .Chicago—England
Wants $10,000,000 lit Motor Trucks.
Chicago.—About forty-eight thousand pairs of trousers, costing $72,000,
were ordered by buyers for the French
Government. The contract Is a rush
order. The trousers are of the ordinary workingman's type for use of the
"apoers and miners of the French
-rmy. The British Government is preying estimates for 6,500 motor
rucks. Tbie order. It was estimated,
would amount to $10,000,000.

the

Verdict,

SUCCESSES FOR THE ALLIE8.

London^-vnhe Dally Chronicle prints
the following dispatch, which is dated
"Northern France";
"A week of successes for the Allies
has followed the resumption of hostilities in France and Flanders. Roulers has been captured after our fierce
assaults on the German trenches outside the town. The inundations between Dlxmude and NIeuport have
been surrounded by the allied troops,
who have pushed northward from Dlxmude and southward from Nieuport,
and have joined forces on the northeastern side of the floods. Repeated bayonet attacks have 'been pushed
home at Lombaertzyde, with the result
that our patrblB have advanced to
Mlddlekerke, a few kilometres from
Ostend.
The fighting on the borders of the
flooded area was particularly furious.
The Belgians advanced toward the
intrenched positions of the Germans at
Oostkerke, but were driven back by
the well posted mitrailleuses of the
enemy. Three times they rallied to
charge, and three times they were
repulsed. The fourth assault, however, crowned the gallantry of the Belgians with successes, and the trenches
were carried at the point of the bayonet.
So interwoven were the allied and
German trenches in this region that
the defeat of the enemy at Ooostkerke was responsible tor the capture
of nearly 1,000 German prisoners.
They were caught in parties varying
from thirty to three, hundred In number.
For a time th'e reckless dash of two
armored auto cars into the Belgian
lines nearly saved the situation for
them. .The cars fired with deadly effect until they were compelled to withdraw.
The wounded are beginning to arrive at the base hospitals. The German casualties are reported to be very
heavy.
Our sweeping offensive has been no
less Buccessful to the south. The
French and British troops have 'arrived at the gates of Lille. Fierce bayonet fighting In the streets of this
great Industrial city is reported, and a
general withdrawal of the main German forces to Tourcolng and Roubaix
lias taken 'place.
The Germans bombarded Armentieres. Their shells fell In the town
at the rate of two a minute for several
hours.
Our artillery replied with
great effect.
VON HINDENBURG ADVANCING.

Rotterdam.—Amid the maze of conflicting reports on the situation in
western Poland, the fact stands out
that Fiel'd Marshall von Hlndenburg is
gradually approaching the western
gates of Warsaw, through scenes of
blood and wholesale slaughter, perhaps the most appalling of the entire
war to date.
Apparently the Germans have concentrated 750,000 men In the area
northwest of Warsaw and moved so
rapidly that they forced the withdrawal of a Russian force of probably 300,000. The Russians are playing for
time.
A dispatch from Berlin, which
comes by the way of Amsterdam, sayB
that the German, Russian and Austrian armies in Poland have lost 400,000 men In recent battles. Breslau
reports that the Russians alone lost
125,000 men In killed and wounded in
the battles west of Warsaw.
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The news cemea, from Washington
that Chile has protested vigorously
to Germany regarding repeated violations of Chilean neutrality by German warships.
Ths Interest of the world.Is centred
upon the long battle front near Warsaw, where experts of both side*
admit that one of the decisive engagements of the war and probably
of history Is being fought.
The Austrian Ambassador at Rome
Has gone to Vienna. It Is believed
he has been recalled to consult
with his Foreign Office concerning
the military activity in Italy.
Rome hears that that the Kaiser's
throat trouble Is alarming and that
Its symptoms are not unlike the
throat disease which proved fatal
to the Kaiser's father.
A Zeppelin threw eighteen bombs on
Warsaw.- Two houses were demolished and ninety citizens were killed and fifty wounded.
Capt. Josef Fourie, rebel Boer leader
who was sentenced to death by a
court-martial, has been shot at Pretoria. His brother, Lieut. Fourie, also was sentenced to death, but the
penalty wat commuted to five years'
imprisonment in the penitentiary.

New City, N. Y.—The jury In th*
case of William V. Cleary, former
Town Clerk of Haverstraw, tried1 for
the killing of Eugene M. Newman, his
18-year-old sondn-law on July 23, last,
returned a verdict of not guilty, after
being out exactly six hours. The verdict upset all predictions here and
came as a great surprise to the people.
There Tvere not many persons In the
courtroom when the verdict was announced, but those who were there
applauded, shouted, and threw their
hats in the air.^/
"Hurrah lot Bill Cleary," came
shouts from all over the room. So
fearful was Cleary himself of the verdict that he sent his wife out of the
room when the jury filed in. Mrs.
Cleary sobbed as she went out and
leaned heavily on the arm of her
brother-in-law, Ambrose Cleary.
The Haverstraw politician was so
stunned by the verdict that he sat
helpless until his lawyers, Frank Comesky, George Wyre, and Robert M.
Moore, shook him by the hand and
pulled him out of his chair.
'Thank you and God bless you," finally Bhouted Cleary, jumping toward
the jurymen and shaking hands with
all of them. "Thank you for your merciful and righteous verdict."
--.^
Cleary was half carried out of the
court room by his friends and joined
Mrs. Cleary outside.
The Jurymen pledged themselves
not to say a word about the discussion during their six hours of deliberation, but as they passed out of the
court house one of them remarked:
"The girl did it; we could not resist
her."
The reference, of course, was to the
testimony of the slain man's widow,
whose betrayal caused the tragedy
and whose testimony unquestionably
had a powerful effect on the jury.
District Attorney Gagan was upset
by the acquittal of Cleary. He had
expected a verdict of murder In the
second degree or manslaughter at the
least.
'The verdict is not a just verdict,"
was all that he would say.
Justice
Morschauser
discharged
Creary, and he was taken to tBe home
of his aged mother, Mrs. John Cleary,
In Haverstraw. His mother did not
even know that her son was Indicted
for murder.
RAILROADS

WIN

RATE

FIGHT.

Five Per Cent. Increase to Add $50,000,000 to Revenues.

Washington.—By a vote of five to
two the Interstate Commerce Commission granted the application of the
railroads In Official Classification Territory for an Increase In rates. The
decision awards the carriers 5 per
cent, on everything but coal and iron
ore, and is expected to add nearly
$50,000,000 a year to revenues of the
lines east of the Mississippi and north
of the Potomac and Ohio rivers.
The decision Is a victory tor the
railroads—the result of three hard
fights for advances in rates commensurate with augmented operating expenses.
In its decision the Interstate Commerce Commission cites the strained
financial situation resultant from the
European war and the poor fiscal
showing of the railroads for the year
which ended June 30, 1914, as the
reasons for granting the Increases.
Widespread prosperity for the railroads and those lines of business directly affected by this Industry Is expected to follow the establishment of
the new rates. The railroads will file
the new - tariffs Immediately. They
will go Into effect ten days later.
President Wilson and all other officials of the administration evidenced
satisfaction at the action of the commission. They realized the plight of
the carriers, and now, with added revenues in sight for them, are confident
of a business boom generally.
Those railroads which benefit most
are In the Trunk Line Freight Association territory, lying east of Buffalo
and Pittsburgh and north of Norfolk
to trfe Atlantic, except New England.
Other lines also will receive assistance through permission to Increase
Interstate rates on freight shipments
to and from New England. Increases
also are allowed for shipments between the official classification territory, that traversed by the^Bastern
railroads and the Southeastern territory, the Southwest and points on or
east of the Missouri River.
WAR MORATORIUM FOR ITA-LY.

Industrial Loans and Community Purchases Also Arranged.
Rome.—Royal decrees have been Issued establishing a moratorium, under
special conditions, for January, February and March; providing for the organization of an institute with a capital of $5,000,000 from which industrial
loans may be obtained, and authorizing municipalities to unite In groups
for the purchase, even abroad, of cereals and their resale for home consumption.
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LEGHORN IS QUITE POPULAR
Whites Are Most Prolific Layer* »nd
Are Very Hardy—Valuable for
Crossing Purposes.
For a great many years Leghorns
have been amongst the most valued of
our domestic poultry, and their popularity" in all parts of the world is striking proof of their merits. At first only
whites and browns were known, but

White Leghorn Cockerel.

-

the other colors have been introduced,
some from Italy itself, but the majority of instances by cross breeding
from these two colors.
The whites deserve the foremost
place as being decidedly the best of
all the leghorns. They are pure white
in plumage, with bright red combs,
wattles and face, a white ear-lobe, or
deaf ear, and yellow legs and feet.
They are most prolific layers, giving
medium-sized, white-shelled eggs, and
are very -hardy indeed. Their great
activity of body, and excellent foraging qualities enable them to withstand
cold,«and we have abundant testimony
from all parts of the country that they
are amongst the hardiest of our nonsitting breedB, thriving equally well
on high and low-lying lands. As table
fowls they do not take a high place,
the flesh being sparse, and yellowish
in color. For crossing purposes they
are equally valuable, and are recommended as being the best egg producers, taking size of egg and stamina
into consideration.

PROPER FEED.FOR CjHICKENS
Successful

Poultryman

Evolve*

a

Scheme to Allow Hit Hen* to
Balance Their Own Rations.
One of the most successful farmer
poultrymen in the country aay* that
he allows his laying hen* to balance
their own rations. That is, he furnishes them with the different kinds
of grains, cut bone,, grit and animal
food in the proper quantities, each
separated from the other, and permits
them to eat a* they will. IB this way,
it is claimed, each '*itV» Instinct will
teach it to eat of the grain that its
system demand*.
There may be good objections to
this plan, but it ia advocated here as
a compromise for those who are not
inclined to go to the trouble of balancing the ration* for the hen*. The
main point In this method is not to
give the hens, in the several Ingredients composing the rations, more, in
all, than they will likely eat clean.
The plan Is well worth trying, for It
can do no harm if care 1B taken not to
permit the birds to overfeed.

Wheat is one of the best egg-produCmg foods.
•

• • •

Pekin ducklings should be ready for
market when 12 weeks old.
.
* • e
An overtat fowl is as much out of
condition as one very poor.

• • *

Lard rubbed on the leg* of fowl*
will cure them of scaly leg*.

• » *

The Embden la one of the moat
profitable varieties of geese.

• • •

Air-slaked lime la a good disinfectant, sprinkled over the floor*.

• • •

. New blood in poultry is the basis of
beauty, vigor and ■ proliflcness.

• * •

Keep the poultry house dry. Dampnee* 1* fatal to the health of the flock.

• • *

With all fowl* a change of food is
desirable, as they tire of one kind of
food.

• • •

Provide plenty of coops so that the
young poultry can be fed by themselves.
'
•■

•

*

By providing* plenty of cracked oyster shells and ground bone, soft shells
will be avoided.

• » •

Never cut a fowl's wing* to prevent
Its flying. Pull out the flight feathers of one wing.
Turkey eggB ran slightly above hen
eggs in respect of shell weight, having
•n average of 11.4 per cent of thei
whole weight

(Copyright, 1314, by the la. Salle Extension University.) Winifred, rising from the depths of
the capacious trunk she was unpacking, shook out a dainty blue bathing
suit.
"How does this strike you, Aunt
Priscllla?" she asked, holding the garment againBt her slim figure, and looking across the room with prim lipa
but eyes dancing with mischief.
The elderly woman in a rocking
chair by the window stared critically;
"If some pieces were sewed on top
and bottom, it'd look tolerably like a
dress," she commented.
"Why, there's more to It than to
most of the bathing suits worn on
the beach this summer," laughed Winifred.
"Do you mean to tell me you've been
wearing that thing, every day, right
afore all those folks? Winifred Bowers, I'm ashamed of you!"
"But, you won't mind If I put It on
again today, where there's nobody to
see? I'll even sneak out by way of
the back door, Aunt Priscllla."
Half an hour, later Winifred was
making her way across the fields that
separated her aunt's garden from the
sea. She must travel a quarter of
a mile to reach the little old bathing
house which was one of a few that
dotted the lonely shore.
Stepping from the doorway after
having attired herself for her swim,
Winifred paused to look over the
autumnal scene.
"Isn't It good to be really alone!
After the way I've been besieged all
summer—oh, I could shout for joy at
the very bigness of it all."
But Winifred was not alone even
there.
Coming down the winding
path that led from the lighthouse, a
man stopped as he caught sight of
the solitary figure on the ,beaoh beyond. "There'B one of the native* in
bathing," he reflected, shifting the
small camera he was carrying.
"I
wonder if I could get her for a type?"
He hesitated; then made his way
cautiously behind the scrubby growth
until he reached a point of vantage.
The girl on the sands was, blissfully
unconscious.
/
When Winifred reappeared after her
swim, there was no one else on the
beach.
Rested and'rejuvenated by her brief
sojourn In the little old-fashioned village,
Winifred
Bowers
appeared
among her town friends.
Wondering comments and compliments greeted her from all sides.
"How did you manage It—after such
a strenuous season?" asked one of her
intimate friends. "You're looking as
fresh as the proverbial daisy, while
the rest of us are positively Jaded and
'will have to rest up before the winter
festivities begin."
"I feel equal to anything," laughed
Winifred. "And, by the way, here
are tickets for a photographic exhibit,
A friend of Jack's—a Mr. Calrd, from
Philadelphia, is the star artist Ton
know Jack's a camera fiend, and he's
also a member of the society; so Til
have to take this In." '
"Ton mean at the Institute.gallery?
Why, everybody'* going. Let'* drop
in this afternoon."
The two young women appeared at
the photographic exhibit together.
From the first, Winifred was uneasily
conscious of something strange In the
attitude of her friends. They would
greet her; look at her with varying
degrees of suspicion or amusement,
and express themselves in mystifying
term*.
They passed Into the alcove where
there was a neatly arranged collection of snapshot pictures. A group of
acquaintances were halted before the
gem of the collection and each one
eyed Winifred curiously a* she approached. There waa a youngTglrl with
outstretched arms and hair tossed to
the breeze. Her supple form showed
gracefully against the background of
sea and sky, and her feature* were
radiantly distinct In the morning sunshine. A title was given—"A Native
Type."
For a moment Winifred stood
transfixed before the betraying photograph.
The next instant Dunstan Calrd, the
artist, was arrested at the head of the
stairway by a whirlwind vision. A
feminine voice was challenging him.
Even in that moment, Winifred aaw
that the man had the appearance of a
gentleman and was in fact puzzled
at her attack.
"I am Ml** Bower*. Tou have my
picture on exhibition. How dare you
make a laughing itoek of mat"
"Why, I—I never—" began the «xtilt, but Winifred flashed ont anew.
"It 1* my picture. I remember that
day well. Tou must have been spying
somewhere around.
It must be removed at once, Mr. Calrd."
"The picture shall come down at
once," he declared.
"I cannot tell
you how sorry I am for my blonder."
Three months later a brunette young
woman smartly dressed In broadcloth
and fur* posed before the camera of
an artist from Philadelphia.
"Thla i* for my private collection,"
remarked Dunstan Calrd. "Cam you
suggest a fitting title, Winifred?"
"Surely," smiled the girl teaaingly,
"Why not'A Native Type," Dunstan?
"Taken by Dunstan Oaird." Bven as
Winifred murmured the significant
words she was caught in an eager,
loving embrace; and their laughter
mingled joyously. But then, already
their engagement had been announced.

One Definition.
A mother is always seeking a good
match for her daughter—yet a good
match is merely a cheap stick with
a head on one end of it.

CHRISTMAS GREETINGSlI
FROM

Threw Radium Away.
A servant in Berlin cleaning out a
basin in a laboratory threw down the
sink water in which had been placed
15,000 worth pt radium.

NOkTH - BROOKFIELD
TO THE FOLLOWING POINTS^
Massachusetts
Maine

Ireland's Midget Farm*.
Ireland has 84,869 landholders having plots not exceeding an acre, 61,730 who hold more than one acre and
not more than five acres; 153,299 under fifteen and 136,058 not exceeding
thirty- acres.
Grumps" Opportunity.
Everything had gone wrong with
Grumps that morning, and as he
strode gloomily down the suburban
road on his way to-the station he was
simply aching for an outlet for hi*
temper. "Good morning," cheerfully
called out the man from The Elms,
overtaking him.
"Good i morning—
good afternoon—good evening. Now
we've made a day of It!" snarled
Grumps, viciously.

Augusta,
Bangor,
Bar Harbor,
Bath,
Belfast,
Biddeford,
Brunswick,
Dover,
Ellsworth,
Gardiner,
Houlton,
Jjewiston,
Portland,
Eockland,
Bnmford,
Waterville, .

V

CHARLES S. LANE,

Ayer (Jet.),
•
Boston,
Brockton,
Buzzards Bay,
Clinton,
Fall River,
Fitchburg,
->
Franklin,
Gardner,
Great Barrington
Greenfield,
Haverhill,
Holyoke,
Hyannis,
Lawrence,
Lee,
Lowell,
Marlboro,
Middleboro,
Milford,
New Bedford,

1.15
1.45
1.55
1.00
1.35
.75
1.00
1.55
1.45
1.15
2.00
1.00
.90
1.25
1.05
1.35

furnishing Undertaker
REGISTERED EMBALMER,
Telephone North Brookiield No.
ua-ii.
>

.40
.25
.40
.30
.50
.25

Rochester, ' Woodsville, -- -

Vermont

New Hampshire Bellows Fall, Berlin^

-

1.00

Claremont,
Concord,
Dover,
Exeter,
Franklin,
Keene,
Laconia,
- '
Lancaster,
-

.50
.45
.60
.50
.55
.35
,60
.95

Bennington,
Brattleborp,
Burlington, Montpelier,
Newport,
\ Rutland,^
St. Albans,
St. Johnsbury,
White River Jet.

Buffalo, N. Y. 2.50 Montreal, Que. 1.75 Pittsburg, Pa, 3.75
1.00
Chicago, 111.
6.00 New York, N Y 1.00 Poughkeepsie,
New York
Detroit, Mieh. 4.50 Philadelphia, Pa 1.50 Washington, DC2.50
the initial period of three minutes, excepting where otherwise slated

THINGS WORTH REMEMBERING:
1.—You will not be charged on such a call if you do not get the person for whom you ask.
2.—Yon can make a toll call from any telephone.
3.—Yon can obtain rates to any office by asking the Toll Operator.- No charge tor such a call
4.—You can talk about 100 words per minute—the average speed of a telephone message.
5.—You can learn the cost at the termination of your message by asking the Toll Operator who
records the details of your call.
6.—If you can't find the number in your directory, you can call for the party wanted by giving
name and address.. •,
7.-7rIf the person Wanted has no telephone, we will try to arrange to call him to a pay station,
if the caller will pay a small additional charge for messenger service.
8.—When you leave your office or your home, tell your associates where you are going and
your toll call will follow yon.

Call at 46 Summer Streei
To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
G. J. ABBOTT, District Mgr.

Or have them brought to your horn*
' by sending: word to
V
■•»>•

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookf ields.

Telephone 26-13,

.

Littleton,
Manchestei
Nashua,
North Con way,
Peterboro,
Plymouth, i
Portsmonth,

The Message and Answer Included in One Low Rate

Distance Connection.

Funerals Personally Directed
and Krery Requisite Famished.
r,«dy A.-i-t«nt.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

.65
.40
.35
.35
.25
.45
.25
.50

.50
-40
.25
.35
.35
.50:

Rates to Some Other Large Cities
Albany, N. Y.90*
Atlantic City NJ 1.75
Baltimore, Md. 2.00
These toll rates are for

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.

Long

.25
.35
.40
.55
.20
.40
.25
.30
.20
.40
.25
.45
."25

Newbnryport,
North Adams,
Northampton,
North Attleboro,
Fittsfield,
Plymouth,
Salem,
Springfield,
Taunton,
Walpole,
Wareham,
Winchendon,

_%MAB>-
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A NEWSPAPER OF CHARACTER

SPRINGFIELD REPUBLICAN
MASSACHUSETTS

ABLE, INDEPENDENT READABLE
(Eiiabllshed In 1824 bF Samuel Bowles)
Dairy (Morning), ffc Sunday, $J; Weekly, «1 a Year

full of life and action, flUed with toe
fire of fine inspiration mar] followed
by 250 snort stories of adventure,
will make !

The RepubliJln* takes seriously its responsibilities to
the public. It appeals for popular support by service
that is guided by intelligence and a, purpose to ihfoim,
assist and incidentally entertain and instruct its readers.

TfeWUTHS COMMNiON

It gathers the news with enterprise and alertness, and
presents it in attractive and convenient form. It disdains
to employ the style of the circus poster and seeks to
make itself typographically pleasing and tasteful.

Better Than Ever in 1915
Then the Family Page, a rare Editorial Page, Boys' Page.
Girls' Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of fun," Articles of
Travel, Science, Education. Prom the best minds to the beat
minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
x in the home. There is no age
limit to enthusiasm for The
i CUT THIS OUT
and send It (or name of tola paper)
Youth's Companion.
jkth SZOO for The COMPANION
fcr 1915, and we will aend
52 Times a Year
FRFF MtWasaaeaofTHECOMrKE*V* PANION for the net.latin
— not 12.
9
WMeHr Oaf 1014.

It is extremely liberal in its provision of reading
matter in all of its three editions. Its editorials constitute one of its distinguishing and most valued features.
Literature, art, science, education, r&ligion, philanthropy—all receive generous treatment in its columns; likewise agriculture and industry.
Special attention is
given to the various healthful outdoor sports-.

Send to-day toThe Youth's Companion, Boston, Mass., for

The Weekly Republipan is made up with great care
for the wide audience outside of the local environment.
It is, in fact, a rich weekly magazine sold at a remarkably low price.

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
DAILY (Morning). Ms year, *2 a quarter, »»«ntt« month, U cent, a
week, 3 centa a copy.
I
„
• DAILY and SUNDAY, $l*a year, W»t a quarter, IS cents . month. »
cent* a week.
SUNDAY, $2 a year, Ss cent* a quarter, 5 centa a copy.
WEEKLY (Thursday), tl a year,- IS centa a quarter, H centa a month. a
centa • copy.
Specimen eopiea lent free on aroHMHoo. The Weekly Republican will be asm
free lor three weeks to anyone who withes to try It.
All Subscriptions are payable In advance. Address
- THE REPUBLICAN, Springfield, M**..

to sell the most remarkable bargain

EVERYBODY'S
DELINEATOR
Total

M

Carriages. Stanhopes, Concofifc
twta roooer ana eteel Urea, ttocKie
Democrat and Delivery Wagon*, Sm
ray* and Bead Wagon*, both aew *r
•eoOftdhand.

AT BOTTOM PHlfi>
barnese, Kobe*, nltuikeu, « num «•«.
oil Cloths. Not too Ooatty. Not to
Cheap.
i

ID

the magazine world this year.

BOTH

Regular Price

SUMMER STREET

$1.50
I.5Q
$3.00

$

A monthly salary and a liberal commission on
Salaries run up to f260.00 per month, depending
i berjof orders. This work can be done in your
and) need not conflict with your present duties.
ntaiit or previous experience neewtary.
We
equipment free.
^rita for particulars to

LAUNDRY

3

To One Peraon well order.
on the numapare -time,
Ho inveetfurnish full

THE RIDOWAY COMPANY
Spring and Macdougai Streets,

N«w York

Family Washings, Flat Pieces Ironed,
Body Clothe* Starched and Dried, Five
Centa per pound.
Flat Pieces Washed and-Ironed, 25 cts.
a*doz'n.

Shingles, Hoofing Material H. A. RUSSELL, Mgr. ERNEST D CORBIN. Optometrist DANIEL FOSTER J
AU the dMtereiit grades. Ail sine, y
Residence 8» Sprln*! St. -eor. Prospect

Sails, also,
• ememher that iny prices are always
the lowest. I sell so a* to sell *?-Dr. Daniel's Hares K.n».dlee AJw. »
m aUaefc.

~

C. Crawford
OAKHAM.

T

f

Ofjce at Dr. Lodden'*

fcTLeT.

TMLBrBUX* OAKHAM l>4.

William

FOR KENT

PfNK Upper Tenement of seven roc^w in Bui
lafd house on Cushl.ifr B'-:"**™ h,6"' *•**
room, etc
Apply to Herbert E. Comnita*>
Sotth Brookneld. >
•»

tenement good location, use »(
barn"henhouse and garden, U desired. Main Street,

IOWNSTAIBS

D

1

House Painting, all Branch,

Inside Work a Specialty. "Paper Hanging
and WUIMiintf, Ortebi Promptly A;
dad to,
North Brookf (eld
t. 0. BOX i'iJi(42) BttlUfiKiEiGii G

I

3
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Christmas iGuei
/Guests.
The^seleetmon it a meeting Mondly
night granted a pool Hcense to Frank E.
PUBLISHED
Among the people who were at home'
——
Holden, East Brookfield.
Edward T.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Pike, J. ijerlxit Conant and Ed*«id F. for Christmas were:-Miss 'Bailey of No««
AT
B«)QSfi*ld, Saturday Evening.
Delaney were appointed appraisers to Smith college, at tile home of her fatherJournal Block, North Brookfifld, Mass
take the tpritial inventory of the town on River street. John L; Hughes inCorhjjliop ,'Lehane of Cork; Ireland,
farm prorjorty. Bills amounting to $2100 structor in Chentietry at the State agriHORACE J. LAWRENCE,
were approve. I
cultural college^at Storra, Conn., was at now toririeg the United States, addressed
EDITOR AND PBOPBHETOB.
John R, Black, who diedln Worcester, the home of his parents, on Kimball St. a lafge audience in Grange hall, on Saton Saturday, aged 8I,jIi*ed here for 9 tiny K. Moulton, instructor at the Ckoate prdaj, »Hf-. Daniel Donovan, buBmess
l.OO a Year in Advance yoars, Jerty-jnt.' town sonw 25 year* ago.
school in Wallingford, Conn., fharkw agent'^f the machinists union, presiding,
Single Copies,3 Ceots.
He WM8»a|«i:iiteii(le«t.of the farm of the II. Moultoa, 2<i, offcast Walpole and Roy Mr l^ih^he sahTln part:—
"I am pleased to address the citizens of *
Address all comnmnioation8toJiHOOKFiEi.it hue Kev. 0. r Blanchard on COoley hill. Moulton of Worcester, at the home of
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
He wag. aii industrious, hard-working Mr and Mrs Irving Breed. Miss1 Pauline North Brookfield. While enjoying the
Orders for subscription, advertising*, or Job man, and a loyal member of the CongreEaton, a student at the Sargent school at yuletide cheer of Mr Dennis Donovan,
work and payment for the same, may be sent
direct to the main office. North BroofefVW or gational chnrap./ He leaves a widow, a Cambridga, with bar parents on Oentral the father of the chairman of this meet(
o George W. McNamara.Broekfieiel
son, Chai In, .md two grand-sons.
St. . Miss Alice Hyde Tucker, a student ing, it was suggested that I should tell
The Sunday school of the Congrega- at Smith college and Miss Margaret you something about the Nev\ Spirit in
BROO&FIELD.
tional cfjurch at a meeting last Sunday Hyde at Worcester, spent the day at the Old Ireland.
"The Ireland of to-day is far different
Miss May Stevens was in -Hartford for elected tl>"se officers for the ensuing year: home of Mr and Mrs D.vight G. Tucker.
Superintendent, for the 8th consecutive Mfes Alice May teacher Hl'the Hampden from woat it was in in 1867 when every
Christmas.
».
Irishman worth his salt, practised the
Mrs Henry King spent Christmas with year, Frederick Bowen; asst. supts., Chas. schools, va( the .home' of Horace May and goose step at the secret drills of the FeFlower a^t^u inner Reed; secretary, Miss wife. Miss Mattie/drWby, a teacher in
relatives in Gardner.
nian organization, in Ireland which ftas
Ray; E. B. Blanchard, formerly of Mary Elicn Johnson; treasurer, Mies the Worcester schools, with her mother, for the overthrow of British role, and the
Harriet Or-msby; librarian, Albert Hook- Mrs Caroline Ormsby. Attjr. Loufe ButBrookfield, is now town clerk of Barre.
establishment of the Irish Republic.
er, Jr.; auditor, Dr. John R, Ham taunt, terworth with Attj^ Artbur"""F. and Mrs
Mr and Mrs Charles T. Gunn, Gver-the"Today, it is permissible to openly carry
Butterworth for the day. Thomas J. Mcof
home
department;
Miss
lif,
Ella
GibRiver district, spent Christmas in Palmer.
Namaraof Plymouth, N. H., and Mr arms in Ireland, and to practise the milison; asst,supt., Miss M. A. Homer.
The grade and district schools open
tary drill in public. There, are* now in
The Athletic association, of the B. H. S. and Mrs Glover Fletcher of Southbridge, addition to the regular British garrison
Monday morning, after a two weeks' vacation, y
, •
met Wednesday afternoon and voted to at the home of Mrs Mary MaHamara. army, three volunteer armies, established
Dr. and Mrs George Webster of SouthMiss Helen Murpby of Southbridge continue 'as members of the Quaboag
in the course of the last*few years; the
spent the week at the home of Mr and Valley baseball league lor the coming bridge, were With Mr Webster's parents, Ulster Volunteersrbrganized by Sir Edoii
Hyde
St,
Dr.
Edward
Ward
of
AtMrs John Mulcaby.
season, JoHri K. Clancy, J16, was elected
ward Carson to defeat the Irish Home
The-regular monthly meeting of the V. captain, and Stuart Butterworth, '15, tluboro was guest at the home of his pa- Rule bill, the National Volunteers and
rents
Mr
andMrs
Justin
Ward,
At
the
I. 8. will J»e in banquet hall, next Tues- manager of the baseball team. Vie latr the Citizen army.
day, i*&. o, at 3.30 p. m.
-*'
ter was named as delegate to attend with home df Mrs Goprge Johnson were D
"Carson has succeeded in making itposV
The 63rd annual firemen's ball will be Principal Arthur B. Bueknani, the meet- and Mrs HarojnMioson and son, Harsible for all Irishmen to bear arms, beL
held in town hall, Jan. 8, under manageold, Jr.,
id Mr and Mrs Wiling
of
the
league
officials
which
willhe
cause he set a precedent by establishing ment of Steamer Co. No. 2.
laui Clarke and Marion and Allan Clarke
held in Ware, (Ian. B.
Bom, in Worcester, Dec. 28, a son,
of Noithairijftofo Min8 Margreta S. lint the Ulster Volunteers. The' arming of
the Irish people was a treasonable olh
At a special meeting of the school comCharles Ferdinand, to W. Lee and Adela
ingg, was with her parerfts.Mr and Mrs
Cliarlton, and grandson of Rev,. E. 0- mittee TtuisSday night the resignation of
until Carson came on the scene toj^^H
William
B.
Hastings:
Joseph
Durkin,
of
Oharlton.
the orangemen of- Ulster. The Br^^H
Mies Fannie M. Conrad, principal for the
Boston with Mrs Lucy anorOr Mary H.
Mrs Ruth M. Adams went to Philadel- past twoye.rs of the Blanchard school
government dared.not interfere with
phia Sunday to attend .(he funeral of her and teaenjr of grades 6 and 7, was re- Sherman; James L. Gilbert and daughter as he had powerful influences at his back'
Louise of Brooklyn, N. Y., Roy Goodell
brother, William G. Maul, who died in
ceived arid accepted. The resignation and wife of Worcester, at the -home of in London, and when the nationalists
Chicago, Dec. 22.
was forwarded from Miss Conrad's home Edwin Goodell'andswife; at the home of and labor unions followed his example'
Edward J. Delaney went to; Bi ston
Christmas day, and acted as best man at in Lisbon, N. H., where she has been Suinner Reed and family fur the day were and,armed the other three provinces of
the wedding of his uncle William De- spemlingner vacation. Miss Kajtherine Roger Reed of \thol, ThoinlB. Ellsworth Ireland it was too, late to interfere.'
laney of South Natick,
Hence all Ireland enjoys the right/1 to
Grealis of Clinuyi has been elected to fill of New Orleans, Mrs Jai>
Mr and Mrs Fred Sanford and daugh- the vacancy. She lias taught in Marl- New Bralntree and Miss ClafwRoBd, an bear arms to-day.
ter, Jean, of Cambridge were the Christ- boro, N. II., and is a graduate of Fitch"The National Volunteers may be reinstructor at'Campbell school,. Windsor,
mas guests of Mr and Mrs William Hanburg school, class of 1911.
.
Conn.; Mr and Mr* David ' Nicol,' Hart- garded in a manner as a sort of counterson, Sice Corner.
Robert (Brown was arrested Tuesday ford were with Mr and Mrs Efaest Col- blast to the Ulster Volunteers, while the
Mrs Charted Johnson of Worcester was
4j|eo»rge oUc^rryipg concealed burn. ^Albee h
urn, with Miss Citizen Army is quite unique in the histthe guest at the noTo* of .'Mr -and M.o
prvipf the world. It as the first body to
Horace May. and she attended the Home a dangerous weapon. In district court Elisabeth ttone; Josephid'
Comers' reception.
Wednesday, be pleaded guilty and asked Worcester was witli her-parent on How- be recruited from and officered and conGuy E. Moulton of WalUngford, Ct, to have the case continued as he desired ard street; Mrs Charles Sanford was at trolled by the labor unions, and it is the
and William Fischer of New York were to consult counsel.
Judge Cottte con- 4hehomeof her dsughter, Mrs Charles first armed and. uniformed citizen force
in camp this week at the Fischer cottage
tinued the case until Jan; 6, The com- Burbank at Stoneham, and she was ac- south of the river Boyne.
on the east shore of Lake Quaboag.
plainant in the case was John J. Connol- companied by her daughter, Mrs John "Soon after England declared war on
Mr1 and Mrs Edward L. Bennett and ly tt6e' 17 year old son of Mr and Mrs ffiannard; Thomas Murphy awl. family Germany, the British recruiting sergeants
Miss Edith Hire!) of Cambridge were the
(including Mr Jobs Redmond} -went
guests Monday of Mrs Bennett's parentsj Patrick Connolly. , Tne alleged violation with relatives at Pittsfietd and HousatonMr and Mrs Delbert A. Eaton, for the Of the law occured on Monday night ic; William Ttinstall of Southbridge with among the Irish people and invited the
Home-comer's reception.
when the defendant entered"; the dub his parents on West Main street; Mi«s young men of Ireland to join the British
Rev. Dr.'Chailton bj beginning the New rooms of trie boot and shoe workers union Eleanor Adams of Worcester' spent the army, to fight to restore the independence
Year with a series of sermons on Modern and drawing a/revolver, it is aliege-f, day with Mrs Ruth Adams; Ernest Peter- of Belgium. We were* told that EngIdealism, having given the introductory threatened to shoot,' as he claimed some
sen of Bordentown, N. J., at the home land's great heat was bleeding for the
Sermon last Sunday. When the series is
devastation of poor little Belgium by the
completed the manuscript will be pre- one hadineulted his sister an hour previ- of his mother-on West Main street; and
ous. The 8 young men who were in (He Frank Derrick of■■• Westfield, with post- barbaric Germans.' :l
pared for publication.
"Tlie commanding officers of the Irish
The Woman's Alliance of the First the room ar) the time were summoned as master and Mrs Edward Delaney; Mrs
Parish church had a business meeting in w i ijn©j8cs.:
Ida McCarthy of Worcester, was guest of citizen army, were the first to reply to the
,?
riti8n
the church vestry, Tuesday aftern on.
-ecrnitingsergeatrts. They said, :
Mrt Mary (MeTaguaJ, wife of Thomas er fa'theTchieTVpolice'l!omas Mo^-N
The treasurer reported that 8157 was net- E. O'Brien,•died'at her home on Main ey; Joseph Mulcaby, Leomlnster at the 'You "ay ask us to enhst m your army
ted from their Christmas fair at the town streetlat 8 o'clock, Thursday night, aged home of Mrs John Multahv, Mrs Wil-Jto dr,ve *»'Ge"aBn 8 irom;-*!«"'« «"»
1
hall on December 8th.
Mrs Delbert 63 years. Death was caused,by cerebral liam Knapp and son, \g<L- George of: restore Belgian independenc*, but we
Eaton Was chosen - as a delegate to the apoplexy, with which Mrs O'Brien was North,Easton at the homeJijf Andrew ask, wBat ha» become of tieindepenannual meeting of the New England stricken at 10 a. m. She had been siek Leach and wife; ThMlias Waller a sales- jence of Egypt which was likewise guarf
8
E
Aseoeiate Alliance at Boston.
for a few days with the grip but was imThe funeral of Mrs Thankful Augusta proving. Mrs O'Brien was barh in Lei- Central street; James Fenton, Beach- "own by British bayonets as Belgium is
(Guilfp'rd) Hobb*. 83, widow of Lucius trim County, Ireland, Aprd 13, 1861; the mont, on Blanchard hill with jak parents; by Germany. We decline to be fooigd
F. Hobljs, who died Dec. 22, was held daughter of Patrick (Prior) McTague,
laHt Friday morning with services at the afH came to this country in 1885, and
home at 10 o'clock at which feev. W, L. in 1887 was married to Mr O'Brien in
Walsh of Biilerica^ officiated. The bear- MedHayf. She hgsbeen a resident 6f this in Worcester;.Charles N. -Buchanan and work, in Ireland, the recruiting sergeants
Archibald, at'Norwicb, Conn.
I tried a new stunt, and said to the young
ers were Frank and tucien- Hobbs of towii for 28 years, She is survived by
' men of Ireland, 'you are in danger of
Spencer, Charies Mayern *f& R. G. Liv- herj|iueband, oiifeson, William F,, three
: baring these shores Invaded by the forDeath of Ell Duquette.
ermore. Burial was in Brookfield ceme- sisters in .Sydney, - Australia, and one
eigner, prepare with us to repel the fortery.
•*■
, ,
brother, Charles, in Ireland.
The fuEli Duquette, b tter known this diB-'eigp invader.' But the. same labor men
neral* will be Saturday morning with a
high mass of requiem in St. Mary's church trict as Louis Fountain, died at tf* home replied: "The only invader we know in
at 9 o'clock Burial will be in Sacred in the Podunk district at 4.p. ro., Mon- Ireland is the One who has kept UB in
day, aged 62 years.
<!ue to a bondage for seven centuries, and wben
Heart cemetery, West Brookfield.
paralytic shock. He '.:•■ '• • 'i in poor wo have ejected the British government
The fourth annual Home Comers' re- health for the past f Months and had from Ireland, we will be ready for any
ception wan held in town hall, Monday been attended by Dr. George"'*?. .Ellison other invader that may come along/
night under auspices of .the V. I. S., but of Spencer. Mr Duquette'was born at| "This action defeated the'British rethe attendance was not as large as at the st. Bartonlirue, Canada, Oct. 16, 1868, oruiters and the result Was that all Redthree previous affairs of the society.
if Peter and Emily (Fountain) mond's and (TConnor's efforts as recruitMany renewed acquaintances with friends IhiqusMe. He had lived in tlie Podunk ing uefgoants resulted in only 10,000 addithey had not seen since the reception of ilistrict for the past 6 years. He was tionat Iri'slimen joining the British arm;
FULL LINE OP-—
last year. On entering the hall the elab- twice married. His first wifedied6»<ara instead of the 300,000 expected.
orately decorated stage .presetted a very age and he was married the second time | * "Now the labor unions of Ireland reppretty scene. The decorating committee, the 21st of this year, to Mist-Mary Seavey, resent the most advanced thought in
M rs .Henry Crosby and Mrs Clara, Thomp- the ceremony\beihg. performed by Rev. modejp- Ireland; and. tte Irish working
i
son reieived much praise. The front of
arsonage on Lin- classes the beet organised tabor moveA Great Variety of Practical Gifts the stage was banked with moss covered
itte is survived by ment in Europe and probably in tlie
puts of vermilion colored ferns with everi
i daughters, world. Tlie Irish workman is toe reposiI
n^^^Ves at the sides and back. Kroin
d Miss Julia Du- tory of Irish revolutionary tradition and
Plumbing,
■ leliew huge p.its of green moss quell
^^Hnette; one voices clearly the New Spirit in Old Ireami vermilion colored ferns we're hnng. sister
Gouette, all of land,
Steam Fitting,
orations were supplied by Denri one brother,
"The immediate cause of the establishSotitl
McKay Co., .Worcester. At 8 Peter
■ly was ment in Ireland, of an armed labor force
Electrical Work,
1 0
he IJght Infantry orchestra of takei
f 'i^ ?
made possible by Carson, was the brutal
ler, gave a pleasing concert, and
^^KL^i onslaught made ou a peaceable public
and Jobbing.
(■^^^BsncsseH welcomed the guests at
"funeral meeting by the Dublin police, acting in
entrance. Dancing began at 9,
eg* from interest of the Dublin employers during*1"
■ ii.ni of floor directresses,
w; that the great lockout of 1913.. Several w or it--
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the beginning of a new snowstorm was would have forced me to—oh! I cannot explain! But If she once saw me,
filling the sir with white petals.
"And why. In the name of the gra- she might betray me to that Valdez
cious Madonna, were you locked up?" gang—tor my own good, as she thinks
Inquired Pedro. "I cannot understand —and then I would have to go off to a
far country,, and take up a Job I loathe
it"
"There is some mysterious Illegal —that would kill me, that would stop
business afoot.among that crowd," said my being a painter! And e.ven for my
Hill thoughtfully. "They have got that mother, I could not submit to that!"
"But how the devil can she make
boat chock full of ammunition and
arms, and all under cover of being you go against your will?" demanded)
Sam.
"And why did you leave her In
pianos, and such stuff. It's against the
By NINA WILCOX PUTNAM
law, you know. They sail the day aft- the first placet It's all very mysteri.
er tomorrow, at dawn, and as I had ac- ous!"
"Yes, I know it sounds strange," recidentally stumbled upon their tricks,
they decided to keep me safe until plied Pedro, "but I can only explain a
they got away. I've no doubt they little. You might take her Bide. In(Copyright by Bobbs-Merrill Co.)
would have let me go after'that with- deed, almost every one does, except
"All right," replied Lovejoy, "we aged to scramble Into position with his out any fuss, but It was beastly un- Old Nlta. They aeem to think that to
A very different person from the fat
'
CHAPTER XIII—Continued.
back
against
the
house,
where,
from
be rich and powerful . . . Obi they
pleasant being locked up that way."
but despondent lunch-wagoner whom might try the back room,** SJurphy's
within, he cbujd still hear Hill's voice
do not understand. They have given
or Spikey Joe's place."
"You
must
give
the
information
to
Pedro
had
met
In
the
grimy
little
subTiring not to seem over-eeger, he
me too much freedom tor their pur"Good!" said Pedro promptly, hus- shouting directions which, however,
tank It and read the postmark and the urban square was the present smiling tling them out before Pell could reach were unlntelligibler-t^ bis distracted at- the authorities," said Pedro.
Sam seemed to be in some doubt pose, and now they cannot tie me
signature. It was Hill's»and came and prosperous I. lovejoy, who them. This escape did not, however, tention. SomewhereNjaear by, Beauabout this, but at last tie decided that down. ... As,for having left her.
froin Jersey City! At last the scent beamed, who laughed, who pressed prevent the morning papers from Bear- Jean's string of rougnXoaths roared
an explanation was due to these good It was really she who left me. I had
was getting wans. What good for- his best viands upon them. True, he ing an account of how Signor K: C. Upon the turmoil, and Lovejoy began
friends who had risked so much for a little escapade—very harmless mistune! But he must not seem too was still very fat—fatter than ever— Pedro, the noted Spanish painter, went yelping for the police. AtXthls latter
chief It really was—but afterward Valhim.
anxious, or she might grow reticent but the world had gone well with him, slumming'in disguise.
cry there was a slight wavering among
"You see," he began, "there is some- dez told me that my mother would not
and he, seemed to have used his smilDiplomacy, diplomacy!
.their
unknown
assailants,
but
It
was
It was to the little unnamed winebody—that is to say, somebody's near receive me any longer. I gave him a
"You are treated better than I an)!" ing likeness on the wagod's exterior cellar known as "Spikey Joe's" that quickly mended by a new onrush.
relation—mixed up In this, and I— letter to herein which I begged her to>
as
an
example
to
be
lived
up
to.
he complained whimsically. "I haven't
The men who had been working at
"Well, well! What brings you way the rescue party went next. Here the the ship now left their tasks and well, damn it all! I can't very well relent but she never answered it nor
even had a card! But then, you are
my others. Were It not for my love
very scum of the docks waa gathered,
,
a lady, which makes all the difference! off here?" he asked, when they had and the women were- of a kind one Joined the fracas on general prin- give him awayl"
Instantly a thousand conjectures of her, It would be a relief to have
Ah! woman, lovely woman! How you eaten.
ciples, siding with neither party, but
severed my connection with my past,
For a moment Pedro hesitated, and never sees by daylight. There were laying about them with vigor and a sprang to Pedro's mind.
fascinate and abuse us!"
"Is lb—Is It IrlB; father?" he said because of the different life I would
then, looking into the honest, red face> thieves and pickpockets, dancing and splendid lack of discrimination. But It
She giggled self-consciously.
lead should I go back, and now that I
amusing themselves Just as though
' "So this is the latest news of Hill!" decided to give his confidence and "re- they were human; and sickly-faced was already quite a fierce struggle, and hesitatingly.
Hill stared at him In amazement, a have begun to paint, to lead my own.
■aid Pedro, "i suppose you write to lated the cause of their sudden appear- young men whose profession is un- Pedro very soon began to find It diffidoughnut arrested half-way to bis life. . . . But, please, I beg of you,
ance In the wilderness of the Jersey
aach -other frequently?"
as I have served you, promise to pronamable; a terrible group of weary cult to keep his feet. The man with mouth.
"Well, no!" said she. "You see,.I'm docks.
whom
he
was
confronted
had
an
over"Great Scott! How did you know?" tect her, and ask me no more. Some
"You don't say!" said the fat man, young people, calloused, yet sensation- whelming advantage In height and
engaged. I told Mr. Sam it 'was useday I may be able to tell you everyhungry.
The
three
companions
had
he exclaimed.
who had listened with great Interest
less, but he's so persistent,"
scarcely'entered before it became evi- weight, while Pedro was slight end
"Because—well, 111 tell you later. thing, but not now."
and
attention.
"YouAipu't
say!
Why,
She giggled again.
"Very well," assented Hill reluctantdent that here at least was it place soft, and, truth to tell, rather badly But the reason Is that which made me
"Papr Sam!" said Pedro. "You are I seen the very feller! A llkely-lookin'
frightened. If only he could manage
chap he was, too—and a friend of thy in which Hill had been, for a girl with, to keep the fellow from knocking him come and look for you," he answered. ly. "But I may call upon you to get
very cruel!"
naming cheeks and an unbelievable
"You'll excuse us," he added to Love- her out of a difficulty if It should provei
, "Do you happen to know his Jersey girl*."
out till Beau-Jean and Lovejoy man"Really? What good fortune!" cried coiffure turned and pointed to the bear, aged to win, or the police arrived. But Joy, "but It's a private affair, about a absolutely necessary to do so?"
address?" she asked, thereby giving
"Yes," returned Pedro. "But rememwith a scream.
lady."
Pedro the information he wanted, to Pedro. And then Lovejoy went on to
"There's a Teddy," she called out, what If he should fall?
"I will Indeed," responded the fat ber that for me to take any active,
■wit: that she was unaware of Hill's describe the meal that Hill had eaten "a cute little Teddy-bear, Just like the
It seemed as though they had an man, "ah! ladles, ladles!"
part In the matter would have terribly
with him.
present whereabouts.
army against them, though as a mat"We must talk this over at once!" serious results for me.- New-tell ms>
"And what are you a-goln' to* do other guy had,
"Oh! he was only there for a day!"
ter of fact, there were not more than exclaimed Hill, glancing at the clock, about Mr. Vanderpool,"
"Dancing
a
bear
must
be
a
of
■aid Pedro, putting the coin which she now?" he concluded.
ten In all. Twice he with difficulty
"I don't know much to tell," replied
"I don't quite know," admitted Pe- a swell business!" she remarked. suppressed the temptation to call upon which showed that the hour was alIndicated out of his handful, upon the
Hill. "He recognized me, allowed him"You've gotthe coin, ain't you, sweetmost 1 a. m. "Come, let us go!"
.counter. "He might drop in here any dro, "but what you have told us makes heart?" and she stretched "out her his friends for help, and with sobbing
The three arose, and with many ex- self to be persuaded that I should be
time. If he does, tell him Pedro was me sure that we are on' the right hand to touch his face.
indrawn" breath fought on wildly, elu- pressions of gratitude to their host, locked up till this damned boat had
We might keep on going
asking for him, will you? And now track.
sively,
striving
desperately
to
prevent
Pedro had her glase refilled.
took their departure, and were Boon reached its port, v.hatever it was, and
through the saloons near by.j"
good-by; Unust be off!"
"Tell us about the other bear-fel- his opponent from grappling with him. settled upon the dingy benches of the gave orders that I was not to be hurt.
The fat man looked thoughtful ^for
As Pedro Joined his waiting comA
solitary
policeman
(a
night
roundslow," he suggested. "I'd like to know
north-bound ferry. They were almost Then he went»off before I could get a
panion outside he was met with a a moment, scratching his head In si- who my rival Is."
man) had come up. Pedro could hear the only .passengers on board, and word In edgewise, and I haven't seen
lence.
Then: "Lookey-'here!" he
string of reproaches.
him
shouting
above
the
din.
but
his
"Sure, Cutie, I'll tell you," she
lulled by the warmth of the cabin, him since."
"Never before have I seen you burst out, "them low-down- money-get- smiled. But all she had to say was efforts at establishing order were ab- Beau-Jean fell asleep, using Mr. Jones
The.' ferryboat had reached Its slip,
tarrj so long with a woman, oh, tln' dives are no ladles' cafes, and it that a nice, fresh feller (presumably solutely Ineffectual.
for a pillow, and'the bear, also glad of and they aroused their sleeping comain't
safe
to
wander
round
'em
'cept
By now Pedro was fast losing the rest followed suit. Here, then, was panions.
waster of precious moments!" said
Hill) had been there three'days ago.
Beau-Jean.
"How shall it benefit in company. Now I like you—you done had made his bear perform, got no strength. It seemed to him that at any an excellent opportunity for talk, and
"Will you go to the studio?" Pedrofor me what.I can't repay, but I'll have
instant
he must succumb, and sink to the other two immediately proceeded asked when they bad landed.
tbeef'
money for It, and had .gone away
"It has already done so!" declared a try. I'm a-goin' to lock up this place peaceably. When It was clear that the ground. Only a horror of being to take advantage of it.
Hill considered tor a moment.
trampled on sustained htm, and his
Pedro. "Come, hasten with me. We and I'm a-goln' with you."
"No," he said, "I shall go back-toPedro spoke first, and related the
"Good!", exclaimed Pedro, holding neither she nor anyone else there head was growing light. Then hie an■re going to Jersey City, I shall exout his hand, "you are-^what does one could give him any further Informa- tagonist, who was bent upon his In- Story of his acquaintance with Iris and Jones street with Beau-Jean and the
plain on the way."
bear.
I'm going to get at the bottom
tion, Pedro arose and signaled the othher request for his help in the matter
Jury or capture. Infuriated at being of her father's secret trouble. From of this business before tomorrow—that
So off they went to the ferry, Mr. say—a brick! Isn't he,7Beau-Jean, eh? ers to do likewise.
But
it
is
not
necessary,
and
I
beg
that
Jones, the inadvertent detective, shufNow It happened that they soon held off so long by this mere slip of this narrative be omitted nothing ex- Is, today—Is over. I have not yet deyou will not disturb yourself."
a boy, managed to get a leg hold upon
fling after.
." "Twon't disturb me none," said Mr. came upon a portion of the one-sided Pedro. It was too much, and the boy's cept her infatuation for himself, and cided on a plan of action, but In all
To discover where the picture postat the end, came to the little paper on probability, I shall be better able toLovejoy, "and I liked that young fel- street where the walk had been torn courage gave way.
card had been purchased would have
which she had written her promise. work from the stratum of the teneler. I hate to think he may be a-lyin' up, and perforce they had to cross the
"Au
soucceur!"
he
screamed.
"A
been almost Impossible; but to .locate
At this point Pedro began to mix fic- ments than as myself. In the meandead and cold in some wine-cellar, cobblestones beside the water. Here mtl. Beau Jean! Au soucceur!" "
the district,,in which it had been
time, thanks, and good night, and God
tion and fact
"pierced through the heart with a dag- were some covered piers, and beside
Then
somehow,
tie
never
quite
knew
■sailed was easy enough, and that,
"I could not undertake to help her," bless you for this!" He capped the
ger, or a hatpin, maybe. I'm a-goin' one of them Pedro stopped the trio In what manner, -the giant was beside
combined with the hour which had
breast pocket wherein lay the promts?
ter help you re-yenge hln?„ yes, lf< J that he might light a "cigarette, ^eau- him, and the black menacing shape of he said, "because I soon discovered
been stamped upon it, was sufficient
Jean followed suit, and Lovejoy, saythat some one dear to me would be In- sory note signed by Iris.
lose
money
b>
It!
by
Jingo!"
evidence to show .that Sam had been
(TO BE CQNTINUED.)
ing that he had promised Lola not to the other man hurled'through space volved, and would In turn Involve me;
"I .beg that you will do nothing to
near the water-front at some time besmoke, shook his head, and stood look- and landed among his fellows, scatter- but, more of that later. I then sugmake
yourself
a
loss!"
cried
Beautween eight and ten /o'clock on the
ing up at the semicircular sign above ing the fighters for an Instant Then gested that you be called upon, but she THlfJK BENARES OLDEST CITY
Hill's voice arose again, and this time, was unwilling—you have had a little
evening of the previous Monday. Con- Jean, who did not relish the prospect the dock entrance.
-i
.
of
this
addition
to
their
party.
■equently\the nextproblem that con"Venezuela Fruit Steamship Com- Pedro, leaning breathless and panting quarrel, eh?"
Sacred Spot to Hindus, Its Claim I*
"Although
every
fifty
cents
lost
against
the
house,
heard
and
underfronted th«n-JBas-"what Hill had done
Supported/by Most Students of
pany."
(/
t
The speaker watched Hill's eager
stood.
after dropping this exquisite chromo keeps me Just that much further from
Indian History.
He spelled It aloud slowly.
face closely, to note the effect of this
"Open
the
window,"
Hill
was
yellInto a district "X" piflar-box? Pedro my Lola," said Lovejoy solemnly, "I'm
A strange expression crept over Peremark. The result was confirmatory
ing, "It's fastened from the outside.
at once tried to picture his own prob- a-goln' to make - the sacrifice this dro's face as.he listened.
Which
Is
the oldest city In India?
to his own deductions.
,
able actions were he to find himself time."
"Let us l'oak at the boat that goes Open the window!'*
Yes," said the elder man, "it was a An attempt has been made to Identify
Wherewith,
he
concealed
a
long
the Purana Kila ,at Delhi as built
In such a district at such an hour,
to that glorious country!" he said Im- ' With aching arms, Pedro strove to silly quarrel about nothing."
with, presumably, ho company but Mr. bread-knife In the inner pocket of his pulsively. And they began moving obey, but the heavy iron bar that held
Aha!" said Pedro, "so I felt sure. on the site on which was situated the
overcoat,
and,
extinguishing
the
light,
the
galvanised
shutters
closed,
reJones! Ah! of course! the cabarets
toward-the ill-lit entrance. The gates
But she—ah! she thought you would Indraput, mentioned in the Mahab—the saloons of the dance! That announced "that he was ready for ac- were, open, and In the dim light some sisted his effort. Beau-Jean, mean- not come to her aid. I knew different- harata as the capital of the five Pantion.
'
while,
was
a
veritable
wmdmlll,
and
davas. That Is quite possible, but let
aeemed £ne, obvious answer, but he
men were working about the hold. As
"Where now?" asked the giant, as they approached they saw that a small one of the stevedores had ranged him- ly, and so I told her. Then she wrote any case Indraput disappeared long:
consulted with Beau-Jean, to be certhis
little
paper
(he
spread
It
out
upon
. tain. . . . Yes, Beau-Jean would the three, followed, of course, by Mr. corrugated Iron house, a story and a self beside the Frenchman, feeling.no his knee) and I set out to fln# you and ago. Current Indian, beliefs Is that
as a city Benares is,absolutely the
make straight for the cafes, and Hill Jones, strode out into the night.
half In height, was Jammed up against doubt, that it was desirable to fight
"There's Beer Peter's," suggested the dock; the watchman's dwelling, with, rather than •against, this power- give it to you."
oldest In India. So much we do know
had probably done the same.
Hill
took
the
fluttering
bit
of
white,
from history that though In past cenful person.
Thus it came about that the shades the' new member,, "have you tried perhaps, or the""eompany's offices.
and read, with glad incredulous eyes: turies It rivaled Delhi In wealth and
"Open the window!" yelled Hill
"What the devil do you want to go
of evening found them loitering from tBere?"
I hereby promise to marry you on tho magnificence, the "conquerors left It
"No," responded Pedro, "where la nosing around here for?" complained ceaselessly. Pedro bent all his strength
one low-browed ramshackle dive to
day you can tell me my father Is not be- alone. There has never been a sack
"Lovejoy.
"The cold is something to another effort, and at the same mo- ing subjected to danger, or has been of Benares, and this is the more curianother, ever Inquiring for Hill, of ltr
"Follow me," directed Lovejoy, "It's fierce!"
ment there came to bis ears the rap- rescued from that, It any, which now Imwhom they found no further sign.
ous because It stands on one of the
"Just a moment!" pleaded Pedro. *I ping of the lone policeman's club upon perils Mm. And I furthermore agree to highways of commerce In India. It»
Finally, when nine o'clock had come, a likely place."
They set off at once, and trudged on love that country so—Venezuela!"
the pavement, a signal, that was not overcome any debatable objection* you
and still nothing had been discovered,
may
have
to
the
marriage.
position on the Ganges would natur"What's he up to?" Lovejoy whis- wholly without effect upon the entire
HUB VANDERPOOL.
Beau-Jean suggested that they post- In silence until a low frame building,
ally make It a big center. We know
crowd.
Again
the
heavy
Iron
bar
of
abutting
on'the
river
and
built
parpered
to
the
giant.
But
before
Beaupone their effort until the following
"For me!" said Hill tensely. "She tbat to Hindus, Benares or Kast; 1»
ie shutter lifted an Inch or two, and
day, and rest their weary brains and tially on piles, was reached. Pushing Jean could reply a lot of things began
the most sacred spot on earth, and
'again it slipped back Into its socket sent It to met"
bodies for a while/ But Pedro would open the felt«overed doors, Lovejoy to happen.
There waa an Instant's pause, and tbat those who die there are forgiven
paid for their entrance, and In anIn the absorption of the moment Pe- Then some one struck him upon the then Pedro lied manfully.
have none of these suggestions.
all their sins. It Is to the special inshoulder and turning to defend him"But I am hungry!" .protested the other moment they were In the long, dro had slackened his hold upon Mr.
terposition of Providence, tbat Hin"Yes!" said he. .
self, he looked up Into the fat dripping
giant.. "Here it is, of an hour, and we low-ceilinged room that formed the Jones' chain, and the bear, giving a
Hill let out such a whoop at this dus ascribe the freedom of Benares
main
portion
of
the
building.
A
devasface
of
Mr.
Lovejoy.
sudden tug, found himeelf free, and
from the .sackings and devastation!
have eaten nothing since noon. More"God bless me!" puffed that worthy, that Beau-Jean and Mr. Jones woke up that have been the fate of other great
over, the bear is famished. Presently tating Qdpr rushed out to meet them, bounded off toward the little cdrru-j
like a blast from some evil furnace. gated Iron house, some twenty feet "that was a near thing!, Thought you long enough to shift their positions.
he will begin to growl."
"Tell her that I shall claim the re- Indian cities. In any case Benares
Tho place was ^lue with tobacco away, and at once began scratching was the enemy!" Pedro managed to
"Well,'' admitted Pedro reluctantlr,
ward within the week!" Hill ex- ought to offer much good to any In-'
smoke,
and
at
the
far
end,
beyond
a
gasp:
frantically
upon
the
door
that
opened
"I am hungry myself Let us go and
claimed exultlngly; "so she had better dlan antiquary. The archaeological
"The shutter-bar! Help me!" ,
department has, of course, to leave It
eat and smoke. Afterward, we shall sea of little tables, a girl was singing upon Its porch. Instantly ,the three
In the twinkling of an eye the heavy prepare to pay up! When will you see alone, because It Is still tbe center
feel more Inclined to search. Where to the accompaniment of a cracked men ran after htm.
her?"
iron
lath
had
been
extracted
and
was
piano.
"Come here, you bear!" yelled Loveshall we go?"
"Tomorrow night there will ■ be a of a living Hinduism.
being brandished over the lunch-wagAt one end of this'charming resort, Joy.
"I think there Is a lunch-wagon
masquerade at the Mllligans," replied
oner's
head,
a
deadly
weapon
that
It Must Have Been Difficult.
"Don't! Let him alone!" cried Pedown by the dock," said Beau Jean, which was typical enough of Its class,
stood the glittering bar with a shining dro. What on earth could the crea- swept a space clear about the window, Pedro. "She is to be there."
A man was brought before the court
"let us make an examination."
'"Then tell her—'' Hill began.
which
now
burst
open
to
emit
the
disupon
the complaint of his wife, says
array
of
glasses,
mahogany
and
polture'e action mean? Then knowledge
""All right," Pedro assented, and they
But Pedro stopped htm, for every the Berliner lllustrirte Zeltung. While
heveled furious figure of Samuel Hill,
set off at a brisk pace. In the direction ished metal, while opposite the en- came to him In a Sash, and running to
moment
waa,
bringing
them
nearer
to
tbe prisoner waa testifying the Judge
trance, in what appeared to be a the door at which Mr. Jones was now who was armed with an Improvised
of the lights.
cudgel, evidently the leg of a table the city, and he had not yet finished.
made it clear that Jte- Intended to be
Sure enough, there was a lunch- single-storied addition, was a room sniffing and giving little growls of Joy, taken from, the furnishings of his'
"I
will,"
said
he,.
"But
listen
now
harsh with him; so that bis wife bewagon backed up against the ferry- for dancing. Near the wide opening he put his ear to the panel. Holding
to
my
own
part
of
the
story.
You
peoprison.
came frightened, «hd when called to
house, and as they approached, it took into this section, sat Theodore Pell, up a hand which warned the others to
"United we stand I" he shouted, ple know nothing about me. Well, I the stand, refused to give any testion an Increasingly .familiar air. Pe- the reporter. In company with three silence, he spoke In a distinct but springing Into the fight with relish. am—but no, I shall got say that until
mony In fact, she retracted all her
companions—Elloch, the painter, and quiet voice.
dro's Interest was now quickened by
Then came a cry that was echoed on I have to. gut this I must tell you. accusations.
two women. They were all very hila"Are you there, Bam Hill?"
' more than the thought of food. Where
By some strange circumstance, the
"So your husband didn't strike you,
After a breathless pause, as If of all sides.
iv.d ha seen that gaudy decoration be- rious, but catching sight of Pedro, Pell
"The reserves, the reserves, the po- character of which I have not yet then?" said the Judge, "Where did
fore? . . . Holy saints! It waa his excused hinmelf, and began a some- unbelief on the part of-the occupant lice!" and the crowd began to scatter. solved, my mother Is, In New York in
you get that black eye?"
what uucerutm
uncertain progress
In the
dlrec- of the room beyond, came the answer:
«rn! At the same instant Beau-Jean .*""»
p™B.=» .«
vu» unAlmost as magically as they had company with Rowe, whose' real name
"I^truck It accidentally on the manrecognised the movable hostelry of Mr. |>n of the newcomer. At^ the" same
"Yes; who are you?"
Is
Rlcardo
Valdez,
an
ex-minister
of
Instant a man who seemed to be In
"Pedro," was the reply. "Are you been surrounded, they were left alone, the Venezuela government He Is as telpiece."
Isaac Lovejoy, with a whoop of glee,
but
now,
to
be
so
left
was
fraught
with
"So! And that piece bitten out of
authority there accosted the three and a prisoner?"
and they quickened their pace to a
much a villain as my dear mother, my
"Yes!" said the voloe of Hill. "Good almost as many dangers as had beset lovely girl-mother, la an angel! Until your ear—he didn't do that, either?"
run. The worthy proprietor was occu- demanded to know If they wanted to
"No, ho, your honor. I did that myheavens! how did you come to find—" them a moment sooner; for that the a few days ago I imagined her safe In
pied In serving a pair of customers- have Mr. Jones perform.
"The house takes half of what 7011
The rest of the sentence was lost li. police should not lay hands upon them her own home, and-now I discover her self!".
car conductors, or ferrymen, they apa shout for'help from Lovejoy; there was.the paramount thought In the
peared to be—but when he caught get," he added.
Pries of s Kid.
"Do you often have dancing bears was a sudden sound of scuffling, and minds of all. Hill was the first to act. here, sad With that man! Some reasight of Pedro he dropped tiie slice
son that seems good to her must have
Cordova Is full of fun, says Mr. C,
Pedro, turning to his aid, was met by -"■"'This wayl" he called, darting off brought her, but what it Is, I cannot
of pumpkin pie that he was Id the act here?" asked Pedro.
Bogus
Luffmann
in his "Quiet Pnya
"Nope, "never yet," J»ld the man, a blow on the head from a burly fist. toward an Ill-lighted, Ill-paved street.
of transferring from platter to plate,
Banked only by poster-covered fences. even guess. But this I know—what- In Spain," and In the leisurely pace
"but
It
might
go.
Try
tt
on
after
the
and, entirely disregarding this small
By great good luelt the rescue party ever of evil Valdez Is engaged In, she of the life there the observer \has
CHAPTER XIV,
/
mishap, he stretched out both hands next dance, It yon like."
managed to escape pursuit and In less Is Innocent and to you I must confide time to see-and appreciate all of, it
"Maybe I will," repllejl the other.
to the boy, a broad smile of welcome
than half an honr they were seated her Interests, and beg that'you allow In the market one day a small bo7
To the Rescue.
Then, as the proprietor moved away,
spreading over bis now ruddy face.
with a Wg apron and a pompous manWith magical swiftness the semi- (somewhat weary, but except for a no harm to touch her."
"Well, well, I'm blessed!" he cried. he added, speaking to Lovejoy In a
"But why don't you look after her ner was offering half of ft small ktd to
few bruises none the worse for their
"The great little feller! and the big low tone, "Let us get right away. This darkness began to swarm with strug- experience) in the light and warmth yourself?" gasped Hill In amazement. a woman.-tor a peseta. She objected
which sprang from evhusky one, too! Well, well, ain't this place la too open. Nothing serious gling shapes,
"I cannot!" cried Pedro, his eyes that It was very tiny, and tie fafrly
n
of Lovejoy's wagon, while they dis«-grand? Come in, come in and cat could happen here, and besides I am erywhere "• <l nowhere.
cussed their adventure over hot coffee full of distress, "You see, I ran away smothered her with, "Woman! Do yon
Returning
the
blow
of
his
assailant
almost
certain
that
Hill
has
not
bean
want hall a bull tor a tenpenocf"
It certainly does my ayes good tar sse
with all his puny strength, Pedro man and the Inevitable doughnuts. Outside, —oh, long, long ago, because she
here, iron* what that fellow said."

*

DARING RAID BY AUSTRIANS PUT TO ROUT FILIPINO PLOT A
SENSATION IN
LOSE THIRD OF ARMIES GRAFT SCHEME
AEROPLANES
GREAT BRITAIN
:o;

SYRUP OF FIGS FOR
A CHILD'SBOWELS

It is cruel to force nauseating,
Czar's Army in Galfcia, After Being Forced to Raise Siege Revolutionary Leader Was Sell. harsh physic into a
Over American Demand Re- Seven British Airmen Descend
ing Army Commissions
of Old Polish Capital, Cats Enemy in Halves
on Germans
sick child.
garding Shipping
PUBLIC IS APPREHENSIVE
Thinks Diplomatic

Note

From

the

United States May Create Unfriendly Feeling— President

ONE AVIATOR IS MISSING

TEUTON DRIVE AT WARSAW HAS. FAILED

Daring Attempt to "Dig Out" Kaiser's
Warships From Base of
Cuxhavsn Precipitates

Battle.

AUSTRIAN

RETREAT
BEC0ME8 ROUT

BRITISH RAID ON CUXHAVEN.

London.—Assisted by light cruisers,
Cossacks Are Pursuing Austrlans Into destroyers, and submarines, seven
Carpathians,.
London—Assisted by light cruisers,
London.—Russian military critics British naval airmen, piloting seaWashington—No effort made by offl- destroyers and submarines, seven
■cors of the, administration to conceal British naval airmen piloting sea- assert that by the Russian New Year, planes, made a daring attack on the
\he Importance of the step taken by planes made a daring attack Christ- January 13, Germany will be fighting German naval base at Cuxhaven, at
desperately to defend her own fronthe government in remonstrating' with mas day on the German naval base at tiers, and' that all hope of capturing the mouth of the Elbe. Six of the airGreat Britain over continued interfer- Cuxhaven, at the mouth of the Blbe.; Warsaw and confining operations to men-returned safely, but the seventh.
Six of the airmen returned safely,
ence with American trade and com- but the seventh, Commander Hewlett, Russian territory has been destroyed Commander Hewlett, It is feared, has
been lost, as his machine was found
merce with neutral nations. A feeling It is feared, has been lost, as his by the overwhelming defeat of tie
Austrlans.
off Heligoland wrecked.
approaching elation Is manifested machine was found wrecked off
The news from Petrograd is acWhat damage was done by the
among those connected with the ad- Helgoland.
cepted here with some reserve, but
What damage was done by the English critics see In the development bombs thrown by the attacking party
ministration or interested in its sucbombs thrown by the attacking party
could not be ascertained, but the Geri
cess over theract that the. American could not be ascertained, but the a very noticeable turn in the tide in
favor of Russia, Scanning the German man report of the affair says that the
puMic had been apprised that Presi- German report of the affair eays that and Austrian official" reports and
raid was fruitless. '
dent WiUon and bis advisers intended the raid was fruitless.
checking these with the statements of
The enterprise of the British navy
The enterprise of the British navy the Russian General Staff, tbe followto act vigorously to obtain full proin thus attempting to "dig out" the ing situations in the eastern theatre in thus attempting to "dig out" the
tection for American shippers and ship
German fleet brought about a battle of war are apparent:
German fleet brought about a battle
owners.
between the most modern of wari
Marshal von Hindenburg's army of between the most modern of war mamachines. The British squadron, ln-J
Britons Surprised by Strong Protest eluding the light cruisers Arethusa 600,000, massed from Ihe Junction of chines. The British squadron, Includthe lower Vistula and the Bzura to the
Of U. 8. .
ing the light crufeers Arethusa and
and Undaunted, which have been enLondon—The American note of pro- gaged In previous exploits on the Ger-: region of Oppczno, has .made no ap- Undaunted, which have been engaged
preciable
progress
In
the
last
ten
days
test against the British treatment of man coast, was attacked by Zeppein its effort to advance toward War- In previous exploits on the German
American commerce, and ' Insisting lins, seaplanes and submarines.
saw. It has suffered staggering loss coast, was attacked by Zeppelins, sea■upon an early improvement, came as
By rapid manoeuvring the ships es in attempts to force the passage
a complete surprise to the British pub- were able to avoid the submarines,
planes, and submarines. ,
of the Bzura and the Ravka, and its
lic, as there had virtually been no InBy rapid manoevrlng the ships were
while the Zeppelins found the fire of spearhead position is as far'from Wartimation that any friction had arisen the cruisers too dangerous. for them,
saw as ever, thirty miles west. Mili- able to avoid the submarines, while
.between the two governments.
to keep up the flght.
The German,
- The placards posted by the papers seaplanes dropped bombs which, ac-: tary observers point out that if Von the Zeppeltno found the' fire of the
Hindenburg could not go forward cruisers too dangerous for them to
were given over exclusively to the
cording to the British account, fell
American note, and 'the papers gave it harmlessly into the sea. The Ger- when the combined German and Aus- keep up the fight. The German seathe largest headlines they have given mans, however, claim to have hit two trian offensive was under full head- planes dropped bombs, which, accordway it is improbable that he can adany news during the past month. Condestroyers and their convoy, the lat- vance now \that the Russians are ing to the British account, fell harmsequently, the British people regard
ter
being
set
afire.
strongly on the offensive in Bouthern lessly into the sea. The Germans, howthis as one of the most Important ocThe British ships remained in the Poland and In Galicla.
'
ever, say they hit two destroyers and
currences of the whole war. Nothing
vicinity tor three hours without beGerman Centre Imperilled.
•of the kind since President Clevetheir convoy, the latter being set afire.
ing attacked by any surface warships,
Thp
German
centre
is
now
imperilland's Ventzuelan message has proThe British ships remained in the
and picked up three of the seven led by the Russian offensive west of
duced such a sensation.
pilots and their planes. Three others the Nida. A great Russian force is vicinity forHhree hours without being
The first impression of the public
were picked up by submarines, but moving westward toward the Wolbron- attacked by atay surface warships, and
is that tbe note may create friction
Com- Cracow line, and the movement is not picked up three of the seven pilots and
and. perhaps, some unfriendly feeling, their' machines were sunk.
although the newspapers point out mander Hewlett It Is thought was only a fresh danger to Cracow and Si- their planes. Three others were pickdrowned.
lesia but may develop into a turning ed up by submarines, but their mathat it specifically states that the repThe official press bureau gave out movement for the purpose of cutting chines were sunk. Commander Hewresentations were made in a friendly
Von Hindenburg's communications. lett, it Is thought, was drowned. *
this statement regarding the raid:
spirit
' 1
. ,,,
"On Friday, Dec. 25, the German The effort of an Austro-German force
Another- British naval airman dropThe American stand has caused litto turn the Russian left flank in this ped twelve bombs on an airship shed
tle surprise In "official circles, as ne- warships lying off Schilling roads, off
region failed with the defeat of Gen. at Brussels, but It was impossible to
gotiations extending over several Cuxhaven, were attacked by seven
months between Ambassador Page naval sea planes, piloted by Flight Dankl's army on the west bank of the ascertain the amount of damage done.
Nida, and the statement of the Rusand Foreign Secretary .drey have cen- Commanders Oliver, Hewlett, Boss
sian General Staff that the Austro-GerRUSSIAN CENTRE HOLDS.
tered about the determination of the and Kllner,,, Flight Lieutenants Mlley
and Edwards and
Bub-Lieutenant man army is now in full retreat toUnable to break tbe Russian line deultimate destination of the American
ward Cracow indicates a very severe fending Warsaw- at the center, Field
-cargoes in question, and the present Blackburn.
"The attack was delivered in day- blow to the whole German plan in Po- Marshall von Hindenburg turned his
protest summarizes all the grievances
effortB toward flank movements and
of the United States In this connec- light,^ starting from a point In the land.
Southward to, Galicla, along the attempted to turn the Russian right
vicinity of Helgoland. The seaplanes
tion.
_
The British Foreign Office has con- were escorted by a light cruiser and Dunajec and Blala rivers, the situa- flank north of the Vistula and the left
tion is even more ominous for the flank along the Rivers Pilica and Nida
stantly reiterated its regret at the destroyer force, with submarines. As
hopes of the Germanic allies. In west- In southern Poland. A menacing ad.delay to American ships, and high of- these ships were seen by the Gerern Galicla and along the Carpathians vance has been begun by a large Gerficials have expressed a desire to ex- mans from Helgoland, two Zeppelins
the Austrlans under Gen. von Boehme- man force\from southern East Prussia.
pedite the examination of American and three or four hostile sea planes
ErmolH have suffered the fate which This force appears to be composed of
•cargoes as speedily as possible under' and several hostile submarines at- overtook Von Anffenberg and Dankl
several army corps which formed the
tacked them.
the existing trying conditions.
"It was necessary for the British' early in September, when their forces army of Gen. von Erancois and of new
The statement that the delaying of
were shattered by the Russians. The corps brought from the west. RecovCargoes by the British authorities is ships to remain in the neighborhood
Austrlans pdured a great army ering from severe defeats in. the Mlaleld responsible for a certain depres- to pick up the returning airmen, and through the Carpathians -for the purWa region and reforming beyond their
sion In American trade has created a novel combat ensued between the pose of crumpling the Russian left own frontier.'on the line of Nidenburg
some surprise among British officials, most modern cruisers and the ene- wing and assisting Von Hindenburg's
and Laudenberg, the Germans have
By
who today voiced the idea that Amer- my's aircraft and submarines.
forced the Russians td abandon the in-,
drive toward Warsaw.
icans holding such views must fall to swift manoeuvring the enemy's subThe. Russians were prepared for the vasion of southern East Prussia and
realise the wide and sweeping effect marines were avoided and the two move and dealt with the Austrlans af- ti fall back toward the Vistula. In
upon American commerce of the dis- Zeppelins were easily put to flight by ter the fashion of Napoleon, interpos- the south, the Germans, with very litappearance of German
merchant the guns of the- Undaunted and ing themselves by swift marches be- tle real assistance from the Austrlans,
ships from the sea, as well as other Arethusa.
"The fcnemy's seaplanes succeeded tween scattered Austrian forces and are developing a similar turning moveeffects of the war beyond the control
in dropping their bombs .near our crushing them one by one. It Is re- ment. In that region a German army
of Great Britain and her allies:
ported from Petrograd that the Aus- is attempting to break or turn the
It Is generally believed In London ships, but without hitting any of trian loss in prisoners is fully 30,000 Russian force along the Pilica, while
that the Foreign Office will make a them. The British ships remained and that in the battles from December an Austro-German force is trying to
•detailed statement as to the activities for three hours off the enemy's coast 18 to December 26 the troops of Fran- accelerate the Russian retreat from
of the navy in detaining suspected without being molested by any sur. cis Joseph suffered a loss of fully 40,- Cracow and to pin the Russians becargoes, which will put these contra- face vessel, and safely re-embarked 000 In killed afcd wounded.' Russia tween closing forces of the Teutonic
band troubles In aVHfferent light. Thei three out of the seven airmen with again controls the passes of the Car allies.
Foreign Office has time and again ex-1 their machines. Three other pilots pathlans and Is, again marching -on
So far these movements have not
pressed Us regrets that merchants In returned later and were picked up by
succeeded. The Russians held the
Cracow.
no way violating neutrality should; British submarines which were standright bank of the Pilica and the Nida
suffer delay because their shipments! ing by. Their machines were sunk,
"Six ont of the seven pilots re.
RUSSIANS RESUME MARCH ON and have balked every effort of the In* were mixed with copper and otherj
vaders to make a crossing.
"
CRACOW.
Flight Commander
srticles declared to be contraband,! turned safely.
which frequently have been found Hewlett 1B missing. His machine was
London.—The latest official reports aiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii1^
hidden under coal or other heavy car- seen in a wrecked condition about
from the eastern theatre of war point
eight
miles
from
Helogland,
and
the
goes.
'
Bat at the same time it takes the fate of' the daring and skillful pilot to strategical snnerSirity for Russia. I PITH OF THE
Von Hindenburg las been stopped in
position that trans-shipments at sea Is at present unknown.
,
WAR
NEWS
j
"The extent of the damage by the full stride before Warsaw, the Ausand other sharp practices have made
-careful inspection imperative to the Britlsh's airmen's bombs cannot be trlana have been routed with savage liiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»iiiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiii*iiiiim»iininis
welfare of the Allies.
Frequently estimated, but all were discharged at thoroughness In western Galicla,- and The number of Austrlans In retreat is
only the German movement from Mlacargoes are so loaded that an Inspec- points of military significance.
placed at 175,000.
"On Thursday last, Squadron Com-' wa Is threatening.
tion makes necessary a complete
Progress In the Argonne, with opera
Petrograd
says
that
Von
Hindenmander
Richard
B.
Davles
of
the
Nashifting of virtually everything in the
tlons elsewhere on the 350-mlle batval Air Service, visited Brussels in burg is imperilled by the new Austrian
tle line suspended because of a
vessel.'
debacle
and
must
turn
and
run
for
it
a
Farman
biplane
for
the
purpose
of
The statement that this protest of
heavy storm, are the features of the
the United States Is thoroughly ap- dropping 12 bombs at an airship shed unless be decides to attempt the imlatest French communique.
proved by President Wilson has cre- reported to contain a German Par- possible. The Russians are now surg- From the mass of more or less ooning toward Cracow once more and are
ated much comment here and also has eeval
tradlctory news emanating from the
marching rapidly to begin another
added weight to Its effect, although
eastern War zone, It seems that the
there is some disposition in London RUSSIA DENIES SWAPPING ISGermans are not making any real
The
net
result
of
the
RuBSian
operaLAND
FOR
JAPAN'S
GUNS.
to regard it to a certain extent in
...headway toward Warsaw.
tions
against
the
Austrians
was
the
■V
'
the Ught of a protest necessary to satArmy chiefs In Petrograd declared that
Petrograd.—The Russian govern- capture of 18,000 prisonersahd 50 mn
isfy the insistent demands of Contwo huge Austrian armies In the
ohine guns and the resumption of the
ment
has
authorised
the
official
news
Carpathians had been beaten In degress.
agency to deny in the most categori- march toward Cracow.
tail and driven apart by a sudden
Fierce storms In Flanders and most
8ALEM RECALLS MAYOR HURLEY cal manner the statement that Russia
blow of Russian forces sdvsnclng
has ceded to Japan half the Island of of northern France compelled a cessa
from Tarnow. One Is said to be In
tlon
of
fighting
in
the
western
theatre
Matthias J. O'Koefe Chosen for FJnal Sakhalin In exchange for heavy arfull retrest and the other crippled.
*
tillery. It Is asserted that the report of war.
Year of Three-Year Term.
After several weeks of burrowing in
Boston.—John F. Hurley, five times Is absolutely unfounded.
the sand last of Nieuport, tho AlTO WEAR COTTON UNIFORMS.
mayor of Salem In the past dozen
lies.have succeeded In advancing a
One of the Items given out by the
years, waa deposed Tuesday by ttie
couple of miles and capturing the
force* behind the .Better Government German official press bureau at Ber. Experiment In England May Mean
little town of St. Georges.
, Much to the Industry.
Iln on Dec. 25 stated that reports had
Association, who sought his recall.
Marshall yon Hindenburg's army of
London.—Thousands of recruits <n
By "a majority of 836 votes Mat- been received from Copenhagen to
800,000 has made no appreciable
thias 3, O'Keefe was chosen -jo 911 the effect that Russia had traded her the North of England Territorial Asprogress In the past ten days toward
loclatlon
soon
will
be
wearing
suits
out the final year of the three-year half of Sakhalin to Japan for heavy
Warsaw. It has suffered staggering
>f
cotton,
khahl
as
overalls
over
the
terra for which Hurley was elected gun*.
, f
1
/
losses.
Sakhalin island lies off the east >rdinary clothing until equipped with America's demand that Great Britain
under Salem's new charter.
Tbe vote, lighter than anticipated coast of Asia and is separated from voolen uniforms for service at the s cease Interfering with legitimate
*ecnuse of the weather, gave O'Keefe tbe mainland by the Gulf of Tartary. Iront in France.
commerce by seizing American ships
This is an. experiment sanctioned by
3#S and Hurley 2629.
There were The southern half was ceded to Japan
was received in London with grave
8g blanks cast, making a total ballot by Russia under tbe treaty of Ports- he War Office, and, if successful, will
public concern, but the Foreign Offi>e
Important
to
the
Lancashire
cotton
of SIM out of tho registration of 8024. mouth.
ce accepted It In a friendly spirit
ndustry
"Wilson

Upheld.

LAID TQ IGNORANT NATIVES
Disturbances Caused by Most Ignorant
Natives—Nobody of Any Standing
Concerned In Movement, Says
Governor—Guns Captured.

Look back at your childhood days.
Remember the "dose" mother insisted.
on — castor oil, calomel, cathartics.
How yon hated them, how you fought
against taking them.
With our children It's different.
Mothers who cling to the old form of
physio simply don't realize what they
do. The children's revolt la well-founded. Their tender little "tasides" am
Injured by them.
It your child's stomach, liver and
bowels need cleansing, give only deUclous "California Syrup of Figs." Its
action is positive, but gentle. Millions
of mothers keep this harmless "frail
laxative" handy; they know children
love to take It; that. It never fain %m
clean the liver and bowels and sweet*
en the stomach, and that a teaspoonfnt
given today saves a sick child tomorrow.
Ask at file store for a 50-cent bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," whlefc
has full directions for babies, children
of all ages and for grown-ups plainly;
on each bottle. Adv.

Washington.—The War Department,
through Assistant Secretary Breckenrldge,. who Is Acting Secretary of War
In the al--=nce of Secretary Garrison
In Atlantic City, gave to the press the
contents of a cable message from
Francis Burton Harrison, the Governor
General of the Philippine Islands, virtually confirming press dispatches sent
from Manila recently that an Insurrectionary movement had been started in'
the Philippines.
Until the War Department statement on tbe subject was made no information was obtainable here in regard do the disquieting occurrences reported from Manila to American newspapers. Department officials had deHis Frame of Mind.
nied emphatically that they had any
The horse had run away and waa
information to confirm these statements. It was explained at the depart- tangled up In the wire fence at the)
ment that the cable message _from side of the muddy road. Its half-witGovernor General Harrison, giving a ted owner had kicked and sworn and
partial confirmation of the press re- tried to lift the animal until he wan
ports, was of even date, and that until bat of sorts and covered with mud,
A. well-groomed man came along,
it was received the department was
entirely without any. advice's leading took in the situation, and suggested!
"Spring
the fence back, then he can
it to believe' that there was any foundation whatever for the press dia get his feet free."
The owner of the horse did as ha
patches telling of a threatened uprising among the Filipinos and of in- was told. "Now give him a cut wttw
cipient outbreaks In Manila and the the whip and he'll get up himself."
This the owner did. Then he looks*
vicinity.
'
While' Governor General garrison at the horse, up and ready for travel,
denies some of the press statements, looked at himeelf covered with mud,
ifreluding the report of the ^discovery and looked at the. Immaculate gentleWrath filled his
of a plot to seize Carabao, Fraile, and man In the road;
■ Cor'regldor Islands, tn'Mapila Bay, and sbul.
"Well," he grumbled', "thank yon
of the disarming and'imprisonment of
officers and men of native scout com- just as much as If you'd helped me."
panies, he admits that an insurrectionary movement "connected with the RI- GRANDMA USED SAGE TEA
oarte campaign" broke out In Manila,
TO DARKEN HER GRAY HAIR
but says that those concerned In it
have been dispersed by the police. She Made Up a Mixture of Sage Tan
Twenty inen were arrested. The Govand Sulphur to Bring Back Colon
ernor General says that movements ff
Gloss, Thickness.
a similar character occurred at Na^ptas, ten'mlles from Manila, where
Almost everyone knows that Sac*
twenty 0/ a party of forty men con- Tea and Sulphur, properly compoundcerned in these movements were arv, ed, brings back the natural color and.
rested. Mention is made of a futile lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
effort by ten men in Loguna do Riy or gray; also ends dandruff. Itching
to cause a disturbance. In concluding scalp and stops falling hair. Yearn
his dispatch Mr. Harrison says that ago the only way to get this mlxtum
nobody of any standing ori influence is
was to make It at home, which In
concerned in the so-called revolution- mussy and troublesome. Nowadays,
ary movement, which he attributes to
by asking"at any store for "Wyefli'»
the leadership of a man under sen- Sage and Sulphur Hair Remedy," yam
tence for homicide who was out on will get a large bottle of tbe famous
ball.
*
old recipe for about 60 cents.
The formal statemnts follows:
Don't stay gray! Try ltl No on»
' "On Christmas eve there was a can possibly tell that you darkens*
small and unsuccessful movement In your hair, as It does It so naturally
Manila connected with the Ricartl and evenly. You dampen a sponge of
oampabjn. Ricartl has for several soft brush with it and draw tola
years conducted from Hong-kong revo- through your ,balr, taking one small
lutionary propaganda appealing to the strand at a time, by morning the gray
most ignorant classes of Filipinos and hair disappears, and after another apselling through hjs agents in the is- plication or two, your hair becomes),
lands commissions In his so-called beautifully dark, thick and glossy.—
army for sums from a peseta to ten Adv.
-_
pesos (ten cents to five dollars). During tbe past three months five of the
Not Ready..
"Rut on your helmet an' your red
Ricartl leaders,have been arrested and
sentenced to four and six years, Includ- shirt, Silas, there's a big fire down the
ing Rlcarti's right hand man. It ha\ road a piece."
been regarded as a graft scheme un- '^'Shucks! I can't go. My shirt's in
der a revolutionary guise, but from the washtub an' the old woman's ont in
time to rime arouses • excitement tbe garden flllln' my helmet with a
among the uneducated classes."
mess of beans."—Birmingham AgeHerald.
FRANK WINS AN APPEAL.
Full

United 8tates Supreme Cqurt
Will Pass on His Rights.

Washington.—Supreme Court Justice Lamar allowed the appeal of Leo
M. Frank, sentenced to be hanged Jan.
22 for the murder of Mary Phagan at
Atlanta, and the case will be reviewed
by the highest court of the land.
The decision means that Frank will
not be executed on the day fixed by
the Georgia courts; It may result In a
new trial; it stays alL action In tb)»
Georgia courts until the Supreme
Court has'.passed upon the points at
issue.
KILLS-8ELJF WITH BOMB.

Stranger Explodes It at Feet of Swam!
Officiating In Temple.
San Francisco, Cal.—In the midst of
the service a stronger, known only as
Vevara, entered the crowded little auditorium of the Hindu Temple here
and at the very-feet of the officiating
Hindu exploded a bomb which literally
tore him to pieces, mortally injured
Swaml Trlgunatlta, the leader, and
threw scores of. worshlppen. mostly
Caucasian women, tnto a panic.
3,860 MEN GET JOBS BACK.
New

Haven Shop Employes Were
Laid Off Two Weeks Ago.

Ins and Outs.
"Smith Is on the outs with our club."
"Well?"
"60 he's, got it in for us."
Lovers oft rush in where husbands
fear to tread.
. ..'

Coughs
and Colds

Get a

Bottle
Today

quickly relieved by the
use of

Ha le's Honey
Or HsTOROHHd and sswContains no opium nor
anything injurious.
SoldbrdrDMtata.

Gray Hair Restored
"WALNUTtA HAIR SW
MlonU
OJv» «r •uds enal agiTii^m
-— Ik. DmMwkirnt*

*
WALNUTTA CO.. SSOS CWt WHS. at. l—to, Sto.

E
WftMFM>J3
fa I- Ti»oxy|enolothe«^
Wlflkn
Theoiro
naiOTeft sVtt
f™*t, WoOOlUkd
ptffM B
Ba&ona
All trait,
WooJ

ra&blns, 10c
10c, Writ*
W
;orr, no rabbin.,
tor ■
Boston.—About 3,850 employes In WJOIT,
the repair Shops of the New Haven
Railroad system who were laid offjwo SUM. >IW TOSS SWaSmlSBf
weeks ago for reasons of economy
I»MIWXETIB0NLT1>
have been put back tjt> work.
Approximately 2,300 returned at
the Readsville Shops and more than
who ue in
ladles ipa
1,000 answered the whistle at the New
WUtdi.lsfl l
H>ven shops. At Readville about 2,000
returned, on four days a week time and
GuraaeealirreshneBi;
the rest on full time. '
tutM.«iur -

iswrffii AGENTS

Ladies

Sudden Death of Mrs Ryan.
A Successful Life.
FOR RENT
AN Eight-room cottage on Willow St. Town
~r~
water. L. B. HAtDEN, Grant St.! North
-anOur
community
was
shocked
early
this
In
the
passing
.of
Mrs
William
M.
MAILS DUE TO ABBIVB.
Brookneld.
ts
Crawford, An-Dec. 23d, the town has lost morning by tho pad news of the Hidden
A. M. 6.46- Beet and West. .
TO RENT
a character of rare beauty and strength. death of Mrs Mary E. Ryan, at her home
8 JO--West.
Incorporated 1828
rpHE HUMPHREY bouse on t
St. Steam
P. M. 12.46—last and West.
Living* for the greater part of ber life in on North Main street, at 4.40 a.m.
1 heat,
he
hot and cold water, oath, set range
tm-Wmt
every convenience. Bent exceptionally
the house in which she died, she exemShe had been apparently in her usual and
moderate.
s*
■
4.60—But.
Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.*
plified that quality of stability which health, attended church yesterday mornE. B. COLSBBOOK,
7.06—Eaat and West. '
Phone 33-5. East Brookileld.
marked her ancestors. Standing as she ing, and was on the street last evening. 40"
MAIM CLOSE.
A.M. 6.45—East and West,
did for the old time stern ideals of truth Her niece was with her for the night.
FOR RENT
li JO—East and West.
and righteousness, iitr temperament was About 4 a. m., she had a severe attack of FINE Upper Tenement of seven rooms in BulLargest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
lard bouse on cushing St.. steam heat, bathP. M, 1.00—West.
yet notable for that good humor and that acute indigestion, and rising fell against a room, etc.
Apply to Herbert E Camming
4.40-East.
North
Brookfield.
'
Su
County.
merry quality which are said to be un- bureau, but was able to get back to her
6,00—East and West.
Mails for East Brookileld are despatched at quenchable only in the noblest natures. bed again. Dr. Pbelan was summoned
TO LET.
6.41A.M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Mails from
tenement good
ton* location, use of
$26,249,104.01 has been 'paid depositors in 17a
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and Even under the strain of anxiety, her but whenihe arrived, a few minutes later, DOWNSTAIRS
barn, henhouse and
6.40 P. M.
sense of humor never forsook her, and she was beyond the help of medicine, and Apply No. 1 Grant 8treet, garden. If desired
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Package nulls are despatched twice dally as
follows :-11.30 A. M. East and North, « P. M. many a time brought joy and comfort to died shortly before 5 o'clock.
West and South.
■»
Money put on interest the first day of January,
others in perplexity. How often have
Mary E. Cooney was born in 1860, at
Malls for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16
April, July and October.
'
those of us who were privileged to know New Braintree, the daughter of John and
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
Ooth raooer ana steel tires. Buggies.
The office honm will be:—6 so A. M. to 8 P. H. her well seen that merry, whimsical smile Catherine Cooney. In 1886 she married
Holidays, 6.80 to 9.S0 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, SurDividends
payable
January
15
and
July 15.
play eibout her lips as she told some Thomas J. Ryan, who died in 1904.
reys and Road Wagsfes, both new and
I
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
second band.
laughable experience I
And how. plain- There were no children, but for full five
PAUL M. KEANEY, AMt,
Accounts
may
be
opened
by
deposits
of three dolly now we can hear the spontaneous years she had the loving care of the three AT BOTTOM PRIOEr
lars to one thousand.
. •
Harness, Hobea, Blankets, Whips ant. laugh, as ready as that of a care free girl, children of her brother, Thomas, who
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not toe
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Cheap.
.even when she must have been suffering are now 8, 10 and 12 years old, respecHours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1. <
pain! Her sole thought seemed to be for tively. Last fall they returned to their Soingles, Roofing Material
The body of Michael Hajrgerty o( CamAll tne different grades. All sizes Ol
Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will rebridge was brought here for burial on others and this divine quality made her father, who had bought the Kingsbury
Nails, also.
sought after by friends and neighbors as a place. She leayes a brother, Thomas,
Wednesday.
ceive prompt attention.
fountain of strength at which they might and three sisters, Margaret of this town, Remember tost my prices are always
the lowest. I sell so aa to mil attain.
The Woman's Union will give a New refresh their weary spirits. A superior Eliza in Worcester, and Sarah in Ware.
Dr. Ilanlil'i ilom lUnudlit Alw* s
Year's supper at the Chapel on the even- housekeeper, a gifted home-maker, a lov1st Stock.
From personal acquaintance of many
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ing of Jan. H.
1 ELKl'HON I OAKHAH Di.
ing and cheery comrade to her nearest years, we can speak in the highest praise
ALBJiRT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
Mr and Mrs Albert Foster, of Phila- aud dearest, and a gracious, inspiraton to of her characters-calm, but energetic In William
C. Crawford
delphia, haye been visiting Mr and Mrs at who entered her doors, she made of her every day life, wtth a disposition
OAKHAM.
ERNEST* RUSSELL, A«'T TREASURER
A. H. Foster, Summer street.
her life work a profession in the highest which made friends wherever she was
Hardy's novelty and singing orchestra sense. Yet she was not content to limit known.
ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist
of Worcester hasten secured, for the an- her thinking by the boundaries of her
Death of Mrs Catherine Howard.
nual Junior Prom, in town hall, April 19. own household, but was alwars reaching
Office at Dr. I.udden's
The 6. F. 8. of Christ Memorial out toward the larger interests of ber
A large circle df friends will mourn the
■
church will hold their regular meeting on country and the world.
Deeply religious, she kept the perfect death of Mrs Catherine Howard, the-wid- Main Street,
North Brookfield
Tuesday evening, the 5th, at 7.45 in the
ow of the late Eugene Howard, who
jtuild rooms.
• balance between the mystical and the
passed
from
this
life
early
on
Tuesday
practical sides of her religion, carrying
Loyal Circle %f King's Daughters will her Christian principles into the smallest morning, aged 82 years, 7 months and 14
Besldenco 38 Spring St., cor. Prospect
, meet on Tuesday, Jan. 5, at 3 p. ui., in acts of every day life. Devoted to her days. The cause of death was acute inthe parlors of the Congregational church church and all its activities, she supported digestion, and her illness was ot brief
*to elect officers for the coming y^ar.
its services and assisted in its work duration. She was born in Ireland, May
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper HangiiiR
10; 1832, and tame here when 20 years of
Deacon William M. Crawford leaves throughout her life.
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Attentown on Saturday, for Walpole, Mass.,
ded to.
T
happened
When a great poet dies the world age. In 1834 she married Eugene Howwhere lie will spend the winter with Jiis mourns because a maker of music has ard, and in 18S6 went to live in the house P. O. Box 192, (42) Satisfaction Guaranteed
during the first
oldest daughter, Mi'S Clara E. Crawford. left it.
breakfast. But
When a great soul leaves its which thereafter was ber home, until her
we had finished the
The annual meeting of the Congrega- earthly dwelling the music of its life sings death.
She had a family of eleven children,
floors with Pratt
tional church will be at 8 o'clock, Friday on in other souls. Such a legacy has Mrs
of whom three died young, Rev. Michael
& Lambert "61"
FRED C. CLAPP
evening, Jan. 8./' Animal reports will be Crawford left to all who loved her.
J.
Howard
and
John
Howard
grew
to
Floor
Varnish,
given and two deacons elected to fill vaman's
estate,
and
these
six
are
still
livliquid-proof, marcancies.
New Books at Library.
ing:—Mrs John S. Doyle, Mrs John
proof, heel-proof.
Mr P. J. Doyle is laid up with a
Howe,' Miss Elizabeth Howard, Rev. J.
So,
'they lived
sprained or broken wrist as.tlie result of
The following new books are being J. Howgrd of Athol, Dr. E. H. Howard
happily ever after. a fall on the ice Tuesday evening, just as eagerly called for by juveniles at the of Plttsfield, and Mortimer J. Howard of
Registered Kmbalmer.
wards."
he was about to enter his own house on North Brookfield Free Public Library:— North Brookfield. There are 12 grandThe high quality of
;
Elm street.
'
' For Boys there are:—Every Boys' Li- children.
the materials which we
Irftay Aiiuuiu.
use,
is typified by this
The funeral was on Thursday morning,
Died, in Marlboro, Dec. 28, Esther brary: Tommy Remington's Battle: The
varnish and other Pratt
Louise, age 5 months, daughter of War- Cruise of the Chacalot; Three Years Be- with solemn high mass. Rev. Fr. Judge
& Lambert products,
Couneated by Long Distance Telesuch as, Vitralite, the
ren P. and Susie A. Orcutt, and grand- hind the Guns; Cattle Ranch to College; was the celebrant, Rev. Jobn Toher of
phone at House and Store.
Along
the
Mohawk
Trail:
Cab
and
CaLong-Lift
White EnLeominster,
deacon;
Rev.
tl.
J.
Wreun,
.
daughter of Mrand Mrs Edward (1 Smith
amel.
boose; Pitching in a Pinch; Baby Elton a former pastor, and Rev. Fr. Farrell,
of this tum.
Such quality matequarterback; Tom Paulding; Tecumseh's master of ceremonies.
There were 31
*
Mrs Elizabeth Monroe of Spencer is to
rials, combined with
Young Braves. Around the End, The priests in the chancel. Burial was in St.
efficient methods and
substitute in grade 8, in place of Miss
Brother of a Hero, and Team-mates; by Joseph's cemetery. The bearers were six
supervision, enable us
Daley; and Miss Estella Cuddy will take
Ralph Barbourj Ward Hill at Weston, grandsons—William J. Doyle, Eugene MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
to give you painting
Miss Carey's place during her leave of
and
finishing of utmost
The Camp-fire of Mad Anthony, Benton's Howard, James Howard, Michael HowDRESSMAKING
absence. All schools re-open on Monday.
serviceability and decVenture, Four Boys in the Yellowstone, ard, Eugene Doytoand John Howe. "
orative
harmony. Let
North Brookfield
At the Congregational church next The Rider of the Black Hotse, all by
Fr. William J. Dower of Pittsfield, f J Prospect St.
us figure 01, your next
Sunday the pastor, .Rev. A. W. Budd, Tomlinson; Boy Scouts on Lost Trail, who pronounced the enlogy, was curate
job.
27
J
will give a New Year's sermon, from the Boy Scouts of the Air, The Junior Tro for Rev. Fr. Michael Howard, in HoltJ
text. 'Preach the Acceptable Year of the pby, Barbour; In the Child's World, by yoke, at the time of the death of the
ENGRAVED
CALLING
CARDS
Lord,." At the close of the sermon there Poulson; When Mother Lets us Act latter.
FOR SALE AT C£
will be the Sacrament of the Lord's Sup- and When Mother Lets us Play, Perry;
IN
SCRIPT
OR
per. In the evening the sermon topic The Story of Our Navy, Stevens; The
The latest report from Mr John Matwill be, " The good we have not done." Boys' Motley, Banks; Philip Kent^Hare; toon is thatheis resting comfortably it
ENGLISH TEXT
A
IT.
S;
Midshipman
in
China;
A
TJ.
S.
Worcester city, hospital.
At the semi-annual meeting of the
"THE RED-FRONT STORE"
H.
I.
Lawrence,
North Brookfield
Midshipman
Afloat,
A
U.
S.
Midshipman
. Trustees of the North Brookfield Savings
Summer Street,
North Brookfiel.
Mrs Calder of Springfield, has moved
Bank, held Dec. 31, it was voted to de-" in Japan, A I.'. S. Midshipman hi the
clare a semi-annual dividend at the rate South Seas; A U.S. Midshipman in the upstairs in the Charles E. Batcheller ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
Philippines, all by Lieut. Com. Stirling, house on Summer street.
%
of 4 1-2 per cent#lper annum, which will
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
amount to about $14,625.00 that will be U. S. N.; Brave Deeds of Revolutionary
In all kinds of
Soldiers, and Brave D. eeds of American
Mrs Fred M. Amsden is very ill at
distributed among its depositors.
GRANITEAND MARBLE
Sailors, by Duncan. ,
her home on Walnut street.
The Appleton Club will meet next
Forthe Girls there are;—Betty Wales,
G A. RISLEY & COMPANY
Wednesday evening with Mr and Mrs Freshman; Betty Wales, Sophomore;
NEW BRAINTREE.
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASS.
Teleptone
West Brookfield.
George R. fiamant, Gilbert street. The Betty Wales, Junior; Betty Wales, -Senprogram will include a paper from Miss ior; all by Margaret Warde. Gfenloch
George Francis Snow, aged 79 years, 8
Topping on Cervantes, with readings Girls; Gienloch Girls Abroad; and Jane
months, died Saturday noon, Dec. 26, at
from his works by Miss Wl iting; and a Stuart-Twin; and Jane Stuart's Chum,
IN THE
his home. Death was due to endocardpaper on.The French Invasion of Spain, all by Grace Reinick; tirandpa's Little
it
itis. Mr Snow was bora in the ho'use in
CHARLES S. LANE,
by Supt. H*. H. Pratt.
Also graplio- Girls and Grandpa's Liitle Girls at School,
which he has spent the greater part of his
phpne selections.
both by Alice Turner Curtis; Helen and life, the son of Eiial and Sarah (Hovey)
The important meeting of the Notth the Uninvited Guests, Helen and the Snow, As a boy he attended tKe district
IN FIVE PARTS
Brookfield InduatrialjCompany, called for Findout Club, Helen Over the Wall, by school, taking a finishing course at New
Beth
Bradford
Gilchrist;
Goopa
and
How
REGISTERED
EMBALMER.
Tuesday evening, was postponed to SatSalem Academy. He was married 61
be Them, a mannual of manners -/or
urday evening, at 8 o'clock. It is hoped to
Personal Prompt Attention Day
Polite Infants, by Gelett Burgess; Five years ago last October to Jane W. Barr of
or Hlght.
there may be a large representation of Little Peppers and How They Grew, New Braintree.
Besides his wife, he
stock' at that time as matters of great im- Fve Little Peppers Midway; Five Little leaves two children, a son, Fred H., at
MATINEE AT 4 O'CLOCK, IOC TO ALL. ' EVENING, 15c TO ALL.
Telephone North Brookfield No,
Peppers
Grown
up;
Five
Little
Peppers
I2a.il.
portance are to be decided, including the
home, and a daughter, Mabel Vaughan
and
Their
Friedas;
Five
Little
Peppers
proposed sale of the line lot owned by the Abroad; Five Little Peppers Phronsie of Ware, two grand-children, Charles F.
Long Distance Connection.
Ttls Picture Play is by The Famous Players.
300 Seats Resent..
Company at the corner of Main and Pepper. Making Mary Lizzie Happy, and Edith Vaughan,. The funeral was
unerals Personally Directed
and Kvery Requisite FurnSchool streets, and the dissolution of the The Children on the Top Floor, The from the home at 12.30 o'clock, Tuesished.
Company. There are many who are Little Girl Next Door, Winifred's Neigh- day afternoon, Rev. William France officI.ntty Assistant.
bors, si) four by Nina Rhoades; Three
strongly opposed to selling this tot,
iating.
.
Chas.
S.
Lane,
undertaker,
was
Blue Bonnet books by Jacobs and Read
^ess tlifere are restrictii us imposed, so that Blue Bonnefe Rancli Party, A Texas in charge.
Blue
Bonnet, and Blue Bonnet in Bosit may be forever kept as an open square
Farmers who are fortunate in having
and "beauty spbt of living green" in the ton i Three Peggy books by Lucy Foster ice are harvesting it.
Madison,—Peggy Owen, Peggy Cwen,
centre of the townPatriot, and Peggy Owen at York town;
The New Braintree Thief Detecting
Earning Her Way, and Her College society's annual supper, entertainment
Call at 46 Summer Street
Days, by Mrs Clarke Johnson; .Felicia
New Grange Officers.
Visits by Elizabeth Lincoln Gould; The and dance will be held in town hall,' Wed-,
To Bee the Latest Models of
After a good supper, and a social half Bailey Twins by Anna C. Chamberlain. nesday evening,Van. 6. Don't miss it.
$

WEST BROOKFIELD
The annual town meeting will be Febs
8.
Paul N. Grondinc and family spent the
week-end in Providence.
Mrs Latirinda T. Falea entertained Mite
Carolyn Blodget, Newtonville.'
The farmers in Ragged hill district have
been harvesting ice 14 inches thick.
Miss Fannie Robinson of Sharon, Qt.;
spent the holidays with her parents.
Miss Mildred Tarbell of Springfield
was the guest of Mrs Angeliqe Butler.
Mr and Mrs Edwin Wildur are tntertaining their daughter, Grace, Chicopee.
Miss Josephine G. Harvey, Portland,
is the guest of Mr and Mrs Allen Hazen.
John J„ Teehan, Boston, spent Christmas with Mr and Mis Alfred X. Labarge.
The Parish auxiliary of the Congregational church will resume meetings Jan.
12.
Mrs Sarah Turner entertained Mr and
Mrs William Fox, Springfield, for the
holidays.
.
v
Mr and Mrs C. A. Risley entertained
Mr and Mrs Melvin Shephard, during
the past week.
>
Miss Florence A. Johnson, Boston,
spent the holidays with her parents on
West' Main street.
Misses Rachel L. and Adele Olmstead
are spending their vacation with Mr and
Mrs Otto B. Olmstead.
Robert D. Converse, New YorkiV ii
• spending the holidays with his pafents.
Mr and Mrs Eli Converse.
MissL. Ray Daley, Concord, and Miss
Harriet Garritt, Allston, were guests ol
Mr and Mrs John A. Daley.
The annual meeting of the town and
village improvement society will be in ite
rooms, Saturday, at 7.30 p. m.
Mrs Emma J. Thompson and daughter,
Estella, spent the holidays with Mr and
Mrs William Dixon, Cambridge. ■.
Mr and Mrs Jeremiah S. Donovan en
tenanted their son, Fred S. Donovan and
wife, of Worcester, Christmas day.
Mrs Augusta E. Anderson entertained
as holiday guests, Miss Annie L. Anderson, Boston, and James Anderson, t
Mrs Maria Barnes has as holiday guests
Mrs Pehr Moller, Buffalo, N. T., and
Miss Alice if. Barnes, Springfield, Vt. '

Eari W. Livermore, first-classfireman,
(Continued from First Page)
on the C. S. S. scout cruiser Chester, returned'to his boat Sunday night, after
Dublin workers decided to defend •themspending the holidays with his parents,
selves in a military way agaifiBt its repeMr and Mrs Levi Livermore.,
tition. The very first cigl to arms made
Members of the Congregational church by the Dublin labor unions was answered
met Wednesday night for a reunion and by 5000 men of military.age in Dublin.
election of officers. After the supper at From this arose the force known as the
*6 o'clock, came roll call and reports from Citizen army, which has its own parade
the various departments. The electio'n grounds and its own military equipment.
of officers and letters from absent mem
"The Irish democracy as represented
bers closed the meeting.
in the labor unions has a very definite
Fifty acres of land, belonging to Phil- position in politics. They\repudiated Mr,
ander Homiee, about two miles north of Redmond's agreement for the exclusion
the center.in Ragged hill district, is to be of part of Ireland from^he operation of
taken by the state forestry department, the Home Rule bill and told him they
for the purpose of reforesting in pine. It would oppose by force if necessary, the
includes also the whole of the Cady lot, partition of Ireland.
The agitation
and a portion of the Gilbert land.
against the Home Rule bill was fostered
The Reds and Greens, opponents in a from London by those who objected to
pitch tournament of the fire department the demolition of the power of.Jhe Britwill have a turkey supper at Ye Olde ish House of Lords in 1911 and it was
Tavern Saturday night. Two thirds of not so much to destroy the. Home Rule
the expense will be paid by the Greens bill as to wreck the Parliament Act of
who were defeated by the Reds. John 1911, which abolished the Lords' veto
Cregan captained the Reds, and John over legislation, that the so-called Ulster
agitation was stirred up and supported
Mulvey, fire chief led the Greens.
At a meeting, Thursday night, Qua- from London. Home Rule was the test
boag tribe, I. O. R. M., elected these of the efficacy of the Parliament Act,
chiefs for" 6 months.—S., Martin H. and if Home Rule could be smashed, the
Walsh; Pi, Charles Stone; J. S,, Walter Parliament Act was at the same time de
Young; S. S., E. A. Gilbert; 0. of R., strayed.

■
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The New Spirit in Ireland.

s1

North Brookfield Savings Bank
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
.

.

INCORPORATED IN 1854.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED OH OR BEFORE JAN. 4 68 ON IHTEREST JAN. I, 1915.

STATEMENT
AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS, DEC. 15,
ASSETS.
Mortgages on Real Estate
Real Estate
Bank Building
Bonds and Public Funds
Cash on hand and in Banks

914

LIABILITIES.
$445,855.00
. 5>243-4°

Deposits
Surplus

$675,876.91

84,989.9(i

4,000.00

299,491.25
6,277.22

"i'he Irish Labor unions have pone
into politics and established the Irish
$760,866.87
$760,866.87
Labor party to fight national and municipal elections in the interests of labor
against the candidates of the ott?er par
GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
ties iu Ireland. They recognized that
ARTHUR
C. BLISS, TREASURER.
labor should have its own political party,
as the interests of* labor could not be
BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
otherwise served. It lias already electGEORGE JL. HAMANT,
SUMNER HOLMES,
ed its candidates to office in many of
the large towns and eitiee in Ireland and
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.
GEORGE R. DOANE,
will put up and elect candidates to the
Irish'Parliament in College Green. It
TRUSTEES.
stands for tlie Co-operative CommonGEORGE
R.
HAMANT,
SUMNER HOLMES,
wealth, or Socialism as it is called in
WM-. F. FULLAM,
' GEORGE R. DOANE,
America, and the Irish labor, movement
ARTHUR C. BIJSS,
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
is the best organized, socialist movement
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
m-Europe.
FRANK S. BARTLETT, '
ffl"^)'i' have succeeded in keeping the
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
AM ASA G. STONE,
young men of Iceland out of the war in
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
BURT A. BUSH,
Europe as we have better use for them in
THOS. G. RICHARDS,
.,
H. T. MAYNARD.
the work of social advancement at home
in Ireland. Industrial unionism is accepted in-Ireland and you must he a
union man before you are admitted to
the labor party.
We have industrial
and political unity in Ireland, as the
nuion and. the labor party are under the
JUSX to Get Even.
same executive v
Miss Cora L. Blair, a teacher in Clarke
Wife—"Now, John, my sister Belle
"WehavestudieoStbe past history of
Institute, Northampton, is visiting her
and her steady are com:jg to call on
off* country and And inspiration in the
sisters, Misses Marion and Grace Blair.
us tonight. So you must act the part
writings
of
the
men
of
'98
like
WolfeMrs Addie Walker, Worcester, and
of an ideally happy married, man.
tone, ana of '48 like John Mitchell, the She's not quite sure of him yet!"
Miss Amanda Lawrence. BrookfieKl, were
grandfather of the present Mayor of New John (savagely)—"Leave it to me!
Christmas guests of Mr and Mrs Edmund
York. We accept their revolutionary That lobster trimmed me on a horse
Sibley.,
teachingsjnd when the time 'comes we trade once! Leave it to me!"—Chi'
!
*«*
1
1
Mr and (iustave C. Tanekij Lakeview
Profit Sharing Plans as Announced shall beieady to strike a blow for the cago News.
farm, entereained Mr and Mrs Ernest S.
cause for which they died. [Applause.] .
by the! Telephone Company.
Tinker and Mr and Mrs Isaac Broxup for
Treasure for the Louvre.
full of life and action, Oiled with the
Christmas.
A valuable colle,ctlpn worth $20,000,fire of fine inspiration and followed
The American Telephone and Telegraph
Dr. and Mrs Clement E. Bill, West
Appeal to Pal
000 has been bequeathed to the Louvre
by 250 short stories of adventure,
Little Webster had entered Into an by Baron Schlichting, a prominent
street, are entertaining their daughter. Company announces that arrangements
will make
have been made by which employees of agreement with' hlsAfther whereby member of the Russian colony in
Miss Susan, teacher of physical culture
the
Bell
System
who
have
been
two
years
he
was
to
recelVtrapenny
every
time
Paris, who died recently. It • comin Providence.
or more in the service'and who so desire be came when called, providing he prises pictures, bronzes, objets d'art
C. Harold Risley, Principal of Mention may purchase stock of the Company for covered the distance before his fa- and furniture. Among the pictures
high school, spent part of his vacation •110 per share on easy terms" of payment. ther counted to five. One day he was are some of the finest known examwith his parents, Mr and Mrs C. A. RisNo employee can purchase more than out on the lawn when called and did ples of Rubens, Boucher, Fragonard,
ley, Long Hill.
' ,
one share for each 8300 of annual wages not start until he heard "three." Nattier and Watteau.
Then the Family Page, a rare Editorial Page, Boys' Page,
Running as hard as he .could, he
Miss Georgia Gardner, Dilton, and! he receives nor more than ten shares shouted, 'Say three all the time. Say
Girls' Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of Fun," Articles of
Congressional .Library.
'
^
<
Miss Mildred Gilmore, a pupil in St. whatever his wages,
Travel, Science, Education. From the best minds to the best
2
er three all the time, papa."
The Congressional Library building
The terms of payment *W be * P
Ann's Academy, Marlboro are guests of
minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
was finished in 1897 at a cost of S6,share per month, beginning with March,
Mr and Mrs Frank Gilmore.
f
in the home. There is no age
347,000, exclusive of the land, the
1915, and the quarterly dividends paid on
Policeman on the Job.
limit to enthusiasm for The
CUTTHISOUT
price of which was $685,000.' The
Edward M. Carh-r, Pittsjficid, has been the stock will go towards paying for it
Nervous Lady (in whose street there
and send it (or name of this paper)
Youth's Companion. •
the guest of his parents on Central street. after deducting interest at 4 per cent, per have been several burglaries)—"How collection of books and pamphlets in
with $24)0 for The COMPANION
the library is the largest in the westfor 1915, and we will send
Mrs John y, Donelsbn and daughter, annum on the unpaid balances.
52 Times a Year
often do you policemen come down ern hemisphere and the third finest
FREE1 AlltheiMuCTofTHECOMHelen, are in Worcester.
The American Company has paid 8 this road? I'm constantly about, but in the world, numbering, in printed
PANtON for IK.
— not 12.
weeks of 1914.
I never see you." Policeman—"Ah,
Francis Tucker, Foster hill, and Arthur per cent, dividends for sevenfceats and it very likely I sees you when you don't works, charts, manuscripts, etc.,
PRPF THE COMPANION HOME
Send to-day to The Youth's ComT
K1X
CALENDAR
for
MIS.
Sampson, Cottage, street, caught 47 ^sh is calculated that dividends at this rate see me, mum. It's a policeman's busi- 1,900,000 volumes.
panion, Boston, Mass., for
at Lake Wickaboag, Tuesday. This is and the $2 per share per month payments ness to secrete 'isself."—Punc'a,
THEN THkraMPANfoNfirisis! THREE CURRENT ISSUES—FHFF
Killed by Runaway Barrel.
the record erftcli of the season.
. ' •* by employees will pay for the stock in full
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE
by November, 1918. Any employee' who
A runaway barrel of beer killed a
Dr. and Mrs Frederick W. Cowles had
Concerning the Clock,
89 desires can after March 1,' 1917, but.
woman in Glasgow die other day. A
for Christmas guests, Mr and Mrs Elmer
Makers - of - our - own - destinies Item carter was unloading a lorry when a
not before, pay in the balance on his
A. Mitchell. Worcester, and Mr and MM
from Joe Rank: "The last thing a beer barrel slippedsand rolled, down
stock and receive bis stock certificate.
Charles A. Mitchell, Brookfield.
Should an employee leave the service man does at night is to wind the clock, a steep Incline, where it; fell down a
Mr and Mrs Edward MJjaoughtoif bad or die before his stoek is ful1y_paid for, and the first thing he doeB In the staircase, on which were four people...
to sell the most remarkable bargain in the magazine world this year,
.-M Christmas guests Mr a$~ Mrs Obis. the amount he has paid in pins the accu- morning is to CUSB it."—Kansas City A woman was knocked down .and
BOTH
Star.
killed Instantly and three other -people
H. Porter and Walter Houghton, Wor- mulated dividends (less 4 per cent, inuular Price
were injured.
cester, George Stoddard, Upton, Mr and terest) will be paid back.
EVERYBODY'S
$1.50
Her Apprenticeship.
Mrs Hoy W. Porter of New.tdrk.
The American Telephone and Telegraph
River
Runs
Under
Ground.
1.50
Tall
Blonde—"Gerty
Glddygad'a
DELINEATOR
Members of the golf cJnb and friends Company is/the parent company of the coiffure Is the envy of every girl in
The River Plmte .during the sumdanced the Ijfew Year in, Thursday nfeht Bell Telephone System which operates or the atore.
Total
$3,00
To One Person
I wonder where she mer Is dry along fSfie greater portion
at their I0t.li annual concert and balf, in connects with eight and a half million learned to make a knof4 like that." of its course. •The water runs underA nidjithly salary and a liberal commission un each bMer.
telephone
stations,
throughout
the
United
ground,
.only
an
occasional
pool
aptown hall, -with music by Plant's orchesShort Brunette—"Before she came
Salaries run up to $250.00 per monthr depending on the numSJates.
»*
tra of Spe'ncen,
here, she was chief pretzel tier in a pearing on the surface. By digging
ber of order*: This work can be done in , your spare time,
It has about 60,000 stockholders and wholesale hakerv "—.Tudee.
almost anywhere In its course a supMiss Phyllis Haui£ has beerijBJectedto
and iic'cil not conflict with your present duties. No .investply of fresh, cool water may be ob160,000 employees.
Its issued capital
P
ment, or previous experience necessary. We furnish full
01
take
„f TS'ooo
Z> "^
Z,
tained.
. ,
„.
t-j MissKstherMulvfy's.place^teach^
A:„t.'^ A 'uii "it 1 Ri> .
1 Htr't^
* « nearly
*35O,0OO,000,
and wouoted
er id district 4. Hiss Mulvey has been
.. u> i c u
L i. * ...»
Worst Lot of All. "
equipment free.
Write for particnlars.to
appointed teache,,rf'1fradee4 and 5 inl« «•»««*■ ■««"»»«» a* »DQUt,*118
Suggest
New
Danger
Colera.
"Pleuse help me, kind lady, for t
COMPANY
As
a
substitute
for
red
In
danger
sigTHE
RIDGWAY
am
hard
driven."
"Here's
a
dollar
for
Eastprookfidd.
.A '
Wl^u'^&'i'
.
■
.
.
'
'J',-'
■
The Company makes it plain that no you, my poor man Do you mean you nals, which is the color less easily dis, New York
Spring and Macdougal Streets,
Franc* MlftNws, son of Mr and Mrs employee is under any obligation to buy are driven to- desperation?" "No, tinguished by the color blind, experts
Peter Matthew,, *ew Braintree road, has'
g^t ^ it is wieved thst, c^d.
have advocated blue circles with wide
''ma'am; -to work."
been assigned to the, O. 8. S. Florida,'.erable number of employees will \ take
yellow rims.
——
imt ■ i—IT- ——
now at Brooklyn navy yard. The boat1 advantage o( this opportunity"to save a
Height Breathing. . .
Czar's Valuable China,
is to sail for Cub* Jan. 8.
.<
little money every month and invest it in
The esar of Russia probably Owns i
No one can breathe at a greater
Mrs Mary 0- "Winn had for Christmas the business,
greater quantity of china than any height than seven miles.
guests, Mr and Mrs .David MacLachlan,
other person in the world. He haa
Bristol, Ct.. Mr and rfrs Michael FiUgerthe china belonging to all the RusOVCR 68 YEARS'
Oh, Shux!
GOJODS MADE TO ORDER
ald Ware, Mrs Emma Fdbes and grandsian rulers as far back as Catherine
EXPERIENCE
"You must have thought the world the Great. It Is stored In the Winter
eon, Kenneth Lovell, and MM Lovell,
of your lirst wife," sneered Mrs. Lot palace at St. Petersburg.
.SWITCHES, BRAIDS, * TOUPEES, ETC.
North Brook Held.
the second time during one of the fam. West Brookfleli^tirange met Wednes- ily squabbles. "J certainly did,"^re, Made from Combings. , We have, pleased others,
Sign Pcsta for Aeronauts.
day night and elected Harold Phelps as plled Lot. "She was the salt of the
The officials of a number of gas
• let us please you.
:
.
:
.
:
Master; Miss MarjorieCutler, secretary; earth."
companies of Europe have agreed to
TR*DC MARKS
1_ Char)™ Mitchell as- gate-keeper,
DESIGNS
paint
geographical
signs
on
the
tops
New.Method,
SHAMPOOING
and
SCALP
Treatment,
50 Cents,
Or Her Neighbor..
COPYRIGHTS AC.
jjll take the place of those elected
SWITCHES Made From Combines. $1.59.
Even if she had to have a trained of their 'gasometers to act as algn
A nfone sending ft Bkel rh mid description niny
■ declined to serve.
posts to aeronauts.
nil!"*'— -tsc«rtjiln osir o|>iiii.;i fee* whether un
nurse for her own children a woman
tt^^.itm"! Is profifthly piileiaubht ComniaitlfTll.ilnr,tricl!/<OTiIldotitlnl. HAHOCMK on Patents
LAlhert S. Prouty, Central, always knows Just what to do for hor
sent free. Ohlost ecenef fur Fceuriuffpatents.
Parents tslien thriniEh aiunu k Co. receive
at dinner, Christmas daughter's little ones.
Ipeciai
notice, without OUIH'L'O, f
No Poat-Mortem Touch.
• Anders >n, student at
, "Loan me $5 until Thursday, old
Average
Depth
of
Ocean
Bed,
j^Ashburuhatn; Charles
man. If I live till then I'll surely puy
A IiBndBom«If lllastrated weakly. lUnwH ofrThe average' depth of this ocean bed
Miss Kuth Moore,
enietlou of anr »l»ntifle tyufnal. 1'erns GJa
MISS J. E. MURPHY
you." "All right. But If you sue.
is about 12,000 feet, as against the avyeiir; Mar monthl. |L Sola by all tiewp<ie.i1er<t.
4Bwi Charles Prouty F.
cumb,
don't
send
anybody
around
to
3 Charlton St., Corner Main. ("Phone Cedar 2493 W) WORCESTER
erage land height above sea levee of
touch me for the funeral expenses''
Paid Allen.
2,300 feet.
li-m ft Ofllee, 836 F St. W&ehlnKron, !>.<,'.
David H. Robinson; K. of W., John W.
Houglitoi; C. of W., Levi Lherniore;
trusteethreeyears, Daniel Mason; G. of
W., Charles Wine; G. of F., George A.
Donovan.
A party consisting of Mr and Mrs William Bancroft, Mr and Mrs B. A. Bancroft and son, Mr and Mrs Fred Flagg,
Worcester, Mr and Mrs Levi Flagg,
Springfteld, Mr and Mrs Edward K. Haskins and" son, Bertrom, Mr and Mrs
James B. Haskms and son, Roy, Mr and
Mrs Alfred R. Brigham and son, Arthur,
Mr and Mrs A. Herbert Howe,- Mr and
William Mason, and Mr and Mrs Samuel Mason, met at the Daniel Mason home,
Main street, for their Christinas dinner, .
Word was received in West Brookfield
on Thursday of the death of EvelyQS,
(Merritt), wife of Addison.W. Beals,
Pleasant street. , Mrs Beats was found
dead in bed Wednesday night. Death
was due to heart failure.
Mr and Mrs
Beals were in Springfield to spend Christmas with their daughter' Mrs Arthur E.
White. Mrs Beals was born in Warren,
70 years ago, coming to West Brookfield
at the time of her marriage. She jratf a
member of the Social and Charitable society and the Parish Auxiliary.
She
leaves, beside her husband, a daughter,
Mrs White. The funeral was from her
home Saturday afternoon, Rev. John H
Hoffman officiating. Burial was in Pine
Grove cemetery.

^eWTHS COMPANION,
Better Than Ever in 1915

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED

S

2

REAL HUMAN HAIR

Scientific Emntm.

filfflH*Cir

"*-NewYcrt,

Park Hair

Store,

1

Worcester County Institution For Savings

DANIEL FOSTER,

FLOOR

House Painting, all Branches

-VA-RN-I-S-H

I

Funeral Director

4

gTAR 'fTOATRB ,JAMES

O'NEILL

COUNT Of MONTE GHRISTO"

Furnishing Undertaker

THURSDAY, JAN, 7, 1916

hour the North Brookfield Grange, .last
evening, settled down to real -business— COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Probate Conrt
that of electing a board of officers for the Worcester ss.
To the heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
coming year, several qf those chosen at persons
interested in die estate of Frances T
the regular election ^having declined to Blanchard, late of North Brookileld, In said
County, deceased.
serve. The choice of the following offi*vhereas,a certain instrument purporting to
be the Utfwilt and testament of said deceased
cers resulted after several ballotings, and has
been presented to said Court, lor probate,
we understand all have signified their ac- by Frank 8. Blanchard, who prays that letters
testamentary may lie Issued to him, the executor
ceptance. They will be installed at the therein named, without (riving a suietv on'bis
bond.
reitular meeting, Jan. 7, by past state official
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
master 0. D. Richardson, assisted by Mrs Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
of Worcester, on the nineteenth day of JanuRichardson:—
ary, A. 1>. 1915, at ' nine o'clock In the
to show cause, if any von have, why
W. M., Leon A. Doane: Overseer, Colby forenoon,
the same ahould*not be granted. ~
H. Johnson; Lecturer, Mrs Lila Lidstone; And said petitioner Is hereby directed to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this citaS., Earle H. .Robbins; A. S., Fred J. tion once in each week for three successive
weeks, in the North iirooklleld Journal, a news
MfileyjO., John J. Lani; ^resA, Mrs paper
published In North Brooknei
• ' Id, the last
to lie one day at least before
lUllll "
—are said
Frances A. Oumnrlngs; S., Mrs Liteie A. publication
Court
and b; mailing,
—
ourtandoy
postpaid, or delivering
Ctapp;' G. K., Carl J. Whittemore; copy of this citation to all known persons iuter
ated
iu
the
estate,
seven
days
at
least he
v
Ceres,. Marjorie Stuart: Pomona, Mabel fore said Court.
Witness, WILLIAM %. FORBES. Require.
Chadbouriie; Flora, Stephanie A. -G.
Judge of said Otirt, this twenty sixth d.y of
Olass; L. &. H., Freda Hanson; Pianists, Decemb1 r, in the year one thousand nine hunMarin A. Tucker; Purchasing Agent, (.dr6d»'"d'0,J[Jf|KV H ATWOol), Begister.
Frank S. Bartlett,
I Jan. 1» 8,16, B.

Salting the Wound.
Artist—"Dobbins, the critic, baa
roasted my picture unrnercifully." His
Friend—"Don't mind that fellow. He's
no ideas; of his own; he only repeats
like a parrot what all the others say."
—London Opinion.

HUB-MARK.
RUBBERS

SPIREvLLA

IN YOUR GRANDFATHER'S DAY

CORSETS
Or bare them brought to your home
by sending word to
*•*
*•*

,

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative forthe Brookfields,

What la Needed.

An Ohio. man, after ten years of
<:ros8-breeding, has succeeded in producing a chicken having the .shortest
,egs In existence. A great'teat, no
doubt, but what is needed is a chicken with four drumsticks,—-Baltimore
American.

Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.

MASt.

m

SUMM-ER STREET

LAUNDRY

Family Washings, Flat Pioctjs Ironed,
The Surest Way,
"My life is made a burden by Mil Body Clothes- Starched and Dried, Five
Cents
per pound.
collectors." "I've discovered a way of
Flat Pieces Washed and froned, 25 ets.
getting rid of,'em that never fails."
t
"for heaven's Bake, put me Wise " "I a doz' n„
pay 'em. my boy,"—Boston Transcript. H. A. RUSSELL, Wgr.

this company wu At Its beginning-. Be has seen It
grow until today Hub-Mark Rubbers are the standard
of excellence. Bulldtny; upon the solid rock of thorough
goodness, the factory has expanded from a modest
structure to the largest and best equipped factory In
the world. • Hub-Marks meet the exacting demand for
rubbers that fit and wear. From the selection ot the
crude rubber to the scientific manipulation of Ingredients and fabrics for the best linings and
interlining*, the watch word Is perfection. That
Hub-Mark perfection means maximum: economy
and satisfaction to the wearer.
\
Say "Hub-Mark" to the storeman when you buy
rubbers. They cost no more than any standard,
first quality goods. Rub-Mark rubber footwear
for men, women, hoys and girls Is backed by a
sixty year reputation for integrity and a sincere
determination to hold that reputation.
These rubbers are manulactuvsd by the Boston Rub*
ber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK

FOR SALE BY

JOHN T. GRADY, North Brookfield.

BROOKFIELD
BROOKFIELP

TIMES
Joseph Smith, president of .the Re.}
March 1».-Flfrr drowned when boat* organised Clrurch of the Latter Day
collided near Venice.
*
_ _
March 8L-S!xty-four lives lost hi bliz- Saint*.
Dee. 18,-MaJor B. A. Blgelow. U. S. A*
zard that overtook Newfoundland^.eajretired. In Chicago.
-,„„<„„.»«
Deo. 20.—Eugene Zimmerman, Cincinnati
'nAprir?-Flre In St Augu.tlnC Fla, de-'
.
.
stroyed five tourist hotels and the county millionaire.
Gen. Thomas Sherwln at Boston.
4)
court house; loss, 3600.000.
~.-t«.
April 28.-Explo.ion In mine _ at Bccles^
W Va., resulted In the entombing of WZ
men and hope of their rescue was given
.p. Fifty-nine men, severely burned,

Aug. 18.—CarbaJaJ abandoned, presiDec. 14.—Servians retook Belgrade after
meat of the German Bismarck archipelago
dency of Mexico.
fierce battle.
and the Solomon islands.
Aug. 20.—General Carransa entered
Dec, IS.—German cruisers bombarded
French troops reoccupled Lunevllle and Scarborough, Hartlepool and Whltby on Mexico City and assumed the omoe,of
BolBBons.
the Yorkshire coast killing about one provisional president.
Sept 23.—Villa denounced governSept. 13.—Lille evacuated or German. hundred and fifty persons and escaping.
and occupied by allies.
^
Dec 17.—Great Britain proctaimeU a ment headed by Carransa and aner c n R
Steamer Red Cross with Am J J , ™ protectorate over Egypt
nounced his independence.
Cross nurses and surgeons sailed rrom
Oct IB —Convention of Mexican conAllies with aid of warships enured Osstitutionalist chiefs at Aguaa CaHentes
New York.
.-—_
Sept. 14. - Retreating German army tend.
voted
Itself, the supreme power In MexRussians retreated In Gallcla and Pohalted In strongly -Intrenched posit on land.
*. „
•long the Alsne river. Amiens reoccupled
NOT i Aguaa Callentes conference
Deo. lg-General Potlorek, commanaer
May 4.-Flre In commercial center of
Jan 2.—J. P. Morgan & Co. announced
by the French.
.. of Austrian army, defeated In Bervla, re- named E. Gutlerres president of Mexico Valparaiso. Chile, burned over two, andla withdrawal
of members of the firm from
Sept. -.-Three British cruisers were moved from command.
for 20 days.
._■■ half acres and cost more than fifty lives. directorates of many corporations.
torpedoed and sunk by German submarine
Allies made advances at Dlimude and
Nov 11.—War declared between CarMay 2».-Canadlan Pacific liner Empresa
Feb
9—Mercantile
bank of Memplu*>
by -desperate
bayonet ransa'and Villa factions in Mexioo.
In the North sea.
»—■■. Middelkerke
of Ireland sunk In collision with Danish Tenn.', failed. President C. H. Rain, adSept „.-Brltish troops from *na,a charges.
. _,
,
Nov. SB.—American troops under Gen- collier Storstad In St. Lawrence river, mitting he had used It* funds In cotton.
British appointed Prince Hussein Kernel, eral Funston evacuated Vera Crus.
landed at Marseilles.
IMA lost of whom 798 were passenger, 4_
.
Sept _.—German, began attack on de- uncle of the ex-khedive, sultan of Egypt.
Nov 29.—Gen. Pablo Gonsales pro- saved, of whom 246 were passengers. Lau- speculation.
Feb. 13.-Standard Oil company arrange*
Russians captured Lowlcl.
fenses of Antwerp.
claimed himself provisional president rence Irving. English actor, and "■»"*•■ to lend China 316,000,000 In return for oil
Dec 19-The kings of Denmark, NorOot •.-German, defeated at Augustowo
way and Sweden agreed to act together in °fNovXlSo;—Villa entered Mexico City and Sir Henry Seton-Kerr, noted big concessions In Shan-Sl province.
and forced out of Russia.
March 18-Unlted States Express comgame hunter, among the drowned.
Oct. 6.—Belgian government movea *o war matters and to remain neutral.
with 26,000 troops.
June 4.-One hundred villages In Japan pany went out of business.
. Two British mine sweepers sunk by
president -Wilson sent troops
OBtend.
,
Dec g
April L-The great "Princes' Trust" of
devastated by terrible storm.
____,.
Oot. 9.-G«rmans entered Antwerp.
to protect Naco, Aris., on Mexican borGermany
collapsed
with
loss
Of
826.000,000.
Juns
19.-Mtae
explosion
at
Hlllcrest
M.xleo'a Muddled MMm Pop* Was
Deo 20.—German army In Poland reachRussian army occupied I>yck, Bast PmaApril 1[-Location of the twelve regional
Alberta; resulted In the death of about
ed new Russian positions and battle for
■JBL
and Earl Robert* Amoafl t*t*i ■>
Dec 16—General Bliss told commanders
reserve banks under the new currency law I
200 miners.
..
M -...«,
Get 10.—German army of 80,000 was re- Warsaw opened.
„__
of
Carransa
and
Villa
forces
at
Naco
June
26.-Nearly
half
the
city
of
Salem,
luatrioua Dead — DtS«*»«»»
announced.
. . ^_
Germans evacuated Dntmude.
pnssed at Quatrecht,'east of Ghent.
0
Mex that he would open Ore on both If
June ..-Chaplin, Milne. OnrttenA Ce„
Dec. 2L Desperate ebattle in front or any more shots came across the border. Mass.. destroyed by ttre, loMJ«W,»* 2
Oot 1L—Germany Imposed war fine of
and Sport*—Financial s«d
310,000,000. Most of the hlstorio buildings London bankers, failed for WWW
Warsaw
continued.
•IMSWMMO
on
Antwerp.
Deo 18 -San Luis Potosl surrendered to were saved.
Induatrial Happening*.
June 1B.-Presldent Wilson nominated
......
Russian cruiser Pallada sunk by German
Aug. 6;—Thirty-eight persons killed following as members of federal reservs
Ca
D™.-£en"-Hngh Scott *»d General and 26 injured In train oolU.lon near board: Charles S. Hamlln of Boston.
submarines.
* — ._
Oct 11-Ghent occupied by the Ger'Maytorena, Villaista leader. 'onterteA Joplln. Mo.
COMPILED BY E. W. PrCKARD.
Thomas D. Jones of Chicago, Paul Warnear Naco reardlng firing across bounmans.
.
_ .
Aug. 26.—Steamer Admiral Sampson burg of New York, W. P. G. Harding of
Oot, M.—Belgian government moved to
dary line.
sunk by steamer Princess Victoria 20 Birmingham. Ala. A. C. Miller of Baa
Havre, France.
miles from Seattle and 11 lives lost
Francisco.
Feb. S.-City of Gonalve, Haiti, burned
Colonel Merita and his troops Mitne
Sept. 18.—Steamer Francis H. Leggett
Jtane 26.—The H. B. Ciaflln company,
northwest of Cape province. South Africa, during a battle between rival rebel forces.
sunk in a gale off Oregon coast 70 Hvs. leading wholesale dry goods concern of
Feb.
I
4.-Gulllermo
BilUnghurst
presirebelled. Martial law proclaimed throughNew York, failed with liabilities of about
_ H-Archduke Francis Ferdinand, out Onion of South Africa.
dent of Peru, captured by revolutionists
"'oct '"-Earthquake destroyed Is- 844,000,000.
.
,
..
*_?*» the
and his morl
.
Oot. It-Germans occupied Ostend and and KU) deportation ordered.
am AMstttorT-rone,
barta
and
Burdur.
Asia
Minor.
S.600
July «.—Iowa's blue sky law provid.*u ^oasae of Hohenberg,
Feb.
18.-House
passed
Ala*ka
railroad
Feb. 14. — Chinese government Issued
.
ing for the regulation and supervision
, student kl Sarajevo, Bruges.
proclamation
decreeing
the
death
penalty
V
e
b
e
n
Oct. 16.—British cruiser Hawke sunk In
b
jaaw » futile attempt the North sea by-German submarine.
Feb. 21,-Senate ratified general arbitra- " 0 ct i 7 -Errtb,uak« in Grecian pror- of Investment companies held unconstifor opium smokers.
,„_■_,„ „*
March M.-Wtfs of French Minister of tion treaties between United States and lnces of Attica. Beotla and Peloponne- tutional by federal Judges.
madeTo Motr fhem up with a
Oot «.—Japanese cruiser Takachlho
July 23.—Government began suit
Great
Britain. Japan. Italy, Spain. Nor- sus killed many persons and, wrougnt
Finance Calllaux klfled Gaston Calmette,
sunk by torpedo In Klauchau bay.
for dissolution of New Haven railroad
great damage.
t peremptory note
British erulser Undaunted and four de- editor of Paris Figaro.
___„ way, Sweden, Portugal and Switzerland.
Oot 27.-Exploslon and *"• J» ♦»• monopoly.
Banishment of sdl stroyers sunk four German destroyers in
March B.-President Wilson read to eon.
_»_L^
May O.-House of Lords defeated woman
July 23.—President WUson -withdrew
grass message urging that the clause In Franklin company^ coal mine at Boy^
of Archduke Fran- North sea,
.,.._,.
_«__, suffrage measure. 104 to 80.
nomination
of
Thomas
D.
Jones
a*
alton
111.,
resulted
In
death
of
69
men.
the
Panama
canal
act
exempting
Ameri- >n of an eoMay
19-Revolt
broke
out
In
Albania,
Oct 18.—Allies recaptured Armentleres.
Deo. 9.—Seven-million-dollar fire in member of the federal reserve board.
rebeulon In
Oot 19.—Desperate fighting along Bel- 6 000 suporters of 1S.«ad Pasha attacking can coastwise vessel, from payment of
Aug.
4.—Frederick
A.
Delano
selected
plant
of
Edison
company
at
West
orKing William's palace al Durazio.
tolls be repealed.
.■„.■,.
gian coast British warships taking part.
for federal reserve board.
March 10. - Senate approved Alaska ange. N. J.
May ffi.-Irish home rule bill passed Its
Oct «.—French retook Altklrch, Alsace,
'«j-Troope mobtnsed by AaaWI*;
Aug 11.—Directors lof the New Haven
-^__ Montenegro. Servians at the point of the bayonet.
third and final reading In the house of r
_
road agreed to the attorney general'*
Ma°rcn ^-House passed bill to repeaj
.
Oct. 24,-Ten days' battle before War- commons by a majority of V.
r annual to Nish.
terms for a peaceful dissolution of th*
canal
tolls
exemption
clause
by
majority
July
B.—Carlos
Mendoza,
liberal,
._*,» declared war **-n*t saw ended in German defat
_
Oct. B.-Germans crossed River Year elected president of Panama.
Aug. 12.—Dissolution of the InternaJuly 28.—Mme. Henriette Calllaux °'june 6.-House passed the three Wilson
Invaded Servla and and slowly pressed toward -the south
Jan 4 -Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, noted au- tional Harvester company as. a monopOct S«.-Germans bombarded Nieuport found not guilty of the murder of Gas- antitrust bills by huge majorities.
oly in restraint of trade ordered by the
June U.-Bill to'repeal exemption clause thor and physician. In Philadelphia.
ton Calmette In Paris, on the ground of
_ demanded Russian mob- but were checked by allies.
sf the Panama canal tollB act passed by
Jan 8-Gen. Simon Br.Buckner. veteran United States district court at St
^Teeer refused. Martial
Merits and his rebel force defeated by temporary Insanity.
Sept 3.—Cardinal Giacomo della Chl- W
Paul, Minn.
„ .J«
of Mexican and Civil wars.
In Germany.
Union of South Africa troops.
Sept. 4.—President Wilson presented
July
1.—George
T.
Henry,
Jr.,
of
San
Jan _.-Dr. Edgar C. Spltska. famous
In nearly all cities of
Prlnslp, slayer of Archduke Francis esa, archbishop of Bologna, elected
to congress an appeal for an emerFerdinand and his wife, and 23 others pope and assumed name of Benedict Francisco and Washington nominated alienist In New York.
_I-I-,I
for ambassador to Russia
Jan 14.^oTount Yukyo Ito, fleet admiral gency internal revenue measure to
declared war on Rue- found guilty of treason. ,
XV
raise 3100,000,000 to make up for thejuly 6.—Ira Nelson Morris of Chi- of the Japanese navy, In Toklo.
Sept. 6.—William of Wled, prince of
i Its army. C«ar declared
Von Falkenhayn, German minister or
Jan 19.+Gen. Marie-George Plcquart, loss In customs receipts.
and France Issued decree of war, made chief of staff to succeed Von Albania, abandoned that country to the- cago appointed minister- to Sweden.
Sept 26.—War tax bill passed by the
AUK 19.—President Wilson appointed defender ofDreyfus, at Amiens. France
rieJy declarsd Its peutralSept. 28.—Albanian senate elected James C. McReynolds to the Supreme
'
. M11
Jan 2o!-Lord Strathcona and Mount house.
Oct 28.-De Wet and Beyers Joined In
Oct 17.-—Senate passed war tax Bill.
Prince Burhan-Eddln, son of the for- nourt and T. W. Gregory to succeed Royal, high commissioner for Canada, In
l_Oerwisn troops advanced on South Africa revolt.
' Nov. 16.—United States federal reBritish dreadnaught Audacious sunk by mer sultan, Abdul Hamld, to be prlnoe McReynolds as attorney-general.
, tkremgh neutral "-uxembourg.
L
I
Sept. lB.-Secretary of State Bryan
Jan° 21.-Edwln Ginn, Boston publisher, serve banks opened.,
of Albania.
j_ ■*_
aTaacas hweeJon of East Prussia
Dec 18.—Interstate commerce commis""Russians reoccupled Lodx and Radom, • Oct 12. Ferdinand, nephew of tne wnd the envoys of Great Britain, leaving SlJOOO.OOO to the "world peace foun- sion granted In part the B per cent freight
late king of Roumanla, took the oath France, Spain and China signed the dation" which he established In 1909.
A-I Vloecmans staraid three ""'» Germans retreating.
rate
advance asked by railroad, east of
Bryan
peace
treaties.
Jan.
28.-Shelby
M.
Cullom,
former
Uni'^ttrough Belgium,, vlolatOct Z8.-PruMlp was sentenced to 20 as his successor.
the Mississippi and north of the Ohio.
Sept 24.—Frederic Jesup Stlroson ap- ted States senator from Illinois.
Oct 23.—Haitien rebels formed a
years' Imprisonment; four of his accom.«_ i mixBrr of that country.
pointed
ambassador
to
Argentine.
government
under
presidency
of
Gen.
Feb.
6.-CongreBsman
Robert
G.
Bremer
J,2e«rSSoSTcrossed German frontier plices sentenced to death and othera to
Sept. 29.—The house passed the rivDavilmar Theodore.
various terms of Imprisonment
ers and harbors bill as reduced to 320,- ° Feb*W_.-A?pnonse Bertlllon, creator of
*ayrJ4^t*Brltaln demand"! 88? Botha reported the rout of the rebel
009,000 by the senate.
the famous system of criminal ldentlflca—-,— her troops from ueiOct 24.—Congress adjourned after
German cruiser Bmden torpedoed RusT and England ««;«*}
a session of 667 days.
I other and Germany declared sian cruiser and French destroyer In PeFeb. 14,-Senator Augustus O. Bacon of
Jan. B—Ford Automobile company let
Nov. 8.—In general elections RepubFrance declared war on nang harbor.
aside '»:o.00O,O0O of Its profits to distribute
lican party gained over the vote of mz aFerbi019.-Mrs. Robert Louis Stevenson, among Its employees, mostly In ths form
Oct. 29.—Turkey began war on Russia,
Jan 10,-Mexlean rebels under Villa cap- but failed to c°nt™l oon?re"s'„,?!„" widow of the famous novelist.
Mates proelalo»« It. neutrality the cruiser Bresiau bombarding Odessa,
of Increased wages.
.:■ '.. „f
repulsed at Liege by Theodosla and other places on the Black tured OJinaga, many of the Federal troop, gresslve party fell to third place. WashFeb. 22,-Samuel W. Allerton, pioneer
Jan. ".-United States circuit court of
and several of the generals taking refuge ington. Colorado. Oregon and Arlsona
appeals confirmed the conviction- of M
P
r
American side of the Rio Ongde.
Karl Kitchener made
went dry.
.
_ _._ ° Joseph Fefs! 'mll!tonaire philanthropist members of the International Association,
Nov. 1.—British cruiser Hermes sunk by onFeb
Dec. 7.—Sixty-third congress was and single tax advocate, of Philadelphia. of Bridge and Structural Iron Workers on
S. — President Wilson lifted emof stats for war.^
German submarine In Dover straits.
bargo on exportation of arms which was called to order for It. final ....Ion.
Feb. 23,-Former United States Senator the.charge; of dynamite conspiracy, and
„ Wilson offered the servtees of
Five German warships engaged four
applied to Mexico by President Taft
Teller of Colorado.
/_,
«_,_. granted new trials to six other..
•_> failed States as mediator.
British warships off the coast of Chile
Feb. 20,-Mexlcan situation brought to
March 6,-George W. Vanderbllt, owner
^,2^-la^rla-Hungary declarsd war and .ank two and dl.abled a third; the
April 20,-Strlking coal miners and memnew crisis by slaying of W. S. Benton,
of Blltmore.
„■__.;., bers of Colorado National Guard fought
fourth
cMaped.
«_«-_«_
rich
rancher
and.
a
British
subject,
supMarch 8.-Frederlck Townsend Martin. an all day battle at Ludlow, a number ot^
Amphlon sunk by OerNov. 8.-Brltlsh and French «Wt BomMarch 12. -George Westlnghouse. fa- men helng kl'led.
by Villa.!
_
.,,„
-.•_,"
barded the Dardanelles forts, and British posedly
April 2,-Vllla captured Jorreon after
April 22.-Entire National Guard of ColoInventor!
«„>,•»*
vessels destroyed the barracks of Akabah, eleven days' of bloody fighting. VMa.n
ran. 27.-Presldent Wilson ordered per- mous
March 27.—Dr. Joslah ^Plokard,, rado*called out and ordered to Trinidad
i~ ^entrthouaand* ££h troops
rninent
government
of
Canal
Zone
Into
loss
600
killed
and
1,600
wounded
and
that
A
former president of the Iowa State uni- strike zone, where several more men were
Germans abandoned left bank of the
Altklrch
of the federals much greater.
.„._ operation April 1 and appointed Cot versity and before that superintendent of killed In the continued fighting.
AAsxee-Lorretae and cap
Yser below Dlxmude.
April 9-Arrest of unarmed American George W. Goethals the first governor.
April 28.-Heavy fighting took place la
school, of Chicago.
.
.._,„„. h.n
Nov. B.-France, Great Britain and Rus- bluejackets by federal authorities at TarnFeb. 24.-Court of appeals reversed1 death
April L-"Rube" Waddell, famou. ball the Colorado mine strike war and Presi» SSranc.'trok'.^ro.plomat.o sia declared war on Turkey. Great Brit- plco brought demand from Admiral Mayo verdict In case of Charles Becker, former P
dent Wilson ordered federal troops there
ain annexed Cyprua
,
that Huerta apologise and that American police lieutenant in New York.
,
April 4.-Frederlck Weyerhaeuaer, Min- to restore order.
,-n._- -<
Nov 6,-The shelk-ul-Islam ordered a
April t-Col. George W. <»«thals»s- nesota lumber magnate.
April 29—Colorado mine strikers at.
^rr.^Fr^^r^.f Crnay holy
be saluted.
e
war against Russia, France and Eng- flag
April 12.—Huerta refused to render a sa- sumed his duties as governor of Canal
April 6.-Mr». Lillian M W. Steven., tacked the Forbes camp of the B° klute to the American flag in Tamptco.
Mountain Fuel company, killing seven
H M,t U
head of the-W. C. T. U.
Z
Nov 7.-German fortress of Tslng Tao,
Aug.
April 14.—President Wilson ordered AtAprll 6.-Secretary Daniels Issued order
April 9.-Haruko, dowager empress of mine guards and burning most of the
^ sod St. Trond. Belgium Franc. China', stormed by Japanese and British
lantic and Pacific fleets to Mexican waters prohibiting use of alcoholic liquors for
buildings. Federal troops from Fort v.
ma:BnsTland declared war on Austria
and captured.
_»_i .„ at once to enforce his demands on Huer- drinking purposes on vessels and In yaros J Ex-Governor E. S. Draper of Massachu- A. Russell arrived In the strike zone.
a^fs-Janan Issued ultimatum to OtrNov. 9.—Belgian troops penetrated to
May l.-Fourteen more troops of federal
of
the
navy.
■iy«WjnSng withdrawal of German Ostend.
■ -„ ^Federal army routed by Villa at end of
April 12—Four gunmen electrocuted in setts
t „' _
April IB.—George Alfred Townsend, cavalry ordered to Colorado strike zone.
STrrtlnTrrom the Orient and evacuation
Ypres set Are by German shells and deMay It—United States Supreme court
New York for murder of R?",,>nthal.
nine dayB' battle at San Pedro.
Journalist who won fame writing over
stroyed.
5- v,*. ......
Aorll ».-Huerta refused to agree to the ,. May 7.-Eleanor Randolph Wilson,
set aside contempt sentences of Gompers
0
German cruiser Emden driven ashore demands of the UnlteS States for en un- ' youngest daughter of the president,_mar- the nama."Gath.'
and
other labor leaders.
...-McKee
Rankln.
veteran
actor
"JSTV^*!"
wi. transferred from Brussels, to Ant- on Cocos Islands and destroyed by AusApril l~-l
May 16—United states circuit court of
conditional salute of the Has, and Presi- rted to Secretary of the Treasury W. G.
April 2«-George F. Baer, president of
appeals remanded 24 union labor men,
tralian cruiser Sydney.
dent
Wilson
drafted
his
message
to
conMcAdoo
In
the
White
House.
the
Reading
railway.
_,,„_,♦
"Sl.—1„. of live days' battle In LorNov. 10,-Russlan fleet In Black sea sank gress and two proclamations declaring a
May W.-Colonel Roosevelt returned
April 23.-S. S, Beman. famous architect convicted of conspiracy to transport dyna.S^ngln "pulse of French .cross
four Turkish transports.
••hostile" blockade of Mexico ports and South America
May 2.-Duke of Argyll, son-in-law of mite, to federal penitentiary within three
iZ^JtaTwith heavy loss. Beginning of
Nov. lL-Brltlsh gunboat Niger sunk by
May 22.-Charles Becker, former police the late Queen Victoria
W
2r?^l* batt " between Servian, and a torpedo off Deal.
June 23. - One man killed and two
'
" April' »-President WllBon personally lieutenant, found guilty a second time of
May 8-Gen. Daniel E. Sickles, last of
5Sirlana on th. Jwlar, ending la Ai«Russians occupied Johannlsburg, East asked congress -for support In action murder In the first degree for RosenJial the great Civil war commanders.
wounded fighting between factions of min_, ' _.-!
Prussia
against Huerta,
,slaying In New York.
May 9,-Charle. W. Post n-""™^™ ers' union atButte, Mont.
r
'TlnV'nJ-Brus.els occuP'«<« "Z*"* °* "
Aug 8. Western railroad manager*
Germans captured Dlxmude.
House adopted resolution giving presj.
June 11.—Kermlt Roosevelt and Belle breakfast food manufacturer^ of Battle
the nine* rettrine to Antwerp.
Nov lB.-Germana forced from all posi- dent free rein, after debate In which his Wlllard married In Madrid.
v,,,.,, Creek. Mich., committed suicide at Santa agreed to mediate trouble with englne.defeated ».«» *»■«"?
July 4.—(Twelve persons were xiiieu
tions on left bank of the Teer.
.
policy was assailed. Senate postponed
m
» torty miles west of Belgrada
B
j"eo. 8.—The Colorado coal strike, In
British destroyed Turkish fort at en- action for a day.
MayrV-L,illlan Nordlca, grand opera
„,_«,—,. and more than 900 Injured In Indepenli._Fr.nch recaptured-Muelhausen,
force slnoe April. 1910. was called off
April
21-Amerlcan
marines
captured
trance
to
Red
sea.
dence
day celebrations.
,„.„.,w star. In Batavla, Java.
fiSr. driv«_l^k in Lorraine
Nov. 16.-Floods In West Flanders out part of Vera Crus after a fight In which
Aug. 16.—Panaiia canal, formally
May 2S.-Wllllam O. Bradley. TJ. 8. sena- by the miners.
_.-0«rmans began bombardment off a large number of Germans.
four Americans were killed and twenty- opened to commercial traffic.
tor from Kentucky.
.
""— and iwrled war tax of
Pope Issued encyclical urging cessation one wounded and about 200 Mexicans
Sept 4.—David J. Palmer of WashMay 26.-Jacob Rlls. noted author and.
and »10,000,000 on
were killed. Read Admiral Badger with ington, la, elected commander-ln-chler
° Nov. W^Russlans checked by Germans five ships arrived at Vera Crus
of the Grand Army of the Republic
*°June s'-W. M. French, director of the
occupied Ghent and at Boldau after four day. of bloody fightSent 10.—James Gordon Bennett Chicago Art Institute.
Aorll 22.—Senate passed resolution Justiowner of New York Herald, married
June 14,-Adlal B. Stevenson, former
_ declared war on Oer- '"NOT tt-Ypres bombarded by Germans, fying the president in using the armed
Feb. 26.-Ra!ph De Palma won Vanderforces of the nation to enforce his da- Baroness George de Renter In Far".
vlce-orlsldent of the United States.
town hall and market place being de- mands on Huerta.
Oct 17.—Robert Taft Bon of the for,
June 18-Former United States Senator bllt cup at Los Angeles, making average
&**«•. rtaaoe, aeeupW by the 0™rspeed of 76.6 miles an hour.
_,
mer
president,
married
Miss
Martha
Taking
of
Vera
Crus
completed
by
maFrank
M.
Hiscock
of
New
York.
1
Feb 28.—Edwin Pullen won fifth Inter"NOT" 23 -Russian, won great victory rines and bluejackets, supported by tne
June 2L-Baroness Bertha von Suttner,
TSataea «re»e »*—t *• Oer-*"* ttmB over Germans who were advancing on guns of the warships, twelve Americans
Nov. 2.—Twenty-one directors or for- Austrian peace advocate and winner of national Grand Prix automobile race at
Monica, Cal. '•
_!_*»_.
mer directors of the New Haven rail- th^ Nobel prize.
being killed and fifty wounded.
■
. ,
..' '« Santa
"__J^!-T_f tISed arml- atonf the
May 23.-Lawrence Jenkins of Scotiana
Nov. 24.-Germans opened a terriflo atJuly* S.—Joseph Chamberlain, veteran
April 23 —President Wilson ordered the road indicted by federal Jury In New
B_.Trea.lson.to the Moselle d.feated tack on the allies from Ypres to La Fifth brigade, General Funston In com- York for criminal consplraoy to violate
won
British
amateur
golf
championship.
British statesman. /
, keek by the Oermana
May 28 -Francis Oulmet of Boston won
July 12.—Horace H. Lurton. associSherman antitrust law.
,
an
. raptured Namur. drov. the BNava'l base of Germans at Zeebrugge de- mand, to embark for Vera Crus at Gal- the
Nov. 4.—Chicago stockyards ordered ate Justice of the Supreme court of the amateur golf championship of Fr "=
„t of Ataaos aad <dvanoed from molished by shells from British fleet
May 80,-Rene Thomas, driving a D«l«[e
'TheTembargo on shipment of arms to closed ten days to check epldemlo of United States..
Nov 26,-Brltlsh battleship Bulwark de- Mexico was restored.
1
the foot-and-mouth disease In the
Aug. 6. Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, wire car for France, won 600-mile race at In.-___ n.\
^aSSTlW bombardment stroyed by explosion off Sheerness.
dianapolis 10 6-.03:46.99, an -Jverage of
April 24.-Flfth brigade sailed from Gal- middle West
..
of the president
^
*ITfortlB»d ^port of KUuNov. 27.—Germans renewed llerce bom- veston for Vera Crus.
Dec 16.—U. S. senate ratified the InterJule. Lemaltre, famous French lltter- 82.47 miles an hour, breaking the record of
bardment of Reims.
Congress passed the volunteer arms-bill national convention for safety at sea
the speedway.
, rt
en
Ja"Ti _.—*-*!_ de_ared war
June 18,-Brttlsh team won first of tne
Two British ships sunk olf Havre by
Aorll 25 -President Wilson accepted the
Aug. 12.—Pol Planoon, famou* grand
German submarines, and one off Grlmsby offer of B?asll. Chile and Argentina,
international Polo matches at Meadowopera
singer.
**r_-s_M le^ed a war tax of lto.000.00O
through their plenipotentiaries, to mediate
brook.
Aug. 19.—Pope Plus X.
b
MtheB-dlu pnwtao. of Brabant
DecmL,^German. cot their way out of the Mexican trouble, stipulating •
June 16.-Brltlsh polo team won **coaa
Aug. 80.—Father Francis Xavler
• ■ "riew* ill"—* resigned end the Ruaslan trap In Poland but with great
match and International cup.
Huerta
must
resign.
Werns,
head
of
the
Soolety
of
Jesus.
JS%J»TSZa by Pr«ml« Vlvi.nl.
June 19.-Yale defeated Harvard by ftmr
April 28.-Fifth brigade arrived at Vera
Aus* 28.—Darlu* Miller, president of
■~*.^_~'7_- Msrlenburg. Oermsn ls- '"Sfnerel De Wet Boer rebel leader, capJan 8—Oil tank steamer Oklahoma the Burlington railroad.
Crux and General Funston assumed the
- feet In annual boat race.
__f^TiiTa._. Guam Mlsed by JapaHarry Vardon won British open «o_
sank
off
Sandy
Hook.
2B
of
the
crew
persupreme command there. Robert J. Kerr
Sept. 8.—Sir J. Hennlket Heaton, fa~
Sl AilrMsTdefeMed Ruwlan. on Oall- %«. t—Germans In Poland resumed the of Chicago appointed civil governor of the
ther of penny postage between Eng- championship for sixth time
__ffcJn^r^Uo«-uB e«k*d *»d burned
June 26.-Columbta University won Intercity. A thousand refugees landed at Gal- U$an%. _ Great storm on the Baltic land and America.
u 1 e en
° B?lgraoe, capital of Servla, occupied by
caused submersion of several villages and
collegiate
VegatU
at
F°
*
*
,
"h,„,__
Sept
8.—Baron
O'Brlan,
lord
chief
Highflyer
V
June 27.Wack Johnson retained hea—rMay t—Secretary Garrison ordered Gen- drowning of many persona
Austrian..
. Justice of .Ireland.
Oe—nan armed merchant cruiser the
Dec «.—Oerm.n. occupied Lodz, Rus- eral Funston to establish complete miliFloods In Belgium did millions of dolSept 16.—Jameo B. Sullivan, seore- welght championship by defeattmr FranM
„ mlSlm d« Ore— off «M^d slan Poland, after severe bombardment.
Moran
in twenty-round fight In Farm.
tary government in Vera Cruz, displacing lars* worth of damage.
•
tary-treasurer of the Amateur Athletio
July 4.—Harvard crew won the HenDec T.-Oennans defeated Russians the civil government'
Jan. u.-Terriac storm hit northwest union.
_
'"ll-Btwlsh ftoei «"k live German north end south of Led*.
May 10-^American naval forces selzea Russia and 160 peasants lost their lives In
Sept 18.—Mrs. Frank Leslie.
olf H«1c—**nd.
Dec 1-German cruisers Scharnhorst.
Island as a base for operations
Sept SB.—Rear Admiral Herbert " julyT-Freddle Welsh of Wele* w«a
■m^tfl the march of 0«rm»n« to nn.iu.nau Lelpilg and Nuernberg, under Lobos
the lightweight ohamplonshlp by d*^
May 11—Funeral services for marines "SSany thousands of persons-perished In WInslow. U. S. N.. retired.
H1 tMrfftc h»ttl# wiui b*run at Admu^on SpU'sunk by British squadand sailors killed at Vera Crus held at Muthern Japan when volcano of SakuraMr James P. Whitney, premier of On- feating Willie Ritchie of Amerloa la
"a .-, mw*A AM IMtUT NftttCy.
ron under Vlce-Admlral Sir Frederick Brooklyn navy yard. President Wilson de- jlroa burst Into activity, following reLondon.
' _
.,
Carlo.
,
*Ka5reJSi«r«r on Belgium.
Kurdee off the Falkland Islanda The livering the address.
July
It.—Georges
Carpentler
ol
peated earthquake shocks. Large city of
Oot. 10.—King Charles of Roumanla
- -British foroes from New Zea- Dresden, badly damaged, escaped.
France, receiving the* deolslon over
Kagoshlma partly destroyed and several
May
JJ.
—
Constitutionalist*
captured
Cardinal
Ferrate,
papal
eeerotary
of
d A^a. eMef town of German
"Gunboat" Smith of America on a foul.
Emperor William 111 In Berlin.
Tamplco.
_•._,— villages blotted out
SinVral Beyers, rebel Boer leader,
Jan 16.-British submarine A-7 with
May 20.—Mediators met at Niagara
Oot 18—Marquis dl S»n Gtullano, In London, won the white heavywel-rM
defeated near Taanenberg.
ohamplonshlp.
_ _h.
Falls. Ont., and outlined program Includ- crew of eleven, lost during maneuver, off Italian foreign minister.
,ns occupied Amiens
""Turktantoro- at Kurna. athead ofPerAug. l.-JChar1e» Evan*. Jr.. of ChiOot 86.—Sir Charles H. Dongl**.
or French government rtan gulf, surrendered to a British expedl- ing elimination of Huerta, Carransa and P
cago won the western amateur -roM
Ste'-^twhaler Karluk, flagship of Cana- chief of ths British Imperial *t*ff.
Zapata nnd the holding of a free election
government', arctic exploring expe—_»_M
Nov. L—Lleut Gen. Adoe R, Chaffee ohamplonshlp.
captured I-emberg. Austria. "D^-Terrinc^nghC around Lowlc_ under the auspices of a provisional gov- dian
Aug. 81.—Walter C Hag.n. P™'e.dition
under
Villjalmur
Stefutsson, retired.
ernment.
'
„ days' batll..
slonal, of the Country eluh of Roches*
crowed in the Ice and sunk northeast of
June
6.—Huerta
accepted
the
Niagara
Nov.
4.—John
Keen,
former
TJ.
a
Men
,
a-m s __Oermsns captured Reims,
D« "lo.-Ame. .captured Bonier, and Fall, peace program.
ter. N. Y., won the open golf ohamplonntor from New Jersey.
B
•epl l-Brltish rrulser Pathfinder sunk
Jan.B17.-Lo*e of th* German steamer
_„,.-«,.
June 28.—Zacataca. taken by Villa.
F. Augustus jHelnze, copper magnate. shlp of the United State*.
_ In North _
■^A^riXln Send* compelled to reAug. 28.—J. M. Barnee of PhiladelAcllla
with
passengers
and
crew
of
98
of
Nov. 14.—Field Marshal Earl Roberta
1 —Allies victorious In a battle
phia won the national tennis champion'
July
2.—The
A.
B.
C.
mediators
left
the
coast
of
Terra
del
Fuego
confirmed.
j)
v.
19.
Dr.
Robert
J.
Burdette,
hu0
t,
th. tin. rrom Nanteull to Verdun,
Sec It-Russian, eheok.d three of the
Jan 19—Three hundred Japanese refu1.1.rill guard under the German five German columas advancing on War- Niagara Falls after issuing a statement rees from the volcanic eruptions, on Sa- morist writer and pastor.
the
that "all tfcat remains to be done Is
Nov. tDh-Utm. Vlnnie »eam Hoxle, '"sept. 6.—Francis Oulmet won
fino* being nearly annihilated by
American amateur golf =J»?'nl0"»h,»S
to organize and establish a provisional 5ura burled under falling cliff and killed. noted sculptor. *
S!_*. „..,
Sept
19.—Mrs.
H.
Arnold
Jacksonol
"Al'nes repulsed rlolent attack* of Oer- government for Mexioo."
Jan. 80-Old Dominion liner Monroe
Nov. 14.—Cardinal Cavallerl, patrii dHtroyed Dlnaat and captured
Boston won the national woman's golf
July 6.—Huerta received the major- •i.nk In collision with the steamer Nanm
of Venice.
....',-«.
aerman".ubPtnarins attack on Dover re- ity of votes cast In the Mexican presi- tucket off the Virginia coast and 41 per- arch
^
Deo, 1.—Bear Admiral Alfred T. Ma- championship
"JSpTf^-Alwae -Hhwi back th. .ntir.
dential election and Blanquet wa* choPU
ban, U. S. N„ retired. ,
woridChamplon.hlp from Phllad.lphla
■■ er invading Oermana.
n«f _.-Oerm*nlW~*0k* *t Kiel de- sen viee-presldent
•OMarch0W8°-St Louis Athletic club deDeo. 4.—S1*T. Perutinl, noted stoBer
"aii T-Br1t_h fore*! Oermaa. to rea
July IB.—Huerta resigned as presi- stroyed by fire: 40 perished.
tHat along the rlv* Marne.
March IB.—Quake and volcane Jtilled "Deo? •?—W. W. BookhUl, noted Amer- ^vTl.-mrv.rd won eastern foot•*S3Sr_„ GoMtaM «*^l «««*--;
^StU^-rlu_1.ns drove the Germans ers be sent to Panama canal at onoe to dent of Mexico and left the city. Franb.« championship by be *tln« T»l*aad
many
on
Hondo
Island.
Japan.
1
cisco
Carbajal
w«*
sworn
In
as
preelican diplomat
_ Illinois won the Western Conference
-_?_^.| fortified positions In,""" *" enforce neutrality.
_#._■
March 16.-Many perished In hurricane
„
Deo. 10.—Congressman ■erene _. title when It defeated Wlsoonala.
out reousw) with heavy _•«• Ui
British submarine passed "Oder mine, dent
July 80.—Huerta sailed on the Ger- .nTnood in Province of Stavropol. B»|_£5 of-°N„ Yor^
in Dardanelles and torpedcad Turkish man cruleer Dresden for Jamaica.
It^Brtrlsh warships from Aus- battleship Messudleh.
O__^look H«hsr_hoebe. »e»t of govern-
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Chronological Record of Most
Important Event* of the
Twelve Months.

.TEXT—When I have a more convenient
season, I will call for thee.—Acts 24:26.
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BEFORE, the great French dressmaking bouses were caught in the
maelstrom of the war,. they had
brought out many new modes that
were successful upon their presentation, and had in them a vitality that
,-nakes them apparent now in the
fashions of the hour.
Our coats and gown* and hats are
rarely exact copies of the original
models, but the original models are
reflected in them. As Americans we
see, fit to follow certain Paris creations at a little or a .great distance,
according to their adaptability to our
needs. The originals are beautiful, or,
at least, interesting.
The coat pictured here Is one of
those that .may be copied exactly to
advantage. It is of satin with long
waist and flaring skirt, the fronts cut
in one piece. Three cords are inserted near the bottom, giving the skirt
Its outward swing. The body is cut in
one, with the sleeves and its ample
fullness at the back gathered in where
tt is Joined to the skirt.
It is cleverly shaped In at the neck
by means of cords inserted in shirrings. The neck and revers are finished with a narrow fringe of ostrich
flues and malines, and the sleeves with
plaiting of malines beaded with two
rows of cording like that at the bottom of the coat.
The coat is lined and interlined, and

SPORTING

TAKE SALTS TO FLUSH
KIDNEYS IF BACK HURTS
Bay* Too Much Meat Forms Urlo Ada
;
Which Clogs the Kidneys and
Irritates the Bladder.

Most folks forget that the kidneys,
like the bowels, get sluggish and clogged and need-a flushing occasionally,
else we have backache and dull misery
in the kidney region, severe headaches, rheumatic twinges, torpid liver,
acid stomach, sleeplessness aad all
sorts ot bladder disorders.
You simply must keep your kidneys
active and clean, and the moment you
feel an ache or pain in the kidney
region, get about four ounces of Jad
Salts from any good drug store here,
take a tablespoonful In a glass of
water before breakfast tor a few days
and your kidneys will then act fine.
This famous salts is made from the
acid of grapes and lemon juice, combined with llthia, and is harmless to
flush clogged kidneys and stimulate
them to normal activity. It also neutralizes the acids in the urine so It
no longer Irritates, thus ending bladder disorders.
Jad Salts is harmless; inexpensive;
makes a delightful effervescent llthiawater drink which everybody should
take now and then to keep their kidneys clean, thus avoiding serious complications.
A well-known local druggist says he
sells lots of Jad Salts to folks who believe 'in overcoming kidney trouble
while it is only trouble.—Adv.

When a man says: "J hare no time
for religion," it means ihat he is not
interested. He has
all the time there
is, andyif he considered his salvation a matter of
much importance,
he would take
time for it. He
may be so crowded
i with business and
home cares that
he cannot attend
, meetings,' but
that need not prevent him from
being a Christian.
Oui1 Roman Catholic friends, who
belong almost wholly to the laboring
class, and whose time is not their own,
as a rule, are the most regular churchgoers, in the community. The fact is
.Quiet Lou vain.
that people find time for what they
I had a look at the now much-talkedconsider important.
of Louvain, quite a pretty old place,
I know a young man who wished to with its magnificent hotel de ville
attend a certain series of meetings. crowded in by the impressive church
The factory where he was employed in the center of the town, and Us infinished at the back'with sash ends was running evenings, and every man numerable other old gray churches
was expected to work overtime for a with long sloping roofs—the place a
that terminate, in flat roBettes.
few weeks during the busy season, perfect nest of nuns and friars. The
Narrow borders of fur might be sub
stituted for the ostrich feather fringe, for which of .course, they received ex streets were lined with the high walls
tra pay. He was not a Christian, but and closed windows of convent after
and the sleeves and skirt bordered
with wide bands of fur.
Coats very he went to his employer and asked to convent, and huge clusters of monasbe excused from> working evenings for teries were on the hills about"the town
similar to this in outline have been
made of heavier materials and trimmed a week, and he also went without his —many very newly built and modern
supper each night in order to attend —and the town was seething with
with fur. —- '
the services. Very soon he gave his black-robed .priests and brown bareThe skirt appears only of moderate heart to God, and before the end of
footed monks and coped nuns. This
length because of the long waist line. the week he had the pleasure of seewas the great Roman Catholic center,
But the garment is long, graceful, at- ing his brother converted.
where some of the monastic orders
tractive and comfortable. And it Is
have their chief establishments. The
Not the Real Reaaon.
distinctly original and new in design.
When one offers the lack of time library of the university, so ruthlessly
as an excuse for not being a Chris- destroyed, contained a priceless colSimple Blouses.
tian, it is well to show him by some lection of church documents.—"A
Attractively simple blouses for worn' simple illustration that this Is .not the Glimpse of Belgium Before the War,"
en who cannot stand fussy trimmings real reason. Say to him, "If, in addi- Isabel Anderson, in National Maga,
are of daphne silk made with long tion to your regular work, you had an zine.
sleeves, a little fullness at the shoul- opportunity to earn ten dollars each
Ammunition Used In War.
der seam to give soft lines over the week by' one hour of extra work,
How much.-ammunition does a modbust, and a kimono finish around the would you accept the offer?"
ern
army
use? We shall not know
neck and down the front edges—that
He will doubtless answer, "I think I
until after the war what the German
is a flat facing on the outside which would."
and the allied forces have been exforms a narrow upstanding collar band
"In other words, it you want time
across the back of the neck. A blouse
pending; but we know what the Gerfor something extra, you manage, to
mans used in 1870-71. The total for
'of this sort of dark green daphne silk
find it. You see, my friend, the simrifles was 30,000,000 cartridges, for
over white has a kimono facing of
ple fact is that you do not feel the
black satin, and within this a facing
field artillery 362,000 rounds. It Is
steed of salvation, and you are riot inof equal width of white satin. Ths
worth noting that battles are much
terested
In
it.
You
are
in
the
condiblouse crosses in kimono fashion at
less costly in ammunition than sieges.
the bust and a single snap fastener tion described in Ephesians 4:18, 'Hav- The siege of Strassburg alone cost,
holds it in'piace. The rather severs ing the understanding darkened, being
eight for weight,, three times the
neck finish is becoming because of the alienated from the life of God through
iount of ammunition used In all the
the
ignorance
that
is
in
them,
because
softness of the materials.
cisive battles and action* throughof the hardening of their heart.' Why
t the whole war. Of course these
.not face the fact, disagreeable as It
gures are a mere bagatelle cornmay be, and when people ask you why
Die, with its millions of soldiers and
you.are not a Christian, give them the
its quick-firing guns and its week-long
real reason instead of offering a false
battles.—Manchester Guardian.
one? And furthermore, it is well to
remember that If you do not take time
CLEAR YOUR SKIN
to consider this question of salvation,
you will soon lose your capacity to
know God, and will be in the condition By Dally Use of Cutlc'ura Soap and
.
' Ointment. Trial Free.
described in the nineteenth verse of
the same chapter, 'Who being past
You may rely on these fragrant
feeling,' gave themselves up to all
supercreamy emollients to care tor
manner of sin."
your
skin, scalp, hair and hands. Noth"I Will Think About It."
ing better to clear the skin of pimples,
There are some' minds which ma- blotches, redness and roughness, the
ture very slowly, and it one really has scalp of dandruff and itching and the
never considered what is involved ii> hands of chapping and soreness.
becoming a Christian, it may be well
Sample each free by mail with 32-p.
to give him a liitle time for reflection. Skin Book. Address postcard, Cutlcura,
As a rule, however, this excuse is only Dept. Y.Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
another way of saying, "Not now." We
should show the person that already
Wonders of Science.
he has all the information he needs
A French scientist says that the bilfor an intelligent decision, and that if lions of cubic feet of heated gas that
he waited a dozen years he would not have been shot into the upper air
be any better prepared, but on the since the first of August have been
contrary, he would be less disposed to displaced by cold air from the north
decide than now.
pole, thus causing the early freeze
There are only two things that he along the battle line. On the same
needs to know—that he is lost, and theory it may be that the sate and
that Christ is the only Savior. These sane Fourth of July crusade waa to
two things he knows already, and all blame for our hot summer.
that remains for him to do is to accept Christ as Ms Savior. Show him
i"-~
Important to mothers
that continual, thinking on the subExamine carefully every bottle ot
ject
will not make the decision any CASTORIA.asafeandsure remedy foi
about the head. It is finished with
small flowers and loops ot satin rib- easier, but continual rejection of infants and children, and see that it
Christ 'will surely make it harder. It
Bears the
bon a half inch wide.
A ribbon only two inches wide Is is a great mistake for people to think Signature of
that
they
can
be
saved
when
they
used for the second cap, cut into one
In Use For Over 30
length ot 23 inches and one of 16. Th* please. The only time when a man Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori.
can
be
saved
is
when
God
chooses
to
short length is drawn up, by gather
Ing it along one edge, into a small cir- save him, and God's time is now; "BeAccounted For.
cular piece for the center of the cap, hold, now is the accepted time; be"How do you like my new fencef
and finished at the center with a tiny hold, now is the day ot salvation."
"I'd like it better if the pickets
' No one has a right to say that he
ribbon flower.
were an equal distance apart. What's
The lace strips are SH inches wide. will think it over and decide when he the idea of building it like that?"
They are machine stitched* to both Is ready. God calls for immediate de"The only man I could get to build
edges of the longer strip of ribbon. cision; he commands us to lay down it stuttered."
«
This makes a wide band of ribbon the weapons of our rebellion, and surand lace. The ends are sewed to- render unconditionally. When Mr.
A
Gentle
Hint.
gether, forming a circlet. The tof Moody was holding meetings in HartHe—Once for all, I demand to
edge of this is fulled in to the cen- ford, Conn., many years ago, he urged know who is master In this house?
ter already made, and stitched down, a man one night to accept Christ at
She—You'll be happier If you don't
once. Finally the man replied, "Well,
completing the cap.
find out.—Philadelphia Ledger.
Baby ribbon is threaded through Mr. Moody, I will promise you this: I
the lace frill and tiec in a bow at the will attend the meeting tomorrow
Physical Objections.
back, adjusting the cap to the head. night and I will accept Christ as my
"Let me take you apart"
Three little ribbon flowers are sewed Savior then." That man never reached
"You
can't
I'm all broken up i
his home alive. The train on which
to the frill at the front.
is."
• '
he
traveled
ran
off
a
bridge
at
TariffAll the materials for a cap of this
kind will cost less than fifty cents. ■yiUe aad many lost their livies, ai i
A married woman says that the perThin silk may be used, cut Into strips, among them was this man. "That ex
fectly devoted husbands have their
instead of ribbon. There is economy perience," said Mr. Moody, "taught ni'
habitat In books,
<
in making two caps at one time. The; a lesson, never to let any one oft with
are made up in all the light, beauti a promise, but to press them hard for
ful colors—pink, blue, lavender, rose an Immediate decision, and it that
failed, to show them the peril of even
green, etc
a night's delay."
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

Dainty Morning Caps That Cost Little

-**' ' TTTAnt-

*•».

] j Popular Objections
and
i; How to Meet Them

TIMES

3

ALTHOUGH there is nothing startllngly new in morning and boudoir
caps, they continue to captivate the
feminine public and cause them to
part with small sums of money.
Surely nothing was ever designed
which offered more in the way ot
daintiness Jmd* beauty in return tor
a little outlay than the gay caps of
ribbon and lace which remind one of
bright, well-known and well-loved
flowers.
J,
The two cap* shown here are made
of thin satin ribbon and shadow lace.
The ribbon is about three inches
wide, and one yard of it is used to
loin the strips of lace together, which
form the -cap. Wide- Bouncings of
shadow lace cot Into strips will provide a face frill for one cap and the
insertions in the crown of two. That
1», a flouncing of ordinary width may
be out into five strips.
In the cap shown at the left two
•trips of ribbon Join three- ot lace,
making a square of 18 inches. The
corners are rounded off and the edge
turned up in a narrow hem.. A narrow side-plaiting of net is sewed,
about the edge, and a narrow bias tape
I* stitched on the- under side along
.the top edge of the net, to form,
a casing. 'Flat elastic cord is run in
—tis casing, gathering the cap In

TOIL UNOCCUPIED BILIOUS, HEADACHY,
CANADIAN LANOS SICK "CASCABETS"
THE
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
ASKING FOR INCREA8ED ACREAGE IN GRAIN, TO MEET
EUROPEAN DEMAND.

There are a number of holders of
land in Western Canada, living in the
United States, to whom the Canadian
Government will shortly make an appeal to place the' uaoccupled areas
they are holding under cultivation.
The lands are highly productive, but
in a state of Idleness they are not
giving any revenue beyond the unearned increment and are not of the
benefit to Canada that these lands
could easily be made. It is pointed
out that the demand for grains for
yearsio come will cause good prices
for all that can be produced. Not
only will the price ot grains be affected, but also will that of cattle,
hogs and horses. In fact everything
that can be grown on the farms. When
placed under proper cultivation, not
the kind that Is often resorted to,
which lessens yield and land values,
many farms will pay for themselveB in
two or three years. Careful and intensive work is required, and if this
is given in the way it is given to the
high-priced lands of older settled
countries, surprising results will follow.
There are those who are paying rent,
who should not be doing so. They
would do better to purchase lands in
Western Canada at the present low
price' at which they are being offered
by land companies or private individuals. These have been held for the
high prices that many would have
realized, but for the war and the financial stringency. Now Is the time to
buy; or it it is preferred advantage
might be taken of the offer ot 160
acres of land free that Is made by/the
Dominion Government. The man who
owns his farm has a life of independence. Then again there are those
who are renting who might wish to
continue as renters. They have some
means as well as sufficient outfit to begin In a new country where all the
advantages are favorable.
Many of
the owners ot unoccupied lands would
be willing to lease them on reasonable
terms. Then again, attention Is drawn
ito the fact that Western Canada numbers amongst its most successful tanners, artisans, business men, lawyers,
doctors and many other professions.
Farming today is a profession. It is
no longer accompanied by the drudgery that we were acquainted with a
generation ago. The fact that a man
la not following a farming life today,
does not preclude him from going on
a Western Canada farm tomorrow,
and making a success of it. It he is
not in possession of Western Canada
land that he can convert Into a farm
he should secure some, make it a
farm by equipping it and working it
himself. The man who has been holding his Western Canada land waiting
for the profit he naturally expected
has been justified in doing so. Its
agricultural possibilities are certain
and sure. If he has not realized immediately by making a sale, he should
not worry. But to let it lie idle is not
good business. By getting it placed
under cultivation a greater profit'Will
come to him. Have it cultivated by
working it himself, or get some good
representative to do it Set about getting a purchaser, a renter or some
one to operate on shares.
The department of the Dominion
Government having charge of the Immigration, through Mr. W. D. Scott
Superintendent at Ottawa, Canada, is
directing the attention of non-resident
owners of Western Canada rands to
the fact that money will be made out
of farming these lands. The agents
of the Department, located at different
points in the States, are rendering assistance to this end.—Advertisement
Watted Dress.

Clarence—Did you wead that the
deuced dyes they use to color clothing
will no longer be obtainable because
of the horrid wah?
Reggie—Dear, dear! What's a fellow
to do? Dwess in black?
Clarence—If we are to dwess in
black I shall feel almost sorry mothah
didn't Insist upon making me a clergyman, don't you know?—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

Gently cleanse your' liver and
sluggish bowels while
you sleep.
Get a 10-cent box.
Sick headache, biliousness, dizziness, coated tongue, foul taste and foul
breath—always trace them to torpid
liver; delayed, fermenting food In th*
bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged" in the Intestines, instead of being cast out
of the system is re-absorbed Into the
blood. When this poison reaches the
delicate brain tissue it causes congestion and tbat dull, throbbing, sickening headache.
Cascarets immediately cleanse ths
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food ana toul gases, take the excess
bile from the/ liver and carry out all
the constipated waste matter and
poisons in the bowels.
A Cascaret to-night will surely
straighten you out by morning. They
work while you sleep—a 10-cent box
from your druggist means your head
clear, stomach sweet and your live*
and bowels regular for months. Adv.
i

No Hurry.

"Do you believe in long, engagements?" he asked, after she had consented to be his.
"Yes, dearest," she replied, "lhava
always thought It was such a mistake
for two people to rush into matrimony
before they learned to really know;
each other."
"Well, about how long would you
wish the engagement' to be?"
"Let me see. Would you think it
was too long if we didn't get married
until a week from next Thursday?"
She Remembered.
"Mamma," said little Lauretta, "Aunt*
Mary is getting awfully fat isn't she?"
"It isn't polite to say fat' dear. Yoa
should say 'stout'," rejoined her mother.
At dinner that evening when she
was asked what kind ot meat sha
would like, Lauretta replied: "A little ot the lean- and a little of the
stout, please."
Its Kind.
"What's call money?"
"What you pay telephone
with."—Baltimore American.
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The way they water their stocks, it
is no wonder that so many concerns
have to go under.
i.
The optimist rejoices that the world
is full of sunshine. So does the awn.
ing maker.
A humbug isn't exactly a person
who makes things hum.

Never Faila
to

.IT.

beautiful color te

GRAY HAIR
More th.n. half century of inccesl. If your
dealer hasn't it, lend f LOO and .large bottle
will be aent yon by parcel pott
MRS. S. A. ALLEN, S» Barclay St.. NewYark

Renews Your Youthful Appr

Constipation
, ^
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief—Permanent Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE

LIVER PILLS never.
fail. Purely vegetable— act surely
but gently <
the Over.
Stop) after ~ A
dinner dis- .
tress-cure i
indigestion,"
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
— The Rank.
"They took that Junior officer off SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
the ship to command the torpedo
Genuine must bear Signature
boat"
"I guess that was because he was
a sub marine."
It Depends.
»
"Don't you like a girl of a cheerful, disposition? One who always goes
singing about her work?"
"No; that is the reason we moved
from our last fiat"
The Hindus have a proverb that
where there is a wife there also la to
be found strife.

LIME
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in unoccupied territory.
Write for our proposition today.
INTERNATIONAL ACR'L CORP.
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NONFREEZING WATER FOUNT
Very Useful Invention for Winter Use
In the Poultry Yard—Hae an
Opening at Side.

TOWN FORESTS IN GERMANY

SAVED

BY

AN

INSPIRATION

Presence of Mind of French Soldier
Saved His 'Life When Situation
Seemed Hopeless.

In Nar/oTson's campaign in Russia
one of his generals, Philippe de Segur,
had a peculiar adventure with a band
of Kalmucks. The Kalmucks are wandering tribes of southeastern Russia.
They are fierce warriors, and their
light cavalry forms an Important part
of Russian armies. De Segur's pre*
ence of mind saved him from being
killed by them when the most desperate fighting could not-riave ddne so.
The French had attacked a body of
Russians and put them to flight, when
Segur suddenly discovered chat he and
a few French dragoons had become
separated from the French army and
were being carried away with the retreating party.
He and his men were surrounded by
a band of Kalmucks. The situation
seemed so hopeless that the men gave
themselves up and, disregarding his
orders, passively allowed themee'-'es
to be struck down. De Segur determined to sell his Mte dearly and contiued to fight. A Kalmuck lance struck
him from his horse. Be jumped to
his feet and, getting behind hiB horse,
continued the struggle. It was a hopeless contest, however, and in a few
moments he would have been killed
had not a happy thought occurred to
him.
The Kalmuck leader, a fine-looking
Cossack, remained calm while his men
were carried away with the fury of
battle. The expression on his haughty
countenance indicated that he scorned
to murder a vanquished foe, and from
time to time he called, "Nikale!
Nikale!"
De Segur guessed that this was an
order to cease fighting. He shouted Imperiously to. the Kalmucks that surrounded him, "Nikale!"
Immediately the fury died out of
their facea and they paused, motionless with • astonishment- Their Wry
i j-once checked, Segur's life was saved
i by their chief,afterward that the word

8TEED AS EAGER FOR BATTLE A8
IS HIS RIDER.

Also Knows the Call of the Bugle, In
Many Cases Better Than the Soldier
Who Is Supposed to Guide

Him Into Action.

It wJJl probably surprise the public, SHRUB SHOULD PROVE BOON
ssid^a retired colonel of hussars, to
A supply of fresh water Is at all
learn that a cavalry horse usually en- Possibility That Plant Long Sought
times essential for the. health and
For Has Been Discovered in
joys a battle at least as much as his
comfort of the chickens, and in the
A feature of municipal government
Western Texas.
rider, and displays as much courage
winter
time
it
is
a
difficult
thing
to
which has been brought to a^high dePROFIT
in it. He will chafe and stamp with
RAISE
provide, for the'water will freeze tight gree of perfection In Germany, is the
Most flowering shrubs have their
Impatience while waiting for the order
in a few minutes after it is put out. town forest. The town forest is a sec
Main Points for Success Are to Keep
to charge, and at the signal will dash short seaBon of bloom, and though at
It is claimed by some observers that tiqn of woodland set aside by a city
Bird* In Dry, Well Ventilated
forward like a greyhound released that time they are of great beauty,
water which is slightly heated will for the propagation of forest trees and
from the leasn, full of fire and fury, the flowers last only a. short time.
Coops and Feed Regularly.
congeal more rapidly than cold water, operate* by and for %be profit Of the
and often neighing mildly. At the mo- Then we must be content to look at
townspeople. Germany has many that
ment of contact with the enemy he the green foliage, and attractlvej
Paul Belden, in Suburban Life, says
are
paying
all
the
community
taxes
will rear, striking and biting savage- though that 1B, we wish for a longeii
that the main points in keeping
and
something
over.
Harris
A.
Reyly at the opposing horses and 'tram- season of bloom.
pigeons for squabs are: Keep them
nolds,
secretary
of
the
Massachusetts
The wish Is* met ta the discovery In
pling down the infantry.
In dry, well ventilated cbaps; feed
Forestry
association,
lias
made
a
sur-,
, When his rider falls he will dash, the mountains of western Texas, in
regularly, giving a variety; do not
vey of such institutions in Gejrmany
along with his fellowB and crash as the semi-arid regions, of a shrub which
keep more than fifty or sixty pairs
and 'publishes his findings in the
gallantly Into the foe. In the famous bears the name Salvia GreglL
of birds in one flock; keep them free
American City Magazine.
We all know the alluring beauty of
charge of the Light Brigade scores of
from vermin by having the coop clean
Forbach, a'town of 1,930 people, has
riderless horses swept down the "val- the annual salvia splendens. A a seaand allowing the birds to bathe as
a town forest of 1,482 acres, or about
ley of death," thundering through the son when flowers are scarce It clothes
often as possible; use only full-blooded
four-fifths of an acre to each inhablsmoke onto the Russian guns, and gal- itself In a splendor and keeps up* the
homers and be sure they are mated
ant. This forest makes a profit of
loped back to safety with the shat- processlon of beauty until arrested by
Mated birds cost more, but are worth
$12.14 an acre annually, sufficient to
tered remnant of the brigade. Five' the froBts. ITow If we Could clothe a
the difference if you want results.
horses raced neck and heck with! shapely shrub with this radiant propay all the communal taxes and leave
There is a delicate flavof to the
some over for local improvements.
Lord Alfred Paget, who rode In ad-1 fusion and have It in bloom a long
flesh of a well fatted squab that at
A section of the forest, in this cq.se, is
vance of .the line, so eager were they time,' we wopld have just what we
once wins for it a patron.
set aside and when extraordinary exto get at the .enemy!
I have been looking for tor years.
When properly conducted, poultry
Nonfreezlng Fount.
penditures are called for, such as the
And not only Is the well-trained | The Salvia Greg!! Is a shapely shrub
and squab culture make a, profitable
so that this suggestion does not of- building a new schoolhousq or a
charger as brave as hiB rider; he Is | three or four feet tall, well branched
combination.
often as Intelligent.
He knows the) and often of a globular form. It comRegularly arranged nests, uniform fer any relief. A new invention to town' hall, enough- timber is cut and
bugle calls just as well, and answers mences blooming early. It clothes ItIn appearance, cause an endless take care of the water in winter weath- sold from the reserve to meet the
er
is
shown
in
the
accompanying
cut,
cost. Besides paying for taxes and
them as promptly. In fact, cases are self with a splendor of glowing red
amount of contention and confusion
the subject of a recent patent grant. certain Improvements, this town forproved in which a horse has put his for about two months. Then it slacks
It has an opening at its side where est, in keeping with an old German
rider right when he has mistaken an up a little, but as autumn approaches,
the water Is supplied to a trough lo- custom, pays the-'heads of the older
order, and has gone faultlessly through and most other flowers have gone, It
cated below the opening of the reser- families, 250 of them In this instance,
maneuvers In spite of the efforts of puts on Its scarlet robes again, almost
voir. Above it Is a sloping side wall. the sum of $36 yearly. All work in
his mistaken master to make him do overwhelming the plant with the splenThe fountain has a removable cover, the forest Is dene under the superthe wrong thing.
did flowers. Probably no shrub ever
which also is packed with nonconduct- vision of a trained forester, appointed
No, the process of training Is neither discovered,' Is more attractive. The
ing material." The atmospheric pres- by the state. Many men and women
long nor difficult. The first step is to ' question comes up as to whether It
sure on the small quantity of water in are employed la cutting, hoeing, etc.,
accustom the horse to the sound of will stand the northern climate. Florthe trough will retain the mass of and are paid wages by the town. The
firing at close quarters. With this ob- ists have not been in haste to disana are pam «»s«» "J
H
learned
liquid within the main reservoir so
ject he is put on the ground with legs seminate It. They have sent It to
long as the liquid in the trough is suf.tied, and while in this position, a pis- several of the northern states, where
ficient to maintain the orifice or open- extraordinary means are taken to pre . «"> "f*'
„„„,„,-„,, „» thoir chief tol is fired close to his ears, over his It has proved hardy. During the awvent the ravages of Insects and anl-1 heeded the command of their chief back, between his legs, and so on, uning to the trough closed.
ful drought of last year In Kansas it
til his fear Is overcome. After a few stood the test bravely and kept right
such
lessons
It
IB safe to moiftrr him on blooming. • In Massachusetts and
MARKING THE EARLY LAYERS
with a bridle furnished with a curb Pennsylvania it came through the winbit, and under this control he is taught
Homer Cock- -The Type Usually Em- Band Placed on Leg of Pullet Begina peace between France and Russia to stand still while a -pistol or carbine ter all right. Because its habitat is
average $6.20 an acre.
ployed n Squab Breeding.
the high, dry portions of the <5Vest, it
ning to Lay In October Helps In
was arranged some months later.
Is fired from his back—the latter nat- will doubtless prove well adapted to
In addition to being commercially
Selection of Breeders.
among the birds, resulting In considurally coming last, as both hands are the heat and drought of Kansas and
profitable, the forests are used as
Aerial Scouts.
erable loss.
required in using this weapon.
Nebraska. It certainly has the power
The pullets that begin laying first recreational centers. On Sundavs and
Immediately upon being discovered,
During
the
present
war,
the
aeroThen follows saber practice on simholidays they are thronged with picremove the sick bird from the flock are as a rule the best layers; it Is nickers and merrymakers, as the plane has proved very useful In scout- ilar lines, until the horse Is as indif- to resist heat and drought and will
and keep it separate In a dry, warm from these pullets and hens that we woods, always ^located within easy ing; Indeed, the heavler-than-alr ma- ferent to the whirl and -slash of a withstand the winter.
should hatch our breeding birds. Colcage or pen.
reach town, offer uneValed -ad- chine Is generally admitted to be su- sword above his head as to the exploThe blue homer produces the ideal ored leg bands are useful for marking
perior to the airship for spying out sion of a carbine above It. Within a EXAMPLE IN QITY PLANNING
vantages for outdoor sports.
"white squab," while white feathered birds with special points; a red band
the-posltion of the enemy. The aero- few weeks the horse not only loses all ]
breeders are the ones that generally on the leg of each pullet that begins nii*»Li pinncu enunni inP& plane Is less conspicuous; it Is faster; traces of nervousness; he really en-, New York's Preparation for the Futo lay In October will make the selec- PUSH GARDEN SCHOOL DtA * -Bkeg a Bmaller Urget; It c08ts ai- Joys the experience and enters enthusl
produce dark-colored squabs.
ture la Worthy of Emulation by
Crossing homers with runts, homers tion of breeders next spring easier.
Any Community.
most nothing to make in comparison astically into it In battle the cavalry
with\ dragoons and dragoons with The Missouri state poultry experiment Federal Bureau of Education Formu- with a dirigible balloon, and it can horse faces even a greater risk of
station this year had fifty pullets bred
lating Comprehensive Plan for
New York city has a committee on
fly at a highei altitude.
Sir John death or disablement than his rider,
from good layers which began to lay
Its Advancement,
French pays a high tribute to the aero- although the gallant animal rarely gets city planning. This, committee is comwhen a little over four months old. In
plane scouts in one of his interesting any of the laurels of war. His dan- posed of the five borough presidents
every case the pullets that began to
The United States bureau of educa- reports on the campaign In France. ger, however^ Is by no means so great and the president of the ; board of
lay first came from the highest laying tion is beginning a special work of
aldermen-of the greater city. Its par"One of the features of the campaign SB it was.
•I hens. Of the thirteen pullets that be- the promotion of home and school on our side has been the success of
In the eighteenth century 150 ticular purpose, or hope, at this time
gan laying first, three were Buff Leg- gardens, having received an appropria- the Royal Flying corps. In regard to horses fell In battle to every 100 men; Is to make the city a capable dwelling'
horns, two Barred Plymouth Rocks, tion from congress for the purpose- the collection of information, it 1B lm; from 1800 to 1865 the proportion had place for 12.000,000 persons before this
four White Leghorns, one Ancona, one
It appears that many cities have al- possible to award too much praise to fallen to 120; and in more recent generation (s succeeded.
\
Campine, one Rhinelander, and one ready made experiments and consiilour aviators for the way they have wars the ratio has been approximate- ; That Is a stimulating lesson for lltWhite Orpington. The Barred Rocks erable progress in school gardens, hat
carried out their duties, or to over- ly 112 horses to 100 men. In some tie Dlg cities, It proves that "It is
and the White Orpington weighed there Is little concrete information estimate the value of the. Intelligence charges, however, the proportion has
It proves,
nevpi- too late to mend."
from three and a half to four pounds available at present for exchange and
collected, more especially during the been greater, as In that of the Light i d d, that the more a city grows
each; all the others from two and a distribution among schools. By cor- recent advances." For the 20 days Brigade, in which 80 more horses n ee
tne more \\_ mUst amend and pay for
half to three and a fourth pounds respondence and personal visits the
that ended on September 10, the Eng- than men sacrificed their lives.
' tne shortsightedness of ItB youth.
each.,
bureau of education proposes -W co- glish aviators averaged nine reconBut while the war horse seldom gets | jf New York (with 6,000,000 people
operate with achool boards through- noissances a day of over a hundred credit for his prowess and devotion, already and all pretty well crowded
Flying* Homer Hen.
out the United States on this subject miles each.—Youth's Companion.
there have been, happily, a few cases together, with real estate values uprunts Is recommended by some breedand collate and distribute such inforin which he has shared his master's beyond the dreams of avarice) can
ers, but no advantages are to be gained
mation as will be of service in extendglorleB—among them Lord Roberts' take up the neglected work of widen- Coyote Invade* a Home.
by crossing.
ing the workCoyotes have been committing many pretty little Arab, Volonel, who car- ing streets, creating, open air snots
An exclusive winter diet of peas
It is proposed that every city school
^i J depredations in Crodk county, accord- ried him in the famous march from and all the rest of It, what Is there
would' soon produce an epidemic of
shall have a teacher employed li> lag to a letter from Mrs. Fannie Kabul to Kandahar, and round whTJse to daunt any city? Should selfishness
bowel troubles.
months in the year who understands, Morss, of Post. One night the family neck, at Queen Victoria's express of property owners be permitted now
Pigeons that produce good healthy
Clean nests mean clean eggs. gardening
ig both theoretically and prac■ R KnM wag .wakened by ^ wish, he hung the Kabul medal, with to Interfere with a city's making Itself
squabs need never be remated.
Clean,, fresh eggs spell clean profits. tically During term time the teacher unusual noise
.
upstairs. Mrs!
capable and efficient for all the needs
upBtalirs.
Mrs. Knox
Knox four clasps,
Crooked breast bones, cross beaks,
-"■" •
• »
•
is to give instruction in nature study, went'into the yard and could see a
t
' of all the people that are soon to
one eye only and crippled feet are
All growing turkeyB should have as elementary science and gardening, ! coyote tearing and biting at the winThe Sleeper.
make lf"a greater city?
among the penalties paid for inbreed- much grain as they will eat twice a and in the afternoon direct the work
dow of the upstairs room in an effort
"European sleeping cars are very
ing.
in gardens at the children's homes. to get out. Mr. Knox shot the ani- dear—$20 a berth, in fact—but they
day.
. Work of Men of Highest AbjJIty.
Corn In excels will enrich the blood
•" * •
During the summer vacation the mal.
afford you the privacy of a' bedroom.''
Before the nineteenth "century not
to such an extent that scrofulous trouThe American hen laid 20,000,000- teacher on duty will employ all hfr | An Investigation showed that it had
The speaker was the well-known only the men who executed, but espebles are apt to be the result.
000 eggs last year and had a good time In directing the practical garden got into the house through a bedroom comedian, Raymond Hitchcock.
He
cially the men who directed the work
January is the beginning of the right to cackle.
work. Such teachers, according to the ! window downstairs, the tracks being resumed;
of laying out cities, were possessed of
great demand for squabs. From now
• • •
system of the bureau, will be able to plain on the bed that It had climbed
"Our
sleeping
cars,
while
comforton until July the prices will be the
The hen, after laying an egg, needs give a personal supervision, which ;over. The animal went through sev- able enough, afford no privacy. Com- much broader arid more general culture than#today can be found In those
highest.
a drink of water. See that It Is al- will Insure greater success for the eral rooms before going upstairs.
fortable as they are, it 1B very hard men who hold most Influential posigardens and can familiarize the chil- I Mrs. Morss says that there have to sleep In them.
ways accessible.
'
,
tions. The most convincing examples
» • •
,nfen with the problems of plant pro- ! been many reports of rabid coyotes in
ATTENTION TO FALL HATCHES
"I was traveling one night/Chicago^
An egg contains quite a large per- duction and utilization. A co-opera- i that section, and that few go out after ward. The berth above me was occu- were the princes of the old regime.
who in so many cases were the pushChicks Should Be Separated From centage of water, hence water must be tive plan for disposing advantageously | night without being well armed.—Cot- pled by a 300-pound broket It was
force tmU Drougnt abolt the gr6at
of the surplus vegetables and trults tage Grove (Oreg.) Dispatch to the impossible tc slumber anywhere withsupplied In plenty.
Main Flock and Kept In Coop
,c achleTementB in Xy planning
•
•
*
is
Included
In
the
general
Bcheme.
In a
m half-mile
hnlf.mllo radius
»ar4ilia of
t\t that
that hmkOT
.
.
*
^f.
Outdoors—Do Not Overcrowd.
Portland Oregonian.
in
broker, that we admire
today^Tbese men, as
As fowls have no organs for mastiand at about two in the morning I a rule, made it thplr business to keep
cation,
their
food
must
be
prepared
Cities
Lack
Air
Space.
The fall hatched chick will be profThe Gallant Gordons.
climbed up to him, took him by the In constant touch with the leading exThe United States census calls "metitable only if. given an equal chance for digestion In the gizzard.
Rising, roaring, rushing like the tide.
shoulders, and shook him rudely.
ponents of the best and newest ideas.
• • *
Gay goes the Gordon to a fight—
ropolitan districts" the land within the
with the spring hatched chick. It
" 'What do you mean,' he growled,
The cry now is for winter eggs. city boundaries of large cities and elngs. the poet of the Gordon High- 'by waking me out of a sound Bleep?' All over Italy. Germany and France
should not be 'driven into the hencourts could be found that were the
house with the main flock, but kept in The poultry keeper smart enough to within a radius of ten miles outside of landers, who have suffered severely In
"'But it's such an ugly Sound,' said
The metropolitan the
■- fighting tn France. To the credit I. 'It's such an ugly, horrible sound continuous meetin-g places of the best
a comfortable coop outdoors, given get them Is the one who Is successful city boundaries.
district of New York comprises 617,001 'of the regiment stand the capture of that we other passengers positively artists, painters, architectB./englneers
plenty of fresh air and all the food It financially.
and thinkers on every subject.
acres; of Philadelphia, 437.000 acres; the Dargal heights, in the Tirah cam- refuse to tolerate it.' "
• * *
can eat. Just as sure as the halfOnjy In this atmosphere of perpetuUnslaked lime, coal ashes or dry of Chicago, 409,000 acres; 'of Pitts- palgn of 1897, and the rush through
grown or smaller chicks are put In the
ally enlightened discussion and conhenhouse there is a stopping of their dirt are good materials to scatter over burgh, 405,000 acres; of Boston, 335,000 the sheet of lead which helped to
Turtle Two Centuries Old.
genial criticism could the.fine concepgrowth, they begin to look all wing the floor and under the roosts after a acres, and of San Francisco and Oak-1 sweep the BoerB off the ridge of Elandsland 289.000. In order to understand ; Itagte In 1899. In the desperate 2< , A huge turtle, weighing 1,171 tions In artistic city planning grow,
feathers, possibly get sneezy colds and good cleaning up.
pounds,
was
brought
to
San
Diego,
the reallzationp of which have stood
• • *
what these big figures mean-one must liour struggle on Wa~eon Hill the folwater at the eyes, and if looked for at
Cal., the other day by Capt. J. Zoliezzl the test century after century. '
Keep the hopper full of-dry mash remember that the city of Paris at lowing January when the fate of Ladynight would be found crowded under
smith hung In the balance, the Gor- of the Italian fishing launch Belvldere.
the larger birds, breathing the bad all of the time. This gives the chick- the time of the French revolution com
The turtle, Bald by waterfront men
ArtlsU* Lamp Post*.
air near the floor. Attacks of chicken- ens an opportunity to balance the prised only 8,325 acres, on which BOO,- dons had their full share of the fightDesigned to embody beauty as well ■
000 people Were crowded. Even today ing under the stalwart MUler-Walnutt, to be the largest specimen ever caught
pox and roup which may Infect the en- grain rations fed.
in
Lower
California
waters,
is
nine
'%
man
cast
In
the
mold
of
a
Ber.
•
•
♦
.as
service
lamp posts erected on one
the city of, Paris proper crowds Its
tire flock are frequently traced to the
feet In circumference and seven feet. of the streetB of Los Angeles are
Dressed poultry must now be of uni- 2,840,000 people on an area of onlv serk viking," says Sir. A. Conan Doyle.
fall-hatched chicks housed with the
form size and color, and must be of 19,500 acres and Berlin proper crowds Another Waggon Hill on a small scale from the tip of its nose to the end of j fltted wtth large flower DOves which
older birds.
there was toward the end of .the war, Its short tall. The front flippers are j cirq,e the polesjuat beneath the clusPut the coop for these chicks on good size, with a generous supply of over two million people on 15,008 acres
How can any standard of air spac. i when at Reltz they put up a'magnl- four feet in length and almost afoot! ter fef 1!gbt8 wnl<,b, they support.
high ground, sheltered If possible, and meat on the breast.
•tjcent
an'd successful defense under wide, tapering gradually until _ at thejTheae are fll!ed the year around with,
• * (*
In private or public buildings and eskeep It clean. Have a box of feed
The Guinea fowl is growing in favor pecially In gardens* public p'avpronnrts ^errible punishment against 500 Boers. end they are about five inches widft. | (erng and QthBr piattta Which tlroop
accessible to them at all times, and
The jaws are a Bolldlmass of teeth, gr^f^iy over the sides of Ihe-baV
pure water. Put in low roosts, see that as a market bird, the flesh coming and parka, that has beewdeveloped by
:
Modern Education.
over two hundred bd1«K located In keu aIwavB freah and green. The
the coop Is not overcrowded and let nearer to the flavor of game than any t.^iese antiquated cities' eve; be used i
"How is your little boy doing at the upper jaw. They rans^from one- enect iB striking, giving the. street
looking for the solution of the prolithem run. These Jate-matched birds of our domestic poultry.
\ialf to a quarter of an Inch iRjength. Just, enough of the artistic to take
school?'
•" * *
1ms of tb^e. new city?
should not be used as breeders until
"He gets a good mark In the tooth-. i'be shell Is ribbed and in spots, plia- away from it much of that' severely
The hens should have a place tc New times demand m
they are eighteen months old, but the
jirush drill and stands first In the ble, which leads many _nshermea to <:on mercial appearance characteristic
- pullets will lay when hens and spring roost and it should not be over the
n&w mi
i ,.it :
I breathing class hut he doesn't seem believe that the- turtle -U nearly two of mo-it business, thorough (are* iu
ia
ripe,
on
The
t'tnif
cows,
on
the
farm
Implements
aud
hatched pullets are' broody, and If it
change.
hundred years old.
able to learn, arithmetic'
American eltlee.—Pooulaf Mechanic;.
J
is not desirable to keep them over for buggies, or In the haymow.
—Jadiet iiuss i. Luwfcli. (
breeding, they make choice fries.
Convincing Proof* of What May Be
Accomplished Under Sclentlfio
Management.
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HORSE ENJOYS COMBAT
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Papers were passed the first oltlie week ) The Woman's Alliance of the First
whereby Charles P. Gay of Maple street Parish church will give a saiad supper in
street became owner of a house on Men-j the social room o'f the church, WednesEVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
rick Ave., owned by William Mulcahy. jday, Jan. 13, from 6 to 7.30, followed by
AT
the house is at present occupied by Chas. jan entertainment.
Journal Blpck, North Brookfield, Mass B. Rice and family, lieeides a two-story | xhe boy scouts of the Methodist church
house, there is one-quarter of an acre of had an outing at Lake Quaboag, SftthrHORACE J. LAWRENCE,
land. The property is assessed for $900. day afternoon.
The scouts were in-.
"FOREMOST IN FASHION"
KDJTOB ASD PROFBIBTOB.
Mr Gay will take possession March 1.
strticted in preparing dinner. ,They had
1.00 a Year in Advance. Chairman of the Selectmen, Warren to collect firewood and in starting the fire
E. Taroell, who was elected representa- were limited to one match. A dinner of
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
■— i
tive for the 4th Worcester district la?t potatoes and beef was prepared and the
AtldiBBh ull communications to BKOOKFIBLI" November, took the oath of office when time consumed from the time the fire was
I'IMEB, Nortli lirookCeld,MasB.
started until everything was cleared away
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job the Legislature'for Wlo opened at the
work and payment for the same, may be sent State house, Boston, on Wednesday. was one hour and 20 minutes. During
direct to thi' main office. North BrooMoln or
Representative Tarbell was named as a the afternoon Raymond Bemis took the
o George W McNamara, Brookfield
member of the committee on street rail- part of a man with a broken leg. His
acting was so real that some of the boys
ways by Speaker Cox.
BROOKFIELD.
The captains of the circles of the Wo- started for the centre of the town for a
Miss Clara M. Clarendon will conduct man's Alliance of the First Parish church doctor, but Dr. Charlton stopped them
a piano recital in town hall, Friday even- will manage a salad supper in the social and gave instructions for first aid treatroom of the church on Wednesday even- ment in the event of such an accident.
ing, Feb. 5.
Members of the district' nurse commitJJ»yid A. Daley of Palmer, spent New ing, Jan. 13. Supper will be served-from
Years' at the home of his parents on 6 o'-clock until 8, after which there will te of the V. I. S. and representatives
be a literary and musical entertainment. from the four churches met at the home
Went Main street.
of Dr. Mary H. Sherman, Friday afterProf. John L. Hughes returned, Tues- The arrangements are in charge of Mrs
noon to consider the matter of securing
day, to his duties at state agricultural Henry L. King.
supplies to be sent to the Red Cross soIs Surpassing the Wonderful Successes
The marriage intentions of Clarence
college
at
Storrs,
Conn.
:
:
:
ciets for the benefit of the sufferers in
of Past SeasonS.
:
s
Rev. Calyin Stebbins of Framingham, Ramsey Rogers of Corry, Pa., aged 32, a Europe. As a result of the meeting a
contracting
engineer,
and
Miss
Lucy
will conduct services at First Parish
house to house canvass was made this
Raymond Philips, 20, at home, Brookchurch, Sunday morning.
week and contributions of money and
field, were filed with town clerk Robert
The Junior class of the high school exsupplies received. The committee hope
G. Livermore, Saturday. Mr Rogers is
pect to have their cook book published
to have a large sized box ready for shipthe son of Chauncey P. and Elizabeth
ment before Feb. 1. The V. I. S. have
within the next two weeks.
(Spiel) Rogers of Corry, Pa., and Miss
Mies Father Read, a teacher in the Phillips is the daughter of George and bought a supply of yarn and volunteers
are asked from among the women of the
high school at Milton, was the guest, Lina (Bacon) Phillips of Arcadia Inn.
town to knit stockings and mittens. A
Saturday, of Ilev. and Mrs Charlton.
The annual roll-call and supper of the quantity of cotton has also been received
Mrs Walter J. Hart and son Philip, of Congregational church and parish will lie
Westport, Ct., were guests the first of the held in the vestry next Thursday evening, and the young people are asked to assist
week at the home of Rev. M. J. Murphy. Jan. 14. Supper served at 6 o'clock. A in making bandages and gauze dressing.
Anyone* desiring to assist aan secure a
The new Metropole theatre is rapidly large attendance of members and friends
supply of material at Dr. Mary H. Shernearing completion and it is expected is desired. The supper will be in charge
man's.
that the opening performance wilL_ be of Mrs Eliza Johnson, Mrs Richard FinRobert Brown of West Main street was
Feb. 1.
ney, Mrs Sumner H. Reed, Mrs Charles
arraigned before Judge Cottle in district
Thomas J. McNamara returned to Ply- Flower and Mrs Chas. S. Lincoln.
court, East Brookfield, Wednesday mornmouth, N. H. on Thursday, after passing
The Ladies' Missionary society of the
two weeks at the home of his mother, Mrs Methodist church, met at the home of ing, on a case that had been continued
from Dec. 30, charged with carrying conMary F. McNamara, Kimball street.
the president, Mrs Cecil Sherman, Mon- cealed a dangerous weapon. The alleged
The rain of Wednesday night filled the day afternoon. Mrs Sherm'an gave a reoffense occured on the night of Dec. 28,
reservoir supplying the town system and port of the Convention recently held in and the complainant was John Connolly,
after this pumping at the auxiltary sys- Worcester, after which Mrs William B. River street. Brown pleaded guilty and.
tem in the mill yard will be discontinued. Hastings gave a review of the book "The
was fined $10, which he paid. He stated
Mr jiid Mrs Timothy McNamara of Child in the Midst." Tea was served by that on the night of Dec. 28, Aissister^reSrV"fafiffjmd- Mrf Martin Tiilmbre and the hostess.
i
turned home weeping and claimed she
WORCESTER
MfiiV'f &■ Buriis' df -tVeM. Brookfield were
The jkstor of 'the Methodist church had been insulted on Central street but
512 MAIN STREET,
LZ_
.[
the guests, Sunday, of Mrs Mary F. Mc- will continue his series of sermons on did not recognize the offenders.
BrdWIi
Namara.
Idealism at the morning service Sunday. then took a revolver and walked up CenMist Charlotte M. Daley left* Friday, to In the evening he will give an illustrated tral street. A prominent citizen, whose
take dp her duties as a teacher in grades lecture on India and Japan, giving many name he refused to divulge, told him who
7 andJ8, in the public schools at Walpole. of his own observations, aided by Dr. the guilty parties were and going to the
For tile past two years Miss Daley has Earl Taylor's colored slides, the same club room of the B & S workers union he
A NEWSPAPER OF CHARACTER
that were used in the great Methodist pulled the gun to frighten some of the
taught in North Brookfield school.
Friendship Lodge, New England Or- Men's Convention in Boston, last Novem- young men. Judge Cottle informed him
der ol Protection, will celebrate the 25th ber. Everybody cordially invited. A that he had committed a serious offence
anniversary of the institution of the lodge freewill offering will be received to help but as he did not realize this, he was fined
MASSACHUSETTS
»10.
^_
Monojay evening. An oyster supper will defray the expenses.
The Boy Scouts played a pleasant trick" The grade and the district schools rebe served, followed by an entertainment.
ABLE, INDEPENDENT, READABLE
Mrs Henry Russell and Mrs Druailla on their scout leader, last Saturday even- opened Monday morning after a two
(Established in 1824 by Suniuel Bowles)
Russell of Bangor, Me., sister and sister- ing, when=Mr and Mrs Elbridge Bemis weeks' vacation. To fill the vacancy
Daily (Mordine). $8i Sunday, $2; Weekly, $1 a Year
in-law respectively of Mrs Sherman had invited Dr.' and Mrs Charlton to caused by the resignation of Miss Grace
A Portal card will bring thf m for
Goodwin, have been guests this week of their home to spend the evening, and the Moore, teacher of grades 4 and 5 in the
your inspection. * . * . * ■
scouta atao went, and after spending an Blanchard school, the committee promoRev. and Mrs Sherman Goodwin, LinThe Republican takes seriously its responsibilities to
hour In amusement and music, the as- ted Miss, Teresa A. Mulvey, who has
coln
street
'the public. It appeals for popular support by service
sistant scout master Arthur Bailey, on been teacher of grades 2 and 3, tor the
At
the
regular
meeting
of
the
V.
I.
S.
that is guided by intelligence and a purpose to inform,
behalf of the palrol presented theis scout past four years, and transferred Miss
BROOKFIELD, MASS'.
In
banquet
hall,
Tuesday
afternoon,
it
master, Rev. Dr. Charlton, a puree of Fsances E. Delaney, teacher of Rice Corassist and incidentally entertain and instruct its readers.
was voted to wire the high school for silver half dollars, one for each member
ner school. Miss Walsh of Podunk diselectricity, «o that it would be available
' It gathers the news wifb^enterprise and alertness, and
trict school, was transferred to the Rice
of the patrol.
at night for meetings and entertainments
presents it in attractive and convenient form. It disdains
The ladies of St. Mary's church will Corner school, and a substitute placed in
by societies and the young people.
to employ the style of the cirorus poster and seeks to
hold the third in the series of monthly charge of Podunk school until a permaTown
clerk
Robert
G.
Livermore
nent teacher can be secured. Miss Fanmake itself typographically pleasing and tasteful.
closed the books for 1914, Saturday, and whist parties in banquet hall, on Thurs- nie M- Conrad of gradeB 6 and 7, will
day evening, Jan. 21, from 8 o'clock un»
reports
that
during
the
past
year
there
finish her duties next Friday, having acIt is extremely liberal in its provision of reading
were 48 deaths, 20 marriages and 39 til 10. Refreshments will be served after cepted a position in Revere. The only
matter in all of its three editions. Its editorials constiFU LL LINE OF
births. The n cords for 1913 showed 41 whist playing. The members of the com- change in the East Brookfield school was
tute one of its distinguishing and most valued features.
mittee in charge are'; Mrs John Mulcahy,
deaths, 16 marriages and 29 births.
Literature, art, science, education, religion, philanthroMisses Teresa Mulvey, Marguerite F. in grades 4 and 5, where Miss Esther G.
The dancing school, under the direcpy ,n receive generous treatment in its columns; likeHarrington, Elsie E. Gaudette, Annie E. Mulvey of West Hrookfield, succeeded
tion of Quaboag Valley Social club will
Delaney, Lulu Langlois and Irene G. Du Miss Mary A. Donovan of North Brookwise agriculture and industry. Special attention is
200 Pieces Enamelled Ware
have a session in town hall, next Friday totafMnJohn Crotty Mrs John Tuns-I "?!<•. "h° j*" received an appointment
given to the various healthful outdoor sports.
at 10 cents a piece while they
evening, the 15th, from 8 to 10 o'clock.
tall, Mrs Michael J. Kelly, Mrs Thomas - the service of the State Minimum
Prof. D. J. Dnggan and Miss Evelyn
Wage Commission.
last
The Weekly Republican is made up with great care
Moore of Worcester, will instruct the F. Murphy.
for the wide audience outside of the local environment.
At a meeting of the Grange in banquet
class.
1000 Children a Month.
Plumbing,
It is, in fact, a rich weekly magazine sold at a remarkThe 53d annual concert and ball of the hall, Tuesday evening, the ^officers for
1915
were
installed
by
Mrs'
Philander
ably low price.
Steam Fitting,
fire department is tonight in town hall.
At the monthly meeting of the DirectAn unusually large attendance is expect- Holmes of West Brookfield, assisted "by
Electrical Work,
ed. After the concert, by Collins' Novel- Mrs Charles Huntington. These officers j ore of the Society for the Prevention of
were installed:—Master, Victor Nelson; Cruelty to Children at 43 Vernon street,
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ty orchestra, there will be dancing until
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A. Gadaire; chaplain, Miss Teresa A. finished on 638 cases, involving 1955
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month are carwi for Bt a cost of
A manufacturer Is making glove* place at a meeting of Dexter Post 38, G. wife of Thomas E. O'Brien, who died ^""v ' .
with coin pockets In the palms. A A. R., at a meeting in the south hall of Thursday night, Dec. 31, was heldSatur- *
one-armed man is going to have a fine
the town house, Tuesday evening.
Dr. day morning, with a high mass of retime getting at his change.
John R. Ham, past commander, installed quiem in St. Mary's church at 9 o'clock,
A Succesa.
these officers:—Commander, William H. celel.rated by Rev. Leo. T. Goddard.
The conversation had turned to the
Dally Thought.
The church was filled with relatives and
N'ichols;
senior
vice-commander,
Benmany men who had met succeaa.
Courage consists not In blindly overfriends of Mrs O'Brien, who lived here
"There, for Instance," said one man,
looking danger but In meeting it with jamin O. Gay; junior vice-commander,
for the past 25 years. The bearers were pointing down the street, "goes a man
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0.
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Matthew
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who began life in poverty and now
H. Mullett; officer of the day, George L.
Howe; officer of the guard, William Wal- Hunter and Thomas E. Dnrkin. The lives on the fat of the land." McFee
Vision of Fear.
burial was in Sacred Heart cemetery, looked. "Yes, I know him," he reFear is sharp sighted and can see nitt; adjutant, Dr. John R. Ham; surWest Brookfield, in charge of Undertaker plied. "He's an agent for an antltat
things underground, and much more k'eja, Edwin D. Goodell; chaplain Dr.
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tn the skies.—Cervantes.
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The Impossible Boy
By NINA WILCOX PUTNAM

(Cowrtaht far BobbcManiU Co.)
CHAPTER XV.
Snow and Dogs and Things.

As Pedro emerged into the street,
that snowy white carpet which appears so magically lay soft and muffling over the pavements, deadening
the sound of snob little stir of lite as
was still abroad at this most silent
hour.
A distant chime struck the quarter,
and proclaimed that two o'clock of a
Hew morning was at hand. The wind
was biting and Pedro, plowing along
ankle-deep In the shifting mass, shivered beneath the insufficient covering
afforded by the old green coat.
With head bent and shoulders
hunched, Pedro had gone past his corner by mistake, and suddenly realizing
this, he glanced up to find himself confronting a building that had often attracted his passing attention. Jt was
before the old First Presbyterian
church, with its snow-laden trees, and
white-mounded garden, that he paused
and turned his back to the lashing
gale. Just ae he began to retrace his
steps, allowing the wind to push him,
he heard a low moan, as of some one
in pain.
The sound seemed to come from, the
front portico of the church. Going up
to the iron gate, he found it open, and
peered inside. Apparently no one was
there, and he was about to leave, when
within the dark central doorway something moved, and a gleam of white
flashed out of the gloom.
In an Instant Pedro had bounded
across the snow-filled space between
gate and door, and was kneeling on
the flagging of the vestibule, groping
about. Then something warm and
moist touched his hand, and he discovered the sufferer to be a large black
dog with a white star on bis face, who
lay as though one of his hind legs had
been crushed—perhaps by some passing automobile, earlier in the previous
day. His coat was coarse and short,
and his tail, in direct contradiction,
long and bushy, with white fringes.
Like half-moons his eyes rolled at
Pedro, and without hesitation the long
muzzle was laid into his hand. At the
touch Pedro's heart leaped.
"Good dog!" he said huskily. "What
■hall we do about It, old fellow, eh?"
The dog whined a little, and snuggled closer. Pedro pat an arm about
him.
"Come on, boy!" he said.
The dog made a pitiful effort to Tie*
and follow him, but falling, sank back
upon the steps with a whimper. Pec ro
looked about him despairingly, bat no
help was in sight. With a sigh he
stooped and lifted him into his arnu. a
by no means easy accomplishment, (or
the dog was at least half his own s'.ze,
and heavy at that.
It was a heavy task he had undertaken, and several times be was
obliged to pause and seat himself In
some doorway for a moment or two,
and before he had arrived half-way to
bis destination it began to seem to
him that be could get no farther. Then,
as he arose for a final effort, he
raised bis eyes to the building before
which he had last rested, and recognized it as Leigh's dwelling place.
Furthermore, there was a light In the
sculptor's window. With a breathless
exclamation he clambered up the steps
and pounded on the door.
It was severs! minutes before the
janitor responded, and when ha found
that he had been summoned from his
comfortable basement chamber tor the
sole purpose of admitting "that dago
boy an' a fierce old cor" he flatly refused to help in the animal's removal
to the upper regions. 80 Pedro did
it alone, and reached Leigh's door
breathless and exhausted. At his
knock, the door flew wide, revealing
Leigh, clad In an old brown dressinggown and slippers, his pipe, as usual,
banging reversed from the corner of
Us mouth.
"What the devil—" began the sculptor.
"The dog—he's badly hurt!" exclaimed Pedro excitedly. "I couldn't
carry him any farther, so I brought
him in. Let as make htm a bed by the
stove, quickly!"
"All right. Doc!" replied Leigh, gathering up sofa cushions Indiscriminately, "we'll fix him up."
lor twenty minutes they fussed over
the animal, and when they had dona
'their best for it, and it had gone to
sleep with its head upon Leigh's
roUsd-np overcoat, the two shook
hands.
"When did you get back?" asked
Pedro.
"Only tonight I went around to
your place at dinner time, but it was
socked. Where have you been?"
And then Pedro, keeping back nothing bat Iris' attitude toward himself,
gave Leigh a full account of the week's
adventures. When be had done, there
was a long silence, during which Leigh
■at staring into the fire, as though
obsessed by some idea that he was unable to shake off. When at length he
spoke, Pedro thought that the deep
voice had never bean so resonant and
(sympathetic.
"There's one thing I must get off my
■nest before I turn in tonight. I've
feeen meaning to say it and, indeed,

have started to several times, but always forgot, somehow." ,
"Well, what is It?" asked Pedro,
smiling. "I'm old enough to hear It, I
guess, eh?"
Leigh smiled up at him through a
cloud of tobacco BmoJte. "It Is the
dream of the very young to be old and
steeped in sin," said he, "even as It Is
the dream of the old to be young and
Innocent"
"A truism, not an epigram," commented Pedro. "But what is the solemn communication?"
"It's about Miss Vanderpool," replied Leigh, his smile fading. "You
see her too often, and It won't do! Are
you not aware that she Is engaged, or
as good as engaged, to the very man
who has made it possible for you to
know her. Don't do It boy, it's not
fair!"
"How would you have me act? I am
painting her."
"Don't see her at other times, then."
"Es? Not go near her? Polite,
wouldn't that be!" exclaimed Pedro,
Just for the wickedness of leading
Leigh on.
"You know what I mean," said Leigh,
and he was watching Pedro very closely ae he spoke. "When, for Instance,
do you expect to see her next?"
"Tomorrow night at the Mllligans'
masquerade," replied Pedro. "She wi}*
be there."
"Then don't go!" exclaimed Leigh.
"I hate to flatter you, Pedro, but you
are not without attractions."
Pedro lighted a cigarette.
"I think I shaft go," he said, eying
the smoke meditatively, his handsome
head cocked to one side; his eyes halfclosed, and a queer little smile playing
about his lips.
Leigh swore an oath.
"Don't be a cad!" he said shortly,
rising.
Pedro grew solemn at his tone, and
yet a wicked spark lingered In the
depths of his eyes. Going up to Leigh,
the boy placed a hand on the giant's
shoulder and stood looking up at him.
"I don't know quite what that cad
you say Is," he said; "but from the
way you speak of It, I am sure it is not
good to be one. Yet, I am going to
that party, and abnply In order to see
the Madonna lady. And in telling you
this, after what you have said about
Hill, I must beg you to believe that no
matter how often I should see her,
there would be no disloyalty in it to
my benefactor. Such treachery as you
suggest would. In my case, be absolutely Impossible, for more reasons than I
can explain, or you could possibly
guess. An affair with her Is totally
Impossible for me. Will you not believe this, amlgo tnio?"
As he spoke his face had grown
more and more grave, and at the end
he seemed struggling to hide some
deep emotion. Very seriously and Intently Leigh watched his face until he
had ceased to speak.
"Very well, I'll believe you," he
said finally, "but It's a tricky dangerous matter, and mark my words, you'll
be sorry If you run your head into her
trap; she's a charming young woman!"
"Yes!" said Pedro, "And now I
must go."
"Go!" cried Leigh in amazement.
"In this storm ? What nonsense, man!
Sleep here on the couch."
For reply Pedro seized his hat a
panicky expression blanching his face.
"No, no!" he said. "I must go!"
"But it's nearly morning!" objected,
Leigh. "Why the devil shouldn't you
stay?"
Pedro's fingers were on the latch.
Hat In hand, he flung back his answer.
"Because!" he replied and rushed
out, banging the door behind him.
For a long time Leigh sat looking at
the closed door, thinking hard, all the
lines in his face springing into prominence ss he bent upon his subject
with special concentration.
' "Because!" be repeated aloud.
"What a strange answer. Because!
Why? Why? Why?" Taking a single impulsive step toward the door he
flung his arms out before him.
Then, like a blind man who had
been suddenly given sight be staggered across the studio and flung himself upon the couch.
CHAPTER XVI.
A.Byzantine Princess.

Tired and disturbed in heart and
mind, Pedro crept wearily up the long
flights of stairs to his apartment, and,
as he paused upon the landing next to
the top, the little clock on Cassis's
mantel-shelf rang four clear silvery
notes Into the dark silence of the
musty stairway. With a sigh he commanded bis stiffened muscles for a
final effort and mounted the last remaining flight of creaking steps between him and bed. Ah, grateful
thought! It made him hurry, and
caused htm to glance eagerly toward
his goal before the top step was fairly
reached. There he paused In surprise.
A light was shining out from beneath the door! Could there be. a
burglar In the room? It would scarcely be a visitor, at such an hour, and
in any event bow could a guest have
obtained admission? It was very puz-

zling! Cautiously he crept over to the
door without making any noise, and
putting his ear to the panel, listened
intently. No sound! Whoever they
were, they were quiet enough! But
who could it possibly be? Again he
listened at the door, and at first heard
nothing but the distant roar of the
elevated cars, and the tense "audible"
silence of the sleeping tenement. Then
a faint stirring and—was it a sigh?—
came to him from within the room.
This was a sound not to be withstood,
and, very gently, he turned the doorknob, at the same time fitting in his
latch-key. Then, with a swift stealthy
movement that was like a panther's
maneuver, he opened the door a crack,
slid througb, and quickly closing It
after him, stood motionless with his
back against it. A curious scene met
his gaze.
Two old Spanish lamps that hung
from the ceiling had been lighted, and
on the hearth glowed the embers of a
dying fire. By the soft red light of
these the room took shape, and
gigantic shadows stira-ea lii the corners.
At first the apartment seemed unoccupied, but a second glance showed
this Impression to be a mistaken one,
for even as he turned toward the
couch, there wae a gentle stirring
among the cushions and one of them,
jarring a stand full of long-stemmed
roses near by, sent a shower of crimson petals fluttering over the sleeping
form of Iris herself.
"Dlos!" whispered Pedro,
For a breath or two he stood staring
down at her, and then, being careful
not to awaken her, he drew up a large
armchair to the opposite elde of the
hearth,' and dropping into It, sat regarding her Intently, his hands clasped,
about his knees, his head bowed.
That Iris had been at a ball or festivity of some sort was plain from the
gown she wore.
Her hair seemed washed with melted gold, after the manner of the ancients, and her carmine lips half parted
over the little, even white teeth, might
have been etalned with henna, so red
they were—so very red—like wounded
poppy—and her skin was so very,yery
white, yet creamy, ^too.
• "Princess of the past ages," ae rfiur*
mured softly, "your soul' shines
through the flesh of today!"
Pedro arose, and bending over her,
brushed a new-fallen petal from her
lips. And Iris awoke, looking at him
with love In her eyes.
"I knew you would come tonight"
she said smiling. "Something toM me
so!"
She held out her hands, and he assisted her to a sitting posture.
"What made you think I would be
here tonight?" he asked, his voice still
low and level. "I did not know it myself."
"I was not sure, of course!" she protested. "It was only that I felt you
might be, and I—oh! I was mad to
come, I suppose, and you will think me
. . . yet, I could not stay away.
Something seemed calling and calling
me! Are you not glad to see me? I
—qh—say you are glad, for I am so
ashamed!" She had arisen and stood
before him with downcast head.
"Why?" said Pedro.
"Ah! It you need to ask that, then
I am not ashamed!" she cried. "Tom
always understand! I knew you
would . . . that is, if you w«
here at all!"
"This time I do not quite understand. Madonna," said Pedro, "bat you
are very gracious. Will you not be
seatedV
"I was frightened when I came In
here," she confessed. "The studio Is
so vsst at night, and so full of shadows, and then, coming up the stairs
. . . that is, the unusualnsss of it
an, you know! And I have been so
worried about you!"
"But why?" he asked again. ^
"The paper that I signed I" she
laughed nervously, her fingers straying to the truant locks of his hair.
"The paper, and the mad way In which
you seized upon it Then this mysterious absence without warning. And
yet I knew you would return; my
presence here proves my faith in your
ability to win out Have you any
news?"
"Not yet," he said, thinking it best
to let Hill tell his own story in his
own time. "But tell me, Madonna lady,
is it conventional In America for young
ladies in society to go about alone at
such an hour as this?"
He was watching her intently as he
spoke, and she, wondering how Innocent the speech was, felt the hot blood
mounting to her forehead.
"No—no!" Bhe stammered, "but we
. . . surely you understand!
No
one keeps account of my coming or going, and as far as my household is concerned, I might easily be at the dance
until even later than this! Then we
are such—we have been such good
friends, surely we are different The
ordinary conventions do not concern
us."
"Don't they?" be asked softly. "Not
me, poor waif, perhaps—but you! The
world Is small and full of gossiping
tongues."
"The world is IdloUoi" she declared

tremulously. "It never believes In
friendship between men and women!"
There was a tense pause. Then he
spoke, and the words fell sharp ae
knives upon the thick emotion that she
had conjured up.
"Are we friends?"
The question held much more than
the spoken query. It was a denial, and
a challenge.
Her voice was low and vibrant as
she made her reply, her words, like
his, carrying a double meaning that
was equally apparent to them both,
under Its pretense of being matter-offact.
"I dont teel very much like a
'friend' of yours," she said.
"How do you feel, then?" he asked
gently.
"How do I feel?" she cried. "I feel
like—like this!"
And slipping from the sofa before
he could prevent her, she fell upon
her knees In front of him, and clasping
her hands as If In worship, gazed up
at him adoringly, almost touching him
ae she knelt.
"That Is how I feel," said Iris.
"Don't don't!" said Pedro in a
broken voice.
"I love you!" said Iris. "Why, you
surely know it—you must have seen
it!"
She spoke with the glad note of one
who confesses what they believe to be
the most desired of facts.
"Don't!" Pedro pleaded again.
"But why should 1 not?" she asked
radiantly. "I love you! Do you not
like to hear me say It? Does not my
having come here in this manner
prove It?"
"No!" he cried In agony, springing
to his feet as though to defend himself from something. "No, it proves
nothing of the kind. You do not, cannot love me! It 1B Impossible, Impossible. I have already told you so. Ah!
I cannot endure to have you act so!
And this is Hill's own room!"
"But I do love you I" she cried, following him. "Pedro, touch me—tell
me that you care! Kiss me, Pedro!"
"Never!" he said fiercely. "You do
not love me—you love Hill! Yes, yes,
you do, although you do not realize it
I am really nothing to you but a reaction—a pastime!"
"That Is not true!" she sobbed.
"It is!" he shrilled. "You hare loved
Hill all along! Me! Why, it Is out of
the question that you should care for
me. It is against nature! The atmosphere of the studio is what you love
here, the Informality, the careless freedom; but, me—ah! no. You love love
itself primarily, and tonight it has
mastered you. But the man whom you
love Is Hill."
"Ah, so you care nothing tor me,
after all!" she moaned. "But I am
past pride; kiss me, Pedro!"
"I will not!" he cried, retreating
from her. "I love you in my own way
—as much as I can love any woman—
but I.will not kiss youl You are mad
tonight It is the environment the
situation, not me, that has so aroused
you. You must gp home!" J
"Kiss me, Pedro," said Iris with outstretched arms.
Roughly he flung her away.
"Listen!" he commanded, "you don't
know what you are doing. You are
nothing but an infatuated little animal
tonight Yon no more love me than
you love that lamp—than the hovering
moth loves It! There Is a splendid
man who does love you, and you return his affection, although you do not
appear to be conscious of It; ; but take
warning—and open your eyes to the
fact Do so before you succeed in
singeing your wings at some such
earth-fire as you have tried to light tonight! Love is a sacred, a wonderful
thing, and It comes to us but once."
But she had not been listening.
"Kiss me!" said she.
"No!" cried Pedro.
"Touch me, then!" she cried wildly.
"Take my hand—anything! I am mad
for the touch of your hand!"
"Will you not listen to reason?" he
Implored. "I cannot endure that you
should belittle yourself so! I cannot
love you as you wish, and again I repeat, you do not love me."
She gasped a little, and then came
to him swaylngly, and placed ber
hands upon his shoulders.
"I do not care!" she breathed. "You
may not love me—but I love youl"
Silence. Then—
"It is impossible!" he ejaculated.
Another short pause.
"Why did you lead me on to speak T"
she demanded, a note of anger creeping into her voice.
"Because I knew It had to come. The
sooner the matter was explained the
better," he answered.
"But you are making no explanation,"
she
complained
tenderly.
"Come! I shall not let yon go until
you do!"
And she slid her hands down to hie,
gripping them tightly.
"I cannot!"
"But you shall!" she Insisted. "What
is this mysterious reason why you cannot love me—why Is it Impossible?
Tell It to me! I will prove to you
that It is a mere phantom! For despite what you say I know that I mean
a great deal to you, I see it in your

eyes! Only tell me what It Is and I
will prove that this monstrous difficulty can be overcome!"
"I cannot tell you," said Pedro wearily, "and even If I did, you would be
helpless to alter it"
A sudden alarm blanched her face.
"You love another woman?" she
whispered.
"I love no other woman," he told
her.
She drew a deep sigh of relief
"Ah! then It can be overcome!" she
said. "Tell me, what Is it?"
"I cannot tell."
"You must!"
"I will not It is my seoret!"
"I will keep It!"
"You would Intend to, I know, but
I dare trust no one."
"This 1B unfair to me!" cried Iris.
"You torture me, and yet you give me
no reason for doing eo."
Pedro drew a long breath. If it was
unfair to her, why then . . ■
"I will tell you," be said unhappily.
The world was very still. At last
he raised his head and looked at her
with great unhappy eyes that reproached her for the tribute she exacted. Then his lips formed words
that refused to make themselves
heard. He ran his red tongue out to
moisten them. Then he. tried again.
"It Is because I am not a man!" he
articulated.
"Not a man!" she gaBped. "God In
heaven, what do you mean?"
"That I am a girl," Bald Pedro, miserably.
CHAPTER XVII.
Plots.

Now on the evening of that day
upon which Pedro first learned of
Hill's disappearance, and shutting the
studio door behind him, sallied forth
In the wake of the anxious Gunevlere,
the ground floor of the Muldoon place
house served to stage a curious scene.
It was past eight o'clock when the
first actor appeared, and, entering the
large, old-fashioned parlor, proceeded
to light the lamp upon the center
table. It was Rowe, or Rlcardo Valdez himself, and the anxious manner
In which he glanced at the clock betrayed the fact that he was expecting
the arrival of some one. After he had
settled the light to his satisfaction he
went to a small safe that occupied one
corner of the room, and taking a key
from his watcbchaln, worked the combination, and presently swung open
the heavy door.
He knelt before the open safe, and
extracting a little packet of officiallooking documents, proceeded to compare one of them with another which
he took from his breast pocket. The
comparison seemed to satisfy him, for
presently he put all back In their
pigeonhole, including that which he
had been carrying, and then looked
at the clock'agaln. It still wanted a
moment or two to the hour of his appointment, and he utilized these to
place in security a considerable sum
of money In bank notes. < Then the
doorbell tinkled, and, hastily locking
the safe, he arose to answer the summons.
The man who stood, hat In hand, at
the entrance was none other than he
who, In disguise of a wayfarer, bad attempted to rob Iris on the lonely road
that autumn day, long past. Now he
was shaved, garbed In the Inconspicuous clothing of respectability, and it
would have taken a second glance to
tell the chance observer that the face
was untrustworthy.
Rowe made a
welcoming gesture, and the man
stepped In, laying aside his outer garments.
"I am the first I Bee." Bald he in the
same language. "Why do we meet
here? Is It sate?"
"Hill may be missed," explained
Rowe, "and we are certainly being
watched. Consequently this place Is
safer than any other. To all appearances It will merely be an evening
party. Any news?"
"YeB," Bald the other, "I have something for you."
"Give it to me before the others
come," said Rowe nervously. "It is
from Venezuela, of course."
"Certainly!" said the other, "and
fortunate It is for you, my friend, that
I am In the employ of the post office of
the United States. Otherwise It Is
scarcely likely that the millionaire asphalt contractor's greetings from the
Venezuelan government would come
Into your hands."
"You are well paid," retorted Rowe,
"and In the future you shall be paid
even better, but of that later. Let me
see what they say. Of late It has been
very difficult to alter the communications In such a way as to render them
sufficiently antipathetic.
They are
growing rather friendly toward him,
and on several occaslona I have been
obliged to suppress letters entirely.
That one which you allowed to reach
him was nearly fatal to our plans."
"But you repaired the damage!"
"With infinite risk and pains!" retorted Rowe. "Although I have opened
and altered so many epistles both of
his and theirs and have become pretty
expert You must remember that the
man we are dealing with at this end,
at least, is no fooL" 1
"Yes, Vanderpool is no fool!" agreed
the man.
"Hush! No names; I beg!" warned
Rowe, "and lower your voice, my
friend." Than he continued In a more
composed tone. "It is essential that
he should go on believing that we are
necessary to his success. Once he discovered that the Venezuela secretary
of commerce would be willing to treat
with him direct, we should lose our
bold upon him, and, with him, our
chances of improving our fortunes!
But come, let us »«e your latest find I"
The man fished for a moment In the
inside pocket of bis coat, and than

brought out a letter similar in appearance to those that Rowe had concealed)
In the safe. The latter took It eagerly,
and examined the seal. Then, going*
to the alcove, where a number of
dishes and arrangements for light
housekeeping were stowed, he lighted)
an alcohol burner of great power.
After heating a small Instrument In*
the almost Invisible flame, he skilfully
removed the seal and fa another moment the letter lay open before him.
As he read; the crease between hlal
eyes deepened. Then his face cleared.,
"This will give little trouble!" he*
exclaimed. " 'Can' must be changed to»
'cannot' and there la plenty of Bpacei
In which to do so. Then It will appearto our patron that the Hon. Don Juanj
del Costa cannot agree to do as he.
Is asked in the little matter of bringing the asphalt question before the<
government! Well, tomorrow will doi
for that! The envelope has not been*
stamped at this end, I see."
"Of course not!" said the others
"Who Is that?"
A second time the bell tinkled, and)
Rowe put the letter in his breast care-,
fully preserving Its fastenings.
"It must be Casablanca and that _
captain," he replied. "Do you admit!
them!"
The postal employe did as he waai
bid, and in another moment there entered two men, both Latin in type, one>
of them being the little officer whom *
Hill had seen aboard the ship, and the.
other, a larger man, who was the vessel's captain. At sight of Rowe they
bowed politely, a courtesy that was.
returned with all possible formality,
and then, the four having drawn,
chairs up about the center table, the.
captain turned a swarthy face upon,
his host and put a question.
"Senor Valdez," he began, "I presume that something of vital Import 4
has moved you to summon us here to- /
night?"
"You are correct in your surmise,"
replied Rowe, and we shall come toj .
the point without delay."
The captain looked about him in surprise.
"But Vanderpool, he is not here!'"
he commented.
"No, for a reason that is of the best,"
declared Rowe, "and Senor Captain, Ti
beg that we do not use the name—It
Is more dlecreet."
"Ah!" replied the man addressed..
"Then It is some matter of which Mr.
the gentleman Is to have noknowledge?"
"You anticipate my meaning exactly," said Rowe.
"Well, then, what is it?" asked the*
man who had arrived first.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

HAS NOVEL USE FOR RUBBER:
Italian Surgeon Has Brought About
Perfect Fusion of That Substance snd Human Tissue.

Rubber has many uses, even to repairing the human body externally.
The great Italian surgeon FieBchU
conceived the idea of using porousrubber in the form of fine sponge,,
counting upon the affinity betweem
it and human tissue to bring about a.
perfect fusion.
Doctor Fieschl called this "nuovat
carne," or "new flesh." He experimented with It upon animals before,
he tried It on his patients. He Inserted bits of sterilized rubber sponge.
In various parts ot the bodleSTof dog*
and rabbits and found that In a very
short time they were not only en1veloped, but thoroughly penetrated!
by granular, tissue without any Inflammation, suppuration or other ill
effects.
Having thus proved Its value. Doctor Fieschl used the porous rubber in,
healing two large wounds resulting:
from the reduction of hernias. Heinserted It where It would be most
efficacious In strengthening the muBcular walls, that retain the internal
organs. The wounds healed without
complication.
A year after the operation an X-ray
examination revealed the rubber still
in place and apparently become an.
Integral part of the tissues.
Shape of the Earth.
On the earth and on Mars the oceans
dominate the austral hemisphere. This
fact may be attributed to the translation of these two planets In a southnorth direction' across the primitivenebula. The rotation so set up would
result In the production of cold currents which might cause the temperature to become Inferior to 364 degrees,
the critical temperature of water, and
the currents would be such as to cause
the condensation of the oceans to be
produced round the south pole, and todetermine that the direction ot the ,
currents should he toward the equator,
which explains the pointed form of the.
austral continents. The theoretical
calculation of the velocities of these
currents, and the amount of solid matter transported by them is verified by
direct measurement. Thus, 2,000
meters beneath the surface of the sea
the magnitude of the oceans Is constant on ths parallels of the austral
hemisphere, and the magnitude of the
continents is constant on ths parallels
ot the boreal hemisphere—Scientific;
American.
Life's Many Partslife that is not a madness, an obsession, Is a mosaic made up ot many
parts. There's a bit of the blue of
true love, there's the white of an unstained ideal, the rose color of a favorite pastime. In the normal lite
there Is present the gray of duty, the
sparse crimson of an occasional vivifying joy, and a bit of gold. The bit of
gold Is relatively a small part. If the
mosaic were all gold It would not be a
work of art, but a cubist painter's portrayal ot dollar madness,—Exchange.
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setts In attempting to extirpate the parts. General depression in business from Rome credited to a messenger
The flames were discovered by WilBEATEN OFF BY GERMANS.
have you always been kind to m?
-foot and mouth disease appraised up conditions is declared to be the cause from Vienna. The movement for .the
bur Fleming, a watchman, who grabpet?
to Dee. 12 at *iq6.820.75 by federal of the move and as a result a large separation of Hungary from Austria
bed an extinguisher.
Chorus—Yes!
*
Berlin, (via wireless to London.)—
*nd state appraisers. To each owner force will be laid off.
As he started to spray the flames
and Germany to facilitate the concluLittle Carl (blurting out)—And ha)
In the commonwealth whose cattle
No definite Idea could be given when sion of peace with Russia Is said to The official statement Issued by the the extinguisher exploded, shattering can swim, now, too!—Fliegende Blast*r livestock was destroyed a docu- the company proposes to resume the be gaining adherents rapidly. Sev- German army headquarters says:
a lighted lamp that hung over the
ment was presented, drawn up and manufacture of Us cars. All winter eral divisions of the Austrian army
"Some of the enemy's ships, accom- news stand. The blazing oil set fire ter.
prepared by yon as commissioner and It has been working below its normal are reported surrounded in the moun- panied by torpedo boats, appeared off to the papers on the stand, and when
Put to the Test
1
signed by each owner promising cong capacity in preparing Its product for tains.
Westende (Belgium), without firing. the fire apparatus arrived the flames
His Daughter's Beau—Ye», Tin a Bo-'
pensatlon.
the 1915 market. It has two plants
"On the whole of the western front were beyond control.
Eighteen fire companies from Cam- claliBt I believe that those who gat
"This agreement or bill of sale one here and the other in East Spring- ZIGZAG FIGHTING IN ALSACE,
artillery fights took place. An Infantry
the benefit from the labor should bo
was issued and presented to various field, but a retrenchment program has
SAY BOTH PARIS AND BERLIN. attack by the enemy followed to the den. assisted by three Philadelphia made to perform the labor.
-farmers and owners of> cattle without been in effect since September. Ofnorth of St. Menehould (In the Ar- flreboats and companies from PhiladelThe Old Man—Fine! You might be«ny legal authority whatever.
The ficials of the company are reticent in
London.—The French War Office an- gonne Forest). It was beaten off with phia, arrived for help, but the flames, gin by setting up the parlor stove for
fanned by a strong wind, spread rapidattorney-general was never consulted discussing the announcement, but de- nounces that the Germans have been severe losses to the French."
the
winter.—Town Topics.
ly southward, sweeping for six squares
as to Its legality, and It was never clare the company, having completed driven from Stelnbach in Alsace and
and destroying the five-story building
submitted to the Governor and coun- Its product for the coming season, that French troops hold the German GERMAN SUBMARINE BOAT
Delicate Point
of the C. B. Cole Lumber Company
cil for their approval and consent. proposes to confine its activities for defensive positions west of Cernay
SANK THE FORMIDABLE. and seven lumber Sheds, besides the
"There are ladles on the Jury.'
The law of the state expressly gave the present solely In the manufacture (Sennheim). This Is a material ad"They ought to favor a lady
Dlologue ship yard.
you authority to kill any cattle af- of parts.
vance in the Alsatian operations. StelnThe fire was the worst by far that ant"
Berlin.—An official announcement
fected with a contagious disease of
bach has been the scene of house to
made public through the German Offi- has occurred in this city in years, and
TECH GETS $750,000.
any kind without compensation.
house fighting for several days.
The average boarding house
at the emergency hospital which was
"The issuing of sueh a bill of sale
The German War Office describes cial Press Bureau says: "A German
-was not only without legal authority, Supreme Court Decides Against Con- the desperate fighting in upper Alsace, submarine boat reports by wireless to established near the burning area the is a great help to the dentist
physicians attended over 126 firemen
tut a deception practised upon every
and admits the loss of the defensive the Admiralty in Berlin that It has who were overcome or Injured when
testants. 8TICK TO IT .
person who signed such certificate.
positions near Cernay. It is announ- torpedoed and sunk in the English
,
Until Coffee Hits You Hard.
Channel off Plymouth the British bat- fighting the flames.
As commissioner you knew you had
Boston—The contest of the will ot ced thaat the French have taken the
no funds at your disposal to make Charles H. Pratt,
Boston lawyer, heights around Stelnbach, but it is as- tleship Formidable. The submarine SEVENTY JAP PICTURE BRIDES.
It is about as well to advise peopto
the payments promised to these own- which left $780,000 to the Massachu- serted that the battle for possession was pursued bp British destroyera, but
to stick to coffee until they got nil
escaped undamaged."
ers. You can only have one excuse setts Institute of technology to found of the village continues.
Each Is Tagged and Numbered to Be hard enough so that they will never
lor acting as 'you did, '.ad that Is that the "Pratt School of Naval ArchitectA writer in the London Dally ExClaimed by Husband*.
forget their experience.
you hoped to persuade the Legisla- ure and Marine Engineering," taken press makes a violent attack upon aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiipiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiwiiini
San Francisco. — Seventy picture
A woman write* and her letter la
ture of 1916 to carry out the course for the second ttmerto the full bench Viscount Haldane, the Lord High
brides from Japan arrived here on the condensed to give the tact* in a short
-which you pursued without authority. of the supreme court within a year, Chancellor, asserting that he is friend- I PITH OF THE
liner Shinyo Maru to meet bride- space:
"The result of your method has in a hope of reopening the whole ly to the Germans, and opposed to
grooms they have never seen. Fifty
"I was a coffee slave and stuck to It
WAR NEWS
caused ihe pledging of the name and fight, has been finally-decided against British Interests In the war. It was
more arrived within the past week on like a toper to hi* 'cup*,' notwithstandthe credit of the commonwealth to va- the contestants by that tribunal.
announced In London recently that iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiml other steamships.
ing
I frequently had severe attacks of
rious persons within the state to the
In a rescript of Sept. 14 laBt the Lord Haldane would probaly resign A wireless dispatch received in LonUntil the husbands claim them the sick headache; then I used more cofamount of $63,410,37 up to Dec. 12.
court ordered the executors within 60 his position.
don from Berlin says that the Dar- brides are housed on Angel Island, fee to relieve the headache, and this
"The commission on economy and days to file a motion In the supreme
The Russian General Staff announdanelles fortresses have begun a the United States detention station. was well enough until the coffee afefficiency, after investigation, report court of this country for permission to ces that the operations in central PolIn the eyes of the Japanese law and_
bombardment of the blockading Anfect wore off.
that the appraisals' made by your amend the petition for allowance of and continue without change; that the
for the purposes of the Immigration ofglo-French fleets.
"Finally attacks of rheumatism bedepartment were In excess of the as- the will by striking out from the will Germans, after a slight success at From the Belgian coast to the Swiss ficers, the brides have been married.
gan to appear, and ultimately the
sessed valuation of the cattle killed, the signature of the testator situated Bolimow, have been beaten back, and
border the troops are engaged In There have been exchanges of photo- whole nervous system began to break
and that no detailed or other docu- on the last page and at the end of that the rout of the Austrians In Galishelling ths opposite trenches or try- graphs, approval *y the heads of the down and I was fast becoming at
mentary evidence of the value of the the document, otherwise the excep- cia is complete. Russian troops have
ing to sap and mine them. Only at contracting families and a formal deproperty other than livestock destroy- tions of the contestants to the Jury taken Sutchada, two-thirds of a mile
Isolated points has the infantry claration of Intention, in writing, be"After a time I was Induced to quti
«d was collected and preserved.
trial to be sustained." The Jury had from the Austro-Rumanian frontier. «, been employed.
fore a Japanese official.
"The appraiser selected by you was answered that Pratfs signature on The Germans have nude a number of (treat Interest attaches to the operaThe brides come tagged and num- coffee and take up Postum. This waa
half
a year ago. The result has boa*
your own partner in private business, the margin of the fifth page of the night attacks and the fighting is still
tions of the French In Upper Alsace. bered, are correctly awarded to the
most satisfactory.
and his compensation was fixed at will was its legal signature and that extremely violent.
The capture of Stelnbach was ac- right husbands and then usually are
"The rheumatism 1* gone entirely,
Both Rustan and Turkish official
110 per diem.
the signature at the end was added!
complished after long foot-towoot taken In hand by the Japanese Assonerve* practically well and steady, distatements claim advantage In the
"There Is no provision for payment afterwardsfighting
and
repeated
bayonet ciation, which escorts them to the
gestion almost perfect, never nave salt
fighting near Kars, on the Russian side
of the full value of cattle killed. The
charges, as the Germans had strong- Marriage License Bureau, after which
more sick headaches and ass gaining
of the Caucasian frontier. Russia says
maximum fixed In such cases is *■>
Wellesley's Fund Raised.
a religious service is held.
ly Intrenched themselves.
steadily In weight and strength."
for tubercular cattle and $50 for
Boston— Wellesley-B $2,000,000 re- the battle ot Sari Kamysh Is still on, The taking of Stelnbach, an Alsatian
Name given by Postum Co., *
glandular animals. The
appraisal storatlon and endowment fund, $lr
town on the heights between Thann ASKS U. 8. TO AID PRISONERS.
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to WaffM
NEW BALKAN WAR LOOMS.
made by your department appraised 250,000 of which had been secured
and Sennheim, by the French, after
the value of these cattle from a min- before Jan. 1 in order to clajm the
a three days' hand-to-hand fighting Austria Declares Her Soldiers Are ville," to pkes.
Postum conies la two form*:
Suffering In Siberia.
imum ot (49 to a maximum of 189."
from street to street, was admitted
$750,000 offered by the Rockefeller Steps to Secure Bulgarian Neutrality
Regular Postum — nut be
, .
Not Successful.
Washington.—Protest against the
by the official German Press Bureau
Foundation, has been raised.
London. —The persevering steps
treatment of Austro Hungarian prison- boiled. 15c and 26c park»tss
Bishop Lawrence, president of the
In Berlin.
"Aunt Delia" Gives Tract To Mlllbury.
which have been taken to bring about The mouthpiece of the War Office In ers of war by the Russian authorities
Instant Poatum — hi a soluble powMillbury—Miss Delia C. Torrey, trustees of the college has announced an understanding between the ChrisBerlin -aaya that the French won a was made to the State Department by der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
1
that
the
fund
is
secure
"if
pledges
aunt of former President William H.
tian Balkan Stales, with the Idea of
The United In a cup of hot water and, with creasa
victory west of Sennheim, where the Austrian embassy.
Taft,* announced the gift to the town and promises now out-Btanding are securing the neutrality of Bulgaria,
General Joffre's troops took posses- States was asked to endeavor to bring and sugar, make* a dellclou* beverof a large Iract of land as the site duly received."
apparently have not met,with comsion of the heights, an Important about better conditions In the. prison age Instantly. 30c and 50e Una
This means that $40,000 which has
for a proposed Carnegie library that
plete success, according to dispatches
The cost per eat of ssth kind* Is
strategic point.
From here, how- camps. The prisoners in question are
is to oost about $10,900. The land la been tacking and to raise which alum- reoeived In London from the near
ever, the French were again driven held in Siberia. It Is alleged by the about the same.
nae
all
over
the
connrty
have
been
given to Millbury on- condition that
eaBtern capitals, and Greece, Servla
"There'* a Reason" for 1
out at nn enormous cost In lives Austrian government that the prisonthe municipally raise $1000 a year for working with redoubled efforts, has and Rumania are preparing tor evenIff <
ers are being fed only every other day.
on both sides.
been
pledged.
maintenance.
tualities.
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FARMERS TO UNITE.

Mr? Margaret Srhollard,.MyTick street. Big Mass Meeting arranged for Saturi« visitiiiL' in Worcester.
' day in Worcester to formally launch
the active work of the County
AlvaKikt* liarventwl ice on Lake WickImprovement League.
aboag. Monday, 14 inoliea thick.

WORTH BROOKFIBLD.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 8, IBIS.

Continued from opposite page.

MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
M. 8.46- East and West.
9.30--WeBt.
F. M, 12.45—East and West.
2.00—West
4.60—East.
7.05—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.45—Eastand West.
11.30— East and West.
P.M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Mails for East Brooktleld are despatched at
6 46A. M., 11.30 A- M. and 1 P. M. Malls from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. ana
B.401>. M.
Paokage malls are despatched twice daily as
fo»ow«?-11.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery is closed at S.15
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will lie :-6 30 A. M.tolP. M.
Holidays, 030 to 9.30 A. M. and 5 to 0 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
• PAUL M. KEANET, Asst.
A.

Patriotic Societies Instul.

Although possessed of limited lodgej room quarters on the top floor of the
j Adams' block, the allied patriotic socieWalter K. Sibley, Springfield, spent
What the officials of the Worcester
ties are glad to welcome in their friends
Sunday with hi* iiurenls i n Myvick St.
I County Improvement League and Alfalfa
as far as possible, and on Thursday evenMr-ll.i™ I*. Dodge. Saratoga Springs, Club believe will be the greatest meeting
ing their cosey hall was literally packed
M the gu.*t ui Mrs Orilla M. Gladding, in the interests of agriculture ever held
with members and guests. Among the
in Worcester County will take place in
full of life and action, filled with the 1
Cottage Btrwt.
latter were—Rev. Mr Budd, P■-. Mr
fire of fine inspiration and followed 1
j Worcester on Saturday to foraierlly open
Charlton, Mrs R. M. D. Adams, Supt. of
Mr and Mrs Francis Taylor, L n_ Mill,
by
250 short stories of adyenture, |
the active county word of the Farm BuSchools H. H. Pratt, Principal Sibley
will make
have as guests, Mr ami Mrs < ■ < rgr i'. j reatt, wliich has been placed in charge of
and Mrs Sibley, Mr H. J. Lawrence and
Carver, Boston.
I ChurlegMJ. White of L'xbridge. a gradu1
Jliss Law.renee. After the installation of
Warren Gould spent the week-end with -ate of M.X.U. and endorsed hy'tlie* I'.
the the three sets of officers, the W. R.
his grand-parents Mr and Mrs William S. department of agriculture. '
C, (the S. of V., and the G. A. R., as
This meetingswill take place at hotel
J. (Sould. Centra) street.
given below, there were short speeches
]
Bancroft
and
in
addition
to
the
300
odd
Mr and Mrs Everttt B. Byles, Norwich,
by Rev. A. W. Budd, Rev. Dr. Charlton
and Supt. Pratt. Then sandwiches, cake
Ct., are guests of Mr and Mrs Charles E. ! members of the League through ut WorThen the Family Page, a rare Editorial Page, Boys' Page,
j cester County, invitations have been exanil coffee were served.
Chapman, Chapman Ave.
Girls' Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of fun," Articles of
, tended to the members of Worcester
The
officers
of
the
Woman's
Relief
Travel, Science, Education. From the best minds to the best
Miss Gertrude Rand, Springfield, visit- Chamber of Commerce, similar organizaCorps were first installed by Mrs Gilbert
minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
ed her sister, Mrs Ueorge A. Johnson, tions in other towns, granges and agriT. Webber, with Mrs Georgia Bigelow as
in the home. There is no age
Central street, on Sunday.
cultural organizations in the county, in
conductor. The work was admirably
CUT THIS OUT
limit to enthusiasm -for The
order
that
every
farmer
and
every
busiThe'pnpils of the School street building
and send it (or name of this paper)
done, although the limited space preYouth's Companion.
with $2.00 for The COMPANION
enjoyed a sleigh ride to Ware, Tuesday ness man, may be reached and urged to
vented its full beauty being seen. The
for 1915, and we will send
be
present,
it
is
expected
that
at
least
52 Times a Year
night, in charge of their teachers.
officers are:—President, Mrs Katharine
rIS.CE. PANION for the
500 will attend.
— not 12.
Tucker; Senior vice president, Mrs Julia
Miss Kachel Olmsiead, West Main
-weeks of 1914.
A dinner will he served at 12.30 o'clock
Gleason; Junior vice president, Mrs NelFRFF THE COMPANION HOME
street, entertained Miss Dorothy Biggins, after which some of the most prominent
Send to-day to The Youth's ComI r\.I_,C CALENDAR
f„r IfilK
CALENDAR
for
1915.
lie Johnson; Treasurer, Mrs Carrie Sarpanion, Boston, Mass., for
Bath, Me., during the past week.
THF1SI Thc- 52 Weekly U.ue. of
authorities on agriculture will show (he
gent; Chaplain, Mrs Vinnie ;Gilbert;
'""' THE COMPANION far MIS.
THREE CURRENT ISSUES - FREF
Mr and Mrs John A. Daley, Mechanic audience why organizations like the ImConductor, Mrs Fannie Stone; Guard,
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE
street, an- entertaining Mrs George P. provement League are of real ratue to
Mrs Mary Jean; Secretary, Mrs Minnie
LeLacheur and daughter, Ruth, of Med- every imhViiltful farmer and at the same
Melvin ■„ Assistant Conductor, Miss Maritime create better farming ami better livford.
on Tucker; Assistant Guard, Mrs Anna
Sound Advice.
Tempt the appetite,
Wright; Color Bearers, No. 1, Mrs Anna
The next sewing meeting of the Social ing conditions wherever they are located.
Treat your friends as you do your
Among
these
will
be
Prof,
L.
A.
Clinton
please
the
taste
and
Abbott; No..2, Mrs Minnie Burklll; No. I
and Charitable society will be at the
bank account. Don't be reckless with
nourish the body.
3, Mrs Mary Leach; No. 4, Mrs Margaret
home of Mrs Edward M. Houghton on of the I*. S. departmentol agriculture;
them just because you've got them.—
Crisp, clean and fresh.
E. E. Chapman, Master of the state
CREW
OF
WRECKED VESSEL Detroit Free Press.
Drake;
Patriotic
Instructor,
Mrs
Auriga
the 1Mb.
5 cents.
Grange; President K. I.. Flutterficld of
MADE PORT IN SAFETY.
Woods; Press Correspondent, Mrs Viola |
Robert A. Edson, son of Mr and drs Agricultural college: Stan- leader of exOrmsby; Musician, Miss Carrie Bullard. j
Literal Inquiry.
Charles!>'M. Edson, returned.to Mon- tension work, W. D. Ilnr.l; state secreGeorge Edwards as installing officer for j
"Posterity will recognize me," said
treal, Monday, to resume his studies in tary of agriculture, Wilfred Wheeler;
the Sons of Veterans, gave the charge of Half Frozen, With Little Food, and the self-conscious man. "Surely," reMcGill University.
Secretary John H. Scheuerlc of HanipMenaced by School of Whales,
office to the following:—Commander,
plied Miss Cayenne, "you don't InRound, thin, tender—
Luckhardt 01 instead has returned to den' County Improvement League and
tend to provide in your will for having
Survivors Live to Tell
jl C. Converse; S, V., D. C. Reed; J.
with a delightful flavor
the Choate school for boys, Wallingford. representatives of the the various New
yourself
put through a process ot
the Stcry.
V., H. W. Bemis; Chaplain, A. H.
—appropriate for lunchmummification?"
Ct. Paul Hazen has returned to Cush- England Railroads.
Doane;Sec'y, C. H. Johnson; Treas'r,
eon, tea and dinner,
The annual meeting of the League will
ing academy, Ashburnham.
George Lane; Color Bearer, J. H. RusHow the officers and crew of the
10 cents.
preceed this "get-together" meeting and
That's a Hard Call.
sell; Guide F. E. Conger; Musician, G. American revenue cutter Tahoma,
Carlton D. Richardson went to North in addition to electing officers for 1015
The married man who hasn't anywhich
sank
late
in
September
after
R.
Doanej
Inner
Guard,
Milo
Childs;
Brookfield Thursday night to install the the members will vote on the proposition
thing running' around his house but a
Outer Guard, F. R. Berry; Patriotic In- hitting an uncharted reef in the frozen fence is always the lad who doesn't
offlcerB-elect of the Grange.
He was of changing the name to the Worcester
Aleutian iBlands, fought for life for
tructor,
R.
Hatch.
Camp
Council,
A.
assisted by Mrs Richardson.
like the way the fool neighbors raias
County Farm Bureau, a suggestion from
H. Doane, G. R. Doaneand F. R. Berry. five days in open boats In a heavy their children.—Cumberland Press.
Barnes Moller, who has been staying the U. S.. department of agriculture,
The following officers of Post 51, sea, escaped a school of six whales and
with his grandmother, Mrs Maria Barnes, which wants to standardize the names of
finally survived with no food except
G. A. R., were installed by Allen Jones
Made of the finest
Impervious to X-Rsys.
parrot soup, is recounted in letters rereturned with his mother, Mrs Pehr Mol- these organizations in all parts of the
Silk fabric, heavily Impregnated
of West Brookfield:—Commander, Geo. ceived by friends of the party at
ingredients.
Baked
ler, to Buffalo on Wednesday.
country. The government's suggestion
with lead and tin salts, is being made
R. Spooner; Senior Vice Commander. Washington.
to perfection. The
The Y. P. 8. C. E. of the Congrega- will be undoubtedly accepted as it has
Alphonse Woodcock; Junior Vice Com..
national strength
All the 85 survivors, including the In France for making X-ray proof
tional church enjoyed a social Monday appropriated $1200 to assist in demongarments
for doctors.
Gilbert Webber; Adj , Lowell Beck- officers and crew of the Tahoma and
food, IQ cents.
night «t the home of their president, Ar- stration work in Worcester county.
with; Quartermaster, Henry A. White- a party of natives who were aboard
thur H. Brigham, Cottage street.
Developing Algerian Iron Mines.
ley; Surgeon, Chas. .H. Deyo; Chaplain, when the cutter began to sink, underBuy biscuit baked by
OAKHAM.
More than four million tons of or*
Suraner Holmes; Officer of^Day, Einraons went almost Indescribable hardships
Earl Edson, Cottage street, son of Mr
B. Corbin; Officer of Guard, Michael before they were picked up by the a year are expected to be exported
and Mrs Charles O'M. Edson, is recoverBirths, Marriages and Deaths.
NATIONAL BISCUIT
from iron mines in Algeria by French
McNamara; S. M., H. O. Bemis; Q. M. steamship Cordova.
ing from an operation for appendicitis,
As soon as the. officers found that capitalists who have obtained concesSgt., Alden J. Gilbert.
performed in city hospital, Worcester.
COMPANY
-■The births were: —
sions
after more than ten years of
the cutter could not be saved'all those
West Brookfield fire department en. Jan. 31, a daughter to Oscar T. and Ida
Always look for that Name.
on board set out in six open boats. effort.
joyed a turkey supper at Ye Olde Tavern, C. Loring; Feb. 12, a son to Wallace H.
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH They remained close by the Tahoma
Untaken Pills Did the Work.
until she sank, 24 hours after hitting
Saturday night. The Reds were enter- and Mary E. Riley; May 3, a son to
DRESSMAKING
Fabius
W.
and
Rhoda
L.
Beck
with;
May
A Worcester man told several of
the reef. Then they started out to try
tained by the Greens, whom they de
his
friends
that he had the best cure
to
find
land.
Five
of
the
boats
suc28,
a
daughter
to
Mitze
and
Edith
M.
feated in a recent pitch tournament.
II Prospect St.
North Brookfield ceeded In reaching the Island of Agat- for pleurisy yet known. He said that
George; May 29, a son to William H.
NEW
BRAINTREE.
The following people united with the and Louise H. Harris; June 4, a daughtu, one of the Aleutian chain. The a doctor had given him a box of pills
27
Congregational church lastSunday:—Mrs ter to Mitchell and Georgiana Messier;
and Instructed him to take them at
other remained at sea until rescued.
Myron A. Richardson, Misses Florence July 3, a daughter, to Oliver W. and Etta
So crowded were the members of certain intervals, but he had repeatedJ. H. Titus fell onlthe ice and injured
ENGRAVED CALLING CARD* the party in the open boats that they ly forgotten to take them. Tet he \
Richardson, Myrle Dodge, Freeda Huyck S. Wilkins; Nov. 19, a son to Elmer F. his back.
could not sit down or sleep. The feet said that their effect was so powerful ,,
Marion Chesson; H. Ray Cliesson, Arthur and Etta H. Willard; Nov. 26, a son to
Many of the farmers have harvested
DM SCRIPT OR
of every one was frozen or swollen that they effected a cure by simply/
H. Brigham and Ellsworth Galvin.
Clayton C. and Eva S. Adams.
their ice.
frightfully after the five days at sea. remaining in his pocket. He seriousThe Literary society began its year's
The marriages were as.follows : —
ENGLISH TEXT
_
The boat commanded by First Lieut. ly offered" to lend them to his friends
D. 0. Wetherell is recuperating from a
work at the home of their secretary, Mrs April 29, Mr Raymond Cilley to Mise AlT. M. Malloy of the revenue cutter to be used in a similar way It they
severe
cold.
H. J. Lawrence North Brookfielo service attracted a school of whales were troubled.—Boaton Olobe.
Cora E. Foster, Mechanic street, Thurs- thea E. Russell; July 30, Mr Henry W.
day afternoon. The topic was "A Men- Grimes to Miss Evelyn May Clifford;
The whales started to follow the boat
Mrs Abbie J. Lane is visiting Mr and
tor afternoon." The study for the year Aug. 1, Mr Archibald L. Daniels to Miss Mrs Charles S. Lane.
at night when they saw the lights. One
ARTISTIC
MONUMENTS
will be "Travel in the United States."
of the whales—there were six—got so
To tee the Latest Models of
Martha B. Malcolm; Oct. 5, Mr Edwin
Miss Annie Dailey has returned to her
close that it touched the boat.
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
The ladies of Sacred Heart parish will Bullard to Mrs Florence A. Cole; Sept. school at Turners Falls.
Lieutenant Malloy, fearful that the
condut a military whist party in the town 28, Mr George H. Lackey to Miss MarIn all kinds of
whales would attack the boat, gave
Miss Eunice France has returned to her
hall, on the night of Jan. 14, Under the jorie Edson j Oct. 10, Mr Ralph I. Danstrict orders that no one should shoot.
school at West Mansfield.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
direction of Miss Euby Day of Worces- iels to Miss Leone Boyd; Nov. 16, Mr
CORSETS
The whales appeared to be playful
Mr and Mis Milton Hall of Gardner C A. RISLEYj&J COMPANY and made no effort to harm the occuter. The committee on arrangements in- George H. Baldwin to Miss Blanche A.
Or have them brought to your home
pants.
cludes Mrs Otto B, Olmstead, Mrs^Mary Bemis; Dec. 11, Mr Clarence L. Grimes are visiting relatives in town.
by sendingr word to
*** .-*V •••
Telephone
West Brookfield.
Because of the crowded conditions
E. Murphy, Misses Mary E. Madden, to Miss Jennie W. Stevens; Dec. 12, Mr
Miss C. W. Titus is acting librarian
Gardner
M.
Dean
to
Mrs
Susan
E.
Willis.
and
the
heavy
sea
little
food
could
Jennie A. Mullen, Agues Gallivan, ElizaMRS. B. C. GRAVES,
the absence of Miss C. F. Bush.
be taken Into the small boats. On the
The deaths were : —
beth and (Catherine Madden.
Representative for the Urookfields,
Misses Annie and Edith Frohloff have COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS day before they sighted land the raJan. 29, Mrs Mary White, 70; April 2,
Probate Coun tions had to be cut down to one sauThe annual meeting of the Mission Omer D Tottingham, 65; April 5, Mrs gone to work in the hat factory in Frarn- Worcester as.
Telephone 26-13,
To
the
helm
at
law,
next
of
kin,
and
all
other
Study class was held at the hotne of Mrs Lilian C. Rutherford, 42; April 11, Mrs ingham.
persons Interested in ihe estate of Frances T sage, one cracker and one cupful of
NORTIT BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
Blanuhard, late of North Brookfield, in said water for each person.
Louisa J. Combs, High street, Friday af- AliceS. Ferrin, 38; Aug. 11, Miss Laura
County, deceased.
,
27
Mr aud Mrs Walter T. MacMenimen
At last the occupants of Lieutenant
ternoon.
The following officers were G. Burt, 66; Aug. IB, Mrs Ellen C.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
the last will and testament of said deceased Malloy's boat and another, which had
elected:—President, Miss Alice J. White; Chamberlain, 65; Aug. 20, Mrs Ann D. gave a whist party and dance in town ho
has been presented to said Court, tor probate,
by 1 rank 5. Blanchard, who prays that letters remained close beside, sighted land—
first vice-president, Mrs John H. Hoff- Adams, 90; Oct. 16, George W. Stone, hall, Friday evening, Jan. 1.
testamentary may be issued to him, the executor Agattu island. After a hard pull they
74; Dec. 13, George Desper, 72; Dec. 22,
man ; second vice-president, Miss Mary Ralph C. Adams, 27 days.
therein named, without giving a surety on his
Martin Loftus is reported to be as com- ottlcial
uoiid.
made a successful landing, and with
J. Holt; secretary, Miss Mary A. Phelps;
fortable as can be expected after a recent You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate sails that were "carried by the small,
Court,
to
be
held
at
Worcester,
in
said
County
treasurer, Robert B. Davis.
Miss Alice
CHARLES S. LANE,
all on the ice cracking several ribs.
of Worcester, on the nineteenth day of Janu- boats, rigged up a shelter. The seaEAST BROOKFIELD.
White read a letter from H, A. Stick, a
ary, A. p. 1915, at nine o'clock In the men shot two wild geese and four sea
The
officers.
eleet£o£.
New
Braintree
forenoon,
to
show
cause,
if
any
you
have
why
South African missionary.
same should not be granted
parrotB, which they made into soup in
Robert Bsown of Brookfield was al- Grange will Deinstalled Friday evening, the
A
JfH !?'.*! PO'l'loner is hereby directed to give
public notice thereof. by publishing this cita- a bfg kettle and ate with a few waterThe new officers of Alanson Hamilton lowed his liberty, Wednesday after plead- Jan. 22nd, by .State Master Chapman.
tion once in each week for three successive soaked crackers.
post (i. A. R., were publicly installed on ing guilty to the charge of carrying a
REGISTERED EMBALHER.
weeks, in the North Urooklield Journal, a newsAll of the survivors set to work
The New Braintree Thief Detecting so- paper
publlshedln North Brookfield. the last
Monday night by Hubert. M. Coney, com- loaded weapon, and paying a fine of $10
ciety held its annual meeting Wednesday publication to be one day at least before said gathering driftwood for a huge Are to
Persons,! Prompt Attention Day
mander of Joseph W. Law-ton post of to the district court.
Court and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
or NJgbt.
evening and elected the following officers a copy of this citation to ail known persons in- send up a signal of black smoke to atWare, as follows:—C., Allen Jones; S. V.
Mrs Jarnea Mahan entertained the for the coming year:—President, James ter, sted in the estate, seven days at least be- tract some Bhip that might come to
Telephone North Brookfield No.
fore
said
Court.
C, James M undid I; O. I)., Samuel Irish; women's C. B. li. whist club at her home
133-11,
Witness, WILLIAM T. FOBBSS, Esquire. the rescue In response to the "S. O.
E. Barr; secretary and treasurer, Chas.
0. G., Napoleon Lucius; Chap., Isaac N. on Main street Wednesday night. Whist
Judge of sai.t Court, this twenty slVlh d.y of S." calls of the Tahoma immediately
Long Distance Connection.
8. Lane; directors, Walter T. MacMeni- l>eceml,tr.ln>.heyear one thousand nine hunafter the accident. The Cordova arJones; Q M., Edwin Wilbur; S., Chas. was played from 7.30 until 10 o.clock,
KunHralfl Personally Director;
men, Wm. E. Loftus, Eugene Whitcomb dred and fourttou.
rived on the second day
H.Wright; A., George H. Allen; P. I., after which refreshments were served.
and Kyery Requisite Ji'umJan. 1, 8, U, BRl'V ■' ATWOOD- B»6-fc»r.
and J. Frederick O' Brien. A turkey supished,
"
Isaac N. Jones. A social followed with Those present were: Mrs James Wall,
per was served to about 200, afeer which
J.Htly Assistant,
Shortening the War.
informal speeches and the singing of war Mrs Dennis Hayes, Mrs James Mahan,
there was an entertainment consisting of
mot ir truck and motor passensongs.
Refreshments were served by Mrs Dennis J. Neylon, Mrs James Daley,
MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE gerThe
a concert by Doyle's orchestra and readvehicle are now undergoing, in the
pi virtue of a power of sale contained in a cerIsaac N. Jones and Jonathan G. Warren Mrs Alfred Gaudette, Mrs Frank Avey,
ings by Miss Katherine Haskell of Wor- ^^.""'f?;!"."*"1 *,IVL'" U* Anila "• Burrlllj great international war, the greates?
■ assisted by Mrs .Susan Lamb.
datu
Mrs Henry Benway, Mrs P. D. Bousouet, cester. Dancing followed until 1 a, m.
i?„^Ig0DJ890,
n^i,ShU
'^-recorded
" thirteenth
day oil of all practical tests. If the war la
June,.A.
and
In the Worcester
Misses
Augusta,
Josic
and
Nellie
Daley,
District Registry or Deeds, libra 1615. folio 116. snort, aa all good men devoutly hope,
The fourth annual supper of the 8. and
will be sold at pub ic auction, on the promises,
C. society was served in the dining hall of Eva McDonald, Agnes Balcom, Lena C.
65 YEARS'
on the drst day of February A. J>.. 11)15, at ten the motor vehicle will not only be a
0 <■ ock. In the forenoon, for a breach of the con- great factor in shortening it but alse
PERICNCE
the Congregational church Wednesday Richards, Mamie Cunningham, Lillian
ditions of siuil morlaage, all and singular the in determining the result; and by
premises convoyed by said mortgage deed,
night, bv Mrs John Strickland, Mrs E. and Eugenie Derosia, Louise V. Herbert
oola robber anu areei tires, Baggie*,
namely:—
' shortening the length of the war the
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, 8nr
M. Houghton, Mrs Allen Jones. Mrs and Marian Woodis.
A certain parcel of land with buildings thereon motor will not only pay tor Itself many
reya and Road Wagons, both new and
sltjlBted
in Houthwestorly part of North BrookWebster L. Kendrick, Mrs Winifred W.
By order of the Sayles & Jenks Woolen
inconri hand.
field, on the Northerly side of the road leading times over, but save direct hundreds
King, Misses Ruth Greene, Helen]) P. Co., of Warren, who have secured special AT BOTTOM PRIOV> from said North Hrookllcld to West Urooklield. of millions—and mayhap billions ot
bounded and described as follows •-Harness, Ruben, Blankets, Whine &in!
Shackley, Marguerite Eales, Nellie Gray, water privileges from the owners of the
Beginning at the Southwesterly 'corner thereof dollars. The quicker the contenders
ml Cloths. Not too Costly. Sm to
TRADE MARKC
on Northerly sideof said road, thence Nortlwr- move, the more ghastly and destrucEvelyn Kdmin and Phyllis Hauck. The water rights of Lake Latdtaway and its
Cheap.
ly by laud formerly of T. p. Clark toacorner,
DESIGNS
thence Westell, by said land, thence Northerly tive the war will be and the sooner
surprise entertainment was in charge of sources, the gates at the lower end of
COPYRIGHTS &C.
by land formerli „l lames Hefron, and land exhaustion of one or both sides will
nirone Sending a sketch mid description msy
Mm John H Khackley, Mrs C. O'M. Ed- the lake have beeh opened this week to
formerly of kdimin.l Hunt, thence Easterly by
!<■'-'- lutfiermtn our opinion free whether an
AXI inf. different grade*. All lUes oJ
on ti pronnbly puteiitnble.
Commuulc"-*-'-. Conmiuulc"1 A- Ayres land m rods and s links, thence N. M come—the starting of the' beginning
son. Misn Francilla Burlingham, C. H. increase the water sepply in IJuulioag
N'HiJS.aiMO,
n BI ricf
rlcflTcmtfldenthil.
lj confident ltd. II AN DIMI0K
OK on Patent
Patents
'}S",;,R'UC.LB- -w »W Ayres'laud. M roosand of the mediations for peace. We know
it free.
(Mtleat' nirency forsoclTriiiapatents.
" tents.
- KB. 4flrti10 links, theiice ti. ™ d.,g. E. by said Ayres' laud,
Clark and Edwin W.'lbur. Mrs C. V. river, which furnishes power for their '•member that my prices are alwayt
Patents
its taken
iak
through Muiin A"
"- CO. receive
reo "
t> rods and 19 links, thenc, Southerly by said that motors spell mobility, and that
tptcial
notice,
without
ohnmo.
iu
the
1
li»
lowest.
I
sell
so
as
to
sell
again.
Wood and Mrs Fred L. Woodward were mills. The water, it is said, was never
Ayres land about ■»■ rods I, said road, thence
Dv, iianui'* Horse Remedies Aiwa, ■ Southwesterly by said mad <l r,»ls and Uliuks there are many motors In service;
, in charge of the regular entertainment. seen as low in the river as at present, and
W
in Stock.
.K,8™ „J-W1,"'ln« containing al outt7 acres. hence the war should be shorter—
Iloo.oi) will be required to be paid in cash by
The farce "Mr Hunter's Mistake," with as the Company is running their mills
A handsomely Illustrate weekly. Ijinrsst cir.
TKLttPHOMtt OAKHAM D4.
cwlatloii of any Bolentlflo journal. Terms, $;s n
the purchaser at the time and place of sale, and much shorter—than Earl Kitchener's
musical and literary numbers furnished night and day at present," they are obliged William
renr; four months, "JL Bold by all newsdealers.
m in ten days thereafter.
preparations
embrace—Rollin
W
C. Crawford the balance
B ,d
,„„ OKOBXfE A. WHITING. Mortgagee Hutchinson, Jr., In the Engineering
entertainmeotto draw on this supply.
0AKU1M.
,.n. "HOJan. s, 16, 2M
Uraecb Office, Bf» T 8U WMtnngion. D. c.
Magazine

TfieWTIfS COMPANION!
Better Than Ever in 1915

Uneeda
Biscuit

THROUGH DIRE PERILS

Baronet Biscuit

GRAHAM
CRACKERS

Call at 46 Summer Street

SPIRELLA

Furnishing Undertaker

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Shingles, Roofing Material

Scientific American.

MUNN*Co.r ~ -"'New York

Mr and Mrs John A. White were host
and hobtess last evening, at the Guild
rooms, entertaining the ehoir of the
church.
Friends who have visited Mr.Iohn Mattoon at the city hospital in Worcester,
found him quite cheerful vand training
strength for an operation which will
greatly benefit him.
Reports of flooded cellars came from
the region of the Common, Thursday
morning, and the Common itself and
lie sti

If
Miss Kate Mahoney accompanied her
brother and sister, on a week's visit to
Washington during the vacation, but did
not receive notice of the unexpected extension of time, and therefore came home
a week earlier than sift would otherwise.

The literary committee of North Brookfield Grange^—Mrs Lidstone, Leon A.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Doane, J-. Georgia Stoddard, Addie Stoddard, Jessie Topping, C. W. Witt and
Delta Sigma meets Vith Misa Mary Marion Hill were entertained by Mrs
Mulcahy, School street, to-night.
George R. Doane on Tuesday afternoon
There were 56 births, 23 marriages aud and evening.|
r
,
54 deaths registered in North Brookfield
Miss Sara Skerry has accepted the polast year.
sition of matron or dietitian at State SanMr Fred C. Clapp, as undertaker, had atorium, Cass County, Minn., where
charge of the funeral of Mrs John S. there is a family of 225 to provide for.
Cooke, Wednesday. %..
g
She says the buildings are fire-proof, of
Mr and Mrs Frank D. Wiley, School cement and brick, and finely adapted for
street, are rejoicing in the birth of a 6 1-2 their purpose.
lb. boy on Wednesday.
The funeral of Mrs Mary Ryan, who
The warden of the town farm has a fine died early Friday morning, was from
pair of driving gloves that he picked up the home on North Main street, at 2
on the road, which await an owner.
o'clock Sunday afternoon. ,A requiem
Monday evening at the Methodist high mass was sung Monday morning at
Burial was in St.
church, there will be an illustrated lec- St. Joseph's church.
ture on India and Japan, by Dr. Charlton. Joseph's cemeteri.
B. A. Collins & Co. «(g8j*#ving their
Rev. T, I. Craig of Warren will preach
annual mark-down sale U dry goods, at the Congregational church next Sunwhich started Tuesday and closes to-mor- day morning, in exchange with the pastor. At 5 p. m. there will be a vesper
row.
»
' Alfred C. Stoddard has been re-elected service by the Choir under direction of
superintendent of the Congregational Prof. Coy of Spencer, assisted by Mr
Sunday school, with Dr. Windsor A. Sauncey, soloist, and Mr Taylor, violinist,
of Spencer.
Smith, assistant.
The Grange Auxiliary will meet TuesThe meeting of the Girls' Friendly Soday, Jan. 12, with Mrs E. L. Tucker on ciety, this week, was devoted to Red CroBS
Spring street. A full attendance is de- Work—making bandages, absorbent pads
sired as there is business of importance.
and knitting, and the last half was spent
Next Thursday, Jan. 14, at 2 p. m., with Miss Fannie Jenks who told about
the Woman's Union meet to Bew; at 4 p. her trip abroad last summer. Her acm., a home missionary program will- be count of the preparations she saw for the
given; and at 6.30 a supper in the chapel. war were especially interesting and timely.
Regular meeting of the Woman's Guild
Woodbine Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., at its
in the guild rooms, Wednesday, January meeting next Tuesday evening will install
13th, at 3 p. m.; business meeting at 4, these officers for the ensuing term:
when there will be the annual election of Noble Grand, Albion H. Doane; vice
officers.
grand, Carl F. Whittemore; recording
Senator Herbert E. Cummings has secretary, Ernest D. Corbin; financial
been appointed by Lieut. Gov. Cushing, secretary, Frank A. Chadbourne; treasaa a member of three committess,—Agri- urer,'Freeman R. Berry; trustee, George
culture (of whictihe will be chairman), R. Doane.
towns, and water supply.
Mrs Elizabeth Munroe, cf Spencer, as
Go to the Woman's Union supper at
substitute teacher in Grade VII, and Miss
the Chapel, Thursday, Jan. 14, at 6.30
Estella Cuddy as substitute teacher in
p. m. You will get a fine supper for 20
Grade I, commenced their work in our
cents, and help the women start the New public schools on Monday. All of the
Year successfully.
regular force were at "their accustomed
The Young Woman's club will meet.on desks after an unexpected extra week of
Tuesday evening, Jan. 12, at the home of vacation, except Miss Teresa Doyle, in
Misa Elvie A. Dcwnie, Main street. All Grade IV, who is at Fall River on acmembers are urged to be present, us count of the serious illness of her sister,
matters of special interest may be ex- Miss Mary A. Doyle.
pected.
The King's Daughters elected the folA play entitled "Too Clever by Half,"
lowing officers Tuesday aftereobn:—Preswill be given by the Knights of King Arident, Mrs Elida Sherwood; first vicethur, at the Chapel on Tuesday evening,
president, Mrs Sarah Parkman; second
Jan. 19. Mrs S. M- Thureton of Barringvice-president, Mrs Inez McKee; treaston, R. I., will give select readings.
urer, Mrs Ella Slayton; executive comThe Congregational church has its an- mittee, Mrs Mary Woodis, Mrs John Annual meeting at 8 o'clock, to-night. The derson; visiting committee, Mrs Carrie
annual reports of the various officers and Childs; relief Mrs Ethel Goodrich; press,
committees will be read, and officers Mrs Etta Fullam; devotional, Mrs Fannie
elected for the ensuing year, including Bush; membership, Mrs Etta Rich; auditwo new deacons for a four year term.
tor, Miss Nellie Smith.
The heavy rain of Wednesday night
The Appleton Club was highly favored
filled up the ponds, but did hot soak into Wednesday evening with- fine musical
the ground. In some parts of the village selections by Mr George R. Hamant.
cellars were flooded. In at least one Miss Topping gave a sketch of the life of
house on Gilbert street the water was Cervantes, the Spanish author, and Miss
fully two feet deep, putting out the fur- Emma Whiting read selections from Don
nace fire and doing other damage.
Quixote. Supt. Henry H. Pratt digressed
Arrangements are being made for an from the subject assigned him to give a
illustrated talk on the Development of fine address on the rise and fall of Nathe Telephone, by C. J. Abbott, district poleonic power, and its bearing and inmanager of the New England Telephone fluence upon current history of the warand Telegraph Company, early in Febru- ring nations in Europe. It was a very
ary, before the North Brookfield.Brother- timely paper. The next meeting, Jan.
20, will be with Mr and Mrs Charles E.
hood.
The stockholders of the North Brook- Allen, South Main street.
field Industrial Company, at their adOn Tuesday Officer Quill, by order of
journed meeting on Saturday evening,
the selectmen, posted printed notices forvoted to.authorize the collectors to disbidding coasting or sliding on any sidepose of the holdings of the company—
walk in the village or upon any street in
both real and personal; and to take such
the village, other than Spring and Walfurther steps as may lie necessary to disnut.
During the week before School
solve the corporation..
street hill had been just alive with eoastMr Sumner H. Reed of Brookfield lias ers all through the evening until almost
been secured to give a lecture before the the midnight hour. The jolly parties of
North Brookfield Brotherhood next Mon- V>ung 'people would start at the top of
day evening, on Stepping Stones in Ora- School street and dash down, at constanttory.' A 18-cent supper will be served by ly increasing speed, across the railroad
the men at 6.46. All men of the com- aud down Walnut street,. Several narrow
munity are cordially invited to be present escapes from accident at. tjje crossing of
at both supper and lecture. Come and Elm street were reported to the selecthave a social evening.
men, who thereupon issued orders cutting
At the Grange last evening, the new out School street from the sliding priviofficers were installed by fast State Mas- lege. But no Booner had the notices been
ter Richardson, assisted by Mrs Richard- posted than a real January thaw set in,
son. The master, Leon A. Doane, and followed on Wednesday night by a heavy
the treasurer, Mrs Herbert E. Cummings, down-pour of rain, which removed every
were not present by reason 61 sickness. vestige of snow from the hills.
After the work there was a report, from
the State Grange by J. Georgia Stoddard;
.
FOR RENT
violin solo by^iSd J. Wiley, accom- AN Eiiht-room oottage on Willow St Town
water. L. B. HAT DEN, Grant St. North
panied by Mrs John
J. Lane;. reading by Brookfield.
43
Mrs M. J. Tuckerj-song, the Brook, byMrs Lila Lidstone; reading by Mrs, Fred
TO RENT
Wiley. At the close doughnuts, cheese THE HUMPHREY house on Spring St. Steam
hot and cold water, lath, set range
and coffee were served under direction of andheat,
every convenience. Bant exceptionally
Alra Stoddard.
'
model ate.
Continued on opposite page.
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Save Industrial Park!

Mrs John S. Cooke.
The community already knows of the
p.is?ing on Su-idny evening, .Inn. "rd, of
Sarah Frances (Eaton) Cooke. A life of
rare serenity and sweetness came to a
peaceful close at the ripe age of seventyejs|ltj_a life to which the members of
her own family and her large circle of
friends are indebted for a very great deal
of happiness and of inspiration.
Sympathy, quick and abounding, was perhaps
Mrs'Cooke's predominant trait, mingled
with a gentleness and tenderness that
won every heart which came in contact
with her and a fine balance of humor,
which made her society and her letters a
delight. Up to within a few weeks of the
end her'fund of sparkling humor was
freely drawn upon to quicken the life
about her.
Mrs Cooke was a representative of the
best traditions of the vanishing Puritan
stock of New England. Her father was
Joel Eaton of Stoddard, N. H., and her
mother Indiana Green, of Pepperell, in
this state, both of them descendants of
Revolutionary familie. She was born in
Stoddard, and educated at Lawrence
Academy in Groton, Mass. Her love of
music early manifested itself, and she
became while very yonng.a teacher of the
piano and the organist of the Congregational church in Groton. Her romance,
a very real and vivid one, came with the
civil war. Her affianced, John S. Cooke,
was one of the earliest of those who volunteered in response to President Wilson's
call, and proceeded to the front in the
famous "Old Sixth Regiment eJ Massachusetts." He came back on a furlough
to be married. The ceremony took place
at St. Paul's church in Boston, May 7,
1864, the bridegroom returning immediately to the south.
Soon after the removal of the family to
North Brookfield, in 1872, Mrs Cooke became a familiar figure as the organist of
the First Congregational church, a position which she held for many years, She
was a devoted member of the church,
and always keenly interested in its activities. She-was an enthusiastic member
also of the Appleton Club for 25 years.
The warmth and richness of her nature
endeared her to hundreds of friends,
many of them far beyond the boundaries
of the town.
Mrs Cooke leaves three children and
three grand-children:—Dr. Henry A.
Cooke of Providence, R. I., Misses Helen
Fairman and Marion Eaton Cooke of the
Brookfield school in this town, and Dr.
Cooke's
sons—Stuart, Gordon and
John Alden Cooke. . Her one sister was
the late Harriet Eaton Duncan, wife of
Timothy Mason Duncan.
The funeral services at the house on
Prospect street, Wednesday afternoon,
were conducted by Rev. Alfred W. Budd
of the Congregational church, who spoke
with rare appreciation of her life and character. The bearers were Mr Herbert W.
Bemis, Mr Brainerd H. Smith, Mr Ward
A. Smith and Mr Eugene W. Reed. The
love and esteem of her friends were
Bhown, not only by a wealth of beautiful
flowers, but by their many deeds of helpfulness.

A movement is o-i foot to save Industrial Park from being built upon, as a
great many public spirited citizens desire
that it be retained forever as a park, and
a "beauty spot," on account of its location at the corner of Main aud School
streets. To this end it is earnestly desired that all who wish to save the park,
as w;ell as all holding sjiares in the Industrial Association-, (that now owns the
land, but which has voted to dissolve)
who are willing to transfer the value of
their shares in futherance of that purpose, will call on Mr E. W. Heed at his
drug store on or before Tuesday, Jan. 1^.
Death of Mrs Lawson Hill.
Mrs Sarah Maria Allen, widow of Lawson Hill, died Sunday evening, aged 83
years, 5 months and 5 d*ys. She had
made her home with Mrs George S. Dickinson for the past several years. Mrs
Hill was born in Pelham, N. H., and
married Lawson Hill,"April 27, 1851, who
died in 1912. The funeral was from Mrs
Dickinson's home on Tuesday afternoon,
at 2 o'clock. Harmony Quartett sang
Face to Face, Nearer my God to Thee
and Crossing the Bar. The bearers were
George 8. Dickinson, Alfred Parkman,
Alden J. Gilbert and Paul Wheelock.
Rev. E. C. Charlton of the Methodist
church, conducted the funeral services.
Burial was in the family lot in Walnut
Grove cemetery, in charge of Undertaker Charles S. Lane.

Incorporated 1828

Corner Main and Foster Sti., Worcester, Mass.
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.
126,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
regular and 8 extra dividenas.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and'July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.
Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will re(tne iicrrti stttrticn.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER

Sardam-Jandrow.
Aschel Sardam, son of Mrs Elizabeth
Sartlam, Summer street, and Misa RoBe
Jandrow, daughter of Mr and Mrs Herbert Jgndrow, Jr., Mt. Guyotstreet, were
married at St. Joseph's church, Monday
morning, at 8 o'clock. The ceremony
was performed by Rev. Fr. McDonald,
who also celebrated the nuptial mass
which followed. The bride wore a wistaria broadcloth suit and a lavender velvet hat with a white plume. Her sister,
Misa Lena Jandrow, was bridesmaid and
wore a blue serge suit with hat to match.
Harry E. Jandrow, brother of the bride,
was best man. The gift of the bride to
her bridesmaid was a sapphire ring, and
the groom gave his best man a diamond
stick pin. A breakfast was served at the
home of the bride's parents on Mt. Guyot street to the immediate families, after
the ceremony, and the couple left for a
wedding trip to New York and vicinity.
On their return they will reside in the
Winslow house on School street.
Encampment Officers.
Deputy Whitney and staff from Worcester installed these officers of Hawthorn Encampment, I. 0. 0. F., last
evening:-C. P-, H. N. Butler; H. P.,
S. D. Colburn; S. W., A. M. Tower;
S.,F. W. Duncan; Treaa., Daniel Foster;
J. W., F. R. Berry; G., A. K. Pecot;
Watches, Frank Chadbourne, A. G.
Stone, C. S. Lane, E. W. Reed; Guards
of Tent, Geo. S. Dickinson, Geo. A.
Whiting; Trustee, F. R. Berry; At the
close an oyster supper wasserved.

Arrested on a Serious Charge.

bled as He Llvtyl.
"Baseman Is gone, poor chap. Died
Deputy sheriff George H. Ramer of
without a struggle." "Just like EaseSpencer, and officer Johnson of Worces- man; he never was known to exert
ter, served papers, Wednesday, on Fred himself In anything,"
Herman Clark of North Brookfield, who
is employed as carpenter on a contracting
A Poser.
We have been trying to figure out
job, at the Ideal Coated Paper factory,
why
it
is
that
the uglier the fashion
citing him to appear in the superior court
at Worcester, Monday, Feb. 1, to show the prettier the woman seems, but we
cause why the petition of his wife, Bertha give it up.—Columbus (O.) Journal.
A. Miller, of Holden, who has petitioned
Costly Uniforms.
thecourttohaveher marriage annulled,
The uniforms worn by officers of
should not be allowed. She alleges that
some of the British regiments cost
she was in form of law, but not in legal
$1,000 each.
effect, married to Clark on August 14,
1899, and thereafter they lived in New
Use of Lard In United State*.
Rochelle, N. Y-, Auburn, Holden, HubThe lard used in the United States
bardston, Brookfield and Rutland, and in a year would fill a pail 295 feet In
that she contracted the marriage in good diameter- and 334 feet deep.
faith with the full belief that he had
legal right to marry her. She, alleges
Daily Thought
that on the date of her marriage- he was
It Is best to love, no doubt; but to
already married to Mary Whitney, whom love foolishly Is better than not to
he lawfully married on April 21, 1896, at be able to love at all.—W. M. Thack
Washington, R. I., and that Clark was eray.
never legally divorced from Mary Whitney. Clark was arrested Thursday morning by Deputy Sheriff John P. Ranger,
at his home in North Brookfield and was
arraigned in district court this (Friday)
Office at Dr. Ludden's
morning to answer to a serious charge.
According to the records of town clerk Main Street,
North Brookfield
Timothy J. Collins, Herman Fred Clark
was married to Miss Queenie Victoria
Boyer, both of North Brookfield, in
Residence 38 Spring St.. cor. Prospect
Millbury, last August. When Sheriff
Ranger was informed of this record of
marriage he immediately secured a warrant for Clark's arrest.
"inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanrfn*
and Whitenln*. Orders Promptly AttenAt the trial this morning Timothy
Howard, Esq., appeared as counsel for
ded to.
Clark, and the case was continued until p, O. Box 192. (42) Satisfactlpu Guaranteed
Thursday next In default pf bail he was
committed to jail to await trial.

IfF LOOR

_VA-R-N-I-m

IT
happened
during the first
breakfast. But
we had finished the
floors with Pratt
& Lambert "61"
Floor
Varnish,
liquid-proof, marproof, heel-proof.
So,
"they lived
happily ever afterwards."
The high quality of
the materials which we
use, is typified by this
varnish and other Pratt
& Lambert products,
such as, Vitralit«, the
Ung-Ufe White Enamel.
Such quality materials, combined with
efficient methods and
supervision, enable us
to give yous painting
and finishing of utmost
serviceability and decorative harmony. Let
us figure on your next
job.
FOR SALE AT

F-TTJl.I-.^ILVrS
"THE RED-FRONT STORE"

Summer Street,

North Brookfieli

HUB-NARK
RUBBERS

EVERY POLICEMAN
ON THE FORCE
every motorman, every conductor and every nun
who works out of doors has a pretty good understanding of wet weather defense from the ground up.
Those who wear "Hub-Mark" Patrol rubber!
know they are economical.
A thoughtfully and honestly made extra
,.
tough tap and high-grade upper Is one of the
^ Hub-Mark specials for hard, constant wear.
;'

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

DANIEL FOSTER,

Hub-Mark rubber footwear Is made wlfh a
thorough understanding of the service demanded
by mJ. women, boys and girls. They oost no morj
than the other standard first «iaUty rubber..
Slity yeara of knowing how and an enviablep rep.
Station elands back o? the many various styles ot
Bub-Mark Rubbers. _
Order by name. That's the wise way.
These rubbers are manufactured by the Boaton Rubber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
FOR SALE BY

JOHN T. GRAUY, North Brookfield,

House Painting, all Branches

FOR RENT

FRED C. CLAPP

FINE Upper Tenement of seven rooms in Bui
lard bouse on cushing St.. steam heat, bathroom, etc.
Apply to Herbert E. CuunnlngB
North Rtookfleld.

Funeral Director

TO LET.
DOWNSTAIRS tenement good location, use of
hum, henhouse and gardeu. If dear; - ''
Apply No. 1 Grant Street,

Registered Embalmer.

WANTED.
FOR two or three months, three or four fur
nished rooms with facilities for light houst:
keeping, or small furnished house. Address A
B. R . care of the North Brookfield JOCBMAL, or
apply at office for Information.

Lsdy Assistant.

Connected by Long Distanoe Telephono at House and Store.

WANTED
BOSTON man wanta ft ten\to twenty aere farm
price from »1.0oo to iMooAgood buildings and

Slenty of wood and water.' Call at Jol'fcNA
Phone 83-5, East Brookfield. FFlt'E for information.
E. R. COLEDROOK,

Worcester County Institution For Savings

h

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
to sell the most remarkable barirain ir. the magazine world this year.
I
BOTH
lOTH
Regular Price

EVERYBODY'S
DELINEATOR
Total

$1.50
I.50
53.00

$
;

2

To One Person

v
1
A monthly salary and a liberal commission on
Salaries run up to $260.00 per month, depending
ber of orders. This work can be done in your
and'need not conflict with your present duties.
ment or previous experience necessary. We
equipment free.
Write for particulars to

each order.
on the numspare, time,
No investfurnish full

THE RIDOWAY COMPANY
Spring and Macdougaf Streets,

New Yejrk

t
BROOKFIELD TIMES

"GASCARETS" ACT
ON LK BOWELS

Cape of Satin for Dressy Wear

B, REV. JAMES M. CRAY. D. IX
Dan d Moody BibU huuluta

Surrounded
Hold

Old Lady, Filled Up With "Cartridges," Was In Natural Fear
of an Explosion.

Precede shampoos by touches of
Cutlcura Ointment if needed to spots
of dandruff, itching and Irritation of
the scalp. Nothing better for the complexion, hair, hands or skin than these
fragrant supercreamy emollients. Also
as preparations for the toilet
Sample each free by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept XT,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
Willie Knew.

Killed
by

Main

and

Russians,
Rods,

Others
who

Cutting

Off Line of Retreat.

NOT THE TIME FOR A SMOKE

By Frequent Shampoos With Cutlcura
Soap. Trial Free.

[

TURKS FLEEING IN DISORDER
Large Numbers

ALONG and ample capo of black
satin, lined with satin In a contrasting color, and interlined for additional warmth, develops a new idea in
treatment i>f the neck. Here a wide
ruff, like the body of the cape, makes
an attractive finish and a protection
for the throat at the same time. The
plaiting for the ruff is graduated In
width, growing- narrower from the
■Ides toward the front. Hut it is sufficiently wide to enfold the back of the
head, the ears and the throat when
the cape Is fastened In the front.
A long silk-covered cord extends
about the base of the ruff, terminating
In two cabochons (made of the cord),
one at each side. Long ends terminating In heavy silk tassels fall from
the center of each of these silk ornaments.
A narrow inching made of satin like
that In the lining outlines the hem
on the inside of the cape all around.
It is a dainty finish, handmade and
elegant
This Is one of the longest of capes
and one of the few Intended solely
for evening or other dressy wear.
The cape, which occupied the center of the Btage as the newest and
most chic of wraps at the beginning
of the season, did not capture the
popular fancy, but was admired by a
Is an attractive novelty.
There are many Jeweled hair bands
discriminating following among those

.

Some time ago the teacher of a public BChool was instructing a class in
geography, and when it came time to
hand out a few questions she turned
to Willie Smith.
"Willie," she said, "can you tell me
what is one of the principal products
of the West Indies?"
"No, ma'am," frankly answered Willie, after a moment's hesitation.
"Just think a bit." encouragingly returned the teacher; "where does the
sugar come from that you use at your
house?"
"Bometlmes from the store," answered Willie, "and sometimes we borrow It from the next-door neighbor." '

STOP EATING MEAT IF
KIDNEYS OR BACK HURT
take a Glass of Salts to Clean Kidneys If Bladder Bothers You—
Meat Form* Uric Acid.

Eating meat regularly eventually
produces kidney trouble In some form
or other, says a well-known authority,
because the uric acid in meat excites
the kidneys, they become overworked;
get sluggish; clog up and cause all
sorts of distress, particularly backache
and misery in the kidney region; rheumatic twinges, severe headaches, acid
stomach, constipation, torpid liver,
■ieeplessness, bladder and urinary irritation.
The moment your back hurts or kidneys aren't acting right, or If bladder
bothers you, get about four ounces of
Jad Salts from any good pharmacy;
take a tablespoonful In a glass of
water before breakfast for a few days
and your kidneys will then act fine.
This famous salts Is mads from the
acid of grapes and lemon Juice, combined with llthia, and has been used
for generations to flush clogged kidneys and stimulate, them to normal
activity; also to neutralize the acids in
the urine so it no longer irritates, thus
ending bladder disorders.
Jad Salts cannot Injure anyone;
makes a delightful effervescent llthlawater drink which millions of men and
women take now and then to keep the
kidneys aad urinary organs clean, thus
avoiding serious kidney disease.—Adv.
'Twas Ever Thusl
The Elm—What was your ambition?
The Oak—As an acorn I planned to
grow up to be a Christmas tree.
" Women scorn muddy crossing! if
their hosiery will pans Inspection.'

who follow radical new departures la
fashions.
The cape has been featured in combinations with other wraps, where It
Is usually short and suggests the cape
of the cavalier type. Its best and
most attractive development as a garment for protection is portrayed in
the picture given here, where It is
shown as a rich and graceful evening
wrap.

London.—Two of the three Turkish
columns which last week Invaded the
Russian Caucasus have met with disaster, and those not killed or captured are in disorderly retreat, pursued by the Russians.
The column
which took Ardahan a few days ago
has been driven out o tthat town,
according to the Petrograd official
dispatches, and is almost surrounded
by the Russians who hold the main
roads.
Another column, which crossed the
frontier near Sari Kamysh, on the
road to kars, has suffered an even
worse defeat, one of the two army
corps which composed it being captured in its entirety.
The Russians also report another
victory over the Austrlans in the
Uzsok PasB of the Carpathiane. Emperor Francis Joseph's army In this
region is declared to be in full retreat in a mountain pass deep in
snow, while a violent snowstorm
rages and the Russian cavalry is attacking on the flank and rear.
By forcing this pase the Russians
gain control of some of the most valuable oil fields In the Austrian empire and thus shut off another of
the sources of fuel supply of which
the Austro-German armies are said
to be so much In need.
This, however, has only been part of the Russian task.
While forcing back the Turks and
Austrlans, the Russian troops are
holding the line of the Masurian
lakes in East Prussia: are fighting
strenuously to withstand the German
offensive in North Poland; are advancing toward Cracow and have
crossed Bukowlna, which is now virtually In their possession.
In North Poland, where Russia is
confronted with the most serious
task, the weather Is proving a useful
ally.
The Germans, according to
their own accounts, are making only
slow progress with their offensive operations, while the Russians, an unofficial dispatch received from Berlin
by way of Copenhagen says, are advancing toward Cracow and southern
Silesia.
Military men looked for bigger
events between the lower Vistula
and the East Prussian frontier.
The
Russians are In possession of the
greater part of the Intervening territory and unless engaged, would,
when the river freezs, fall oh the
German flank to the south of the
river.
It is, therefore, believed here
that the Germans are planning a
movement from Thorn and Blast Prussia which would prevent its possibility, and, as the fighting .would take
place in the open, it would afford a
contrast to, the trenchj,warfare which
prevails^along the rest of the front.
Except at the two extreme wings
on the Belgian coast and in upper
Alsace, where the allies have gained
some ground, the fighting on the
western front has been done by sap
pers, miners and artillery.
From the coast to the Swiss border
the troops have either been engaged
In shelling the opposite trenches or
trying to sap and mine them, only at
isolated points has the infantry been
given its opportunity.
Great interest attaches to the operations of the French In upper Alsace.
The capture of Steinbach was accomplished after almost superhuman efforts, as the Gerhans had strongly Intrenched
themselves.
Now
the
French are attempting to force their
way through to Cernay (Sennbelm),
the poBesslon of which would open the
door to Muelhausen. whlcb the French
occupied for a short time at the beginning of the war.

SHEEP ARE NEGLECTED
Cur Dog, Parasites and Diseases
Discourage Many.

has made FATIMA
CIGARETTES fa«
mous.

LATE TURKEYS AS BREEDERS
Yearling Toms With Two-Year-Old
Hens Make Good Combination
for Next Year's Flock.

TEXT—If we walk In the light as hsj
Is in the light, we have fellowship one
with another, and the blood of Jesus
Christ his son, cleanseth us from all sin.
-I John M,
What Is meant by walking In the
light? According to this Inspired
.apostle in the first
and second chapters *of this epistle, it means:
(1) To perceive
and confess sin in
the faith of Jesus
Christ — 1:8 — 2:
2. If a man says
he has no sin he
is not In the light,
but in darkness.
The Christian be
llever has Indeed
no Bin "on" him,
since its guilt has
been borne by his
substitute, Jesus
Christ, but he still
has sin "in" htm. To "confess" this
sin is different from simply asking
forgiveness for It.
A man may ask forgiveness without
ever identifying his sins, but when
he confesses them he enters into detail and brings himself into the place
of Judgment for each. But to hold
fellowship with God in such confession Is to know Jesus Christ as the
propitiation for sin and the ever-living
intercessor for his people. He Is the
way, the truth and the life, and no
man can come unto God save through
him.
Jesus trie Carpenter.

(2) But in the second place, walking
In the light means keeping God's commandments (2:3-6); and this is not
limited to an external observance of
Velvet Dresses With Tunica,
the decalogue, but includes heart surAlthough many dress skirts are In
render to all his revealed will. It II
circular cut, this is rarely the case
walking, even as Jesus walked, who
with velvet dresses, as the long tunio
did always those things that pleased
Is especially good in velvet, says the
his father. Nor does this mean only
DrygoodB Economist TheBe long
th« public Jesus, the Jesus of - the
overskirta, as they may be called, rethree years' ministry, but the private
quire weight in the cloth to make
Jesus, the Jesus of the home, the vilthem hang gracefully, and are, therelage school, the shop. It means Jesus,
fore, an attractive style for velvet
the carpenter, who, as Campbell MorCircular skirts are very apt to hang
gan aays, "never made a yoke that
unevenly in velvet, as the weight of
galled
an ox." It was because the
the cloth drags down the skirt at the
father was well pleased with those sisides.
lent years at Nazareth that the greater honor of the public ministry was
New 8llk for Winter.
conferred. God gives the Holy Spirit
For more dressy toilettes the new
to them that obey him,
fabric known as satin-regence, a soft
(3) Walking in the light means lovsilk that seems to have an almost ining the brotherhood, verses 7-11. By
visible stripe In it, and the graceful
the brotherhood here Is meant those
amalgamation of tulle and fiir and fur
that are in Christ. To love one's
and velours will amply be exploited
neighbor Is an old'-commandment, but
this winter. In the new claret or
the "new commandment," of which.
deep wine shade, satin-regence promJohn here speaks, Is loving the brethises a flattering vogue.
*ren. This love Is not an emotion or
passion. It is not a natural, but a
supernatural experience. We' see It
defined In I Corinthians 13, as Including such simple things as long-suffer
ing, kindness, humility, courtesy, unselfishness, meeknesB and the like. 1
am with the priest who publicly rebuked a college president for advising
the graduate that the way to get along
was to push and crowd other people
out of the way. That may be the
way of the world, but It is not the
way of Christ, and he who acts upon
It will never know fellowship with
God.
(4) Separation from the world thus
becomes a fourth means of walking In
the light, verses 15-17. There Is a
proper love for the world, but it is not
that which 1B Incompatible with the
love of the father. There are two arguments against the love of the world:
first. It passeth away and the lusts
thereof, and Becond, "he that doeth
ALL sorts of fancy shell combs, or- several different positions on the head
the will of God abideth forever."
namental hairpins, hair bands and and Is a showy and splendid affair
Chauncey M. j)epew was defending
small barettes, bespeak the return to of many jewels. The teeth support
the second uarriage, late in life, of
favor of more elaborate styles In hair- a fan-shaped or scroll top which afford
his colleague, Senator Platt, and said
dressing. The combs are shaped in much surface for rhlnestones.
that a time came when the love of
A email ornamental pin to thrust In
so many different ways and made in
power, of wealth, of fame, of pleasso many different sizes that one con- the hair coiled high on the head is
ure receded, and left nothing to a man
cludes they are fashioned to be worn shown in the picture, which is somebut the companion of his fireside.
in any position on the head which thing between a comb and a pin, takThe difference between Chauncey M.
ing the place of either. It is of torsuits the fancy.
AS
ORGANIZED
BALL
SUED
Depew and the apostle John is this,
A great variety In shell combs, pins toise shell Bet with rhlnestones, and
TRU8T BY FEDERALS.
however, that in the one case we have
and ornaments are set with rnlne- made of filigree silver, ribbon and
stones and sparkling colored stones. tinsel braid. And outside of orna- Charged With Being Violation of the world slipping away from the
man, and In the other the man Is
The combs and other ornaments are ments of shell or metal are others of
Anti-Trust Statutes.
slipping away from the world. It Is
shown In tortoise colorings, amber, millinery and ribbon flowers.
Chicago—The
Federal
league,
rethe last that understands and appreblack, white, and gray. Besides white
JULIA BOTTOMLEY,
suming
its
war
on
organized
baseball,
ciates the fact'of fellowship with God.
rhlnestonea there are settings in emhas fired its heaviest gun—an antiD. L, Moody'a Memory.
erald, amethyst garnet and topaz
Rolled Pique Collars.
trust
suit
against
the
leading
bodies
On the tombst< no which marks the
colors.
Rolled pique collars that are at- operating under the National agreegrave of D. L. Moody at Round Top,
A popular comb, of which an exam- tached to vest fronts of the same can
ple Is shown in the picture, is made be added to any coat front, or will go ment, including the National league, Northfield, Mass., is engraved that inthe
American
league
and
the
Nationspiring sentence of John, "He that'
to wear when the hair 1B done in with the one-piece dress that is ala French coll. It Is long and the teeth ways opened with a deep v at the al commission. The suit, It Is said, doeth the will of God abideth forever."
are joined to a band which Is some- neck. The pique In all these models threatens the entire fabric of organ- How true It is that D. L. Moody abidtimes narrower at one end than at the Is neither stiff nor limp; it has to be ized baseball, carrying not only the eth still In the 'hearts and lives of
other, and sometimes pointed at the wired if it Is to stand up about the possibility that the intricate organi- thousands In this country and Great
ends. This comb may be had with neck. All the pique models are not zation be declared illegal and that Britain, whom, by the grace of God,
the teeth hinged on so that it can be plain; some of them are In very fancy the lnterleague agreements be dis- he won to Jesus Christ, and in the
but that the 10,000 ball play- .missionary and philanthropic enter-,
adjusted to the head in different po- weaves or have a little running spray solved,
1
sitions. A single row of stones, or a of white mercerized embroidery along ers in major and minor leagues he de- prises which were set In motion as
clared free agents.
the result of his great evangelistic
row extending aU around the edge of the edges.
The bill of complaint was filed In
the band, gives a pretty sparkle to
Some pretty sets for dresses or the United States district court for work. But he himself abideth In another sense—the literal sense that
this comb. Often the band Is entirely coats are made of silk In gay bayaencrusted with stones.
This more dere stripes. The deep gauntlet cuffs northern Illinois and* first action on John meant, because the life of God
than doubles the price of the comb are held together by; cuff like buttons; It was taken by Judge Kenesaw M. was communicated to him through his
without adding much to its attrac- The collar* are of the same saUor Landls, wbo set Jan. 20, as the day son, Jesus Christ. In this sense 4t is
for hearing: It asserts that the nation.
shapes as the pique or the lawn. tional agreement, under which organ- the privilege of every one of us to
A very popular large shell pin is
abide forever. "Because I live," said
ized baseball exists, was made for Christ, "ye shall live also." "The
shown in the picture. One or two of
Spring
Colors.
the
so
purpose
of
dominating
players
rf im ,,
but ^ gift of
these pins is thrust In the hair at
Among the colors fbr spring are that their engagement by clubs out
out- ■Qoi u eterngJ Iifc „ Wno wonld no|
the sides when It Is colled low. Or
a pair Is sometimes seen in a long putty, greenish tans and grays, old i side the alleged Illegal combination , .^^ this gift so freely offered
tapestry blues and dark shades gener would he difficult, if not Impossible.
^^ the son ot Crodf
French coll.
I
■
The large Fairer comb Is worn in ally.

Fancy Combs and Hair Ornaments

Finest tobaccos,

Walking in the:: skillfully blended—
that's the source of
Light
that rare flavor which

Columns

Get a 10-cent box.
. .
Are you keeping your bowels, Uver,
end stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascareta, or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with
Baits, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
Purgative Waters?
Stop having a bowel wash-day. L«t
Cascareta thoroughly cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour
end fermenting food and foul gases,
take the excess Bile from the Uver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
In the bowels.
A Cascaret to-night will make you
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep—never gripe, sicken
or cause any inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Constipation. Adv.

CARE FOR YOUR HAiR

TURKISH ARMY
CORPS CAPTURED
Russians Rout Three Ottoman

No sick headache, biliousness,
bad taste or constipation
by morning.

A robust old woman in the mountains of north Georgia waa ill for the
first time In her life and a doctor waa
■ent for. Partly by persuasion and
partly by force, the physician Induced
his patient to swallow some big quinine capsules—a simple enough operation, which, however, scared the old
woman almost to death.
She waa
eoon able to sit up and her daughter
thought she would give the convalescent a treat She took her mother's corncob pipe from the "shelf' or
mantel, filled It with tobacco, and
picking up a live coal between two
■ticks, started with It toward the bed.
"Ma," she said, brightly, "lea' look
what I got fer ye."
"Git away from me, Sary," aha
■creamed In terror. "Take away dat
fire! Take hit awayl Don't yer know
I's dona plum miod up wi' cartridges?"
r—Chicago Ledger.
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Good Management and Proper Care
Will Control, If Not Eliminate,
These Difficulties—Animals
I Are Good Scavenger*.

Late turkeys should not be kept
for next year's breeders. It Is a costly mistake to'sell all the early-bred
turkeys because the market Is high,
forgetting the next year's hatches
that you want to make good. Next
year's hatches depend on this year's
stock. Early yearling toms of this

(By E. L. SHAW and L. I* HEIi.BR.)
Many farmers have disposed of
their flocks and many others have refrained from entering the business because of some of the difficulties that
are peculiar to this industry. Among
the most Important of these are cur
dogs, parasites and diseases. A certain amount of trouble Is Inevitable
where these abound, but ordinarily
this should not be sufficient to discourage the flockmaster. Good management and proper care, will control,
If not eliminate, these difficulties. The
Bock that must rustle for Itself Is the
one that suffers most from these
sources. Sheep are good scavengers,
but should not be made to subsist
upon weeds alone, with little or no
attention on the part of the farmer.
The sooner the owner realizes that
his sheep cannot return satisfactory
profits under such conditions, the

START^SUCCESS

It depends upon sweating (be VOOatlQI
ttSe Human Nature aepartuumt »ln»T» "hpjnj
one whelll be»t. We h»»a aorUUM * ■and fj»
a week men to 160 and some to Heeds of Banks
and Corporations. Self knowledge.doesi It.
Bond a two-cent stamps for 11:00 Book FBKH.
P ot O University, 4027 Monroe Si.. Csjiesjo. IU.

year mated next spring with two-yearold hens will give you strong hatohes.
These two-year-old hens may not lay
so many eggs as your early-hatched
year-old hens will lay, but the number of poults that will live over those
of the younger hens, though the latter
be mated with two-year-old toms, may
astonish you, and yet these earlyhatched hens of this year's batch
Bhould he kept over for the making
of the future good two-year-olds. Let
the turkeys roost In airy quarters until the cold nights -come, then give
them a shelter dry and free from
drafts, though they yet need plenty
of air. One good torn will be sufficient
to keep over with seven or eight hens,
though good results are obtained by
keeping ten hens with one vigorous
male. When feeding up the market
turkeys do not allow the breeders the
same ration. Breeders must be kept
only in good condition, never allowed
to get too fat.

We'll Start You in Business

Nardine Company, Schcnectady, Hew Yorij

PATENTS a?* °- -?-«2--2i
His Regular Cue.

Many a man who permits himself tobe led forth to musical entertainments
he does not care for will appreciate
the following:
"What made you start clapping you*
hands when that woman stepped on!
your foot in the tramcar?"
"I was dozing," answered Mr. Cum*
rox. "I thought mother and the girls)
were having a musicals at home and]
one of them was signaling that It was)
time to applaud."
Irresponsible.

"No matter how hard misfortunes)
strike some men, they never lose their
poise."
•I dare say that's true."
"I know a man whose favorite order
used to be, "Walter, a bottle of wine.'
Nowadays.-ho puts on just as many)
airs when he says, 'Heinle, a Bucket of
suds.'"
Its Nature.
"I've got work with a circus, tend*
Ing to the animals."
"What a beastly Job!"
'■

Backache Warns Yon
Backache Is one of Nature's warnings
of kidney weakness. Kidney disease kills
thousand, every year.
Don't negleot a bad baok. If your baok
Is lame—If it hurts to stoop or llft-lf
there Is irregularity of the secretions—
suspect your kidneys. If you Buffer headaches, dullness and are tired, nervous and
worn-out, you have further proof.

Never Punish a Pup Unless He Can
Associate Punishment With the
Offense—Use Common Sense.
Combination Rack for Feeding Hay
It is a good thing with farm dogs to
and Grain—8heep Can Be Fed From
Cither Side—Note Construction for teach them early in life to associate
with
the other farm animals and with
Keeping Chaff Out of Fleeces, by
the chickens, especially. I have found
the Solid Board at the Top.

Remember that a lousy hen cannot Combination Hay and Grain Rack—
give you the results that she could It
Sheep Can Fed From Either Side.
free from lice.
• » •
By eating the weeds they make more
Green bone should be fed three room for the cultivated crops and in■times a week to the laying hens and crease the supply of plant food and
' dally to the male bird.
water available for them by prevent• m
•
ing the weeds from using it. No
A few drops of tincture of iron in other class of live stock, with the exthe drinking water make an excellent ception of goats, will eat as many
■spring tonic for the fowls.
weeds as sheep. By converting these
• • •
waste products into wool and mutton
While grass Is necessary to a fowl's they are a source of profit to the
■proper condition It is not fair to ex- owher.
\ ipect a hen to live on grass alone.

A Massachusetts Cato
Mrs. Alfred Williamson, 84 Prltcherd Ave.. W. 8omervlllri, Mass., aajw:
"I had severe pains
across ths .mall of
my back and It I
did any lronlns or
washing, the ratoery , drove me almost frantic. I was
afflicted with WdBey
weakness, too. When
someone adVleed *»e
lo take Doan's Sidney Pills I did and
two boxes cured me,
I Have had no .l.n

» • •

at the trouble .Inc..
Store, 80< a Bex

Whatever you do, .unless you fatten
■for market, don't give an exclusive
corn diet, and better not even then.

DOAN'S VR3g
KIDNEY

POSTER-NULBURN CO, BUFFAIO. **. Y.

• • »

Finely sifted coal asheB mixed with
■an equal quantity of dry dirt make an
excellent material for the dust bath.

Don't Gut Out

• • •

A SHOE BOIL, CAPPED
HOCK OR ttJRSmS

Boiling the milk that Is fed to the
fowls will increase its value, and leaBen the risks of Its producing disease.

FOR

AB50RB:NE

• • •

-.-■>,[ UArM B16.U.S PAT 0(1

A hen will fatten more readily than
a growing pullet and a laying hen requires more nitrogenous food than one
not laying.

will remove them and leave no blemisheaJ
Reduce, any puff or swelKng. Doe» Taoi
blister or remove the hair, and horse enM
worked, f 2 s bottle delivered. Book6Kffee,

• • •

ABSORBINE. JR., the •mliepdc UrJ»tnt I
kins. For Bolit. Bruliei, Old Sorcl. SwcUlsSt, V
Velna Virlco*l(le< Allan Ma. Pries SI ssaw*
M srsftias or delitered, Will tell more II yes wrHe.
j W f.YOUMO, P P. f.. »M Twiprl «,,8prtn|rl.l<»iS»BW.

Squabs should be In prime condition for market at the age of four
weeks. Dispose of them as near this
period as possible.
•

jKeeley| No stosuMs", rto pnhUbUy

Tb. only JCeeley InstiMaine New
9EI Hampshire or Vennosb
gend for free booklet.

i*TrpatiiiPnl; tute) ID

"IfSZX" PORTLAND, ME.
VIAMFNUSE CLOZENE

^fJifAGEHTS WftrlTED
W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 2-1816.

TEACHING FARM DOGS EARLY

PouLTPYNoreg

Use Dean's Kidney Pills, aflnemedlcine
for bad backs and weak kidneys.

.4^ ■

Cauliflower is given much attention
by truck farmers and to Borne extent
is grown under glass for winter and
early spring markets. Field cultivation is In vogue generally, however,
and long after this crop is harvested
op the Atlantic coast, fresh cauliflower
may be seen in the'big cities arriving
from California almost dally, thus
making this dellclouB vegetable available a large part of the year. Some
truck farmers grow as many as fifty or
sixty acres annually and ready for market in late summer and early autumn.
A large part of cauliflower seed Is
imported from Europe, and the war
makes the supply for another season
very uncertain. Denmark and Holland
produce large quantities of cauliflower
seed, but it is also grown in other European countries. The most Important part of cauliflower cultivation Is
the growing of the plants, says Orange
Judd Farmer. A heavy loam with a
■gravelly subsoil Is considered the most
favorable for this crop. Yet good
yields are often secured on light,
sandy Boll. Under glass, cauliflower
can be produced In eight weeks from
the growing of the seed, of course
commanding high prices; the young
plants are set when about four Inches
high and between them,in alternate
rows lettuce is planted, as these two
vegetables grow together with harmony, requiring much the same temperature.

better It will be for him. Any extra
care and feed given to the flock generally yields the greatest returns.
Sheep will increase the fertility of
the soil if they are handled properly.
To do this they should not be permitted to crop off the grass too closely, which they will do if the pasture is
overstocked or if they are kept too
long on one field. Sheep manure, with
one exception, is the most valuable of
all farm manures. It Is thinly and
evenly scattered over th'e ground and
does not produce a rank growth In
spots of the pasture as do other manures. The, manure is also worked
Into the soil by the sharp hoofs of
sheep, so that It 1B not waBhed
WALLOWING PLACE FOR HENS the
away but becomes, available as plant
food. This quality has well earned
Road Dust Is Not Recommended for
tor sheep the title of "golden hoof."
Chicken, as It Is Composed
In England, land which during Queen
. |
Largely of Droppings.
Elizabeth's reign produced only six
bushels of wheat per acre has been
'■ A dust bath under a south window
made to yield 30 bushels at the presmakes an ideal wallowing place for ent time by the use-of sheep. Better
the chickens on a wintry day. Do
cultural methods may be the cause of
not gather up the road dust, it is the
a portion of this increase, but without
moist and mellow earth which the
doubt the sheep are responsible for
hlrds need to keep their feathers
the greater part of It
clean and the skin In healthy condi.Another equally Important way that
tion; road dust is largely composed of sheep Increase the productivity of the
droppings, and, however fine, It la not
land Is In their destruction of weeds.
best for the chickens. Enough earth
should be brought In before freezing
to change the duet bath during the
winter. If a little insect powder, or
crude carbolic add is added, the dust
bath IB an aid in keeping down lice.

l>

Get Doan's at As

Grown to 8ome Extent Under Glass
for Winter and Spring MarketsSeed Imported From Europe.

A Fine Bird.

In your locality, furnlnh you goods, can wait
for our pay uottll they are sold; will sen readily
as every one needs them, yields you larger
proflts.gaod repeater, steady and substantial ID*
come assured yoji, exclusive territory, a rai-tj
opportunity for ttie ambitious man or woman.
Sit-down now, write us Tor particulars, securf.
territory for tomorrow It may be taken.

,

e

•

Hens ought to pay at least a dollar
a year per head. If they do not something Is wrong. Learn the trouble.
The sooner the better.
» e •
The hen must have some animal
food In order to produce successfully.
She gathers this In the summer time
but in the winter It must be provided.

• • *

It la almost Impossible to get
enough fresh, pure air inside of four
wails, and It Is not possible at all to
keep the wholesome flush of healti
Is rooms unvlsited tor the daily son.

The Censor.
The Washington Star relates that
Mayor Baker of Cleveland, In defense
of a political movement that had been
Don't Look Oldl Try Grandmother's attacked, said the other day.
Recipe to Darken and Beautify
"It's an honeBt movement and a
Gray, Faded, Lifeless Hair.
straightforward movement, and they
who attack it are as censoriovu as the
Grandmother kept her hair beauti- Seabright old maid.
"A Seabright old maid was talking
fully darkened, glossy and abundant
with a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur. to a sunburned college boy on the
Whenever her hair fell out or took on beach. A pretty girl passed and the
Jb.at dull, faded or streaked appear- old maid said:
" 'There goes Minnie Summers. You
ance, this simple mixture was applied
with wonderful effect By asking at took her to the hop last evening, didn't
any drug Btore for "Wyeth's Sage and you?'
" 'Yes,' said the college boy, and he
Sulphur Hair Eeniedy," you will get a
large bottle of this old-time recipe, added politely: 'As I was taking leave
of
Miss Summers after the hop it
ready to use, for about 50 cents. This
simple mixture can be depended upon dawned upon me—'"
"It dawned!' Bald the old maid.
to restore natural color and beauty
out till
dawn! That's
to the hair and Is splendid for dan- "You
„ol>t her
„.»„...._.
IOU kept
u„ „m
draft, dry, Itchy scalp and falling hair.. WQat these new dances lead up to!
A well-known druggist say's everybody uses Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur,
No Room for a Third.
Ex-President Taft was on one occabecause it darkens so naturally and
evenly that nobody can tell It has been sion In consultation with Senator Penapplied—it's BO easy to use, too. You rose of Pennsylvania. Now, as everysimply dampen a comb or soft brush body knows, Mr. Taft is gigantic and
and draw It through your hair, taking the senator Is toller and weighs more
one strand at a time. By morning than any other member of the senate.
the gray hair disappears; after anWhile the two were In earnest conother application or two, it Is re- versation an aggressive politician enstored to its natural color and looks deavored to enter the room, but an
alert secretary politely Interfered.
glossy, soft and abundant Adv.
"What are they doing In thereT*
ARMORED CAR IN WARFARE asked the politician. Inquisitively.
This pertinent question nettled the
European Armies Have Found It of secretary and he answered tersely:
"Holding a mass meeting, I prethe Greatest Value In Their
sume."
Operations.

CAULIFLOWER EVER POPULAR IF HAIR IS TURNING
GRAY, USE SAGE TEA

CHICKEN COOP VENTILATION
Hole Covered With Thick Cloth Will
Provide Necessary Fresh Air and
Exolude Snow and Sleet.

To provide proper ventilation for
a chicken coop in the winter time is
a very difficult task, unless special arrangement was made for It when the
coop was built. A hole of any appreciable size is surd to admit a lot of
snow and sleet with every storm. Besides tils being harmful for the chickens, It leaves a lot of snow and Ice to
'melt on the floor of the coop, which
soon causes It to rot and decay. We
have found, however, that by enlarging the holes somewhat and then
tacking several thicknesses of cloth
over them, the proper amount of
fresh air will'be admitted, while the
snow and sleet will be excluded. The
cloth should be a light color so'as to
keep the Interior of the coop lighter.

it useful to take puppies with me into
the poultry runs, keeping a sharp eye
on them. By and by the constant association with the fowls kills the novelty and they pay no attention to
them.
It may surprise some people to be
told that dogs have a strong sense of

Although an engine new to warfare,
the armored motor car has proved extremely useful, especially for outpost
and scouting duty. Fast silent and
mobile, it covers a vast amount'of
ground on the splendid roads that
crisscross the field of war In western
Europe. Most of the cars are Incased
in a light frame of tough steel plate
that ranges In thickness from threeSixteenths of an inch to a quarter of
an Inch, and that is impervious to rifle
and machine-gun fire. All the vulnerable parts of the motor, such as the
radiator and steering gear, and In
Borne of the newest cars the wheels,
are protected by the steel covering.
The wheels, both wood and wire, are
said to withstand the roughest sort of
usage. Accidents to the tires are
much less common than anyone would
expect The cars carry a light armament—one or two machine guns so
mounted that they can be swung
through a complete circle—and a
large supply of ammunition. The
crew, which may number from four to
eight or more men, are armed with
rifles and revolvers. Some of the cars
have a steel superstructure that rises
from the chasls frame high enough
to enable the crew to stand upright,
and that Is capped with a domed roof,
froth which bullets and shrapnel usually fly off at a sharp angle without
even denting the steel.—Youth's Companion.

An Airedale terrier, Excellent Type
for Farm.

justice, so, unless you want your pup
to gain a poor opinion of you be careful when you punish him.
Never
punish unless the pup can associate
the punishment with the offense, says
a writer In Outing. The circumstantial evidence may be very strong, but
you had better wait and catch him
in the act.
Common sense Is about all that Is
required to rear a puppy into a dog
which will be a faithfuj, useful, steadfast compapion; common sense and
consideration.
Whenever I find one of those "anythlng-wlll-do-for-the-pup" kind of people I can see In my mind's eye what
the humans In that family look like.

MORE INTEREST IN POULTRY
Nearby Village 8how» Afford People
Opportunity to Study Different
Breeds of Various Fowls.

Mrs. Anna Llnder. R. F. D. ». Das-il
sel. Meeker Co, Minn, writes: "Foil'
two years I suffered with that teH1
rlble disease, chronlo catarrh.
"Fortunately. I saw your- advert
tlsement In my paper. I got you*!
advice, and 1 took Peruna. Now ■
am well and the mother of tw»,
children. I owe it all to Peruna.
e "I would not be without that greatr
tonic for twice Its cost for I am well:
and strong.now. I cannot «>«** hi
too high terms of IU valne as *
medicine."
-

Your liver
Is Clogged Up
That'. Why You're Tired- "*
—Have No Appetite.

CARTER'S LITTLE,

Extreme Devotion.

Genuine must bear Signature

The automobile has It on the hone
In one respect It doesn't shed its
hair In the spring.

GASTORIA

^^VfJS

9 oo DROPS)

For Infants and CJrfljIren.

The Kind You Have
Always Boi

ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT

AVege table Preparation for As similating iheFoodandRegulanngtteSiomarAsandBovrelsof

Bears the
Signature
of

= IN KAN lb,' ( H1LDKI.N

Born Diplomat.

"Harry, I am beginning to believe
the baby looks like you."
"Are you, dear?"
"Yes, I notice it more ana1 more every day. I'm BO glad."
"Do you really want him to look like
met"
"Of course I do. I've been sorry
ever Blnce we had him christened that
we didn't give him your name."
"Sweetheart, you don't know how
happy you make me by saying that."
"And, Harry, dear--I found the loveliest hat today. : don't believe I ever
saw anything that was BO becoming to
me. It's $25. Do you think I ought to
pay that much for a hat?"—Chicago
Herald.
All There Was for Him.
A poor shoemaker's apprentice was
sent to his master's home with some
work. It was early In December, and
,when the lad arrived at the house he
found the good wife engaged baking
the spiced bread ready for Christmas.
The smell was delicious, und, sniffing
strongly, the apprentice exclaimed
heartily:
"Eh, missus, but your spice loaf
smells grand."
"Ah, well, lad,, thee mun trX some
good smells, for It will be all 'hou will
,get."—London Tit-Bits.
■

.

I Used
Peruna.
Am all
Right
Now.
I owemy
Health to
Peruna.

"Mrs. Gadders is all wrought up over UVER PILLS
the plight of the Belgians."
will put you right^
"Indeed she Is! Why, she even neg- in a few days.^
lects her poodle to attend meetings of
They d<
their duty.,
relief committees."
CureCon-f
■tipation, tFewer young men would sow their Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick HeadacM
wild oats if they should first stop to SMALL POX, SHALL DOSE. SMALL PRIC*
look for a needle In a haystack.

The interest, In winter poultry
shows increases fast each year. Little
towns now have their winter and
spring poultry shows.
That most
people, country and town alike, keep
standard-bred poultry is the main reason for this. Those who keep any
breed In the standard: finally desire to
know all there Is to know of this
Inside Criticism.
breed, and how near to standard they
"So you are going to be married,
are keeping their fowls. The nearby
village poultry show gives them this Mary?"
"Yes, ma'am, and m be leaving yon
chance, as good Judges are selected to
look after these shows. It gives you next TueBday."
"Well, I hope yon are getting a
the chance to compare your stock with
others; it builds up your interest in good husband."
"If he ain't any better than the one
the business; you get new ideas on
housing, feeding and caring for your you've got I won't keep him long."
fowls in ways to insure vigor. Go to
ail the poultry shows about, then take
Should Tarry.
in some held In the large cities. Here
"The Cllmblys tell me they are goyou will come upon breeds of geese, ^Ing to move into a better neighborturkeys, ducks or other fowls that It mood."
may pay you to keep.
"That's queer."
"Why so?"
Double the Crop Yield,
' "They haven't made good yet In the
The best authorities agree that the neighborhood they're leaving."
total of the crops raised from seed in
the United States might be doubled
There Ain't That Much.
by Improved methods of farming. To
"Pop, what's a plutocrat?*'
do this would add $4,000,000,000 to
"A man who has as much money as
$6,000,000,000 to the nation's wealth I'd like to have."
and the resources of its farm population. And one of the most Important
MOTS? BrV BiSea"for Bed. Wisi, Wawrj
means to this end-is the planting of frr
KM and aitaBatea BreUds: Ko Jmamng»s« Bje oomfort. Write tor BooX ol the U><t
good seed.
,■
j>T inaBVreeT Sffrlne Bje Bemedy Co., Chlcaso.

Follow Nature's Way.
The man who -feeds leguminous
hays In connection with silage will, of
Pure Seed Is Necessary.
course, grow the legume crops on his
Careful fertilization, thorough and
farm. When he does this he will fol- repeated cultivation, first elements of
low nature's way, and the best way to success for the farmer though they
Improve the fertility of the soil.
are, cannot, of course, grow a good
crop from poor seed. . And of all the
Influences that keep the farmers ot
Have Some Sweet Clover.
Plan now to sow some sweat clover this country from realizing the full
next spring foi «heep pasture. It is benefits of their labor, Interior seed
is one of the most powerful.
'
equal to alfalfa I. feeding value.

/ Took Cold
It Settled In
My Kidneys.

The. faint heart that failed to win
may not have done so badly, after all.

Promotes Digestion.Cheerfulnessand Re st.Conlains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral
NOT NARCOTIC

jkft troidDrSArwaimgix _
/Uwrul |W*

,

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

A perfect Remedy forConstlpation. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feveri shness and LOSS OF SUEEP-'
f«c Simile Signature o/

1

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, )

NEW STORK.

GASTORIA
35 TBABS SUCCESSFUL TB^TMBNT
OF LIQUOB AND DBUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTtTUTE
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
LEXINGTON. MASS.
PROVflMOE. H-1.

Canada is CaffingVou
la her ffichWheat Lands
-She extends to Americans a hearty in-1
vitation to settle on her FREE Homestead lands of 160 acres each or secure
some of the low priced lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.
This year wheat is higher bmtC—itsn land Just
as cheap, so the opportunity is, more attractive than
ever. Canada wants you to help to feed the world
by tUUhg some oi her sott-bM similar to that
which during many years ha* averaaed 20 to 45
bushels of wheat to the •see. Think what you
can make with wheat areatad 91 a bushel and

land so easy to get, \*a*edul yiektoalso of

Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed farming
ia fully as profitable a* industry as grain
growing.
The Government this year Is asking
farmers to put jacrrased acreage into
■ grain. Military service is not compulsory in Canada but there ia a reat demand for farm bjbar to replace tte man;
young men who have volunteer^ for service. The cHnato is healthful and
agreeable, railway facilities excellent, good schools ant. W^^Tf™".
Write forWature and particulars as to reduced railway rates to Superintendent
Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
MAI *. »«WlBIirj Trernml Slrs.1.5^. JJJM.)
J. E. LsFOlCE, 2V Wejbrssstl Slrstl. 'rntteast,
1.1.; I. *. ASSttlN. BisssioH,

However, a man may not be married
troubles
rlett and
ana still
sun have
nave his
niBirao™.

BIHtMM»,N.Y.

WEST HA«EN, CONN.

MSHMST*.

Luiuau, ii» Ef SUMI. itMckssiw. a. ■■
„_^__ .
rn iifi—

■

PUTNAM FADELESS5DYES
:iflftte asftaiirjaaafeg

ncrMid faster color, than

■nr s^rmssu withoiitrln°ins apart.
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STUCK TO HIS FRIEND
BORROWER

INSPIRED BY SPIRIT

OF LOYALTY.

LATE TURKEYS AS BREEDERS
Yearling Tome With Two-Year-Old
Hens Make Good Combination
for Next Year's Flock.

Had Altogether Too Much Self-Respect to Apply to Anyone Else
While Old Neighbor Had
Things to Lend.

HOME

Towi

PAYS TO HAVE SHADE TREES

NOT APPROVED BY SCIENCE
Existence of "Brain Waves," as Popularly Understood, Has Never
Been Established.

Sir Ray Lankester, who has been a
diligent student of telepathy, now arrives at the conclusion that the socalled "brain waves," of which the telepathist talks, have no foundation in
science. According to him, we know
nothing of the existence of such waves
and are absolutely devoid of the means
of establishing them. The chief difficulty lies in the fact that those who
seem to believe in them most implicitly are unable to so much as hazard a guess as to the material in
which they occur.
The physicist who teaches the ex,Btence of
^
M wayes afflrms

No one could truthfully deny that Their Worth to the Owners of Property Can Be Shown In Actual
most of the small farmers of Dilmouth
Dollars and Cents.
were addicted to borrowing—farming
Late turkeys should not be kept
for next year's breeders. It is a cost- FIX WEIGHTS FOR LEGHORNS tools chiefly—although as occasion
it a real estate dealer tells you that
CULLING THE POULTRY FLOCK ly mistake to sell all the early-bred
arose they would borrow anything
turkeys because the market is high, American Poultry Association Approve else with the utmost cheerfulness. the house or building lot you are thinkThe burden fell heaviest upon Caleb jing of buying is worth several nunLe» Profit Secured by Keeping Birds forgetting the next year's hatches
Standard for Barred Rock Breed—
Peaslee. a thrifty farmer who kept [ dred dollars more, because it is well
Until Cold Weather Than by
that you want to make good. Next
Text Books for Schools.
every necessary tool, and who tried to : supplied with shade trees, don t be too beginning that'they are waves of the
Selling Early In Fall.
year's hatches depend on this year's
stock. Early yearling toms of this
At the annual meeting of the Amer- keep them in condition for use. The fsure that he * is trying to take ether. In holding to sound waves he
When the first cold nights come,
lean Poultry association the follow- advent of a new farmer, a well-to-do | advantage of you until you; have explains that they are waves of the
and the chickens are rounded up from
ing weights for Leghorns were adopt- man who brought with him almost j counted and measured the trees. Very atmosphere. To say that sound and
the coops and trees and driven into
ed; Cocks, five and one-half pounds; every known appliance for tilling the ! probably he may be telling the truth, light are waves and at the same time
the chicken houses, the farmer wakes
hens,-four pounds; cockerels, four and ground, seemed to open an avenue of , for it has lately been discovered that to be unable to declare the substance
the right kind of trees do increase the
■up to the fact.that he has more chickone-half pounds; pullets, three and escape from Borne of his troubles.
of which those waves consist would
ens than he thought he had, and (many
"Mebhe some of these hawks'll take value of a piece of real estate.
one-half pounds. The move for a rebe to leave sound and light unexI In order to determine the value of
of them must go to market. So itlhaptoll
fr'm
that
man
Barney
that's
taken
duction in weight of Barred Rocks was
plained ; and Sir Ray holds that a like
'trees in residential districts the ■Maspens that along in late November
the
ol'
Staples
place
for
a
Bpell,"
he
ruled out of order, it having been
inference is to be drawn from the
sachusetts Forestry association rethere is a drop in the price of chickconfided
to
his
son.
"I
hope
so—I
do
voted down at Atlantic City last year.
brain-wave explanation of telepathy.
cently sought the advice of a number
ens, and the farmer often gets less
In Partridge varieties the descrip- BO. My seedtime and harvest has
But granting the existence of such
I of practical real estate men. These
clear profit from holding his birds till
tion will read: Fluff black, tinged pome in between the times when othwaves, he proceeds to ask by what
men
were
asked
this
Question:
"How
cold weat-her-tuan.he would have had
with red; and in Light Brahmas the er folks was a-usln' my farmin' tools
from selling earlier. The best way is
word "silvery" will be dropped wher- ever since I can remember, and I've much, in your judgment, do full-grown i^sfe ™^¥gLTSZ
trees along the street improve I Z™™* f^VLtSor in
to keep culling right along. .When you
ever it occurs in connection with the got about tired out. I'm goin' to gee shade
have a number of chickens to market,
If I can't turn some of 'em his way, the vaue^of the adjoining land for | m brafn bv wh)ch they ffiay be ^ .
word white.
•
call up the butcher and sell them behouse lots r
• ceived and no rfechanism to transThe meeting also passed and ap- and get a little rest"
The majority^ of HflffMM | form them into senslb]e torm. Nelthei.
fore leaving home. Don't put yourCaleb made his first attempt at
proved a Barred Rock breed standard,
ttom 10 to B0 Der ce nt w le Bome
self in the position of a man with a
. . -.. " .
I Is there a code between man' and man
a market poultry and egg standard, B.D "turning them" when Jake Meader, his
went BO r
load which he must sell at any price
" M t0 Bta'e tnat a nouse i whereby^ the thoughts conveyed
official egg score card, and a textbook nearest neighbor and an inveterate ,
ouM be w rt
00 per cent m0
rather than take It home.
borrower,
came
for
the
wheel
hoe,
'
*
*
°
*
*
™
to be made intelligible as the Morse
..for schools. It might be said that the
f
B had8
If the chickens are lanky and have
A Fine Bird.
,
****. were 8tand' alphabet transforms the dots and
schoolbooks won the textbook, for which lav in the tool shed with one jln *>**»*»
ln
front
8
ra
e
little meat on their bones, coop them
wheel broken. Jake went to the shed , *
»' »• * W* ™ * »' dashes of the telegraph key Into
for ten days or two weeks and fatten. year mated next spring with two-yearand examined the hoe, and then re- ''he anBwe™ he'd »»* trees would words.
e
e
old liens will give you strong batches.
The possibility of telepathy Is not
turned to the grind-stone, where Caleb ' |?J^ _^ ^",ue of tte B<"°mm*
These two-year-old hens may not lay
and his son were grinding scythes. land 40 per Cent.
denied. The noted scientist simply
so many eggs as your early-hatched
Expert
tree
appraisers
say
that
a
Jake's face wore a dissatisfied exprestakes the ground that at the present
shade
in7,
good...condition and,well
year-old hens will lay, but the numsion.
,
. tree
,
j KiageorKnowiPnge.il
stage of knowledge, Tf brains
nrams do
ao comber of poults that will live over those
placed
is
worth
11
per
square
inch
mnn)cate
wlth each other lmn,eaIateiy
"Ain't you goin' Into Bangor some
! of cross-section measured at breast and over long distances, it Is by some
of the younger hens, though the latter
time this afternoon, Caleb?" he ini height. At that rate, a tree one foot other method than that of the supbe mated with two-year-old toms, may
quired, anxiously.
in diameter is worth $113, while a posed "brain wares."
astonish you, and yet these earlyMr. Peaslee drew his thumb caretree two feet in diameter is *worth
hatched hens of this year'B hatch
fully along the scythe, testing the
,*452.
should be kept over for the making
Root's Concentratlve Abilityedge.
I For the sake of illustration, supof the future good two-year-olds. Let
Senator Root has great power of
"I d'know but mebbe I shall," he repose that we take a good-sized house
the turkeys roost in airy quarters unconcentration. He would have made
turned, noncommlttally.- "Why?"
I lot, 60 by 100, or 5,000 square feet, a great war correspondent. No mattil the cold nights come, then give
"Why!" returned Jake, in aggrieved
worth 25 cents a foot. The land value
them a shelter dry and free from
ter how much shot and shell might
surprise. "On account of that wheel
worth $25 a foot. The land value Is
drafts, though they yet need plenty
be flying about him, he could sit and
hoe—that's why. Here It's been laying
Is
$1,250.
If
the
treeB
are
spaced
50
of air. One good torn will be sufficient
jot down what Is in his mind without
right there In that shed for four-five
feet apart on the street there would paying any attention to anything else.
to keep over with seven or eight hens,
days with the wheel broke, and the
be one tree ln front of the property.
though good results are obtained by
One day he was going through some
weeds gettin' higher ln my beets every
The tree is two feet in diameter and papers that contained Information he
keeping ten hens with one vigorous
minute. I callated to borrow It this
male- When feeding up the market
afternoon and see if I couldn't get 'em worth $452, which would increase the was sifting out. The matter was one
turkeys do not allow the breeders the
that called for much quiet thought
thinned out a Jlttle—and here I find value of the lot 36 per cent
Fine Leghorn Cock.
same ration. Breeders must be kept
and reflection.
that you ain't got it fixed yet!"
only in good condition, never allowed
A caller arrived at the outer office.
Caleb regarded the borrower with a RULES FOR THE GOOD CITIZEN
to get too fat.
, Mr. C. T. Patterson of the Missouri fine irony, tempered by an exasperA clerk went ln to the Senator and
experiment station, produced a scrap- ated amusement.
told him:
Ten Commandments Formulated by
book containing all that he could find
"Mr. Soandso's here for an 11 o'clock
WALLOWING PLACE FOR HENS in American schoolbooks concerning "See here, Jake," he said at length,
Mrs. Moses L. Purvin of the
appointment. It "Is now three minutes
"If my tools ain't ln shape to suit you,
Chicago Woman's Aid.
poultry. The book and its crude illus- why don't-you go up the road a piece
of 11."
.
Road Dust is Not Recommended for
trations showed the actual necessity and try Barney. He's got everything
"All right Show him In at 11,*,
Chickens as It is Composed
1 Thou shalt honor thy city and directed Mr. Root.
of at least a truthful presentation of you need in the way of tools—mebbe
Largely of Droppings.
the subject. The convention sarw the you can get Jest what you wan,t there, keep its laws.
And during those three minutes he
Excellent Flock of White Plymouth
2. Remember thy cleaning day and became just as much engrossed in the
point, and quickly placed itself in ac- and get It when you want it. I'd
A
dust
bath
under
a
south
window
Rocks.
keep
It
wholly.
cord with the recommendation of reelly ruther you'd try him a spell."
task before him as if there were nothmakes an ideal wallowing place for
3. Thou shalt love and cherish they ing else in sight
Jake turned to Caleb a face full of
A fattening coop with a slatted bottom the chickens on a wintry day. Do Professor Patterson. The book is bechildren and provide for them decent
ing
prepared
for
the
seventh
and
wounded dignity.
Is easily made, and is useful the year not gather up the road dust, it is the
homes and playgrounds.
"Beats all how a man'll live right
Deer Copped Cabbage.
around. Fasten a trough for feed and moist and mellow earth which the eighth grade pupils, for boys' and
4. Thou shalt not keep thy windows
girls'
poultry
clubs,
and
for
Y.
M.
C.
alongside
of. another man for years,
A herd of deer "celebrated the close
sour milk In front of the coop, and birds need to keep their feathers
closed day or night
A.
classes.
The
committee
expects
to
of
tne
and
not
know
him,
after
all,"
he
burst
keep the feeding trough clean. Give clean and the skin in healthy condiE Thou shalt keen In order thv alBanning season by invading the
B
6
green food, grit and fresh water. tion; road dust Is largely composed of have it on the market next year.
out earnestly. "I want you to know,
' ™> "J™^
^" HwfS
' garden of PoBtn""!tOT A. C. Stewart at
bacK yard thr na
and thy
Caleb
Peaslee,
that
I
ain't
none
of
your
"';
""L
'
"
j
Weymouth,
N. J., and eating his wfcSeven parts ground oats, and one part droppings, and, however fine, it is not
y
Them that B™lrl?
' . „
„ „„ „
.„
, | ter supply of cabbage. Several gunbarley meal mixed with milk is a fa- best for the chickens. Enough earth PACK POULTRY FOR MARKET towhiffle-minded folks!
Th
wants to can borrow of Barney, but ' «•
°" fait not kill thy children. ; nlng parties have been encamped
vorite fattening ration with breeders, should be brought In before freezing
8
with Poisonous air nor their , within a hundred yards of the spot
but cooped birds fed masb and to change the dust bath during the Whatever Mars Appearance of a Bird I ain't goin'to. I started in borrowin' "o^
soulB
of you when I fust come here, tad I'm j
J*ith Dad companions
during the week and a dozen deer have
cracked corn with sour milk; put on winter. If a little insect powder, or
Lowers Price—Wrap In Paper so
7
goin'
to
keep
on
borrowin'
of
you
as
'
-•»?■
»>>"" not let the wicked | been shot In the immediate vicinity.
enough fat to pay well for the work. crude carbolic acid is added, the dust
Fowls Do Not Rub.
ny
long as you've got anything to lend!"
„'~l'
,. ,.
. ,... ,.„..
,
Make old birds into pressed chicken bath is an aid in keeping down lice.
8. Thou shalt not steal thy children's The deer came to within fifty feet of
where two stag hounds were tethered
or soup; sell over-fat birds, and kill
There is an art in packing. Care- —Youth's Companion.
right to happiness from them.
and burn weaklings; but In some way
lessly packed birds go on market out
9. Thou shalt bear witness against I to their, kennels and the barking of
Eugene
Field's
Varied
Career.
I the dogs aroused the postmaster and
cull the flock so that the chickenof shape, bruised and unsightly where
thy neighbor's rubbish heap.
I his son, who saw the herd scampering
Eugene Field, newspaper writer and .
house will not be overcrowded, but
jammed together. Whatever hurts the
shaIt
aIr and
poet,
was
born
(date
not
exactly
au'
»;
™°"
■"»■*•"
*•
away in the moonlight.
comfortably filled with hens, every
appearance of a bird lowers the price.
Bun
ht thou canst 0Dtato
"*
Sportsmen here say that the season
one of which Is In shape to earn her
Never pack birds between straw or thentlcated in some biographies) Nojust closed has been the best in many
living.
•
Remember that a lousy hen cannot hay, because every straw cuts into vember 7,1850, at Amherst, Mass. His
Know Your Own Back Lot?
years. The heavy foliage remaining
give you the results that she could if the skin and flesh, giving a fresh bird father was a lawyer of some distincDo you, denizen of the suburb, know ' on the trees gave the deer more shelthe appearance of mortification al- tion and was one of the counsel ln the
RATION FOR EGG PRODUCTION free from lice. • • •
ready set In. Poultry must sell upon famous Dred Scott slave case. His your own countryside? In that patch ter than usual. Over thirty bucks
Green bone should be fed three appearance. To pack aright place mother died when he was a child and of woods back of your home there (are have been reported bagged within a
Farm Poultry Not Given Enough Anitimes a week to the laying hens and packing stuff first on the bottom of he was placed in care of Miss French. wonders beyond compare—wild things ten-mile radius of Weymouth. This
mal or Ground Food—Mix Corn
daily to the male bird.
the barrel, for a barrel is always bet- a cousin. At the age of eighteen he that would be neighborly if you'd let was a proportion of about one to every
and Wheat for Winter Feed,
• • *
*
ter than a box. Over this lay strong entered Williams college, but, his them, flowers that are growing as na- twenty gunners.
A few drops of tincture of iron in paper, on this your first layer of poul- father dying soon after, his guardian ture planned them, and that are quite
(By H. L.KEMPSTER, Missouri ExperiRadium Market Closed.
ment Station.)
the drinking water make an excellent try, every space filled so that while placed him in Knox college at Gales- as beautiful as any so carefully tended
The European war has, for the presEgg production depends largely spring tonic for the fowls.
the fowls do not rub, yet they are too burg, 111., and later he went to the Unl- in the greenhouses of your wealthy
. • • •
In 1871 he' neighbor across the street. Go to a ent at least, totally closed the Euroupon proper feeding. Rations for farm
tight to move. When full spread over versity of Missouri.
poultry flocks can generally be critiWhile grass is necessary to a fowl's another layer of paper, then straw, "knocked about" for a few months in near by woodland (better still if it's pean market to"American radium ores.
cized. FlrBt, oecause they contain lit- proper condition It is not fair to ex- then put on the lid. Each fowl is Europe, and then for several years a bit swamp) some twilight, soon, and As is well known, the uraniun ores of
tle ground food, and, second, because pect a hen to live on grass alone.
packed best If wrapped in paper made was a reporter, manager and editor for listen to the evening songs of the Colorado and Utah are sold exclu• • • animal food is usually lacking. These
for that purpose. Bome packers place newspapers in St. Louis, Kansas City feathered folk. You don't know what slvely for their radium content, so llttwo faults can easily be corrected. By
Whatever you do, unless you fatten cracked Ice In with the chickens. In and Denver. Later he was for years music you may have without price un- tie use being known for the uranium
feeding ground grains in addition "to for market, don't give an exclusive hot weather ship by express, in cold on the stall of the Chicago Evening til you've done this. Explore some of that the ores cannot be sold for their
the whole grains and by supplying corn diet, and better not even then. by freight, though you must look News, until his death ln 1895. He the! little streams that meander content of that element. The condl• * *
animal food in the form of sour skim
close after the time for delivery and wrote volumes of heart-appealing through meadow and wood. Learn to ' tlon of the European market leaves
verse, bis child poems especially beiag name the birds and tyie flowers, das- "the miners without a buyer; so that
milk or buttermilk, the feed cost for
Finely sifted coal ashes mixed with the market they must go on.
widely copied. He was possessed of a sify the rocks and the soils—and look I while,the war lasts, and probably for
a dozen eggs, can be materially re- an equal quantity of dry dirt make an
duced.
excellent material for the dust bath. POULTRY READY FOR WINTER notable library in which there were up to stare now and then. See Amer- some time afterward, the market will
many rare and 'costly volumes.
I lea first? Surely, that's a fine deter- | be restricted and without the benefit
• * *.
A good grain ration for winter use
1—
, initiation. But see your own country- of competition. As has been pointed
la made by mixing 60 pounds of corn
Boiling the milk that is fed to the
Market the Old Hena, as They Will
Market for Apples and Prunes.
I side even before you see the rest of out by Secretary of the Interior Lane,
with 30 pounds of wheat For sum- fowls will increase its value, and lesNot Lay During Cold Weather— The people of Norway usually de- the United States.—The Countryside had the bills Introduced in congress
mer mix 60 pounds of wheat with 30 sen the risks of its producing disThoroughly Clean House.
pend
on
the
Norwegian
apple
crop
and
Magazine.
been passed the United States governpounds of corn.
ease.
the Servian prune crop for the greater
ment would probably have been ln the
• • •
In addition to the corn and wheat
Get your poultry ready for winter. part of their winter fruit supply. Durmarket aa a buyer, and the miner
the following mixture of ground foods
A hen will fatten more readily than The old hens should be marketed, as
Publlo Furnaces.
might now have a chance to aell hla
is excellent:
Bran, two pounds; a growing pullet :tnd a laying hen re- they will, not lay during the winter ing the present season the apple crop
A
splendid
way
to
keep
the
streets
ore.
corn meal, two pounds; middlings, quires more nitrogenous food than one and the market for them is still good. In Norway is very light, being practlom V
Ll7a"falurerSerVto%e7n'rarwaV; ^•*
.^° »*??''^V?' '±
two pounds; beef scraps, one pound. not laying.
has been
Clean up the henhouse, cleaning out will be unable to supply prunes,
""tabli.hed in Glendale, near
• • •
Asking the Impossible.
This mixture can be fed dry in hopLos
Angeles,
Cal. The city has built
the rubbish, fumigating, spraying or
These conditions furnish an oppor"We'll be glad to handle your ac. pers, which should be kept open durSquabs should be in prime condi- renewing the nests, whitewashing the
public incinerators or catch-all furtion for market at the age of four Inside of the house and painting the tunity for American exporters of naces ln the alleys back of Its business count," said the receiving teller, "If
ing the afternoon only.
I
Ground oats are good to use as a weeks. Dispose of them as near this outside. If the garden has nothi g fruits to find a large market this sea- blocks. Four of these, paid for by an you will promise to keep not less than
ion in Norway for dried and green
$100 on deposit all the time."
dry mash, either alone or mixed with period as possible.
the hens can destroy, spade up the old apples and prunes, says Consul Gen- assessment levied on the merchants,
"Good gracious!" exclaimed Mr.
• • •
other ground feeds. If available, give
notl only solved the rubbish problettuce bed and let them eat the grubs. oral. Michael J. Hendrick, Cbristiania. . have
"""
""
"""/"'"="
™™7"r
,
Hallroomer, "I merely wanted to put
o
buttermilk or sour skim milk as a ' Hens ought to pay at least a dollar It will be good for both hens and gar- t»n,ii« i™=.i„,,„ »„,». wh „-«.« .-J i"11"- hut have reduced the danger of.
„^_,_, ,_
„,_
While American fruits, both green and
the fruit of• my self-denial
in .a safe
drink. The fowls should eat abojt a year per head. If they do not someden. Give a small dose of Epsom salts dried, are largely sold ln Norway, Are from promiscuous bonfires. The place until I could find something suitone-half as much mash as grain food. thing is wrong. Learn the trouble.
in a little moist food once a week dur- none were heretofore Imported direct- furnaces are built of brick and do not able, to spend it for. I have no desire
About twice ..s much grain should be The sooner the better.
ing the month and plenty of fresh wa-< ly from the United States, wholesale need watching while a fire is burning to, become a capitalist"
• a •
fed at night as in the morning. At
inside. Tbey are four feet high with
ter at all times. Our chief error is in
night feed all that the birds will eat
The hen must have some animal using for broilers the tender , early "isalers In Hamburg, Germany, through a chimney portion extending one foot
Found Ring In City Dump.
During the day keep the hens scratch- food in order to produce successfully. batched hens that would give winter local agents, furnishing the supply.
above the main furnace Rubbish to
A small boy When delving in one of
ing in straw litter a foot deep. This She gathers this, in the summer time eggs, and keeping the profitless old
be burned is dumped Into the furnace
That
Famous
Barrel.
through a 27-inch hole, covered with ' the city'dumps at Bangor, Me., recenU
but in the winter It must be pro- hens. Roosters are better on their
litter abould be free from molds.
"Now, Is there anything else I can
Supplement the above ration with vided.
'°<">° a «Pkl" "»« ° Bl,Te,rbacks on a platter than eating good show you around the capltol?" asked a two-inch wire screen, in the top. I * The
name of M. C. Pierce was en•
•
•
green food, such as beets, cabbage,
A'
good
draft
Is
secured
by
a
draft
food all winter. Keep just one or twe
It is almost Impossible to get for spring when setting time ap the congressman,
sprouted oats, line silage, etc. Grit,
hole at the bottom, and the chiminey graved upon it. Twenty-five years ago"There la," admitted his constituent,
oyster shell or crushed limestone enough fresh, pure air Inside of. four proaches. If you have any doubts about
flue Is covered with a wire screen. the home of Pierce was entered by
should be available at all times. Feed walls, and It is not possible at all to the wisdom of this consult the poultry "I'd like to have a look at that pork The chief advantages of the furnaces burglars, who took about one thousand
barrel I read so much about in the
dollars' worth of valuables, the ring
only clean feed and supply plenty of keep the wholesome flush of health man.
are that they are always ready for
papers."'
. ._
being among them.
In rooms unvlsited by the dally sun.
clean, fresh water.
use and are perfectly safe.
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Brookfield Times Two Brookliefd Burglaries

KO. 3.

carmen. It is thought they bad been in
hiding east of the station, and when the
PUBLISHED
lights went out they probably expected
everyone had gone home so they started,
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Clothing Store and Residence are
for the town. Mr Mulcahy states that
AT
/ \ Entered at Night.
after examining the stock, 175 worth of ,
Journal Block, North BrookBeld, Maee
goods was taken and only about {20
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
The people of Brookfield have been worth had been recovered in the chase.
"FURRIERS SINCE 1882"
KlHTOK ASD PBOFBISTOK.
aroused tea high state of excitement on
A daring burglar entered the home of
1.00 a Yea? in Advance. account of the robbery of the William John McLauren on South Maple street,
Mnlcahy
store
on
Central
street,
early
on
about 8 o'clock, Monday night, through
Single Coplea.3Ceat».
Sunday morning and the break at the a veranda window, and when surprised
Address all communications to BKOOKKIKLJ, John McLaurin home on South Maple
by a maid, Mrs Mary A. Corbett. as he
TIMES, North Brookfleld, Mass.
St., at 8 o'clock, Monday night, and alOrders lor subscription, advertising, or lob though the police were out soon after the took an article from a shelf, dived
work and payment for the: same, fflaj[be sent
through the window he had left open, on
.direct to the mate office. North Brookfleltl
deeds were committed, the robbers es- to the veranda, jumped the railing,
cTGeorge W. MBSamara., Brookfleld
caped. JThe officers followed up various
dropped 15 feet to the ground and made
clews, this week, with little success, and his escape. Mr McLaurin was in Wor-.
BROOKFIELD.
it appears that yet again, burglars find cester visiting his wife, at Memorial hosBrookfield easy picking'and make a safe pital, and the maid and her six year old
The foreclosure sale of the street railget-a-way. Officer Crotty went to Wor- daughter, Marjorie, were alone in the
way is again postponed to March 11.
cester, Monday, to look up a young man, house. The burglar, Mrs Corbett says,
William Van Train of Springaeld, was who had been in town Saturday night, and
was of medium height, 25 to 35 years old.
at the home of. his father, Arthur Van might know something about the Mulcasmooth Shaven and wore a dark suit and
hy
break.
This
person
gave
an
alibi
that
Train.
a gray checkered cap. She had a good
was
substantiated
by
conductors
on
the
Rev. G. W. H. Troop of Waltham will
look at him and is sure that she could
W.,
B.
&S.,
and
the
Worcester
consoliconduct the services at the First Parish
identify him. Although in a highly nerdated street railways, showing that he vous state as a result of ber fright she
church Sunday morning.
At the Congregational church, Sunday left Brookfleld at 10.20 Saturday night, was able to tell s complete and connected
evening, Sumner H. Reed will give an reached Spencer at 11, boarded a Wor- story to the police. She says she was in
cester car, and reached home at 12. This
the upper part of the house putting her
address on "Turkey W years ago." •
cleared him from all suspicion, jit is beBy order of the state department of an- lieved there was a party of four thieves, little daughter to bed when the child
imal industry the movement of all! an- who after gaining entrance by prying beard a noise downstairs. Thinking that
imals i9 allowed in the four Brookfields. open the front door with a jimmy, ran- Mr McLaurin might have returned unTreS furriers in America for the past fifty years.
expectedly, she went down to investigate
Rev. Sherman Goodwin was called to sacked the entire stock in the gente' aud and on reaching the first floor her atWakefield, this week, on account of the ladies' furnishing departments of the tention *was drawn to a noise in a room
500
death of his mother, Mrs Catherine Pay store, making off with goods valued at at the front of the house need as a storeSrfL from, two New York manufacturers at sacrifice prices for spot cash.
176, that included kid gloves, sweaters,
"Bon Goodwin.
room. She-thought this Btranse, hut still
Friendship Lodge, N. E. 0. P., will eel stockings, neckties, jewelry, handker- under the impression that Mr McLaurin
chiefs
and
blankets.
ebrateits 25th anniversary in banquet
had returned and for some reason entered
The thieves were surprised' when John the room, she opened the door.. The
hall, next Monday night, with installation of officers. An oyster supper will be McNamara, William Dnrkin and Wil- rays of the hall light flashed across the
==^—.—■
'- "
"^
„
cj„„,f» Muffs Winter Coats and Suits has been
liam Steele, night men on the W., B. & room and before her was the burglar,
This enormous purchase of Pur Coats, Scarfs, Muffs,vv inter
served.
.
William Q. Meehan of Boston,' spent S. road, returning to their homes in the holding under his arm a large mahogany
the week-end at the home of his sister, center of town, came upon tliem as they clock, which was a wedding p.esent to
Miss Mary A. Meehan and left, Tuesday, were dividing the booty under the maple Mr and Mrs McLaurin from the emfor St. Augustine, Fla., where he expecis trees at Twichell's corner. . The trolley ployees-of the Ideal Coated paper factory. ■
men gave chase as the thieves started to As she entered the room the burglar
to remain until June,
run back of the house of John McLaurin dropped the clock to the floor and jumped
I The ladies of St. Mary's parish will and into Twichell's pasture, but they esthrough the open window. There was a
|old the third in the series of monthly caped. When the trolleymen saw that it
0 inch hole in the lower pane of glass
'hist parties in banquet hall next Thurs- would be futile to continue the chase,
which he must have broken when he. enday eyening, Jan. 21, from 8 to 10. Re- they returned to the place where they
tered. Mm Corbett immediately rushed
" ftnfctnta.wi!! be served.
had first seen the robbers, and picked up to the home of George L. Twichell, next
The dancing class of the Qttaboag Val- a green lap robe, kid gloves, and several door, and reported the break. The teleley social club will have a session in town sweater*, and a new black steel jimmy. phone operator at North Brookfield; Miss
WORCESTER
hall from 8 to 10 o'clock, to-night (Fri- They immediately went to the E. A. Col- Eva Coughlin, was called and Bhe notiSi2MAlN STREET,
day), with Prof. D. J. Duggan and Miss bum livery stable and arouBed chief of fied the police in all the surrounding
Evelyn-Moore of Worcester as instructors. police Thomas Mooney and reported their towns, and also the stores on Central
Bulletins Sent on Application.
Dr.'Lawrence T. Newhall left Tuesday diecovery. The carmen State that they street. Five minutes after the crook was
The Experiment Station has recently evening, to accompany Chauncey L. explained distinctly to the chief the trou- discovered a gang of 35 men were on the
issued two bulletins which should be ol Ol instead, president of the Olmstead ble, but he refused to get up The officer run to the McLaurin home. The fields
wide general interest: one, on fertilizers, Quaboag corset company, West Brook- explained next day that he did not un- and woods for a radius of a quarter of a
A NEWSPAPER OF CHARACTER
Ind th* other on certain "l«fje|y new fleld, on a trip to 8t. Petersburg, Fla.
derstand what the men wanted and or- mile were thoroughly searched but the
feed stuffa. The fertilizer bulletin gives
The Seventh Day Adventistg hold regu- dered them from the yard. However, in man had a five minutes start and made a
the analysis of all fartuujn found on
People standing on
sale in this state during 1914. It gives lar services in banquet hall, every Sab- trying to get chief Mooney, the trolley- safe get-away.
much general information bearing upon
men had aroused postmaster Delaney, Twichell's corner at the time of the break
the section of fertilizers and Bhould bath (Saturday), and Sabbath school at 10 who lives next door, and he went with heard a report like a pistol shot when1 the
MASSACHUSETTS
Lessons' for the year 1915 are from
prove a valuable guide to thote contemplating purchase. . The feed stuffs whose the book of Matthew. The preaching them. An examination of the stores on glass was broken, but thought it was a
ABLE, INDEPENDENT, READABLE
value is discussed in the other bulletin service will be conducted this Sabbath, Central street, showed the robbery was veterinary shooting a pig at the Twichell
' (EstubHihed ln 1824 by S»muel BowlM)
are molassine meal, cottonseed meal and the 16th, by Elder Meleen, Worcester. the Mulcahy place, and while Mr Dela- farm, where the drove is infected with
hulls, cocoa shells, grain screenings, Hax
ny summoned the owner, and town clerk hay cholera. Shortly after the report
Dally (Momtag). $»i Sunday, %2; Weefcly, $1 a Year
ehives, Mellen's food refuse, and postum AH are cordially invited to attend.
Robert G. Livermore, conductor McNa- they saw1 a light flash in the room but
cereal residue. .Either will be sent on apThe second annual recital of Miss Clara mara roused officer Dsivid Hunter. The
plication to the Massachusetts Agriculturthought it was caused by a member of the
The Republican takes seriously its responsibilities to
al Experiment Station, Amherst, MaBs^ M. Clarendon, will be in town hall Fri- police in aHlJhe surrounding towns were household moving about. They say the
day evening, Feb. 5, under the anspices notified to look out for the crooks. The burglar, after leaving the house did not
the Public It appeals for popular support by servite
pf the circle of the Woman's Alliance of party made a second trip to Twichell's
tK^ided byintelligence and a purpose to mfoim,
come out onto the street but must have
First Parish church, captained by Mrs corner and along the route taken by the gone through the pasture at the rear of
assitaS incidentally entertain and instruct its readers.
Charles H. Clarendon. Miss Clarendon robbers into the field, and considerable the house and made for the railroad
will be assisted by Mrs William McLau- more of the loot was recovered. At 3.50 tracks. It is thought the burglar secured •
It gathers the news with enterprise andalertne^ and
rin, soprano soloist, and Harry Morse, o'clock, Sunday morning, an armed no booty. The police searched the house
presents it in attractive and convenient form. It disdains
violinist of Marlboroposse comprising Officer David. Hunter, thoroughly but found no place where the
£ employ the style of the circus poster and seeks to
The parlor of Arcadia Inn, was the Poslmaster Delaney, Town clerk Robert robber could have entered except by way
make itself typographically pleasing and tasteful.
scene of a pretty wedding on Sunday aft- G. Livermore, John McNamara and Wil- of the window through which he escaped.
ernoon, when in the presence of, oijly liam Roach, started in Mr Uveremor's
It is' extremely liberal in its provision of reading
FIREMEN'S BALL.
immediate relatives aud friends, Miss automobile, in pursuit of the robbers,
matter in all of its three editions. Its editorials constiLucy Raymond Phillips, daughter of Mr whom it was believed started towards
tute one of its distinguishing and most valued features.
The 53rd annual Fireman'sconcert and
and Mrs George E. Phillips, managers of Spencer. They saw no trace of the fugi- dance, held in the town hall last Friday
Literature, art, science, education, religion,.^E"
tives and on reaching Spencer, were met
the
Inn,
became
the
bride
of
Clarence
night, under the auspices of Steamer Co.,
A Postal card will bring them for
T»V—all receive generous treatment in its columns, WceRamsay Rogers, son of Mr and Mrs C. by Deputy sheriff Ramerand night officer No. 2, waB the most largely attended and
your inspection. ' . ' •
•
Special attention is.
WL agriculture and industry.
P. Rogers, of Corry, Pa. The ceremony John Norton, who were oh a lookout for enjoyable affair held in the hall for many
given to the various healthful outdoor sports.
was performed at three o'clock, by Rev. the thieves. The squad lay in wait for years. The townspeople, both old and
Edwin Slocumbe, pastor of_ the First the robbers, and also notified the officer young, turned out in greater numbers
The Weekly Republican is made up with great care
Unitarian church of Worcester.
The Harry Lyford at South Spencer, as it was than ever before and in attendance also
BROOKFIELD, MAS*.
for the wide audience outside of the local environment.
couple was unattended. A reception fol- thought they might'make for the raiU, were many firemen and friends frona,
It is, in fact, a rich weekly magazine sold at a remarklowed the marriage ceremony and the road tracks in the hope of boarding a North,,West and Bant Brookfleld, and to
young couple left for their new home in freight train. A number of abandoned
ably low price.
(
these the local boys extended a hearty
Corry, Pa., where Mr Rogers is engaged buildings were searched to no purpose, welcome and as the evening wore away
as an engineer for a contracting como* and the posse returned at 7 o'clock on the guests were loud in their praise of the
SUBSCRIPTION BATES
Sunday morning, having had no success.
nyroyal manner in which they jiad been enAccording to the story told by conducDAILY (Momlng>. ».y«r. **.««•"•««. "««« ■ '^«»a,• U CM" '
The recently elected officers of Ferditertained, the desire-shown by the fire
tor
McNamara,
the
trolleymen
were
reV
nand Dexter Camp, Sons of VeteranB
%AV£t:/lwJ>AY. M. y«r. «... ,-«. ■e-ts.—k. 20
laddies in trying to satisfy everybody adturning
from
the
carbarn
about
3
a.
m.,
were installed at a meeting in banquet
FJJ ;LL LIKE
ded to the pleasure of the occasion and
""slrtJDAY S2*T«r. «*«<>«■ a quarter, S cents a copy.
and
had
just
passed
the
home
of
George
hall, Tuesday evening, by William Hinresulted in all in attendance entering into
WEEKLY m£*fA W • y««5 » — ■*"»» » "»tt " aC"b- '
man, past commander of the Arthur L. Twichell, when they saw a group of the prevailing spirit of merriment and the
men
standing
about
20
feet
from
the
side
Johnson Camp, S. of V., Fiakdale. The
~°8«
I* -JgfljgiS*.
STf""
t™*"™ "'" "" ^
affair goes down as a'memorable one in
tree tot three eop1»
weelre «n»
to anyone
who wishes to try
it
200 Pieces Enamelled Ware following officers were installed—Com- walk in the field between the McLaurin the annals of Brookfield social events.
All Sub«riptlonB>are payable ln advance. Address
and
Emmons
Twichell
homes,
and
he
at 10 cents a piece while they j jnander, Herman Wright; Sen. vice- turned his flashlight on the group and in The dance program met with the approvTHE REPUBLICAN, Springfield, Mass.
commander, Willie C. Bemis; treasurer,
al of all and included square and contra
last.
. ; '•
■
W
'
Earl Allen; secretary, Richard Finney, quired what they were doing. The burg- dances, the "old" two-step and waltz and
ZL.
Jr.; patriotic instructor, P. Eugen Gad- lars immediatf ly started to run, as before the modem one-step and hesitation waltz,
Plumbing,
aire; guide, Leon A. Gadairer; chaplain, stated, losing much of their loot on the and during each dance the floor was filled
Edile H. Clark; inner guard, Lyndon B. way. The trolleymen lost Bome'of their to capacity and every seat in the three
Steam Fitting,
Wilson; outer guard, Raymond Gadaire; interest when they failed to arouse officer tiers at the sides of the hall was occupied.
musician, Richard Finney, Jr.; camp Mooney, and were about to go home and The firemen are elated over the success of
Electrical Work,
council, Edile H. Clarke, chairman, not bother any more, when they were the night and it is their intention that in
and Jobbing.
P. Eugene Gadaire and Felix 0. Rose. joined by Mr Delaney.
the future the annual firemen's dance wi 1
A social hour was enjoyed after the in
The. trolleymen were an hour later than rank at the big social event of the winter
stallation and refreshments were served. usual coming uuiiio
home from
as season. A'oe
n«iu the
"iw carbarn,«"^».«,-«
nowceaoie features
leawiira w
The most noticeable
of
they had remained talking in the lobby,^' the evenjng was that all formality was disSmall Chance for Him
„ in the dark, about their plans for a dance ^^^ with and every one was out for a
is
with »TnU pSs In the XV A in the near future. The lights went out ^ time. Jhe stage presented a pretty
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What Do YOU Pay?
Some men, thinking
to economize, pay 5
•sents for cigarettes.
They might enjoy real
quality, if they realized that 20 FATIMAS
•would cost them only
15 cents.

Costumes for the Winter Promenade

to Understand as Well as They

8hould.
It Is unquestionably true that housekeepers would make better tea if they
knew more about the tea plant it-'
self.' The brief explanation below reveals the cause ot sleeplessness, headaches, etc.
i
Tea drinking is said to be on the increase, and when properly made, tea
forms a wholesome and refreshing
beverage, but when made in that baphazard fashion so often demonstrated
in the average home, It results in the
discomfort of headaches, sleeplessness
and nerve troubles of various kinds.
Where, then, is the science in teamaking, you will ask. There are as
many as 20 different ingredients
found in tea, but those that concern
us chiefly are thelne, alkaloid, tannin
and an aromatic oil.
Thelne Is the
brain stimulant which causes the action of tea in our system.
Strong tea contains a large percentage of thelne and can be taken by
few in consequence. Tannin is the ingredient which gives the bitter, astringent quality, which, if taken in excess, proves harmful. The aromatic
oil, of course, gives the flavor and
pleasant aroma which to a large extent determines the value of the tea.
The one fact that must be borne in
mind is that tannin will not dissolve
In hot water as quickly,as thelne, so
that after an Infusion of from four to
six minutes most of the aromatic oil
and thelne will have been drawn out,
but little tannin.
This is what is
wanted to produce a drink that Is
wholesome and soothing. If allowed
to brew longer than six minutes far
too much tannin is extracted, and the
partaker will suffer in some way,
either with indigestion or some such
indisposition.

I- ■ ■

The Shook, of Football.
"How rough th*» sport of football
Is!
What uhocka of irresistible
9wdles!"
"Humph! What shocks of Irresistible hair!"
.

LOOK YOUR BEST
Aa to Your Hair and Skin, Cutloura
Will Help You. Trial Free.
The Soap to TiltmuTT and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and bsal. These
fragrant super-creamy emollients preserve the natural parity and beauty
of the skin under conditions which,
if neglected, tend to produce a state
of Irritation and disfigurement.
Free sample eaeh by mail with Book.
I Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XT,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
Activities of Women.
Female mill operators in the Bombay cotton mllla earn about ninety dollars a year in wages.
Slaty new trades, heretofore mainly
German Industries, are now being
taught to woman in Bngland.
The latest wealthy American worn,
an to establish a hospital In Franca
is MM. Cnanaosf- M. Depew.
Miss Batsabeeh KUle has been appointed chief clerk to the secretary ol
state in Kansas.
New York has a woman insurance
broker who has customers in far-ofl
Turkey and Australia.
The novelty ot woman police officers Is beginning to wear off In many
cities of the United States.
No Friends.

"I understand her husband is a basebail umpire."
"Tea. And It's great for her people."
"I suppose they get passes to all
the games."
"No; it isn't that. But every time
they haven't anything else to do, one
of her relatives says, 'Let's go out to
the ball park this afternoon and roast
Kitty's husband.' "

THAT particular kind of fur-cloth (or
"fabric-fur," as some people prefer to
call it), known as "Pomoire," is shown
here made up into a costume tor the
winter promenade. With high collar
a J cuffs of fitch fur and smart fastening of cord and buttons, It reflects
something of the military modes. But
the Jacket, or short coat, Is strikingly
original, topping off the straight scant
underskirt and long full tunic with
which all the world ot fashion Is more
than familiar.
The coat merits study, as it 1B unlike any other without departing from
the lines that are decreed as correct
for this season. It is double-breasted,
short in front and sloping downward
toward the;sides. At the back it is
lengthened into a square tab which
extends somewhat below the middle of
the entire length of the figure. The
sleeves are straight and loose and a
diminutive cape extends over them
and across the back. It terminates at
each side of the front in the jacket.
Following the line of the cape a flat,
turn-over collar lies below the standing collar of fur. By this arrangement
the fur collarette may be made separately and not always worn. There is

a slight blouslng of the front of the
jacket at the waist line and the merest
hint of a slope inward at the sides.
One could not ask a better or more
graceful management of the fashionable silhouette. But the fabric-furs
really look best when used with
smooth-faced cloths In making up a
costume. With skirt or tunic bordered
with Pomoire, and a short coat of it
a fine combination results.
One of the smartest of cloth gowns
shows a plain skirt with long narrow
triangles of the fabric-fur let in, one
at each side of the front, one at each
side of the back and one at the center
back. The short coat of cloth Is
lengthened by a skirt sewed to it and
cut torlpple about the bottom. It extends to the knees, but not across the
front of the figure, as It hangs from
the sides and back of the short jaotet
There Is a band of Pomoire, which
forms a border about the skirt of the
coat. Cuffs and long revers are also
made of It.
For wear In mild climates the costume trimmed with fur-cloth or using
fur-cloth with plain cloth in its composition, is the most pleasing of the
season's new productions.
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A Few Novelties in Hosiery

Comes to the Same Thing.
Knteker— Does Smith live by his
Booker—No, he lives by the lack of
other people's wfbs.
It's dlfflc tit to convince a man that
he Is a chump—and if you do, what's
the use?

The Me.it
of Wheat /
The average yearly consumption of wheat in the
United State* is nearly six
bushels (or every man, woman
and aluld.
^
But—
Much of the nutriment of
the wheat it lost because the
vital mineral salt* stored by
Nature under the bran-coat
are thrown out to make flour
white.
In making

Grape-Nuts
FOOD
of choke wheat and malted
barley, all the nutriment of
the grain*, including the mineral values necessary for building sturdy brain, nerve and
muscle, ii regained.
Everywhere Grape-Nut*
food ha* proven a wonderful
energize? of brain and brawn,
and you may be sure

"There's a Reason"

Matter That Housewives Do Not Seem

NOT many novelties In hosiery are
In evidence, fashion Inclining still
to favor the plain, firmly woven stockbig of silk. But tor those who like
s little eccentricity occasionally some
new features have been brought out
In the weaving of hose, and for dressy
wear there is something to report of
hosiery woven in lace patterns and Is
two-color combinations.
Haln hose of .black or colored silk
with heel, foot and toe re-enforced, and
hose similarly woven In lisle threadior
cotton, of finely twisted thread, are
the only varieties that prove Interesting to the great majority of women.
tt is likely, however, that the new
silk hose woven in a lace pattern over
the Instep and ankle will come in for
much favorable consideration with the
advent of spring. Stockings of this
kind show a panel of openwork, usually in striped effects, at the front,
that Is very pretty.
The catchiest of the novelties In
silk hose is a double stocking.' The
underhose Is of plain silk In a color.
White, light blue, flesh, lavender, and
pink or even light green, supplies the
color background. Over this is a
stocking of very open-meshed net in
black.- When flesh or pink is used
for the foundation It Is hardly noticeable when the stocking is on,
and the effect is that of an openmeshed net stocking with the pink
flash of the lag showing through each

mesh. The colored foundations are
presumably to be chosen to match the
gown, and for summer wear this Is
a novelty that may flourish. The combination of black and white, worn with
oxfords or slippers, ought to look especially well with white dresses.
Another attractive color Introduction is managed by weaving the foot
and lower part of the leg in black •silk,
and the upper part (beginning at the
middle of the calf) In a color. Stockings showing black combined with all
the light colors make an appeal on
the strength of pretty color combinations. All the visible portion of this
hosiery, with either low or high shoes,
is black.
Bilk hose In black and all colors,
embroidered with small Sower designs
in self-color are not new but are
always In favor. Occasionally small
blossoms in contrasting colors are to
be found on black stockings. Among
the finest hosiery smart white clocking, appears as a finish on black silk,
But the strongest tendency of the
fashion Is away from contrasts in the
matter of decorations.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

For Shiny Serge.
When a dark serge suit or dress
gets shiny-looking with wear, sponge it
well with hot vinegar, and press it
in the.usual way. No odor of vinegar
will

Poor Yet
ii Making Rich I
Br REV.

MEN WANTED

To Mil our products and employ salesmen.
Good pay and chance for advancement

Ewes With Lambs Should Have
the Best of Care.

FREE OUTFIT
KNIGHT * BOSTWICK
NURSERYMEN
N*rwu-lc, New York State* Dept. A.

Sheep Are Gentle Animals and Are
Ea*lly Injured When They Come
in Contact With Horse* and
Mules—Must Be Protected.

L. W. GOSNELL

Aabual to U»D««, Moody Bibiahwital.

\\
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TEXT—As poor, yet making many rich.
-II Cor. «:10.

On Christ mas tide a certain Christian worker was troubled because he
could not make
many gifts. His
poverty distressed
him, until there
began thrumming
in his brain the
words of the text:
"As poor, yel
making many
rich." He forgo)
his poverty and
began to understand the joy of
the apostle, who
had learned "to
suffer need."
1. Paul enriched
the world by his
life. All his preaching was enforced
by his testimony) "I live, yet not 1
but Christ liveth in me." Spurgeon
comments on the wondrous power oi
George Muller's preaching: it was quite
simple, but the hearer felt that here
was a man dealing with realities ol
which he knew. The bishop of Durham tells of a university preacher at
Cambridge who generally spoke to
empty benches, yet when the students
were sick or dying they would send
for this man; his life was fragrant.
2. His prayers were another source
SAUSAGES AT THEIR BEST of Paul's riches for the world. We
may say without straining language
At This Season, When they Are Most that he prayed "without ceasing,'
Popular, They Are Worth Much
and we may follow him here. Say*
Time and Attention.
John R. Mott: "It is possible for the
most obscure person In a church with
Take a tablespoonful of seasoned a heart right toward God, to exercise
mashed potato and form into shells; as much power for the evangelization
then press uncooked sausage in each;
of the world as it is for those who
brush with the beaten yolk of egg stand in the most prominent positions
and set on a greased pan in a hot oven Therefore no one is excusable if he
to cook; by the time the potato is commits the great sin of omitting to
heated through and browned the sau- pray." We can make missionaries
sage will be cooked. Garnish the dish and native churches rich, aye, and out
on which the shells are served with own church and community, too, no
parsley or watercress.
matter how poor we may be. Dr. O
Brown the sausage and drain free Campbell Morgan tells of a preacher
from the fat; -then 'let become cold. who would go from pew to pew In hie
Shred crisp cabbage and season with church on weekdays and pray foi
celery salt and mayonnaise and ar- those who sat there on Sunday; Dr
range the sausages in a circle, placing Morgan ventures the opinion that this
a tablespoonful of the mayonnaise in is perhaps the highest service thai
even a great preacher could do tor hie
the center.
Brown the sausages and arrange flock.
on a hot dish. Drain off part of the
S. His writings are one of Paul'e
fat from the pan and add gradually gifts to the world. What a heritage
enough boiling water to make a are his epistles! We know how "Pilrich brown gravy, stirring all ot the grim's Progress" was written by a
time to loosen the browned sedi- tinker in jail. If we object that this
ment from the bottom of the pan. Be tinker had unusual genius, it may be
careful that only enough water Is replied that many ordinary persons
added to have the gravy rich and not with love for Christ in their souls
diluted so as to be watery. Pepper have done valiant service with the
and salt can be added to suit the in- pen. It was a letter from a friend
written with a faltering heart, that led
dividual taste.
Henry Clay Trumbull to Christ; the
world knows of his Bplendid service BE
Canned Corn CJiowder.
Cut in small bits and try out a preacher, explorer, expositor, Sunday
piece of pork one and a half inches school worker and editor. We heard
square; add one sliced onion and cook of a woman who watched the dailj
for five minutes, stirring often-that record of deaths in the papers and
the onion may not burn. Strain the sent to every bereaved household a let
fat into a stewpan. Perboil for five ter or booklet containing a word for
minutes In boiling water to cover, the Master: Who* does not covet hei
four cupfuls of potatoes cut in quarter- reward and who could not do likewise'
IncU slices; drain, and add two cup4. His preaching was another oi
fuls of boiling water. Cook until the Paul's blessings for men. He could
potatoes are soft, than add one can say to multitudes of converts, as he
of corn, and four cupfuls of Scalded said to the ThessalonianB, "What is
milk, and heat to boiling point. Sea- OUT hope, or joy, or crown of rejoic
son with salt and pepper, add three ing? Are not even ye in the presence
tablespoonfuls butter, and eight com- of our Lord Jesus Christ at his com
mon crackers soaked in milk enough lng?" Preachers, it has been said
to soften them. Remove crackers, are often like camels which are laden
turn chowder Into a tureen, and put with spices and jewels, but they them
the crackers on top.
selves feed on thistles. But thougt
poor, how have they made many rich!
We knew of one who had not reallzec
Orange Sauce.
Juice ot one orange, grated rind all the ambitions of his early ministry;
of quarter orange, three-quarters cup- his churches had been obscure and hie
ful granulated sugar, one and a half salary small, and It grieved him that
tablespoonfuls butter, three level ta- his wife bad dressed shabbily. Tel
blespoonfuls corn starch.
Mix the here, he had led a poor country lad tc
sugar and cornstarch thoroughly Christ; there, he had helped a bo;
Add to the orange juice enough boil- get off to college; there, he had
ing water to make altogether a cupful loaned his books to a hungry soul. And
and a half of liquid. Pour this into at his funeral his body was borne ol
the sugar and cornstarch and stir bishops and lawyers and magnate!
constantly over the fire until it boils who came to shed sincere tears ovei
and clears. Add the butter, stir until the man who had done them the great
melted, put in the grated rind, and est service ever performed for them—
who had led them to Christ
serve hot.
'
Spiritual treasure has been so showered upon us that we enrich men when
To Iron Linen.
An excellent way to iron table lined we are unaware. We listened recent
s first to dry It thoroughly in the air. ly to the story ot a young man who
rhen dip it Into boiling water and put after serving Satan well, bad come to
it through the wringer. Each article Christ He was a sailor on an Eng« then folded in a dry cloth and st- lish ship, which was lying In a harbor
owed to remain there for at least a off. the coast of Cornwall. One quiet
;ouple of hours. Irons must be hot, afternoon, as he was washing dishes
tat not scorching, and the linen Ironed there was borne to him from the shore
the sound of Christian song. A casket
perfectly dry.
was being carried through the village
streets and the simple Cornish folk
8hrl,np Bisque Soup...
who,
followed were singing that noble
Stir one heaping tablespoonful flour
with enough milk or cream to make a hymn:
paste; put Into the saucepan one-half
O God, our help in ana past,
pint milk—good measure—the yolk of
. Our hope for years to come.
pne egg well beaten, a tablespoonful
Our shelter from the stormy blast.
And our eternal home.
butter, salt and pepper to taste, add
one-half cupful chopped shrimp* the
Little did they think of their audl
last thing. Serve hot
ence in the kitchen ot the ship yonder, but the song followed this wayCleaning Enameled Dishes.
ward sailor lad over the high seas
Salt moistened with vinegar will re- until he had found the true "Shelter
move burnt marks from enameled
from the stormy blast."
saucepans 'and dishes, but don't forget
A soul In which Christ lives scatters
that they should be soaked In cold water tor a few hour* first to loosen the light aid blessing everywhere—"as
poor, yet making many rich."

Newspaper Corropondents Wanted

In every town; 18 to $K> weekly made; spare
time or all; write for free particulars. Southern
Press Syndicate, Dept. G, Washington, D. O*,

PRODUCE HARD-SHELLED EGG

B0NEY!H0NEY!H0rJEY!^^?.TderJ^,- „,

craallty, thick, rich and delirious. By parcel post,;
QlbB.fc!;61bS,sU.a). LOaUa-ALUm UaU)8.,lUuuw«U, Mils*
ATAXIA, oerrou* trouble*. No Internal medication.
Particular, Stee. st»cia« Us—fly 0*., Wtmmmm* *. m

FREE—$1
BOTTLE TO SUFFERERS
Stomaoh. ll.or. bladder troublo, rheumatism, catarrh!
write Dow lni.BL.TKB &lo aidlwd.i... Bjrmc.,., I. Y.

what tare jool A. 1$. FOX, OKKIN, N DAK.
TIDFIl working for other*? Mall ns SOo for 3a
■ ■■as-*, money-maalng secrets, particulars So.'
enterprise Sales Company, l'araorsburg, West Va.
WHOOpnru COUGH treated snecessf tillr wlthontinternal
medication. Prevents stratutUna, whooping and bad
symptoms. BpMla. fcuMdy C, >«rk.r.lwr,, Wet fa.
Appears a* Counsel for Husband.

Mrs. Louise Nelson appeared before
Judge Ryan as counsel for her husband, George Nelson. She won the
case, and received a "fee" of SL10
from the judge. Nelson and five others were arrested in a raid on a dice
game. All but Nelson were fined one
dollar each, with costs ot three dollar*. "My husband Is a good man, and
works steadily," Mrs. Nelson pleaded.'
"He's not a gambler."
"You have wen your case," Judge
Ryan Bald. "As a. fee, Mrs. Nelson,
you can have this."
The judge then handed Mrs. Nelson
$1.10 seised when the dice game was
raided.—Chicago Tribune.

IS CHILD CROSS,
FEVERISH, SICK
Look, Mother! If tongue
coated, give "California
Syrup of Figs."

is

Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses the tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not atop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result 1*
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stSy.ach
sours, then your little one become*
cross, half-sick, feverish, don't eat.
sleep or act naturally, breath Is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-ache or diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See if tongue, is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and to a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the system, and you have a well child again.
Millions of1 mothers give "California
Syrup of Figs" because It Is perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it never fails to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
Ash at the store for a SO-cent bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs." which
ha* full directions for babies, children
of all ages and for grown-ups plainly
printed on the bottle. Adv.
.
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Strong, Heavy Shell Is Not Nearly So
Likely to Be Broken by Rough
Handling aa Weak One.

CBy EUGENIA ST. MARTIN, Bloomington, Minn.)
The feeding of hens for the production of hard-shelled eggs, not easily
breakable in handling, is possible and
demands attention. ShellB vary greatly In strength. A strong, heavy, shell
is not nearly so likely to be broken by
the Jars, jolts and rough handling Incident to ordinary shipment as a weak
temical analysis shows that the
of the egg is largely carbonate of
lime, but that It also contains carbonate of magnesia, mineral phosphate
and some organic matter. If strong
shells are to be produced, the mineral
elements mubt not be lacking. Grains
that are ordinarily fed do not contain
these mineral elemenfs in sufficient
proportions, and an additional and
"separate supply is necessary. Fortunately, these mineral elements are
available In muoh cheaper forms than
In grains. Lime Is the principal ingredient of oyster sheUs, which may be
procured for about twelve dollars a
too. Iron, magnesia and often phosphorus in many kinds of artificial grit
may be procured for about the same
price, while these elements in grain
would cost at least double these figures.
Bone meal contains phosphorus >n
appreciable amounts, besides lime,
magnesia, etc., and while expensive, it
is effective In giving the shell an evenness and fineness of texture which
adds much to Its strength. It Is, therefore, often used as an ingredient for
dry mashes for laying .flocks, usually
In amount varying from three to five
per cent.
Eggs that won't break give the
poultrymen greater profits than eggs
that will. Make your henB lay the
nonbreakable kind.

GETTING MOST FROM TURKEY
Do Not Encourage Fowl* to Com* to
Kitchen Door for Tlt-BIte—Exarcl*e I* pf ImportanceTurkeys should not be encouraged
to come about the kitchen door tor
Ht-blts. The health of this fowl reoulres that It exercise. Far better
have a flock of turkeys that come up
only at roosting time than a flock
hanging around the kitchen door. Feed

.---—-:

Purely vegetable
—act surely and
gently on the
liver. Cure
BUtoust
Headache,

nets, and Indigestion. They do thetr duty;
SMAaPILU SMALL DOSE. SMALL FMCE.

Genuine must bear Signature

W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. S-ltl*.
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'>ife.Av*3 sSfS?
Hampshire Down Shearling Ewe.

Bronx* Turkey.

Mrs.S.
A. Allen's
^WORLD'S
Hair Color Restorer

CARTER'S LITTLE
UVER PILLS.
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Beware of the man who grins when
he gets angry.

Can quickly be overcome "

-
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Takes Work.

regularly twice a day when the range
food is gone, and give all the sour
milk that can be spared. See that they
have no Hoe,'and that their roosts are
(ree. from mites. They shonld be sheltered In an open shed, but better roost
hi the tree* than In the ohloken house
unless eondittons are unusually favorable and ventilation good. Turkeys
are very susceptible to bad air and
poor ventilation. They will come down
with roup If allowed to roost over
damp droppings in a dirty house.
Do not try to fatten in confinement
If ther are to be marketed, let them
eat aorn with the pigs, and see that
obey have all they can eat for the
three or four weeks just before
Thanksgiving. A dose of epsom Salts
given cose, a month Is good for the
Hook. OJve a teaspoonful to every two
tdros hi the mash. Provide plenty of
grit and oharooal and all the onion*
available—tops and bulbs as well.
'

Profit In Broilers.
Difficult aa is the lesson, it Is nevertheless true that profit In raising
broilers or first-class roasters comes
only to Mm who use* pure-bred males,
broad, deep, full-breasted birds; yellow In skin and legs. The scraggy little barnyard hen, with mongrel male
as the sire of her ohloks, Is Incapable
of producing a chick that will reach
three pounds weight long before It 1B
matured, at which period of its existence it pease* to be a broiler. It is
the nee of good breeds that gives BUCI and profit

Operation Will Be Successful If Work
la Done Properly—Good Time I*
Early In the Spring.

TALK ON WESTERN

Grape vines can usually be tran*
planted successfully, no matter whal
age, if the work is done properly
With vines as old as 15 years. It
would be necessary to cut back the
top severely and leave as much of s
root system as possible. It may be
somewhat difficult to take up a vine
of that age as the roots have quite s
spread. A large hole should be dug
so that the roots will be at least sii
-inches below the surface soil and
they should be well spread out. Fin*
top soil should be well worked
around the roots and firmed down
with the foot.
Transplanting may be done either
In the fall or early spring before the
sap begins to flow.
If It Is not -desired to move the older
vines they can be propagated either
by cuttings or by layering, and a large
number of new plants secured at small
expense.

The ewes that are to lamb should
have special care. They should be
separated from the flock and given an
extra grain ration. Oats, bran and
crushed corn mate a good feed for
the ewe. She wUl grow strong and
the lacteal organs will be healthy.
TJhe ewes should not be turned out
In very muddy weather, for If the
ground is soft they are liable to mire
down and be unable to extricate
themselves. JLt least they are*: liable
to get their wool bedraggled with
muddy water, so It Is best to keep
them In a dry lot. When turned out to
water they should be guarded carefully If allowed to run to branch or
pond for drink. They may slip Into
the water or get down In the muddy
water.
The successful sheep raiser keeps
the ewes out of the way of horses,
mules, etc. Ewes are gentle animals;
they are easily Injured when they
come In contact with strong, rough
horses and mules. The owner should
endeavor to keep the flock healthy and
In prime condition, then when lambing arrives he will have a flock of
strong lambs. Ewes that are neglected will not give good results at
lambing time.
One advantage of keeping sheep on
the farm is that sheep manure is one
of the most valuable of fertilizers. It
stands to reason that the more bedding that can be worked into the
manure.the larger the supply of available fertilizer will become.
Give the sheep plenty of exercise,
but keep them in when U; storms. A
wet fleece is a sure cause of sickness.
Sheep feel neglect more than other
animals, and respond more quickly to
careful attention.
Once a week Is not enough to salt
the sheep. Have It where they can
get what they want every day.
As soon as the ewes have all been
served get the ram out He will only
be a nuisance from that time on.
Sort out the dry ewes now and sell
them. They will not pay tor wintering at present prices of feed.
If you are planning for early lambs
flx^up a good warm place for the
mother sheep. Don't let them out In
the cold Vhen the critical time comes.
Sheep and young stock should never
be yarded together. The young stock
will be pretty sur J to chase the sheep
and that means trouble every time.
Never drive a sheep body-deep Into
the snow. If you do make up your
mind loss will follow, tt simply takes
the tuck out of a sheep to wade deep
In snow.
Hay scattered about on the ground
for sheep Is largely hay thrown away.

r~^

"The world owes every man a living."
"Maybe. But you've got to be persistent if you want to collect."

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

TRANSPLANTING GRAPE VINES

NOTES OF SHEEPFOLD

PROPER WAY TO BREW TEA I m$®t**444<M4&M**4mm99

REPAIR OUTFIT ON WHEELS
Portable Shop In Which Tools, Nafli
and Innumerable Other Thing* Can

Be Placed I* Convenient.
In doing small carpenter and repaii
Jobs about the farm a lot of time la

Work Bench and Tool Box.
lost In hunting up mislaid tools, collecting materials and the like To
remedy this I have a portable repaii
shop in which ail kinds of tools, nails.
bolts, nuts, washers, wire, and innumerable other things are kept writes
Frank Ebersole of Lecompton, Kan.,
in Farmers' Mail and Breeze. . It also
Includes a work bench. The wheels
are from an old cultivator and any
blacksmith can cut down an old buggy
axle to suit the width desired. Fasten
the frame to the axle with U-bolts.
Make the work bench any length desired and have the handles and legs at
the end. The tool box has a roof over
it both sides being hinged.

FEEDING TROUGH FOR FOWLS

You Don't Have to Lie About
Canada—The Simple Truth
Is Enough.
The natural resources ot the country are so vast that they cannot be
told In mere figures. Man can only
tell of what tiny portions have done.
He can ouly say, "I am more prosperous than I ever expected to be."
And yet If a farmer expects to »uoceed on land that he ha* been forced
to pay $60 to $100 an acre tor he ought
to feel assured of attaining prosperity
when he finds the richest prairie soil
at his disposal absolutely free. If he
has a little capital, let him Invest It
all in live stock and farm implement*
—he win find himself ten years ahead
of the game. Some day such a chance
will not be found anywhere on the
face of the globe. But now the same
opportunities await you as awaited
the pioneer and not one hundredth
part of the difficulties he encountered
and overcame. Success In Canada la
made up of two things, natural resources and human labor. Canada
has the one and you the other. A
postal card stands between you and
the Canadian government agent. If
you don't hold these two forces and
enjoy the fruits of the result It Is your
own fault.
*
Debt and Canada Will Not Stand
Hitched.
Tou want a cosy home, a free life,
and sufficient income. Ton want education for your ohlldren, and *ome
pleasure for your wife. Tou want Independence. Your burden has been
heavy, and your farm hasn't paid.
You work hard and are discouraged.
You require a change. There Is a
goal within sight, where your children
will have advantages. You can get a
home In Western Canada, freedom,
where your ambition* can be fulfilled.
If the Prairie Provinces of Canada are
fuU of Successful Farmers why should
you prove the exception? Haven't you
got brains, experience, courage? Then
prove what these are capable of when
put on trial. It is encouraging to
know that there 1* one country in the
world where poverty Is no barrier to
wealth; own your own car; own yourself; be somebody.
For facts write to any Canadian
government agent Advertisement

Deaths from kidney diseases have increased 78% la twenty years. ' People
overdo nowadays in so many ways that
the constant filtering ot poisoned blood
weakens the kidneys.
Beware of fatal Bright's disease. When
baokaohe or urinary ilia suggest weak kidneys, use a tested kidney medicine.
Doan's Kidney Pills command confidence, tor no other remedy -ii so widely
used or so generally successful.

For a long time it was held that the
story of the Amazons, the valiant race
of woman warriors, so great a favorite
with the Greeks and other people of
antiquity, was a mere poetic myth,
but within recent years archeological
A Massachusetts Case
researches have indicated that there
were Indeed woman fighters ot high
Henry
Ltrnalrt,
I
Beck St., Newburyport,
rank In those remote days.
Man., wy«: "For y**r»
A couple of years ago there was unX had attack* of backearthed a sepuloher in that part of
ache and doctora* medicine didn't help me.
Italy known as Etruria, in which was
flometlmee X could harddiscovered a war chariot of bronze
ly move and if X tried to
and Iron, wherein was crouched the
turn over when lying
down, X had awful atskeleton of a woman. About this
tacks of pain. Hearing
skeleton were the remains of rich
Of Doan's Kidney PlUs.
robes and ornaments of gold and ivory,
I OMd them and fire
boxes cured me. I have
such as, In the old traditions, the
taken them off and on
Amazons wore in battle. The bronze
since and they have
work and the terra cotta vases fixed
kept my kidney* in
good
shape."
the date of the tomb as about 800 B. C.
The first stories of the Amazons asGet Does** at Any Store. 50c • Be* .
signed them to the northeastern part
VA"EV
of Asia Minor, but Etruria was
FOSTERMUBURN CO. BUFFALO. K. T.
peopled from Asia Minor and had attained a high degree of skill In certain
of the arts long before Rome was
founded. Such evidence as this tomb
affords 1B, In the opinion of more than
"WALHUTTA HAIR STAIN"
one authority, more convincing than
the pictures of Amazons on the old
Oivas aar ahada from ASM
(•Mask, awwartm
vases, or such legends as that of
Queen Penthesila, who was said to
have led 5,000 woman fighters to the our owl^ooSTaluJtiffi'o^toKTS
Lllo w wrapjwr from r« WblaaijigMyl from «
aid ot Priam during the Trojan war.

DOAN'S

Gray Hair Restored

Sat and wo wul gin rouafoJMtr* botuo lor
WALHUTTA CO, alO* Otatk»«•,*«.la«KSl.

laadTstt AdiiUaaoiaM an* GET nUUt SAHTUSV
Competition.
"My nncle Bill's down to Panama!"
bragged little Harry.
T
"Sho!
That's nothin'," retorted
little Billy. "My brother Jim's been ^rlt is not safe nor necessary. ^^
You can .relieve it with
to Australia!"
"Well, what if he hast My father's
gone to Egypt!" said little Harry.
"Pooh!" ejaculated little Billy. "My
grandmother's gone to heaven!"—
Of Horehound and Tar
Judge.
It does not upset digestion or nerves.'
Is pleasant to the taste. Contains no
Unfair Advantage.
» opium nor anything injurious.^
James—The rain falls alike on the
J^
All druggists.
fj
just and unjust.
Jones—True, but the unjust man 1*
generally provided with the just man's ^^* Try PH.'. T«Aad» Draw WW+
umbrella.

t£*r COUGH e^V

Hales Honey

fry Mnrtne Bye Bemedy tor Rod. W°a»7 Watery
Urea and Granulated Brellda; No HmartiDa—
lost Bio oomtort. Write Jor Boo* of the Bye
by mall Free. Murlno Bye Bomedy Co., Chloagg.

Much of what we regard as pleasure
is work that we are not compelled to
do.—Albany Journal.

I Keelev

FOR DRUNKENNESS and
ill DRUG ADDICTIONS

la HeknoM, nopahUettyThe only Keoley IaiUtute In Maine >ww
■SSI Hampshire or Tsnaaa*.
Send for f reebooklet.

™£S2£ST PORTLAND, ML

Beggars' Feud Breeds Riot Among Chicago Cripples

The Oldest Playwright.

SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY ITI
Keep Your Lock* Youthful, Dark,
Glouy and Thick With Garden
Sag* and Sulphur.

When yon darken your hair with
Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one can
tell, because It's done so naturally, so
evenly.
Preparing
this
mixture,
though, at home is mussy and troublesome. For 50 cent* you can buy at
any drug store the ready-to-use tonlo
called "Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur
Hair Remedy." Tou just dampen a
sponge or soft brush with it and
draw this through your, hair, taking
one small strand at a time. By morning all gray hair disappear*, and, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautifully darkened, glossy
and luxuriant
Tou will also discover dandruff 1* gone and hair ha*
stopped falling.
Gray, faded hair, though no disgrace, is a sign of old age, and a* we
all desire a youthful and attractive ap• • •
pearance, get busy at onoe with WyLet every farmer be his own ex- eth's Sage and Sulphur and look year*
Ideal Feed for Ram*.
Oats make an Ideal feed for the ram periment station to a certain extent .younger. Adv.
• *. *
during the winter, but he needs about
Blessings may come in disguise. But
It 1* just as necessary to use brains
only a pound a day to keep in fine
trouble never bothers about putting
condition. In addition he must have In farming as In mercantile life.
on any makeup.
» • *
clover hay or alfalfa or corn fodder or
Never leave home without a heavy
turnip* and other root* at least three
It might help some to levy a war
blanket and cover your horse even If
times a week.
tax on aspirants for office.
•
you only stop a very short time.

Poor Stuff Goes Begging.
• * *
It n a fact that in market plump
Make* Butter Streaked.
A six-tlned fork 1* good to take up
eMuhens, neatly dressed, free from pin ' It the salt Is not well mixed through
feathers, with unsoiled skin, and with the butter it will crystallize on the out- ensilage with. Don't dig too deep.
1
perfectly clean legs, will find a really ride and probably make the butter Take the top off in flakes and leave
the rest undisturbed.
_, ,_•
■ate, while poor stuff goes begging.
itoeaksd.
„
- _

Good Cause for Alarm

Abundant Proof of the Exiitene* of
Woman Warrior* Known a*
Amazon*.

Bertha Mann furnished the surprise
Arrangement Described to Save Feed of the afternoon recently, says the December Green Book, when she tried
•nd Protect It From Dropa highly emotional role in a play
pings and Other Filth.
called "The Worth of a Man," at a
The majority of poultry diseases New York playhouse. A number of
are picked up with the food or taken budding playwrights were presented,
from the drinking pans, tt is diffi- and she was besieged by them to play
cult to keep food clean and dry dur- the leading part in several plays they
ing bad weather where it Is thrown had written. One became Insistent,
on the ground or even in litter. But and partly to satisfy her, Miss Mann
this exposure is nearly overcome by agreed to rehd the play. It proved
using troughs with slatted sides and to be a theme as old as Adam, and
detachable roofs. The trough can be after the second act Miss Maan abanfrom six to ten feet long, with the doned the task of further reading.
"You say you created this characsides five Inches high; the lath slats
are two Inches apart and the trough* ter?" Miss Mann inquired.
"The character and the play are
sixteen Inches from the floor to roof
The roof should project two inches on both original with me," was the
the sides to protect food from the ready response.
"And yet,'' Miss Mann added ruweather. The roof Is easily removed
by lifting one end and sliding it end- mlnatlvely, "you don't look two thouwise on the opposite gable end on sand years old!"
which it rests. The trough can then
See That Work I* Don* Properly.
be filled and the roof drawn back In
Trained nurses in Boston have
place without lifting it This arrangement saves feed as well as keeps It agreed, through one of their organizations, to give Instructions as to how
clean'from dropphigs and other filth.
to prepare bandages, "sponges" and
PREPARE SOIL FOR ALFALFA first-aid packages for shipment and
use by the hospital and field surgeon*
with the armies of all the nations InImportant That Preparation of Ground
volved In the European war. WhenBe Uniformly Good—Young Plant
ever women are preparing these
of Tender Nature.
things for the hospitals they ma? telephone for a nurse to come and see If
The tender nature of the young alfalfa plant makes a well-prepared seed the work ^ done properly.

They will tread It down and waste It
Put It Into good racks. Give only
what they will eat up clean. Other
stock do not like to eat hay that sheep
have nosed over.
It isn't much trouble to count the bed necessary. The root of the young
sheep every day. Better do It and be plant strikes down immediately, and
sure* that all of them are all right
It will be seriously Injured if it strikes
a layer of dry, loose soil at the botPREPARED SOIL FOR ALFALFA tom of an old furrow, or If the ground
has many hard, unbroken clods In it
Inoculation or Previous Crop of Sweet A very good plan is to let the ground
Clover Are Essentials Required
settle for a few weeks before seeding.
It is also Important that the preparafor Success With Plant
tion ot the ground be uniformly good,
Alfalfa will not grow In a soil In as the poorly prepared spots are likewhich It has never been grown or in ly to fait, and these bare places will
which it* near relative, sweet clover, form centers from which weeds will
has not grown, or unless the soil has spread and perhaps Injure the entire
been Inoculated. This Is for the reason field.
that the,Uttle, germs or bacteria which
i
produce the knot* or nodules on the '
roots of the alfalfa must be present
In the soil before the crop will thrive.
These nodules are Important In the
development and thriftlness of the
crop, and It Is through them that
The Intelligent farmer Is the one
nitrogen Is added to the soil. The Inoculation of the soil with these germs who succeeds.
• • •
may be done by spreading a little soil
Ali soils are not adapted to the
from an old alfalJa or sweet clover
field at the time the alfalfa seed is growing of all croc*.
• • •
planted, or by Inoculating the seed
Book farming 1* excellent, but actual
with a commercial culture of the orexperience 1* the real thing.
ganism before it 1* sown.

NOT A MERE POETIC MYTH

CHICAGO.—Probably the oddest procession of customers in Chicago passes*
nightly below the huge wooden "schooner" which proclaims to passers-by.
that the "Largest 6 Cent Bear In Town" may be had In the saloon of Isaac*
Boblnsky on South Jefferson street.
They are the lame, the halt and the]
blind.
Bill McGuirk is one of the most
successful of Bobinsky's patrons. BIB
claims to have only one leg, and the]
police have found no cause to doubt
hi* word during the three years hej
has collected pennies from passers-byj
on Halsted Btreet between MadtsonJ
and Twelfth streets. Bill claims, anj
option on the east side of the street*
between these bounds. "Band Joe"]
holds title to the west sidewalks by right of conquest.
Down on Fourteenth Btreet stands John Finley, whose businesB assets';
consist of the loss of one arm and deafness.
The other morning McGuirk was.told by one of his regular patrons thatl
he had just given his daily nickel to a one-armed man at Halsted and Jackson;
'streets. The loss of the nickel rankled In Bill's bosom all day. He arrived
at Bobinsky's earlier than usual, and waited for the trespasser to arrive.
Finley edged his way through the swinging doors at seven o'clock. Ai
wooden leg grazed his head by a few inches. His friends, who were waiting
for an opportunity to crush the czardom of McGuirk, rallied to his support.1
Others aligned themselves with their old leader, Bill.
A few minutes later a call was turned in at the Maxwell street station.!
When the police arrived they found the floor strewn with canes, crutches.,
artificial limbs and roller skates. A man leaned against the bar with a sign
on his chest bearing the Inscription: "I Am Blind."
"I didn't see nothin', but I heard an awful lot," he said.

Drink Out of Fashion in the Capital of Missouri
JEFFERSON CITY, MO.—Orlnklng is going out of fashion among Missouri'*!
men of affairs. Here-lB an incident that shows how drinking has lost
tavor among the classes that used to transact much of their business aroundj
the famous Madison house bar.
The general counsel of one of Missouri'* largest railroads asked an acamalhtance to go In and have a toddy.
fA*d the Madison toddy has had a
reputation In its day.)
"Sorry, not drinking any more,"
the acquaintance replied.
"You're the fifth man I've asked In
the last hour to go in have a drink
who has refused 'because he Isn't
drinking any more,'" the counsel said.
"Sit down. Let's see how many
ao Into the bar. The two sat down and watched for a half hour. Ten years',
ago the crowd wouldn't have been In the lobby. It would have been at the
tar. Five years ago, even, the bar would have been the favorite congregating,
■pot for such a gathering a* that.
The half hour passed. Not a single one of an the crowd went Into the
bar. The men did their visiting and their "milling" in the lobbies over thetr!
cigars. They had left J. Barleycorn off their visiting list. That condition!
wasn't true just of the famous old Madison bar, which ha* seen politic* andj
politicians since time without end. It existed at all the bars of the capital:
city. So lamented the men who had been mixing "presbyterians" and "aoath-j
casters" for Missouri statesmen for a generation.
j
Aa the general counsel remarked after his half hour vigil over the bar-i
room door: "Times certainly have changed—even in Missouri."
>
They have. J. Barleycorn still has his politicians, scores of them, bo*
a* for personal acquaintance—even In Missouri—they are striking him off!

LIME
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BROOKFIELD.
Continued from let Page
picture with its elaborate decorations.
The front was a bank of moss covered
pots of vermilion colored ferns and the
orchestra was half hidden in a profusion
of evergreen trees. From the stage ceiling was suspended pots of green moss and
poinsettias. Music, for the evening was
by Collins novelty orchestra which gave
general satisfaction. From 8 to 9 o'clock
there was a concert which received great
applause, and during the concert the
guests, as they entered, were received by
the firemen. At 9.10 o'clock.. Capt. William Byron gave the signal for the opening waltz and the dancing continued, except for an intermission from 11 to 11.S0,
until 1 o'clock Saturday morning.
Refreshments of ice-cream and cake were
served in banquet hall during interrmsThe Brookfield Grange Program.
Mrs Charles Huntington, lecturer of
Brookfield Grange, has arranged the following program for the ensuing year^Jan 19-Essayist, "Sumner H. Reed;
reading, Mrs Lottie Cl*rk I solo, Mildred
Mitchell; music, George Fleming.
Feb. 2—Current events in America,
Irene Dubois; current events in Europe,
Henry E. Cottle; general discussion; piano solo, Mrs Leslie Wright; recitation,
May Hall.
„
_. ,
Feb 16—Valentine party, Mrs Kichard.Finney, Irene nubois, Leon Gadaire.
March 2—Married members' night, Albert Bemis, Mrs Henry L. King, Mrs
Sherman E. Goodwin.
March 16-Young people's night, MaT
Hall, Elizabeth C. Gadaire, and Richard
•Finney.
A.prii 6—First and second degrees;
quarterly report.
April 20—Third and fourth degrees;
feast committee, Mrs P. Eugene Gadiare,
Teresa A. Mnlvey, William Bemis.
May 4—Birds, essayist, Mrs Sumner H.
Raed; entertainment, Nora Hannigan,
Mrs F. W; Works, George Fleming.
May 18—Patriots' night, Mrs Lottie
Clark, Mra Elbert E. Hemis, William Bemis, Ellen C. Gadaire.
June 1—Debate, "Resolved, with all
the modern conveniences and privileges,
people are happier to-day than 60 years
ago;" affirmative, Mrs Emma S. Ludden,
Bev. Sherman Goodwin; negative, Henry L King, Mrt Elbert E. Bemis; music
in charge of pianist Mildred G. Mitchell.
June 15-Children's night; committee.
Arthur W. Mitchell, Mrs Henry E. Cottle, Mrs Charles Huntington.
July 1—Quarterly reports; open night.
July 20—'FUeaajid mosquitoes, where
they breed and how they spread disease;
how we may fight against them," Dr.
Mary H. Sherman; recitation, Mrs Richard Finney; song, t«6l»G«M»reAug. S—"Seven good daya/ of the
week," Monday, washing, toast, ' 'Cleanliness is next to Godliness," Mre Elbert
Bemis; Tuesday, ironing, toast, "Rough
places made smooth," Rev. S. E. Goodwin; Wednesday, mending, toast, "A
stitch in time saves nine," May Hall;
Thursday, visiting, toast, "The tongues
no man can tame," Teresa A. Mulvey;
Friday, sweeping, toast, "A new broom
sweeps clean," Mrs Sumner H. Reed;
Saturday, baking, toast, "Bread is the
staff of life," Mrs P. E. Gadaire; Sunday, a day of rest, toast, ' 'Remember the
Sabbath day to keep it holy," Rev. S. R
Goodwin.
Aug. 17—Open night.
Sept. 7-Musical, Mrs E. P. Gadaire,
Mildred Mitchell, Leon Gadiare.
Sept. 21—Educational night. Dr. Mary
H. Sherman, Hattie Rice, Judge Henry
E. Cottle.
,
Oct. 5—Harvest supper and fair, in
charge of officerseach member to furnish
something.
Oct. 19—Dramatics, Mra Phoebe Clark
Mre 8. H. Reed, Nora Hannigan, John
Mulvey.
Nov. 2—Election of officers, entertainment, Charles Thayer.
Nov. 16—Neighbors' night; feast committee, Mre Richard Finney,'HHda E.
Nelson, Mary Meehan, Victor E. Kelson.
Dec. 7-Poverty Social, each member
to wear a poverty costume or be fined 10
cents. -Each member to bring a halfpound of something eatable,
Dec 21—Christmas entertainment, Mre
Henry L. King. Elizabeth Gadaire, Mrs
Elbert Bemis and George Fleming.

WEST

Program of the North Brookfield Grange

BROOKFIELD

William B. Thompson, for 20 years
chorister in the Congregational church in
North Brookfield and in West Brookfield,
led the rehearsal of a chorus in G. A. R.
hall, Tuesday evening, in preparation for
an old folks' concert to be given as a feature of the regular meeting of the Farmers' Club, Wednesday, Jan. 27.
Mr
Thompson is 76 years old, yet quite
strong and vigorous for one of his years,
and frequently walks the whole distance
between the two towns where most of his
life has been Spent-

Uneeda Biscuit
Nourishment—fine flavor—-purity—crispness
—-wholesomeness. All
for 5 cents, in the
moisture-proof package.

WEST BROOKFItLD GRANGE
Full Program for the Year of 1915.

GRAHAM CRACKERS

A food for every day.
Crisp, delicious and
strengthening. Fresh
baked and fresh delivered, xo cents.

SNAPAROOMS
A delightful new biscuit, with a rich and
delicious cocoanut fla• vor. Crisp and always
fresh, xo cents.

History of Bunker Hill, Jennie E. Doane.
Reading: Genevieve M. Hill.
Our Legislature, Senator H. E. Cummings.
Current Events: John McKee. \
Music in charge of Mr and Mra £obn J. Lane.
July 1.

Meeting omitted.

March 4.

September 2,

Paper: Varieties of Apples originated in Massachusetts, Fred J. Wiley.
Reading: Lillian Tucker.
Paper: Is fruit raising to be overdone? Frank D.
Wiley.
Paper: Which yields the greater profit, one cow or
fifty hens? Mary M-'Burr.
Music in charge of Mary W. Smith.

Surprise entertainment in charge of new members.

Jan. 27—Mock town.meeting in charge
of George H. Coolidge, Charles H."Allen,
Herbert Cutler, Mre Nellie Canterbury,
M» Nellie M. Thacher.
March 18.
Feb. 10—Educational aid fund night;
Paper: Alfalfa, crimson clover, or corn, which for
state speaker to be announced; invited
Massachusetts? Dr. W. R. Smith.
guests to be Supt. of schools, teachers,
and school csmmittee, Dr. and Mrs F. W.
Current Events, Arthur C. Bliss.
Cowles, Mr and Mrs John A. Daley and
Play: Mary J. Tucker.
Mr and Mrs Alfred R. Brigham.
April 1.
Feb. 24—Debate, "Resolved, that an
B iret aud Second Degrees.
old maid iBof greater value in a communApril Fool night.
ity than an old bachelor," affirmative,
Mrs Mary Holmes, Frank L. Daley, neg
Surprise Feature in charge of Louella M. Mcative,.Mrs Mary A.Clark, Fred G.Smith;
Carthy and Nellie M. Fullam.
topic for discussion, "With beefsteak
from 30 to SO cents a pound, isn't it time
/
April 15.
Buy biscuit bated by
tOibegin raising more beef in MassachuThird and Fourth Degrees.
< •
setts? " Discussion opened by Marshall
Inspection by Deputy,
C. Gilbert.
NATIONAL BISCUIT | Music in charge of E. W. Reed. .
March. 10—First and second degrees
COMPANY
Feast Committee: Mr and Mrs John A. Anderson,
worked by the young men's degree staff;
mystery night, Mrs Georgians Howe,
Mr and Mra Morton F. Lincoln!
Miss Belle Nutter, Miss Haiel E. Miner,
Ahoays look for that Name
WilliantS. Campion, Frank Stone and
May*.
Arthur' Warfield, Jr.
Bird
Night.'
March 24-^-Inspection, third and fourth
Address by Raymond J. Gregory of Princeton,
degree, third degree by the young ladies,
degree staff; solo, Miss Manorie Cutler.
WEST BROOKFIELD.
Bird Pictures: In charge of Florence Crawford arid
April 14—Gardening night; "ThekitchMinnie Edwards.
en garden, what it should contain and
The- Literary Club
Music in charge of the Wiley Bros.
how to grow," G. Henry Allen; "Desirable varieties of common flowers and how
The wide-awake committee of the.
to grow them," Mre Sarah A. Carter;
"Growing small fruits lor market," Phil- West Brookfield literary club,—Mre Patriotic Night.
H
ander Holmes; reading by Miss Jennie E. Mary F. Holmes, Mrs Charles 0,M. EdFrom every mountain side let freedom ring."
Mundell; music by the music committee- son, Mra Alice Alice J. Carter and Mrs G. A- B- »nd S. of V. invited.
April 2<—Neightiora'' night. Spencer J. H. Adams, announce the following W. R. 0. invited to help furnish the program.
Grange invited to give the good of the program for 1916—
Feast Committee: Mr and Mrs George A. Whiting,
order; reception committee, Mrs Nellie
Jan. 21—Topic, "Best books of the
Mr and Mra Benjamin M. Banks, Harry K.
Canterbury, Mrs Mary A. Clark, Mr and
Woodis, Oscar V. Hanson.
Mm Peter A. Brady, Louis Richardson year." Essayist, Mrs Augusta Haie.
and John Brady.
Feb. 4—Meeting in charge of Mrs RobMay 12—Paper by George H. Wright, ert B. Davis.
"Culture and Agriculture;" farce in
Feb. 18—"What can we do to benefit An evening with Flora, Goddess of Flowers.
charge of Misses Martha A. Canterbury, West, Brookfield?" Discussion open to
"Is this a time to be cloudy or sad,
Frances Morgan and Helen Hauck, DanWhen our mother nature laughs around;
all members.
iel McRevey and Bernard King.
. When even the deep blue heavens look glad
March 4—''Sunny Florida and St. AuMay 86—Children's night.
Mra MarAnd gladness breathes from the blossoming ground."
shall C. Gilbert, Mrs Peter A. Brady, gustine." Essayist, Mrs Charles O'M.
Miss Dorothy T. Smith, Peter Brady and Ed son.
Louis Richardson.
March 18—"The Indians of the South- ENGRAVED GALLING CARDS
June 9—Grand Army night. Mra Lorabelle W. Bruce, Mrs Nina S. Cutler, west," paper by Mrs Henry J. Adams of
Mrs Myra E. (iMinors, Arthur Cutler Dr. Warren.
IN SCRIPT OR
Charles A. Blake.
April 1—"Arizona." Essay by Mrs
June 23—A night with the Graces.
Fred L. Woodward.
ENGLISH TEXT
July 14-Business meeting; social in
April 16—"Salt Lake City," paper by
charge of the lady officers.
Mrs Cora E. Foster.secretary of the clnb.
April 29—"Nature poems," Miss Jessie H. I. Lawrence, North Brookfield
Aug. 11—Musical night in charge of the
music committee.
_____ L. Gilbert, essayist.
May IS—Magazine afternoon.
Sept. 8—Paper, Albert L. Hauck; current events, Delmar C. Watkine; surprise
May 27—"Alaska," Mrs Robert M.
program, Misses Nellie E. Campion and Carter, essayist.
Altha Duncanson, Mrs Ella E. RichardDoth ruboer ana sieel tires, Baggies
June 10—Open.
son, Roland Hauck and Harry Allen.
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Sur
June 24— "Seattle and the Puget Sound
reya and Road Wagons, both new anc
Sept. 22—Country fair, Arthur Samp- country," Paper by Mrs Philander
second band,
Bon, Elmer Allen, William Richardson,
A.T BOTTOM PRICE fr
Francis Tucker, Robert M. Carter, Mrs Holmes.
Harness, Robes, Blankets, Whips enu
Lindsey T. Smith, Mrs David Henshaw,
July 8-Outdoor meeting at Blair's
Oil Cloths. Dot too Costly. Sat too
Mrs Carrie E. Webb, Mrs Andrew Ben- grove, east shore of Lake Wickaboag,
Cheap.
son, Miss Mary A. Canterbury, Russell
*•
1
■
July 22—8hort stories meeting.
Canterbury and Miles Webb.
WEST BROOKFIELD.
Sept. 2—Topic, "The old missions in
All toe diflereut grades. All sizes at
Oct. 13—Neighbors' • night.
Warren
Nails, also,
/
southern California."
Mrs Philander
Smtaur mat my prices are always
Three young fellows who were arrested Grange invited to give the good of the
Holmes, essayist.
ordlr;
reception
committee,
Mr
and
Mrs
th* lowest. I sell so as to sell again.
in West Brookfield, Monday, for begging John H. Webb, Mrs Eva 8. Robinson,
Sept. 16— -Yosemite Valley."
Mrs l» Daniel's Mars* Remedies Aiwa •
a lodging were each sentenced by the dis- Arthur Sampson, Mr and Mrs r*red L.
la Stvelc.
Charles A. Blake, essayist.
TaUSrUOH* OAH.HA* O*.
trict court to 10 days in the house of cor- Woodward. '
Sept. 30—"New Orleans and the Mardi
Oct.
27—Young
people's
night
Rebate,
rection.
C. Crawford
"Resolved, that the United States de- gras." Mrs Frank P. Warren, Warren. William
Five cases of scarlet fever, in two diff- crease
0AKHAM.
Oct. 14—"The nation's oapitol." Mrs
its army and navy," affirmative,
erent families, have been reported to the John Brady and Miss Dora Allen, nega- Clara I. Niles, essayist.
board ol li.-j.tth. They are,from the fam- tive, Francis McRevey, Miss Estella O.
Oct. 28—"The religious teachings of
OVER 68 V CARS'
ilies .of Alfrwl and Mrs Joseph Lavigne, Thompson; surprise program, Misses the poets.'' Mrs Alice J. Carter, essayFrances Howe, Agnes Riley, Lena Rice,
PERIENCE
on Ragged hillRalph and Alfred Allen and Fred Dun- ist
Nov. 11—"Book Review." Mrs CharMr and Mrs A. C. Ktoddard of North canson.
Nov. 10—Election of officers; pop-corn lotte W. GiP'ert, essayist.
installed these officers of West Brookfield
social in charge of Philander Holmes,
Dec. 2—Practical Household hints by
Grange Wednesday night:— M., Harold Clarence Allen, Edwin Wilbur, Mre EmO., Lewi* C. Richardson; L-, Mre Grace ma Allen. Mre George Wright and Mrs Mrs Clifford J. Huyck.
Dec. 1«—Annual meeting.
M. Canterbury: 8., Hugh A. Allen; A. S., Ella Putnam.
TRAPC MARKC
DESIGN*
Current events at each meeting.
Nov. 24—Dramatic night, Mr and Mrs
Edmund T. Smith; C, Mrs Sarah Carter:
CO»YRIOHTB Ac.
Levi
Livermore,
Mr
and
Mre
Webster
S.
T., Mrs Com Sampson; S., Miss Marjorie
Anyone
tending
aekeirh
end
deseHnann mur
11
Kendrick, Mr and Mrs Bnrnham Smith.
null*' - -iifiortonl our oi'lirion free ■rpetner *u
Worcester County School Children.
J. Cutler; G- K., Charles L. Mitchell;
lM»u„cl'« is l>r"»«J»>rn«l«lWl*_P»aiS,,,,lriw
Dec. 8—Squab raising, Arthur H.
u„m.lrl«lrW.iSde.^k.fl»HDM0t<M»«fnl»
C, Miss Marion Allen; V , Miss Dora Warfield; surprise program, Misses Clara
■out (res. oldest "iranor/orseninngMtents.
Worcester County has 108,414 children
Patent* use" through Muiin A Co, Meeln
Allen; F., Miss Jessie Winn; L. A. S., A. Bailey and Grace Frouty, Mre Ella
' •*», irttfculMarge, lulu*
t
between
the
ages
of
6
and
20
yeais
and
Miss Martha A, Canterbury; member of Richardson, Hugh Allen and Charles
fW,526orB4,f
per
cent,
of
them
attend
Doolittie.
the executive committee for three years,
A hendsometr Illustrated weftlr. IfntestrirDec. (date to be announced)—Report school, according to a recent-census bulJohn A. Brady. Supper followed, with
JitaUMliir Wrselenuao Journal, 1*iw».*J ■
from state grange; Christmas entertain^oursSwllosVsXrsold hrali ne»sd»lers.
Mrs David H. Henshaw chairman of the ment in charge of Mre Katherine Walk- letin. The data contained in the report
committee. Hugh A. Allen entertained er, Mre Mary Smith, MisB Francilla Bur- I1 relates to the year 1910 and has only reOflfS. fa 9 •_, Washington. D.E.
cently been made public.
lingham, Paul Allen and John Howe.
with reading.

„j»(1fic American.

"'fCOsi'^'^'NewVgrfe
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July 15.

Children's Night in charge of the Worthy Lecturer,
i
January 41.
Refreshment committee: Catherine R. Tucker, LizPaper: What is the reason it costs families so much
zie J. Bice, Ada I. Allen, Joseph \y. Tucker.
more to live than formerly? Mrs Maria E.
Prouty.
Paper: Is poor housekeeping the cause of intemPaper: George P. Buck.
perance? Emma A. Bliss.
Humorous program in charge of Adelaide Stoddard.
Paper: Food Values, Anna M. Banger. '
Japanese entertainment in charge of Carrie A.
February 4.
Doane, Frances A. Oummings, Ada I. Allen,
Educational Aid Fund Collection.
, Marjorie E. Chesley.
_~^_
Address: The Culture of Small Fruita, Piiilander
Music in charge of Grace ErLane. X,
Holmes of West Brookfield.
August 19.
\
Music: in charge of Carrie L. Bullard and Mabel
Grange Picnic.
/
O. Ohadboumfe.
Feast Committee: Mr and Mrs A. C. Stoddard,
Valentine Surprise.
Amy J. Richardson, Marion A. Hill, GeneFebruary 18.
vieve M. Hill, Frank.8. .Bartlett, George F.
Address: Things to Remember, Rev. A. H. WheelWilley.
ock, Massachusetts State Chaplain.
Sports Committee: Benj. M. Banks,, Marjorie B.
Music in charge of Mr and Mrs F. E. Conger.
Stuart, E. W. Burr, Florence 0. Thompson,
Light refreshments on sale in charge of Marion A
Harry B. Bond, Milo D. Childs, assisted by
Hill, Inez L. McKee, Esther K. Varney.
the Blossom Twins.

Shingles, Roofing Material

-J
-J

17.

January 7. 1915.

Installation of Officers by Past State Master a D.
Richardson, assisted by Mre Richardson.
Violin solo, Fred J. Wiley, accompanied by Mrs
John J. Lane.
Report from State Grange by Worthy Master J.
Georgia Stoddard.
Reading: It Can be Done, Mre Mary J. Tucker.
Song: The Brook, Mrs Lila Lane Lidstone.
Reading: Tootie at the Bank, Margaret J. Wiley.

Death of Mrs Martha Bruce.
Mrs Martha Ann Goodnow (Snow)
Bruce, one of the oldest people in Worcester county, died Tuesday night at the
home of her son, William H. Bruce. Her
age was 95 years, one mcnth and 11 days.
For the last three weeks she has been in
failing health, and the end was expected
at any time. She lived in what is known
as the Ragged Hill district, two miles
from the center. Her parents were Joseph and Persis (Knight) Snow, and she
was the last of a family of 14 childrbn.
Sept 16, 1847, she married Joel Gilbert
Bruce of West Brookfield, who died May
13, 1903, at the advanced age of 84. She
united with the West Brookfield Congregational church, 76 years ago, and was
its oldest.member. In September, 1910,
she was present at the celebration of the
250th anniversary of the founding of
Brookfield. She leaves one son, William
H. Bruce, 5 grand-children and 6 great
grand-children. The funeral will beheld
at her late home this f Friday) afternoon.

The North Brookfield Orange, No. 132, Patrons 'of Husbandry, through their
Lecturer, Mr*. Lila Lane Lidstone, and the literary committee, have formulated the
following program for the coming year:—
.
«

September M.

Neighbors' Night.
New Braintree and Warren Granges invited to furnish the program.
-'
Feast Committee: Mr and Mrs John P. Ranger,
Mr and Mrs Fred T. Parkman, Chas. H. False.

>

0.

<

October 21. ,

Third and Fourth Degrees.
Music in charge of Bertha H."Newman.
Feast Committee: Mr and Mrs (K Lincoln Smith,
Mr and Mrs Geo. S. Dickinson.
November 4. '

Current Events: Geo. K Doane.
Paper: What is science doing for the farmer? Past
State Master C. D. Richardson.
Reading: Stanley Smith.
Play: Josephine D. Hinckfey.

o
2
>■

<
Q
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October 7.

First and Second Degrees.
Harvest Fair in charge of Ceres and Pomona.
"He that south forth and weepth, bearing precious seed.
■hall doubtless come again with rejoicing, bringing hit
sheaves with him-"
Members please bring farm products to be sold.

Id

if)
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November 18.

Current Events: E. A. Harwood.
RevieV of some late book, Edith M. Hathaway.
Six beet books for a farmer's library. Why? John
H. Lane.
Illustrated Advertisement: Jessie S.Topping, Mary
H. Wright.
,
December —
Election of Officers.
Inteiesting facts: in charge of J. Georgia Stoddard.
Music in charge of Margaret ~G. Wiley, Anna M.
Howland.
Candy pull in charge of Marion A. Hill, Carrie A.
Doane, Harry Fullam, Marion A. Tucker.
December 18.
Christinas Entertainment: In charge-of Silence E.
Bush, Carrie L. Witt, Rose R. Towne, Lena
K. Whittemo^e, V'-ra J. Steele.
B'frechment Committee: Mr and Mrs Albert L.
Woodis, Marion X. Johnson, Elsie Johnson,
Chas S. Stuart.

District Court.
Death of Mrs Pierce.
The no-school signal was blown twice
Herman F. Clark, who was before the
on Wednesday on account of the miniarMrs Adelphia (Clark) Pierce died at
tnre blizzard, which raged in the morn- the home of her sister, Mrs Silas D. For- court at East Brookfield, charged with
MAILS DUE V> ABBIVE
ing. In the afternoon a false alarm was bush, Spring street, Tuesday afternoon, cohabiting with a woman, while he had
A.M. •*- East and West.
a wife living; at,the trial on Thursday
blown, causing a little mild excitement,
»J0~West.
of general debility, at the age of 75 years,
until it was discovered that Archie Mel- 9 months and 3 days. She was born in his counsel produced proof from the tow
P. at, I2.«B—East and West.
ajOQ—Weet
vin.'the electrcian, was working on the Hubbardston, and upon the death of her clerk of Leominster, that Mary Whitney,
4.50—East.
alarm. He'had notified the fireman at husband, Watson 0. Pierce, in 1913, Bbe (wife number 1), whom the defendant
7 05—East and West.
the B A R Rubber factory of what be was came to live with Mrs.Forbush. There married in Washington, R. L, afterward
MAILS CLOSE.
g.. M. AlS-Eastand We«t.
doing, %nd to pay no attention to a pos- are four surviving sisters—Miss Eleanor with Levi Dammond applied for a marU JO—Bast and West.
sible accidental signal until be was Clark of Hubbardston, Miss Sophia- riage license in. Leominster.^which was
P.M. 1J10—West.
through and notified him that the system Clark of Worcester, Mrs Anna C. Paine refused them, and that they then went to
4.,40—East.
some town in New Hampshire, where it
was in order again. The fireman went
g.OO-East and West.
of WhitinBville, and Mrs Forbush. The
off duty without nntifying his successor body was taken Thursday "morning to is supposed they were 'married, because
SJ,AB^ooa*eld ariTreSSiV at »J» A. M. and of this fact (it is said) which caused the Hubbardston, where the funeral and they lived together when they came back
to Leominster and claimed they were marfalse alarm to be sounded.
burial took place. Undertaker Fred Q.
'"partrawmalls are despatched tw^ daHyas
ried. A death certificate was also pro*
William B, Thompson, for 20 years Clapp was in charge.
roUow¥?-"J0A. M. East and North, 6 P. »•
,
dnced showing that Mary Dammond,
Wast and South.
chcrister in the Cengregatronal church in
Mails for the Eural Delivery to closed at s.»
X„
r- ■ • ''
-^ ""
who was formerly Mary Whitney, died
North Brookfield and in West Brookfield,
A^lEtnd received at 1J0 P. M.
M
at the poor farm in Lunenburg, Sept. 8,
Christ Memorial Church.
The offloe hoars will bjj-8 30 A. :»•Jo 8 r, ". led the rehearsal of a chorus in in G. A.
Holidays, 6.80 to 9 JO A. M. and 6 to8 P. M.
1912.
R. hall, West Brookfield, Tuesday eveny
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUi M. KEAHET.Aset.
At the annual meeting of the parish,
ing, in preparation for an old folks' conFOR SALE.
cert to be given as a feature of lie regular held on Monday evening, the following
sized Crawford heater. Hew last
meeting of the West Brookfield Farmers' officers for 1915 were elected: Wardens: A medium
""NORTH BROOKFIBXD.
winter. Price only $5.00. FBANK HAYDKN.
•
club, Wednesday, Jan. 27. Mr Thomp- Emerson H. Stoddard and William Wat- Forest Street.
son is 76 years old, yet quite strong and ley, Clerk and Treasurer, Hubert E.
BOARDERS WANTED
See full program of North Brookfield
vigorous for one of his years, and fre- Stoddard) vestrymen, John A. White, A few boarders at my home on Forest St., the
Grange on the opposite page.
house from School St. on the right hand
quently walks the whole distance between Freeman R. Berry, Albert H. Foster and side.flrst
Apply to MR8. CLABA B. BUBNHAM.
* The members of the Delta Sigma Club the two towns where mp»M>f his life Ward A. Smith; Convention delegate,
are entertaining their friendB in Castle
Emerson H. 8toddard. The reports of
has been spent.
TENEMENT TO RENT
hall, this evening.
tenement of four rooms, electric
Quaboag Lodge, No 182, A. O. U. W., the various organisations were very en- TTPBTAIBS
U
lights
and town water, wood and coal room
Longley announces the opening of i had an open meeting and smoke .talk on couraging and the treasurer reported all on the same
floor. Apply to MRS. SLAYTON^
January mark-down sale, neit Tuesday Monday evening, at Grange ball. After bills paid and a good balance in band.
Elm Street.
™r
. to continue until Saturday.
At
their
regular
meeting
next
Tuesday
the general routine of business, the doors
FOR RENT
Still another teacher in the Grove were opened to invited guests, and a gen- night, at the,Gui!d rooms, the members A N Eight-room eottage on Wluow St. Tow;
school, Grade IV, Mise Bernice Bowler, eral smoker was enjoyd for about 15 min .pf the G. F. S. will continue the Red A water. L. B. HAT DEN, Grant St. North
Brookfield,,.,
1*
has resigned and will leave Jan. 22.
utes, after which Mr A. J. Cabana of Cross work begun at the last meeting. By order of the state department of an- warren, district deputy, gave a few minTO LET.
DOWNSTAIRS tenement *ood location, use ot
imal industry the movement of- all an- utes talk on the good and welfare of the
EAST BROOKFIELD.
barn, henhouse and garden, if desired.
imals is allowed ip the four Brookfields. order. Wm. F. Duncan, also gave a
Apply No. 1 Grant Street.
brief
but
interesting
talk.
Last,
but
not
Mr.and Mrs F. M. Cunningham, OakThe case of Gilbert Pombriand, West
WANTED.
ham road, have removed to Manchester, least, was Mr 8. 8. Symonds- of 8alem> Warren, who was arraigned on a charge FOR two or three months, three or four, fur
nished
rooms
with
facilities for light housefrom
the
grand
lodge,
also
a
member
of
N. H. He is employed by the Hems
of knowingly allowing a tenant to keep keeping, or small furnished house. Address* A.
committee on laws, presented solid facts intoxicating liquor for illegal purposes, B. B. care of the North Brookfield JouBNiL.or
pickle company.
apply at office for information.
The accountant of the Water depart- in regard to the order, and he had the was heard before Judge Henry E, Cottle,
go ids with him to prove it. Several vis- Wednesday.and the court ordered, the de*
WANTED
ment calls attention to the fact that all
BOSTON man wants a ten to twenty acre farm
water rates must be paid at once, as the itors were present from the surrounding fendant discharged. Atty. Timothy Howprice from $1,000 to sloOO. good buildings and
towns. An enjoyable lunch was served ard, North Brookfield, appeared for the plenty of wood and water. Oall at Jouanii
fiscal year closed Dec. -31.
\
OrriflE for Information.
*
at the close of the meeting, and seven
defendant.
The Registrars of Voters will meet ntfct new applieationa were made.
\
Martin Lendey, West Brookfield, and
Wednesday from 7 to 8, again on the
Senator Oummings is to present a re- Patrick Walsh, Warren, pleaded guilty
27th from 1 to 8, and on Saturday the
solve to the legislature, whiehjif enacted to the charge of being idle without law30th, from 12 m. to 10 p. m.
would prevent raiiroad companies from ful employment, and were sentenced to
Save Friday, Feb. 12, for the annual charging on their tickets for the fraction
CHARLES S. LANE,
10 days in the house of correction.
ball of the North Brookfield Fire Depart- of a mile, as'at ptesent. In the olden
Mrs Frank Avey. Main street, enterment. The same excellent orchestra as time the distance between North and
tained the woman's C. B. E. whist club
last year, has been secured.
East Brookfield was reckoned as four at her home Wednesday night. Whist
Loyal Circle of King's Daughters will miles, and 8 cents was charged on mileRE6ISTERED EMBALMER.
was enjoyed until 10 o'clock and then rehold their regular meeting on Tuesday in age tickets. In 1908 a law was passed alPersonal Prompt Attention Day
the parlors of the First church. Sewing lowing railroads to charge full mileage freshments served.
or Night.
at 2 p. m. and business meeting at 4 p- m. fer fractional parts of a mile, and it is
Telephone North BrookfleN No.
A CARD
C. A. Twilcottt'e milk team was over- claimed that the distance from Norttrto
FRIDAY, JANUARY 15, 1915.
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Worcester County Institution For Savings
Incorporated 1828

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcestet
County.
$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, Julv and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars tp one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to r.

Deposits fajrid Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
w

.

SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDIO
ALBERT L, STRATTO^, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER '
10. 4m :yt

IT
happened
during the first
breakfast But
we had finished the
floors with Pratt.
& Lambert "61"
Floor
Varnish,
liquid-proof, marproof, heel-proof.
So, "they lived
happily ever afterwards."
The Ugh quality of
the materials which we
use, is typified by this
varnish and other Pratt
tt Lambert products,
such as, Vhralite, Iht
Lng-Ufi Whit* £uanul.
Such quality materials, combined with
efficient methods and
supervision, enable us
to give you painting
and finishing of utmost
serviceability and decoratrreharmony. Lot
as figure on your neat

turned on Summer rtreetV one day this East Brookfield is just a few feet over a
fjang Distance Connection.
We extend our sincere thanks to our
•.eek, -<Sn account of the horse being mile,.*o that five miles was charged, friends and neighbors for their kindness
Funerals Personally Directed
frightened by a cat. Several cans were making the mileage fare 10 cents. Now and sympathy during the sickness and
and Brery Requisite Furnished.
that tfw mileage rilte is to, be raised to death of our sister, also for the beautiful
lost, but no one injured.
Lady Assistant.
The officers of Ionic Chapter, O. E. S two and a quarter cents a mile, it will flowers given.
were Installed Monday night by Mrs make the cost 13 cents, by a mileage tickMB, AND Mas 8. D. FOEBUSH.
Cleveland of Barret the W- M. is Mrs eti when it should by good rights be only
Hattie EolUns; W. P., Elmer Churchill. 9 cents. Mr Oummings has the endorseInteresting Publications.
ment of the selectmen and of the board
A fine supper was served.
If you are interested in birds Congress-,
Mrs Henry Green and her sister, Miss of directors ol the North Brookfield railJob.
rnun Calvin D. Paige of the Third Mass- Gail at 46 Summer Street
Katharine Morgan pf South Main street, road in this effort.
To sea the Latest Models of
achusetts District, will be glad to mail
left .Tuesday for a trip to Baltimore, Md.,
you copies of some recent publications
where they will spend the rest of the
Railroad Rate RaiseFOR SALE AT
entitled, '-'Bird Houses and how to build
Jwinter visiting among relatives.
them," How to fcttract birds in NorthOn and after Monday, Feb. 1st, the
On account of the stofm' of Tuesday
eastern United States,'' and "Some comCORSETS
evening, the meeting of the Young Wo- single fare rate between North Brookfield
mon birds useful ro tee farmer."*
inan's Club was postponed until Monday to Worcester will be raised from M cents
Or
have
them brought to your home
Housewives will no doubt be interested
"THE RED-FROIMT STORE
evening, Jan. 18, when it will be held to 60 cents, and the 10 ride books now
by sending word to
*•***_**•*
in two pamphlets recently issued, one desold at 14.86 will be discontinued.
with Miss Dowbie on Main steeet.
North BrookfieK
voted to "The Carpet Beetle or Buffalo
MRS. B. C. GRAVES, Sumner Street,
„H. A. Russell, who has been attempting
Moth," and the other to "The House
to run a "wet wash" laundry in Rowley
Representative for the Brookfields.
Centipede,'' and copies of these will^be
A Joint Installation.
block, left town early one morning this
sent to any person who requests the same.
■ Telephone 26-13,
week, without much ceremony, and it is
Copies of any or all of these publica- NORTH BROOKFIELD.
There was a joint installation WednesMASS,
said left a goodly number of unsecured day evening at the A. O. H. hall, when tions "will be mailed upon receipt of a
27
creditors to mourn his departure.
postal
or
letter
request.
Please
do
not
the following officers were installed:—
Remember the Clark College Glee Club
For the Div. 16, L. A. A. 0. H., Mrs enclose stamps, and be sure and specify
concert, next Friday night, the 22d, in M. P. Howard, a member of the Wor- just which publications above mentioned MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
town hall. Members of' the senior class, cester County board, gave the charge of you desire. Address your requests to
DRESSMAKING
of the high school, under whose aupices office to President Mrs I. F. Lamoreaux ; Congressman Calvin D. Paige, Room 512,
the concert is given, say there will be V. P , Miss VeraBruc'ker; R. 8., Miss House Office Building, Washington, D. U Prospect St.
North BrookffeM
an excellent program of good music.
Mary LaWler; F. 8., Miss Irene Brucker; C.
2T,
Deputy Grand -PatriarchFred W. Bun- Treas., Mrs Ellen Rondeau; Sentinel, Mre
can went to Palmer last evening with his Edward Murphy; 8. at A., Mrs John COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS ARTISTIC MONUMENTS
Laugh »t it. Put on your torafy storm coat and
WORCESTER SS
PROBATE COURT
suite' to instai the officers of the Palmer Reillej.
JO the next ol kin and all persons huerested
your Hub-Mark rubbers and go down town. We
AND CEMETERY MEMORIALS
Mr Michael Noonan Installed these in the estate of Lianla P.- Barton, late of North
Encampment, I. 0. 0. F. The patriBrooltneld la said County deceased.
.
guarantee the foot protection. Hub-Mark rubbers
archal degree was worked by the Palmer gentlemen in Div. 18, A. 0. B.:—Pre*., Whereas, Francis ». Barton, administrator of
In all kinds of
'
are perfection in service, and that means economy, g
James H. Ivory; V. P., Edwin C Mur- the estate of said deceased, haspresentad to said
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Is-

"Yes."
'1—I don't know," gasped HluV
Then an idea struck him, and ■ her
"And she?"
Hill merely pointed to the paper.
laughed aloud in relief.
"She has been distressed about you
"See here!" he said, "she is going
for some time," said he, "and as you to a costume dance at the Miliigans
were unwilling to relieve her mind, tonight. Couldn't you go there w,ith
she decided that you were being vic- me just before you leave for the boat,
timized in some manner, and so set and help me get things straightened.
Pe— me to find out the cause of the out? I know lt'B a lot to ask, but—"
trouble."
"But you're not above asking," fin>
"Hum!" said Vanderpool. "And ished Vanderpool with a laugh. "Yes,.
why did you not come here this way, I think it could be managed. I'll havelb- the first place, instead of spying to go in these clothes, though. Will
upon my activities disguised as a they let me' in?"
goodness-knows-what ?"
, "I'll take care of that!" cried Htll
"Because I knew you would be un- Joyfully, "where shall I meet you?"
der no necessity to tell me anything
(Corarijhl br Bobbt-UulOl CoJ
"Call for me at the Calumet club,
•'Last name? But I have none! ob- unless I already possessed some at about twelve," said Vanderpool.
She gave a laugh, a terrible, mirthhour you summon us and disclose this
CHAPTER XVII—Continued.
knowledge,"
lied
Hill
with
a
readiness
"I—I
don't quite know how to thank.
astounding matter.
What does it less laugh, and clenched her hands at jected Rico.
you," began Hill, but the other stopped:
To'gain time Hill finished his coffee. that surprised himself.
Explain, for by the Holy her sides, rigidly.
"My friends—my very good Wends," mean?
"Then this is a sort of blackmail?" him with a gesture.
"It would take a long while to ex"Again you lie!" she flung at him.
'began Rowe slowly, tracing the table- Mother, you shall not leave this room
"Not at all!" cried Sam hotly. "I
"I have been 25 years without the
"I am no prisoner! I am going to plain just why it Is a good.plan to
cloth designs *4%,* stiletto, which, until you have done so!"
be married," said be at but "But if have no wish to use the power which thing I am helping you to get" said
A subtle, inscrutable smile played find my lover!"
dn its capacity or pajjsr-cutter, lay at
And, turning swiftly, she flung open you are willing to take my word for it, the knowledge I have gives me over be. "Do you suppose I want yon to
hand, "I shall tell yoj all; but first around the corners of Howe's mouth,
you—though that and the evidence of wait? Then, too, I rather like the idea,
let us review the situation as it stands. and he lighted a fresh cigar with much, the door, stepped out and closed it allow me to say that It Is good! In
fact, I am contemplating doing it my- tbe friends who rescued me from that of having you for a son-in-law. You'll
To begin with, then, there is to be a deliberation before replying. Then he after her, locking it as she did so.
beastly hut would be a pretty strong be good for Iris."
"Carmen!!' screamed Rowe, beating self before very long."
revolution In Venezuela, in which we looked the captain squarely In the eyes
"Br—yes1!" said Hill.
"Well," said Rico, "if you say it is weapon If I chose to use it But I
are engaged—a fact that we are ab- and his jaw took on a determined set on the panels. "Carmen! I love youl
don't; to do so would be to defeat my
"And now,^get out, I'm busy," said).
sorbed In to the exclusion of all else that made it seem Bquarer than ever. Come back, and I will help you. Car- good, it must be so. We will find a own ends and those of Iris. What I
Vanderpool, tearing In half the letter
priest if you agree, Anna."
|
"I Intend to be dictator of Vene- men!"
at this time, being good patriots all,
want Is nothing more than some state- that he had just written.
"I've no objections," replied Anna;
But Senora Carmen Daussa was gone,
and having the best interests of our zuela," he said very distinctly.
ment from you, which will enable me
Again eilence. On the old-fashioned without money, without English, with- and BO it was arranged.
splendid country most sincerely at
to fulfil the conditions of that promise
CHAPTER XIX.
Leaving them to' discuss the Idea,
heart. Secondly, our 1 a trim, who shall marble mantle shelf an ornate little out the least knowledge of the city or
which your daughter has signed. Bebe nameless,'is backing this patriotic clock ticked loudly, and from some- of the way to turn—gone in search of Hill fell to planning how best to ap- yond reassuring her, I give you my
A Momentous Evening.
proach Vanderpool. Why not go direct
Viand righteous enterprise with hie good where near at hand came a low moan, her lover!
word that I shall keep your confidence
De Bush dined at the Miliigans on,
to him'-at his office? Preposterous as
American dollars. Now, to those inter- so low and faint that none of the men
entirely: furthermore, if I can hon- the night of the masquerade, and bethe notion seemed at first, the more he
CHAPTER XVIII.
ested and active in this most glorious heard it, prepossessed as they were
estly do so, I shall even assist you in sides the great painter there were Edthought upon it, the more plausible it
undertaking, he has
represented with the stupendous statement that
your enterprise!"
wards and little Berry ForeBt, who
appeared.
Was
there
not
as
good
a
And
Counterplots.
had
just
been
made.
frankly that he is not so much interVanderpool arose and began to pace paints those fluffy landscapes. Blauma
"And how do you Intend going
When Pedro and Sam Hill separated chance of finding out the truth in this
ested in the overthrow of the present
up
and
down,
silently,
appearing
to
rotten and corrupt government be- about attaining this mild ambition?" on the night of their Jersey adventure, manner as in any other? Vanderpool consider the proposition * that the ate there, too, and Theodore Pell, whocause it is such an iniquitous adminis- asked the second officer with mock the latter made straight for Jones had agreed to hie (Hill's) incarceration, younger man had just made. Then he came' in at salad-time, and absenttration ae because of his immense as- courtesy. A look from Rowe cut him street, accompanied by Beau-Jean, and it was true, but the reasons for so stopped abruptly, shooting a'direct mindedly ate it all, while be told or
phalt interests there, and the dispro- short, and wiped the smile from hie upon reaching the refuge of the rear doing were strong, and his objections glance at Hill 'from under his fine seeing Pedro at Beer Peter's place,
and of the splendid article which he..
tenement tumbled into bed without had been overruled by the rest df the
portionate export-tax which is at pres- face.
brows. He was a man of quick deci- Pell, bad made out of it. And, as waa
"I have already gone about it," Rowe more ado, and for seven hours slept gang with whom the asphalt magnate
ent being put upon it, and which a
sions, and he had decided In Hill's the custom of the house, when the
clean new government would promise said in his precise way. "It only re- the sleep of the just, his head upon had appeared to be associated. At any favor.
coffee cups had been drained for the
in advance to diminish. All this he mains for you gentlemen to make a an. Improvised pillow of quilting—be- rate, it was worth trying. Vanderpool
"I believe you are sincere," he said
has told you and it is true as far as decision between the situations. On neath which his hand grasped the pre- was aware of the knowledge which he slowly, "and there, I am going to trust second time, Bell Mllligan made them
it goes. But there is another and a one hand, you support me, lend me the cious document that Iris, as he thought, (Hill) possessed, and under any cir- you with the whole story. Sit down all help to clear up, and get the floor
waxed, for it was nearly ten o'clock,
cumstances the latter would be workdeeper interest which is the real mo- power which you control—a no mean had sent him.
and smoke' If you like—no, I prefer and "before long the guests would beVery possibly his repose would have ing under a search-light, so to speak,
tive behind his assistance, and which force as I am quite aware—and I will
to walk."
gin arriving.
is known to me alone; more, without present you each with the official ap- continued for a much longer period, the moment hlB escape was discovered.
The financier continued to pace, In
Bell wore a yellow costume with.
my holding out this interest as bait pointment which you most desire In had it not been for the activity of Gun- On the whole, the notion seemed a
silence
for
a
few
moments,
his
white
sparkling things on it, and ornaments,
to him, there would be no money forth- the Venezuelan government—you shall eviere and Hermanla in the room im- good one, for by Its execution nothing
head bowed, his thin, youthful figure of the same sort across her forehead,
coming, and consequently no revolu- be ministers, admirals, premiere—even mediately below. These ladles, their could be lost, while much might be
alert and active as a boy's, his hand- and to it she added an all-enveloping,
treasurers—anything you will, when, household duties, as usual, entirely gained,
tion at all!"
"And I think," he said aloud, "that some cameo-like features contracted gingham apron, while she superinThere was a moment «f stupefied once I am seated in the presidential neglected, were loudly applauding Old
In thought. Then he spoke abruptly. tended the arrangements, her. frank
surprise. Then the captain brought chair. On the other hand, refuse, and Nita's efforts to instruct Koko 1in a I shall take Mr. Jones;., he will make
"You have surmised that a, revolu- chaff and the laughter which made
his fist down upon the? table resonantly. I will simply bring my two turtle-doves new accomplishment; namely, to use me • more conspicuous and, conse- tion was afoot? You are right—(there
her so well beloved by all these fa"What do you say! No revolution! together, and there will be no revolu- as cymbals the lids of two fish kettles quently, safer."
is—in Venezuela. My asphalt inter- mous men, ringing clear.
"What's that?" queried Nita.
Are you trying to make fools of us, tion. Mark my words—the tariff on strapped to his front paws.
The dim red lanterns were lighted,
"Merely that I am going out now, ests are chiefly there. The export-tax,
Now the clash of cymbals.yno mator do you really hold such a eecret? asphalt-is only a minor issue with
as it stands, would be a drain upon the cellar, with its two famous kegs.
Come, no playing, we are busy men!" our friend. Once he has the lady, ter how amateurish and uncertain the mother," responded Hill, rising forth- my profits, and ostensibly that 1B the
of October brew, was arranged for
"I have made no exaggeration of the he'll risk neither life nor money in performer's efforts, is not conducive with.
to slumber, to say the least of It; and,
Out from the dimness and dirt of reason for my backing this scheme to those who chose to sit and drink to.
truth, senores," replied Rowe. "And it our enterprise!" 1
-upset
the
present
government.
But
the accompaniment of dancing feet
"I do not believe you!" cried the sec- therefore, with a groan of protest, the back tenement, from the lowwill take but little time to prove as
there is another reason, a deeper one, upon the studio floor above: the tiny
much. Let us speak of SenoraDaussa!" ond officer hotly. "I think you are Sam returned to consciousness of all roofed bouses, degraded mansions of known only to myself and one other kitchenette was crammed to Its utterthat had befallen him, and all that an earlier day, out from the muck
lying!"
^
"Ah! the brave and noble senora!"
Rowe looked straight at him, meet- waa»yet to be undertaken. While he and squalor, the slush and grime of —Rowe. It concernB a woman, who, most capacity with the good things
exclaimed the little officer fervently.
washed and shaved he pondered deeply unswept Greenwich into tbe roaring he tells me, is kept a prisoner by the for supper, and at half past ten pre"It is she whose presence among us ing him eye to eye.
"You know I am not lying," he re- upon how he should set about getting canyon of commerce to the east Went now president of that God-forsaken cisely the musicians arrived: a thin
and whose interest in our cause gives
the information that Iris desired. As Hill, the little brown bear tagging place. Let me tell you about her. flutist, a fat German cellist, a dapper,
us the so much needed courage! sponded slowly. "Try it, if you doubt
he drew on his boots he still won- after, and joining with bis master the When I first took up this business I dyspeptic pianist and a temperaWhose immense popularity will be of me!"
hungry-looking
violinist
"You would be ruined if we did so dered, and uncertainty did not cease river of humanity that swept between went to Venezuela to make my con- mental,
such value to us!"
and it proved true," murmured the with the knotting of the silk bandanna the towering cliffs of granite on either tracts. I got good ones, and I made These took up their places around the
"Walt!" said Rowe. "Let me Inform
friends
with
the
dictator—a
fine
old
weather-beaten
piano,
and
tucking"
about his throat. But at about this hand; the strange, incomprehensible
you, first of all, that the honored captain.
"I'd rather see us all ruined than point hunger began to distract his at- towers, which, stretched up, up, higher man. He had a very young wife—hard- their handkerchiefs under their chins,
isenora knows no more of this revofail of my pet plan," rejoined Rowe. tention, and so, deciding that he than one at their feet could see, at a ly more than a child. I fell in love prepared for the strenuous time that
lution than this table does!"
A long silence followed, which was would be able to think more collect- single glance, any more than he could with her and she with me. She had was traditional of the'Miliigans' par-,
• • "KnowB nothing of the plans! Why,
broken at last by the captain, who edly upon a full stomach, he descend- grasp their significance with a single a child—a girl it was, but it was be- ties. Around the walls were couches,
IValdez, is it not her interest which has
ed to the flat below and demanded to thought. Before One of these build- ing brought up as a boy because the and between them, on the floor, cusharose with a sigh.
banded ■ us together, which—" began
"Well, Valdez," said he, "you have be fed.
ing Hill paused, and assuring himself father had been so bitterly disap- ions, to serve as seats.
{the captain.
"I wonder if there are enough?"
Koko dropped to his all-fours at this that it was that which he sought be- pointed at having no eon . . . ' and
got us at your—shall we say—mercy?
"Her interest! You have only my I think the other gentlemen will agree intrusion, glad to be rid of the encumCarmen was faithful to her child and said Don,'and without waiting for am
gan maneuvers to gain admittance.
Iword fdr that," said Rowe. "You have that there is nothing for us to do but bering kettle-lids, which Old Nita unAt first there was difficulty with the her husband . . . I am glad she answer, darted across the alley toInever—not one of you—spoken a single consent to help you, and Incidentally, tied, grumbling at the interruption of
door-keepers on Mr. Jones' account, was . . . I would not have had it take from under the. very head of *
'syllable with her on the subject!"
ourselves, If you are to be trusted to the lesson, but nevertheless delighted but they were successfully persuaded, otherwise. But we danced together a neighbor, the desired articles, with:
It was too true. Save for that one fulfill your promises to us, which I to see Hill. The other two women
and he passed them only to be balked great deal . . . there was no harm which he presently returned. MeanInterview, when little or nothing had doubt. Any other course we may take bustled about and prepared food for
by the elevator man. There was more in that . . . Then, one night the while, De Bush, gray-haired, dignified:
been said, Senora Daussa's sympathy seems even more likely to land us in him, and soon be was munching rumiprotest than that of the uniformed offi- Inevitable, or rather the usual revolu- despite his pirate costume, was solland support had been taken entirely
natlvely, oblivious of, and impervious cial to cope with, for Mr. Jones flatly tion broke out It broke out in the emnly sliding over the wax be flung;
prison than this does."
upon hearsay, furnished only by Rowe
we were upon the floor, while on the balcony
One by one they agreed and then, to, the questions that they showered refused to enter the car, and in the ballroom . . . where
land Sancho.
The orchestra stopped Blaume. the poet-model, and Pell,
with a regal gesture, Rowe dismissed upon him. At last Hill's attention was end Hill was obliged to leave him in waltzing.
"This is most extraordinary!" exarrested by them, however, and he in- charge of a half-delighted, half-fright- abruptly: all was confusion. I was were giving each other illustrations of
them.
i
claimed the captain in bewilderment
latest
Gotch-Hackenschmidt
knocked unconscious while trying to the
"Tomorrow we shall talk," he Bald. quired if Anna were ill.
ened porter.
"Will you please to explain this ac"No," replied Nita. "She is going . "Just as well," murmured the paint- save her husband. When I came to, I match, greatly to the detriment of"
"I shall meet you all here at ten
tion of yours in so deceiving us—and
o'clock in the evening. Meanwhile, to have a baby in the spring, that is er, ae he was spirited upward. "It was aboard a ship bound for New their costumes.
furthermore, what bearing it has upon
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
sweet dreams of our future power."
all, and she is getting so that she will they have any clap-trap mysteries York. The president was saved, as I
IVanderpool?"
Then, one by one, they left, string- not let Rico out of her sight; nor will about that office, secret dungeons, etc., learned afterward, but the revolution
"The last is the easiest to reply to," ing out down the steps, and clanking she go out with him to dance the bear.
was successful and be was deposed.
Home-Made Filter.
replied Rowe, "and, therefore, to take across the little paved court, leaving How they will live I do not know, what and I don't come down, they will get Carmen, I heard, was dead. Then,
A large, common flower pot Is covtired
of
bolding
the
bear,
and
come
up
It first. What bearing has it upon him alone.
after
a
while,
I
married
to
please
my
ered over at the bottom, tbe opening
with bringing no money in, and such after me."
[Vanderpool? Good captain, she is the
family."
and all, with a piece of clean flannef
"Gracios a Dios, that is overt" said idleness! They are a pair of fools,
Even before he had come to this
bait!"
"Iris'
mother?"
said
Hill.
or of zinc gause. Over this pot a
those two. I am a very Wicked wom- optimistic conclusion they reached the
he, stretching luxuriously.
"Dios!" exclaimed the first man.
"Yes," continued Vanderpool. "She layer of coarse gravel about three"It is not over!" said a voice behind an, I am, but I really do think they twenty-oddth floor, and the offices of
There was a pause, then:
died within a year, leaving the baby Inches deep and over the gravel a layshould get married now."
him.
United Asphalt company.
"Is it permitted to ask how?" said
...... I was fond of her, in a way, er of white sand of the same depth.
"Are they not married?" said Hill,
He wheeled about, and there stood
However,
difficulties
were
not
at
khe captain with exaggerated polite- the senora, her golden hair in disorder, surprised; "Why not, do you supan end, and It was only after consider- and sorry . (. t but I never forgot Above the sand put four Inches of
ness.
If
pose?"
ber face white as death,
able argument and hauteur that Sam Carmen. Recently, I came across charcoal, broken In fragments.
"But certainly," replied Rowe cheerNita merely shrugged and turned succeeded In having his name sent in Rowe, who had been prominent in the possible, use animal charcoal. Lay
"I have been outside for ten minfully. "Vanderpool has been in love utes," she said, "and I have heard ev- away upon some matter of her own. to the president of the concern. The affairs of Venezuela during my visits over the top a clean, fine sponge that
with her for years; he believes her erything!"
Hill, cup in hand, arose and ap- name, it seemed, was magical In Its there. He told me that Carmen was covers it, or if you have not a spongea layer of clean flannel. Tbe top layto be a prisoner in Venezuela. I alone
"Heard — you—you listened!" be proached the lovers.
effect for almost instantly the super- not dead. . . . Good God! that
of his acquaintances know exactly stammered, the room seeming to reel
"Bon jour," said he abruptly. "Why cilious office boy who had condescend- was all be needed to say, but be er, whether of flannel or 'sponge, la.
to be made sterile by frequent washwhere she is! Ha! ha! behold your about him.
the devil aren't you married?"
ed to take it in returned briskly, and added that she was being kept a prisdevolution! It Is very simple!"
Rico looked up pleasantly, his smile Invited "Mr. Hill to please to step this oner, to all intents and purposes, by ings and boiling. Set the Alter in a
"Yes! I heard! I listened and I
"And she! How do you hold her, found out how you have been deceiv- ever ready and friendly for the be- way"—and so, without more ado, Sam the present government for fear that wooden frame and under It put a
land where?" demanded the captain, ing me—you, whom I have trusted, loved Samhlll. Then, as the latter's found himself face to face with Iris' tbe country would rise In favor of her clean vessel to receive the* water as It
Jala face purpling ominously. "How whom I have loved as a friend of my words sank into the unknown depths
supposed son if she were left free. comes through the filter.
father.
•comes she to be with you?"
Now you will understand the situaheart, whom I have put my faith in, of his slow mind, a cloud crossed his
As Hill entered the luxuriously aption. I have financed everything. The
"That is soon told^at least, part and come away with into this strange handsome face.
Matches,
pointed office, the distinguished man last boat sails on the early tide, before
"Lucifer" matches (so called from
«f it," said Rowe, who, for hidden rea- land. Oh! you bave cheated, and re"Married? Why, I do not really at tbe -wide shining desk did not look
daylight tomorrow. I have here a let- the sulphur with which they were'
pons of his own seemed bent on mak- viled me, and I believed in you. You know, mon ami," he responded slowly.
up until he had finished addressing
ter to my daughter which I thought tipped) came Into nse about the year
ing a considerable confession. "She have lied to me—lied, lied, lied! About "Anna—why are vije not married?"
the" letter upon which he was en- would sufficiently explain my ab1836. Since then matches have been,
jalso has been in love with him for my lover you have lied, about my counFor a moment she looked as bewil- gaged. When be had done so, and
greatly Improved, though, of course,
imany years, and I am supposed to be try, about your patriotism—you bave dered as Rico, and then a smile of secured the seal, he turned and faced sence."
assisting her to find him. Find him, used me as a tool with which to ac- understanding broke upon her lips.
"You are going with them—with the main principle remains the same.
H1U with the frank, direct look
About 1846 Schrolter of Vienna, projwhile all the time I am in constant complish your own dishonorable ambi"Why!" she said, "we love each was known to be characteristic of him. the revolutionists!" exclaimed H1U.
touch with him! * Meanwhile, I tell tions! Have you lied to me about other! We have been very, very busy
"I am going to rescue Carmen," re~ duced bis "amorphous phosphorus,"
"Well, Samuel Hill!" he said, "so
Iner that the search is hopeless—that my child? Answer me! Is she dead, loving each other, and dancing tbe you have not only escaped, but felt plied Vanderpool with a wistful smile. which was the beginning of the invenII cannot find this lover of hers! even as you said? Why does she write bear. I do not believe we ever thought it safest to beard the lion In his den
"And you sail at dawn! Will you tions that have resulted in tbe very
pleasant and almost perfect match
iAh! ah!"**
no more? Tell me, do you know? Ah! about getting married."
—to seek out the conspirator in the not come with me to the house at now In use.
once, and tell Iris what you have told
"And where Is she?" growled the I would not believe you even if you
So serious and obviously sincere was midst of tbe market-place. Why?"
captain, never taking his eyes from spoke, and yet, I must—I must— this reply that Hill scarcely knew
For an instant Hill wavered as to me," cried Hill excitedly, "By Jove!
Not •' Regular.
(Rowe. IWhere is my lover? Where? Tell me! whether to laugh or frown. But to what course was beat; and then, in it's a wonderful- story! It will set
The tall blonde has Mrs. Malaprop"That Ik another question," snapped You shall tell me! I will have the refrain from making tbe patent sugges- view of the attitude (with which he everything right tor me. If you'll only
backed
off
tbe
map when It comes to
IRowe. That is something I do not truth out of your lying throat!"
tion was impossible,
himself had come armed, decided to come along!"
(intend to answer, save that you are
"Why not do It, now that it occurs return frankness for frankness.
■ "Impossible!" replied Vanderpool. reckless handling of the queen's Eng"Carmen!" he cried. "For the love
mot likely to learn,"
of God be quiet! You are like a mad to you?" said he.
"I have come because of this," said "There are some vital details yet to lish.
"My cousin, Ignatz, has Joined the
Rico looked at him earnestly.
"Then in the devil's name, what is woman." '
he simply, taking Iris' manifesto from be attended to. Besides, I prefer not
"Do
you
advise
it,
Samhlll?"
he
lyour scheme—what do ypu want to
"Mad'!" she screamed. "Would you
his pocket and spreading it upon the to return to the house again. The navy," she confided to her friend.
"Is he a regular sailor?" asked the
do?" roared the captain. "First you not be mad? Tell me where be Is, I asked. ."We could not love each other desk before her father. Vanderpool servants have been told I have gone
the more because of a few words said fumbled at the black silk ribbon that away for some time, and I do not now short brunette.
mislead us into Joining the revolution say!"
"Not yet" replied' the tall blonde;
on the strength of Senora Daussa's
"I will not!" he stormed. "Tell you over us!"
secured bis eye-glasses, found and wish to do anything that will excite
"be Is Just a submarine, I guess,"
Influence, proposing to Bake her son, —do you think I am mad also?"
"Very true," replied the painter adjusted them, and began to read the the slightest comment"
{president,-even as hts Idolized father
"Then, if you do not tell me, I will gravely, "but there is the child to con- little paper. When he had come to
"But Great Scott!" exclaimed Hill
Plunkvlll* News.
'was; and now that we are in too deep leave you!" she said through her teeth.. sider. You would like It to bear your the end, be went back and read it for in dismay, "will you write out a cer"Yes, my son is going to spend a few
His eyes were bloodshot as he glared name, would you not?"
to withdraw, you tell us that she
the second time; and then, spreading tificate for me to show her as tbe
days In the city."
knows nothing of the plot, and by that, at ber furiously.
"It shall be called Rico»If It is a it upon bis knee, sat looking at it in proof of what I shall tell her?"
"He'll git bunkoed sure."
"I heard the young lady giving In"You shall pay for this, you wild- boy," said Anna's lover, "but a girl silence.
lot course, intimate that she would not
"Well, he's sore of carfare bom*.
Approve it! You defraud Vanderpool, cat!" he panted. '1 will tell you noth- would be Anna, so what la to be gained
"Well?" said Hill, desiring, at any structions tlat you were not to be admitted," said Vanderpool with a twin- He's wearing a f 10 bill underneath a
.playing him and the senora off against ing 1 And you are a prisoner from in that ease?"
cost to come to the point.
kle. "Has the order been revoked?" porous plaster on bis chest"
*aen other, and then, at the eleventh I this momentl"
"You love my daughter?"
"But your last name." insisted Hill.

The Impossible Boy
fey NINA WILCOX PUTNAM
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CHANGES IN
LABOR LAWS

GOV. WALSH'S
RECOMMENDATIONS
Principal

Suggestions Made
Inaugural Address.

In

HI*

Boston—The following are tbe leadState Board of Labor and In- ing recommendations in Governor
Walsh's inaugural address:
Immediate appropriations to produstry
vide work for unemployed.
Reorganization of the State Boards
ASKED IN ANNUAL REPORT of Charity and Agriculture and the
Prison Commission.
The passage of a law to giv* the
Leading Recommendations In Oov- tax commissioner power over local
ernor
Walsh's
Insugural
Adassessors.
dress—Other
Massachusetts
Changes In the methods of state
finance.
Items of Interest.
The establishment of the budget
system in connection with departBoston—A number of suggestions mental estimates and appropriations.
*>r changes and additions to the presPassage of law providing that
ent labor laws of the state are asked every deed conveying real estate
tor In the annual report of the state shall be accompanied by a statement
board of labor and industry. The made under oath of the true amjmnt
'board asks for legislation which will paid for the property.
provide tha* certain public employes
That the BosJ.cn & Maine should
who now work 56 hours a week be not be aliowed to raise rates. Ownnot obliged to work over 48 hours.
ers of system should get rid of unTwo of the most important recom- just and unproniabie contracts ana
mendations are that the 54-hour law eliminate incompetent and unfaithful
for women employes be extended BO directors.
Provision for ajconstitutional con
as to Include all women employed in
the establishments now effected by. vcntlon and bbsfinial elections.
Submission / of woman suffrage
the law; at present women employed
as stenographers, book-keepers, etc., question to the people.
Passage of constitutional amenu.are exempt aa'the attorney-general
baa held that they are not employed ment for Initiative and referendum.
Passage of a law which will pro"In laboring" as provided in the stavide some form of penalty for pertute.
The other important recommenda- sons who fail to exercise their right
to vote. Publication by state of bultion la that all of the existing exemptions from the "one-day-of-rest-ln- letin giving the arguments and qualifications of candidates for publlo ofaeven" law be wiped out and that
•employes in every establishment be fice.
Home rule for cities and towns.
given the da# of rest required, unless
tbey are employed at "any labor The immediate passage of a bill restoring
the right to regulate liquor
called for by an emergency that could
not reasonably hav* been anticipat- licenses and the control of the police
force to the people of Fall River.
ed."
Commission to study milk question.
In addition the board asks:
Appropriation of $2,000,000 for
That the present law relative to highways between western cities.
tbe meal hours for female employes
State
ownership of
railroads
and children to manufacturing estabscheme should be turned down. '
lishments be made to include all meSale of state prison and establiajtchanical and mercantile eatabllsnment of model state prison. Plan*
xnents as well.
county prisons under state control.
That a penalty be provided for any
Law to penalize officials and emperson who coerces another against ployes of hanks who collect bonuses
joining or continuing as a member from borrowers for making loans.
•of a labor union.
Appropriation of $100,000 for conThat minors less than 16 years oi
struction of Old Colony Parkway In
age be excluded from employment in
any bowling alley, whether public or Boston.
Establishment of state correspondin a private club.
That pure drinking water must be ence schools.

GERMANS MASSING ARMY IN AUSTRIA WOMAN SUFFRAGE "CA8CK' FOB
AMENDMENT LOST
fIERCE FRENCH DRIVES IN ALSACE
5LUGGISHB0WELS
CAMPAIGN AGAINSI WARSAW HALTS

House Rejects Resolution After No sick headache, sour stomach,
All-Day Debate
biliousness or constipation
by morning.

"-to:

Grand Duke Nicholas Prepares Huge Russian Forces to Re- VOTE
sist Avalanche From East Prussia

WAS

20+

TO

174

Proposition Polls 16 Less Than Majority and 78 Less Than Necessary

HTCHENER SAYS WAR WILL BEGIN IN MAY
London.—London hears that the
Germans are throwing great masses
of troops into Alsace and that military operations on a vast scale in that
region are looked tor.
The French official communiques
report that all Is quiet in Alsace, that
at Soissons still more ground has been
gained despite German counter attacks and that the Allied artillery has
proved Its superiority at various
points. The French admit that the
Germar.a have gained a foothold in defensive works in the Argonne and say
that fighting for possession of the position Is now going on.
The German General Staff announces that the Allies have been checked
at every point, particularly in Alsace,
and states that In the Argonne the
French casualties since January 8 are
3,500 men. The Germans are said to
be advancing in central Poland, and
the Russians to have been defeated
near northern Poland.
It Is reported in Petrograd" that the
Russian army which advanced into
Transylvania will effect a Junction
with the Servians.
Rome reports that Cardinal von
Hartmann ot Cologne has induced the
German Military Governor ot Belgium
to release Cardinal Mercler and the
Belgian priests who had been Imprisoned,
, A, despatch from Vienna says that
German troops are replacing the Aus-j
trlans on the Italian-Austrian frontier
and in the Trentlno and the vulnerable points In the passes of the Alps
.have" been blocked with snow against
a possible Italian attack.

APPALLING LOSSES IN AL8ACE.
London—The confiict at Stelnbaeh,
Alsace, has become one of ceaseless
hand-to-hand fighting, with appalling
losses on both sides. The Germans,
when they were driven from this village, ocupied a series of trenches only
fifty lines from the French outposts.
From these trenches and from their
reserve positions, they have sent forward their soldiers In a never ending
stream to attack the French, who have
had no opportunity to erect fortifications on the eastern end of the village.
Germany 1B reported to have begun
a new drive at Warsaw fronj the
North with the aid of 200,000 first line
troops recently brought from Belgium.
Fighting continues on the Bzura-Ravka front and In the south the Russians
have reached Transylvania through
the Borgo Pass in the Carpathians.
Roumanla is rapidly preparing to
Join the Allies. The war office Is hastening the organization of hospitals
and field ambulances, and the enrollment of surgeons, nurses and Sisters
of. Charity. Surgical Instruments, hospital Hnen and bedding are being requisitioned throughout the country.
German attacks continue along the
center and eastern sections of the battle front In France, Belgium and Alsace, the latest assaults being made
in the Champagne region, at Soissons,
in the Argonne and near Thann. According to Paris, all. these attacks
have been repulsed, and the French
have gained ground near Soissons
and between Rhelihs and the Argonne; but Berlin declares the Germans have made progress In. the Argonne, and tells of repelling French
attacks all along the line. Including
a heavy onslaught at Nleuport. From
the North Sea to the Olse artillery 1B
playing the principal role.
Heavy reinforcements are being
rushed to the fighting line in Poland
■by both sides, and Field Marshal von
Hindenhurg and the Grand Duke
Nicholas are leading a battle along
the Vistula 30 miles west from Warsaw which may equal in intensity any
struggle yet waged tor the possession
of the Polish capital. At the same
time a strong German force under
General von Francois is moving south
from Mlawa to strike the Russians*
right flank north of Warsaw. In Transylvania the Russians are advancing,
a*Ms also the case In northern Hungary. There is no change in East
Prussia.
A dispatch from Copenhagen says
that of the German high sea fleet only
the old'boats Barbarossa, Wu%rttemJjerg, Koenigin Lulse. Kronprlnz,
Kaiser Wilhelm, some Instruction
ships and six submersible* are now at
Kiel. The first 1W% fleet with the
dreadnaughts are at Wllhelm&haven
and Cuxbaven.

TO "BEGIN" WAR NEXT MAY.
So

Declares Lord Kitchener,
Others Think Date Is Late.

but

London—The lack of stirring ba£>
ties at. the present stage Is attributed
by British commentators largely to the
determination of the Allied commanders to content themselves with holding their present postions until the
projected ring of armies Is considered
sufficiently strong to strike a blow
which they hope will prove decisive.
The British idea that operations -up
to the present are only preparatory,
to big events fits in with a bit of gossip now heard here, to the effeot that
Lord Kitchener, when asked concerning the probable duration of the war,
said:
"I don't know when It will end, but
I do know when it will beg?n, and that
is in the month of May."
' The opinion is expressed in some
quarters, however, that the inauguration of more general movements will
be on an earlier date than is generally
expected, although persons In close
touch with the army believe that the
real crisis will not be reached until
summer.
Russia Is still sending enormous
masses of men to within easy reach
of various points on her long fighting
line. The levies of 1914, amounting
to 1,200,000 men, are Just leaving tbe
.'(raining camps, which will be occupied
immediately by the 1916 levies now
called out. Germany's newest levy,
Just announced, amount to 600,000
men of the i.ge of nineteen, and her
masses of reserves already under arms
enable he', to rush heavy reinforcements wherever required without withdrawing troops already engaged at the
front. In ilther the eastern or the
western fighting zones.
This was
shown a few days ago In Alsace, when
the Germans assembled a force sufficient to recapture Burnhaupt, from
which point the .French were threatening' Mulhausen.

provided in every Industrial, estab
MINI8TER AT 60, GOING TO AORIlishment and that receptacles for exCULTURAL COLLEGE.
pectoration In factories of only of
•such a kind as Is approved by the
Brockton Man Wants To Fit Himboard.
„
self for Rural Pastorate.
That tbe tow relative to tbe ventilating of ortata establishments be exBrockton—In
the hope of equiptended t J include every establishment
where uiy *«■* creating process ping himself with a knowledge ot
farming so that he can accept a rural pastorate, and support himself by
a combination of minister's Income
ELLIOTT
ADMITS N.
H. HAS and the financial returns from his
MORTGAGE PLAN.
produce, the Rev. O. D. Thomas, a
retired clergyman, plans to enter the
Chairman of Directors of Road Says Massachusetts Agricultural College
No 8um Will Be Specified.
at Amherst.
Mr. Thomas, who for three or four
Boston.—Howard Elliott, chairman years has been prominent in politics
of the board of directors of the New in Brockton, and a leading ProgresYork, New Haven and Hartford rail- sive since the organization ofthat
road, admitted In an official state- party, announced his intention. He
ment that,'plans are under considera- is 60 years old, but believes that his
tion for the placing of a huge mort- age will not. handicap him in his
gage upon the New Haven road.
studies. He expects to take up a speThat the New York, New Haven cial course. As soon as he determines
and Hartford road has no mortgage that his agricultural work is proceedmay prove a surprise to niany, but ing successfully he will look about
during his long life and Intimate con- for a country pulpit In some town
nection with the company, the late where, by farming on a small scale,
3. Plerpont Morgan steadfastly re- he will be able to supplement his
fused, for sentimental reasons, It is salary sufficiently to make a "llvlnr
*atd. to allow any mortgage to be wage."
placed on the main line of the New
Haven system.
Depositors. Cannot Recover.
It has been reported that the face
Cambridge.—Depositors In the Naof the mortgage will be $400,000,000, tional City Bank of Cambridge cannot
but In bis statement Chairman Elliott recover from the directors the $310,says no total sum will be mentioned 143 of the bank's funds which were
to. the mortgage,
The purpose of stolen several years ago by George
the mortgage Is to refund short time W. Coleman, the $12-a-week booknotes to the amount of $53,000,000, keeper, now serving a fifteen-year
and to otherwise assist in placing the sentence in the Greenfield county Jail,
finances of the road on a firmer ba- according to the report of Robert
•Is.
O. Harris, master In the suit'brought
by Ex-Governor John L. Bates, receivASKS ADDITIONB TO STATE pa er of the bank, representing the deLICE.
positors, against Edwin Dresser, et
al, tbe president, and directors of the
More
DetecInstitution. The defendants are held
Chief Whitney Wants
not guilty of actionable negligence
tlves and Inspectors In Departfor Coleman's theft.
The plalntlfl
mentsought to hold them responsible.
Boston.—Recommendations for in«reases in the working force of the
Cheer Relief Ship.
State police feature the report of
Boston. •- While
2000
persons
■Chief Whitney of that department cheered and sang patriotic songs from
filed with the secretary, of state. the wharf, Boston's Belgian relief
The Increases asked lor are:
ship, the Harpalyce, bedecked In colThe appointment of one additional ors and flying long streamers from
detective and five fire inspectors.
her masthead, slowly edged away
The appointmentS^flv* additional from her berth at Commonwealth
building inspectors.
\
pier and started on her long voyage
The appropriation of $8000 for tbe of mercy to the subjects of King Alemployment of expert assistance to bert.
When the vessel's hatches
aid in the\enforcement of the law rel- wers-stamped on, an hour before sailative to explosives, and Inflammable Ins; time, the holds contained 8400
fluids and compounds.
tons of provisions and clothing gathEstablishment of a graded salary ered from every corner of New Engsystem, based on length of service, land.
for first clerk, second clerk and
SERVIAN DEMANDS GROWING,
stenographers In the employ of the
Another Army Goods Order.
department
Ptttsfleld.'—The Pontobsuc Woolen Mere Outlet on Adriatic Will Not
Satisfy Militant Serbs.
Company has received an order for
Rome.—Contrary to statements in
Cholera Kills Prlts. Hogs.
70,000 yards of cadet cloth for the
the
newspapers
of London. Paris, and
French
army.
Work
has
started
upBrootraeld.—The death of ten bogs,
members of a prise herd of Yorkshire on It It is a" duplicate of the order Berlin that an understanding has pracThe tically been reached about a Servian,
swine owned by B. W. Twitchell, was previously filled by the mill.
followed by the discovery that tbe company "also is working on 25,00« outlet to the Adriatic Sea, It Is stated
herd was infected with hog cholera. yards of khaki overcoat cloth for tbe •n Servian official quarters here ihat
THe Taconlc and this will not now stalBfy Servla. What
This was ths finding of Dr. Windsor French soldiers.
he now claims, It is stated, are the
Smith, district examiner for the State Berkshire mills have big orders for
These or 3ervl»n regions possessed by Austria,
Department of Animal Industries, who the same kind of goods.
ncludlng .Bosnia, Herzegovina, and
placed the herd In quarantine, and no- dor* go to tide the employees of tbe
three plants over the winter months. Dalmatla.
tified the department in Boston.

GERMAN OFFENSIVE CONCENTRATED 30 MILES FROM WAR8AW

London.—The Petrograd correspondent of the Times telegraphs as follows:
During the past week the offensive
action of the Germffhs In Poland has
been concentrated In a narrow zone
approximately ten miles wide and thirty miles.west of Warsaw.
Here the Germans have two army
corps, one in reserve and another on
the firing line, also a large number of
heavy guns. The enemy's trenches on
the east bank run approximately \to
the Ravka for two miles. In some
cases the German trenches
run
through one side of a village and the
Russian trenches through the other
side. *>*•

ITALY SENDS TROOPS
BY WAY OF GREECE.
London.—Italian troops have arrived
at Piraeus on the way to the Italian
islands In the Aegean Archipelago, according to a Reuter dispatch from
Athens.
The soldiers, the message adds, will
be apportioned among the garrisons
on the various islands, which are being strongly fortified.
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PITH OF THE
WAR NEWS
siiiiiiniiimiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiH
Great Britain Is sending thousands of
fresh troops to France every week,
and reports from Berlin said that
Germany, aware of this, is making
great preparations for a counter
movement. All the reserves are being called to the'colors.
Viscount Haldane, the British Lord
High Chancellor, announced In ths
House of Lords that British expsrts
are producing an equivalent to ths
German 42-centimeter gun.
Military experts estimated that the
British army numbers 3,000,000 men,
counting the regulars, the reservists,
the territorials snd Lord Kitchener's
new army.
Paris hears that Greece Has begun
mobilization and that Roumanla has
ordered three classes of her reserves
to report to the colors st the end
of this month.
Unofficial Petrograd dispatches assert Russia must feel confident of
Warsaw's ssfety, else ths generals
would not continue to hurl so many
troops against Hungsry through Bukowlna.
It Is plain that Marshal von Hindenhurg is at s loss as to his next
move In Poland. Warsaw and the
readi to that city cease to figure
i as Important factors In ths present
intermittent fighting.
Paris sent out a report that Rumania
and Italy have reached an agreemant to enter ths war simultaneously.

Two Thirds—Many "Drys" Voted
To Give Women the Ballot.

Washington—The Mondell resolution .proposing an amendment to the
Federal Constitution granting to women the right to vote in all the- States
was defeated in the House by a substantial vote.
Of the 378 members present 201 voted against the resolution and 174 for
It. Woman suffrage, therefore, polled
Just sixteen votes less than a majority
of those present and forty-one less
than a majority of the full membership of the lower branch of Congress.
The resolution lacked seventy-eight
votes of the total necessary for Its
adoption, two-thirds of the House being required on a constitutional
amendment.
...Of the 174 <"ho voted tor suffrage 85
were Democrats, 71 Republicans and
18 Progressives. The 204 who voted
against giving, tbe ballot to women
were made up of 169 Democrats and
35 Republicans.
Woman suffrage t did not make as
good a showing in the House as the
prohibition amendment, which was defeated In that body a month or so ago
by sixty-one votes. The prohibition
amendment polled three more than a
majority of the members present, although It fell far Bhort of getting the
necessary two thirds.
The defeat for woman suffrage did
not cause any surprise In Washington.
It has been known for weeks that the
Mondell resolution would be rejected
by an impressive vote. This result
was confidently claimed by the "antls"
and">as conceded by the spokesman
,
of suffragists.
With the exception of the Progressives In the House there was no partisan line on the resolution. Republicans and Democrats divided on the
proposal without regard to their political affiliations. Many of the Democrats, however, refused to follow President Wilson's view that woman But-,
frage Is a State and not a national!
issue.
A comparison of the roll call on
equal suffrage and the recent roll call
on the prohibition amendment shows
that many who voted 'or tne latter
voted to give the ballot to women.

Get a 10-cent box. now.
Turn the rascals out—the headache*
bUioasnees/todlgestloil, the Blck, sou*])
stomach and foul gases—turn then*
out to-night and keep them out wit*
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take •
Cascaret now and then and neves?!
know the misery caused by a 1**7.
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stem-

1
Don't put in another day of distress*
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your live*
and carry out all the constipated
vasts matter and poison In tb*
bowels. Then y.ou will feel great
A Cascaret to-night straightens ye*
out by morning. Tbey work wblla
you sleep. A 10-cent box from
any drug store means a clear bead.
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liven
and bowel action far months. ChlV
dren love Cascarets because tber
never gripe or sicken. Adv. «

al
WILSON HINTS HE'LL RUN AGAINj
Upholds Party's Work In Congress—
Wants Federal Employment Bureau
and Stands by Mexican PolicyWatchful Waiting Approved.

'i
Indianapolis. — President Wilson
made a notable speech here before an
audience of 5,000, In which he ably
defended his admlnistraton and the
policies that have been followed by
the Administration and the Democratic Congress. He praised the Federal
Reserve law; urged the enactment of,f|
the conservation bills; favored legis ^
lation to create a Federal employment,
bureau; denounced the antiquated,pro-'
e'edure of the Federal courts and urged a revision of court procedure.
The President came on the invitation, of the Indiana Democratic Club
and tils speech was on "Jackson Day."
The President defended vigorously
his policy of watchful waiting in Mexico and the crowd applauded him more
Vigorously for his utterances than onj
any other subject except when he
made the remark:
"The time may come when the American people will be called on to.
Judge whether I know what I am talk-)
Ing about or not."
The crowd appeared to think that
he was referring to tbe possibility that
he might be a candidate for renomination. This belief found vent In a great?
outburst of cheering and applause.
The • President, however, sought to'
apologize for the remark when he
found he had started something.
WASHINGTON'S POINT OF VIEW.

Washington.—Reports of President
Wilson's speech at Indianapolis which
appeared here led to the conclusion
among Democrats and Republicans
that It indicated pretty conclusively
that President Wilson will be a candidate ' for the Democratic nomination
to succeed himself.
Politicians In Washington reached
this conclusion more from the general
tenor of the speech than from any
sihgle statement contained In It. The
entire utterance. It was contended,
was that of a man who does not Intend
to go down under the flood of criticism.
\
PORK BARREL IN HOUSE.

Beggarly $34,000,000 Asked
For by the Chairman.
Washington.—The river and harbor
pork barrel was rolled Into the House
and exhibited to public view by tt'epre
sentatlve Sparkman of Florida, chairman of the river and harbor commit
tee. Mr. Sparkman extolled the con
tents of the barrel in an hour's *peecl
and dramatically referred to the fac
that only a beggarly $34,000,000 wa
asked this year. There will ba livel>
times before the barrel is emptied.
Only

CUSSED THEM WITH DONKEY?
Remark of
Humorous
Auction****
Something of a Reflection on
the Gathering.

It was at an open-air sale df far*»
stock. The auctioneer had been as**
patiating with his usual eloqueno*
on tb* merits of th* various lotsj^
There wa* practically "nothing d*»j
tag," not a single bid being forthcoming for a fine lot of sheep. Jus*
a* the knight of tb* hammer wasabout to declare th* animals wtw
drawn a donkey near by brayed loudly,
"Thank heavens 1" muttered th*.
auctioneer. "We've got a Start ail
l**i"
That put ths crowd In a good h»mor, and bidding became brisk. Al:
good price having been reached, brins*,
Ing down bis hammer, the auctioneer!
exclaimed:
"I told you It was only necessary,
for on* of you'to s*t tbe ball a-rol*Ing."

SALTS IF BACKACHY OR
KIDNEYS TRQUBLE YOUi
Eat Less Meat If Your Kidney* Arenl
Acting Right or If Back Hurt* or
Bladder Bothers You.

When you wake up with backacb*
and dull misery In the kidney region
it generally means you have been eat.
^"^ muon moBA Mya a weU-know*»
authority. Meat forms urio acid which)
overworks the kidneys in their effort
to filter it from the blood and they become sort of paralyzed and loggy.
When your kidneys get sluggish and
clog you must relieve them like yom
relieve your bowels; removing all tha
body's urinous waste, else you havsj
backache, sick headache, dizzy spells;
your stomach sours, tongue is coated,
and when tbe weather 1* bad you have
rheumatic twinges.
The urine la
cloudy, full of sedlmeht, channels ofbi
en get sore, water scalds and you are
obliged to seek relief two or three)
times during the night.
Hither consult a good, reliable pbysl.
clan at once or get from your pharmacist about tour ounces of Jad Salts!
take a tablespiJonful to a glass ot
water before breakfast for a few-day*
and your kidneys ViU then act fine.
This famous salts Is made from tbe
acid of grapes and lemon Juice, combined with lithia, and has been used
for generations to clean and stimulate
sluggish kidneys, also to neutralize
acids In the urine so it no longer Irritates, thus ending bladder weakness.
Jad Salts Is a life saver for regular
meat eaters. It Is inexpensive, canno*
Injure and makes a delightful, effet*
vescent lithia-water drink.—Adv.
. Showing Good*.

Jtedd—For a Philadelphia traveling
esman there has been built an automobile with a body composed of a
series of shelves and pigeonholes for,
samples which unfolds and makes aa
extensive display.
Greene—If it turns turtle I should
say it would make an extraordinary
display.
College Changs*.
Bill—What's become of your cc*
lege coach? Have you lost him?
Jill—Oh, no. Indeed.
"Why, I haven't seen aim at a football game this season."
"No; you see, he's teaching the.
boys in ' the tango and hesitation,
now-"
Important to «*others)

Examine carefully every bottle of
C ASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infanta and children, and see that
Bears tbe «

Signature ot (JQt^/% $&uJuk£
In Use For Over SO Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoiiaj
Th* Reason Why.

Mande—Why is It that your doses*
rlend will say the wont things about
vou?
Maude—She usually knows more)
than others.
It Is easier to pose aa a prophst than
,t Is to stand from under whan yooij
predictions go lame.
^.-J

I*

Home Town

NOT HARD TO VANQUISH FEAR
According to Scientists, Deep Breathing Will Bring About Conditions
of Normality.

HIS EXPERIENCE

BomeTbuin
THetosT

NAN VSSITS EUROPE

pfflBROOKFIELD

By PETER HICKUM.
By DOROTHY DOUGLAS.
That we become «car,ed because our
breathing is shallow and hurried and
our hearts beat rapidly is the strange
I don't propose to make myself exCopyright, 1114, by the McClure Newstheory set' forth in the New York Med- tra ridiculous by calling myself a
paper Syndicate.
ical Journal by Dr. W. J. M. A. Ma- hero. My solitary, wifeless existence
When Nan went on her first visit to ALL STRIVE FOR SAME THIN0]
loney and Dr. Victor E. Sorapure, both in this secluded grove must not be
T
°V<> <*e *aa not the slightest hint
CITIZENS AND PUBLIC HEALTH of Edinburgh. We have supposed that ascribed to poverty or misanthropy, SHOULD INTEREST ALL CITIES ' *to
that she would arrive In a land 'brown Breeders of Rhode Island Reds Aim
our hearts palpitated and our breath as I own several nice farms and would
for Standard Requirements in
into
the horrors of war. She had
Physical Well-Bslng Most Important came short and fast because we were graciously permit any middle-aged lady Expert's Report on Conditions In taken her trip across the ocean on a
Color, Shape and Weight
Springfield,
III,
Worth
a
Lot
of
to Community as Wall as to
afraid.
to superintend the said real estate and
long delayed holiday and had expected
Consideration.
. the Individual.
"Fear without visceral change can- my piano; but my solitary life is due
Breeders of Rhode Island Reds, as
to find only Joy and merriment for
not occur," say these doctors,
"Ab- to my two besetting sins—baving
breeders of all otber varieties, are all
In the first part of his housing sur- Nan had a way of meeting happiness striving for the same thing—standard
There are few things of so great Im- sence of visceral change implies ab- loved too many girls, and having been
vey of Springfield* 111., for the Sage halfway wherever she went
portance to the Individual as his sence of emotion.'" To control visceral too good.
But in Belgium she had fled from requirements in :olor, shape and
foundation John Ihlder of the National
health. Upon it depends largely his change is to control emotion. To minthe advance of the common enemy weight. In the Reds, the coloring or
I am myself too far advanced in
attitude toward life and his relation- imize visceral change is to minimize life to gain benefit from my.sad expe- Housing association highly commend- into Paris and from the gay city-she male and female are practically the
ed tbe prevailing type of house in
ship to his fellow man. Generally emotion.
rience, but it might be of value to Springfield, In the third part he finds had enjoyed a scant three weeks when
Speaking, the physically well are pros"Deep breathing slows the heart's (hose who are not too old to learn.
some
features concerning which his with hundreds of other Americans
perous and efficient and the sick or rate. The changing of hurried, shal- , My childhood shall be skipped, with
she had scrambled onto safer Engdiseased unsuccessful and inefficient low breathing into slow, deep breath- the laconic allusion that I wasn't the comments are not so favorable.
lish soil.
"If
Springfield
is
to
remain
what
it
The individual chronically poisoned ing and the reducing of the heart's worst boy in my native village on the
London was a haven of refuge to
now
ts,
a
city
of
homes,
it
must
take'
s
by malaria or by hookworm* Infection rate mitigate or dispel fear. So long Rhine.
Nan, who had smelled the smoke of
other
measures
than
merely
discouragfinds hie dally work onerous and the as the breathing remains controlled
battle and heard the boom of disWhen asked what I intended to
fruits of his labor give but little pleas- and the heart slow, no considerable make of myself, I always answered ing barracks construction," reads tbe tant fire. She had seen.pitiful little
report. "We have reached a degree
ure. The consumptive would gladly fear or excitement can exist."
by looking at the nearest girl handy. of civilization In America where an families of Belgian refugees fleeing
exchange his bank account for physiThus, to cure terror one has but to My father, who was a physician of
along the roads from devastated
cal health. Who would not give Bhis force himself to breathe slowly and considerable fame, had a burning de- abundant and convenient supply ot homes, leaving behind them all beaumaterial wealth if by so doing he deeply. Should he be at the upper sire to have me, bis son Peter, be- pure water and convenient sanitary ty and all hope and going they knew
could bring back loved ones lost pre- floor of a blazing house, with no help come a doctor of medicine and sur- water closets inside the house are not where.
considered necessities in any progresmaturely by fatal disease?
in sight, he can quell his alarm com- gery. He sent me at the early age of
But London was waiting with open
The health of the community is the pletely by slowing his heart with (deep seventeen to a celebrated medical col- sive community. Springfield's ideals? arms to receive all of the weary refucombined health of those living in it. breathing exercise? or if he be so un- lege, accompanied by his warmest are up to the standard. It has done a ! gees from the courageous little counThe relation of tbe citizen to the fortunate as to be caught napping in well-wishes and a bundle of rules in good deal to bring these twin neces- try, and Nan -found herself again face
health of the community is, therefore, his berth when the boat he Is on regard to my behavior while away sities to the homes of its people. But to face with the realities of war.
bis relation to the health of his neigh- crashes into another in a tog, and the from home. My arrival at the seat of it has not done enough to get the re- There were no less than a dozen of
bors and of those living in the same captain perhaps bawls to him to pro- learning caused some head-shaking sult actually alined at"
these Belgians sheltered In hospitable
The difficulties in the way of getting
city or Btate.
cure a life preserver, he can still the among the skull-capped professors and
homes in Norland square.
The health of the community should trembling of his limbs and restcre considerable giggling among the stu- this result are admitted, "but In tbe
It was In the acre of green park
be of Interest to every individual, for their carrying capacity merely by a dents. To remove my basbfulness I case of a city, as,of an Individual, to belonging to the square that Nan beupon it depends tbe welfare of him- few deep inspirations; which proce- was ordered to occupy a dark corner give up because of difficulties argues came acquainted with little Jean
same, the male's plumage being
self, of his family and of his fellow dure- will also, enable- him to swim of the school-room—all to myself— weakness of character." Instances are Leman, a Belgian child who had been
brilliant; the weight is five poun
citizens. Upon the health of the peo- better sbould he be precipitated into where I was told to study tbe anat- quoted in the report wherein these dif- brought over from the devastated city
for pullet, six and one-half for
ple depends the happiness and pros- the sea by a sudden explosion of the omy of a grinning monkey, and to tell ficulties have been overcome and the of Louvaln.
seven and one-harp for cockerel
perity of the community. Without ship's boilers. The lover, too, whose what I knew about tbe bones when opinion is confidently expressed that
Jean's mother was a French lady, eight and one-half for cock,
Springfield can overcome them In the
health there can be no real prosperity despairing sighs while sitting with the teacher came around.
who
was
sleeping
beneath
a
Sower
difference In strain Is one of fi
and such material success as may be bis sweetheart are turned so often
But, alas! I was disturbed in my other districts. But this calls for de- garden in Belgium. Her,father was A community might consist of
attained is of little benefit.
into "shallow, hurried" Inspirations as anatomical studies by a rattling noise termined effort and it is suggested a soldier, MaJ. Albert Leman.
cans only, yet have as many different '
To the extent that the inhabitants he hears the quick step of. an irate in the back yard. Casting my eyes that it Is not enough to lay sewers and
From that moment on Jean and characteristics as families. So with. I
of a community are sick the commu- parent can hold his breath awhile, from my subject into the back yard, water mains In the streets. Houses I Nan became fast friends.
They
I
chickens, a dozen flocks of Reds might
nity Itself is diseased. The community then breathe slowly and regularly, I espied a fair maiden pumping cis- must also be connected.
I romped and played and went on long' show 12 different race characteristics,
Just what the situation is now and
has health only In so far as the people when, presto! fear will fly out of the tern water with all her might. She
i 'bus rides through the city and out for the reason that some breeders em- ;
are free from disease. To a commu- window as vengeance comes in at the looked up and I again looked down, what progress the city has made in into country lanes.
phasize the Importance of one point
nity, health Is a valuable asset; it in- door.
until the fair pumper had filled the the last few years will be learned I
When the wounded soldiers began more than others, and have-fared for
And yet, In spite of all this weight bucket and pumped' my heart clear through another division of the sur- to arrive In trainloads, Nan could no
sures prosperity, it attracts people. It
that until their strain la prepotent lit j
vey which, with the co-operation of 1 .
Increases the value of the land. Many of authority, there will still be simple into the back yard.
«... «u„ j—. .»_ . » 1. !««. . , ■. more „,,„
have„„„
left ,,._„
the _T
city JJ
of ,.„.
London
_ ™ that line, and a male of that strain
letters are received dally at the public persons who will cling to the now so
I forgot to peruse any more the the city department of health, Is Just ,„,,„
than she could have cut off her own will stamp the characteristic on every
health bureau at Washington from clearly exploded and therefore errone- frightful skeleton, but my eyes con- completing an inspection of all prem- j right hand. She simply had to redescendant. Sometimes It is strong
people who are contemplating buying ous belief that fear upsets their vis- stantly explored the contents of that ises in tbe city. But, though Its com- ) main. Something held her, she knew
vitality (the best possible inn.
plete results are not yet available, it
fatal back yard.
land and moving from one state to cera rather than vice versa.
not what
tance), sometimes a tendency to early
The fair pumper, my first love, was is already seen that many houses are
another, asking about the health conIt was during the sixth week ot the maturity, possibly towards egg proseen by me no more. I pined and be- still not connected, although the op- ' war that Nan discovered little Jean
ditions of certain localities.
Didn't Discharge Him.
ductions, maybe esr -0tally good comb,
Apropos of the stringency going came haggard-looking; my teachers portunity to do so has been at hand Leman's photograph on the front page eye, etc.
on In the financial district is the felt my pulse and shipped me home for years.
! of the Sketch.
Major Leman was
The housing report says that the
GET RID OF PLAGUE SPOTS story of a failure several years ago, without delay.
anxiously seeking news of his little
I recovered from the fever in about city authorities should take more vig- girl and had asked the papers to as- BEGIN WITH SMALL FLOCK
and how the clearing house happened
Poorly Ventilated, Dirty and Crowded to learn of the situation. One of the two months, and went to a circus. I orous action and that they should for- sist him in the search. Nan did not
Habitations Are a Disgrace to
big national banks was clearing for became greatly interested in the wax- bid the erection of multiple dwellings wait to have oer breakfast but went Necessities More Readily Attended I
the City They Disfigure.
a certain other bank that was in trou- figures of Cain, who killed Abel, and on streets, without mains and sewers. quickly into the boarding house next
and Sickness Noted—Size Should) j
ble, and every day the president of the in the eleven good apostles.
door in search of Jean.
Depend on Building,
Houses were first designed as a clearing-house bank would certify a
But the curtain rose, when, lo and FIRST OF SOCIAL REFORMS
Nan explained as swiftly as possiplace to seek cover and protection dur- couple of million dollars' worth of behold! there stood a lassie iwith
ble in her improved French that DadThe ambitions ot the beginner
ing sickness, storms and inclement checks for the other. Finally the pay- shining golden hair. I loved her-with- Doctor Eliot Points Out Necessity for dy Soldier was in London and that be j apt to be too high. They Jump at<
weather, Bays a bulletin issued by the ing teller called attention to the fact out the least preliminaries, and
Proper Housing of Inhabitants
| was looking for his little girl.
| elusions. If 100 hens will net a
Chicago health department. At other that he was taking a mighty long couldn't sleep for many nights on acof Any Community.
"We will go down this morning | tain profit, J
surely would
times, when the hardy people did not chance, but the president paid no at- count of the charming circus-girl.
! when you have eaten your nice break- ten-fold. Ther, is Just where the i
need this protection, they used houses tention to the hint. Then the teller
Then I emigrated to this country,
Dr. Charles W. Eliot, president fast" Nan tojd her and went off to ] take 1B made. Small flocks myarla
Infrequently. Prom the ancient, rude informed the clearing house of the where I have been entirely too good, emeritus of Harvard university, is an ascertain the location of the King Ed- receive b?tter car? -than large on
houses have developed the modern situation and the president was called and loved fair damsels by the score. old man, but his scent for the basic war$ -VII hospital and the quickest A man has more time to devote to JL
homes, where summer weather may to book. "Did my paying teller tell
Ha! didn't I think that by carrying evils of our civilization is much keener way of getting there.
I small flock, fully one-tenth more time) I
be had in deepest winter. The ten- you that?" demanded the 'president. my whole early apple crop to those than that of many younger reformers
Jean chatted incessantly on the; than he would have wltn one te
dency is for greater comfort and con- "He did," replied the chairman of the three Sand Hill ladles the oldest who seem to be turning in a circle in- Journey down; she was so excited ; times larger. Sickness Is more rea
venience and *the open-air propagan- clearing-house committee. "I shall would reciprocate my ardent affection ? stead of getting at the center of things. that Nan felt her own calm engulf Ily noted and the aeeessities attenddist is more and more meeting popular discharge him at once," declared|.the But she snubbed me as soon as the One of the chief problems of our pres- her as if tor the purpose of steadying ed, than with a flock that consume*
acclaim. Sun porches, sleeping rooms president, bristling up with indigna- early apples ceased coming.
ent-day civilization, according to Doc- the child. Consequently, when they the best part of a day to teed an
widely accessible both to air and sun tion. "You do and we'll close your
And that preacher's daughter, whom tor Eliot, is the "dirty, filthy back al- arrived at the hospital, and ap- water. With small flocks a man
rays, are deemed necessary to the best bank tomorrow," calmly replied the I first saw and loved at the Oak Hill ley flat."*
proached the big Belgian officer time to buy the feed and keep ■
homes.
Boston, New York, Chicago, he as- whose head was swathed In bandages , stock at exercise; he has time tr
chairman. Needless to say, the teller camp-meeting.. She came near spitting
But homes of this kind are fewer was not discharged.—Pittsburgh Dis- in my face.
serts, no longer permit great sections and one arm pinned in like fashion daily gather up* the droppings; tin*
by far than the residences of the patch.
The Dipperman. girl held out seduc- of their population to "live normally." to bis side, it was Nan who displayed to change nests and keep the pi*
humbler classes and there are many
tfre Inducements until, when I popped The housing of workmen In these cit- a most wonderful calm. Major Leman clean. Large flocks necessitate
homes filled to overcrowding that enthe question, she crawled away with les must undergo drastic changes or, broke down ' emotionally — perhaps employment of extra labor,
Old Egypt Had Rag Dolls.
joy only primitive' means for ventilaStrange discoveries were made by my bleeding heart, telling me that she as a nation, we will run the risk of more than he had during the entire hired help may ruin the floek
tion. Such houses are simply generat- Prof. T. A. Whittemore of Tufts col- couldn't leave her parents for such a drifting toward "a country-wide ten- weeks of fierce fighting—when Jean charge. This is not imaginary,
ing beds for the bad-air diseases. In lege while excavating In ancient An- forlorn-looking wretch as I was.
dency to degeneracy." The ex-presi- was swept Into his uninjured arm. aotual experience. Again, large flo
many cases tenants may'know of their tinpe, Egypt, says the Boston Globe.
The Fulton count" girl smihjd as dent could have strengthened his Over her head, which he held against are apt to be kept in crowded qus
dangers, bit the family.purse deters
long
as
I
let
her
father
have
his
own
charge against defective bousing con- his breast, he looked at Nan and made ters, much to their discomfort' al
A portion of his collection, Just armovement to-more healthful surround- rived, contains a scrubbing brush, a way with my corn and hogs, but talked ditions of the United States by citing swift apology for having conversed health. Small flocks are afforded md
ings.
bad
to
me
as
soon
as
I
vetoed
his
breathing space.
not merely the largest cities, but also in a foreign tongue,
rag doll, a baby sock and over a hunIt should be brought borne to the dred pairs of shoes, socks, boots, san- thievish proceedings.
many of the smaller Industrial towns.
"One Is apt to forget convention in {
Jnst what the size of that sn
I don't wish' to mention the four It has been pretty definitely estab- moments of great emotion," he added. flock should be depends upon the
owners of unsafe, dirty and neglected dals, and other forms of footwear
houses that these should be made de- which show an almost incredible re- school-marms I once dearly but vainly Ilshed that slums grow up wherever "In a moment I will thank you for commodatlons. If the pen was bull
adored, nor will I tell the particulars large industries locate, and that an In- having cared for my little Jean.''
cent. A good modern house may al- semblance to present day styles.
for tea fowls, don't put in eleven,
ways be rented in any city. Profits do
"You are not going away from me capacity is easily determined; fill
He shows the first and oldest boot about my short marriage with an ex- dustrial town of 15,000 can have fully
on
not depend
poor houses, and tbe with eyelets ever discovered in Egypt. war-widow, who cost me 17 for the as bad, if not worse, housing condl- again, are you?" Jean was asking her to that, using good Judgment,
tenant of an old, poorly ventilated, A party slipper is msrde of a fine grade knot-tying and $700 for' loosening it. tions as an Industrial city of 2,000,000 father.
our word for t, (here will be mo
I am now nearly seventy years of or more.
dangerous firetrap, neVer painted nor :>f leather, ornamented with gold, red
,
.
"Yes, dearie, as soon as this arm is profit.
repaired, does not get his money's and black thread. It has a very elab- age, lead a frugal life, supply several
The reminder from the Cambridge better, and the more often Miss Nanworth. In short, as a rule, he pays orately carved piece of leather on the destitute widows with fuel, and live savant that the home, or lack of a ny brings you down to. see me the
the highest price for the poorest ac- Instep. The scrubbing brush which a hermit life in this patch of timber home, is at tbe root of many of the sooner I can'get back to help the solwhich some sarcastic local newspa- social ills which distress the country diers at the front."
commodations.
was discovered had a wooden base
per writer christened Misery Grove, should serve to bring the subject of
So It was that during the long hours
md bristles on both sides.
because, as he fiendishly explained, housing to the forefront of all social of convalescence Nan came to know
Plant a Tree.
There is a rag doll with movable
reform progress, where it belongs.
love. The emotion was so great and
Whether It be a fruit tree, an orna- arms and a head of wood. And there "Old Peter Is a miser In misery."
Hens will not lav when their con
' , 1 will persist that I would be as
wonderful that Nan was shocked at
mental tree or a timber tree, the time is a toy horse, made of wood, and a
are frozen.
happy as the majority if I were equalher own weakness before the attack.
Individual snd Communal Hsalth.
devoted to planting it is well and toy spade, with a bone ornament at• • •
ly mean. But the way it stands I am
Jean did not know what her father
The health of the Community deworthily spent. Within tbe last two tached.
Oats are excellent for both old
without a peer in this section, by rea- pends upon the health of the citizens, and Nan were talking about, nor why
decades the whole country has awakson of having loved too many girls, but the health of each individual also her father swept Nan so suddenly into young birds.
ened to the importance of the forestry
Famous Mathematical Coach.
• • »
and having practiced that other bequestion. All states should be interThe death has Just taken place at setting sin, not having been good depends In some measure—often in his arms, but she smiled for the picDoctor your birds at the first ajj
ture
was
pleasing
and
Jean'
knew
that
large
measure—upon
that
of
other
ested In preserving the remnants of Aberdeen of David Rennet, the most
of drooplness.
enough to myself, but too good to members ot the community. Health all was well.
onr goodly forest heritage, and in pass- famous mathematical coach of Scot• * *
others.
of tbe individual is, therefore, a coning on to future generations a land land. The Glasgow Herald tells that
See that the early pullets) are
dition that, generally speaking, can
beautified and glorified by Its wealth he was in the habit of fortifying his
Light Humor.
rided with nests.
, When Iceland Went Dry.
be maintained only by a combination
of tress.
language In teaching with a piquant
In the latter half of the eighteenth
The first European parliament to en- Of individual and community effort, century one of the members of a little
It requires years for nature to build ' Jash of the Doric. "Your solution o'
Wait until the poultry is dry i
a perfect tree, and it requires only a this problem, Malster So-and-So," he force teetotallsm was that of Iceland, and its importance ,1s such that in the scientific society In Liverpool, Eng- cool before packing.
few moisten ts for man. to destroy "na- said on one occasion, "wid be a' ricbt where a law was passed two years ago activities of tbe city and of the state land, laid a curious wager. He bet a
• • •
ture's work. The time has come when if only the line A-B passed through prohibiting tbe Importation or sale of It should hold a prominent place.— brother scientist that he would read a
Soft-shelled eggs will be hatched j
intoxicating
liquors.
One
effect
of
this
John W. ■ Trask, Assistant Surgeon newspaper by the light of a farthing the hens are overfat
nature must be assisted In the benefi- the pint C, but then, unfortunately, it
cent task of reforestation.—Louisville llsna." *0, but rnakT it!" said the measure was to deprive tbe foreign General United States Public Health dtp at a distance ot 30 feet The B. S.,
Courier-journal.
pupil Napoleonically. — Westminster consuls at Reykjavik of their drink: so Service.
finding the feat difficult at even a sixth
Corn fed in the evening is an ei
Gazette.
they protested to tbe governor, pointof the distance, cheerfully accepted lent food in cold weather."
ing out that such a deprivation constiOlder Cities Mora Beautiful.
Sunken Garden In Old Basement
the wager.
I
. . ".. ■■
tuted an Infringement of the lights of
The prevalence of artistic ideas in
Finicky Amazons.
By transforming the basement of a
The layer merely coated the Inside
For large chickens, oats are ex
"How abont this regiment; of Ama- diplomacy. Permission was thereupon the city planning of past ages and In ot a shallow wooden box with sloping
burned hotel into a sunken garden the
lent for the making df hone and
people of Wiscasset, Me., got rid of an ;ons you were going to organize, gen- granted tbe consuls to import beer, the much less successful efforts of tbe pieces of looking glass, so as to form cle
wine and spirits, provided these fluids last generation can be explained by a concave lens, placed behind his farth- [
unsightly rubbish-filled excavation and jral?'
• • •
replaced it with what has proved to be
"It fell through. We got together are consumed only on the premises to the fact that the city-planning work ing dip and readily deciphered the
Chopped onions are said to act,
which
they
are
consigned
Moreover,
was done by either architects or land- small print at the stipulated distance.
v
one of the most attractive features of '00 women, but before they would
a good tonic to chickens when fed
the town.—Popular Mechanics.
march to the front they insisted on the total amount imported by each scape architects, both Of whom were
The experiment was witnessedby a them.
- 'i
joeing supplied with 687 different consul must not exceed 800 liters in mainly trained to see esthetic values. Liverpool dockmaster. He was a thinkID Bulk.
! Brands of face powder and 1,800 not- a year, and the quantity, required must But during the nineteenth century ing man and saw grew possibilities in
Cut g^n bone should be cons
be imported in one consignment. Only' these artists have often been supShe—'i will admit that A woman tlB* ot ml* water."
this learned Jest.
He straightway iy fe(J to fowls—nothing is better
the
representatives
ot
France
and
planted
by
surveyors
or
civil
engiadapted the principle to lighthouse re- them,
seldom weighs her words.
{
Norway benefit by this concession. neers. This is one of the reasons to quirements and forthwith the modern
Buffalo Number 3,000.
* • «
She—Nonsense! Women don't use
Tbe otber consuls are unpaid, and. be- explain the much greater success of reflex light, with its tnlles of reflected
The
buffalo
of
the
United
States
and
Duck eggs seem to have the thl
big words.
ing,
natives
of
Iceland,
were
expressly
artistic city planning in the past com- range and,untold life-saving powers, nest shells, being about iO.S
He—True, but they would have to 1'anada now number about three thouexcluded from Its benefits.
pared with the newer efforts.
be weighed in such large quantities.
sprang into being.
cent of the whole weight of the «
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Death of Mrs Nichols.
Dr. Rnfus Howe, Ephraim Norwood
and Joseph Freeman of Worcester, were1,
Mrs Amelia Ann (Nichole) wife of WjlPUBLISHED
guests of Walter R. Howe, at his cottage
atLakeQuaboag, oyer Sunday. M011- Ham Nichols, died at her home at North
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
day night the young men returned to (Crossing at 10 a. m. Sunday morning,
AT '
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass Worcester, with a string of 15 pickerel, aged 75 years, 1 month and 15 days.
the largest of which weighed 371-2 lb?., Death was caused by organic heart disHORACE J. LAURENCE,
and 10 white perch. F. F. Franquer ease and Mrs Nichols had been in poor
health for some time. She was born in
was also at the cottage, Sunday.
EDITOK ASD PBOFBIETOB.
Charlton, Dec. 2, 1848, the daughter of
Papers
were
paESsed
Tuesday,
convey1.00 a Year in Advance.
Caleb and Amanda Nichols, and married
Tbe Poplars'.' know n as the Bartlett and
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
William Nichols at Brookfield, Feb. 28,
Brock place in Over-the-River district to
1860, nearly 55 years ago. The ceremony
Andres* all communications to BBOOKFIEI,I> H. F. Williamson, Springfield, formerly a
was performed by Rev. Mr Burr, at that
TIBKK, Noitli Brookfleld.-Mass.
resident of,Podunk district. The propertime pastor of the First Parish church,
Orders for /ubsr-rlption. advertising, or Job
j» >rfc and payment lor the same. »»¥ l» aunt ty was owned by Max Simmeroff, Spring- in the house on High street, which was
Struct to tbe main office. North Brookfield or field, and consists of a 2 1-2 story house
o George W MrKamara. Brookfield
then the Unitarian parsonage, now "The
of 15 rooms, barn and 7 acres of land
Hillside," borne of Mr and Mrs Irving
for
$1500.
The
house
is
now
ocBROOKFIELD.
Breed. Mr and Mrs Nichols lived in
cupied by Edward Hall and family. Mr
Stnrbridge after their marriage and reEdwin Locke of Boston was at his home Williamson intends to repair and make turned to Brookfield 30 tears ago, and
1„ addition » in. J.nu.ry Cl«m=e of oor rqph. Stock, « h.ve bought wondcriU
extensive
alterations,
in
the
Spring,
on Willard bill, Sunday.
had lived at their home at North Crossof FURS, COATS and SUlf S, tt 5.0c on the dollar.
Michael Connolly spent the week-end making it a summer home.
lots
ing for the past 18 years. Mrs Nichols
The members of Div. 652, of the Amal- was a woman closely attached to her
at his home on River street.
Miss Nellie Clancy spent the day Sun- gamated Association of street and electric home and will be sadly missed by her
day, with Miss Jennte McMahon of railway employees of America, who are husband and family to whom the sympacarmen on the W., B. & 8. street rail- thy of the community is extended. She
Ware.
100 Suits formerly up to $25.00, at'
James Mqlvey of South Framingham, way, have decided to hold the Annual is survived by her husband; two daughiro Coats formerly up to $20.00, at
passed Sundsjf at his home in Over-the- Trolleymen's ball, in banquet hall, ters, Mrs Allan Z. Mathewson of this
Brookfield, Friday evening, April 9. town and Mrs Charles A. Parsons of
River district.
1 co Suits formerly up to $30.00, at
Garnett Reed of Sagamore, has been Flanagan's orchestra, 7 pieces, of Marl- Ware; three brothers, Henry F., Springaoo Coats formerly up to $275°. «
guest this wesk, at home of Mr and Mrs boro has been engaged to furnish music. field; George H. of Brookfield and Chas.
$ 12.50
The committee on arrangements consistis A. Nichols of Spencer, one sister, Mrs
Earl Cordner,
1 to Suits formerly up to $35.00, at
of Everett Nutter, J. G. McNamara, H. Frederick D. Bowen, and 11 grand-child200 Coats formerly up to $35.00, tt
The
Woman's
Alliance
will
meet
with
3
J. Harper, N. P. *ioreau and - O. H. ren. The funeral was held Tuesday afMrs William Croft, Jr., on Tuesday, Jan.
Green.
ternoon at the home at 1 o'clock, Rev.
100 Suits formerly up to $45 -°°» at
26, at 2.30 p. m.
200 Coats formerly up to $45.00, at .
The grand-children of the late Henry Dr. Charlton officiating. The bearers
Mrs E. C. Charlton spent the first ol
V. Crosby, who died Sept. 16, withdrew were her three brothers and a brother-inthe week with Mr and Mrs W. Lee Char!
their opposition to his will in the Probate law, Frederick D. Bowen. Burial was in
ton on Worcester.
court at Worcester on Saturday, and the Brookfield cemetery.
Rev. Walter A. Tuttle of Rochester, will was allowed. Arthur Fi Butterworth
Vt., will conduct the services at the First appeared as counsel for HenryF. Crosby,
Celebrates 25th Anniversary.
Parish churcli Sunday morning.
a son, who is executor of the will. The
Horace Mly of the Worcester Tele- grand-children were represented by BosFriendship Lodge, N. E. 0. P., gathgram editorial staff spent the week-end ton attorneys, and a hearing was set for
ered in banquet hall Monday night and
at hhiiiome on South Maple street.
Saturday in the Probate court but only celebrated the 25th anniversary of the
Miss Charlotte M. Daley, a teacher in a conference1 of counsel took (place, follow- lodge. The officers for 1915 were inthe Walpole public schools, spent Sunday ing which the court allowed the will. By stalled by Deputy Grand Warden, Mrs
with her parents on West Main street.
the termB of the will half the estate is Mary L. LaPorte of Worcester, assisted
Rev. Thomas C. Martin of Bondsville, left in trust for the grand-children, and by her suite, consisting of Mrs Evs Ruswill occupy the pulpit at the Methodist at 21 years of age each grand-child is b> scil, Grand Chnplain; Miss 8telia Bhepchurch Sunday morning in exchange with receive his or her share outright.
ard, Grand Vice-warden; and Mrs Jennie
-Representative Warr m E.. Tarbell en- Emerson, Grand guide, all of ^Worcester,
thepaslteirjS V
Foster-Houlton shoe factory has been tertained the members of the Brookfield Thee officers were installed:—Junior past
closed this week but it is expected that it Republican, town committee at a banquet warden. Miss Mary Z. Harrington; W.,
will be in operation again, beginning on at Lakewood hotel, East Brookfield Tlnm- James Bowler; V. W., E. R. Irwin; R.
day evening, Jan. 14. '^Landlord Dennis S., Irying Breed; F. S., Mary A. Derrick;
Monday.
Mrs Katherine Burke and Miss Kitty J. Neylon served a turkey supper. Those Trees.", Albert H. Bellows; Chaplain,
Burke of Boston have been the guests of present were: -Warren E. Tarbell, Wal- ilissldaM. Hickey; Guide, John MulMiss Isabelle Murphy at the parochial ter B. Mellen, Arthur W. Mitchell, Edile vey; Guardian, Mary Derrick; trustee for
H. Clark, Edward B. Phetteplace, Ar- three years, Mrs Agnes Breed. After the
residence.
Bulletins Sent on Application.
The ladies of the Methodist church will thur F. Butterworth, Robert <J, Liver- installation E. %,Jrwin, caterer, served
tlT
The Experiment Station has recen
have a home-made food sale in the south more, Dr. William F. Haywood,^ Harry an escalloped oyster supper to the meta1 issued
two bulletins which should be of
wide general interestione,, on fertilizers, hall of the town house Friday afternoori, E. Howe, John F. Smith and Elfner H. bers and invited guests. After supper
Churchill. During the evening the com Secretary Breed raafl^ the history of
and the other on certain relatively new Feb. 5, from 3 to 5 o'clock.
niittee organized for the year with Walter Friendship Lodge. It was instituted Jan.
feed stuffs. The fertilizer bulletin gives
The committee in.charge of. the 53d anthe analysis oi all fertilizers found on
B. Mellen, chairman, Edile H. Clark, 3, 1889, with 41 members, 30 of whom
sale in this state during 1914. It gives nual Firemen's ball, held in town hall, secretary and Warren E. Tarbell, treasare still living, and 16 have continued as
much general information bearing upon Friday, Jan. 8, reported Monday, that urer,
v
members up. to the present. The first
MASSACHUSETTS
the selection of fertilizers and should the net proceeds are «23.2l.
prove a valuable guide to thone contemwarden was Chesselden S. Ellis, now of
Death
of
Rev.
A.
J.
Rich.
Miss Florence Mulvey returned Monplating purchase. The feed stuffs, whose
West Brookfield, and the firfj secretary,
value is discussed in the other bulletin, day to her duties at the Monson hospital,
March 2, 1903, 41
(EstabHihed in 1S24 by Semnel Bowles)
Word was received in town/.-Tuesday Albert Bellows.
are molassine meal, cottonseed meal and Monaon, after a week's vacation at her
people were admitted to membership,
hulls, cocoa Bhelle, srrain screenings, flax
night
of
the
death
at
his
home
in
BelDaily (Morningl^i^"!^^
ehives, Mellen's food refuse, and postum home in the_Over-the-River district. (
inont of Rev. A. Judson Rich, a former this being the first of the series of class
cereal residue. EithePviH be sent on apRev. Dr. E. C. Charlton is to read a pastor of the First Parish church from 1872 initiations that have been so common in
plication to tlieMa*acriusetrs Agricultur- paper before the Springfield preachers
The Republican takes seriously its responsibilities to
to 1882.. Death occured Tuesday morn the order since that date and which have
al Experiment Station, Amherst, Mass.
meeting Monday on "The relation of the ing, after an illness of more than three caused a rapid growth until to-day the
the public It appeals for popular support by service
United States to other American Repub- months. Rev. Mr Rich was 80 years old lodge nnmbera, 128.
The, majority of
that is guided by intelligence and a purpose to mfoim,
lics.'.'
>
and had suffered from heart trouble for whom live in the Brookfields but others
assist and Lidentall ^entertain and instruct its readers.
Reports from St. Vincent hospital in some time. He was born at Cooper, Me. are scattered over the country from PortWorcester, state that Theodore Eaton, in 1826, and graduated from Brawiloin land, Me., to Portland, Oregon. There
It natters the news with enterprise and alertness, and
Jr., is recovering rapidly, from the effects college in 1862 and from the Newton have been 14 wardens, 6 secretaries, 4
OF
presents it in attractive and convenient form. It disdains
of an operation of two weeks ago, aud it Theological Seminary three years later. financial secretaries and 4 treasurers.
to employ the style of the circus poster and seeks to
is expected lie will be able to return home He then was pastor at Dorchester for The present secretary has held the office
make itself typographically pleasing and tasteful.
Saturday.
four years. Fr .m there he went to West- lor the past 10 years. During the past
minister where he was pastor of the Con- 25 years 838,000 has been paid to the
The
largest
string
of
fish,
reported
this
It is extremely liberal in its provision of reading
gregational
church for the next three families of deceased members and a total
week,
was
taken
through
the
ice
at
Lake
matter in all of its three editions. Its editorials constiWhile at Westminister he f 15241 given for sick benefits.
Qualioag, Monday, by Artbur Peters, of years.
tute one of its distinguishing and most valued features.
George E. Howe, Past Grand Warden
Holden ai(d William Uhiekering. There changed from the Congregational to the
Literature, art, science, education, religion philanthrOwere 23 pickerel, 2 white perch and a 3- Unitarian denomination, and his first of Worcester, chairman ' of the Supreme
nv—all receive generous treatment m its columns;, likeA Postal card will bring thun for
ptslwrate was at the First Parish church, tinance committee, gave a short address
lb'. black bass.
your inspection. ■ .
. ' •
wise agriculture and industry.
Special attention is
Brookfield, where he officiated nearly 10 in which he complimented the lodge upon
Tne Latlies aid society met with Mrs
given to the various healthful outdoor sports.
years. He resigned in 1881 and moved its steady growth, and al&> told of the
Lucy Sheiiuan, Tuesday afternoon.- The
to Hyde Park and was pastor of the First rabid increase in the membership of the
c >muiitte(js that had charge of tbe annual
The/Weekly Republican is made up with great care
Unitarian church for four years. Then order during-the past 25 years. At the
BROOKFIELD, MASS.
fair of thi society held into wn hall, Dec.
fortfie wide audience outside of the local environment.
he went to Fail River where hei was for time Friendship Lodge was instituted the
16, reported the netprjceeda of the affair
8 years ^pastor of the First Unitarian order numbered 4000, while to-day the
It is, in fact, a rich weekly magazine sold at a remarkt, be S166.69.
«
church.
During his stay in the latter total membership is about 60,000. He
ably low price.
Mrs Frjink Byron was taken to St. Vin- :,place he formed the associated charities, spoke of the benefits of tbe order's incent hospital, Worcester, in Geo. C. which to-day is a very nourishing organ- surance and Baid that the Supreme finanWoodward's automobile, Wednesday, to ization in that city. Next he went to cial committee were at tbe present time
f
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
undergo fcitment for an abscess in her Dightoii and was there 10 years as pas- considering making changes that would
DAILY (Morning). M-V". «• ««"«■ ,C ""," "O^' " C"""
throat. She was accompanied by Dr. tor of the Unitarian church, Rev. Mr greatly benefit the members. Mrs LaWM
DAlLeYnrd-S°SDAY. 111. V«r, «« • ««*«. « "It. . ....h. »
Mary Sherman.
Rich retired in 1«00 after about 48 years Porte gave a short, talk congratulating
cent! a week.
„„-«
PULL LIKE O
the members upon the growth of tbe
SUNDAY. $2 a year, M centt a quarter, S centa a copy.
'
Delbert'A*. Eaton was in New York continuous service. Since his retirement
Lodge and urging them to attend meetWEEKLY <ThJr.d.».;, $1 a y»r. » cent, a Quarter, t. «nt. . n:cr,.h. 3
City this week attending the convention he has made his home in Belmont and
ings aa it was discouraging for theofneers
of the American Druggists' Syndicate during last year conducted the eervices at
""TptstaS'esph. «mt free on .PPHcatlon The Weekly Be*nblfc» will b. «
to conduct the business of the Lodge
i»ee tor three weeks to anyone who wishes to try it
e Hyde Park Unitarian church of which when few attended.
Mrs Russell, Mrs
200 Pieces Enamelled Ware- Tne Central" street drug-store was in; tn
All Subscriptions ore payable In advance. Address
charge of Albert W. Poland of North he was pastor from 1881 to 1885. Rkv. Emerson.and Miss Shepard ateo spoke.
THE REPUBLICAN, Springfield, Mass.
at 10 cents a piece while they
and Mrs Rich celebrated their golden
Brookfield, during his absence.
last.
.
•
•
■
■
Friends of Mr and Mrs Leroy Eaton
Quaboag Valley social club will con- anniversary Aug. 27, 1913. Rev Mr Rich
is survived by hi-" wife, one son, Elgar
duct an instructive and social dance in ! J., general solicitor of the Boston and tendered them a surprise party at their
town hall to-night. (Friday). Prof. D. j Maine"rairr'oad, and two daughters, Mrs home on Willard hill, Saturday night, in
hmor of their 15th anniversary. Miss
J Duggan and Miss Evelyn Moore of j Alice Cate and Miss Martha Rich
Mary A. Pratt, iu behalf of tbe guests,
Worcester will give an exhibition of the ! teacher m the ^^"f^80'^ ,
Rev.
Mr
Rich
organized
and
put
into
presented Mr and Mrs Eaton with a wilone-step, hesitation waltz, maxixe and
working order the card system called the
low rocker. Asocial time followed and
fox-trot.
Unitarian Belief, which is in use now
refreshments were served. Those present
The second annual recital of Miss Clara
were:—Miss Maty A. Pratt, Mr and Mrs
M. Clarendon will be in town hall on
Install nion ot Officers, A. O. H.
Bennett, Mrs Edwin Locke, Leon A. GaFriday evening, Feb. 6, under tbe direcdaire, Mr and Mrs Paul Gadaire, Misses
tion of the Woman's Alliance circle of
The officers for 1915, of Div. 17, A. O. Ellen, Elizabeth aud Lucy Gadaire, RsyFirst Parish
Parish cnurcn,
church, capwueo
captained by
o, Mrs
Were inJtalM, at their meeting, on "
and Mrs Theodore
Chart
SsiartfS;Wn?
£S;
Sunday
afternoon, bytheCo^tyJW ZH^JL
Beatrice Eaton and Hazel
■ by
x
soprano soloist and Harry F. Morse,
Bice and Mrs Arial Brown of Holden.
Donahue Block
Continued on 4th page.
CENTRAL STREET,
BROOKFIELD vulinist of Marlboro-

Brookfield Times

RICHARD HEM^Ca

$150,000 Stock of Correct
CLOTHES AND RICH FURS
AT ONE-HALF AND ONE-THIRD VALUE

SUITS

COATS
'

*

$9.75

$8.75

■ li

$15.00

^

.'

$ 12.50

$15.00
$1.9.75

•_ $19.75

FINE FURS AT FINAL PRICES
Fur Coats, Scarfs and Muffs, Perfectly Matched,
Select Prime Pelts at Half Value

MUFFS, U to $25

FUR COtTS, $29 tOjI^Oj^Ar^S^MjO^DO

CO.
RICHAR5 HEALYWORCESTER
512 MAIN STREET,

A NEWSPAPER OF CHARACTER

SPRINGFIELD

REPUBLICAN

ABLE, INDEPENDENT, READABLE

sSSTTHs

J915 STYLES
WALL PAPER

Archibald Buchanan

The
New Store

HARDWARE

ADVEKTISE IN

Your Home Paper

Plumbing,
Steam Fitting,
Electrical Work,
and Jobbing.
Winchester HEATERS Installed

RICHARD F1NNEY& SONS.

BROOKPIBLD TIMES
BROOKFIELD

MOTHER! LOOK AT
CIDIJOillE

Royal Ermine in a Chic Matched Set

Trees Should Be Examined and Every
Egg Mass, Cocoon, or Any Covering in- Which Insects Hide
Should Be Removed.

A laxative today eaves a sick child
inraorrow. Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach
sour.
Loot at the tongue, mother! It coat
fed, or your child Is listless, cross, feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's aliment, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup ot
Pigs," then don't worry, because It Is
perfectly harmless, and In a few hours
all this constipation poison, sour bile
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and yos have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "Inside cleansing" Is ofttlmes all
that is necessary. It should be the
first treatment given in any sickness.
'Beware of counterfeit fit; syrups.
Ask at tbe store for a 50-cont bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
full directions for babies, children of
all ages and for grown-ups plainly
printed on the bottle. Adv.

.

g.

.

Parson Knew Better,

TJncle Jim Sugarfoot killed a fine
rabbit for the entertainment ot Parson
Heavegrace, who was expected to dinner, but as rabbits were out of season
he thought to avoid what might prove
an embarrassing situation by making
the parson think It was chicken he
was eating.
"Brother Heavegrace," said Uncle
Jim, whan It came time tor a second
helping, "what part ot da bird would
you Ilka now?"
With a merry twinkle In his halfclosed ayes. Parson Heavegrace replied:
"If yon all don' mind, Ah think Ah'll
take da gizaard."—Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegraph.

SAGE TEA AND SULPHUR
DARKENS YOUR GRAY HAIR
Look Yaara Youngerl Try Grandma's
Recipe of Sage and Sulphur and
Nobody Will Know.

ERMINE Is tor those who may Indulge In luxuries and buy other
furs for real utility. Nof that the royal fur Is not durable enough, but because its creamy whiteness makes it
unpractical for the workaday world.
It is a fur for occasional wear and,
since it will last for a long time,
should be selected In shapes of muffs
and neckpieces that are always In
style. The rather large flat muff and
the plain straight scarf are never
passe, and therefore the safest choice
In the richest furs
Narrow boas ot ermine and small
neckpieces are really more chic than
any other finish to the pretty midwinter promenade or visiting toilette.
Mutts, whether made to wear with
large or small scarfs and neckpieces,
are usually rather large. But ermine
Is one ot those splendid things that
look- best when sparingly used. Like
diamonds that are too large, and
rich lace recklessly used, as If it were
of little account, something Is lost of
the best effects when ermine is made

An Ohio Druggist

While Moisture la an Absolute Necesaity to Plant* an Excess Is as
Bad aa a Deficiency.

Wm. Vogel. S67T
MaySt.,Akron,\

(By B. B. JOKES.)
Of the several conditions which influence the growth of crops none is
more Important than the amount of
water In or on the soil. While water
In a thin film around the soil grains
Is an absolute necessity to plants, an
excess Is as bad as a deficiency. Too
much water Is detrimental because:
1. It makes areas so soft that they
cannot be cultivated. When these soft
places are long and narrow In form,
they cut the upland Into Irregular
pieces that cannot be cultivated conveniently.
2. It delays cultivation, particularly
In the spring.
3. It makes soils cold; (a) because
In the spring more than half of the
heat that the soil receives Is used to
warm this unnecessaryWwater; (b) be-

cause Its evaporation consumes heat
that the soil could otherwise retain;
(c) because its presence in the soil
prevents the entrance and downward
movement of rainfall, which In the
spring Is usually warmer than the
soil.
4. It crowds out the oxygen from
between the soil grains, thus hindering the necessary decomposition of organic matter in the soil.
8. It prevents all crop growth where
it1 stands on the soil to a sufficient
depth. Where It stagnates inly a few
inches from the surface of the soil, it
prevents healthy root development below that depth. The shallow root system thus developed limits the depth
from which the plant may get water,
and with it plant food material.

Into entire coats or very ample capes
and scarfs.
In the picture an attractive set is
shown, with the neckpiece only two
skins In width and the muff an excellent shape. The set Is exquisitely
made. The settlng-in of the brilliant
blackpolnts of the tails is a feature
that shows how expert workmanship
can add to the beauty of that which 1*
already beautiful.
There are certain types among women to which ermine is especially well
suited. There must be something in
the wearer to match up with the eminence of that fur which is the wev of
queens.
Beautiful Eur Set. t
A beautiful fur set is of tailless ermine—a quaint pointed caplike toque,
with one long slender quill held In
place by a cluster of black crystals,
a long, wide stole, with much elongated pointed ends and a bunch of
tails forming a tassel to finish^ them
off, and a heart-shaped muff.

Two Views of Velvet Turban, and a Hat

Almost everyone, knows that Sage
Tea and Sulphur properly compounded, brings back the natural color and
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
or gray; also ends dandruff, itching
acalp and stops falling hair.
Years
ago the only way to get this mixture
was to make It at home, which la
mussy and troublesome.
Nowadays we simply ask at any
drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur Hair Remedy." You will get a
large bottle for about 50 cents. Bverjrbody use* this old, famous recipe, because no one can possibly teal thai
you darkened your hair, as It does it
so naturally and evenly. You dampei.
a sponge or soft brush wish It and
draw this through your bain, taWng
one small strand at a time; by morning tbe gray hair disappears, and
after another application or two, your
hair becomes beautifully dark, ahlefc
and glossy and you look years younger.
Adv.
. y

NEEDED SUPPLY OF POTASH
Bag-Worm Cases.

moved from their branches by hand
with but very little cost and trouble
or expense. It is possible, too, with
very little cost and labor, to protect
the trunks from the ravages of mice
and rabbits, and from the adult borers
duriag the egg-laying season.
The bag-worm Is a peculiar insect
which may be quite easily controlled
by a little care and precaution during
the winter months. It winters in the
egg stage In the old female bag. In
spring the young hatches and begins
at once to feed on the nearest leaf,
constructing, meanwhile, a case to
cover its own body. The case Is composed of web and bits of stick and 1B
earsled by the caterpillar wherever it
goes. As the caterpillar grows the
case, or bag, Is enlarged, and when
growth Is completed it attaches the
bag to a twig by a strong silken band
and changes within to a pupa. .
The favorite food ■ of the hag-worm
Is arbor vitae and other evergreens.
The caterpillars multiply on such trees
and become exceedingly abundant,,
when they often extend their ravages
to fruit and other deciduous trees.
The bags hanging to the branches
are conspicuous objects during the
winter months, and the best way of
ridding trees of this insect is to collect and destroy the bags while the
trees are bare.

SELECTION OF BROOD SOWS

The Better Method.

The deacons of a church were die
cussing possible! ways of ridding them
selves of an undesirable pastor who
paid no heed to pointed suggestions
that his resignation would be accept
able. Finally one of tbe deacons said:
"If we make a large reduction In
his salary It would probably have the
effect of making him resign."
"I know a surer way than that,"
said the other deacon. "Let us double
his salary and he will fall dead."
The Hyphen Explained.

AMOUNT OF WATER IN SOIL

(By W. B. RUMSET.)
The treatment which an orchard
tree receives during the first few
years of Its growth often determines
to a.considerable degree the profitableness of Its bearing life. If allowed to
become weak and stunted, as a result
of attacks of Insects, It may live on
from year to year, but will probably
never fully recover. Many young
trees are killed outright by borers and
such pests, or so seriously Injured
that they soon succumb to droughts
or are broken down by storms.
A young orchard that Is not protected from these enemies Is likely
soon to show many missing trees, and
those remaining will be Irregular in
size and will lack uniformity in shape,
vigor and productiveness. If the neglect is continued, these defects will
become more and more apparent as
the orchard advances In age. It is essential, therefore, In establishing a
good orchard, that the trees not only
come from the nursery free from hurt- On an 80-Aere Field Three Systems of
ful Insects and Insect Injuries, but
Tile Drainage Were Necessary. This
that they may be kept so.
Shows the Advantage With Which
Young trees are less able to withTwo Neighbors Can Co-operate In
stand severe Injuries than are old
Putting In a Line of Tile. An Obones, but they are, likewise, more
stacle So Trivial as a Line Fence
easily protected. Their small size
Should Not Be Permitted to Prevent
makes It an easy matter to examine
Economical Drainage.
The Owner
them for, and to remove, borers. They
of This Land Says That Tile Paya
can be sprayed quickly and effectively,
for Itself Every Year and That $200
and such insects as tent-caterpillars,
Expended on Tile Has Raised the
web-worms and bag-worms can be reValue of the 80 Acres $1,000.

The Martini Berceuse.

*

FRUIT TREE FARMERS
Much Damage Done by Borers
and Other Pests.

If cross, feverish, constipated,
give "California Syrup
of Figs"

A young lady was dining with some
friends at their home. The host had
concocted some seductive cocktails
and she bad Joined the others In
drinking to his health. Before the
dinner was over she was experiencing
that mucb-talked-of wobbly feeling
that is said to follow a cocktail.
While coffee was being served in
the drawing room the three-monthsold son ot the family was brought into the room and the young guest Insisted on holding him.
"I am surprised that be Is so contented In your lap," her hostess told
her. "He doesn't usually care for
atrangers."
"Well, you may not know It," was
the reply, "but be Is being rocked."—
Mew York Evening Post.

AS IT APPEARED TO

TIMES

SOON' those deft fingers that carry
Mrs. Dearborn—You say that is
ont inspirations and translate fancy
Mrs. Burke-Martln?
into headwear will be busy with flowMrs. Wabash—Yes; Burke was her
ers and straws and ribbons with
name and Martin was her husband's which we shall salute the spring. Just
name
now they are making ready for this
Mrs. Dearborn—But why does she
and fashioning some of the betweenuse the hyphen between tbe names?
season and midwinter hats for which
Mrs. Wabash—To show that she Is
they must depend upon the tourist to
separated from her husband.
make the demand. Gladly those who
create millinery turn to the fabrics
Their Use.
and novelties that Inspire "them. The
"Do yon see where the Futurists story of the winter is almost told, but
and Cubists have gone to Spain?"
occasionally one sees a new develop"Maybe they use their pictures on
ment of the most familiar materials.
the bulls to Infuriate them In the
Two views at a rich velvet turban
ring."
are shown here, and with them a picture of a brimmed hat The turban is
W!IXTBLL TOO
r Bed. We**. Water? trimmed with two fitch skins and Is
lUdsj Ho Smarting—
.or Book of tbe HVe noticeably original in draping and
lUtaiwIr Co.. Chicago
lovely in color scheme. Tbe frame is
brlmless and the velvet sweeps toThe New York thief who stole a bar
ward the back in a full putt which la
rel of Ink will probably get a term In
extended Into a wins. It fits closely

Great Mistake to Breed Gllis Under
Eight Months of Age—Well-Formed
Teats Essential.

about the head. Its outlines and the
rich depth of color in the king's bine
velvet make It rich and becoming before the handsome furs are added.
The two skins are mounted with heads
posed at the left front. One of them
runs over the crown and the other follows the line of the velvet draping on
the Bide crown.
The reverse view shows the velvet
draping on the right side and the pose
of the hat on the bead.
A handsome brimmed hat has a soft
crown, with collar of velvet and a
moderately wide brim that lifts at ont
side. A short plume at the right side
curls downward from the collar to the
brim, and a second plume at the left
Is mounted to stand and curl downward. Hat and plumes are In black
and made Just the right sort of back'
ground for the wreath of small brilliant, metallic flower* that encircles
the crown.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

(By R. Q. WEATHERSTONE.)
We believe It Is a great mistake to
breed gilts under eight months although many farmers breed them at
five months.
A gilt at five months Is not fully
developed and cannot, therefore, produce pigs with the greatest vitality.
A gilt bred too young can never
recover the vitality she loses at that
time and while some farmers say that
they produce good pigs, they probably
do not know how much better ones
they migut have had they been bred
three months later.
Never select for a brood sow one
that has a long face and a wild eye
and nervous manner. The quiet kind
with plenty of room tor food make
the best mothers.
It Is very Important in selecting
a brood sow to see that she has wellformed teats on both sides.

All That Is Required Is to Rlow Deeply and Bring Lower Soils Into
Contact With the Air.

There is a good deal of talk In advanced farm circles as to what we-are
going to do tor a supply of potash now
since the importation from Germany
Is cut off. So far as ordinary soils are
concerned, that need can be readily
supplied it the farmer will but resolutely face the problem of deep plowing, sayB Hoard's Dairyman. All of
the lower1 soils contain a large supply
of potash.
All that Is needed to bring It Into
use and profitable contact with growing plants is to go down after it. Plow
the land twelve to sixteen inches deep,
brlng^up that stiff, Impenetrable subsoil and give it contact with the air;
mix it with the top soil and give U
contact with the manure and other
forms of humus. That will set the
potash free, put It In shape BO the
roots of plants can utilize It.
We do not need to do this deep
plowing every year. Once in five or
six years will do. But we will know
a good deal more about It, and tbe
benefits that come from It in various
ways, If we once set about It In a
practical, earnest manner. Most farmers dread to start In this work. They
dislike to Incur the expense of a deep
tilling plow, and they are skeptical as
to the results. But they always will
be In dread, and always will be skeptical until they go ahead and put
themselves where they can see and
learn.
One benefit la that you can get at
your deeply plowed land several days
earlier in the spring. Clayey soils
lose time In the spring. Every farmer
is afraid of plowing them until they
are well dried out for fear of their being (lumpy all the summer long. But
deep plowing helps a great deal In this
respect.

Ohio, writes:
"Through
and exposure and
Improper food
during the flood, 1
was taken with
appendicitis and
acute Intestinal
catarrh. In June
and July my 'life
was ..despaired of,
but recovered sufficiently to be up
and around. My
bowels seemed
paralyzed. Could
eat no solid food.
"The first of lasT December I de»'
elded to try Peruna. My appetite
improved, and very soon solid food*,
could be taken. In two months time
I gained 18 pounds.
Now I ana
heavier than I ever was before. When
I began to use Peruna thy bowel*
commenced to move*at once".
Those who object to liquid medicines can now procure Peruna las
Tablet form.

FARMERS

NEED THE BIRDS

For Purely Selfish Reasons the Destruction of Feathered Songsters
Should Be Stopped.

Birds are the chief protectors of
our trees. Who ever hoard of codling moth' and San Jose and other
scales when the orchards were full
of birds? Now that these feathered
helpers have been driven out of wood
and field, man Is compelled to resort
to all sorts of vexatious and difficult
struggles against the enemy of fruit
and tree.
The birds are the very best destroyers ot weeds. Native sparrows, finches,
grosbeaks, redpolls, longspurs, cow>
birds, mourning doves and similar
birds teed hungrily upon the fall
weed seeds at a time when the crops
have been ga'hered and tbey can do
no harm to it
The best helper a fanner can have
is a host of birds. But instead of recognizing these efficient helpers, so
generously provided by nature, wd
wantonly slay them by the hundreds
for fun.—Kendallvillo News-Sun.

"CASGARETS" FOB
LIVER, BOWELS
For sick headache, bad breath,
Sour Stomach and
constipation.
Get a 10-cent box now.
No odds how bad your liver, stomach
or bowels; how much your head
aches, how miserable and uncomfortable you are from constipation, indigestion, biliousness and sluggish' bowels
—you always get the desired result*
with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable. Take
Cascarets to-night; put an end to the
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress; ),
cleanse your Inside organs of all the
bile, gases and constipated mattes
which is producing the misery.
A 10-cent box means health, happiness and a clear head for months.
No more days ot gloom and distress
If you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All stores sell Cascarets. Dont
forget the children—their little in■Ides need a cleansing, too. Adr.
A Celebrity.

"You say he's the man who put this
town on the map?"
,
•
"That's him, stranger. He Just finished serving his sentence about its
months ago."
Being sorry for yourself doesn't enlist the sympathy of your neighbors.

Stop That Backache
TfceiVa nothing more di«coura*lhf
than *. constant backache. You are lama
wlitfi you awake. Pains pierce you when
you bead or tlft, It'a hard to rait and
nMt 0*y it'a the ttms old atory.
Pain In the b*»ok fa nature'a warnlna;
of kidney Ilia. Neglect may pave the
wa* to dropay, gravel, or other aerloua
kWney alckneaa.
Don't delay—begin ualng Boan'a Kidney Pills—the medicine that haa been
owing backache and kidney trouble Cor
over fifty years.

A MawachuMtU Cat*
PURE-BRED POULTRY IS BEST
Keep

Fowl*

Busy and

Singing and

They Will Reward Owner With
Egg* In Ample Abundance.

Do not make the mistake of running a mongrel flock of mixed colors, sizes, breeds, etc. Get one good,
pure breed—the medium size, darkcolored American breeds are best for
the farmer, furnishing eggs, meat
and good mothers and setters, and,
not being imbued with the spirit ot
Investigation, they stay on earth
minding their own affairs instead ot
ruining yours in the garden and
fruit trees. -Watch your birds and be
on the lookout for any sign of languor, remembering "a -stitch in time
•ayes nine." Keep your birds busy
and singing and they will reward, you
with eggs in abundance.

Cause of Potato Failure.
Some) of the things that cause the
failure fof potato hills are poor soil,
Improper preparation, poor seed, irregular planting, poor cultivation,
bugs, diseases and poor weather. Many
of these conditions are controllable;
Never Leaf* on Job.
all ot them may be influenced by propAlfalfa doe* things and never loaf*
er methods ot culture.
on the Job,

Mr* Samuel Horafbrd 41 Belden St,
Doroheater,
Maea.
says- "My b*ck war
tn such bad shape at
times that I could
hardly work. X had
dull pains across my
loins It I waa on my
feet long I didn't
fat much rest at
night After trying
almost
everything
without
relief. I
used Docn's Kidney
Pills. They soon put'
my back and kidneya In food shape"
Cat DcWs at A*r Star*. 10* ■ Baa

DOAN'SVPAV
POST EKM&BUKN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

|Ke"

IFOR DRUNKENNESS ail
III DRUG ADDICTIONS
I No sickness, no publicity

iTiie only Heeiey lastlIntHnMiln* Hew
■Hnmpairlro or Vanaott>
Bwa for f r«* booklet.

'Treatment

"werssr PORTLAND, ME.
W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 4-1914.

POINTS NEEDS OF
MORE FARMERS
State Board of Agriculture Describes Food Needs
MANY OPPORTUNITIES OPEN
Situation
Have

Regarded
to

Import

Critical—May
Farmer*—

1916 Outlook Promising. However.

Boston—The great Massachusetts
need of today, according to the findings of the annual report of tbe state
board of agriculture 1* that of more

SWEET TOOTH DAINTIES

WHALING INDUSTRY
ON THE DECLINE

CONFECTIONS OF FINE

Only 19,270 Barrels of Oil and 34,<XK
P*und* of Whalebone 8«urad
In 1914.

New Bedford.—The decline in th«
whaling industry, has brought it to
a point where it Is no longer feasible
to maintain a periodical devoted to
its interests, according to the publishers of the Whalemen's Bhipplng List,
who announced that last week's issus
would be the last of the weekly Jour,
nal. When the paper was established in
184S the number of vessels engaged in
the whale fishery wu 676, with an
aggregate tonnage of 199,174.
Ot
the»e ships 260 hailed from New Bedford and its sister port, Falrhaven,
and 76 from Nantucket. Three years
later high water mark In the industry
waa reached with 680 ships aggregat
tag 233,258 tons.
Today only 32
vessels, with a total tonnage of 6613,
are occupied in the search for whales.
In 1861 the whaling fleet brought to
this country 428,074 barrels of sperm
and whale oil and 6,652,300 pounds ot
whalebone.
In 1914, with the pursuit of whales almost wholly confined
to the Atlantic ocean, the oil brought
home amounted to but 19,270 barrels.
Three vessels brought back from the
Arctic 34,000 pounds of whalebone.
The highest price for sperm oil,
reached during the Civil War, was
12.76 a gallon; last year's produce sold
at 46 to 48 cents.

THAT ARE

SUITABLE HOUSE FOR DUCKS
Dry Floor, Well Bedded With Straw
or Shavings, I* Essential—Feed
and Water Outdoor*.

iBy D O. BABTO, University of Illinois.)
Much less expensive building* will
answer for ducks than are required
for hens. The essentials are a dry
floor, which should be kept well bedded with straw or shavings, adding a
fresh layer on top as the old litter becomes soiled or damp. It is not necessary to clean the pens until spring,
as the droppings do not heat like hen
manure. The roof must be tight, and
the sides made of any sheeting material. A window Sx3 feet, made to
slide, and "a drop door 2x3 feet for the
ducks, with another door for the attendant to enter, are all the openings
necessary. The house should be 12x12
feet for each flock of 30 ducks. A
large yard is unnecessary during the
laying season, as the birds will not
exercise much. The food and water
should be given outside the house, and
the yard* should be kept free from

FLAVOR,

REMINISCENT.

Old, but Very Good, Are The** Llttli
Tit-Bits Which Mo*t of U* Find *
Pleasure In Between Real
Meals.

Date cakes are novel and good. Take
one pound of dates, one-half pound ot
English walnuts, the same quantity of
figs and the white of one egg to make
these. Seed the dates and chop them
fine with the figs and nuts. Mix all together with the stiffly beaten white of
the egg and bake in small drop-cakes.
Peanut Crlsps^-Peanut erieps are a
fine substitute for the usual tea cakes.
Shell a quart of peanuts and chop
them fine. Add one cupful of powdered sugar, a tablespoonful ot flour
and the whites of two eggs- Beat up
lightly and drop in spoonfuls on a buttered pan and brown in a moderate
oven.
Lemon Wafer*.—Lemon wafers ana
orange wafers are made In the same
manner. Cream a enpful of butter
with two cupful* of sugar; work In
two beaten eggs. Squeeze the Juice
from a large lemon and grate the rind.
Add this to-a small cupful of cold water and mix with the other ingredients.
Then put in enough flour to make a
dough stiff enough to roll. Roll very
thin, cut In rounds or other shapes,
and bake.
Honey Candy^-To make honey
candy, put half a pound of honey into
a'sauoepan, add half a pound ot sugar,
one tablespoonful of cream and a dessertspoonful of cold water; then mix
and stir well. Allow to stand for one
hour. Put over a moderate flre and
cook, stirring gently until it is stiff
enough to pull. Pour Into buttered
tins. When cool enough to handle pull
and cut Into small pieces.

EBEN

Surely Was Something of a Miracle as
Event Was Explained by
the Minister.

Here is one of George W. Cable's
good southern stories:
"In a town in Georgia lives an old
colored fellow who is a real thorn in
the side of the local ministers, for the
old fellow is always asking embarrassing questions ot them touching
mooted theological points.' says Mr.
Cable.
i ,
.
"One day old Eben had a long and
earnest discussion with his pastor In
reference to just what constituted a
miracle.
The minister'found It no
easy matter to make his ideas clear
to Eben.
" T s'pose, now,' said the preacher,
'dat de greatest of all de miracles
was dat of de loaves and fishes. You
■member, of co'ce, dat'dere was five
thousand loaves and two thousand
fishes which was eaten by the twelve
apostles.'
" 'Sho', I 'member,' replied old Eben,
with a smile, 'an' it always 'peered tome dat de miracle was dat dey didn't
bust!'"—The Sunday Magazine.

True Economy
Every man "who is
seeking to save by
smoking 5c cigarettes,
should see how much
more satisfaction in
better value he can
get by paying 15c
For 20 FAT!

V

farmers.
?The situation is regarded as so
critical that the board holds that if
we "cannot make farmers out of our
own people, then we must Import
Mysteries of Golf.'
them from wherever they can be
Josephus Daniels, secretary of the
found.
navy, was invited the other day to go
This' is based on the disclosure* of
out and play .golf.
the last census which show that the
"I can't play it," said Daniels;
state, with an Increased rural populamade up my mind some time ago not
tion of 2801 housed on 271,123 acres
to go In for golf until they change the
less ot farm land than 10 years ago,
rules."
has the task of feeding an Increased
"How do you mean?"
urban population of 558,269.
"Well, until they change the rules
The report sums up the outlook for TO BUILD GIANT SUBMARINE AT
and make it aa good a game as KBBSOCKJB*00.. DUttibutorS, 8BATTLH, TJ.S. A.
1915 as follows:
QUINCY;.
EproepectlTerailwayman and JjWonej
shinny."
''Agriculture In many
branches
W«»rV olorisbouldnal -Woneelsneur A?euThat recalls the tale they tell about
probably never had a more promising Electric Boat Company Gets Contract
the time Franklin K. Lane, now secre- »}<»nt.po«iald. J. A. WLaleu. Ua« Mofaw, Iowa
outlook than that for 1915. The war
—Construction at Fore River Yard.
tary of the Interior, flrBt undertook the
VT aiBUB]
Vt
^fvavav^-"*'
Watioa
B.
C»»«SS5f
In Europe Is bound to curtail producIntent ljiwyw
(Waatfil»(rtoiv
mastery of golf.
- B.C. Advice and book* fre*.
Quincy—Word has been received
tion very heavily in all of the counTwo enthusiasts over the game lent Batea reasonable. Hl«nwt reference*. Best»er<rkxa.
tries engaged and it will, therefore from Washington that tbe navy dea large set ot clubs to Lane and they
remain for this country to supply the partment has awarded to the Electric
A#I*-. * A niTC Get our handsome 6-pleofl
played a round.
When they had *1000
LADIES embroidery table set, sen*,
enormoys waste which this war has Boat Company to be 'built at the Fore
flta for tblB wonderfal tanBa.wgf W«J onU
reached the last hole Lane walked BOBEJ&T
CJtUEW ©Of »•" nvnr,
entailed. Crops of staple food sup- River shipyard a' contract for the largover to the nearest teeing place and
plies which can be shipped long dis- est eta-going .submarine ever built In
began attempts to drive off with each
tances should be grown as far as pos- this couutry and probably in tbe world.
club in his sack, one after another.
It will cost 11,350,000 and will outsible, such as grain, hay,
onions,
"The game's all over," they exclass
such
submarines
as
the
Gorman
tobacco, apples, corn and meats ot all
Of -,.J. Men forthe teal estate bjaInM«,'»lJ!>
plained, gently.
TJ-9
class,
Just
as
the
dreadnought
exWanted: ,ma w.u m their ^•m^™«£
kinds.
"Well," asked Lane, picking up an- erenoe,a.*parUonlara
a~u «■■ ««■ ■***' ****■
celled
the
old
type
of
battleship.
It
"Massachusetts can grow many of
b Growing Smaller Every Day.
A Fine Flock of Duckling*.
other kind of club, "can't I play my
will
be
known
as
a
"fleet"
submarine,
«
. »,.
#inDennontbforfiTenv>ntha,inaj
these crops and Is In a splendid posiCARTER'S
LITTLE
hand
out?"—New
York
Sun.
InTe,t55OTjlUtrtM
700 s»eetieajlt«. Bend
tion to ship them through the port of so-called because It will be constructed mud by the use of cinders or litter. LIVER PILLS are
(or booklet. Swokner <&., at. Berrtngtoa. Man.
to develop such power that It can ac- Feed in racks, so that the ducks can
Boston.
responsible — they^^_
Limited Dissipation.
ICFIITC Make bin money *eUlns honaphoia eeoejcompany a fleet of battleships to sea not soil and waste the food.
"With wheat selling aa at present
not only give relief^ HCflRTERS
A small henpecked little man was
without
lagging.
About
the
nflddle
of
November,
the
—
they
perma*
around S1.40 per bushel, It would be
about to take an examination for lite
, With a displacement of 1000 tons, it birds are put on their laying ration, nentlycureCeswell to consider the production of this
•-■■JC »,OOOwor«PoeketlM(!UoriarT»lepo*t.
Insurance.
'
«tip*tion. Mil
rINb paid. OTTOB, MM C°H~U, fill ,i, M.
crop on some ot our lands. It certain- wdjl be twice as big as any craft ot which must not be changed till the lions use
""Sou
don't
dissipate,
do
you?"
asked
its
type
in
the
United
States
navy
and
season ends. Feed night and morning
ly would pay better than some crops
the physician, as-he made ready for
will surpses anything in any foreign the following mixture: Five parts of them for
Woman Royalties Made Army Officer*;
we are now growing and we may look
nilioniocsi,
.- ^
tests. "Not a fast liver, or anything
For the first time in English history|
for a shortage In wheat for some navy, though there are some being corn ohop, five parts of bran, two Indi.eilion, Sick HMdac.be, Salew SUn.
built now in Europe which will run as parts of middlings, two parts ot meat SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE. of that sort?"
four royal women have neen gazetted)
years to come.
The little man hesitated a moment,
high as 800 tons. There are certain scraps, four parts of cut green stuff,
as
colonels in chlet of English regi"Fruit conditions are promising as feature's in the American design which
Genuine must bear Signature
looked a bit frightened, then replied
five per cent ot coarse sand. Mix and
ments.
undoubtedly the large apple crop of will make the Quincy-built monster
in
a
email,
piping
voice:
"I
somemoisten so the mass is crumbly. An
Heretofore several of them, includ1914 will not be repeated, and It is unique,
times chew a little gum.""—Collier's
addition of three or tour parts of
ing Queen Mary herselt, have held:
our turn to have a peach crop.
Weekly.
boiled vegetables Is desirable If it can
German army titles and Queen Victoria
•"Certainly with Massachusetts im- REFORM BOY BY TAKING BUTbe provided. The "greenstuff" may be
naturally was the head of the BrltislL
porting three-quarters ot the food
TON FROM EAR.
Slow
Delivery.
rye, clover, oats, alfalfa, or whatever
army, but now Queen Mary haa beea
supply, and with the great demand
Jtos.
Gotham—Who
ep'oke
at
the
can be most easily provided. In the
appointed colonel In chief ot the.
#*JT IMDE MARHIHG U.S.PAT. OFF.
bound to be made upon us by foreign Youth Turns from Vicious Ways te winter finely cut clover or alfalfa that
dtaher
tonight,
dear?
Eighteenth Hussare of historic fame,
wilt reduce inflamed, swollen
countries, the Massachusetts farmers
Alertness and Activity.
/Mr.
Gotham—Well,
one
of
the
speakhas been scalded over night is a good
joints, Sprains. Bruises, Soft
while the Queen Mother Alexandra ia
may not legitimately complain of a
Waltham.—Simply by removing a, substitute.
Bunches; Heals Boils, Poll ers was the owner of that big depart- associated with both the NineteentU
lack of prospect.
pearl button from the ear of John
Evil, Qulttor, Fistula, q ment store.
One large duck grower states: Ta
Hussars and the
"The resettlement of our land by McDonald, 14, of Waltham, physi- exactly three weeks after beginning
any unhealthy sore
"No wonder you're late, then."
quickly a* it is a poddre ant' '
people from other countries continues cians have transformed him from a this feeding, you will commence to
"Whyf
tad
ECrmklde.
Pie«iant
to
ute;
_,
Too 8mall to Harm
in some districts, notably in Barns- wayward and unmanageable a boy as gather eggs." Pekin ducks are splen"I happen to know his delivery is
not blister under bandage or
The Mother—I see a triangular tray,
table and Bristol counties and along one would care to meet into one of did layers, and large flocks will avermore the hair, and you can w>
awfully slow."
to hold a piece of pie unharmed ta *J
tbe hone. S2.00 per bottle, *
the Connecticut river, and we may the model pupils of Middlesex Train- age 120 to 140 eggs per duck in the
ered. Book 7 K free,
look for a decided increase in Immi- ing School for Boys at Chelmeford.
lunch box has been invented.
season.
ABSORBINE, JR.. antiseptic liniment for mankind.
Good Advice.
The Boj/-But who would harm such,
gration at the close of the war now
Since the operation was performed
Reduce! Painful. Swollen Veins. Goitre. Wens, Strain*,
"So you want to be somebody, do a little i/fece of pie as you cut, mamBraises,
stops
pain
and
Inflammation.
Price
81.00
per
bottle
raging in Europe. Does Massachu- some time ago, he has improved
it dealers or delivered. Will tell you more if you write. you? There's only one way you will
HENS'
DUST
BATH
IN
WINTER
setts want those immigrants?
ma?
steadily, has lost all of his vlciou*W™YWM.tb!?.. 310 Tempi. »., Sprlncfleld. Man. ever make a noise in the world."
"It would seem that she does, for ness, and has so developed mentally
"What to that?"
undoubtedly many of them Will be of that the authorities ot the echeol be- Fine Road Dust Is Eesentlal for Keep/
Proof Positive.
ing Fowl* Free From Vermin Dur>
WHOOPINB C0U6H SSSKSS^^ "Join a braSB band."
a very desirable class and will come lieve he may be discharged before
/Visitor—The dear baby has got Its
Ing Cold Weather.
to make permanent homes. When this long and returned to the oustody of
grandmother's
nose.
Stock Exchange.
(
immigration begins we should be in a his father, Peter McDonald.
"What does her husband do?
I , Aggrieved Papa—No, it hasn't, for
A
box
of
fine
road
dust
should
be
positon to offer these people facilities
1URA ffOEPnCA" If.fflrlV.'EooSaSrrcS
kept within easy reach of the hena aTAXIA.MrroMtroebleaNo j°wggmff°*i'^n- heard her Bay something about the she. was around here this morning
' for finding agricultural opportunities
Favor* Old Convention System.
Particulars (ree. SeKlSe a^riy c. ***«»>*■», w. Ta,
poking it Into eur business.
every
day
in
the
year
when
there
is
stock exchange."
and sufficient credit to enable them
Boston—Senators Haigls of Monta- no dust in the yards for the hens to
"He's
a
horse
trader."
to begin business, both of which sub- gue and Hays of Boston, have both
Austria Protect* Worker*.
Speaking of Aunt*.
wallow in. Of course, hens on tree
jects will be treated later in this re- entered the field as favoring a return
In order to prevent the wholesale
"You Bay she Is an auntie-quarian?"
range in summer and faUrwill usually
For many generations Perth, and not
to the old convention system for tbe find an unlimited supply of dust ready dismissal ' of employees of private
port."
"Well, that's what her fresh young
Edinburgh, was the capital of ScotAn experiment conducted by tne nomination of candidates, and tbe at hand, or at most all we need to do firms, the Austro-Hungarlan ministry
nephew calls her."
land.
abandonment
of
the
direct
nomination
ooard at the request of Gov. Walsh to
is to spade up a place it the sou in the of war has directed that army consee If work could be found for the plan. Senator Haigls filed two bills,
tracts will only be given to those
The wideawake man doesn't wait for
A gentleman doesn't have to go
is hard.
unemployed on the farms apparently one exempting the Governor, provid- yard
The dust bath 1* Just as essential In firms who have maintained their staffs opportunity to knock at his, door; he around aeBuring people that be la
■was not a success, the board finds. It ing that he shall be nominated as now winter in keeping the fowlssfree trom at the ordinary full number, and withmeets her at the gate.
°ne.
describes the experiment and its re- by direct vote, the other providing lice as it Is in hot weather. Lice thrive out any reduction In wages. Manuthat the state minor offices shall all and multiply in winter as well as In facturers acting In a contrary mansults as follows:
"At the request of the Governor be nominated In party convention. A summer; not so rapidly, of course, yet ner will bd rigidly excluded from all
this board tried the experiment In the state-wide referendum is requested on fast enough in the average poultry further contracts, and they may also
spring ot placing some of Bostons both bills. ,
.,
■
house to make life a-torture for the expect to have" existing contracts canSenator Hays of Boston, asks for a hen* if nothing Is done to keep the in- celed.
unemployed men on farms. A number
of these men came to the office and similar change in the present law, but sect* in check.
luj war's fearful devastation of European
, crops has caused an unusual demand for grain
registered on-May 21, and a list of hie bill also contains a provision that
CARE FOR CHILDREN'S
,
from
the American Continent. The people of thj
the
change
shall
not
militate
In
any
their names, ages and qualifications
world must be fed and there 1* an unusual demand
was sent on May 26 to 650 of the larg- way against the nomination of candlHair and Skin With Cuticura. Nothfor Canadian wheat. Canada's invitation to every
er dairy farms of the state. TJp to- 'dates on papers.
ing Easier. Trial Free.
industrious American is therefor* especially attracJuly 6 thirteen inquiries were received
tive She wants fanners to make money and happy,
State Tax System Scored.
by letter and six by telephone. Thirprosperous homes for themselves while helping her
The Soap to cleanse and purity the
Boston—LieuMJov. Cushing and
to raise immense wheat crops.
teen men were secured positions, and
skin and scalp, the Ointment to
it Is known that nine of the men Mayor Curley. chief *peakers at a
soothe and heal rashes, itching*, redYon
can get a Homestead of 160 acres FREE and
Aa
a
rule,
Monday
la
the
best
killing
kept them for Jess
than
three luncheon of the Massachusetts Real
ness, roughness, dandruff, etc. Nothother land* can be bought at remarkably low price*. Think of tteinoney yon
Estate Exchange, agreed that the day.
ing
better
than
these
fragrant
super• • •
capita wSfwheaVITIt* pr»«t high prkis, ^'SlT^^'a.
""This experiment was, ot course, present system of taxaUon in Massacreamy emollients for preserving and
ble to continue. During many years Canadian whestiflelds have "veraged
A great amount of water 1* used to
t»Mhetototoeacre-in*nyyi*ld**«lu^**4Sbnah*J*toth*acr», Was*
tried on too small a scale to draw chusetts is unjust to property owners
purifying the skin, scalp and hair.
Anal conclusions, but it does suggest and tends 'to drive capital from the form an egg. • • •
Sample each tree by mall with Book.
cropsalsoof Oats, Barley and Flax.
state.
The
mayor
*aid
a
man
who
has
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XT,
one or two facts about the labor
Mired fanning 1. fully as profltablf an todnrtry a* grata "l"**"^.1]
In packing dressed poultry for shipbecome
wealthy
through
thrift
and
lenrff*sses,fmlof nntritloS.areth* only food require* •ither far beef ori idairy j
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
question. One is that the demand for
ment, never use straw, cloth or paper.
sacrifice
should
not
be
subjected
to
a
purpose*. Good schools, markets convenient, climate excellent.
help on farms is largely over-estiUnnecessary Effort.
mpguory in canaoa, DBI were w *n .*«« w^1"-'"."v^"
mated. Every year during the har- tax Bystem for the benefit of the lasy
See
that
the
carcasses
are
in
such
5£rtorStaw5e"nuiayy^
«*»8*vHis Wife—This paper says an army
vest season the newspapers, publish man. He said the present system to
it thl, year M urging tusun) te pat extra acreage lets grain.
condition that they attract the eye of of 100,000 men has wrecked a railroad
Write (or literature and nartlcuUrs as to reduced railway t
stories telling of the thousands of Massachusetts tend* to make criminals
Superintendent Immigration, Ottawa. Canada, or
in Belgium.
men who will be needed to gather the out of men of property. He also spoke tbe customer. • • •
-tnira»»ta.a*j5asM1
Railroad Magnate—What a waste of
crops, but when only 20 inquiries are of biennial state elections, declaring
Poor carcasses should never be sent energy! A board of five director*
that
Massachusetts
is
the
laughing
received from 650 of the larger farmto a city market; neither should they could have done it just as thoroughers of the state, H cannot be, said stock of the nation because It conbe packed with good ones.
ly.—Life.
that they are rh a very desperate way tinues to Btlck to the annual election.
• • *
for help. Not only uniformed persons
Remember in cold weather to inWalsh
Gives
R*«*on*
for
Pardon*.
Poor Fidol
but men right on the ground seem
Boston-Gov. Wateh's flrBt 1915 me*- crease the meat ration, as the hen*
Knicker—Do they lead a cat-andto overestimate the demand tor farm
need it to keep up the heat for the dog life?
35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
labor A good Instance of this Is the sage was received in the Senateiand
Bocker—Yes, only the dog is muxcorrespondence which this office had contained a Hat of pardons granted to body.
OF LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDI0T1ON8
•
•
•
zled.
with the county agent for Orange the past year with the reasons thereIn March the broiler market call*
county Vermont. The agent said in
The messase revealed that 37 par- for one and a quarter pound bird;
The Way He Did.
Tils first letter that he -"Uld place
BUFFALO, H.Y.
April,, one and a half pound; May, one
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
"How did you catch that cold?"
WEST HAVEN. CONN.
25 men in his section at $25 a month. dons wane Issued to 1914. 23 from the
LEXINGTON. MASS.
PHOVISSWQK. B. I.
and a quarter to two pound*.
state
priBon,
11
from
houses
of
correc"How
do
you suppose? I chased it
When he came to actually get orders
•
•
•
till *I caugm.
caught u~
It."
In my racing car mi
_
'
from the farmers be was able to tion two for reformatory for women
The French feed considerable buckaad one from the Massachusetts^replace Just two. In a later letter he
wheat to their turkeys, believing that
«atd 1 reirret I cannot place some of formatory. In the Hurt year of Gov.
thl* grain imparts to the flesh a delithe rert. I ran an advertisement In • Foes'* administration, nearly double
cate, nutty flavor much liked by their
loeal paoer but no one has come for- last year's number of pardon* were
epicures.
Issued.
ward with a request.' "
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The Army of
Constipation

ABSORBINE
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^fCanadianWhcat
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-to Feed ihe World'

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

I There is suggestion of having an article
Eight from North Brookfield attended j
A riNt MIUWIWU.
' in the forthcoming warrant to see if the
the fellowship meeting at Warren last
i town will appropriate money for the purnight. Rev. Mr Budd spoke on the The I Unexpended Balances In Nearly All chase of the plot now known as TudusHAILS DUE TO AEB1VE.
church in Deeds of Love;
Departmems liider Charge of
| rial park, corner of Main and Scnool
A. M. 6.4B- East nad West.
9^0—"West.
Selsctraenr ,
j streets.
The illustrated lecture on Ben Hur last
P. M, I5.4B—East and WeBt.
Castle Plymouth, K. O. K. A., gave a
Sunday evening at the Congreeatkmal j
2,iyi~-West
church was unusually good, and much j School Committee Give a Financhri Statement ( ^^ ^^ ^ Qn Tuesd^y evening,
4.50—East.
and Make Suggestions for the Future.
showing considerable talent and good
appreciated by the audience. Rev. Mr,
7.06—Kant and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
coaching. All present were pleased with
Budd is putting a good deal of time and
The Selectmen in their forthcoming anA.M. M5—East and West.
the work of the boys. Mrs S. L. Thursthought! into these illustrated addresses, j
11.80—East and West..
nual report, now in the hands of the ton of Barrington proved her versatility
and there should tie even larger audiences
P. M. IM—Vlett,
printer, show unexpended balances in as an-elocutionist by varied selections,
to hear and see them.
4.40—East.
all of which were excellent, and genernearly all department as follows:—
6.00—East and West. ;
Annual town meeting, this year cones
$31 71 ously responded to encores. Miss JosephIncidentals
Malls (or East BrooMold «e despatched at
ine
Richards and Miss Bertha Johnson
1073 89
r u A iw ll 'ill x. M. and 1 P, M. Marls from Feb. 8, the second Monday in the month.
Interest
Bait liMeldIreTreSeW at 9.30 A. M. and The adjourned meeting for the appropri35 66 gave piano solos, being heartily encored.
Town Officers
5 40 P. M.
376-73
Breaking Roads
Paokage mails are despatched twice dallyas ation of money, and consideration of
321 47
Soldiers' Relief
NOTICE
follows :-ll.ai A. M. East and sortn, « P. M. other articles in the Warrant is usually
220-58 ELECTRIC BELLS installefl and taken care of
Trap Rock
West and South.
»...,«
at reasonable rotes. LAWKEN'CL ELLER1.
Mb 18
Malls for tEeTttiwl Deliveryis closed at 8.W held on the following Sunday. All artiHighways and Bridges
4
307 34 North Hrooklield. Mass,
A.M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
Street Lighting
cles intended for the Warrant should be
The offlee hours will be:-0 30 A. M. to 8 P. »•
49 74
Suppression of Gypsy Moth
in
the
hands
of
the
selectmen
on
or
beHolidays, 6.30 to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 p. M.
46 80
FOR SALE
Removing Shrubs
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster.
fore Jan. 22.
1?IGIITtons of first Qunlitv hay. Applr^to C.
PAULM. KEANEY.Asst,
J
P.
WAHUEN.
Ward Street.
«»:4
Total
. $2,789 10
Quite a delegation of young people of
No provision was mada in last years apthe Methodist church went to Brookfield,
CREAM FOR SALE.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Tuesday night, to help revive the old propriatien for payment of a night offi- FHKsII. sweet, heavy cream, the kind that
whips readily. At Daily's Market, "Tbe Vilcer,
but
as
this
officer
had
been
engaged
"group six" of the Epworth League,
lageGrocery," Howard's Grocery and Butl^ s
Mr and Mrs Edward Revane are at comprising the Brookflelds, Warren and ! until May 1, it was necessary to pay him Bakery.
*
the
for
thU
s&vice,
•116.63.
And
at
the
reNantaskx't. for two weeks.
Ware societies. It was re-named
quest of many citizens a special officer
LOST
Woman's Union meet next week Thure Quahoag Circle of Epworth Leagues oi
was engaged for a short period during the A PAIR of Eye Glasses, Wednesday, between K.
of P. hall and Walnut Street. Please leave
day. At 2 o'clock to sew, at 4 for busi- the Springfield district. Frank Howe of
North Brookfield was chosen president; week, for which «36.00 was paid, making at JOIJBNAL Office.
ness.
$152.63 for which there was no specific
Methodist prayer meeting at the home Mabel Crouch of West Warren, vice- appropriation. After the sidewalk acTO RENT.
president;
Mr
A.
B
Woodbury
of
"WarUPSTAIRS tenement of five rooms and woodof Mrs Frank Howe, Forest street, toshed, all on same floor. Electric light and
ren, secretary-treasurer. It is planned count was practically closed they were
town water, t'se of nice hen-house, barn ana
night.
' to hold meetings six times a year at the obliged to make repairs on' a Dangerous one acre lor a garden. S50.00 a year to the right
Nathan Katz and family are back
walk,
so
that
there
will
be
an
overdraft
party.
Inquire °f JOHN J. LANE, School St. 4
several towns in turn, and award a banagain, and have opened up a store in Maof 915.86 in that department. This
ner for the society having the largest perwould leave a net unexpended balance
honey block on Forest street.
FOR SALE.
centage of membership in attendance.
Crawford heater. New last
for all departments (outside of the School Amediur. sized
The evening service at Christ Memorial
winter. Price only *5.00. TRANK HAYDEN
Forest Street.
Department of 82,620.71.
church, next Sunday evening, will begin
The selectmen will ask for $750 for reCrystal Wedding Anniversary.
at 6.30 instead of .at.7 o'clock, as usual.
BOARDERS WANTED
pairing and painting the town hall, an A few boarders at my home on Forest St., the
Clark college glee club are assured of a
first house from School St , on the right hand
Ten couple made a surprise visit to Mr outlay that is in their opinion absolutely
■ #x>d house when they appear at the town
rifle, 'Apply to MBS, CLARA II. RURNHAM.
and Mrs Brainerd H. Smith, last Satur- necessary. They further say that:—
2t3
hall to-night, for the benefit of the senior
day night, on the occasion of their
"In the School Department we have
class of the high' school.
TENEMENT
TO
RENT
fifteenth wedding anniversary. In the placed their entire appropriation and in- UPSTAIRS tenement of four rooms, electric
The banns oi marriage were published assaulting party were Mr and Mrs Ward
lights and town water, wood and coal room
come in a general fund, and as our superon the same floor; Apply to MKS, 8LAYTON, 14
at St. Joseph's church, last Sunday for A. Smith, Mr and Mrs John A. White,
4t3»
intendent's account will show an unex- Elm Slreet.
the first between Miss Mona C. McCarthy Mr and Mrs C. C. Beebe, Mr and Mrs pended balance of $375, these will .also
and Edward F. Quinn. both of this Griffith, Mr and Mrs C. E. Allen, Mr show that their general account has been
FOR RENT
Eight-mom cottage on Willow St. Town
town.
and Mrs Arthur Fullam, Mr and Mrs overdrawn $310.86. which leaves $64.14 ANwater.
L. B. HAiDEN, Grant St. North
A charity whiet party is to be given by Basnett, Mr and Mrs Chisholm and Mr to their credit. We have received bills Brookiield.
'
43
'the ladies at Castle hall, an the evening and Mrs Livermore
So complete was from the. committee for 9533.01, since
our
accmnte
for
1914
were
clesrjd,
that
TO
LE\
,
of Friday, Feb. 20, for the benefit of a the surprise that no resistance was offered
tenement gooV location, nse of
worthy family in town. • Tickets 25 cts, and the surrender was complete. The were contracted in 1914, aiju under ad DOWNSTAIRS
barn, henhouse and gurtlerr, if tienlred.
vice of the town counser we have ap- Dancing will follow.
evening was spent in games and sociabil- proved bills 'to the au/ount of $64.09, Apply No, 1 Grunt Street.
WANTED.
The regular meeting of the Woman's ity. Puring the evening Mr and Mrs which leaves them an ujftxpended balahce
on last year of five cents."
FOR two or three months, three or four furGuild will be in the Guild rooms, on Smith were presented with several ap.
nished roomB with facilities for light housekeeping, or small furnished house. Address A.
Wednesday, January 27, at the usual propriate gifts.
From the School Committee.
B. R , care of the North Brookseld JOCRNAL, or
hour. The election of officers, postponed
apply at office for information.
2
Sullivan-Connelly.
from last meeting, will take place.
So much has been said of late concernWANTED
ing our school finances, and the action B08TON man wants a ten to twenty acre farm
The Grange Auxiliary will meet in
price from 11,000 to $1600, good buildings and
Miss Katherine Connelly and Mr Pat- of the school committee, that the followGrange hall, Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 20,
plenty of wood ond water. Call at JOURNAL
.2
at3 o'clock.
Business of importance. rick J. Sullivan were the contracting par- ing figures, and statement from them, OmoK for information.
Supper at 6.30, in charge of Mrs J. G. ties In a wedding at St. Joseph's church, which will' appear in the forthcoming
Tuesday
morning,
with
Rev.
E.
L.
Judge
town report, will be of special interest.
Stoddard and Miss Addie Stoddard.
as celebrant. Miss Margaret Connelly, Their trial balance is as follows: —
Miss Janet E. Schouler, of Worcester, a sister of the bride, was bridesmaid, and
RESOURCES. a graduate of Worcester normal school, Lawrence F. Cotter was best man. The
CHARLES S. LANE,
S10.500.00
class of 1914, has been chosen by the bride's travelling suit was blue broadcloih, General Appropriation
375.00
Appropriation for Supt.
school committee to succeed Miss Bernice with hat to match; the bridesmaid wore
50.00
i'
for School Physician
Bowler, as teacher of Grade IV, and will a suit of gray gabardine, and black vel- Rent of No. 5 School house
5)60
12.30
Sale of old iron and dictionary
commence her work on Monday.
vet hat. A wedding breakfast was served
REGISTERED EMRALMER.
3.45
Supplies returned
Veritas Lodge is making preparations at the home of the bride's parents, Mr Tuition town of New Braintree
40.00
Personal
Prompt Attention Da;
102.00
"
"
of Oakham
'to telebrate it» 14th anniversary, at the and Mrs Cornelius Connelly. The bride
or »l»lit.
197.50
"
state of Massachusetts
Prospect house, next Tuesday evening, and groom went to. New York for the
2.00
Telephone North Brookfield No.
"
city of Boston
Jan. 26. Mrs Walter Rondeau, Misses honeymoon, and will give'a reception toiaa>il.
2.00
"
Reginald Brown
Theresa Doyle, Annie Corcoran, Mar- night to their relatives and friends, at the School Supt. fund from state
625.00
Long Distance Connection.
350.00
DOK
Fund,
from
county
treasurer
Sullivan
home
at
Wait*
.Corner
where
garet Fennell, Mary CollinB and KatberFunerals Personally Directed
61.28
Ine Mullen are the committee in charge. they will live.
and Every Requisite FurnDue from state, income on School
ished.
■•■■-,
trFund to Dec. SI, 1914, payaMiss Delaney, district nurse in Brookr.mty Assistant.
846.61
The
Appleton
Club.
ble
Jan.
26,
1915
field, was with the Girls' Friendly socieFRIDAY. JANUARY 2Z, I9IB.

YOU ARE INVITED

Specialties

Biscuits

Demonstration and Sale of Sunshine Biscuits
THE QUALITY BISCUITS OF THE WORLD
LEARN TO KNOW AND APPRECIATE

TEN REASONS FOR BUYING
SUNSHINE BISCUITS

OUR FRESH BISCUITS

FOUR REASONS FOR BUYING HERE
VARIETY PRICE SERVICE

1st- •Because they are the QUALITY Biscuits of America.
2d- Because our trade always demand* Quality Goods, and especially
Quality Biscuits.
* .. ,
3d- Because it is the most extensive and complete line in. the world
and we can satisfy every taste.
4th Because Sunshine Biscuits are baked fresh every, day in the
Thousand Window Boston Bakery.
oth Because this wonderful Bakery is open for inspection at all
times. This proves their confidence in Sunshine Biscuits.
61 h Because cleanliness and purity of ingredients are the first consideration in the manufacture of Sunshine Biscuits.
I
7th- Because this model Bakery has the best facilities for manufacturing goods with regularity and speed—that enable goods to he
turned put and sold to you at a fair price.
8th- Because peopleof the Brookflelds should know oven fresh goods.
9th- Because we can keep dirt- stock replenished from the Loose-Wiles
Biscuit Co., Bakery.
\
10th —Because Suns line is an absolute necessity of life,
COME IN, THE SUNSHINE C1RL IS HERE.

Assorted Box Sunshine "English
Style Biscuits. Such Biscuit B011Bons as Hydros Citus, Petitbeurre
usually selling up to 80c per pound

SPECIAL VALUES THIS WEEK ONLY

33c

All 5c Packages,
All 10c Packages,
All 15c Packages,
Takhoma Biscuit,

-

- .- ' - . •"
-

lib

6 for 25c
3 for 25c
2 for 25c
49c a dozen

to know them.
REMEMBER THIS SALE AND THESK PRICES ARE FOR
THE SALE ONLY. CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT.

TELEPHONE FOR

SUNSHINE BISCUITS

%

Mias Dorothy Smith is visiting amonff
friends in New York.
Edward M. Seeton, agent at the B. &
A. division was in Pittefield, Sunday.
Mr and Mrs Delmar C. Watkins have
been entertaining Renie Holden of West
ftoxbury.
George W. Stone, Springfield, was the
guest of his aunt, Mrs Arvilla Makepeace,
last Sunday.
Edith Varnum, Westboro, is visiting
at the home of Mr and Mrs Elmer K.
Varnnm.
Mrs George H. Wright is the guest of
her daughter, Mrs George G. Glass, of
Barre.
Mr and Mrs Philip Bryan, of Southbridge are guests of Mrs Bryan's mother,
Mrs Isabel Perry.
Two more cases of scarlet fever have
been reported in the family of Alfred
Lavigne, Ragged Hill.
(iuaboag tribe, I. 0. R. M , will have
its raising up of chiefs in Red Men's hall,
Jan. 28.
Registrars will meet Jan. 30, from noon
until 10 o'clock. Four names have been
stricken from tile list.
William N. Spooner of Weetfield, has
returned hon e, after a visit with his
brother, Henry F. .Spooner.
Brookiield Medical club met Wednesday. Dinner was served with Dr Olney
W. Philpe of Warren as host.
Men's League met in the Congregation
al church, Monday night. The speaker
was Rev! Austin B. ltice of Wakefleld.

1 can Sardines, 1 pk.'
Takhoma Biscuit,

13c

I3c

Sunshine Saltines, 1
Bottle Olives,
I8C

Butter Thins, 1 Jar
Peanut Butter, J8C

H.

NORTH BROOKFIELD
WEST BROOKFIELD.

Takhdma Biscuit, 1
pkge. Cream Cheese,

and church have been changed; the former will open at 12.45, instead of 10.45. and
the Church service will begin at 1.45 p. m
Roland M. Hauck, son of Mr and Mrs
Albert L. Hauck will fill the vacancy in
the Congregational church choir, caused
by the resignation of Harold Binley, who
is to move away.
The funeral of Martha Ann Goodnow
(Snow), widow of Joel G. Bruce, the oldest resident of West Brookiield, was from
the home of her son, William H., Ragged
Hill, Friday afternoon. Burial was in
the family lot, Pine Grove cemetery.
Two trees were felled the past week in
front of the home of Charles A. Rawson,
formerly the home of Austin Phelps who
was a professor at Andover from 1848 to
1879 and the father of Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps. Trie trees were large old elms
hut were dead.
Miss Marjorie J. Cutler, chairman,Mrs
Freeman Allen, Mrs Myron A. Richardson, Mrs Clifford J. Huyck^will act as
February surprise committee at the regular entertainment of the Social and Charitable society in the Congregational
church.
Town officers, whose terms expire this
year, are:—Joseph E. Malloy, selectman;
Ralph H. iiutfington, overseer of the
poor; Francis S. rtceman, assessor; Dr.
Charles A. blake; Bowman S. Beeman
and Eli M. Converse, school committee.
West Brookiield W. C. T. U. has these
new officers:—President, Miss Alice J.
White; vice president, Mrs Alice J. Carter; secretary, Mrs Ella M. Sherman,
treasurer. Mrs Alice J. Carter; executive
committee, MrB Louisa J. CoinLs, Mrs
Ella A. Davis and officers.

Ware Masonic club was entertained by
An old folks' concert will entertain the
the Town and Village Improvement sociFanners' club, on Jan. 27. William B.
ety in Red Men's hall, Thursday night.
Thompson, for 20 years ja^ chorister in
Miss Helen P. Shackley is away on an
West Brookiield and North Broooktield,
extended visit in Philadelphia, New Jerwill lead the chorus. In the chorus wHI
sey, Sew York and West Haven, Conn.
be Mrs .Martha L. Maynard,85 years old,
C. Fred Dunoaiison, soil of Mr and and Mrs William B. Thompson a leading
Mrs Charles A. Duneaiison, is to be a stu- al to i i) West Brookiield enurehes 60 years
dent at Willistoii Academy, Easthatnp- ago, Mrs Grace Canterbury, Mrs Alice S.
Baker, Alien Jones, Siiiuner H. Keed,
tou,
Oaurpflre irirls met with Miss Evelyn Mrs Alice J. Carter, Mrs Charles (I'M.
Elson, Saturday night, and voted to have EJttun, Mrs Frank L. Bailey; Edmund
asocial in S. A. It. hall, date to be .Smith, Arthur H. Brigham, Miss Marjorie Cutler, Charles H. Hell, Roland
decided later.
$
hauck and Miss Helen Hauck,
ffttt Brcokfield Country club will conLucy Belle Weeden, aged '03 years and
duct a subscription bridge whist party in
G.'A.W. hall, Monday night. PUjy be- 24 days, died at the- home of her brother,
Henry J. Weeden, Snuday afternoon, of
gins at 8. IS.
paralysis. She was a native of JamesThe annual meeting of the stockholders town, R. I. Her; parents were Clark
of the West Brookiield creamery associa- Chase and Lucy (Palmer) Weeden. She
tion will be in theselectmens' rooms Jan, was one of four children. She was a res27, at 7.30 o'clock.
ident of this town for 39 years and was
The hours of Methodist Sunday school associated with her brother, Henry J.,

During the week Of Jan. 25, the Loose-Wiles
Biscuit Co., will have an -experienced Demonstrator at our
STORE. S he will show you many delightful ways of
serving Sunshine Biscuitr.. Whether1 a customer or not
come and sample these Biscuits.

E. CUMMINGS

NORTH BROOKFIELD,
in the manufacture of leather novelties
at the gift shop on West street. She was
a member of the Congregational church,
37 years, and belonged to the Parish
Auxiliary. She is survived by two brothers, Henry J., West Brook tujld, and
CharlesE., Jamestown, R.I. The funeral was Wednesday.
A Terrible Accident.
Agnes (Hartwell), wife of Elmer H.
Blodgett, was instantly killed, Monday
morning at the West Brookiield town
farm by the accidental discharge of a
shot gun, the left side of her head and
face being blown off. Death was instantaneous. According to Mr Blodgett, the
accident happened as he was sitting at the
breakfast table. Hi< wife, having finished, went to the kitchen to try a shot at a
can on a post in the yard, this being a
common amusement for her. She lowered the upper sash, cocked the left hand
barrel of the gun, aud turned to speak to
her husband as she rested the gun on the
floor, when the gun was discharged, and
she fell to the floor with the left aide of
her head blown off. It was known that
the trigger of the left barrel worked too
easily, but Mrs Blodgett preferred to use
it because the trigger on the right hand
barrel pulled hard.
Mr and Mrs Blodgett came to the town
farm, April 1, 1913, when" the former was
appointed warden. Mrs Blodgett was a
member of West Brookiield Grange; was
born in Brockton, and her age was 33
jears, 2 months ami Jl days. The4>ody
was taken to Middleboro for burial.
Man's Vain Side.
No matter how little a man does, It
always pleases him to be told ha
works too hard.—Atchison Globe.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WOIIUBST*B 88,
PHOIUTK CQUHT
To toe beirs at law, next of kin and all other
persona interested in tUe estate ot Sarah F.
ijotike, late of Norrti Brooktleld in said County, deceased.
Whereas, aeeitain instrument purporting to
be the last williand testament of said deceased
baa been presented to said Court, Jov probate,
bjr Helen V Cooke, whopraya that letters teslanientaly may be itlHueu to her. tbe esecatrix
therein named, without giving a BuretSy on her
official bond. .
Yon are hereby eited to appear at a Probate
Court to be held at W ireeater, in said County
of Worcester, on the ninth day of February,
A.D. lirl.'.. at nine o'clock In the forenoon, to
show cause, if any you bave, why the same
should nirt be granted.
And salrl petitioner is herebv direcred to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this Citation nee in each week, for three successive
weeks, i'l the North Krookii, id Journal, a news
panel-published in North Brookneid. the last
publication to be one nay, at least, before said
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering a
copy oi this cication to all known Demon* interested in tbe estate, seven days at least
before saio Court.
Witness. William T. Forbes, Esquire. Judge
of said Court, this twenty-first day of January,
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
ttrteeo.
HAEBT H. ATWOOD, Register.
Jan. 2i, 28, Feb. DC.

ASK THE CLERKS FOR

SUNSHINE BISCUITS

MASS.
BROOKFIELD.

Continued from 1st Page
president, Frank O'Brien of Uxbridge,
County Secretary, James Tvory of North
Brookfield. The following officers were
installed: President, John J. Walker;
vice-president, Martin J. Donahue; recording secretary, Win. J. Walker; finan
cial secretary, Andrew J. Leach; treasurer, Edward F. Delaney; chaplain. Rev
Michael J. Murphy; sentinel and janitor.
James Derrick; sergeant at-arms, John
Crotty; standing committee, John Byron,
William Byron, John McNamara, and
John Clancy; sick committee, William
Roach, Patrick Hennessey, James Crowley and Edward Delaney; hall committee,
John J. Walker, Matthew Ryan, and
Win. Byron; financial. committee, Win.
J. Walker, Frank Byron and Chas. A.
Hanigan. After the installation, there
were shi rt addresses by tbe installing officers and remarks by the officials of the
Division.
Annual Sapper and Roll-call at the
Congregational Church.
The annual supper, meeting and roll
call of the Congregational church, was
held in the vestry last Thursday night,
and supper was served to 86 persons, at 6
o'clock, in charge of Mrs Charles Flower,
Mrs Richard Irwin, Mrs Chas. Lincoln,
and Mrs Caroline Ormsby. At the business meeting, upon the recommendation'
of the nominating committee, these' officers were elected for the ensuing year : —
Moderator, Deacon Frederick Howen;
clerk, Miss M. A.Gibson; treasurer, Miss,
Hattie Ormsby; auditor, Mrs E. K.
Goodell; deacon for three years, (,illicit
L, Leete; standing committee, Mrs (reo.
V\. Johnson, Dr. John R. Ham, and
Miss Hattie Ormsby;; trustee of Poiiunk
chapel. Rev. Oliver Means, The nominating committee consisted of MrsC. M.
Ormsby, Miss Emily Ham, Miss Clara S.
Thompson, Frederick Bowen and. teiunner H. Reed, chairman. The annual reports of tin1 clerk, treasurer, auditor and
standing committee were read juid accepted. Mr Reed read resolutions on the
members who had died during the year.
According to the clerk's report, six members died during the year, and 20 new
members were admitted to the chinch.
The tota! membership at present is 95.

NEW BRAINTREE.
The next meeting of tae Farmers club
will be held at the town hall next Tuesday, Jan. 20th. Prof. W. W. Chenoiu-th
from Mass. Agricultural college is expected to speak on Winter and Spring
care of the appie orchard.
Miss C. F. Bush is the guest of Mrs M.
W. Allen.
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YOUR FAVORITE AMERICAN BISCt'IT PACKED
AT OUR COUNTER.

COMBINATION VALUES
There are,many ways of Serving Sunshine Biscuits
which you are probably not familiar with. We want you

Assorted Box of the Famous Americ'an Style'Biscuits. G. M. Cookies, Pig Bar, Vienna Crimp and
others.

DO IT NOW
v

The Fuel Value of Wood.

The fuel value of two pounds of wood
is roughly equivalent to that of one pound
of coal This is given as the result of
certain calculations now being made in
the forest service laboratory, which show
also about how many cords of certain
kinds of wood are required to obtain an
amount of heat equal to that in a ton of
coal.
Certain kinds of wood, such as hickory, oak, beech, birch, hard maple, ash,
elm, locust, longleuf pine, and cherry,
have fairly high heat values, and only
one cord of seasoned wood of these species is required to equal one ton of good
coal.
yf"
Equal weights,-' of dry, nonresinous
woods, however/ are said to have practically the same 'neat value regardless of
species, and as a consequence it can be
stated as a general proposition that the
heavier the Wood the more heat to the
cord. Weight for weight, however, there
is very little difference between various
species.
The available heat value of wood depends on many different factors. It has
a relation not only to the amount of resin
it contains, but to the amount of moisture present. Furthermore, cords vary
as to the amount of solid wood they contain, even when they are of the standard
dimension and occupy 128 cubic feet of
apace. A certain proportion of this space
is made up of air spaces between the
sticks, and this air space may be considerable in a cord made of twisted, crooked and knotty sticks. Out of the 128
cubic feet a fair average of solid wood is
about 80 cubic feet.
-Itis pointed out, however, that heat
Value is not the only test of usefulness i|i
fuel wood, and Blh.ee 95 pet cent of all
w.iod used f r Fuel is consumed for 'do-

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WOttOEBTKR, t*fi.
I'HMHATp; OOHHT
'to the next oJ kin ami ail jicn-oai inrert^ttil
in tlnseritate of Liaiii.t 1'. Barton, late of North
ISi'iinklklii in -aid County ilecrasedWhereas, fc'iancitslt Barton, administrator of
tbe estate ofmiiil deceased. haaptesented to saM
Court for allowance tliu ft»s> and film 1 account
of bin administration on *aid estate and appJi' ation hats been (cade for a di-trihution of the
balance in iris hstndt* ;i muii:: tile next of kin of
said deceased
Voa are hereby eited-oa]inear at a i'mhatn
Oourtt to be huld ;t, lVur<;i**t,er, in tnJd Cuuntv
of Worcester, on the ninth.day of February, A.
I) t91fi. at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to snow
caune, If any you have, why said account shotrid
not be allowed and dbtti ibution made accord
ingtosaid application.
^
And said petitioner is ordered to serve this
Citation hj publishing the same once in each
week, for three nmscesaivts weeks, in thi North
Brookfield Journal, a newspaper published in
North Bfookil Id. the last publication to he one
day, at least, befoie said Court, and by mail'
ibg. postpaid, A copy of this citation to ail
known persons iuteiesied in the estate,fourteen days atleasLbefore said Courtwitness, William T. Forbes, esquire. Judge'
of said Court, this thirteenth day of January,
In the year one thousand nine hundred and
fifteenBARRY H. ATWOOD. Register
Jan. 15,22. 29D.

mestic purposes, largely in farrn houBeg|
such factors as rapidity of burning and
ease of lighting are important. Each
section of the country has its favored
woods, and these are said to be. in general, the right ones to use. Hickory, of
the nonresinous woods, has the highest
fuel value per unit volume of wocd, .and
has other advantages. It burns evenly,
and, as housewives say, holds' the heat.
The oaks come next, followed by beech,
birch, and maple. Pine has a relatively
low heat value per unit volume, but has
other advantages. It ignites readily and
gives out a quick hot flame, bur: one that
soon dies down. This makes it a favorite witjh rural house keepers as a summer
wood, because it is particularly adapted
for hot days in the kitchen.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT
H. T. Lawrence, North Brookfield

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concoids
uoin ruriuer smi steei uit-h, Boggie&.
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Sor
reys and Road Wagons, both new Rur"
*eoond hand,

\T BOTTOM

PBIOK-

Harness, Robes* Blanket*, Whips &u.
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly Not try
cheap

Shingles, Roofing: Material
AJJ the different grades. Ail *>#*<. ■Nails, also.
((•member thai my onoes aru *i-vn
the foWftat. Tsnltso ftf» to *tpT1 Wffii'Dr. Dagnf*l*a Horn Bcmadfu Aiwa ■
in Stock.
1 KLkFHON h OAKBAM I>4.

William
s

C. Crawford
OAKJLUI.

ER 63 YEARS'^
EXPERIENCE

TRADE MARKC
DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS AC. I

nvone sanding askeich Rfld description may
,i'» <tacortfttn <»UP ophitoii ffee^whttliicr e;i
n.r. .u.ion )■ nrobnhly }intctitiii>l9. Oomraunieaniinagirif'Mvr^nihiOM-hJ. HfifilJCGOK oni'atents
sent free. Oldest fluency fur scouring; patohts.
i'rtft'iits iaken tlimutrh Munn & Co. receive
ijieiiio* notiet, without chnrao, iuthe

Scientific JMcatn

A handsomely Illustrated weekly- Lsraest eh>dilation of any amentine jcmrtj&i, '".'urmy, fii a
mt; four months, fl. Sold Uy all newsdealers.
S or

4 Co,! ■*"*■" New York
M"IIMN
j;r, K:» offlee, G& F 8t„ Washington. D. C
84

Furnishing Undertaker

ty at the Guild rooms of Christ Memorial
church, Tuesday evening, and assisted in
making bandages and pad's. The young
ladies now have quite a large bundle of
supplies nearly ready to send away.
The Young Woman's Club- were again
unfortunate by having a very rainy night
so that their meeting was again postponed. It will now positively be held at
the home of the treasurer, Mrs Minnie
C. Crooks, on Tuesday evening, Jan. 26,
KA1K OB BH1NK.
The morning theme at the Congregational church next'Sunday, will be "The
Material in God." The installation of
William T. Sherwood and Windsor R.
Smith, the newly elected deacons, will
precede the sermon. The regular meeting of the Y. P. S. C. E. will J* at 6
o.clock and there will be no evening service on account of the meeting at the
town hall.
Next Sunday evening, Jan. 24, therewill be an address at the town hall,, at 7
o'clock, by Mrs Ella A. Uleason, vicepresident of the state W. C. T. U., said
to be one of the brightest woman speak
ers of the day. We urge a large attend
■ ance. The evening service at the Congre
gattonal church will be omitted, and the
Memorial church will hold their service
at 6.30, so that all may attend.
Mr and Mrs jfcra HHtcheller of Klin
St., were culled to Oak ham this week bj
the death of Mrs* II .tehellor's brother
Mr Jeremiah Kairbnnk, who had reached
the advanced age ot HH.' la his defining years he was tenderly and lovingly
eared for by his sisters in the ancestral
home, and many will recall the warm
welcome and genuine hospitality extendted to all in former years as well as in
those more recent.
The Grange last evening had a good
program under direction ef Miss Stoddard as follows;—Instrumental music,
Carrie Bollard; Wit and Humor, Miss
Stoddard; Witty Sayings of Josh Billings,
by Past Master Stoddard i Strenuous
Mathematics, Mrs Bligg; trio, Florence
Thompson, Mrs Lidstone and Miss Lidstone; reading, Goats, by Mrs Eames;
Tim Crane and Widow Bedott, Jennie
Hill; Griswold and the Buzz saw, A, C.
Biiss. The paper of the evenHig_w«s on
the High Cast of Livjng at it affects the
farmer?, by Mrs Proaty.

$13,172.09
An interesting meeting of the AppleEXPENDITURES.
ton Club was held at the home of Mr
and Mrs O E. Allen, on South Main St., High School Teachers' Salaries
L. L. Currier
460.00
Call at 46 Summer Street
Wednesday evening. As the president,
C. E. Sibley
525.00
Mr Lawrence was absent for the first time
To see the Latest Models of
Alberta Adolphson '393.75
Helen M. Eaton
476.00
in two years, the president, Mrs Carrie
M.
McGrath
*
406.25
J. Greene officiated. The following paElizabeth Emerson 622.50
pers were read;—Spanish Racial CbarcMarion Hixson
16.10
teristics by Mrs Martha B. Bishop; SpanFrancis Roland
6.25
CORSETS
$2,804.85
ish Gipsy Life by Mrs Georgia Bigelow;
Or have them brought to your home
The works of Velasquez and Murillo, the Grade Teachers Salaries
by sending word to
V JSM* *•*
Kate A. Mahoney 392.00
famous Spanish painters, by Miss Mary
Kate A. Downey
257.72
G. Warner, who showed many pictures
Anna Doyle
96.75
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
by these famous men, The music was by
Pauline Coggeshall 80.99
Frances Boyle
84.00
Miss Alice Prior, who sang gipsy songs,
Representative for the Brookflelds.
Charlotte Daley
330.50
accompanied by Mrs Brainerd H.
Telephone 2S-I3,
Sophia Taylor
367.50
Smith.
' NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MAS>.
Vera Brncker
323.00
The next meeting of the Appleton Club
Bernice Bowler,
165.00
27
'
Theresa
Doyle
\
392.00
will be with Mr and Mrs Frank A. Smith
Kathryn Downey 392.00
on the evening of Feb. 1, with papers on
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Mary L Cary
364.00
The Carlists, the Buccaneers, and The
Mrs Monroe
42.00
DRESSMAKING
Bandits of Spain, with an entertainment
Mrs H. H. Pratt
60.80
$3,348.26
consisting of tableaux, under the direc687.50 fl Prospect St.
North Brookfield
Superintendent's salary
tion of Mrs Ward A. Smith.
248.00
Music Teacher's
"
^27
232.00
Drawing "
" .
491.00
Janitor
lt441.28
New Books at the Public Library.
Transportation
392.10 ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist
Fuel
107.73
Office at Dr. Ludden's
The new books iu the Public Library^ Freight and cartage
824.03
are as follows :—For boys, Practical Me- Supplies
1,624.91
Repairs
chanics, Carpentry and Electricity ill the Incidentals
543.78 Main Street,
North Brookfield
i
50.00
"How to do it," series; four books by School Physician
376.65
Mary P. Wells Smith,—Boys and Girls UNEXPENDED BALANCE
of Seventy-Seven, Boys of the Border,
$13,192.09
Residence 38 Spring St., cor, Prospect
The Boy Captive in Canada and The Boy
In their report the committee say:—
Captive of Old Deer'field ; four books by
Edward L. Beach, U. S. Navy,—An Ai - "We strongly recommend the adoption
Inside Work a SiHX-iuity, Paper Hansrintf .
napolis Youngster, An, Annapolis First of a different plan in appropriating monand Whitening. Orders Promptly AttenClaBsman, An Annapolis Second Class- ey for our schools and that the town beto.
gin this year to appropriate for the School p. O.ded
Box 192.
(42) Satisfaction Guaranteed
man, and An Annapolis 1'lebe; Life's
Department, a sum of money sufficient
Handicap"by Rudyard Kipling; The Fortunate Youth, by William J. Locke; for the entire expense of the schools, in"Young Honesty" Poiitician, by Bruce' stead of appropriating a sum, as has been
done in the past, to cover tne estimated
Barker. For girls, there are;— How it
FRED C. CLAPP
happened, by Kate Langley Bosher; expenses less the probable income, which
Phyllis, by Maria Thompson Daviess; isalways more or less of a guess.
Under the proposed plan the'tax rate
Martha and Cupid, by Julie Lippmann;
Little Eve Edgartou by Eleanor Hallowell would not be affected- The school committee would have the use of the exact
Abbott; Nancy Lee and NsthSy Lee's
amount of the appropriation without any
Spring Term by Margaret■ Wards; Faith additional income from other source
Registered fimbaliner.

Worcester County Institution For Savings
Incorporated 1828

Conner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.^
$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 17a
regular and 8 extra dividencs.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January i£ and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dol' lars to one thousand.
,,
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention. \
.v
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER
[■.jiiiil4imi"H-n'MHU*""T1i»lt""1

jr FLOOR
UVA-R-N-I-S-H-

Ung-Ltfe White Enamel.
Such quality materials, combined with
efficient methods and
supervision, enable^us
to give you painting
and finishing of utmost
serviceability and decorative harmony. Let
us figure OR your next

Job.
FOR SALE AT

inTJI_.I-.A.;LVE'lS
'THE RED-FRONT STORE"
North Brookiield

Summer Street,

HUB-M

S PI R ELLA

DANIEL FOSTER*

I
I

IT
happened
during; the first
breakfast. But
we hail finished the
floors with Pratt
& Lambert "61"
Floor
Varnish,
liquid-proof, marproof, heel-proofSo,
"they lived
happily ever afterwards."
The high quality of
the materials which we
use, is typified by this
varnish and other Pratt
& Lambert products,
such as, Vitralite, tie

SCHOOL DAYS NEVER END
Thouaands of people axe yearly learning to know the
difference between' honest goods and the) other kind. Long
ago In life's school many learned the true economical value
of Bub-Mark Rubbers and they have never forgotten the
lesson. That's why the business man, the professional man,,
the policeman, the motorroan and the postman say
"Hub-Mark" to the storeman when they .buy rubbers.
Mothers with a true sense of economy and a
sense of health protection Insist on Hub-Mark
rubbers for their boyg and girls, Tbey cost no moreen
than other standard, nrajt quality robbers.
YV
Hub-Mark rubber footwear is made by a ^,
Sactory which is tbe largest and best equipped in the
world, and one wbieb has been satisfying the public
foot wants for sixty years.
Order by name. Say "Hub-Mark," It's a wise
foot note to your shopping list.
These rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rubber Shoe Company,, Maiden, Mass.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK

FOR SALE BY

JOHN T. GRADY, North Brookfield.

House Painting, ail Branches

Funeral Director

Palmer in N«w Yuik. and Faith Palmer hXh.\\ additional income would revert to
at Fordyee Hail and Faith Palmer at the the town, the same as income from the
Oaks by Lazdle T. Wooiley: aud other! Water Department and The Railroad
A.
i
A * *u
i
i
M *.%.
vi ii. Company* revert to the town now.
booka ar.: At the back of the North .^T|P *po8ed plail ha9 aheidy i]eea

Wind by Elizabeth Lewie, and The Book
of Knowledge, The Children's 20 volume
Encyolcopedia, b* Arthur alee and Hoiu.W*u
« 1-.,ii,„_
i„ -K:.<
land Thompson,
Editors-in-chief.,

adopted by the town in administering the
affairs of the Water Department and it is
strongly Tecommended by the State Board
of Education and, the Statistical Department of the Commonwealth.

Latly As«t!MRiil.
Minectpd by Tyjnic OUtance Tele:
phone at House and Store.

N

WIEN AND WOMEN WANTED
to «:i the nioet remarkable bargain in the magazine world this year.
BOTH
Regular Price
^

EVERYBODY'S
DELINEATOR
Total

$1.50 i
1-50
$3.00

$

2

To One Person

A monthly salary and a literal commission^on
Salariw. run up to $250.00 per mouth, depending
ber of ordere. This work can be done ;in your
ami need aot conflict with your present duties.
ment or previous experience necessary. We
equipment free.
Write for particulars to

eacli order.
on the numspare time,
Nt> investfurnish full

THE RIDCWAY COMPANY
Spring and Macdougal Streets.

New York

BROOKFIELD
BROOKFIELD TIMES

THOUSANDS DIE IN THE
RUINS OF EARTHQUAKE
AS RESCUERS SEARCH
:o:

Cries for Help Come From Piles of Wrecked Masonry as
Soldiers Dig b Vain to Release Persons Entombed

FLOODS MADE INTO STEAM
CAUSED 'QUAKE, IS
THEORY.
PARIS.—The Petit Parisian
quotes an eminent meteorologist
on the cause of the earthquake
In Italy aa follows:
The most likely hypothesis Is
Is that continuous heavy rains
resulted
In filtration* which
formed great bodies of steam by
contact with incandescent matter. This hypothesis seeme confirmed by the fact that the
spring at San Siulano has almost doubled the volume of Its
flow.

INSANE VICTIMS, WOLVES AND WILD
DOGS MENACE SURVIVORS IN RUINS sions adding to the terror.
Rome—Misery of the worst kind
•elite in all the stricken sections of
the earthquake zone. The officials
assert that tie dead will total 32,000.
"The disaster seems to be Increasing with every report I receive," says
«gnor Ciufellt, Hlnlster ol Public
■Works, who Is at Avezzano. "ProbaJMy half the population of 60,000 in
(be Avezzano district are either dead
or injured. I do not like to put the
number of dead higher than 20,000
for this region. This, of course, does
not include Sora.
"I am afraid that terrible things
have happened, quite beyond the power of local relief to help, but it is now
possible to send battalions of workers and food to all the vilages now
Isolated."
Miagiiano di Marsi, higher up in the
mountain, has suffered scarcely less
from the earthquake than Oappelle,
Its neighboring village. These are
1,300 dead and 300 wounded to a population of 2,040. Less than one hundred bodies have so far been recovered.
Nearly all the survivors seem to
have had miraculous escapes, as so
many of the houses collapsed entirely.
The church Is considerably damaged,
As west chapel being utterly ruined.
It contains some beautiful frescoes
by Zuccari.
Wolves, wild dogs and men and
women who have become insane from
their sufferings and uhe death of relaearthquake zone, which menace in the
earthquake sine, which has undergone
eleven more shocks.
In several of the devastated districts, especially Avezzano, squads of
soldiers and civilians have been detailed to shoot the wolves, which have
been driven from the mountains by
the earthquake and also the bands
of wild dogs.
Scores of these beasts have been
shot while trying to dig into Che ruins
efter bodies. They are a serious menact to the living now, because of the
hundreds Bleeping out of door* or In
improvised shanties.
Many men and women have become
raving maniacs. One man, who lost
bis wife and children and mother in
the collapse of his home killed an InJuredNsurvivor in a fit of rage. He
was quickly seized and sent to this
v
€tty.
Npt a band of rescuers but has had
to listen to the wails of "Save* us,
save us!" only to find themselves
thwarted sifter hours of work seeking
to remove the debris and locate the
living that are buried with tire dead.
Slain and extremely cold weather
in some parts of the district are hampering badly the work of rescue.
> Latest reports received in Rome increase raidher than decrease the aggregate of oessualtfes and extent of
Ore damlage done. In the Department
of the Abruzzt alone ft is estimated
that 80,000 persons met death. Property loss is put at $60,000,000.
The Italian government has appropriated $1,000,000 for relief work.
Five trains carrying quicklime were
sent into the earthquake zone while
shocks continued «o raze the few
puiWlDgs left standing in the sixty
towns and villages that were turned
Into tombs by the disaster of Wednesday. Tine Hme ■will be used to destroy
the bodies that the troops have no
time to loiter in separate graves.
Official and unofficial reports reachtng Premier Salandra, in charge of the
rllef work, show that towns heretofore believed immune have suffered.
The Minister of Public Works, who
la at the scene of the disaster, wired
Premier Salandra» that every city,
town and village infthe Lia Valley has
been damaged, with many of ,the inhabitants dead and wounded.
Sixty towns felt the effects of the
shocks, Many small villages have
been utterly destroyed. It will be several weeks before any accurate statement of life and property loss can be
made.
Avezzano's destruction 1* complete.
Of her population of 12,000 only 1,000
survive. Many of these are injured.
King Victor Emmanuel told William
Marconi that the disaster at Avezzano
surpasses that of Messina.
At PescSna there are 4,000 dead.
At Maglianomarsi, 1,300. At San
Benedetto, 800. At Sora, 800.
Home's hospitals are filled with the
Injured and the roads leading to the
eity are thronged with refugees.
There is dire suffering throughout
the stricken district Many of the
grounded were penned in burning
(wreckage and cried for aid made the
rescuers work with frenzy. Bitter
cold weather is adding to the horror.
The drinking water supply has tailed,
and flood and landslide are threatened. Pneumonia Is ravaging the refuThe Italian government and people
have quickly responded to the call for
aid. Because of the International situation, the government has caused it
to be made known that outside assist,
aac* will not be needed. Supplies of

food, clothing, blankets and medicines
are being hurried to the scene.
The King and the Pope are co-operating in relief measures.
In several instances the ruins
caught fire following the earthquake
and great numbers of persons, alive
and imprisoned, were burned to death.
In MagUano di Marsi, where It is
known 1,S00 persons perished, fire
raged through the wreckage and rescuers were driven back. There is no
water supply.
Sora is known to have more than
4,000 dead. That may increase many
thousands. The same is true of Pescinl and at Giosmarsi there are .3,500
dead. San Benedetto reports at least
3,000 dead. Then come the hundred
other towns and villages, each with
a list of dead ranging from a few to a
thousand or more.
The effect of the shock on Sora
was terrific beyond imagination. It is
declared that some of the buildings
were not only destroyed, but were lifted entirely clear of their foundations
and overturned some distance from
their original positions. The great disturbance caused the LIri River to rise
into a huge flood, and as the river cuts
a semi-circle about, the town, fvhich
lies in a plain, the indications are
that of the thousands killed many
must have died from drowning.
There are long rows of the rescued
bodies of the dead ranged along the
railroad tracks, and countless of these
bodies prove that death did not come
to them from being crushed under
crumbling walls, but from starvation,
shock and exposure to cold through
the long hours of the winter night
and dawn while they awaited some
effort to reach them from the outside
world.
There are two reasons advanced
why the havoc was so enormous In
Avezzano and the surrounding towns.
One of these is that there had been a
heavy snowfall during the night, which
stilled all the ordinary morning sounds
in the valley, so that the inhabitants
slept late and were, the most of them,
abed when the shock came. The other
reason is that, unlike the houses in
Messina, which are built solidly of big
blocks of stone, those of Avezzano
and Sora and others of the Central
Apennine country are built of much
lighter masonry and In the mighty upheaval were ground to mere fragments
and to mounds of dust.
A few authorities who have been Into the wrecked zone place the dead
at 50,000 and the injured at twice that
number.
From the ruins of the railway station was taken the body of a man on
whom were found |S00 In United
States money and papers that showed
he had arrived in Avezzano from America on an early train that morning, where he was planning to purchase a small bit of land and settle
down In his old age. He had evi,
Gently Just stepped outside the railroad station when the building collapsed and crushed him.
In digging in the ruins rescuers
came upon a protruding feminine
hand. It was blue with cold, but a
physician who felt the pulse said the
woman was still alive. But she was
hopelessly held. Hours of work could
only bare her arm. To move another
stone probably meant to bring the
debris into collapse. The doctor looked up suddenly and told the rescuers
to desist, for the woman was dead.
Four thousand persons are buried
in ruins of houses at Avezzano and
nearby towns. The work of rescue is
hampered by the panic and demoralized transportation facilities.
Unofficial estimates of the damage
run as high as $100,000,000. In some
places, particularly Rome, where serious loss v-as caused to famous buildings, the damage can never be repaired. It is being further increased by
tremors more or less severe that have
been felt ever since the main earthquake shock. Nearly 230 of such tremors have been recorded in forty-eight
hours.
All the hospitals of Rome are filled
with Injured men, women and children brought here from points which
the rescue trains succeeded is reaching. There are already 8,000 of these
sufferers here and private homes and
puMlc buildings have been thrown open for their care.
Thirty thousand Italian soldiers are
conducting the rescue work in the
district. They dug for the dead and
living in the ruins of Avezzano and
Sora, wefaer the loss of life was heaviest. Their work was facilitated as
far as posible by searchlights that had
been sent from, Rome on one of the
trains carrying nurses, physicians and
medical supplies.
King .Victor Emanuel went to Sora
from Avezzano and took charge of the
work In the former beautiful town of
20,000 Inhabitants. The King wept
when he saw the desolation wrought
by the earthquake there.
Even tne cemetery of this city was
affected, coffins being thrown to the
surface of the earth by the convul-

The survivors are camped about the stricken
city in a state of panic. Nearly all
of the living have lost relatives. One
hundred dead were taken from ons
house.
There was a heavy fall of snow In
Central Italy following the earthquake.
This Increased the Bufferings of the
tens of thousands of homeless. Hundreds have been stricken with pneumonia and it is feared that the deaths,
caused directly by the earthquake will
be greatly increased by disease.
At Avezzano the King personally
aided a frantic mother to find hei
baby in the ruins of her home. Wheoi
the infant was found dead the mother
became insane and had to be restrained. A man who had been struggling
alone amid the debris of his home to
find the members of his family was
aided by troops directed by the King.
When his wife and two young daughters were found dead this man lost his
reason and- tried to end his life. He
was restrained by the King.
Countless such incidents have been
enumerated. In each case the 'King
has given his personal attention. He
goes among the workers and toils as
energetically as they do.
The troops at Avezzano haave made
numerous ghastly finds. They also
have rescued many persons lmpris
oned in the wreckage. In one place
they found sixteen little children, who
had gone down with the walls of -an
orphan asylum. Most of the children
nad suffered for twenty-four hours or
longer with broken legs and arms,
pinned down by beams. Several of
them will die.
Official reports from Alello, Cosenza Province, state that about 1,000
are entombed there. Several smaller
towns report about 200 each. There
is not a house in Aqullla City that has
not been wrecked or damaged, while
Oappadovia and Balsorano, midway
between Avezzano and Sora, shared a
similar fate.
Forty bodies have been recovered at
Tagltacozzo, several hundreds having
been injured. The railroads, bridges
and a large number of houses were
wrecked In the neighboring town of
Bussi. Cocculo is reported to have
been razed. At Solmona, the birthplace of Ovid, the roof of the Church
of San Domenico collapsed, as did the
barracks, where a number of'soldiers
were killed.
Probably never before in the history
of Italian disasters has the relief work
been so complete and well systemab
lzed. This was possible owing to the
fact that a good part of the army was
already mobilized for service and enormous quantities of foodstuffs, medical supplies and the like were in the
various depots in anticipation of Italy
entering the war. By orders of the
King all of these supplies have been
made available for the stricken peopleBoy Sent News of Disaster.
A wagoner's apprentice, a boy ot
thirteen years, was the first person
to give the news of Avezzano to the
outside world. He succeeded in get,
ting back into the town a few moments after the first shock. He found
a railroad employe and persuaded this
man, with hie help, to rig up a telegraph instrument in a freight car and
connect It with a wire that was still
Intact. Calling on the instrument, the
railroad man, who is the operator
soon got Rom*; The two together
then sent the first news of the disaster.
MARCONI DESCRIBES
HAVOC AT AVEZZANO,
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Incendiary Blamed for Damage
to Great Trenton Factory

Ebb and; Flow of a Terrific Struggle Engulfs Little French ALUES'
Village Near Albert as Germans Sweep Foe Out

SUPPLIES BURNED

Artillery Chains and Telegraph Wire-

:o: ' '

Destroyed—Aid From Three CHiee

ARMY SWEEPS ON IN TRANSYLVANIA
London.—The steady pressure of the
Czar's armies, reinforced by about 1,000,000 fresh troops of the levy of
1914, lias enabled Grand Duke Nicholas to push back slowly but continually the German line west of Warsaw.
' The Russians crossed the Skrwa
River a few miles below Flock, and advanced in force to take the city of
Plock.
Russian troops already had reached
Slenpec and Gombin, situated respectively north and south of this prorin
clal^capitaJ.
In northern iPoland the Russians
continue to ddvance toward the Prussian border, saVthe reppi ts.
Reports of a staggering blow dealt
to the Turks after their determined
stand in the snow at KuraUrgan, in
the Caucasus, are confirmed in the
later dispatches.
The Turks are flghtln? rear guard
actions, but are being pressed back
toward Erzerum in great disorder.
Petrograd dispatches indicate the
defeat of the Turks Is regarded as so
decisive that it will mark the close
of the Ottoman attempt to invade
Russia in the Caucasian region.
The Russian.victory, |t is said, probably will free enough of the Caucasian
army to oppose effectively the Turkish
troops who are approaching the frontier further eastward through Persia.
This, if carried out, would mark the
complete collapse of the Turkish campaign of Invasion of Russian soli.
Desperate fighting continues on the
.western front, especially between Arras and Albert, where La Boisselle is
the main bone of contention. As the
result of the blowing up an ammunition depot by a German shell, part of
the village was set afire and the
French were forced to evacuate the
town. They recaptured It a little later, however, according to the Paris
official statements.
FRENCH LOSSES 150,000.

London.—Severe fighting in Flanders, near Arras, in the region of Perthss and north of the farm of Beausejour, with a decided advantage for
the Allies, is reported In the official
French communique. Near Nieuport
the Belgians and French have pushed
forward and driven the Germans from
their entrenched line in the sand
dunes, at the same destroying a fort
from which the enemy had been debouching and doing considerable execution. Quiet still prevails at Soissons, but further to the east, at Troyon, the Germans made an attack but
were easily checked, the French declare. The Allied progress at Perthes
and Beausejour is beginning to .assume considerable proportions. The
action there continued through a violent snowstorm, the French infantry
executing a successful attack which
enabled them to push their lines forward over a wide front. Berlin tells
of some gains on the western front
and declares the French have lost
20,000 killed, and at least 160,000 in
killed; wounded, sick and missing,
since the Allies took the offensive in
December, while the German losses
total only 40,000.
In the eastern, "theatre" the Ger
mans are using heavy artillery to hammer the Russian lines, especially on
the front before Warsaw. Further to
the south the Austrians also are depending on their artillery to hold the
Russians in check. The fighting has
been so heavy on the Dunajec River,
where, if the Austrians fail to hold
their present lines, the advance of the
Russians will again threaten Cracow.
New Austro-German forces are reported to have been organized to repel
the Russian invasion of Hungary, but
the Russians hold the Carpathians
passes and have placed their artillery
there on the crests commanding the
passages.
There is no Important
Change In Bast Prussia.
The Russians continue their advance, forcing the Germans back step
by step. While the main army Is repelling the fierce onslaughts of Field
Marshal von Hindenburg, who Is trying to reach Warsaw; other forces
take Kirllbaba Pass, on the Trarisylvanian border.
The capture of this pass Is expected
to hasten action by Rumania and com.
pel the Germans to send troops for
the defence of Eastern Hungary.
In a desperate bayonet charge on
the Vistula the Germans captured only
one Russian trench, this being their
seventh attack.

Rome.—Gugliemo Marconi, who returned here from Avezzano on board
the train with King Victor Emanuel
said the town absolutely has been lev.
elled and those of its populace who
escaped death in the disaster now are
destitute.
"King Victor Emmanuel told me,"
said Marconi, "that he visited thi
places of all the earthquake disaster!
in Italy since he was a child, but thai
this one surpassed ' alT others, even
Messina. The King said only two oi
three per cent, of the population ol
Avezzano escaped, while in Messina
one-third of the people survived.
Describing the damage in Avezzano
Marconi said:
"Avezzano has ceased to exist. In
Messina some buildings, especially
the palaces along the sea front, gave
TO PAY FOR BW£DI8H L08SE8.
one the impression that they were
■tfU Intact Not so in Avezzano. N« Germans Start Fund to Compensate
wall there remains erect It seemi
Owners of Ships tost
as though the town were ground to
London.—Germans have admitted
powder by some gigantic machine." that the mines by which several Swed"On the first day of the disaster,* ish ships were sunk in the Gulf of
Marconi continued, "the rescuers were Finland might possibly have been
so few they could not even attempt planted by German vessels. This is
to excavate at places from which crlei shown by the tact that Herr Ballin,
came, so they planted poles here and the managing director of the Hamthere at such spots, hoping to return burg-American Company, and other
later with enough men to release the German shipowners have subscribed
victims. When the rescuers returned $100,000 to compensate the owners of
however, most of the voice* had been die Swedish vessels.
stilled."

London.—The Germans delivered
their first but long feared Zeppelin
night attack against England. A fleet
of fast air cruisers swooped across
the North Sea to the Norfolk coast,
bombarded Yarmouth, sailed into the
interior and dropped (bombs on Sandringham, Sheringham, King's Lynn,
Cromer and Beeston.
Five persons were killed, four at
Yarmouth, and one, a boy, at King's
Lynn. Many were injured by the devastating missies, which exploded
with horrible force. The first flashes
from the Zeppelins' searchlights were
seen at 8:30* p. m., and ten minutes
later the sigar shaped destroyers were
seen speeding toward the coast,'the
whirring and buzzing of their engines
clearly audible.
Warship Conquers Airship.

Not all of them escaped. One was
brought to earth ..and captured, with
its officers and crew, at Hunstanton,
a few miles from Sandringham. It
was forced to the ground by the Are
of a warship lying off shore. The
others regained safe airs and returned
across the North Sea to the base
whence they had come. Just how
many Zeppelins the Germans used In
their first aerial raid is not known,
but it /is probable that three or tour
composed the raiding fleet.
London became panicky following
reports of the ^lr incursion, and all
constables were called out at midnight to watch for flashes from the
searchlights of the invading craft.
The royal family had left Sandringham Hall, now used as the Queen
Mother Alexandra's country palace
only a few hours before bombs rained
down near the palace.
In Yarmouth a shoemaker, Samuel
Smith, was found dead outside his
home on St. Peter's Phtin with his
skull crushed. Another man's head
was blown off,
A woman also was found dead, and
a soldier was picked up in the public
square with a wound in his chest.
In King's Lynn a boy, 17 years old,
was killed. His father was buried in
the wreckage of the demolished house,
but was taken out alive. In another
house a mother and her baby were injured severely.
At Sheringham a bomb dropped in
Wyndhatn street went through a?
house, but did not explode, apparently because the fuse became detached
in the descent.
The bomb dropped at Beeston did
no damage.
The bombs measured almost four
inches In diameter.
The greatest damage done by any
of the bombs resulted from the one
that fell In St Peter's Plain, near St.
Peter's Church, which damaged a
whole row of bouses, breaking all the
windows th them and littering the
street with debris, consisting of slate
from the roofs and brick.
The attack lasted about ten minutes,
according to most observers. The Zeppelins disappeared, travelling at a
moderate pace toward the southwest.
By that time Yarmouth was utterly in
darkness owing to the action of the
authorities in extinguishing the electric lights and cutting off the gas supply.
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In the Champagne, the French say
their tire brought down two German
aeroplanes and their four occupants
were made prisoners. In the Argonne, both sldee claim gain*.
Severe weather In the district from
Soleeone to the frontier and In the
Voages haa apparently put a temporary stop to the operations In that
region.
Unofficial dispatches say the Turkish
troops who recently Invaded Persia
are now advancing to the Interior
of the country.
The Germans have removed their sick
and wounded from Lodz and Piotrkow Into Prussia and have changed
their ammunition bases;
Berlin report! that Russian attacks
north of the Vistula River.were repulsed with heavy losses. ' .
The Russians assert they have obtained a good foothold In Transylvania and are preparing to Invade
that country In force.
Hungary le reported in unofficial dispatches to be anxious to seek peace
on Its own account.
Heavy snowstorms In France and
Flanders restrict military operations
mostly to artillery duels.
Above St. Mihiel the French make further advance In effort to pierce the
German front.

—Fire Destroys Three Bloc**—
Dynamiter

Suspected.

Trenton, N. J.—An entire section of
Trenton was almost wiped out by a
Are that started in the insulated wire
department of the JoHn A. Rooming's
Sons Company plant along the Delaware and Raritan Canal. The damage
will amount to upward of $2,000,000>
and some estimates place it at $5,000,000, although the officials of the plant
say this is high.
The Are spread with amazing rapidity in the old building that Is known
as the Buckthorn plant, and it soon
had the large new plant of the I. W. D.
in flames. This building was 300 feet
long and employed upward of 600 men
night and day. The entire Trenton
Fire Department was called out but
no headway could be made, against
the flames, which spread as though
they were feeding upon oil.
In less than an hour twenty-seven
homes in the vicinity were gutted, In
addition to the two big mills. The
flames spread to the John L. Mott
plant, some distance away, but the
damaje there was slight. ' The New
Jersey State prison is about a hundred yards distant, and although at
no time was the institution in danger
the guards had much trouble in controlling the inmates.
;i
The loes In buildings is estimated
at about $500,000, but the intricate
wire machinery, the stock, valued at
hundreds ot thousands of dollars, and
the great contracts that the Roeblings
had under way will ha,ve to be counted
in the estimates.
y
Although the Roebling officials have
never discussed the character of the
work that kept these two plants working night and day when the rest of
the mill was working half time, it is a
fact that they were making trace
chains for the artillery of the French
army.
Help came from Camden, Bordentown and Princeton.
Charles G. Roebling was positive in
his belief that the fire was the work
of an Incendiary. The police are
working on the theory that it was
started by an associate of Inalle Gabrele, who is in jail charged with attempting to blow up the electric light
plant of the company on New Yea.-'*
Day with a bomb.
UNIONTOWN, PA., BANK CLOSES.
First National Fails Because of Hitch
In Coal Land Sales.

Uniontown, Pa.—The First National
Bank of Uniontown failed to open Its
doors. A notice was posted on tin
door announcing that the institution
was closed by order of the directors.
This action was followed by a longconference between the directors.
Bank Examiner Gerald Smith, and a
representative ot the Comptroller of
the Currency. President J. V. Thompson said the bank would not re-open
until there was enough money on the
counters to pay all depositors.
The First National of Uniontown
has a capital of $100,000, and in the
last statement- the surplus was given
as $1,000,000. Recently the bnuk'paid
an extra dividend of 700 per cent,
until which time it led the roll of honor banks. President Thompson is one
of the largest individual owners ot
coal lands in the country, and it wns
reported last week that he <ras about
to close deals in coal lands amounting
to $18,000,000. Failure of these transactions, it was reported, caused the
clcfring of the hank.
' WILSON'S VIEW OF WAR.
Tells Callers He Sees No
Peace by Spring.

Sign of

Washington.—.President Wilson sees
no likelihood of the termination of
the European war this Spring. He
told callers he had not noticed any Indications of peace in the situation yet.
Mr. Wilson mentioned the subject
in connection with his plane for a trip
through the 'Panama Canal and to the
San Francisco Exposition. He explained that he) fully expected fb make
the trip, but that it was possible that
developments abroad or in the United
States might interfere.
He added that the trip to Panama
was dependent upon domestic and
foregn conditions because "practically
all the Government would be at sea."
He smiled at Ms own remark and
added that he meant "literally at eea."
RECEIVER FOR M. RUMELY CO.

Judge Anderson Appoints F. P. Mount,
Indiana Lawyer,
Indianapolis, lady—Application for
a receiver for the M. Rumely Company, a thirty-mdlllon-dollar agricultur.
al machinery manufacturing concern,
was made to the United States District Court here by company Interests
The petition was granted. Judge A. B,
Anderson appointing as receiver Finley P. Mount, an attorney of Indianapolis. Mr. Mount* bond was fixed
at $60,000.
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Their Places.
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there was a blast of melody, madden- had, however, brought him facing the ance! Did you ever—" gasped Bell- went a final round of the dearly loved though he could already scent the unIn Use For Over 30 'Yean.
door. In It his eyes met a sight that _
workshop, caressing each object as
ing, enticing, and the crowd in the would
ordinarily have been sufficient "where did Pedro go? He went home he passed, as though It had been ani- born violets of that distant spring,
Children Cry for Fletcher'g CnatorMi
center of the room began to move
(THE
END.)
to-pack.
mate. Everywhere were things that
rhythmically. The guests continued to fill him with amazement but Leigh
"Home
to
pack!"
shouted
Leigh.
If One's Sufficient, Why Proceed?
was too much stunned by Iris' unconreminded him of Leigh. There they
to ppur In.
"Good Lord!" I
"A word to the wise is sufficient
had sat and talked on such a night; WAYS OF AVOIDING CANCER
' Among these came Leigh, clad in scious confirmation of his own secret
And without even waiting to find his
and—" began the village bore.
high boots, rough shirt, and trousers, knowledge to feel any further emotion hat he rushed out into the alley and here he had perched while he showed
"Then let It go at that," snarled J.
carrying an ax, his coat thrown over Just then. But he managed to speak, started madly off in the direction of some tricks of technique; together New York Board of Health Haa laeued Fuller Gloom, who Is blessed with a
they had siood at thiB window looking ' Warning Which Is VvoYth Careful
»
his arm, this costume having been and the words aroused Iris like magic. Muldoon place.
mean disposition.
over the roof-tops at the city which
Attention.
"YeB," he said feebly, "I think you
created to emulate the personal apthey had talked ot beautifying, and
pearance of the great American for will have the opportunity of apoloCHAPTER XX.
His Mission.
beBide this table he had often drawn
The new York board of health haa
gizing, for here comes Sam Hill how!"
whom he had been named.
The Professor—The flah of AmerThen they both stared hard at the
a chair, when they sat down to share issued a circular warning the public
After a quick word of greeting to
The Beginning.
a scanty meal and an abundance of of the increasing danger from cancer. ica, north of the Isthmus of Panama,
Don Mllligan, he thrust his impedi- door, where, sure enough, Sam was
By the light of a single candle Pedro
embrace three classes, 30 orders, M>
menta into a corner, and began to standing, disguised as a bear trainer, waa packing a Uttle knapsack with talk on subjects dear to them. Oh! From thiB it appears that at the pres- families, 1,113 genera, 336 subgenere.
search among the crowd for the face every detail of his costume complete, the meager belongings that his so- it was too .cruel, too full of poignant ent time one man in every fourteen 3,263 epecles and 133 subspecies.
that had haunted him incessantly the down to the very bear Itself. Iris gave journ in the old studio had brought memories, this place! Nothing was and one woman in every eight over
The Student—Well, professor, If yon
IS hours past But although many | a little cry. He was smiling at her. together. He went about the task to be gained by tarrying, but wounds, the age ol forty die ot cancer. Canemiled at him, and beckoned him to. and behind him shadowed the tall with reluctance, but with the weary fresh wounds, added to that which he cer claims 76,000 victims 6very year will let me oft today I'll Bo out and
»
- -.
,
a
«_
^
a
„*
"^e-l^rtTMnA
rill !ia
see if I can get a string of genera.
Join them, he shook his head in re- figure of her father. She turned to resignation of those who receive an waa doomed to carry forever! Since in the United States.
The board of health gives some exgoing was inevitable, best go quickly
fusal, and continued to look for Pedro. her lover, her hands outstretched.
"Samuel!" she said brokenly, and unalterable decree from fate, and and be done. To run away dpf n the cellent suggestions as to the best way
Her Platform.
But Pedro was nowhere to be found,
recognize it as such.
At the Marshall home there was
dark stair, along the cold Btreet— to avoid cancer. The most important
and Instead, In a small room opening was gathered into his arms.
One
by
one
his
little
personal
things
"Samuel, beloved of the Lord!" mutaway, away, to the blossoming South- of these are not to permit any Irrita- much discussion of woman suffrage
•on to the balcony, he came upon Iris,
were tucked away in the ancient travwho, seated upon a divan, was en- tered Leigh, as he reeled out on to eler's kit—a book or two, some linen, land'and the search for forgetfulness. tion of the tongue by contact with and other political questions, and litWith set lipB.he put on hat and coat, broken or decayed teeth, and not to tle Vera had alwayB been a very much,
gaged in warding off the eager atten- the balcony like a drunken man. From brushes, a gay necktie, and a miniations of Pell, who was determined the floor below came the rhythmic ture plaster cast ot Leigh's "Bleeping extinguished the candle, and by the neglect any swelling ot the skin, lips, interested listener.
stamp of many heels, and the tinkling
dim glow of the banked Are, began to tongue, etc.
"What will you do when you can
that Bhe Bhould dance with him.
bear."
A wart on a child is rarely anything vote?" a visitor asked her.
gather up the belt of the knapsack.
"Hello, IIIB!" said Leigh, coming up, tune of the "Spanish."
When these had been put in, and Then a sound on the staircase caused but a wart; on an adult It is likely to
•
•
•
•
•",.'•
'*
"Help to put candy on the free list,"
and at once perceiving that she
In the little room a few explanations still a little room remained, he hesi- his heart to give a great leap, after be the beginning ot a cancerous was the unexpected reply.—Youth's
wished to be rid of the young re
tated
a
moment,
and
then,
going
to
which
it
eeemed
to
stop
beating
altogrowth.
Companion.
.ti
jporter. "Hallo, PeU! get out of this, were taking place.
"Sam, my son-to-be," Bald Vander- the heap of sketches and small can- gether. Nearer and nearer came the
In its earliest stages cancer can
will you? I've something particular I
vases with which the rack was filled, familiar step, and then, without pause generally be cured by a simple oppool,
"It
seems
to
me
that
you
needed
Magnificent Volume.
want,to tell MISB Vanderpool."
deliberated among them for a while;
The most sumptuous copy of Shake;
"You brigand!" retorted Pell, ma-, neither my presence nor your docu- taking up first this one and then that, it crossed the landing and the door eration; in its later, stages it Is genwas
burst
open
to
admit
the
towering
erally
incurable,
though
some
forms
ment"
speare's "Romeo and Juliet" in exist*
king a wry face, "what right have you,
of it in some parts of the body have ence was recently sent from England
And Iris, still clinging to her lover, with loving hands, and throwing each figure of Abraham Lincoln Leigh
boarding my ship this way? However,
in turn back upon the shelf from
been
eradicated
by
the
radium
treat'
was
sufficiently
curious
to
ask:
to a purchaser abroad. The value of
despite my newspaper Instinct, I
whence it came. Finally a sorrowful
"What document, father?"
"Are you there V the deep voice ment
the book is between $6,000 and $7,600.
•hall withdraw trom ear-shot But If
shake
of
the
head
dismissed
them
all.
"Why, this!" explained Hill, taking
It has been reproduced as an Illuyou see a paragraph or two about
"Of what use to take any?" said asked commandingly, »as the man
her pledge from his breast pocket
Dredge as a Life Saver.
minated manuscript on vellum, and
yourselves, don't be surprised!"
peered into the gloom.
Pedro
aloud.
But
nevertheless,
he
with his free hand, and showing It to
When Anson Rabuck, fourteen years the volume Is notable as being the
•<I yes!" answered Pedro weakly.
With which witticism he was "off.
stood brooding over them for quite a
"Thank God!" exclaimed Leigh. old, fell Into the SusqueKanna river entire work of one artist Alberto
"Fresh cub," muttered Leigh. Then her.
time.
.
.
-,
"That?" exclaimed IriB.
at Klines Grove, Pa., the other day Sangorski, who waa 'engaged upon it
to Iris, "May 1 Bit- down, or would
By the fire lay Mr. Jones, blinking Then, as his eyes became accustomed he did not reappear and men and
"Of course, dearest!" beamed Sam.
for 18 months. The title Is in pearls
jou rather be left alone?"
sympathetically. With a sigh Pedro to the darkness, he placed her.
"Your
father
here
will
explain
every"I was j,ust going," began Pedro boys grappled and dived for the body. set In gold, and the cover Is embel"I—no, that la, yea!" said MB conturned at last from these children of
thing
and
help
me
fulfil
the
conThree
hundred
feet
down
stream
a
lished with 214 rubies and 36 amefusedly. "Do sit here beside me,
his mind, and set about arranging the faintly, "I—~
"Sit flown beside me," said Leigh coal dredge was working, and In a few thysts.
please. I—I feel rather uphappy to- ditions—but you seem surprised. two rooms—the studio and bedroom
minutes
the
digging
machine
threw
Didn't'you
send
it
to
me?"
gently but Armly, "I want to say sevnight and that boy bothered me.
With slow-dawning understanding, —exactly as he had found them.
the little fellow up on the screen, apBAD DREAM8
r
What 1B it that you have to tell me?"
In the first place there were the pic- eral things to you."
parently dead.
"Yes, but—" protested the glrL
Caused by Coffee.
"Absolutely nothing." said Leigh, Bhe looked from the document to his tures—his pictures! From the big
His frantic mother, who lives close
"Sit down, my dear," said Leigh,
■inking down beside her, "it was happy face.
"Of course I did, dear," said she, easel the "Madonna Lady" smiled striking a light
to the stream, urged that they try to
"I have been a coffee drinker, more
only a ruse. But I'll try and think up
wanly
upon
her
young
creator—a
uttering her first wifely fib. "And are
There was a tense silence while he save the boy, and a half dozen men or less, ever since lean remember, unsomething if you like."
beautiful,
crude,
unfinished
thing,
its
lit the lamp, the eoft glow presently took turns under her directions, a* til a few months ago I became more
"Don't trouble!" replied Iris with you really safe, daddy?"
beckoning
enticingly
"I am In no danger of which I am possibilities
revealing them to each other. Then using "first aid to the Injured meth- and more nervous and Irritable, and
• little laugh.
from behind the haze of its Incomaware,"
said
Vanderpool.
"Hill
has
the
Pedro slowly obeyed the strangely put ods." . After a half hour's work the finally I could not sleep at night for I
"Perhaps—that Is, if you Uke to, you
pleteness. Then there were the othwhole
story,
and
I
shall
let
him
tell
command, and they sat silently for a boy showed Bigns ef life and by eve was horribly disturbed by dreams of
know—will you tell me something?"
ers. Significantly Pedro glanced from
it" .
long moment, loking Into each other's nlng was able to eat his supper.
all BortB and a species of dlstreBBinf
Leigh responded.
~"
them
in
the
direction
ot
the
fireplace,
Doctors said that It was one of the nightmare.
"Then everything is all right!" cried
eyes with that perfect understanding
"That depends," said Iris, patting
and
heaved
another
sigh.
No!
that
rarest
cases
ot
resuscitation
that
they
Hill.
"Come
on,
let's
get
out
of
this.
that
had
been
theirs
from
the
Arst
"Finally, after hearing the experithe shimmering skirt of her costume.
was Impossible; infanticide! It could
Oh! How could she have doubted him ever heard of.
ence of numbers ot friends who bad
"That depends on the nature of the Let's go to'your house."
not
be
done!
Yet,
who
would
care
for
"Yes," assented Iris, wherewith the
(for an instant* There waB no misunquit coffee and were drinking Postum,
question."
them. . . • Leigh? Perhaps. PilShipping a Mountain by Rail.
and learning of the great benefits they
"I have no question to put," he told lovers went away, unheedful ot the ing them high, and topping them with derstanding the meaning of that
Moving a hill even a few feet proved had derived, I concluded coffee must
her. 'It Is only that I can see you are lonely man who bade them Godspeed, the ever-smiling portrait of MB, he "dear"—nor of the tone in which he
unhappy, and there must be a reason or of the bear, who had fallen asleep stacked them neatly, near the door, had spoken it. A wild tingling eensa- too big a job for Mohammed, but to- be the cause of my trouble, so I got
tidn began to dance through her veins, day, in California, a mountain is be- some Postum and had it made iMctly •
for it Now, If you told me that.rea- in a dark corner.
»•»*••
••. and writing "For A. L. Leigh" on a and at the light in his eyeB a deep ing shipped 3,000 miles to Pennsyl- according to directions.
son, the telling might help you to disfolded bit of paper, left this message
Meanwhile, Leigh, his heart like to
flush began to creep over her face,
"I was astoniBhed at the flavor and
cern its real significance.
atop the heapSltuated at Lompoc, Santa Barbara taste. It entirely took the place of
feminine enough now, despite its frame
"You say such odd things," she re- bunt with a honored culminated emoNext he restored the furniture to its
county,
this
mountain
Is
really
a
heap
tions,
aat
by
the
balcony
rail,
and
of
close-cut
curls.
At
length
she
spoke,
coffee, and to my very great satlsfa©*
plied, "and such true ones! In most
original arrangement as nearly as he
of millions and millions of tiny de tlon, I began to sleep peacefully and
eases your receipt might work, but, scanned the crowd in eager search for could remember it, and bringing forth never taking her eyes from hia.
compos.ed sea shells. It is sold aa sweetly. My nerves improved, and I
Pedro.
From
this
vantage
point
he
"So
you
know,"
she
Bald
superfluIn this one, it won't. Yoo see, my
Hill's canvases from the cubby in
"Infusorial earth," and has a high wish I could wean every man, woman
chief trouble is that I hare made an saw Iris and Samuel-take their de- which most of them had been repos- ously.
value tor Insulating purposes and for and child from the unwholesome drufJ
parture,
and
then
the
music
stopped.
awful fool of myself, and talking about
"Yes."
ing,
set
them
around/
even
as
he
bad
jeweler's grinding pastes. The earth
"How long have you known?"
drink—coffee.
It would only make me more fool than There was a fluttering of hands, the found them, down to putting the unripple . of applause died away, and
"to my secret consciousness, from is white in color, fluffy In consistency,
"People do not really appreciate or
ever."
finished
portrait
of
the
banker
upon
and
exceedingly
fine
In
grain.
Fifteen
"Not necessarily," he responded. the crowd broke up Into groups, who the throne from which the Madonna the beginning of time," he answered cars containing 50 tons each go east realize what a powerful drug it Is and
"For instance, you might have been laughed and ate with as little concern had Just been taken. When this was her. "Since last night. In actual reall- monthly. When the last car goes out what terrible effect it has on the humisled in the first place. You are as though the world had not been done, the studio took on such an un- satlou. Why, I've been In love with It will be possible to tell precisely man system. If they did, hardly J,
scarcely responsible for that, and all changed forever for Leigh. Suddenly familiar atmosphere that a lump arose you all theBe months, but I did not un- how much the mountain weighed.— pound of coffee would be sold. 1 would
never think of going back to coffee
derstand It owing to—"
your foolishness might be subsequent a strange thing happened.
The'center of the floor was for the in Pedro's throat It eeemed such a
again. I would almost as soon thinal
He indicated her clothing and again Youth's Companion.
and dependent upon such misleading,
concrete
representation
of
how
commoment clear, and the musicians had
of putting my hand in a Are after I
she blushed—a swift crhnBOn this
or deception."
pletely
his
claim
here
had
ended!
Humorous
Childish
Errors.
Then,
had once been burned. Yours ton
"That's it exactly!" cried Iris. "Oh, retuned their instruments.
With apparent irreverence he sud- time.
The
literary
mistakes
of
children
"And you don't—don't despise me?
health."
Mr. Leigh, do you think it would be above the gay murmur of the human denly went over and knelt beside the
are
perennial
and
perennially
amusing
PoBtum comes In two forms:
very terrible if 1 were to tell you voices wailed the voice of the violin, bear, taking the creature's head be- she asked, ashamed.
in
character.
A
public
school
teacher
Regular Postum — muBt be well
"No I don't despise you; I want to
something—something that Involved the accompaniment throbbing softly tween his hands, while tears started
who
recently
has
complied
a
book
of
marry you," he replied. "What is spur
ooiled. 16c and 26c packages.
• third person, I mean? It would below. For a moment or two no ^>ne to his eyes.
"first
aid"
information
in
behalf
of
Instant Postum—is a soluble pow*
name?"
ease my mind so, and 1 must have ad- danced, held back by that unwilling"Poor fellow!
Poor Mr. Jones!
"Pedro—I never had another, except- her pupils says, for example, that the ler. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
vice!. My father has gone off some ness to be the first which always fol- said Pedro huskily, and then, having
allusion
"Dan
to
Beersheba"
brought
n
a cup of hot water and, with cream!
where, and there is no one else. Do lows the opening strainB of a new patted Mr. Jones upon the nose sev- ing Daussa y St Tron, of course. But forth the amazing misinformation that
md sugar, makes a delicious beveragd
measure. Then Leigh became conyou think I might?"
eral times, arose slightly comforted. ... do you mean it?"
Dan was a man who waa confined In
"That is.the first utterly dull remark
nstantly. 30c and 60o tins.
"I think you might" replied Leigh scious that a hush had fallen upon
The bedroom came next in order,
The cost per cup of both kinds W
I ever heard you make," observed a llon'a den for mistreating his wife,
slowly. "I think it would do no harm' the crowd.
and
from
press
and
bureau
Hill's
clothBeersheba,
and
that
another
eager
If
The street door had been thrown
Leigh, "Now, when shall it be? Toibout the same.
to tell me If it concerned one particing,
which
had
been
laid
away
with
Inaccurate
student
described
Canaan
wide, and from the darkness without
There's a Reason" for Postum.
morrow? It's a little late tonight!"
ular person. I mean—Pedro "
so much care, was hauled out and
—sold by Grocers,
"NoI" she cried, springing up. "Not as the mother of Cain,
"So you know!" cried IriB, violently there emerged the figure of a woman. hung in it* accustomed place, each
agitated. "You know! And I never Her garments were of trail silks torn
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BILLETING AND BARBARA

Auto Made It Impossible for De Wet

to Repeat Famous Deeds on
the Veldt,
By HARMONY WELLER.

Christian De Wet was the most picturesque, resourceful and elusive figure on the Boer side of the South
African war a dozen years ago. The
eflortx-ot the British forces to "round
him up" were futile for many months.
He and his followers were always turning up ln the most .unexpected ways
and places. His maneuvers, his stratagems, were deemed real additions
to the "art of war" in the cavalry
branch, or rather in the handling of
"mounted Infantry," to be technically
correct
,
Hence when General De Wet went
into insurrection against the Union
of South Africa and on the side of England's foes there was general expectation of a gamesome time. Whatever
the effect, If any, on the final outcome
of the war of his operations, it was expected that De Wet would supply the
material for a lot of "stories," as
amusing to neutral readers as they
were exasperating to his military opponents. But the event proved that
De Wet had not reckoned with the
new factor that has come Into war
since he ranged the veldt a dozen
years ago.
He and his followers rode and raided
with all his old skill and Invention.
The difference was that they never
had a chance to rest They had
horses ln plenty, they knew the country like the backs ot their hands, but
no matter, how fast or skillfully they
rode they could never really get away
from their foes. Though their horses
wearied and died, behind them the motor cars of their foes, the horses of
steel that fed on gasoline, kept remorselessly chugging on.
The Herald has before suggested
this should be termed "The Automobile War." The running down of De
Wet, the unequaled horseman of the
veldt, emphasizes the merit of the
suggestion.—Chicago Herald.

Copyright, 1914, by the MoClure Newspaper Syndicate.
"Oh my!" gasped the,stout woman
One of Their Most Striking PeculiariEven after war had been declared
as she sank into the seat beside the
ties Is Their Use of Grindstones
and
the
troops
were actually on the
one with the green roses on her hat.
as What Might Be Called a
march, Barbara Heathcote failed to
"How nice that I caught this car! I SEES ADVANTAGE OF TREES
Form of Currency.
realize the gravity of the situation.
haven't seen you for an age, and I'm
Comfortably enBconced ln her great
just dying to hear all about what Alabama City Is Going About the
When the Japanese conquered Yap, you've been doing! I'm so upset this
country bungalow, surrounded by serWork of Beautifying In a Scicapital of the Caroline islands, they morning I scarcely know what I'm
vants-and every luxury, she did not
entific Manner.
found a good many things there to bout—I don't see how some people
see the necessity ot worrying about
surprise them, for there is no quainter | on tbj8 eartn ever Mpect to get to
a war which would not upset her
One of the attractive features of
spot on the face of the globe, no place i heaTerl| treating innocent little chil- Birmingham is found in its trees.
own well ordered existence.
where the customs are more strange! dren the way tney do! And whenshe
Barbara had not stopped to realize
Many years ago arboriculture received
and more delightfully humorous from | mQved ln x thought she was the love- the attention of the authorities in cer'
that the little village In Bedfordfihire
the point of view of the western world, j UeBtv-why I'm talking of Mrs. Scuddle tain of the northern cities. Ornamenwas right on the line of march.
Some time ago Dr. William Henry (jn tne flat above UB, 0ne ot these little
It was with great surprise that she
tal trees for p?rks and streets were
Purneas HI, the distinguished scientist | dolwlke creatures with baby eyes, planted and nurtured under men
found herself watching an officer
of Philadelphia, made a visit to the' you know—but you never can tell, trained both in arborlcultuag. and landretreating from her door having bilislands! and Btudied the character and never! My dear, that woman!
leted a score of soldiers on her.
scape engineering. The results have
customs of the inhabitants—probably
"Where will these troops sleep?"
"The flat had been vacant so long been manifold, and the outlay of
the first time such a thing was ever that my Ronald was terribly disturbed
she asked of her old servant.
Round, thin, tender—
money was nothing when compared
done. He brought home with him a when she moved in. Her back porch
"On
the veranda, Mlas Barbara, and
with a delightful flavor
with the benefits obtained.
large collection of ethnological speci- had been such a lovely place for his
ln the garden," replied Jenkins, more
appropriate
for
But ln the South arboriculture haB
mens, which he presented to the Uni- trains of cars and carpenter tools and
excited than the soldiers themselves.
been appraised at Its true value only
luncheon, tea and
versity museum^ which is a depart- then I was able to keep my own neat.
"We will feed them in the servants'
in
recent
years.
Some
of
the
old
dinner,
xo
cents.
ment of the University of Pennsylva- I've got it all fixed up with a hammock
hall."
southern cities were famed for their
nia. The most remarkable of the and chairs and a rug and plants and
In the evening when a score or
wide-sweeping oaks and elmB, hut naspecimens are what appear to be a lot It's too cory for anything!
more of tired but laughing soldiers
ture had been bountiful in providing
of grindstones. These are coin of the
ln khaki came trooping through the
"When I found she wasn't going to those -things that were beautiful.
realm ln the Caroline islands and make an outdoor sitting room of hers
great hedge gate Barbara watched
Nevertheless, the man who has made
nothing else Is used except a few clam I thought it would be all right for
them with quickly beating heart.
a study of trees In relation to the, city
shells for very small change.
Somehow and without warning a
Ronald to take his cars up there, esNow, In the Caroline islands nature pecially as she has a boy of her own. beautiful Idea has work to do ln the
sharp emotion gripped her. She tried
umbrageous avenues even of Btately
provides the people with everything But the first thing I knew she had
to
stifle a desire to cry, and wondered
old towns like Tuscaloosa and Savanthat most men work hard to get—XooU, sent them out in the back yard and
why she should feel so helpless all
nah. In the larger cities and especialshelter and clothing. The food Is Ronald is so sensitive to dampness!
ot a sudden. The men were big and
ly those without trees of primeval
abundant, the shelter easy to make I've spoken to the janitor about his
brave and were going off happily to
growth the arboriculturist has beand the amount of clothing depends sprinkling the grass so wet, but he is
fight for their country and their
come a necessity.
entirely upon the style and not com- so stubborn I can't make him stop!
womenfolk.
Before science was so generally In
fort. The only thing the people need Mrs. Scuddle said she couldn't stand
She looked again at the men, now
vogue Birmingham was fortunate In
money for Is to get ornaments of vari- two boys racketing and pounding
going toward the back of the house,
Prince of appetizers!
making a good start ln tree planting,
ous sorts, and so it came about that around.
and their war kits brought fresh emoMakes daily trips from
but we.can now do better. The city
grindstones became the currency of
!'The first real trouble," continued commission has turned over the artion, to Barbara's heart. They were
Ginger-Snap Land to
the realm. It may be noted that when the stout woman, "was when Mrs.
going to battle for perhaps months
borlcultural Bide of Birmingham's acwaiting mouths everythe first white people reached Yap Scuddle came down and said ln that tivities to the engineering department.
and maybe years with that small prowhere.
Say
Zu
Z\i
to
there was not In any of the Caroline dlstincelllttle voice of hers that she Maury Nicholson, chief assistant to
vision of comfort. She turned 'from
the
grocer
man,
5
cents.
islands anything resembling metal. wished I would instruct Ronald not to
the window and to the telephone.
Engineer Kendrick, acts as the superThese people were still ln the stone be so rough. She said he had hit intendent of parks and playgrounds
"Jenkins," she called down to her
age, and there they are for the most Herbert on the head several times and that position brings him directly
old servant, "see that the cook propart today.
with the iron engine and. she had told ln charge of tree planting. Mr. Nicholvides the beet of everything -for these DEADLY POISON FLY PAPERS
The grindstones are not for use, for Herbert never to fight a smaller boy
men. Spare no expense or trouble
son Is not only thoroughly equipped
they have no need for axes or«cythes. so that he couldn't do anything to pro- for this work, but he Is an enthusiast.
to make them comfortable."
List of Accidents Covering Only a Few
They come from the Pellew islands, tect himself.
When she had hung up the receiver
Kvery man and every woman" in BirDays Should Show the Danger
many miles away, and are fetched on
"'Mrs. Scuddle,' said I, 'my Ronald mingham who desires to add to the
Barbara felt a trifle more like herIn Their Use.
rafts with sails and paddles, although is a little gentleman and would never
self.
After
all,
she
was
regretting
attractiveness of the city by planting
in modern times prosaic steamships^
the
entrance
into
her
life
of
that
score
trees will always have a patient and
Considering the safe up-to-date
sometimes perform the service. A
of brave men. Barbara felt the sting methods of destroying that pest, the
a sympathetic hearing from him.—
chicken can be bought with a grindot her own weakness and the utter domestic fly, it is remarkable that peoBirmingham Age-Herald.
stone weighing 100 pounds, a pig for
uselessness of her life.
ple will persist in using the poison fly
600 pounds and a wife for half a ton.
"Even my servants are doing some- papers. The basic toxic principle of
Some of these stones are 12 feet in
PUSH SCHOOL GARDEN IDEA
thing for those men," she told her- all these papers is arsenic, one of the
Buy biscuit baked by
diameter and weigh five tons. They
self when she heard a burst of laugh- deadliest and most Insidious of poiare only rudely circular and have a
Manifold Advantages Are Apparentter from the direction of the tower sons. The danger to children is great,
hole in the center proportioned to the
Development of Horticultural
dining hall. So long did she sit in and the danger to adults Is by no
Talent Is of Moment.
Bize.
the darkness that before she knew it means inconsiderable. The danger in
The owner of the money does not
the troops billeted on her had ceased j gener_ lB pr0ved by various items in
It must be quite evident to all that
consider that possession is even one
their laughter and flung themselves ;.„_ elenangeg,. we present herewith
point in the law. Generally he does
not every child Is fitted, either, by nadown on veranda and garden 4awn to a pBrtlttj Ugt of accldents from poisonAlways
look
tor
that
ture,
inclination
or
education
for
not take his stone with him.
woo sleep as best they might. Bar-' ong fly p^pg,, which speaks for itself,
Clerical or professional work at the
The richest family in the islands,
bara jumped up and went swiftly into | TnB y^ c0TeP8 oniy the period baclose of his school years. Therefore,
the one which may be called the Rockthe moonlight among the soldiers. 1 tween July lt 1914( to August 24, lnthe ordinary course of "words, words,
efeller outfit of Yap, is In what would
They arose as one man at her coming, 0jutlT8i and cover 36 cases of poisonwords," only concerning every phase
be by most persons looked upon as ln
and stood looking at the slim white ^ flve fataJ ud 30 n0n-fatal or unof Btudy will but do for the skeleton
a sad condition. It owns by far the
flgure.
' certain. The list by. states: Illinois,
"Dlckensy" Names.
upon which to build one's lifework.
largest grindstone ever mined In the
"I can't stand it to have you sleep- . jnaiana> g; i0Wa, S; Kentucky, 2;
"Dickensy" names are to be discov lng out here," she said breathlessly. j^
School gardens should, and probably
Pellew islands. Figures as to its size
lnIieBOtBi 4; Nebraska. 2; New York,
do, dlBcdVer many having undoubted ered in the most unlikely localities, as "You must all come Inside. I will have 2; North Carolina, 2; Ohio, 3; Pennvary, hut there is no doubt that it is
those
whose
travels
take
them
to
Burtalents in the line of horticulture who
enormous nor that It is owned by the
all the room necessary." She smiled gyjyanj^ 6; total, 35.
will folldw some phase of it tor lire, gundy may have discovered, ln Ma- when they demurred, and commanded
multimillionaire family of Yap. The
yet would not have received the neces- con there is a Rue Dombey, which, in a most adorable manner. "Please
seemingly unfortunate thing is that it
Husband Is Poor Companion.
sary introduction to the work except apart !rom its name, is worth explor- let me have my way," she said. "I
is at the bottom of the Pacific ocean,
The fact that one party to a marfor the garden work during school ing for the sake of one or two fifteenth have never
having fallen off the raft in transportarer done anything
anytn.ng in my_whole
my ™
entertainer and cornyears. Hence tjie necessity for pro- century timber houses with most life for
tion. That, however, does not mean
any one save ny**^™*™ panton is noVround for a divorce, acBoxed My Child's Ears."
ductive and attractive school gardens quaintly carved fronts. And by a let me
anything to the people of Yap. They
V
±?JL^ bar* hit -rd.ng to the^Mlng In. Brown ve.
are not ostentatious of their wealth. do such a thing! He has been brought should be apparent to all.
strange coincidence, on the banks of because 1L
she was crying Barbara hast^
Northwestern' BeportThey own that stone and that is all up in a refined home and—'
the Saone, about seven miles out of ened to help Jenkins make up *ne "U%^°W£ja,ntlff and defendant were
Macon, there is a village called Boz.
there is to it.
Adapting the Porch Box.
"'That may be,' says she, still dismany beds in the great house.
| '
'
t Kala_BIoo, and lived toThere Is a growing fancy for bringThe university museum has other tinct, 'but If you like I'll send Herbert
The troopB remained only until the ma|™a " t " * „ ' rB when the
morning
of
the
third
day,
and
when
aether^about
eleven years wnen.
specimens from Yap which make one down to show you the red swellings on ing the porch boxes Indoors in winter,
Walght and Turpitude.
think that Alice in Wonderland was his head!''
and planting gay flowers that make
they had marched off with their J^ "/^^At thTgUnds o't
A lady once consulted Doctor John- bands playing and a smile on their P™ »^» „n<1 „Ttreme cruelty. At
not wholly a figment of the jmagina" 'He probably got them falling the window charming both inside
1 her heart non-support and extreme cruelty
tion. It may be that Lewis Carroll down-stairs or something,' I told her. and out.
Plant closely enough to son on the turpitude to-Be attached to lips Barbara wept
. the time of the marriage, and all the
bad been to the Caroline islands.
'And I'd thank him not to be accusing cover the soil, and oh! be careful to her son's robbing an orchard. "Madam,"
my Ronald of things he's too well have a harmony of color. Keep to one said Johnson, "it all depends upon ^o^ste was impossible to her «£^-J&£2^
or two colors rather than an inartis- the weight of the boy. My school- arter that. The life of ease, andJux- —an -^
brought up to do!'
Delayed "Last Moments."
"She wouldn't let Herbert come tic jumble. How often we see scar- fellow, David Garrick, a little fellow, ury was not to be borne,
/ In the battle of Frledland, on June
In the week,
] robbed a dozen orchards with impuni- not sit idly by and wait for news hours and every day "
14, 1807, there was a young lieuten- down to play with Ronald after that let geraniums and purple-red petunias
! ty. But the first time I climbed a from the front; she must go and be plaintiff was an industrious and amant in Napoleon's army named and Ronald gets so lonesome. So I told in the same box, sometimes with still
bltioUB woman, working out without
Schramm. When the victorious gen- him he must return good for evil and a third angry color. Use all petu- I tree—I was always a heavy boy—the a part of that working contingent and the desire or knowledge of her hus%
eral was riding over the battlefield that he could take his wood carving nias, or grow scarlet and white gera 'bough broke with me; and It was do her mite. "
band. They both contributed to the
Barbara knew that somewhere. family expenses. Defendant's salary
that evening he came upon the and go up there. In an hour be came niums. Pink and white geraniums with j called a judgment. 1 suppose that is
trailing
ivy
(Knickerbocker
or
Ger;
why
justice
Is
represented
with
a
pair
Borne day, after the great war was would not allow a very elaborate exeighteen-year-old officer lying on the home crying as though his heart
over she would again stand beside
ground, mortally wounded, and weep- would break. He said Mrs. Scuddle had man) make a charming bit of gay color, of scales."
Plalntlff complainB that de—Philadelphia
Press.
the
young lieutenant commander who !£»«* ^f^,^^ " r6m work
told
him
to
go
home
and
he
hadn't
ing bitterly.
'
had
slept
beneath
her
roof
on
the
fendant
after
coming u
been
doing
a
thing!
Just
as
I
was
tellRosemary
Has
Learned.
"Why do you weep?" asked Napont
nB
Why Darts Penetrate.
k ' ™™t „
Rosemary, aged two, was being way to battle. His eyes had told her would not be « ™
i he rode by.
tag him he must learn that there were
ta
»« n«
^ be
The steel darts which are being brought up carefully by a motherr who that he would come back to her,, and er talk to her, *
"Because I must die before I can ( all kinds of wicked people in the world
u
become a captain," the youth com- that woman called e'own the back dropped from hostile aeroplanes are did not approve ot slang. She had al Barbara was living only for that day Places of a™ ^~\^U retd the
and
for
the
good
she
might
do
to
be
would
sit
around
th^
house
plained.
stairs. She Baid she had sent Ronald capable, It is said, of penetrating a ways played alone, but had recently
paper and go to bed. The ■»?"«•
The words of the dying lieutenant home because after *e had carved piece of teak one inch thick, the Pall j na<j aB a playmate a group of little worthy of him.'
court of Michigan held that the plain"I am glad," thought, Barbara,
softened the emperor's heart. "My shavings' all over her parlor that she Mall Gazette remarks. In all probabll- .neighbor boys. Shortly afterward her
tiff failed to show such conduct on
"that
I
lived
on
the
line
of
marchson, I shall gladly fulfill your wish," j had just swept up and cut a hole in her lty this is understating their effective- I dignified grandfather came to the door
the part of the defendant as would
ing.
Otherwise
1
might
never
have
ness,
for
the
acceleration
due
solely
^
ing
put
to
bed,
and
said,
he said "I hereby advance you to j oriental rug, he had turned his attenBne was De
justify granting a dlvorce.-West s
the rank of captain."
| tion to carving the posts on her ma, to the action of the earth's gravity j "Qooa night, baby." Her mother's known Lieutenant Commander Blakewould cause the dart to arrive on the j horror may easily be imagined wheu ly." She smiled Softly and added, "And Cases.
Tfce unexpected promotion actually i hogany bed.
saved the boy's life; he recovered. | "And just this morning—that crea- ground at a high rate of speed. As- | Bne heard her daughter call, "Dood yet—I must, surely have met him
Sea Water a Disinfectant.
some day."
Later on he fought most valiantly for, ture actually laid hands on my child! suming it to be released 6,000 feet 1 night, danpa, old kid."
Sea water electrically treated has
the cause of Napoleon, and by the '■ She boxed his ears and Ronald's al- above the earth—lower than which |
been found to be of great value as a
tlme of the battle of Waterloo he had, ways so tenderly cared for at home! the aviator runs the risk of +***[ Hl« Interpretation of Nature's taw.
The Sport of Kings.
disinfecting means and U now used
already become a general. He out- i Boxed my child's ears! She dragged brought down-it would be traveling | .„n>- ^ Qf natu„ ., d)(Jactlcallv
In very early times some kings, hav- regularly in a number of English cities
lived his "last moments" on the field him down and brought him laid' my at nearly six hundred feet a^ second
lng made war, went forth in person J£™2_™ Vwlmmlng pools, schoolprnfessor, addressing the
of Friedland by more than seventy kitchen and told me to keep him at
fquaVe^f th'S at whTh a h". member, of tl
'ooms CspltaTs ,
home and said* that when she went to a quarter oMhe speed at which a^bul- )nformany aBBembied on the porch of posing there was no other way.
years.—Youth's Companion.
iTverFeffeotive end quite cheap.
take in her milk and cream she found let leaves the British service rifle.
the tavern, "is that a certain amount
But they had not proceeded far till Wher6 tne Balt wat«r Is not obtainable
him Just finishing drinking it, and that
nf o,r,rk
npcpRsarv to
in produce
nrodncfl a cer- tb
of
work la
Is necessary
they~ were swept aside by a great mul- ""^j|^a]"Bea "w^ter is ms.de *t a
Children Do Ge« Work. .
A convenient telephone" index is he bad broken off every nasturtium
tain amount of good of any kind what- titude rushing to the front
.
Pubddltion to the cost
One
million
flowering
plants
have
ever."
"That's
so!"
agreed
J.
Fuller
"Who are you?" asked the kings, in ^ 7£mto_ pools are maintained in
made to sfip over the mouthplece-^r Plant in her flower boxes! Ronald exever.
father under it, for the mouthpiece plained that he was ptaying babes in been planted along the curbs of Gloom, the chronic carper. "If you no small curiosity.
■
■ *
i
y
the
addition
at
t condlt on D
"We?
Why, we're the .prectou. » sweet £°,nQg of about _lrty gallons
must be unscrewed to put the index the woods starving to death, living on streets in Oakland, Cal., by the school want relief from Itching yon must
children of the city this year under jcra„h "for it."—Kansas City Star.
| fools who are always ready to make J_^™rwted%^teTto_ pool'of about
on. It is circular in form, and the "erbs and goats milk,
I somebody else's quarrel our own—pa- eigniy-nve
°, ht ftve thousand
gallons, and then
little index laps, of green leather let"I o^- Mrs- Scuddle, I hope your an organized movement directed by
muu»*«* »——-■
,
j
cost of Clvlt War.
| trlots. In short!" replied the multi- an addition of the treated water 1B
tered in gold, radiate from tht center, conscience won't torment you too their elders.
One thousand or more American mu- I Tne actua| COBt 0[ the great Civil j tude.
They PUBS. In and out, behind and ln much tor your cruelty to an innocent
made every few days.
niclpalities have made radical changes __, Jn tne united States will never
"Precious, indeed!" chuckled the
front of each other, to expose the little child!'
wedge-shaped sections on which the
"And she just sniffed! I shook for in their charters ln the last four or ,_ jj^^n except approximately. It is , tegs, and risked their skins no more,
Hair ■id Dress.
4
numbers are written. There Is one an hour after! 1 certainly wonder why flve years, to make their laws and iafe _ gay, however, that the expendl- ( —New York Evening Post
Surely there Is some close relationirganiZatlon
conform
to
present
ideas
g^tual
money
on
both
sidesjtfas
)
division headed "Emergencies," on some people are born into this world!
tnre in
ship between the mode of the hair
which the police and Are numbers, the Oh, I get off here! "-Chicago Daily •f municipal service to the public.
MN tBan eight billion _dpllar«r bearrangement and the prevailing mode
Origin of Playing Cards.
'
Bides
an
economic
loss
to
the
whole
doctor's number and any frequently News.
^The origin of playing cards Is un- cf dress. It would be quite Impossible
Trees Need Space.
eountry of about thirty billion dollars. certain, although it is probable that to imagine the hoopskirt and slender
called numbers may be" written.
In earlier days a mistake was made ng logB ln me fTOm bullets and dis- they appeared in Europe to the year wa)tot 0f lsw-wom with the psyche
Great Man, Indeed.
n planting trees too close together. eaBS waB about a million.
How It Hurts,
Manager—"There's nobody can imf13B0. A duty was first placed on y^a of a few seasons ago, or to imag)ne of the first principles ef arbor
them in England In 1816. It Is estl- ln(s m, classic folds of a Grecian tur-Io
Clerk—Yes miss all face powders tate the things 1 put on the stage.
■'ilture is to plant at proper distan"e»,
bave gone up in price on account of Why, just lately a sunrise in a play
mated that from 14.000,000 to 16,000,- or.tbe eropiAi styles modeled on the
Suggested Improvement,
"»r,
as
T^r.
Niciiuhion,
tree
expert,
v\
i | got so much applause I had to make
tne w„
Speaking of whiskers, men's faces 000 packs are manufactured annually Gredw mode worn with the nigh,
'irmlnghaai,
Aia.,
calls
It,
the
spue
nowderea oaleTsre of Marls Antoinette.
Youn* Lady—Oh, isn't war Just hor- the sun rise' thra* times."—Meggenwouldn't get so Tiouotonou* if whb> , in the United States.
Ag of trees.
hers eouM de plnaed en dke Mir,
rUH-J-ge.
'***• **•""••
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The Parish auxiliary of toe CongregaWEST BROOKFIELD
Wofd wss received in town, Monday,
tional church, met at the home of Mrs
of the death in Nashua, N. H., Saturday,
Allen Jones, Tuesday afternoon.
Circle
Royford E. Perry, North Main street, is
PUBLISHED
of Charles J. Hasty, a former resident.
A conducted a mmmage sale, to-day <Friin
New
York.
Mr H«ty came to town in 1881, when
EVERY FRIDAY AFTSRKOOH,
day), at the Union Store building, MisB
AT
the George H. Burt company moved here
Mrs Michael J. Begley, Cottage street, Marion F. Ray being chairman of the
Journal Block, North Brgokfield, Mass from Dover, N. H., and located in' the is in Springfield.
committee.
factory on Central street.
Mr Hasty
Mrs Margaret Schollard, Myrick utreet,
The real estate assessed to George H.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
held a position in the office of th: com- is visiting in Worcester.
Leary, was sold at public auction, in the
pany, and lived in town 16 years. He
BMTOa A5D PBOrfclETOa.
Mrs Ashworth, Rochdale, is the guest selectmen's room, last Saturday, by Carlwas a charter member of Friendship
ton P. Tyler, to Royal Fountain, for
of her sister, Mrs Liz/ie Shaw.
1.00 a Year in Advance. Lodge, N. E. 0. Pj_
Single Copies. 3 Coots.
Miss Bertha A. Leard of Worcester js S47.08. It consists of 32 acres of tJine
Tne Woman's "Alliance of the First
timber land, situated in Bagged hill dis-Aildrew all eomraunleatiom to BKOOKTIHI n Parish church met at the home of Mrs the guest of Mrs G. Frank Gilmorc.
trict. The taxes assessed for 1913 and
riMEn. KortbBiooklleld, Mass.
George
F.
Allen,
Hudson,
spent
SunWilliam Croft, TnewUy. Mrs Delbert A.
1914, amounting to 918.25, remained un^
Ordure for subscription, advertising or job Eaton read a report of the New England day with his father, Freeman M. Allen.
work and payment tor the same, may )«»">"
paid.
.Ureotto the main office. North nrooklWM or AsWkte Alliance. Convention, recently
Miss Gladys Bryant, North Brookfield,
to George W. Mc?famara, Broosftelo
The Fa/mersj club met in G. A. B.
held at Cambridge and which she attend- ie with Mr and Mrs Wallace L. Gladding.
hall, Wednesday. Dinner was served at
ed as » delejnte. Mrs Edward B. PhetteWickaboag Campfire Girls' club will
TTROOK. FIELD
placegavea travel talk on "Hampton, conduct a subscription dance in G. A. R. noon by Mr and Mrs Henry L. King ot
Brookfield., The speaker for the foreMrs Roy Eaton spent the week with Va " The society voted to manage the hall to-night.
noon session was Bev. Timothy C. Craig,
annual town meeting dinner in banquet
West Brookfield Country Club was in
friends In Springfield.
pastor of Warren Congregational church.
Miss Anna Doyle Bpent the week-end hall, Monday, March 1. Alter the busi- charge of bridge whist in G. A. R. hall, An old folks' concert, led by William B.
sn meeting refreshmento were servedamong relatives in Hardwick.
Monday night.
Thompson, was the entertainment at the
Miss Clara M. Clarendon bad a class
Mrs Marshall 0. Gilbert entertained beginning of the afternoon sessicn. The
Misses Hazel Bemis and Alice Watker
meeting
of
her
junior
pupils
at
her
home
the members'of the G. F. 8. at her home subject for discussion was "Clover and
spent Sunday with friends in Webster.
on Lincoln street last Saturday afternoon.
Monday afternoon.
No service at the First Parish church
soiling crops and the benefits of lime,;'
Musical selections were played by the
next Sunday morning. ^Sunday school as
Miss Permelia H. Stone, Springfield, is the principal speaker, being H. E. Stodpupill, the composer, Mosart, was studied
spending her vacation with her aunt, dard of East Brookfield.
usual./ and musical works taken up. Ga"**
VS illiam Tunstall of Southbridge, w.s were played and refreshments served. Mrs Arvilla Makepeace.
Miss Evelyn Edson, daughter of Mr
atthehome of his parents on West Mam These were present: Misses Catherine and
Joseph F. Locke, Providence, is the and Mrs Charles O'M. Edson, went to
street, Sunday.
Dorothy May, Kathryn Eaton,v Evelyn guest of Lindsey T. Smith an4*tamily, Worcester city hospital Saturday, because
of throat trouble. Earl Edson, the son,
Miss Grace Wells of Brimfleld, was a Burke, Alice Rice Lsflin, Barbara Healey, North Brookfield road.
guest of Mr and Mrs Harry C. Ford, the Gertrude Bluemer, Louise Marley, DoroMrs Katherine Gallivan and family, returned home on Friday, from the same
thy Connolly, Cecelia Leonard, Claire Central street, are entertaining Miss Mar- hospital, where he was operated upon for
first of the week.
appendicitis. He is assistant in chemisMiBS Helen Bur«ess of SpringBeld, vis- Phetteplace and Horace May, Melville garet Shea, Springfield.
,_'•"•
ited at the home ot her parents on Lin- and Frank Locke.
Special services will*be conducted the by try in McGill University, Montreal.
Mrs Susan A. Lamb announces the
coln Btreet, Wednesday.
Methodist and Congregational ohurches
Jerome Hamilton Celebrated his 78th
during Lent, the dates to be announced officers of the Methodist church as fol- '
The regular meeting of the V. I. S„
Birthday, Saturday.
lows:—Superintendent, Bowman S. Beewill be on Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 2, at
ONE DOLLAR Does the Work of Two or
later.
/
man; assistant superintendent, Frederick
Jerome Hamilton observed his 78th
3.30 o'cloek in banquet hall.
The republican caucus to nominate
E. Kragdon; secretary and treasurer,
""Miss Florence Mulvey of Monson, was birthday anniversary, at his home on candidates to be voted upon at the anThree at this Extraordinary Economy Event
Mrs Susan A. Lamb; superintendent of
a guest at the home of her parents, in Central street, last Saturday, at a party, nual election, Feb. X, was held Wednesprimary dept , Mrs Frederick E. Bragwhich was attended by out-of-town guests
Over-the-Ktver district, Monday.
day night.
s. '
)'
don. The teachers will be Mrs Jennie
-., and Brookfield friends.
He r ;ceived
John TuBBtall of West Main street beQnaboag tribe I. O. R. M., had its Allen, Misses Edna Allen and Emma Tyraising up of chiefs in their "hall on ler, and Mr Charles Arnold.
talking over happeningB of over half a
session of the Superior criminal court at
Thursday night, by Deputy William Hacentury ago, and especially of the Civil
A wild boar is reported as wandering
Worcester.
Full Stock List and Prices In Worcester
war in which he served nearly four years. ley of Ware.
about the region of Bagged hill. He was
Mrs Kobert Livermore substituted at Mr Hamilton has enjoyed remarkable
Mrs George Harding, Nottingham, first seen near Tyler's mills but is now
the high school, this week/lor Miss Mary health the past year, and is able to be England, and Mrs Merton Rice, East located on the Cota farm between West •
Daily and Sunday Papers.
McEvoy, of North Brookfield, the. first out of doors every day. Many of the Brookfield, are with Mrs Allen T. God- Brookfield and New Braintree. Although
assistant principal.
members of Dexter post G. A. E„ of frey, Long Hill.
-T25Bl»toM5S; SI DOam^8tu1,datiW^ge.
The registrars met in the: selectmen's
. :^i*»«1'i"t m^alber/ *^W'"AUL ALTWATIOW HAD* O* OABIMHT* * R BE
room wTnTtown house, Tuesday night on him. He was born m^BWison, Jan. Grange Auxiliary last ThumBy after- He Is said to weigh about 126 lb*, and
and revised the voting list. There were ■fe, 1837, son of Asa snd Emily (Bugbee) noon. Husbands of the members were can clear a four foot fence. His tnskB
are 6 Inches long.
The neighboring
Hamilton. When he was 11 years old hiB guests st supper.
23 namee'Ciobaed off.
The Town and Village Improvement farmers go about with guns hoping to get
The B. H. 8. athletic association will parents moved teWestboro, and a year
Joseph 8. Bugbee and
liold a whist party in banquet hall, on later, lie shipped from Boston on a wha- club will hold a meeting next Saturday a shot at him.
Wednesday night, Feb. », the proceeds ling vessel, for a sevens year cruise. night at the club room. Applications others having discovered where the boar
had burrowed under the leaves and brush,
While cruising in the northern Pacific for membership will be received.
being for the base hall team.
waters, after being two years at sea, he
Earl W. Livermore, first-class fireman tracked him for some distance, but failed
Wm. L. Mulcahy, a student at Grande
Worcester, Mass.
was promoted to the berth of mate. On oa board the U. 8. 8. Chester, spent the to find him.
s x 2 Main Street,
Seminary, Montreal, came home Wedhis return to Boston, he went to Brimfleld week-end with his parents, Mr and Mrs
nesday, to pass a two weeks' vacation
where he took up farming. In 1861, he Levi W. Livermore, High street.
Death of Mr* John Conway.
with his parents on Howard St.
came to live in Brookfield, and frofn
A chimney fire at the home of George
The Ladies' Benevolent Bociety ot the here, enlisted in Co. 0. 2d Mass. heavy
Mary Louise [Bichards], wife of John
Congregational church, will conduct a artillery, and served three years and five H. Brown, brought out fire department, A. Conway died at her home, Tuesday
Cliemicals were
corn chowder Bociai in the vestry of the months, being mustered out, Sept., 1865. Saturday afternoon.
night of paralysis, aged 6* Jr*., 9 month*
were used. No damage was reported.
A horse attached to a Grand Union church, Wednesday evening, Feb. 3.
In 1862, be was wounded at South West
and 23 days. She wa* bom in West
Tea Company wagon became frightened
Mr and Mrs Henry L. King ol West Creek, N. C, and was laid up for five
The will of Miss Lucy B. Weeden. Brookfield, daughter of James and Baiah
at anelectair car, while feeding in front Main street were hosts at the meeting ol months, then he rejoined his company. which has been filed, disposes of an esBobertson Bichards. She was one of six
of the Bten!? bakery at 12.30 p. in., Mon- the West Brookfield Farmers' club in
Though not taking active part aUMie tate of »20,500 to her brothers, Charles children. She wan married 45 yeare ago
day, and ran do«n the alley between the G. A. B. ball, Wednesday, when the
battle of Gettysburg, Mr Hamilton* K. and Henry J., and to thelatter's wife. to contractor Conway. She was a membakery and the Livermoie block, through 40th anniversary of the club was celecompany was held in reserve near the
The Trustees of the Merriam Public li- ber of Forest chapter 0. E. 8., Warren;
the fields at the rear of Livebnore and
scene of battle. Mr Hamilton was much brary will recommend an appropriation Clara Barton Belief Corps, G. A. B., of
brated.
Tomer blocks, and reached Pleasant 8t.
The Friday afternoon whist club met at disappointed when poor health kept lurn of *826fortbe part payment of running Warren; West Brookfield Grange and of
bj nay of the Duell orchard. The horse
the home of Mrs Henry Clark, last Fri- from attending the reunion 'of the 80th expenses for the year and will report the Qnaboag Pomona Grange.
reached Twiehelfs corner, before it was
day, for play. Refreshments were served. anniversary of the battle at Gettysburg, addition of electric lights to the stack
Beside her husband, Mrs Conway ,*
stopped by John Clancy, one of a party
These ladies were present with Mrs Clark: in July, 1913. After the dtebanding ol room.
survived by one son, Bernard A.; three
of high school -boys, who had gone in
Mrs Willie 0. Bemis, Mrs Claude Laflin, his company, he returned to Brookfield,
A Postal card will bring thtm for
The Soap club was entertained at the grandchildren, Bernice, Dorothy and
pursuit. The horse was returned to the
Mrs David Hunter, Dr. Mary Sherman, where be has lived since. As a young home of Mr and Mrs Andrew L. Benson, Uobert Conway; three sister* Mrs Sarah
your inspection. '.*•'■
driver, John Calder of North Brookheld,
Mrs Delbert Eaton, Mrs Ernest Oolburn, man, he was known as an expert torse- Brookfield road, on last Saturday night. Cutler of West Brookfield, Mrs Emma
who was at dinner in the restaurant,
man, and be drove horses through the Supper was served after which pitch was Ware of Maiden, and Mrs Jennie Sylves«nd Mrs Edward Burgess.
when the horse ran. There seemed to be
The democratic and cit sens town com- town that others dared not approach. nleyed.
ter of Boston; one brother, Joel.Bicbardgs
no damage done, nor were the coiitents
mittees met in banquet ball Sunday night For years be followed the trade of shoeBROOKFIELD, MAS*.
The Literary society met with Mrs Alice ot Springfield. The funeral was from
of the wagon shaken up.
making,
but
has
led
a
retired
lite
for
the
„„ organised for the year.
Oitisens
the Congregational church this afternoon,,
In the Merrick public library are two committee, chairman, Andrew Leach past 10 years. Mr Hamilton married his J. Carter, Friday afternoon. Mrs Au- with Bev. John H. Hoffman officiating.
new books on "Socialism" which deserve secretary and treasurer,' James Wall. ncond wife. Mrs Jenuie (Lee) Bennett of gusta F. Hale gave a review of the beet Burial was In Pine Grove cemetery. Unthe attention of everyone interested in Democratic committee, ehairman, John Worcester. May 12, 1910. Among these books of the year. Current events were dertaker Herbert P. Johnson of Warthis vital issue.
"Fabian essays in Tanstall; "secretary, Andrew Leach; who were present at the party were:- discussed.
ren was in charge.
The ladies' Aid society of the Methosocialism" is » volume containing con- treasurer, Martin Donahue.
M„ J. W- Coring, Mrs J. F. Gray and
dist
church
was
in
charge
of
a
sale
of
tributions from the pens of several noted
The second annual recital of Miss GUra Mrs Walter Earle all of Worcester; J. W.
NEW BRAINTREE.
bread pastry, and homemade dainties
Englishmen, among the number being
M. dareudonwili be hejd hi the town Hamilton and G. S. Longmower of Bosat the home of Mrs Clara V. Wood, this
George Bernard Sliaw. "Socialism" by
ton;
Mr
and
Mrs
Serend
Adams;
Mr
and
haB Friday evening, ft*. 5, under the
Frank A. Morse has returned from a
John Spargo is a very clear, concise and
direction of the circle1 of the Woman's Mrs Charles Bice and family, Mr and afternoon.
visit in Southbridge.
FULL LINE OF
unprejudiced statement of the facts conMrs
William
Mulcahy,
John
Adams,
Mr
Mrs
William
Dane
is
seriously
ill
at
her
Alliance, captained by Mrs Charles H.
Mrs Dr. Hendricks ef Hardwick » the
cerning this important question.
Mr
Clarendon.
Miss Clarendon will be and M» Charles A. Sanlord and Mr and home on West Main street Her daughSpargo has none of the rabid and unter. Mr* Frank Lamb of Chicago, who guest of Mr and Mr* W. J. Gray.
■
assisted by Mrs William McLaurin, so- Mrs George Petty.
reasonable qualities that mark many pf
bas ben sent for is expected to be with
Mr and Mr* J. Thomss Webb are with
prano soloist, and Harry F, Morse, violinthe earlj advocates of the cause, but is
her mother very aoon.
Tender. Heart**.
Mr and Mrs MacMinimen for the winter209 Pieces Epatnelleu Ware very Mr. Altogether he presents the ist, ol Marlboro.
Aunt Sakay cam* Into th* house la
Mis* Alto* Dnncanaon, of Bagged Hill,
at 10 eent« a piece wtile they subject to an »bte and broad-minded Friends ot Leonard Bice tendered him high *u4l*on. "Wut yu reckon 4** attended a mlHtary baU on Friday, at Fv A. Morse and W. J. Gray were bv
a
surprise
party
at
His
home
on
Merrick
Springfield on a busines* trip last Wedcraxy
boy
Jim
done.
Mis*
Ca**l*r
manner.
Uwt
Ave., Monday night, in honor of his 14th she demanded. "Luke to!' Mm toi«Mt the State College in Kingston, B. I., and nesday,
The Sunday i_pol hoard ot the Meth. birthday. Games were played and re- off oat puppy's tall, an' i* aaya, to apent the week end with George Smith
. Mil* France* W. Tufts came from Worodist church, met at the home of Mrs freshments served. Those, present were: mek H easier fob 'urn, be *»• cut and family in Woonaocket.
Plumbing,
Charlton, last Friday afternoon and elect- George Stone, Frank Derriek, Baymond It oB a U'l pleee at a Umel"
The Grange had a mock town meeting, cester to attend a meeting ot the sefaoor
ed the Mlowiflgoacer^^-Superintendent
Steam Fitting,
Wednesday night in G. A. B. hall. The board.
Bemis, Stuart Hall, Wilfred Gaudette,
Mrs William B. Hastings; first assistant, Charles Hayden, Beatrice Eaton. Mary
committee in charge was: George H.
Hon. C. A. Gleason, Springfield, waa
Angora
Boats
Prov*
*f
V»lu*.
Electrical Work,
Bev. Arphens Nichols! second assistant, Benehan, llase. Bice, Leon LanglOis and
Coolidge, Charles H. Allen, Herbert B. in tjwn on Tuesday, to attend the meetAngora
goats
have
been
us*d
with
Mrs Cecil Sherman; secretary, Herbert
and Jobbing.
»
Alice Boyntou.
profit to keep fire sones clear of in- Cutler, Mrs J. L. Canterbury and Mrs ing of the Farmers club.
BUmmer; treasurer, William Cottlei and
Ueorge E. May-berry of Spencer, aud flammable vegetation on naHonel tor- Nellie M. Thacher.
The New Braintree Farmers club met
for teachers, Mrs Cattle, Mrs Cecil SherElmer H. Blodgett, warden of West
Miss Ida U. Flouffe of West Brookfield, eat* ln California.
man, Mrs Harry Lamb, Misses ClaraMle
Brookfield town farm gave notice of his in town hall on Tuesday. Prof. Chenenwere married at St. Mary's church at
resignation
to the overseers of the poor worth from Massachusetts Agricultural
Bailey, Bhssbetb Stone, Ethel Cattle, Mis
Fatalities by Plr*. •
on Friday night to take effect Feb. 15.
Emanuel Charlton. Superintendent of 7.30Thursday morning, Jan. 21, the cereOne thousand five hundred persons Mr Blodgett assumed the management of college gave a very interesting and pracmony-being performed by Key. M. J.
cradle roll, Miss Baileyi pianist, Mis
are killed and flve thousand are In- the farm, April 1,1914, succeeding Elmer tical talk on winter and spring care and
pruning of apple trees. There were 80
Lamb.' The treasurer'B report was read Murphy, who also celebrated a noptial jured each year as a result of Are* B. Potter.
Donahue Block
mass. The couple were attended by Napresent. Musie was in charge of Miss
and accepted. A vote of thanks was exln the United States.
Eli M. Converse went to-"Worcester on
GEWML STREET,
■
BROOKFIELD tended to Rev. Mr Nichols for his work poleon ferry, of Spencer as best man,
Thursday afternoon, to qualify for Just- Clara Kittredge; Mrs Grace MacMenimen
and Miss ri'me Pioufie,sister of the bride,
Ice of the Peace. Mr Converse received gave a vocal *olo. Dinner was served in
as superintendent for the past two years.
More Than On* Way to Buec**..
as bridesmaid. The bride wore a travhis first appointment from G .v. W. Mur- charge ot Mr and Mrs H. D. Pollard.
Success
may
not
depend
so
much
Daily Thought,
eling suit of navy blue,and* white picray Crane in 1901 ;_the second from Gov.
_* .T ^.„.,j T- !« 1QAR. and
and the
thf. third
thm
in Ood's world, for those *bo »re to
Monsy.
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TtoyouoBcmipie
what you do yourseur
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immedi- upon
upo. *»at
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tor a
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weeks' what vou
yon can lolly
Jolly ol
other. Into doing ^ ^ j^ T. WBlahi „„, yeM,
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It yon make money yosr god It wiB ture
truly done, no word earnestly spoken, plague yon like the devil.—Henry trip
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COMPULSORY
MILITIA SERVICE

PILGRIM CELEBRATION
PLANNED FOR 1920

Cole Declares All Young Men
Should Be Trained

Boston—Plans for a celebration In
1920 of the 300th anniversary of the
landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth
are being considered by various organisations In Boston, and three bills are
now before the Legislature which aim
to recognize fittingly the
historic
event.
,
Two of the bills propose a Worla s
Fair in or near Boston and provide
for preliminary expenditures, one foj
325,000. the other for tSOO.000.
Th?
third bill which was Introduced by
Representative- Churchill of Plymouth
and sponsored by the Pilgrim society, simply provides for the appointment of a commission to consider for
a year various plans for the celebration and to report at the next Legislature.
The Massachusetts Real Estate Exchange has Indorsed the bill which
was Introduced to the Senate byv Senator Fay of Middlesex, which provides that the Governor and council
shall appoint a commission of five to
arrange for a national exposition In
1920, the duties of the commission being "the preparation and exhibition
of the natural and Industrial products of the commonwealth, and of objects Illustrating the history, progress, moral and material welfare dur
tag the past 300 years." This measure carries an appropriation of $26,000 for expenses, the members to
serve without pay.
The bill that would appropriate
$300 000 was introduced by Senator
Hays of Suffolk. It provides for preliminary work, to be extended over
three years.

ADJ-GEN. STRONG ADVOCATE
Bliinti HI*torl«n* For Fall* Id
ton* of Revolution Hold Annual
Banquet In the CopleyPlaxa.
Boston—That every young man In
the state .between the ages of 18 and
16 be forced to Join some branch of
the militia for a three-year enlistment so the country would be prepared In time of war, was urged by
Adjt den. Charles H. Cole at the
Sons of American Revolution banquet In the Copley-Plasa.
"Massachusetts spends more money
on her militia than any other State
In the Union, save the big State of
New York," said Gen. Cole.
There are In this State thousands
J men between the ages of 18 and
»fi who are not members of the militia, and never hare been enlisted in
this body. These young men should
enlist for the three-year term.
"The writers of popular histories
have committed one of the biggest
crimes that could happen to
th«
American people In their volumes on
onr wars. All of our popular histories and textbooks have done this,
and the people feel a safety when
they read of the great deeds these
books tell. They al point to the ultimate results and not to the errors
and blinders which have been made
In every war that this country has
ever been involved In.
"In the war of the
revolution
every known military -principle was
violated. This war took seven years
to win. It could have been won In
one year. This the historians have
kept from the people. The officers
were chosen on account of their mitt
tary pull. At no time did Gen. Washington have more than 20,000 men under his direct control.
These men
who had a big political pull bad men
under them, but when a big emergency arrived tbey always looked to
Washington, and for Bis advice. The
British during the first few years
of the war only had 20,000 men in
this country, while there were over
400,000 colonists in arms against
them.
"You men should get the people of
Massachusetts to realize the state
their sons to enlist in the militia, for
three years, where they can get the
training under the regular army officers who are detailed to the militia,
After three years In the militia they
wll be better men, and in after life
better in efficiency and ability in business because of it, than, anything
else that could happen to them."
Six Heroes Found in New England.
The Carnegie hero fund commission
has announced Its awards. Two of
the 11 silver medals and four of the
83 bronze medals awarded went to
New Englanders.
Hazel Crummel, a nurse at the New
Xngland Sanatorium, drowned while
trying to save Aida E. Felneold, a patient, from suicide by drowning In
Quarter-Mile Pond, Middlesex Fells,
Sept 7, 1913, was judged worthy of
• silver medal
The other silver medal was awarded to Fred. N. Crafts, 96 Mountford
street, Boston, who saved Kate. B.
Edmands from being run over by a
train at Hamilton, Aug. 14, 1911.
Crafts was then 86 years old
George A. Watson, Clinton, Mass.,
who saved an unknown man from
drowning in a bathing accident,
In 1912 has been awarded a bronze
medal.
Honest Apple Packing Urged
Boston—"New England hasn't a
favorable reputation for honesty in
packing apples and In order to acquire a larger market for their product New Englanders will have to
pack their fruit better," said Thomas
M. Carver, professor of economics at
Harvard University, during a conference at the Chamber of Commerce of
a committee chosen to draft uniform
laws in New England for grading of
apples. He favored laws regulating
the grading.
Charles W. Mann of Methuen declared that It would cost $100,000 to
enforce such laws and then they
would do no good as apples were hard
to grade. He said packing inspector* would be more of a nuisance
than milk Inspectors are now.
To Reopen Russell Case.
Melrose—A petition is being circu
lated in Melrose for the reopening of
the famous Russell will case. Al
ready several hundred signatures
have been obtained.
One of tbe
strongest witnesses for "Dakota Dan,"
the defeated claimant to the name of
Daniel Biake Russell during the two
trials, was Henry A. Leonard of 499
Lebanon street, Melrose.
Lift Foot and Mouth imbarge,
Washington.—The federal quarantine against the foot and mouth
disease in Massachusetts was lifted
Jan. 22 from the counties of Barnstafele. Berkshire, Dukes, Franklin and
Nantucket. Territory to nine other
counties not within a radius of three
Biles of infected premises will be
made exposed area.

Bills in Legislature Aim To Mark
300th Anniversary of Plymouth
Landing.
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ROCKEFELLER JR.
BRITISH CRUISER LION AND DESTROYER
MAY HAVE TO
OK THE STA
TOWED IN AFTER NORTH SEA BATTLE;.
QUIT UNION
GERMANS WIN ON KAISER'S BIRTHDAY He Disclaims Directors' ReCourt Rules Kansas Coercion
. i

Accident

Board Scores Lex
Em.
players.
Boston.—Industrial and insurance
statistics are contained in the second
annual report of the Massachusetts
industrial accident commission, which
has been made public.
insurance companies have paid out
in benefits to injured employes since
the act 'became effective the sum of
$3,976,902, of which the sum of
$1677,380 was raid during the first
year, and the balance, $2,299,621 during the second year of the act; all of
these payments being made under the
supervision of the state board. The
board finds, also, that toy the failure
of employers generally to respond to
its efforts to organize committees of
safety and remove the cause of preventable injuries, an opportunity to
effect a possible saving of- $1,800,000
annually to Insurance costa haa been
lost
•±m
•
Air Flight Will Start from Hub.
Boston.—Approval of the plan for a
transcontinental aviation contest to
connection with the Panama-Pacific
Exposition, announced at the annual
dinner of the -Aero Club of America,
has been agreed upon at a conference
between Thomas M. Moore, commissioner general of the Exposition to
the Atlantic States, Alan R. Wholey,
president of the Aero Club, and Henry Woodhouse, of the club's board of
governors.
Three flights,.beginning at Boston,
New York and Washington, and ending at San Francisco, were formally
proposed toy Mr. Moore.
Still Fishing at Ninety-Three.
Lynn—Captain
Theophilus
W.
Brackett of Lynn, who has Just reached his ninety-fifth birthday, continues
active as a fisherman and probably Is
the oldest one to this State, If not to
the country, to still continue his fishing trips. Captain Brackett has won
distinction as the designer of the famous Swampscott dory. For a long
time he commanded his own fishing
vessel to the fishing trade, but to recent years he has fished out
of
Swampscott In hi* dory. In all kinds
of weather he makes his dally trip to
the fishing grounds to take care of
his lines and traps.
Trefry Condemns State Tax Law*.
Boston—Before the members of the
Massachusetts Real Estate Exchange
W. D. T. Trefry, tax commissioner of
Massachusetts, stated that as some of
the State laws on taxation read,
property owners are. now paying
double taxation and urged the real
estate men to light with him to have
these laws revoked. Commissioner
Trefry stated that these' laws
are
driving away business from the State
because the stockholders of corporations which would locate here would
be liable to the double taxation law,
which be characterized as "chaotic."
$7000 For Lost Soprano Voles.
Boston.—For injuries that caused
the loss of a soprano voice of much
promise, and changed the contour of
her face, Irene I. Fogg of Auimrndale,
a student at Wellesley, has been
awarded $7000 by a Jury In Judge
Brown's session of the Middlesex superior court at East Cambridge. She
sued John B. Walcott for $20,000 alleging that his car, driven by a
chauffeur, struck her May 14, 1913.
Gets Order* for 100,000 Army Shirt*.
Boston—Jacob Dreyfus ft Sons of
this city, through their London representatives, have received orders for
100,000 flannel shirts for use to the allied armies, and for 126,000 army
shirts and drawers. Most of the
work for this great order will be done
In Boston. The cloth Itself, however,
is woven to mills to New York state.

Act Unconstitutional
THREE JUDGES

DISSENT

ie:

sponsibility for Mine Strife

Austrian* and Germans Massing Huge Forces to Drive
IS AGAINST LABOR DICTATION:
Russians Back into Bnkowina From Hungary
;e:

Declare* Worker Can Enjoy No Right
from Which Employer Is Barred
—Massachusetts Among
States Affected.
Washington. — The constitutional
right to employers to require employes to renounce their union affiliations, as a condition of employment,
la sustained, by the supreme court In
a decision, far reaching to organized
tabor, in which the Kansas so-called
coercion statute was declared unconstitutional.
The decision was announced by
Justice Pitney.
Strong dissenting opinions were
given by Justices Holmes and Day,
Justice. Hughes concurred with Justice Day, leaving Chief Justice White
and Justices McKenna and Vandevanter and MdReynolds concurring
with Justice Pitney.
Under the Kansas statute, It was
unlawful for any individual or corporation to coerce or Influence any
person to enter into an agreement not
to Join or remain a member of a labor organization, as a condition of
securing or conlnulng employment.
The .case arose from the conviction
of T. B. Coppage, a division superintendent of the St Louis ft San Francisco railroad system, for threatening
A. R. Hedge, a switchman, with dismissal if he did not withdraw from
the Switchmen's Union of North
America.
"The court Intimates nothing Inconsistent with the right of individuals to Join labor unions," said Justice
Plney. "Nor Is the legitimacy of such
organizations questioned so long as
they conform to the tows of the land
as others are required to do.
"But the individual has no Inherent right to Join the union and still
remain to the employ of one who is
unwilling to employ a union man any
more than the same individual has a
right to Join the union without the
consent of that organization.
"Just as labor organizations have
the Inherent and constitutional right
to deny membership to any man who
will not agree that during such membership he will not accept or retain
employment to the company with
non-union men, and Justas a union
.matr las fli._ «™«oi.uiion«i .lgu* «J
decline proffered employment unless
the employer, will agree not to employ any non-union men, so the employer has the constitutional right to
Insist that the employe shall refrain
from affiliation with the union during
the term of employment.
"There can not be one rule of liberty for the labor organisation or its,
members and a different and more restrictive rule for employers.
■The employe's -liberty of making
contracts does not Include a-liberty
to procure employment from any unwilling employer or without a fair understanding.
Nor may the employer
be foreclosed by legislation from exercising the same freedom of choice
that Is accorded to the employe."
The contention of the dissenting
Justices Is expressed, in the main, to
this paragraph of their opinion:
"Could an employer not be forbidden from demanding agreements that
an employe sljould not Join the national guard? Could not the state strike
down agreements not to Join a certain political partyT Why not labor
unions, whatever members of thto
court may think of these unions?1'
Other laws which* according to
Justice Day, are Invalidated by today"* opinion, are those of California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Indiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Porto Rico.
Justice Pitney,
in announcing the majority's opinion,
made it clear that he did not consider "actual coercion" as beyond tho
power of the states to prohibit
He
declared that the decision was not
only based on reason, but was supported by the decision of the court
several years ago to the Adah- case,
In which the federal act of 1898 prohibiting an interstate railroad from
discharging an employe because he*
belonged to a union, was annulled as
unconstitutional.
Justices Day and
Hughes held there was an element of
coercion in the switchman's case
which distinguished the two cases,
while Justice Holmes was in favor of
overruling the Adair decision.

London.—The British fleet did not
escape unscathed in the" naval battle
on the North Sea. The battle cruiser
Lion, which tod the British squadron
into battle, and the torpedo boat destroyer Meteor were both disabled
and had to be towed Into port, and,
in addition, one officer and thirteen
men were killed and three officers and
twenty-six men wounded on three of
the ships, the Lion, Tiger and Meteor.
This information is contained in an
Admiralty statement. The statement
denies lOerman reports that one British cruiser and two torpedo boat destttyers were sunk, by saying that all
the British ships engaged in tbe action
have returned In safety to port The
Admiralty statement is as follows:
"All the British ships and torpedo
boat destroyers engaged in Sunday's
action have returned In safety to port.
"The Lion, which had some of her
forward -compartments flooded by
shells below the water line, was taken
in tow by the cruiser Indomitable. The
destroyer Meteor, which also was disabled, was taken to tow by the destroyer Liberty. Both vessels were
guarded by strong escorts of destroyers. Repairs to both vessels can be
speedily effected.
British Lost Forty-one Men.
"The total number of casualties
among the officers and men reported
to the Admiralty Is: On the Lion,
seventeen men wounded; on the Tiger,
one officer and nine men killed and
three officers and eight men wounded,
and on the Meteor, four men killed
and one man wounded."
VICTORIES ON

KAISER'S BIRTHDAY.
Berlin.—Vigorous offensive movements in both theatres of the war on
Emperor William's flfty-elxth birthday, in which the Germans made Important gains, were reported here.
The occupation of Kielce, to Russian Poland, by Aastro-German forces
was announced in dispatches from
Cracow.
Kielce has been a Russian base and
la regarded as of considerable atrat_„i.

1— !.—.«-- .* Oro *w* Mia* **

la the most important railroad Junction northeast of Cracow.
In the vicinity of the town has occurred some of the heaviest fighting
of the whole campaign to the east.
The capture of Kielce to regarded
as marking the new offensive movement by the German and Austrian
armies along the eastern battle front
already forecast in official dispatches
from (Patrograd.
Berlin announced that an important
victory had been gained over tho British along La Bassee Canal to France,
Just south of the Belgian border.
Positions of the British extending
over about two-thirds of a mile, including two strong potato of support,
are said to have been taken by storm
and held to the face of counter attacks.

700 Lives Lost.
London.—The most powerful German fleet that has ventured to the
open sea since the war began was
crushlngly defeated to the North Sea
by the British battle cruiser squadron
under Vlce-Admlral Sir David Beatty,
the victor of Helgoland. The German
fleet was evidently bent on. another
raid such as that which caused such
heavy loss of life at Scarborough and
neighboring towns.
Surprised into an action which they
triad desperately to avoid, the Kaiser's
battle cruisers Derffllnger, Ssydlitz
and Moltks, his finest armored cruiser; the Bluecher, and several light
cruisers were hammered to a running
fight that lasted three hours and a
halt by the battle cruisers Tiger, Lion,
Princess Royal, New Zealand and In
domltable, assisted by a few light
cruisers and destroyers.
At 1 p. m., when the battle, which
had covered more than 100 miles at
such speed as was never before known
in naval warfare (a speed equal to
the Mauretanla's fastest), had carried
the very fringe of the mine fields
guarding the German naval bases, the
armored cruiser Bluecher, •chattered
by the great guns of the Lion, went
to the bottom and two of tbe three
German battle cruisers were badly
damaged.
On the Bluecher alone more than
700 lives were lost and the casualties
TALKS ACROSS CONTINENT.
on tit* battle cruisers that escaped
were very large. Only 123 of the
' Boston^Boston talked with Be*. Bluecher'a compliment of 888 officers
Francisco Monday evening for the and men were rescued.
first time In history.
The human voice was carried overs GERMANY MENACES RUMANIA.
telephone wires for 8606 miles to onefifteenth of a second.
Latter Country Is Again Sending
MaJ. Henry L. Hlgginson extended
Army Supplies to Hungary.
the greetings of the city to Thomas
Athenev—Aocordng to authentic toA. Watson, who received the message formation, Rumania has recommenced
In 8an Francisco. Mr. Watson, forty the exportation of army biscuit Into
years- ago, received the first mes- Hungary, which had been, Interrupted
sage ever taken over a telephone.
for some time.
This retapee Is attributed to dipfomatic circles to German menaces and
Optimistic Thought,
Why should nun boast of his DM dispatch of German troops to Hun,
strength; Is not a horse stronger than gary, 25,000 of whom have passed
through Budapest on they way to Bulhat
garia.

Jfe :

Tells Industrial Commission Father
Would Have Been $4,900,000 Better
Off If Colorado Fuel Money Was
Put Into Savings Bank.
London.—Operations in the eastern
area of the war,-where the Teutonic
New York.—John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,.
Allies are pushing an offensive move- occupied the witness chair before the>
ment along a battle front of 300 miles United States Committee on Industrial
take the foremost place in the latest Relations for five hours and during,
most of that time answered questions,
developments in the great conflict of
bearing directly upon the Colorado.
arms,
Fuel & Iron Co. and the situation
Petrograd reports said heavy fight- which brought about the great strike
ing ie to progress at many points, but of last year.
It was seldom that he answered
that no decisive results have been
"yes" or "so." Almost without excepachieved.
tion he gave much more Information'
The attack is said by Petrograd to than was asked for, however remote
be the start of a new campaign launch- such information might be from the.
ed by the Auetriane in conjunction actual point of the question.
An idea to which he constantljr
with the Kaiser's forces, and has for
came back was that In the conduct
its object the relieving of Hungary of large enterprises responsibility
from further danger of invasion by must be divided and delegated and
driving the Russians from Gallcto, that having once selected an executive,
Bukowina and northern Hungary.
to whom they believe the directors,
Vienna reports that the Russians cannot be expected to discharge htm
already have been checked to Buko- the moment some irresponsible person,
criticizes him. He said he believed
wina.
The Austrian statement shows that that labor should have a voice In dethe Russians again succeeded to pene- termining the conditions of employtrating passes of the Carpathians, as ment, but he declared emphatically
it says they were driven out of sever- that neither he. nor any other busial trenches which they had pushed ness man would permit workmen toforward south of tbe passes.
dictate how that business was to beDesperate fighting at ^tose quarters run.
Is in progress in central Poland, where
One of the points made to his statemany men have died from cold^JThe ment and to which to' his testimony
most determined efforts of the oppos- Mr, Rockefeller frequently revertedT
ing forces have not resulted in break- was that his father would have saved)
ing the deadlock, say the reports.
money ($4,900,000) If he had put it In
Tbe garrison at Przemysl, Galiela, a savings bank and had never had;
whose resistance month after month anything to do with the Colorado Fuel
to the Russian besiegers has been one & Iron Co. He declared that all of theof the dramatic features of the war, surplus earnings of the company wereis said at Vienna to have been carried being devoted to the improvement of
on with such success that assaults on the Industry, such Improvement conthe city have virtually ceased- The sisting not only In developing thestatement Is made that 6,000 Russians property, but to raising wages and eleare prisoners in the city.
vating the living conditions of the.
Russian movements near the east workmen.
Prussian and west Prussian frontiers
Among other things John D. Rockestill receive much attention to the feller, Jr., said:
news dispatches, but Berlin asserts
I believe the ultimate object of all
with emphasis that no new advances activities should be the development
into German territory are now feared. of manhood.
With great battles soon to be fought
A prime consideration in the carryout at her .front door, Rumania hae tag on of Industry should 1)6 the wellnot yet decided to Join to the conflict, being of the men and women engaged
but the reports from all the capitals In it
indicate that toe situation lu toe Bali Industrial relation* are essentiallykans Is simmering, and it Is believed human relations, and should be not
that action wfll come suddenly.
less the concern of the state than of
The Turks, say London reports, Individuals.
have met with another defeat at
Every laboring man should have a
Khorasan, in Turkish territory.
voice to the management of condiOn the western battlefields severe tions of labor.
encounters continue to Alsace and the
I ofen work seven days s week. I
Argonne, say the official reports.
think, however, that every man should,
have at least one day a week tor rest..
FOOD SUPPLIES CAUSE CONCERN.
It seems to me that the princlpleof organization is one which the peoThe question of food supply is being ple in this country and the world are
considered urgently both to London Increasingly favoring and finding toand Berlin. The British Government be necessary.
has appointed a cabinet commission to
I think the prosperity of this countryconsider the subject. The Labor party is being most conserved by large com-has demanded that the Government blnations in industries.
take over control of British shipping.
I believe it to be Just as proper and*
As to the food situation to Germany, advantageous for labor to associate
the Berlin press Is reinforcing the Itself into organized groups for addemand voiced at a mass meeting vancement of its legitimate Interests!
that the Government commandeer all as for capital to combine for the samestocks of food, and by way of Rome object
there have come reports of bread riots
in Austria and Hungary, to one of
JEROME OUT OF THAW CASE.
which the Governor of Croatia was
badly wounded and his palace was
New York's Attorney General Disburned.
charges Special Counsel.
. The German official report says that
all French attacks against HartmansNew York.—William fravers Jeft
wetter Kopf to Alsace were repulsed omt, who for almost nine years has
with heavy losses, 400 chasseurs be- been the principal prosecutor of Harrying killed and many prisoners taken. K. Thaw, was removed -from the faInfantry fighting continues In the Ar- mous case by Attorney General Eggonne, and artillery is very active bert B. Woodbury- His elimination
north of Verdun. The loss of a trench was announced to him to a telegram.
at Berry-au-Bac is admitted. Artillery Economy was assigned as the reason.
duels' took place to Flanders.
The sudden retirement of Jeromecaused surprise not only to the formerDistrict Attorney's legal opponents,
SSHBnaUHIIIHIHIIIIIIIIIIIIB
but to Jerome. He would make nostatement. He explained that, as hePITH OF THE
was through with the ease, he would;
WAR NEWS I not discuss or reflect on it to any manner.
KBflflfflHWgUHflUiUIIIMlflllllMIMiMlilMlilli
When the news was carried to ThawFifty survivor* from the German to the Tombs he was overjoyed. He
cruiser Bluecher, which was sunk seemed to have the impression, that,
In ths North Sea, were landed at with Jerome out of the case, liberty
Edinburgh from two British torpedo was ahead.
boats.
The cost of retaining William Tra/rThe Russians have made another effort ers Jerome as a Special Deputy Attorto advance In East Prussia, but It ney General to keep Harry K. Thavr
was reported by Berlin that attacks to Matteawan has been
by the Czar's troops were repulsed.
1910—iwmile Jerome was District
The 'French War Office announces of- Attorney, nothing for fees and S600
ficially a British success at La Bas- in disbursements.
ses and tails of a spectacular light
1912—As Special Deputy, tltOOO to.
at Crapnne In which aeroplanes flung fees and1 IIJ6TT to disbursements. '
bombs to prepare the way for a
1914—As' Special Deputy, (12300 In
French charge, this being the first fees and $1,900 to disbursements.
Instance of aviation work of this
Grand totol-H^MOO to fees and
sort.
$3,700 to disbursements.
It to admitted In Berlin that pne of
the seven Zeppelins whleh bombard- U. S. SILK PLANT FOR CANADA.
ed Yarmouth, King's Lynn and other
Norfolk coast towns failed to return. Finn Opens Factory to Supply Goods
Heavy snows in the eastern CarpaFormerly Mads In Germany.
thians have affected the advance of
Montreal.—The first American manthe Russian troops through the ufacturing concern to locate a branch
pa****- The center of fighting Is factory to Canada since the war broke
on the Transylvsnlsn border at out has concluded an agreement with
Valepoutna.
the city of Sbarbrooke, to tits proQreat preparations are being mads vines of Quebec for the immediate
at Kiel In expectation of a raid by establishment of a plant for the manuthe English fleet. The report adds facture of silk hosiery, gloves, etc.
that the German fleet at Kiel was
Previous to the war, this firm had
recently Increased by three new supplied Canada from its German facdreadnought*.
tories.

CZAR RENEWS MOVE TO TAKE THE WAR TO SILESIA

SYRUP OF FIGS FOR
AGHILMWELS

"What air bit?" she tensely demand- upstream to silence. Finally Samson
Her lips and eyes were sober as she
ed. "What air hit. Samson? What spoke slowly and diffidently.
replied.
"Stranger," he ventured, "ef hit
fer hev ye fotched yer gun ter the
"I reckon thet's all right"
hain't askln' too much, will ye let me
"And what's worse, I've got to be field?"
The boy laughed, "Oh, hit ain't gee ye paint one of them things?"
more trouble. Did yon see anything
"Gladly," was the prompt reply.
nothln' pertlcler," he reassured. "Hit
of a brown mule?"
Then the boy added covertly.
hain't nothln' fer a gal ter fret herself
She shook her head.
"Don't say nothln' erbout hit ter
"He must have wandered oft May erbout only I kinder suspicions none of these folks. They'd devil me." It is cruel to force nauseating,
I ask to whom I am Indebted for thto strangers jest now."
The dusk was falling now, and the
harsh physic into a
"Air the truce busted?" She put the
first aid to the Injured?"
question to a tense, deep-breathed hollows choking with murk.
sick child.
"I don't know what ye means."
"We're nigh home now," said SaraShe had propped him against the whisper, and the boy replied casually, son at the end of some minutes' silent
Look
back
at your childhood days.
rocks and sat near by, looking Into his almost Indifferently.
"No, Sally, hit hain't Jest ter say plodding. "Hit's right beyond thet Remember the "dose" mother Insisted
face with almost disconcerting steadion — castor oil, calomel, cathartics.
ness; her solemn-puplled eyes were busted, but 'pears like hit's right thar bend."
Then they rounded a point of Um- How you hated them, how you fought
■mart cracked. I reckon, though," he
unblinking, unsmiling.
ber and came upon a small party of against taking them.
"Why, I mean who are your* he added to half-disgust "nothln' won't
men whose attitudes even to the dimWith our children it's different.
laughed.
come of hit"
from
the
woods.
She
lifted
her
skirts
ming light conveyed a subtle sugges- Mothers who cling to the old form of
CHAPTER
"I hain't nobody much, I Jest lives
Somewhat
reassured,
she
bethought
and splashed her feet in the shallow
tion of portent
physic simply don't realize what they
over yon."
herself again of her mission.
"Thet you, Samson?" called an old do. The children's revolt is well-foundClose to the serried backbone of the creek water, wading persistently up
"But,'' insisted the man, "surely yon
"This
here
furrtoer
hain't
got
no
man's voice, which was still very deep ed. Their tender little "lnsides" an
Cumberland ridge through a sky of and down. Her shyness was forgotten. have a name."
harm to him, Samson," she pleaded.
and powerful.
mountain clarify, the sun seemed hesi- The groan was a groan of a human
injured by them.
She nodded.
"He 'pears tor be more like a gal than
"Hello, Unc' Spencer!" replied the
creature
in
distress,
and
she
must
find
It your child's stomach, liver and
tating before Its descent to the hori"Hit's Sally."
a man. He's real puny. He's got
and
succor
the
person"
from
whom
It
boy.
son. The sugar-loaf cone that towbowels need cleansing, give only deli"Then, Miss Sally, I want to thank white skin and a bow of ribbon on
Then
followed
a
silence
unbroken
came.
,
ered above a creek called Misery was
cious "California Syrup of Figs." Its
you."
his neck—an' he paints plctchers."
unlit the mule reached the group, re- action is positive, but gentle. Million*
Certain sounds are baffling as to dipointed and edged with emerald tracOnce more she nodded, and, for the
The boy's face had been hardening
ery where the loftiest timber thrust rection. A voice from overhead or first time, let her eyes drop, while she with contempt as the description ad- vealing that besides the boy another of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
up its crest plumes into the sun. On broken by echoing obstacles does not sat nursing her knees. Finally she vanced, but at the last words a glow man—and a strange man—had joined- laxative" handy; they know children
the hillsides it would be light for readily betray its source. Finally she glanced up and asked with plucked-up came to his eyes, and he demanded their number.
love to take It; that it never falls to
venln', stranger,"* they greeted
more than an hour yet, but below, stood up and listened once more In- courage:
clean the liver and bowels and swessV
almost
breathlessly:
hlm.^gravely;
then
again
they
fell
where the waters tossed themselves tently—her attitude full of tense ear"Stranger, what mout .yore name
"Paints plctchers? How do ye know silent, knd to .their silence was evi- en the stomach, and that a teaspoonful
along to a chorus of tiny cascades, the nestness.
be?"
given today saves a sick child tomorthat?"
dent constraint
"I'm
shore
a
fool,"
she
announced,
"Lescott—George Lescott"
tight was already thickening into a
row.
"I seen 'em. He was palntin" one
"This
hyar
man's
a
furrtoer,"
anhalf
aloud.
"I'm
shore
a
plumb
fooL"
^cathedral gloom. Down there the "fur"flow'd ye git hurt?"
Ask at the store for a 50-cent bottle
when he fell often the rock and busted nounced Samson, briefly. "He fell
rtoer" would have seen only tbe rough Then she turned and' disappeared In
He shook his head,
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
course of the creek between moss- the deep cleft between the gigantic
"1 was painting—up there," he said; his arm. It's shore es beautiful es—"
has full directions for babies, children
velveted and shaded bowlders of bowlder upon which she had been sit- "and I guess I got too absorbed to the she broke off, then added with a sudof all ages and for grown-ups plainly
titanic proportions. The native would ting and another—small only by com- work, I stepped backward to look at den peal of laughter—"es er pictcher."
on each bottle. Adv.
The young man slipped down from
have recognized the country road in parison. There, ten feet down, to a the canvas and forgot where the edge
the fence, and reached for the rifle.
Return of Walnut
these tortuous twlstlngs. A great block narrow alley littered with ragged was. I stepped too far."
The man rose to his feet, but he tot. The hoe he left where it stood.
The wood of our fathers, the good
of sandstone, to whose summit a man stones, lay the crumpled body of a
"I'D
git
the
nag,"
he
announced
man.
It
lay
with
the
left
arm
doubled
old "black walnut" that waa reckoned
tared and reeled against the wall of
standing to bis saddle could scarcely
the supreme cabinet material of W
Teach his fingertips, towered above under it, and from a gash to the fore- ragged stone. The blow on hit head briefly, and swung off without further
parley
toward
the
curling
spiral
of
head
trickled
a
thin
stream
of
blood.
had
left
him
faint
and
dizzy.
He
sat
years ago, has come back. True, they
the stream, with a gnarled scrub oak
smoka that marked a cabin a quarter
call it "American walnut" now, and
dinging tenaciously to Its apex. Loft- Also, it was the body of such a man down again.
'I'm afraid," he ruefully admitted, of a mile below. Ten minutes later
give It a shiny finish and try to hide
ily on both Bides climbed the moun- as she had not seen before.
. Although from the man came a low "that I'm not quite ready for discharge his bare feet swung against the ribs
the deep, purplish brown which to ths
tains cloaked In laurel and timber.
of
a
gray
mule
and
his
rifle
lay
balgroan
mingled
with
his
breathing.
It
from your hospital."
true glory of the. stuff; out It is ths
Suddenly the leafage was thrust
anced
across
the
unsaddled
withers.
was
not
such
a
sound
as
comes
from
"You Jest set where yer at" The
same old mood to spite of all.' Mar II
aside from above by a cautious hand,
Sally
sat
mountain
fashion
behind
fully
conscious
lips,
but
rather
that
girl rose and pointed up the mountainsobh get back its ancient name and!
and a sby, half-wild girl appeared in
him,
facing
straight
to
the
side.
of
a
brain
dulled
Into
coma.
side.
Til
light
out
across
ths
hill
and
more than its ancient popularity.
the opening. For an Instant she haltFreed
from
her
fettering
excess
of
So
they
came
along
the
creek
bed
fotcb
Samson
an'
his
mule."
ed, with her brown fingers holding
shyness
by
his
condition,
the
girl
and
into
the
sight
of
the
man
wbo
"Who
and
where
is
Samson?"
he
back the brushwood, and raised her
A GLASS OF SALTS WILL
face as though listening. As she stepped surely from foothold to foot- inquired. He realized that the bot- still sat propped against the mossy
END KIDNEY-BACKACHE
stood with tbe toes of one bare foot hold until she reached his side. She tom of the valley would shortly thick- rock. As Lescott looked up he closed
twisting In the gratefully cool moss stood for a moment with one hand on en into darkness, and that the way the case of his watch and put It back
the
dripping
walls
of
rock,
looking
Says Drugs Exolte Kidneys and Recout, unguided, would become Impos- Into his pocket with a smile.
•he laughed with tbe sheer exhilaraommend* Only Salt*, Particularly
"Snappy work, that!" he called out
tion of life and youth, and started out down while her hair fell about her sible. "It sounds like the name of a
face.
Then,
dropping
to
her
knees,
"Just
thirty-three
minutes.
I
didn't
strong
man."
If Bladdar Bother* You.
■on the table top of the huge rock.
she
shifted
the
doubled
body
into
a
"I
means
Samson
South,"
she
enbelieve
it
could
be
done.'
But there she halted suddenly with a
Samson's face was masklike, but
When your kidneys hurt and your
startled exclamation and drew iustine leaning posture, straightened the lightened, as though further descriphack feels sore, don't get scared and
■Ovelyback. What she saw might well limbs, and began exploring with effi- tion of one so celebrated would be re- as he surveyed the foreigner, only the
dundant "He's over thar "bout three- Ingrained dictates of the country's
proceed to load your stomach with a
lave astonished her, for It was a thing cient fingers for broken bones.
She had found the left arm limp quarters." ' ,
hospitable code kept out of his eyes
lot of drugs that excite the kidneys
*he had never seen before and of
a gleam of scorn for this frail mem"Three-quarters of a mite?"
and Irritate the entire urinary tract
which she had never heard. Finally, above the wrist and her fingers had
She nodded. What else could three- ber of a sex which should be stalwart.
Keep your kidneys clean like you keep
reassured by the silence, she slipped diagnosed a broken bone. But unconTamarack South.
sciousness
must
have
come
from
the
."Howdy?"
be
said.
Then
he
added
quarters
mean?
your bowel* clean, by flushing them
across the broad face of the flat rock
suspiciously.
"What
mout
yer
busioften
a
rock
an'
got
hurt
I
"lowed
blow
on
tbe
head,
where
a
bruise
was
"How
long
will
it
take
you?"
he
with a mild, harmless salts which relor a distance of twenty-five feet and
1
ness
be
to
these
parts,
stranger?
^
I'd
fotch
him
home
ter
stay
all
night."
already
blackening,
and
a
gash
still
asked.
moves the body's urtoous waste and
- paused again to listen.
Lescott gave the Odyssey of his wanThe, elderly man who had hailed the stimulates them to their normal activShe deliberated. "Samson's hoeta'
At the far edge lay a pair of saddle- trickled blood.
She lifted her skirt and tore a long corn in the fur hill field.
Hell hev derings, since he had rented a mule boy nodded, but with an evident an- ity. Ths function of the kidneys Is to
fcags, such,as form the only practical
equipment .for mountain travelers. strip of cotton from her single petti- tar cotch his mule. Hit mout tek a at Hixon and ridden through the coun- noyance, it seemed that to him the filter the blood.
In 24 hours they
try, sketching where the mood prompt- others deferred as to a commanding strain from it BOO grains of acid and
Near them lay a tin box, littered with coat. Then she picked her bare-footed half-hour."
ed
and
sleeping
wherever
he
found
a
officer. The cortege remounted and waste, so we can readily understand
"You can't do It In a hslf-hour, can
•mall and unfamiliar-looking.tubes of way swiftly to the creek bed, where
hospitable roof at the coming of the rode slowly toward the house. At last the vital Importance of keeping ths
soft metal, ail grotesquely twisted and she drenched the cloth for bathing and you?"
the elderly man came alongside the
bandaging
the
wound.
When
she
had
evening.
"Ill
Jest
take
my
foot
in
my
hand,
stainod, and beside tbe box was a
kidneys active.
•T$i come from over on Cripple- mule and Inquired:
strangely shaped plaque of wood done what she could by way of first an' light put." She turned, and with
Drink lots of water—you can't drink
shin?"
The
boy
flashed
the
question
aid
she
sat
supporting
the
man's
"Samson,
where
was
ye
last
night?"
a
nod
was
gone.
smeared with a dozen hues. That this
too much; also get from any pharma"Thet's my business."
At last she came to a point where with a sudden hardening of the voice,
plaque was a painter's sketching pal- shoulders and shook her head dubicist about four ounces of Jad Salts i
"Mebbe hit ain't." The old roouna clearing rose on the mountainside and, when he was affirmatively ansette was a thing whleh she could not ously.
take a tablespoonful in a glass of
Finally the man's lids fluttered and above her. The forest blanket was swered, his eyes contracted and bored talneen spoke with no resentment but
know, since the ways of artists bad
water before breakfast each morning
to do with a world as remote from his lips moved.. Then he opened his stripped off to make way for a tenced- searchingly Into the stranger's face. deep gravity. "We've been powerful for a few dayB and your kidneys will
"Where'd ye put up last night?"
oneasy erbout ye. Hev ye heered the
ln and crazily tilting field of young
her own as the life of tbe moon or eyes.
act fine. This famous salts to made
"Red Bill Hollman's house, at the news?"
"Hello!" said the stranger, vaguely. corn. High up and beyond, close to
stars, ft was one of those vague mysfrom the acid of grapes and lemon
mouth
of
Meeting
House
fork;
do
you
"What
news?"
The"
boy
put
the
"I
seem
to
have—"
He
broke
off,
and
the
bald
shoulders
of
sandstone
which
terles that made up the wonderful life
juice, combined with ltthla, and has
question noncommlttally.
of "down below." . Why had these his lips smiled. It was a friendly, un- threw themselves against tbe sky, was know,the place?'<
Samson's reply was curt
"Jesse Purvy was shot this morn- been used tor generations to dean and
things been left here In such confu- derstanding smile, and the girl, flght- the figure of a man. As the girl halted
stimulate clogged kidneys; also to
"I knows hit all right"
tag."
at the foot of the field,, at, last, panting
sion? If there was a man about who
neutralise the acids to urine so It no
There* was a moment's pauseThe boy vouchsafed no reply.
from her exertions, he was sitting on
.owned them he would doubtless return
"The mall rider done told bit . . . longer to a source of Irritation, thus
the rail fence, looking absently down rather an awkward pause. Lescott's
to claim them. She crept over, eyes
on the outstretched panorama belo* mind began piecing together frag- Somebody shot five shoots from the ending bladder weakness.
and ears alert, and slipped around to
Jad Salts Is Inexpensive; cannot inments of conversation he had heard, laurel. . . '. Purvey hain't died ylt
him.
the front of the queer tripod, with all
Samson South was not, strictly until he had assembled a sort of men- . , . Some says as how his folks jure; makes a delightful effervescenti
ber muscles poised to readiness for
lithla-water
drink which everyone
has sent ter Lexington' fer bloodspeaking, a man. His age was per- tal Jigsaw puzzle.
■flight
should take now and then to keep
haps twenty. He sat loose-Jointed and . The South-Hollman feud had been hounds."
A half-rapturous and utterly astonThe boy's eyes began to smolder their kidneys clean and active. Try
indolent on the top rail of the fence, mentioned by the more talkative of
ished cry broke from her lips. She
thto, also keep up the water drinking,
his hands hanging over his knees, his his informers, and carefully tabooed hatefully.
stared a moment, then dropped to the
"I reckon," he spoke slowly,' "ha and no doubt you will wonder what
hoe forgotten.
Near by, propped by others—notable among them his
moss-covered rock, leaning back on
became of your kidney jtrouble and
against the rails, rested a repeating host of last night It now dawned on didn't git shot none too soon."
tier brown bands and gazing intently.
"Samson 1" The old man's voice had backache.—Adv.
rifle, though the people would have him that he was crossing the boun"Hit's purty!" she approved. In a
told you that the truce to the "South- dary and coming as the late guest of the ring of determined authority.
sew, musical murmur. "Hit's plumb,'
Solved.
Hollman war" had been unbroken for a Hollman to ask the hospitality of a "When I dies ye'll be the head of the
dead beautiful i"
"Professor Grouch has at last solved
Souths,
but
so
long
es
I'm
a-runnto'
two
years,
and
that
no
clansman
need
South.
Of course It was not a finished pic"I didn't know whose house It was," this hyar fam'ly I keeps my word ter the problem of abolishing distress to
In these halcyon days go armed afield.
ture—merely a study of what toy behe hastened to explain, "until I was friend an' foe alike. I reckon Jesse tbe world."
fore her—but the hand that had
"What's his scheme T"
benighted and asked for lodging. They Purvy knows who got yore pap, but
CHAPTER II.
placed these brush strokes on the
"To starve the poor off the face tt
were very kind to me. I'd never seen up till now no South hain't never
Academy board was the sure, deft
the earth."
Sally clambered lightly over the them before. I'm a stranger here- busted no truce."
stand of a master of landscape, who
Tbe boy's voice dropped its softness
fence and started on the last stage of abouts."
bad caught tbe splendid spirit of the
her Journey, the climb across the
Samson only nodded. It the explana- and took on a shrill crescendo of exthing and fixed it Immutably to true
young corn rows. It was a field stood tion failed to satisfy him. It at least citement as he flashed out his tetort
arad glowing appreciation. Who he
"Who said a South has done busted
on end, and the hoed ground was un- seemed to do so.
was; where he had gone; why bis
even; but with no seeming of weari"1 reckon ye'd better let me holp the truce this time?"
work stood there unfinished and abanOld Splcer South gazed searchingly
ness her red dress flashed steadfastly ye up on thet old mule," he said;
doned, were details which for the moacross the green spears, and her voice "hit's a-comln' on ter be night."
at his nephew.
ment this half-savage child-woman for(TO BBS CONTINUED.)
was raised to shout: "Hello, Samson I"
With the mountaineer's aid, Lescott
got" to question. She was conscious
Tbe young man looked up and waved clambered astride the mount then he
only of a sense of revelation and awe
Queerest Dance In the World.
Gently cleanse your liver and
Then she saw other boards, like the A Low Groan Mingled With His a languid greeting. He did not remove turned dubiously.
hls~nat or descend from his place of
The Godavari dance of the matey-,
"I'm sorry to trouble you," he vensluggish bowels while
one upon the easel, piled near the
Breathing,
rest, and Sally, who expected no such tured, "but I have a paint box and. ers, or drummers, of Malabar Is a very
paint box. These were dry, and rep^
you sleep.
attention, came smilingly on. Samson some materials up there. It you'll popular function when the native
tog
hard
the
sby
Impulse
to
drop
his
resented the work of other days; but
was her hero. Slow of utterance and bring them down here. 111 show you farmers are taking their ease after the
they were all pictures of her own shoulders and flee Into tbe kind maskGet
a
10-cent
box.
diffident with the stranger, words now how to pack the easel, and, by tbe hard work of harvest The principal
-mountains, and to each of.them, as ing of the bushes, was to a measure
Sick headache, biliousness, dizzicame fast and fluently as she told her way," he anxiously added, "please character Is a weird figure supposed
reassured,
In this one, was something that made
"You must hev fell often the rock," story of the man who lay hurt at the to handle that fresh canvas carefully— to represent the sacred cow of the ness, coated tongue, foul testa and foul
1ST' heart leap.
foot of the rock.
gods, Kamachenu. A small boy car- breath—always trace them to torpid
she
enlightened.
by the edge—It's not dry yet.
To her own people these steep hill"Hit halnt long now ten sundown,"
ries this about while the other per- ilver; delayed, fermenting food to the
"I
think
I
might
have
fallen
Into
He
had
anticipated
impatient
consides and "coves" and valleys were a
bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
she urged. "Hurry, Samson, an' git
matter of course. In their stony sol) worse circumstances," replied ths'un- yore mule. I've done give him my tempt for his artist's impedimenta, formers, decked out to primitive fashPoisonous matter clogged in ths tot
but to his surprise the mountain boy ion with painted bodies and hideous testlnes. Instead of being cast
•they labored by day, and to their shad- known.
"I reckon you kin set up after a promise tor fotcb ye right straight climbed the roek and halted before masks, go through a weird dance, acows slept when work was dose,. Vet
of
ths system is re-absorbed into
back."
companied by much drum beating and
someone tod discovered that they held uttle."
Samson took off his hat, and tossed the sketch with a face that slowly singing. Wherever it goes the cow blood. When thto poison reaches
"Yea,
of
course."
The
man
suddenly
a picturesque and rugged beauty; that
delicate brain tissue it causes oust
the heavy lock upward from Ms fore- softened to an expression of amazed
tbey were not merely steep fields realized that although he was quite head. His brow wrinkled with doubts. admiration. Finally he took up the Is supposed to shower blessings snd gestion and that dull, throbbing, •tent
prosperity, and so, ostensibly to please
square
of
academy
board
with
a
tenwhere the plow was useless and the comfortable as he was he could
"What sort of lookln' feller air her
ths animal, but in reality to satisfy suing' headache.
hoe must be used. She must tell Sam- scarcely expect to remain permanently
While Sally sketched a description, der care of which his rough hands, the dancers, presents of money, paddy
Cascareta immediately cleanse JM
son—Samson, whom she held in an In the support of her bent arm.- He the yrnmg man'e doubt grew graver,
would have seemed incapable and
or rice are given to the performers stomach, remove the sour, undls^stW
artless exaltation of hero worship; attempted to prop himself on his hurt
stood
stock
still,
presenting
an
anoma"This hain't no fit'time ter be takln'
food and foul gases, take the exceed
Samson, who was so"smart" that he hand and relaxed with a twinge of. ex- in folks "what we hain't acquainted lous figure to his rough clothes as his This custom has been to existence bile from the liver and carry out aTJ
thought about things beyond her un- treme pain. The coldr, which had be- with," he objected. In the mountains eyes grew almost Idolatrous. Then from time Immemorial and la likely the constipated waste matter and
derstanding; Samson, who could not gun to creep back into his cheeks, left any time Is the time to take In strang- he brought the landscape over to Its to continue as long as agriculture enpoisons to the bowels.
only read and write, but speculate on them again, and his lips compressed ers unless there are secrets to be creator, and, though no word was dures among the Hindus of Malabar.—
A Casoaret to-night will sureVJl
Wide World Magazine.
themselves tightly, to bite off an exproblematical matters.
spoken,
there
Hashed
between
the
eyes
guarded from outside ayes.
.
straighten you out by morning. Tnstf
' Suddenly she came to her feet with clamation of suffering,
of
lh#
artist,
whose
signature
gave
to
"Why hain't H?" demanded the girl.
work while you steep—a 10-cent bod
"That air left arm-air busted,".anA swift-darting Impulse of alarm. Her
What Attracted Him.
"He's hurt. We kain't leave him layln' a canvas the value of a precious stone,
ear bad caught a sound. She east nounced the young woman, quietly.
A mother took her four-year-old son from your druggist means your head
and
the
jeans-clad
boy
whose
destiny
thar. kin we?"
clear, stomach sweet and your Uvstj
searching glances about her, bat-the "Ye've got tar be heedful,"
Suddenly her eyes caught tight of was that of the vendetta, a subtle, to a restaurant tor his first luncheon and bowels regular tor months. Adn
Had one of her own men hurt himtangle was empty of humanity. The
wordless message. It was the coun- outside of the nursery at home. He
the
rifle
leaning
near
by,
and
straightWater still murmured over the rocks self and behaved stoically It would way they filled with apprehension. tersign of brothers-ta-blood who rec- behaved with perfect propriety, and
The Opportunist
undisturbed. There, was no sign of have been mere matter of course; but
"Her militant love would have turned ognise to each other the bond of a watched the elaborate service with
He—I love the true, the good, tM
/ human presence, other than herself, her eyes mirrored a pleased surprise
keen
interest
When
the
finger
bowls
to hate for Samson, should be have mutual passion.
beautiful, the—
that her eyes could discover—and yet at the stranger's good-natured nod and
The boy and the girl, under Lescott's were placed on the table, he noticed
proved recreant to the mission of reShe—Oh, George, this Is so sudden I
to her ears came the sound again, and bis quiet refusal to give expression
the
square
white
mint
on
the
plat*
direction,
packed
the
outfit
and
stored
prisal in which ho was billing his time,
this time more distinctly. It.was the to pain. It relieved her of the neces>
at the side of the bowl, and ex
the'canvas
In
the
protecting
top
of
the
yet the coming of the day when tbe
You never nuts the water until tbt
sound of a man's votes, and it was sity for contempt
box. Then, while Bally turned and claimed: "Oh, mother, look at tin
courts get hold of the stock sad
*?m afraid," apologized the painter, truce must end haunted her* thoughts. strode down creek to search of Les- cunning Uttle cakes of soap b<
moaning as if to pain. She rose and
She
came
close,
and
her
voice
sank
squeeze It out.
searched vainly through the bushes of "that I've been s great deal of trouble
cott's lost mount, the two men rode brought us!"—Harper's Magazine.
with her sinking heart
tie hillside where the rock ran out to yow*
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BILIOUS, HEADACHY,
SICK "CASCARETS"

REALLY ODD "SAVINGS BANK"
Wife of Mexican Millionaire Devised
Most Curious Hiding Place for
Her Money.
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With the coming of the pay envelope for women" has developed the
evolution of the, broken-nosed teapot
as a savings bank. Many and varied
are the methods women have worked
out to save money, although it is only
within the last fifty years that the average woman has had to consider the
problem individually. With their "going to business," however, questions
of finance and investment have come
to them.
Many amusing incidents of tho^broken-nosed teapot as a savings bank have
come to light. There Is a story of
Pedro Alvaredo, the 'peon millionaire
of Parral, Mex., whose minus yielded silver so f?st that he could not
spend it, though he bought pianos and
ponies by the carload, and all the
metal work in the palace that stood
where his old :>dobe hut had once been
built was of silver.
Alvaredo had no faith In banks and
kept great quantities of cash in his
house. Naturally, much of this came
into the hands of Senora Alvaredo.
The senora had a special bed quilt
which always covered her at night and
was never far away in the day time.
When the senora died her maid went
to Alvaredo and asked for the quilt.
But Alva*redo was superstitious and
disliked to give away anything to
which his wife had been so much attached. He offered the woman money
instead and, though dollars were no
lougcr flowing in at the rate of 30,000
a day, ho was generous In the matter.
But the girl insisted that she would
have no memorial of her mistress but
the quilt
Finally Alvaredo's suspicions were
thoroughly aroused and he ripped the
quilt to pieces.. It contained $30,000
In (1,000 pieces. Among them was a
letter from the senora saying that she
had saved the money for her two sons
and directed that It be put In the bank
to their credit. And now the young
men are being educated In an American college upon tbj interest of their
mother's savings.—From the Business
Woman's Magazine.
Getting Lead From Radium.
A very Interesting paper by K. F»jans on the different atomic weights
of lead was read recently before the
Bunsen Gesellschaft fuer angewandte
physikallsche Chemie at Leipzig. According to a line of reasoning, simultaneously developed by Fajans and
Soddy during the last few years, lead
derived from radium and lead derived
from thorium by the loss of five and
six atoms ' of helium, respectively,
should be Identical, except in atomic
weight.
Throughout the past year. Doctor
Fajans' assistant. Doctor Lembert, has
been working In Richard's laboratory
at Harvard, in order to obtain atomic
weights of as high a degree of trustworthiness as possible. -The differences established by the
series of determinations announced at
the meeting by Fajans amount to
about 0.3 per cent. In this connection
it is interesting to note that Soddy
and Hymans read a paper before the
London Chemical society early In the
spring, in which they likewise described experiments which showed a
difference between thorite lead and
ordinary lead of 0.5 per cent.
In the Day of Love,
If men are just to each other they
will love each other without effort or
coaching, because of the Justice they
receive. They will not need to be
taught to love each other. Men are
taught that now because they find it
impossible to love the man who is exploiting him or depriving him of his
due in any sense, either as exploiting,
slave-driving employer or competitor
in business or labor.
And that, by the way, is exactly the
reason why teaching men to love one
another as they love themselves, if not
a failure in 2,000 years of trial, has not
been the success the teachers have
hoped. For, how can men love each
other when their principal business is
to cheat each other? It can't be done.
It ought not to be expected. Men simply can't love each other under these
conditions.—Exchange.
Ready With Answer.
The prevalence off'hog cholera in
central Kansas recant the meeting of
the state Y. M. C. A which was held
In Salina a few months ago, and is
giving Dave Bean, a big ranchman,
merited distinction as a prophet. Efforts were being made to raise money
by subscription, and a noted worker
from New York was telling the audience what taey should give. "You
Kansas people spend your money for
farms to raise corn to feed more hogs,
to buy more farms to raise more corn
to feed more bogs," etc. After he had
gone over the rotation of words a
dozen times he cried out at the top of
his voice: "And where is it all going
to end?" - Mr. Bean, in the center of
the auditorium, who knew by experience, spoke up quickly. "More hog
cholera!"—Kansas City Star.
, Physical Facts.
The faculties of the mind are rendered active by heat, under whose influence thought, talkativeness, versatility are increased. Cold and phlegm
produce apathy of mind and torpidity
in the members. So alleged the Syrian
author, who approved Hippocrates'
dictum, "Excessive sleep and excessive wakefuiness are equally had."
Pain in the brain is caused by some
change in its composition, or in that
of fhe irteries leading- to' It, 'or by;
inci it of moisture in the brain.

Town Meeting Warrant.
ss. TO STEPHEN QUILL, Constable of the Town of
North Brookfleld,
•
GREETING :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you
are hereby directed to notify and warn the inhabitants of said
town, qualified to vote in elections and town affairs, to meet at
the Town Hall in said North Brookfleld, on Monday, the eighth
day of February, 1915, at 5.45 o'clock A. M., to act upon the
following articles, viz. i"'
■
ART. 1. To choose a( Moderator to preside at said meeting.
' ART. 2. To choose all necessary town officers for the ensuing year, namely, a Town Clerk for one year, a Town Treasurer for one year, three Selectmen for one year, one Assessor for
three years, three Trustees of the Free Public Library and Reading room for three years, a Tax Collector for one year, one member of the Board of Health for three years, an auditor tor one
year one Cemeterv Commissioner for three years, and one for
one year, to fill a vacancy, one Water Commissioner for three
years, and three Constables for one year.
WORCESTER,

ART. 3. To vote by ballot, Yes or No, in answer to the
question: "Shall licenses be granted for the sale of Intoxicating
Liquors in this town?"
ART 4
To choose Measurers of Wood and Bark, Fence
Viewers, Surveyors of Lumber, Sealers of Leather, Pound
Keeper, Field Drivers, and all other necessary town officers.
ART 5 To hear and act upon the Annual Reports of the
Selectmen, Overseers of the Poor, Auditor, Town House and

other committees.
ART 6
To see in what manner the town will collect its
taxes for the ensuing year, and act anything in relation thereto.
ART 7. To see what compensation the town will allow its
Treasurer, Auditor, Collector. Overseers of the Poor, Selectmen
and other town officers.
ART. 8. To see if the town will vote to pay Town Clerk
a salary of $100 a year.
ART 9
To see if the town will authorize its Treasurer,
with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money in anticipation of 'the revenue of the current financial year.
ART 10
To appropriate such sums of money asjnay be
necessary for the support and maintenance of Schools, School
Superintendent, Free Public Library and Reading Room, Poor,
Fire Department, Street Lighting, System of Water Works,
Cemeteries, Night Watch, Spraying Trees, Care of Sewerage,
Forest Fires, Suppression of Gypsy and Brown Tail Moth, also
for Interest Debts, Military Aid, Board of Health, Contingent
Expenr , Town Officers, Breaking Roads, Repairs otfHighways
and Bridget Md Repairs on Sidewalks.
ABT 11
To see if the town will appropriate a suta of
money, sufficient to cover the unpaid bills of the School Department for the Unnnoial year of 1914, or act anything-in region
'. ( ■ '
12 To see if the town will vote to appropriate fy sum
of money for the compensation of one or more School Physicians,
appointed in accordance with the provisions of CJwp. 502 oMhe
Acts and Resolves of the year 1906.
■-.-/;
ART. 13. To see if the town will vote to appropriate « sum
of money to supprefc the illegal sale of intoxicating liquors for
the ensuing year.
f T
ART. 14. To see if the town will appropriate any rioney
to decorate and keep in repair the graves and monument^, or
other memorials erected in memory of soldiers and sailors -who
have died in the military or naval service of the United States.
ART. 15. To see what sums of money the town will appropriate for the relieHof the poor and needy soldiers and sailors as
required by law.
ART. 16. To see in what manner the town will repair their
highways, bridges and sidewalks the ensuing year, and act there-

thereto.

ABT

30. To see if the town will vote to raise $300 for the
purchase of 500 feet of new hose for the Fire Department.
ART. 31.
To see,if the town will vote to instal two additional street lights on Bigelow Street, in front of the Baker
estate and one at Timothy Murphy's.
ART. 32.
To see if the town will vote to purchase the
Park, at the corner of Main and*School Streets, known as "Industrial Park," and to maintain it as a park, or act anything in.
relation thereto.
ART. 33.
To see if the town will vote to purchase a town
clock or act anything in relation thereto.
ART. 34.
To see if the town will vote to instal an additional street light on South Main Street, in front of the John A.
Anderson estate,.
The polls will be open at 5.45 A. M. and may be closed at
four o'clock P. M.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by posting attested copies thereof in the Post Office and upon the Town
House in said town, seven days, at least, before the ttae for
holding said meeting.
Hereof fail not, and make due return of this Warrant, with
your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk, at the time and place
of said meeting as aforesaid.
Given under our hands .this 25th day of January, A, D.
1915.
~~~
OD, )
E. A. HARWOOD,
M J HOWARD,
r Selectmen of North Brookfleld.
F. A. FULLAM,
ART.

NEW BRAINTREE
Oldest Person in Town Dies.
Mrs Mary P. (Huff), widow of the late
Jeremiah Dunn, died at her home in New
Braintree, Wednesday morning, at 5
o'clock, aged 94 years, 6 mos., 13 days.
Mm Dunn was born in Hnllis, Maine.
She married MrDunii in West Buxton,
Me., in 1862, moving to Uilbertville, in
1865. Always interested and active in
all religious work here, she and her.husband were two <>f the seven people who
founded the Congregational church in
New Braintree. In 1874, Mr and Mrs
Dunn moved to New Brail,tree, purchasing
the farm where she lias since lived.
Mr
Dunn died in 1891. Her life lias been
characterized by usefulness, and during
the long months and years of her last illness she has been cheerful and patient.
she is survived by a daughter, Mrs N.
A. Lord of Dorchester, and a son, Jerry,
who has tenderly cared for her during her
declining years, also three grand-children.
The funeral was from the home, Thursday, at 1.30 p. m. Rev, Wtn. France,
pastor of the Congregational, church, of
which she was a member, officiated. The
burial was in the family lot .at Oakhain.
in charge of Chas. 8. Lane, undertaker.

on.
17. To see if the town will vote to print its valuation and the reports of its Selectmen, Auditor, Water Commissioners, Treasurer, Overseers of the Poor, Library Trustees,
School Committee, Fire Engineers, Cemetery Commissioners,
Board of Health, Railroad Directors and Townhouse committee.
ART. 18. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary
to defray the expenses of the town for the ensuing year.
ART. 19. To see if tfie town will anthorize the board of
Selectmen to defend any suits that may be brought against the
town, or act anything in relation thereto.
ART. 20. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money to provide non combustible fittings for the vault in Haston Library building.
ART. 21. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money to sprinkle or preserve its macadam roads, or act anything in relation thereto.
ART. 22. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money to remove trees and shrubs from its highways and townways. •
ART. 23. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money to cover with trap rock and sand its roads which have
been under-drained.
ART. 24. To see if the towirwiil vote to raise $75Q for
painting and repairing Town Hail.
ART. 25. To see If the town will vote to extend the water
main on Bigelow 8treet as far as the house of Geo. Jenks. j
ART. 26. To see if town will vote to apply its uncollected
taxes and cash on hand, to the payment of Town Notes which
may become due during the ensuing year.
ART. 27. To see if the town will instruct its Highway' Department to maintain the road leading from dam at Doane's pond
to Putnam Road Jhy way of Gorge dam, and repair all bridges
heretofore oared tor by the-.Water Department.
*i.
A»T. 28. To see if the town will vote to appropriate ♦600,
as a reserve fund, to be set aside to be used by the' Poor department, as provide^ in Chap. 357 of the Acts of 1912, and amended by Chap. 645 of the Acts of 1913.
ART. 29. To see if the town will vote to extend the watermain on Evergreen Street as far as the house of flenry Walker.
ART.

Uneeda
Biscuit
Tempt the appetite,
please the taste and
nourish the body.
Crisp, clean and fresh.
5 cents. .

Baronet Biscuit
Round, thin, tender—
with a delightful flavor
—appropriate for luncheon, tea and dinner,
xo cents.

GRAHAM
CRACKERS
Made of tKe finest
ingredients. Baited
to perfection. The
national strength
food, i o cents.
Buy biscuit baked by

NATIONAL BISCUIT
COMPANY
Always look for that Name.

When It Is Darkest.
By his own observations on thousands of nights W. F. Denning, the
English scientist, iias proved that we
are scientifically correct when we say
that It Is "always darkest just before
dawn."
He has found that before
dawn a great darkness Invariably
seems to drop down like a mantle upon
the Immediate surroundings. Objects
which were plainly observable during
the previous hours of the night are
blotted out, and a nervous feeling is
sometimes induced by the dense opacity of the air.
Destroying Nature's Barrier*.
There are four kinds of barriers oi
divisions set up by nature upon the
face of the earth—mountains, forests,
deserts, rivers The first, the mountains, man cannot remove, but he can
and does go through them to save the
trouble and difficulty of going over
them. The second, the forests, he has
largely cleared away altogether. The
third, the deserts, he Is beginning to
treat like the forests. The fourth, the
rivers, he Is beginning to shift when it
suits his purpose and to regulate their
flow at will.
What Tuberculosis Costs.
It has been estimated that deaths
from tuberculosis cost the nation half
a million dollars annually through the
loss of wages and the value of the
things workers would produce If they
were not suffering from the disease.
To oonquer this enemy of the human
race more than 120,000,000 a year is
expended. That the good work is progressing is shown by the fact that in
20 years the death rate from tuberculosis has been reduced from 245.4 to
158 per 100,000 population.

HAD FAITH IN LETTER
JOHN

FELT EPISTLE SHOULD
WIN LAOY LOVE.

At Any Rate, If It Didn't, Swain Announced Very Decidedly That No
Further Attempt Would- Be
Made by Him.
Drifting into town a homeless waif,
John Henderson had grown to manhood, and by thrift and hard wbrk had
acquired a small farm and built a neat
cottage.
One day John called on Squlre.OJcott, and being a man of few words,
expressed himself thus: "Squire, you
know I came to this town a poor boy,
you know I have made friends of everybody here, you know I have Baved
my money and .bought a farm and
built a house, you know I am thirty
and have a bank account."
"Yes," said the squire, "all you say
Is true."
"Well, squire, 1 want to get married."
x
"Good for you, John. Who's the
lady?"
"You ain't never noticed a nice little black-eyed schoolteacher passln' up
the street every day, have you? Well,
that's her."
"I suppose you have her consent
and the affair Is all arranged;" suggested the squire.
"Well, no, not exactly; that is what
I want you to do fpjr me. I have never spoken to the lady In my life."
The squire, with a hearty laugh,
said: "Where do I come in?"
"Don't laugh, squire. This is a serious thing. I want you to write her a
letter. Tell her about -roy being a
poor boy, how I have worked early
and late and saved my money, how I
bought the farm and built the house,
and how I want her to—to—ah—to be [
my wife," and here John stopped, the |
blushes coloring his honest, tanned
face to the roots of his hair.
So the old squire,- who was a past
master In the art of letter writing,
spent a long time in composing the
letter, while John patiently waited.
Finally It was finished, and the squire
said: "Perhaps I had better read it to
you, and if it Is wrong in any particular you can say so, and I will change
it to suit your ideas."
So he read the letter, and it was a
beautiful statement of John's life, his
work,' his desires, his accomplishments, about his farm and.little cottage. So realistic was it*that long before Its" close John was deeply distressed and big tears rolled down his
cheeks.
"How will that do?" asked the
squire as he finished reading.
"Do?" said John. "Do? It's last
splendid!" Then, with a sudden burst
of tears and candor, „he blurted out:
"Squire, if that letter don't fetch her,
she—she—she can go to biases!" —
Mack's Monthly Magaslne.

"Souvenirs.''
There was a crowd of Trench villagers round the driving seat of the
motor truck, writes a reporter to tha
Dally Mall. "Will yer get out of this,
yer little Imps!" came in familiar
cockney tones from under the shadow
of the hood. "I tell yer, yer cant!
Make Sunflower Useful.
In some countries, notably in the have it—not for a souvenir, nor noth,
Russian provinces north of the Cau- Ink.
"Ah, thank 'evtngs, there's someone
casus, the sunflower serves other purposes besides ornamenting gardens in this country that can speak Engwith Its huge golden blossoms. The lish, any'ow," went on the voice as I
seeds are used to make oil, which is interrupted it, and then the face of a
employed both in the manufacture of London omnibus driver peered out
soap and in cooking. The stems and from under the tilt-to welcome me.
"What is the matter?" I said. '
leaves are burned and the ashes used
"Matter!" was the plaintive answer.
to make potash. Last year the sunflower factories of the Caucasus pro- "Why, a girl's taken the A. S. C. badge
off me shoulder strap., and- now that
duced 15,000. tons of potash.
little French boy there want* to unroll
me putties. 'Souvenir'—that's what
Proper Carving.
they keep on saying."In carving, ham and beef should ho
cut thin; pork, lamb, veal and mutton
Activities of Women.
a little thicker. Whin carving a leg
Philadelphia has 25 independent
of mutton, take hold of the bone end woman shoemakers.
with the left hand, then cut thin
Linn county, Oregon, has five postslices down to the bone and loosen mistresses.
each slice by putting the knife flat on
In Switzerland there is one divorce
the bared bone and cutting through. for every 22 marriages; in France one
The slicing should gradually chanee for every 80; in Germany one for evdirection slightly, so to always cut ery 44; in England one for every 400,
across the grain.
and in the United States one In every
12.
Women have no rights among the
Fond Recollections.
natives of New Guinea. They are
"Speaking of od times," said a
treated as slaves, worked almost to
member of the Re-nlniscence club, "1
death and savagely beaten when their
can remember when a waiter would
owners happen to be In a b»d humor,
say 'Thank you' en*, loud for a 25-cent which is often. ,It is their business to
tip."
"That's nothing," replied his cultivate the fields of banana and lien
companion. "1 can remember when while their lords and masters attend
I would look at the list c: dishes on a to the fighting and hunting. If a man
menu to see what I wanted instead chooses to murder his wife no one
of looking first at the prices to see Interferes and nothing much seems to
what I could afford."
he thought of it.
Delicately Put.
Extreme*.
. Two sisters while visiting in IreThe man mewing- money in a small.
land in Victoria's time got into con- town up the state-met a friend not
versation one day with a tenant of making money in New York—there
their hostess. One of the girts, who are a few there in that dass—and they
Is quite stout, asked the old woman if were talking of their respective places
she would have known them {or sis- Of residence.
ters. "Weil," was the answer, "ye
"I tell youwhat It la," said the rural
look alike,- but yer sister's slender, visitor in a woeful tone, "it's terrible
while you, miss—well, you favor the to have a lot of money and live where
queue."
you cant spend it"
"Oh," I don't know," responded the
Impecunious city man. "I guess it
■ «Extremes Jn MsMfWlns.
V When Arabian, women ■ go into. isn't any more terrible than not to
mourning they stain their hands and have a lot of money and live where
feet witti Indigo for eight oays, and you can spend it."
during-that Urns they wiH drink no
Plan a -Lee- Hioh#ay ****.
milk, on the ground that Its white
A project which is being considered .
foes not harmonise with the mental
In
the
South and Which Is receiving
■loom. ',
''".. ' ' -'.
considerable publicity is the Lee Highway which K'is proposed will run parDaily Thought.
Revenge, at first thought sweet bit- allel to the Lteeeln highway, althoushF
ter ere long back on Rself recoils.— south ottos old Mason and Dtxon line
bisecting the two Virginias.
Milton.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 29, IBtB.
MAILS DUB TO ARRIVE.
A.M. 6.46- East and West.
sje-wmt.
F. M, 12.46—East and West.
2.09—west
4.lid—East.
7.05—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.46—Bast and West.
11 JO—East and West.
p. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00— East and West.
Malls for East Brookfleld are despatched at
6 " A. M° 1L30 A. M. and J P M. Mails from
East Brookfleld are received at 9.30 A. M. and
6.40 TM.
Package malls are despatched twice dally as
follows :-U.8i1 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery i» elosed « 8-,s
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will be:-e ai A. M. to»T. M.
Holidays, (<30 to ».8U A. M. end B to 8 p. MJOHN HOWE, Postmaster
PAUL M. KEANET, ABSt,

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Mrs George R. Barbour of Bristol, C.t.,
is the guest of Mrs M. B, Bishop.
"Pego' My Heart" comes to North
Brookfleld, Tuesday evening, March ft.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday, Feb.
5, with Mrs Frank P. Stoddard, Elm St.
Mis" Esther Feeley has been the truest
of her father on Bell street the past week.
The charity whist party comes to-night.
Jan. 29, for the benefit of worthy families in town.
The regular meeting- of the O. F P.
will he in the Onild rooms next Tuesday
evening, at 7.48.
"Fnllsm finds »W0" is the startling
headline to which your attention is called
in another column.
Mrs Patrick Herlihy is huildinsr an addition to the north end of her h<w on
the corner of Forest and Smith Common
streets. ,
Mr Riccins nf AU,>int« church. Worcester, will be in chare* of the .-rvioe at
10.45 at Christ Memorial church. Sunday
morninp.
John Mattnon. at tjv Wnrpeat»r ho-miUl is "o "inch improved ss to """"ire *"
have his name used as a candidate for reelection as constable.
There will he hut one service next Simday at Christ Memorial church. Mornin?
Prayer at 10.45. Regular schedule resumed the following 8nnday.
Loyal Circle King's Daughters will
meet on Tueaday in the parlors of the
First church. Pewi-e st 2 p. m. and the
regular business meeting at 4 p. m.
The ladies of the Woman'sXJnion invite
you to an Evangeline tea on the evening
of Feb. 25. An evening with tongfellow
will follow. Further details later.
L. Emerson Barnes, Esq.. associate
"•"JosfloB-ol theiMstrtot Court,; will leave
"%r California, Msrr)i l»Jo be gone two
months. He-wjlr ne accompanied by Mrs
Barnes.
The Young- Woman's Club have secured Miss Clarke of New York City to
give a fine dramatic impersonation of the
popular pTay-"Peg o' My Heart,"
March 9.
The news has been received of the
death, at North Prescott, this week, of
the only sister of the late Mrs W. Howard Whiting, and mother of city solicitor
Vaughan of Worcester.

At the regular business meeting of the
Woman's Guild, Christ Memorial church
on Wednesday afternoon, the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year;
President, Mrs A. H. Foster; vice president, Mrs Isabel Dexter; secretary, Mrs
V, U. Ormshy; treasurer, Mrs F. P.
Greene; Board of Directresses, Mrs Lillian Thompson, Mrs Ada Gates, Mrs
Ixonard Cliisliolm, Edna Fullam, Mrs
Arthur Wood, Mrs Frank Sannders and
Mrs Ward Smith.
A number of the friends of Mrs A. W.
Budd made her a surprise visit Wednesday evening on the anniversary of her
birth. Mr and Mrs Budd were invited to
take tea with Dea. and Mrs Herbert Be
mis on that day, and before they could
leave the house the friends appeared at
the door, and, Iwing admitted, made
themselves very much at home for the
rest of the eveting, with old-fashioned
sociability, games and music. Just before the refreshments were served Dfa.
Amasa (j. Stone, in a graceful speech,
presented Mre Budd with a very hand
some rocking chair, with suggections for
its frequent use.
On Saturday, January 16, a surprise
party was given Mr and Mrs Leo Burr, at
the home of his parents, Mr and Mrs
Bryon Burr, on the East Brookfleld road.
Mr Burr recently married Miss Hazel
Luce of Cooperstown, New York, and
the reception was given m their honor.
Among those present were, Mrs HarriB
Steele, Misses Elisabeth Donovan, Vera
and Ruth Steele, Eva Parsons, Evelyn
Clapp, Mr and Mrs John Lane, Jr., Willard Johnson, George Willy, Harry
Stockwell, Leo Burkill, and Eugene
Steele. The bridal couple were presented with a set of silver spoons, Eugene
Steele making the presentation speech.
Refreshments of ice cream and cake were
served, and the guests departed for their
homeaatalateholir, all declaring they
had a jolly good time.
One of the matters which will come up,
attain at the annual town meeting is the
question of the town clock, and it is sincerely to be hoped that the matter may
be carefully considered. Investigations
seem to show that the only really available place for it is on the tower of the
Congregational church, where the old
clock has done such good service for
nearly half a century. Public opinion
seem" to be growing even stronger in this
belief, when it is considered that it would
call for nearly »2000 to fix up the tower
of the town ball, and put a similar clock
there, as some would like. Like everyone else in town we favor strict economy
in town appropriations this year, but this
seems to be a matter where civic pride,
as well as public need, seem to favor tne
modest expenditure called for.
Few
towns of our sise are to-d»y without a
town clock in active working order.
Nominations Closed.
All the nominations for officers to be
voted for at the coming town .meeting,
vlonday, Feb. 8, have been filed with the
town clerk, and with ftw exceptions
there is no contest, which means that the
majority of the present officials will he
continued. - There will be a sharp contest for assessor, where only one will be
chosen out of three candidates:—George
R. Hamant, Timothy J. Mahoney and
Alfred C. Stoddard. For Overseers of
Poor, the present board seek re-election
and there is one new name, G, Fred
Crooks, to contest for a place on the
board. Only three can be elected. The
present members are Doyle, Lane and
Wine. For constables there are seven
candidates—Wilder E. Deane, Edward
Dunphy, Ulric J. Hirbour, William E,
GifHn, Jeremiah J. Kelley, John Mattoon and Stephen Quill. Only three can
be elected.
For Cemetery Committee Horace J.
Lawrence is named for three years, and
Ernest D. Corbin for one year.
For the first time for many years there
is a second candidate in tire field for auditor, Alvin L. Newman having circulated a nomination paper for himself in
opposition to Frank S. Bartlett, who by
his popularity in town has held the office
for a dozen years or more, and who is a
candidate for re-electon.
The full warrant for the annual town
meeting Bgpears on the opposite page,
and there are several articles that de
mand careful consideration.

Why Wind ThemJ
Maybe there are people In town who
feel
that
keeping a rooster through
p. G. C. Frank L. Powers of Fidelity
-he Rummer la necessary to life, liberLodge, No. 78, K. of P., assisted by Ms
:y and the pursuit of happiness, but
snite installed these officers of Concordia why wind them, like an alarm clock,
Lodge, No. 54, Wednesday evening, Jan. jvery night!—-Toledo Blade.
,
20. C. C-, M. C. Converse; V. C, G- 8.
Dickinson; P., H. F. Gates; M, of -W.,
Uruguay Planting Forests.
H. B. Crooks; K. R. 8., F. H. Gates; M.
Uruguay, much of which was forof F., Roland Hatch iM, of E., F. A; merly treeless, within a few years has
Stearns; M. at A., T. J. Burkill; I. G., planted more than 11.0W 000 forest
D. C. Reed; O. G., G. F. Crooks.
treeB.
.
The Lodge had an unusually large attendance, this week Wednesday night,
No Life Is Wasted.
as a start off to the new chancellor comNo life Is wasted In the great workmander Converse. They will have aclam er's hand. The gem too poor to polsupper next Wednesday night, for mem- ish In itself we grind to brighten othbers only, and all who will be there are ers.—Philip James Bailey.
asked to notify F. A. Stearns before next
Small Market Value.
Monday. On Friday evening, Feb. 5,
If the statiEtics were available prob(hey will have a public whist and bridge
ably it .would be found that 92 pel
party.
cent less money can be borrowed or
a family tree than on a cord of wood
The Veritas Lodge Banquet.
—Dallas News.
.

Knights of Pythias Activity,

Veritas Lodge, the ladies auxiliary to
the F. of A., enjoyed a fine turkey supper at the Prospect house on Tuesday
evening, to commemorate the fourteenth
anniversary of the order.' Seventy-eight
members were present, including eight
from West Brookfleld. The supper was
all that could/have been desired, and was
followed by An ejtcellent program as follows, with Miss Teresa Doyle, president,
as toastmaster:—Our President, Miss
Mary Collins; Our Women, Miss Katherine Mullen; Our Officers, Miss Margaret
Fennell! The Man we Love, Miss Annie
Corcoran; Our Bachelor Friends, Miss
Susie Hatch; Our Out-of-town Friends,
Miss Margaret Corcoran; and Our Physician, Mies Katlierine Short. The musical numbers were:—" When I dream of
Old Erin, I dream dear, of you," Miss
Susie Hatch; "My Old Kentucky Home"
by Misses Susie and Grace Hatch, Teresa
Doyle and Margaret Corcoran; "Softly
through the Summer Night," Miss Annie
Collins; monolog, Mrs Ellen Rondeau;
and a song, "Fourteen Years of Peace
and Prosperity," sung by the entire
company. Miss Teresa Doyle gave a historical sketch of the fourteen successful
years, during which the lodge has lost 13
members by death, and has paid about
810,000 ih sick and funeral benefits to its
members.

They Don't Know.
Men talk about what tliey would do
if they had $1,000,000, but nine out of
ten lie about it. If they had "81,000,000 the first thing they would do
would be to lay plans and concoct
schemes for getting two.—Toledo
Blade.

Worcester County Institution For Savings
Incorporated 1828

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.
126,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 17a
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividends payable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dol- I
lars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to r.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER

TO RENT
A GOOD TENEMENT
. _Js"ENTof
of seven.rooms,
seven
on Grove
street with bath, gas and electricity.
ALFRED DE8PLAINE8.
LOST
ABI'FFALO Robe, last Saturday night. Finder will be,rewarded by returning same to
CHARLES HART.
Iw5
HATCH YOUR OWN ECCS
HATCH your own eggs In my Incubators and
save time and worry. Any number taken.
Am booking ordera for day old chicks. Can supply a tew more regular customers with dreaaedto-order poultry. C.W.ENGLISH. East Brookfleld. Phone 102-a.
NOTICE
ELECTRIC BELLS Installed and takers care of
at reasonable rates. LAWKENCL ELLERY.
4
North Brookfleld, Mass,
FOR SALE
EIGHT tons of first quality hay. Apply to C.
lw«*
e. WAKREN, Ward Street.
CREAM FOR SALE.
FRESH, sweet, heavy cream, the kind that
whips readily. At Daisy's Market. "The Village Grocery," Howard's Grocery and Butler's
Bakery.
4*

TO RENT.
UPSTAIRS tenement of five rooms and woodshed, all on same floor. Electric light and
town water. Use of nice hen-house, barn and
one acre lor a garden. 160.00 a year to the right
At a special meeting of Division «lfi, party. Inquire of JOHN J. LANE. School St. 4
L. A. A. O. H., Friday evening, Jan. 1,
FOR SALE.
1Q18, the following Resolutions were1 A medium sized Crawford beater. NewJasf
winter. Price only 15.00. FRANK HAYTJEN,
unanimously adopted on the death of
Sister Mary Ryan.
BOARDERS WANTED
WHKBXAS, Jt has pleased our Heavenboarders at my home on Forest St., the
ly Father to remove from oar midst. Sis- A tew
first house from School 8t, on the right hand
tide. Apply!) MRS, CLARA B. BURNHAM.' ter Mary Ryan, therefore be it
. RESOLVED, That we meekly bow in SUIN >t±
f TENEMENT TO RENT
mission to the severe dispensation of theTTPSTAIR8 tenement of four rooms, electric
Most High.
U lights and town water, wood and coal room
RSBOLVED, That we, the members of on the same floor, Apply to MRS. SLAYTON, 14
Elm-SWeet. 1}
«t8«
Division 16, L. A. A. O. H., ss a just
tribute to the memory of the departed.
TO LET.
tenement good location, use of
Say that we, regretting her removal from DOWNSTAIRS
barn, henhouse and garden, it desired.
our midst, mourn for one who was Xvtfy'So. i'srant street?
th every Way a trustworthy member and
worthy of our respect and our regard.
RESOLVED, That we tender our sincere
sympathy to her beresyed sisters and
brother, and that a copy of these resointions be spread upon the records of this
Division, a copy thereof be engrossed,
and presented to her bereaved relations,
and also a copy be published in the North
Brookfleld JOURNAL.

RESOLUTIONS.

FULLAM

HUB-MARK
RUBBERS
FOR MY LADY'S FEET
^{&L^

Sir Walter Raleigh gallantly threw down his
cloak on the wet earth that the Queen mightpass with her dainty slippers.
For the past sixty years the manufacturers
of Hub-Mark rubber footwear have served
the women of the land even more effectively.
A courtier's cloak for a carpet is good as far
as it noes, but it doesn't go far enough.
Hub-Mark rubbers have done such gallant
service for years that the service is common
talk. They furnish the one perfect weatherproof carpet wherever you go. Hub-Mark
rubbers for men, women, boys or girls are
standard both in quality of material and
excellence of workmanship.
The first cost of Hub-Mark rubbers Is no more than that of other
first quality goods and they we«r much longer. Figure it out and then say
"Hub-Mark" to the storeman when you buy rubbers.
Th'se rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rubber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mats.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUt^ VALUE-MARK

FOR SALE BY

JOHN T..GRA.UY, North Brookfleld.
Call at 46 Summer Street
CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

REGISTERED EMBAL^ER.

Or have them brought to roar home
by tending word to
*•*
*•*

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

Telephone North Brookiield No.
laa-ll.
Long Distance Connection.
Funerals Personally Directed
and Ryery Requisite Furnished.
I,»dy Assistant,

RepreMntative (or the Brookfields.

Telephone 28-13,
TheY. P- P. 0. E- ot the CongregaMASS.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
tional church will give a supper on ThursMARY LAMORSAUX,
day, Feb. 4, at 8.30 p. m. Salads and
MARY LAWLOR,
"escallopeds" of various kinds will make
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Nona, IVORY.
up the menu. Tickets 20 eents.
Committee.
DRESSMAKING
P. J. Daniels announces that his annual January sale of harnesses, robes,
Worth of WALL PAPER
Tastes Change.
II Prospect St
North BroofcfieJd
bisnkets, horse goods, boots, shoes and
Funny that the very fellow who begs
rubbers, which started yesterday, will
a girl for a lock of her hair in the
We have gone through our entire
continue only until Saturday, Feb. 13.
courtship days when he kisses It so
Stock of Wall Papers, and have
The Board of Management of the D.
fondly will swear like a trooper If he
found we have about $100 worth of
finds one of them In the butter after
A. R. Chapter will meet at the home of
Office at Dr. Ludden's
Remnant Paper and Bordering!?.
he Is married.
Mrs M. B. Bishop at 7..S0 Saturday evenWhen we sav Remnants, we do not
botO rubuer ana aieei urea* Boggiet
, evening.
Pease note the change of the
-. You Feel Better when you See Better,
Democrat and Delivery Wagon*, Sai
mean Junk, Rubbish or Cheap
Chilean Floating Schools.
reyt- ami Boad Wagons, both new an.
hour. A full attendance is desired.
Glasses we make improve your looks
Papers imported for this special
•,*>eonfl band.
A Chilean province has established
aa well a* your Sight.
The week of Feb. 7 will he observed as
sale.
two floating schools to enable the resAT BOTTOM PBIOEi
Christian Endeavor week throughout the
North Brookfleld
Main Street.
idents of its many Islands to obtain
Blankets, Whips and
Harness, Bobea, Blank,,..
Every Remnant we offer was
Oil Clothe. Hot too Costly. Not tOC
world. Our local society will have s
an education.
taken from our shelves last week,
Cheap.
special appropriate service on Sunday
sampled, and' tied up in a bundle
evning, the 7th, and on Thursday evenMistake Some of Them Make.
and marked according to the grade
Residence 38 Spring St.. cor, Prosnect
All the dlflerent grades. All siaes 01
ing, asocial.
The reformer who undertakes to depof paper from 15c to 76c per bundle.
Halls, also,
Appleton Club meets Wednesday even
rive profit from his activities is very
Kem.mb.r
that
my
pncea
are
always
Each* Remnant contains enough
ing, Feb. 3, at the residence of Mrs
the lowest. * I eell so ss to sell again.
likely to transform the "uplift" into
paper for any ordinary sized room.
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
l>r Da, Li's Hera. Remedies Always
Frink A. Smith, the papers treating of
the "holdups."—Exchange.
aud Whitening. Orders Promptly AttenIra stock.
Come early and aeli'ct the hest pa'buccaneers, bandits and Carlists. There
ded to.
terns at FULLAM'fi, the
TttLKfHON E OAKHAM D*.
will be some fine tableaux under direcP. O. Box '92.
(42) Satisfaction Guaranteed
Taking Notice.
New Books at the Public Library.
tion of Mrs Ward A. Smith.
"Sitting up in four days, eh?"
JrVilliam
C.
Crawford
"Yep." "This Is rapid progress. The
Next Sunday morning at the CnngreeaThe following new books have been doctor said It would be three weeks
X
OAKHAM.
tianal eluirch. the thpm« will he—"The
placed on the shelves of the Free Put lie before you could alt up and take noIssue." pieoded by a talk to the boys
Library, in addition to those whose titles tice." "But he hasn't seen my pretty
SUMMER STREET
and girls. Ip the evening the monthly
were recently published in the JOUEMAL;— nurse."
WANTED
address on "Witm-sses of the Light,"
BOSTON man wants a ten to twenty acre farm
The Study of Modern Painting by Marprice from t)l.llD0 to »1500. good buildings and
will have for its theme, the Life of Fichtr,
garet Steele Anderson; Kent Ktiowles; COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
plenty of wood and waten Cell at JOOSNAL
the German philosopher, and "founder
*
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS Orrica for Information.
PROBATE OODBT
Quahaug, by Joseph C. Lincoln; The WOBCsutrsB as.
of the German empire."
aa.
PSOBATB Coour
Pastor's wife, b, the author of Elisabeth j Tott. ^g^Vta. «t.£ tfjES??. WOBcssiaa,
the next nl kin and all persons interested
The annual town meeting wilt be held and ber German Garden; The Princess c«-ke, |»» of North Brookaeia in said Conn- into
the estate of Llanla P. Barton, late of north
Brookfleld lr» eat* County dsnrased.
deceased.
OTV Monday. Feb.. 8, for the election of
OVEH «S VCAMV
Virginia, byC. N. and A. M. William- ty,Whereas,
Whereas,
Francis V Barton, administrator of
a certain instrument purporting to
officers, and the adjourned town meeting son; The Story of our Navy, by Wm. O. be the last will and testament of said deceased the estate of aa!d deceased, has presented to said
EXPERIENCE
Lady Aulsuit.
1
Court
for
allowance
the
Stat
and
final
account
baa
bees
presented
to
sakt
Court,
for
probate
for the considering of the other artic
Stevens; Rhilip Kent, by T. Truxton by HeiwT Oooke. woopsayi thattotwra taste of his administration on said estate sad application
has
been
made
for
a
dbtributlon
or
the
m the warrant, may be expected on the
mentary asaj be issued to bar. the executrix
Hare.
Uie»tasreme«l,wlttoutg!Tljnta-iurety on Bar haianee In his hands among the neat of kin of
C inoeoted by Long Diatano. Telefollowing SATUBDAV, Feb. 13. The Jot;«said llaiiaasai
Voa are hereby olted 10 appear at a ftonete
^YoVarsbe'reby cited to appear at a Probate
phorse at House and Store.
B AI. has no desire to advocate or announce
Court,
to
he
held
at
Worcester,
la
said
County
amrt. SO
to be
held »*
at w
ireester, is
said wn»f
County
OEtttrt.
BO 1WIU
" '■••JHWi
»W MM
Culture of Small Fruits.
' adjourned town meeting on Sunday, hot
or :Worcester. 0*. t**,"*** «f» Stl'iSW'
■ D. 1SU. statue o'clock in the forenoon,
in the rush of printing town reports in a
Next Thursda,evening the Grange wHlifeJi;
»»e, if any y»f»*Wly»aJ«aoi»^%iJ»uld
, „ww %*£$"
«S«,--'fliraV yoo s»rt»rwtry th. «»
st M allowed stST distribution made accord' limited time such vexatious errors may be favored with a tarlkbn the culture of should not be
directed to give
small
fruits
ny
Philander
Holmes
of
*•&£&£>,
occur in the best regulated offices.
skint- this oltsy- n$&ft£&2£?\. ordered toa.rv.thi.
Wwt Brookfleld. The moaical program g"taB™*
ftw three soosssslv*
Prof. Graham of Atnberst agricultural ] Will
" I*,ENGRAVED GALLING CARDS
wlii e in eb*ig(M>f aliases Carrie Bui* j wests, I. the
issiffltftia
college, who hi an authority in swell mat* jn,rd aud Mabel Uhadbourae, There will' paoer
^^^■JSSh,uK
m
a
Valentine
given
to
each
one
attendat
least,
before
aaid
\»att,
and
by
snailDrntrt,
ters, has been engaged by the North
., postpaid, a copy of this citation to all
IN SCRIPT OR
Brookfleld Brotherhood to give a lecture it*. The collection for the Educational a rotted In the estate, sevm days at least Sm persons interested in the HtaW.fonr.f'ore"said Court, '
t*«a d»jV»tl«>atl>eforesald Court.
on poultry raising at the meeting of the Alii Fund will be taken at this meeting,
'nog*
On
Tuesday
evening,
Feb.
2,
the
North
'Witness,
William
T.
Forbea.
•.
Witness,.
WUIiwT.
rorbea.
Esquire,
Judge
Witness,
Forbsa.
MquiM
Club, March 8. For the meeting of Feb.
ENGLISH TEXT
granges of said Court, tni» twenty .ttrat day of January, of Hid Court, this thirteenth day'of .January,
8, General Manager Abbott of the Tele- Brookfleld and New Brailntree
the treod of I» the year one thousand nine hundred and y, ,]„, 7nt one thousand nln. hundred and1
pl one Company has been secured. Sup- arete give the program for tne gooa ot » " *""• ™" ——— -»~—•—- — ■ . ■■ y— — —
HAKRY H. ATWOOD Register.
HARRT R.ATWOOD. Bolster
H.T,Uwtcac*. North BraoUUA.
per will be in charge of A. G. Stone as the order at the regnSat meeting of Oak*
hansr grange.- > ,v,
I Jan. a, ss. Fob, so.
1 J*».»,». «M>.
chairman Of the committee.

. FINDS SI00

M

To see the Latest Models oi

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

Shingles, Roofing Material DANIEL FOSTER,

Houso Painting, all Branchos

RED FRONT STORE

FRED a CLAPP

Funeral Director

sfes^c^r^feri^^iU;

ific JHncrkatt

I
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BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELDTIMES

SOME KITCHEN KINKS
The Latest Fancy in Veils

A Palace or a I

METHODS THAT MAY BE NEW TO
MANY HOUSEWIVES.

Tiles Always Beat Whan On* Can
Afford Thetit—Keeping the Dishcloth Fresh—Linoleum for the
Floor Covering.

Buy materials that last

Cannot Be Excelled for Preparation of Seed.

Hovel

Roofing*,
most people,
prove their worth
by the test of thnm

MAKE GRAIN ELEVATOR

i +•»♦♦♦»»♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦'>♦♦»♦♦

All Parts of Device Can Be Obtained
From Old and Discarded Machinery—Total Coat la Not More
Than Five Dollars.

i . REV. WILLIAM WALLACE KETCHUM
r*.*M .lib Precaael Weft Com.

,,

_

<(

Tiles are so clean and nice It one Is
1 1 1
able to afford them. The young wife i iS+Mtfrttt** * ** '*»♦>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦■
who has them will never regret the
TEXT—For other foundation can no
outlay, although they are rather ex- man lay than that whioM is laid, which
la Jeaua Christ BuLifanr man bulldeth
pensive at the start. Round the kitch- on the foundation \ sold, silver, costly
en wallB they are splendid and most stones, wood, hay, stubble; each man's
work shall 'Be ajade manifest; tor the day
InmlartaaPapere
hygienic in every way.
Ask your dealer for pnsddeclare It, becume it la revealed in
WallB
The back of the sink is bound to get •hall
ggts made by iir-*hey bear
fire; and the Are Heel* shall prove each
Plutic ■•—■
our name.
splashed with the washing up after man's work of what tort it la. If any
A.ph.H Cemenl
Roo*to.ti=«
each meal. Therefore here it is es- man's work shall abide which ha built
Metal Painte
Q8S"^"-"""SSlLu. l-ply ISST**™'**0' 5year§ Out-do.rP.lnU
sential to have either tiles or zinc or thereon, ! he shall receive a reward. If
SUt. Surface4
man a work ahall be burned, he shall
Shinil.Sl.ln.
A.ph.lt F.lu
2-ply guaranteed 10 yean
something of the kind through which any
Refined Coal Tar
aulter lose: but he himself ahall be
Deedeoina Feke
the water cannot penetrate. Zinc an-^ saved; yet ao as through Are.—I Cor. 1:11Tea-CoaUaf-Pittb
Tarred
ed Fell.
3-ply puranteed 15 yean
swers the purpose quite well if secure-: 1S (R. V.).
ly nailed flat against the wall. This Is
General Roofing Manufacturing Company
«/ Jteojbtf aee" B.ildtop Paper*
Two workmen are building separate
easily cleaned dally with a little dry
structures. One 1B a palace of costly
brickdust
stones, and for
The tiles, of course, are Ideal, aa
embellish mo a t,
all they need la a washdown with
precious gold and
warm water dally.
AGENTB-SSO TO «IM MONTRLT, SI I»S« Lldlet Wanlea »t _w;
material fuml.liodi
JaWi lUtUiriBt
1U1UH»™I
silver; the other
A little enamel basket Is so useful
■_
— -_■_.. ttauiit tinnn fitr ranlV.
a.ente' callloau. FUSS. K1MO a. a l.ad.r
a hovel, into
OMI aolllns wonder. Quick. W ™"«
In the sink for tea leaves and such
makur. Permanent cu«t-. repeat ordere. l-eerwhich he is putthings which are more than likely
leaa Homo Sale Co.. HI M 81. Portomouth.O.
For
Sale
at
Sacrifice
60
».
ting the flimsiest
to go down the "sink and eventually
lnoome orchard; fully equipped; epleqdldlj loeated.
VfARTAX — SOO.OOo.OOO rata. 1.C.0.MWM BearModtordl<*■■■■ ealya—a, Beaee,a.s.ai1 il.Qra,
material — wood,
stop It up. It is shaped so that it fits
mice and 1,000.000.000 eparrowe Impoao ui a
hay, stubble. Both
•early wartaa of »!.000.000. An Aatooat. NA.W PBNOBSCOT CO.. MlI II AInto the corner of the sink, perforated
the .ironi automatle trap, oatchee them lor cult, new 11 r. hae.. t bama. 100 fruit treee.
workmen are
with holes, so that all liquid passes
thoueenda without attention. rawtthrirKO. .to. HMO. Mra-O M. Wheeler. Greenfield, Ma.
building side by
I.j-nchuur*- Novelty Co,. Lyarhburs, Virginia.
away, leaving the solid bodies in the
side upon the
Not What He Meant.
basket
Powerful RuMlan Statesman.
same foundation.
Nothing is more unpleasant than a
"I'll bet I can tell what you are
Michael D. Tchellaheff, the man reAt length the
greasy dishcloth. To keep this Imsponsible for the present government- laughing at" *
two structures are
portant article fresh and sweet, it
'"111 bet yon can't Perhaps youi
al ban on vodka, the demoralising
completed and the
should be scalded each time after use,
Russian drink, is a peasant by birth nose doesn't look as funny aa you Im
builders rest from
or else washed out thoroughly in hot
and originally a house painter. Then aglne It does."
their labors. Sudwater and rinsed well in several wahe became mayor of tie city qt 8adenly one day a
ters.
Anara, and la now a millionaire. PhyTENDER SENSITIVE SKINS
A plate rack fixed above the sink is fire breaks out It sweeps up one
sically he is a giant, standing over
a great saving of labor. Plates put in street and down another, licking up
six feet four Inches In his stocking Quickly 8oothed by Cutlcura. Noththe rack must be rinsed In cold water the buildings that He In its path, and
season
hats
which
are
early
in
the
feet and of powerful build.
ing Better. Trial Free.
THE latest fad which has seized
after being washed in hot, if you do finally envelops the palace and the
field
as
harbingers
of
the
coming
of
upon the feminine fancy and is
hovel. When the fire ceases, not. a
not want them to be smudgy.
spring.
Especially
when
preceded
by
a
hot
about to run its course Is the wearing
GRANDMA USED SAGE TEA
When roasting meat, use a double vestige of the hovel remains. The
A new design in veils of figured net meat tin. Put cold water in the under flames have wiped out the structure
bath with Cutlcura Soap. Many com- of a full, straight-hanging veil. It Is
TO DARKEN HER GRAY HAIR forting things these fragrant super- usually of net bordered with narrow Is shown in the picture, having pendant one. This prevents the dripping burn- built of wood, hay and* stubble; but
creamy emollients may do for the ribbon, but, before long, veils of chanthe palace stands. The marble in it
•he Made Up a Mixture of 8*ge Tea akin, scalp, hair and handa and do It tllly and other laces may outnumber fern leaves as a pattern on a net ing and also keeps it from boiling
gleams the brighter and the gold and
ground. It Is Interesting as a novelty, away.
and Sulphur to Bring Back Color,
quickly, effectively and economically. those of figured net In spite of the but the more Irregular floral designs
Plenty of hot water, is essential for silver shine the more reaplendently.
Gloaa, Thickness.
Also for the toilet, bath and nursery. popularity of figured lace In the smaller
dish washing. Collect all the silver. The fire has proved each man's work
Sample each free by mall with Book. face veils the fact remains that they are more attractive.
of what sort it is. The workman
An illustration of the two most popu- Place the knives Made downward in a
Almost everyone knows that 8age Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept XY. are less becoming than plain or dotted
Jug of hot water. Pile up the plates whose structure stood the test relar
nets
is
given
also,
showing
one
Tea and Sulphur, properly compound- Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
nets.
neatly. A little arrangement saves ceives his reward; while the other,
ed, brings back the natural color and
The smartest of the new veils are with a square and one with a hexag- the muddle one BO often sees in con- whose hovel was swept away, suffers
onal mesh.
Veils of this kind are
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
shaped
to
flare
and
ripple
about
the
loss, he himself being saved, yet so
A New Cure.
bordered with velvet dots, some of nection with washing up. Wash all
or gray; also ends dandruff. Itching
A bedpost has not generally been bottom, after the manner of the new them Bquare and others round, and in the cleanest things first to save the as by Are. Such .is the picture prescalp and stops falling hair. Years
skirts.
Those
In
taupe
color,
twine
sented by the text. What are some,
regarded so much as an eye-opener as
size varying from a sixteenth to a_half water. Rinse glass in cold water after
ago the only way to get this mixture
an eye-shutter, but If a story that color and black hold first place and
washing in hot and polish well with a of its lessons ?
was to make it at home, which la
inch
in
diameter.
look especially well with the new derulThe Only Foundation.
dry, clean cloth.
mussy and troublesome. .Nowadays. comes from Boston Is true—and what
The most useful and healthy floor
There Is only one foundation upon
by asking at any store for "Wyeth's story from Boston was ever untrue?—
covering for the kitchen Is linoleum. which a man can build a superstrucBage and Sulphur Hair Remedy," you our oculists should go to school to the
Inlaid linoleum is the best to pur- ture of works. That foundation is
handmaids of Morpheus. Mr. Frank
wlU get a large bottle of the famous
chase. ' Here the pattern goes right Jesus Christ This is a simple, eleH Hayes, who has been stone blind
old recipe for about 50 cents.
through and therefore will be perfect mental truth, but one which needs a
Don't stay gray! Try ltl No one for nine years, so the tale runs, struck
to the last
his head violently against the bedpost
deal of emphasis in these days, for
can possibly tell that you darkened
Clean your windows when the sun many have not yet discovered that
your hair, as it does It so naturally on arising, and was astounded a few
is
not
shining,
for
if
the
sun
shines
the divine order In grace is the seme
and evenly. You dampen a sponge or minutes afterward to Bnd that his
on a wet window no amount of rub- order which holds in the putting up of
soft brush with it and draw this sight had been'entlrely restored. We
bing
will
prevent
it
from
being
streaky
a building—the foundation first, thesl
do not know whether the vlrue of this
through your hair, taking one small
when dry. Avoid a frosty day, too, the superstructure. Salvation first,
strand at a time, by morning the gray cure lay In the bedpost or.In the fact
as the glass is apt to break easily then works; and not works first and
hair disappears, and after another ap- that It was a Boston bedpost, but If M
then. Dust the windows thoroughly. then salvation, "For by*grace have
plication or two, your hair become* was really effected In this way there
Wash the glass with a sponge wrung ye been saved through faith; and that
beautifully dark, thick and glossy.— would seem to be a good deal In sucb
out in tepid water with a few drops not of yourselves, It is the gift of God;
Inanimate objects not heretofore
Adv.
^__
of ammonia In it. Dry with a clean not of works, that no man should
dreamed of In the philosophy of optics.
cloth (with no naff on it). Polish glory" (Eph. 2:8, 9, R. V.).
One of the morals of this modern mirDeveloping.
with pads of newspaper.
Some years ago at Catawiasa, Pa.,
Irene—Don't you think that travel acle would*seem to be that "knocking*
after the destruction of a bridge, tho
is sometimes a very efficacious procbrings out all that Is In one?
The
Cook
Says.
contractor upon removing the first
Ire—Yes; especially ocean travel.— ess, and that the only way to make
If your market basket or clothes pier,' prior to the building of a new
some folks see things Is by knocking
Judge.
basket
of
willow
shows
a
few
loose
one, discovered that underneath there
them into their heads.—Baltimore Sun.
ends, put it to soak for twenty min- was no foundation. The pier simply
utes or half an hour in lukewarm wa- Tested upon, the bed of the river, and
Khaki for, the Navy.
when a heavy flood came the entire
ter.
Naval medical authorities, after exA good way lo do is to put the structure was washed away. Yet, how
perience gained In naval operations at
Colds, feyera and germ ftlaeasea are
basket into the bathtub, resting it on many there are who are building ■
pretty aure to overwork the kidney* and
Vera Cruz, are of the opinion that
leave them weak. In convalescence, in
the part that la to be repaired, then superstructure of works without tha
fact, at any time when auaplclon la
white- clothing, particularly white
aroused by a lame, achlnc back, rheuturn in enough water to soak this real foundation, Jesus Christ!
hats, are too easily penetrated by the
matic pains, headaches, dUzlneaa or diepart. The important thing is to get
W#need to take heed how we build
ordered urine, the uae of Doan'a Kidney
sun's
rays
and
are
therefore
unsult
Pllia 1* a stitch In time that may avoid
the willow ends soft and pliable.
thereon. For K ts possible to build
able for use in the tropics. It is recserious kidney dlaeass.
When
this
is
accomplished
the
on
the only foundation a palace or a
No other medicine If SO widely nsed, §o
ommended that only khaki or forestry
strips can be readily bent back into hovel.
freely recommeadsd or ao generally suc..
neutral
clothing
be
supplied
to
the
cessfulplace, and if you push them in firmly,
This is a truth which concerns tho
navy for landing parties.—The Pathmany colors. It looks best in the they wlU stay in place when dry. Nev- saved and not the unsaved. It is hot
IF
these
fortunate
ones
who
escape
finder.
winter by Journeying South are wor- straight-brimmed shapes, of which an er try to bend the willow strips while a matter of salvation, but of service.
W. H. Mason, U
they are dry, as they will be sure to Between salvation and service there
School St., Palmer.
ried by misgivings as to what they example Is given here.
In Mineralogy| Mass., says: "My
Polnsettlas, simulated In ribbon, or snap off.
is a wide difference. Salvation is a
shall wear, they may set their minds
L kidneys
troubled
Professor—Name
the
largest
known
A putty knife, with its short handle work of God for us and in nB and la
other
flowers
posed
flat
against
the
I me terribly and 1
at rest Gowns for southern tourists,
I had about evsry
diamond.
and
broad
blade,
is
an
Indispensable
crown,
make
a
most
effective
trimall of grace. Service Is work which
as enchanting as those In seasons
- pain and ache that
Mr. A.—The ace.
. a person could
past, and millinery as exquisite as has ming against BO brilliant a background. tool In the kitchen. It can be used for those who are saved render unto God,
i have. The doctor
turning
hash,
fritters
and
flsh.
Its
JULIA
BOTTOMLEY.
and for which they Bhall receive a reever been worn, are all at hand.
■aid X bad crave!
THREE REASONS
broad end is also most useful in scrap- ward, or Bhall suffer loss.
Whether or not they are Inspirations
.If I stooped. It
Each, With Two Lega and Ten Finger*.
was almost tming pots and pans.
Ths Testing Day.
from creators of Btyles In Paris or in
Bits About Blouses.
' possible for me to
A testing day t« coming when tho
America is not the important matter
straighten
and
It Is fashion's decree that fussy
A
Boston
woman
who
is
a
fond
mothGrease Spots on Woolen Clothing.
. when the gravel
character of our work, as ChrlsUasa,
They are here and they are lovely, blouses have had their day—for a
passed, 1 suffered
er writes an amusing article about her
For removing greasy spots on black shall be made manifest
and those who wear them or those time at least—and so we must give our
terribly. Tba dosexperience
feeding
her
boys.
tor told me to use
"The day shall declare it.
Not a
who go to see them are not to be dis- attention to much simpler designs. woolen clothing the following is exDosa'a K I d n e
Among other things she saya:
pills and I at
appointed.
They are extremely smart and very cellent: Make a solution of borax and day of judgment for our sins, which
"Three
chubby,
rosy-cheeked
boys.
warm
water
and
wash
the
soiled
artii boxes cured ma"
were Judged in Jesus Christ on the,
In bats for southern wear the pana- becoming to most women.
Bob, Jack, and Dick, respectively, are 1
cle In it, then rinse in clear water cross; but a day when our work shall
ma is playing the leading role. There
Gst Dsu's at Any Slot*. BOc a Bo*
This season we have a number of
three of our reasons for using and
and
dry
in
the
sun.
This
is
a
good
be made manifest The day when tho
are many shapes to choose from in
blouse materials, most Important
way to clean men's coat collars.
WITIY recommending the* food, Grape-Nuts, this beautiful weave. Among them new
Lord comes, "who win bring to light
for these youngsters have been fedon moderately large hats on the sailor among which are the pussy willow
FOSTER-MILB URN CO. BUFFALO. H. Y.
the hidden things of darkness, and
silks
and
a
lovely
new
chiffon
crepe,
Grape-Nuts since infancy, and often
To Waah White Silk.
make manifest the counsels of tho
order, with either straight or rolling known as georgette crepe.
between meals when pther children
Add a tablespoouful of ammonia to hearts" (I Cor. 4:5). Then the Are
brims, and others that droop back and
Unlike chiffon, the georgette crepe
would have been given candy.
front contrive to bebecoming to al- needs no net foundation, fqr, while it every two quarts of warm water. Itself shall prove each man's - work
"I gave a package of Grape-Nuts to
every wearer.
is quite thin, tt la more opaque and Don't uae soap. Dip garment up and of what sort It is. Not literal Are,
a neighbor whose 8-year-old child was most
down, and when it looks clean place but the holy, consuming energy of
Many people must confine their trava weazened little thing, ill half the eling to America this year, and a great- washes beautifully.
in clean water, rinse and iron before the Lord himself, for "Our God ill a
The
pussy
willow
silks
come
in
*
time. The little tot ate the Grape-Nuts
consuming Are."
er throng than ever will see and be heavier quality than crepe de chine, dry.
and cream greedily and the mother seep in the fashion parade grounds of
If we have built only a hovel, wo
continued the good work, and it waa the South. What is worn there will be and are a sort of cross between that
To Clean Copper.
shall suffer loss. Irretrievable loss,
and
messallne,
with
a
fine
subdued
lusnot long before a traly wonderful
Copper articles that have become but wo shall be saved, yet so aa by
worn later in the North. Styles that
change manifested itself In the chlhTs survive and for which a demand is ter to them.
discolored can be made to look new Are.
Hither
of
the
two
fabrics
Just
menface and body. The results were re- created will become our fashions for'
again by rubbing them with lemon
tioned will work up nicely in a blouse dipped In salt and afterward rinsing
Must I go, and empty-handed 1
markable, even for Grape-Nuts.
the summer season. It is pleasant to
Must t meat my Savior sot
"Both husband and I use Grape Nuts contemplate, therefore, the survival of In white, palest pink or yellow, mauve, in clear hot water and polishing with
every day and keep strong and well such attractive headwear as the two navy, pea green or rust color. These a soft cloth.
Indeed not, for we mav build a pat
are
the
smartest
Mouse
colorings
Just
and have three of the finest, healthiest hats shown here.
ace instead of a hovel., and be not only
now.
boys you can And In a day's march."
When Boiling Milk.
saved but rewarded for "our Work.
A dressy Panama, in shepherdess
Never Fail*
Many mothers instead' of destroying style. Is edged with a narrow border
When boiling milk, if a few apoonThat each man may In that day
to «<»» biearlM aatav f
Velvet for Dusting.
the children's stomachs with candy of lace and trimmed with a band and
tuls of water is put into the -eauee- have his praise from God (I Cor. 4:5).
GRAY HAIR
A piece of velvet Is a One cleaner pan, first letting tt bdH rapidly for a let UB, aa Christians, in our work-need
and cake give the youngsters a hand- hanging loops and ends of velvet rib>
MorataanahallceonrTofetioceai. II!rcrar
dealer ne.n't It. MD<J f 1M and a larse bottla
ful of Grape-Nuts when they are beg bon. A flower motif with foliage la for the brass and tor polishing silver- few minutes before the milk is added, three simple rules:
will b< MM yon t>, caret 1 pos t.
ware
it is better than chamois, it the milk will not burn, however hot
glng for something in the way of applied flat to.crown and brim withFlrat, a right purpose: the glory of
MR3.S. A. ALLEN, IS Barclay St, WawYavIl
sweets. The result Is soon shown In out any attempt at regularity. This is quickly removes the dust from wood- tho fire may be.
Sod <1 Cor. 14:3).
work, and if used to rub the stove aftgreatly
increased
health,
strength
and
. second, a right plan: the word of
a wonderfully chic and elegant hat.
Renews 1 our Youthful Appearance
er it has been blacked tt will produce
To Keep Sliver Bright.
mental activity.
God (H- Tim- S:1«-1T).
The second hat has been christened
Name gives by Postum Co, Battle with several names, each with refer- a high polish. There Is nothing betTo keep silver bright that is not In
Third.aright motive: the constrainir»OT«M™iM«tr«K«*r8«««»rf«U£tr^!HlntoTOrt
tor to dust a felt hat. and silk dresses uae, lay a piece of gam camphor hi ing love of Christ (II Cor. 6:14).
Creek, Mich.
ence to the straw of which it Is made.
Look in pkga, for the famous little One hearB it called "the lemon straw," and other silk articles should always the drawer or box in-whWi the silver
Which Is it to be, a palace or a,
book, "The Road to Wellville."
"the barnyard" and "the rustic." This, be dusted with It, for it cleans per- Is kept, and you will And that the all hovel?
fectly without cutting or otherwise rar Wfll sot require so much polishing
Bvtr **•• «*• ■»•*• IMtert A.J»w
... apvawra *»aa Urn* *•,}*"*•,.*5fl last best expresses It It is woven of injuring the silk.
«M r*..l»*. tsm aa* «.u .1 tiau
'large lustrous straws and shown Is
W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. S-191S.

Certain-teed
Roofing

Hats for Southern Journeyings

SPROUT OATS FOR CHICKENS
Homemade Arrangement Will Prove
Satisfactory — Feed In Small
Squares, Preferably at Noon.
Ton can buy readymado oat sprouters from several makers, but a homemade affair will serve the same purpose. • ■ For a moderate-sued flock
have made a stand for three trays.
Have four uprights, corners, of 1x2lach stuff 81 inches high. Board up
beak, sides and top. Have well-fitting
door for frost On inside of comer
J posts nail lxS-inoh pi sees from front
to bavoh. for trays to rest on. Put lowest n to M Inches from bottom, tho
aoaosd 'tea inobos above, the third
eight Inches above, and allow six
inches tor top trey. Make trays of
three-fourths to one-Inch boards, with
sides three inches high, or perforated,
galvanised iron tor the bottoms. Use
a low, broaeVfeowied meal oil lamp on
Boor to heat. Temperature should be*
as to 80 degrees. Fill trays with oats
that have been well soaked In warm
water M hours, up to level of sides.
Keep wen moistened with warm water. They should sprout in 34 hours.
By filling trays three days apart at
first, this win allow for transferring
from top to bottom as sprouts grow.
The sprouts should* be four to six
Inches high to get best results. Cut
out oats and sprouts in blocks of two
to three inches square and feed preferably at the noon feed.

X
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Handy Grain Elevator.

grain bin. The cost of this will be
about 25 in all. For dippers use tomato cans, or anything suitable.The 8-foot boards are used to make
the hopper spout through which the
grain is carried. The pulleys are
placed inside the hopper spout, about
8 inches from each end, and the conveyor belt runs over them. The
sprocket wheels are outside of the
hopper spout The small sprocket is
on the shaft Of the lower pulley, and
Details of Ventilator.
the power Is thus transmitted from
toenailing or with cleats. This is for the large sprocket wheel to the pulley
incoming fresh sir. Take a piece of belt, to which the carrier cans are atgalvanized iron six inches in diameter tached. A pointed stick at the lower
and screw on the outside of henhouse end runs Into the wheat and holds
over one edge of hole. Use the ven- that end solid. A pointed piece 12 or
tilator regulator according to outside 10 inches long at the lower end keeps
tempertare and direction of wind. To the hopper working straight down into
provide for the release of impure air the grain. The triangular frame is
use the same device, but reverse the used to keep the larger sprocket wheel
on. This frame Is fastened to the
hopper by bolts and is shaped to At on
the grain bin.

V*.
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FRUIT AND POTATO CELLARS
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A Massachusetts Case

Ventilator In Place.
application, making holes in bottom of
aiding with boxed end of trough down
and vent end up. This will ventilate
without draft.

VALUABLE

POULTRY

FEED

Boms Fowio Become Fat on Almost
Any Kind of Food, While Others
Will Not Fatten on Corn.
Con Is a valuable poultry food, and
it to In Its abuse and not its use that tt
is to be BOadomned. Borne fowls become fat on almost any kind of food,
while others will sot fatten even os
oars. There seems to be a good bit of
hsrmanlfke nature about the makeup of
'tho hen, H hens are nude to eauareiee
for their gram, and are Is a good laying condition, there is sot maeh da»
ger of their becoming overfat m
fact tt is rather a dfflVonlt matter to
overfatten laying bens. It to when
the*- are stoek m laying aod become
tear that she hat seams to start to
grow. When hens become too fat
they should be placed tri a separate
yard where there to no male bird, at
tho attention of a male to aa overfat
1MB is apt to hasten death. If such
sens are given only as evening feed
ef wheat and nothing during the day
eaeept ajreen food asd water they will
soon lose considerable of their surplus fat.
Composition of Poultry Manure.
According to too central experiment
station, Ottawa. Canada, the compo
Batten of the average poultry manure h
•a follows: Water, 86 per cent; nitre'
gen, two to eight per cent; phosphor)
sold, two to five per cent; potas'
eight to aine per cent This auaiyt
would place the value per ton at $5

(tJft

As economical consumers of roughage and home-grown grains, no animal
la capable of giving better returns
than the sheep. Many farmers have
found lamb feeding a profitable business. Feeding range lambs seems especially adapted to many farms where
labor is available during the winter, and where one of the chief ends of
stock feeding Is the resulting manure.
On such farms a band of range lambs
will, clean up the fields in the fall,
utilise tee farm roughage, and leave
a large supply of manure, besides paying a profit for their food and attendance.
Good Iambs, bought early in tee tall,
and started to pasture and fall forage, may gain from eight to twelve
pounds per head at very low cost
Such lambs are in much 'better condition to put on full rations of grain, and
will make better gains than those purchased later and put on full feed at
once.
The lambs should go into the feed
lot before the weather is cold and
changeable. What they will glean
from the fields after the first stormy
weather will hardly offset the losses
from exposure and dampness. Good
warm sheds that open toward the
south are best
During the full feeding period they
will thrive better if kept in bunches of
forty or fifty. In order to do this, the
shed may be subdivided. Yards and
sleeping quarters must be dry and
clean. Foul air and dampness are two
things that sheep cannot stand. Tha
feed troughs for grain should be fastened securely to the racks to prevent
waste. Succulent feed adds to the efficiency of the ration. Roots and corn
silage are the best for conditioning;
lambs at this time of the year.

However, Rich 8andy Loam Will Give
Best Results—Plant in Drills,
*12 to 18 Inches Apart.

wresh Air May Be Supplied by Using
Six-Inch Board, With Strips on
Bide, Placed/inside.
Take a six-inch hoard, nail 'a threeinch strip on either side and box up
, one end. Makea four-inch hole In siding, near the roof, place boxed end ol
trough over hole on the inside of build,
lng with vent end down, and fasten by

No Animal Capable of Giving Batter
Returna Than Sheep—Good, Warm
Sheds Are Essential.

ANY SOIL GOOD.FOR BEETS

VENTILATING THE HEN ROOST

A Stitch in Time

DOAN'S

By obtaining a belt from someone
who owns a threshing machine you
can easily make an elevator for handling loose grain from one bin to another or for sacking. The use of this
machine cannot be excelled when the
time for cleaning seed grain comes,
writes George Bersaw of Mora. Minn.,
in Missouri Valley Fanner. With it
one man can furnish a steady run of
grain Into the fanning mill while^'the
other runs tab mill. The elevator also
is handy for loading grain in a wagon
box. One man can easily load 100
bushels with it in less than an hour.
To make this elevator you will need
four boards 8 feet long, planed on
both sides; one secondhand drive belt
8 inches wide and 14 feet long; two
S or 4 inch puileys with shaft 12
lnehes long and two sprockets from an
old binder, one 4 inches and the other
as large as you can get it for easy
drive, say 12 or 14 inches. Put a
crank handle on the larger sprocket
if the elevator is to be run by hand,
or if by power arrange for a small
pulley. The drive chain to work over
the sprockets should be 8 feet long.
Also bracket Irons wlU be needed for
placing the drive pulley on and for attaching the entire elevator to the

PROPER RATIONS FOR LAMBS

The red garden beet may be grows
In any good soil, but rich sandy loam
will give the best results. Sow the
seeds in the spring as soon as danger
of frost has passed. Beets should bo
planted in drills twelve to eighteen
Inches apart, and when the plants are
well up they should be thinned to four
or five inches in the row. If desirable
to plant the rows three feet apart for
horse cultivation, the seeds may be
sown in a doable drill with six inches
between, leaving 30 inches tor cultivation. Two ounces of beet seed are
required to plant one hundred feet of
row, or five pounds to the acre. As a
rule, each seed bail contains more
than one seed, and this accounts for
beets coming up very thickly.
The
seed should be covered to a depth of
about one inch. For a succession of
young beets during the summer,
plantings should be made every four
or five weeks during tho spring,
months.
Beets Intended tor winter
storage should not be sown until late
In the summer, the crop being harvested and stored in the same manner
as turnips. Sugar beets are often substituted for the ordinary garden beet,
especially for winter use.
BeetB are used for pickles, or boiled,
sliced or fried In butter, adding a little vinegar just before removing from
the fire The young plants are used
for greens.

Temperature Should Be Kept as Low EGG COLLECTOR IS UNIQUE
as It Can Without Injury—Keep
Ventilators Open.
Series of Chutes Arranged, All Leading to Same Padded Pap—No
Fruit and potatoes must bo kept at
Danger of Breaking.
a unitorm low temperature, as low
as R can be without Injury. Close up
Hens need a dark place to lay In;
the windows when there is danger of so It to convenient to build a small
freezing, but keep open in mild weath- house for them within a barn or shed.
er. The changes that go on in ripen- But It 1B always difficult to get the
ing fruit generate heat and this should eggs out of such a laying coop. If it is
be borne in mind. They also cause built economically. To overcome this
the liberation of Injurious gases and obstacle I have arranged a series of
when fruit is stored in cellars under
chutes, all leading to the same padded
the family living rooms ample ventilation should be provided. An opening
into the Sue of the chimney may answer if there to not much fruit in
store.
""'
Have a thermometer In cellar and
see that a uniform temperature both
day and night is secured. A warm,
. •
damp cellar will cause rot and a hot,
dry air will produce dry rot The
house cellar should not bo used, for
r'~r—
rt0TS 1. a*twTe| 1
storing large quantities of potatoes,
fruits, or vegetables, aa the gases
B~; -' 'fJT » . B
from the vegetables, unless ample
ventilation to given, will penetrate
Into the living rooms and is liable to
Novel Egg Collector.
produce fevers and other dangerous
pan. Bach nest is- connected to the
diseases..
Stock beets and potatoes keep bet- main chute and each has a hole in the
ter stored la pits dug in high, dry bottom of it and when an egg is'laid
ground, ths roots first covered with it rolls down to the "egg-room" of my
one foot of straw and then 20 inches laying coop. A small door into the
of earth firmly packed down. Make "egg-room" can. be opened arid the
a trench around the pits to carry off eggs taken out without trouble. If
the chutes are carefully made there
the surface water..
Potatoes stored in pits thus made need be no danger of tile eggs breaking
en route.—Technical World.
will keep sound and solid and are better potatoes for roasting or boiling
Produce-Prime Roasters,
than potatoes stored in moat house
To produce prime roasters they
cellars.
should be confined at about four
months of age Is smalt pens, with
Midwinter Hog Feed.
The most economical food for pigs plenty of shade, be hopper fed with
farrowed In late summer to be mar- cracked corn, with a wet mash twice
keted in midwinter, to millfeed and a day,. This will Insure the disposition
wheat-bran slop, in connection with of the fat in asd through the bird's
grass and clover pasture. When the flesh, making extra toothsome eating.
pasture fails, pour the slop over fineLight Poultry House.
cut clover hay, mixing in a few handHave a light poultry house, admitfuls of flaxseed meal; this makes a
rich and nourishing food. In cold ting plenty of fresh air without proweather scald the hay. The last feed- ducing direct drafts of air. The germs
tag month giro ear corn after the of most diseases cannot live lit fresh
atop is eaten.
air or very strong light.
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For Five Years
I was
Troubled
with a
Chronic
Disease.
Peruna
Cured me
Sound
and Well.
Mrs. Maggie Durbln. 209 Victory
St., Little Rock, Ark., writes; "I was
troubled for five years with a chronic
diaease. I tried everything t beard
of, but nothing did me any good.
Some doctors said my trouble was
catarrh of the bowels, and some said
consumption of the bowels.
One
doctor said he could cure me; I took
Ms medicine two months, but It aid
me no good. A friend of mine advised me to try Peruna and I did ao.
After I had taken two bottles I found
It was helping me, so I continued Its
use, and It has cured me sound and
welL I can recommend Peruna to
any one, and If any one wants to
know what Peruna did for me If they
will write to me I will
promptly."

The Home
Remedy
for coughs, colds, hoarseness;
pleasant to take and sure to help
when needed.

i

Hale s Honey

I

Of Horehound and Tar
A tonic, expectorant and laxative.
Contains no opium nor anything
injurious. Sold by all druggists.
It, raW, Taataatae Dtaa.

The Conqueror's Return.
Mr. Mouatt, born tired, also father
Of a large family, spent most of
his married Ufe in bed,, while Mrs.
Mouatt worked in the glass factory,
just to keep things moving. One
morning Mr. Mouatt became Impregnated with the large' idea of getting
out of bed a( last, and offering his
services to his country. On calling
at Mrs. Mouatt's one day last week,
a lady found her In tears.
"Why, Mrs. Mouatt, what Is the matter? Has your husband been wounded?"
"No, miss. (Loud snlOins.)
"Well, dear me! I hope be has not
been killed!"
"Oh, It's worse than that, miss! 'E't
coming 'ome!"—Judge.

TALK ON WESTERN
CANADA
Facts Don't Lie—Western Canada Is Full of Facts—Here
Are Three of Them.

WRONG VIEWS OF MARRIAGE SAUSAGES

AT

THEIR

BEST

Brooklyn Lawyer Tells of Some Popu- At This Season, When They Are Moat
Popular, They Are Worth Much
lar Impressions Thst Are EntireTime and Attention.
ly Erroneous.
Some persons believe, says Mrr
Hugo Hirah of the Brooklyn bar, in
Case and Comment, that marriage
can be entered into by any man or
woman, regardless of age, race, relationship, or condition. But in this
they are mistaken, for every state has
Its own peculiar laws regarding, limiting, and circumscribing entrance into
this relationship as the same may be
affected by those provisions.
Some persons believe that fraud,
force, duress, coercion, used for the
purpose of bringing about marriage
between man and woman, do not affect the legality of the relationship,
but In this they are mistaken, because
every state and territory has a law
providing for the annulment of marriages caused by fraud, force, etc.
Some men believe that wives are
chatties and may be beaten into submission. This is a grave error, for in
many of the states such conduct is
cause for an absolute divorce, and in
nearly all of the states it Is cause for
a legal separation. '
Pan-American Union.
The Pan-American union la an official organization made up of the twenty-one-republics of the American continent Its office Is in Washington
and Its executive officer ts John Barrett, with the title of Director General of the Pan-American Union. The
governing board which controls Its activities is composed of the diplomatic
representatives at Washington of each
of these nations, with the secretary
of state of the United States as Its
chairman. Its home Is In a beautiful
white marble palace which cost one
million dollars, of which Andrew Carnegie gave three quarters of a million
dollars and the various governments
gave a quarter million dollars.—Leslie's Weekly.
Poor DoggyI
"Say, Mister, will you give me five
cents?"
"What for?"
"I want to buy a loaf of bread for
my starving family."
"Oh, certainly, In that case. Here's
your nickel."
;;.,
"Thank you, sir. Now, If it Isn't
asking too much, will you give me a
dime more?"
"What for?"
"I want to buy some meat tor my
dog."

Take a tablespoonful of seasoned,
mashed potato and form into shells;
then press uncooked sausage In each;
brush with the beaten yolk of egg
and set on a greased pan In a hot oven
to cook; by the time the potato la
heated through and browned the sausage will be cooked. Garnish the dish
on which the sheila are served with
parsley or watercress.
» Brown the sausage and drain free,
from the fat; then let become cold,
Shred crisp cabbage and season with
celery salt and mayonnaise and at>
range the sausages In a circle, placing
a tablespoonful of the mayonnaise in
the center.
Brown the sausages and arrange
on a hot dish. Drain off part of tho
fat from the pan and add gradually
enough boiling water to make a
rich brown gravy, stirring all of the,
time to loosen the browned sediment from the bottom of the pan. Be
careful that only enough water la,
added to have the gravy rich and not,
diluted so as to be watery. Pepper,
and salt can be added to suit the is*
dividual taste.

•

Beef Stew In Earthen Dish.
Take two pounds of lean beef. Put
a little vinegar In a dish and lay tha
meat In It (after wiping with a damp
cloth) and turn so each Bide may be
in the vinegar a few minutes. Cut
the meat In small pieces and put in a
bean pot or other earthen dish "With
cover, with a few small onions, a car,
rot cut in thick slices, a cupful ol
tomatoes, four potatoes cut in thick
slices, a teaspoonful of salt, a few
shakes of pepper, read and white.
Mix a heaping tablespoonful of floui
smoothly- in cold water and pour on
with enough more water to cover the
stew. Cook covered In a slow oven
five hours and serve in the same dish.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver ig
tight the stomach and bowels are right,

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS

gently butfirmly c
pel a lazy liver tD-4]
do its duty.
.*■
Cures Con-j

PADTTD'C

alipalion, In-^

digestion.
Sick
and Distress After Eating.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.'

WANTED
Butternut Meats, 10 to 50 poundsmore or less. Will pay 60 cents per
pound. Address Geo. A Joslyn, Omaha,
Neb.—Adv.
Getting On.
"Has that novel you axe reading any
atmosphere?"
1 should Bay sol A tire explodes
In the first chapter and that's how the
hero meets the heroine."

Genuine must bear Signature

Orai Hair Restored
"WALUUTTA HAIR STAIN"
gaftorea Orar, BtreakadorBleaeaea
Hair or Moustache laalaaaai
,.

London Crisis. /
r! Vl(
"Walter!
Vienna steap, please!"
waxjurrTA 00, iloa ctarn an., at. L~m. Ha.
"'Ush, sir, w^lsailsJeni^Petrograd Bod TUa A4r.ua aa, MM aod GST FBIS SAMPLE.
1. O. T. Moore, Underbill, Man. patties how, sir!"
Came from Bruce County, Ontario,
FOR DRUNKENNESS and
TODB OWN DRPGG__TOO
1882, with a capital of $2.00. Home- fry
Marine Bje Remedy for Boa,
aterj
III DRUG ADDICTIONS
Syee and uranalated Syelldaj bit _.
steaded quarter section. Now owns ion
M»
alekneaa, no publicity
Bye comfort. Write for Book ox UleSye
The only Bealey Inatl2,800 acres for which he paid average Or mall Free. Hurino Bye Remedy Co., ""e-g^
.tate ID Maine Haw
of 120.00—worth today $40.00 per acre.
There may be people who are smart2. James Steel, Battleford, SasTHE KfltT INSTTTVTI
katchewan. Came from Perthshire, er than you are, but you never meet
151 Caatra. Street
them.
\'
eaeeaaaeaBsaBaaameaMMM
Scotland, 1904. His fare advanced to
bring himself and family to Canada.
Took up homestead, which he sold
later $25.00 per acre, buying 1,000
acres at $18.00 per acre. Has been
very successful in mixed farming.
Values land now at $40.00 per acre,
and Is worth $80.00. "If I had remained in the Old Country my gray
hairs would have been a passport to
the poor house," he says.
3. H. J. Smith, Clover Bar, Alberta.
Came from North Michigan, 1803,
without capital.. Now terming 800
acres, valued at $200 per acre. Purchased originally at $15.00 per acre.
Engaged In mixed farming. Cows
ALCGHOL-3 PER CENT
average him $150.00 a year.
AVfefttabfe Preparation for AsAll this talk about the exploitation
similating Ihe Food and Refiulaof labor by capital, class distinction,
ling Its? Stomachs and Bowels of
living wage, high cost of living, and
so forth, doesn't hold, the slightest
Interest fqr the Canadian farmer.
Promotes Digesfion,CheerfulWhy? Because he has proved that
i
nessand Rest.Contains neither
you can't begin too poor to become
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
rich in Canada4-.th.at free homesteads
preclude the possibility of being
NOT NARC OTIC
robbed of freedom and independence;
KttptSOIdDrSAMVEl/mm
that the high cost of living can't hurt
anSaa
the man who grows most of his own
XaaeSjh
necessities; that his labor brings reward in exact and just proportion to
time and Intelligence invested.
/If those .who whine at urban conditions would give a little time to Investigating .those suburban; they
A perfect Remedy forConsttpawould likely spy a clear way out of
lion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
their difficulties.,, For the first step,
Worrns,Convul5Wris.Fevwi9lr>
drop a card to any Canadian Governness and Loss OF SLEEP.
ment Agent—Advertisement.
law Simile Signature o/
Formation of Opinions.
"What do you think of the presllent'e speech?"
"I don't like It!"
'Have you read it?"
"No. When I disagree with a man's
iOlitlcs I don't have to* read his
ipeecheB to know I don't like 'era."

"r^ltfi&aeJ

PORTLAND, ME.

CASTORIA
For Infant* and OUldren,

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

Always
Bears the
Signature
of

The more a man gets the more be
vants—unless a police judge Is dealing
t out.

Copy of Wrapper.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

'otat mora gootUuriaJuq andfastw colrathan any nMVr rl»a. fiimtli latl — eokwaal
naimllinaii
fibara. Taa,aa.b^i_a.kea.«_
Thar dye In cold
foaoaidyiaasr sirrrwt wMwnt ripping apart.

!L_-^_

^.orosi?? ctavirr.-g.^,^

BOSTON GALLS
SAN FRANCISCO
Direct Telephone Line Open
Across the Continent

Think ror a moment what the opening of the Hoston-San Francisco direct line means. It has made Massachusetts and California neighbors, it
will carry the business message from
the Atlantic to the Paciiic quicker
than a man can write a letter and It
gives him an' answer at once. It has
annihilated distance. Its commercial
value is priceless.
Boston Men Built the Lin*
Across twelve states!
Do feu
realise what that means? Have you
ever traveled to the far west? On the

SPEECH CARRIED 3500 MILES
Belt Telephone Engineers Exlend Long Distance Line to
the Pacific Coast-Science
and Inventive Genius Finally
Overcome Great Obstacles
WHAT IT MEANS TO
TELEPHONE FROM BOSTON TO SAN FRANCISCO
Distance—3505 miles,

Professor Bell's First Telephone

twelve States Covered.
Miles of Copper Wire—14,020.
Weight of Wire—Over 3000 tone.
Poles on Line—Over 140,000.
Speed—One-fifteenth of second.

Crossing the continent—from Boston to San Francisco—in one-fifteenth
of a second is an actual accomplishment.
Direct conversation between
the two cities so far apart was established for the first time, the other
day, over the longest telephone line
In tie world—more than 3500 miles.
The successful consummation or
this great work is an epoch in history
—the acme of telephone attainment.
It is an achievement made possible
only by the scientific study and persistent effort of the engineers of the
great Bell system.

fastest trains it takes five days and
five nights—120 hours—to go from
Boston to San Francisco. And jet It
will only be a little while before the
business man can sit comfortably in
his office and travel instantly by telephone between the two cities ovei
tons of copper wire.
The opening of this line has a peculiar significance to the people of
Boston and New England, for it was
in Boston that Professor Alexander
Graham Bell invented the telephone In
1876, less than forty years ago. A
little later the longest toll line in the
world stretched from Boston to
Lowell and the service was poor and
intermittent.
How marvellous has
been the progress.
And the men who were associated
with Bell in those telephone pioneer

Telepnonlng over such a great
tance would have been absolutely Impossible without another wonderful
Invention—the rene»Mng, or loading
coils. Without any technical description, it is suflele t to say that these
loading coils Bra placed at various
points along the line and give the
electrical waves additional force aad
power.
The line from Boston to San Francisco runs direct to Buffalo, 4*5
miles; thence to Chicago, 605 miles,
to Omaha 500 miles, to Denver 585
miles; to Salt Lake City $80 miles and
to San Francisco 770 miles, a total
of 3505 miles.
A spur line runs from Chicago to
Pittstiiirg. 545 miles, and thence to New
York, 390 miles. Another spur connects Buffalo and New York, 360 miles.
On the same day the line between
Boston and San Francisco was openei
telephone conversation was established between New York and San
Francisco. Prwessor Bell talked from
the New York end and his early associate. Thomas A. Watson, from-San
Francisco.
An Interesting fact in connc'i'on
with the opening of this line is .*"»*
Professor Bell used at the New fork
end an exact reproduction ot in- first
crude instrument. At first U -ould
be used only a few feet. Thai that
Instrument could be used li, talking
between New-York anrl S»*n '** ranclsco
is due to the skill ai.d inventions or
those engineers who followed* Bell after his retirement from the telephone
business, in the perfection of the
telephone and of switchboards, cable*
and the hundreds of other accessor!*
to successful telephone transmission.
Looking Backward to the Beginning
On the evening of Oct. 8. 1876, the
first long conversation «ver _the telephone was made by Bell and'Watson.
They talked lor three hours over a
telegraph line between Boston and
Cambridge.
It was the . Wonder ot
the day. In May, 1877, a. Charlestown man leased two telephonies—the
first money ever paid for* telephone
service. The same month the first
tiny and crude telephone exchange
was born with five telephones connected.

EFIELD
PUBX.IBHED

Richard Heal} Go.
$ 100,000 WORTH OF

Women's, Misses' \ Girls'

0

IHIS busy, progressive nation is today at
the dawn of a new era of. .commercial
and social development. The means by
which the human voice, with its slightest
inflections and indication! of personality,
can be carried/across the continent instantlVj
have been provided. Talking by telephone from
the Atlantic to the Pacific is now an accomplished
fact.
'
The celebration of this latest and greatest
triumph in the art of telephony has just taken
place. Within a short time the public will have,
ready for its use, the product of American
trains, American initiative and American scientific and technical skill, a transcontinental telephone service, the equal of which is not even
approached in all the other nations of the world.
It is a splendid scientific achievement of the
very highest character. The power that sends
the human voice out over the telephone is scarcely
greater than that of a breath, yet the means
have been provided by Which this tiny, almost
imaginary impulse, made up of as many as 2,000
separate vibrations a second, can be picked up
by a delicate instrument, conserved over'a distance of 3,400 miles, and reproduced perfectly
and instantly across the continent. The human
voice has been made to travel as fast as light,
faster than sound unaided by technical apparatus;
indeed, it rivals THOUGHT even, in the swiftness of its flight.
The imagination can but feebly grasp, much
less attempt to measure, the far-reaching significance of such a tremendous accomplishment.
One hundred million people will have for their
daily use a system of communication that knows
no East, no West, no North, no South. Dialects,
provincialisms, sectional prejudices, must eventually yield to the closer onion, the .better under-

standing, the more intimate comradeship that the
human voice establishes. The ncighborlincss of
a whole nationis advanced by the brushing away
of the physical restraints of centuries.
This contribution to the future happiness and
prosperity of a more closely united people has
not been brought about, however, by the overcoming- of a few isolated, concrete difficulties.
Its success has depended upon the exercise of
the highest engineering and technical skill and
the solution was found only in the cumulative effect of improvements great and small, in telephone, transmitter, line, cable, switchboard, and
every other piece of apparatus or plant required
in the transmission of speech.
In this work the experimental and research
department of the Bell System of which this
Company is a part, has been engaged ever since
the telephone became a commercial possibility,
less than 40 years ago. With no traditions to
follow and no experience to guide, this department, which is now directed by a staff of over
550 engineers and scientists, including former
professors, post graduate students, scientific investigators—the graduates of 1*0 universitieshas created an entirely new art—the art of telephony, and has given to the people of this country a telephone service that has no equal.
It has required vast expenditures of money
and immense concentration of effort, but these
have been justified by results of immeasurable
benefit to the public. The transcontinental telephone line, 8,400 miles long, joining the Atlantic
and Pacific, Is part of the Bell System of 81,000,000
miles of wire connecting 9,000,000 telephone stations, located everywhere throughout the United
States. Composing tinis system are the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company and Associated Companies and connecting companies,
giving universal service to 100,000,000 people.

ROUTE OF TRANSCONTINENTAL TELEPHONE LI NES
TO SAN FRANCISCO, 350S MILES

and the World's
Greatest Telephone'
-Expert.
THEODORE N. VAIL

By August there were 778 teleAs an event, It Is on a parity with days, ana developed his great Idea phones in use—all In Boston—and
the opening of the Panama canal. It until one In every eight persons In four men had en absolute monopoly ot
Is another connecting link that physi- the United States is connected by the telephone business. A little later
cally binds the far east and the far telephone, are Boston men. Many of Theodore N. Vail was prevailed upon
west of America into one compiett them are living today.
to resign from tbe government mail
Theodore N. Vail, president of the service and become general manager
union.
American Telephone and Telegraph of a little telephone company thr.t
Four Thousand Miles Instantly
One-fifteenth of a second!
Like a company, has been In the telephone was hardly organized and bad no
flash of lightning goes the spoken business almost from the beginning. money. Month after month the litword through storm and sunshine ove Today he Is perhaps tbe greatest con- tle Bell company lived from hand to
thousands of miles. It starts In Bos- structive business man In the world.
mouth. No salaries were paid In
John J. Carty, chief engineer of full.
ton at 4 p. m. and. paradoxically,
Often, for weeks, they were
the
company,
the
master
mind
In
reaches San Francisco three honrt
not psid at all.. In 1880 John i.
earlier. The time schedule has been scientific telephony, was a Cambridge C'sxty timidly asked for a Job aturned topsy turvy. While you wink, bey who worked as an operator in operator in the Ikiston exchange. He
your speech bs been carried nearly the early days for 16 a week.
showed such an aptifjde for the worThomas D.
Lockwood, general that be was soon made one of the
Half way around the world.
Imagine a giant with lungs power- patent - attorney of the company, a captains.
ful enough to carry his voice 35»o telephone expert for nearly forty
in 1893 Boston and New York were
allies through the air. Picture him years, lives in Melrose.
talking tp Chicago. Milwaukee, Pitts'Thomas
A.
Watson,
the
youthful
standing on the dome of the Massaburg and V'ahln^tbli, and one-hal.
chusetts state bouse and yelling mechanic who assisted Bell In hu the people of the'Untied Slates' wers
"Hallo" as loud as he could. Four early experiments and who was the Within talking distance of each other.
Hours later It would be faintly heard first person In tbe world to hea • the Tbe tnonsfDd-Mlle talk had ceased t>•t the Panama-Pacific exposition human voice over a wire, lives IS bs a fairy tale.
Blow up a million pounds of dynamite Braintree and in Boston.
Several years later the line wa
set Boston common and the sound
Seme Facts and Figures
pushed over the plains to Omaha, an
At the present time there are two subsequently nearly 600 miles wer.
would travel but a few miles. And
yet the telephone wizards with a tiny complete physical circuits, each 8506 added, enabling the spoken word U
wire have outdistanced nature. Surely miles long, between the two cities. Boston to be heard In Denver.
brains and energy bave won a great Then, by means of a wonderful de- ""The Boston-San Francisco line wll
velopment of electrical study. In the probably not be offered for geners
ylctory.
' in 1849 "Pike's peak or bust'' was transposition of these two circuits ac- commercial use until the early sum
the slogan that dominated those hardy cording to a certain scientific formula, mer. ,
pioneers and urged them forward, in a third circuit called a "phantom"
Telephone en-'lneers have d ea its
1909, to paraphrase this, the slogan of circuit Is created, making it possible of the time wr en the wires won!'.
tor
six
people
to
talk
at
one
time—
die telephone engineers was "the
Ipan tbe continent. That ti;ne Da
Golden Gate or bust." That was the three at each end—over these two pair come, for tbe moment It seems 'algoal upon which they set their eyes of wires.
though there Is no other i-reai thinThere are 14,020 miles ot hard for which to strive.. And, yet proves
more than five years ago. The long
distance lines had slready been ex- drawn copper wire In both of these In telephony in the United States t»
tended as far west as Omaha. Two circuits. Each circuit mile of wire making such tremendous strides- tbui
years ago Denver became a reality by weighs 870 pounds, so that the entire no man CEUI prophesy the wondertelephone, sad now. In one long Jump weight of both circuits—four wires- ful things that may be done in tue
of over Men miles, the Pacific coast Is over 3000 tons. This tremendous future.
weight Is supported by 140,000 poles.
has been reached.

SUITS, SKIRTS, COATS,
FUR GOATS, DRESSES,
WAISTS, SCARFS and MUFFS

Mist Be Tims Mo CASH In the Rot Fn Weeks

The Prices are Right

RICHARD HEALY CO.

SAMPLE BOOKS

Bell's Earliest Associate

HELPS
STREETS OF MANY LEVELS
Tims May Come Whsn Multiple Bondways Will Bs Matter of
Necessity.

Fifty years ago the notion of a 20story building would bave seemed extravagant. Now It is commonplace.
We bare with us some prophets wbo
talk about tbe city of the future as a
piece of many stories. We bave now
but one level of streets. They foretell many levels, the Portland Oregonlan states. Perhaps there will be
a plane of streets for every Boor In
tbe bis buildings. The streets will he
laid on concrete arches and lighted by
electricity. Keeping them clean will
not be much of a task' because no
horses will be permitted upon them,
nothing but gasoline trucks. Tbe
horse, amiable and useful creature
that he is, must be blamed ss the
great denier of the streets. When
he has taken his final farewell of the
world, dirt and flies will vanish too.
The need of some sueh modification
In municipal architecture has become
apparent. In a few years It will be
pressing. Few single streets are wide
enough to accommodate the population of the big buildings which border
them in the busy quarters of our cltles. There Is always congestion, turmoil and delay when the cave dwellers pour out In a body. In case of a
great fire there would be terrible
panic and destruction of life. Besides
all that, there Is great toss of time In
continually going from the top to the
bottom of high buildings. The elevstor service Is usually exemplary, but
It cannot work miracles.
With. tV-ects connecting s'l the

tenth stories of the same city wtnone another the dwellers at that air!
tude would constitute an Independent
community. There would be another
set of streets at the fifteenth story
and still others'higher up and lower
down. Business would naturally tend
to segregate Its departments on different levels and an endless saving of
time and toll would onfue.

A Wide Range.
A young woman with an aspiration
to shine in the chorus applied to Andreas Dlppel, who has managed opera
singers all his life, for a position in bis
company. "To sing In a chorus of
mine," said Mr. Dlppel, "you must
have a good voice." "Oh, but 1 have
one," replied the girl Mr. Dlppel led
her to the piano and asked ber to demonstrate her vocal powers. Sitting at
SAVE THE COST OF SPRAYING the Instrument and then swinging
around, the smiled sweetly and asked:
Martins and Bluebirds Should Hsvs "Shall I sing 'The Chairs In the Parlor
All Miss You.' or something light?"
Houses Provided for Them Near'
the Orchard.
American Surgeons In the War.

The American Bird House Journal
says tha: farmers and orchardlsts can
avoid the cost of spraying fruit trees
by providing the purple martins with
a residence in or near the orchard and
encouraging these Intelligent birds to
keep down the Insect pests. The paper produces evidence to show tbat
the martins protected a certain orchard to such an extent that great
crops of fruit were raised without any
spraying at all.' It may be too much
to assume tbat the birds will take
care of alt tree pests; the Ban Jose
scale', for Instance, must he beyond
tbe reach of any bird. But there is
no doubt about tbe activity and the
•alu* of martins and bluebirds In fighting Insect pests, nor any doubt at all
of tbe readiness of these birds to occupy and take advantage ot the nice
little houses provided for them, provided the English sparrows are kspt
at their distance.
Best Not to Copy Too Closely.
"After the general change of the
political situation in the middle ages
that took away tbe dty-plannlng activities from the princes, and either annihilated them or put them in the
bands of the citizens, those citizens
In very many cases turned out to be
very ordinary, short-sighted, and uneducated bourgeois." Therefore, continues Dr. Werner Hegemann, German
expert, it behooves city planners of
today not to take too seriously the
work of city planners of yesterday.
Beauty is all very well, but there are,
other things to "be consider"*

The satisfactory work? done at
American hospitals in lw? German cities has Induced .theyQerman government to ask for mo>* American surgeons of whose skill their German fellow, surgeons "speak In 'terms of the
highest appreciation." That Js praise
from a high source, and It is matched
by the recognition given the work
of American surgeons In French hospitals.
Refugees Prevs Bsletlves.
Belgian refugees, a boy and air).
were adopted by a man and bU wits
of Aberoynon, Wales. The children
now provs to b» those of the wife*
dead sister, wbo went to Belgium a*
a governess some years ago- A leeks!
which was found on ths little girl le*
to tbe discovery.
Might Make Things Wens.
"Why can't 1 havs this ^ase, doe.
tor?" pleaded the nurse. "It is palpitation of the heart.
You are too
pretty for oases where the heart la
ejected."—Pittsburgh Post
Essence of Will.
Tou cannot admire will.In general,
because the essence of will Is that tt
Is particular.—G. K. Chesterton.
English Cheese Consumption.
The English, according to .an exchange, are the greatest cheese eaters
In the world. They probably got the
habit from the Welsh.

NO: 6.

WEST BROOKFIELD
The whist party conducted by the B.
James Lawlor was arrested last Thursday by officer j. Victor Guerin, and H. S. athletic association in banquet hall,
when arraigned in District court, East Wednesday night, proved to be a most
Quaboag tribe, I. O. R. M. hold an old
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Brookfield Friday morning, on a charge enjoyable affair and although the attend- fashioned danre in town hall to-night.
AT
of drunkness, was found guilty and sen- anee"Was smaller than anticipated on acMr and Mrs Myron A,. Richardson, on
Journal Block, North" Brookfield, Maes tenced to serve three months in house of count of the storm and travelling condiNew Braintree road, are visiting in Milcorrection at Worcester.
He appea'ed tions, those present were out for a good
ford.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
but being unable to furnish bail was com- time and as a result the night was sucMr and Mrs Frank Stone entertained :
EDITOR A.MI PftOPBlSTOB.
cessful,
socially
and
financially.
Fifteen
mitted to Worcester jail to await trial in
Frank
J. Lindsey of Springfield, last
dollars was netted and this will go towards
1.00 a Year in Advance. the Superior court.
Sunday.
the
fund
being
raised
for
the
baseball
Mrs
Horace
W.
May
entertained
a
Single Copies, 3 Cent*.
Mr and Mrs Tames A. Barr visited Mr
party of young people at her home, Sat- team. The boys did everything possible
AddreB*all communications to BROOKFIEM> urday afternoon, in honor of the 8th to entertain their guests and had such and Mrs Frank Morse of New Braintree,
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
birthday of her daughter, Dorothy. success that they expect to conduct a few this week.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job
Mrs Cora Foster was called to Greenwork and payment lor the aame, may be sent Games were played and' refreshments more in the near future. The ladies' high
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or served.
Those present were:—Evelyn score prize was won by Mrs Horace W. wich village, by the death of a cousin, '
to George W. McNamara. Brookflei*
and Rachel Gaudette, Ora aud Hattie May, and the gentlemen's by Walter Du- last week.
Walter Houghten of Worcester, spent
Charron, Wella Yenkner, Merville and Bois. Consolation prizes went to Miss
BROOKFIELD
Frank Locke, Marjorie and Harold Myrtle Hyland and James Bowler. From Sunday with "his brother, Edward M.
8
to
lOo'clock,
whist
was
enjoyed,
and
Kev. CalviniD.' Stebbins of Framing- ft right, Marietta C. Woodward, Edna
Houghton.
ham will preach at the First church nex^ and Ruth Kundert, Elsa Bluemer, Doro- then sandwiches, cake and coffee were
Mrs Frances J. Amsden of Harvard,
served. The committees in charge were:
thy, Sidney and Horace L. MayrSunday,
spent Sunday with Mrs Nellie J. L. Canrefreshments, J. Raymond Clancy, EdLetters are advertised at the Brookfield
terbury.
The social committee of the Epworth
post office for Miss J. R. Converse, and league, met at the home of Mrs Carlton ward J. Hannigan and Edward Delaney;
The Y. P. 8. C. E. are planning to
chairs
and
tables,
John
Clancy
and
AlMiss Annie Martin.
0. Dean, Monday afternoon, and voted
give a play, "Mrs Church's baby," ihG.
fred Dubois.
Cattle inspector David Hunter began to bave a supper and entertainment in
A. R. hall soon.
The selectmen on Saturday announced
the annual inspection of all the barns Methodist church vestry, on Wednesday,
The body of Miss Helen G. McKenny,
Feb. 24. The supper committee:—Mrs tbat the resignation of Emmohs W. of Worcester, was brought here on Wedand livestock in town, on Friday.
Twichell as road commissioner had been
Henry
E.
Cuttle,
chairman,
and
Misses
The Friday afternoon whist club was
received and would become effective on nesday, for burial.
entertained at the home ot Mrs Willie C. Clarabelle Bailey, and Florence Hall. March 1. The letter of resignation was
Mrs Margaret Rooney of North BrookThe
entertainment
will
be
in
charge
of
Bemis last Friday afternoon. After the
forwarded from East Orange, N. J., field, has been visiting Mrs Elmer Ohaof
a
committee,
with
William
E,
Cottle
whist, refreshments were served by the
where Mr Twichell and his wife are pin on Sherman St.
chairman.
hostess. •
spending the winter at the home of their
Philander Holmes addressed the North '
Quaboag
Valley
social
club
will
conduct
The regular meeting of tbe Woman's
daughter, Mrs W. A. Huse. With the Brookfield Grange on "Culture of small
the
last
dance
of
the
season
in
town
hall,
Alliance will be held Tuesday, Feb. 9.
exception of two three years terms Mr fruits," Thursday night.
Rev. Charles Brown Elder of Worcester Wett Brookfield, Tuesday night, Feb. 16. Twichell has been road commissioner for
The chairman of Circle A of the Parish
Plante'e
Singing
Orchestra
of
Spencer,
will read a paper. Let every member be
the past 25 years. He has given general Auxiliary, reports f 1H netted from the;
will furnish the music. The floor directpresent.
satisfaction in the position and although rummage sale, last Friday.
or Leon Thompson, will be assisted by
opposed for re-election a number of times
Tbe selectmen have appointed P.. EuThe Grange will attend the Sunday
Matthew Daley, Raymond Clongb. John
in hotly contested fights, Mr Twichell's
gene Gadaire as forest fire warden and J.
seryice at the Methodist church Feb. 14,
Donovan, Frank Daley and William
great popularity caused him to be reHerbert Conant as moth inspector.
on invitation of the pastor, Rev. Arthur
Roach. Cars to Spencer, Brookfield and
peatedly a winner. In 1913 he was reThese appointments must be approved by
W. L. Nelson.
Warren, positively after the dance, and
elected for a three year term and his
■the State Forester before they become
WE DON'T WANT |ioo,ooo FOR THBSE
also to West Warren and Ware, if the
The Social and Charitable society had
resignation makes it necessary to elect a
effective.
crowd warrants.
roan for the unexpired term, at the town the regular monthly business meeting at
HIGH-CLASS GARMENTS AND FURS
There will be a progressive whist party
There will be installation of the new meeting March 1. During Mr Twichell's the home of Mrs Harold Chesson, Tuesheld at Arcadia Inn, Tuesday evening,
officers in the Methodist Sunday school, absence David N. Hunter has been acting day afternoon.
Feb. 16. This party is under the direcWE ARE GOING TO SELL THEM AT
and graduation of classes Sunday morn- road commissioner. There Is much spection of an Alliance circle captained by
Rev. John H. Hoffman, pastor of the
ing. Rev. Dr. Kennedy, district superin- ulation as to who will succeed Mr TwichONE-HALF, ONE THIRD AND LESS.
Mrs Phetteplace. Lovers of whist are
Congregational church, addressed a meettendent, held the 4th quarterly conference, ell, and while the names of two promicordially invited to attend. Tickets 25
ing at Cushing Academy, Ashburnham,
last evening. The conference re-elected nent citizens are mentioned as probable
cents.
Sunday evening.
the officers and committees, excepting the candidates, neither, as yet, has publicly
Papers were passed Saturday, convey- superintendent Rev. A. R. Nichols, who
Miss Alice M. Barnes, daughter of Mrs
ing the Tucker lot at North Crossing, to asked tpjbe relieved. Mrs-Win. B. Haet- announced their candidacy.
Maria C. Barnes, began her duties, MonALL ALTERATIONS MAD* ON GARMENTS ¥ R E E
David N. Hunter. Tbe lot was owned ingg -wikfelerted in his. place. Rev. Dr,
day, as teacher of Latin, in the high
by Walter A. Hyde of Brimfield, and Charlton announced that as he hae com- A Young B'lzzjrd Ties up Traffic, school at Pittsfield.
comprises four acres of mowing land pleted the full three years of service, the
Miss Helen P. Shackley iscandidate for
The blizzard that raged the first of the
assessed for 1300. It adjoins Mr Hunter's Brookfield time limit, he would not ac
week, tied up the W., B. & S. street rail- trustee of Merriam public library for a
farm.
cept a re-appointment to this pastorate.
way tighter tbah for a number of years, three year term and Frederick E. BragAlbert LaBoesiere shot a fox on tbe
Theoperating booth and motion picture
don for a one year term.
East Brookfield flats that weighed 8 3-4 machine for the new Metropole theatre and although work in clearing away the
Wickaboag camp-fire girls conducted a
pounds Saturday afternoon. The animal arrived Monday and will be placed in snow has been pushed with all possible
512 Main Street,
Worcester, Mass.
was a cross between a red and gray fox. position before the end of the week\by_ haste, at an early hour this morning, but successful dance in G. A. R. hall last FritSflTa
dozen
miles
of
track
had
been
It was brought down after being chased workmen under the direction of John Byday evening. Guests from the Brookfield,
clearedand only between the towns of
for two hours' by Mr LaBossier's foxron, who will operate the machine. The East and West Brookfield, were tbe cars Ware and Warren attended.
hound '-Mutt."
new theatre is rapidly nearing completion being operated for passengers. It.will be
Stockholders, of the West Brookfield
Quaboag Valley Social Club dancing and Manager John L. Mulcahy anAeroplsne Signals.
Saturday nightl probably, before the line creamery association held their postponed
class
postponed
its
lesson
this
week,
from
There has been tried in France an
nounces that the opening performance is opened from Spencer to Warren and annual meeting at the selectmen's rooms,
apparatus for signaling from aero- Tuesday to Saturday evening, on account will be on Washington's birthday, tbe
North Brookfield, so that normaKservice in the town hall, Wednesday night.
planes used In the war, consisting of of the interruption of travel. Prof. Dug- 22nd. The theatre is being built by the
At the business meeting of Alanson
4 reservoir of lampblack, which is con- gan and Miss Luce of New York,—the R. B. Stone company of Spencer and the can be resumed. An attempt was made
vfonday, night to keep the line clear by Hamilton post in G. A. R. hall, Monday
nected with a supply ot compressed latter a special teacher at the' Bancroft
plans were drawn by J. P. Kingston and operating the cars and snow plows, but
afternoon, George H. Allen was appointsir.
hotel, will te present.
Son, architects of Worcester. It is one the combination of sleet and snow proved
The aviator, by means of a valve
ed to secure a speaker for Memorial Day
Donahue's orchestra of five pieces, of the prettiest of its kind in Worcester too much of an obstacle, and before day- exercises.
within reach of his hand, can blow out
a cloud of lampblack of a size varying furnished music for the annual dance of O unty.
break the entire linaawas buried. One
Miss Margaret A. filair of Brookline,
according to the length of pressure of Oharlton city fire department, in Dexter
The parish committee committee of the car was stalled at tht foot of Pond hill at
his hand upon the valve. These small Memorial hall, Charlton on last Friday First Parish church have received a letter West Brookfield, another at Johnson's whose marriage to Mr Roland Dean
clouds can be seen from a distance of night. A party of five young men from from Rev. Walter A. Tuttle of Rochester, turnout at Warren, and a third at How- of New York, is announced to take place
on Feb. 20, is visiting at the home of Mr
six miles, and the movement of the town attended the dance, making the Vt., accepting the invitation extended to
land's hill in Spencer. The last named
aeroplane spaces them sufficiently to trip by auto. The members of the orA Postal card will bring thf m for
him last week and will become pastor of was reached on Wednesday afternoon, and Mrs John G. Shackley.
prevent them running together.
chestra also went by auto.
your Inspection. •.*.*.
of the church. The letter did not state but the two cars west remained frozen to
West Brookfield Grange is to have an
By the use of the Morse code it Is an
The second annual recital of Miss as to what date Rev. Mr Tuttle would the rails until 3 o'clock Thursday after- orchestra this year. The musicians are
easy matter to send signals In this
way from an aeroplane, and In addi- Clara M. Clarendon will be in town hall, assume the pastorate, but it is expected noon. The car at Pond bill was in charge Phyllis L. Hanck, pianist; Miss Helen
tion It saves the necessity of a wire- to-night, (Friday), under the direction he will take charge soon. He conducted of conductor John McNainara, and mo- Hanck, violinist; Roland Hauck, violinless receiving station, which is often of one of the circles of the VOman's Al- the services at the church Jan. 24, as a torman William E. Durkin, and the one cellist and Frank L. Daley, cornetist.
BROOKFIELD, MASS.
difficult to operate during a campaign. liance of the First Parish church. Mies candidate. He is married but has no at Johnson's turnout was in charge of
West Brookfield Country Club conduct*
Clarendon will be assisted by. Mrs Will- children. The church has been without conductor Fred Kindert and motorman
ed a social dance at Grand Army hall, on
Pennsylvania Haa Sand.
iam Me Lauren, soprano soloist and a pastor since Oct. 1, 1914, when Rev. Joseph Derosier, and these men did not
Thursday night.
The committee in
The production of sand and gravel Harry F. Morse of Marlboro, violinist.
Mr Walsh, who had been pastor for 21 reach their homes until late Thursday,
charge was Mrs Edward Houghton, Mrs
In Pennsylvania in 1913 was 6,702,499
years,
resigned
to
become
pastor
of
tbe
having been stalled with their cars for William Traill, Misses Ruth Green and
Misses Flora Charron and Lillian Bintons, valued at 14,381,692, against
Unitarian church at Billerica.
more than 72 hours. The sleet came first Marjorie Cutler.
6.509,333 tons, valued at $4,371,513 in ley entertained a party of friends at the
The committee of the V. I. S. in charge and froze to tbe rails, and this was fol1912, according to the United States Charron home on Klroball street, MonWest Brookfield literary society met on>
Geological survey. Building sand is day night. Games were played and re- of securing supplies for sufferers in the lowed by snow that packed down so that
the most important product of this freshments we re served. Those who at- European war zone, completed packing a the snow plows could not drive through Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs-character in the state, but of greater tended were: Leon Langlois, Harold box Saturday, and shipped it Monday, it and it was necessary to clear the entire Oharles O'M. Edson. Mrs Robert Davis,
-—FULL LINE OF
relative importance is glass sand, In Doyle, Oscar Carlson, Wilfred Gaudette, through the American Red Cross society line with picks and shoveta. Gangs of of old New Braintree road, was in chargetbe production ot which Pennsylvania George Stone, Edward Lucier and Misses to Europe. The box contained 192 sur- men are being pushed hard to clear the and talked on the Jewish tabernaclev
ranks first among the states. In the Edith aud Selma Carlson, Lillian Binley, gical dressings, -'1 dozen bandages, two Spencer end and the North Brookfield using a model of her own construction to.
value of the sand produced, although
Beatrice Eaton, Flora Charron and night shirts, one pair of pajamas, 28 branch, but the work is necessarily Blow, illustrate her talk.
not
In the quantity, Pennsylvania
mufflers, 16 pairs of mittens, 8 pairs of and it will be another day, at least, beRoyal N. Fountain took out nominaEvelyn Burke.
ranks
first,
the
precedence
In
value
200 Pieces Enamelled Ware
The annual town meeting will be held stockings and two pairs of wristers. The fore the Spencer end is open. It is the tion papers for highway commissioner
being due to the blgh value of the
at 10 cent* a piece while they glass sand compared to other kinds. in town hall, Monday, March 1. The box was valued at *55. Of this amount, worst storm with which the railway em last week. He has filled the position the
last.
republican caucus to nominate candi- $25 was contributed by the V. I. 8., who ployees have had to contend for eight past year, but at the republican caucus,
Lewis H. Bruce was nominated as a can'
dates for the various town officers will be bought yarn, and cloth for bandages, and yearsDally Thought.
the other »80 was collected by members
didate for the position.
Be careful to have your sons well in banquet hall Monday night, Feb. 15, of tbe society in a house to house canvass.
NEW BRA1NTREE.
At the regular meeting of the Grange
Instructed rather than rich for the at 7-45 o'clock, and the citizens caucus
hopes of tbe Instructed are better for the same purpose will be on Tuesday Of this amount, $20 was spent for matelast week, Arthur J. Sampson was prerial,
and
a
check
for
*10
was
forwarded
than the wealth of the ignorant.— night, Feb. 16, at the same hour ami
The Farmers' Club will have its regular sented with a past master's jewel, having
to the Red Cross, to use as they thought meeting on Tuesday. There will be an
Eplctetus.
placeserved-as master two years. Past master
best. The several church associations in
address by Rev. Mr Hoffman of West Mrs Nellie J. >L. Canterbury made the
There was a good attendance at the
town
assisted
the
V.
I.
3.
in
preparing
Avoid Mental Excitement.
Brookfield, and an essay by Mrs Walter presentation speech.
corn chowder social held in the vestry of
the supplies.
The remainder of the Dean of Oakham. The discussion of the
Anger, fear -and other forms of menthe Congregational church. Wednesday
TheS and C. society»«et in the Chapel
tal excitement, It has been learned,
knitted work with some sewing, yet unquestion of the day, "whatever is, is
may stop digestion entirely, and cause night. Supper was served from 6 to 8, finished, will be forwarded the latter
of the Congregational church, Wednesright"
may
be
opened
by
Mr
Horace
J.
after
which"
there
was
an
entertainment
serious kidney diseases.
dsy night. Supper was served in the
part of the month. '
Lawrence of the North Brookfield JQUKin charge of Miss Emily Bam, including
dining hall by the members. Mrs EdWorth'
More.
.
.
HAL.
The
music
of
the
day
will
he
in
cornet solos by George Fleming; vocal
Touphest American Wood.
ward M. Houghton had charge of the
"Why
should
a
married
man
be
paid
charge
of
Mrs
Iidstone
of
North
BrookThe toughest American wood, ac- solos by Miss Hoyt, Miss Mildred MitchDonahue Block
more than a single man?" "The mar- field. Dinner will be served under direc- regular entertainment, presenting the
cording to United States forest serv- ell and Mrs Edward Green; piano solos
play, "Little Women." The surprise enCENTRAL STREET,
•
BROOKFIELD ice tests, Is that ot tbe Osage orange. "by Mrs Frederick Works, Miss Imogene ried man ain't so anxious to get home tion of Mr apd Mrs Morse.
tertainment was in charge of Misses Marearly," declared the boss.—Seattle
• • «»
Flower and Mrs Eugene Uadaire; violin Post-Intelligencer,
jorie Cutler and Jessie Gilbert, Mrs Free-.,
Arkansas Leads In Oil Stones.
solo, Raymond Bemis; readings, by Doris
■jsoui eqi qsm euS
Australia Rich In Iron Ore.
You Know it
man Allen, Mrs Myron Richardson, and
Arkansas produces the greater part
pus mupiitp iBe*ej sqi BAUD, qone-u
All of the Australian states are well Foster and tbe comedy, "Midnight fanThe man who really practices what
Mrs Clifford J. Huyck.
supplied with iron ore. New South tasy," by Miss Ham and Miss Felt Flet- he preaches does mighty little preach- of the natural oil atones of this coun»m edema V spiced sol ir« JO
Continued on 4th psge.
Wales having the richest deposits.
try.
■uiojjog pus dox em iw
cher. Fifteen dollars was netted.
ingi> ■

Brookfield Times

Truly, This Is Tlje Triumph of Science

ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL
JOHN J. CARTY
THOMAS A. WATSON
Made It Possible t. T.Ik From Boston to tan •*»»«'«•• °T" «" Mi'e*'
Four Telephone Pioneers Who Have
of the Line Mean. More Th.n to Any Other Men In the World^
and to Whom the Opening
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Plumbing,
Steam Fitting,
Electrical Work,
and Jobbing.

Winchester HEATERS Installed

RICHARD FIMEY'J.
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"CUSCARETS" ACT
ON LIVER; BOWELS
Ne sick headache,, biliousness,
" bad taste or constipation
by. morning.

t

*»»»S«S>frSK»»0*»»»>«»*«**»''

l I

I How to Help
Backsliders
BT

REV. HOWARD W. POPE
ol Ma,. Mood, Bible InHitlM

POULTRY HOUSE SITE
Convenience Is Main Thing to Be
Considered.

\\
<>

Chaw*
Gat a 10-cent box.
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
TEXT—I will heal their backsliding, I
with Cascarets, or merely forcing * will love them freely.—Hosea 14:4.
paasageiway every tew days wltl
Backsliders may be divided Into
Baits, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil 01
three classes.
Purgative Waters? , t
1. Those who
Stop having a bowel wash-day. Let
have never been
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and regconverted,
but
ulate the stomach, remove the sour
who have once
aid fermenting food and foul gases,
considered
themtat* the excess bile from the llvei
selves Christians.
aai carry out of the system all the
The churches are
cosntipated waste matter and poison*
full of people who
in. the bowels.
at some time re,- A Caacaret tonight will make you
ceived a religious
fee! great by morning. They work
Impulse, and who
valtie you sleep—never gripe, sicken
perhaps expressed
or cause any Inconvenience, and coal
their purpose to
easy 10 cents a box from your store
lead a Christian
MUlions of men and women take f
life, but who nevCascaret now and then and nevel
er really received
hare Headache, Biliousness, Coatel
Christ
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach c
Such people
Constipation. Adv.
must be shown in a kind ana loving
way that they have been mistaken
It's as easy to begin loafing as it is or they will never be willing to make
hard to stop.
another trial. It is well to point out
some of the evidences of the new
lulling equals Dean's Mentholated Cough
birth,
and let them see that they have
TJtopa for Bronchial weakness, sore chests,
never experienced It
aari throat troubles—6c at all Druggists.
Romans.8:1 shows that the ChrisEverywhere In life the question la tian Is delivered from the guilt of sin%
not what we gain, but what we do.— Ask them if they have ever been wholly free from a sense of guilt and for
Carlyle.
what reason. I John 3:14 proves that
we have passed from death unto life
Important to Mothers ,
Examine carefully every bottle Oi because we love the brethren. I John
CASTOKIA, a safe and sure remedy f01 3:21, 22 shows that an obedient ChrisInfants and children, and sea that It tian will have answers to prayer. I
Bears the
John 4:13 Insures the fellowship of
the Holy Spirit Test a person with
Signature of
such passages and he will soon recIn Use For Over 30 Years.
CMldren Cry for Fletcher's Cantoris ognize his true position.
At the close of a service I was introduced to a young man who said to
Willing to Oblige.
"I Just dropped In to see if you could me, "I have tried this thing two or
three times, and It did not seem to
let me have fie."
"Make It minutes, and they are work, and I do not care to try It
again."
He spoke of conversion as it
yours."
It were something like vaccination
which did not "take" in his case.
Information From Headquarters.
"Were you ever really converted?"
"Jinx has written finer plays than
"I do not know."
Shakespeare ever did."
"Did you ever get a new heart?"
"You surprise met Where were
"I doubt If I did."
they produced?"
"You have been trying to live the
"They never were. But he told me
Christian life without any Christ to
•.boat them, and he ought to know."
help you, haven't you?"
"That just describes It"
His Mistake.
"It Is no wonder you have had a
"John," she said to her husband, hard time. It is like trying to run a
who was grumbling over his breakfast, watch without a mainspring.
You
"your love has grown cold."
might shake It and the wheels would
"No, It hasn't," he snapped; "hut my run a minute or two, but It would soon
breakfast has."
stop. Neither is It possible to lead a
"That's Just It! If your love hadnt Christian life without the help of
grown cold you wouldn't have noticed Christ who is the mainspring Of It all.
that your breakfast had."—Stray Sto"If you had In your heart to help
riaa.
you, the very Christ who gave the
commandments, would you not be able
Out of the Frying Pan,
to keep them?"
David Starr Jordan, at a peace meet"I think I would."
lag at the Hotel Astor in New York,
"listen then," I aaid, and I quoted
aaid to a reporter:
Ezekiel 36:26, "A new heart will I give
"Half the world at war, and the you, and a new spirit win I put within
counsel we are getting Is that we you; and I will take away the stony
must arm more heavily. That counsel heart out of your flesh, and I will give
reminds me of the African kings.
you an heart of flesh. And I will put
"An African king feasted a white ex- my spirit within you, and cause you
plorer royally. Then, at the end of to walk in my statutes, and ye shall
the feast, 300 girls were led forward. keep my judgments and do them."
""Choose from among these 300,'
"This is God's offer to you—a new
heart. Will you accept it?" In a moaaid the king, 'a wife.'
"But the explorer blushed and stam- ment or two he was on his knees asking God for a new heart.
mered:
" "Oh, but if I took one, then the reII. The second class consists of
those who have drifted away from
maining 299 would be jealous.'
" "That is easily remedied,' the king God by disobedience, and are not anxious to return. They are like the prodianswered. 'Take all.'"
gal before hi; money was spent They
are living a worldly life, and so long
OUR NATIONAL DI8EASE
as health and prosperity continue,
Caused by Coffee.
they get along fairly well without God,
Physicians know that drags will not though they have many rebukes of
eerrect the evils caused by coffee and conscience, and frequent longings for
that the only remedy Is to stop drink- the good old days of fellowship with
God.
ing it
With such people Jeremiah 2:5 is a
An Arkansas doctor says:
1 was a coffee drinker for many good verse. Ask them what fault they
years and often thought that I could could find with God that they have
out do without it, but after years of wandered from him. Jeremiah 2:13 Is
Buffering with our national malady, also good. Ask them If It is not true
dyspepsia, I attributed It to the drink- that their present life Is evil and biting of coffee, and after some thought, ter as compared with the fellowship
determined to use Postum for my and Joy which God provides for those
who obey him. Show them the ingratmorning drink.
T had the Postum made carefully itude and sin of such a course. Quote
according to directions on the pkg. and Jeremiah 2:19 and show them the folly
of turning from a fountain of pure
found it just suited my taste.
"At firsfl used It only for breakfast water to a broken cistern or a muddy
bat I found myself getting so much pool. Then ask them if the self lite
better, that I had It at all meals, and I is not a broken cistern as compared
am pleased to say that I have been re- with that well of water which Christ
lieved of Indigestion. I gained It opens in every heart that receives
pounds In \ months and my general him.
III. Backsliders who are tired of sin
health Is greatly Improved.
T must tell you of a young lady in and are anxious to return to God.
Illinois. She had been In HI health for They are like the prodigal after his
many years, the vital forces tow, with money Is spent, and after months of
but little pain. I wrote her of the good hunger and loneliness In the far counthat Postum did me and advised ber to try. For such Hosea 14:1-4 is a good
passage. "O Israel, return unto the
try it,
"At the end of the year, she wrote Lord thy God; for thou hast fallen by
me that she had gained 40 pounds In thine Iniquity. I will heal their backsliding, I will love them freely; for
weight and felt like herself again."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle mine anger is turned away from him."
The most effective passage, howCreek, Mich. Read "The Hoed to Well'
ever. Is Luke 15:11-24. This not only
vflle," in pkgs.
pictures the wretched condition of the
•Postum comes in two forms:
Regular Postum—must be, well bolted. backslider, but it shows the steps by
which
he must return, and the royal
15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum—is a soluble powder. reception which awaits him. No one
A teaspoonfut dissolves quickly In a needs pity more than the backslider.
cap of hot water and, with cream and He Is despised by the world, he is a
aagar, makes a delicious beverage ln< reproach to the church, he is alienated
from God, and he condemns himself.
etantly. SOc and 80c tins.
The cost per cup of both kinds is
B'ligion should be the rule of Ufa,
•bout the same.
not a casual incident of it.—Disraeli.
"There's a Eeason" forJPostom,
_ —sold by Grocer*

tocate the Structure So That the
Strong Winds Will Be at Its Back,
With Windows In FrontDrainage of Importance.

The builder of a farm poultry house
should carefully consider the available
sites, and put it where the fowls will
do best and where it will be easiest
to look after them.
Convenience is the main thing to be
regarded on a farm where there Is
much work to be done other than taking care of the chickens. Put the house
or houses close enough to the. residence that It will be easy to look after
the Inmates.
At the same time, all natural advantages of location should be considered. If there is a sheltering hill
near enough to be used as a windbreak, place the house so the strong
winds from the west, northwest and
north will be fended off by the higher
ground. Set the house so the wind
will be at its back, and this means, in
most localities, that the doors and the
greater number of windows should be
on the south, the southeast, or the
southwest
Where there Is a windbreak of tress
or even of buildings, take advantage
of them If the site Is suitable otherwise. These windbreaks wiljaphake a
tot of difference in stormy, blustery
weather. There are many cold days
when'the birds-could very well stay
outside If they were protected from
high winds.
Another thing to be watched is the
problem of drainage. Damp, low
ground, no matter how well the hen
house will be sheltered, Is not suitable
for a chicken shelter. There should
be slope downward from the building to make certain that it will hot he
damp and clammy on the Inside.
Thorough drainage should be assured even If It is necessary to lay a
few rods of tiling. Where a sandy and
naturally well drained site can be
chosen, the drainage will take care of
Itself if nothing is done to binder it
Never build a house in a hollow as It
will be just about impossible to keep
the chickens healthy In such a structure.
The bunding itself can' be adapted to the pocketbook of the builder.
Where the climate is not unreasonably
cold In winter, unreasonable from the
standpoint of poultry management,
the house may be built very cheaply.
It must turn the rain, shut out drafts
and be dry under foot, but it need not
be heavy, built of expensive material
or very permanent In character.
In fixing on the site for the house,
care should be taken not to get the
building or any part of it where ii will
be shadowed by any other building
or by a dense clump of trees. The
sunlight should strike the building all

Feed Liberally of Best Hay Obtainable
—Little Can Be Expected of '
an Uncomfortable Cow.

Got to have a good warm barn. In
the first place. Can't expect to get
the most out of a shivering, uncomfortable cow. Start right by building
a warm barn.
*~p
Then have the cows come in fresh
in late fall of the year. Cows that
have been milked all summer long are
not worth fussing with through the
cold winter months. They have done
their work. Their milk Is now scanty
in quantity and their cream hard to
churn, because they have been giving
milk so long. Begin with fresh cows.
Make up your mind to feed well.
The cows cannot get grass now. Ton
must make up to them as nearly as
you can for this lack Feed liberal
allowances of the best hay you can
get. Never say or even think that
any kind of hay will make good milk
It will not
Give allopathic doses of ground feed.
Got to do It, to make a balanced ra-

Lady Elgin V and Her Nine-Month-Old
-Calf.

tion. And by the way, this Buyout «?
a balanced ration Is one that every
man must study for himself. He knows
his cows better than anybody else
does. He can prescribe tor them more
Intelligently than a man can at a distance. Study Is the farmer's salvation.
Finally, keep just, r-s accurate an account with your cows as If they were
your summer boarders from the city
and you wanted to know whether It
paid or not. Weigh the milk, weigh
the butter, weigh the feed, estimate
the cost set down the amount your
products bring in, figure up the cost
of making and subtract Be a business
man and you will make It pay.

SILAGE

GAINING

IN

FAVOR

Becoming More Popular for Feeding
Cattle and In Some Sections It
Is Almost a Necessity.

Silage for feeding cattle Is becoming more popular every year and
throughout many sections has become
almost a necessity. There may be
some districts in which roughage can
be more cheaply supplied in the form
of hay; but even then something succulent, in the form of silage or roots,
Is almost essential for the best results.
I know of no better combination than
clover hay and good corn silage. The
one seems to be the exact complement
of the other. Both are very palatable
to cattle and should be fed separately
for the sake of variety.
A bunch of cattle getting a good
feed night and morning of cut straw
and silage, mixed 12 hours before feeding, and all the fang clover hay they
wiU eat at noon, Is about as well oft
for roughage as Is possible. I do not
know of any other ration on which
cattle can be kept so full all the time
without putting them off their feed.
In the early part of the season yery
little grain should be fed and the allowance gradually increased from
Week to week. Many farmers waste
a good deal of grain by overfeeding
In the early part of the winter. It is
an easy matter to ruin the digestion
of a steer by feeding too much corn
for any considerable length of time.
A mixture of grains will always give
better results than any single variety
fed
alone. It cottonseed meal and moWell-Protected Poultry House.
lassos are to be fed It Is a good pracday long. In summer It should shine tice to keep them tor a finishing rain at the east windows at sunrise. It tion.
should reach to the back of the building in winter when the sun is low at BUG WORRIES PEAR GROWERS
noon. The windows should be arranged to take every advantage of the False Tarnished Plant Insect Does
sunlight all day long.
Much Damage to Fruit—PreThere Is no germ killer like sunlight
" ventlva Treatment is Found.
and it is far cheaper than anything
that will ever be placed on the marRecent injuries to young pears In
ket
many western New York orchards are
due to the work of false tarnished
IMPROVE OLD APPLE TREES plant bugs. By their attacks the pears
become weakened and dwarfed and
Carefully Remove All Dead and Cross dro>, early, or if they hang on the trees
to maturity are scarred and deformed
Branches—Scrubbing the Bark
so as to be unmarketable. The damDestroys Many Insects,
age in a few cases has extended to
All dead and cross branches should three-fourths of the crop; but such inbe removed. Make a clean cut close stances are comparatively few, as the
to the branch, cover the wound with pest has not yet become widely spread
grafting wax or shellac varnish. In noticeably destructive numbers.
Scrape the dead bark and moss off Pear growerr should be on the watch
the larger limbs and then scrub them for it, however, and adopt repressive
with warm water and soft soap, using measures at first sign of Its appeara stiff brush. This scrubbing will ance, for the period during which Incleanse the bark and kill many worms jury can be prevented Is short.
FuU details of the Investigations
and their larvae. Select a mild day
for this work. Such methods require which Identified the pest and of the
considerable judgment In their appli- preventive treatment found successful,
cation, but with proper care they are are given in Bulletin No. 368 of the
successful. Old apple trees given the New York Agricultural Experiment
above treatment will gradually In- station at Geneva.
Orchardists and others interested
crease the yield and quality of their
fruit It will take Beveral years of can secure the bulletin by a post-card
careful culture to bring the trees Into request
fun bearing, but it will pay handsomely.
Leas Work and More Money.
Are we •learning that there ll a
See to Ventilation.
good deal more profit with less work
Is the barn well ventilated? Lack to be made raising 75 bushels of corn
of fresh air means possible tuberculo- on -ten acres than 35 bushels on 100
ils la your dairy hard.
acres? ,

IMMORTAL GETTYSBURG SPEECH

LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY.

HINTS ABOUT WINTER DAIRY
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LESSON

(By B. O. SELLERS, Acting iMrector of
Sunday School Coune Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.)

LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 7
RUTH CHOO8ES THE TRUE GOD.
L.EB80N TEXT-s-Ruth t:<M*. (Read entire book.)
GOLDEN TEXT—Thy people Shall be
my people, and thy God my Ood.—Buth
1:8.

The book of Buth is a great love
story, full of deep spiritual suggeatlveness. Amid the tales of war, deceit, success and failure, this story
most beautifully Ulustrates another
Side of the life of the Israelites. The
author of the book Is supposed to
have been the same as the writer of
Judges, perhaps Samuel.
I. "There Was a Famine In the
tand." This famine drove BUmelech,
his wife Naomi and their two sons,
Mahlon and Chlllon, into the land of
Moab. even as Abram before them
'went down" Into Egypt The Immigrant sons married in that land, one
of them becoming the husband ot
Ruth. Through this Israelltlsh alliance Ruth learned ot"the true God
and the record of this book reveals
God to all who turn to hlra In sincerity and truth. This suggests the essential missionary character of the
Old Testament After the death of
her husband and sons Naomi, hearing of returning prosperity in the
homeland (1:16). elected to return to
her own people,
II. "Entreat Me Not to Leave
Chee-" This story puts to silence aU
of the mother-in-law Jokes- When
Naomi thought they had gone far
enough she sought to dismiss the
younger women and expressed to
them the tender affection which existed between them. A woman in an
eastern land can find rest only in the
house of her husband and these young
widows stood but poor chance of securing husbands among those who
hated their race. Moreover we must
remember that they were penniless.
There seemed to be nothing tor them
to gain If they proceeded any farther
(v. 12). Orpah reluctantly and tearfully turned back but Ruth clave to
Naomi (v. 14). This Illustrates our
experience when we have to decide
whether to leave friends, home and
everything that we may follow Christ
or, on the other hand, have to choose
the things which are good and refuse
to follow the best (Matt. 10:37; Luke
14:33).
III. "Whither Thou Qoeat I Will
Go." Naomi gave Ruth another opportunity to go back to her people
and this time bases her appeal upon
the love of Ruth for Orpah (v. 16).
The word Ruth means "friendship."
and one of the strongest motives for
a loving nature to forsake the Lord
is the love for those that are of the
world. Many young men and young
women have had such loves but they
usually result In making shipwreck
of faith. Read H Cor. 6:14, 16; Rom.
10:37. This test caused Ruth to count
fully the cost (Luke 14:25-33). No
more beautiful nor immortal words
can be found in all literature than
Ruth's reply (w. 16, IT). Ruth's words
are still sung as best expressing our
song of life devotion^ They have furnished Inspiration tor countless HveB,
sermons and stories, and for some of
the earth's greatest musicians as well.
They most wonderfully Illustrate our
attitude towards him "whom not having seen ye Iove»-(I Peter 1:8).
IV. The -Sequel...At Bethlehem
Ruth had no other thought than to
cling to her mother-in-law, even In
poverty and a life of lowly service.
She did her menial duties faithfully,
and displayed more of the real heroIsm of faith than that shown In the
daring exploits recorded to the other
history (Judges) of her, day. The
truest hero ie not the reckless participant In Europe's battlefields, nor is he
found ,in the mad struggle for commercial supremacy, but more often In the
self-sacrificing acts of tender women
and In the common round of life's
duties. Ruth In a humble but with
Naomi was better off and better satisfied than to have lived in the finest
palace in Moab (Phil. 1:28). Through
all of this love and devotion Ruth
was being fitted for a larger sphere of
Influence In which she was enabled to
give to Naomi the happiest life possible to her. Not once Is Ruth's beauty
suggested hut she had the more attractive attributes ot goodness, kindness and courtesy She may have had
personal beauty but her character far
outshone the physical
This lesson Is a suggestive one tor
Decision day In our Sunday schools
Give all -an opportunity to choose and
to follow even as Ruth did. For the
little folks tell the story simply "as
to a little child." ■
Emphasize the beauty and value at
lovingly serving our elders
Naoni is no less a heroine. Hei
name means "pleasant . winsome.
True, she suggested a new nami
Mara, "bitterness," but her sorrov
was not for herself but for otbers.Mt grieveth me much for your sake*
(1:13). Naomi made the religion ani
worship of Jehovah so attractive a
to win a most notable convert It i
our privilege to make religion attrai
tire This gift cannot be bought m
commanded, but by the power of (•
loly spirit and through the fellows!of Christ may be the experience of a

• A good cigarette most
be the purest of tobacco
and most choice in leal.
Such is Fatima Cigarettes—the popular,
mild Turkish-blend,
now smoked universally in this country!
"Distinctively In^vtdtuJ"

This is a Speculation
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A d*y of Joy, a holiday;
Jk day ,» festal colors dressed
To honor one who knew not play,
Nor ever tasted rest!
Oh, man of sorrows and of tears.
Would we could bring to you
Back through the pathway of the years
One touch of comfort true!
Would that your eyes might penetrate
The shadows In between.
Through all the clouds of war and hate.
And mists that Intervene,
Into the hearts of all the throng
Of living men to find
Tour name and fame the first among
■The treasures of mankind!
-John Kendrlck Ban as.

IN ENGLISH CHURCH

!
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A Splendid Chance.

The silos are being built underground extensively through the west*
erq part of the United States.

Don't Give Up!
Nowadays deaths due to weak kidney*
are 72% more common than 90 jean tujo,
according to the census1. Overwork and
worry are the cause*. The kidneys can't
keep up, and a slight kidney weakneas
U usually neglected.
If yon have backache or urinary disorders, dou't mistake the cause. Fight
the danger. More care as to diet, habits,
etc. and the use of Dean's Sidney Pills
ought to bring quick relief.

A Maine CAM
IIM. Albert Taylor,
*
Elm St.,
Falrfleid, Me., SAT*:
"For year* my kidneys and bladder
troubled roe and X
had aiatreisinf p&lna
through th- -mall
of my back. There
war* burning HBsation over my kidneys and the kidney
secretions annoyed
me, too.
I tried
first one remedy and
then another, but
without success until I used Doan'e
Kidney Fills. Four boxes cured me of
the pain and kidney weakness. My kidneys are now In good shape.'*
Get Do**'* »t Any Store, SOa a Bos

DOAN'SWLV
Fpymmumnm co, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels
Cut out cathartic, and porsBthrjaj. They asa
brutal, harsh, unnrewwy. TrJ»tar»xw

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely vearttble.
gently on the Un
eliminate Wlf, am
soothe the ddlcats)

lIckXT -

Kb. tea tasttMBea. es rollUsBt knew,

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL fUOL.

Genuine must bear Signature

SELDOM SEE

wJt DRUHaChrrtoS Ml'
B JR. Slekneaa, ru,-pnUlc!t)BflM noly KMtar IMUJltal, In Mala* W»«r

that nation, or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can
long endure. We are met on a great battlefield of that war.
We have come to dedicate a portion of that field as a final
resting-place for those who here gave their Eves that that
nation might live

It is altogether fitting and proper that we

should do this.
i

But, in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate—we cannot
consecrate—we cannot haBow—this ground. The brave men,
fivina and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it

fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It Is rather

The world wif

little note nor long remember what we say here, but it can
never forget what they did here. It is for us, the living, rather,
to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who

lor us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining
before us—that from these honored dead we take increased
devotion to that cause for-which they here gave the last fuB
measure of devotion; that we here highly resolve that these
dead shall not have died in vain; that this nation, under God,
shall have a new birth of freedom; and that government of
the people by the people, for the people, shall not perish
I the earth.—Sp«t»»!AWaB««lUaco«i .t laa»«lic«tio« BiCBttja.
r 19 1863.

nnni PEN IN

NATION'S! HEART

Some Thoughts on the Gettys- More Enduring Than Granite Memorial Is Inscribed Linburg Oration, Well Described
coln's Name.
as Immortal.
THE FACT that President Wilson
writes his messages In.shorthand
and then transcribes his notes on a
typewriter has given rise to some speculation as to whether this contributes to the style of his state papers.
The variety of methods used by authors makes it unsafe to dogmatize on
the subject. But that the writing out
of his messages by hand benefits the
style cannot be doubted. While shortband suggests speed, it does not necessarily Imply it when the writer Is
committing His own thoughts to paper.
He might linger as long over a potbook as over an ordinary character.
But the writer who uses a pen feels
a certain Inspiration in it, and as be
writes various synonyms come trooping through his mind and be has the
time to select the one that expresses
his meaning with the greatest nicety,
aays the St Louis Globe-Democrat
A magazine writer, in discussing
Bust of Abraham Lincoln.
the president's method, suggests that
a battlemented tower 120 feet high, when one operates a typewriter the
containing a tine chime of eight bells cessation of the click ot the machine
east originally In 1619, on one ot which Interrupts the continuity of the
la Inscribed: 'Omnls, sonus, laudet, thought This disadvantage Is not so
Dominant.'
obvious as that arising from the fact
"The na^e, one of the beBt exam- that the speed of the typewriter preples of fourteenth-century architec- cludes careful selection of synonyms.
ture, has five clere-story windows on But either method of writing is preeach side. It Is separated from the ferable to dictation, for dictation
aisles by pillars resting on quatrefoil causes prolixity and the speed precolumns. Formerly at the east ends vents fine discrimination in the use of
of the two aisles were chapels, prob- words. It is also responsible for
ably erected early In the fifteenth cen- many extreme utterances. The famous
tury. The east window of the south letter General Egan wrote about Genaisle is one of very great beauty, con- eral ' Miles affords an Illustration.
taining a mixture of geometrical and Much ot Its heat was generated In the
flowing tracery. The other windows process of dictation.
to the north were probably once the
Lincoln's Gettysburg address is essame, but have since been replaced teemed a model of conciseness. It
was the result of a lifelong habit of
composition.. As a bey Lincoln had
neither, slate nor scratchpad. Ha
..wrote on a shingle with a piece of
charcoal. The only way he could erase
his writing was by shaving tue jhlngle.
We have the testimony of one of the
telegraphers In the war department
that President Lincoln, when composing a telegram, whispered it over to
himself before committing It to paper.
The telegrapher knew nothing of the
shingle, but we may trace the habits
of the man to his childhood. Is it too
much to argue that had Mr. Lincoln
been accustomed to dictating to a
stenographer we might have never had
the Gettysburg classic? And Is it not
possible that the limited library of
the Lincoln boy proved a blessing to
him? It was composed of the very
best books In our language and he
read and reread them and then wrote
the essence of them on his shingle
Hingham Church.
and told them to bis playmates In his
by perpendicular tracery. The chancel own language. The self-education of
window, 86 feet high and IS feet wide, Lincoln is one of the marvels of hisis filled with ancient German glass dat- tory.
ing back to about 1500. Apart from
Its historic Interest the church is well GRAVE QF LINCOLN'S MOTHER
worth a visit by anyone who la Interested la ehureh architecture. For the
building is quite the best preserved
of its style in England."—New York
Evening Post
Not Bitter In Defeat.
The emotions of defeat at the close
of a struggle in which I felt more
than a merely selfish interest, and to
which the defeat the use of your name
contributed largely, are fresh upon
me; but even in this mood 1 cannot
for a moment suspect you of anything
dishonorable.—Letter from Lincoln to
3, J. Crittenden, November 4, 1858.

will clean it off without lay™ the
hone up. No blister, so Thai*
gone, Concentiatetr— only a •*♦»
iropi required at an application, «B per

liJI DRUG ADDIGTIOHS

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether

IN THE pariah ehureh ot the Tillage
of Hingham, In Norfolk, England,
near the old cathedral city of Norwich,
lived many generations of Lincolns, ancestors ot Abraham Lincoln. A bust of
the great American, aet up In that
church by a committee of Americans,
Is shown with the church. A description of the church by Rev. Milo H.
Gates, vicar of the Chapel of the Intercession and secretary of the memorial committee, is as follows:
"The building, dedicated to St Andrews, is'constructed of rough flints
with free-stone dressings. It consists
of a spacious chancel, a nave with
clere-story, north and south aisles, and
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.oitlB JellreWL Describerowa^fMftMtmimiss.
ABSORBINETi»-.s«l«^l«
nJ Book«K free.
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liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that ai
men an created equal.

far above our poor power to add or detract.

• big knee like this, but your hone
may have a bunch or bruise on bis
Ankle, Hock, Stifle, Knee or Throat,
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forth on this continent a new nation, conceived in

Bust of Great American Has
Been Placed in Country of
His Ancestors.

nip WANT ■"*"r"l persons In this locality
•"■ "*"• for spare time work. excellent
returns. Bent self .addressed, stamped envelope for
|f-"--'-TT 1- —- "-"I—*"— "■' T■'-■ *' , "-U-tTr.il f

"Turkey raising Is an arduous business," said a wholesale poultry dealer
of Baltimore. "Day .and night you
must look after your birds the name
as you look "after horses.
„
"California turkeys are very fine.
They are very well taken care of. It
Is no snap to work on a California
turkey farm, I tell you.
'1 was visiting a California turkey
farm last month when a boy applied
for a lob.
" 'Tour references are good. I'll try
you,' said the farmer.
"'Will I have a chance to rise, sirl*
the boy asked.
"'Yes, said the farmer, 'a grand
chance. Ill want yon to have the feed'
mixed by tour o'clock every morning.' "—Washington. Star.

kOURSCOREatvd seven years ago our fathers brought

<

E have raised tall granite columns
in memory of men
Whose deeds have won them glory
and their lives heroic been;
Memorials, leat wa forget the kind ot
of men they were,
To keep alive the gratitude that
thought of them Should stir.
Wa weave their names In story, song
and eulogistic speech,
While remembering the lessons that
noble lives should teach.
One needs no granite columns to par.
petuate hla fameDeep graven on the human heart Is
Abraham Lincoln's name.
Hie youth apent 'midst the rugged
scenes of western frontier life,
When every day meant hours of toll
and every hour meant strife;
Where face to face with nature he her
free-born spirit breathed,
And waa heir to sturdy manhood by
fearleaa sires bequeathed.
His mind Was an Inquiring one, books
. his companions were,
Though the sources then of knowledge,
compared with now,,Were rare;
But Inch by Inch and atop by atop ha
__
forward pressed his way.
Until he found himself the peer Of
leadera of his day.

Pitted for Great Position,
There could have been no better or
More ideally fit man for the great teak
Which Lincoln was set to perform He
was the gentlest, kindest man that
ever bad such a burden laid on him.
So the nation does well to keep him
la remembrance, tor he Is its noblest

Take a Glass of Salts Before Breakfast If Your Back Is Hurting or
Bladder la Irritated.

If you must have your meat every
day, eat it, but flush your kidneys with
salts occasionally, says a noted authority who tells us that meat terms uric
acid which almost paralyzes the kidneys in their efforts to expel it from
the blood. They become sluggish and
weaken, then you suffer with a dull
misery in the kidney region, sharp
pains in the back or sick headache,
dizziness, your stomach sours, tongue
is coated and when the weather is bad
you have rheumatic twinges.
The
urine gets cloudy, full ot sediment the
channels often get sore and irritated,
obliging you to seek relief two or
three times during the night.
To neutralize these Irritating acids,
to cleanse the kidneys and flush off
the body's urlnous waste get four
ounces of Jad Salts.from any pharmacy here; take a tablespoonful in "
glass of water before breakfast tor
few days and your kidneys will then
act fine. This famous salts Is made
from the acids of grapes and lemon
Juice, combined with lithia, and has
been used for generations to flush and
stimulate sluggish kidneys, also to
neutralize the acids In urine, so It no
longer Irritates, thus ending bladder
weakness.
Jad Salts Is Inexpensive; cannot injure, and makes a delightful effervescent litnla-water drink.—Adv.
The Mercy-Seat.
Thou must not look so much at the
evil that Is nigh, but rather at that
which stands ready to pity and help—
and which hath pitied and helped thy
distressed soul, and will pity and help
It again. Why is there a mercy-seat
but for the sinner to look toward In
time of need? T3e patient till the
Lord's tender mercy and love visit
thee again; and then, look up to him
against this and such like snares,
which would come between thee and
the appearance of the Lord's love;
that thou mayest feel more of his abidings with thee, and of the sweet effects thereof. For these things are not
to destroy thee, but to teach thee wisdom; which the Lord Is able, through
many exercises and sore trials, to bestow upon thee; that thy heart may be
rid of all that burdeneth, and filled
with all It rightly desires after, In the
proper season and- goodness of the
Lord; to whose wise ordering and tender mercy I commit thee.—Isaac Penmgton.
When Greek Meets German.

A Companion subscriber, jealous of
the claims of the classic languages to
superiority even in the length of the
words the ancients could upon occasion invent writes thus:
"I notice that the Companion says,
'No one can compete with the Teuton
In word joinery.' But what do you
think of the following word that you
can find in Liddeli & Scott's Greek
lexicon ? 'LepadotemacnoselacbogaleokranlolelpsanodrlmupotrlmmatosllphiAs lawyer, legislator and as congress- o paraomelltokatakechumenoklcblepikOBsuphophattoperisteralektruonopte g man he shone
With grim originality and power all kepbalokigklopelelolagoosiralobaphe t •
raganopterugon.' The meaning is 'A
hla own,
'
And when the nation called htm to the dish compounded of all kinds of dainties, fish, flesh and fowl."" That is cerpresidential chair
They found In him a leader well tainly an elaborate way ot saying
"hash."—Youth'B Companion.
equipped to do and dare.
His memory Is history; how wall he
did his part
Is proven, for his name's Inscribed
upon the nation's heart,
Hla life a benediction, falling like aoms
"holy psalm—"
Wo know him now aa they did then, as

St. Genevleve.
St. Genevlev, the patron saint of
Paris,.was consecrated at the age of
-seven to the> service of religion by St
Germanus, bishop of Auxerre, who
chanced to pass through the village of
Nanterre, where she lived, about four
miles from Paris. She acquired a
great reputation for sanctity. The
church of St. Genevleve, completed to.
1764, was named in her honor. During the revolutionary period it waa
withdrawn from the service of religion and called the Pantheon, but was
afterward restored In name and to
ecclesiastical uses.
Some Hint

"Hello, Blank I Where are you going In such a hurry?"
"To the post office to put up a kick
about the wretched delivery service."
"What's the trouble?"
"Why, that check you promised to
send me ten days ago hasn't reached
me yet"
Let France have good mothers, and
she will have good sons.—Napoleon.

tice, liberty.
Fraternal bonds bind all the states In
one united whole;
What now exists was clearly seen by
his prophetic soul.
Though massive monuments wa raise,
'thus honoring his name.
Vet In the hearts of patriots shall live
his truest fame.
—Augustus Treadwell, In New York
■ Times.

s Lincoln's Favorite Authors,
Lincoln "read Shakespeare more
than aU other writers together," and
he went occasionally to the theater.
His favorite plays were "Hamlet''
"Macbeth," and the-histories, especially "Richard II." He often quoted from
the last the amaranthine passage beginning:
Let us stt upon the' ground.
And tell Bad stories of the death of kings.
For relaxation he turned to Thomas

. Looked Ahead aa Statesman,
While I desired the result ot the
late canvass to have been different
1 still regard It as so exceeding small
matter. I think we have fairly entered upon a durable struggle as to
whether this nation is to ultimately
became all slave or all free, and
though I fan early In the contest "
is nothing if I ahall have contributed
In the toast degree, to the final rightM result—Letter to H. D. Bharpe.
BstfaS.

IF HAIR IS TURNING
GRAY, USE SAGE TEA
Oont Look Oldl Try Grandmother's
Recipe to Darken and Beautify
Gray, Faded, Lifeless Hair.

Grandmother kept her hair beautifully darkened, glossy and abundant
with a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur.
Whenever her hair fell out or took on
that dull, faded or streaked appearance, this simple mixture was applied
with wonderful effect By asking at
any drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and
Sulphur Hair Remedy," you win get a
large bottle of this old-time recipe,
ready to use, for about 50 cents. This
simple mixture can be depended upon
to restore natural color and beauty
to the hair and Is splendid for dandruff, dry, Itchy scalp and falling hair.
A well-known druggist says everybody uses Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur,
because it darkens so naturally and
evenly that nobody can tell it has been
applied—It's so easy to use, too. You
simply dampen a comb or soft brush
and draw It throiTgh your hair, taking
one strand at a time. By morning
the gray hair disappears; after another application or two. It is restored to its natural color and looks
glossy, soft and abundant Adv.
Delicate Intimation.
I "Til show them I«an do more things
than sit on a stool and look pretty."
"Come to think of it you can sit on

WHY CRIP IS DANGEROUS;

It requires a good tonic laxative to
keep the body of the patient aa strong
as possible to counteract the •**"•*
the pofsons created by the grip havcuroa. An expectorant tonic with BOBSS
laxative qualities !s the aafest remedy. Such Is Peruna.
Mrs. Gentry Gates, S»l» First As*.
East Lake, Ala., writes: 1 W S
bad case of grip. I tried Peruna aa*
it cured me. I can safely say it as a
one medicine."
__ .
Mr. George B. Law, >'H N- Franklin St., Brazil. Ind, writes: "I SB
satisfied that Peruna la a wonderful
remedy for grip, and I do most heart- |
lly endorse and recommend it"
B
W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 6-1915.

Biological Survey's War on Burrowing Rodents
WASHINGTON.—Dr. A. K. Fisher, chief of the department of «con'—"i
investigations of the biological survey, has just returned to WashraejBsm
from ah extended trip In the West where he has been supervising the cssapalgn against the ground squill eta.
which animals bad not only
an agricultural • pest in places, toft
were more than suspected of
mltting the germ of bubonlcpta
The biological survey carries oa tv
constant warfare against animate!
whl«h are known to be destructbra,
but it first makes sure that the gawd '
that the creatures do does not salt-,
weigh the evil.
The biological survey, tbrcsajav
<£*2!£S
the department of agriculture, has Jaat
turned out Its-report on the work of the destruction of prairie dogs,
squirrels and burrowing rodents generally, but It does not go Into details c
cernlng the beginning of these campaigns and what the work has done
'only for the health of communities and for the preservation of crops,
for the biological survey Itself.

Army and Navy Nicknames Prevail in This Club
THERE are many social clubs. In Washington, but perhaps the most prseperous is the Army and Navy club. The officers of the twin servtoss
recently erected a new club house and It is one of the fine structures of the
city. There in the evenings are gath■
ered many men ranging in rank and
('LSLLO^I
/^T^ 11**"**
age from the lieutenant general who
has passed the psalmist's allotted time
of life down to the second lieutenant
who has been out of Weat Point less
than a twelvemonth.
Wic~~f df-st
In this club of the armed services
Old, white-haired men are heard calling one another by nicknames fixed on
Individuals when they were cadets at
Annapolis or at West Point. Within
a few days there died In Washington
a fine old soldier, Brigadier General Charles Morton. General Morton's hair
was as white as any snow that drifted across the Held of bis winter caxapalgnlngs against the Indians in the old days, and yet when Morton woalfl
enter the big assembly room of the Army and Navy club some white-haired
comrade was sure to hail him with "Hello, JJory."
In his youth the white-haired Morton had red hair, so fiery red that bis
fellow-cadets at the military academy called him "Gory," and Gory be was
to his classmates all through the years that he was serving his country bt
campaigns against the enemy. '
A man six feet two inches tall, with a deep chest and a great breadth
of shoulders and aged about fifty-four years enters the big room of the Army
and Navy club. Almost instantly a comrade of his own age welcomea htm
not by his army title, but as "Goliath." This big soldier is Lieutenant Coloael
William L. Sibert of the engineer corps of the army, the man who built the
Gatun dam, locks and spillway and created the Gatun lake on the Isthxens
of Panama. He was just as big as a cadet thirty-five years ago as he is toaay.
Another veteran enters the room and a man in a far corner, seeing htm,
calls across, "Hello, Corp."
"Corp" Is short for corporal, but the man so addressed Is a lieutenant
colonel of the United States cavalry. When be entered West Point as a
cadet this old soldier made an attempt before he was drilled to look "a»Wtary," and the boys instantly advanced him one grade and called him to fan
"Corp"
- "
It is said that nicknames In the United States army and navy stick longer
than they do in the ranks of any other profession which the American ate
knows.

Ambition and Humility.
The highest ambition is the parent
of the truest humility; It makes one
realize that our ultimate aim is so
high that we need a power far beyond
our own for the accomplishments of
so transcendent a work; that if we
"Father Abraham."
Putting it Up to Ma.
are truly to be co-workers with Al"Pop!"
The dear out flag he loved so well un* mighty God himself In the working
"Yes, my son.'"
eullleef still remains.
out of the great scheme that rules the
"What Is this war about over in
With not a ulngls mark or spot of trea- Universe, the task is far too great for
son's cruel stains;
onr unaided efforts, Ind we may con- Europe?"
"Don't know, my boy, but you might
O'er a united land it waves from moun- fidently rely upon a power divine to
ask your mother. She knows a lot
tain top to sea,
help us in air our needs.
about fighting."
An embl'.m Is to all the world of Jus-

Hood and to Artemus Ward, Nasby
and other professional jokers of the
time. But most ot, his evenings he
spent In his office, unless there was a
dinner party.—From the Diary of John
Hhy, edited by William Roscoe Thayer.
for Harper's Magazine.

Saw the Future Clearly.

Jug glad 1 made the 1st* race. It
. nays me a hearing of the great and
durable question of the age, which I
coaft nave had in no other way; and
though I new sink out of view sad.
•hall be forgotten, I believe I have
made some marks which will tell for
the cause of civil liberty long after I
am gone.—Lincoln's letter to Dr. A. O.
Henry, November lt.aiBi.

W!

QUIT MEAT IF KIDNEYS
BOTHER AND USE SALTS

Till* There's a core for
I nnHn. skin trouble. 01c

aoo -ftw-iM-

*£3BKSBm

J
lf latter
bttBrsi'.-4*7' uss Avsnno

DOES YOUR ADVBRTISXKd PA« I
two free tamples, we seli nmplea to i
(or our con.mlM.oa, then turn agenta c
you for future order* Act quick. DEI—
ADV. ft SALES CO., DETROIT, MlCIiMSAN.-

Narrow minds think nothing right thii *d. No c*nTM8lna. Send stumped i
that Is above their own capacity.— tot particulars. LOCK iox "
Rochefoucauld.
What a lovely collection of pessimists we would be if we could Bee ourselves as others see us!

PATEMTS^E^

AUTO PARTS terrtWf SSJGS*'

cents. rauiss«aSiir»wa»e»ara»»,WaH.risias.a.«.-

Yes,"waiting for every fanner or farmer's
aon—any Industrious American who is
anxious to establish for himself a happy
home and prosperity, Canada's hearty invitation this year la more attractive than
ever. Wheat is higher but her farm land
just as cheap and in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

160 Acre Homesteads ara Actually Free to Settlers and
Other Land at From $15 to $20 per Acre
The people of European countries aa well as the American continent
must be fed—thus an even greater demand for Canadian Wheat wfll keep
up the price. Any farmer who can buy land at $15.00 to J30.00 per acre
—get a dollar for wheat and raise 20 to 45 bushels to the acre is bound to
make money—thafs what you can expect in Western Canada. Wonderful yielda also of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed Farming is fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. The excellent grasses, full of nutrition,
are the only food required either for beef or dairy purposes. Good schools,
markets convenient clihiate excellent
MilitMT»*'Vi« to not compulsory In Canada but there to ani onusuil demand for farm
labor to reolace the man? youns men who have volunteered for service in tbt war.
Writefor^Mtrahirearid parttculMB at to reduced railway rates to Supenntandent
Imroisratiou, Ottawa, Canada; or to
MAX A. 10 WIIIJ1 TrSBMOt StiMI, Ssslsn, Nsu.i
i. 1. ts f OICE, il W.rtr.sssl Street, Fnvlssaa,
f. i.j L. H. ASSlllfl. Bleeders. Nstae; 1. A.
UiEIalMT. IIM tto Street. «r**M!«, H. t
Canadians GVVBIIUEDX

» stool."

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

TO LET.
Grange Doings.
The Brotherhood extends to all men
I rjOWNSTAIRS tenement sood location.
and women a'cordial invitation to be
f U barn, henhouse and garden, if '
Apply No. 1 Grant Street,
MAILS DOTS > ARRIVE.
present at the illustrated lecturer next
Many "were prrwnt at the Grange ln?t
A. M. 6.46-East and Went.
Monday evening, when Mr Abbott, man- evening to listen to a very interesting ad,HATCH YOUR OWN ECC8
8.30-West.
Incorporated 1828
ager of the New England Telegraph and dreas on the "Culture of small fruits," HATCH your own eggs In my mcubators and
F. It, !2.*5—East and West,
save
time and worry. Any number taken.
Telephone Company, will tell of the won- given by Mr Philander Holmes of West Am booking
2.09—West .
orders for day old chicks. Can supderful development of the_ telephone. Brookfield. The musical program in ply a few moru regular customers with dressedCorner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
4^0—East.
toorder poultry. C. w. ENGLISH. East Brook7.06—East and West.
Tbe brotherhood is anxious to have at charge of Misses Carrie Bullard and Ma- field. Phone 102-25.
MAILS CLOSE.
least one hundred present to greet Mr bel Chadbourne included vocal solos by
A. M. 6,45—East anil West.
♦"Abbott. A 15 cent supper will be'served. John J. Lane, Mabel, Chadbourne and ELECTRIC BELLSNOTICE
installed and tukelt care of
11.30—East and West.
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
at reasonable rates, LAWK15XCL ELLKKY.
at 6.45, but the lecture will be entirely Mrs Lidatone.
P. M. 1.00—West.
North Brookfield, Mass.
4
4.40—East.
free.
County.
'
The educational aid fund received its
0.00—East and West.
Mr Edward A. Batcheller on Monday, annual contribution. The next feature
CREAM FOR SALE.
Mails for East Brooktield are despatched at
i heavy cream, the kin tlu
646 A.M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P.M. Malls from just in advance of tiie blizzard, completed was a novelty in the presentation to every FRESH
$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
whips readily. At Daisy 'ft Market. "1 he VIIEast Brooktield are received at 9.80 A. M. and
the filling of his ice house on the Oakliam one present of a Valentine filled with lage Grocery,' Howard's Grocery and Butler's
MB ft at
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Bttkery
Package mails are deBpatcned twice daily as road, with 12 inch ice. Early in the 8ea- dainty refreshments. These were" given
follows:—11.30 A.M. East and North, 6 P. M. sorfMr Batcheller filled bis pond with
Money put on interest the first dav of January,
out from the post office at Love's JuncWest and South.
TO RENT.
Mails for the Rural Delivery Is 'closed at 8.16 pure water from the town mains, so tion, with Miss Jennie Doanc acting as UP8TAI1; :S tenement of five rooms ami woodApril, July and October.
shed.
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
1!
on
same
floor.
Electric
light
and
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M. that now our people can rest assured not postmistress, Mrs Marion A. Hill, Mrs town water, r.-e of nice hen-house, barn and
Dividends'payable January 15 and July 15.
only that there will be plenty of ice next Mabel Dickinson and Mias Marion Lid- one acre for a garden. *50.txta year to the right
Holidays, 6.80 to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 8 P. M.
party. Iiunum of JOHN J. LAXJ!, Sehool.St. 4
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster, summer, but that it will be of the very stone as assistants.
All declared the
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dolPAUL M. KEANEY, ASBt.
best quality.
evening very enjoyable.
FOR SALE.
lars to one thousand.
ized Crawford heater. New last
Owing to the very severe storm Feb. 2, A medium
Reserve March 9 for "Peg o' My
winter. Price only *5.00. FRANK HA YUEN,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Heart," by Marion Bertha Clarke under the visit of New Braintree and North Forest Street,
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.
the auspices of the Y. W. C,
"Peg o' Brookfield Granges to Oakham was postTENEMENT TO RENT
Election of all town officers next Mon- My Heart" is one of the rare modern poned until March 2.
UPSTAIRS tenement of four rooms, electric
Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will re- ,
lights and town water, wood and coal room
day.
•«..
plays, free from the taint of sensationalon the same floor, Apply to MRS, SLAYTON, 14
Polls open next Monday at6.45 a. m., ism.
Elm Street.
4t3*
ceive prompt attention.
It abounds in rich moments of
A CARD OF THANK8.
and may clOBe at 4 p. m.
humor, against a faint background of
Vote to appropriate money lor a town pathos, Peg's passionate love for her
I wish to thank my friends and neighSAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
father. Miss Clarke's impersonation of bors Jor their help and sympathy, and
clock, and keep our,town up-to-date.
ALBERT
L. STRATTON, TREASURER
Valentine Day, Feb. 14. Buy your val- the roguish, lovable Peg is an artistic the many acts of kindness which. helped
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER
to brighten the last years of my mother's
entines and post- cards at A. Desplaines'. triumph.
Died, at Rockford, Ills., Jan. 21, Miss life; also for the-beautiful flowers.
Good music and prompting. The event
JEBBY L. DUNN.
of tbe season next Friday night at town "Martha W. Nye, eldest daughter of Mrs
Emma C. Lowe Nye, and grand-daughNORTH BROOKFIELD
hall.
Proverb Liquidized.
Rcgu!ar meeting of the Woman's Guild ter of Capt. George H. Lowe, both of
Some men are so accustomed to
Wednesday, Feb. 10th. at the usual whom will be remembered- as former residents of North Brookfield. Miss Nye had" thinking in liquid measure that .wo
time and place.
been a much beloved teacher and mem- suppose the way they would put It
Best display of Valentines and post- ber of the faculty at Rockford college {or 1* that a glass of prevention Is worth
cards ever in North Brookfield can now many years, and one of its most loyal a quart of cure.
be seen at A. Decplaines'.
alumnae, instructors and advisors, whose
TheAppleton Club meets next Wed- loss will be most keenly felt both by the
Heard at the Hospital.
"Remember, Clancy," said the docnesday evening, Feb. 10, with Mis Albert faculty and Btudenta.
tor, "this case must be isolated." 'AU
H. Foster, Summer streetright, sor," was the reply. "Where
^Everybody will want to enjoy the Ball
will I get the ice?"
The Appleton Club,
or Concert next Friday evening, for tf
for rubbers on ft nasty wet morning suggests
benefit of our lire department.
The unfavorable weather of WednesAlmost.
Hub-Mark rubbers to most people. Nowadays wise
Born, Monday morning, Feb. 1," a day evening did not prevent a goodly
It has almost come to pass that a
folks consider Hub-Mark rubbers as essential to the
■ ON THE
daughter, Anna Cecilia, to Mr and Mrs number from attending the regular meet- man_who doesn't wear a lodge or socomplete wardrobe as a pair of shoes, especially in
J. W: Higgins, Gilbert St.
ing of the Appleton Club, at the home of ciety button can pose as an eccentric
this climate where the three seasons are June. July
No electric cars have come into town Mr and Mrs Frank A. Smith on Summer genius.
and Winter.
since Monday night, and probably will street. The special feature of the even,
Hub-Mark rubber footwear Is made to ever- ¥ M§
not» be able to get through before Sunday. ing was a series of tableaux representing
Fitting Name.
lastingly good that it will give the tough pavement J^
a terrific tussle before It gives in. Hub-Mark * '
"Why
are
those
things
on
your
dress
Spanish
characters,
arranged
by
Mrs
Thursday, Feb. 26, is the date of the
Rubbers cost no more than any standard firstquality rubbers, but when you buy them you are
called bugle trimmings?" George
Longfellow evening of the Woman's Ward A. Smith. The scenes included :
buying for not only one season, but perhaps two.
wanted
to
Wow.
"Oh,"
Emily
replied,
It's the rubber of the present as well as the fuUnion, when an Evangeline tea will be Daughter of Philip the Bold, Mrs A. W.
ture. Made In a great range of style* for men,
because
pa
Wows
so
over
the
bill."
Budd; A Spanish Lady, Mrs A. H. Prouwomen, boys and girls.
served.
When you buy rubbers ask for "Hub-Mark."
ty; Princess Catharine, Miss Lawrence;
It's best because there are no regrets.
The Grange Auxiliary will meet in
A Buccaneer, James T. Saunders; A
Made From Sunflower Seeds.
Earnestly Solicits
These rubbers are manufactured by the Boston RubGrange hall, Feb. 9, at 2.30 p. m. SupSpanish Cavalier, Ward A. Smith.
Seeds ot sunflowers are found to
ber Shoe Company. Maiden. Mass.
per at 6,30, in charge of Mrs Anderson
The papers were The Carliets by Mr make excellent food for live stock; ita
and Mrs Bliss.
Hubert Stoddard, and Tbe Buccaneers by oil 1* equal to the best linseed oil,
THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
The regular meeting of the D. A. It Mrs Sibley. The music included a vocal and it* stalk* are as good as coal for
Chapterwill be held at the parlors of the duet by the Misses Esther and Mabel producing heat. And yet only a few
OF ALL KIND8
Congregational church on Saturday, Feb. Moody and solo by Miss Esther Moody, years ago Kansas regarded the sunflower as a pest tor all purposes ex6th, at 3 p. m.
accompanied by Miss Helen Moody, and
IN AID OF THE
cept aa an emblem.
.MrFrank P. Stoddard has been con solo* by Miss Eva Noonan, with accomfined to tbe house this week with a pain- paniment by Miss Helen M. Eaton, who
Help Wanted.
ful attack of bronchitis.
Herbert W. also played appropriate music for the
We have a splendid answer for a
Bemis has been taking his place at the tableaux.
first-class conundrum, but somehow
Gall at 46 Summer Street
Packages may be sent to Mrs E. E.
store.
can't St them, which it: One took*
To see the Latest Modern of
QuInn-McCarthy.
after the marriage altar and the oth- McCarthy, Elm St., or if more convenient
The Young Woman's Club will meet
can
be
left
at
JOURNAL
Office.
er
alters
the
marriage.
We
suspect
with Miss Florence Reed, Elm St., Feb.
Miss Mona McCarthy, daughter of Mr a minister and a lawyer are Involved.
9, at 7.30. Donations of old linen and
—Philadelphia Ledger.
cotton earnestly requested for Red Cross and Mrs Charles McCarthy, Bates street,
and Edward F. Quinn, South Main St.,
CORSETS
work.
were married at St. Joseph's church, "Back" la the Ojily Way She Talk*.
Or have them brought to your horn*
B. J. Whitcomb and wife who have Monday morning, at 8 o'clock, by Rev.
"When yo' has a quah'l wld yo' wife,
REGISTERED EMBALHER.
by sending word to
-.•**»
V
bean staying with Mr and Mr* C. A. Pep- Edward L. Judge.
do she pout and sulk or do she talk
per for the past five weeks, left last FriPersonal Prompt attention Dav
The bridesmaid was Mias Eileen Mc- back, Brudder Rumpw 3?" "She talk*
MRS. B. C. GRAVES.
or Sight.
day for Bermuda, They expect to come Carthy, Bitter of the bride, and William back, sah! And sh- not on'y talk*
Telephene Nartb Brookflele Ne.
back, but she talk* frrat'ard* and sideback here in tbe sprint.
Representative for the Brook Welds.
Gendron was beat man. The bride wore
199-11.
Next Thursday, Feb. 11, at 2 p. in., the a tan colored covert cloth suit, with hat ways and acrost and endways and
Telephone 20-13,
dlag'nal and round and round, and den
Long Distance Connection.
Woman's Union will meet to sew, and at to match. The bridesmaid wore a bine
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MAST.
■he come* all de way back and reFunerals
Personally
Directed
3, will have a foreign missionary pro- ■nit of covert cloth, with bat to match. peat* herse'f. Aw, yassah; she *ho'
27
and Kverj Requisite Furnjni
^
;
'
*■
i
'
I-...-H
TIM...
-.—■
ished.
gram-"^ Child in the Midst." LeadThe groom presented hir beat man with talk* back!"
er, Mr* William T. Sherwood.
Ij.rtv Assistant.
a pair of gold cuff link*, and the bride
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Name In Trunk.
The Y. P. S. C. E. had a fine supper gave her maid a gold ring. At the wedDRESSMAKING ,.
It Is a good plan when traveling to Worth of WALL PAPER
last evening, and received about S20 ding breakfast, served at the home of the
gross. The chairman oi tbe committee bride's parent*, the senior class, of which have one** name and address printed
It Prospect St.
North BrookSeU
in charge was Miss Edna Duncan, assisted the bride was formerly a member, were or written on the inside cover of a
27
We have gone through our entire
trunk.
Then
In
case
of
loss
of
check,
invited guests. Mr and Mrs Quinn left
by * force of- helper* from the society.
WANTED
or any mistake, It can-be Identified by
Stock of Wall Papers, and have
BOSTON man wants a ten to twenty acre farm
Rev. Mr Budd's sermon next Sunday on a honeymoon trip to New York, and the owner to the satisfaction of the
found we have about $100 worth'of
price from »1,000 to 11600. good buildings and ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist
will be especially lor the young people, will make their new borne in Plattsburg, railway officials by simply opening are
plenty of wood and water. Call at Jouwat
Remnant Paper and Borderioffs.
OFFICE for Information.
2
Office at Dr. Ludden's
in observance of Christian Endeavor day. New York.
trunk.—Good Housekeeping,
When we say Remnants, we do not
In the evening there will be a lecture illmean Junk, Rubbish or Cheap
You Feel Better when you See Better.
"Go West, Young Man.'
Interested at Once.
ustrative of child life in many lands, with
Papers imported for this special
Glasses we make improve your looks
"My dear, you ought to pas* up friv72 fine views.
sale.
.
as well aa your Sight
A copy of a local aheet published in one olous thing* and take an Interest in
Those desiring to have their hair of the suburbs of Los Angeles, Oal., |17 deep subjects. Take history, tor inEvery Remnant we offer was
Main Street,
North Brookfield
dressed for the firemen's ball should miles from the center, lie* before us, and stance, dossier, the tyrant, put up
taken .from our shelves last week,
make an appointment with Mrs Luther, a marked item attracts our attention, for a bat for the Swiss to salute." The
sampled, and tied up in a bundle
ootij ruooer ami aieei tires, Buggie*
Summer St., without delay, as much of it concerns a former North Brookfield lady was a trifle Interested. "How was
and marked according to the grade
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, 8m
her time has already been secured.
*
reys au<) Road Wagons, both new an*
of paper from 15c to 75c per bundle.
man, who went to California about four it trimmed?" she inquired.—Louisville
Residence 38 Spring St., cor, Prospect
second
baud.
Courier-Journal.
Alfred Letourneau.lt, who has been years ago, with his daughter, who ha*
Each Remnant contains enougli
AT BOTTOM PRICE
working in Montreal, since he sold his since married, and he seems to be "growpaper for any ordinary sized room.
usisrao, Bolme, Blankets, Whips ant
business here, has returned to the States ing up with the country." kere is the
Oil Cloths, Not too Costly. HOI UK
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hansring
A 'Possum Trait.
. Come early and select the best patCheap.
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Attento consult a physician, and will probably item complete:
At one of the famoua Georgia 'posterns at PULLAM'ri, the
remain in this vicinity for some months.
During the week the official appoint- sum dinners, one of the guest* turned
Shingles, Roofiag Material P. O,dedBoxto. t92. (42) Satisfaction Guaranteed
Word was received last week, of the ment of a postmaster for the famous city to the waiter with the remark: "RaaAll the different grades. All eise. o.
Nails, also.
.
death at Haiupden hospital, Springfield, of the Littlelands, which swings from the tus, that 'possum must bave gone to
Remember that my prices are alway
my
head.
It
aches
like
fury."
"I*
dat
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so, suh?" responded Rastus. "Funny,
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FRED a CLAPP
The last piece of "copy" forthe annual was received, and there "was much re- lah."
1 KtBPBOHE UAKBAM Ot.
town report Was received at the JOUEKAL joicing thoreat. We will now have postLittlelands is
office Monday night, and on Thursday age stamps for lunch.
William C. Crawford
the last printed sheets were shipped to officially on the map. jf ypu ever waht COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS * COMMONrYEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WOBCESTaa 88,'
1'HOBATE COUBT Worcester as.
Probate Court
OAKHAM.
the binder. - it is expected that the com- to change the name ypu will have to get To the heirs st lew, next at kin and all other To tbe heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
pleted reports will be returned on Mon- permission from Washington, D. 0. But persons interested in tbe estate of Sarah F. eirsons Interestid In ibe estate of Sarah M.
Registered Embalmer.
ill, late of North Brookfield, in said county
oonfce, late of North Brookfield in said CounLittlelands
grows
more
beautiful
as
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day, in time to be distributed at the hall
ty, deceased.
deceased.
beauty of the place unfold*, doesn't it?
OVER 85 VCAM'
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
on Town Meeting day,
the last will and testament of said deceased be ibe last will and testament of said deceased
EXPERIENCE
Lady AsstauBC.
Oh, we forgot. Yes, Hon. Frederick M». be
has been presented to salid Court, for probate,
has been ]
MrsC. A. Drake, in her 84th year, Ashby, P. M., is the official title.
by Edwin G. Norman, who prays that letters
Now, by Helen
mentary
—
maybe Issued tohim, the executor
died at the home of her sister, Mrs Wil- the -question is -do we get a post-mistress therein named, without giving a surety on her testamentary
therein named, without giving asu.ety on his
0 mneoted by Long Distance TeleofHoiaJ bond.
official bond.
bur F. Witter, South Main street, V\ ed- also?
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
TOD are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
phono at House and Store.
nesday, after a long illness. She was born
We note in another column that Fred Court to be held at Worcester, la said County Court, to be held at Worcester, In said County
of Worcester, on the ninth day of February, of Worcester,on the twenty-third day of Februin Sturbridge, Feb. 16, 1830, and for the Is also President of the Board offri
rade, A. D. ISIS, at nine o'clock in" the forenoon, to ary, A. D. nils, at nine o'clock in the
show cease, If any j%u have, why the same forenoon, to show cause, if any you have, why
last 6V years has made her home with her and Moderator for "the city."
should not he granted..
the samashouhlnot be (ranted,
Oca
sister. The funeral was attended to-day
And said pefltloaer to hereby directed to give Aud»*>Hwi*tkte«ris hereby directed to give
COPVI
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Bank Is lost Md the owner has mad* applies. —per published In North Brooktield, the last paper published in North Brooktield. the last
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WEST BROOKFIELD.
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Bacon's Good Advice. Daily Thought.
Continued from 1st page, last column.
Let states that aim at greatness
True happiness consists not in the
take heed how their nobility and gen- multitude of friends, but In their
try multiply too fast.
In coppice worth and choice.—Ben JonBon.
The warrant for the town meeting, Feb.
woods If you leave your staddles too
X, contains an article to see what action
thick you shall never have clean unBorax for the Throat.
will he taken, if any, with regard to
derwood, but scrub and bushes.—BaUsed in water as a daily gargle,
planting shade trees, and to appropriate
con.
borax keeps the throat healthy^ Used
at least 8150 for tlte purpose, in order
in water for cleansing the teeth It
that the tow n may enter the shade tree
"disinfects" them and prevents their
. Best Think Softly.
planting contest, conducted by the Mass.
"If blue or depressed, think of a decaying.
Forestry Association. Another article is
pretty girl or something equally as
to see about raising 880 for the George
pleasant,'1 advises a doctor. H'm In
Heredity and Color Blindness.
TREES SCAVENGERS OF AIR the case of a marr ed man it would be
Color blindness is always inheritWashington Memorial building at Washbest for him not to do his thinking ed through the mother, and never
ington. Article 20, calls for an approBesides, They Make Summer Cooler [ 9ut loud.—Philade phia Inquirer.
through the father. There appears to
priation to put the gallery of the town
be uo instance in which a color-blind
and Winter Warmer, Saya
hall in condition so it can lie used. Art.
an Authority.
fattier has transmitted his defect to
17 is to see if the town will continue to
Letter Perfect.
his children .except In connection with
run the town farm at a loss to the tax
Stage Manager—"Remember, Bangs, a mother who was a transmitter.
There is a New York Tree Planting
payers,
association and Dr. Stephen Smith Is I T fre(1,def n?in*°V'our baby to
cry
lustily in the third act. Do you
Heiyy Bishop, manager of the farm
its president. Dr. Smith agrees with
Hand Shaking Dangerous.
the poet Pope, who extolled trees think he'll do his part?" Actor Faowned by Joseph W. Clark and Oh lies
Bacteriologists recently found unwhich "furnish In summer shade, in ther—"He ought to. He's been reL. Mitchell, between New Braintree and
SZis »•&
hearsing every night fpr mqnths."
der the fingernails of men, women and
winter Are." More than that man's
West Brooktield, shot and killed the wild
children no less than thirteen differvery life on this planet depends upon
House Cleaning Time.
hoar last Friday morning. The animal
ent kinds of disease germs, including
the tree, which absorbs the poisonous
Mr. Pinkley's Grievance.
has been wandering over the region for
those of tuberculosis-, diphtheria and
carbon dioxide which man exhales
A
thorough
"house
cleaning"
of
the
bers
of
young
chicks
in
the
spring
and
"I
wouldn't
o'
had
no
trouble
,-wif
de
Influenza.
more than a month. Mr Bishop's dog
and In return pours Into his lungs
poultry quarters every spring and fall
attracted his attention to something will go a long way toward increasing sap all the life out of the older fowls, the exhilarating and vitalizing oxygen constable ner nobody," said Mr. Erascutting down their production trementus Pinkiey, "if it hadn't been for
strange being about and upon investiga- the production of the flock and de dously.
secreted by its leaves, says the Die- woman's love o' dross." "What has
Draw Vour Own Conclusion*.
:
tion, lie found the-boar coining from a creasing the number of untimely
Spray liberally the whole Inside of tetic and Hygienic Gazette. The tree dress got to do with it?" asked the Jail"Why," asked the, weary-looking
swamp. The body was turned over to deaths among fFre chicks, according the house, with a mixture of 14 parts regulates the temperature of the air er. "My women folks warn't satisfied, to woman, "do you constantly refer to
Oarlton D. Richardson, Indian Hock farm, to a statement recently made by J. G. of kerosene andone part carbolic acid, In which we live by having itself a eat de mos' o; de chicken. Dey had to yourself as the goat of this housewho had it stamped by meat insjiector Halpin of the college of agriculture, being very sure that every crack and fixed temperature of 54 degree Fah-. put de feathers in delr hats an' pa- hold?" "Because," replied the irricorner where lice and mites or their renhelt. The grateful shade of trees rade 'em as elmcumstantial evidence." table man, in a loud tone of voice, "a
Kdnmnd K. Sibley". The animal weighed University of Wisconsin.
Cleaning out the droppings and the eggs might be hidden, is thoroughly on a hot summer's day and the com- —Washington star.
goat Is supposed to be able to eat
about 125 pounds. I£ is said to have esanything and act as if he enjoyed
caped from Indian Uock game preserve sour top layer of soil from the floor, soaked. To do the spraying, any or- parative warmth of the forest In the
coldest
winter's
day
Is
due
in
a
deand
hauling
In
some
clean,
fresh
dirt
it."—Washington Star.
dinary hand spraying machine, such
about a year ago.
or sand, is the first step in the "clean- as we ordinarily use to spray with gree to the arboreal temperature.
Roosters' Immense Tall Feathert.
James Bryant Davis, aged 87 years, 3 up." By bringing the level of the paris green in the garden, or to white- Therefore, if city streets were filled
Undertaking to breed roosters with
Good Basement a Necessity.
months and 20 days, died at the home of floor up several inches above the level wash in barns, may be used.
with vigorous' trees we should have but one aim in view, that of lengthNo farm home should be without
his nephew, Hovey W. Davis, two miles of the ground outside, good drainage
After this spi-iy mixture has dried cooler summers and warmer winters. ening the tail feathers, the natives of
a
large,
roomy, dry and cool baseAnd on hot days the tree sprays the island of Shikoku, Japan, have
pouth-of the center in Long Hill district, is secured and the fowls will have dry off, apply a good coat of whitewash.
ment; of the iiind in which you can
Monday ai 3 p. m. The cause of death "footing" which is absolutely neces- Finish up the job by covering the into the air an Immense amount of wa- produced, after a hundred years of pastow away a furnace,-as well as servwas intestinal obstruction.
Mr Davis sary to keep them healthy. Roosts floor with several inches of bright ter—32,000 gallins for a tree of full tient efforts, some marvelous results. ing a comfortable workroom. Beshould be scraped clean of filth in straw or chaff, filling the nests with size and leafage. Here Is an Inestim- It is of record that tail feathers 18
was born in Oxford, the son of James
order to remove possible lodging
able cooling proca*s. And such a tree feet in length are to be seen on the sides, any other kind is not sanitary,
Hovey and Lucy (Cndworth) Davis, one nlnces for lice. Brush all the old cob- some clean straw or wood shavings
to say the least.
and furnishing a dish of clean water has In foliage the equivalent of five island.
of nine children. He had lived in West webs and dirt from the walls and
and a hopper of crushed oyster shells acres of grass land—a fact further sugBrooktield 57 years and was a farmer by corners, and take every bit'of movable and grit.
gesting that a tree standing by our
, Africa's Potential Wealth.
End Ancient Office.
occupation. MrtDavis leaves a brother material out of the nests.
If the chickens can be treated for dwellings In the city and lifting its
For Its future Industrial developThe town's bellman in . functionaryWnnen. Raggiil hill, and a sister, Mrs
By thus "stripping" the house, we lice before being called Into their foliage in the air, story above story,
who has come down with the history ment Africa' is remarkably fortunate.
Adeline f»o<xiell of .Schenectaday, N. Y. have a chance to get at the lice and renovated home, the job will be com- would bring to every window which
of various ancient communities for Uready coal deposits to the Value of
The funeral was from his home Wednes- mites, which are among the worst ene- plete and thorough, and the chickens It passed acres of park scenery. In hundreds of years, but Stirling (Eng- more than three hundred million dolday afternoon, Rev. John H. Hoffman mies with which poultry have to con- will begin a new era of prosperity the hot summer days and nights It land) town council recently resolved lars have been discovered along the
tend. TheBe pests kill off large num- for their owner.
would purify the air entering the
officiating. Undertaker Herbert Johnto abolish the office. It waa decided Cape to Cairo route, while more than
chamber and cool it with a delicious to ask that the bell be returned by ;ts five thousand waterfalls offer wonderton of Warren, was ill charge.
moisture. Finally, the tree can abpresent Bolder, and if he 'a employed ful possibilities for the estaolisnment
sorb and thus remove from the air the
by third parties to make announce- of waterpower centers.
emanations
from
the
street
and
from
§ To Improve the Egg Crop f
ments, that -he provide a bell for himHl» Following.
putrefying waste matter. In this re- self.
.,
Friend—"When you delivered your
To Mend Celluloid.
*
1. Keep a standard variety.
spect trees are the scavengers of the
lecture on Browning in that little
Any article'made of celluloid may
air and protect us from "filth dis5
2.
Provide
clean,
dry
nests.
town you said you were going to last , Do you know which chickens in
be
mended
with collodion. Scratch
Crack* in Iron.
3. Gather eggs twice daily.
summer, did the audience seem to fol- your flock are producing enough eggs 5
If there is an ugly crack that show* the broken edges to be mended with
It
should
be
added
that
trees
are
5
4. Keep from heat and odors.
low you?" Lecturer—"Oh, yes; they to pay for their feed?
valuable in that they provide homes on the kitchen range. It can be filled a sharp knife until a smooth surface
Can you tell the hen that lays thirty }
rote as one man and followed me to
5. Market twice weekly.
tor birds who feed on destructive In- up with a cement made by heating an Is secured. Apply the collodion and
eggs
a
year
at
a
time
when
they
sell
the nearest freight train."—Florida
sects.
egg, to which add ashea. Work the press tightly together for several minJ
6. Confine all male birds after
at
retail
for
18
cents
a
dozen,
from
Times-Union.
paste smooth and then press it into utes. Let stand for at least twentythe hen that lays six times that num- J June 1.
crack. Smooth off even with the four hour*. Liquid court plaster will
—Halpin.
ber, many of them in the season of |
HOMES FOR BRITISH WORKERS the
iron Burface. This paste will hardan answer as well, since tbe main IngreThe Romanoff*.
high prices?
»m*tsWWt»tsMW*W*is{IWt»tsWtt»ist»t»tsT
almost like Iron, and will take a pol- dient Is collodion.
The founder of the Russian royal
Can you tell the steady layer from
Plane That Are In the Nature of Ex- ish that will render the crack unnohouse, known as the "Romanoffs," the "boarder" In your flock without
periment! Are Being Given Careticeable.
was Michael Feodorovltch, who was first opening her and looking at the
How I* It With Youf
ful Consideration.
elected czar In 1613 at the age of six- egg sack?
When a man'* growing boy* are
teen. It It claimed that Michael, the
going a bit wild the old man holds
Had Bean There Before.
TheBe are some of the questions
Evidently British cities do not purfounder of the strong, autocratic rule that puzzle poultry farmers the counDasher had evidently had experi- the mother responsible for them and
pose that the war shall Interfere serila Russia, was forced by the duma I try over.
ence. Lasher—"We're going to have in conversation with her about them
Every since the good old day* ously with plans for housing their
he alludes to them as "Those whelp*
that elected him to take a constituThe hen that produce* three or four
workingmen. In Newcastle-on-Tyne, some amateur theatrical* at my house
when
the
trusty
''blunderbuss"
of
the
tional oath—a formula that was but egg* a week, and is on the job nearly
next week and a big supper after- of your*." But when they're nice,
for
example,
plan*
have
recently
been
pioneer used to bring down coveys of
lightly regarded.
the year around la the hen that is alward. Can you be there?" Dasher— long-eared, goody-goody toys he refers
partridges and quail and an occasional prepared for furthering this moveways hustling, according to J. G. Hal"Oh, I'll be there, old man, but—er— to them, a* "My sons."—New York
ment
United
States
Consul
Walter
wild turkey along the virgin trail of
World.
pin of the college of agriculture, UniI may be fate."
C.
Hamm
recently
reported
that
two
Pioneer Veterinarians.
the wilderness, plump, juicy, well
plans
for
the
erection
of
worklngmen'a
The classical Greeks had veterina- versity of Wisconsin.
cooked, soul-satisfying poultry and
Skim Cream on Bottle*.
rians.
But veterinary medicine and >«W»Wrtrtrttkrkdrtrt>Wrtrtrti;
Chicken Thief Wrote Verse.
"chicken flxin's" have been a source house* have been considered by the
A novel method of skimming all
housing committee of the corporation
•argery did not originate with tit*
of gratification to many people.
After cleaning out a chicken coop la
Greek*. So far a* we know to the
THE HEN THAT LAYS THE
The humble hen and her descend- of Newcastle, and If approved by the Birmingham, Ala., the chicken thief the cream from milk contained in a
contrary, it had it* start with the
ants of both genders have proved a city council win be carried out
left the following note: "Lord, have bottle or like vessel Is to use a large
EGGS
One scheme propose* the erection mercy on my soul, how many chicken* round disk of rubber which takes a
Egyptians, the wonderful people who
delectable topic of conversation at
aeem to have originated moat of the
Is busy all day.
many a boarding house. From the of 84 two-roomed houses, which will have I stole, last night and the night •lightly concave shape, it being hung
useful ait* that are her* today.
tender "back piece" to the brittle rent for $1.15 per week, and 28 three- before, coming back tonight and get upon three light aluminum rod* or
It nervous yet unafraid.
cartilage at the point of the breast roomed houses, renting for 11.52 per 25 more; remember coming back to- wire*. Slipping the disk In edgewtae
Ha* bright eye* and a scarlet
and below the surface. It then take*
bone, and from the neck to the 'Par- week. The second scheme proposes night"
comb.
the Oat position and can be drawn oat
Think Satan Gord Workman.
son'* nose" every morsel has Its own the erection of eight two-roomed
I*
alway*
singing
and
alway*
with all the cream.
Between England and Scotland
separate and distinct appeal to the dwelling*, renting for $1.22 per week,
hungry.
atand the ruin* of the old Roman wall,
Ovardalleate.
human appetite. Few can resist it, and eight three-roomed dwelling*,
known a* the Devil's Wall, owing to
It was In a small southwestern town
and even babes in arm* have been renting for f 1.38 per week.
To Overrule Timidity.
tke belief of the peasantry that, on acThe total number of houses pro- that the town council, which we Inter
known to gnaw at a roast wing with
Don't believe that you are unable to
She is the first hen off the roost in greasy satisfaction.
count of the firmness of the mortar
posed by the two plan* I* 128, contain- Is becoming unduly delicate, caused overcome timidity. Yon think you are
asd the imperishability of the stones, the morning and the but on at night
Even with the advent of tbe cabaret ing 292 rooms. The total coat Is esti- this notice to appear In the local news- not because you have alway* been able
Satan had a hand in its construction. She it always foraging; following the and the "hot dog" lunch places the Im- mated at $125,000, which Includes the paper when a tax on dog* waa Im- to control condition* and people In
plow in the spring in search of grubs portance of chicken on the menu ha* cost of the building*, the street work posed: "Tax on each dog—male, on*
a way to humor it. Start the light
and cut-worms, roaming the woods not been forgotten nor replaced. To and the rent of the land.
dollar; vice vena, three dollars."— now: for you may some day find yourReal Horn* of the Rosemary.
and fields during the rammer, devour- the housewife who has the wherewithThis plan. If realised, will be car- Harper's Magazine.
self alone, and without the money to
The home of the rosemary was orig- ing many injurious insects and their
ried out under tbe "Mousing of the
buy yourself an audience for your peinally in the south of Europe, more larvae, and busily gleaning about the al to obtain a chicken and the skill to
working class act" of 1870, and In this
prepare
It,
there
la
no
need
to
worry
culiarities.
especially Italy, where it grows to threshing machine or gorging herself
Modem Statesman.
case the periods of loan repayment
over
what
shall
be
"the
crowning
glory
the height of tiz or eight feet, either
"You'll have some explaining to do
are to be as follows: Land, 80 years;
of
the
feast
spread
for
special
"combeing trained upward from the ground
Who Baked Them?
pany."
building*. 60 -years; sewerage, 30 when you get home, won't you?"
or embedding ita roots In an old wall.
k little girl was sent to a neighThere are many ways of making the years, and streets, 20 years. Tenders "No," replied the member of congress.
It grows in three varieties—gold, silordinary barnyard variety of fowl for the erection of the buildings have "I'm not «oing to explain I'm going bor'* with a plate of fresh cookie*
ver and green.
to let my constituent* argue matter* that her mother had just baked. In a
taste delicious beyond the wildest been invited.
out among themselves and then take little while she came running back to
dreams. A few recipes of a *afe and
the side that seem* to have the moat her mother and said:
"Oh, mother,
sane nature from the Wisconsin FarmGrim Wit of Douglas Jerrold.
advocates."—Washington Star.
Mrs. Weeks thought the cookies were
ers' Institute Cook Book are added aa
Ugliest of trades have their moHousehold Hint From Father.
just fine and she wants the 'address'
menta of pleasure. If I were a gravean aid to cooks In search of other
(You could write your name on the
for them."
digger, or even a hangman, there are
ways to serve this-popular meat:
Had Discovered That
table, It was that dusty.) "Suppose."
some people I could work for with a
To Roast Poultry.—One rule will said father, peering over his glasses
"How's the baby?" asked the neighapply
to
all
poultry.
Have
oven
very
great deal of enjoyment.—Douglas
(eye glasses) at his Industrious rag- bor of the new father. "Fine," said
Land Lost Through Erosion.
Jerrold.
hot until skin Is browned, then cool, playing daughter, "I say, suppose you the proud parent. "Don't you find that
The amount of erosion going on In
and
If
poultry
Is
stuffed,
cook
twenty
With Her Year** Work Laid Out Bestop hammering on the 'Mendelssohn a baby brightens up a household won- this world Is something astonishing.
minutes to the pound; unstuffed flf-i Hag' for a while, and practice with derfully?" pursued the friend. "Yes,"
fore Her.
Quit*. ^ *
The Mississippi has stolen by erosion
teen minutes. Salt pork Is very nice*
"Your boy* were in my appletree on weed seeds in the fall. She Is the to use for basting purposes; baste fre- the dust-rag an hour or two. I think •aid the parent with a sigh, "we have from the different states* through
the
gas
going
most
of
the
night
now,"
again," observed the first suburbanite. hen that Is unafraid, yet nervous; the quently; when half done add one tea- mother would be pleased."
which it runs enough territory to make
—New York Olobe.
"If you say anything more about it" hen with the bright eye and the scar- spoonful of salt and one-fourth teaof Itself a small state.
declared the second ditto, "I'll send let comb. She is always singing as spoonful of pepper.
. .
. Not Really "Sentinels."
you the doctor's bill."—Philadelphia she works and is generally at work
Chicken Fricassee, — Dress, clean, ' All animals, whether quadrupeds
Ledger.
scratching away tor dear life making and cut up the fowl, put In a kettle, or birds, that feed in herds are said
her own living out of God's good greea- cover with boiling water, bring to a to place sentries on the outskirts of
earth. She goes often to the water boll, then simmer until tender. When their party. It is, however, obvious
Hit Hard Work.
"I want you to understand," said tank and drinks deeply for much, of half done add pepper and salt; finish that wherever there is a collection of
cooking, thicken the stock, add a little animals feeding or lying down there
IN THE MOVIES?
young Spender, "that I got my money the eggs she produces iB water.
cream If you can spare it. The time will be members of the group at the
by hard work." "Why, I thought it
You can learn this and everything else you want to know
for
cooking
must
depend
upon
the
was left to you by your rich uncle."
Litter for the Hen*.
corners who, by their very, position,
about the great moving picture stars in Photoplay Magazine,
"So it was, but I had hard work to get
Gather up all weeds, grass, leave*, chicken or fowl used; an old one may become "sentinels."
You can get the most beautiful colored pictures ever pubbe
stewed
this
way
for
three
hours.
it away from the lawyers."—Life.
and waste hay or straw and keep It
Maryland Chicken. — Dress, clean
lished, and most thrilling stories ever written, before they
on hand for the scratching shed. In
appear on the screens, every month.
•
Affected the Hair.
winter- when the fowl* have pretty »nd cut up a chicken; sprinkle with
Billiard Tablet Rest on Rock.
The fair creature's bead looked like well worn out their litter, a carload salt and pepper; dip In flour, egg and Billiard tables, supported on solid
You
can learn all about the wonderful opportunities for
• haystack. Each separate hair stood of this trash will keep them busy for -rumba; place in well greased drlp- rock are' among the novel features of
earning fame and fortune by writing photoplays.
««t. "What's the matter, dear? Your several day*. The weed seed and the nlng pan and bake In hot oven, basting a 36-room concrete residence located
You can make your visits to the movies doubly enjoyable.
hair is standing on end." I put It up few Insect* It contains give them a with one-third cupful melted butter. on one of the islands of tbe San Juan
Arrange on platter and pour over two archipelago in Puget sound. Bach tain curl papers last night, and the new incentive to dig.
' upfuls cream saucenewspaper I used was filled with horll* rests on a massive concrete bs*&
Creamed Chicken. — One and one- which extends through an opening In
rible crimes."
Litter In Hen House.
TBE NATIONAL MOVIE PUBLICATION
half cupfuls cooked cold chicken cat the floor and has Its.footing on bedHare from eight Inches to a foot of
At yoor Newsdealer*
If Cant* a Copy
'n dice, one cupful white sauce, one» rock, and I* therefore a* wild and a*
But He Think* H* I*.
leave* or straw on the chicken house
Oet
a
copy
today.
-1/ you have never read It there's a great treat la store for you.
To make ture of getting your copy every month, Had tl.50fere jeer'ssebecription.
The man who calls his wife Xan- Boor, and keep whole grain In this Mghth teaspoonful celery salt. Heaii free from vibration a* If It were a
■MO»n dlee in sauce to whlcb cel- part of the island itself.—Popular MePHOTOPLAY PUBUSBIN6 CO.
Dept. S7
CHICAGO, ILL.
tlppe Isn't necessarily a Socrates.— Utter.
ery salt has been added.
Botton Transcrlnt
chanics.
mmmmmmm^«Bmusamsasm«aassetsaaeeeeeeeeeammaeeeeeeemamMmmammmmmmmem
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HUB-MARK
RUBBERS

A HURRY CALL

Development of the Telephone
CHAPEL, Feb. 8
7.30 P. M.

THE YOUNG WOMAN'S CLUB

Old Linen * Cotton

FOR SALE BY

JOHN T. GRADY, North Brookfield.

RED GROSS WORK

FULLAM

CHARLES S. LANE,
Furnishing Undertaker

SP1RELLA

FINDS SI00

Carriages. Stanhopes, Concords

DANIEL FOSTER,

House.Painting, all Branches

RED FRONT STORE

Funeral Director

■saa fe ^uihiizrs«^i-v.

Scientific JUncrkatt

iI

BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFlELD

REPORT $50,000
FOR IDLE MEN

BMME FOR SALEM FIRE
INSURANCE HI;AD PUT8 IT
OWNERS OF BUILDING
And

For Work' on the Metropolitan
Parks and Boulevards

ON

Insurera of Factory
Where
Conflagration Started.

TIMES

FIVE ZEPPELINS GERMAN DYNAMITES A CANADIAN BRIDGE
SUFFS AND DRYS
IN LONDON RAID BRITISH PORTS IN DANGER DF SOBMABINES WIN IN ARKANSAS
DOVER GUNS OPEN ON SUPPOSED ZEPPELINS House Passes Statewide Bill
Ports Drive Off German Air

Boston—Joseph P. Gray, president
Fleet
and Senate Favors Suffrage
of the Boston Manufacturers Mutuar
Extension of German Activities to Irish Sea
Gm«
Fire Insurance Company, in his reYEAR MORE FOR BACHELORS port at the sixty-fourth annual, meet- BRITISH CAPITAL ALARMED
Raider* Haye
ing of the members of the company,
WOMEN WIN IN NEW JERSEY
placed the blame for the Salem conflagration upon the owners of the Sudden Police Order Causes All
Committee
Report* Adversely •
building in which the Are started and
Blinds to Be Pulled Down and
UNDERSEA CRAFT CONTINUE TO MENACi UtCHAJfT SUPS It Nominates Violation a Felony, and
Taxing Them $6—Single
Tax
the Insurance companies which inLeague
Before
Taxation
Light* Put Out—Submarine*
Provides Term* of Not Leu Than
-:»:—,_
sured It He said that the building
Committee.
In Channel.
On* Year In the State
waa considered so dangerous that the
Vanceboro, Me.—Aa ■**iu«—fal a* . L—id*».—Tbe exploit of a German
Penitentiary.
conditions had been called to the attempt to Mow ap the latar»'-.<*al! ■■•■irtae la afaktac British (learners
Boston—The
House
ways and tention of the companies holding the
London—The batteries protesting
rallrort
bride
•»*
la*
«.
Crata*
«*"*
—
—
«■**««*
*
the
Little
Rock,
Ark.—While the prohirisks,
so
he
heard,
without
results."
means committee has reported a reDover opened fire Monday on what is
two steamers
"The fire loss for the year," said thought to have been another Ger- River at tale point, ISM eristttag aytas the British las, the Tokomaru bitionists won a victory In the House
solve providing $50,000 for work for
of Representative* by a vote of 74 to
the unemployed on metropolitan Mr. Gray, "was the largest in the his- man raid, but whether by Zeppelins Canada** principal gMTJ owtlet la bar aad the Icaria, were torpedoes.
22 the suffragists were equally sucparks, boulevards and state reserva- tory of the company, due to one or submarines or both ha* not been winter seaports V ta* But. wa* a
"Off Havre," are the only words In cessful in the State Senate.
tions. The committee still has an- large loss which occurred in June, ascertained. An early report from
the statement announcing the disasearly
la
the
corning
by
a
man
who
The Newberry etatewide prohibition
other resolve appropriating $50,000 viz., the total destruction of the Dover said that five hostile airship*
ter that give any indication a* to
btH was paseed by the lower house,
to be expended under the direction of Naumkeag Steam Cotton Company's were observed over that town, while say* that i.e is a German army oazear, where the ships were rank.
prohibiting
the sale or giving away of
plant by an exposure Are, which or- a later report announced that they giving hi* name a* Werner Van Horn.
the state forester.
Tbe Tokomaru was bound from New liquor after June 1, thie year. It
The Senate adopted an order that iginated in a mill building over one had been dlriven off by the gunfire
He is now a prisoner he**, held un- Zealand to England, and her crew wa*
makes violation a felony, provides
the attorney-general be requested to mile distant and spread through the of the torts.
der order* of the Attorney-Genera! of rescued by the trawler Semper. The
take all reasonable steps to secure residential district of the city to the
Another Dover message declared the State of Maine, who I* awaiting cargo consisted in part of clothing and terms of not lea* than one year In th*
State penitentiary and forbids susfrom Congress an allowance for the mill. The building in which the Are that the fire had been directed at
orders from the Federal authorities a contribution of $7,500, New Zealand's pended sentences.
upkeep of the nautical training ship. originated was of such a dangerous German submarines.
gift to Belgian refugees.
The victory in the Senate was scorAs a consequence the war depart- before lie takes another move. Mean.
A bill allowing employes of public character, owing to Its construction,
TheJiew* was told- first In the ed on a resolution to refer a const*?
service corporations a right of appeal occupancy and lack of protection, ment instructed the London police to time the Canadian Government, acting following statement sent here 6y"\£he tutlonai amendment to popular vote.
to the supervising state authority in that It was unfit for Insurance in any make all preparations for an air raid. through the Canadian Pacific Railway, French Ministry of Marine
Twenty-three Senators voted for the
The city was soon in darkness and
case of any unsatisfactory working company. It is stated that the condi"The Tokomaru was sunk by a
measure, twelve voted against it.
has begun proceedings in the hope of
conditions, was presented to the Judi- tions in this building had been everywhere the news spread that a
pedo from a German submarine. The
It is believed that the House will
ciary committee. It was favored by brought to the attention of the in- Zeppelin fleet was on its way to the securing the extradition of the pris- English vessel Icarla also was tor- defeat the suffrage amendment. The
oner.
„*
Henry Sterling and other labor men surance companies Insuring game, metropolis.
pedoed In the same locality."
Senate is thought certain to pass theTelephone calls to Harwich, Cramand opposed 'by representatives of the with no results. The owners of the
The prisoner, a powerfully built
"In the Irish Sea the English steam- prohibition bill, as several previous
building, primarily, and the insur- er, Southend, Kingslynn, Yarmouth,
corporations.
ers
Linda
Blanche
and
Ben
Cruachen
man,
6
feet
2
inches
tall,
weightest* have shown a good majority for
ance companies insuring It, secon- and other points elicited the reply
were torpedoed.
Bachelors have at least another
darily, are responsible for the con- that no air raiders had been seen. ing about 190 pounds, la undeniably
year ahead of them In which they
"Hitherto the Germans, before atflagration which took place.
The The report of submarine* at Dover German and gives every appearance
WOMEN GET~ALL VOTES,
will not be taxed for being single.
tacking a merchant vessel, always alNaumkeag Steam Cotton Company seemed to explain the
gunflring of having had military training. Ac- lowed the crew sufficient time to emThe committee on taxation had down
was supposed to have ample pro- there, but the official press bureau
cording to the authorities he makes bark In the ship'* boats. That cus- Jersey House Stand* 58 to 0 on Suffor a hearing the familiar bill of Mrs.
tection against any fire which might issued no statement.
frage Amendment.
Charlotte Smith to provide for an anno attempt to conceal the fact that at tom has now been abandoned, as was
occur, whether it started inside or
Trenton, N. J.—The proposition
The extended precautions taken in
nual tax of $5 upon each bachelor, outside the plant. Unfortunately, a
midnight he placed a large charge, of shown by the bombardment of this of whether women should vote in New*
the proceeds to go to deserving spin- portion of the fire apparatus broke London indicated the fact that virAdmiral Ganteaume, which wa» filled
tually all special constables, under nitroglycerine near the Canadian end with Belgian women and children re- Jersey will be submitted to tihe people
sters. No one appeared either in be- down at a critical moment.
This,
of the state next September Is now
half of the bill or against it, and combined with lack of assistance the regulations, were required to re- of the bridge, therefore in British ter- fugees."
the committee promptly voted to re- from the public fire departments,, re- port at the various stations, even ritory, and exploded it in tbe hope of
The Tokomaru was a vessel of 8,913 practically an assured thing, as thethose attending the theatres, where, cutting off the long procession of grain tone. She sailed from New South House of Assembly paesed the Peaport adversely on it.
suited in tie total destruction of the in some cases, the audiences were
cock resolution providlng'for tbe subtrains, general food trains, troop trams Wales on October 29.
The taxation committee held a plant.
This is the only insance In greatly depleted.
and horse trains forwarded from northhearing on the bill of the Massachu- the hieory of the company of a memThe French steamer Admiral Gan- mission to the people of the proposed!
At several of the railway stations ern and eastern Canada to St. John, N. teaume, to which reference Is made amendment to"the constitution providsetts Single Tax League to provide ber's plant being destroyed, or even ining for equal suffrage. There, is no>
that the tax on savings banks de- jured, to any extent by fire from the the lights were put out, and trains B., for shipment to the British armies in ..the statement of the Minister of
passing over bridges did so in dark- abroad. He proudly exhibits a Ger- Marine, was sunk while on her way doubt but that the Senate will pas*
posits he reduced from one-half of 1 outside.
With the exception of the ness.
the
resolution.
(
man flag which was wrapped around from Calais to Havre with a throng
per cent to one-tenth of 1 per cent. one loss noted above, tbeloBg ratio
The lid was off so far as speaking
Farts of the city of London waited his left arm when he was captured.
of Belgian refugees, of whom forty lost
Henry W. Mansfield, representing of the company has been one of the
for more than two* hours with blinds
Van Horn came from New York city their lives. The British Admiralty lat- was concerned, and the member* of
the Massachusetts Retail Grocers' smallest In its history."
drawn, but nothing happened.
In- arriving here and putting up at a ho- er announced that the ship was sunk the House were permitted to speak;
Association and allied associations;
to their hearts' content. The vote
quiries elicited from the police that tel. The same night, by appointment, by a German submarine.
Alton E. Brlggs, executive secretary
URGE STATE BE PREPARED.
stood 58 to 0. Anderson, of Middleorders to prepare for an air raid had he met a man unknown to him perof the Boston Fruit and Produce ExThe toll taken by the German sub- sex, at first voted against the resoluchange, and Dr. Alexander Burr ot Guild, Meyer, Coolldge and Gen. Dar- been issued by the war office, but sonally at the east end of the bridge. marine tr-21 in Us raid in the Iriih tion, but changed his mind and made;
whether air craft really had been This man gave him a satchel contain- Sea, in the vicinity of Liverpool stands
the Boston board of health appeared
ling Ask Military Investigation.
the vote unanimous.
sighted, or as a rehearsal, it was im- ing dynamite. Van Horn suspended at three ships—the steamer Ben
before the committee on public
the
satchel
from
the
Inside
of
a
possible
to
ascertain.
Cruachen,
Linda
Blanche
and
Kilcoan,
health to advocate the passage of two
Boston—Former GOT. Curtis Guild
150 LABOR LEADERS 7N6 ICTED.
The German submarine attacks on post of the 'bridge, and about 1:30 the latter a small steamer of 466 tons.
petitions for legislation to provide and former, Secretary of the Navy
British merchant ships continue to o'clock a. m., discharged the explosive. The crew of the Kllcoan wa* landed
as follows:
George von L. Meyer set forth at
This done, Van Horn planned to go* on the Isle of Man by the coasting Wholesale Arrests in Colorado on
That containers of cold storge eggs" some length before the .committee be the paramount topic of discussion,
Charge* Growing Out of Strike.
be marked "Cold Storage Biggs" in on military affaire why they believed and predictions are made that food to Lambert Lake, whence he intended steamer Gladys.
Den*er.—With 160 secret indictletters one inch in height unless un- the state should make an inquiry into prices, which are already soaring, to drive about thirty miles to PrinceThe Irish Sea raider easily made ment* returned at Walsenburg, wholeton. The night was intensely cold and
condensed gothic type is used in Its military preparedness. J. Randolph will go still higher if many more
he suffered so much that he was un- her escape, and shipping interests, sale arrests of labor leaders hare been)
marking. In which case letters one- Coolldge, Jr.. chairman of the com- raid* are accomplished. The shipconfident that she has returned to renewed by Sheriff Jeff Far, aa the reping of the west coast is still some- able to carry out this purpose and her base, ordered a resumption of sult of a special Grand Jury investihalf inch high will be permissible.
mittee on military preparedness of what upset, the Dublin Steam Packet so he returned to the hotel.
normal traffic.
That the law requiring license for the Boston Chamber of Commerce,
gation into riots and pitched battle*
A few hours later In his room at
Company announcing the temporary
manufacture of chopped meats or also favored the plan.
Great Britain is keenly alarmed as during the coal strike.
the hotel Van Horn quietly submitted
abandonment
of
all
Bailings
with
BelAmong the men arrested are Eli M.
sausages shall not apply to retail
A slight difference of opinion deto arrest, but immediately proclaimed to the safety of her shipping in waters
Gross, vice-president of the State ladealers who manufacture the same veloped at the hearing between Mai. fast, Liverpool and Glasgow. One himself an officer of the German army, supposed to be safe.
other Dublin company also has susbor organization; William T. Hickey,
for retail trade.
Sherburne and Mr. Meyer, who said
and set up the claim that be had comsecretary-treasurer; Charles Haiaee,
There was no opposition to either that an efficient fleet could prevent pended its sailings, but the other mitted an act of war and, having ued
AUSTRIAN DISASTER.
schedule*
are
being
maintained
a*
secretary of the United Mine Workers
hill.
a hostile country from landing troops usual.
to a neutral country, could not be
at Walseaburg, and nine others. Ten>
in any considerable number on the
The chief solace which Great Brit- legally surrendered to In enemy of the
Geneva.—An overwhelming disaster of the men are in th* Walsenburg
FINDS MINIMUM WAGE ACCEPT- shore* of this nation.
MaJ. Sher- ain finds in the German submarine Fatherland.
to
an
Austrian
army
in
Western
GallJail, declared by investigators to be
ED BY EMPLOYERS.
burne, speaking later, said that the attacks Is that the craft thus used
The Canadian authorities took a cla i* reported from Cracow to "The
one of the worst prisons In the counenact Hues of this, country were so cannot take part in the regular naval different view of the matter and at Tribune" of Geneva. It states that try.
Prof. Holcomb Tells Reform
Club extended, that with the fleet in Hamponce started proceedings to obtain the the Austrian* were lured into a trap
operations.
This sudden activity, coming two
They Only Fear Rival Paying Le«s.
ton roads, for instance, a hostile powOut of the confused fighting in the extradition. of the prisoner on a south of Tarnow, 60 miles east of Cra-. months after the strike was called off
er might be able to seize an unforti- Carpathians, which continue to dom- charge of destruction of railroad prop- cow, and lost 12,000 men in killed, and nearly a year since the riots, Is>
Boston—Prof. Arthur M. Hoicombe fied port like Gloucester, and land
erty.- ;.
wounded and prisoners. Ignorant ot branded by John McLennan, presiof Harvard University, member of 100,000 troops. This ^accomplished, inate the military situation," cOmeg
The bridge which Van Horn- sought
the Massachusetts minimum wage Mai. Sherburne declared that the nothing in the way of a decisive con- to destroy was hot greatly damaged. the actual numbers of the Russians dent of the United Mine Worker*, asdefending
Tarnow, the Austrian com- a raid on organized labor.
flict,
and
perhaps
the
most
significant
commission, gave a talk on the mlnl- capture of Boston, and other promiWithin a few hours cars were shunted
The lndiotmeats cover charge* of
. mum wage before the Massachusetts nent points in New England would be news from the eastern theatre is the across one at a time, the passengers mander decided to launch a general
attack. Employing an old form- ot murder, arson, assault and rioting and
Reform club at it* monthly meeting. Inevitable, as under our present sys- theory enunciated from Petrograd walking over on the ice.
strategy the Russians quickly with- are based on occurrences in the three
"Hie difference between an I. W. W. tem of defence, no force could be that Field Marshall von Hindenburg
days' battle at the McNalty mine last
agitator and the commission," said mustered strong enough to hold the is planning another general onslaught STRIKES TERROR TO ENGLAND. drew their skirmish lines until the
Austrian infantry divisions were with- April, when a coal company employe
on the Russian lines west of Warsaw.
he, "is that the agitator can start with Invaders In check.
in range-ot batteries posted and con- and Major P. P. Lester of the ColorArtillery duels almost exclusively
any Industry, while the commission
London.—England is suffering from
have been the measure of the recent a case of nerve* as a result ot the re- cealed. Suddenly the Austrians' col- ado National Guard were killed.
can attempt to establish a minimum WEDS PAIR, BUT HITS RAXE
fighting in France and Belgium. The cent submarine and Zeppelin raids. umns were devastated by shrapnel
wage only in an industry in which
UNION.
HORSE8 SCARCE IN CANADA.
German official statement dismisses Dover has had its turn. The sudden which came from three direction*. As
an official examination shows that the
they fled from a field covered with
wages are too low. The proceedings Rev. Charle* Borum, White Clergy- the western theatre with the terse roar of a gun In one of the harbor bat- their dead and wounded, they were Prfcea Will Be High for Year* toannouncement "nothing to report." teries and the simultaneous flashes
Include measures for bringing the
Come, I* Predict!
man Wed* Colored Woman.
The French record only one Infantry of searchlights drew a crowd to the ridden down by Cossack*. A general
parties together without the menace
Ottawa.—High prices In [Canada for
movement of the Russian infantry
attack, to the - southwest of Yprea,
of a strike, and when they come toBoston.—The Rev. Charles Borum, where they say a German attempt to seafront, all convinced that a Ger- completed the rout.
horses
are
predicted for years to come,
'
man submarine raid was at hand.
gether they do not menace each other white, and Elizabeth Lawson, colored,
the scarcity Just now Is so great. More
advance was stopped.
The facts are that a steamship tried
but amicably strive to reach a scien- are on their honeymoon following
than 30,000 horse* hare beenNghipped
The London newspapers are point- to enter harbor without complying
*WK»wli»ii»iuniii!iiiiiiitllimiiimiiiNiiimii[iimiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiii™
tific statement of the facts in the in- their marriage In the living room of
over to. Europe since the outbr)
of
ing out the growing unrest in Jabor with the harbor regulations, drawing
dustry." The speaker proceeded to a frame bouse at No. 1 East Lenox
the war*, and the Department
Icircles and there is a belief In some the attention of the gunners. The
PITH
OF
THE
Illustrate the work of the commission street, where the "First Pentecostal
culture estimates that there are n<
quarters that this may necessitate vessel wa* not damaged.
by describing it* investigation of the Church in Boston" has Its services.
more than 16,000 horses suitable for
action by the government
Fifty
WAR NEW8 I military
The recent destructive raids by GerThe Rev. Charles W. Tilhnan, the
brush Industry, In which it bad been
purposes left.
thousand miner* In West Yorkshire,
imiiiiiuiiniiiiuimiiimii™iiNiiimi!iiliiiiiiniin!iimiiiiiiiii!!iimiiu
found that two-thirds of the women colored pastor of the congregation. whose agreement with their employ- man submarines In tbe Irish Sea, folThe British War Office has purchaslowing bold and extensive operations The official French report states that ed 7,000 horses, the Canadian Govern,
did not receive ?C a week, and in who performed the ceremony, quoted
e
In the North Sea, the Channel and off*
which a wage of $7.76 was recom- Deuteronomy. Leviticus and Numbers,- ^TZ^
^^^Jf^t
the Germane were repulsed with ment has already bought 7,000 and is
tng six pence (12
cents) extra in the north coast of Ireland, has conciting Jehovah's displeasure wlth'tft'e
heavy loss** to them In attacks be- now purchasing 10,000 more. France
mended and accepted.
wage*, on the threat of a strike. The vinced the British that -no water*, no
tween La Bane* and Bethune,
"Apart from the effect of the war," Hebrews when they intermarried with Welsh miner* also want increased
and Italy have horse buyers over here
port
even,
Is
quite
safe
from
GerDriving bard at Warsaw again, MM whole eagerness to corner all suitable
he said, "It cannot be " shown that "other nation* roundabout," And he pay and better working conditions;
many's
submersible
destroyer*.
Lloyd's
ended
by
saying:
force* of Marshal von Hindenburg horses Is sending prices sky high.
the industries affected have been inwhile the railway men contend that insurance on coastwise traffic Jumped
"This marriage is the 127th that t
•re eiowly closing In upon the Polish
jured by the minimum wage, while
their wages are not in keeping with at a bound from 5 to 15 per cent, if
capital. The fighting ha* reached TO TRY FIFTYrCASES AT A TIME.
several hundreds of girls have been have performed, and It weighs on me the Increased cost of living.
Is reported tbat a German submarine
It* fiercest along the whole line.
helped by it The minimum wage more heavily than all the other* towas observed In the Irish Sea eighteen Great activity on the part of German 1,100 Men In Kentucky Charged with
means to these girls all the differ- gether."
Election Fraud*.
Bride and bridegroom moved about CRIME TO DRAG U. 8. INTO WAR. miles from Liverpool.
aviator* I* reported all along the
ence between a miserable existence
The present campaign against BritPlkeville, Ky.—Circuit Judge Robwestern front, with Dunkirk the •peand decent American living condi- among the people, at least a third of
ish
merchant
vessels
appear*
to
be
Minneapolis—That any idea of inertson, who will try the cases of the
dal object of their raids. tions. Employers as a class want to whom were white, talking In high,
Asked his volving the United States in the pre*- centred at two points, one In the vlcin- Fear* of German submarine* having 1,100 men charged here with having
pay the going rate if assured that almost hysterical tone*.
,lty
of
Liverpool,
to
which
a
great
part
religion,
the
bridegroom
shouted
out:
violated the State election laws, anent
European
war
would
be
"quite
somewhat
subsided,
steamer*
plying
their competitors will pay it. The emcriminal and every well-wisher of thi* ot the shipping of ports on the Chanbetween Liverpool and Belfast re- nounced that he would endeavor to
ployers who want to grind down ■Tm an "American."
sumed service.
dispose of fifty cases at a time and set
country should" be entirely foreign nel and North Sea has been transtheir employees are In a minority.
If the public has to l*y for the min- HITS REAL E8TATE PROMOTERS. to that idea," 1* the assertion mad* ferred to make room for the transpor- Italy notified all her reservist* in Great that many for hearing!
tation
of
troops
to
the
Continent,
and
Plkeville is crowded with men who
by Dr. Bernard Dernburg, formerly
Britain to hold themselves ready to
imum wags it is Its duty to pay.,. Up
Join the colors at a moment'* notice. are under indictment.
o the present we have no Inter- Auerbach Ask* that no Land Be Sold colonial secretary of the German em- one off Havre.
by way of Giving Premiums.
It I* estimated that 1,000,000 horses
pire, who wa* guest of honor at a
fered with the employer who wants
KOLBERG NOT SUNK.
are engaged In the war, and that LOUISVILLE AIDS UNEMPLOYED.
to beat down the girl who need*
Boston.—Real estate promoter* and banquet given by the Germanic sothe average life of the, cavalry horse
work, but in my judgment it is conductors of large land sales, rep- ciety of Minnesota.
German* Now Say Btjtlah Lost Three
I* seven day*, and of the artillery Backed by Private Citizen, Municipaltime we did."..
resented by D, B. Cornell opposed
Destroyers.
ity Provide* Work.
' horse thirty day*.
Juntas T. Auerbach'* bill making It
CANADA WILL PAY *15,000
"Washington.—The
report
that
the
Louisville, Ky, — Every man who
London had another Zeppelin night
Order* 200,000 Pair* of Rubber Boot* a misdemeanor to sell real estate by
German .cruiser Kolberg wa* sunk In
•oars, the police preparing for at- reports at the City Hall .will be given
Maiden.—An order for 200,000 pairs making false statements or offering
Washington—Under an agreement the North Sea engagement in which
tack until reports that five airships work on the streets. Under a guarof rubber boot* for the British army premiums for the-- purchase of the the Canadian government will settle* the Bluecher was lost -to-denied offiwere speeding toward th* city ware antee front Col, Marlon F, Taylor, a,
has been received by the United same, before the Joint Committee on claim* growing out of the recent cially in a report of the German Adwealthy distiller^ the city will be reproved to be fat**.
States Rubber Company and the work Judiciary. Mr. Auerbach claimed that shooting of two American duck hunt- miralty, made public by the German
has been turned over to the shop* in the bill was not intended to hurt the ers by Canadian militiamen, by paying Embassy here. The statement also The Russians occupied Plllkallen, imbursed in any sum up to $20,000.
E**t Prussia, after a per*l*t*nt shell- that may be expended In affording
Maiden and Melrose. The shops are regularly licensed auctioneer, but that 110,000 to the parent* ot
Walter; repeats the assertion that the British
ing.. The garrison suffered heavily these Idle men immediate employment.
running full time and the bootmakers large sales of land are frequently Smith who was killed, and $5000 to lost a battle cruiser and three da
before retiring. Of the population Th!* to one of the first steps taken to
are working 10 hours a day.
The made by virtually gift enterprise*, Charles Dorsch, who was wounded, •troyer* in the battle. The Britisl
of 6,000,, only SOD yeomen and chil- relieve an unprecedented situation in
company baa advertised for more and that this land Is usually covered in addition to all legal expense*.
persist In denying thi* statement.
Louisville.
dren
and aged p*r*on»Temalned.
help.
by a large blanket mortgage.

The Gall of the
Cumberlands
By Charles Neville Buck
With Illustrations
from Photographs of Scenes
in the Play
(Copjright, igl], bj W. I. W»M & CoJ
SYNOPSIS.
On Misery creek, at the foot of a rock
from which" he has fallen, Sally Miller
flnds George Lescott, a landscape painter, unconscious, and after reviving him.
goes for assistance. Samson South and
Bally, taking Lescott to Samson's home.
are met by Splcer South, head of the
family, who tells them that Jesse Purvy
has .been shot
CHAPTER II—Continued.

"I hain't a-wantin' ter suspicion ye,
Samson, but I know how ye feels
about yore pap. I heered thet Bud
..Splcer come by hyar ylstiddy plumb
tall of liquor an' 'lowed he'd seen
Jesse an' Jim Asberry a-talkin' tergether Jest afore yore pap was kilt."
He broke off abruptly, then added:
"Ye went away from hyar last night,
an' didn't git in twell atter sunup—I
just heered the news, an' come ter
look fer ye."
"Mr you-all lowln' thet I shot them
shoote from th« laurel ?" Inquired Samaon, quietly.
"Ef we-all hain't 'lowln' hit, Sam#on, we're plumb shore thet Jesse
i»urvy's folks will 'low hit They're
jest a-holdin' yore life like a hostage
fer Purvy's, anyhow. Ef he dies they'll
1try ter git ye."
The boy flashed a challenge about
the group, which was now drawing
rein at Splcer South's yard fence. His
«yes were sullen, but he made no anawer.
One of the men who bad listened In
•alienee now spoke:
"In the fust place, Samson, we hain't
■a-sayln' ye done hit. In the nex* place,
-ef ye did do hit we hain't a-blamin'
•ire—much. But I reckon them dawga
■don't lie, an', ef they trails In hyar
lyel! need us. Thet's why we've done
■come."
~
The boy slipped down from his mule
and helped Lescott to dismount He
deliberately unloaded the saddlebags
*nd kit and laid them on the top step
■of the stile, and, while he held his
jeace, neither denying nor affirming,
lii* kinsmen sat their horses and
waited.
Even to Lescott it was palpable that
•cms of them believed the young heir
to clan leadership responsible for the
•hooting of Jesse Purvy, and that
others believed him Innocent, yet none
the less in danger of the enemy's vengeance. But, regardless of divided
■opinion, all were alike ready to stand
sat bis back and all alike awaited his
final utterance.
' Then, in the thickening gloom, Sam«on turned at the foot of tbe stile
»nd faced the gathering. He stood
rigid, and hi* eyes flashed with deep
Session. His hands, hanging at the
•earns of bis Jeans breeches, clinched,
and his voice came in a slow utter•noe through which throbbed the tensity of a soul-absorbing bitterness.
"1 knowed all 'bout Jesse Purvy's
bein' shot. . . . When my pap lay
avdyin' over thar at his house 1 was
at attle shaver ten years old .
-Jesse Purvy hired somebody ter kill
fctm . . . an' I promised my pap
■that I'd find out who thet man was,
am" thet I'd git "em both—some day.
*3o help me, God Almighty, I'm a-goln'
<er git 'em both—some day I" The
boy paused and lifted one hand a*
though taking an oath.
"I'm a-tellin' you-all the truth . .
But * didn't shoot them shoots this
mornln', SI hain't no truce buster. I
•Tive* ye my hand on hit. . . ." Bf
them dawgs come hyar they'll find me
fcyar, an' ef they hain't liars they'll
*o right by hyar. I don't 'low ter run
•way, an' I don't Tow ter hide out I'm
ja-goln' ter gtay right hyar. That'* all
p"ve got ter say ter ye."
For a moment there was no reply.
jThen the older man nodded with a
jgesture of relieved anxiety.
"Thef * all we wants ter know, 8amj»on," he said, *lowly. "Light men an'
come in."
CHAPTER III.

In day* when the Indian held the
Dark and Bloody Ground* a pioneer,
felling oak and poplar log* for the
home he meant to establish on the
banks of a purling watercourse, let his
tat allp, and the cutting edge gashed
Ills ankle. Since to the discovered belong* the christening, that watercourse
ibecame Crlppleshin, and so it la today
got down on atlas pages. A few mile*
away, a* the crow file*, but many
.weary leagues aa a man must travel,
a brother settler, racked with rheumatism, gave to his creek the name of
Misery. The two pioneer* had come
together from Virginia, as their ancestor* had come before them from Scotland, Together they had found one
of the two gaps through the mountain
wall, which for more than a hundred
miles ha* no other passable rift Together, and as comrades, they had
made their home* and founded their
"race. What original grievance had
Sprung up between the* descendant*
none of the present generation knew—
perhaps It wa* a farm line or disputed
titl* to a pig. The primary incident
wa* lost in the limbo of the past; but
far fifty yean, with occasional Inter-

val* of truce, live* had been muffed
out In the fiercely burning hate of
these men whose ancestors had bean
comrades.
Old Splcer South and his nephew
Samson were the direct lineal descendants of the namer of Misery. Their
kinsmen dwelt about them: the Souths,
the Jaspers, the Splcer*. the Wiley*,
the Millers and McCagers. Other families, related only by marriage and
close association, were, .in feud alignment none the less "South*." And
over beyond the ridge, where the
■prings and brook* flowed the other
way to feed Crlppleshin, dwelt the
Hollmans, the Purvises, the Asberrie*.
the Holllses and the Daltons—men
equally strong in their vindictive
fealty to the code of the vendetta.
' By mountain standard* old Splcer
South was ri,ch. Hi* lands had been
claimed when tracts could be had for
the taking, and, though he had to make
his cross mark when there was a contract to be signed, his instinctive mind
was shrewd and far seeing. The tinkle
of his'cowbells was beard for a long
distance along the creek bottoms. His
hillside field* were tbe richest and his
coves the most fertile in that country.
Some day, when a railroad should burrow through his section,' bringing tbe
development of coal and timber at the
head of the rails, a sleeping fortune
would yawn and awake to enrich him.
There were black outcroppings along
the cliffs, which he knew ran deep In
veins of bituminous wealth. But to
that time he looked with foreboding,
for he had been raised to the standards of his forefathers and saw in the
coming of a new regime a curtailment
of personal liberty. For new-fangled
ideas he held only the aversion of
deep-rooted prejudice. He hoped that
he might live out bis days and pass
before the foreigner held his land and
the law became a power stronger than
the individual or the clan. The law
was his ener-y, because it said to him,
"Thou shalt not" when he sought to
take the yellow corn which bruising
labor had coaxed from scattered rockstrewn fields to his own mash vat and
■till. It meant, also, a tyrannous
power usually seized and Administered
by enemies, which undertook to forbid
the personal settlement of personal
quarrels. But his eyes, which could
not read print could read the signs
of the times. He foresaw the Inevitable coming of that day. Already he
he had given up the worm and mash
vat, and no longer sought to make or
sell Illicit liquor. That was a concession to tbe federal power, which could
no longer be successfully fought. State
power wa* still largely a weapon In
factional hand*, and in his country
the Hollmans were the office holder*.
To the Hollmans he could make no
concessions. In Samson, born to be
the fighting man, reared to be the
fighting man, equipped by nature with
deep hatreds and tigerish courage,
there had cropped out from time to
time the restless spirit of the philosopher and a hunger for knowledge.
That was a matter In which the old
man found hi* bitterest and most secret apprehension.
It was at this house that George
Lescott distinguished landscape painter of New York and the world at large,
arrived in the twilight
Whatever enemy might have to be
met tomorrow, old Splcer South recognized as a more Immediate call
upon his attention the wounded guest
of today. One of the kinsmen proved
to have a rude working knowledge of
hone setting, and before the half hour
had passed Leseott's wrist was in a
splint and hie Injuries as well tended
as possible, which proved to be quite
well enough.
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laxed vigilance. He stood there pos possibility of sleep.
Samson, tout
sibly thirty seconds, then a sharp fu- seemed wakeful, and la the Isolation
jsillsde of clear reports barked out and of the dark room the two men fell into
was shattered by the hills into a long conversation, which almost lasted out
reverberation. With a hand clasped the night. Samson went into the conto his chest, Purvy turned, walked to fessional. This was the first human
being he had ever met to whom ha
the middle of the floor, and fell.
Tbe henchmen" rushed to the open could unburden his soul.
The thirst to taste what knowledge "California Syrup of Figs" can't
sash. They leaped out and plunged
up the mountain, tempting the assas- lay beyond the hills; the unnamed
harm tender stomach,
sin'* fire, but the assassin was satis- wanderlust that had at times brought
liver and bowels.
fled. The mountain wa* again as him a restiveness so poignant as to
quiet as it had been at dawn. Inside, be agonizing; the undefined attuning
Every mother realizes, after giving
at tbe middle of tbe store, Jesse Purvy of his heart to the beauty of sky and her children "California Syrup of
shifted his head against bis daugh- hill; these matter* he had hitherto Figs" that this to their Ideal laxative,
ter's knee and said, a* one stating an kept locked In guilty silence.
because they love It* pleasant*taafn
In a cove or lowland pocket stretch- and It thoroughly cleanse* the tended
expected event:
ing into the mountain side, lay the little stomach, liver and bowel* with. "Weil, they've got me."
An ordinary mountaineer would small and meager farm of the Widow out griping.
have been carried home to die In the Miller. The Widow Miller was a*
When cross. Irritable, feverish, or
darkness of a dirty and wlndowlea* "South;" that Is to say, she fell, by breath 1* bad, stomach sour, look at
shack. The long-suffering star of Jesse
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
Purvy ordained otherwise. He might
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
go under or he might once more beat
laxative," and In a few hours all tog
his way back and out of the quickfoul, constipated waste, sour bile and
sands of death. At all events, he would
undigested food passe* out of the bowfight for life to the last gasp.
els, and you have a well, playful child
Twenty miles away in the core of
again. When its little system 1* full
the wilderness, removed from a railof cold, throat sore, ha* stomach-ache,
road by a score of semi-perpendicular
diarrhoea, Indigestion, colic—rememmiles, a fanatic had once decided to
ber, a good "inside cleaning" should
found a school.
always be the first treatment given.
Now a faculty of ten men taught
Millions of mothers keep "California
euch as cared to come such things as
Syrup of Fig*" handy; they know •
they cared to learn. Higher*up the
teaspoonful today save* a sick child
hillside stood a small, but model hostomorrow. Ask at the store for a 60pital, with a modern operating table
cent bottle of "California Syrup of
and a case of surgical Instruments,
■ Figs," which ha* direction* for babies,
which, it was said, the state could not
children of all ages and grown-up*
surpass.
printed on the bottle. Adv.
To this haven Jesse Purvy, the murder lord, was borne in a litter carried
Here's a Tangle.
on the shoulders of his dependents.
How easy It Is to mix up the averHere, as his steadfast guardian star
age business man wa* demonstrated
decreed, he found two prominent medthe other day when the son of a local
ical visitors, who hurried him to. the
merchant leaned against his father**
operating table. Later he was reknee and -Innocently asked;
moved to a white bed, with the June
"Daddy, 1* today tomorrpw?" .
sparkle in his eyes, pleasantly modu"No, my son, of course today lent
lated through drawn blinds, and the
tomorrow," answered the father,
June rustle and bird chorus In his
"But you said It was," continued the)
ears—and his own thoughts In his
•on.
brain.
"When did I ever say today wa* to. .Conscious, but In great pain, Purvy
morrow?"
* .
beckoned Jim Asberry and Aaron Hol"Yesterday," answered the son..
Iis, bis chief* of bodyguard, to hi* bed"Well, it wag; today wa* tomorrow
side and waved the: nurse back out of
yesterday, but today is today. Just as
hearing.
yesterday was today yesterday but to
"If I don't get well," he said feebly,
yesterday today, and tomorrow will be
"there's a Job for you two boys. I
today tomorrow, which makes today
"I
Couldnt
Live
Wlthouten
Ye,
Samreckon you know what It to?"
yesterday and tomorrow all at once.
son.
I
Jest
Couldn't
Do
Hit,"
They nodded, and Asberry whisNow run along and play," and the fathpered a name:
•
*
tie of marriage, under the protection er collapsed Into his chair with a I
"Samson South!"
i
of the clan head. She lived alone with ot relief.—Louisville Time*.
"Yes," Purvy spoke In a whisper; her fourteen-year-old son and her slxbut the old yindictlvenes* was not teen-year-old daughter. The daughter
Hard Work.
smothered. "You got the old man, I was Sally.
A. J. Drexel, who to a volunteer is
reckon you can manage.the cub. If
The sun rose on the morning after the automobile service of the British
ypu don't he'll get you both one day," Lescott arrived, the mists lifted, and army, wrote In a recent letter to PhilThe two henchmen scowled.
the cabin of the Widow Miller stood adelphia:
"I'll git him tomonrer," growled As- revealed. A' tousle-headed boy made
"As Kitchener said, or didn't say, to
berry. "Thar hain't no sort of use his way to the barn to feed the cattle, Cobb, our trenches stretch like a gray
In a-waitln'."
and a red patch of color, a* bright snake from Switzerland to the sea.
"No!" For an instant Purvy's voice and tuneful as a Kentucky cardinal, And what hard work our young aok
rose out of its weakness to Its old appeared at the door between tbe diers have, let me tell you, digging
staccato tone of command, a tone morning-glory vines. The red patch these trenches!
which brought obedience. "It I get of color was Sally.
"I saw a young soldier in a halt,
well I have other plans. Never mind
She made her way, carrying a finished trench lay down hi* shovel
what they are. That's my business. bucket to the spring, where she knell the other day and light bis pipe.
If I dont die, leave him alone, until down and gazed at her own image la
"'Here, what did you lay down that
I give other orders,
the water.
■hovel for?' the sergeant asked.
"If I get well and Samson South to
Before going home she set down her
" 'To cool it sir,' said the young Mikilled meanwhile I won't live long bucket by tbe stream, and, with a dler."
either. It would be my life for his. quick glance toward the house to make
Keep close to him. The minute you sure that she was not observed,
hear of my death—get him." He climbed through the brush and was
HAIR OR NO HAIR?
paused again, then supplemented, lost to view. She followed a path that
"You two will find something mighty her own feet had made, and after a
I* Certainly Up to Yeu and Girth
lnterestln' In my will."
oura. Trial Free.
steep course upward came upon a baldIt was afternoon when Purvy face of rock, which stood out storm
reached the hospital, and, at nightfall battered where a rift went through
Hot shampoo* with Cuticura Soap,
of the same day, there arrived at hia the backbone of the ridge. This point followed by light dressings of Oatsstore's entrance, on stumbling, hard- of vantage commanded thtt other val- cure Ointment rubbed Into the scalp
ridden mules, several men, followed ley. Down below, across the treetops, ekln tend to clear the scalp ot dan-!
by two tawny hound* whose long ears were a roof and a chimney from which druff, soothe Itching and irritation and
flapped over their lean Jaws, and a thread of smoke rose In an attenu- promote healthy hair-growing condiwhose eyes were listless and tired, but ated shaft. That was Sploer South'* tions. Nothing better, cleaner, purer.
whose black muzzles wrinkled and house and Samson's home. The girl
Sample each tree by mail with Book.
sniffed with that sensitive Instinct leaned against the gnarled bowl of the Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept 3rY,
which follow* the man scent. The ex- white oak and waved toward the root Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
sheriff's family were Instituting pro- and chimney. She cupped her hand*
It Puzzled Him.
ceeding* independent of the chief's or- and raised them to her lips like on*
Silas—I hear your son left that
ders. The next morning this party who means to shout across a great displunged Into the mountain tangle and tance, then she. whispered so low that small town and went to the city to
have a larger field for his effort*.
beat the cover with the bloodhounds only she herself could hear:
Hiram—Yes; and that's what gats
In leash.
"Hello, Samson South 1"
The two gentle-faced dog* picked
She stood for a space looking down, me. When Hank was home a twotheir way between the flowering rho- and forgot to laugh, while her eyes acre potato patch was too big a field
dodendron*, the glistening laurels, the grew religiously and softly deep, then, (or him,—Judge.
feathery pine sprouts and the moss- turning, she ran down the elope. She
covered rocks. They went gingerly bad performed her morning devotion*.
It lint Being -Done Now.
and alertly on ungainly, cushioned
"Jone Is so very romantic. She says
That day at the house of Spicer
feet. Just as their master* were de- South was an off day. The kinsmen ■he!* going right down on her knee*
spairing they came to a place directly who had stopped for the night stayed to beg her father to let her marry
over the store, where a branch had on through the morning. Nothing was Bobby."
been bent back and hitched to clear said of the possibility ot trouble. The
"What's she waiting for?"
the outlook and where a boot heel men talked crop* and tossed horse"For the styles to change."
had crushed the moss. There one of shoes In the yard; but no one went to
them raised his nose high into the work in the fields, and all remained
Dancing Men In Demand.
air, opened, his mouth, and let out a within easy call. Only young Tama"We never knew what to do with
long, fleetHchested bay of discovery.
•ack Spicer, a raw-boned nephew, wore grandpa before."
"And ffcwr •
a eullen face and made a great ihow
CHAPTER IV.
"He'll be a big help to us socially.
of cleaning hi* rifle and pistol.
Shortly
after
dinner
he
disappeared,
We're
having him taught all the uew
George Lescott had known hospitality of many brands and degrees. He and when the afternoon was well ad- steps."
had been the lionized celebrity In vanced Samson, too, with his rifle on
place* of fashion. He had been the his arm, strolled toward the stile.
WANTED
(TO BB CONTWUBD.) guest of equally famous brother artists
Butternut Meats, 10 to 50 poundsin the cities of two hemispheres, and,
How Sucker* Bite.
more or lei*. Will pay SO cents par
since sincere painting bad been his
One Sunday morning, on hi* way
pole star, ha had gone where his art'* to church, a deacon observed a boy pound. Address G.eo. A. Joslyn, Omaha,
wanderlust backoned. He had fol- industriously fishing. After the lad Neb.—Adv.
lowed the lure of transitory beauty had landed several, he approached and
Just Punishment.
to remote section* of tbe world. The said: "My son, don't you know it I*
Mrs. Hemmandbaw — This paper
present trip was only one of many very wrong to catch flih on the Sab
like it, which had brought him into bath day? Ana* besides. It Is very say* a woman burglar wa* Identified
touch with varying peoples and dis- cruel to aapale that poor, helpiess .by two missing teeth.
tinctive types of life. He told himself beetle upon that sharp hook." Said
Mr. Hemmanhaw—Serve* her right
that never-had he found men at once the boy: "Oh, say, mister, this to (or not keeping her mouth shut
so crude and so courteous as ttmae only an Imitation!
It ain't a real
hosts who, facing personal per"* had bug." "Bless me!" replied tbe dea
When Your Eyes Need Care
still time and willingness to regard his son. "Well, I thought It was a real LTse Marine Eye Medicine. No Smarting—Feel*
comfort
bug!" The boy, Uftlng a fine string of Floe—Acts Quickly. Try it for Bed, We**,
Eyes and Granulated Eyelids, Marine la,
The coming of the kinsmen, who fish out of the water, said: "So did *>re
Mjmpotmded by our Ocutleta—not a "Paten*
would stay until the present danger these auckers!"
tfedicln*"—but uaed In succeaeTul Pnyslclana*
Practice for many years. Now dedicated to
passed, had filled the house. Tbe f"ur
be Public and sold by Druggist*? at |0e par
beds In the cabin proper were full,
bottle. Marine Bye Salve In Aseptic Tube*,
Friend of the Farmer.
and 60c. Write for Book of tbe Ky* Free.,
and son)* slept on floor mattresses.
Dr. Marlon Dorset; bi-chemlat ot th* Ac
viurin* Eye Remedy Company, Chicago. AdT.i
Lescott, because a guest and wounded, federal bureau of animal industry, 1*
was given a small room aside; Sam- the scientist who first isolated th<
Many actions* like the Rhone, hare,
son, however, shared hi* quarters in germ responsible for that farm scourge
wo sources; one pure; tbe other im*<
order to perform any service that an cholera In tbe hog. That accomplished
mre.—Hare.
injured man might require. It bad he perfected a serum to combat it
been a full and unusual day for the protected hi* processes by patent* and
Worry kills more people than work,
painter, and its. Incidents crowded In then turned them over to the public" lecause more go up agatoat It
on him in retrospect and drove off the to bo used without aharga.

good policy to meet rather than combat his requirements. It was essential to bis purposes that the officer*
of the taw In hi* country should be In
sympathy with him. Sympathy soon
became abject subservience. When a
South had opposed'Jesse Purvy In the
primary a* oandldate. for high sheriff
he was* found one day lying on his
face with a bullet-riddled body. It
may have been a coincidence which
pointed to Jim Asberry, the Judge'*
nephew, as the assassin. At all events,
the judge's nephew was a poor boy,
and a charitable grand Jury declined
to indict him.
In the course of five years several
South adherents, who had crossed
Holman's path, became victim* of the
laurel ambuscade. The theory of coIncidence waB strained. Slowly the
rumor grew and persistently spread,
though no man would admit having
fathered it that before each of these
executions star-chamber conference*
had been held in the rooms above
Mlcah Hollman'a "Mammoth Department Store." It was said that these
exclusive sessions were attended by
Judge Hollman, Sheriff Purvy and certain other gentlemen selected by reason of their marksmanship. When
one of these victims fell John South
had Just returned from a law school
"down below," wearing "fotched-on"
clothing and thinking "fotched-on"
thoughts. He had amazed the community by demanding tbe right to assist in probing and prosecuting the
affair. He had then shocked the community into complete paralysis by requesting the grand Jury to Indict not
alone the alleged assassin, but also
his employers, whom be named as
Judge Hollman and Sheriff Purvy.
Then he, too, fell under a bolt from
the laurel.
That was the first public accusation
against the bland capitalist, and it carried Its own prompt warning against
repetition. The. Judge's high sheriff
and chief ally retired from office and
went abroad only with a bodyguard.
Jesse; Purvy bad built bis store at a
crossroad* 28 mile* from : the railroad. Like Hollman, he had won a
reputation tor open-handed charity,
was . ked—and hated. His friends
were legion. His enemies were so numerous that he apprehended violence
not ■ only from the Souths but also
from other* who nursed grudges in
no way related to the line of feud
cleavage. The Hollman-Purvy combination, had retained enough ot its old
power to escape the law's retribution
and to hold its dictatorship, but the
efforts of John South had not been
altogether bootless. He had ripped
away two masks, and their erstwhile
wearers could no longer bold their old
semblance of law-abiding philanthropists. Jesse Purvy's home was the
show place of the countryside. Commodious verandas looked out over
pleasant orchards, and in the same
lnclosure stood the two frame buildings of bis store—for he, too, combined merchandise with baronial
powers. But back of the place rose
the mountain side, on which Purvy
never looked without dread. Twice
its Impenetrable thickets had spat at
him. Twice he had recovered from

•

While Spicer South and hie cousins
had been sustaining themselves or
building up competences by tilling
their soil the leaders of the other faction were baaing larger fortune* on
the profits of merchandise and trade.
So, although Spicer South could neither read nor write, his chief enemy,
Mlcah Hollman, was to outward seeming an urbane and fairly equipped man
of affair*. Judged by their heads, the
clansmen were rougher and more Illiterate on Misery, and In closer touch
with civilization on Crlppleshin. A
"Ef It Hain't A«kin' Too Much, Will
deeper scrutiny showed this seeming
Ye Let Me See Ye Paint One of
to be one of the strange anomalies of
Them Things?"
the mountain*.
Mlcah Hollman had established him- wound* that would have taken a leas
self at Hixon, that shack town which charmed life. And In grisly reminder
had passed of late years from feudal ot the terror which clouded the peace
county seat to the section's one point of his day* stood the eight-foot log
of contact with the outside world: a stockade at the rear of the place,
town where the ancient and modern which the proprietor had buirt to
orders brushed shoulders; where the shield his daily Journey* between
new was tolerated, but dared not be- house and store. But Jesse Purvy was
come aggressive. Directly across the' not deluded by hi* escape*. He knew
street from the courthouse stood an that he was "marked down.'
ample frame building, on whose side
The years of strain were telling on
wall was emblazoned the legend, him. The robust, full-blooded face
"Hollman'*
Mammoth Department wa* showing deep lines; hi* flesh was
Store." That was ths eecret strong- growing flaccid; his glance tinged
hold of Hollman power. He had al- with quick apprehension. He told hie
ways spoken deplorlngly of that •pirit Intimates tbat he realized "they'd get
of lawlessness which haofaglven tbe him," yet he sought to prolong his
mountains a bad name.
term of escape.
When the railroad came to'JJIxon
Yesterday morning Jesse Purvy had
it found in Judge Hollman a "public- risen early aa usual, and. alter a satspirited citizen." Incidentally, the tim- isfying breakfast, had gone to his
ber that it hauled_and tbe coal that store to arrange for the day'* busiIts flat car* carried down to the Blue- ness. One or two of his henchmen,
grass went largely to his consignees. seeming loafers, but in reality a bodyHe had so astutely anticipated coming guard, were lounging within call. A
events tbat when~the first scouts of married daughter was chatting with
capital sought option* they found her father while her young baby
themselres- constantly referred* to played among the barrel* and cracker
Judge Hollman. No wheel, it seemed, boxes.
could turn without his nod. It was
The daughter went to a rear Wnnatural that the genial storekeeper dow and gazed up at the mountain
should become the -big man of the The cloudless skies were still In hidcommunity and inevitable that the one ing behind a ••'rtaln of mist The
big man should become the dictator. woman wa* idly watching the vanishHi* Inherited place a* leader of the ing fog wraiths, and her father came
Hollman* in the feud he had seem- over to her side. Then the baby cried
ingly* passed on a* an obsolete pre- and she stepped back. Purvy himself
rogative.
remained at the window. It .was a
Yet in business matters, he wa« thing he did not often do. It left him
found to drive a hard bargain, and 1 exposed, but the most cautiously
men came to regard It the part of [guarded life has it* moments of re-
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SOME FACTORS IN f iCKING A BREED

PLANTING PENNIES
By ADA MAY ROWLAND.

GARDEN PLOTS FOR THE POOR
Suggestion Made at Washington That
Anacostla Flats Be Leased at
Nominal Rentals.
Vegetable garden plots on the Anacostla river flats for the use of poor
families of Washington Is the proposition which has recently been made
to the commissioners by Charles Royle
of Washington. The proposed use of
'the lands reclaimed by the Anacostla
Improvement project has been received with much interest by the commissioners and other district officials,
and may be the subject of a request
for appropriations when the next estimates are prepared.
The suggested plan calls for the acquirement by the district government
of the river front, the subdivision of
the lands into--Quarter-acre garden
plots, and their lease at nominal rentals to such families as the hoard of
charities may recommend. It Is suggested that the cultivation of the plots
■hall be under the supervision of the
weights, measures and markets department of the municipality.
Superintendent Sherman of that department said that he considers that
the plan has great possibilities for
good.
.
"Under proper direction," he added,
"the gardens not only could be mad*
attractive In appearance, but they
could be developed to the point where
they would support many poor families without furnishing extensive competition for Maryland and Virginia
growers."
An act of congress would be necessary to place the title to the land In
the district

TRIBUTE PAID TO SOCIETIES
Co-Operatlve Work Acknowledged to
Be Best Method of Advancing
City's Interests.
In looking over an old work of Peter Henderson, written about forty
years ago, we find this beautiful
."slam" on New York city: "In New
York and its suburbs the taste la
much lower than It is In either Boston or Philadelphia. In those places,
no doubt their excellent horticultural
societies have done much to refine
the tastes of the people, and It Is to
be regretted that neither New York
nor Its adjacent cities, with probably over two million people, have
a single horticultural or floricultural
society."
At the present day, this
distinction is none the less clear,
and where these aocleties best flourish the highest appreciation of plant
life la shown. There are better gardens, better gardeners, more varied
plant life and more rare and costly plants in Pasadena than In any other city on the Pacific coast; also less
crime and a higher standard of clttxenship.—Los Angeles Times.
Lesson to Be Learned.
According to the United States census, the population in* California
cities of over one hundred thousand
people has Increased, in the decade
from 1900 to 1910, from. 30 to 37.3 per
cent. The population in districts outside of cities of ten thousand and over
lias decreased from 66.9 per cent, In
1900, to 46.7 per cent, in 1910. Most
of this decrease of the percentage of
population of agricultural districts has
gone to the big cities of over on*
hundred thousand.
,
This clearly shows the prevailing
tendency. It also shows the grave
necessity for building cities that are
fit places for the permanent housing
•f the larger part of the population.

w£-

For Deaf and Dumb In India.
Fourteen years ago a school was
opened in Palamcottah, South India,
jfor deaf and dumb children, the only
missionary effort among the 200,000
deaf of India. About 300 children of
levery race and creed, from all parts
tot India, and ssnt by every* missionary society, have passed through the
'school, and over a hundred are studying there BOW. The Hindus are beginning to realize the good of educating the deaf, and last year asked
government help to enable them to
open a school In Madras. Last January a small school was opened In
! Madras; already U Is full with 16
[children.—Missionary Review.
Unremitting Toil.
"Think you can learn a part If I
give It to you?". Inquired the Broadway manager of the chorus girl. "In
the second act you say, 'Hurrah,
boys! Here comes the captain!' Now
I want yon to cut out the bright lights
and late eats for a while and get
right down to hard study."—Puck.
- Dark Rooms In Brooklyn.
The number of dark rooms In Brooklyn, N. Y„ has been reduced from
192473 In 1900 to 8,016 on March 1,
1(1*.
The number of windowless
.rooms has been reduced from 68,644
in 1909 to 501 on April 1, 1>14. .
Profit From Town Forest.
Forbach, Germany, is said to have
the most profitable town forest known.
It yields an annual net gain of 112.14

i» tf*
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(Copyright, 1814, by W. G, Chapman.)
"Hello, Hal—anything wrong?"
"Nothing but what money can cure."
"H*m!" observed the first speaker
as he proceeded on his way. "I don't
like that sentiment, and I always
thought that Hal Sturges was the last
man In the world to entertain such a
fallacy."
The soliloquizer, however, did not
Ttnow that his usually bustling, hopeful young friend was under a pretty
severe strain at the present time.
Hope, ambition, love, seemed all about
to wither away because of money and
its urgent need.
Many years previous Hal's father
had loaned David Eastman a large
sum of money. Things went wrong
with Eastman. Then they went better. He was honest and he turned
over to his creditor his little mortgaged farm at Grayton, with the proviso that he was to be its tenant at
a fixed rental while he lived. Finally
Eastman wrote to Hal'a father that
he would be able to square the whole
debt, some ten thousand dollars, within a year.
Hal's father died before the year
was up. Hal wrote to Mr. Eastman,
asking what the prospects as to the
promised money might be. He received a speedy reply, stating that if
he would come down to Grayton the
old account would be settled in cold
cash.
Hal arrived at Grayton to find that
Mr. Eastman had died the day before.
A search was made for a will. None
was found. For money. There was
none at bank nor in the house. Only
the old farmhouse was In evidence as
tangible property.
It was a great disappointment to
Hal, all this. He had confidently
counted on the money to start in
business. He bad already Invested m
that direction. This became a dead
loss. He had to go back to a poor
paying position in the adjoining town.
Then, too, a situation evolved at the
little farm that distressed him. During the last year of his life Mr. Eastman bad given a home to an orphan
girl and her little sister—Nellie and
Lois Blynn. The young lady had been
housekeeper and nurse for. her old
almoner. He had given "her a cow
some chickens, and the old farm horse
and carryall.
Independently Nellie
had worked up quite a-clientele for
milk and eggs in the neighboring village.
Usually, Saturdays he ran down to
the farm.
•„
Upon the day that he felt that
money would cure a great proportion
of his ills, Hal was realising how
slow was the process in his present
environment towards attaining a competence. Unknowingly, the vague
thought of being able to ask Nellie to
become his life partner had a certain
place in his aspirations.
He was greeted at the farm by Nellie In her usual bright sympathetic
mood. He stayed to supper. As usual
he gave to little big-eyed, wiBtful Lois,
the few pennies he never begrudged
her.
"You mustn't do that, Mr. Sturges,"
chided Nellie Gently, as the little one
scampered away.
"Why not?" challenged Hal, pleasantly.
"Because she seems to lose them
all. It is.strange, but she never asks
to go to the village and buy sweetmeats, like ordinary children. The
pennies always disappear mysteriously and she never tells where they
go to."
"Perhaps she has a secret hoarding
place?'' suggested Hal, with a smile.
He left Nellie and strolled through
the orchard In quest of the truant
child. Finally he caught sight of her
blue frock over near a'fence corner.
"Why, what are you up to, little
one?" propounded Hal.
Lois looked up with a little answering frown.
"Not very nice, being peek-a-boo on
a young lady!" she chided, childishly.
"If you want to know, though, I'm,
planting pennies!"
"Planting pennies!" ejaculated the
baffled Hal.
"Yes, sir. All you give me—in
here," and she patted the ground.
"When they grows, I'se going to pick
whole baskustuls oft* n the bushes.'
"Whatever put that In your head,
child?' demanded Hal.
"Gran'pa;" so she had been taught
to designate Mr. Eastman.
"How is that?" pressed Hal.
"Saw him do It, watched him," was
the blunt explanation. "Bags—and
they chinked. And jew'lry, and papers. He didn't know I was watching
him. Never growed, though. Guess
spot was too shady."
"Where was the spot, Lois?" pressed
Hal eagerly.
She showed him. A bright light of
intelligence bad flooded Ha) Sturges'
mind. Ten minutes later he was viewing the ground under an old oak tree
where Lois insisted she had seen
"Gran'pa" "planting money."
"I've been doing some digging," announced Hal to Nellie somewhat later,
and he told of his discovery. "A small
fortune," he explained. "Dear little
Lois, but for her the bidden store
might nevei have been found. Then,"
and he drew nearer to Nellie with a
manner that consciously made her flutter, "I should not have been able for
a long time to ask a question 1 must
now propound."
"A question?' faltered Nellie, all atremble.
"Yes, dear Nellie," was the prompt
response, "will you become my wife?"

One of the Many Good Breeds.
Is it for fun, love, or money that
you wish to raise chickens?
First decide this, and then pick your
breed accordingly.
This is the advice which an experienced Wisconsin poultryman gives to
all "embryo" chicken farmers. He
mphasiz.es this as the prime factor
in a successful beginning—determine
wha' Is the object of your venture,
study the requirements of your market and then choose a breed that will
meet these conditions.
It must be very obvious to even the
novice in the chicken business that
different conditions demand different
breeds. The millionaire fancier may
well gratify his bobby Of breeding
beautifully plumed bantams-,., but he
who desires to sell roasters and who
depends on his flock for a living must
pick the breed of fowls that grows to
a good size in short time.
Many authorities agree that all
fowls may be classified under one of
four heads: Egg breeds, meat breeds,
general-purpose breeds, and fancy
breeds.
While this classification is
useful in distinguishing fowls according to their characteristics, it should
not be inferred that the distinctions
are hard and fast.
The usefulness of any breed will
depend to a considerable extent upon
such conditions as food, care, climate,
and market demands. Thus; if it became the "fad" in New York to serve
roast bantam pullets, the poultrymen
of that section could profitably raise
the tiny birds for table use, although
they are now considered a fancy
breed.
The egg breeds include all small or
medium sized fowls having a strong
tendency toward egg production. Almost without exception the noted eggproducing breeds are small or medium
sized, and possess trim, neat bodies.

CULL

.E FLOCK;
IT WILL PAY YOU

Will It pay the poultryman to cull
tils flock closely?
James G. lla'pin, secretary of the
Wisconsin Poultry association, says
It will and be realizes that eggs and
poultry likely will be higher later on.
But in spite of all this he la urging
the poultrymen of the state to cull
more closely than usual. He argues
that with present feed prices farmers,
and certainly other poultrymen, cannot afford to feed hens which show
from their general makeup that they
will not develop into good producers.
He has found that on many [arms 200

They are poor mothers, for they are
of a nervous temperament and are
easily frightened.
The Leghorns,
Spanish, Minorcas, and Hamburgs are
typical of this class. The Leghorns
are perhaps the most popular with us.
For size, the meat breeds are the
champions. Mature fowls In this
class average from six to eight pounds
In weight. They are usually considered poor layers, although the pullets often do fairly well. They are
slow-moving, heavy-bodied, fowls of
gentle disposition, and are persistent
setters. The Brahmas, Cochins and
Langshana are breeds of this class.
Under the head of general-purpose
breeds are classed those fowls that
furnish a fair quantity and good quality of meat and also a large number
of eggs when properly cared for. The
Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes and
Rhode Island Reds are familiar
breeds of tbis class. Plymouth Rocks
probably stand first in point of number.
Pleasing appearance rather 'than
utility characterize the fancy breeds.
While many of the fancy breeds may
serve a useful purpose In furnishing
meat and eggs, they cannot compete
in this respect with the other classes.
The Polish and Bantams are representative of this class.
Having settled upon the breed he
will raise, the beginning poultryman
must next give his attention to the
matter of obtaining foundation stock.
By dealing with one of the successful
breeders of known reputation he cannot easily go far astray.
For the Inexperienced breeder It Is
best hot to buy the most expensive
stock on the market to start' with
for at first certain losses are likely
to occur which will be avoided when
he has mastered some of the secrets
of his "trade."

Rout the Lice!
Here Is a very effective lice
powder which may easily be
made at home:
Mix, away from Ore, one part
of crude carbolic acid with five
parts of gasoline. Stir Into this
mixture just enough plaster
parls to make a thick, moist
mass. Spread the paste out on
a paper and allow to dry. After
the gasoline has evaporated, the
plaster mixture may be applied
like any dusting powder.
The powder gets Into the
pores of the lice and kills them
by suffocation or the carbolic
acid poisons them. Some of
the compound put into the dust
bath will be found an easy
method of controlling the parasites.

1 b&***********************

POULTRY CORNER
FOR THE BOYS
It Pays to Keep Clean.

JAMES G. HALPIN,
Poultryman, College of Agriculture,
University of Wisconsin.

By J. H. REED.
No matter what business you are
In It pays to keep your shops and
your stores clean. And so it is in the
poultry business.
For hens will not eat from a dirty
floor. No matter how tempting the
feed may be, theyfefuse to accept it
when it is scattered in dirty bedding
among the remains of two weeks' feeding. Of course If they will not eat,
they cannot lay. And If they cannot
lay. your chances for a profitable season will go glimmering.
So It Is up to you, young man, to
elean up that poultry house floor and
keep It clean. Sweep out the old bedding and left-over feed every morning.
Get Into the corners and under the
nests. Do a good job tl It, If you are
going to do it at all. '
And when you have it all cleaned
up, spread some fresh straw over the
floor, and feed your grain in it. Do
this each and every day, until it becomes a habit. Clean out the water
pans, too, and All them with clean,
fresh water.
And your hens will repay you for
your trouble by laying twice as many
eggs.-1 It pays to keep clean.

chickens are being kept with only
housing room for 100. If these flocks
were reduced to the 100 best layers
their owners- would have many more
eggs and much lower feed bills.
On a large proportion of our farms
there are, according to Mr. Halpln.
old hens which have outlived their
usefulness. Msny of these have long
toe nails which show that thye have
not worked for months. These and
the "crowheaded" thin breasted, weak
"constitutioned" hens should be difoarded for they will never be good
egg producers. Similarly, late-hatched
chicks will not prove paying investSuccessful Poultryman.
ments. It will pay well to dispose o'
The successful poultryman has not
these culls as quickly as possible a*
stepped
into that all at once. He has
to give the feed to the layers anil
arrived at that by the slow and arworkers.
duous road of experience. He cannot
Select eergs for batching front the stay there except by traveling the
same road..
?st and Btronge-1 birds.

WO HIS MOTHER GAME

GRIMMICK'S OYSTERS

THE ELEVATOR MAN'S STORY.

By JULIA CHANDLER.

"You seem extra cheerful this morning," Bangworthy commented to the
elevator man,, who was shooting him
up to the sixteenth story.
HuhS/* chortled the elevator man,
beaming. "Why shouldn't I? Just got
word that my mother is coming tb Bee
me."
The elevator man being fat, red
faced and of grown-up years, Bangworthy looked a trifle bewildered. Yet
evidently from the manner in which
the news was delivered he was expected to strike an attitude of astonishment and appreciation.
"That so?" Bangworthy offered,
vaguely.
"Yep!" said the elevator man. "She
wrote Bhe'd be here next Friday on
the train tfiat gets in at ten o'clock.
I'm going to get off ar, J go meet her."
I "Hard to get away these days," said
| Bangworthy. 'idly. "Why don't you
have .your wife meet her?" """■—
! The- elevator man laughed hugely.
"Why," he chuckled, "my wife doesn't
know my mother and my mother never laid eyes on my wife. You see, I
haven't seen my mother myself for
ten years—not since I came to Chicago."
"Oh!" commented Bangworthy with
aroused Interest. "I see."
"Ten years," mused the elevator
man, forgetting to open the door.
"Gee! That's a long time—not to see
your mother. I hate to think of It I
She never saw the two kids, either."
"Til bet she thinks the boy looks
like me!" grinned the elevator man to
Bangworthy the next morning when
he headed for Bangwortny's floor.
"Who—what?" asked Bangworthy in
bewilderment.
The elevator man looked almost
tart. "Why. didn't I tell you yeiter-.
day that my mother was coming to;
visit?" he Aminded. "Say, you oughta
eat the custard pies my mother
makes! When I was a boy at home
I could eat a whole one. Just as
creamy! My wife's anxious to And
out how she does it. She's going to
And out about a lot of things while
my mother Is here. She says I'm always talking about that scrapple
stuff and raised doughnuts and things
that she's blessed if she can make.
"My mother'll be tickled to tell her,
because if there's anything mother
likes to do it is to cook. Gee! I can
just remember being up in the haymow-and hearing her calling out that
the sugar cookies were out of the oven
and If I wanted any—say, ever eat any
sugar cookies all warm from the oven
and light brown on top?"
"They sound good," agreed Bangworthy, a trifle enviously. "We had
good things when I was a kid, too—
not that we don't now, of course. But
I suppose this generation of women
has learned some different things to
cook."
"You bet!" agreed the. elevator
man. "I'm not saying that my wife
ain't a dandy housekeeper, either, but
somehow things did taste different
when I was a boy. My mother was a
corker. Once when she'd said not to
go swimming and I did, anyhow, I
blistered my back something awful.
It hart so I wanted to cry, but I didn't
daat tell her, and after I'd gone tb bed
she slips In with some soft cloths and
ointment and Axes me up without a
word. It gets me how mothers seem
to know about lots ef things like that
without being told."
"What's the matter?" anxiously
Bangworthy inquired of the elevator
man the next morning when he saw
that individual's countenance of
gloom.
"Aw, Just had a wire from mother.
She can't get here till Saturday, instead of tomorrow," growled the disappointed one. "And me all fixed up j
to go to the depot tomorrow! The j
kids have got new shoes, too. I J
wouldn't miss seeing mother's face i
for a farm when she lays eyes on
those kids. You oughta see the j
things she sends 'em Christmas and i
birthdays. Makes 'em all herself! j
She's been Just crazy about 'em on :
paper, and when she sees 'em—gee!" j
"Is she coming today sure?" asked
Bangworthy on Saturday morning.
"Yep!" breathed the elevator man
excitedly, letting a passenger for the
eleventh floor oft at the ninth floor
and disregarding' his frantic protests.
"I'm getting off at 9:30 to hustle over
after her. Say, I'm all sort of .nervous. Ain't {t queer?"
"Well, did she come?" asked Bangworthy, as he descended late that ai>
ternoon.
The elevator man looked at him
from behind a subdued sort of glow.
"Yep," ha said, vibrantly. "She came.
Say, would you believe It? I looked
and looked and couldn't pic* her out
from the. crowd—mother** changed
so! Why, she's old! Somehow, you
never think of your mother getting
old. But she knew me—after ten
years? Yes, sir, she came right up to
me and called me by name. Beats all
how a fellow's mother always knows
him in spite of everything! Say, but
It made me feel good to think she
knew, me after ten years."—Chicago
Dally News.
■ •

Grlmmick began a«*jja- back In September to boast to his friends about
the oysters. It was so hot that he
could scarcely raise a flicker of interest by relating how Albert MacShane, who had moved to Texas, was
going to ship him some gulf oysters
during the winter.
. "They're oysters that are oysters!"
Grlmmick always added. "None of
your measly little eastern things, but
big, fat ones, the size of a saucer.
And flavor! Say, if you haven't ever
eaten a gulf oyster you don't know
what you're talk'ing about! They—"
"Let's go and get something cold to
drink," the person to whom Grlmmick
was talking would interject about here,
taking off his Panama bat to mop his
steaming forehead.
Later in the fall people began to betray an interest in Grimmick's oysters.
They listened and they heard so much
about those glorified bivalves that most
of them would have recognized the
barrel on sight. No matter how disguised, it would have been Impossible
for that barrel to deceive the eyes of
Grimmick's friends. Persons of deep
designs brought Grlmmick new recipes ;
for cooking oysters and artfully
showed him their wholehearted disinterestedness. Not that they expected
to get any of the oysters, but naturally" they took a neighborly Interest. It
might be a big barrel.
Even Grlmmick when he first gazed
upon It was a trifle appalled at the
size of the barrel. MacShane must
have misunderstood and sent him a
young hogshead. Or else the crop of
gulf oysters was unusually large.
"Beauties!" cried Grlmmick whsn
he got the barrel open. "I can scarcely wait to get at them!"
The Grlmmick family had raw oysters and oysters grilled that night for
dinner and all next day Grlmmick
made a nuisance of himself telling
every one how good they were. He
Issued no general invitations, however, for people to run In and take
home a pailful of the gulf treasures.
Consequently, comments were bitter
on his trail.
"Selfish brute!" was the universal
opinion. "It's as bad as though ha
owned an automobile and never took
any one out for a ride!"
It really Is amazing how far oysters
will go. After the Grimmicks had enjoyed oysters
stewed,
scalloped,
panned and fried to their hearts' content they saw no appreciable shrinking of the barrel's contents. There
were just about as many oysters as
before.
Grlmmfck said he thought he'd take,
some down to the office for his part-'
ner. Mrs. Grlmmick said that as
she was going over to Sister Nells'
that day she might as well take some
along. The next day she carried some
across to the neighbors on either side
of them. That evening Grlmmick surveyed the scalloped oysters set before
him and frowned slightly. He said
they looked fine, but he believed if
Mary would fry him some of the
breakfast bacon he'd rather have it
The following morning he said he
thought it was a mistake not to share
their good fortune with their friends
and that he would speak to Beeknun
and Dun die and Buckle on the train
and tell them to stop by that night
on their way home and get some.
' The weather turned warm just then.
"It's a shame to waste those oysters,"
Grlmmick said when-he saw the mercury in the outside thermometer
standing at 48 degrees.
"I should
think you would remember some of
your friends to whom gulf oysters
would be a real treat!"
"Why, I have been giving thesf
around,", confessed Mrs. Grlmmick.
"Somehow, that barrel's terrible hard
to empty!"
In another week Grlmmick was peddling oysters frantically. The neighbors' dogs feasted on them and all
the eats for blocks about congregated
dally on Grimmick's back stops because the cook fed-^them freely on.
oysters. Presently whenever Grlmmick hove In sight the men would
raise protesting hands and say they
were obliged, but they did not want
any oysters.
Mrs. Grlmmick, five minutes after
taking a quart or so over to the next
door neighbor, saw the maid march
out to the garbage can and empty out
the gift. It then dawned on her that
it was the fifth time in a week she
had bestowed oysters on that family.
Still, she felt Irritated.
Further, the
mere sight of the barrel irritated her,
for a good many oysters remained.
Rather fearfully, she served oysters
that night at dinner. It was the third
time that week. Grlmmick exploded
and arose from his chair and beat his
fist upon the table. He gave orders that
if he lived to be one hundred and ten
she was never under any conditions to
place oysters upon his table again.
Then, calling for the spade and an ax,:
be proceeded to the back yard. After
excavating a large hole he burled the
rest of the oysters and chopped up
the barrel for kindling.
"TheTe!" Grlmmick said exultingly
as he stalked Into the house. "Get
on your things and we'll go downtown
and get an honest beefsteak!"

Proving an Alibi.
"I see" said the foreigner "by your
Expected Too Much.
dictionary that to 'unbend' means to
relax; yet 'unbending' means 'unyleld- - A South (Jeorgla fiancee broke ber
engagement because her best fellow
; tag.'"
»
"Well," exclaimed the American, swore In her presence when kicked. 4
' "you can't' blame me. I didn't write ht a mule We presume he should
! the dictionary."—Philadelphia Public uave said: 'Oh, fle!"—Florida TimesUnion.
Ledger.
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Remember the whist party to be held
at Arcadia Inn, Tuesday evening, Feb.
PUBLISHED
'
16. Tickets at Enton 's drug store.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
9 [David N. Hunter will not be a candi[
AT
date for re-eleclion as constable, but will
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass
run for overseer of poor instead.
We are obliged this week to cut down
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
a part oi the budget of news received
KlUTiiH A31D PROrHIETOR.
from our Brookfield representative, on
l.OO a Year in Advance. account of lack of room
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
Mr Hubert Emerson Stoddard of East
AildreSi-jUl communications to RwoKrifi.li Brookfield will be put forward as a canriMKB,N6r\>a Hvooklleld, Mass.
didate lor school committee. He is a
Orders for •Karrlptian, advertising, or Job young business man eminently well-fitted
work and paymturt lor t»e same, may be sent
direct M the maln'-offlce. Nortli Drookflom or by birth, education and training for such
to George W. McNamir.-a. Brookfield
a position.
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WEST BROOKFIELD

Miss Harriett B. Garritt, Allston, is
FAVORABI E SHOWING IS MADE visiting Miss Marguerita Fales.
The Nassjjw anno club met at Ye Olde
BY ALL DEPARTMENTS.
Tavern for a turkey supper last Saturday
Town auditor, Andrew J. Leach, last night.
Mr and Mrs Lewis Bailey, Central St.,
week completed the inspection of the accounts of the town officers and the last of are entertaining Mrs Harry C. Rowley,
the reporta were forwarded to the printer. Springfield.
Mr Leach's report will state that there
Miss Ruth Warfield is visiting her uncle
are receipts and vouchers covering the and aunt Mr and Mrs Fred Warfield of
various items as charged and the footings Buckland.
and balances shown in the accounts are
Miss Mabel Newhail of Springfield,
correct and the funds of the town are
is visiting at the home of Mr and Mrs
properly accounted for. The selectmen's
Robert Davis.
report is very favorable in nearly all deMiss L. Ray Daley of Concord, was the
BROOKFIELD
Mrs Mary .Hale Laflin observed her partments, the expenditures during 1914
guest of her parents on Mechanic street,
82d birthday, on Tuesday. She is in were less than the appropriation, except
last Sunday.
Miss Helen S, Burgees, a nurse at a good health, possesses all her faculties, in a few instances where a surplus was
Mr and Mrs Gustave Tanski, Lakeview
Springfield hospital, Bpent Sunday at her and has a remarkable memory. A more not returned in favor of the town. The
appropriations and expenditures follow: farm have had Fred A. Smith of Springextended notice will follow in our next.
home on Lincoln street.
General government; selectmen, appro, held as a guest.
Miss Mamie Woods of Worcester was
Louis D. Warnell, formerly a barber
John Morrill returned to West Brookthe week-end guest of Miss Nora V. in Lynn and Springfield, died of Bright'B priation 8225, expended 226.26, overdrawn (1.26; treasurer $300, expended field Saturday, after spending 7 months
Hannigan. Prouty street.
disease, at. the home of Mrs Watrous,
285.20, surplus $14.80; tax collector in Tilton, N. H.
Rev. Calvin Stebbins of Framingham, Thursday morning, aged 60. He was a
•300, expended 294.43, surplus *5.57 ;
Miss Marjorie J. Cutler was the guest
will conduct services at the First Parish member of the Odd Fellows lodge and
assessors 1500, expended 483.44, surplus of her uncle, Arthur H. Buxton, Westencampment in Lynn.
church Sunday morning.
$16.56', town clerk $90, expended 75.39, boro, last week.
George L. Howe returned home WedMiss Clara.Maud Clarendon gave
surplus $14.61; auditor $25, expended
Fred Rossmeise, chauffeur for Clark V.
nesday after a three months' visit at his most pleasing performance of musical same; elections and registration $250, exdaughter's home in Wilder, Vt.
numbers last Friday evening, and was pended 206.42, surplus $43.58; printing Wood, is installing electric lights at the
Mfcw Helen Murphy of Southbridge, ably assisted by MrB William MoLaurin, town reports $156.70, expended 151.20, Methodist church.
William N. Spooner, Holyoke, is visitwas the guest of Mr and Mrs John L. and Henry F. Morea, violinist, of Marl- surplus $5.50; town hall, appropriation
Mulcahy, of Hayden avenue, this week. boro. The program numbers were well $500, income from rents 470, total, 970, ing his brother, Henry F. Spooner on
Misses Gertrude and Annie Kenney of chosen, anx^well rendered. A good aud- expended 855.37, surplus $114.63; con- Winter street.
Mrs Edward M. \\ ight of East Brooktingent fund $200, expended 148.20, surLeominster Bpent the week-end with llr ience was in attendance.
field, is visiting Mr and Mrs Edward
and Mrs Andrew Leach, Kimball street.
On Tuesday, the Supreme Court at plus $51.80.
Highway department, general repairs, M. Houghton.
The last session of the danefhg class Boston, authorized Thomas"T. Robinson,
Mrs John H. Hoffman led the Y. P. S.
conducted by the Quabosg Valley Social receiver for the W., B. & S. St. R'y. Co., appropriation $2050, excise tax 161.31,
More than one-half of these Garments and Furs were
club will be in town hall, next Monday to accept as an upset price, a bid of sale of old material 7.50, total available C. E. meeting in the Congregational
$35,000 for the road. The receiver has 2218.81, expended 2068.24, surplus church Sunday night.
night.
bought by us at one-half price within th'e past month.
Mrs Alonzo W. Cutler, Ware road, is
Miss Martha M. Farrell returned to her made several unsuccessful attempts to $150.57; snow $400, expended 393.87,
This fortunate condition of our stock will show you the
home in the Over-the-River district, Sat- dispose of tiie property for $150,000, the surplus $6.13; sidewalks in Brookfield visitng at tfhe home of Arthur Buxton,
urday, after a two weeks' visit with rela- sum named in a previous decree of the $200, sale of old material 45, total 245, and family of Westboro.
reason why we surpass all stores in value-giving—why
court, and the bondholders petitioned for expended 238.25, surplus $6.75; sideMr and Mrs Francis Taylor are entertives in Boston.
a modificatfen of the decree. It is ex walks, East Brookfield $100, expended taining Mrs George S. Carver and Miss
we offer you the greatest money-saving opportunities in
Mr and Mrs Elmer Mitchell of Worcespeeted that* the bondholders will buy and 89, surplus $11; street lighti g $1916.62, Anna Lashiere, of Maplewood.
.
ter were the guests Sunday of Mrs MitchWomen's Garments Girls' Clothes and Fine Furs.
"manage the road. The many times post- expended same; tree warden $50, exell's father, Edward T. Pike, Over-theMrs Nellie C. Coffin and Miss Frances
poned sale of the property is scheduled to pended same; bridges $425, expended
River district.
Snow are guests of Mr and Mrs (Jamtake place at the Brookfield office, on 286.53, surplus 8138.37; school departThe Boy Scouts of the MetbodiBt church Thursday afternoon, March 11, at I ment, education $9100, receipts from mings H.'Tucker of New York.
will have a valentine party in the vestry
Mrs Joseph Flagg has returned from a
-ofe<sou.rce9 2183,99, total 11,583.99, exlist**-* |
of the chdreh, Saturday nighrfrbm- o.'SO
visit to her nephew, Harry Baker, who is
pended
11,569.83,
surplus
$14,16;
libraALL ALTERATIONS MADE ON GARMENTS FREE
A suit for 84000 has been brought in
o'clock until 9.
•
a clerk in the post office at Orange,
the Superior court at Worcester against ry and leading room $1200, expended
Thomas E. Walker, salesman for the
Mrs Webster Kendrick attended a reFelix A. Derosier, better known as Felix same; military aid $60, expended 120,
George E. Keith shoe company, of Brockunion of clajs secretaries of the State
A. Rose, Pleasant street, by Elzear $60 overdrawn will Jfce paid by state;
ton, visited hie mother, Mrs Mary WalkNormal school at Worcester, Saturday.
Phaneuf of Sotithbridge, through his soldiers' relief $800, expended 481.85,
er, on Central street, this week.
The Dorcas society of the Congregacounsel. Attorney Frank B. Hall of Wor- surplus $118.15; Memorial day, $100, exMembers of the Woman's Alliance of cester. The suit is an action of tort. pended same; care of common $25, ex- tional church, met at the home of Mrs
the First Parish church were entertained The plaintiff alleges that Sept. 18, 1914, pended same; State aid, paid out $13.86, Ella Sherman, on^eduesday afternoon.
at the home of Mrs F. W.Cowles in West at Sturbridge, as he was attempting to to be paid back by state in November;
Mrs David MacLachlan, Bristol, Ct.,
512 Main Street,
Worcester, Mass.
Brookfield on Wednesday afternoon.
cross a street, he was struck and knocked protection of persons and property, fire who has been living with her sister, Mrs
Mi"s Pauline Eaton, a student at the down by defendant's automobile and department $1000, expended 1091.99, Mary O. Winn, went home last Saturday.
Sargent school at Cambridge, spent the seriously injured. A real estate attach- overdrawn 91.99, which sum was authorLerenzo Hill, who has been in failing
week-end at the home of her parents, Mr ment against the defendant's property ized by selectmen as an emergency; forest health for three months, lias gone with
fires
$50,
expended
43.45,
surplus
$6.55;
and Mrs Delbert A. Eaton, Central St.
was noted in the court and the papers
Mrs Hill to his brother's home in WorOne or the Other.
Atty. Louie H. Butterworth of Boston were served by Deputy Bheriff Warren E. constables $100, expended 95, surplus $5; cester.
Mrs. Crawford—"Do you think
lock-ups
$75,
expended
52.95,
surplus
waB the guest, Sunday, of Atty. and Mrs Tarbell of East Brookfield. The suit !B
Mr and Mrs Edwin Wilbur, have been
you'll be able to keep up with your
Arthur F. Butterworth on Howard street. returnable to the Superior court at Wor- 22.05; court fees 8200, expended 124.21, entertaining their daughter, Miss Grace
neighbors ?" Mrs. Crabshaw—"It we
surplus $75.79; sealing of weights and
OF
cester
on
the
first
Monday
of
March.
Miss I«na Hitchcock spent Sunday in
can't, my dear, we'll move."—Judge.
measures $25, expended 19.06, surplus D. Wilbur, principal of the Grape St.'
Charlton.
Mrs.HarrietA. (Whiting) Skinner, wife $5.94; exterminstion of moths $100, ex- school at Chicopec.
Thomas Young, formerly of Over-the- of Henry Skinner, died at her home on pended 92,24, surplus $7.76; Thomas
The quarterly meeting of the parish
Gunpowder In Warfare.
The employment of gunpowder to district, moved from Leicester Monday, High street Monday night, aged 7- years, Mamby search, expenses 96.20; h alth auxiliary of the Congregational church, '
8
months
and
20
days
from
cerebral
hemhurl Iron and lead balls in the thir- where he has resided' for the past year,
and sanitation $160, received from state was held at the home of Mrs Maria H.
teenth and fourteenth centuries sent into the Sanford house on the corner of orrhage with which she was stricken in 24, other receipts 1.50, total 175.50, ex- Barnes, Tuesday afternoonall ancient artillery into the trash Main and Maple streets.
the morning. About 15 years ago Mrs pended 159.05, surplus *IH45; public
Quarantine has been removed from th9
heap.
Some authorities credit the
William Mulcahy left Tuesday, for skinner sustained a broken hip as the re- charity $4500, reciepts 2053.74, total home of Mrs Josephine Lavigne, on CenMoors with the ffrst use of cannon
Montreal, where he will resume his stud- sult of a fall, and since that time had 6553.74, expended 6462.76, surplus $90.98; tral street, where ber son Arthur has
In Europe when they raided'Spatn In
A Postal card will bring thun tor
ies for the priesthood, at Grande semi- seldom left her home, although she was cemeteries, Podunk $10, expended 7, been sick with scarlet fever.
the thirteenth century- Others assert
your inspection. ■,*.".
abletp get about daily. Mrs Skinner surplus 83; interest on loans $2750, exit appeared first at the battle of Crecy, nary. He passed the mid-year vacation
Addison Beals of Pleasant street, who
1346. It came into general use about ,at the home of his parents on Howard St, i was born in Barre, May 18, 1836. She pended 2442.58, surplus $307.42; publish- is making his home with his daughter,
Brookfield will be represented by a] was married to Henry G. Skinner at ing proceedings of the25Cth anniversary
the close of the thirteenth century.
Mrs Arthur White of Springfield, is relarge delegation at the annual ball of the Barre, Dec. 16 1863 the ceremony being 8125, expended 125; received from sale of
ported to be in failing health. He is 79
North
Brookfield fire department to-night Performed by Rev. U. L. Hunt, who was town farm land $1400.
BROOKFIELD, MASS.
years old. n
The Girl Who Is In Demand.
and twenty-five young people are pia„. | pastor of the Baptiat church The couple
Water
department,
installing
auxiliary
There 1* a price on the head of every
Members of the Y. P. S. C. E. were
lived in Chicago and Philadelphia, tor a
pretty girl who can bake good biscuits. ninga sleigh ride party to attend the time, and 24 years ago came to Brook- system in mill yard $1200, expended seated in a body in the Congregational
1199.89, surplus 11 cents; water system,
Most any girl can look pretty under dance.
field to live. Mr Skinner died Nov. 4,
church at the morning service last Sunthe parlor chandelier or In the soft
Andrew J. Leach, Matthew Daley, W. 1910. She is survived by a brother, Al- income 1492,43, expenses 1398.83, surplus day, this being the beginning of Chris
moonlight, but, ah, how few will do to
L. Roach and William J. Clancy, attend- bert E, Whiting and a sister, Miss Olive $94.20; E. B. water system, income tian Endeavor week.
look at next morning at 6:30, and still
1247.64, expenses 1064.01, surplus $183.63.
The Town and Village Improvement
fewer can set before the hungry men ed the exemplification of the third de- J. Whiting both of Brookfield. The fu- Town indebtedness, tax notes, to be paid
at breakfast a plate of appetizing hot gree upon 30 candidates of the Palmer neral was on Thursday afternoon with $8000; actual net note indebtness at the club will hold a special meeting at the
biscuits, and for the one who can the Council, K. of C, at the Memorial hall services from the home. Rev. Sherman
present date, exclusive of tax notes rooms in Wheeler and Conway block, to"
boys are searching the. world of in Monson, Sunday afternoon.
Goodwin officiated.
Applications for membership
$39,000;
decrease in actual note indebted- night.
—FULL LINE' OF—
girls.—Hamilton Record.
The regular meeting of the Grange will
Word was received in Brookfield Sat- ness during 1914, $3967.50. This is the will be balloted upon.
be held in banquet hall, next Wednes- urday of tbe death in Marlboro Friday of first time for many years that there has
Miss Helen P. Shackley, West Main
day night, the 17th, instead of Tuesday, Patrick J. Costello, a former resident. been a decrease in the note indebtedness. street, who has been visiting in PhiladelImprovement on the Saw.
The efficiency of the saw has been _
as scheduled. The postponement is
He was 62 yeare of age and death was The latter includes the funded, water and phia, Parlin, N. J„ and Brooklyn, N.
greatly Increased by the recent inven- g^unt 0f the Citizens caucus which will | cau8ed by acute dilation of the heart fol macadam road debts.
One thousand Y., is now in New Haven, Ct., where
200 Pieces Enamelled Ware
tlon of a Frenchman. The teeth of ; ^ ,n ^^^ haU on Tuesday aight.
j lowing an attack 0f asthma, from which dollars is paid yearly on the funded debt, she formerly taught.
at 10 cents a piece while they
'X^^m^r^TZ ! The Quabobg Valley social Cub will I Mr Costello had suffered for years.
He $1000 and $1500 alternately eac* year on
Paul Harvey Hazen, freshman at Cush- 5
last.
.
.
.
.
then four pointing back. For cutting manage the last dance of the season in had been able to go out doors the day be the water debt and $500 yearly on the ing Acadejny, Aahburnham, with his
metal the new saws are almost twice town hall at West Biookfield next Tues- fore his death, but was taken with an macadam road debt, but these payments room-inate, Samuel -White, Rutland,
as efficient as saws of the usual pat- day night, and Plant's orchestra of Spen- asthmatic attack at night, and when his were usually offset by appropriations Vt., spent the week-end with Mr Hazen's
tern. They last six times as long. ' cer. Cars after the dance 'o the Brook- wife visited his room about 3 o'clock, made, the full amount of which would parents, Mr and Mrs Alleri W. Hazen.
The blades do not break easily. They fields and Warren if the crowds warrant. Friday morning, she found him dead. not be included in the warrant for any. The Grange met Wednesday night for
He was horn in Ireland, and coming to current year but payment would be ex
cut either wood or metal and are
Educational Aid Fund. Past state masThe board of registrars at a session in , Unifejd SMee about ^ vearg ttg0i |ocated
made In a great variety of shapes and
tended over a term of years.
ter C. D. Richardson addressed the meetthe seleclmen's room at the town house, I &t patereon( N j
Later he moved to
styles.
ing, also superintendent of schools FredMonday night, added 5 namis to the! Cherry Valley srnd then to Brookfield and
erick Bragdon spoke. Frank Daley of
precinct 1 voting list and 7 names were, ,jye<J hpre nnU, 9 yearg ag0 He is 8ur.
S
Ever-Popular Sassafras.
the" Grange orchestra gave a comet solo.
added to the precinct 2 list at a session at vive)j by a ^,^ three aoDB^ wimam 0f
Oldtlme Needlework.
Gage tea was an old beverage and
Needlework is so rapidly becoming
The Farmers' club met in G. A. R. hal 1
sassafras tea had a great vogue,' a the Engine house at F,oBt Brookfield on jSan Mat(?e0i Cal _ j,,^!, of Southbridge
j and John of, Marlboro; four daughters, a lost art that it is In the nature of Wednesday, Mr and Mrs Lindsey T.
vogue which lingers to some extent Tuesdaj night.
a fairy tale to explain that something Smith and Mr and Mrs Wm. E. Smith
among us. It is drunk as a spring
William E. Cottle, Thomas Finney, Mrs Thomas V. McCarthy, Mary E., like half a century ago little girls,
entertaining. The afternoon speaker was
medicine, but it la undeniably fragrant James Bowler and Earl Potter of West I'.lizabeth A. and Aloysia, all of Marlboro
not especially precocious, either, Irving Q. Davis, his subject being "Local
And even to some up-to-date palates Brookfield were mustered in as members and two brothers John and Edward OosDonahue Block
learned the fundamental principles Of ,
lias a pleasing flavor. One of the
and pushing it I«»™ management studies.". Rev. Olney
CENTRAL STREET,
BROOKFIELD things
of Ferdinand Dexter camp, s. of V., »t tillo of Cleveland, Ohio. The funeral threading a needle
neeaie ana ■-«""•»•» ! darling, Warren, spoke in the morning,
which impressed the earliest
The body, was through the fabric at the age of two j MJ9g H^,en Hauck mve a violin ^ and
a meeting in banquet halt, Tuesday even- was Sunday afternoon.
white settler* In the eountry and of
placed in the tomb at the Immaculate and one-half years, and. by the time t))ere were grgphonola selections by SaniApproved Definition.
which tLry glowingly wrote as one of ing. They were mustered in by Frank
Conception, cemetery and in the spring they, were three, pegged away at uelWass.
1 Willie —"Paw, what is an Ignoram- the charms and appealing features of Monroe, assisted by Messrs Kinsey and
squares of patchwork, ultimately com:
—_
na?" Faw—"A man whose views dif- the new world was the abundance of Hunt, all of Southbridge. Refreshments the body will he brought to West Crook pleting "quilts" for future use.
|
Continued on 4th page.
were
served
and
a
social
time
enjoyed,
field
tor
burial.
fer from your own, my son."
sassafras.

Richard Healy Go,
Last Week of Our Celebrated

Gash Clearance Sale
OF WOMEN'S GARMENTS AND FURS AT

ONE-HALF AND ONE-THIRD PRICE

Vigorous Price Reductions have been made
to sell every Winter Garment and Fur during
this weekAefore stocktakine, Saturday night.

RICHARD HEALY CO.

SAMPLE BOOKS

1915 STYLES
WALL PAPER

Archibald Buchanan

The
New Store

HARDWARE

Plumbing,
Steam Fitting,
Electrical Work,
and Jobbing.

'Winchester HEATERS Installed

RICHARD FINNEY

& SONS.

_/

BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES

IS CHILD GROSS,
FEVERISH, SICK

Look, Mother! If tongue
coated, give "California
Syrup of Rat,"

is

w#||ff#|#H0|rftlv^ltttrf 1

Family
Religion

SPRING BUILDING
AND PAINTING
Mr. Qsorae C. Morten, Chairman of
N. E. Clean Up and Paint Up Committee,

Announces

Wide-Spread

Movement to Aid Unemployed.

MQMnOML

S0NMO100L
LESSON

USES FOR THE WHISK BROOM
T
Can Serve Many Other Purposes
Than One for Which They Usually Are Employed.

ONE OF THE
RMM CANADA
WORLD PROVIDERS

Hie
General
Says:

Whisk brooms are useful not only
Why accept a doubtful
for brushing clothes, but for other puron roofing when you can
poses as well.
onesigned
by the largest nstsV
Keep a little broom In the kitchen
ufeotussr ot roofing and DuOdhsj
to clean the kettles, spiders, saucepapers in the world, with a saving
pans, etc. It saves time, does better
in cost in the long run?
work and saves tbe hands. You can
scrub around the ears of the kettle
with: tt and get Into all" the crevices
ot your pots and pans with It The
same little broom does duty as a
vegetable cleaner.
After the clothes are brought in
from the line a clean little broom,
kept solely tor tie purpose, should
{•guaranteed in wifebu 5 years tor fa
lOyeara for 2«pr/Ii and 155 yean tor
be used to sprinkle them. It accomof our "
plishes this quite as effectively as
MEO^ESSS.
lighest andia
prlo- _
»Sj»hjg
ndlttMpttceene'moM
the Chinese laundryman who sprays
Pbr sale by dealers
the water through his teeth.
Washtubs, wringers and washGeneral Roofing Mfg. Company
boards can be kept in order with alWorltV* larval manufacturer! of Ro&nm
ana BuHding Pajmi
most no labor at all by having a
little broom handy to scrub them off
M«rn>tC*T BMto. Cakaie IHISsis
with.
rVfc.ihl.al. ASM* OnU Data*
StUai. fhrhiiH KaaMaCkr Mum it,
Pantry shelves, kitchen Bink and
table can be cleaned with a whisk
broom.
Even the kitchen windows, In fly
time, should be washed down first
with the Inevitable little broom,
which cleans the corners of the
sashes In less than half the time Highest Cash Prices paid for all kinds
necessary to accomplish the work in of furs. Buyers of hides, skins, pelts.
any other way.
A. G. MARKHAM & CO.
Blacking the stove is no longer a
SprisgtleH, Mast.
task to be dreaded. A little broom
puts on the black and does all tbe
polishing.

(By E. O. SELLERS, Acting Director ot
Sunday School Course Moody Bible InChildren lore this "fruit laxative,"
B> REV. JAMES M. CRAY, D. D
stitute, Chicago.)
and nothing else cleanses the tender
Du of Mood, Bib!, luiii.l.
The New England Cleap Up and
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
Paint Up Committee, of which George LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 14
A child simply will not stop playt&g
C. Morton la Chairman, has Joined the
to empty the bowels, and the remit
SAMUEL
CALLED
TO
BE
they become tightly clogged
TEXT—I will walk within my house widespread movement to reduce perPROPHET.
waste, liyer gets slagglsh,
with a perfect heart-Pa. 101:2.
manently the ranks of the unemployed.
Bours, then your little one
At the suggestion of one of the
1. This Psalm Indicates that it was
LESSON TEXT-I Samuel'tA-U, 1», 20.
cross, half-sick, feverish, dont eat.
GOLDEN TEXT-Speak. Jehovah; for
Bleep or act naturally, breath is bad. written at some remarkable period in agents of the Massachusetts State
thy
servant heareth.—I Samuel 3:9, It. V.
the
Psalmist's Executive Committee on unemployment,
system full of cold, has sore threat,
stomach-ache or diarrhoea. Listen,
life, when it of which Henry S. Dennison is CsairSamuel was the last judge and the
Mother! See if tongue is coated, then
seemed more than tuan, the Clean Up and Paint Up first of the order of prophets. His
give a teespoonful of "Califomsa
ever
Incumbent
Committee held a meeting at the name means "asked of God," and he
Syrup of Figs," and In a few hoars aH
on him to lead a
was dedicated to God (1:11) as a Nazthe constipated waste, sour bfle and
life of personal City Club and framed a notice to arite. In fulfillment of his mother's
holiness. It has property owners asking them to start vow he was brought to the temple
undigested food passes out of the syssometimes* been at once all possible work, such as tear when he was a young child (1:24), Jotem, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "Oelifornia
called "The Psalm ing down buildings, painting, repain sephus says, at twelve years of age.
Syrup of Figs" because It Is perfectly
of Pious Resolu- lng, renovating, and all Inside work. Hannah's song of rejoicing (2:1-10) Is
harmless; children love It, and it nevtions," because in In order to help the unemployed.
the expression of a great soul and a
its eight verses it
er tails to act on the stomach, liver
Chairman Morton states that there choice piece of literature. Samuel
and bowels.
contains no less are about 20 societies and associa- had the advantage of being well born,
than nine "wills" tions affiliated with the committee. It
Ask at the store for a EO-cent bottle
but after studying Eli's household we
and five "shells." has been arranged for all of these to
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
are not so confident as to the environIt has also been bring this matter to the attention of
has full directions for babies, children
ment amid which he was placed.
called
"The their members by enclosing cirof all ages and for grown-ups plainly
1. Samuel's Vision, vv. 1-10. The
House holder's culars with their monthly notices
printed on the bottle. Adv.
Psalm," because which are being sent out at this young child entered heartily into the
temple
worship and dutiea as directed
It refers to the author's life in his time In anticipation of the February
Long Drawn Out.
by the aged priest. Ell. This man was
Undo Jeff, an aged negro driver of borne.' To'be sure the home Is a roy- meetings and dinners.
More than 13,000 of these notices not faithful in giving the people the
Augusta, was piloting several north- al court, and yet the principles which
ern visitors around Just after the first should govern there should govern In have been put In circulation and In word of God. "It was rare" (margin)
addition It was voted to send fifty and the result was that "there was no
golf links had been put In there. Uncle a humbler sphere.
2. The text suggests the thought of 60-word night telegram letters to the frequent vision" (R. V.). The word
Jeff was a little short In his knowledge according to St. Andrew, but long Family Religion, and the opening of larger towns and cities of New Eng- is also "precious" (y. 1; Ps. 19:9, 10), BEST COLORS IN BEDROOM
the New Year is a good time to make land asking them to take up the cam- though when It is as common as It Is
on local pride,
in this land men frequently set but Harmony Is the First Principle, Al- Ladies to sell high-grade muslin underwear,
"Bow many holes have they," In- our resolves In regard to it The im- paign.
sH kinds, from factory. Big Profits.
Following Is the notice sent out to little store by it Ood will Judge men
ways Remembering Necessity
portance of the family in the redempquired a visitor, "eighteen T"
MARK ICOMPANY, Sardntr, Man.
for Touch of Brightness.
Uncle Jeff pulled up to make his tion scheme is seen in this—that of boom the now New England-wide ei- for such laxity even as be judged
the three fundamental agencies to re- fort to do something permanently to Israel (Amos 8:4-6. 11, 12). A vision
answer more impressive.
is
a
knowledge
of
a
need
and
of
the
When a bedroom or small dressingMUSIC FREE
"More'n dat, son," he said, "dor's form and save the world, the family stimulate business to its normal spirit
resources at our command. Ell and room is papered with anything but a To aorad. tint tend! am 10 «Mte for e eocr at
got a passel er land and de holes comes before either the church or the of optimism and confidence:
his
sons
had
no
vision
and
a
people
THE BIOSONQ HIT
NOTICE
TO
PROPERTY
OWNERS,
plain or neutral paper, brigbt colored
ain't bigger'n a tin can—I reckln dor's state, for without it neither of them
could survive. And then, too, the HELP THE UNEMPLOYED at lacking in this direction perish (Prov. or flowered chintz should never be
got a thousand holes already, sub."
STARTING NOW ALL POSSIBUfl 29:18). Jehovah is about to make used, but often a little color is needed
family is the place where our true
INSIDE WORK, REPAIRING, known to Israel his will and in so do- to add tone to the room.
we win eend ebaoluttly free two beautiful eons
character 1B exhibited and our most
A First Offender.
CLEANING, PAINTING, ALTERA- ing he passes over this Indulgent father
In a case of this kind, one ot the neoeetee. MacliMu»lcCo.,5l2RltnerSI..PWIi.,Pe.
Each of two little Boston girls has a potent influence is exercised.
and chooses the child Samuel. Teach- new bedspreads which are so pretty
TIONS, ETC.
3. The text suggests at least two
black-and-tan terrier dog. It was not
ableness and obedience are the chief and easily made is Just the thing to
long before the two dogs fought, and it things that will be true of the home MAY 2 to 8,1915, is to be Clean Up and
Paint Up Week In New England characteristics of childhood and these give the necessary color. Select a
required the efforts of a man to sepa- wherein each one seeks to walk "with
this year. This Is the week when traits count for more with God than plain white spread of a good quality
a perfect heart." First, it will have
"WALNirm HAIR STAIR"
rate them.
our
Municipal and Town Depart- does age or experience (Matt 11:25. and rather heavy. Cut from chintz
Each little girl was disposed to a family altar. Even the heathen have
I
Tim.
4:12,
Matt.
21:6).
Samuel
had
ments
collect
and
remove
free,
Old
■ > trim litii'iZS.
a bunch of roses or a spray of gay
blame the other's little dog for start- their household gods representing the
eel ereeh erne> •*,
Rubbish, Paper and Refuse Matter not acquired the conceit of youth, he colored flowers and paste one in each
ing the trouble, and one of them said: deities they worship, and surely we
was
faithful
to
his
duties,
respectful
to
put
out
by
housekeepers
corner with a larger one for the cen"I don't care, your dog is ji sneak- who know the true Qod should have
some acknowledgment of him in our REMEMBER this week really marks his elders and did not boast ot bis ter. Sew to the spread and finish
ing little thing, anyhow!"
the finish, not the beginning of the accomplishments nor of the special the raw edges with a fine feather
"Well, so is your dog," was the homes. But the family altar can only
Clean Up and Paint Up Campaign. revelation which came to him. Samreply. "And this time it snooted be sustained where the true Christian EXPERIENCE LAST SPRING shows uel slept in the holy place of tbe "sa- stitch or with, a long and short button- MMUMJTTA CO., SSOS Clerk »».., SI. Leule, ale.
Seed THe AdrwtlknamX torn GET SRI* SAMPLE.
life Is lived behind it. The odor of true
bole stitch.
first, too!"
that much cleaning up anfi painting cred tent" near Ell, for the great
piety manifests itself, not only in
This idea can be carried out for
temple
was
not
yet
built
As
such
be
up
was
delayed
until
early
summer,
words, but in looks and tones and in
scarfs to cover the dressing-table and
Obedient Tommy.
and In many cases never attended le a type for the Christian (Ps. 27:4). bureau. Make the scarf of linen cut UNITED STATES RANKS HIGH
"Now, Thomas," said the teacher, se- the general atmosphere pervading
It
was
there
that
the
Lord
revealed
to
at
all
because
of
inability
to
hire
to fit the top of each and finish the
verely, "how many times must I tell everything and predominating over it.
workmen during the Spring rusu himself to him (John 1:14 R. v. mar- edges with a scallop or a hem and Percentage of Illiteracy Compare*
i. We should note particularly that
you not to snap your fingers T Put
Well With Those of Other Coungin). One of Samuel's duties as tbe finish this with the stitch that was
In March, April and May.
family
religion
Is
a
personal
matter.
your hand down and presently I'll hear
tries of the World.
The Psalmist says: "T will walk MEN ARE PLENTY NOW, and will special attendant of Ell was to open used on the spread. Cut out tbe flowfrom you.*
be glad to work at reaifciatBis the house of God every morning, also
ers and applique to the edges of tbe
-Five minutes later she said: "Now, within my house with a perfect heart."
wages, so why not commence at to tend the sacred lamp which burned scarf. Hunches of the same flowers
In the United States the percentage
then, Thomas, what was It you want- The husband cannot throw, this reonce to put your property In order? from evening to morning (Ex. 27:20,
sponsibility upon his wife and relieve
can be added to tbe corners of the of illiteracy Is 7.7 for tha total populaed to sayf"
WORK
YOU
CAN
DO
NOW:
21).
As
he
attended
to
these
duties
tion
(over ten years of age) and 3 for
white curtains with good effect.
"There was a man In the entry a himself of it, nor vice versa. It is
Inside cleaning of all kinds in God made himself known to Samuel
tbe native white population. In Den.
the
obligation
of
parents
no
less
than
while ago," said Thomas serenely,
Houses, Stores or Factories.
(v. 4). God frequently calls men and
mark, Germany, the Netherlands, Swet
Golden Rolls.
"and be went out with your new silk children, and of children no less than
Inside Painting of all kinds.
they are not at home but bave gone
den, Switzerland and the United Kingparents. But It Is very clear that if
umbrella."—Mew Tork American.
One-half
cupful
scalded
milk,
one
Clean up and Whiten cellars, ware- Into the far country. Samuel knew
dom tbe percentage of illiteracy is
the resolution is to be carried out on
God as every devout worshiper knew yeast cake dissolved in a little cold lower than that tor the native white
the part of any or all, the strength to houses, etc
milk,
one-quarter
cupful
eggs
(two
Attitude of the Believer,
Renovate and make Inside repairs him, but had not yet received a direct
population of the United States. Doubtt
do it must be looked for only from the
I feel that goodness, and truth, and Lord. We must do what David did to Tenement Property.
revelation, hence he "did not yet know eggs not beaton), one-eighth cupful less the list should also include Norrighteousness are realities, eternal even before he gave utterance to his
Tear down and remove old, dilapi- Jehovah." Thinking at once of the yolk (two yolks), one-quarter cupful way, although no figures are available
realities, aad that they cannot be ab- vow, when he exclaimed, "Oh, when dated buildings.
priest Samuel ran to receive orders sugar, one-third cupful butter, little tor that country; but in the other Eustractions, or vapors floating lz. a splr- wilt thou come unto me?" It Is only
Paint Store Fronts. A clear day or to render service. Had he disre- salt, one-quarter teaspoonful lemon ex- ropean countries the percentage of
itual atmosphere, but that they neces- as God comes unto us, as he Alls us with snow on the ground Is the best garded the voice he would not In tbe tract, two and one-half cupfuls flour. Illiteracy Is higher than tt la In tha
sarily imply s living, personal will, a with his Holy Spirit through our faith time for this, on account of freedom end have received his clear revelation. Let rise six hours, roll out thin, spread United States, and usually very much
good, loving, righteous God, in whose in Christ, that we can be so instruct- from dust.
To have closed his ears, turned over with melted butter and fold over twice, higher. In Bulgaria it is *S per cent*]
hands we are perfectly safe, and who ed and sanctified and quickened as to
Re-paint store signs. <—
for further sleep or to have risen hesi- making three layers. Cut in strips and in Sreeee 70, in Hungary M, la Italy
If a thaw comes, clean up back tatingly would, in. all probability, have roll round. Let rise and bake. Make 87, in Portugal N, ia Boaataaia 81,
Is guiding as by unfailing wisdom.— discharge this solemn duty. Let us
Thomas Bh-sklne.
prevented any further calls (Prov. sirup of powdered sugar and brush in Russia 69, in Servta 79, aad la Spain
then seek him In a new sense and yard, straighten up fences.
Engage your help from regular 1:24, 25, 28). God wants, for special thick over top when taken from oven. 58. There Is less illiteracy la Auswith renewed consecration at the beThese are fine and It Is not as much tralia than In the United States, but ia
His Collection.
ginning of this year, that dwelling In sources, asking that preference be services, those who make glad re•Wife—John, the bill collector's at us individually in power, be may given to men who hare families or sponse to his first call (Isa. 6:8; Luke Work as it sounds.
all other non-European oosmtrlea the
the door.
have been out of work the longest.
9:69-62; Acts 9:6). Three times the
percentage of illiteracy a> hv general
dwell in our households.
NEW ENGLAND CLEAN UP AND call comes and three times Samuel
Cream Puffs.
Hubby—TeH him to take that pile
very high.
^*
PAINT UP CAMPAIGN COMMITr
on my desk.—Peon State Froth.
One coffee cupful of boiling water
makes reply.
O happy house I where thou art loved the
beat.
TEE.
Mother
Or»ye
Sweet
Fowdere
tor CbUdreek
The teacher needs to be ever alert and butter tbe size of a small egg;
Dear friend and Savior of our race,
ror reTeienii|i»e,e)eSStpiiinili,Ti«i
Monuments to men really great are Where never comes such welcome, hon- Approved by Mass. State Executive to take advantage of these opportu- melt tbe butter in the water; while man
end reenlete the Bovela ant I
Committee on Unemployment
superfluous.
nities to unfold and enforce the claims boiling stir in one cupful of flour, sift- remedy tor Worme. DM9 by Ml " eXst
ored gueat
The? ere eo paeaaam to leke, i
Where none can ever fill thy place;
HENRY S. DENNISON, Chairman.
of Christ and to challenge an imme- ed. Use the same size cup for all. Stir They nner fatL At en ft«L__
Where every heart sues forth to meet
diate decision of the soul. Happy are thoroughly; when cool stir in two eggs rsau. Addreee, A. S. OtmateS, Le tier, ■. T.
thee,
Not The Right House.
they who like Samuel hear and' recog- one at a time, and a pinch of soda the
Where every ear attends thy word,
A wise woman refuses to ask her
Where every lip with blessing greets thee,
It had been a hard day for the nize, even though it be a progressive size ot a pea; beat well, then drop In
Where all ure waiting on their Lord.
hook agent. Sales were desperately revelation, the voice of Jehovah, and tin far enough apart so they will not husband to accompany her te Church
if be talks in his sleep.
0 -happy house! where man and wife in slow, and as a last resort he decided hearing, obey it There is little need touch while baking; bake in a very hot
to try a nearby house despite Its at present for the audible voice, for oven. This makes nine puffs
heart,
Great thoughts seldom some ia very
In faith, and hope are one,
shabby appearance. "Have you s
Filling for Puffs.—One cupful sweet
That neither life nor death can ever par* Charles Dickens in your home?" b« we bave tbe word and the still small milk, one egg, one teaspoouful ot corn- big packages.
.
voice of tbe Holy Spirit THe voice
The holy, union here begun;
asked politely. "No," she snapped Samuel heard became a vision (v. 45). starch and sugar to taste; flavor with
Where both are sharing one salvation.
"Or a Robert Louis Stevenson?" "No."
And live before thee. Lord, always,
II. Jehovah's Verdict, w. 11-18, 19, Vanilla.
In gladness or In tribulation
"Or a Walter Scott?" "No, we atot 20. Tbe chapter following tells of the
In happy or in evil days.
an what's more we don't run a board defeat of Israel, the capture of tbe
Stuffed Eggs With Ham.
and k agrees with me," writes
Boll half a dozen eggs bard. Re6. It has been assumed throughout lng house here, either. If you're look- ark and the death of Eli and his sons.
a doctor, "better than any
lag
for
them
fellows,
you
might
trv
that Christians were being addressed
These were the things "at which both move tbe shells and cut the eggs crossbreakfast food on the market
In this discourse, and by Christians the house across the street. I under the ears of everyone that heareth it wise in two. Slice off a piece from
stand
they
keep
boarders."
—unless there is one 1 have
is meant those who have received
shall tingle." The word of Jehovah each end to make them stand firmly.
not tried."
Jesus Christ as their Savior by a defistands fast, and what he speaks that Remove tbe yolks and mix with them
Couldnt Stand Everything.
nite act of faith, and by his grace are
a little chopped ham. Fill the whites
During the case In which the plain be performs ''from the beginning even with this mixture, heaping it up In
Grape-Nuts is scientifically
seeking to follow him as their Lord.
onto tbe end" (Luke 21:82, Numbers
tiff
claimed
damages
from
a
railwaj
Only such as these have a desire to
prepared to agree with both
23:19). Tbe word of Jehovah to Sam- cone shape. Put the stuffed halves
"walk within their house with a per- company on account of severe boullt uel about the house of Ell was one on a flat dish and pour over them this
strong and weak digestions.
Injuries,
the
company's
lawyer
wa.
fect heart," and only such as these
Long baking—about 20 hours
calculated to strike terror and silence dressing: Beat two egg yolks with
know the source of power to accom- examining the plaintiff. After awhile Into tbe lad's heart Ell was not Igno- half a teaspoonful ot mustard, half a
— partially pre-digests die
the
latter
became
Irritated
and
said
plish it If at the .beginning of this
rant of the wickedness of his sons teaspoonful of salt and 12 tablespoonstarch cells for quick, easy
new year therefore, you are not yet a "Mr. C, I cannot allow you to ques (2:27-36). Eli learns from Samuel Je- fuis of salad oil added slowly. Thin
illation.
Christian in that sense, let me affec- tlon me in this manner. I am an in- hovah's message. Ell was a great and as it is necessary with wine vinegar.
tionately plead with you to become valid on account of the injury re good man, submissive to God's will,
Besides, Grape-Nuts supoelved on the railway. It has aftec
such. The things that are happening
Tomato Jelly.
ed my spinal cord, and at this mln but he was a weak man, rather than
plies, in concentrated* form,
In the world today must convince us
One quart of tomatoes, one teaspoonate I can see you double. You know just piously resigned.' He might betall of the nutriment of wheat
1
that no abiding hope or help can come
ful
of
salt,
one cupful ot sugar, one
ter
have
prayed
for
mercy
and
Mr, C, It is generally enough to upset
and barley, including the infrom man, and as we look forward to
strength to deal with his wicked sons. teaspoonful of ginger, the Juice of one
a man to see you once."
valuable mineral elements
the future serious questions must
However, it was too late to change lemon, two tablespoonfuls of corn
often lacking in ordinary food.
arise within us. What about that fustarch. Strain tbe tomatoes, put them
their lives.
Dloceltlan.
ture? Whither am I going? How may
"And Samuel grew and Jehovah was In a saucepan with the ginger, sugar,
Diocletian, who wore a crown '•*.
Wax-sealed—crisp—ready
1 be right with Ood? O husbands
with him" (vv. 19, 30; see also Luke lemon juice and salt Moisten the
to eat—and economical
and fathers; O wives and mothers; fortunate and so revered, resigned it 2:52).
Jesus also grew normally cornstarch in two tablespoonfuls of
O parents and children, let me plead to retire to the felicity of a private (Luke 1:80). "When God calls he cold water, add It to the tomato, bod
with you to accept Christ that you lite; and some time after, the neoes qualifies; when be qualifies he calls" a moment and turn Into a mold to cool.
may possess the < peace and joy of sly ot public affairs requiring thai (Matthew Henry) Samuel was trained Serve cold with the turkey.
known salvation. In this way fi.-st cf he should resume his charge, bt in the bouse of God to be a great
for
all, must God come to you In order made answer to those who came tt prophet (1) by tbe dedication of his
Potato. Pilling for Fowl.
to have awakened within you a de- court him to It: "You would not of- parents and tbe prayers of bis mother;
Chop up fine the giblets of one
sire for a perfect heart, and after that fer me," said he, "to persuade me to (2) by the teaching of Eli, the, priest chicken, mix one cupful of mashed pothere is a continual coming of his this had you seen the fine order ol of God; (3) by the routine of service tatoes, one tablespoonful butter, onegrace to you which strengthens you the trees I bars planted In mj or in .'the duties assigned him; (41 by the half cupful tweet milk, one cupful of
In that desire and helps you to see it chard and the fair melons I hart estlng of temptation In his contact bread crumbs, two eggs, season with
—sold by Grocers.
realized.
■own In my garden."
■alt, pepper and sage.
*ith tbe sons of Eli.

Certalnteed
Roofing

Furs! Furs! Furs!

WANTED

"Love Will Forgive and Forget"

Gray Hair Restored

GREEN FEED DURING WINTER
If Egg Supply Is Decreasing, Few
Feeds of Cabbage or Turnips WIN
a

Increase Production.

Are yon beginning to feed your hensi
any green stuff yet this winter? Have
yon noticed any decline in egg production so far? If they are without green
teed and the egg supply Is going down
it Is probable that a few feeds of cabbage or turnips will help Increase proA Device to Prevent Plga From Crowding and to Allow a Fair 8tart for Alt

(By B. M. RANCK.)
To be a successful hog raiser one
must keep his stock under tbe very
best environment possible. Do not
think any old thing or place is good
enough for a hog. He should have
access to good clean water to drink
at all times, and not stale pond water
or mud wallows. Clean, pure water
will do more toward keeping hogs
healthy than any otber one thing.
The bog has a peculiar skin, and under
tbe skin is a thick pad of fat, so that
he must get rid ot his beat mostly
from his lungs by breathing. In hot
weather he needs some cool place to
lie in, and if he can find mud he wallows in It He prefers good, clean water, but it he cannot find that, mud Is
the best substitute. Shade is very essential In warm weather.
Buildings for hogs need not be very
expensive. We advise colony houses
of the A shape, with both sides open
with hinges on the top. This type of
house furnishes shade, ventilation, and
sunlight in summer and when closed,
a very comfortable farrowing pen in
winter. These bouses are erected on
skids and can be moved from place to
place with a pair of horses or mules.
They are so constructed that they are
Ideal farrowing pens. A sow about to
farrow can be placed in a lot in which
Is one of these colony houses, and she
will make her nest In tbe bouse if
some bay or straw Is placed there.
Fenders should be arranged around
the sides of tbe house so that the BOW
will not be able to He close to tbe
sides and in that way crush the young
pigs in the nest
These colons houses can also be
used for tbe boars and growing pigs,
although some prefer permanent quarters for the boar and those pigs Intended for the market It 1B a great
advantage to fe'ed hogs on concrete
or tight board floors, especially if one
is feeding ear corn, as there will be
no waste. Feeding in muddy or dusty
lots Is a very dangerous practice.
It sometimes becomes necessary to

good, pure water for them- In sections where running water cannot be
secured through pipes, it can be
hauled In barrels. Many hog raisers
provide a sled or drag on skids on
which a barrel Is fastened on a water
tlgbt floor with sides to it so that the
pigs can drink all around the barrel,
the water coming out of the barrel
about three inches from the bottom
through a' small hole, which automat
Ically flows according to the watei
consumed.
Running streams of water are very
satisfactory when they originate on
the farm, but If they travel long distances and through several farms and
across public roads, they are very
likely to be. contaminated and may
spread diseases such as anthrax, and
■hog cholera. Keeping hogs healthy la
much more Important than trying to
cure them when sick.

UNCLEAN HOUSE MEANS LOSS
Fowls Require Abundance of Fret
Breathing Room—Keep Sleeping
Quarters Free From Filth.

(By H. H. SHEPARD.)
As young chickens grow they soon
make crowded conditions In tbeii
coops and colony houses. They will
not grow and keep healthy when toe
many are confined at night In a limited space. Separate them and get
them Into larger and better ventilated
quarters as they Increase In slz» The
stuffy, .unclean coop will result in
losses.
Many fall with chickens and other
poultry because they do not stop to
conslder'that fowls, above all animals,
need abundance of free breathing
room and that their sleeping quarters
must be free from filth.
Without cleanliness and the furnishing of abundance of fresh air to the
birds at all times, no person can succeed in the poultry business.
Provide clean and roomy quarters
for the young poultry, as they come

of course, there Is really very HttJa
nourishment in either the cabbage or
tbe turnips, but a hen needs a sort of
aa appetiser from time to time. I hare
found It better to stimulate egg laying
by feeding some of the commoner vegetables than to pour red or cayenne
pepper into the hens.
The point Is that hens will eat more
when fed green vegetables at regular
Intervals. The more they eat the better the chances tor heavy egg production, says a writer In an exchange.
Cabbage, turnips, potatoes and onions
help the bird's digestion.
It does not matter much what vegetable we use In midwinter. As a rule
I save all the small potatoes from the
bins, beginning when the potatoes are
dug, storing the small, warty and undersized ones separately for use in
chicken feeding. They must be boiled
to be of any value, as a raw potato Is
one of the moat Indigestible things
ever taken into the alimentary tract
of bird or beast

FEEDING THE YOUNG CHICKS
Little Fellows Are Not Fed Anything
Until They Are Two Days Old at
Minnesota Station.

(By C. E. BROWN. Minnesota Experiment Station.)
We do not feed little chicks before
they are two days old, but from the
beginning give them water. During
this period the hen Is given her food
out of reach ot the little ones. Tbe
first feeds are given sparingly every
two hours, and are usually wet
mashes.
After the third day we feed some of
the cracked grains, a little at a time,
till, ait, the end of the fifth or sixth day
we are giving only two feeds a day of
the mash and three feeds of the
cracked grain. Occasionally we give a
little whole wheat, and by the end ot
eight weeks we are feeding most ot
the grains whole. If the chicks are on-

Havent Scratched Yet.

"I Eat

Grape-Nuts

the Tear Round

"There's a Reason"

Crape-Nuts

I

able to get worms or Insects in sufficient quantities, they must be supplied
with a substitute, such as milk or beef
A Champion Poland Sow From Missouri.
scraps. Green feed is given in the
form of finely chopped lettuce, a piece
Into
maturity.
This
will
mean
healthfeed pigs separate from the sows,
ot potato or turnip or mangel wben
even when nursing. Tbls can be done ier and better developed pullets for they are not able to run outside on the
fall
and
early
winter
laying.
Dispose
by building near the colony house a
grass.
temporary fence which will allow the of the cockerels as soon as they will
little pigs to get in, but will keep out do to market, to make more room for
QUESTION OF SHELL COLOR
tbe old hogs. If this plan is adopted tbe pullets.
Clean the droppings out of the winthe pigs will practically wean themNew
York City It Ready to Pay Preselves without Inconvenience either to ter house frequently, and use whitemium for White Egos—Flavor Is
themselves or to the-sow. We prefer wash, kerosene and otber insecticides
Controlled by Feeding,
feeding the small pigs and In fact all freely to keep down the lice.
our hogs In either Iron or concrete
Lice breed in filth, hence tbe cleaner
There !s a prejudice in the market
troughs, with round bottoms. V- tbe house is kept the better it will be
shaped troughs can also be used.
for the birds. Most poultry troubles regarding the color of the egg shell.
It Is a prejudice of long standing, and
Fences play a very Important part and losses can be traced directly to
in Jog raising. A poor fence will pro- unsanitary conditions and to insect will, without doubt, remain with the
buying public. Tbe average American
duce a breachy hog as quickly as It pests.
market prefers a brown color, while
will a fence-breaking cow, We prefer
Let the house for tbe coming laying
New York city Is ready to pay a preany strong close wovon-wlre fence at? pullets be amply provided with open- mium for white-shelled eggs. The
least 68 inches high for the outside ings for sunlight and ventilation. The brown egg buyers in particular 'claim
fence. In smaller lots either woven full open front house is proving best that the eggs are of a richer flavor.
wire or wooden fences temporarily for all seasons, as It provides for un- All this is imaginary, when we come
placed will be cheaper and can be used limited quantities of fresh sir for the te understand that it is food and not
a number of times. Tempdrafy tehees sleeping birds.
color of shell that flavors the egg. Is
need not be over three feet high and
it reasonable to suppose the brown
Silo
Is
Necessity.
should be so constructed that they can
egg ot tbe Brahma fed on onions could
Nearly all of the best dairymen like
be carefully stored when not In use.
be as sweet as the white egg ot the
Woven wire used as temporary fence to supply some feed to their cows even Leghorn fed on clover?
Is very, difficult to stretch after it has wben on tbe best of pastures, both for
been used several times, although It its food value to the cows and foe its
Best Ration for Fattening.
can be used to advantage,when lumber manurial value to the pastures and
There 1B no ration better for fattennothing is. more convenient for this ing poultry tor market than sweet
and, help are not plentiful.
In planting forage crops it. Is an purpose than good silage. Every farm- potatoes and cornmeaL Cook tbe poadvantage to plant in long narrow er who feeds live'stock cannot well tatoes and just before removing from
strips so that the temporary fences afford to be without a, silo. Just a lit- tbe Ore add oornmeal. Feed when
can be placed across tbe narrow part tle experience in the use of silage will cold. About a pound of oornmeal to
of tbe field. It is also an advantage convince any man that the silo Is an a half peck of sweet potatoes makes a
to arrange the crops so that one sec- absolute necessity.
good1 ration.
tion is in such alignment with the
Experiment With Electricity.
other. sections that the cultivation
8pace for Each Hen,
Experimenters In the stimulation of
may be done without turning at the
Allow every hen from roar to six
end of each section, and wben the plant growth by electricity have dis- feet of floor space; better stx. Ten
crops are laid by the temporary fence covered a queer thing. The wind blows Inches each of roosting space is not
their current away, but a wire serefa too much. The roosts should be placed
can separate one crop from another.
When plans are made to establish surrounding tbe plat of ground tends at least eighteen Inches apart.
hog pastures one must not forget the to hold the electric charge in place reyery hnpoctant (actor of providing gardless of the wind.

Although Canada's real start in national development as pointed out by
the Buffalo Commercial, came slowly and late, as compared with that of
the United States, It Is -now well under way, and very soon there will be
a marvelous expansion in agriculture,
mining and manufacturing.
The paper above mentioned says
that "heretofore the development of
Canada, like that of the United States,
has been Westward, but unlike this
country, the Dominion has a great
territory to the North, which has been
regarded as all but uninhabitable, but
in which recent research has proven
there are possibilities of development almost inconceivable." After
making complimentary reference to
the resources of the country tributary
to the Hudson Bay. which will be
opened up when the railroad now under construction is completed, the
Commercial further says "there are
those living today who will see our
neighbor on tbe north a great and
powerful nation, and a not insignificant industrial and commercial rival
Of the United States. The war may
retard, but it cannot destroy, Canada's
future. And in this expansion no one
will more heartily rejoice than the
people of the United States, because
the prosperity of the Dominion is
bound to increase our own."
Herein is the spirit that dominates
the Dominion Government when It
extends an invitation to Americans to
assist in developing the resources that
Canada possesses, whether they be
mineral, forest Industrial, commercial
or agriculture. Both countries will
benefit and the United States will be
a gainer by having as a neighbor a
country whose resources are as great
and varied as are those of Canada.
In comparing the United States
along with other nations of the world
in producing and Importing foodstuffs, the Agricultural Outlook published by the United States departmen of agriculture says:
The United States In recent years
has been as large an importer of foodstuffs as exporter; therefore she cannot be classed as a surplus producer
of foodstuffs. This is contrary to popular impression. It 1B true that she
Is an exporter of certain articles, but
she Is an equally large Importer of
otber articles. In this classification
tea and coffee are included with foodstuffs. In edible grains the production Is 23 per cent more than the
amount retained; the production ot
meat is six per cent more—that
is, exports ot meat equal six per cent
of that retained In the United States
for consumption; the production of
dairy products is 20 per cent more
than consumed; the production ot
poultry is just about equal to consumption; of vegetables, one per cent
less.
An investigation into the production, Imports and exports of food products of various countries indicates
that England produces about 53 per
cent of her food requirements, and
imports (net) about 47 per cent; Belgium produces 57 per cent, and imports 43 per cent; Germany produces
88 per cent, and Imports 12 per cent;
France produces 92 per cent, and imports eight per cent; Austria-Hungary
produces 98 per cent, and imports two
per cent; Russia produces 110 per
cent of her requirements, and exports
au equivalent of about 10 per cent;
Canada produces 23 per cent more
than she consumes; Argentina produces 48 per cent more than she consumes; the United States produces
practically no more than she consumes (1, e, exports and imports of
foodstuffs almost balance).
With this information before the
reader, it is not a difficult matter to
direct attention to the fact that Canada stands in a pre-eminent position
In the matter of grain and cattle production, and with a large territory
yet unoccupied she will always maintain it.—Advertisement
For Steadfast Peace.
God puts within our reach the power of helpfulness, the ministry of pity;
he Is ever ready to Increase his grace
in our hearts, that as we live and act
among all the sorrows of the world
we may learn by slow degrees skill
and mystery of consolation. "If ye
know these things, happy are ye if ye
do them." There Is no surer way of
steadfast peace In this world than the
active exercise of pity; no happier
temper of mind and work than tbe
lowly watching to Bee if we can lessen
any misery that Is about us; nor Is
there any better way of growth in
faith and love.—Francis Paget

SHOW SUPREMACY OF SOUL
Bright Spots In Dark Incidents
the Great Conflict Going on
in Europe.

of

Courage is the universal possession
of the German, the Englishman, the
Frenchman, the Belgian, the Austrian,
the Russian and the Japanese. The
stories of Individual coolness and daring are so many that they have almost ceased to attract special attention. The other day, when the British dreadnaugbt Formidable went
down in a storm, crushed like an egg
shell by torpedoes or mines, its captain—Loxley—was on the bridge as it
sank; and his last words were:
"Steady men; It's all right; keep cool;
do not get In a panic; be British."
Every officer was at his post; many
of them had lighted cigarettes. This
stirring exhibition of the fact that
the man does not die when his body
falls in the trenches or sinks In the
ocean can be matched in every navy
and army. All E?urope is fighting for
invisible things. There never was
such universal and commanding evidence that the soul of humanity Is supreme and invincible.—From the Outlook.
Not Guilty.
May was taken down South to visit
her relations. For the first time in
her young life she was thrown in contact with little darkies. Her admiration and awe was great Meeting a
Uttle negro boy one day, she Bcrewed
up courage to ask him his name.
"I is dun called David," said the
boy.
"Ob!" exclaimed May, he face
lighting up with surprise and pleasure, "are you the David that killed
Goliath ?"
The little black boy gave a frightened glance around, and, beginning to
whimper, he shrieked: "Naw, 1 aln'%
nebber teched him."

WHEN KIDNEYS ACT BAD
TAKE GLASS OF SALTS
Eat Less Mest If Kidneys Hurt or You
Have Backache or Bladder Misery
—Meat Forms Uric Acid.

No man or woman who eats meat
regularly can make a mistake by flushing the kidneys occasionally, says a
well-known authority.
Meat forms
uric acid which clogs the kidney pores
BO they sluggishly filter or strain only
part of the waste and poisons from
the blood, then yon get sick. Nearly
all rheumatism, headaches, liver trouble, nervousness, constipation, dizziness, sleeplessness, bladder disorders
come from sluggish kidneys.
The moment you feel a dull ache In
the kidneys or your back hurts, or If
the urine Is cloudy, offensive, full ot
sediment. Irregular of passage or attended by a sensation of scalding, get
about four ounces of Jad Salts from
any reUable pharmacy and take a
tablespoonful in a glass of water before breakfast for a few days and your
kidneys will then act fine. This famous salts is made from tbe acid of
grapes and lemon juice, combined with
lithla and has been used for generations to flush clogged kidneys and
stimulate them to activity, also to neutralize the acids in urine so It no
longer causes Irritation, thus ending
bladder disorders.
Jad Salts Is inexpensive and cannot
injure; makes a delightful effervescent lithia-water drink which aU regular meat eaters should take now and
then to keep tbe kidneys clean and
the blood pure, thereby avoiding serious kidney complications.—Adv. .

Scrapple.

Cook one pound of fresh pork until
It drops from the bones. Pick tbe
meat to pieces and strain the liquor, ot
which there should be one pint Put
the Uquor and meat on to boil and
thicken with Indian meal until it will
harden enough when cold to cut np
ind fry in slices. Season the Uquor
with pepper and Bait

.

|

To Keep Fish.

Fish may be preserved tor a couple
jf days in a very simple yet safe way.
Boll together three quarts of water
ind a pint of vinegar. When Just on
the boil put in the fish and scald It,
but not for more than two minutes.
Hang the flsh In a cool place, and »
will keep freBh even in the hottest
weather.
i
Useful Wash-Day Hints.
Soda should be thoroughly dissolved
to the washihg water before the
Olothes are put in. Never allow It to
lie about on the clothes, as this sometimes causes lronmold. Soda should
never be added to water in which
woolens are being washed, as It causes
them to shrink.
I

To tine the Cske Psn.
Waxed paper, such as comes Inside
cracker boxes, is splendid to line caka
pans which are a trifle thin. Cut
pieces to lit, then flour them, pour in
the batter, stand the hot pans after
baking on a wet cloth for five minutes.
Tho cakes will drop out when 1»
verted.
French Mest Rolls.
Chop finely two pounds of round
steak, add the grated rind of half a
lemon, one slightly beaten egg, two
tablespoonfuls of melted butter, a
level teaspoonful of salt, a little pepper, a Uttle chopped parsley, if Mked.
Place in the baking pan on a piece
of thick buttered paper, and baste frequently with a cupful of hot water
In which two tablespoonfuls of butter
have been melted.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

Prompt Relief—Permanent Cure

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never,
fail. Purely vegeta-^
ble — act surel;
but gently on
the liver.
Stop after
dinner distress-cure 1
Indigestion"
Improve the complexion, brighten the eyes,
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature |

J
Mrs.S.A.Allen's
woe i
Hair Color Restorer

Crowning Achievement.

"Was the inventor of the destroyer
rewarded?"
"They knighted him."
"And the inventor of the destroyerdestroyer?"
"He was created a baron."
"But the destroyer-destroyer-destroyer"B Invento!*—what was done for
him?"
"He was made an earl."
"One more question, if you please—
what reward. If any, fell to the author
ot the book which proves that war is
a biological necessity?"
"He was created a duke."
"A duke!"
"Yes. We are a cultivated nation,
and but for bis grace's work we should
never have had the face to make use
of tbe inventions of the others."

Th«
Old Home
Prescription
that Is pleasant to take and sure
to help, is

Hale's Honey
Of Horehound and Tar
Stop» couih» »nd Mlleire* eold«. Contain!
no op I um nor snrtliliur tajuriou*.

AUDnwsiata.

Prudent Woman,

"I thought you said we were going
to share everything equally after we
got married," said the husband of a
rich woman.
"That was merely your own suggestion," she answered calmly. "I have
decided to retain tbe balance of power
until I find out what division you are
going to make ot love and affection."

Leeley

FOR DRUNKENNESS ind
ill DRU6 ADDICTIONS

to ■IckneM, no publicity
Tho only Kooley Inatttoto In Maine Now
^*Ht.inp*blro or Vermont.
8ond for freo booklet.

■anmrrB
PORTLAND, ME.
Ill Caaina
Start

DaanWc ot this paper desiring to buy
tVOaUClS anything advertised in its colMother--Wny didn't you run .for umns should insist upon having what they
home when you heard that a shower ask tor.ref using all substitutes or imitations
was coming up?
Willie—'Cause I knew I wouldn't get AUTO PARTS Pi"toI! ruin «wen?r0»«
oaau. ssossus in» tarn coaruniMM rtaiM, ■. v.
wet unless It came down.
So He Got Wet.

Prosperous Appearance.
"Some men live for their stomachs."
"That's true, but the man with an
unusually .large abdomen has a prosperous look withal, and If he can drape
a heavy watch chain across 1) the illusion Is complete."

WANTED

Butternut Meats, 10 to 50 poundsOne sign that we are growing more
humane is that men blanket their mo- more or less. Will pay 60 eents per
pound. Address Gee. A. Joslyn, Omaha,
tor car, engines,—Nashville Banner.
Neb,—Adv.
».
For the treatment of colds, sore throat,
ete., Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops give
Tha Invariable Loser,
sure relief—-5c at all good Druggists.
"Did you ever play cards for
And many a chap talks like a wise money?"
"Yes; but I never got It"
man aad acts like a fool.

tv„F» /•:«» II» Try oar Great Indian remedy,
Uon t liive
• Up HerbaiinL.
ODIH mnnmMUim
[erbfcl
jey Troubles: all blood dUeases.
I Kldne;
Sli»mS»«b«IHIC..,Sft'Pm«»«.».I.,M'. *««■«■ ■""«*

GRAY HAIR DARKENED

By a ■imple harmleio
anyone how absolutely
■end a BeJf-addre*8ed
IICBBARD, 33*4 OUvo

method; I will tell
free, If they will
envelope. BETTI15
St.. St. Louie, Mo.

RoT.Dt-8 of a Wild Han. tea cents. Return
and set money back if not Battened. Address P. S. IRONS, DYAS, ALABAMA.
W. N. U-t BOSTON. NO. 7-1915.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more goods brighter andftater color, than sny other dye. One lfc package colors aD fibers. They dreJn cold^water b^erthm anyotodn.
Youcsn dye any garment without ripping apart. WauTE FOE FREE booklet, calendar. BloOara, ate. MOWBOE DBUG COMPARE, {j.lscr.lll.
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SWEETS AND SUZANNE

MAILS DUE TO ABKIVE,
A. M. 6.45- But and West.
8JO--West.
P. M, 12.4fi—East and West.

ANNUA

ffiDQltftottfl

Earl Edwin, son of Mr and Mrs Ghas.
By DOROTHY DOUGLAS.
CM. Edson, returned to Montreal last
week to resume his duties as sssistant in
chemistry, McUill University, after six (Copyright, 1914, by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
weeks' absence wliile recovering from an
Suzanne, enveloped in an apron,
operation for appemlicitis.
stood over the gas range stirring
The newly elected officers of the Cream- fudge. "It seems such an odd thing
ery Association are :—President Dr. F. to send to the army," she said to her
CONGESTION TO BE AVOIDED
- W.-0owles; vice president Dr. W. R. mother.
"Chocolate is very nourishing and
Smith of North Brookfleld; secretary
Daniel McKevey; treasurer L. A. Gilbert; sustaining, dear," replied Mrs. Adams. City of Today Should ProUt From the
"The boys can carry it along with
Errors Which Have Been Made
directors Dr. Conies, William Edson,
them on a march,and, when they feel
In the Past.
Charles Allen, Albert Hauck and Joseph hungry or fatigued, eat a piece withW. Clark.
out stopping. Don't you see?"
There are.much more Important and
Suzanne nodded. "Oh, I'm more more fundamental objects than esthetAllen T. Godfrey, West Brookfleld, was
than
willing
to
make
it,
and
since
the
ics In city planning—objects that are
elected warden of the town farm at a
meeting of the overseers of the poor last call for it has been sent out I'm sure altogether within the reach of modern
it is required."
civic effort; many lines, Indeed, In
Friday. He will assume his duties Feb.
And then she went on with her
15, succeeding Elmer H. Blodaett, who candymaking, thinking and wonder- which the modern city has already
surpassed older efforts, and will and
resigned! Mr Godfrey was one of 12 ap- ing as she stirred where and by whom
must do so still more. If civic art Is
plicants for the position. He came here it would be eaten.
the sublime flower that finally can be
from East Brookfleld in 1913 and has
"I—I wonder if any of the boys will hoped for, the necessary roots, stems
made his home on the John Morrill place get a whole box, by any chance," she and leaves must be found in the ecoLong hill. He was reared on a farm but said to herself. "I—wonder!"
nomic, social, hygienic and recrear
When a trainload of wounded sol- tional life of the communities.
has lately been employed by theOlmstead
dier
boys
arrived
at
the
big
city,
of
Industry and transportation; transit
Quaboag Corset Company.
which her home was a suburb, Suz- and rapid transit connections between
Mr and Mrs Isaac Bruxiip quietly cele anne was anxious to join the volun- economically and hyglenically devel
brated their 46lh marriage anniversary at teer workers who were to care for oped factories, business districts, and
their home on High street last .Saturday. the soldier laddies.
healthful, enjoyable homes; plenty of
"I am not a trained nurse, but I playgrounds, open-air and indoor
Acquaintances called during the day.
could
help,"
she
told
her
mother.
Refreshments were served. Mr and Mrs
schools and public parks, are the logi"All right, dear," her mother said. cal objects of modern city planning—
Rroxup were married in Rochdale, Eng"It is a noble work and you have my the necessary foundation on which
land. Mrs Broxup's maiden name was permission to go—so long as you go
civic life and civic beauty must rest
Emma Brierly. For 12 years they made chaperoned by Mrs. Greene."
before anything worthy to find exprestheir home in Worcester where Mr BroxMrs. Greene was a matron of the sion in art radiating toward a PhysiWe wish to put the Pictorial Review into everv home
up worked as a machinist, He is a native community who was going to help
cal and beautiful civic center can be
in this town. A decade of unfailing accuracy in foreof Banford, England, but has lived in with the nursing of boys who had developed.
easting the* correct styles for the coming season has
been brought home, and she had ofthe United States 30 years.
Those somewhat utilitarian objects
made Pictorial Review the recognized authority among ,
fered to take Suzanne with her.
of the new civic art are susceptible of
At the town meeting held last Monday,
dressmakers and those who know.
It fell to Suzanne's lot to be sent
there were but two issues to -he settled, to the home of a soldier boy whose a high grade of development unheard
The March number, now on sale, contains the newest
that of.license and road commissioner. mother was an invalid. At his home of in the plans for the cities of former
and smartest of styles for Spring wear.
times.
-The town went license by a voteW 12S, she,was to assist in taking care of
City planning Is the science of inBy special permission from The Pictorial Review
against the no vote 95. Tlieoflieeis elect- him, and from the young man she
vestigating and achieving these reCompany we can offer for one week only.
ed were moderator, Carlton D. Kiehard- learned much of the life of soldiers sults. Extraordinary efforts and quite
soii;to\vn clerk, Dwight Fairbanks; se- in battle.
"But we had much to be thankful new departures must be made, in orlectman, John Mulvey; overseer of the
for," the wounded soldier told her der to develop a new type of city, free
poor, Isaac Jones; assessor, Francis S.
one day when she sat by his invalid from the old plagues.
Beeinan; treasurer, Chas. H. Clark; au- chair, which was drawn out on to the
The city of the old type was built
ditor, Albert W. Bliss; tax collector! sunny porch beside that of his moth- to house only a small percentage of
Four 15c Magazines for 25c
Carlton P. Tyler; school committee, three er. "We had wonderful Red Cross the nation; and this small percentage
was
destined
to
an
early
death
in
the
years, Eli M. Converse; two years, Bow- service. We were not left to suffer
In these four issues you will find long stories, short
man Beeinan; one year, F. Arthur Carter; on the field, but were given the best second or third generation. The citstories, special articles, departments on cooking, milliies did not continue to exist by their
and
quickest
of
attention
at
all
times
road commissioner, L. H. Bruce; library
nery, home dressmaking, embroidery, etc., and these
own increase of population, butjiy the
trustees for three years, B. S. Beenian; and sent home to mend up. And continuous influx of people from wide
are only a small part of the many good things in Picthe
good
people
all
over
the
country
Miss Helen P. Shaekley; one year, Fredtorial Review each month.
even saw to It that we had candy— agricultural areas.
erick E. Bragdon; water commissioner,
The old congested city, therefore,
Subscribe now and get your copy at the pattern counter
chocolate sweets—on our marches. It
Wm. R. Traill; tree warden, Philander was great!" the boy said.
was essentially a place to die in; the
the tenth of each month as these big numbers are pubHolmes; constables, George,, Boothby,
modern
city
must
become
a
place
to
lished.
"Did—did you have any fudge?"
John Cregan, George Hocum, Arthur Suzanne asked timidly.
live in. In the beginning of the nineSampson, and Walter Young; measurers
"Fudge? The best ever and one of teenth century only a small percentof lumber, Henry Foster, Dwight Tyler; the fellows in our regiment has gone age of the population in the United Agent for Pictorial Review Patterns and
Percales and
common committee, Clarence Allen, clean daffy over some girl who sent States lived in cities, a condition
Prints
New
Home
Sewing
Machines
Frank Brown, Eli Converse; fence view- a box with her name written all over which has changed materially today.
12jc
now
IOC
ers, Arthur Cutler, Philander Holmes it. He pieeed it together, taking our
BLANKETS
7c
"
5c
and John Webb; cemetery commissioner, candy out of our very mouths al- CHIEF THINGS IN THE GARDEN
most—" the soldier laughed—"and
$4.50
now,
Dwight Eairbanks, board of health, Dr.
50c
now
.42
managed to make out her name and
Bates* Gingham
Clifford Uuyck; measurers of wood and where she lives. He swears if he Contentedness and Peace of Mind Are 3.50
25c
.19
the Main Products of Any Cultibark, Henry Foster, Philander Holmes; lives he's going to And that girl, and
12$c
now
|Oc
2.98
vated Plot of Land.
field drivers, Harry Allen; John Balcom, —well, you know how such things
and
1.50
Table Damask
Leonard Beeman, Frank Ducey, Myron always turn out."
Do not covet all the fine things you 1.00
.78
When her charge was well enough
A. and William M. Richardson. Appro50c
' now
42C
see
in
other
gardens,
for
you
would
priations, amounting to $19,345.50 were to be about she left him. but not be12*c
now
not
have
room
enough
for
them
were
Shirtwaists
made. A committee was appointed, by fore she had promised his mother to they given to you. Choose what you
7c and 8c
5c
vote of the town, to investigate the town go each summer to visit her at their feel you must have and most need in $6.98 .
now
$2.25
now
$1.79
farm management. The following were cottage by the sea1.98
1.60
Flannel Night
It was three summers later that order to obtain "that sweet peace of 5.98
appointed by the moderator Harold D. she went down to the cottage at the mind that is better than all," and you 4.50
1.25
.98
Robes
Phelps, E. M. Houghton and George invitation of the old lady and her ex- will indeed prove a contented tiller of
2.98
1.00
.85
the
soil.
If
you
find
you
cannot
grow
Coolidge. There were 237 ballots cast soldier son to spend a fortnight. The
98c
now
70C
some things you would like and have 1.25
•60
"
.42
.08
out of 319,registered voters. The work- war was over.
85c
60C
"Mr. Henry," Suzanne asked of the satisfied yourself that they are not for
man's compensation act was passed 87
75c
65c
boy she had nursed, "did you ever you, cease to worry about the matter COMFORTERS
Petticoats
to 38.
50c
30c
hear again of your comrade who ate and set about growing something else. $3.25
now
$2.75
$1.69
now
$1.50
the girl's fudge and was bound to win Don't worry over the Impossible, but 2.75
2.40
*
rt-.ii Settled it.
make the most of your possibilities.
her. Did he ever find her?"
.98
" •
.79.
Mrs. Charles H. Anthony of Mun"
| .25
"Funny! He's coming here tonight When you get down to cold garden 150
25c
now
|5C
50
.42
► ie. whose beautiful wardrobe, deto spend the night with three other facts you will And that while your
signed by herself, impressed Paris fellows, and you can ask him for wants are many your needB are few. Women's and
Kimonas and
before the outbreak of the war, said
Towels
yourself. I hope he's either found her The chief thing to be cultivated In a
to a New York reporter the other or forgotten her," Henry added. "This garden is peace of mind. If you gain Children's Hosiery
Bath
Robes
25c '
ni
now
2IC
day:
love business gets me—I'm heart this you will reap a rich harvest every 25c
121c
$4.98
"Now is the time to introduce mod- whole for one," he laughed.
day in the year.
15c
. 12 1-2
est, home-made fashions for the fall
3.98
It all seemed so natural when Suz10c
"
Oc
and winter. The European fashion anne shook hands with Robert Moore
Garden for Every Family.
2.98
market is idle now. Let the Ameri- —so much as if it had meant to be.
At least there should be a garden
1.98
can designer, then, get to work.
$38.50 and $27.50
"Suzanna Adams," he said. "Suz- for every family in the state. This
"American women will welcome anne—it's not an ordinary name and does not necessarily involve the mak1.25
modest fashions, for few of them are I've been searching for it"
ing or maintenance of lawns or the $1.98
1.00
now
as perverse as the American woman
"Why so?" asked the girl, blushing planting of trees and flowering plants.
1.50
•
"
I heard about in Paris.
furiously.
If some love a vegetable patch more
"A friend said at a ball to this
1.25
"Because she made some fudge and than a flower garden we have no quar
.08
woman's husband:
wrote her name upon It to give me rel with him, for peace of mind is, or 1.00
" *
.85
" 'How the men are flocking round hope through many a !«' g march, should be the aim of gardening. Gar
.50
your wife! I thought you said you'd that's why, and you know ,t. Later dens are for the affections and there.42
$12.00 now
$0.00
never let her wear one of those shock' on I'll tell you more." he said, dar- fore one should plant that crop or
9.50
"
7.50
ing evening gowns without shoulder- ingly. "Will you listen?"
.crops that must nearly meets his de CORSETS
7.50
6.50
straps?'
Suzanne choked with emotion and sires. If you love cauliflowers more
" 'I know,' the other man answered, could not answer, but she knew that than you do cornflowers you are fully W. B., American Lady and
3.98
"
_3.25
'but she happened to hear me say it'" she would listen—that she had been justified in growing the former. It
Spirabone.
—Buffalo Express.
watting for three years to listen.
requires just as much skill to grow $2.00
now
$ | .69
a 'good cabbage as It does a fine earns
$5.98
now
$4.08
1.50
1.25
"Home, Sweet Home."
tion, and one is further enabled by
Hla Word for It.
It was dark and cold and the gaunt
•4.98
"
3.08
.85
A married man informs us that one u=e of the former to demonstrate his l.oo
and leafless trees were swayed by fit- who tells his wife all he knows doesn't gastronomic ability as well.
3.98
2.08
,50
"
.42
N
ful gusts of wind that spoke of comto",'
ing rain.
Plodding Pete and Weary Willie
quickened their pace in order to reach
a place of shelter ere the storm
should overtake them. This sudden
burst of energy seemed to excite conversation.
IN THE MOVIES?
"Wot's up with yer, Pete?" inquired
Willie. "Yer look as if yer goin' ter
You can learn this and everything else you want to know
cry."
about the great moving picture stars in Photoplay Magazine.
"I dunno," was Pete's reply. "I don't
You can get the most beautiful colored pictures ever pubfeel the joy o' livin' like I used to.
lished, and most thrilling stories ever written, before they
I've been thlnkin' o' my waste 1 life,
appear on the screens, every month.
an' I've got a sorter uneasy, homesick
feelin'."
You can learn all about3 the wonderful opportunities for
"Homesick!" broke in Willie. "Why,
earning fame and fortune by writing photoplays.
bless me, I believe that's wot both of
You can make your visits to the movies doubly enjoyable.
us are sufferin' from. We ain't neither of us bin inside a jail for close
in three months now, 'ave we?"

CLEARANCE

SALE

BEGINNING

ENDING

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

Feb. 20

This Special February Sale which no shrewd woman can
afford to miss ofters absolutely unequalled values in trustworthy
merchandise. It places within the reach of everyone many of
the things they need at prices they can afford to pay, You save"
money by shopping here.

Special for ONE Week Only
BEGINNING FEB. 15

PICTORIAL REVIEW

$3.50
2.08
2.40
1.25

APRONS

Kamburgs
Insertions

.10c

SWEATERS
$5.08
4.08
3.50
2.5G

Whisk Broom

Children's
Dresses

$1.70
1.19

$3.08
3.25
2.25
1.50
1.00
.70

21c
10c

KM MACHINES

Misses' and
Children's Coats

Ladies'Skirts

Who's Married to Who

ALL GOODS SOLD FOR CASH ONLY

Nellie Collins

Duncan Block,

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

Just So.
"Do you think that marriage is a
H
lottery T
* "Can't s*y I do. Still, everybody
who marries takes a chance."

1^^

North Brookfield

Judicious and Liberal ADVERTISING in the North Brookfield

THE NATIONAL MOVIE PUBLICATION

At your Newsdealer*

if Cents a Copy

Ost a copy today. If you have never read It there's a great treat In store for you.
To make stir* o f getting your copy every month, send $1.50 for a year's subscription

PHOTOPLAY PUBLISHING CO.

Dept. 97

CHICAGO, ILL.

JOURNAL always brings the Best Results

s.m-w«t
4.60—East.
7.06—East and West.
HAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 6.45—Eastand West.
11 JO—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
8.00—East and West.
Malls for East Brookfleld are despatched at
6.4* A. M., 11 JO A. M. and 1 P. M. Malls, from
East Brookfleld are received at S.30 A. M. and
1.40 P. M.
Package malls are despatched twice dally as
follows:—U.80 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed, at 8.16
A. M, and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will be:—6.30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.30 to9.80 A.M.and6 to 6P.M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Pomona Grange meets in West Brookfleld neit Wednesday.
O. L. Haven, who has rjubliahed the
Ware River News for three years, has
sold out to William E. McGurgan, of that
town.
The sale of ten-ride tickets between
Worcester and North Brookfleld, on the
Boston and Albany railroad, has been extended to March 1st.
Elbridge W Boynton is suffering from
painful injuries to his face and body
caused by falling on the ice in his own
door-yard. He is confined to his room.
Lost, Thursday evening, probably in
front of the Adams block, a lady's black
lace scarf. .A suitable reward will be
, paid for its return to the store of E. W.
' Reed.
•
Mr Frank 1'. Stoddard is reported as
more comfortable, and expecting to get
back to the store soon. Mr Herbert -W.
Bemis is still in charge during Mr Stoddard's enforced absence..
The much admired picture of "Washington at Prayer," which recently hung
in the Haston Library, has been presented to the North ?Srookueld hjgh school,
by Miss Jessie Doane Worstell of New
York City. ' '
Mr and Patrick Duff, the aged parents
of Mrs Frederick Brucker, Gilbert street,
are seriously ill at the home of their
daughter, and, it is feared, can not long
survive. Mr Duff is 84 years old and
Mrs Duff 82.
Tax collector Dunphy wishes to say
through the JOURNAL that the names of
Mrs Edward Conroy and William 0.
Ryan should not have appeared in the
list of delinquent tax-payers in the town
report.
Mr and Mrs John Hazard mourn the
loss of their infant child, which had just
■passed the first anniversary of its birth.
They wish to express, their thanks to all
. the friend^ who so kindly remembered
them in their affliction.
The Grange will have an open meeting next Thursday evening, at 8, when
the State Ohaplain, Rev. A. H. Wheelock of Marlboro, will speak. A cordial
invitation is extended to the public.
Music in charge of Mrs Conger. Refre hments for sale by Mrs Hill, Mrs McKee and Mrs Varney.
Mrs M. A. Doyle and Miss Curtis of
Spencer leave on Sunday to attend the
Spring millinery openings in New York.
You are urged to bring your friends to
the chapel on the evening of the 25th
inst., when the members of the Woman's
Union, will serve an Evangeline sapper
at 6.30, after which you can spend the
evening with LongfjHow.
Tickets 26
cents.
,l
Have you Been Laurette Taylor m Peg
O'My Heart ? If so, you have been very
fortunate. Most of us have not. But
we all know something of the story and
wish we knew more. 80 we are to have
a wonderful opportunity. Miss Marion
Hertha Clarke of New York will impersonate the roguisn, lovable Peg, at town
hall, March 9, and those who have seen
her declare that her impersonation ranks
equal with the star.
_^____^_

ANNUAL TOWN MEETING

Presentation of the Flag.
The D. A. R. had unusually interesting
meeting Saturday afternoon, with the
state regent, Mrs Jenkins present. She
praised the Chapter for its good work,
and loyalty to its regent, and spoke at
length upon what constitutes a good
member of the D. A. R,— loyalty to home
and country. Mrs Bndd and Miss Bertha
Johnson gave a piano duet; Mrs Corbin
sang The Star Spangled Banner, with illustrations by Mrs Charles E. Batcheller,
in costume. Ttie room was decorated
with flags. The secretary read a letter
from Mrs Theodore C. Bates, presenting
to the Chapter a handsome silk American
flag, on a staff, and tied with the official
D. A. R. colors. A vote of thanks, presented by Mrs Bishop, was adopted, to
be forwarded to Mrs Bates. The death
of Mrs Belcher, an original daughter,
was recognized by appropriate resolutions.
Coffee, tea and ice cream were served.
A Lincoln Evening.
Ezra Batcheller post, G. A. R., remembered the birthday of the great
emamcipator, Abraham Lincoln, by a
special program last evening, in their
hall, inviting in a number of their friends
to celebrate with them, Rev. R. M. D.
Adams read the Scriptures and offered
prayer; an address on Lincoln was given
by Emerson H. Stoddard of East Brookfield, and there were remarks by L. Emerson Barnes, Esq., and Kev. Mr Charlton. Mrs E. D. Corbin sang the StarSpangled Banner, which was dramatically illustrated by Mrs Charles E. Batcheller. There were also musical numbers
by a quartette—Mrs Corbin, Mrs Bigelow, Mr Reed and Mr Bruce, with Mrs
A. W. Budd as accompanist.
Death of Mrs Emory Richards,

•

■Sarah Melinda (Rice), wife of Emory
H. Richards, died at the town farm,
Thursday, aged 86 years, (5 months anil
11 days. The cause of her death was
general debility, and she has been in poor
health for a long time. She leaves an
aged husband, who is also an invalid,
and who will be unable to attend the funeral from the Congregational church
parlors at 2 o'clock, Saturday afternoon.
The service will.be conducted by Rev. A.
W. Bndd, and Undertaker Chas. 8. Lane,
will be in charge. Mrs Richards was
born in Spencer, July 31, 1828, the
daughter of Gillutp and Melinda Blackmer Rice, and married Mr Richards July
19,1846. Burial will be in Walnut Grove
cemetery.
K, of P Activities.
That steamed clam supper, last week
Wednesday proved a drawing card for
the K. P. brothers, and there was not
only a big attendance, but lots of fun,
and money enough to pay the bills incurred. On Friday they were likewise
favored with a large attendance at their
whist party, and dancing continued up to
12 o'clock.
Next Wednesday evening, supper will
be served for members only, at 6 30. It
will be a flap-jack supper.
Members
planning to attend will please notify G.
A. Johnson before Monday night. Whist
party Feb. 19. '

Old boards of Officials Re-elected
Throughout the Ticket,
TOWN VOTES FOR LICENSE AGAIN
Herbert T. Maynard was chosen moderator of the annual town meeting on
Monday. The polls were open at 5.45 a.
m., and closed at 5 p. m. There was no
contest Oxcept for overseers of poor, assessor, auditor and constables. The License question drew out the largest numr
ber, and along in the afternoon the
friends of License "got busy" with their
teams and rolled up a majority of 86,
the vote standing 256 for License and 170
against.
The total vote cast was 499 males and
only one female availed herself of her
privilege to vote for school committee.
The1 officers elected were:
Town Clerk, "Timothy J. Collins, 404.
Selectmen, *F. Arthur Fullam 356,
•E. A. Harwood 376, "Mortimer J.
Howard 370.
Assessors. 'George R. Hamant 177,
T. J. Mftboney 140, A. C Stoddard 128Overseers of Poor. G. Fred Crooks
219, *P- J. Doyle 366, "John J. Lane 306,
Frank Wine 285.
School Committee, *E. F. Pbelan 318.
Collector, *John J. Dunphy 360.
Treasurer. *George R. Doane 284.
Library Trustees.
*Carrie Doane,
•Teresa Doyle, «M. A. Longley.
Auditor. "Frank S. Bartlett 347, A. L.
Newman 91.
Cemetery Commissioners. For three
years, *Horace*,I. Lawrence; for one
year, *E. D. Corbin.
Tree Warden, *Colby H. JoluiBon.
Board of Health. *Dr. A. H. Prouty.
AVater Commissioner, P. J. Lawler.
Constables.
"Edward Dunphy 315,
•John Mattoon 196. 'Stephen Quill 284.
License. Yes 256, No 170.
Amendment,-Yes 181, No 55. .
Adjourned town meeting Saturday afternoon.at 1.30 p. m.,for consideration.of
all articles in the Warrant except the
election of officers.
The Appieton Club.

Worcester County Institution For Savings

LOST BANK BOOK.

Incorporated 1828

TM88 BOOK No. 8256 of the Nortn Brookfleld
X Bank Is lost and the owner has made application for the payment of same
This notice is
published as required by section 40 Chapter 590 of
the Acts of iww.
ARTHUR C. BLISS, Treasurer.Feb. 5, 1915.
lw6

TO RENT
A GOOD TENEMENT of seven rooms, on Grove
street with bath, gas and electricity.
,5
ALFRED DE8PLAINES.

TO LET.
DOWNSTAIRS tenement good location, use of
barn, htmhouse and garden, if desired.
Apply No. I Grant Street.

HATCH YOUR OWN ECCS
HATCH your own eggs in my incubators ind
save time and worry. Any number taken.
Am booking orders for day old chicks. Can sup.
ply a few more regular customers with dressedtomrder poultry. C. W. ENGLISH. East BrookHeld. Phone 102-25.

NOTICE
ELECTRIC BELLS Installed and taken care of
at reasonable rates. LAWRENCE ELLERV,
North Brookfleld, Mass,
*

CREAM FOR SALE.
FRESH, sweet, heavy cream, the kind that
whips readily. At Daisy's Market, "The Village Grocery," Howard's Grocery and Butler's
Bakery.
4*

Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
County.
126,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Money put on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividendsjpayable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER

TO RENT.

FOR SALE.
A medium sized Crawford heater. New last
winter. Price only $5.00. FRANK HAYDEN,
Forest Street.
3

BOARD.AND ROOMS

HUB-MARK.
RUBBERS

$5.00 A WEEK
TABLE BOARD BY DAY OR WEEK
LUNCHES SERVED AT ALL HOURS
MRS EVA STOCKWELL
School St., Opp. B & R Factory.
7

PEG O'MY HEART
TOWN HALL
NORTH BROOKFIELD

Tuesday, March 9
THE YOUNG WOMAN'S CLUB

IN YOUR GRANDFATHER'S DAY

this company was at Its beginning. H9 has seen It
grow until today Hub-Mark Rubbers are the standard
of excellence. Building upon the solid rock of thorough
ft-ioUness, the factory has expanded from a modest
structure to the largest and best equipped factory in
tin world. Hub-aiarks meet the, exacting demand for
rubbers that fit and wear. From the selection of the
crude rubber to the scientific manipulation of Ingredients and fabrics for the beat linings- and
lnterllnings, the watch word is perfection. That
Hub-Mark perfection means maximum economy
and satisfaction to the wearer.
Say "Hub-Mark" to thestoreman when you buy
rubbers. They cost no more than any standard,
tlrat quality goods. Hub-Mark rubber footwear
for men, women, hoys and girls Is backed by a
sixty year reputation for integrity and a .sincere
determination to hold that reputation.
These rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rubber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass.

Old Linen * Cotton

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
FOR SALE BY

JOHN T. GRA.DY, North Brookfleld.

RED GROSS WORK

Christ Memorial Church.

FULLAM

Call at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Models of

CHARLES S. LANE,

SPIRELLA

Furnishing Undertaker

CORSETS

RE6ISTERED EMBALMER.

Or have them brought to your home'
by sending word to
•*•
*•*

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North Brookfleld No.

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
•

Representative for the Brookfieids,

111-11.

FINDS S100

Lenten Services: Sundays as usnal;
Ash Wednesday, Holy Communion, 7.46
a. m.; Eyening prayer and address, 3.45
p. in.; Penitential office and sermon,
7.45 p.m. The Friday evening services
will be at"7.45 p. m., with music and sen
Worth of WALL PAPER
mon, except that there will be no service
next week Friday evening.
Invited
We have gone through our entire
preachers from out of town are expected
Stock of Wall Papers, and have
each Friday until Holy Week, the preachfound we have about $100 worth of
er for the 26th of February being the
Remnant Paper and Borderings.
Rev. Kinsley Blodgett of St. Mark's,
When we say Remnants, we do not
Worcester. On Wednesdays there will
be service at 3.45 p. m. Additional hours • mean junk, Rubbish or Cheap
Papers imported for this special
in Holy Week to be announced later.
sale.
The ScoutB, at their meeting this week
Every Remnant we offer was
admitted three Tenderfoots, and made a
taken from our shelves last week,
quantity of surgical pads for European
sample*!, and tied up in a bundle
Red Cross work.
and marked according to the grade
The Girls' Friendly society of ChriBt
of paper from 15c to 75c per bundle.
Memorial church, sent a box of hospital
Each Remnant contains enough
supplies to Europe through the American
paper for any ordinary sized room.
Red Cross society, last week. The actuCome early and select the best patal value of the box, filled with wristers,
terns at FULLAM'S, the
mufflers, stockings, mittens, knit helmet,
bandages, and absorbent pads, (not including a large, supply of. old linen), was
$26. i7 The G, F. S. is arranging for a
masquerade party on next Tuesday evening at the Guild rooms. Each member
SUMMER STREET
may invite one guest, and all are invited
to come in costume.

Messrs Pollard, Bon and Morse took a
four-horse load of 27 people for a sleighride to West Brookfield, Tuesday evening
to call on Mr and Mrs J. A. Barr, with
whom they passed a very pleasant evening.
L. T. Ward took a sleighing parly of
25 people from Gilbertville to Ware on
Wednesday evening and on Thursday
afternoon he took a party'of school children from Gilbertville to Ware.
Tlie Fariners'sclub met at town hall
on Tuesday. Rev. John H. Hoffman of
West Brookfield, gave a very interesting
address on Different Phases of New England Life. The subject of the day, Resolved, That Whatever is, is Right, was
ably discussed by Rev. Wm. France,
J. A. Sewell and James E Barr. Vocal
music was given by Mrs Lila Lidstbne of
North Brookfield and instrumental music
by Miss Clara Kittredge.
The much dreaded Hoof and Mouth
disease has appeared in town in the valCOMMONWEAL OF MASSACHUSETTS
uable herd of F. W. Potter. It was
WoreMtor n. f"
Probate Court
transmitted by the purchase of a'calf COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
To the Heirs at iSw. neJiftrT kin, and all other
WOKCESTEit.wB,
PBOBATE COIRT
Bireons
inteiest.-ii
In
ihe
estate
of Sarah M.
from the State hospital at Worcester,
'lo the next nJ kin and all persons interested
til, late of North Brooklield, in said county
ia the estate of AdelpbiaC. Pierce, late of North
about three weeks ago.. .
deoeased.
Brookfield in said County deceased.

J. Kennedy Moorhead, Jr., of Pittsburg, Pa., Russell Leavitt of Trenton, N.
J., and R. Lawrence Dodge, Cambridge,
have been the guests of Roland Doane.
They are all his classmates in Harvard
college. In their honor a party was given
Tuesday evening. Among those present
were Misses Alberta Adolphson, Helen
M. Eaion, Bertha Howard, Stephanie
Glass, Mildred Lane, Hazel"Matthews,
Gretchen Poland, Frances Doane, George
Brown, George Poland, artd, Earle Spencer of Spencer. During'tfje day the young
Harvard students weiii-on a sight-seeing
trip about the town on a traverse runner
hitched to an automobile by ajong rope.
Carroll Pratt of Worcester, joined the
party at noon, and with several young
In Thy Hand. '
ladies, a traverse-automobile trip was
My life is likt the smallest speck
made to East Brookfield and return.
Oi the white and foamy crests that fleck
The Telephone's wonderful growth and The vast upheaval of toe sea,
J And yet that life is known of Thee.
ts present world-wide power were portrayed Monday evening in a series of The cup of life Thou gavest me
nearly 100 excellent pictures at the Chap- I at Thy word give back to Thee:
And if that cup of life be spilt
el of Congregational church. The* story It shall be ever as Thou wilt.
was told by Mr Warren of the Worcester The little candle that I bear
office of N. E. Telephone and Telegraph In some great light beyond may share
Co., bis son managing the pictures. Or, 'Token into countless rays
General manager C. J. Abbott was pres- Of lesser light, still show Thy praise.
ent, and was warmly applauded when his Then take them, use them both, Thy way,
The braised spirit, and the broken clay,
picture was thrown on the screen. 'Mr^ 'Tis strength and peace to understand
Ai G. Stone was" chairman of the eoin- My times are always in Thy hand,
FLORENCE MKLLISH.
mittee thatfcrepared the supper preceding
Killingly, Ct„ November 20, 1914.
the lecture.

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.

UPSTAIRS tenement of flye rooms and woodshed, all on same floor. Electric light and
town water. Use of nice hen-house, barn and
one acre for a garden. toO.OO a year to the right
party. Inquire "i JOHN J. LANE, School St. *

Many visitors enjoyed Wednesday evening with the Appieton Club at the home
of Mr and Mrs Albert H. Foster.. Owing
to the illness of Rev. Mr Budd, his paper
Earnestly Solicits
on Modern Writers in Spain was read by
Miss Frances Lawrence; Miss Ella Stone's
paper on The Jews in Spain was read by
Mrs Georgie Bigelow, and there were also
OF ALL KINDS
readings by Miss Mary French and Miss
Nellie Smith. The entertainment was
IN AID OF THE
furnished by Miss Vera Brucker, and consisted of mandolin^elections by Mr Earl
Battey of Spencer, with piano accompaniment by Mr H. E. Simmererof Spencer. Among Mr Battey's selections were:
' Packages may be sent to Mrs E. E.
Schubert's Serenade, "On Wings of McCarthy, Elm St., or if more convenient
Leve," Berceuse, (cradle song), and can be left at JOURNAL Office.
Kuyawiak, (National Polish dance). He
was enthusiastically encored, and responded generously.
The next meeting of the club will be
March 3d, at Mr George R.vHamant's,
Gilbert street.

NEW BRAINTREE.
Mr Frank Morse and Mr W. J. Gray
witnessed the play Ben Hur, in Boston
last week.
H. E. Cummings of North Brookfield
has purchased the Upton wood lot on the
Oakhain road, containing 26 acres.
Through the kindness of Mrs F. A.
Morse, the children of Ditchmeadow
school were given a sleighride to West
Brookfield on Thursday afternoon.

REDUCTION BALE
A FULL line of Felt Boots and Rubbers is
offered at Reduced Prices, <J. L. COOLIDGE.
Elm St., North Btookfleld, Mass.
J*

RED FRONT STORE

Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased '
has been presented to said Court, for prooate, ■
by Anna t.-. Paine, who prays that letters ,
of administration with the will annexed may 1
he issued to her, without giving u surety on'
her bond, the executor named it. said will having deceased.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Worcester, In said County, :
on the fifth day of May A. D. 1915, at nine
o'clocit in the forenoon to show cause, if any ,
yo ' i ave, why the same should not be granted.
And said petitioner is hereby direoted to give \
public notice thereof, by publishing thW cltatioii once in each week lor three successive
weeks, in the North Brookfield'Journal, a news- ;
paper published in North Brookfleld, the last
public* Ion to be one day. at least, before said
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or de ivering
a copy of thlB citation to all known persons in- I
terested in the estate, seven days at least be- '
fore said court.
j
Witness, William T. For es, Esquire, Judge,
of said Court, this ninth day of teoruary,
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and fifteen,
HARKV H. ATWOOD, Register*
Feb. 12, IS, 2il, P

Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
by Edwin G. Norman, who prays that letters
testamentary maybe issued tonim, the executor
therein named, without giving asuiety on his
official bond.
, . J
.„ „_,. *.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
of Worceater.ou the twenty-third day of February, A. D. 1915, at nine o'clock in the
forenoon, to Bhow cause, if any you have, why
the same should not be granted.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in each week for three sneceasive
weeks, in the North lirookneld Journal, a newspaper published ia North Brooklield, tue last
publication to be one day at least before said
Court and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering
a cony of this citation to all known persons inMri-Hed tu the estate, seven days at least befora said Court.
Witness, WILUU-* T. FOBBKS, Esquire,
Judgeof said Court, this twenty eighth day of
January, in the year one thousand nine hundred and fifteen.
H AERY H. ATWOOD, Register.
Feb. 5,12, 18N.

Long

Distance Connection.

it :Direoted
Funerals Personally
iite Furnand F.very Requisite
ished.
I><ty A..lstant.

Telephone 28-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
27

MASS.

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
II Prospect St.

. North Brookfield

27
WANTED
BOSTON man wants a ten to twenty acre farm
price from $1,000 to 11500. good buildings and
plenty of wood and water. Call at Jouasit
OFFIOE for information.
^

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist
Office at Dr. Ludden*s
You Feel Better when you See Better.
Glasses we make Improve your looKs
as well as your Sight, -

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords
IMHII robber ana steel tires, Boggles,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons, Sur
reys and Boad Wagons, both new and
*<*contf hand.

\T B > T [TOM

PRICEf

HnrnesB, Robes, Blankets, Whips anu
on Cloths, Not too Costly. Not toe
Cheap.

Shingles, Roofing Material
All tue different grades* All sizes ot
Sails, also,
nioumbir that my prices are^ftlways
th*» towest. I sell so as to soil again.
Or, Daniel's Horse Remedies Always
in Stock.

Main Street.

North Brookfield

DANIEL FOSTER,
Residence 38 Spring St;t cor. Prospect

House Painting, all Branches
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Attended to.
P. O. Box 192US Satidlaction Guaranteed

FRED C. CLAPP

1KLKPHONE OAKHAM D4.

William

C. Crawford
OAKHAM.

Funeral Director
Registered Embalmer.

66 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

£.*«>• Assistant.
Ojunected by Long Distance Telephone at House and Store.

TRADC MARKC
DESIGNS

• rrn '
COPYRIOHTS Ac. !
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
qulr'-'* ascertain otir opinion free whether an
in?0.nion Is probably pntenUbla. Coromunlca^ri^fitSconSdeSGuHflNWOKon-paVeSa
—i.—«*»nt6a. HANDBOOr
soot free. Oldest aaency for securing patents.
I'.tents taken uirouuh Jlunn * Co. moarra
IptttalHoUU, without Cham, In the

Scientific American.

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. JjOTest clroulitlWof any .dentine Journal! Nereis. »3 a
year: four months, ,1. Sokl byaltnewadealers.

ENGLISH TEXT

MHNN
& Co. * "» New York
l)r"chOOeeTfa T St. Washington.P.C.

HJI. Lawrence, North Brookfkld

a6 BrMd

I

BROOKFIELD TIMES

BROOKFIELD TIMES

CAMPAIGNS
C0SU278J65
All Political Committees Expended $156,717.23
CANDIDATES
Moody
—

PAID

Boynton

Monorail
Wants

Again

Before
Sate

$97,380
Urge*

HI*

Legislature—
to

Buy

Roads.

Boston—Expenditures made during
the political campaign in Massachusetts last fall amounted to $278,765.66,
SB shown by the report issued by the
office of the Secretary of State. Candidates for nomination in the primaries paid out $61,271.20, candidates for
election, $97,380.10 and political committees, $15(1717.23. Of the amount
disbursed by the committees, $36,602.87 came from candidates for nomination or for election. The expenditures
last year were several thousand dollars smaller than In 1913.
A total of 1295 returns was received
from candidates for nomination. There
were 617 returns of no payments, 17
of payments to political committee*,
and 628 payments other than to political committees. There were received
from candidates for election a total of
839 returns. The inference might
be drawn that the candidates did not
fear the new Corrupt Practices Act,
passed by the Legislature last year,
for the number of returns transmitted
to the attorney general, as apparently
In violation of the law, was 361, aB
against 369 In 1S13.
Treasurers of political committees
made 328 returns, as compared with
426 the previous year. There were
also 286 certificates as against 294,
stating that the aggregate receipts
and disbursements did not exceed $20.
Sixty-eight of the returns and nineteen of the certificates were transmitted to the attorney general's office, because It appeared that the law had
been violated.

WILL

URGE

STATE
ROADS.

TO BUY

Chandler Wants New Hampshire to
Take Leased Lines.

Boston—Statements to the effect
that former Senator William E. Chandler of New Hampshire plans to advocate before the New Hampshire Legislature that his State purchase the
stock of the leased lines of the. Boston
' and Maine road within New Hampshire, was the feature of a bearing
t>y the railroad committee of the Legislature upon the Boston and Maine
railroad reorganisation bin.
They were made by Atty. C. W.
Crooker, who represented the former
New Hampshire senator Mr. Crooker
■aid that ex-Senator Chandler told
him to tell '.he railroad committee this
and that furthermore that ex-Senator
Chandler has no fear of the consequences of a receivership for the
BoBton and Maine road.
Another feature of the session was
an effort by Atty. Crooker to match
Justice Knowlton as a member of the
■uyreme Court bench, against the
same Justice Knowlton, chairman of
the Boston and Maine trustees.
The opinion which Mr. Crooker referred to was ore, he said, In which
the court upheld the right of the
State to require issuance of capital
stock to be approved by a commission
is case of Attorney-General vs. the
Massachusetts Gas Pipe Line Company. %
. \
Mr. Crooker declared the proposed
hill repeals every statutory regulation
as to the Issue of stock and absolutely
reverses the policy of the State in regard to the purchase by one railroad
of the stock of another corporation.
He declared that the Morgan Interests «re the real power behind the
Boston and Maine road, and that the
present condition of the road is due to
the "monopoly-at-any-cost" policy and
gross mismanagement.
Push Efforts For "Dakota Dan."

Melrose—Undaunted by their failore to reach the attorney-general of
the commonwealth In their effort to
have "Dakota Dan" Russell arrested
and brought before a Jury, the citizens
-of Melrose hawe formulated plans to
have their petition sent to the federal
authorities.
The citizens' committee claims "Da■kota Dan" has voted In Melrose under
the name of Daniel Blake Bnesell, and
ihat he has accepted mall addressed
ito Daniel Blake Russell at the Melrose
postofflce.
The committee Is formed of Melrose frtends of "Dakota Dan" who believe that by having him arrestedeand
fcrought before a Jury it may be proved that he Is the real Daniel Blake
RusselU son of Daniel Russell, now
dead, and rightful heir to one-half the
Russell estate in Melrose.
Economy In State Management,
Boston—Economy In state adminstratlon was the keynote of an address
delivered by Lieut.-Gov. Grafton D.
Gushing before the members of the
Mlzpali and the Plnkham Bible classes of the Winter Hill BaptUt church
In Somerville the other night Mr.
Cashing declared that there are now
too many paid commissions In the
state government

HUSH 600,000 GERMANS 10 VON HUM NO PAY FOR
NOT READ TO
CATTLEJMLED
"NEUTRALISTS" TROOPS SENT TO PROTECT K0ENI6SBURG LINE
TERRIFIC BATTLE WITH RUSSIAN INVADERS U. S. Government Tells Buyers
Taft's Answer to Professor's

BOYNTON'S FAREWELL PLEA
URGES HIS MONORAIL AGAIN BE.
FORE LEGISLATURE.
From Ocean to Ocean In a Day Safely
By Rail.

Boston—E. Moody Boynton, with
his usual eloquence . and warmth,
spoke befoie the Railroad Committee
at the State House for more than an
hour in support of legislation that
would enable him to build his longadvocated one-rail system. He declared that If he can get the legislation he will have 6000 men at once
building the line from Boston to Fall
River and New Bedford and Inside of
six months will have It completed.
Swiftly, his system of railroading
will supersede all other systems in
the world. Passenger trains will run
from coast to coast In a day
and
freight will be carried across the continent to Boston In three days, he
said. Speed, economy and safety are
assured. Boston will touch the button that will start the world If this
legislation Is enacted.
Mr. Boynton pleaded with the committee to take him seriously this time,
when at seventy-five years of age, he
labors on borrowed time to give to
generations unborn a system that will
revolutionize transportation. He said
that $2,000,000,000 can be saved of the
$3,500,000,000 now collected by the
United States railroads yearly, and it
Is a tragedy to continue to block these
possibilities in the faoe of ruin for the
existing railroad systems. Capitalists
who have their money invested In the
existing railroads are afraid of It because of their fear that it would destroy their present rolling stock, but
their fear is groundless for the old
rolling stock can he used. That the
Boynton system Is practicable has
"been demonstrated, he said, and sixteen legislative committees from Massachusetts have seen the operations.
ANNOUNCE8 COST OF COMPEN8ATION 5Y8TEM.
Frank Dresser-Says His Company Had
a More Efficient One.

* Boston.—Frank Dresser, representing the American Steel and Wire Company of Worcester, sharply criticised
the cost of the workmen's compensation system before tfle Judiciary
committee.
He said his company managed an
Insurance system of Its own for years
before the state passed the workmen's
compensation act, and found it much
more satisfactory to the employes
than the present system.
The cost
of administration, he said, had Increased fivefold, and all this money
was absolute waste.
The effect of
the present system, he said, waa to
require an employer to pay to eome
third party a considerable sum for
the service rendered by that third
party in conveying the employer's
money to his employes. The system
Instituted by his company, he said pro*
Tided greater benefits to the employes, Including a shorter waiting
period before compensation began,
larger benefits to married than to
single men and additional payments
for minor children and It did not Include the provision of the present law
that an Injury must arise out of employment In order to bring about
compensation. Under the old system
every employe Injured while at work
was entitled to compensation, except
In cases arising from refusal to use a
safety device which the company had
Installed, In such cases, he said, compensation was reduced as a punishment, and he advocated an amendment to the law which would make
such refusal to use a safety device serious and wilful misconduct within
the meaning of the law.
INQUIRY

INTO PHONE
ORDERED.

RATE

18

House Votes for Report by March 15.

Boston.—An Investigation of the)
rates of the New England Telephone
& Telegraph company, also of the
financial arrangeme&te.- ,«S$1*ieen that
company and the American Telephone
company, was ordered by the House
of Representatives yesterday.
The probe order was put through
the House over the head of the powerful rules committee, which reported
against it tod after a desperate ef
fort made by most of the House leaders to defeat it. On rising and voice
votes the order was declared defeated. It was finally passed on a vote
of 118 to 100.
May Reconsider.

This order directs the Public Service Commission to (make the In*
vestlgatlon and to report to the House
on or before March IB. It thus does
not have to be concurred to by the
Senate and goes into effect at once.
It Is understood that an effort will
be made today, however,- to reconsider. "
Sportsmen Discuss Cat Llosnee Law.
Worcester—Two hours of discussion were devoted to the status of
cats In the commonwealth of Massachusetts by delegates from B0 sportsmen's clubs throughout the state assembled in convention .here at the
Hotel. William C. Adams of the
nsh and garni commission explained and defended the cat licensing
bill which will come up before the
Legislature soon, and which. If carried, will have the effect of putting
pussy In the same class with her
traditional enemy, the dog. The arguments for the bill are based on
alleged destruction of birds by cats
«*ich run -wild to the wood*,
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Request Made Public

In Bukowina the Czar's Forces Are Retreating Before a Strong AustroGerman Army, But in the Northern Passes oi the
SENT LETTER TO VON MACH
PLAGUE STILL WIDESPREAD
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New Haven, Conn.—William How
ard Taft has made public a letter he
wrote on Jan. 26 to Professor Edmund
von Macli of Harvard University, In,
which the former President opposes
the enactment of a law forbidding
the supply of munitions of war from
this country to the belligerent nations. The letter was In answer to a
request from Professor von Macb,
asking Mr. Taft to write a letter, to
be read at a "neutrality meeting,"
favoring passage of the bill Introduced by Senator Hitchcock providing for
such interdiction.
The letter, which was not read at
the meeting, Mr. Taft says, follows:
"My Dear Professor von Mach:
"I have yours of Jan. 24. I cannot
write to a neutrality meeting such a
letter as you would wish. 1 think that
to Interdict the supply of ammunition
and arms from this country to the
belligerents In the war would be to
adopt a policy that would seriously
Interfere with our own welfare should
we ever be drawn Into a war against
our will by the unjust invasion of
some power who was fully prepared
and who would always find, us unprepared.
"Such a policy aB that yon . Indicate would mean that the power who
Is armed cap-a-ple would always have
at a disadvantage those countries
that were not In such a state of preparation. It would, therefore, lead
to even greater pressure upon all the
countries of the world than that we
have seen In the last two decades to
Increase their armaments, a result
which we would Rll deplore.
"For this reason, I cannot think
that it would be wise to pass a law
changing all the rules of International
law heretofore prevailing with respect to the sale of ammunition and
arms to belligerents by neutral countries. Nor do I think that In the
present exigency it would be an act
of neutrality to do so, because It
would inure only to the benefit of one
of the belligerents. Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM H. TAFT."
RUSSIANS.

Rush to Polish Frontier to Hold Czar.

London, Feb.—Germany's threatened submarine blockade of the waters
around the British Isles and France
and the question of the use of neutral
Bags by merchant ships belonging to
belligerents continue to occupy the
public mind In England and In the
neutral countries of Europe.
Outside of these questions of international law, chief Interest He's in the
fighting In the eastern zone, the operations in the west having lapsed Into
a period of calm, with only a few
small engagements on narrow fronts,
which can have little effect on the
campaign as a whole.
In the east, on the other hand, the
Germans, having been checked In
their effortB to break the Russian
lines before Warsaw, have transferred
many of their troops to Blast Prussia
to meet the Russian offensive in that
region. This offensive has begun to
be a real danger to the Germans, as
It threatened to drive a wedge between Tilsit and Insterburg, and so
to turn the fortified position in the
extremely difficult country of the
Mazurian lakes.
If this movement succeeded, the
Russians would overrun a considerable part of East Prussia and would
again be on their way to Koenlsberg
and Danzig.
The campaign In the Carpathians
and In Galacla Is not so easy to follow, as the official reports are exceedingly sparing In information. It is
evident, however, that while the Russian offensive In the western passes
of the mountans Is being pushed with
strength and has proved partly successful It has been met by stronger
opposition In the eastern passes with
the result that the Russians/have
been compelled to fall back-to Bukowina.
They have repeatedly done
this, only to give the Austrian* battle when they debouched \from the
Russian end of the passes and it Is
presumed that this Is their Intention
now.
N. B. REAM DEAD.

New York—Norman B. Ream, flnan
eler and director to many railroads,
banks and Industrial corporations. Is
dead here to a hospital,
Mr. Ream Is understood to have
died following an operation for intestinal trouble, from which he had been
suffering for several years. He was
In his 71st year.
Mr. Ream, who was rated as one
of the most prominent capitalists In
the United States, began his career
In the West He was one of the directors and organizers of the United
States Steel Corporation, a olrectov
it the Baltimore and Ohio, Erie, Pere
Marquette, Seaboard Air Line and
other railroads and was a member ol
most of their executive committees.

By Charles Neville Buck
With Illustrations
from Photographs of Scenes
in the Play
jCoMristi, «q, fcr W. J. W.U * Co.)

Wouldn't Indorse, Embargo on Arms
Ex-Preaident

The Call of the
Cumberlands

London.—Along a zigzag battle front
Petrograd.—The marvelous mobility
of the German army has shifted the of nearly 600 miles, stretching from
Tilsit
in the extreme northeastern
fighting In the eastern theatre of the
war almost in a night Where three part of East Prussia, through Poland
days ago the territory In the region and the Carpathians to the Rumanian
of the Buzra was the scene of the border, the millions of the Czar and
fiercest fighting, now the extremities of the Teutonic allies are still strugof the eastern battle front East Prus- gling desperately under terrible weathsia and the Carpathians, are witnes- er conditions and with the usual measing engagements which are grow- ger results so far as the actual gaining
and holding of any great amount of
ing In Intensity with every minute.
The Germans, utilizing 30,000 motor territory Is concerned. Petrograd and
trucks and the railroads, have sudden- Vienna both tell of victories in the
ly shifted above 600,000 men to the Carpathians, and the Prussians also
north on the Koenigsberg line, and claim gains in Poland, while Berlin
have brought up reserves to re-enforce reports having won a tew small victhe Austrlans holding the passes of tories to East Prussia and Poland. It
the mountains on the Hungarian bor seems that the Germans have weakened their line In central Roland a lit-ler.
tle in order to hold back the Russians
The fighting line to Ijie north, In In East Prussia, and consequently the
East Prussia, is practically continu- Czar's forces are gradually advancing
ous. It extends from the province of west of Warsaw and down the Vistula
Plock In Russian Poland as far north towards Thorn.
as Tilsit. The Germans apparently
are taking the offensive from GumblnIUSITANIA FLAG INCIDENT.
neu as far south as Lipno In Poland,
thus making another drive at the right
Washington. — Discussion of the
bank of the Vistula.
All signs point to the Initiation of Lusitania flag incident continues
wherever
seafaring men or politicians
a battering ram movement along the
northern line In. East Prussia, In all foregather and the probable outcome
likelihood to forestall a Russian drive of the'episode will be action by Contoward Koenigsberg. In addition to gress defining Just when and how the
the first line'strength, hurriedly shift- Stars and Stripes may be flown at sea.
ed to that region, masses of reserveB Ambassador Page has sent the State
are being concentrated behind them Department an account of the affair,
In order to counteract the effect of but there have been no diplomatic exchanges between -the United States
the Russian repulse.
and Great Britain over the case, nor
Despatches from Zyradow, Poland, are there likely to be.
describe the recent furious fighting
on the Bzura. facing Warsaw, when
the tide began to turn in the Rus- KAISER AND CZAR
WATCH BATTLES.
sians', favor.
The* heroic Russian
peasants advanced to the task and
Inch by Inch they forced the Germans
London.—A big battle is developing
back from the threatened Polish cap- In northern East Prussia, the Germans
ital.
,
having hurried reinforcements from
"God knows how they suffered!"! the Bzura front to that region, where
says the correspondent who sent the the Russians are smashing their way
despatch. " I hare never seen such toward Koenigsberg.
horrible wounds as disfigured the poor
With the German and Russian Emfellows who lay crowded In Count So- perors as eyewitnesses, the armies of
bansky's chateau at Guzow. The sight .Russia and Germany are still connearly unnerved one of the most ex- tending for the positions which properienced Russian surgeons.
Many tect the Polish capital of Warsaw from
of the soldiers had their chests and the Invaders. The Russian Emperor
stomachs .torn open. Arms and legs has been at Russian headquarters for
were torn off and In almost all cases several days, and the German Emperthe wounded were mangled. The for- or has Joined his Generals and has actitude of the wounded was marvelous." tually visited some of the troops In
their trenches.
The Germans, In their drive against
KAISER TELLS ARMY
VICTORY IS CERTAIN Warsaw, failed in repeated attempts
to force the Russians back across the
Emperor's Visit to the Eastern Front Bzura River.
The Russians at last accounts had
Is Taken to Presage New
strengthened their position on the
Offensive Move.
western bank of the river, which they
had crossed near its mouth.
Berlin, via wireless to Sayville, L. I.
They captured another German van—Reports from German army headtage point which they appear to have
quarter* on the eastern front say
held, and took a long line of German
that the aKlser has been received trenches near Borjimow. The district
there with the utmost enthusiasm.
around Borjimow has seen some of the
In reviewing various branches of the
hardest and most costly- fighting of
service he has expressed to his solthe whole war.
diers the confident belief that ultiIn the Carpathians, although their
mate victory for the German arms Is
right Is advancing, the Russians are
certain.
only able to report that their left has
The Kaiser had a conference with
checked the Austro-Gennan offensive.
Field Marshal von Hlndenburg and his
Attacks by the Germans near Nieustaff and Inquired Into the condition
of the ipollsh Inhabitants of the re- port, In Belgium, and the bombardment'
of the northern part of Soissons
gions occupied by the Germans.
It is beMeved that one result of the on the Alsne, are the features of the
Emperor's visit will be the Institu- latest French report from the western
tion of a new offensive movement in theatre of war, while Berlin tells of
Poland and East Prussia. Another the capture of a French trench southeffect will be the revival of Industry in east of Ypres In Belgium, and df a
the occupied regions. Factories which hot battle raging south of La Bassee
have been closed for some time are where the Allies are admitted to have
now operated under German supervi- stormed one of the German trenches.
sion.
GERMAN SEA ORDER DISCUSSED
BY PRESIDENT AND CABINET.

House Bill Proposes Fine and Confiscation of Ship.
Washington.—A bill to make It unlawful.,(or ships of foreign nations to
fly the American Bag "for the purpose of disguising the nationality of
tfie: vessel, or for the purpose of making tt appear to be a vessel of the
United States or of United States register," was introduced by Representative Martin, of South Dakota. It
proposes a fine of from $10,000 to
$100,000 and confiscation of the ship.
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German attacks In the Argenne and
at La Boisselle and an aggressive
move by the French are the salient
points of the official reports 'rom the
western front The Germane have
taken and are holding some of the
French positions at La Bagnatllle
In the Argonne.
Pope Benedict's prayer for peace was
•read In all the Catholic churches In
England and France.
The Austrlans admit the loss of Tarnow. Gallcia, an Important centre,
possession of which by the Russians
Insures the main line of communication* In Western Galicia-

Sale as Stockers ana FeedersChicago Yards Reopen.

Washington. — Announcement was.
made by the Department of Agriculture that It holds that cattle purchased for slaughter and found to be
affected with foot-and-mouth disease
shall not be paid for by the Government but may be condemned under:
Federal meat Inspection law like any
other diseased stock.
It is eald that "purchasers of cattle
for slaughter In territory where there*
Is reason to suspect the existence of
the disease, purchase at their own.
risk and there Is no reason why the
Government should
Insure them,
against the possibility of loss."
Inspectors have been warned against
the possibility that stock ostensibly
Intended for immediate slaughter maybe diverted for sale as feeders and.
stockers and they have been Instructed to see that all such stock Is slaughtered without delay.
The discovery of foot-and-mouth disease in the stockyards of nine cities,
Chicago,
Pittsburgh,
Indianapolis,
Louisville, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Columbus, Jersey City and Baltimore, which
resulted in the closing of these yards
until they have been thoroughly disinfected Is regarded by the department
as a setback In their campaign to
eradicate the plague. *
Chicago.—The Chicago Union Stock.
Yards, which have been under partial
Federal quarantine since January 29.
because of a threatened outbreak of
foot-and-mouth disease, were reopened*
for the interstate shipment of cattle.
No cattle, however, may be held for,
more than forty eight hours. Government inspectors have been authorized
to slaughter cattle held to violation
of this order.
Pittsburgh. — All interstate shipments of live stock were stopped at
the Herr's Island yards here under
the Federal foot and mouth disease
quarantine, stock In the yard after
that hour being for local slaughter.
Dealers, tearing a State regulation
which held them responsible for cattle In their possession, bought sparingly, and no quotations were announced.
It was stated at the yards that there
are no cases of the foot and mouth
'disease In the pens or on the Island.
Amsterdam, N. Y.-'Twenty head of
cattle found to be Infected with the
foot and mouth disease were shot and.
immediately buried on the farm of
Mrs. Julian Fox in the town of Mohawk, fifteen miles west of this city.
State authorities, are making an inspection of other dairies In that section.
Jersey City.—The hoof and* mouth disease which broke out a few days*
ago In the Jersey City stock yards,
necessitating the closing of the plant,
became more acute when 2,000 hogs
received from Louisville, Ky., were
condemned and ordered killed by the
Federal Bureau of Animal Industry.
CARRANZA MEN TRAPPED.
First Chiefs Forces Dsfeated at Monterey With Haavy Loss.

Mexico .City.—A battle at Xoehlmllco, the source of this city's water supply, m which Za-pata force* were, defeated and driven back by Constitutionalist*, with a loss of 170 killed and
wounded, was reported at the headquarters of General Obregon. The
ConstltutlonallB losses were placed at
eighteen.
Troops are maintaining order in alt
sections of the city. The military
commander has denied a report that
the city will be evacuated.
CANADIAN

KILLED
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Laredo, Tex.—Gen. Renaldo de la
Garza and his son, both Carranza leaders, wounded to the attack on Monterey, were brought to Nuevo Laredo.
Instead of capturing Monterey, as the
Constitutionalist Consul here announced, the Carranza forces were defeated there.
A defeat for Gen. Antonio Villareal,.
a prominent Carranza general, la reported on the road to Matamoros.
Telegraph communication with Moniiimwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiii«iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii|c
terey is still cut It Is reported Bghtlng has been going on outside MontePITH OF THE
rey Intermittently for five days. AcWAR NEWS j cording to reliable reports, the Constitutionalists were led Into ambush
niitninitniimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiilmiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim and permitted to enter Monterey, after
The German War Office announces which they were surrounded and the
quiet In France and Flanders. In slaughter began. The loss of life to
the eastern war cone there have said to be great.
-

Washington. — Evidently seriously
concerned over the matter, President
Wilson and members of his Cabinet
considered the effect and possibilities'
of the situation caused by the action
of Germany In declaring that It would
been minor engagements In East
establish a naval war zone around the
Prussia and Poland, with the results
British Isles.
favorable to the Germans.
The State Department has cabled Washington hears that the American
Ambassador Gerard at Berlin for the
steamship Wllhelmlna, which is carofficial text of the announcement.
rying food Intended for the non-comThe Dutch Ministry has asked that
batant population of Germany, has
Holland be Informed as early as possibeen seized by the British.
ble as to the attitude of the United In retaliation for the bombardment of
States. This Is taken to mean that
Yalta, near 8ebastopol, by the TurkHolland and other neutral countries
ish cruiser Midlrll, formerly the
hope that the United States wllj chamBreslau, the Russian fleet -shelled
pion all neutrals in protesting against
Treblzond and aank a Turkish
steamer and a schooner.
the German decree.
PENALIZES MISUSE OF U. 8. FLAG
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Wealthy Charles A. Masasy 8het
r Down on H Is Doorstep.
Toronto.—As »he ft* entering his
horns In one of the city's fashionable
residential districts Charles A, Massey
was shot and killed by one of. his
housemaids, Carrie Davies. Mrs. Massey Is visiting In Hartford, Conn. The
maid said that Massey had made advances to her. The girl came from
England two years ago. . She used
Ma&sey'a own revolver. Massey was.
40 year* old and wealthy.

On Mi»ery creek, at the foot of a rock
.from which) he has fallen, Sally Miller
finds George Lescott, a landscape painter, unconscious, a a after reviving hlnv
foes for assistance Samson South and
ally, taking LeBcott to Samson s home,
are met by 8plcer South, head of the
family, who toils them that Jesse Purvy
has been ahot and that Samson is suspected of the crime. Samson denies it.
The shooting of Jesse Purvy breaks the
truce in the Hollman-South feud.
CHAPTER IV—Contlnusd.

He sauntered down the road, but,
when he had passed out of vlBlon, he
turned sharply Into the woods, and
began climbing. His steps carried him
to the rift In the ridge where the white
oak stood sentinel over the watch
tower of rock. As he came over the
edge from one side his bare feet making no sound, he saw Sally sitting
there, with her hands resting on the
moss and her eyes deeply troubled
She was gazing fixedly ahead and her
lips were trembling. At once Samson's face grew black. Some one had
heen making Sally unhappy. Then he
saw beyond her a standing figure,
which the tree trunk had hitherto concealed. It was the looseJtnltted figure
of young Tamarack Splcer.
'In course," Splcer was saying, "we
don't 'low Samson shot Jesse Purvy,
bnt them Hollmans '11 'splclon him, an'
I heered Just now thet them dawgs
was trackln' straight up hyar from the
mouth of Misery. They'll git hyar
against sundown."
Samson leaped violently forward.
■With one hand he roughly seized his
cousin's shoulder and wheeled him
about.
"Shet up!" he commanded. "What
<1——n fool stuff hev ye been tellln'
Sally?"
For an Instant the two clansmen
stood fronting each other. Samson's
(ace was set and wrathful. Tamarack's
-was surly and snarling. "Hain't I got
♦ license ter tell Sally the news?" he
•demanded.
"Nobody hain't got no license," retorted the younger man In the quiet
of cold anger, "ter tell Sally nothtn'
that'll fret her."
"She air bound ter know hit all
pretty soon. Them dawgs—"
"Didn't I tell ye ter shet up?" Samson clenched his fists, and took a step
forward. "Ef ye opens yore {mouth
again, I'm a-goin' ter smash hIL Now,
*it!"
Tamarack Splcer's face blackened,
and his teeth showed. His right hand
swept to his left arm-pit Outwardly
lie seemed weaponless, but Samson
knew that concealed beneath the
hickory shirt was a holster, worn
mountain fashion.
"What air ye a-reachln' after,
Tarn rack?" he' inquired, his lip* twisting In amusement
"Thet's my business."
"Well, git hit out—or git put yeself,
•fore I throws ye often the cllft."
Sally showed no symptom* of alarm.
Her confidence to her hero was absolute. The boy lifted his hand, and
pointed off down the path. Slowly
and with Incoherent muttering, Splcer
took himself away. Then only did
Sally rise. ,She came over, and laid a
hand on Samson's shoulder. In her
blue eye*, the tears were welling.
"Samson," she whispered, "ef they're
alter ye, come ter my house. I kin
fclde ye out Why didn't ye tell me
Jesse Jurvey'd done been shot?"
"Hit taln't nothin' ter fret about,
Sally," he assured her. He spoke
awkwardly, for he had been trained to
regard emotion as unmanly. "Thar
hain't no danger."
She gazed searchlngly Into his eyes,
and then, with a short sob, threw her
arm* around him, and buried her face
on his Shoulder.
"Et anything happens ter ye, Samson," she said, brokenly, "hit'll jest
kill me. I couldn't live wlthouten ye,
Samson. I Jest couldn't do hit!"
The boy took her to his arms, and
pressed her close. His eyes were gazing off over her bent head, and his lips
twitched. He drew his features into
a scowl, because that was the only expression with which he could safeguard his feeling*. Hi* voice was
husky.
"I reckon, Sally," he said, "I couldn't
live wlthouten you, neither,"
The party of men who had started
at morning from Jesse Purdy's store
had spent a hard day. The roads followed creek-beds, crossing and recrossing waterways in a fashion that
gave the bloodhounds a hundred baffling difficulties. Often, their noses
lost the trail, which bad at first been
so surely taken. Often, tbey circled
and whined, and halted in perplexity,
but each time they came to a point
where, at the end, one of them again
raised his muzzle skyward, and gave
voice.
Toward evening, they'were working
up Misery along a course less broken.
The party halted for a moment's rest,
and, as the bottle was passed, the man
from Lexington, who had brought the
dogs and stayed to conduct the chase,
nut a question:
"What do you call this creek?"
"Hit's Misery."

"Does anybody live on Misery that
—er—that you might suspect?"
The Hollmans laughed.
"This creek Is settled with South*
thlcker'n bops."
The Lexington man looked up. He
knew what the name of South meant
to a Hollman.
"Is there any special South, who
might have a particular grudge?"
"The Souths ian't need no partl'lar
grudge, but thar's young Samson
South. He'* a wildcat."
"He lives this way?"
"These dogs air a-makln' a bee-line
fez his house." Jim Hollman was
speaking. Then he added: "I've done
been told that Samson denies doin' the
shootin', an' claims he kin prove an
alibi."
The Lexington man lighted hi* pipe,
and poured a drink of red whisky Into
a flask cup.
"He'd be apt to say that," he commented, "These dogs haven't any
prejudice in the matter. I'll stake my
life on their telling the truth."
An hour later, the group halted
again. The master of hounds mopped
his forehead.
"Are we still going toward Samson
South'B house?" he inquired.
"We're about a quarter from hit
now, an' we hain't never varied from
the straight road."
"Will they be' apt to give us
trouble?"
Jim Hollman smiled.
"I hain't never heered of no South
submlttln' ter arrest by a Hollman."
The trailer* examined their firearms, and loosened their holster-flaps.
The dogs went forward at a trot
CHAPTER V.

From time to time that day, neighbors had ridden up to Splcer South'*
stile, and drawn rein for gossip. These
men brought bulletins as to the progress of the hounds, and near sundown,
as a postscript to their information, a
volley of gunshot signals sounded from
a mountain top. No word was spoken,
bnt In common accord the kinsmen
rose from their chairs, and drifted toward their leaning rifles.
"They're a-comto* hyar," said the
head of the house, curtly. "Samson
ought ter be home. Whar's Tam'rack?"
No one had noticed his absence until that moment, nor was he to be
found. A few minutes later, Samson's
figure swung Into sight, and his uncle
met him at the fence.
"Samson, I've done asked ye all the
questions I'm a-goln' ter ask ye," he
said, "but them dawgs is makln' fer
this house. They've Jest been sighted
a t mile below."
Samson nodded.
"Now"—Splcer South'B face hardened—"I owns down thar ter the road
No man kin cross that fence wlthouten
I choose ter give htm leave. Ef ye
wants ter go Indoors an' stay thar, ye
kin do hit—an' no dawg ner no man
hain't a-goln' ter ask ye no questions.
But, ef ye sees fit ter face bit oat, I'd
love ter prove ter these hyar men thet
us Souths don't break our word. We
done agreed ter this truce. I'd like ter
invite 'em in, an' let them damn dawgs
sniff round the feet of every man In
my house—an' then, when they're
plumb teetotally damn satisfied, I'd
like ter tell 'em all ter go ter hell.
Thet's the way I feels, but I'm a-goln'
ter do Jest what ye say*."
Lescott did not overhear the conversation in full, but he saw the old
man's face work with suppressed passion, and he caught Samson's louder
reply.
"When them folks gets hyar. Uncle
Splcer, I'm a-goto' ter be a-settln'
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right out thar to front I'm plumb
willln' ter Invite 'em In." Then, the
two men turned toward the bouse.
Already the other clansmen hod disappeared noiselessly through* the door
or around the angles of the walls,
■ Fifteen minutes later, Lescott, standing at the fence, saw a etrange cavalcade round the bend, of the road. Several travel-stained men were leading
mules, and holding two tawny and Impatient dogs in leash. In their number, the artist recognized his host of
two nights ago.
Tbey halted at a distance, and In
their faces the artist read dismay, for,
while the dogs were yelping confidently and tugging at their cords, young
Samson South—who should, by their
prejudiced convictions, be biding out
in eome secret stronghold—sat at the
top step of the stile, smoking his pipe,
and regarded them with a lack-luster
absence of Interest. Such a calm reception was uncanny. After a whispered conference, the .Lexington man
came forward alone. Old Spicer South
had been looking on from the door,
and was now strolling out to meet the
envoy, unarmed..
And the envoy, as he came, held hi*
hands unnecessarily far away from hi*

sides, and walked with an ostentatious
show of peace.
"Evenin", stranger,"! hailed the old
x
man. "Come right In."
"Mr. South," began the dog-owner,
with some embarrassment, "I have
been employed to furnish a pair of
bloodhounds to the family of Jssse
Purvy, who ha* been shot"
"I heerd tell thet Purvy was shot"
said the head of the Souths to an affable tone, which betrayed no deeper
note of interest than neighborhood
gossip might have elicited.
"I have no personal interest to the
matter," went on the stranger, hastily,
as one bent on making his attitude
clear, "except to supply the dogs and
manage them. I do not In any way direct their course; I merely follow."
"Ye can't hardly fo'ce a dawg." Old
Spicer sagely nodded his head a* he
made the remark. "A dawg Jest nateher"ly toilers his own nose?'
"Exactly—and they have followed
their noses here." The Lexington man
found the embarrassment of his position growing as the colloquy proceeded. "I want to ask you whether. If
these dogs want to cross your fence, I
have your permission to let them?"
The master of the house crossed the
stile, the low sun shining on his shock
of gray hair, and stood before the manhunter. He spoke BO that his voice
carried to the waiting group In the
road.
"Ye're plumb welcome ter turn them
dawgs loose, an' let 'em" ramble,
stranger. Nobody hain't a-goin' ter
hurt 'em. I sees seme fellers out thar
with ye thet mustn't cross my fence.
Ef they does"—the voice rang menacingly—"hit'll mean that they're
a-bustin' the truce—an' they won't
never go out ag'in. Rut you air safe
in hyar. I gives yer my hand on thet
Ye're welcome, an' yore dawgs 1B welcome. I hain't got nothin' 'gainst
dawgs thet comes on four legs, but I
shore Bars the two-legged kind."
There was a murmur of astonishment from the road. Disregarding It
Splcer South turned his face toward
the house.
"You boys kin come out," he shouter, "an' leave yore guns Inside."
The leashes were slipped from the
dog*. They leaped forward, and made
directly for Samson, who sat as unmoving a* a lifeless Image on the top
step of the stile. There was a half-moment of terrific suspense, then the
beasts clambered by the seated figure,
passing on each side and circled aimlessly about the yard—their quest unended. They sniffed Indifferently about
the trouser legs of the men who sauntered Indolently out of the door. They
trotted Into the house and out again,
and mingled with the mongrel home
pack that snarled and growled hostility for this invasion. Tljen, they
came once more to the stile. As they
climbed out, Samson South reached
up and stroked a tawny'head, and the
bloodhound paused a moment to wag
Its tail In friendship, before it Jumped
down to the road, and trotted gingerly
onward.
"I'm obliged to you, sir," said the
man from the Bluegrass, with a voice
of Immense relief.
The moment of suspense seemed
past, and, in the relief of the averted
clash, the master of hounds forgot
that his dogs stood branded as false
trailers. But when he rejoined the
group in the road he found himself
looking Into eurly visages, and the
features of Jim Hollman to particular
were black in their scowl of smoldering wrath.
"Why didn't ye ax him," growled
the kinsman of the man who had been
shot "whar the other feller's at?"
"What other fellow?" echoed the
Lexington man.
Jim Hollman'* voice rose truculently, and his words drifted, aB he
meant them to, across to the ears of
the clansmen who stood' in the yard
of Splcer South.
"Them dawg* of your'n come up
Misery a-hellin'. They hain't never
turned aside, an' onless they're plumb
ornery, no-'count car* thet don't know
their business, they come for some
reason. They seemed mighty Interested in glttln' hyar. Ax them fellers
in thar who's been hyar thet hain't
hyar now? Who 1* ther feller thet
got out afore we come hyar?"
At this veiled charge of deceit the
faces of the South* again blackened
and the men near the door of the
house drifted in to drift presently out
again, swinging discarded Winchester* at their sides. It seemed that
after all, the incident was not closed.
The man from Lexington, finding himself face to face with a new difficulty,
turned and argued In a low voice with
the Hollman leader. But Jim Hollman, whose eyes were fixed on Samson, refused to talk In a modulated
tone, and he shouted his reply:
"I hain't got | nothin' ter whisper
about" he proclaimed. ,"Go ax 'em
who hit war thet got away from hyar."
Old Splcer South stood leaning on
his fence and his rugged countenance
stiffened. He started * to speak, but
Samson rose from, the stile and said,
In a composed voice:
"Let me talk to this feller, Dnc'
Splcer." The old man nodded and
Samson beckoned to the owner of the
dogs. '
"We hain't got nothin' ter say ter
them fellers with ye," he announced,
briefly. "We hain't axln' 'em no questions, an' we hain't answerin' none.
Ye done come hyar with dawgs an'
we hain't stopped ye. We've done answered all the questions-them,dawgs
hes axed. We done treated you an'
yore noun's plumb friendly. Es fer
them other men, we hain't cot nothin'
ter say to em. They done come hyar
because they hoped they could git me
in trouble. They done failed. Thet
road.belongs ter the county. Tbey
got a license ter travel hit, but this
strip right hyar hain't the healthiest
section they kin And. I reckon ye'd
better vlv'se 'am ter move on."

The Lexington man went back. For
a minute or two Jim Hollman sat
scowling down in Indecision from his
saddle. Then he admitted to himself
that he had done all he could do without becoming the aggressor. For the
moment he was beaten. He looked up
and from the road one of the hounds
raised Its voice and gave cry. That
baying afforded an excuse for leaving
and Jim Hollman seised It
"Go on," he growled. "Let's see
what them d
d curs hes ter say
now."
Mounting, they kicked their mules
into a Jog. From the men inside the
fence came no note of derision, no
hint of triumph. They stood looking
out with expressionless, masklike
faces until their enemies had passed
out of sight around the shoulder of
the mountain. The Souths had met and
fronted an accusation made after the
enemy's own choice and method. A
jury of two hounds had acquitted
them. It was not only because the
dogs had refused to recognize In Samson a suspicious character that the
enemy rode on grudgingly convinced,
but, also, because the family, which

"This hyar time I let* ye go back,"
said Samson, "fer the reason thet I'm
tryin' like all h—1 ter keep this truce.
But ye must stay an yore side or
else ride the road* open. How la
Purvy terday?"
"He's mighty porely," replied the
other, in a sullen voice.
"All right Thet'* another reason
why hit hatot healthy fer ys over
hyar,"
The spy turned and mad* his way
over the mountain.
"D
n him!" muttered Samson,
hie face twitching, as the other waa
lost In the undergrowth. "Some day
I'm a-goto' ter git him."
Tamarack Splcer did not at once
reappear, and when one of the Souths
met another In the road the customary
dialogue would be: "Heered anything
of Tamarack?" . . . "No, her youf
"No, nary a word."
As Lescott wandered through the
hills, his unhurt right hand began crying out for action and a brush to
nurse. As he watched, day after day,
the unveiling of the monumental hllle
and the transition* from haay, wralthv
llke whispers of hues to strong, flaring
riot of color, this fret of restlessnese i
became actual pain. He was wasting
wonderful opportunity and the creative instinct in him waa clamoring.
One morning, when he came out just
after sunrise to the tin wash basin
at the well, the desire to paint wa» on
him with compelling force. The hill*
ended near their bases like things bitten off. Beyond lay limitless streamers of mist, but while he stood at gaze,
the filmy veil began to, lift and float
higher. Trees and mountains grew
taller. The sun, which showed first
as a ghost-ltke disk of polished aluminum, struggled through orange and
vermilion into a sphere of living
flame. Lescott heard a vole* at hie
side.
"When doe* ye low ter commence
palntln'?"
It was Samson. For answer the
artist with his unhurt hand. Impatiently tapped his bandaged wrist
"Ye still got yore right hand, hatot
ye?" demanded the boy. The other
laughed. It was a typical question. Se
long as one had the trigger finger left
one should not admit disqualification.
"You see, Samson," he explained..
"this Isn't precisely like handling a
gun. One must hold the palette; mix
the colors; wipe the brushes and de
half a dozen equally necessary thingsIt requires at least two perfectly good
bands. Many people don't And two>
enough."
"But hit only takes one ter dp the
palntln', don't hit?"
"Yes."

- Jim Hollman.

had Invariably met hostility with hostility, had so willingly courted the acid
test of guilt or innocence.
Days passed uneventfully after that
The kinsmen dispersed to tbelr scattered coves and cabins. Now and
again came a rumor that Jesse Purvy
was dying, but always hard on Its
heels came another to the effect that
the obdurate fighter had rallied,
though the doctors held out small encouragement of recovery.
One day Lescott whose bandaged
arm gave him much pain, but who was
able to get about, was strolling not far
from the house with Samson. They
were following a narrow trail along
the mountain side, and; at a sound no
louder than the tolling of a walnut
the boy halted and laid a silencing
hand on the painter's shoulder. Then
followed an unspoken command to his
companion's eyes. Lescott sank down
behind a rock, cloaked with glistening
rhododendron leafage, where Samson
had already crouched and become immovable and noiseless. They had
been there only a short time when
they saw another figure slipping quietly from tree to tree below them.
For a time the mountain boy
watched the figure and the painter
saw hi* Ups draw In a straight line
and hi* eyes narrow with a glint of
tense hate. Yet, a moment later, with
a nod to follow, the boy unexpectedly
rose Into view and hi* features were
absolutely expressionless.
"Mornin', Jim," he called.
The slinking stranger whirled with
a start and an Instinctive motion as
though to bring his rifle to his shoulder. But seeing Samson's peaceable
manner, he smiled and his own demeanor became friendly.
"Mornin", Samson."
"Kinder stranger to this country,
hain't ye, Jim?" drawled the boy who
lived there, and the question brought
a sullen Bush to the other's cheek
bone*.
"Jest a-passin' through," hs vouchsafed.
"I reckon ye'd find the wagon road
more handy," suggested Samson.
"Some folks might 'splclon ye fer
stealto* 'long through the timber."
The skulking traveler decided, to He
plausibly. He laughed mendaciously.
"That'* the reason, Samson. I was
kinder skeered ter go through this
country in th8 open."
Samson met his eye steadily and
said slowly:
"I reckon, Jim, hit mought be half
e* risky fer ye ter walk upstandln'
along Misery es ter go a-crouchin'
Ye thinks ye've been a-shaddertn' me.
I knows* jest whar ye've been all the
time. Y* lies when ye talks 'bout
passln' through.' Ye've done been spyin' hyar, ever since Jesse Purvy got
shot, an' all thet time ye've done Been
watched yerself. I reckon hit'll be
healthier fer ye ter do yore spyta' from
t'other ride of the ridge. I reckon yer
allowta* tar git me ef Purvy die*, but
we're watchln' ye."
Jim Asberry's faoe darkened, but he
said nothing. There waa nothing to
say. He was discovered to the enemy's country and mast accept the
enemy's term*.

"Well"—the boy spoke diffidently
but with enthusiasm—"between the
two of us we've got three hand*. I
reckon ye kin larn me how ter do
them other things fer ye."
Lescott's surprise showed to his
face and the lad swept eagerly on.
"Mebby hit hain't none of my business, but, all day yestlddy an' the
day befo', I 'was Btudytn' 'bout tbto
here thing, an' I hustled up an' got
thet corn weeded an' now I'm through,
Ef I kin help ye out I thought mebby—" He paused and looked appeal*
tngly at the artist.
Lescott whistled and then his face
lighted into contentment,
"Today, Samson," he announced,
"Lescott, South and Company get
busy."
It wa* the first time he had seen
Samson smile, and, although the expression was one of sheer delight Inherent lombernes* loaned It a touch
of the wistful.
When, an hour later, the two set
out, the mountain boy carried the paraphernalia and the old man standing
at the door watched them off with a
half-quizzical, half-disapproving glance,
As the Boy, with remarkable aptitude, learned how to adjust the easel
and arrange the paraphernalia, Lescott
sat drinking in through thirsty eyes
the stretch of landscape he had determined to paint
Then, while he painted, the boy held
the palette, his eyes riveted on the
canvas, which waa growing from a
blank to a mirror of vistas—and the
boy's pupils became deeply hungry.
The day of painting" was followed
by other* like It The disabling of
Lescott'* left hand made the constant
companionship of the boy a matter
that needed no explanation or apology,
though not a matter of approval to his
uncle.
Another week had passed without
the reappearance of Tamarack Splcer.
One afternoon Lescott and Samson
were alone on a cliff-protected shelf,
and the painter had Just blocked In
with umber and neutral tint the crude
sketch of his next picture.
(TO BE CONTTNTJBD.)
Tribute Money.
Fancy long ago laid that the black
marks on either side of the head of the
haddock were made by the Apostle'*
finger and thumb a* they held him,
while extracting the tribute money
from his mouth. But alas tor fancy!
The haddock Is not found In the Sea
of Galilee! Most of the fish there belong to the barbel family, and no on*
ha* ever told us authoritatively what
particular variety the tribute bearinf
fish belonged to. The "half shekel"
of the tribute was ill grain* Troy
weight of silver, say nearly a quartet
of an ounce, worth' about thirteen
cents today, but greatly more to thost
days.
The Girl Who I* In Demand.
There la a price on the head of ever]
pretty girl who can bake good biscuits
Most any girl can look pretty unde;
the parlor chandelier or in the soft
moonlight, but, ah, how taw will do t.
look at next morning at 6:80, and stll
fewer can set before the hungry Dt>
at breakfast a plate of appetising h<
biscuits, and tor the on* who can th
boy* are searching the world c
girl*.—Hamilton Haoor*.

"GASGARETS" FOR
SLUGUOWELS
No sick headache, sour stomach,
biliousness or constipation
by morning.
Gst a 10-cent box now.
Turn the rascals out—the headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour,
stomach and foul gases—turn them!
out to-night and keep them out with
Cascareta.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascareta cleanse your stomach;
remove the (our, fermenting foods
take the excess .bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison to the
bowel*. Then you will feel great
A. Cascaret to-night straighten* yon
out by morning. They work while
you sleep. A 10-cent box front
any drug store means a clear head,
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action tor month*. Children love Cascareta because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
Breaking It Gently.

Maid—Thieves got into a house hi
this street last night and stole all th*
■liver.
Mistress—What stupid people to
leave doors unlocked! Whose house
was It?
Maid—It was at number 7.
Mistress—Why, that Is our house!
Maid—Yes, ma'am, but I did nog
want to frighten you.

SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY ITI
Keep Your Lock* Youthful, Dark,
Glossy and Thick With Garden
•age and Sulphur.

When yon darken your hair with
Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one eaa
tell, because It'* done so naturally, so
evenly.
Preparing
this
mixture,
though, at home 1* muasy and troublesome. For 60 cents you can buy at
any drug, store the ready-to-use tonlo
called "Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur
Hair Remedy." You Just dampen a
aponge or soft brush with It and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time. By morntog all gray hair disappears, and, after
another application or two, your hair
become* beautifully darkened, glossy
and luxuriant
You will also discover dandruff la gone, and hair haa
stopped falling.
Gray, faded hair, though no diegrace, is a sign of old age, and aa we
all desire a youthful and attractive appearance, get busy at once with Wy>>
eth's Sage and Sulphur and look yean
younger. Adv.
Beginning the Day.
Oh, God, give me freedom. Loose
me from the shackles of fear and hate
and all sin. Break my cage and lead
me out Let me feel the wing* which
I have dreamed about Tame the
height* for me. Give my soul Its proper
air. Show me the fullness and the fas
reaches of life. In Christ'* name.
Amen.—H. M. E.
Quite Probable.

Teacher—The passive verb, Johnny,
expresses the nature of receiving an
action.
For Instance, "Johnny to
spanked." Now te] me what does
Johnny do?
'
Student (with imagination)—Johnny hollers.
u 1

SOFT WHITE HANDS
Under Most Conditions If You
Cuttcura. Trial Free.

Us

The Soap to cleanse and purify, th*)
Ointment to soothe and heal. Nothing
better er more effective at any price
than these fragrant aupercreamy emollient*. A one-night treatment will teat
them to the severest form* ef red,
rough, chapped and sore hands.
Sample each free by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept XT.'
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
For She Liked Them.

Patience—According to two English
scientists, the sense of smell to man,
because of the practice of kissing, la
gradually being destroyed.
Patrice—Good! Do you suppose the
time is coming when the boys wont
notice the onions?
Important to Mothere
Examine carefully every bottle oi
CA8TOEIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infant* and children, and see that It
Bear* the
Signature of (
to Use For Over 30 Year*.
Children Cry for Fletchers Castorig

\{&#%&u

You never can tell. Many a man
vho write* pretty punk love letters
nake* a mighty good husband.
The heart of a pretty girl may be aa
-hilly as a dog's noss.

C «. —.rv Granulated Eyelids,
3 O aTC %v* inflamed by
sure to Sea, Batl sad

32

E_ , _ _ qoickly relieved by Mariae
VCS iyeaa-eer-NoSmaruni,
tJ**"^ just Eye Comfort At
our Druggist's 50c per Bottle. Maria* ty*
aIvsinTubes2Sc.ForBe*k*llaeryefre*a»k
Jregciats or Maria* ty* Beans/ C*., Chkaae
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Public Library

WHAT THEY WRITE ON

HOUSING 100 HENS 7\T 50 CENTS EACH

MONEY IN MUNICIPAL PLANT

"About these war correspondents,"

Residents

SHOW CHILDREN CIVIC NEEDS
Birmingham (Ala.) Women's Clubs
Forming Leagues In All School
Grades of the City.

The women's clubs of Birmingham,
Ala., have been the means of forming
junior civic leagues In every school
grade in the busy city.
The women, feeling that the children were growing up without knowledge of city needs, decided to educate for good citizenship.
., First, they cleaned up the school
yards, then the parks and the streets.
Today every young citizen who joins
a league in his or her school grade
signs this pledge:
"I will not injure any tree, shrub or
lawn.
"I promise not to spit upon the
floor in a street car, schoolhouse or
any public building, or upon the sidewalk.
"I pledge myself not to deface any
fence or public building.
"I will not scatter paper or throw
rubbish In public places.
"I will not use profane language at
any time.
"I will always protect birds.
"I will protect the property of others as I would my own.
"I will promise to be a true and
loyal citizen."
School Gardening an Asset.

School gardens, embellishment of
school grounds, is an important factor in the reputation of a city, enhancing the beauty and value of the various points where situated and in these
days of rapid travel in automobiles,
of great interest to residents and visitors alike. Such beautlflcation cannot
fail to make lasting impressions upon
travelers and visitors, who almost invariably judge of cities and other
communities by the public improvements and embellishments, while the
satisfaction and delight of pupils and
parents Is still of greater importance
than all other considerations.

a table of any sort to write on?"
"A table?" echoed the listener.
"Why, I suppose they can. If they
don't write on tables, what do they
write on?"
"Ah," said the investigator, "that is
just the point. What do they? tt
strikes me that one of the curious developments of this war is the variety
of articles that these correspondents
use for writing desks.
"The record is obtained from current journals. You will observe that I
have here a pile of French, English,
and American newspapers.
After
studying them for half a day I am in
a position to supply some interesting
facts about war correspondents.
"I find," the investigator continued,
"that Correspondent No. 1 began his
story this way: 'I am writing this on
the bottom of an upturned coal scuttle which belonged to the train dispatcher at Senlis.'
"Correspondent No. 2 starts out this
way: 'I am writing this story on the
top of a battered tea canister.' Correspondent No. 3 had found a tin wash
basin somewhere, and was using that
for a writing desk. Correspondent No.
4 had been lucky enough to find a refuge in the cellar of a house and was
writing on a champagne case. No. 5
was less fortur.ate. He had to make
shift with a flat-bottomed beef tin.
No. 6 was heroically scribbling with
the flap of a soldier's knapsack for a
desk!"
"It 1B discouraging to the rest of
us," said the listener, "to think what
splendid stuff those fellows turn put
under such adverse conditions. It is
certain that the writing desk does not
make the writer."
"Conversely, it is equally certain
that the writer is everywhere capable
of making his own desk. Listen to
this chap: T have been in a trench
all day, and am writing this on the
saddle still buckled to the back of a
dead horse belonging to a wounded
officer.' Something thrilling about
that, eh?"
"Thrilling?" said the listener. "It's
magnificent."
"And what about ft',s? 'I am writing these dispatches on a heap of
saints and angels dislodged from the
cornice of a bombarded cathedral.*"
"I don't approve of that," said the
listener. "If I had written on the remains of those saints and angels I
shouldn't tell It."
"Oh, I don't know," said the investigator. "Not many people get a
chance to write war correspondence
on thirteenth-century angels. It is
only natural that those who do should
like to talk about It."
Words Not Adequate.
Human emotions may be portrayed
with words. Anger and every emotion
are common qualities, generally understood. But the external spectacle,
the Zambezi that leaps over a 400-foot
precipice, the active volcano, the geyser that burls boiling water into the
heavens, the hurricane, the battle,
flood, earthquake, conflagration—these
elemental things cannot be portrayed
by the finest artifice. They must be
seen, heard, realized through an impact of the senses before they gain
full meaning! In a measure the gas
well at White Point comes under the
head of spectacles which cannot be
portrayed. "No man can imagine tbe
million devils who toss that thick,
gray slime into tbe atmosphere as if
it were the froth of eggs!—Corpus
Christ! Caller.

Silt Pocket to Show Gun.'
Can a revolver plainly visible
, through a slit in a hip pocket be clas, JT X"!
."? ,-1Jn';heon••
£ m sifted as a "concealed deadly weapon?"
HE. Coles of the engineering staff Th,B u a queBtlon that stumped Police
of the state highway commission has i Jud
Keffer wnen Erne8t Snead wag
learned not to be too friendly with arraigned before him on this charge.
hornets. A few days ago wben he was
Snead said in court he discovered
eating his luncheon a hornet came the revolver on a table. He knew It
•long. He gave him something to eat belonged to Constable Ernest Jones
The visitor called his mate. The fol- and stuck It in his pocket to keep unlowing day four hornets ate luncheon til Jones should appear, he said. Sent
with him, and on the next day as Mr. out on an errand, Snead forgot the
Coles opened his pail a whole swarm weapon was in his possession until
of hornets came lighting on him and I near y^ eiiy nBn
his luncheon. He took to tbe toll and I He B„t „,„
ket B0 that the „.
unhewn, leaving tbe hornets in full volver wag exD0Be(J, He beUeved this
possession^- Carpenteria (Cal.) Dis-I woul„ eI(m8e him u enaDled ,
patch to the San Francisco Exeminer. „ceman t0 „ee the flreann and „„,,„<,
his arrest. A conviction means a
The Polish Race.
prison sentence and fine.—Atlantic
Mr. Brandes says In his history of city Dispatch to New York World.
Poland: "Individualism was the death ;
of Poland. It was an enthusiastic and
Myrtle Reed's Tribulations.
unpractical people, noble-minded and
untrustworthy, pomp-loving and vola-, What would have become of Spentile, vivacious and thoughtless, a peo- <*rs„ Data °( EthlC8,„"J*e had had
pie who despised severe and fatiguing tWritm
° ^""w^?
V' ?""* *, labor, and loved all intense and deli-, "
«'" Wh»'°'^ad-jma's "Spring'
cate, sensuous and intellectual en1oT. S i'a P»e»ing wind had blown bis bunch
ments, but. above all, who worshiped . °f fa,»e ,pufl" °r ^coronet braid onto
independence to the point of insanity.! £?
fl .£ * ,° T nWn?.P ,V
'
freedom to the extent of the llberum What °' "Crossing the Bw if Tennyson 8
veto, and who, when they had tost In' »We combs and his hairpins had
dependence and freedom, remained suddenly dropped and his transformation pompadour had soaked up every
faithful to their old love."
drop of ink in tbe house before he
could get it off his desk? What of
Ruinous. *
Crawford—Why do our officials will- Elizabeth's prayer in "Tannhauser" if
fully destroy every natural beauty the a frowsy maid had suddenly burst in
upon the inspired Wagner with the
city possesses?
Crabshaw—That gives them a cry: "Please, sir, little Willie has fell
'chance in . few years to ask for mil, dow" ,he we"?"-Fr.om M/rtIe **'«'*
lions to make the city baaotlftiL- Posthumous book, A Woman s CaPuck.
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A Convenient, Comfortable But Inexpensive Farm Poultry House.

A substantial house for 100 birds
can be built on the average farm at
a cost not to exceed $80 for materials
according to the outlines of a plan
recently sketched by J. Q. Halpln of
the College of Agriculture, University
of Wisconsin.
The house is 20 feet square, three
feet high on the south side, four feet
on the north side, and with the highest point of the gable roof nine feet
above the floor. It is ventilated by
enclosing the south side with a wire
screen or cloth only, and by windows
on the west and east sides. The entrance to the building is on the west
side.
Such a house when it is constructed
of hemlock or some other cheap lumberers" inexpensive and makes a con-

venient, light and entirely satisfactory .
structure for Wisconsin conditions. If
possible, it should occupy an elevation
with a southern or southeastern exposure because poultry more than.any j
other class of live stock require an
abundance of fresh air and sunlight,
and must have dry quarters. Good
drainage Is very essential to a satis- j
factory site for a poultry house.
The floor area in this and every ■
good poultry house is determined by
the size of the flock and the propor- I
tion of the year during which the'
fowls are confined. In a flock of 100
or more hens, each bird should have
four square feet of floor space. In !
smaller flocks the amount of floor |
space required by each hen is relative
ly much greater.

At a recent meeting of tree planters In a California city it was resolved
to request the various chambers of
commerce in that part of the state to
urge the railroads to beautify their
rights of way, particularly their approaches to cities, all of which are
slovenly and none of which are good.
The subject of railroad gardening
has been agitating the whole country
for many years, and It has finally been
determined that hardy, drought-resistant shrubs offer the best material for
permanent beautlflcation.
It Is not
advisable to obscure too much of the
station or station grounds, for obvious reasons; therefore, few trees and
many shrubs should be used, with very
few flowering plants, for the latter
require care, and railroads are most
economical in matters where no direct
financial return Is assured.
Could the embankments be planted with
low-growing,
low-priced
drought-resistant flowering shrubs and
among these sown seed of native wild
flowers, we would have a beautlflcation scheme of effectiveness at low
cost that would stand for all time to
come with a minimum of care and expense; yet one that would forever
transform present ugliness Into tracts
of beauty

KEEPS TREES IN CONDITION

STARTING IN BUSINESS FOR HIMSELF

Device of German Expert Provides for
Their Systematic Watering
and Ventilation.

England 4s the land of bachelors, so
there is plenty of material for our
"new army" without any of the mar- *
ried men. Indeed, we could safely
exempt not only the married but the
betrothed and Btill raise an army of
500,000 men, assuming, as we surely
may, that only one man in two between the ages of twenty and thirtyfive is physically fit. One works it
out iq this wayi
In. England and
Wales alone there are 4,250,000 men
between the ages of twenty and thirty-five, and over 2,250,000 pt them are
bachelors. To give the round figures,
between the ages of twenty and twenty-five there are 1,275,000 bachelors to
275,000 married men; from twenty-five
to thirty there are 750,000 bachelors
to 750,000 married men (half and'v
half), and from thirty to thirty-five
there are 375,000 bachelors to 1,000,000 married men. This gives us our x
total of 2,250,000 bachelors of all recruitable ages in England and Wales
alone.
It remains to show that there are a
million bachelors who are not engaged to be married (or rather who
are certain not to marry, for the number not engaged to be married must
be larger). Between twenty and twenty-five, naturally, most men are bachelors; to be exact, five out of six are
unmarried. Between the ages of twenty-five and thirty one man in two is
a bachelor. Between thirty and thirty-five one man in four is a bachelor.
Between thirty-five and forty one man
in five is a bachelor, between forty
and forty-five one in seven, and between forty-five and fifty one in eight.
Ode may consider that men who are
still unmarried between thirty-five and
forty are pretty confirmed bachelors,
so one may take it that one-fifth of
the total male population has no intention or expectation of marrying.
This gives us over eight hundred thousand bachelors. Assuming half of
them to be physically fit, that gives
us 400,000 men. The remaining 100,000 could be thrown In by Scotland
and Ireland, representing the proportion of their population to that of
England and Wales. — Manchester
Guardian.

A* very Ingenious and practical device for assuring the trees on city
sidewalks a sufficient supply of water,
no matter how dry the season and how
hard baked the earth, has recently
been put In operation in Strassburg by
The Latest Amusement.
Mr. Sauer, the city tree inspector. It
Down In New Milford, which is in
consists of a tube of iron or lead bent Connecticut, a new form of amuseinto the form of a ring large enough to ment has been discovered. Of course
encircle the stem of the tree. The It may not (fppeal to all of us—but
earth is removed so that this ring may that is to be expected, you know. Not
be placed just above the roots, and is all of us believe in poker, pugilism or
then filled in again, leaving the end of any one of half a dozen other divera pipe connecting with the ring pro- sions that might be mentioned, do we?
jecting above the surface of the ground. The new game which is to put New
The top of the ring is pierced with a Milford on the map with Petrograd,
large number of small holes, and a i Czenstochowa, Przemysl and the other
tin cover or shield prevents these . prominent places, is this: Catch a
from becoming stopped up with earth. nice, lively rooster. Place It in > a
By means of a funnel in tbe protrud- i store window alongside a can of, corn
ing end of the pipe any desired amount containing 1,000 or more kernelB.
of water may be supplied to the roots , Starve the rooster for 24 hours. Then
without waste or loss of time. A fur- register your guess as to how many
Counting Chickens Before They Are Hatched.
ther advantage, according to Prome- kernels it will eat at a meal and uptheus, is the ventilation thus secured set the corn. The game Is said to be
What are you doing to help that would be considerably simplified.
of the earth in tbe vicinity of the highly diverting to persons partic*
For the average home, chickens roots—Scientific American.
boy use up some of his surplus
patlng. It contains an element of cruel"steam"—a commodity which every probably offer the easiest means of
ty, to be sure. This is held by some)
satisfying the boy's desire to work
healthy boy possesses?
Cultivating Vacant Lots.
to add zest to the game. By others
The task of keeping a healthy boy with "something that's alive" and that
Vacant lot gardening has greatly In- it is said to arouse indignation and
contentedly busy is not*a hard one if will pay him a little money.
creased in Philadelphia during the disgust. What the rooster thinks of it
If that youngster of yours is a bit last year. More than six hundred
the parents bnt recognize boy nature.
cannot be recorded, of course. Yes—
Have you ever asked yourself what restless and has nothing in particu- families' were engaged in the health- some of UB are easily amused, that's
boy doesn't like animals and pets? lar to do, why not try him out with ful and remunerative work of cultia fact.—Detroit Free Press.
What youngster won't fuss for hours, a few hens? See if he doesn't lump vating the spaces of idle land in varihousing and caring for a living crea- at the chance to supply the family ous sections of the city. The work
Man Wanted.
ture^—be it but a crippled yellow cur, table with eggs and broilers at mar- is carried on under the direcRepresentative W. R, Oglesby of
ket prices. You will be surprised at tion of the Philadelphia Vacant
or a guinea pig?
New York is known to fame socially
Small boys Instinctively long for the amount of time which he will give Lot Cultivation association. Since in Washington as the champion golf
pets-=dogs, rabbits, anything. Then, to his "live stock" and in keeping ac- its organization in 1897 this organiza- ' player in the house, and. while on the
as they grow older, they want more count of bis feed bills and sales, he tion has accomplished much in af• links lately he heard the following
profitable pets—pets which will give likely will come to be quite a young fording opportunity for self-help In story told by a senator friend.
a financial return for the: time and business man.
Philadelphia, It secures the temoo- j It seems that this senator has a sisIt does not cost much to start a boy rary use of idle land and assigns garmoney bestowed upon them. If more
ter-in-law who is a woman of some
parents would take advantage of this in business for himself and it may dening thereon to people who are in years and is much loved by her nieces
side of the boy's nature, the problem save you money and even more— need of money, as well as a healthful and nephews, who are yet of a tenof keeping the lads "off the streets" many a wosry. Try it.
occupation. Not only by this' scheme der age, believing in Santa Claus. Last
is a chance for healthful and profit- Christmas the kids wers skirmishing
able work afforded, but it prevents around to get Btocklngs big enough
these vacant spaces from being used to hold the goodies and presents they
as unsightly dumping grounds.
i expected Santa Claus to bring.
1 "Well, Aunt Mary," chirped one
i plump boy, "how ble/would^a stocking
Life Jobs on a Farm. One may know to a certainty whethA farm for the benefit of "silver" or have to be to hold all you want?"
About Thin-Shelled Eggs.
"Not very large, Charlie," laughed
er or not he is feeding his Hock corunskilled workmen thrown out of emrectly by taking a look at the. dropployment by the completion of the Pan- the aunt. "All I wish could lust fit rn.
By J. H. REED.
pings occasionally. In health the
Have you any hens which are lay- ama canal has been established by a pair of sox nicely."
droppings are sufficiently hard to re- ing- soft-shelled eggs? Do you know the government on the Canal zone.
Self-Control.
tain their shape. They are dark in why? Well, it Is because they aren't There are now about one hundred men
One valuable way of practicing selfcolor, tinged with white. Any de- getting any lime to make egg shells on this farm, all of whom are earning
parture from tire normal in color and out of.
a comfortable living for themselves. control Is in checking grumbling, and
consistency, indicates disease, unsaniYou couldn't expect a mason to Nearly all these farmers are crippled, an unnecessary display of vexation at
tary conditions or unsanitary food or baild a silo without cement So you some having lost an arm or a leg or petty inconveniences. A workman
water, or that the different foods are can't expect hens to put shells around having been incapacitated In some has fulfilled his task Imperfectly, some
not supplied in the correct proportion. their eggs without lime. They must other way for hard work. The farm order is wrongly executed, some one
If the droppings are soft and of a yel- have the materials to work with be- grows bananas, oranges, cacoanuts keeps you waiting unreasonably; peolowish color, it indicates that the food fore they can build eggs. And the and other tropical products and* is ple sire careless or forgetful, or do
supplied is of a too-fattening nature, better materials they are furnlBhed, stocked with cows, chickens, ducks what they have in hana" badly. Try ,»
and one should feed less of fat-produc- the better eggs they manufacture.
and pigs. It is managed by the medi not to be disturbed, be just, and show **
ing foods, such as corn, wheat, etc.,
Speaking about masons, common cal corps of the United States army. the persons to blame where they are *
and correspondingly Increase the plaster makes a fairly good source of Bach workman Is to have a life Job on wrong, even (if it be needful) make
them do the thing over again properquantity of foods rich in protein. On lime for hens. Crush It up and put it the farm.
the other hand if the droppings are In a hopper, where they can get it
ly; but refrain from diffuse or* vehedark and watery and contain traces when they need it. They will make
ment expressions of displeasure. A
How to Clean Up Yards.
of mucus, it plainly indicates that the very good shells from it.
It has remained for a picture show naturally Quick, Impetuous person will
fowls are fed an excess of foods rieA
But the best materials for hens to man to clean up a Kansas town in a find that to cultivate a calm external
in protein, and the meat in the ration git their lime from are shells. These most effective way, and by a simple habit is a great help towards gaining '
should be reduced. Unsanitary sur- can be grthered along some lake or method. He offered a free ticket to the Inward even spirit he needs.—H.
roundings, soured ,or spoiled food is river shore and crushed by putting his show for a limited time to am L. Sidney Lear.
indicated when the droppings are thin them in .a bag and breaking them up boy who could bring a certificate frovr
and of a greenish color.
impractical Instrument.
with a hammer. If you desire, any hls mother that he had thoroughly
It happened that Dean Swift, having
feeding company will supply you cleaned up the back yard, and somt
With crushed oyster Bhell at a nominal three hundred boys—about all there been dining at some little distance
are in the town—got oh tbe lob. There from Laracor, his residence, was reprice.
It Pays to Ke>p Clean
A soft-shelled egg is worthless, be- are great possibilities in a scheme turning home on horseback in the evecause it can't be shipped. Put a hop- of that kind; It can be made to do el- ning, which was very dark. Just beHOW
fore he reached a neighboring village
per in your poultry • house and keep most anything.
hie horse lost a shoe. Unwilling to run!
Remove droppings frequently.
lt>fllie<i with crushed shell. It will not
the risk of laming the animal by conRoad of Success.
cost much. And you will not be bothKeep bedding trash.
ered'any more with soft-shelled eggs.
Author—It'll be a fine feather in tinuing his ride in that direction, ha
Kill mites.
stopped at one Kelly's, the blacksmith
your cap if you produce this play.
Keep water and feed dishes
Manager (glancing over scenario)— of the village, where, having called the
"Pine fixlns" are the ruin of many a
clean.
man, he asked him if he could shoe a
good poultryman. Better the paid-for 111 be the goat—why?
—Halpin
J nest.than luxurious furnishings. Start
Author—Why, you'll have the laugh horRe with a candle.
No." replied the son of Vulcan, 'but
on the 19 short-sighted managers who
email and grow great.
c c&o with a hammer."
turned it down!—Puck.

POULTRY CORNER
HIALWIFFLOCK
FOR THE BOYS
TOLD BY DROPPINGS

I

Newspaper Points Out That There It
Plenty of Material for the

SEEK TO INTEREST RAILROADS

Cleveland Has Greatly Reduced Cost Bald tje patient investigator. "What
of Public Utilities Supplied to
I want to know about them is this:
Its Citizens.
Can they never, by any chance, find

Cleveland has done better than most
cities in the application of the com■munal or municipal idea to public services or utilities. It has a municipal
cold storage, in connection with a
market, which cost $2,000,000, and is
doing well on the investment. It has
achieved a three-cent car (are. It
now sets out for three-cent electricity.
It wi s paying $90 to J100 a year for
street arc lights and the price for power use was eight cents a kilowatt.
Two small electrical plants were established. The cost of street arc
lights dropped about half. The current was sold by the city from its
small plants at three cents. A heavy
IOBS was predicted. Instead of that,
the plants more than paid expenses.
Mayor Baker proposed a sale of $2,000,000 worth of bondB with which to
build a plant to sell electricity at three
oents. The bond issue was passed by
the people and the operation of the
new plant began last July. In August there was a profit of $500 on the
three-cent price. In September the
profit was $1,700, and on the basis of
business now In hand and contracted
for the superintendent estimates the
profit for the first year at $100,000,
which wouM about cover interest
charges, depreciation and taxes if it
were a private concern. When the
plant is completed and running at full
capacity the superintendent estimates
that there will be a net profit of $500,000 annually.—Pittsburgh Dispatch.

ITOME

HELPS

Mannificent Work Being Done in the
Fie..' ■■:■ Seemingly an Endless
Variety of Strange Materials.

TIMES

MANY BACHELORS IN BRITAIN

Tow

WAR CORRESPONDENTS SEEM TO
USE ANYTHING HANDY.
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WEST BROOKFIELD.
The public is most cordially invited to
attend the patriotic lantern service to be
William H. Smith and family of WorPUBLISHED
held next Sunday evening at the CongreThe Republican caucus held in banq uet
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON.
gational church.
Lectures will be given hall Monday night was the largest during cester are guests of Mrs Sarah Whalen.
AT
Mr and Mrs Michael Fitzgerald, Ware,
on the lives of Grant and McKinley. recent years, due undoubtedly to the inJournal Block, North Brookfield, Ma» Howard Leete will read Drake's Ode to
are at the home of Mrs Mary O. Winn.
terest shown in the fight for highway
the-American Flag. Mrs Frederick W. commissioner for one year to fill the unLewis A. Gilbert is yisiting bis son
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
WorkB will sing the Battle Cry of Free- expired term of Emmons W. Twichell, Curtis W. Gilbert, at Cornell University,
EDJTOB AND PBOPBIBTOB.
dom, and patriotic selections will be sung and in which David Hunter, who had the Ithaca, N. Y.
the choir. Mr George Fleming will indorsement of the Republican town comRev. John H. Hoffman, pastor of the
1.00 a Year in Advance. by
render cornet selections. The flags of mittee, was opposed by Felix O. Rose, Congregational church will deliver the
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
all the great powers will be shown. and the latter bested his opponent by 5 Memorial day address.
Addre«B all communUatlonB to BSOOK»IKI,» There will be over 50 fine illustrations. votes. Judge Henry E. Cottle was chairThe selectmen have organized with
TIM KB, North BrooMield, •!»»».
The pe- pie of the Unitarian and MethoOrders for gnbwrlption. adverttalns, pr lob dist parishes have lieen invited, also the man of the meeting; Edile Clark, secre- Carlton D. Richardson, chairman, and
work »nd pajment lor the tame, may .»/MH
tary; and George Chapin, Charles Up- Edward K. Hasklns, clerk.
direct to the main office. North BrooMeld or members of the Sons of Veterans and
ham and William Hastings, tellers. The
to George W. McNsnuro. Brookfleid
The Ladies' Aid society of tbe MethoC*. A. R. have been invited to attend the vote was as follows, a star (•) signifying
dist church will serve a chicken pie supservice, wlii^l) begins at 7 o'clock.
BROOKFIELD.
choice:—Highway commissioner for three per in G. A. R. hall to-night at 6 o'clock.,
An attentive audience enjoyed a rare years, 'Samuel McDonald 45, Horace
Elmer H. Blodgett retired town warMiss Harriet Gerald is viBiting in Up- musical treat at the second annual piano Terry 22; highway commissioner, one
recital of Miss Clara Maud Clarendon, year, David Hunter 27, *Felix Rose 32; den left town Monday for Newton, where
ton.
he will stay with his sister for the present.
William Tunstall of Southbridge was held in town hall under the auspices of overseers of the poor, 'Henry Green 63,
Guaranteed High-Class Furs at OneHalf and One-Third Value
Lincoln'a birthday was observed in all
the Woman's Alliance circle of First Par- •Charles Sweet 56, *William Richardson
I in town Sunday.
PUR COATS,
$ 19.75, $2®-«0 toS2 50.
ish church, captained by Mrs Charles H. %9, George Aliens, Charles T. Gunn 1; the schools. Stories were read and told
Rev. Calvin Stebbins at the First church
Clarendon.
Miss Claiendon was ably two water commissioners for three years, illustrating the character of the great
FUR SCARFS,
$3.98, S5.00 to S59.
next Sunday.
assisted by Mrs William McLauren, so- •Warren E. Tarbell 59. *Lucius E. Estey man.
FUR MUFFS,
gSrQO^J.SO tOg4B.
The press of work compels us to omit prano soloist, and Harry F. Morse, a vi- 54; Rich ard Finney 13. Those nominated
Quaboag Valley Social club held their
some items of news this week.
olinist of Marlboro, and the selections of without opposition were:—Selectmen, last dance of the season in town hall on
Mr and Mrs Edgar N. Green and son, each were enjoyable, those in attendance Walter B. Mellen, Arthur W. Mitchell, Tuesday night. Music was by Plant's
Farrell, spent Sunday in Springfield.
manifesting their approval by insistent Warren E. Tarbell; town clerk, Robert orchestra of Spencer,
Mostly Blacks and Blues, a few Browns ^eens and
Elder A. J. Clarke, president of the applause that brought the participants G. Liver.aore; tax collector and treasurer,
Abont 75 West Brookfield Grangers at'
colors* Fashonable materials, wort,$17.5)to $60.00
Southern Illinois Conference has returned back for an encore after each number of Arthur F. Buttesworth; assessor for three tended the afternoon service of the Meth$5.00, $7.50, $12.50 and $17.50
the program. At the front of the stage years, Arthur W. Mitchell; school com- odist church last Sunday by invitation of
to Illinois.
Elder J. K. Brown of Lowell, will was a row of potted greee moss and ver- mittee for three years, James W. Wall; Rev. A. W. L. Nelson.
preach in banquet hall, Feb. 20, at 11 a milion colored ferns. The ushers ,+were library trustees, three years, George E.
Miles C. Webb, son of Mr and Mrs
Misses Catherine C. May, Ruth S. Vizard Putney and Arthur F. Butterworth; for John H. Webb, has returned from
m. All welcome.
one year, Oscar Bemis; trustee shade Charlesgate hospital, Cambridge, where
and
Ruth
S.
Estey.
Mr and Mrs Albert Coughlin of WorCoats for dressy wear, for travel' «* for Motor**. »» •«
For the next week there will be on ex- tree and cemetery fund for three years, he underwent an operation.
, cester spent Sunday, with S. H. Banister,
the handsome materials, worth *16.O0ito S^0"
hibition at the Merriok public library, J. Herbert Conant; fence viewers, Arthur
The Literary society met with Mrs Rob\
Over-the-River
district.
$5.00, $7.50, $10.00 and $15.00
books on "George W ashington," includ- Mitchell, William Richardson and Fred- ert M. Carter, Thursday afternoon. The
Thomas Connolly left Brookfleid Monerick
Sincerbeau;
auditor,
Andrew
Leach;
ing" biographies, by Henry Cabot Lodge,
topic discussed by all members, was
day to take a position at the Bradley Car
Charles W. Eliot, Washington Irving tree warden, P. Eugene Gadaire; con- "What can we do to benefit the town?
works,
Greendaie.
Worcester.
EARLY EXHIBITION OF THE
and S. Wier Mitchell. "The Seyen A*» stables. Joseph Adams, George Bolac,
Alauson Hamilton Post G. A. R. conSelectman Walter B. Mel ten bought a of Washington," by Owerf^Webster, James Bowler, John Crotty, Walter Dunew Dodge automobile through agent almost more than any other life of that Bois, Victor Guerin and Thomas Mooney. ducted a social in their hall, on WednesGeorge C. Woodard, Monday.
Contests for water commissioners, high- day night. Allen Jones and George H.
national hero, shows up his human aide.
The Epworth League Will give a supper We are prone to think of him as being way commissioners and overseers of the Allen were on the committee on arrangefrom 6 to 8, Wednesday, Feb. 24, with, somewhat different from the average, per- poor featured the largely attended Citi- ments.
For Southern, California and Home Wear
The east rehearsing the play, "Mra
patriotic entertainment "to follow.
son, and possessing qualities whiuh are zens Caucus, Tuesday night. The prinAlthough work has been rushed on the most admirable but which seem to set cipal fight centered in the contest for two Church's baby," which will be presented
400 New Suits are here,
new Metropole theatre, the opening must him apart from the rest of mankind. On water commissioners for three years and hy the Y. P. S. 0. E. of the Congregareading this particular biography one is two ballots were necessary for a choice. tional church, met at the home of Miss
be deferred until about March 1.
300 New Dresses are here,
On tbe first Warren E. Tarbell had 58, Marjorie Cutler, Tuesday night.
| Miss Susan Maxfleld, a nurse at Mon-, often agreeably surprised at the new light
400 New Skirts are here,
Richard Finney 28 and L. E. Estey 28.
Rev. R. M. D. Adams, rector of Christ
thrown
on
hie
character,
and
his
sense
of
son hospital has been the guest this week,
1000 New Waists are here,
humor *"^ l;Wng for pleasure bring him (Jn account of the tie between the laat Memorial church at North Brookfield,
of Mr and Mrs Patrick Cannnlly-rtJ3«Sarowj>.l':vegi 'two new UOORB two men, it waaneoessarr'ittf-^t- '*<■««• will conduct services in fei R- !>»'! ->»
| Mrs Wilson Lee Charltoh and babj
which are particularly suited to this noli ond ballot and MVFftpey; bested fns op- luesuays during Lent; the dates are Feb.
l^M^^HimM^wj^^^njKtt^
daughter have returned to Worcester, aftday. and will prove useful to teachers ponent by 6 votes. For highway com- 23, March 2 and 16, at 7.30oclock.
er a three months' visit with Rev. and
are: George Washington, a story and a missioner to fill an unexpired term Felix
Members of the Men's League listened
Mrs Charlton.
play by Wade; and Good stories for great Rose defeated David Bunter by 5 votes, to an interesting address in the chapel of
as he did at the Republican caucus. The
, James McGlinchy, Patrick McCarthy Holidays by Olcott.
Congregational church, on Monday night,
voteBtood: Rose 20, Hunter 25.
The
and son, Roy, of Worcester, were the
delivered by Dr. A. G. Blodgett of Ware,
A real estate deal, involving »30,000
third contest was for overseers of the
guests Sunday at the home of Mr and
Worcester, Mass.
512 Main Street,
worth of property was completed the first
on the Arincipal of Prevention.
poor. There were four candidates and
Mrs Napoleon Byron.
of the week when the final papers were
The school committee have organized
Miss Mattie Ormsby, a teacher in the passed transferring the three story home the result was: Charles Gunn 34, Henry
with Eli M. Uonverse, chairman, and
Worcester public schools, spent the week- of Maynard Benson on River street, and Green 48, William Richardson 32, George
Bowman S. Beeman, secretary.
Dr.
BROOKFIELD.
end at the home of her mother, Mrs a 49 acre plantation owned by him at Allen 21. The first three were nominated.
Clifford J. Huyck was elected school
The
other
nominations
made
were
the
Catherine M Ormsby.
,
Tarrvtown, Florida, in exchange for what
physician and Jonathan G. Warren
At the Methodist church Sunday morn- is known as the Kimball estate, owned by same as at the Republican caucus on truant officer.
Mrs Laflln Celebrates Md Annivering Rev. Dr. Charlton will preach a dis- the Kimball house company, located on Monday night.
The property at Lake and Cottage
sary of flier Birth.
tinctly patriotic sermon, "The ever new the shores of Newfound lake, Hebron,
The failure ot the chairman, Albert H. streets taxed to David A. Jennison heirs,
N. H. The latter comprises an 18-room
name, George Washington."
Bellows, and the secretary, William J; was conveyed to Mrs Frank A. Carter,
Mrs Mary Hale I>aftin, on Tuesday,
Miss Mary D. Gilmore and George Don mansion, barn and outbuildings, and 75
Feb. 9, observed her 82nd birthday an- ovan of West Brookfield and Miss Mad-1 acres of land. Mr and Mrs Benson will Walker of the citizens' caucus held Tues- \ daughter of Alva S.kes North Mam
niversary and received calls from relatives elineQuinlan of Warren visited at the | leave on Monday to take possession ot the day night, to file the names of the nomi-. street, in a deed delivered on Saturday,
and friends dnring the day and also was home of Mr and Mrs George Hughes, • property, which they will convert into a „ees for town office™ with the town clerk by the admin.stratr.x, Mrs Louisa M.
before 5 o'clock Wednesday afternoon, I Jennison, West Main street. The estate
the recipient of messafceB of congratula- Sunday.
! summer hotel, and expect to have it in
the time limit for the filing of the names includes a two-story tenement house
tions and good will from relatives, far.
William L. Roach and Horace W. May ' readiness to receive guests April 1, when- of caucus candidates, in accordance with barn, shed and two-thmls of an acre ot
and near. Mrs Laflin lives with her son ]
attended the banquet at the Bancroft the trout season opens.
The Florida
the statutes, the caucus proceedings ■ land, assessed for tltoO.
Claude H. Laflin and family, on Pros-'
hotel given by the Worcester Telegram ! plantation goes to Mrs Catherine G. Simamount to nothing. According to the ofH-| The Social and Charitable society was
pect hill, the house having been built by
A Postal card will bring thtm for
"Gems" Sunday afternoon, in honor of mons as a result of the deal and the
cials, whose failure to file names of the organized 25 years ago. By vote of the
her husband, for 41 years. She Is in
your inspection.
. ' •
Austin P. Cristy,
publisher of the Tele- Brookfield property owned by Mr Ben3
good health, and has a remarkble memo-,
son to the Kimball house company. Mr! candidates mak.es it linpossib e- for the', members it has
- been
— decided to observe
ry,which holds her in good stead as she «"""•
,
, „ ,„
„ r I and Mrs Benson have had exi-eriei.ee in : caucus nominees to appear on the official the anniversary in some suitable manner
n .
Andrew.1. Ix-ach, Matthew Daley, M.J.lug.neagan(lfor & number of ballotwitl] thecitizens'party designation, this spring. The arrangements are left
relates in a vivid manner-, happenings of
70 years ago, notes the changes ill Brook- Donahue and William J. Clancy attendempl(,TcU by t,le United States they were ignorant of the fact that the | in the hands of a coinm.ttee, composed
S>
BROOKFIELD, MASS.
y
(
field, during that time and compares the edthe exemphfication of the th.rd doment-J^ Uolh ia the Panama time limit was 5 o'clock on Wednesday | of President, M.ss Charlotte *ak*; viceconveniences of to-day with what the gree by Alliamhra council, K. of C, at *
Mr BenBon as steward and ' aud were about to prepare the certificates president Mrs Marshall C, Gilbert, secrepuople of h- r childhood days had to use. Mechanics hall, Worcester, Sunday alter- : ^ ^^ ^ BteW(ml(;f)8_
Thfcy „. I o£ nolnillation, intending to present them tary Miss Helen Shackley; the entertain!
She saw the first train pass through the n°°n'
6iKBed last summer and most of the time' to the town clerk on Thursday, when the ■ ment committee, Mrs John H. W ebb,
Frank B. Clarke and Bertha A. Miller, , ^.^ ^^ ^^ ^ thg BellBon homB here>! ^retary was informed at 4.30 o'clock on Mrs Frank A. Urter and Mrs Webster
town of Brookfield. She was burn in
the brick house at corner of Protity and both of Holden, were married at tbe where Mr Benson's father, the noted: Wednesday that the time limit expired L, Kendnck.
Main streets, Feb. 8, 1833, daughter of Methodist parsonage by tht pastor, Rev. Bridgeport inventor, has resided for the'at 5. The candidates affected, by the
tjuaboag Pomona Grange met in Red
Henry B. and Mary (Olds) Hale. The Dr. Charlton, on Monday afternoon at past 5 years.
'• negligence of the caucus officials are Chas-1 Men's hall Wednesday for an all day
early years of her life were passed here. 2 o'clock. The couple was attended by
:—
•••
! T. Gunn, candidate for overseer of the session. The visitors were greeted by
Ill 1858, Feb. 9, she was married to Mr Mr and Mrs Arthur Mundell.
Kic ,rd Fiuney
Harold Phelps,
of West Brookfield
[juui i now..,.—
- .——,,. candid
narom
r iicipo, master
"««««>» »*
A
PASTORAL
LETTER
TO
THE poori
' -—™commissioner;
'---ate for s Grangei
FULL LINE OF
Leonard Lafliu at Warren, where they
three year'"term as water
X. Lawrence,
to which Fred
The board of registrars will be in session
lived for seven years, and they lived in at the Engine house in East Brookfield
William Roach, candidate for constable. jJrjnlfi0|,ij master
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Final Mark Downs
On Winter Garments, Fur Coats and Fur Pieces

FURS

180 SUITS, Final Prices

250 COATS, Final Prices

New Spring Styles

$17.60, $19.75 to $50.
$7.60, $12.50 to $46.
$6.00, $7.50 to $13.50
98c, $1.98 to $12.50

RICHARD HEALY CO.

SAMPLE BOOKS

1915 STYLES
WALL PAPER

Archibald Buchanan

The
New Store

HARDWARE

Winchester HEATERS Installed

RICHARD FINNEY

&

SONS.
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FORM MARINE
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Boston—The New England council
of the National Marine league, ft nonsartlsan body aiming at the development of an American merchant marine, has been organized at the Boston
Chamber of Commerce.
Eugene P. Carver explained the
provisions of the shipping bill, and
sketched the course of the discussion
at Washington.
John S. Lawrence offered a resolution proposing the organisation of a
New England council of the Marine
league. "We want," he said, "something that will help the situation permanently. What we want la to be
able to have ships on the ocean. We
are working for the interests of the
public, and not lor the other side of
the line."
Jerome Jones answered a question
aa to the purpose of the meeting, and
was understood to say that its purpose included opposition to government ownership. He proceeded: "The
time has come for action in building
up a national merchant marine. The
American people desire to see American commerce restored to a position
ot supremacy. The present administration has suggested that f 30,000,000 be
Invested in government-owned vessels. When the federal government
Invests in commercial tonnage, private enterprise would cease. We doubt
If It Is a proper function of the federal government to compete in enterprises that private enterprise should
perform."
Whitneld Tuck of Winchester said
he was in favor of the purpose of the
Marine league, but not in favor of the
Interpretation put upon the meeting
by the chairman. "Why," he asked,
should we be afraid of government
ownership when we built the Panama
canal T"
Mr. Boss explained thai' the league
r.,4 absolutely nothing to do with par^ -*(^i**w vi' n***-,-ii-- i'^!*—m of individuals. »W« stsnd, ho "laid, - JW .
' union of'ali' Americans in the effort
to put our flag again upon the high
seas. We are not attacking the ahtp* pink bill or any other bill."
The resolution offered by Mr. Lawrence was then carried.
Wendell P. Thore thereupon moved
•That no action taken by this meetlug shall be construed to be an attack
upon the administration at Washington or upon the shipping bill now before congress." Mr. Thore taunted the
chairman with haying "injected politics into the meeting."
Chairman Jones replied, "Wa are
cutting that out."
On the suggestion of Bernard J.
Rothwell, Mr. Thore withdrew his motion, and the organization of the oounell was completed, with the concurrence of all present

TO MAN ITS SHIPS
WITH AMERICANS
That MeCleary Telia Hardware Man
la the Only Right Way.

Boston.—"Uncle Sam ' should build
bis own ships and man them with
American sailors," was the declaration made by James T. MeCleary.
secretary of the American Iron &
Steel Institute of New York, to near-,
ly 200 members of the New Englandj
Iron & Hardware Association.
The,
occasion was the 22d annual banquet
of that organization.
Lieut-Gov. Cushing brought the
greetings of the commonwealth, "I
have been rather skeptical," he said,>
"as to the possibility of restoring
competition by legal enactment Eco^
nomically speaking, it always seemed
to me very doubtful if it could be
done.
I am almost inclined to think.
that when you get a great big natural
business process, in wiiich the consol-j
idatlon has taken place which we
have seen in the last decade, it is
doubtful whether you can stop It by.
legal enactment
"If you are going to do away with;
the benefits which come from oon-|
solidatlon—from running various con-i
nected businesses under one head—)
you have got to have a protective tar-i
iff."

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
PLAN KILLED.
Recommends Publlo Markets In Cities
of 10,000 or Over.

Boston—Gov. Walsh's constitutional
convention plan has been killed by
the House by 84 to 131.
The bill to provide that persons
whose names are written In on the
ballots at caucuses must secure at
least 160 votes to be nominated, has
been passed to be engrossed.
The plea of railroad-crossing tenders for some arrangement by which
they can have an hour off at midnight
for meals was discussed before the
railroad committee. It was argued by
the officials that it would be next to
Impossible to put spare men at midnight into the shanties to do the work.
H. H. Wilson of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers, presented
bill to provide that railroad man may
have time off to vote.
Secretary Wilfred Wheeler of the
state toard of agriculture presented to
the committee on cities his recommendations for public markets in cities
and towns of 10,000 or more Inhabitants. President Butterfield of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College,
and ethers, spoke in their favor. The
officers ot the Massachusetts Retail
Grocers' Association entered protest.
A bill to make the pay of Jurors $4
a day with on Increase in mileage was
presented to legal affairs.
Pomeroy Will Share

Estate.

Weymouth.—Jesse
H. Pomeroy,
whose address Is given as Charlestown, is entitled to share equally with
his brother, Charles J. Pomeroy of
Worcester, In the $2000 estate left
by his mother. Lira. Ruth A. Pomeroy,
who died In Weymouth, on Jan. 10, if
he should ever gain freedom from the
state prison.
Judge Flint, sitting ,to the Norfolk
probate court has allowed the sstate
of Mrs, Pomeroy.
She left no will.
Her property consists of $1800 in real
•stale and $200 personal.

TELL SUCCESS OF SAVINGS BANK
LIFE INSURANCE.
Brandels and Others Favor the Gov.
emor*a Development Plan.

Boston.—Louis D. Brandels declared at a hearing before the legislative
committee on insurance that savings
bank life insurance has compelled industrial companies to make a 20 per
cent, decrease in rates and has saved
to the people from $1,000,000 to $1,500,000, annually.
The matter under discussion was
Gov. Walsh's inaugural recommendation for an Increase in the amount ot
the appropriation for the savings
tiank Insurance department and for
legislation permitting each bank to
issue policies of insurance in any
amount up to $1000 on any one life.
Mr. Brandels gave figures to show
that expenditures of $109,000 that the
state has made in the past seven or
eight years on savings Insurance was
justified.
Mr. Brandels said that as
a direct result of the bank insurance,
the other companies commenced to
clean house, reduce dividends and
change the form of their policies. He
emphasized the advantage to be derived from an expenditure of $2600
by the state, as provided in a bill
before the committee, foe educational
v,-orli to bring to the awbraRo wage
ea*Lji
Mhs>^t Jrha* was to
assurance.
Upholds
Ids

State University
Ui

Plan.

Boston—The Rev. Dr. A. A. Berle
was an upholder of the state unlver-,
slty plan before the committee on education. The educational system of the.
state, he said, lacks the crown. Un-i
less It Is attended to now. It will
complicate affairs worse than they are
today.
The state already has given close
on $1,000,000 to Technology, which Is
In reality linked with Harvard. That
public money," he said, "has been
spent on institutions beyond public
control.
"Until a state university Is established, the state will never be relieved
of requests for aid from all sides. 1
do not urge an appropriation," he
said, "but I do urge that the InstitiK
tions be created and organised."
Gov. Walsh Urges Good Roads Appropriation.
Springfield.—Gov. David I. Walsh
urged
the popular support of his
recommendation to have $2,000,000 appropriated by the Legislature tor good
roads at the annual banquet of the
Springfield Automobile Association
held here. L. R. Spear of Boston,
president of the state Automobile Association, spoke in favor of the good
roads movement and said that, in view
of the heavy accident list the past
year, the watchword of all motorists
in the future must be "Safety first
last and always."
Back at T Wharf.

Boston—With the raising of the
Stars and "stripes over the cupola at
T wharf, the old fish pier was mastered into active service once more for
the "war" with the dealers at the
$3,000,000 South Boston wharf.
Apparently there is to be more money In It for the fishermen themselves
at T wharf than is the case at South
Boston. And the skippers too, as well
as the erews will, from the present
outlook, reap a harvest. This is partly
because the wharfage fee at T wharf
Is 10 cents per hundred pounds less
than at South Boston.
Youth Given State Prison Term.

Plymouth—John Houlihan, 18 years
old, of Pawtucket, who committed
four breaks during the three days of
freedom that followed his escape from
the state farm last December, and
whose attempt at a second escape was
frustrated by Sheriff Porter, has been
sentenced by Judge Dubuque In superior court to five to six years In
state prison.
Smith Msde Governor of Guam.

Boston.—First Lieut Dwight F.
Smith of the U. S. marine corps, for
the past three years commander of
the naval prison at the Cbariestown
navy yard, has received "word from
Washington of his appointment at
governor and commandant ot the naval
station of the i«land of Guam.

SHIP ALL PASSED
DENOUNCE! Ull AIR FLEET OF ALLIES IS IN A Nffll RAID
N.H. MANAGEMENT RUSSIAN RETREAT CLEARS BUKOWINA REGION BYnOflSFJlS-121
ENGLAND TIGHTENS THE FOOD BLOCKADE Measure! Approved Under CloPublic Service Board Charges
:o: ■
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Desultory Fighting Goes on in Flanders and France with Indication! of
New German Offensive All Along the Line in Alsace
DEMOCRATS

NO SIGNS OF BREAK IN GERMAN MACHINE

WIN

BY

94

Seven Members of the House Report
Present—Mann Leads Filibusters
in a Hopeless Battle—Republi-

Indebtedness.
AVIATORS OF ALLIE8
MAKE GREAT

RAID

Boston.—Although the Public Service Commission finds that the New
Forty Machines Drop Hundreds of
Haven railroad has Issued stook and
Bombs In Belgium.
incurred Indebtedness la open violation of the laws of the State, the
board, In a report to the Legislature,
London.—The greatest air raid In
recommends' that the outstanding history, exceeding even the expedition
stock of the company be validated from Dover, against German strongand that the company be given au- holds in Belgium, was made by British
thority to fund Its outstanding float- and French seaplanes and aeroplanes,
ing Indebtedness.
which did great damage to German
The report was made in compliance positions in Ostend, Middelkerke, Zeewith a resolve passed by the Legisla- bragge and Ghistelle. Forty machines
ture last year calling for an investi- took part in the exploit, many of the
gation ot the relations of railroad filers having been in last week's atcompanies to the laws of this and tack la which Lieut. John Cyril Porte
and Claude Grahame-White figured.
other States.
Thirty-two British airmen and eight
.The commission roundly scores the
old management of the New Haven Frenchmen made up the great squadfor its flagrant violations of Massa- ron. The French directed their atchusetts law under the claim of au- tention to the aerodrome at Ghistelle,
thority from the State ot Connecticut, upon which they showered 204 bombs,
but says that in view of the fact that while the British flung explosives upon
much of the outstanding stock and Zeebrugge, OBtend and Middelkerke,
notes are held by the public valida- as well as a fleet of German trawlers
tion and authority to fund provide along the coast.
Special instructions had been given
the only feasible course to be pursued
to spare the residential sections of
to adjust a most serious situation.
The commission bases Its findings the various towns. The British Adlargely upon the propositions that the miralty's report of the affair follows:
" The air operations of a naval wing
State is partially responsible for the
in the Bruges, Ostend and Zeebrugge
condition because of its failure in the
districts have been continued. Forpast to take steps to prevent these
ty aeroplanes and seaplanes bomviolations of law and that the new
barded Ostend, Middelkerke, Ghismanagement ot the New Haven has
telle and Zeebrugge.
taken a vote, at the request ot the
Bombs were dropped on heavy batcommission, outlining its intent to
teries
on the east and west sides of
abide by the law of the State In the
Ostend harbor, the gun positions at
future.
Middelkerke and transport wagons
Authority to investigate the investat Ostend and Ghistelle and the road
ments ot the New Haven In the stook
to the mole at Zeebrugge to widen
and securities of other companies and
the breach damaged In former atall of the contingent liabilities the
tacks on the locks at Zeebrugge and
road has Incurred through guaranon
(barges outside of Blankenburg
teeing securities of other lines
and
trawlers lying on side of Zeeis asked by the commission for the
brugge. Bight French aeroplanes
purpose of determining the legal staassisted our naval machines in maktus of such Investments and guaraning a vigorous attack on the Ghistees, the powers of the State In the
telle aerodrome, thus effectively prepremises and the beet course to be
venting German aircraft from cutpursued with reference to the same.
ting off our machines.
Under the law It Is the duty of the
»_jw -oportcd. that good results
commission. If such hoJdina" <"• *B»*
were obtained.
»ntee« With rolattvaa to other flbnV
panles are In violation of law, to reInstructions are always Issued to
fer the matter to the attorney generconfine attacks to points of military
al for action.
The commission says
importance and every effort Is made
the legality Is so mnch In question
toy the flying officers to avoid dropthat it does not feel warranted In takping bombs on any residential poring such a step without further study
tion of towns.
of that phase of the situation.
In an appendix to the report a vote
of the directors of the New Haven, RUS8IAN STAFF IN
BUKOWINA CAUGHT.
taken at the suggestion of the Publlo
Service Commission,' outlines the policy of the road tn the future. The General Commits Suicide and Comroad agrees by this vote to sell Its
rades Surrender to Austrlans,
outside properties and use the proBerlin Announces.
ceeds from the sale to reducing the liabilities of the company or Improving
Berlin, by wireless to London.—The
Its property, not to acquire any Inter- whole Russian General Staff in Bukoests In properties and business except wina has been captured and the comthose authorized by the law of Massa- manding General has committed suichusetts, Rhode Island and_Connectl- cide, according to despatches printed
cut, and to attend closely to the busi- In the Budapest Dally Azest.
ness of transportation so that capital
According to the Azest, the Russians
requirements may be kept to a mini- were surprised in the town of Haudatz
mum and good service furnished to and orders for a hasty retreat were
the public.
given. The Austrian onslaught broke
In the same vote the company prom- through the hastily prepared defence
ises to dispose ot various properties of the Russians. When the commandnow controlled .by It and to readjust ing General, whose name Is not
relations with other companies so as known, saw capture was Inevitable,
to bring about efficiency tn service.
he killed himself. Other members of
If this stop Is not taken, the com- the staff then surrendered.
mission states that the act shall not
take effect until such cancellation Is
ITALY ACTS ALONE
accomplished. Certain other proviIN SHIPPING PROTEST.
sions are Involved which. In the opinion ot the commission, are made desirable because of the special situa- Refuses to Join Other Neutrals, but
Sends Independent Note to
tion of the New Haven Company.
It is stated that, while Informal conGermany.
ferences with public service commissions of other States have been held
Rome, Italy.—Force of eircumstan
and an attempt made to encourage a
CM, aided by the active pro-intervenmovement toward the enactment of
tion campaign of the Radicals and Reuniform railroad laws throughout New form Socialists, seems certain to drive
England, the report is made upon tne Italy Into the war on the side of the
sole responsibility of the Massachu- Allies before many weeks. The resetts commission.
ported seizure of two Italian steamers
"We are hopeful, however," the re- lalden with wheat for Venice by Ausport says, "that the general policy trian warships on the high seas, which
indicated in this report will commend escorted them to Trieste where the
itself to the public authorities of the wheat was unloaded and $20,000 com'
other States, and that substantial prog- pensatlon offered the shippers, has
ress will be made in securing greater raised a storm of• angry comment in
uniformity in tho railroad laws of the Italy and, if the story is true, may be
several States."
the spark needed to set off the magazine.
SUFFRAGE WINS IN BAY STATE.
Italy has refused to Join the proposed league of neutrals to protect
Final Fight 198 to 88—Goes to Voters shipping against the German war zone
menace and has informed the German
In November,
Government that no act of war against
Boston—The amendment of the Italian merchantmen will be tolerated.
State constitution so that women shall
GREAT EXPEN8E OF WAR.
have the right to vote Is now up to
the voters of Massachusetts,
The final chapter In the legislative Cost Allies 810,000,000,000 « Year, Declares Lloyd George.
tight was written Tuesday when 198
London.—In explaining the arrangemember.! of the House recorded .-.emment
made
at the recent conference
selves in favor of the amendment,
while only 33 members were recorded between the Finance Ministers of
France and Russia and hhnself In
In opposition.
Paris, David Lloyd George told the
The amendment had
previously
House of Commons that the expendioassed the Senate by a vote of 38 to
tures of the Allies' on the war would
1 and as tills Is the second year the be two billion pounds sterling ($10,'.egtslature has given Its approval, 000^)00,000), during the current year,
'be final determination of the question of which Great Britain was spending
now rests with the voters.
more money than her two Allies.

London.—Advancing rapidly along
the East Prussian border In pursuit
of the retreating hosts of the Czar,
the Germans have driven the Russians
out, of Plcktupoenen, north of Tilsit
and claim victories at several points
in the Masurian lakes region, although
the Russians are putting up a hard
fight Evidently In hope of striking
at Warsaw from the rear, a German
army is marching south from Lyck
toward Lomza, on the Narew, only
70 miles northeast of the Polish capital, while in northwest Poland, the
Germans have occupied Raclonz, according to Berlin. In the Carpathians,
the Russians are reported as falling
back at both extremes of the fighting
line in order to intrench themselves
securely in Galicia and the northeastern part of Bukowina.
From the North Sea to the upper
Vosges, artillery duels and Infantry
fighting continue along practically
all ot the 360-mile line, with both
Paris and Berlin claiming the advantage. According to the French reports
the German advance in Lorraine has
been checked and Norroy retaken,
while between the Argonne and the
Meuse a German attack at Malinconrt
has been repuaed. They also declare
the Germans lost ground between Bethune and La Bassee and were halted
in Alsace. Berlin says the Germans
took 900 meters of the Allies' trenches
south of Ypres, repulsed the enemy
southwest of La Bassee and occupied
Senzern and Rempaoh In Alsace.
Constantinople reports the defeat of
British troops near Korna, Mesopotamia. The Turks, It is stated, captured Fort Plrindi and took 500 camels
used by a British landing party.
The London 'Times" has begun the
publication of a series of articles by a
neutral traveler of wide and varied
experiences who Just spent several
weeks In Germany. What he says discounts greatly the Dutch and Danish
newspaper stories to the effect that
Germany is seriously feeling the pinch
of war. He saw no sign ot German
straits in any Important respect and
there Is an unshaken determination to
continue the war.
Another step leading to the participation of Greece in the war on the side
of the Allies Is reported In a cable
from Rome saying the Greek Ambassador to Turkey has left Constantinople and returned to Athens leaving
the embassy In charge of a secretary.
Great Britain, through Mr. Churchill,
in Parliament, gave notice that "the
full force of naval pressure" will be
applied against Germany, Intimating
that a full blockade of the Kaiser's
ports will be established.
TEUTONIC ALLIES ON OFFENSIVE

Berlin, by wireless to Sayvllle, L. I.
—With each fresh report adding to
the disaster of the Russian armies invading East Prussia, indications point
to a general German-Austrian offensive stretching from Bukowina and
the Carpathians to the Baltic.
Already the Russians are being rolled back at many points along this
long line, and Berlin is confident that
the next few weeks will see not only
the complete recovery of Bukowina
and the winning of the Carpathian
passes, but also the capture of Warsaw and at least the partial recovery
of Galicia with the raising of the siege
of Przemysl.
All reports show that Gen. von Hlndenburg's third battle of the Mazurian
Lakes has proved even more disastrous to the Russians than the two
previous fights which were won by the
Old Man of the Lakes. The Russian
flight across the border of Bast Prussia continues. Forty thousand prisoners are now reported In the hands
of Von Hlndenburg, with many cannon
and much ammunition abandoned
along the route.
iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiinifiiiniMiiimg
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A British prize crew has been placed
aboard the American foodahip Wllhelmlna.
The fires have been
drawn and the boilers sealed.
The Scandinavian nations agreed to
- make Identical representations to
Great Britain and Germany regarding the uss of neutral flags by British ships and the proclamation of a
maritime war zone by GermanyDriving the Russians before them, the
German hosts In the eastern theatre have cleared every foot of Prussian soil of the enemy,
Germany announced that hsr warfare
against mercantile shipping would
be pressed unremittingly unless
Great Britain Indicated by her treatment of the Wlihelmlna that she
would permit the entry of foodstuffs for German civilians.
An attempt will be mads by the United
States to compose the food differences between Germany and Great
Britain so as to avoid submarine
dangers-

cans Fores Rollcalls.

Washington. —The "^Administration
compromise ship purchase bill was
passed by the House by 215 to 121.
Seven members voted "present."
It was a big day in the House. The
galleries were packed from early
morning while members kept on their
jobs by filibustering tactics pursued*,
by the Republicans. On seven occasions Mr. Mann made the point of "no
quorum" and once he made a motion
to adjourn. Accordingly the roll was
called eight times before the bill was
brought to the point of passage.
Nineteen Democrats Ignored the
party caucus and the pressure of the
White House and voted against the
bill. The Republicans cast their vote
solidly against the measure.
The Democrats who left the party
on this vote were: Borchers, Illinois;
Callaway, Texas; Donohoe, Pennsylvania; Dies, Texas; Fitzgerald, New
York; Gerry, Rhode Island; Gordon.
Ohio; Jones, Virginia; Kindel, Colorado; Kltchtn, North Carolina; Morrison and Moss, Indiana; Page, North
Carolina; Sounders, Virginia; Slayden, Texas; Whitacre, Ohio; Witherspoon, Mississippi; White, Ohio, and
Bathrick, Ohio.
Five Progressives Joined with the
Administration Democrats in voting
for the bill. They were: Bryan.
Washington;
Kelly, Pennsylvania;
Lafferty, Oregon; MacDonald, Michigan, and Murdock, Kansas.
Of the nineteen Democrats who voted against the ship purchase bill
twelve will return to the next House
of Congress. The Democrats have a
margin of only twenty-seven votes hi
the next House, and If these twelve
should stand out against the bill in
the event of a special session therewould be considerable doubt as to the
(President's ability to force It through.
BRITAIN
Berlin

INSI8T8

ON

SEIZING.

Insists on Carrying

Out the

Wsr Zone Decree.
Washington. — Official Washington
makes scarcely an effort to conceal its.
disappointment over the trend of the
discussion with Germany concerning
her possible treatment of our merchant vessels.
Germany stands pat and declares the next move Is Great
Britain's.
It Is now plain that In spite of
the protest of the United States
Germany will not alter hsr plan
of warfare against British merchant shipping unless Great Britain herself changes her present
purpose of attempting to starve
the German nation.
This was made clear in a note from
the German Government delivered at
the State Department by Ambassador
von Bernstoff.

A statement issued by the German
Embassy here says that Germany will
be obliged to adhere to the announced
principles till England submits to the
recognized rules of warfare established by the declarations of Paris and
London or until she is compelled todo so by the neutral Powers.
This statement by the German Embassy, while in the form of a simple
announcement, is in reality a paraphrase if not an exact translation of
the note which was handed to the
State Department. The mere statement by the embassy without any reference to the delivery of the note was
of course simply the observing of diplomatic proprieties inasmuch as the
State Department itself did not make
the note pub&c.
This statement contains the first Intimation concerning Germany's reply
to the inquiry of the United States as
to what Is to be done to protect neutral shipping. The suggestion is ntado
that neutrals might sail In daylight
under convoy of their own warships,
Germany frankly reiterates that under
any other circumstances the safety of
neutral shipping in the war zone
around the British Isles will be "seriously threatened." Germany adds a
warning of additional danger from
mines, declaring that these will be
laid tn the new war zone to a very
considerable extent.
8COFF8 AT PRAYERS IN U. S.

Nation Will Not Affect Germany Morally, Says Frankfort PaperAmsterdam.—The Frankfurter Zeltung in an editorial commenting on
the American note In regard to the
war zone says:
"The State which by day and by
night works tor the production of
guns, bombs, submarines and armored
motor ears for our enemies and by
way of amends prays God tor peace
in Its churches need not expect that It
will particularly affect us morally."

a declaration of war. It was as though
tne place. When they were gone, Sam- In' erbout goln' away fer a spell, an'
he had posed her as the Spirit of the
son seated himself at his easel again, seeln' the world."
The old man laid down his pipe. He Cumberlands.
and picked up his palette.
He waited until she should be
cast a reproachful glance at the
painter, which said clearly, though calmer.
CHAPTER VI.
"You don't understand me, Miss
without words:
"I have opened my home to you and Sally. I'm not trying to take Samson
Lescott had come to the mountains
anticipating a visit of two weeks. His offered you what I had, yet in my old away from you. II a man should lose
a girl like you, he couldn't gain enough
accident had resolved him to shorten age you take away my mainstay."
"I 'lowed you was a-studyln' erbout In the world to make up for It All I For sick headache, bad breath,
it to the nearest day upon which he
felt capable of making the trip out to thet, Samson," be said, at last. "I've want is. that he shall have the chance
Sour Stomach and
the railroad. Yet June had ended; done ther best fer ye I knowed. I to make the best of his life."
constipation.
"I reckon Samson don't need no
July had burned the slopes from em- kinder 'lowed thet from now on ye'd do
erald to russet-green; August had the same fer me. I'm glttin' along in totched-on help ter make folks acknowledge him."
brought purple tops to the lronweed, years right smart. . . •"
Get a 10-cent box now.
"Every man needs his chance. He
"Uncle Splcer," interrupted the hoy,
With Illustrations
and still he found himself lingering.
No odds how bad your liver, stomacsi
And this was true although he recog1 "I reckon ye knows thet any time ye can be a great painter—but that's the
from Photographs of Scenes
least part of it He can come back or bowels; how much your head
nlzed a growing sentiment of disap- needed me I'd come back."
in the Play
equipped for anything that life offers. aches, how miserable and uncomfortThe old man's face hardened.
proval for himself. In Samson he
able you are trom constipation, Indigesthought he recognized twin gifts; a - "Ef ye gdes," he said, almost sharp- Here, he Is wasted."
"Ye mean"—she put the question tion, biliousness and sluggish bows**
spark of a genius too rare to be al- ly, "I wont never send fer ye. Any
tCoariitiu. mis. or w. J. W.U a coj
lowed to flicker out and a potentiality time ye ever wants ter come back, ye with a hurt quaver In her voice—"ye —yo« always get the desired results
SYNOPSIS.
for constructive work among his own knows ther way. Tharil be room an' mean we all hain't good enough for with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver ■»*
Samson?'
people, which needed for its perfecting victuals fer ye hyar."
"No. I only mean that Samson wants bowels make you miserable. Taa»
On Misery creek, at the foot of a rook
"I reckon I mout be a heap more
only education and experience.
from which he has fallen. Sally Miller
to grow—and he needs space and new Cascarets to-night; put an end to the
"Samson," he suggested one day useful ef I knowed more."
flnds George Lescott. a landscape paw'er. unconscious, and after reviving him
"I've heard fellers say that afore. scenes In which to grow. I want to headache, biliousness, dizziness, ««*»»
when they were alone, "I want you to
foes for assistance. Baroson South and
come Bast You say that gun is yonr Hit hain't never turned out thet way take him where he can see more of the jusness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
ally, taking Lescott to Samson's home,
are met by Splcer South, head of the
tool, and that each man must stick to with them what has left the mount- world—not only a little section of the backache and all other distress;
family who tells them that Jesse Purvy
his own. You are in part right. In ings. Mebby they gets more useful, world. Surely, you are not dlBtruBtful cleanse your inside organs of all t*vS
has been shot and that Samson is suspected of the crime. Samson denies it.
part wrong. A man USOB any tool bet- but they don't git useful ter us. Either of Samson's loyajty? I want him to go Mle, gases and constipated matter
The shooting ot Jesse-Purvy breaks the
which is producing the misery.
ter for understanding other tools., You they don't come back at all, or mebby with me for a while, and see life."
truce In the Hollman-South feud. Sam"Don't ye say hit!" The defiance in
A 10-cent box means health, happison reproves Tamarack Splcer tor telling
have the right to use your brains and they comes back full ot newfangled noSally that Jim Hollman Is on the trail
her
voice
was
being
pathetically
tantions—an' ashamed of their kinfolks.
ness and a clear head for months.
talents to the full."
with bloodhounds hunting the man who
gled
up
with
the
tears.
She
was
Thet's
the
way,
I've
noticed,
hit
gen'No
more days of gloom and distress
shot Purvy. The bloodhounds lose the
The boy's face was somber tn the
trail at Splcer South's door. Lescott oilspeaking in a transport of grief. "Don't If you will take a Cascaret now and
Intensity of his mental struggle, and ally turns out"
•covers artistic ability In Samson.
Samson scorned to deny that such ye say hit Take anybody else—take then. All stores sell Cascarets. Doa*t>
his answer had that sullen ring which
CHAPTER V—Continued.
was not really sullenness at all, but might be the case with him, and was 'em all down thar, but leave us Sam- forget the children—their little tosilent. After a time, the old man went son. We needs him hyar. We've Jest sides need a cleansing, too. Adv.
self-repression.
The two men had lost an hour
"I reckon a feller's biggest right Is on again In a weary voice, as he bent got ter have Samson hyar."
She faced him still with quivering
A "Flying" Malady.
huddled under a canopy beneath the
to stand by his klnfolks. Dnc' Spicer's down to loosen his brogane and kick
The doctors are puzzled concerning
lips, but In another moment, with a
cannonading of a sudden storm. They
gtttfh' old. He's done been good ter them noisily oft on to the floor:
a
strange
malady that has broken out
sudden
sob,
she
dropped
to
the
rock,
"The Souths hev done looked to ye
"had silently watched titanic battalions
me. He needs me here."
of thunder clouds riding the skies in
"I appreciate that He will be older a good deal, Samson. They 'lowed they and buried her face in her crossed at more than one aeroplane works aad
.gusty puffs of gale and raking the
later. You can go now, and come back could depend on ye. Ye hain't quite arms. He went over and softly laid has In one case resulted fatally. The
malady In some respects resembles
-earth with lightning and hall and
to him when he needs you more. It twenty-one yet, an' I reckon I could a hand on her shoulder.
yellow Jaundice, and It is, rightly or
"Miss Sally—" he began.
"water.
what I urged meant disloyalty to your refuse ter let ye sell yer propty. But
She suddenly turned on him a tear- wrongly, attributed to contact with am
"My God!" exclaimed the mountain
people, I could cut out my tongue be- thar hain't no use tryln' ter hold a
•boy abruptly. "I'd give anything ef
fore I argued for it. You must be- feller when he wants ter quit Ye stained, infuriated face, stormy with aeroplane "dope," or to Inhaling Its
T could paint that."
lieve me in that. I want you to be in don't 'low ter go right away, do ye?" blazing eyes and wet cheeks and odor.
Further particulars need not at th»
Lescott rose smilingly trom his seat
"I hain't plumb made up my mind trembling lips.
the fullest sense your people's leader.
"Don't touch me," she cried; "don't moment be indicated, but it has bees
before the easel and surrendered"- hl«
I want you to be not only their Sam- ter go at all," said the boy, shameye
dare
ter
touch
me!
I
hain't
nothln'
suggested
that the source of the
lialette and sheaf of brushes.
facedly. "But, ef I does go, I hain't
son—but their Moses."
"Try it," he invited.
a-goin' ylt I hain't spoke ter nobody but a gal—but I reckon I could 'most trouble may be amyl acetate, which Is
The boy looked up and nodded.
tear ye ter pieces. Ye're Jest a pizen used as a "dope" solvent Some mysFor a moment Samson stood hesi"I reckon ye alms ter be .friendly, but you about hit ylt."
tant and overcome with diffidence;
Lescott felt reluctant to meet his snake, anyhow!" Then, she pointed a tery attaches to the affair, the precise
all right," was his conservative re-then, with set lips, he took his place
host's eyes at breakfast the next morn- tremulous finger off up the road. "Git nature of the malady not having yet
sponse.
*nd experimentalry fitted his fingers
ing, dreading their reproach, but. If away from hyar," she commanded. "I been determined, In spite of close exThe painter went on earnestly:
About the brush, as he had seen Les"I realize that I am urging things of Splcer South harbored resentment; he don't never want ter see ye again. amination and analysts; and, of course,
■cott do. He asked no advice. He
which your people disapprove, but It Is meant to conceal it, after the stoic's Ye're tryln' ter steal everything I until success Is attained In this direcmerely gazed for a while, and- then,
only because they misunderstand that code. There was no hint of constraint loves. Git away, I tells ye!—git away tion no satisfactory precautions or
dipping a brush and experimenting for "Ye're a Truce-Bustln', Murderin' they do disapprove. They are too close, In his cordiality. Lescott felt however, —begone!"
remedy can be devised.
Bully."
"Think it over," urged Lescott, quiethis color, went to sweeping in his priSamson, to see the purple that moun- that in Samson's mind was working
ly.
"See-if
your
heart
doesn't
say
I
am
imary tones. Samson, even though he
Advantage of Silencer.
tains have when they are tar away. 1 the leaven of that unspoken accusa-was hopelessly daubing, and knew it, mous performer will favor ye with a want you to go where you can see tion of disloyalty. He resolved to Samson's friend—and yours." He
This crash of the bullet makes the
little
exhibition
of
plain
an'
fancy
-was sincere, and the painter at bis
the purple. If you are the sort of man make a final play, and seek to enlist turned, and began making his way value ot the Maxim silencer very little,
-elbow caught his breath and looked on sock-darnln'."
I think, you wont be beguiled. You Sally In his cause. If Sally's hero-wor- over the rocks; but before he had so far as military efficiency is conAfter
the
first
surprise,
Samson
had
with the absorption of a prophet, who.
won't lose your loyalty. You wont be ship could be made to take the form of gone far, he sat down to reflect upon cerned. In the way that the fiction
turned
his
back
on
the
group.
He
was
listening to childish prattle, yet recogambition for Samson, she might be the situation. Certainly, he was not writer imagines the silencer to be useashamed of your people."
mixing
paint
at
the
time
and
he
pronizes the gift of prophecy.
"I reckon I wouldn't be ashamed," brought to relinquish him for a time, augmenting his popularity. A half- ful, but not to prevent the enemy from
ceeded
to
experiment
with
a
fleeting
"Thet's the way hit looks ter me,"
and urge his going that he might re- hour later, he heard a rustle, and, discovering the position of the men
cloud effect, which would not outlast said the youth. "I reckon there hain't turn strengthened. He went down to turning, saw Sally standing not far off.
rthe boy said, simply.
Bring as many fancy.
no
better
folks
nowhar."
"That's the way it Is," commended the moment. He finished that, and,
Its value lies In the fact that it
"I'm sure ot it There are going to the creek at the hour when he knew She was hesitating at the edge of the
reaching for the palette-knite, scraped
underbrush,
and
Lescott
read
in
her.
Sally
would
be
making
her
way
thither
HUB critic.
eliminates fully half of the recoil of
be sweeping changes in these mounFor a while more Samson worked his fingers and wiped them on his tains. Conditions here have stood as with her milk pall, and Intercepted her eyes the effort it was costing her to* the rifle from the action ot the gases
trousers' legs. Then, he deliberately
»t the nearer hills, then he rose.
come,forward and apologize,
In its chambers, and it gives the offiimmutably changeless as the hills coming.
"I'm done," he said, "hain't a-goln' rose.
"1 reckon—I reckon I've got *er ask cers much better control over the firs,
AS nho approached, she was singing,
themselves for a hundred years. That
Without
a
word
he
turned.
TamaHer tool with them thar trees an'
day le at Its twilight. I tell you, 1 and the man watched her from the dis- yore pardon," she said, slowly and. with because ot the lessened noise of the
things. I don't know nothing erbout rack had begun his harangue afresh. know what I'm talking about The tance.- He was a landscape painter and labored utterance. " looked up to rifles. It cuts down the roar of the
thet. I cant paint leaves an' twigs The boy tossed back the long lock state of Kentucky Is looking this way. not a master of genre or portrait Yet, see her standing with her head droop- Springfield to about the noise of the
am' blrdsnests. What I like is moun- from bis forehead, and then, with The state must develop, and it is here he wished that he might before going, ing and her fingers nervously pulling a .25-20 and thus the roar of the rites
tings an' skies an' sech-Uke things." an unexpectedly swift movement, alone that it can develop. Here are paint Sally.
flower to pieces.
at the firing line Is mnch reduced, and
Lescott looked at the daub before crouched and leaped. His right fist virgin forests and almost inexhaust"I reckon I hain't a plumb fool. I the commands of the officers can be
"Miss Sally," he began, "I've, discovshot
forward
to
Tamarack
Splcer*s
Miim. A leas trained eye would have
knows thet SamBon's got a right ter heard.—Outing.
ered something about Samson."
ible
coal
veins.
Capital
is
turning
seen only the daub, just as a poor chattering lips, and they abruptly from an orange squeezed dry, and casteddlcatlon. Anyhow, I knows he wants
Her blue eyes flashed ominously.
dudge of horseflesh might see only ceased to chatter as the teeth were ing about for fresher food. Capital has
"Ye cant tell .me nothln' 'bout Sam- hit"
Only Wedding Gifts Assets.
driven
Into
their
flesh.
Spicer's
head
Jawkward Joints and long legs In a
"Education," said the man, "Isn't goseen your hills. Capital is Inevitable, son," she declared, "withouten hit's
"I see that Jones has failed. Has he
■weanling colt, though It be bred In the snapped back, and he staggered against relentless, omnipotent Where It comes, somethin' nice."
ing to change Samson, except to make any assets?"
the onlookers, where he stood rocking
ipurple.
"It's something very nice," the man him finer than he Is—and more
U- makes its laws. Conditions that
"Nothing of any value.
The in"Samson," he said, earnestly, "that's on his unsteady legs. His hand swept have existed undisturbed will vanish. reassured her.
capable."
ventory which he filed with his petiall there Is to art It's the power to Instinctively to the shirt-concealed The law of the feud, which militia and
She shook her head. "I hain't got tion in bankruptcy shows that he bad
"Then, ye needn't tell me, because I
*eel the poetry of color. The rest can holster, but, before it had connected, courts have not been able to abate, already knows hit," came her prompt no eddlcatlon," she answered. "Hit's 230 wedding presents."
*e taught The genius must work, of both of Samson's fists were playing a will vanish before capital's breath like and confident announcement.
a-goln' ter make him too good fer me.
•course—work, work, work, and still terrific tattoo on his face. The In- the mists when the sun strikes them.
I reckon hit's a-goin' ter jest about
Lescott shook his head, dubiously.
Sure Enough.
glorious
master
of
the
show
dropped,
+work. but the gift Is the power of
kill me. . . ." Her lips twisted
"Samson Is a genius," he said.
Unless you learn to ride the waves
Bacon—It Is stated that It takes an
seeing true—and, by .God, boy, you and lay grogglly trying to rise.
themselves into a pathetio smile again, average ot 5,867 bullets to kill a sin"What's thet?"
which
will
presently
sweep
over
your
The laughter died as suddenly as
"have it. You've got what many men"He has great gifts—great abilities and her chin came stiffly up. "But" gle man in the present war.
country, you and your people will go
lave struggled a lifetime for, and Tamarack's speech. Samson stepped under. You may not realize It, but to become a figure in the world."
she added, determinedly, "thet dont
Egbert—Why where In the world
failed. I'd like to have you study with back again, and searched the faces of that is true. It is written."
She nodded her head, in prompt and make no dlff'rence, nohow."
are the innocent bystanders?
me. I'd like to be your discoverer. the group for any lingering sign of
Yet
when
Samson
that
evening
gave
full
corroboratlon.
*
The boy had listened intently, but at
mirth or criticism. There was none.
Xook here,"
"I reckon Samson'U be the biggest his whlppoorwlll call at the Widow
the end he smiled, and in his exprestn the last 25 years the population
The painter sat down, and speedily Every countenance was sober and ex- sion was something of the soldier who man in the mountings some day."
Miller's cabin, he found a dejected and of Germany has Increased trom 4t>
pressionless,
but
the
boy
felt
a
weight
went to. work. He painted out nothmiserable girl sitting on the stile, with 000,000 to 66,000,000.
"He ought to be more than that"
scents
battle,
not
without
welcome.
ing. He simply toned, and, with pre- of unuttered disapproval, and he glared
Suspicion at once cast a cloud across her chin propped in her two hands and
"I- reckon if these helfc fellers air
cisely the right touch here and there, defiance. One of the older onlookers a-comin' up here ter run things, an' the violet serenity of her eyes.
her eyeB full of somberness and foreHowever, there are many fair singsoftened the orudeness, laid stress on spoke up reproachfully.
"What does ye mean?" she de- boding.
ers who are not blondes.
"Samson, ye hadn't hardly ought ter drowned out my folks, hit's a right
the contrast, melted the harshness,
"What's the matter, Sally?" Quesgood reason fer me ter stay here—an' manded.
And, when he rose, he had built, upon a-done that. He was Jest a funnln'
"I mean"—the painter paused a mo- tioned he, anxiously. "Hes that lowholp my folks."
KNOW NOW the rough cornerstone of Samson's with ye."
down
Tamarack Splner been round
ment,
and
then
said
bluntly—"I
mean
"By staying here, you can't help
And Will Never Forgot the Experience.
"Git him up on his feet I've got
laying, a picture.
here
tellin'
ye
Bome
more
stories
ter
them. It won't be work tor guns, but
"That proves it," he said. "I had somethin' ter say ter him." The boy's
pester ye?"
for brains. By going away and comThe coffee drinker who has suffered
«mly to finish. I didn't have mUoh to voice was dangerously quiet It was ing back armed with knowledge, you
She shook her head In silence.
and then been completely relieved by
undo. Boy, you're wasting yourself. his first word. They lifted the fallen
Usually, she bore the brunt of their
can
save
them.
You
will
know
how
to
-Come with me, and let me make you. cousin, whose entertainment had gone
conversations, Samson merely agree- changing trom coffee to Postum knows
the game."
We all pretend there Is no such thing, astray, and led him forward grumbling, play
ing with, or overruling, her hi lordly something valuable. There's no doubt
"I
reckon
they
wont
git
our
land,
in these days, as sheer genius; but, threatening and sputtering, but evinc- ner our timber, ner our coal, without
brevities. The boy climbed up and sat about it
"I learned the truth about coffee inn
deep down, we know that, unless there ing no Immediate desire to renew hosbeside her.
we wants ter sell hit I reckon ef they
peculiar way," says a California womIs, there can be no such thing as true tilities..
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
tries thet, guns will come in handy.
"Whar
hev
ye
been?"
demanded
an.
"My husband who has, for years,
»rt There Is genius and you have
Things has stood here like they Is now,
been of a bilious temperament decided
It" Enthusiasm was again sweeping Samson.
Wisdom
From
Thomas.
"Thet's my business," came the fa- fer a hundred years. I reckon we kin
him Into an unintended outburst.
The thoughtful look on young Thom- to leave off coffee and give Postum n keep 'em that-away fer a spell longer."?
The boy stood silent Across his miliar mountain phrase.
as' face betrayed that he had a few trial', and as I did not want the trouble
But
It
was
evident
that
Samson
was
"Why wasn't yer fiyar when them
countenance swept a conflict ot emoquestions to ask. As soon as Mrs. ot making two beverages tor meals I
arguing against his own belief; that he
concluded to try Postum, too. The retions. He looked away, as if taking -dawgs come by? Why was ye the
Boardman had gone, he asked^them.
was
trying
to
bolster
up
his
resoluonly South thet runned away, when
-counsel with the hills.
"Mother," said he, "do you like to sults have been that while my husband
tion
and
Impeached
loyalty,
and
that
has been greatly benefited, I have my"It's what I'm a-honln' ter," he ad- they was smellin' round fer Jessa
kiss Mrs. Boardman?"
at heart he was sick to be up and gosaitted at last. "Hit's what I'd give Purvy's assassin?"
self received even greater benefit
"No, dear."
ing to a world which did not despise
"I
didn't
run
away."
Tamarack's
ialf my life fer. ... "I mout sell
"When I began to drink Postum I
"Do you tblnk Mrs. Boardman likes
"eddlcatlon." After a little, he waved
blood-shot
eyes
flared
wickedly.
"I
my land, an" raise the money. . . .
was thin in flesh and very nervous.
to kiss you?"
his hand vaguely toward "down beI reckon hit would take passela of knowed thet et I stayed 'round hyar
Now
I actually weigh 16 pounds mom
"I don't think she does."
tnoney, wouldn't hit?" He paused, and with them damned Hollmans stlckin' low."
"Then why do you and she always than I did at that time and I ant
"Ef
I
went
down
thar,"
he
questioned!
4)ls eyes tell on the rifle leaning against their noses Inter our business, I'd hurt
•tronger physically and in my nerves,
kiss when you meet?"
the tree. His lips tightened In sudden somebody. So, I went over inter the suddenly and Irrelevantly, "would. I
while husband is free from all his ails.
"I don't know, dear."
hev'
ter
cut
my
ha'r?"
♦emembranee. He went over and next county fer a spell. You fellers
"We have learned our little lesson
"Dont you think Mrs. Boardman
"My
dear
boy,"
laughed
Lescott,
I
"I
Have
Opened
My
Home
to
You
and
ticked up the gun, and, as he did so, mout be able to take things often the
about coffee and we know something
would rather you didn't kiss her?f
can Introduce you In New York studios
Offered
You
What
I
Had,
Yet
In
My
!
Hollmans,
but
I
hain't."
lie shook his head.
about Postum, too, for we have used
"I have no doubt of It."
Old Age, You Take Away My Main"No," he stolidly declared; "every I "Thet's a damned Me," said Samson, to many distinguished gentlemen who
"Wouldn't you rather Mrs. Board- Postum now steadily for the last three
stay."
' man to his own tools. This here's; I quietly. "Ye runned away, an' ye would feel that their heads had been
years and we shalLjcontinue to do so.
man didn't kiss you?"
mine,"
runned in the water so tljem dawgs shorn If they let their locks get as
"We have no more use tor coffee—
"Oh. very much rather."
that I want to take him back with me
Yet, when they were again out couldn't trail ye—ye done hit because short as yours, to New York, you
the
drug drink. We prefer Postum and
"Then,"
said
young
Thomas,
conmight
stroll
along
Broadway
garbed
la
to
New
York."
sketching, the temptation to play with jv shot them shoots at Jesse Purvy
clusively, "that must be why."
health."
The
girl
sprang
to
her
feet
with
her
turban
and
a
burnouse
without
great*
brushes once more seized him, and he from the laurel—because ye're a tru.eeName given by Postum Co., Battle
chin defiantly high and her brown
took hie place before the easel. bus*ln', murderin' bully thet shoots oft ly exciting anybody. I think my own
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to WellAncient Servants.
bands clenched Into tight little fists.
Neither be nor Lescott noticed a man his face, an' is skeered to fight" Sam- hair is as long as yours."
Francis Grlerson, the English mu- ville," In pkgs.
"Because," doggedly declared the. Her bosom heaved convulsively, and
who crept down' through the timber, son paused for breath, and went on
Postum comes tn two forms:
her eyes blazed through tears of anger. sician and author, writes ot the French
and for a time watched them. The witb regained calmness. "I've knowed mountaineer, "I wouldn't allow nobodf
Regular Postum—must be well boiled.
composer Auber In the Century for OcHer face was pale.
man's face wore a surly, contemptuous all along ye was the man, an' I've kept ter make me cut my ha'r."
"Ye hain't!" she cried, in a paroxysm tober that "if I were asked to name 15c and 25c packages.
"Why?" questioned Lescott amused
quiet because ye're my kin. If ye're
grin, and shortly it withdrew.
Instant Postum—is a soluble powder.
Of fear and wrath. "Ye hain't a-goln' the most typical Frenchman I ever
But, an hoar later, while the boy got anything else ter say, say hit But. at the stubborn Inflection.
tef do no sich—no slch of a damn met I should not hesitate to name A teaspoonful dissolves quickly In s
"I
don't
hardly
know
why—"
He
sf
1
ever
ketches
yer
talkin'
about
me,
was still working industriously and
The composer at the time enp ofhot water and, with cream and
thing!" She stamped her foot, and Auber."
the artist was lying on his back, with or talkin' ter Sally, I'm a^oln' ter take paused, then admitted with a glare as her whole girlish' body, drawn Into spoken ot was eighty-five, and among sugar, makes a delicious beverage Ina pipe between his teeth, and his half- ye by the seroff of the neck, an' drag though defying criticism: "Sally likes rigid uprightness, was a-quiver with his Idiosyncrasies was his preference stantly. 30c and 50c tins
closed eyes gazing up contentedly ye plumb Into Hlxon, an' stick ye in hit *that-away-7*n' I wont let nobody the Incarnate spirit of the woman de- for servants ot equally advanced years.
The cost per cup ot both kinds I*
through the green of overhead the Jallbouse. An' I'm a-goln' ter tell dictate ter me, that's all."
The leaven was working, and one fending her bome and institutions. For He had five domestics, "the youngest aboat the tarns
branches, their peace was broken by the Ugh sheriff that the Souths spits
whom
he
called
the
baby,
being
the
"There's a Reason'' tot Postum.
a moment after teat she could not
a guffaw of derisive laughter. They ye outen their mouths. Take htm night Samson announced to his uncle
—sold by Grocers.
speak, but her determined eyes biased coachman, who was seventy-five"
looked up, to Sad at their backs a semi- away." The crowd: turned and left from the doorstep that he was "study-

The Call of the
Gumberlands
By Charles Neville Buck

circle of scoffing humanity. Lescott's
impulse was to laugh, for only the
comedy ot the situation at the moment struck him. A stage director,
setting a comedy scene with that moBt
ancient of Jests, the gawking of boobs
at some new sight, could hardly have
improved on this tableau. At the front
stood Tamarack Splcer, the retufned
wanderer. His-lean wrist was stretched
out of a ragged sleeve all too short, and
his tattered "Jimmy" was Bhoved back
over a face all a-grin. HU eyes were
blood-shot with recent drinking, but
his- manner was In exaggerated and
cumbersome imitation ot a rural master of ceremonies. At his back were
the raw-boned men and women and
children of the hills, to the number of
a dozen.
"Ladles and gentle-men," announced
Tamarack Splcer, In a hiccoughing
voice, '(swing yo" partners an' sashay
forward. See the only son of the late
Henry'South engaged in his mar-velous an' heretofore undiscovered occupation of doln' fancy work. Ladles and
gentle-men, after this here show Is
concluded, keep your seats for the concert In the main tent. This here fa-

"CASCARETS" FOB
LIVERJOWELS

%
Grange Doings.
The mid-winter meeting of Worcester
TOWN MEETING.
county branch, Woman's Board of MisThe Grange had an attendance last
sions, will be held in the Tatnnck Congre- Spirited Discussion Over Two ApMAILS DUB TO ARRIVE
evening of fully 125, as it was an open
gational church, Worcester, Friday, Feb.
A. M. 6.46- East and West.
propri lion Articles.
meeting, in order that the dear public
9.80— West.
20, at 10.30 a. m. General Theme: The
' might have an opportunity to hear Rev.
F. M, 1945—Bust end West.
t
Social Force ef Christian Missions. An
At the adjourned town meeting lA, H. Wheelock, their state chaplain,
8,00—Weet
address will be given in the morning by
4.60—East.
Miss Miss Juliette Gilson, of Mt. Silenda, on Saturday afternoon, Feb. 13, j who spoke on "Things to remember."
7.05—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
Africa, and in the afternoon by Miss the remaining articles in the war- H is strongest point was that each one
A.M. 0.45—East and West.
Mary Preston, Sec'y of Young People's rant were disposed of as follows:— should remember his or her great person11 JO—East and West.
al responsibility in both public and priWork, W. B. M.
It was voted to pay the town of- vate life. Loyalty, earnestness, unselfP. M. L00-Weet.
4.40-East.
Major Peter Harwood Chapter, D. A. ficers the same as last year, with
ishness, were urged upon all. Mr Wheel8.00—East sod West.
R., invites its friends to a Washington the exception that under Art. 8 it
ock is a very attractive speaker, and kept
Malls tor Beet Brookfield are deal(patched at
n,WA.a.,iiA>A'
6.4» A. M., 11.30 A. in.
M. UHI
and .1 P.
jr. M,
ui. Malls
waiu. from birthday party, at Castle hall, Monday was voted to pay the town clerk his audience in good humor while emphaBeat Brookfield are received at 9.30 A.M.
Heretofore he has sizing sone very vital truths. There was
Feb. 22. An attractive program has been $100 a year.
6.40 P. M.
Package mails are despatched twice daily as carefully prepared. There will be a can- only received certain fees pertain- an instrumental trio by Misses Bullard
foHOTrs?-U.aOA. M. Bast and North, » P. M. dy and food sale at 3 o'clock, and at 4 ing to his office.
West and South.
and Chadbourne and Mrs Bertha NewThe article in regard to appropri- mam and at the close a vocal solo by
Mails for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16 o'clock an interesting entertainment apA. M. and received at 1JU P. M.
propriate for the day will be given by chil- ating money for suppression ot ilJohn J. Lane. There were also remarks
The office hours will be:—6 30 A. M. to 8 P. M.
dren. Tea will be served to all present legal liquor selling was passed over.
Holidays, 6M to 9.SU A. M. and 6 to « P. M.
by past state master Carlton D. RichardJOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
.The
Selectmen
will
have
charge
during the afternoon. It is hoped that
son. A fine caffetaria lunch was served
PAUL M. KEANEV, Asst.
many will appear in colonial costume. of the highways and bridges.
under the most efficient direction of Mrs
It was voted to print the annual Marion Hill, assisted by Mrs McKee and
A royal good time is expected. AdmisNORTH BROOKFIELD.
sion, children under 12, S cents. Adults reports of the town officers as Mrs Varney. Mrs Hill is most surely a
usual.
10 cents.
"live wire," and we are assured that a
Rrgular meeting of the Woman's Guild
Under the various articles gall- great part of the refreshments sold were
At Christ Memorial church, last Sunnext Wednesday, Feb. 24, at the usual
ing
for
money,
there
were
made
the
day, Rev. Mr Adams gave an interesting
cooked by her, and the way in which
time and place.
discourse on the one hundred years of following
they disappeared was abundant testimony
Whist party in Castle hall, this evening peace, between the United States and
APPROPRIATIONS,
of her success as a cook.
at 8, and again on Monday evening, un- the "Mother Country," England, He Town notes,
$15,000.00
der auspices of K. of P.
said that the very fact of there being no Interest,
2,000.00 BOARD AND ROOMS
Mrs Owen McCarthy and family are to defensive fortifications along the north- Schools,
.
12,000.00
$5.00 A WEEK
move from their farm to occupy the Pol- ern boundary has helped to prolong the School Supt.,
375.00 TABLE BOARD BY DAY OR WEEK
amicable relation between the two coun- Library,
lard house on Maple street.
1,500.00
1,500.00 LUNCHES SERVED AT-ALL HOURS
The Grange Auxiliary will meet in tries. He also spoke of the many occa- Fire department,
3,000.00
Grange hall, Tuesday, Feb. 23, afternoon sions when they have been able to over- Support of Poor,
MRS EVA STOCKWELL
come
differences
arising,
even
though
the
Town officers,
1,700.00 School St., Opp. B & R Factory. '
and evening. Supper as usual.
7
relations became quite strained, because Breaking roads,
600.00
Next Thursday, Feb. 25, the Woman's
Sidewalks,
1,000.00
Union will meet to sew at 2 p. m., at 4 of the peace treaty of Dec. 24,~!814.
LOST BANK BOOK.
500.00 Ftss iBOOK No. 8255 of the North Urookiiold
Through the efforts of the ■ President Board of Health,
business meeting, at 0.30 supper.
Highways
and
bridges,
3,000.00
Haulk is lost and the owner has made applicaand
Directors
of
the
North
Brookfield
All the stores in North Brookfield will
for the payment oi same
This notice is
Contingent fund,
1,500.00 tion
publish..''! as required by section 40 Chapter 090 of
be closed ou the afternoon of Monday, Railroad Company, the tracks of the
Street lighting,
1,455.00 the Acts oi 1'.<0S.ARTHUR C. BLISS, Treasurer.
Branch
from
the
station
in
East
BrookFeb. 22, (Washington's birthday).
Iw6*
500.00 Feb. 5, 1915.
field to the station in North Brookfield Soldiers' relief,
The Youne Woman's Club will meet has been carefully surveyed by Mr Chae. Water department,
4,400.00
TO RENT
next Wednesday evening, Feb. 24, with
300.00 A GOOD TENEMENT
E. Batcheller and Mr E. A. Harwood, Night watch,
MENT of seven rooms, on Grove
Miss Frances T. Lawrence, Elm street.
. street with bath, gas and oloctricity.
chairman of the Board of Selectmen, and Management of sewerage
ALFRED DESFLAINES.
The executive committee ot the Loyal found to be a little less than four mile? in
system,
300.00
Circle of King's Daughters announce length, so that there was no question of Forest fires,
TO LET.
100.00
gooi ..
tenement good'location,
use of
Dec. 7, as the date of their annual sale* the injustice of the New York Central Library vault fittings,
450.00 DOWNSTAIRS
barn, henhouse and garden.
250.00 Apply No. 1 Grant street.
The B. & A. Surveyors were in town Railroad Company taking out five mile- Street sprinkling,
this week and foiind the actual distance age coupons for the trip, as lias been done Removing and trimming
HATCH YOUR OWN ECCS
trees,
50.00 HATCH your own eggs in my incubators and
between the East and North stations to since 1908. It appears that when the
save time and worry. Any number taken
be 3.85 miles.
new station was built at East Brookfield, Traprock and sand for underbooking orders for day old chicks. Can sup
drained roads,
500.00 Am
the site was removed several feet to the
ply a few more regular customers with dressedAt the Methodist church, Sunday, at
to-order
poultiy. C. W. ENGLISH. East BrookRepairs
on
town
hall,
750.00
west, thus bringing the actual distance
field. Phone 102-25.
2 p. in. Rev. Dr. Charlton will preach
300.00
between the two stations within the four New hose, 500 feet,
distinctly patriotic sermon, "The ever
NOTICE
mile limit.
The representative of the Reserve fund, poor departnew name, George Washington."
BELLS Installed and taken care of
ment,
500.00 ELECTRIC
New York Central R, R. Co. was in town
at reasonable rates. LAWRENCE ELLERY
4
Mr William Fullerton, a well known Wedne day evening, and met the Direct- Town clock,
500.00 North Brookfleld. Mass.
Scotch tenor of New York City, will sing ors, agreeing on the part of the Company Purchase of Industrial park,
CREAM FOR SALE.
during the morning service of the First that the mileage should be reduced, on
1000.00 FRESH, sweet, heavy cream, the kind that
Congregational church next Sunday, Feb. condition that the bill which Senator School deficiency of 1914,
readily. At Daisy's Market, "The Vil850.00 lagewhips
Grocery,'" Howard's Grocery and Butler's
21.
, 50.00 Bakery.
Cummings had introduced in the Legis- Memorial Day,
• 50.00
Ezra Batcheller Woman's Relief Corps lature to bring about this result should School physician,
TO RENT.
200.00 UPSTAIRS tenement
will hold a sale of baked beans, bread be withdrawn. This proposition was ac- Cemeteries,
of five rooms and woodshed, all on same floor. Electric light and
and doughnuts in W. B. -Gleason's ice- cepted by the Directors, who received a Suppresion of gypsy moth, 200.00
town water. Use of nice h-m-house. barn and
written
agreement
from
the
railroad
comSpraying
elm
trees,
200.00
cream parlor, Saturday, Feb. 20, at 4.30
one acre for a garden. |50.00 a year to the right
pany's agent.
Commencing Thursday Extension of water service 3,150.00 party: Inquire of JOHN J. LANE, School St. 4
p. m.
morning the regular fare to East BrookThe Cemetery Commissioners have ap- field was made 9 cents instead of 12, and
SALE.
$5,9,730.00 A medium sizedFOR
pointed John Krussell as superintendent four coupons are now taken for the trip
Crawford heater. New last
winter. Price only $5.00. FRANK HAYDEN,
Less estimated income, 35,108.84
of Walnut Grove Cemetery, for another instead of five.
Forest Street.
year, and Mr Corbin will be cjerk and
Death of Benjamin S. Platt.
$24,621.16
treasurer..
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1815.

The New Dodge Bros. CAR
has Arrived and is now on Exhibition at

( Woodard's Garage
Brookfield,

Mass.

Make your Appointments by 'Phone for a Demonstration

ADJGURiu.D

Household Furniture

NEW BRAINTREE.
Mr Jerry L. Dunn has returned from
week's visit in Boston and vicinity.
William Loftus took a four horse load
of people on a sleigh ride last Saturday
evening to the home of Mrs 0. W. Ross
at North Brookfield and the social time
was very much enjoyed by all.
A large number of Pomona members
attended the meeting at West Brookfield,
Wednesday.
F. W. Potter's valuable herd of 24 animals and 11 swine were killed last Saturday by the Federal government and
State officials.
At the Grange meeting, on Wednesday
evening, W. J. Gray was installed Steward by past master E. L. Haven, in place
of Raymond Hahan, who resigned the
office,

The Terrible War Bill.
The wars of Napoleon in 13 years
cost France $1,600,000,000. Our Civil
war expenditure of the federal government amounted to $3,400,000,000, or
nearly 13 times as much a year as Napoleon's. The Franco-German was cost
France $1,580,000,000, besides an added
war indemnity of $1,000,000,000. This
same great war, which lasted only
190 days, cost Germany $450,000,000 for
an average fighting force of 1,250,000
men. The other big European war of
the past half century, the Russo-Turkish war, cost Russia $786,140,000, but
she had two years' fighting for her
money. The war in the far East cost
Japan $650,000,000 and Russia $723,000,000, not counting lost ships. Only
towards the end had either side anything like a million men in the field.
Italy's little war with Turkey cost
$400,000 a day, allowing for a mere 60,000 fighting men.—Wendell Phillips
Dodge, in Leslie's.

THE YOUNG WOMAN'S CLUB

South America Needs Coal.
Coal is the first need of South America. In the Americas, the new publication started by the National City bank,
the first big movement of trade from
the United States to the southern continental countries since the war began
OF ALL KINDS
is visible at Hampton Roads, where
three Important bituminous coal-carryIN AID OF THE
J ing roads converge. An expert in the
coal business estimates that a million
and a half tons will within a year
leave this country to consumers who
have hitherto looked to Wales and
Australia for their Supply. South
Packages may be sent „to Mrs E. E.
America normally takes 8,000,000 tons
McCarthy, Elm St., or if more convenient of coal and briquettes a year. The
can be left at JOURNAL Office.
competition with Australia Is due
chiefly to the opening of the Panama
Earnestly Solicits

Old Linen ® Cotton

RED GROSS WORK
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

ffOBf'EWBS, |fl,
PBOBATE CoitttT
To the next oi bio and ail persons interested
in the e itate of Adelphia C. Pierce. late of North
Brookfield in Aid County deceased.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
he the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
by Anna l>. Paint', who prays that letters
of administration with the will annexed may
be issued to her, without giving a surety on
her bond, the executor named in said will having deceased.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Worcester, in said county,
on the fifth day of Hay A. D. 1016, at nine
o'clocn In the forenoon to show cause, if any
yo >1 ave, why the same should not he granted.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
public notioe thereof, by publishing thw citation once, in each week lor three successive
weeks, in the North Brookfield Journal, a newspaper published in North Brookfield, the last
puolioa ion to be one day, at least, before said
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or de'lvering
a copy of this citation to all known persons interested in the estate, seven days at least before said Court.
Witness, William T. Forbes, Esquire, judge
of said Court, this ninth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
huudred and fifteen.
HARRY H. AT WOOD, Register
Feb. 12. It, 36, P

The New York Standard.
"New York Is mighty hard on
clothes Of course I'm a good deal of
a stranger, and I haven't many invlt; tioiis, and so don't need so large a
v ardrobe as I did in Dallas, but still I
have to drers bettor than I did there.
The standard is hfeher. There never
is a time when you can just put cm
■my old thing. In New York people
dress up to go to market, or to early
church. When John takes me to the
theater I've got to look nice, or I
couldn't enjoy the play. If I walk
down the avenue rn a suit that isn't
lust right, I am self-conscious and
pessimistic. I see nothing but the
reflection of my 'tacky' self In the big
windows. I simply must dress well, If
it takes all my time. Isn't the war
tews awful? I've read only the headlines, but won't It be funny if next
'ear we Have to get our fashions from
erlin?"—From the Atlantic.

READY fOR STERN WAR
WEST INDIAN ISLANDS ARM FOR
DEADLY STRIFE.

1

Take the Prospect of Being Involved
In the European Conflict Very
Seriously—Forces Like Thora
of Comic Opera.
i

A cargo of war faies "hJiB arrived
from the West Indies. Every native
there sleeps with his gun under bis
pillow.
, Little specks of Island that no one
ever heard of north of the tropic of
Cancer are throwing up towering earthworks and barefooted natives, yesterday's nobodies, are today generals;
roustabouts are soldiers; every town
has a guard; every island distrusts
every other island. Ten thousand rusty
flintlock muskets rule the land, and
from the sea come tales of strange
men-of-war threading in and out
among the islands, always seeking and
never finding one another.
, "Every native on the island of St.
Lucia Is happy these days, for he
'totes' a gun, rides on a bicycle and
marches behind a brass band, and the
government pays for U all," says the
purser of a West Indian steamer recently docked In New York.
i "Some of the strangest lookfng bicycles I ever saw have been commandeered by the authorities. Some of
them are the old high-wheel affairs
that dur daddies rode; some of them
have no tires; most of them are red
with rust and all of them squeak. I
heard the troops coming two blocks
away. The arms they carry are in the
same class.
i "At Barbadoes, every negro and Chinaman on the island has joined the
army. They have what they call a
'life guard.' to protect the place. What
they are ofrotd of I don't know, but I
heard that they lmve been toid the
kaiser was planning to send his fleet
,v r to capture the possession.
"That was enough for those natives.
rh„v 'Tew up a Hue of breastworks
sind they fire a cnnjion every time a
nhip is sighted. They have burnt up a
lot of powder that way, I understand.
V]-on?ver that old crnnon cuts loose
the array come lickety-spllt for the
shore. They line up behind the breastiorks with their muzzle-loaders and
the derringers and you've got to
show them that you don't mean any
monkey business.
"At Doaiinica, near St. Thomas, thel

natives have built a little fort just to
fight the German navy when It does
come over. There are not enough white
men in Dominica to hold a meeting
and not many more colored. In the
center of their fort they have planted
a tall flag pole. Every morning at
daylight a man pulls' himself up to
the top of that flag pole and sticks
there, looking out to sea. He is looking for the German navy. Two hours
later he comes down.and another man
takes his place. This has been kept
up every day for weeks, from dawn
till darkness.
"English, French and German warships chase each other around the island, and it's no wonder the natives
are fidgety. At St. Lucia there were
19 ships tied up, all afraid to stir out,side the harbor."
j

History of the War.
"When the history of this war
comes to be written," is a constantly
recurring journalistic phrase, as If the
story of this great conflict could ever
be written. You may he fairly certain
that no one under the rank of an
archangel, in close touch with omniscience, will ever write the full history of the world war. . Down below
,there isn't the knowledge, and there
isn't the time. There will come sectional accounts. But if in the fullness
of time a world" syndicate succeeds In
getting some million tons of print
within covers, the public will (one
hopes) be thinking of something else.
Yet the literature of the war as a
personal drama is the domain of the
private soldier, and tfie best letters
from the front have been written by
the private soldier. On that side of
the literature of war the editor of the
Book Monthly has his eye. He is a
specialist on the "Epistles of Atkins,"
and already he has been gloating and
gleaning with some thousands of soldiers' letters'" before him.—London
Chronicle.
=;iy From 8eaweeo.
.i "rsnen scientist has succeeded in ,
making artificial silk from the "slime"
of the seaweed which is thrown up in
immense masses on the coasts of Normandy, Scotland. Norway and Canada.
The fabric is of excellent quality and
an be producrd much more cheaply
iip,n any other form of silk.
When Was He In the Legislature?
"The legislature, pa—?" "The average legislature, my son," replied J.
Fuller Gloom, "is a debtaing society
wherein nobody knows what he is
talking about, and does not care anything about what anybody else is
talking about."

When Liars Are No More.
A Canadian preacher thinks the time
is near when there will be no Hare.
When that time comes obituaries will
be much shorter than they are now.—
Teledo Blade.
Ben Bolt
The popular song called "Ben Bolt"
was not written by an Englishman.
Its author was Thomas Dunn English, thoroughgoing American, whose
home latterly was in New Jersey. English was born in Philadelphia in 1819,
and was by profession a lawyer. He
represented the Sixth congressional
district of New Jersey In the Fiftysecond and Fifty-third congresses.
Victim* of Wild Beasts.
China sees every year a thousand
of her people fall victims to the ferocity of wolves, bears and tigers.
Even little Korea has failed to totally
exterminate the long-haired tiger—the
largest and most ferocious of its kind
—which infests the mountain regions.
These formidable man-eaters slaughter yearly an average of 2,000 peasants and hunters.—Wide World Magazine.

Chances Are That Escort Didn't.
Photographer (taking plain-looking
girl and her eBcort—"Now, try not to
think of yourselves at all—think Ot
something pleasant."—London Opinion.
Loses Its Charm.
It's difficult for a newly married
man to generate much enthusiasm
over his bride's beautiful hair after
he has seen her pile it on the bureau
for the night.
To Prevent China Chipping.
A good way to prevent fine chink
and cut glass from chipping while
being washed is to put an old Turkish towel in the bottom of the dishpan.
Here, Too.
The philosopher of the Cincinnati
Enquirer saye: "When you have said
enough, stop talking." But did you
ever see anyone who thought he had
said enough? Neither did we.—Memphis Commercial Appeal,

Mrs. Bumpweather Explains.
"I have observed," Bays Mrs. Bumpweather, "that when I am extra kind
to people they think I am easygoing
and take advantage of me. But I can
Historical Armed Coalitions,
Six thousand English troops co-oper- well afford to laugh, because it Is perated in Cromwell's time with the fectly true."
French army under Turenne against
Conde. Again, in 1672, 6,000 English
Pack K.in-ij-r.
were sent to help the French against
*T wouldn'i dri.;.i!i c: marrying him.
the Dutch. Among these was John Why, he said lie vcuH 3o everything
Churchill, whose military talents were to make me hap; y ' '■' .vritu if* wrong
noticed by Turenne. At Navarino, too, about that?' "!!■■ c-;»r.; to know that
the British, French and Russian fleets humans are put on e>r-th to fulfill missions, not to be hi" v "
were joined against the 1 urks.

Who's Married to Who
IN THE MOVIES?

You can learn this and everything else you want to know
about the great moving picture stars in Photoplay Magazine.
You can get the most beautiful colored pictures ever published, and most thrilling storiea ever written, before they
appear on the screens, every month.
You can learn all about the wonderful opportunities for
earning fame and fortune by writing photoplays.
You can make your visits to the movies doubly enjoyable.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
THE NATIONAL MOVIE PUBLICATION

At your Newsdealers

lg Cents a Copy

Get a copy today, if you neve never read it there's a great treat la store for you.
To make sura of getting your copy every month, send SL50 for a year's subscription.

PHOTOPLAY PUBLISHING CO.

Dept. 97

CHICAGO, OX.

Promptly at 6.30 p. m., Wednesday,
Feb. 25, the ladies of the Woman's Union will serve an Evangeline supper followed at 8 o'clock by a Longfellow entertainment.
There will be no service at the Episcopal church, this evening, but on next
. Friday evening, the Rev. Kinsley Blodgett of 8t. Mark's church, Worcester,
will conduct the service at 7.45 o'clock.
Born, in Quincy, Feb. 14, a son George
William Paulsen, Jr., to Mr and Mrs
George W. Paulsen. Weight eight and
,one half pounds. Mr Paulsen was formerly principal o{ our high Bchool. ■
"Honor to wnom honor is due." Senator Herbert E. Cummings is receiving
deserved praise for hie efforts which
have resulted in the railroad officials
taking off a mile from the fare distance between East and North Brookfield.
He was the father of this bill and lias
done yeoman service in its behalf.
Mr John Mattoon, at the city hospital,
is very grateful for all the remembrances
from North Brookfield friends, for the
cards' they have sent, and the - many
friendly calls. He has good courage and
hopes to be with us before long,
His
daughter Beulah also adds her thanks for
the courtesies to her lather.
The Girls' Friendly society gave a masquerade party at the Guild rooms of
Christ Memorial church, last Tuesday
night. The young-people came masked
and wore very odd costumes. There was
a grand march and a general good time
was enjoyed.
Refreshments of wafers,
cake and punch were served to 40, Misses
Kathleen Lovely, Cla?a M. Gtifliu and
Esther Moody being in charge.
Mention should have been made in our
report of the D. A. R. chapter meeting
last week of the resolutions that were
passed noting the death of Mrs Adelaide
Bartlert Nichols, which were ordered
placed on the records of the Chapter, and
a copy sent to the friends of the deceased.
Also that a response was made by Mrs
M. B. Bishop to the letter from M rs T.
C. Bates, in which she presented a handsome silk American flag to the Chapter,
and it was voted that a copy thereof be
tent to Mrs Bates.
"PegO'My Heart" is to be given at
town hall, Tuesday evening, March 9,
under direction of the Young Woman's
Club, for the benefit of their charitable
work. It will be a most pleasing entertainment, for Miss Oiarke is an impersonator of exceptional ability, with artistic naturalness that comes of careful
training. She has a very attractive personality and comes most highly recommended. Tickets will be on sals on
and after Tuesday next.

Late on Monday evening, Mrs Frank
E. Wincheli received a telegram announcing the serious illness of her father,
Benjamin S. Platt, at his home in Washington, D. C, and started by first train
in the morning to be with him, arriving
at his bedside Tuesday night.
He died
at 4.30 o'clock Wednesday morning, of
pneumonia, after an illness of only five
days. His age was 75 years. For the
last 35 years he has been Enrolling Clerk
in the Senate of the United States, and
every bill that baa come before Congress
during all those years has had first to
pass through his hands. He leaves a son,
H. H. Platt, and two daughters, Mrs
Frickey of Washington, D. C, and Mrs
Wincheli of North Brookfield, Mass. He
has been, (with his wife), a frequent visitor in town. The funeral is held in
Washington to-day.
Another Successful Ball.
Some 90 couples crowded on to the
floor of the town hall for the grand
march on Friday evening. The march
was led by Chief Stuart and Miss Mar
jorie Stuart,
Tiie hall was transformed by evergreens on the stage, and the gallery
banked wilh evergreens. On the stage
and in the gallery tiny electric bulbs were
placed among the green, and a full moon
Bhol,e UDon tne
darners during some of
the nun
'"«'™. 'he other lights being
turned out
ivin
- 8
" " very Phasing effect,
Thl8 work WM in cnar e
8 °f Mr Ki»«""
of the Electnc.Light company,
The concert by Collins' Novelty Orchestra pf Marlboro was fully appreciated
b a rauBic lovers with whom tl,e ha
* "
"
was filled. Extra selections wern given,
ftn(j m an unexpected novelty, Mrs E. D.
Oorbinsang The 8ta» Spangled Banner,
while Mrs Charles E. Batcheller, with the
fiag draped about her, gave dramatic expression to the words. This year the
body 0{ the hall was supplied with foldingchairs, that were more quickly and
quietly removed at the close of the concert.
The firemen wish to express their most
hearty thanks to all who assisted in
making the ball a success.
The net
proceeds were #90 which was turned
over to the Firemen's Relief Associa
tion, who will place it in the Norfb
B'Ookfield Savings Bank for future use.

Voted to raise by taxation the
at Private Sale.
sum of $25,000.
WOULD like to sell all my household furniture.
The reports of all the town offi- I Call
any evening at my house on St. Clair
between 7 and 9, MRS CHARLES HIRcers were accepted as printed, the Avenue,
BOUR.
2w8*
only discussion being in regard to
the school committee, to whom
$850 was voted to care for the overdraft of 1914,
The Selectmen were authorized
to defend any suits against the
town.
$450 was appropriated for steel
fittings at the town vault in the
Haston library building.
This
money was appropriated last year
but as the fittings were not then
completed, it was necesaarily
turned back to the treasury at the
Worth of WALL PAPER
close of the fiscal year.
It was voted to apply the uncollected taxes and cash on hand to
We have gone through our entire
the payment of town notes coming
Stock of Wall Papers, and have
due and the highways.
found we have about $100 worth of
The care of the road and bridges
Remnant Paper and Borderings.
by way of the gorge dam was
When we etf Remnants, we do not
transferred from the water departmean Junk, Rubbish or Cheap
ment to the highway deyartment.
Papers imported for this special
After a long discussion $2700
sale.
was voted for the extension of the
Every Remnant we offer was
water main to Bigelow Hollow,
taken from our shelves last week,
and $450 for a like extension on
sampled, and tied up in a bundle
Evergreen street.
and marked according to the grade
The hottest discussion was on
of paper from 15c to 75c per bundle.
the proposition for the town to expend $1,000 for the purchase of ' 'the
Each Remnant'contains enough
patch" at the corner of Maiir\and
paper for any ordinary sized room.
School streets, from the Industrial
Come early and select the best patAssociation, with a view to making
terns at FULLAM'S, the
it a public park. This was finally
carried, but it- has since been discovered that there was an illegality
about it as there should have been
SUMMER STREET
park commissioners appointed and
it should have had a' two-thirds
vote, neither of which were com- COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Worcester 88.
Probate Coun
plied with.
To the heirs at law, next of kin, and all other
There was no debate on the prop- persons
interested in ihe estate of Sarah M.
osition to appropriate $500 for a Hill, late of North Brookfleld, in said county
new town clock and the amount deeearwd.
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be ihe last will and testament of said deceased
was voted.
has been presented to said Court, for probate,

FULLAM
FINDS SI00

RED FRONT STORE

by Edwin *i- Norman, who prays that letters
testamentary may be issued toliim, the executor
therein named, without giving a surety on his
official bond.
You are hereby, cited to appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Worcester, in said County
of Woroester.ou the twenty- third day of February, A. D. 1915, at nine o'clock in the
forenoon, to show cause, if any you have, why
the same should not be granted.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
]
public notice thereof, hv
by publishing
this citaNORTH BROOKFIELD
ek lor three successive
tion once in each week
weeks, in theNortb Brookfleld Journal, a newspaper published in North Brookfield, the last
publication to be one day at least before said
Courtandby mailing, postpaid, or delivering
WANTED
a copy of this citation to ail known persons inYOUNG or
_. middle aged woman for general
ter sted in the estate, seven days at least behouse work.
work. Reference required. Permanent
fore said Court,
.i ' .
Address Box 274, North Brookfield
Witness, WILIIAM T. Founts, Esquire,
2wS*
Judgeof said Court, this twenty eighth day ot
REDUCTION SALE
January, in the year one thousand nine hundred and fifteen.
_,._„ -. ,
HAY FOR SALE
A FULL.Hro of FeU Boots »nd Rubbers
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
STOCK and No. 1 Horse Hay for sale by LEON Elm
& offered
at Raided Prices. <C. L. COOL11WE.
Nortn
Feb. 6, U, UN.
7-2
H. ADAMS, Telephone al-2. North Brookflelji j
"»■•
Bfrokfield, Mass.

PEGO'MY HEART

I

w
Worcester
County Institution For Savings
Incorporated 1828

Corner Main and Foster Sts.. Worcester, Mass.
Largest and oldest Savings Batik in Worcester
County.
$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 17a
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Money put_on interest the first day of January,
April, July and October.
Dividendsjpayable January 15 and July 15.
Accounts may be opened by deposits of three dollars to one thousand.
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
ALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER

HUB-MARK«
RUBBERS

EVERY POLICEMAN
ON THE FORCE

every motorman, every conductor and every man
who works out of doors has a pretty good understanding of wet weather defense from the ground up.
Those who wear "Hub-Mark" Patrol rubbers
know they are economical.
A. thoughtfully and honestly made extra
tough tap and high-grade upper Is one of the
, Hub-Mark specials for hard, constant wear.
1 /?
Hub-Mark rubber footwear is made with a
/ thorough understanding of the servloe demanded
by men. women, boys and girla. They cost no more
than the other standard flrst quality rubber*
Sixty years of knowing how and an enviable reputation stands back of the many various styles of
Hub-Mark Rubbers.
Order by name. That's the wise way.

These rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rubber Shoe Company, Maiden. Matt.

THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK

FOR SALE BY .
JOHN T. GRA.DY, North Brookfield.
Call at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker

CORSETS

REGISTERED EMBALMER.

Or have them brought to your home*
by sending word to
***
**•

Personal Prompt Attention Daj
or Night.

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

Telephone North Brookfield No.
(23-11.

Representative for the Brook/ields.

*

Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD,
MAS?.

Long Distance Connection.
uuertilfl Personally Directed
and Kvery Requisite Furnished.
l.miy A«ttl«tant*

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
11 Prospect St
BOSTON man wants a ten to twenty acre iarm
price from 11,000 to $1600, good buildftags and
plenty of wood and water. Call at JSUBNAL
OFFICE for information.
/
2

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist
Office at Dr. Ludden's
You Feel Better when you See Better.
Glasses we make improve your looks
as well as your Sight.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

Main Street,

botii ruboer ana steej tires, Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagons. Snr
reys sad Road Wagons, both-new and
second han 1,

AT BOTTOM

Residence 38 Spring St., cor, Prospect

I*RICE.*

House Painting, ail Branches

liaruusB. liubeu, Blankets, Whips am
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not to<
Cheap.

Inside Work a Specialty. Paper flanging
and Whitening1. Orders Promptly Attended lo.
P. Q. Box in.
(42) Satisfaction Guaranteed

Shingles, Roofing Material
Ail tiie different grades. All sues ui
Nails, also.
Remember that my prices are always
the lowest. 1 sell so as to sell again.
Dr. Daniel** Hare* Remedies Always
In Stoek.

FRED C. CLAPP

TELEPHONE <->AKBAM Df,

William

North Brookfleld

DANIEL FOSTER,

C. Crawford

Funeral Director

OAKHAM.

va

Registered Embalmer.
OVER 65 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

L*<1 jr AjplfltMt.

,
!
i
I

0)>inscted by laong Dlatanoe Telephone at House and Store.
TRADC MARKC
DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS Ac.

TOWN HALL

Tuesday, March 9 \

North Brookfield

27

WANTED

* nyone sending a sleet eh and description may
Qulr1"'* ascertain our opinion free whether an
lup^.if.tnn Is probably piitentable. Communlen.
tlonsstrlcllyoono.laiilinl. HANDBOOK ouPntjatf
sent free. Oldest njrency fur sccurujEPatents.
Patents taken throuuh Munn ft Co. reoslve
tpttiainotfce, without crinreo, in the

I

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR

ScicnliTic flmertcatt

A. handsomely Illustrated weekly. I*ri«t circulation of any scientific Journal, l'enja *J ».
yean four months, »L Bold by all newsdealer).

ENGLISH TEXT! ^2

B

iyiUNN&Co.^ -riNewrIerk
Breach Omee, HFtt. Weehtngloo, S. 0.

150812

1 . 'J. Lawrence.
1

sfctesss mi -

-

e

North Brookfield

BROOKFIELD TIMES

BROOKFIELD TIMES

PUN FOR CLEAN EGGS

MOTHER! LOOK AT
CHILffLTONGUE

Sunshine Is Necessary for the
Health of Laying Hens.

If cross,' feverish, constipated,
MAKING WINTER FLOCK LAY
give "California Syrup
of Figs"
* A laxative today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach
■our.
Look at the tongue, mother! It coated, or your child is listless, cross, feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," then don't worry, because it Is
perfectly harmless, and In a few hours
all this constipation poison, sour bile
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "inside cleansing" is ofttlmes all
that Is necessary. It should be the
Brst treatment given in any sickness.
i Beware of counterfeit fig syrups
'Ask at the store for a 50-cent bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
full directions for babies, children of
all ages and for grown-ups plainly
printed on the bottle. Adv.

Unless Proper Quarters Are Provided
Hens Will Not Produce Eggs—
Mistake to Overcrowd.

(By H. L. KEMPSTER, Mlssonri Experiment Station.)
Farmers lose thousands of dollars
ovary year because their poultry Is
not properly housed. Unless proper
quarters are provided, hens writ not
lay during the winter and it Is a waste
of feed and time to hold them over.
The most common mistake Is to keep
more hens than the house will hold.
A better plan would be to cull the
flock and comfortably house those that
remain. If a poultry house Is roomy.'
It does no barm to keep the birds shut
up on stormy days. The house should
be dry. This Is accomplished by having a good dry floor and a good system of ventilation.
Above all, the
quarters should be light and clean—
the house a pleasant place for the
hens to lire In.
The Missouri College of Agriculture)

Perplexed.
Inquisitive Incubator Chick—Say,
do they figure your birthday from the
day you're laid or the day you're
hatched ?—Puck.

A Trap Nest With Door Closed.

Housekeeper Will Find This Arrangement a Help to the Cutting of
Her Bills.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up
That'. Why You're Tired-Out of Sorts
—Have No Appetite,

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
will put you right
In a few d;
They d
their duty.
CuieCon-l
stipation, '
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

STOPS
\LAMENESS

flgSORBINE

from a Bone Spavin, Ring Bone,
Splint, Curb, Side Bone, or similar
trouble and gets horse going sound.
Does not blister or remove the
hair and horse can be worked. Page
17 in pamphlet with each bottle tells
bow.
$2.00 a bottle delivered.
Horse Book 9 K free.
ABSORBINE, JR., antiseptic liniment fot
mankind. Reduces Painful Swellings, Enlarged Glands, Goitre, Wens, Bruises, Varicose Veins, Varicosities, heals Old Sores. Allays
Pain. Will tell you more if you write. $1 and
$2 a bottle at dealers or delivered. Book
"Evidence* * free.
Manufactured only by
W.F.tOUNG. P. D. F„310 Teaait «.,Springfield.Mats.

IFOR DRUNKENNESS and

Single Comb Partridge Cochin.
gives the following prescription for
hen-happiness and a full egg basket:
Allow each hen four square feet of
floor space.
Provide one square foot of glass to
every 15 square feet of floor space.
Locate the windows on the south
slue and place the tops not quite half
as high as the house is wide.
Ventilate by placing one square foot
of muslin to every 15 square feet of
floor space, or by making a slat front
similar to the cupolas In barns. Be
sure the bouse is free from cracka
and that there are no' openings for
drafts on the bock, ends and roof.
Build a floor eight Inches higher
than the surrounding ground, mi In
four Inches of coarse stone, then two
inches of clay and then two of dirt.
This will make a dry floor.
Provide eight to ten Inches of roosting space and one nest to every six
hens.
Cover the floor with a foot or eighteen Inches of straw. Feed the grain
In the straw so as to encourage exercise.

SELECTION OF BIG LAYERS
Many Difficulties in Choosing HighProducing Breed—No General
Agreement Yet as to Type.
There are several difficulties that
surround the selection of high-producing hens. The individuals are small.
Their
production, compared
with
cows, for Instance, is also small. The
standard yearly profit for each hen la
somewhere around one dollar. One
cannot spend a great deal of time on
each individual hen. So that from a
general
fanner's standpoint, trap
nests, the one accurate way of getting
at the big layers, are out of the question. The fact that the Individuals
are so small also makes it difficult
for even those who have given the
matter considerable attention to select
by type. There has been no general
agreement as to what the egg type is.

• • •

Furnish abundant sunlight In the
pigeon loft.
-

• • •

Feed a little hempseed to pigeon*
that are "going light"

• * •

The present prices for squabs are
likely to be maintained for years to
come.

• • •

Scraps saved at butchering time
make a line egg stimulating feed In
cold weather.

• * •

""£522222" PORTLAND, ME.

The more heavily yon are feeding,
the more demand there 1* for charcoal. Make It an article of everyday
diet

Relieve Feverienneae, Constipation .Colds and correct disorders of
the storoscb and bowels. Vut by
Motktrs/or 26 **»«• At «ll DrusBisti 2Sc Sample mailed Fit KB.
Aoarsss •. ». Swim, la See, H. y.

• • •

• • •

The name "broiler" is derived from
the fact that the bird is usually split
down the middle and the halves
broiled.

Device Shown In Illustration to Prevent Animals From Standing In
Gutters With Hind Feet

DAIHYMMES

Have a double floor in the pigeon
house.

Be careful not to overfeed the first
week of fattening. It is better to feed
lightly three times a day.

MOTHER GRIT'S SWEET
POWDERS FOR CHHJtREM

Either scalding or the dry-picking
method can be used for fowls Intended
for market, but for broilers only the
dry-picking method is allowable. A
chick only a few weeks old Is a very
tender bird, but If scalded It will be
found impossible to pick it without
occasionally Tabbing a little of the skin
off. These spots will darken and give
the broiler a stale look. The scalding will also Increase the tendency to
decay.
With dry picking not only
will the bird keep much longer, but
the natural firmness of the flesh prevents all fear of skinning.
The more neatly a i-rcass Is
dressed, tbe better the chance to sell
ft to a good trade. Attractively dressed
poultry sells Itself, while inferior
staff goes begging.
Dry picked poultry wfB stand larger
shipments than those that are scalded.
The carcass should Be dressed immediately after being; kffled. To allow the feathers to remain on for
several hours will hasten decomposition.
When scalding poultry for market
it is best to first dry-pick the legs, so
that they will not necessarily be
placed in the water and change color.
Neither the heads nor the feet should
touch the water. The water ought to
be as near the boiling point as possible, without boiling.

Rub them repeatedly with old newspapers.
Sunshine In winter Is the
The sketch shows a device to keep
greatest of tonics.
When poultrymen and farmers real- the cows from standing in the gutter
ize that the sooner they follow na- with their hind feet and making a filth
ture's plan and make the winter In the stall when they step out, then
months as near like spring and sum- lying down In the mess, writes A. C.
mer months, the sooner they will real- Dillon of Lincoln County, Colo., In
ize the height of their ambition—win- Farmers Mall and Breeze. Some have
ter eggB.
Getting winter eggs is the habit where movable stanchions
really quite easy if given a little
thought and study.
Using the gray
matter in your skull will make you a
successful poultryman.
Poultry keepers may easily reduce
the percentage of dirty or soiled eggs,
and losses entailed to insignificant figures.
First, an ample number of nests Is,
of course, necessary, but an ample
number means no more, than, and
probably not as many as, are usually
directed by poultry writers. Laying
houses are, as a rule, provided with a
sufficient numbert but where the Fig. 1—The Device. Fig. 2—In Use.
keeper falls down Is in failing to supply enough nesting material and floor are not used. This device works to
perfection and sometimes cures cows
litter.
Obviously the nesting material mast of the habit
be clean, or the egga become soiled by
Yon will need two pieces of 2 by 4.
Cut them to fit your gutter as shown
in Fig. 1. Angle off one end so tbe
cow does not He on a sharp corner,
make two half-diamond cuts In these
pieces and set In the cross pieces.
These are made of 3 by 3 and are securely nailed. If the gutter is very
wide you may have to put In three
strips, as a cow used to standing In
the Butter will soon find she can get
her feet down between the strips. If
you have two or more cows that have
this trick stand them together. You
can make the strips long enough for
several cows and put extra 2 by 4
pieces In to support the strips. Lift
the rack and place it back to the wall
Door Opened, Showing Position of before turning out the COWB. This deTrigger When Trap Nest Is Set
vice effectively cures your heifers of
the habit.
contact, and it must be sufficient In
quantity, or the eggs are often broken
by dropping upon the hard floor of
the nest In houses where the dropping boards are above the nests, and
the custom is to sand the boards,
small stones often drop Into the nest
Keep salt before the cows at all
and breakage results when newly laid times.
eggs fall upon them. The condition
• • •
of nests should be noticed daily, and
Regularity in feeding Is pf supreme
the nesting material replenished when importance with the dairy cow.
necessary. Plenty of nesting material
• • • •
prevents breakage and insures clean
Keep the floors warm. Cold floors
eggs.
cause much loss In milk In winter.
An ample and clean litter on the
• * •
floor Is also very essential when an
In salting butter one ounce of salt
A-l clean product is sought.
Par- to a pound of butter Is generally about
ticularly is this true when the hens right.

DOWLIKTW

DRUG ADDICTIONS
if^eeley all
Ha sickiiaaa, no publicity

Tbe only Kcaiey Instltnta to Maine New
'Hampshire or Vermont.
Sena for fre* booklet.

,"By A. C. SMITH.)
Sunshine is absolutely necessary for
the health and vigor of the laying
hen. Low windows should fee set so
that the sun will shine Sato every
part of the house during some part of
the day. Roosts should be placed on
a level, and not too high, a* the hens
are apt to Injure themselves either by
crowding, falling or flying against a
projection about the house." Keep the
windows in the poultry house clean.

Dry-Picking Method Allowable for
Broilers Only—Attractively Dressed
Poultry Sells Itself.

KEEPS COWS' STALLS CLEAN

MAKING! THE MOST OF LAMB

Every housekeeper is on the lookout to save in these days of high
cost of Uving, especially in meats.
Here is one way to save mutton or
lamb. If, on Saturday, a forequarter
of mutton or lamb Is purchased,
weighing from seven to ten pounds,
it should be divided as follows:
Shoulder, neck, breast, French chops,
bones and trimmings. The shoulder is
boned, pocket cut for filling, that
makes the roast; stuffed shoulder of
Iamb or mutton for Sunday dinner
and cut cold tor Monday luncheon or
supper.
Then the neck Is boiled with the
shoulder bone and trimmings, making two quarts of lamb broth, to be
used for soup for Monday's dinner.
The meat is trimmed from the neck
bones for lamb croquettes, meat salad
or loaf.
The breast is stewed, or
curried with rice. The choicest part
is left, that is, one dozen trenched
ilamb chops.
Of course, you must be able to tell
your butcher Just how you want it
cut and trimmed.
The chops are
trenched, chine removed, but the
chops are not cut apart. That is left
for the housekeeper to do, cutting Just
as needed. The trimmings from the
chops are boiled with the neck and
bones, strained, and when cold all
fat Is removed and clarified for' drippings.
From this forequarter you have the
following dishes, always for four persons:
Roast stuffed shoulder, hot for Sunday dinner.
Roast stuffed shoulder, cold for
Monday, with soup (two quarts for
soup stock).
Lamb croquettes or meat loaf for
Tuesday.
Stewed or curried lamb for Wednesday.

Poultryman Should Follow Nature's
Plan and Make Winter Months
Comfortable to Fowls—Furnish
Plenty of Nests.

PREPARE FOWLS FOR MARKET

Door Removed to Show Position of
Trigger When Door Is Closed.
are allowed outdoors during wet
weather.
The litter acts as a foot
mat for lae hens on their way to the
nests.
Clean eggs bring better prices than
dirty ones.
Raise More 8<ieep.
Tbe domestic wool clip does not begin to satisfy the home demand, and
more and more we draw upon the foreign markets for our needs. The remedy Is to raise more sheep.
Green Feed for Hens.
Sprouted oats are a splendid green
feed for hens In winter and may be
quite easily supplied on any farm,
They are fed when they have reached
a height of about three inches.

iNIffitWlONAL

SDMSOI00L
LESSON

IN HONOR OF HEROES OF VALLEY FORGE

Chat. E. George, Editor
and Publisher of die "Bench
and Bar Review," 825 Perdido St, New Orleans, La.

HOLY SHRINES

JFfflBU
Headquarters Occupied by Washington Throughout the
Country Are to Be
Preserved.

(By E. O. SELLERS, Acting Director of
Sunday School Coarse Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.)

LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 21

THROUGH tbe efforts of the various
patriotic societies many of the old
houses made famous by Washington
as hiB headquarters during the war
of Independence, have been preserved
ant* are now suitably marked for the
Information of posterity. During that
long struggle for freedom Washington
used perhaps a hundred or more
houses for this purpose to various
parts of the country. Many have dis-;
appealed under the ravages of time(i
but about two score of them, have;
been saved. It was In these houses
that he planned his battles and.
strategy; It was In them that indepen-'
dence was achieved.
Cambridge, Mass., points proudly to

THE DEATH OF ELI AND HIS SONS.
LESSON TEXT-I Samuel *:I-B. ».
OOLDEN TEXT-Be y« doers of the
wortf, and not hearers only, deluding year
own selves.—James 1:22 R. V.
,
The Philistines In the days of Ell
overran Israel pretty much at will.
All Israel, God's people, soon knew
that Sod was speaking through this
new prophet.
I. No Help at Ebenecer, w. 1, 2. Ebenezer was that place where Samuel
later Bet up the stones of commemoration (1 Samuel 7:12). Here tbe aggressive Philistines overcame and pet
to rout the Israelites.
Israel had
sinned and needed correction (chapter
7:3; Ps. 1SW-.40, 41). When God'speople neglect him they weaken themselves and easily become the prey of
their enemies. Full often the church
of today stands defeated and disgraced, nay even turns its back to the
enemy, because It harbors sin and
sinners in Its ranks (Josh. 7:12).
II. Seeking Help, vv. 3-9. If Israel
really desired to know the cause of
their discomfiture tboy did not need to
go far to seek it. The trouble was that
they were not willing to see and own
It (L Cor. 11:31).
The reasoning
upon the part of theae elders seems
to be, "Why have we, Israelites, been
smitten by these Philistines who are
not God's chosen people?"
It was
absurd and unjust for them to hare
to suffer. We hear this same sort
of reasoning today, whereas Ood would
have us probo deeper and search our
hearts, for If we regard Iniquity in
our hearts the Lord will not hear us.
At Shlloh, Eli is caring for tbe ark,
and with tbe fatalism and superstition
that will govern the ungodly, Israel
sends for it "that It may save ns"
(r. 8). The ark contained the tables
of tbe law and was the symbol of the
presence of Ood (Ex. 26:10-22). Their
trust was in the ark and not In the
God of the ark. Such Is ever the danger of formalism in religion. To carry
tbe ark about Jericho trusting in Jehovah, was quite different from harboring tbe sons of Eli, yet thinking
that God could not let tbe ark be'
captured. Tbe churches of our land
are the saving salt, but "if the salt
hatli lost its savour," if Hophni and
Phlnehas bear the ark. nothing but
defeat and disgrace can be expected,
though the enemy may tremble (v.-8).
The Philistines were strong enough
to smite because of the weakness of
Israel.
They recognized the shouts
and remembered the mighty deeds of
Jehovah, which exploits would have
been repeated had Israel truly turned
to God. There was good reason for
the Philistines to fear. But God was
not on the side of Israel at that time.
The Philistines began to exhort them-,
selves. Their call (v. 9) was a good
one and was used later by Paul (1 Cor.
16:13). For them not to do anything
was to be captured by their former
slaves. If they fought, tbey could but
die.
Ml. The tost Battle, vv. 10-11. God
would not succor his chosen people,
nor defend the symbols of religion
when the spirit and heart of that religion had departed (Ps. 78:56-64).
The two reprobate sons or Eli were
slain as a punishment for their sins
and In fullflllment of the word of God
(chapter 2:12; 3:13. 14). Their punishment came in connection with the
same holy service they had defiled.

IV. The Death of Ell, w. 12-18. The
aged Ell, now ntnety-etght years old,
was anxiously awaiting news of the
battle, "for bis heart trembled for the
ark of God." This anxiety was quite
unnecessary (v. 13). Ood can takov
care of his ark, Eli had reason, bowever, to tremble for Israel and his
wicked BODS. He is an illustration of
• • .
those indulgent parents wbn refuse,
Dairy barn ventilation should be furnished by a system, not by cracks and to use discipline in the care of their
children.
drafts.
• * •
. The ark did not return to Shlloh.
The successful dairyman is the man After Its various vicissitudes It found
Who puts thought into his work. He an abiding place in the bouse of Ablnadab, whose son Eleazar was sanctiis a student of conditions. • » *
fied to take charge of it
Later It
Now about those cow stables. Don't was taken to Jerusalem, and In tbo
forget that a hole in tbe side of the meantime Shlloh passed Into oblivion.
The Golden Text. That we learn to
cow barn means a hole in the pocket.
• ». .
do by doing Is a fundamental prinOn warm days let the cows out in ciple In pedagogy. Mere human words
the yard for a change and to get in do not change character, youth dons
the sun. When cold keep them In the not acquire purity of character by
listening to beautiful statements about
stables.
• • •
the virtues. Religion 1B not a last reJust can't afford to let the cows source. It must be practiced In youth
lose flesh or get a setback. Remem- if It Is to give strength, courage fend
ber It costs money to get an animal In comtprt in old age It is not a matter
of creed and formula but a life; It is
good condition.
• • •
not a convenience but a course of
Many times the cow that does not action that governs all of life.
yield a profit at the pgll Is Just as
It is not the turning in life's testing
liberal an eater at tbe manger as the times, to those forms from which all
cow that does make yon money every life has departed.
Parents today seem to be tax in
day.
• • •
discipline. Too often It is the child
Feed cows dally one pound of grain that brings up tbe parent We need
for every three pounds of milk pro- to accustom the child to virtue and
duced, twenty-five to forty pounds of obedience, to teach him truth while
corn silage, and what clover or alfalfa at the knee, that when "he is old be
may not depart" therefrom
While
hay they will eat
• • •
some children of good parents go
. Very frequently a cow that Is only astray yet this is not the role A true
fair as to breeding and productive ca- Christian atmosphere and spirit ot
pacity will do better in the hands of service In the home, the Sunday
a good dairyman than a good cow school and the church are the greatest possible safeguards for the youns.
under poor management

Having for years been afflicted with Catarrh of the
Head I was finally induced
to try Peruna. It effected
• cure. I think Peruna the
beat tonic ever put on sale.
No Doubt Abwt It
"Does Wombat owe or rent bis
■beset"
"Rents It"
"How do yon knew?"
"I know all right
He scratches
the matches on the paint"

DISTRESSING PIMPLES

Harmless to Flush Kidneys snd Nsutrallze Irritating Acids—Splendid
for the System.

Removed by Cutleura Soap and Ointment Trial Free.
a~t. M Triumnh at Valley Fords, P»~ Dedicated to the American Con*«ne£™rnTwho.^Suffering.' During the Winter of 1777-78Mad. Thai
P^ Hltric_The Log Cabin I. Typical of the Quarter. In Which the
Soldiers Spent the Winter.
place In this park, Is in the style of a
The arch of triumph for which conRoman arch and is a massive granite
fess appropriated 1100.000 in 1910
structure, 60 feet high, with inscriphas been buUt and dedicated to the
tions commemorating the sufferings ol
American soldiers who endured such
tbe soldiers. Near the arch, and formterrible privations while to winter
ing a sharp contrast with It, Is a log
quarters at Valley Forge in 1777-78.
cabin typical of the quarters in which
In 189S the state of Pennsylvania
the continental army under General
sought 47S acres of land covering the
Washington spent that memorable
site of the camp and formed tt into
winter In our country's history.—
"▼alley Forge Park." TJe new monnment, which occupies a prominent Popular Mechanics.

Old Style.
"Did Bhe marry well?"
"No; It was a case of true love."
Harvard Lampoon.

HTufifii

Merit it quickly discovered by orogressive
young men. Fatima Cigarettes are selected by three
out of four smokers of 15c
cigarettes. They enjoy the
mBd, delightful Turkish
blend.

I

"DUthlcHvh ImJhUmal"

JgffdhtSfpM stsBsiw 6*

The shaft itself is 500 feet high, on
top of which Is set the pyramldion 65
feet 6.6 Inches In vertical height The
base is 55 feet \V* Inches square, and
* the top of the shaft below the pmj
—
■
■
mldlon Is 84 feet 6% Inches square.
At two and one-half times Its height
the shaft would come to a point.
The capstone weighs 3,300 pounds
and is crowned by a small pyramid of
pure aluminum 53 Inches at Its base
and 8.9 inches high, weighing 100
ON BTiWT birthday of George Washounces.
ington for tbe last 71 years a
No mention of the monument would
meeting of a small but distinguished
body has been held in the city of
Washington. This body Is the Washington National Monument society,
the organisation which brought about
the construction of the giant shaft
which dominates the landscape In the
federal city.
While the war department has the
care and custody of the Washington
monument, this society has a quasi,publlo status, exercises a paternal
\ watchfulness over It, possesses the
Tiight to send mall under frank and
Btftnie ready to resist any plan or proposal which seeks to change in any
way the monument or Its surroundings.
John Marshall, that great Jurist, was
the society's first "president Since
then, beginning with Jackson, the
presidents of the United States have
been ex-offlcio presidents of the society.
The organization of the monument
society in 1833 was undertaken by
representative citizens of Washington,
'after long experience had caused them
to despair of congress acting in the
matter of erecting a memorial to
George Washington. The continental
congress as early as 1783 bad promised
to erect a memorial to Washington,
and Major L'Bnfant, in laying out the
city of Washington, had set apart "reservation No. 3." containing 30 acres—
on which the monument now stands—
as tbe site for a memorial to Washington and his compatriots.
The monument society on organisation Issued an appeal to the country
and proceeded to collect subscriptions
in amounts not exceeding one dollar
to erect a monument Money came in
fairly well. Then the society, having
found privately-owned sites Increasing be complete without reference to the
In price whenever the owners were ap- splendid engineers who had charge of
proached, appealed to congress In 1838 completing the work. These Include
asking the donation ot a site. Not un- Gen. Thomas Lincoln Cosey, chief entil 1848 did congress respond with a gineer and architect; Gen. George W.
Joint resolution authorizing the Boclety Davis; Gen. John M. Wilson, engineer
to erect the monument on such land In the final stages and now retired,
as the president of the United States a resident of Washington, and Bernard R. Green, civil engineer, assistant
and the society might select
The 30 acres of "reservation No. 3" to General Casey.

Washington National Monument
Association Has Deserved
- Well of Country.

S
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LEARN TO WRITE MOVING
PICTURE PLAYS

THB MOVINO PICTURE 0O"S buy THOUSANDS
of short drameno (torles lor their MOVINO PICTURE PLAYS. tSStotlOOforeachaoryeoeeptad.
YOUR chance U htm. Good stories are Hoaxed
(rom WRITERS ol ANY AOB or SEX. XfflBjFORNIA SCHOOL GIRL, seed IS YEARS, won e .
(500 prlie lor best story tubrasted. WHY NOT
YOU? THE OUNN PUB. CO. win teach YOU One
PROFESSION In YOUR SPARS TIME end at
YOUR OWN HOME. 10 amis In ttemrnorcoltiiecure* a large faction ol A REAL MOVINO PIQTU8B
FILM end free particular! about our book.

"lie AIT or anrriM MavjM PIGTUIE HATS"
OMNN rUB. CO..B01 328, Cincinnati. O.

Furs! Furs! Furs!

Highest Cash Prices paid for all kinds
of furs. Buyers of hides, skins, pelt*.

A. G. MARKHAM & CO.
Springfield, Maes.

$1000

An Acre
Growing

EVER-BEARIH6 STRAWBERRIES
fruit same rear ae planted.
delight tor the Home Garden,
oomparaolo ee Mousy - Makera,
Free oaulu( with full uutraetlaae.

O. S. Kempton, Longmeodow, Mass*

Famer&Trnckinen.Poiiltpy*Mi
Don't be tooled out at row ken! earned eoUea **
(he utunlatlug claim, of tee KoatrBMUiiaaka, Mr

taaea iron, maiHi muiw
Get Learn today. Uwy ineeB -~.-.
rumen Bxctutase, Wee* SefleaMe*,
PorsJOU** -JtJsl ^^aWr-

Okerte He. HeadTest Your Eyesight^
eehe Belief *je ate.

:0a. FMtOomle«»fciilB»:»,ah*"*»Meo«,i
lil forlte. r»a»a»H*OV«i»»tiK»maii..,«u*k»aj.^,
Weteea B, CeleaMMe
Peuet 14» wvet.B aabinetoa.
D.K, Advice aft rrafeefn>e.
Balm* leaajwaiiUi rTVwtt ttftrrhni Betteervtee*.

PATENTS

£__ J OC. I«r» M CornCere. M Mar,
3f*na *_>C Hulmibnni Philadelphia. <"».
ijeaei wanted Good prowelUoB to rtekt eany.

UJTO PARTS part1i™\^-5&
w. N. u» BOSTO* »'o. a-itta.

The tea companies were fighting
each other for the trade of the town.
The Bee Tea company gave premiums
with each pound of tea, while the Gee
Tea company did not. The result was
that the latter concern was being
pushed to the wall. Finally the Gee
Tea people realized that they must
give premiums.
So, after careful consideration, they
decided to give a quart of milk with
each pound of tea. Business picked
up at once.
"I understand you give a quart of
milk with each pound of tea," said a
lady one day.
"Quite right," answered the manager.
"Well, I'm Mrs. Ketchem of Holdem
t Starvem. We operate a string of
ten boarding houses here.
I* want
150 pounds of tea.
Do I get 150
quarts of milk?"
"Why—er—I think so," stammered
the manager. "Will you wait till I go
back and look over the supply 7"
In a minute he came back.
"Madam," he whispered, "1 have flgured np and I find that if you will take
200 pounds of tea we can give you a
cow."

TAKE A GLASS OF SALTS
WHEN BLADDER BOTHERS

Smear them with the Ointment
Wash off in fire minutes with Cutleura Soap and hot water and continue
bathing for some minutes. Repeat on
rising and retiring. These fragrant
supercreamy emollients do much for
the skin, and do It quickly.
Sample each free by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept XT,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adr.

were chosen and deeded to tbe society
by deed signed by President Polk.
Jniy 4Ul84»Vla the presence of some
fifteen or twenty thousand persons, the
cornerstone was laid in the northwest
angle of tbe foundation with Impressive "ceremonies.
Actively tbe society continued to
raise money throughout the country
and to rear the monument Six years
after the cornerstone had been laid
the shaft had reached a height of 153
'feet, at an expense, all paid by private subscription, of some 1230,000,
At last, in 1878, congress voted 8600.*
600 for the bu'.lding^of the monument
to be appropriated, et the rate of IBOc
000 a year. The law provided fcr the
-work' to he carried eo by a commission, in which the society wss repreta«ated.

Washington Wanted National Church.
It Is probably known to comparatively few of our country people that
in the original plans of the city of
Washington as accepted by Its founder, the illustrious man whose name It
bears, space was provided for a national church; yet such Is the fact,
At .the beginning of our history as a
nation authority was given by congress to President Washington to select a site for the capital of the new
republic. One can imagine tbe interest wherewith he assumed that great
responsibility, for which, with the experience gained in his early youth as
a land surveyor In Virginia, he was
peculiarly 'fitted.
Doubtless not a
single detail of the entire project escaped his attention.

jumel

Mansion, Wsshlngton's
York Headquarters.

New

houses that were occupied by Washington. First Washington lived In the
residence set apart for principals of
Harvard college. Then he moved to.
the house of a fugitive Loyalist, John
Vassal]. Later this became the residence of Henry W. longlellow, the
great poet, and here were written
many of his works since become world ,
famous.
Washington had many houses in
New Tort None is more beautiful
than the building now known as the
Jumel mansion. This was his headquarters from September 18 to October 21, 1776. It is also rich in mem-,
ories of Aaron Burr, who married the
widow of Stephen Jumel.
Jnmel
gained possession of the liottse when
Roger Morris and his wife fled because their Tory sympathies threatened to get them in difficulties. It was
Mrs. Morris, who as Mary Phillpse,
George Washington wooed in vain.
At Neshainlny, 20 miles north of
Philadelphia, Is a headquarters of
Washington rich in historic memories.
It Is a rough stone building, two
stories in height, located near the
bridge over the Little Nesbamlny
creek. Here Washington held an Important coundr of war4 at which for
the first time the young Marquis de
Lafayette took his place as one of
Washington's' advisers.
The Valley Forge headquarters of
Washington Is Justly famed as one of
the holiest shrines of American freedom. This old stone house .was the
residence ot the founder at the time

Kidney and Bladder weakness result
from uric acid, says a noted authority.
The kidneys filter this acid from the
blood and pass It on to the bladder,
where It often remains to Irritate and
Inflame, causing a burning, scalding
sensation, >r setting up an irritation
at the neck ot the bladder, obliging
you to seek relief two or three times
during the night The sufferer Is in
constant dread, the water passes
sometimes with a scalding sensation
and Is very profuse; again, there Is
difficulty in avoiding it
Bladder weakness, most folks call
It,, because they can't control urination. While it Is extremely annoying
and sometimes Very painful, this Is
really one ot the most simple ailments
to overcome. Get about four ounces
ot Jad Salts from your pharmacist and
take a tablespoonful In a glass of
water before breakfast, continue this
for two or three days. This will neutralize the adds in the urine so It no
longer is a source of irritation to the
bladder and urinary organs which then
act normally again.
Ja4 Salts Is Inexpensive, harmless,
and Is made from the acid of grapes
and lemon Juice, combined with llthia,
and Is need by thousands ot folks who
are subject to urinary disorders caused
by uric add irritation. Jad Salts is
splendid for kidneys and causes no
bad effects whatever.
Here you have a pleasant, effervescent llthia-water drink, which quickly
relieves bladder trouble.—Adv.
Hello, Frisco.
"Just to think of being able to sit in
a telephone booth In New York and
talk to your best girl In San Francisco!"
"I've thought of that, and I've been
wondering how long It will be before
somebody writes a popular song
about it"

SAGE TEA AND SULPHUR
DARKENS YOUR GRAY HAIR
Look Years Younoerl Try Grandma's
Recipe of Sage and Sulphur and

Nobody Will Know.

, The Neshamlny Headquarters.
when the fortunes of the cause went
to their very lowest
On the Hudson Is the venerable
structure that did Washington service
at Newburgh. This had a military
use. It was situated on a bluff that
bverlooks the river for eight miles to
West Point.

MAKING

THE

BEST

OF

CASTQRIA

Manager of Supply Company Forced
to a Compromise Wltn Receipt
of Large Order.

IT

Almost everyone knows that Saga
Tea and Sulphur properly compounded, brings back the natural color and
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
or gray; also ends dandruff, itching
scalp and stops falling hair.
Years
ago the only way to get this mixture
was to make It at home, which Is
mussy and troublesome.
Nowadays we simply ask at any
drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur Hair Remedy." You will get a
large bottle for about 60 cents. Everybody uses this old, famous recipe, because no one can possibly tell that
yon darkened your hair, as It does It
so naturally and evenly. You dampen
a sponge or soft brush with it and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time; by morning the gray hair disappears, and
after another application or two, your
hair becomes beautifully dark, thick
and glossy and you look years younger.
AdT.

^^^___

Speaking of the War.
Patience—I certainly am a foolish
girl.
Patrice—What nowt
"Why, I followed that advice, 'See
America First," and now there's hardly anything In Europe to seel"

Bobby—It ain't much Tot a cherry
tree, but as long as I'm playing George
Washington it'll have to do.
Washington's Birthplace Gone.
Washington was bora February 22,
1732, at Bridges Creek, Westmoreland
county, Va. The borne in which he
was horn burned dawn in 1T36. No
vestige remains, only a stone placed
there by George Washington Parks
Custla to mark the site of the "old
low-pitched farm house "

Free to Oar Headers
Write Kariae Bye Remedy Co., Chicago, foe
K-mau
48-eage HMiiirawu
Mnstratea **jv
Kje «JW»
Hook ».,._
Free. Write
-.
-—
ell
about rear Bye Trouble end they will adilee
aa to the Proper Application of the afertoe
I
Yoor
Bye Bemedlea In Tour special Case.
DrngSat will tell you that Hurtne Be'.leTea
„ Doean't
Store Eyea, Strengthens Week «ree.
Smart Seothee Eye Pels, and eelle for Merry It In Your Eyee and In Baby'a Eyee for
Scaly Eyellda end Granulation. Adv.
Sugar Beets can be grown successfully In Ireland recent government ex
perlments show.

For Infanta and Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT

AVefetable Preparation for As ■
similating iheFood and Regula
ling the Stomachs and Bowels of

K
.'

i

INI -ANIS •-'( HILUIUN

Promotes Digesfion,Cheerfulnessand Rest Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
NOT NAWC OTIC

In

i

¥

Use

A perfect Remedy rorConstVpatlori. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Fever i shness and Loss OF SLEEP.

For Over
Thirty Years

be Simile Signature 0/

*f HE

CENTAUR COMPANV.

NEW fOBK.

CASTORIA
Not Much Acqualn
"Your husband," sa
pathlzlngly, "was a
qualities."
"Yes," sighed the
a good man. Every
wasn't much acqualn
self. Be belonged to

\

So Paw 8ays.
1
ed With Him.
Little Lemuel—Say, paw, what us
1 the caller, syma philosopher?
ian of excellent
Paw—A philosopher, SOB, IS a
who bears with resignation the tooth*
widow, "he was ache of another man.
' :
ody sayB so. I
cd with him my- Stubborn Colds and irritates Bronchial
six lodges."
Tubes ane easily relieved by Been'e Men.
tholated Cough Drops—6c at Druggists.

IS EPILEPSY CONQUERED?
New Jersey Physician Said to Have
Many Cures to His Credit,

Ever see an officeholder with a re*
tiring disposition?

"Apples for Profit and Use'

Red Bank, N. J. (Soeclal).—Advices
Sn.lt fcKit-rarrab^aaUac. W
from every direction ully confirm previous reports that the remarkable
vjfutooiAwi'es^J^gii
unseat ii',ni"wi ■■■i •» «>■■"■'»
treatment for epilepsy being adminissupply el axjpie* la* "»• UM* U
SS7 Getllfibeie.*eet»fc !»
tered by the consulting physician of
ItWme. who bsw bats i> tin bua*.
the Kline Laboratori s, of this city, Is
•eta toi **" ]re*n—
achieving wonderful 'esults. Old and
How
to
Grow
Apples and Peaches
stubborn cases have been greatly benebeat to aaJaet, plant **A colt*.
fited snd many patter.ts claim to have —bowour
rua«nte«d true-to
', healtby and well rooted
been entirely cured.
aid Of dwarf. Tbe boo- fees our full Ho* of pew, etaal
Persons suffering from epilepsy
•Ad cnerry tress, iwberrle*,_•*»"*
barrlea,
caretnaaatil shrubs, etc. SI
should write at once to Kline Laborapggws —lUnatrated, bfgbljr Inter art—.
tories, Branch 48, Rec Bank, N. J., for tend lea your tree copy <"*«y.
a supply of the remedy, which is be- Tb BUSH B»e.Nt7*«r7C4v, Bex K, T
ing distributed grattttously.—Adr.
AGENTS—We manufacture and control the;
fastest soiling household sxttcl* ever, inventSome men are so lucky that they ed; new atocsfJnE darner; makes darning m
pleasure;
sells fn every house; n*> experience
even fall down when nobody Is around
required:
100% profit. UHSAL DAJtSFER, •
Spring1 St., WHITE PLAINS, MEW TORE.
to see.—St Joseph Gazette.

If you want a wail board that wilt give you
the best service at the lowest coat—one
that keeps the rooms warmer in winter
and cooler in summer—ask your dealer
about

BSasBBSBTBassasasasai

teed
asssssXS

Wall Board

Testa made on six high grade Wall Boards show that Certain-teed is the strongeat and that it resists dampness and water better than any other Wall Board.
It can he used In house , offices, factories, etc At each of our biff mills we nuke the folPermanent and tenipon.ry booths can be lowtnff products:
quickly and inexpensively built with CfrtatnSlate Surfaced Shingles
teed Wa& Bopn!. It c n be applied by any
Asphalt Felts
careful workman who follows directions.
Deadtnine Felt
Our Cartaiw-teed roofmaa at« known and
Tarred Fella
have made good all orer the world.
Buildin. Papara
Inaulatine Papara
For sole by deal rt everywhtrm,
WaUBoarda
at reasonable price*
PUttlc Rooflne Ciinenl

General Roofing Mfg. Company
WorWi tarffeatmanu'actartrt of Roofing
axdlluiUli g Papers

■awTartCky
Bartea
Ckkate
>&*•*■
rkaaaakaia
AUaata
CUnUal
Behet
*. Leek Oadaaall
earnCgy lgMiilll;
SuFruck. Sullla L aeoe Hl»»ar» SyeW

fCeattes
Metal Paiot.
Out-door Palnta
Refined Coal Tar
TerCoatfaa

Canada is CallingY&u
1o~She
herextends
BichWheatLands
to Americans a hearty in- j
vitation to settle on her FREE Homestead lands of 160 acres sack or secure
some of the low priced lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.
;
This year whest Is higher but CsjeseUsm land just
ss cheap, so the opportunity is mam attractive than
ever. Canada wants you to heap to feeel the world
by tilling some ol her soil—tsaet elseilar to that
which during many years has sverasjed 2a to 45
bushels of wheat to the acre. Think what you
can make with wheat arousal $1 a bushel and
land so easy to get Wonderful yields also of
Oats. Barley and Ftmx. Mixed farming
is fully as profitable an Industry ss grain
growing.
The Government this year is asking
farmers to pat tocresaeel acreage into
ajpiniiem ..in .m grain. Military service is not compulsory to Canada bttt there is a great demand for ftuin labor to ^ceiheman?
young men who have volunteered for,service. The climate to l»eslthful and
agreeable, railway faculties excellent, good schools and churches <w»verdent
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway rates to Superintendent
'Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
. H*I».S0Wl»TJTr«eMlSlr^l.Iaaeav
iMeea4
■f ^ ■>■■ *
»Vt>meH's"lr»av*fp^aeii.
4.E.UrtlCE.HW
hejaai /. K
-1. ustn.
A5SEXJll^lllUfcra.
aiaee
uJalfcllE. UN Ms laeal.
Canadian Oevemment Asenta,

DYES

HIS TRUE ANGEL

BARNEY, BILLY AND BOBS

A COTTAGE AND LOVE

By DOROTHY DOUGLAS.

By ROSE DUNDONALD.

POULTRY

By A. J. GARTH.
(Copyright, 1916, by the McClure Newspa(Copyright, 1814, by the McClure NewBpaper Syndicate.)
per Syndicate.)
(Copyright, 1914. by W. G. Chapman.)
SUITABLE HOUSE FOR DUCKS
"Poor boy! dead or alive, which?
The black pony had an inconvenEsther had always known Barney
Old Abner Dorset* sat crouched over
ient habit of suddenly pausing In Dry Floor, Well Bedded With Straw
and Billy and Bobs. She could not
the road and attempting a stolen
the embers of a dying Are in his desoremember a day when they had not
or Shavings, It Essential—Feed
forty winks. Old age and a liberal
late home.
Time was when he had
been a part of her lite, although she
and Water Outdoors.
diet did much to foster this custom.
stormed and raved whenever ha
■did not recognize them as a vital
thought or talked of his missing son.
For tbe third time that morning (Bv D O. BAHTO, University of Illinois.)
part.
Freda Mason slapped the rein* jver
He had disowned him, had almost
Much less expensive buildings will
But—the other man had come. He
cursed him. Time, however, had softbad dragged Esther from out her SPROUT OATS FOR CHICKENS the satiny flanks and scoldW tbe answer for ducks than are required
PRODUCE
HARD-SHELLED
EGG
ened the smart of a terrible disapblack pony.
for tens. The essentials are a dry
contented carefree life into a love
pointment, a severe blow to fatherly
"Nemo Mason! You are the laziest, floor, which should be kept well bedentanglement that threatened to carry Homemade Arrangement Will Prove
Strong,
Heavy
Shell
Is
Not
Nearly
So
Satisfactory
—
Feed
'
in
Small
good-for-nothing little beast! Please ded with straw or shavings, adding a
trust and affection.
her off entirely from Barney, Billy
Likely to Be Broken by Rough
Squares, Preferably at Noon.
Wilfred Dorsett, bright, handsome,
—please get along!" The last words fresh layer on top as the old litter beand Bobs as well as her every childHandling as Weak One.
twenty-two, engaged to t'na Walden,
were accompanied by a vicious little comes soiled or damp. It is not nechood associate.
You can buy readymade oat sproutthe prettiest girl in Winsted, had been,
essary to clean tbe pens until spring,
James Carter had come out to tbe ers from several makers, but a home- slap of the reins.
(By
EUGENIA
ST.
MARTIN.
Bloomingtent to the city by his father to invest
Nemo opened lazy eyes, blinked and as the droppings (lo not heat like hen
farm from the city in order that he
ton, Minn.)
made affair will serve the same pur- broke into a startled trot that car- manure. The roof must be tight, and
the earnings of years, some fifteen
The feeding of hens for the produc- might gain a certain knowledge of
pose.
For a moderate-sized flock ried the little cartN and its pretty the sides made of any sheeting mathousand dollars in bonds.
He had! tion of hard-shelled eggs, not eaBily Intensive poultry farming.
In comkissed his neighbor's daughter, gen- breakable In handling, 1B possible and ing he bad fallen a victim to Esther's have made a stand for three trays. driver through the woods and into the terial. A window 3x3 feet, made to
tle Una, good-by with all his accus- demands attention. Shells vary great- fresh charm and declared himself her Have four uprights, corners, of 112- road that ended In tbe village.
slide, and a drop door 2x3 feet for tho
Inch stuff 5? Inches high. Board up
Suddenly Nemo stopped abort betomed sincerity. He was to return in ly in strength. A strong, heavy shell slave before the entire population.
Have well-fitting fore a pair of large Iron gates. Be- ducks, with another door for the atback,
sides
and
top,
two days. On the third there came an is not nearly BO likely to be broken by
Barney was the first to congratulate door for front. On Inside of corner ( y(md ^ gat8g were tne DeautMnl ^f. tendant to enter, are all the openings
appalling telegram. It read:
necessary. The house should be 12x12
the jars, jolts and rough handling in- Esther on her engagement.
posts nail lx2-inch pieces from front i den< tjjat aurrounded tne Lennox es- feet for each flock of 30 ducks. A
"forget me. 1 have lost all the cident to ordinary shipment as a weak
"I am going to visit Jimmy's peo- to back, for trays to rest on. Put low'tate.
large
yard Is unnecessary during tho
money through gambling."
one.
ple," Esther told .Barney. "I expect to est 22 to 24 Inches from bottom, tho
| "Oh, bother!" she murmured. "I laying season, as the birds will not
From that day until this, through two
Chemical analysis shows that tho be frightfully homesick."
second
ten
Inches
above,
the
third
I wish I did not have to decide. Don exercise much. The food and water
lonely, heart-breaking years, old Abner shell of the egg is largely carbonate of
"I'd hate to think ypu wouldn't be," eight Inches above, and allow six 1 Is splendid, but I do wish that he
should be given outside the house, and
Dorsett had gone about the deserted lime, but that it also contains carbonBarney Baid frankly, "hut you may as inches 'for top tray. Make trays of | wasn't so rich—and altogether dehouse like a dazed, numbed creature ate of magnesia, mineral phosphate
the yards should be kept free from
well become accustomed to the new three-fourths to one-inch boards, with i slrable." She sighed and slapped the
unable to rally from a deadening and some organic matter. If strong
life you are about to enter. I am go- sides three inches high, or perforated, reins.
tbock.
shells are to be produced, the mineral ing to miss you ten times more be- galvanized iron for the bottoms. Use
Nemo responded soberly and reIt was Una who had won him Anally elements must not be lacking. Grains
cause I have only Billy and Bobs left a low, broad-bowled meal oil lamp on sumed bis way.
from his bitterness and despair. What- 'hat are ordinarily fed do not contain
to
chum
with."
floor
to
heat.
Temperature
should
be
|
Nemo
suddenly halted again, this
ever her sufferings, poor girl, she these mineral elements In sufficient
When, two weeks later she was com- 65 to 80 degrees. Fill trays with oats j time before the neat white gate of a
never let the world know their depths. proportions, and an additional and
A young man who was
She hid her misery with a smile. She separate supply is necessary. Fortu- fortably ensconced in the beautiful that have been well soaked in warm cottage.
felt it her duty to care for the poor nately, these mineral elements are home of her betrothed and made to water 24 hours, up to level of sides. ! trimming a rose vine above the porch,
feel
one
of
the
family,
Esther
felt
Keep
well
moistened
with
warm
wa| turned quickly and then came eagerly
old man.
available in much cheaper forms than
:
It was not often that Una attended In grains. Lime Is the, principal Ingre- for the first time that she was really ter. They should sprout In .24 hours. forward. It was Frank Deane.
engaged
to
marry
Jimmy
Carter.
The
By
filling
trays
three
days
apart
at
any usual functions. Hers had be- dient of oyster shells, which may be
| "Good morning, Freda," he greeted
come a home life, but once in a while procured for about twelve dollars a entire change of life, the dressing for first, this will allow for transferring I her, leaning into the cart to shake
dinner
and
the
servants
behind
one's
from
top
to
bottom
as
sprouts
grow.
some close girl friend would tease her ton. Iron, magnesia and often phosabout you at
six : hands. "I was thinking
u Btopped...
Into attending a party or reception. phorus in many kinds of artificial grit chair and all the formalities of a The sprouts should be four to -■- ,
/miiot ,„/„„. M(m>„ ,n
That same evening the brother of such may be procured for about the same well-regulated household brought Es- Inches high to get best results. Cut , „VM
You must thank Nemo for this
a friend became her escort to a birth- price, while these elements in grain ther to a sense of responsibility hith- out oats and sprouts in blocks of two call," said Freda with a little blush.
to three Inches square and feed preferday celebration in the next town. He would cost at least double these fig- erto unknown to her.
"He stops anywhere at the most In"Jimmy," Esther said, "I cannot mar- ably at the noon feed.
had shown marked attention to Una, ures.
opportune moment"
ry you. My soul it back in the counand she regretted it and decided this
Rone meal contains phosphorus in
"It is opportune for me. because,
would be the last time she would ac- appreciable amounts, besides lime, try. I feel like a prisoner beating the VENTILATING THE HEN ROOST Freda—" he laid his hand over her
stone walls for freedom."
company hin.
magnesia, etc., and while expensive, it
little gloved one, "I was coming
A Fine Flock of Ducklings.
He took her hand within his own Fresh Air May Be Supplied by Using
An open carriage from the livery is effective in giving the shell an evenaround to tell you something this aftSix-Inch Board, With Strips on
called for them. The driver sat muf- ness and fineness of texture which and slipped the ring from her finger.
ernoon. Let me tell you now, dear. mud by the use of cinders or litterSide, Planed Inside.
fled up on the front seat In his great adds much to its strength. It is, there- "I will have this made Into a penI've been promoted in the bank, and Feed in racks, so that tbe ducks can
coat. Una's escort carelessly regard- fore, often used as an ingredient for dant, and when you wear it just renow I can offer you something more not soil and waste the food.
Take a six;lnch board, nail a three- than bread and cheese and roses in
ed him as the sleepy-headed driver he dry mashes for laying flocks, usually member that I loved you deeply enough
About the middle of November, the
Inch strip on either side and box up a cottage! You know I've alwaya birds, are put on their laying ration,*
usually employed, and after they had in amount varying from three to five to set you free."
driven a mile or two, to the distress per cent.
He did not look into Esther's eyes, one end. Make a four-Inch hole In sid- loved you!"
which must not be changed till the
ing, near the roof, place boxed end of
of Una, made a flat proposal for her
"I know it," murmured Freda, "but, season ends. Feed night and morning
Eggs that won't break give the but turned away toward ' the curtained
window
and
stood
there
lookband In marriage.
trough
over
hole
on
the
Inside
of
build-1
Vrank.'l
am"not"su"re"'about
mythe
following mixture: Five parts of
poultrymen greater profits than eggs
"I am very sorry," she said, "but that will. Make your hen's lay the ing out over the city streets. Jimmy ingwlth vent end down, and fasten by | aej(_and_and_oh don>t ,ook tbat corn chop, five parts of bran, two
you must not speak of this again."
was not seeing anything out there.
way. It isn't the cottage and the parts of middlings, two parts of meat
nonbreakable kind.
Instead, he was looking forward to a
"There is some other?"
bread and butter—you mustn't think scraps, four parts of cut green stuff,
"There always has been!" murfew years distant when he would have
five per cent of coarse sand. Mix and
that!"
mured Una softly;" It will be alwaya GETTING MOST FROM TURKEY erased the vision of Esther from his
"How can I help thinking tbat hat moisten so the mass Is crumbly. An
life thoughts. The blankness brqught
the same."
something to do with It when 1 know addition of three or four parts ot
The driver moved, stirred with some Do Not Encourage Fowls to Come to a heavy sigh from his lips and he
boiled vegetables Is desirable if it can
—when I know that Lennox has—"
Kitchen Door for Tit Bits—Exdeep emotion, but silently drove them
closed his eyes.
"Please don't say anything about be provided. The "greenstuff" may bo
ercise Is of Importance.
He opened them because Esther had
to their destination and back home
that!" interrupted Freda sharply. "Wo rye, clover, oats, alfalfa, or whatever
again. When he took the team to the
slipped over to his side and her head
can be most easily provided. In the.
are speaking of you—"
Turkeys
should
not
be
encouraged
Details of Ventilator.
livery he handed Its proprietor a bank
drooped softly onto his shoulder. .She
"Me and my cottage," laughed winter finely cut clover or alfalfa that
to
come
about
the
kitchen
door
for
was weeping nervously and Jimmy's
note with the words:
has been scalded over night It a good
toenailing or with cleats. Thi» is for Frank bitterly.
"Thanks for catering to my fancy tit-bits. The health of this fowl re- arms swept comfortingly about her.
Nemo was surprised by a tingling substitute.
to act as a driver on a special occa- quires that It exercise. Far better
"Never mind, little girl," he said. incoming fresh air. fake a piece of
One large duck grower states: "In
galvanized iron six inches In diameter lash from tbe whip.
sion," and kept his face shaded, as have a flock of turkeys that come up "It was my own fault for being so and screw on the outside of henhouse j "Good morning, Frank," smiled exactly three weeks after beginning
only at roosting time than a flock conceited as to Imagine I could take
during his spell at the lines. this feeding, you will commence to
, ii th» Z„nerf,,T thCs over one edge of hole. Use tbe ven- Freda over her shoulder.
Mr. Dorsett and Una got up a turkey banging around the kitchen door. Feed
gather eggs." Pekln ducks are BplenZX^nXr^T-^Z tllator regulator according to outside j The next morning wher
dinner for the next day. That evening
tempertare and direction of wind. To tered the bank Frank learned that tho \ aid layers, and large flocks will averfamily, the beautiful country as well provlde for the release of impure air Lennox millions had been reduced | age 120 to 140 eggs per duck In the
Una, her father and mother and her
as Barney, Billy and Bobs." In spite use the same device, but reverse the to a few thousands, and that Don Lensister were invited guests, and it
of himself a slight spasm of pain
eheered up Mr. Dorsett to be in such
Inox would retire to a little farm beshot over Jimmy. It was difficult to
friendly company. Una looked charmyond the village and become a market HENS' DUST BATH IN WINTER
realize that Esther might some day
ing In her spotless white bib and
gardener.
belong to another man.
tucker.
In tbe afternoon came a telephone Fine Road Dust Is Essential for KeepEsther's sobs ceased suddenly and
"AH readyy she announced at last,
summons from Freda. "Come over
ing Fowls Free From Vermin Durshe looked wonderingly up at Jimmy.
and the well-browned turkey was ushat five," she said; "I have something
ing Cold Weather.
1
For the flrBt time in her life Barney,
ered into evidence. "That is strange!"
to say to you, Frank."
as a possible lover, had been suggested
spoke Una,returning to the kitchen and
His hands were full of late flowers
A box of fine road dust should be
to her. The thought sent a wave of
finding the outside door slightly open.
from his garden when he turned Into kept within easy reach of the hens
hot color over her cheeks and Jimmy
She picked up the covered dish of
the gate of the modest house where every day in the year when there is
released her from his arms.
■weet potatoes, carried it to the table
the Masons lived.
no dust in the yards for the hens to
"After all, Esther," he said as an
and sat down, feeling she had done
"A message from the cottage!" he wallow In. Of course, hens on free
added consideration, "I am going to
1
her duty and was ready for the due
said significantly as he gave the chrys- range in summer and fall will usually
IKBSSSHPIPS "'
ask you to wear this ring just until
reward.
anthemums to Freda.
flnd an unlimited supply of dust ready
you are on the train going home.
"I declare! this is simply grand and
"1 am sorry, Frank, but my answer ot hand, or at most all we need to do
Parents are bound to blame the other
neighborly"—began Mr. Dorsett, and
is not what you hope. I am fond of
'de up a p)ace tt the soil in the
tQ
• *v
fellow in a case like this and my
then he came to an abrupt pause, the
you—but not'that way. I have prom- j yard Jg hara
parents are only human.
1 would
cover to the potato dish in his hand.
Ventilator In Place.
ised to marry Don."
| Tlie duat bath is Just as essential in
rather not have them know — until
He dropped It to stare past a steamy
Bronze Turkey.
"Don t be hasty, Freda! The—the (
lD heeplng the fowls free from
application, making holes In bottom of Lennox fortune has dissolved into w1nter
you are gone. Do you mind?"
veil within the dish at a neat rubber])(,g aB ,t ,g ,n not weather. Lice thrive
regularly
twice
a
day
when
the
range
elding
with
boxed
end
of
trough
down
Esther
was
trembling
violently
and
banded package of papers.
nothingness—he is a pauper com- J an(] muttlpiy \n winter as well as in
"What's this?" he exclaimed, and ood is gone, and give all the sour Jimmy only drew%her tenderly Into and vent end up. This will ventilate pared with me—and—"
| BUmrner; „ot so rapidly, of course, yet
milk
that
can
be
spared.
See
tbat
they
without
draft.
his
arms,
so
that
he
seemed
to
be
then fell back, overcome. "Bonds!"
Fredas hand was lifted in protest fugi enough in the average poultry
"Bonds?" repeated Una, vaguely, have no lice, and that their roosts are holding her against a world of emoA strange smile curled her lips. _ ' house to make life a torture for the
rising up from her chair and hurry- free from mites. They should be shel- tions. Manlike, he smoothed back the VALUABLE
POULTRY FEED
I love him, Frank," she explained hens If nothing is done to keep the intered in an open shed, but better roost soft hair from her brow and planted
ing over to his side.
gently. "He can never be a pauper sects In check.
"Yes," uttered Mr. Dorsett, hoarsely, in the trees than in the chicken house a kiss there.
Some Fowla Become Fat on Almost with the wealth ot my love! I was,
"I would rather live in a prison all
aa though some quick suggestion unless conditions are unusually favorAny Kind of Pood, While Others
afraid to admit it before—I WBB
Will Not Fatten on Corn.
brought partial illumination to bis able and ventilation good. Turkeys my life," she said, brokenly, "than to
afraid of all that money, but now
are
very
susceptible
to
bad
air
and
live
apart
from
you."
She
looked
up
mind, "and the same bonds identically
that it has vanished I can see clearpoor
ventilation.
They
will
come
down
and
smiled
contentedly.
Corn is a valuable poultry food, and ly—tbat It is Don Lennox I love after
that I ordered two years ago and that
It is in its abuse and not its use that it all."
Wilfred—Wilfred— What does this with roup if allowed to roost over
damp droppings in a dirty house.
is
to be condemned. Some fowls bemean?"
Story With a Moral.
Do not try to fatten In confinement,
come fat on almost any kind of food,
"It means—It must mean Wilfred!"
Old-Fashloned.
Mrs.
Duck
was
waddling
along
the
At a rule, Monday is the best kilting
ventured Una, with a speedy gleam of if they are to be marketed, let them river bank one day, when she met Mrs. while others will not fatten even on
John Henry had been calling at the
eat corn with the pigs, and see that
corn.
There
seems
to
be
a
good
bit
of
Intelligence.
home
of
Myrtle
Marie for many day.
Giraffe.
Putting
her
head
on
one
aide,
• • •
humanlike nature about the makeup of months without making much head"Did you call me? interrupted a they have all they can eat for the she said:
/A great amount of water Is used to>
new voice, and there in the doorway three or four weeks Just before
"Good morning, Mrs. Giraffe, I hope the hen. H hens are made to exercise way toward matrimony, but eventually \
Thanksgiving.
A
dose
of
epsom
salts
for their grain, and are in a good lay- little Cupid chased him out of the form an egg.
stood—Wilfred Dorsett!
you are well."
• * •
The old man got up, shaking from given once a month is good for tbe
"Just as well as you are, down ing condition, there is not much dan- Da8n,ui gioom.
flock.
Give
a
teaspoonful
to
every
two
In packing dreseed poultry for shipger of their becomirik overfat. In ■ «<Dearest," suddenly remarked John
■ head to foot. Una stood staring, -palon
tha
ground,"
replied
Mrs.
Giraffe.
birds in the mash. Provide plenty of
ment, never use straw, cloth or paper.
pitating.
"Who's down on the ground," asked fact, it is rather a difficult matter to Henry one night, going over quickly
• • •
overfatten laying hens. It is when and sitting close by the side of tho
"It's all right, father," spoke the grit and charcoal and all the onions Mrs. Duck
See that the carcasses are in such
they are slack in laying and become beautiful girl. "1 Intend to Bee your
newcomer, moving to the side of Mr. available—tops and bulbs as well.
"You are," replied Mrs. Giraffe, "and
buy that the fat seems to start to father tonight and ask him tor your condition that they attract tbe eye of
Dorsett and placing a loving, gentle
you annoy me by speaking to me."
Profit In Broilers.
■TOW.
When hent become too fat hand."
the customer.
hand upon the silvered white bead.
"Never mind," answered Mrs. Duck;
Difficult
as
is
the
lesson,
It
is
nev• • •
they should be placed In a separate
"You true angel!" hurst forth the
"You make me sigh," wearily re"I may be down on the ground, but I
ertheless
true
that
profit
in
raising
yard where there is no male bird, as sponded the fair on*. "Why will you
Poor carcasses should never be sent
aetamed wanderer, and his arms were
can see the little blades of grass comto a city market; neither should they
eatended, and Una ran into them. "Ah, broilers or first-class roasters comes ing up from the ground and the little the attention of a male to an overfat insist on being so old-fashioned?"
only to him who uses pure-bred males,
hen is spt to hasten death. If tuch
you were all realy for me!"
"Old-fashioned?" wonderingly re- be packed with good ones.
broad, deep, full-breasted birds; yel- flowers as they come into bloom. bent are given only an evening feed
• • •
Tee, there, as at every meal Una
joined John. "I don't get you, dearlow in skin and legs. Tbe scraggy lit- Humph! Vou are, way up there among of wheat and nothing during the day
Remember in cold weather to Inattended to in tho lonely house, was
est."
the
trees,
with
your
long
legs
and
long
tle barnyard ben, with mongrel male
except green food and water they will
the plate aet for the missing one.
"Don't go and ask him," Imperiously crease the meat ration, ae the hent
aa tbe sire of her chicks. Is incapable neck. I can swim, too, and you cant, soon ln«e considerable of their surNext to It she had eat and there a moanswered dearest "Qo tell him."— teed It to keep up the heal for tho
of producing a chltk that will reach so there!" And with that Mrs. Duck plus fat.
tody.
ment later those two were together.
Philadelphia Telegraph.
three pounds weight long before It is walked into the water and swam away.
a- * •'
"I slipped that package into the dish
Mrs. Giraffe's head was so high It
matured, at which period of Its existCompetition of Poultry Manure.
In March the broiler market calif,
just now In the kitchen," explained
Strategy.
ence It ceases to be a broiler. It It was near theHtuib of a tree on which
According to the central experiment
"How do you feel about this politi- for one and a quarter pound bird;the returned outcast. "I drove you
the use of good breeds that gives suc- sat a little bird. *> * " V
station, Ottawa, Canada, the compoApril, one and a half pound; May, on*
over to the party last night, Una. I
•Hearing a funny little Voice Mrs. Gi- sition of the average poultry manure It cal contest?"
cess and profit.
"First rate," replied Senator Sor- and a quarter to two pounds.
beard your answer to your escort
raffe turned and saw the little bird, aa follows: Water, «« per cent; nitro• * •
ghum. "I have a great advantage."
Then I knew. I .night hope."
who said to her:
Poor Stuff Goes Begging.
gen, two to eight per cent; phosphoric
Tbe French feed considerable buck"But you haven't refuted the charges
"Your
legs
are
long,
the
duck's
are
it is a fact tbat in market plump
acid, two to flve per oant: potash, made against you."
wheat to their turkeys, believing that
A Mere er Lota Dry Remark.
chickens, neatly dressed, free rrom pin short Why worry?"
tight to nine per cent This anslysis
"There lies my advantage. I have this grain Imparts to the flesh a Ml"I've Invented a boat made entirely
Then they both li.ughed and Mr" would place the value per ton at $6 to
feathers, with unsolled skin, and with
let thorn exhaust their political argu- i-n'v. nutty flavor much liked by thilr
•f cork."
urk rtivnd after a worm and left
perfectly clean legs, will find a ready
11.60.
ments and mine aren't a bit tired."
epicures
"Who will man K?"
• plank In the iii <-r.
ale, while poor stuff goes begging.
"Ob, I w« the cork's crew."
..-•<■:■:■-'
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WEST BROOKFIELD.
extinguishment of forest fires and will
MrsC. S. Douglas of Old Orchard,
raise and appropriate money therefor.
visitedWallace Gregg of Spring
Me., has been the guest of the Charltons,
Art. 18 To see if the town will raise
ruBLlBBKP
Plenty of Business for Next Monday. and appropriate a sum of money for the Hugh Allen, this week.
this week.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Jamts A. Anderson returned this week
purchase of extending its water main
The Epworth League will go to West
AT
The warrant for the annual town meet- along the Podunk road in the eJet'viTttae from an extended trip in New York state.
Warren at 6.30 p. m., Thursday by
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes
Mrs Emory L. Perry, antertained Mr
ing on Monday, March 1, was posted on from its present terminus in said road to
special car.
Rev. Dr. Charlton will have "A Special Saturday, by constable J. Victor Guerin. the house of Pierre Loiaelle, a distance and Mrs Geo. W. Shepardson of Orange,
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
of about 1200 feet.
last week.
Communication to the Church" next It contains 24 articles as follows:
BDITOB iSD PBOFBH5TOB.
Art. 19 To see if the town will extend
Art. 1. To elect by ballot a moderatrr,
Mrs John C. Rowley, Berlin, Ct., has
Sunday morning.
the water main in East village from the been visiting her mother, Mrs Clarissa
1.00 a Year in Advance. Arthur J. Palmer of the Rice Corner to preside at said meeting.
North Brookfield railroad crossing to the Batcheiler.
Art:
2.
To
elect
all
on
one
ballot,
the
Single Copies. 3 cents.
district, died at the State Sanatorium, at
following officers: Three selectmen for house of A. H. Drake, and also along
Miss Mary McEvoy of North Brookone year: town clerk'for three years; Blaine avenue, and will receive and apAddreet »11 communications to BaooKinsLl) Rutland, Monday.
field, was the guest of Mrs Jennie A. MulTims, North Brookfield, Mass.
«
Mrs Abbie Prouty has gone to New town treasurer for one year; tax collector propriate money therefor.
Order, for Bubwription. adyertoing. or Job York to be with Mr and Mrs Cecil R. for one year; one assessor for three years;
Art. 20 To see if the town will extend len, Monday.
work and payment lor theL same, may M ™
Leonard A. Prouty, LaGrange, III.,
direct to the main office. North Brookneld or Prouty for two months.
one member of the school committee for its water main from Main street in centre
to George W. McNamara. Brookfield
Mr and Mrs Maynard Benson left oh three years; one road commissioner for village through Green street, and will spent the week end with his grandparents,
Mr and Mrs Charles R. Prouty.
Thursday for Hebron, N. H., where they three years, and one for one year; two raise and appropriate money therefor.
BROOKFIELD.
West Brookfield fire department and
will conduct a Bummer hotel.
water commissioners for three yeeaa; three
Art. 21 To Bee if the town will vote to
Mrs Emma S. Ludden, who has been overseers of the poor for one year: one extend its water main from the north end Quaboag I. O. R- M. continued play in
James Daley of Ware, called on friends
in East Orange, N. J. for the winter, member of the board of health for three thereof in High street in centre village their pitch tournament, Monday night
in town; SundayMiss Alice Barnes, teacher in Pittsfield
has-been a guest of Mr and Mrs Henry ymn; one trustee of shade tree and ceme- along said High street to Grove street,
Annual town meeting on Monday
tery fund for three years; two trustees of and down said Grove street to Green St., high school spent the week-end and holiF. Crosby, thiB week.
Polls open at 8 a. m.
The Kodak has become tbe inMr and Mrs Harry Corbin, Boston and Merrick public library for three years, and will raise and appropriate money day with her mother, Mrs Maria Barnes.
Miss Luella Brown of Palmer, passed
separable companion of almost
Mr and Mrs Harold F. Fay, South
Mrs Daniel Corbin and Miss Hattie Cor- and one for one year; three fence viewers therefor and act thereon.
the week with Mr and Mrs E. A. Colburn.
every traveller or vacationiBt,—it's
Art. 22 To see what regulations the Gardner, will occupy the house on Church
bin of East Brookfield, were the guests of for one year; one auditor for one year;
ball the pleasure.
H. G. Tierney of Spencer, visited John Mr and Mrs Edgar N. Green, for Wash- onetreelwarden for one year and seven town will make for the custody, manage- St., which is owned by A. N. W. Smith,
:J. Mulvey, of Over-the-River district, ington's birthday.
constables for one year; and pn the same ment and sale of land purchased by tbe Gardner.
No matter what you want in
ballot to vote "Yes" or "No" in answer town for taxes and not redeemed.
the Kodak line, we have it. Let
] Sunday.
Harold Risley, with his family, MenThe ladies of the Evangelical church
us prove that our finishing departArt- 23 To see if the town will vote to don, spent the week-end and holiday
Miss Helen Burgess, of Springfield, vis- will hold an Easter sale in town hall on to the following question: "Shall Chapter
ment is prompt and careful—our
807
of
the
acts
of
1913,
being
an
act
to
discontinue
so
much
of
that
road
which
ited her parents on Lincoln street, last Wednesday evening, April 7; a food sale
with his parents, Mr and Mrs Charles
provide for compensating laborers, work- lies in the town of Brookfield and leads
prices moderate.
Saturday.
in south hall of the town house, Saturday
Risley, Long Hill.
men
and
mechanics
for
injuries
sustained
from the road near the Capen place, so
Kodaks-Se.00 and up
Miss Felt A. Fletcher spent the holi- afternoon, March 6.
Earl W. Livermore, firrt class firemen
in
public
employment,
and
to
exempt
called, to the Sturbridge line, by what on the V. S. scout cruiser Chester, spent
Brownles-Sl to $12
day as guest of Miss Josephine Holcomb
Members of the First Parish Sunday from legal liability counties and mnniciwas formerly called the John Allen farm.
at Worcester.
Sunday with his parents Mr and Mrs
school entertained guests from the Con- pal corporations which pay such com.Art. 24 To see what action the town
Joseph J. Daley of Worcester, spent gregational and Methodist schools in the
pensation be accepted by the inhabitants will take to raise and appropriate the Levi W. Livermore.
the holiday with his parents, Mr and Mrs social room, Saturday night. Supper was
Mr and Mrs Napoleon Lucius arc enof this fown.
sum of il50, for the George Washington
served and games played.
j Matthew IJaley.
Art. 3 To vote by ballot "Yes" or Memorial building at Washington, D. C. tertaining their son Edward and family
Brookfield, - Mass.
Misses Ruth Vizard and Leona HitchThe Ladies aid society of the MetbodiBt "No" in answer to the question: " Shall
The polls will be open at 8 o'clock in of New York. Mr Edward Lucius is a
| cock spent Sunday and Monday at their church will hold a food, apron and rum- licenses be granted in this town for the the forenoon, and may be closed at 4 substitute letter carrier at Tompkins stamage sale in the south hall of the town sale of intoxicating liquors?"
tion, New York.
.
homes in Charlton.
o'clock in the afternoon.
The town and village improvement club
J^A. 4 To elect by nomination in said
Miss Marion Gregson of Billerica, vis- house, Friday March 12, in charge of Mrs
Signed,
went to Ware, Thursday night as guests
ited at the home of her parents, on Kim- E. C. Charlton, assisted by mejibers of meeting the following officers for one
WABJMH E. TABBSLL,
of the Ware Masonic club. Dr. Clemyear:—Sextons, cemetery committees for
the society.
WAI.TIB B, MBLLEN,
ball street, this week.
ent E. Bill and Otto B. Olmstead were
Guests at the home of Mr and Mrs D. Brookfield, East Brookfield and Podunk,
ABTIIUK W. MITCHBLL.
Everett S. Irwin of Worcester, visited
the committee of arrangements.
Selectmen of the Town of Brookfield.
at the home of his parents on Prouty St., A. Eaton for the week-end were Miss measures of wood, bark and lumber, a
OF
Panline Eaton, a student at Dr. Bargent's pound keeper and field drivers.
Rev. Raymond M. Adams, rector of
the first of the week.
Art. 5 To hear and act upon the reChrist Memorial church, North Brook,
The Water Question.
Miss Hattie Bemis of Brockton, was a school, Cambridge, and Mr and Mrs Edward Bennett and daughter, Eleanor, all ports of the several boards of town offifield, conducted the first of the Episcopal
week-end guest of Mr and Mrs Oscar
cers and committees for the past year.
of Cambridge.
Residents on Green, Grove and High services to be held during the Usnten seaBemis on Central street.
Art. 6 To see what sums of money the streets are making a determined effort to son in G. A. R. hall, Tuesday evening.
On Tuesday, the selectmen appointed
Miss Stella Morriseette of Worcester,
town wit> vote to raise and appropriate
«eorge H. Allen, Pleasant street, was
was at the home of Mr and Mrs Edward these election officers for town meeting : for-<%» fallowing purposes:—General gov- interest the voters in articles 20 and 21 of
Warden, Henry W. Irwin; clerk, Edile
the Warrant for town'meeting, to see if presented an Oxford teacher's Bible by
B. Phetteplace, Monday.
ernnTent,
selectmen,
treasurer,
tax
colH. Clark; tellers, Frederick F. F. Franthe town will appropriate monef lor the the Methodist Sunday school of which
The regular meeting of the V. I- 8, will qner,'George W. McNamara, Martin J. lector, assessors, town clerk, auditor, extension of the water main along those
he has been superintendent 25 years. Mr
be held in banquet hall, Tuesday after- Donahue, Francis H. Drake, Frank E. elections and registration, printing town
A Postal card will bring them for
streets. This extension will require the Allen retired this year, his place being
noon, March 2, at 8.30 o'clock.
your inspection. ' .
•
■
reports,
town
hall
and
contingent
exHolden, Hubert K. Stoddard, Clarence
installation of 1300 feet of 6 inch main, taken by Bowman S. Beeman.
The
Mr and Mrs. W. A. Gilbert of Spring- Clough and James Daley; polk* officers, penses; Highway department, highways, and members of the water board, who
presentation was made by Rev. Arthur
general repairs, bridges, snow removal, have looked the proposed route over, estifield, have been guests, this week, of Mr James W. Bowler and George Bolac.
sidewalks, center village, sicewalks, East mate that the job will cost about (1,000, W. L. Nelson.
and Mrs Frederick Farrell.
The King Philip club at a meeting reBROOKFIELD, MASS.
aRev. John H. Hoffman gave a fine
Mr and Mrs Glover S. Fletcher South- cently re-elected these officers for the en- village; street lighting, tree warden; Ed- which will be recommended as an approstereopticon lecture on "The World
bridge, were holiday guests at the home suing year:—Pres., Henry W. Irwiti; ucation, public library and reading room, priation. A paper giving assurance that
shrines," Sunday night in the chapel of
military
aid,
soldiers'
relief,
Memorial
of Mrs Eliza Johnson on River St.
faucets will lie installed immediately after
vice-president, James W. Bowler; secreday, care of common, public charity, the extension is completed, has been the Congregational church, at the meet^
Mr and Mrs Charles JohnBon of Wor- tary, Carlton 0. Dean; treasurer, Edile
cemeteries, interest on notes, abatement signed by 15 property owners, so that an ing of the Y. P. S. C. E. and showed
cester were the guests of Mr and Mrs H. Clark; board of directors, Henry W.
about 70 slides. Miss Helen Shackley
Irwin, James W. Bowler and Edward R. of taxes; Protection of persons and prop- income of #90 is thus guaranteed. This had charge of the meeting and the topic
Horace W. May, over the holiday.
erty,
fire
department,
forest
fires,
conGeorge M. Bemis, superintendent of Burgees. One new member was admitted stables services, care of lock-ups, court fact will be brought to the attention of was "Favoritechapters of the Bible."
the Revere schools, and wife, were guestg and three applications for membership fees, sealing weights and measures, in- the voters by those who are desirous of
Miss Margaret Amidon Blair, of Brookhaving the extension. In past years the
PULL LINE OF
of Mr and Mrs Oscar Bemis, the first of were received.
formerly of West Brookfield, and
sect extermination; Health and sanita- cftizens have favored extending the mains line,
n
The Gerald homestead, corner Main
the week.
tion, salaries and wages, inspection of hi sections where an income of 6 per Rollin C. Dean, New York, were married
Mr and Mrs Frederick Morrill and son and Prouty Ste., has been sold to Mrs cattle and barns, inspection of meat; cenHn the actual cost was assured. As Saturday night at the home of tht: bride<*
John of Natick were guests of Mr and Hattie (Gerald) Young of Upton. The For a reserve .fund to provide for extraor- the estimated income for the proposed parents in, Brookhne. «-£«-*£
200 Pieces Enamelled Ware Mrs Benjamin a»8S|j(>iJ%^a8lungton's house is of colonial design, with barn dinary and unforseen expenses; for the
Garritt of A'lston, formerly of West
extension is well above that figure the
and an acre of land. It is assessed for
at 10 cents a piece while they birthday.
^.s*J<^ jflL*
unpaid bills of last year in the depart- proniotera^^^^^iejiitizena will not Brookfield was, the bride's maid of honor.
$1,760. Mr and Mrs Young and children
Mr and Mrs John (i. Shackley, and Miss
Miss Flossie Mulvey of the^tonson
ment of public charity.
last.
. , •
hesitate flPWtMk^""1 aake'1
will take up their residence there someArt 7 To see in what manner the Since the^allation oi TOe water system Helen Shackley and Leon Thompson,
hospital is at the home of her parents in
time in March and Miss Hattie L. Gerald
town will vote to collect its taxes for the residents of this section have waited pa- were among those present at the wedding.
Over-the-River district, for a two weeks'
will make her home with them.
Ice hockey teams of Ware and West
ensuing year.
vacation.
tiently for town water, which they conBeside the license question, there will
Art. 8 To see if the town will vote to sider a necewity and the,' believe that the Brookfield met for a game on Snake pond
Roy L, Moulton of Worcester, and
be at the coming town meeting, a con- authorize its collector of taxM
proposition offered will lie favored by the, Saturday afternoon. After an exciting
Charles H. Moulton of East Walpole,
test for road commissioner between means of collecting taxes w
■rs and their patience at last reward- j game, West Brookfield won with a score
spent the holiday at thehome of Mr and
David Hunter, who is now filling the va- treasurer may use when appo
A year ago they relinquished a fight i0f 3 to 0. Two stops by Adams, goal,
Mrs Irving Breed.
cancy, and Felix O. Rose; for water com- lector of taxes.
mr the extension when informed that the | and the work of J. Howe were features.
Mr and Mrs Edwin R. Ham and chil- missioner the contestants are Warren E.
Art. 9 To see what compensation the system could not supply any additional j The line-up was: West Brookfield-J.
dren of Worcester, spent the week-end Tarbell, who has had 5 years service on
town will allow its fire engineers and'fire- water takers, but since then the auxiliary I Howe, 1. w.; J. Brady, t. w.; R. Olmwith Mr and Mre Victor J. Fortier of the board, Lucius E. Estey and Richard
men the ensuing year.
system has been in operation, and there is |[stead, t.; F. Daley, c. p.; J. Fitzgerald,
Rice Corner district.
Fi'nney.
Tarbell should surely be reDonahue Block
Art. 10 To see if the town will pro- supply for all. The estimated coBt of; p.; W. Skifflngton, c; A. Adams, g
Thomas E. Walker of George E. Keith elected, and the contest for second place vide a suitable place for the accommo6EHTRAL STREET,
■
BROOKFIELD shoe company, of Brockton is spending a
01,000, also includes the installation of Ware—E. Fitzgerald, t. w.; P. Brady, 1.
will be a Bharp one between Estey and dation of sick arid aged people travelling
w.; Lacrosse t.; Welch, c. p.; Quirk, p.;
three hydrants.
week's vacation at the home of his mother Finney.
through the town.
Macay, c.; Shinko, g.
BROOKFIELD.
Mrs Mary Walker.
Edward E. Hall returned to his home
Art. 11 To see if the town will appoint
At the Grange meeting in G. A. R. hall
Charles A. Sweet, who was nominated
The annual town meeting dinner will in the Over-the-River district, Feb. 14, an agent or agents to defend any and all
on Wednesday evening a debate was held
The Kampfire Girls have voted to hold
be served aa usual by the Woman's Al- after an absence of two weeks during suits which-may be brought against the atrthe Republican caucus as a candidate -,
a masquerade party in the vestry of the
for re-election to the board of Overseers on the question, "Resolved that an old
liance of the First Palish church in ban- which time he visited his old home, Meno, town the ensuing year, and to bring suit
Methodist church on the night of March
of the Poor, on Friday afternoon filed his maid is of greater value '"^■lm'aun'ty
quet hall, Monday noon.
Major County, Oklahoma, and while if necessary.
9. Each person attending must act the
withdrawal as a candidate for the office than an old bachelor.'^ Ajfl^|gye, Mra
Art. 12 To see if the town will authorMiss Charlotte M. Daley a teacher in there disposed of a 240-acre farm, which
part of the character represented.
with town clerk Robert G. Livermore, [ Mary Holmes, FralU1||M^P*at,vt'the Plimpton school at Walpole, spent he had owned for more than 30 years. ize the treasurer, with the approval of „nd as a result, the hot fight anticipated | Mrs Mary Clark and "IBRwfe. * tol'Patrick Barnes, an inmate at the town
the holiday recess at the home of her Mr Hall was born in Wales, Mass., and the selectmen, to borrow money in an- bv the voters in the contest for three ic for discussion was ' With, beefsteak
farm, had the big toe of his right foot
when 19 years old went west and secured ticipation of the revenue for the current Overseers faded away, for the Republican from 30 to 50cte. a pound, isn t it time
parents on West Main street.
crushed last Thursday when a log, which
Miss Fannie M. Conrad of Revere, for- a 160-acre homestead frpm the federal financial year.
committee on Saturday night voted to to begin raising more beef m Massachuhe was attempting to place on a wagon,
government. Later he bought 80 acres
Art. 13 To see if the town will vote to
fell and struck the toe. The injury was merly principal of the Blanchard school, of an adjoining farm and for 27 years authorize the treasurer, with the ap- indorse Charles T.Gunn as a candidate setts." The discussion was opened by
was a guest of Mr and Mrs Irving Breed,
to fill the vacancy. Mr Gunn had been Marshall C. Gilbert.
treated by Dr. Mary H. Sherman.
lived on'and conducted tbe homestead, proval of the selectmen, to borrow money
on High street, this week.
The Farmers' club met for an all day
nominated at the Citizens caucus and
To settle all arguments in regard to
in 1911 brought MB family east and on and after Jan. 1, 1910, in anticipaMiss Margreta Hastings, principal of settled in Brookfield. They are occupythe committee's indorsement of hisD can session at G. A. R. hall, Wednesday.
modem dancing, Raymond Clough of
tion of revenue of the financial year, be- tne cominitwe a IHUUIOGM,™* "- "* *"— sestiiuu ni, v*. «.. «• ..«.., ..^————.,East Brookfield has challenged Earl Mor- Shirley high school, passed her three ing the Brock place, Over-the-River dis- ginning Jan. 1, 1916, any debt or debts didacy means that there is no contest for , Dinner was served by Mr and Mrs W.
places on the board arid the three can- j g Patrick and Mr and Mrs B. S. Beegan of Palmer to a contest to determine days of vacation at the home of her par- trict.
incurred under authority of such vote to
didates, Charles Gunn, Henry Green and mftn- ^n essay was presented in the
The Woman's Alliance of First Parish
the amateur championship of the towns ents in Over-the-River district.
be paid from the revenue of the financial
William Richardson are assured of elec-1 morning by Miss Amstis B. Spencer of
Ralph Mitchell a student at Springfield church was entertained at the home of year beginning Jan. 1, 1918.
between Worcesterand-Springfield.
No
tion. Waiter J. Dubois, who was nomi- Hadlyme, Conn., on a trip to Egypt and
restrictions will be placed on either con- training school, and George Mitchell of Mrs Robert G. Livermore, on Tuesday
Art.
14
To
determine
the
way
and
nated as a candidate for constable also p^eatine. The afternoon discussion was
testant as to whom they have for partners Warren, were guests of Sir and Mrs afternoon. The hostesses were Mra Davmanner
in
which
the
town
will
care
for
refused to take the chance of being elected 0n Seeding down and improving grassid Pellett and Mrs Louis H. R. Gass. At
and a neutral judge will be secured to Edwin H. Eaton the first of the week.
its poor and indigent persons.
to the force and on Friday filed a with- lan(ji upland and lowland. The musical
settle the contest, in the event that satisQuaboag Valley Social club will con- the conclusion of the business meeting
Art. 15 To see if the town will repair drawal with town clerk Livermore. The tiD^ literary entertainment consisted of a
iactory arrangements can be made, The duct a social dance in West Brookfield Mrs E. Harris Howiand of Spencer read
a paper on "California" and Mrs Gates,
Quaboag Valley Social club, who are town hall, Wednesday evening, March director of the Alliance at Weetboro, ad- its engine house in the centre village and committee indorsed William Roach to fill pian0 trj0 by Mrs William Dillaber, Mrs
.managing a social dance in West Brook- 17, with music by Plant's orchestra of dressed the members on Alliance work- will raise and appropriate a sum of money the vacancy and as he had previously j^y perry gnd Miss Louise Spencer of
filed nomination papers as a candidate j vVarren; a violin duet by Misses CharMrs McLaurin sang Good-bye, Sweetest therefor.
field town hall, March 17, have notified Spencer.
,
Story ever told; and Wiegeniied. Plans
Art. 16 To see if the town will provide and the remaining 6 candidates had been j,,^ E1(ler an(j jrmg Leach accompanied
Mr Clough that they are willing to have
The Barnes farm on the old West were completed for the annual town meetthe contest take place at that affair. Be- Brookfield road has been sold to G. Clin- ing dinner to be conducted by tbe Alli- additional exits from the gallery of the nominated at both caucuses the commit- fay yjgj Mabel Underwood, of Warren; a
sides tieing considered the champion of ton Hasen." It consists of a 12-room ance in banquet hall neat Monday at town bouse and will raise and appropri- te's action results in a harmonious fight vocai juet by Mrs Dillaber of Warren,
for constable jobs. For the first time .in and jjiss Ruby Schott of West Warren,
modern dancers in the towns between house, barn, and 120 acres of land, as- noon. Tea was eerved to the members ate money therefor.
vears there are but 7 candidates for the 7 and a reading by Mrs Grace Woodward,
Springfield and Worcester, the winner sessed at $3fi00. He will take possession by Mrs Gass and Mrs Pellett; Mrs George
Art, 17 To see if the town will purWarren.
L.
Bichnell
and
Mrs
Henry
X.
King
• will be awarded a silver cup by the Qua- April 1. Mr Hazen also owns 80 acres of
chase apparatus and implements for the places on the force.
poured.
land
adjoining
this
farm.
boag. Valley Social club.
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING.

BROOKF1ELD

SAYS SUFFRAGE WILL MCBFJ3E NATIVE VOTERS
Mrs. Forbes-Robertson Hale Claims ForeignBorn Men Exceed Women
Boston—"When the opponents of equal suffrage say that the
granting of equal suffrage In this State will Increase the foreign
vote they are considering the foreign-born and not the native-born
women by Incontrovertible statistics issued by the national government we know that there are more native-born women In Massachusetts than native-born men. In the whole of the United States there
are more foreign-born men than women. As a matter of fact, nationwide or State-wide equal suffrage increases the\ native-born, literate
vote."
"^
These declarations were made by Mrs. Beatrice Forbes-Robertson
Hale, at a meeting of the equal franchise committee at the Algonquin
Club.
"If this fall," continued Mrs. Hale, "Massachusetts does not come
Into the ranks of the suffrage States, at the present rate of increase
of two States a year for equal suffrage, Massachusetts may be hailed
In at the tall of the procession when the federal amendment to the
Constitution is secured. One would grieve that Massachusetts, the
home of culture and a leader of reform, should come to that. When
24 States say have the power to vote In national elections It will become politically expedient for whatever party desires to be In power
to grant the Federal amendment."
"This Is no time to appeal to sentiment or chivalry. The equal
suffrage Issue should be brought before the voters as 'man to man.*
I believe that equal suffrage has a very good chance to win In this
State this auiumn, but theories and facts concerning suffrage and not
prophecies should be placed before the voters."
Mrs. Hale declared that the women should not weedle, plead or
use any other Indirect methods to secure the vote, but to go to the
voters in a direct way. She cited instances of the methods of indirect action used In India, asserting that indirect action Is always
used by subject people. She declared that "antls" preferred to call
the women's movement feminism because it suggested to them free
love or some other improper thing, she said.
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SENATE PASSES MI SINKS ANOTHER AMERICAN VESSEL
WOMEN DEFEAT
THE ARMY BILL VON IDENBURG MS 100,000 RUSSIANS MAYORJARRISON
SEIZES VAST QUANTITY OF WAR MUNITIONS Chicago's Executive, Five Times-'
Not a Dissenting Vote Against
:o:

Appropriation

Russian Military Authorities Admit That One Corps Was Cut to Pieces
DEBATE ON FORTIFICATIONS
But Assert That the Main Force Extricated Itself
House

Finally

Puts

Through

Before Senate.

SULLIVAN'S

MAN

WINNER

the

Measure Carrying $6,000,000—Post
Office Appropriation Measure

Elected, Loses to Sweitzer

INVESTIGATE LOSS OF CARIB AND EVELYN

Women Go to Polls In Great Numbers,
and the Republican Ones Nearly
Elect Olson Over Thompson

—Vote Comparatively Light.
(London.—The sinking of the AmeriLondon.—An official statement isWashington—Without a dissenting can cotton ship Carib, bound for Brem- sued by the German General Staff anChicago.—After serving five terms
en, in German waters, .presumably by nounces that the German victory in
vote, the Senate has passed the army a German mine, announcement of East Prussia was of even greater mag- as Mayor, Carter H. Harrison met hisappropriation bill, carrying approxi- which is made in a Berlin dispatch; nitude than the earlier reports had In- Waterloo In the Democratic primaries
Robert M. Sweitzer,
mately 5103,000,000, while the House1 the destruction of a Norwegian vessel dicated. The complete rout of the for Mayor.
County Clerk, with a good record, was
aided in clearing up legislation for' off Dover, probably by a submarine; Russians with the capture of more
a submarine attack on the Boulogne- than 100,000 men, Including seven the man put up by Roger q. Sullivan
the session nearlng a close by pass- Folkestone passenger boat carrying Generals, and a huge quantity of war to retire the Harrison dynasty. Sweiting the $6,000,000 fortifications bill.
ninety-two persons, including some munitions and artillery it now claim- zer made his campaign on the Issue
"do something."
The only debate on the army bill neutrals; the sinking of a British ed.
He said Mayor Harrison had been
The-Russlan version of the East
related to action of the Senate com- transport steamer, and the closing of
part of the North Channel, between (Prussian situation was given in a dis- promising for the twelve years he was
mittee In striking out of the House Scotland and Ireland, by the Admir- patch to Petrograd from the Grand in office to "do something," but had
bill a provision which would prohibit alty, are the latest events in the situa- Duke Nicholas, the Russian comman- never done anything. He appealed to
the use of stop-watches and other so-1 tion arising from the German sub- der-in-chlef. He admits that his troops the people to help him end the reputacalled scientific shop management marine warfare on mercantile ship- were forced from East Prussia, but tion of Chicago as a hold-up centre..
says that the greater part of the Ma- He promised to run every thief out of
methods in government plants, and ping.
zurlan Lakes army escaped intact. Chicago.
deny appropriations for payment of SEVEN SHIPS HIT SINCE FEB. 18. One army corps held the German
In the Republican camp Judge Harbonuses to employees.
>
flanking movement in check during ry Olson has been beaten by William
Senators Hughes, Martine and oth- Three of the Victims Were Outside the retreat The Russians are now H. Thompson. The women voted
of Now German "War Zone."
resuming the offensive on a line just largely for Olson. The advent of woers urged restoration of the provision,
London.—Seven mercantile vessels inside the frontier in northern Poland. men in politics does not seem to have
while Senator Root, declaring the!
The official German statement is as changed the old order of things. They
committee should be sustained, made! have been damaged or sunk by Gerare divided as their husbands and broan appeal for the rewarding of ara-i man submarines or by mines since follows:
The pursuit, after the winter bat- thers are. Judge Olson received more
bition. The committee was sustained. the beginning of the German "blockade" on February 18, but only four tle in the Mazurian district, has come women's votes than Thompson beAll Day Discussion In House.
cause he established the Morals Court,
An all-day discussion of the na- were in the new "war zone." Four to an end. During the clearing opera- the Boys' Court and other progressive
tional defense marked the passage of the victims were neutral ships, two tions to the northwest of Grodno and courts.
in the battles reported during the last
of the fortification bill in the House. were British and one French.
Democratic women polled more
Their names, nationality and place few days in the Bobr and Navew disRepresentative K-uerley of Kentucky,
trict one commanding general and four votes than the Republican or ProgresBoston—The Commission on EconAlthough the department of animal In charge of the measure, declared where they met disaster follow:
Belgrade, Norwegian, off Dover, other generals and approximately 40,- sive women.
omy and Efficiency has compiled with industry was notified Oct. 21 that it there was no danger of American forThe vote of the Republican women000 men have been taken prisoners
the request of the Legislature that it was possible that infected animals tifications being destroyed by a hos- England, damaged by submarine.
Dinorah, French, off Dieppe, France, up to the present. Seventy-five can- nearly elected Olson over Thompson
submit a copy of the report to the had been shipped to Brighton stock tile fleet; that the fleet of an enemy
non and some machine guns, the ac- after the latter had received a 10,000
damaged by submarine.
governor and council upon which Gov
yards from1 Buffalo, N. Y., the com- would not seek to reduce fortresses
Cambank, British, 50 miles west of tual number of which has not yet been plurality over Olson from the votes
ernor Walsh removed Fred F. Walker
If
it
had
control
of
the
sea,
and
would
missioner, according to the report,
ascertained, and much other war ma- of the men. The Republican women
Liverpool, sunk by submarine.
as commissioner of animal Industry.
gave approximately 33,000 to Olson to
did not quarantine the Brighton yards not waste ammunition shooting from
•
Evelyn, American, off Borkum Isl- terial have been captured.
The information contained In the
a
range
of
21,000
yards.
26,000 for Thompson. Olson had exuntil Nov. 5. If a quarantine had
The
total
booty
taken
in
the
winter
and,
Germany,
sunk
by
mine.
report was summarised by the govMr. Sherley admitted that there
been established Oct. 21, the commisRegin, Norwegian, off Dover, Eng- 'battle in the Mazurian district as a pected a clean sweep of the women's
ernor in bis statement to Walker at
sion believes it probable that Massa- might be danger of bombardment of land, sunk by submarine.
result of these additions has been in- votes.
the time of the removal and was
The Democratic women led the Rechusetts would have been saved a some cities, but insisted that the cost
Carib, American, sunk by mine off creased to date to seven generals,
partially reviewed In the accounts of
of fortifying all coast cities would
great expense.
more than 100,000 men, upward of 150 publican women by about 30,000 votes,
German coast.
the hearing before the joint rules
be too tremendous to consider. Reprecannon and quantities of other materi- giving Sweitzer a considerable pluThe report says Walker proceeded sentative Mann asked why Great
committee on the order calling for
rality over Harrison. They followed;
In violation of the law to enter into Britain and the Allies, having control HALT CROSS-CHANNEL TRAFFIC. al of all descriptions, the amount of the vote of the men in this respect
the information.
which
cannot
yet
be
approximately
esLondon.—With
the
stoppage
of
all
an
agreement
-with
the
federal
auThe report relates entirely to the
The vote of the Democratic women,
of the sea. did not bombard German cross-Channel traffic and the suspen- timated.
action of Walker in his nght to wipe thorities to create a board of apprais- fortifications.
The Tenth Russian Army, under was approximately 66,000 for Sweitzer,
sion of the services to Flushing, Great
out the foot and mouth disease In ers, composed of one federal and one
to 36,000 for Harrison.
Better to Bottle'Up Fleet.
Britain was virtually cut oft from the Gen. Baron Sievers, is considered as
this State. The Commission on Econ- State appraiser, "whose plan of work
The vote nearly equals the highest
"It is a good deal better for them
omy and Efficiency says Walker was was based upon Mr. Walker's instruc- to undertake to bottle up Germany's rest of Europe. This is the salient having been destroyed.
The Russian statement explains that cast by women in any regular election!
handicapped by the fact he is not tions and advice." Neither of the fleet," replied Mr. Sherley, "and con- development of the German naval poland
exceeds •*.-« »••♦ t-ft fall in the
a veterinarian, and expresses the appraisers is a veterinarian, the re- trol avenues of trade than to risk go- icy, the torpedoing of two merchant- the Grand Duke was aware on Febru- State and county elections.
ary
4
that
the
Germans
in
East
Prutf
men
affording
earnest
that
the
Geropinion that the plans he adopted In port says.
Of the 218,000 wom«n registered! ■
ing up against the German fleet and
sia had been heavily reinforced, /but
the foot adn mouth campaign were
In view of the fact that the data fortifications and with almost certain* man threats are to be followed by exe- could not aid his troops there because 156,000 voted.
cution.
"neither comprehensively nor intel- furnished to the department of ani- ty that they would be unable to «ub»
attacked were of a lack of railways ,and bad marchThe' merchantmen
ligently thought out."
mal Industries by the appraisers is due them from the sea. In the DarSTAND BY WILSON—TAFT.
ing conditions. A retirement was or"At the outset," says the report, Incomplete, the commission is of the danelles it Is different. They are the Norwegian owned tank steamship
dered, but the Germans pressed the Former President Says Nation Facet
'the commission contends that the opinion that In case of later disputes there undertaking to attack those Belridge, New Orleans for Amsterdam,
pursuit so hard that the whole RusCrisis Because of War.
disease should never have been al- the State would not have the neces- forts to get to a given place, but their with a cargo of oil, and the French sian army was on the verge of being
steamer Dinorah, Havre for Dunkirk.
Morristown, N. J.—In an address belowed to spread over this State, and sary information upon which to de- success remains to be seen."
wiped out when one corps turned heroOn
official
statement
issued
by
the
fore the Washington Association or
Commissioner Walker was at fault in termine the value of animals killed
Representative Butler of Pennsylically and held the enemy at bay.
New Jersey ex-President Taft reitersot taking sufficient precautions in or the length of time they were own- vania insisted that American trading Admiralty says the Belridge was
The rest of the force under Baron ated more strongly than ever that the
struck
by
a
torpedo
fired
by
a
German
time."
ed In the State.
ships should stay away from the submarine near Folkestone: Pieces Sievers, numbering about 120,000 men,
entire country should stand by Presl
"death zone" and that even the de- of the torpedo have been found on the got safely to their defensive positions,
dent Wilson In his policy toward the
struction of such vessels should not ship. The Belridge was beached at but the gallant 40,000 were annihilatLABOR MEN PROTEST
TAX SYSTEM ROTTEN-COLE 'be permitted to involve the nation in Walmer with her forepeak awash. Af- ed, only scattered parties returning to European war and the warring nations
The United States, he declared, is
war.
ter her crew of nineteen bad been the Russian lines. The Grand Duke threatened with a serious invasion of
till Relative to Employment of Wo- "Boom Boston" Chairman Also Says
Other Appropriations.
landed she was floated and arrange- asserts that the Germans suffered its rights as a neutral by the belligermen and Children.
Railroads Ruin Business.
The House appropriations commit- ments were made for her to proceed great losses throughout the action.
ents, and in preserving its commerce
tee completed the general deficiency to Thames Haven convoyed by a tug.
Boston—No proponent appeared bewith those nations is face to face with
Boston—"The tax system of Mas- bill, the last of all the annual supply
The Dinorah was torpedoed off INVESTIGATE LOSS OF EVELYN. a crisis. In that crisis, should It arise,
fore the labor law committee for the
sachusetts is the rotteneet in the measures of Congress. The estimate Dieppe by the German submarine U-16
bill to allow the labor commissioner
Washington.—U. S. Naval Attache said Mr. Taft, no jingo spirit should
world, and the railroad and transpor- covered in the bill aggregated *9,000,- but was towed into port before she
Gherardi at Berlin has been instruct- prevail; neither pride nor monetary
to suspend the lawe relative to the
tation facilities are ruining business 0*0, from which considerable cut was could sink.
ed by Secretary Daniels to make a passion shouU' influence the country'!
employment of women and children
by wholesale," said John N. Cole, made.
The 'cross-Channel services from thorough investigation of the loss of judgment.
on war time or emergency orders.
chairman of the Boom Boston ComFollowing
disposition
of
the
army
Irish
to
British
ports
are
taking
no
"We must abide," lie said, "by th*
the American cotton-carrying ship
The labor men present all entered
mission at the dinner of the Middle- bill the Senate began consideration notice of the German blockade.
Evelyn, which struck a mine in the judgment of those to whom we have
vigorous protest
sex Eastern District Medical Associ- of the poatofflce appropriation measAs
yet,
no
retaliatory
measures
North Sea and sank.
entrusted the authority, and when the
The labor men also supported a ation.
ure carrying $317,946,869.
against the German submarine and
No trouble between the German and President shall act, we must stand by
bill to reduce to 48 hours a week the
"For the past thirty years," he conmine
blockade
have
been
announced.
him to the end. In this determination
American
government
is
expected
in
hours of labor for women and chiltinued, "the debt of Massachusetts
AMERICAN SHIP SUNK.
The British Foreign Office issued Washington over the case of the we may be sure that all will join, no
dren and to prohibit manufacturhas Increased so that it now amounts
two replies to notes of the United Evelyn, as she was not in the new matter what their previous views, no
ers from requiring overtime work to
to $138,000,000, which is five times the The Carib, Cotton Laden, for Bremen, States Government. One was concern- "war zone" recently proclaimed by matter what their European origin.
make up for holidays.
per capita amount for any other State
Goes Down.
ing the use of the American flag by Germany and she was not sunk by a All will forget their differences In selfThe state labor board supported a and twice as large as that of the next
British vessels; the other related to submarine, but as the result of an ac- sacrificing loyalty to our common flag
bill to provide that women and chil- in debt. New York. This condition is
Berlin via London—The American the Wilhelmina, which recently put cident.
and our common country."
dren shall not be forced to work more entirely due to waste.
steamer Carib has gone to the bottom In at Falmouth with a cargo of food
William L. Harriss, head of theHarthan six consecutive hours without
fThere to talk at present of pass- off the German coast in the North consigned by a St. Louis commission rlss-Irby Cotton Co. of New York, GEN. OTIS'S SON-IN-LAW HELD.
a meal interval, and to include sten- ing a constitutional amendment which Sea as a result of running on a mine. firm to its own agent, an American, at
owner of the Evelyn, which was carographers in mercantile and manufac- will change the tax system. I think
At the time of this disaster to the Hamburg, to be sold only to the civil rying cotton to Bremen, says his firm Indlctsd With Fivs Others for Plot
turing establishments under the pres- we should go farther than that, that Carib the vessel was not using the population of Germany.
to Invade Mexico.
will make no protest to the State Deent laws regarding the employment is, we should adopt the single tax route laid down in the German marine
Sir Edward Grey, the British For- partment, as the loss was due to a
Los Angeles.—Harry Chandler, sonof women. A. S. Plnkerton for the method.
eign Secretary, announced in the note war risk. Incidentally, the Evelyn Is in-law of Gen. Harrison Grey Otis,
Instructions.
Massachusetts Textile Association,
about the Wilhelmina that her cargo the first loss to be sustained by the owner of the Times, was indicted on
"The railroad and other transportasaid manufacturers could not stand tion facilities in and about Boston are
New York—The Carib had a crew had been held for a prize court He TJ. S. Bureau of War Risk Insurance, a charge of conspiracy to violate the
the strain and were leaving the state such that the textile industry of this of thirty men and was in command intimated that Great Britain might de- which has already earned $600,000 in neutrality of the United States In reon account-of the strict labor laws.
cruiting soldiers to invade Lower CaliState lost *100,000,000 last year. As of Capt. E. L. Cole, whose home Is clare as contraband all foodstuffs premiums.
No one appeared before the com- this has been the ease with many In Maine. She had 4600 bales of cot- bound for Germany,
fornia Mexican territorymittee on taxation to object to any other businesses, think of what fine ton aboard.
While justifying Lusitanla's flying
Five other men were indicted on the
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniHHuing
of the measures scheduled to be railroad conditions we have.
of
the
Stars
and
Stripes,
it
is
announsame
charge by the Federal Grand
At the offices of the Clyde line here
heard. George H. Jackson and John
ced
in
the
second
note
that
there
is
Jury.
They are Baltazar Avlles, ex"It is time for this State to stop it was said that nothing had been
PITH
OF
THE
S. Codman, the latter representing talking about what it has done for heard from the Carib since she steam- no intention of advising ships to run
Governor of Lower California; B. J.
the Massachusetts Single Tax League, business in the past and how it was ed from Charleston for Bremen on up foreign colors as a general pracViljoen, ex-Boer army commander;
WAR NEWS I Walter
were the only speakers in behalf of the center of education and culture Jan. 27.
tice.
Bowker, general manager of
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinl
their petitions for the abolition of and do something to hold onto the
the California-Mexico Land and Cattle
WOMEN
FIGHT
FOR
FOOD.
Ths ■ British' freight transport ship Company's ranch on the border;
the poll tax. Mr. Codman claimed Industry. We must stop telling how
Portland, Me.—Edgar L. Cole, the
Copenhagen.—Turbulent scenes took
that this tax was a hardship on the £au>Revere took a ride and look at commander of the steamer Carib,
Branksoms Chine was hit by a tor- Charles Guzman, a real estate agent;
class of people who have to consider how the boot and shoe industry and which has been sunk in German wat- place in the Berlin markets. Crowds
pedo or struck a mine off the Sussex Geroslmo Sandoval of San Diego and
carefully the expenditure of a nickel, the cotton business has dwindled ers, is a resident of Harrington, of waiting would-be purchasers found,
coast, in the English Channel. Ths Francisco Ayon. All but Guzman are
ten minutes after the opening, that
percent of the whole tax itself.
crew was saved, leaving the vessel out In $2,600 ball each.
away from this state."
Washington county. He has not been
potatoes were unobtainable. The franRepresentatives of the temperance
In a sinking condition, with the capAgents of the Department of Justice
home for over fifteen years. He Is
tic and famished women, who formed
tain still aboard.
end liquor interests had their first COMMITTEE CLEARS
said that In return for the work of the
GERRY about 50 years of age.
a
majority
of
the
crowd,
simply
clearlegislative clash of the year before
In the western theatre, the Germans alleged armed expedition certain catBROWN.
ed the stocks from the stalls without
the committee on election laws at a
report substantial gains all along tle companies were to be allowed to
ATTACKS PA88ENGER BOAT.
payment, seizing other articles of
bearing relative to a bill to provide
ths line from Belgium to the Vosges, bring cattle in 'and out of the Mexican
Boston—E Gerry Brown, the for
food that were exposed as well as
while Paris declares the enemy has territory without payment of export or
that the license vote shall be taken mer state supervisor of loan agenParis—A German submarine, which potatoes.
been repulsed at every point.
Import duties.
•t the state election annually. At cies, who was railroaded out of hli
A German submarine attacked the
present it is taken at the city and office by the 1914 executive council for a few days had been lying in the
English
channel
In
wait
for
steam
DIRECTED AGAINST TWO ALLIE8.
WAR RISK PROFITS VANI8H.
Boulogne-Folkestone passenger boat,
town elections. A bill to provide for in the last week of its existence, ii
on which ware a number of neutrals,
this was reported by the committee given a clean bill of health by the packets plying between France and
England,
Monday
night
fired
a
torGerman
Press
Compliments
Governths vessel escaping the torpedo by Bureau Announces Loss on Evelyn
on election laws of last year's Legis- joint rules committee in a report
pedo
at the steamer Victoria,
ment for Blockade Note.
Was $401,000.
• margin of thirty yards.
lature, but was killed in the House.
which has been prepared.
while
she
was
on
the
voyage
from
Amsterdam,—The
German
newspaWashington.—The War Risk InsurThs
British Admiralty announced the
Edward H. Plnkham, representing
The report recites that on the evi- Boulogne to Folkstone with a number pers continue to' applaud the Governclosing to all navigation of ths ance Bureau let it be known that the
the Massachusetts Liquor
League, dence presented before that bod;
passengers, including some Amer- ment for the tone of its reply to the
North Channal between Scotland total Insurance issued by the, Governsaid the bill would take the saloon there was nothing which In any waj of
icans.
United States. The Vossischs Zeltung
and Ireland, with ths exception of ment on ths freight steamer Evelyn,
out of politics and result in a larger reflected on the honesty or the gen
The
captain
of
the
Victoria,
howwhich
often
reflects
the
views
of
the
a strip from six to sight miles wide. which was sunk in the North Sea
rote generally on the liquor question. era! probity of Mr. Brown.
ever, saw the characteristic wake Government, says:
Ths Allies continue their advances amounts to $101,000.
Mrs. Eva White presented to the
made
by
the
torpedo
and
slowed
"The
new
German
measures
at
sea
The profits of the bureau to date
in Champagne, on ths heights of the
. public health committee a bill to proHard Command to Obey.
down his vessel The torpedo passed are directed against two of the allies
Msuse, In ths Argonns and In Al- exceed the loss on the Evelyn by
■ vide that any boy subject to the JurisIrate Sergeant (to unhappy recruit,
sace, ths official communiques stat- nearly $200,000. This does not take
diction of the Juvenile court found in who won't "cut it short")—Silence harmlessly about 100 feet In front of of Great Britain. One is the Ameriher.
can traffic in arms and the other is
ing that their progress has been ma- into account the loss of the Carib,
possession of a cigarette may be sum- wid yon!—whin you're spakin' to a
starvation."
which was also covered by insurance.
terial at all points.
moned to the court and reprimanded. a'omeer!—London Opinion.
o

REPORT ALLEGES DATA IS INCOMPLETE

Economy Board Claims Walker Violated
Law and Delayed Action

"1 seed Jim Asberry loafln' round MEAT CLOGS KIDNEYS
chief-maker. Ostensibly, the truce still riner outen the country with tar an' Jest beyond ther ridge, as I rid over
THEN YOUR BACK HURTS
abouto" and "over yon." From forefeathers
oa
him.
Furthermore,
I'm
In
held, but at no time since it* signing
noon until after midnight, Bhuffle, Jig had matters been so freighted wltlTtbe favor of cleanin' out the Hollmans. I hyar," volunteered the man who had
brought
the
message.
and fiddling would hold high, if rough,
Take a Glass of Salts to Flush Kidmenace of a gathering storm. The was Jest a-sayln' ter Bill—"
"Go slow now, Samson. Don't be no
carnival. But, while the younger folk
"Never mind iwhat ye war Jest
nays If Bladder Bothers Yewattitude of each factiop was that of
blame fool." dissuaded Wile McCager.
abandoned themselves to these divera-sayln',"
Interrupted
the
boy,
flushing
Drink Lota of Watar.
several men standing quiet with guns
"Hlxon's
plumb
fuU
of
them
Hollmans.
sions, the grayer heads would gather trained on one another's breastB. Each redly to bis cheekbones, but conan'
they're
likely
ter
be
full
of
llcker—
In more serious conclave. Jesse Purvy
No man or woman who eats mes*
hesitated to fire, knowing that to pull trolling his voice. "Ye've done said
had once more beaten back death, and the trigger meant to die himself, yet enough a'ready. Ye're a right old man, hits Saturday. Hit's apt ter be shore regularly can make a mistake by tsx*
death
fer
ye
ter
try
ter
ride
through
his mind had probably been devising, fearing that another trigger might at Caleb, an' I reckon thet gives ye some
ing the kidneys occasionally, says •
during those bed-ridden days and any moment be drawn. Purvy dared license ter shoot off yore face, but ef Main street—ef ye gits thet far. Ye well-known authority. Meat forms
dassent
do
hit."
nights, plans of reprisal. According not have Samson shot out of hand, be- any of them no-'count, shlfless boys of
urio add which excites ths kMsvws,
"I dast do anything!" asserted the they become overworked from tBs>
to current report, Purvy had an- cause he feared that the Souths would yores wants ter back up what ye says,
nounced that his would-be assassin claim his life In return, yet he feared I'm ready ter go out thar an' make 'em boy, with a flash of sudden anger. strain, set sluggish and fall to :
dwelt on Misery, and was "marked to let Samson live. On the other hand. eat hit I hain't a-goln' ter answer no "Some liar 'lowed awhile ago thet I the wast* and poisons from the I
was a coward. All right mebby I be.
down." So, there were obvious exi- If Purvy fell, no South could balance more questions."
then we set sick. Nearly *"
With Illustrations
gencies which the Souths must pre- his death, except Splcer or Samson.
There was a commotion of argu- Uno* Wile, keep the boys hyar toll y* inatism, headaches, liver trouble, ■»»
hears
from
mo—an'
keep
'em
sober.
from Photographs of Scenes
pare to meet In particular, the clan Any situation that might put condi- ment, until "Black Dave" Jasper, a satvousness, dizziness, sleeplessness aad
must thrash out to definite under- tions to a moment of issue would urnine giant, whose hair was no black- He turned and made his way to tie irinary disorders coma from I
in the Play
fence
where
his
mule
stood
hitched.
standing the demoralizing report that
prove that the truce was being er than his expression, rose, and a
When Samson crossed the ridge and kidneys.
, Samson South, their logical leader, either
The moment yon feel a dull i
observed, or open the war—and yet semblance of quiet greeted him as he entered the Hollman country. Jim Asmeant to abandon them, at a crisis each faction was guarding against such spoke.
the kidney* or your back harts or It
(Carrislu. ««. hrw- J-"•» * «=*>
berry,
watching
from
a
hilltop
point
of
when war-clouds were thickening.
"Mebby, Samson, j»e've got a right
the urine U cloudy, offsnetv*. fan s*
an event as too fraught with danger.
*
8YNOPSIS.
The painter had finally resolved to One thing was certain. By persuasion ter take the studs this a-way, an' ter vantage, rose and mounted the horse sediment. Irregular of passage or ■»
cut the Gordlan knot, and leave the or force, Lescott must leave, and Sam- refuse ter answer our questions, but that stood hitched behind a nearby tended by a sensation of scalding stop
.On H^.«»*Jffi.»B&,."S£
screen of rhododendron bushes and eating meat and get about fonr ounces
«eorge Lescott, "-"""Vrvfng him, goes mountains. He had trained on Sam- son must show himself to be the youth we've got a right ter say who kin stay
conBclous. ana. arter reviY'"*L d ot th8 son to the last piece all his artillery of
young cedars. Sometimes, he rode Just
*or assistance. Splcer South heaa oi in.
be had been thought, or the confessed in this hyar country. Ef ye 'lows ter one bend of the road In Samson's rear. of Jad Salts from any pharmacy; tajta
■family, tells Samson South and **£>,££. argument The case was now submit- and repudiated renegade. Those ques- quit us, I reckon we kin quit you—
a tablespoonful In a glass of wets*
Jesse Purvy has been shot and M" ?>"?£ ted with the suggestion that the boy
Sometimes, he took short cuts, and
isi suspectea
suspected «'
of ««>
the crime.
crime, Bajn*
tions, today must answer. It was a and, if we quits ye, ye hain't nothln watched his enemy pass. But always before breakfast and in a few day*
denies It. The shooting of Jesee Purvy take three months to consider, and difficult situation, and promised an more ter us then no other boy thet's
your kidneys will act fin*. This fabreaks the truce In the HoUman-Bouto
he held him under a vigilant eye.
ifsud. Samson reproves Tamarack Splcer that, if he decided affirmatively, ne eventful
entertainment Whatever gettln' too big ifer his breeches. This Finally, he reached a wayside store mous salts la made from the sell of
m an
should
notify
Lescott
in
advance
of
his
for telling Sally that Jim H°" n wh„
conclusion was reached as to the art- furrlner Is a visitor here today, an" where a local telephone gave communi- grapes and lemon juice, combine*
hunting with bloodhounds the man^
wno
Bhot Purvy. The bloodhounds lose the coming. He proposed sending Samson ist's future, he was, until the verdict we don't 'low ter hurt him—but he's cation with HoUman's Mammoth De- with lithia, and has been used far
trail at Splcer South's door. Lescott aw
generations to flush and stimulate I
came In, a vlBltor, and, unless liquor got ter go. We dont want him round
covers artistic ability in Samson. While
store.
kidneys, also to neutralise tna
Inflamed some reckless trouble-hunter, hyar no longer." He turned to Les- partment
sketching with Lescott on the mountain.
"Jedge," he Informed, "Samson
•Tamarack discovers Samson to » J8™!™;
cott.
"We're
a-gtvin'
ye
fair
warnln'.
In urine so It no longer causes '
that fact would not be forgotten. Poscrowd of mountaineers. Samson thfa»ne9
South's done left the party et ther
stranger.
Ye
hain't
our
breed.
Atter
tion, thus ending bladder ^
sibly, ,it was as well that Tamarack
trim and denounces him as the ™™
mllL an' he'B a-ridln' towards town.
Buster" who shot Purvy. Lescott tries to
this,
ye
stays
on
Misery
at
yore
own
Jad Salts is Inexpensive and I
Splcer had not arrived.
persuade Samson to go to New York wltn
I git him?"
Injure; makes a delightful ettsrveeSim and develop his talent. Sally, loyal
Lescott himself realized the situa- risk—an' hit's a-goln* ter be plumb Shall
"Is
he
comin'
by
hlsself?"
Inquired
ibut hearrsroken, furthers Lescott s efcent llthla-water drink which everyone
tion In part, as he stood at the door of risky. That thar's final."
*orts.
"This man,",blazed the boy, before the storekeeper.
should take now and then to keep I"
the house watching the scene Inside.
"Yes."
kidneys clean and active and th* 1"
There was, of course, no round danc- Lescott could speak, "1B a-vlsltln' me
CHAPTER VI—Continued.
"Well,
Jest
let
him
come
on.
We
pure, thereby avoiding serious
ing—only the Bhuffle and jig—with an' Unc' Splcer. When ye wants him can tend ter him hyar, ef necessary.
champions contending for the honor ye kin come up thar an' git him. Every So Jim withheld his hand, and merely complications.—Adv.
"Thar's a-goln' ter be a dancln'
damned
man
of
ye
kin
come
I
hain't
of their sections.
party over ter Wile McCager's mill
shadowed, sending bulletins, from time
A self-made man Is always
In the group about the door, Lescott a-sayln' how many of ye'll go back.
come Saturday," he insinuatingly sug_
fled with Ms architect—Boston Trampassed a youth with tow-white hair He was 'lowln' that he'd leave hyar ter- to Ittime.
gested. "I reckon ye'll go over thar
was
about
three
o'clock
when
Samand very pink cheeks. The boy was morrer moraln', but atter thls^m son started. It was near six when he script
■with me, won't ye, Sally?"
the earliest to succumb to the tempta- a-tellln' ye he hain't a-goln' ter do hit reached the ribbon of road that loops
He waited for her usual delighted
Falmouth Is probably the oldest
tion of the moonshine jug, a tempta- He's a-goln' ter stay es long es he down Into town over the mountain.
assent, but Sally only told him absenttion which would later claim others. likes, an' nobody hain't a-goin' ter run His mule was In a lather ot sweat He In England, it was used by the
ly and without enthusiasm that she
He was reeling crazlly, and his albino him off." Samson took his stand be- knew that he was being spied upon, nlcians at least 2,500 years ago.
would "study about It," At laBt, howeyes were now red and inflamed.
-' fore the painter, and swept the group and that word of MB coming was travever, her restraint broke, and, looking
Up to Mother.
"Thet's ther damned furrlner thet's with his eyes. "An" what's more," ne eling ahead of Mm. What he did dot
sap, she abruptly demanded:
The mother of tolrteen-year-ol*
done turned SamBon inter a gal," pro- added, "I'll tell ye another thing. I know was whether or not it suited
"Air ye a-goin' away, Samson?"
Page has a gift for rhyming and a,
hadn't plumb made up my mind ter
claimed the youth, in a thick voice.
"Who's been a-talkln' ter ye?" deJesse Purvy's purpose that he should
The painter paused, and looked leave the mountings, but ye've done slide from his mule, dead, before he generous nature. The other day Pal*
manded the boy, angrily.
returned from school with th* anback. The boy was reaching under his settled hit fer me. I'm a-goin'."
For a moment, the girl sat silent.
There was a low murmur of anger, turned homeward. II Tamarack had nouncement that each member of h«r
coat with hands that had becoma
Finally, she spoke In a grave voice:
been
seized
as
a
declaration
of
war,
and a voice cried out from the rear:
class was expected to turn In a post*
clumsy and unresponsive.
"Hit hain't nothln' ter git mad about,
"Let him go. We hain't got no use the cMef South would certainly not on a certain given subject on th* mor"Let me git at him," he shouted,
Samson, The artist man 'lowed as how
be allowed to return. If the arrest had
with a wild whoop and a dash toward ter damn cowards."
ye had a right ter go down thar, an
he might row.
"Well, that's a very nlc* subject,
"Whoever said thet's a liar!" shout- not been for feud reasons,
the painter.
eB on wh1
git an eddication." She made a weary
escape.
That
was
the
«»
«
^ replied Page's mother.
Lescott said nothing, but Sally had ed the boy. Lescott, standing at his would be answered with Us 1|
gesture toward the great beyond.
life or
"Yes, but, mother," the little gin
side,
felt
that
the
situation
was
more
heard, and stepped swiftly between.
"He hadn't ought to of told ye,
"You've got ter git past me fust. than parlous. But, before the storm "The "Jallhouse" was a small build- asked, with Innocent assurance, "what
iSallv. If I'd been plumb sartin In my
Buddy," she said, quietly. "I reckon could break, some one rushed In, and ing of homemade brick, squatting at are you going to say about KT"
mind, I'd a-told ye myself—not but
ye'd better run on home, an' git yore whispered to Wile McCager a message the rear of the courthouse yard. As
-what I knows," he hastily amended,
that caused him to ralBe both hands
Remark Hard to Explain.
mammy ter put ye ter bed."
•"thet he meant hit friendly."
above his head, and thunder for at- Samson drew near, he saw that some
Everyone had gathered In the draw
"Air ye a-goin'?"
ten or twelve men, armed with rifles,
tention.
Ing room after dinner, and all w*r*
CHAPTER VII.
"I'm studyln' about hit."
"Men," he roared, "listen ter me! separated from groups and disposed feeling contented with themselves aa
He awaited objection, but none
themselves
behind
the
tree
trunks
and
Several soberer men closed around This here hain't no time fer squabwell as at peace with the outsld*
came. Then, with a piquing of 1
the stone coping of the welL None of
the boy, and after disarming him, led blln' amongst ourselves. We're all them spoke, and Samson pretended world, when It was suggested as a pea-masculine vanity, he demanded:
Souths.
Tamarack
South
has
done
him away grumbling and muttering,
"Hain't ye a-keerin', Sally, whether
that he had not seen them. He rode time that every lady should state th*
while Wile McCager made apologies to gone ter Hlxon, an' got Inter trouble his mule at a walk, knowing that he gift she moBt coveted, and the pones
» goes, or net?"
He's
locked
up
In
the
Jallhouse."
slon of which she would most pria*.
the guest.
The girl grew rigid. Her fingers on
"We're all hyar," screamed old Ca- was rifle-covered from a half-dozen With prompt acquiescence each ^ella•
"Jimmy's Jest a peevish child," he
she crumbling plank of the stile's top
leb's high, broken voice. "Let's go an' windows. At the hitching rack direct- tered her choice. Mrs. Wellman wl*h*a
explained.
"A
drop
or
two
of
llcker
(tightened and gripped hard. Her face
ly beneath the county building, he
for the most exquisite Jevfals extant.
rdid not betray her, nor her voice, "I Reckon Hlfs A-goln' Ter Jest About makes him skittish. I hopes ye'll look take him out"
Samson's anger had died. He turned, flung his reins over a post, and, swing- Mrs. King desired to be the b**tKill
Me."
over
hit."
■though she had to gulp down a rising
ing
Ms
rifle
at
Ms
side,
passed
cauJimmy's outbreak was Interesting to and held a whispered conversation
Sump in her throat before she could
tiously along the brick walk to too dressed woman in society, Mrs. Draj^
a small library of carefully picked Lescott chiefly as an Indication of with McCager, and, at Its end, the host jail The men behind the trees edged ton preferred to own the handsome**'
sanswer calmly.
turnouts, while Mrs. Smith craved
"I think ye had ought to go, 8am- books, which the mountaineer eagerly what might follow. Unwilling to In- of the day announced briefly:
"Samson's got sOmethin' ter say ter around their covers as he went, keep- popularity. Roblnaon, springing from
troduce discord by his presence, and
agreed to devour In the interval.
ing themselves protected, as squlrre B
tson."
•
ye.
So
long
as
he's
wlllln'
ter
stand
his chair, exclaimed: "Heavens! don't
Lescott consented, however, to re- Involve Samnon In quarrels on hlB acThe boy was astonished. He had
by us, I reckon we're wlllln' ter listen creep around a trunk when a hunter is any of you care for beauty?" Bom* of
tavoided the subject for fear of her op- main over Saturday, and go to the count, he suggested riding back to
lurking below. Samson halted at tne
ter
Henry
South's
boy."
Misery,
but
the
boy's
face
clouded
at
them still think It was IntentionaL
dance, since he was curioUB to observe
tposition—and tears.
"I hain't got no use for Tam'rack jail wall, and called the prisoners
what pressure was brought to bear on the suggestion.
Then, slowly, she went on:
name. A tousled head and surly face
Splcer,"
said
the
boy,
succinctly,
"but
"Ef
they
kaln't
be
civil
ter
my
"There hain't nothln' in these here the boy, and to have himself a final
No Task for Tyro*.
appeared at the barred window, J»nd
Shllls ter ye, Samson. Down thar, ye'll word of argument after kinsmen had friends," he said, shortly, "they've got I don't low ter let him lay in no jall- the boy went over and held converse
One of the men at the front hasjold
house,
unlessen
he's
got
a
right
ter
be
ter
account
ter
me.
You
stay
right
isee lots of things thet's new—an' civil- spoken.
us how he tried to milk a cow—withfrom the outside.
Saturday morning came after a night hyar, and I'll stay clost to you. I done thar. What's he charged with?" .
ttzed an' beautiful! Ye'll see lots of
"How in hell did ye git into town? out the expected result This Is not
But no one knew that A man supi gals thet kin read an' write, gals of torrential rain, which had left the come hyar today ter tell "em that they
an easy task for an unpractlced hand.
posedly close to the Hollmans, but In demanded the prisoner.
•dressed up in all kinds of fancy Ax- mountains steaming under a reek of mustn't meddle In my business."
"I rid In," was the Bhort reply- Leslie Stephen was once on a lon«
reality
an
informer
for
the
Souths,
had
A short while later, Wile McCager
tin's." Her glib words ran out and fog and pitching clouds.
tramp In Switzerland, accompanied
"How'd ye git in the jallhouse?"
But, as the morning wore on, the Invited Samson to come out to the seen him led Into the jallyard by a
,ended in a sort of inward g&Bp.
by his friend. Doctor Morgan. Thay
The captive was shamefaced.
posse
of
a
half-dozen
men,
and
had
mill,
and
the
boy
nodded
to
Lescott
Compliment came hardly and awk- sun fought its way to view in a scrap
-I got a leetle too much llcker, an I missed their way and found themseen
the
Iron-barred
doors
CIOBO
on
an
Invitation
to
accompany
him.
wardly to Samson's lips. He reached of overhead blue. From log cabins
waB Bhootln' out the lights last night selves, parched and hungry, far from
The mill, dating back to pioneer him. That was all, except that the
and plank houses up and down Misery
■tfor the girl's hand, and whispered :•
any dwelling place. At length th*y
he confessed.
"I reckon I won't, see no gals thet's and its tributaries, men and women be- days, sat by its race with its shaft now Hollman forces were gathering In
"What business did ye have hyar In came across a cow, from whom th*y
«ts purty as you be, Safiy. I reekon ye gan their heglra toward the mllL Les- idle. It looked to LeBcott, as he ap- Hlxon, and, if the Souths went there
determined to extract some noitrlataHlxon?" •
,„
Snows, whether I goes or stays, we're cott rode In the wake of Samson, who proached, like a scrap of landscape en masse, a pitched battle must be the
ment, but after trying their best for aa
"I Jest slipped in ter see a gal.
had Sally on a pillow at his back. They torn from some medieval picture, and Inevitable result. The first step was
«a-goin' ter git married."
Samson leaned closer, and lowered hour, each holding on to her horns la
She drew her hand away, and came before noon to the mouth of Dry- the men about Its door seemed mediehis voice.
• , ,.,.„, turn, they had to abandon all hopes
flaugbed. a little bitterly. In the last hole creek, and the house of Wile Mc- val, too; bearded and gaunt, hard"Does they know thet ye shot them of milk. This, remarks Doctor Morthewed
and
sullen.
iday, she had ceased to be a child, and Cager. Already, the picket fence was
gan, Is "one of the very few occasions
shoots at JeBse Purvy?"
All of them who stood waiting were
! become a woman with all the soul-ach- lined with tethered horses and mules.
on which I ever saw Stephen fairly
Tamarack turned pale.
From the Interior of the house came men of middle age, or beyond. A numing possibilities of a woman'B intui"No," he stammered, "they believe thwarted."
ber
were
gray-haired,
but
they
were
all
the
sounds
of
fiddling,
though
these
tions.
"Samson," she said, "I hain't askin strains of "Turkey in the Straw" were of cadet branches. Many of them, like
^al^'uughed. Hewasthtoking
THE DOCTOR'S WIFE
iye ter make me no promises. When only by way of prelude. Lescott felt, Wile McCager himself, did not bear
of the rifles trained on him from a
Agrees With Him About Food.
jye sees them other gals—gals thet kin though he could not say Just what con- the name of South, and-Samson was
dozen Invisible reBts. '
o-ead an' write—I reckon mebby ye'll crete thing told him, that under the the eldest son of the eldest Bon.
"How long air they a-goln' ter keep
A trained nurse says: "In the prac"Samson," began old Wile McCager,
rthink diff'rant. I can't hardly spell shallow note of merry-making brooded
ve hyar?" he demanded.
tice of my profession I have found ao
clearing'
his
throat
and
taking
up
his
the major theme of a troublesome
tout printtn' in the fust reader.'
"I kin git out tomorrer ef I pays Use many points In favor of Grape-Nuta
Her lover's voice was scornful of the problem. The seriousness was below duty as spokesman, "we're all your
fine. Hit's ten dollara."
food that I unhesitatingly recommend
imagined dangers, as a recruit may be the surface, but Insistently depressing. kinfolks here, an' we aimed ter ask ye
"And' ef yo don't pay the finer
It to all my patients.
lot the battle terrors—before he has He saw, too, that he himself was mixed about this here report thet yer 'lowln'
"Hit's
a
dollar
a
day."
"It 1* delicate and pleasing to tha
Keen under fire. He slipped his arm up with it in a fashion, which might ter leave the mountings?"
"I reckon ye dont 'low ter pay hit palate (an essential In food for th*
"What of hit?" countered the boy.
♦about her and drew her over to him.
become dangerous. When a few jugs
Bick)
and can be adapted to all ages,
"Hit looks mighty like the war's
d
"Honey." he said, "ye needn't fret of white liquor had been emptied.
°"iy'lowed mebby ye mout pay Mt fer being softened with milk or cream tor
'-about thet. Beadln' an' writln' can't
While the young persons danced a-goln' ter be on ag'ln pretty soon. Air
me, Sameon.
babies or the aged when defldeney of
jmake no difference fer a woman. and "sparked" within, and the more ye a-goln' ter quit, or air ye a-goin' ter
"Ye done lowed plumb wrong. I teeth rendera mastication lmposslM*.
i Hit's mighty important fer a man, but truculent lads escaped to the road to stick? Thet's what We wants ter
come hyar ter see ef ye needed help, For fever patients or those on liquid
pass the Jug, and forecast with youth- know."
you're a gal."
bThit 'pears ter me they're lettln' ye diet I find Grape-Nuts and albumen
"I didn't make this here truce, an' I
You're a-goin" |er think dlfTrent at- ful war-fever "cleanin* out the Hollwater very nourishing and refresbln*:.
hain't a-goln' ter bust hit," said the
;er
awhile,"
she
insisted.
"When
ye
mans,"
the
elders
were
deep
In
ways
ft.
°flHea8turned on Ms heel, and went
"This recipe is my own Idea and to
(goes, I hain't a-goln' ter be expectin' and means. If the truce could be pre- boy, quietly. "When the war com- Thle Hain't No Time for Squabblin' back to his mule. The men behind the
Amongst
Ourselves."
made a* follows: Soak a teaspoonsul
But"—the served for Its unexpired period of mences, I'll be hyar. Bf I hain't hyar
lye ter come back
trees began circling again. Samson
of
Grape-Nuts In a glass of water for
'resolution in her voice for a moment three years. It was, of course, best. In in the meantime, hit hain't nobody's to gain accurate Information and an minted and, with his chin well up.
quavered as she added—"but God that event, crops could be cultivated, business. I hain't accountable ter no answer to one vital question. Was Sottod back along the main street It an hour, strain and serve with th*
iknows I'm a-goin' ter, be hopin'l"
and lives saved. But, If Jesse Purvy man but pap, an'T reckon, whar he is, Tamarack held as a feud victim, or was over. The question was answered. beaten white of an egg and a spoonful
"Sally!" The "boy rose, and paced chose to regard his shooting as a he knows whether I'm a-goln' ter keep was his arrest legitimate? How to The Hollmans regarded the truce as of fruit Juice for flavouring. This affords a great deal of nourishment that
(up and down in the road. "Air ye breach of terms, and struck, he would my word.
There was a moment's silence, then learn that was the problem. To send still effective. The fact that they were even the weakest Btomach can asslmlkoin' ter be ag'inst me, too? Don't ye strike hard, and, in that event, best
a
body
of
men
was
to
Invite
bloodshed.
permitting
him
to
ride
out
alive
was
lat* without any distress.
kee that I wants ter have a cbanst? defense lay in striking first. Samson Wile McCager put another question:
"Ef ye're plumb sot on gettln' larnln' TO send a single Inquirer was to de- a wordless assurance of that. Inci"My husband is a physician and h*
Can't ye trust me? I'm Jest a-tryln' would Boon be twenty-one. That he
dentally,
he
stood
vindicated
In
the
liver
him
over
to
the
enemy.
uses Grape-Nuts himself and orders It
jto amount to something, I'm plumb would take his place as bead of the why don't ye git hit right hyar In these
"Air you men willin' ter take mv eyeB of MB own people.'
many times for Ms patients.
jtired of bein' ornery an' no 'count."
clan had until now never been ques- mountings ?"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
word about Tamarack?" Inquired SamSamson laughed derisively.
"Personally I regard a dish of Grap*.
She nodded.
tioned—and he was talking of deser"Who'll I git hit from?" he causti- son. There was a clamorous assent,
"I've done told ye," she said, wearily, tion. For that, a plnk-sklnned forNuts with fresh or stewed fruit aa th*
Hadn't Looked for That
and
the
boy
turned
to
Lescott
rthet I thinks ye ought ter do hit"
eigner, who wore a woman's bow of cally inquired. "Ef the mountain won't
"When we bought dear little Bobby ideal breakfast for anyone—wsll or
"I wants ye ter take Sally home with
ribbon at his collar, was to blame. come ter Mohamet, Mohamet's got ter ye. Ye'd better start right away, afore the electric flashlight he had been sick."
.
1
In stomach trouble, nervous prostraLescott and Samson discussed the The question of loyalty must be square- go ter the mountain, I reckon."
begging tor so long," says a mother,
Caleb Wiley rose unsteadily. to his she beers any of this talk. Hit would "we never anticipated that the first tion, etc., a 10-day trial of Grape-Nuts
(matter frequently, At times the bov ly put up to Samson, and it must be
fret her. Tell her I've had ter go 'cross
'was obstinate in his determination to done today. His answer must be defi- feet, MB shaggy beard trembling with ther country a piece, ter see a sick time we had company he would hold will usually work wonder* toward
iremain; at other times he gave way nite and unequivocal. As a guest «f wrath and hie voice quavering with man. Don't tell her whar I'm a-goin." It up to the guest's ear and say: 'Oh, nourishing and rebuilding and In tMs
|to the yearnings tor change and oppor- Spicer South, Lescott was entitled, to senile indignation.
I Just want to see If your ear la way end th* trouble. Name given by
"Hev ye done got too damned good He turned to the others. "I reckon
that, consideration which Is accorded
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mleh.
tunity.
fer yore kinfolks, Samson South?" he I've got yore promise thet Mr. Lescott clean r "
ambassadors.
Look In pkga. for the famous llttla
The dance on Saturday was to oe
Siln't a-goln' ter be bothered afore I
None the less, the vital affair of ths shrilly demanded. "Hev ye done been
Riches From Gift Bestowed.
isomething more portentous than a
book, "The Road to WeUvWa.'*
ts
back?"
w
follerln'
atter
this
here
puny
witchWhen you gl™ » *y happiness you
Itnere frolic. It would be a clan gath- clan could not be balked by consideraEver reed tfceisfcove "J««jf» AJ£Z
Wile McCager promptly gave the asapse*** tr»m thsj £ «•»•■ **2
all do time gits richer an' richer is It o.e
E-'ng to wnieh the Couth adherents tion for a stranger, who, in the opin- doctor twell ye can't keep a civil surance. ■ra acMlas, tiw. •»« »»U ef hasBaa)
tongue 1E >'BT head fer yore elders?
ion
of
|he
majority,
should
be
driven
Atlanta Constitution,
ild come riding up and down MisInterest.
"I gives ye my hand on hit"
from
the
country
as
an
insidious
mis-1
I'm
In
favor
ot
runnin'
this
here
furaid Us tributaries from "nigh

The Call of the
I Gumberlands
By CMs Mia Buck

Call at 46 Summer Street
Grange Prospects.
The Senior class of the High school
Her Friend.
To see the Latest Models of
are making a strong bid for popular pat"So tfcpy r.-ere married the first time
On
Tuesday,
March
'•.,
a
goodly
numshe met him, eh?" "Yes, but how did
ronage at their play on the evening of
MAILS DUE TO ABEIVB.
you know?" "I just reasoned that he
Wednesday, March 17th. Tickets, 35 ber from the Grange will t,"> to Oakharu,
A.M. 6.45- East and West.
to
assist
New
Braintroe
in
the
"Good
of
could not have taken a second look."
cents. Seats reserved at.Gleason's.
9.30- -West.
the Order." Conveyance will leave E.
P. M, 12.46—East and West.
CORSETS
Sure to be a go this time " said one
W. Reed's store soon after 6 p. m., and
3.00—West
FOR SALE.
who is in a position to see how the wind all who can go are requested to send their
Or have them brought to your home
4.80—East.
C.
P.
WARREN.
FIVE tons first quality hay
blows, when asked concerning the ad- names to the Lecturer, Mrs Lila Lane
7.06—East and West.
by sending word to
***
*•*
Ward Street.
MAILS CLOSE.
journed sale ol' the W., B. & S. Railway,
Lidstone, on Monday, if possible.
SAMPLE SHOES
A.M. 6.46—East and West.
booked for March 11. Let us hope that
WE have a number of pairs of sample shoes in
The program for the meeting of March
U.30—East and West.
men's and boys', also a few pair oi boots
he is right.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4, will include a paper on "Varieties of TO KEEP DOWN INSECT PESTS which we will at manufacturer's cost. Those
Representative for the Brookfields,
wishing to secure a good pair of work shoes lu
4.40—East.
H. W. Bemis is agent for the Ladies Apples originating in Massachusetts,"
Bird Houses In Field and Cardan Are either btucher or scout type can do so by railing
6.00—East and West.
Home
Journal,
Saturday
Evening
Post
at
our
factory.
H.
H.
BROWN
COMPANY,
Telephone 26- 13,
by
Fred
J.
Wiley;
readings
by
Lillian
Malls for East Brookfleld are despatched at
a Profitable Investment In .
Renewals Tucker; paper, "Is Fruit Raising to be
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
B^ATM", 1130 A. M. and 1 P. M. Mails from and the Country Gentleman.
Many Ways.
East Brookneld are received at 9.80 A. M. ana promptly attended to. He is making a
WANTED
27
Overdone," by Frank D. Wiley; and a
6.40 1'. M.
YOUNG or middle aged woman for general
Package malls are despatched twice daily as special offer of the Country Gentleman, general discussion on the question—
housework. Reference required. Permanent
Before erecting bird houses to atfollowsA-11.80 A. M. East and Morth, « P- M. 13 weeks for 25 cents.
position. Address Box 8tt, North Brookheld.
"Which yields the greatest profit, one tract the feathered songsters without
West and South.
Malls for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16
Messrs. Samuel D. Colburn and George cow or 50 hens?" Music in charge of whose presence successful gardening
A. M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
HAY FOR SALE
Is impossible, one should flrat deterHowe have pretty nearly completed their Mrs Mary Watson Smith.
A
0 P
and No. 1 Horse Hay for sale by LEON
The office6.30
hours
willA.'»;-8*'.
A"^ M '
mine the kind of birds to which Ms STOCK
Holidays,
to 9.30
M. and 6 to
6 P. MH. ADAMS, -Telephone 84-9. North Brookfleld.
tour of inspection in search of gypsy and
FRED G. CLAPP
JOHN.HOWE, Postmaster,
premises are adapted. The question
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst. browntail moths, and find not nearly as
A Longfellow Evening.
usually next arising la as to the nummany last year, some sections of the town
A
GOOD
TENEMENT
of
seven
rooms,
on
Grove
ber of blrde taat can be accommostreet with bath, gas and ejectneto^^
being entirely free from the pests.
The Evangeline supper served by the dated. Unless grounds are large. It
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Aime Labelle, aged 15 years, 6 months, ladies of the Woman's Onion of the Con- Is generally useless to expeot as tenTO LET.
use of
goou location,
"Peg 6' My Heart" at town hall, Tues- died at the home of his mother, Mrs Jos- gregational church last evening was well ants more than a pair of each species, DOWNSTAIRS tenement good
garden. if desired
Registered Embalmer.
barn,
henhouse
and except
martins.
However,
the
singueph Labelle, oh Mt. Gnyct street, Wed- patronized. Mrs Geo. R. Bpooner was
day evening, March 9.
Apply No. 1 Grant Street.
lar
intolerance
shown
by
most
bird*
nesday morning, from leakage of the in charge, assisted by Miss Stoddard,
Harry Perkins of Leoroinster, has been
HATCH YOUR OWN ECCS
heart. He leaves a sister and a brother. Mrs Anderson, Mrs Gleason, Mrs Mc- during the breeding season to othera
Ltdy Assistant.
here on a visit tojormer friends.
of their kind does not operate be- HATCH your own eggs in my Incubators and
He has been unable to attend school for Kerley, Mrs Forrest, Mrs William Fulsave time and worry. Any number taken.
tween those of different species. A
Joseph McEvoy of Attleboro is the many months.
The funeral was this lam, MM Lincoln Smith and Mrs George dozen different kinds of birds will Am booking orders for day old chicks. Can supply a few more regular customers with dresseaConnected by Long Distance Teleguest of bis mother on Nursery Ave.
Whiting.
After the supper came the pursue their several modes of hunting t!>order poultry. C.W.ENGLISH. East Brookmorning.
phone at House and Store.
Appleton Club meets at Mr George R.
Longfellow
program,
in
charge
of
Mis
and raise their families on the same Held. Phone 102-25.
Tickets are now selling for Peg 0' My
Hamant's on the evening of March Wi
NOTICE
Heart to be given at town hall, March 9, A. W. Budd, the tableaux being well lot, but rarely two of the same sort.
The W. 0. T. U. meet with Mrs Frank under auspices of the Young Woman's Btaged by Mrs Helen Batoheller. In the Of all our house birds, martins alone ELECTRIC BELLS Installed and taken care of
at reasonable rates, LAWRENCE ELLEHY.
P. Stoddard on Elm street, next Friday. Club, and in aid of their charitable work. three scenes from Hiwatha, the characters are social, The fact that there la a North Brookfleld, Mass.
*
George Bennett, night foreman of the All seats reserved at 25 cents, and tickets were Old Nokomis, Miss Mildred Lane;
CREAM
FOR
SALE.
BAR press room, has gone to Trenton, can be checked at Reed's on and after Hiawatha, Dr. Albert Prouty; MinneFRESH, sweet, heavy cream, the kjnd that MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
hafia, Mrs A. W. Budd. The story was
whips readily. At Daisy's Market. The VilThursday morning, March 4.
N. J.
lage Grocery," Howard's Grocery and Butler a
finely
read
by
Miss
Edna
Duncan.
'
'The
i—
DRESSMAKING
Mr George R. Doane and Mr Alfred C.
Help others, and please yourself, by
Bakery.
MM* •*■- m^m
Children's Hour" was read by Miss Fran».«
""
buying a ticket for Peg o' My Heart, Stoddard returned last evening from New
ces
Doane.
In
the
tableaux
were
Dr.
North BrookfitU
York, where they were (die guests of Dr.
_ I
March 9.
Household Furniture U Prospect St.
Windsor R. Smith, Neba Lord, Grace^
27
it*— *wv a«
"Peg o' My Heart," March 9,' will give Jackson at the big dinner of the Canadi- and Ruth Fullam. Priscilla, the Puritan
at Private Sale.
«#*
**•
you an evening of reaj wholesome en- an club, Wednesday evening. The after maiden, was personated by Ruth Perrin
IWOt'LE like to sell all my household furniture.
'''■
I'
rail itnv evening at my house on St.Clair
dinner speakers included many men of
joyment.
Avenok between 7 and 9. MRS CHARLES 8HIRJohn Alden by George Poland; f another
note,
iall
of
whom
were
nature-loving
BOUR.
...
•™
Rev. A. W. Budd enjoyed three clays
tableaux brought in Rev. A. W. Budd, as
Office at Dr. Ludden's
fc
of rest this week at the lake cottage of specialists.
the village priest, with Neba Lord, GrenRev. Mr Adams of Christ Memorial
Dea. Amasaa G. Stone.
ville and Cecil Budd as the children. In
You Feal Better when you See Better.
The Ladies' Evening Whist Club wish church, preached at St. Mark's church, other tableaux, Benedict Bellefountaine,
Worcester, last night for Rev. 'Kinsley farmer, was D. Frank Winslow; Basil,
Glasses we make improve your looks
to thank all those who assisted them in
as well as your Sight.
Blodgett,
who
will
preach
here
to-night.
the blacksmith, Archibald Melyin; Evantheir recent charity work.
Rev. Mr Chase of Ware will conduct the geline, Mildred Lane; Gabriel, Charles
North Brookfleld
Main Street,
Frank E. Reed of Springfield and Euservice next Friday night and Rev. Mr Fullam; and the notary, Dr. George Rgene Adams of Ludlow were in town on
NORTH
BROOKFIELD
Adams will preach at the Episcopal
Spooner.
Between the scenes, Miss JesMonday, calling on friends.
church at Clinton.
Bie Perrin sang, "I shot an arrow in the
Mr Newell W. King of Worcester, was
Rev. J. F. Randolph of Worcester will air;" Miss Mabel Ohadbourne sang "The
in town Thursday in the interest of the
occupy the pulpit of the Congregational Bridge," and Mrs Grace Crooks gave a
j
m
m
■
Residence 38 Spring St*-, c,pr, prospect
G. Brighara Co., of that city.
church next Sunday morning, and there contralto solo; Misses Mildred Lane and
Food Shelter—No. 10, Side View of
Rev. Dr. Gharlton assures us that he will be no preaching service in the even- Bertha Johnson gave a piano duet. Exexpects transfer to a new, and single, ing. Rev. A. W. Budd, the pastor,' has cellent work had been done in arranging Food She.lter. No. 11, Food 8heltor
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
Set on Top of Poet No. 12, Food
charge at the next Methodist conference. beenlgranted a two weeks' leave of ab- and staging the performance.
and Whitening. Orders Promptly AttenShelter Interior, Showing 8uet Basdedto.
Senator Herbert E. Cummings, who sence, on account of ill health. It is
ket*.
P. O. Boi 192. (12) Satisfaction Guaranteed
has been quite ill for the past week at his hoped that a short period of complete
A
Washington
Party.
Earnestly
Solicits
home on Adams St., is reported improv- rest may do him much good.
limit to the possible bird population
In publishing last week the organizaing.
,
on any given tract must be taken
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
Castle
hall
received
a
good
by
company
Into consideration. When the prob. Mr and Mrs L. Emerson Barnes and tion of the Cemetery Commissioners, we
on
Washington's
birthday,
when
the
D.
able tenants have been decided upon,
Miss Mary Ranger, leate on Tuesday, gave the Secretary-treasurer as E. D. CorMarch 2, for a aix weeks' trip to Cali- bin, and Superintendent of Walnut A. R. had a reception and Bale in honor the selection of sites Is m order, for
IN SCRIPT OR
OF ALL KINDS
Grove cemetery as John Krussell, but of the day. Robert and Frances Doane, the site often decides the style of
fornia,
house
that
is
to
occupy
It
In
the
costumed to represent George and Martha
ENGLISH TEXT
IN AID OF THE
Miss Mary A. Lawlor, a teacher in the thought it hardly necessary to say that
Washington, received the guests as they anal placing of bird houses, care should
Lynn schools, is spending a week's vaca- the new member, Mr Horace J. Lawbe
taken
to
have
them
face
away
from
entered the hall, assisted by the vicetion at the home of her parents on Sum- rence, was made its chairman. We have
H. F. Lawtenee, North Broofcfieli
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join Mrs Greene, who has been here on a a sketch, "Tom's Arrival," by the
The Illustration shows one of the
parents Mr and Mrs F. A. Ohadbourne,
visit. Early Sunday morning they re- Grange members, Mrs Chas. S. Lane, best ldeaa for building bird shelters.
Spring street, for the holiday.
ceived a telephone message from friends Miss Clara Kittredge and Miss Florence
Miss Minnie Brigham a teacher in the oi Mr Greene, stating that the house, in Thompson; violin solo, Miss Florence
v
public schools at Bristol, Conn.) was the which they had a five-room apartment, Jackson! a fine drill by the first grade, PUT BAN ON STREET SIGNS
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guest of her mother, Mrs Hattie Brigham was practically destroyed by fire, Satur- under the direction of Miss Estella Cuddy;
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or Night.
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The tables were very prettily arranged,
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sale.
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Living Landscape a Dominant Art.
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Titus
of
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terested in the estate, «even days at least beported as critically ill two weeks ago,
danger from hydrophobia comes from and Mr and Mrs Horace Titns of Woilas- stable value to a man's home and to
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Ahandso
Forte., E.qnire, Judge
Terms, 93*
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LAUGHS AT "BOY PROBLEM";

IN SEARCH OF A WIFE
By ELMER B. WARRINGTON.

No Such Thing as it Has Been
derstood. Is the Conclusion
of an Expert.

- ifflifftwn

"There is no such thing as 'the bow
problem,' much as folks talk about it,"
said Fred S. Goodman of New York, a
Young Men's Christian association expert, in addressing an Omaha audience. "The problem is entirely in
the kind of leadership the boy gets,
and that rests, not with the boy, but
the man."
Mr. Goodman insists on a man's influence for the boy, especially from
fourteen years of age on, and the man
ought to be his father. For the boy,
he says, instinctively classifies himself then as a man and will respond
sensitively to a man's^eadership. To
illustrate, he cites this incident:
When the steamer The Republic was
rammed by another ship some five
years ago and imperiled and the transfer of passengers was under way with
the rule of the sea, "woman and children first," in force, a father standing
near the edge of the deck bade his
wife, little daughter and son of fourteen good-by and stepped back. Presently the boy kissed his mother and
sister and went to take his place beside his father. Instinctively he classified himself, preferring to die with his
father as a man than escape with his
mother and sister as a child.
How typical this boy was no one
knows, but the moral is plain. The
father who succeeds in establishing
and maintaining a close, confidential
companionship between himself and
his son has, as we all "know, taken a
vital step toward meeting his resppnsi-j
bility. From then on it is largely up |
to him what his boy becomes, depend-;
ing on the kind of leadership the boy
gets.

(Copyright. 1914. by W. G, Chapman.)
"Now, Ezra, remember, you are
making a brand new start in life."
"Yes, ma'am," assented Ezra in his
usual homely, old-fashioned way.
He regarded his mother in a wistful
manner. For the first time in his life
■he did not seem to him like his
mother The old familiar dimity gown
bad given place to a showy brocade.
The iron-gray hair showed traces of
walnut stain. There was even a suspicion of powder about the sunken
faded cheeks.
Then, too, the meal on the table.
Mrs. Rachel Tuttle had hired a servant girl only that week.
"Now I'm going to enjoy life," she
had declared with vim. "I never saw
Niagara falls, nor the White House,
■ nor the ocean. I'm going on a tour,
Ezra, and take in some relatives in
New Hampshire and sort of spread
myself on all the money I'm going to
get. You say you don't want to jine
me, that you don't like rummaging
around. AH right, Ezra, you've been
a good son and you shall have your
own way. Make yourself comfortable
and have a good time. Here's some
money, and spend it freely. I suppose
w,hen brother William's estate is setr
tied up there'll be a big plum for us.
And now, Ezra, remember you're making a start in life. You won't be plain
plodding Ezra Tuttle any more. You're
a gentleman of means, now."
"Yes, ma'am," said Ezra, more depressed than ever, with a longing
glance at his discarded homespun
hanging on the clothesline.
linmedlaely upon hearing that she
Supplies Needed in West Africa.
was an heiress, Mrs. Tuttle had drawn
In view of the present situation rea goodly amount from the bank and
sulting from the war, there is no reahad planned out her "grand tour."
"I'll have one grand breathing spell, son why the United States should not
after all my years of drudgery," she supply West Africa a larger quandeclared, and Ezra was silent, but tity of flour in barrels, tins and sacks;
he mourned in spirit. Three days of butter In one-half, one and seventhe slatternly new cook had given him pound tins; sweetened and unsweetindigestion. Certainly his mother had ened condensed milk in one-half and
been a model housekeeper. How he one-pound tins, cheese, lard, tinned
missed the homemade sausage and sliced bacon and other tinned meats,
buckwheat cakes, and neighborhood fish, fruits, biscuits, cakes, etc.; trade
pure maple sirup, the nectarlike cof- gin and rum, cheap cigarettes, good
leaf tobacco, cement, corrugated iron
fee for breakfast.
"I am lonesome and out of sorts," roofing, wire nails, lumber, locks and
be ruminated, "and it will be an ex- hinges, and other building materials,
perience, anyhow, and if mother is cheap hardware, earthenware, glassgoing to wander about and break up ware, lamps and lanterns, candles,
the home, why not a wife? Maybe Iron beds, chairs, kerosene, railway
I'll find one in my travels—who can rolling stock and materials, and possibly cotton goods, especially shirttell?" and he smiled Quaintly.
Ezra was no clod, only homespun. ings, prints and other colored goods in
He knew fully how to conduct himself pieces three to eight yards in length,
In company and made a good impres- and cheap undershirts or vests. Consion with the Mantells. His rumored sul W. J. Yerby, Sierra Leone, writes
fortune it was, however, that made that most of the principal business
a better one. He was soon aware of houses in West Africa are branches
this', judging from the specious in- with headquarters in Liverpool, Manquiries of Mr. and Mrs. Mantell. Then chester, London, Hamburg, Antwerp,
Paris, Bordeaux and Marseilles.
they threw Helena at his head.
She was an only daughter, tall,
The Alaskans.
stately, cold as ice. Amid her stateAccording to the government statisliness, however, Ezra aoon discerned
tics
the
natives
of Alaska are about
that she was bent on capturing him.
The family were truly aristocratic, 26,000 in number, and they are
that was their bent and pose.' They spread over more than 350,000 of the
were selfish, skimping, sacrificing 590,000 square miles of territory.
The small settlements extend along
comfort to make a show.
"Three days of these people was ail about 10,000 miles of coast and on
I could stand," soliloquized Ezra as, both sides of the Yukon river and
gracefully as he could, he took his de- its tributaries, for a distance ot more
parture, feeling that he was lucky to than 2,500 miles. One of the supervision districts contains a full 100,*)ave escaped still a bachelor.
Then Ezra tried the Moores. They 000 square miles, the others average
had money and lived at a private ho- more than 65,000 square miles each.
tel. There were two girls here, one Of the natives of Alaska, approximatea blue stocking, the other a languish- ly 11,000 belong to six tribes of Ining sentimentalist. They played their dians In southeastern and southern
arts alternately. The flimsy feeding Alaska, and In the valley of the Yuat the table d'hote did the rest for kon. About 11,000 are Eskimos on
Ezra. He made his adleuz and struck the western and northwestern coasts,
off for a rural jaunt feeling free once along the Bering sea, the Bering
■traits and the Arctic ocean. Somemore.
Then came the crisis in Ezra's life times more than 3,000 are Aleuts and
He was passing a field hedge when mixed races through the Aleutian ishis quick ear caught a moaning sound. lands.—Christian Herald.
He brushed aside the osage orange
Effect of a Message,
bushes to locate a man lying exhaustRepresentative James Francis Burke
ed to faintness. Beside him lay a
scythe.
It was dabbled with blood. of New York journeyed a time ago to
Then Ezra saw that he must have the classic little college , of Grove
■tumbled, and one limb bad fallen City, Pa., to deliver, an address on
"Money." Shortly before the date set
athwart of the keen blade.
The man's eyes closed as Ezra for the address something had gone
■prang to bis side. The latter saw at awry with the reservoir system at
a glance that the victim of the acci- the town and the board of health had
dent was bleeding to death- It was been called on to find the cause ot
a question of a speedy emergency 1,100 cases of sudden illness.
But Burke knew nothing about the
service. Within a few minutes Ezra
had stanched the ebbing lite tide, troubles with the water system, and
bound up the limb at the cost of his the opening remark of the chairman
coat, and bad the satisfaction of see- of the reception committee was
ing the man come back to conscious- enough to startle even a sterner spirit
than he.
ness.
"Glad to see you, Mr. Burke," said
"Home," he just whispered, and
pointed up a near rise. Ezra ran to the chairman, "but our audience won't
its top to discover a handsome farm- be as large as we had expected. Withhouse a few hundred yards distant. in 24 hours after It was announced
He topk up the man In his arms and that you were to speak here more
than a thousand of our people were
proceeded towards it.
"You saved my life," declared Rob- taken sick, and most of them are still
in
bed."
ert Wadham that evening, as he and
his daughter Elinor and Ezra Bat in
Population of Japan.
the comfortable best room.
According to the late census the toThe daughter—ah! there had come
a revelation to Ezra.
Perhaps her tal population of Japan, excluding
pretty gratitude had stirred him more Formosa, Chosen, Kabafuto, Kantung
deeply than common, or her tender de- leased territory, men in the imperial
army and navy, and prisoners, was
votion to her father.
Four months later, a tired-out, dis- 64,843,083 on December 31 of last
appointed woman, Mrs. Tuttle got oft year. There were ten cities that had
the train to receive a royal welcome a population of over one hundred thousand. Tokyo's population was then
from her waiting son.
Oh. just to get back to the com- 2,033,300 and Osaka's 1,387,366.
lorta of home! I'm tired of trapseScrupulous.
ing!" the cried. "House all in disor"I guess we'd better fix up our adder, I suppose?"
"Neatest jrou ever saw it," her son vertisement for summer boarders right
responded. "Got a new housekeeper." sow," said Farmer Corntossel.
"What for?" asked his wife?
"What!"
"I don't want to write anything that
"tea, my wife."
ain't
truthful. There ain't any mosquiAnd Ezra told his mother how be
bad met, loved, wooed and wedded the toes now an' the nights are always
cool."
jewel. Elinor.

LOVE'S MESSENGER

Worcester County Institution For Savings
Incorporated 1828

By G'EORGE M. GOUGH,

Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester," Mass.

(Copyright, 1811, by W, G." Chapman.)
There were two lonely, longing
hearts in Reedville and both beat e&Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
cially in unison. The possessors of
the hearts were practically prisoners,
County.
beating desperately but in vain at the
NEEDS DIRECTION OF EXPERT cruel bars of fate put up by relentless
$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 17a
parents.'
Advice Given by New York Times Is
Earle Rodney loved Marah Ellis and
regular and 8 extra dividenos.
Worth Consideration by Authorishe fairly idolized him. He was twenMoney put on interest the first day of January,
ties of Other Cities.
ty and she seventeen. Their families
were wealthy, but the heads of the
April, July and October.
Discussing the advisability of the families were at enmity in both busiformation of a body for the exclusive ness and social relations. Mr. Ellis
Dividendsjpayable January 15 a'nd July 15.
purpose of developing plans for the im- had nipped budding affections in their
Accounts
may be opened by deposits of three dol*
provement of the city the New York incipiency when he discovered that
Times says:
Marah had engaged herself to Earle.
lars to one thousand.
"The
city-planning
commission The father of the latter 'sat down
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.
"
should have in its permanent employ upon the glowing hopes of his Impresa well-paid executive officer, who sible son ponderously.
should be. an expert In city planning
Marah was kept practically a prisonand city maintenance, familiar not er in charge of a vigilant duenna, pendonly with domestic affairs, but thor- ing shipment to some isolated relative
oughly acquainted with all the various at a distance.
phases of European municipal under
Meantime poor Earle wandered
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
takings, so that he may avoid as much about the extensive home grounds,
as possible experimental work at the read, smoked and grieved. He exALBERT L. STRATTON, TREASURER
public expense. Such an expert must pected every hour to hear that his ladyERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER
be able to treat the subject freely on love had been sent away, or to receive
its merit. He should have no proper- a mandate to begin his own irksome
ty or other interests in the city liable exile. Lolling in a hammock one afto be affected, and he should have no ternoon his interest was awakened as
personal considerations that might a kite came whirling down with a dive,
bend the plan to his own advantage, landing in a thorn fiusb, and lay there
as is likely to be the case of a plan pierced and tangled.
formulated hy those put in office by
"Hey, mister!" hailed an anxiouslocal politicians.
faced lad a few moments later, mount"The work of replanning city like ing the garden wall, "that's my kite."
New York involves so many and such
"Well, come and get it," directed
intricate features that it Is undesir- Earle, and then, Interested in any cirable to intrust it exclusively to local cumstances that alleviated the tedium
municipal engineers and architects, of the hours, he assisted the boy in
for however much experience they getting the kite extricated from the
may have in their own lines they will greenery.
He was tying up two
be lacking In the special knowledge pieces of broken tail when a sudden
that Is necessary to make a success idea shot through his mind In a vivid
ev*ry motorman, every conductor and every man
of city planning."
glow of brilliancy.
who works out of doors has a pretty good understanding of wet weather defense from the ground up.
"See here," he said abruptly, "do
Those who wear "Hub-Mark" Patrol rubbers
HOLDING GARDEN TO MARK you want to make a dollar?"
know they are economical.
"Me? Oh, my!" ejaculated his juveA thoughtfully and honestly made extra
Constant Attention to What Might Be nile visitor in a sort of ecstasy.
"You know where the Ellis people
^ . tough tap and high-grade upper is one of the
Considered Trifles Will Be
^
Hub-Mark
specials for hard, constant wear.
live?"
0
Found Imperative.
/ If
Hub-Mark rubber footwear is made with a
"Oh, sure I do."
*
/
thorough
understanding
of the service demanded
"Could you break your kite loose, or
t *i by men. women, boys and girls. They cost no more
One of the world's greatest artists,
J?
than
the
other
standard
first quality rubbers.
arrange
it
any
way
so
you
could
get
Michel Angelo, said perfection is
Sixty years of knowing how and an enviable reputation stands back of the many various btyles of
made up of trifles. The rules of art, an excuse to go into their garden, just
Hub-Mark
Rubbers.
so far as rules apply, bear the same as you have here?"
Order by name. That's the wise way.
"Sure I could," asserted the lad conrelation to every earthly activity,
These rubbers are manufactured by the Boston Rubwhether it be sculpture or gardens, fidently.
ber Shoe Company, Maiden, Mass.
"Then, see here,". and Earle whisTherefore, the perfect garden is one
where the planter has given, at some pered in the boy's ear the substance
THE HUB-MARK IS YOUR VALUE-MARK
time, attention to each little matter of of a deep, dark plot. Then he wrote a
FOR SALE BY
detail to see that it harmonizes with note and handed it with a dollar bill
the garden as a whole. It may not be to the boy.
"Now,
remember,"
he
warned,
"give
possible to deal with all at once, yet
In time the grand total may be cov- the note to nobody but Miss Ellis. You
ered and the sum of the little things land the kite while she's about the
will constitute perfection. In order; to garden."
"Oh, I understand!' grinned the inkeep a garden up to a high standard
It Is not necessary to make many or telligent lad.
Now the plot was carried out. The
marked changes at once, but deal with
each little problem as It arises. If a expert kite flyer manipulated his air
plant dies, put in another at once. Do sailer just as he deftly calculated. The
not wait for a bigger Job with sev- kite fell within the walled-in garden of
IN THE MOVIES?
eral. Keep substitute plants always the Ellis grounds.
You can learn this and everything else you want to know
That note told Marah to steal from
ready.
about the great moving picture stars in Photoplay Magazine.
the house at dusk, to reach a certain
remote corner of the garden. A light
You can get the most beautiful colored pictures ever pubEfficient City Planning.
It must not be understood that the rope ladder would be thrown over the
lished, and most thrilling stories ever written, before they
artistic effect has always been the wall. She would fall into her lover's
appear on the screens, every month.
arms
on
the
other
side.
only aim in city-planning schemes of
You
can learn all about the wonderful opportunities for
There
would
be
a
hurried
scurry
to
the old regime. There were excep-.
earning fame and fortune by writing photoplays.
tlons, ,the most remarkable one being a sheltering grove of trees a bit farYou can make your visits to the movies doubly enjoyable.
the case of Berlin in the seventeenth ther on, where a closed carriage
and eighteenth centuries, when, the would be « '.ting.
Then the nearest Gretna Green. Oh,
Prussian rulers practiced In a very
efficient and far-sigbted manner city how easy! Oh, how delightful!
To a dot the plot went through.
THE NATIONAL MOVIE PUBLICATION
planning on an entirely social basis,
Al your Newsdealers
IS Cents a Copy
working with powerful hands for the Flutteringly Marah reached the wall,
Get
a
copy
today.
If you have never read It there's a great treat In store for you. _
scaled
the
ladder,
dropped
into
a
fond
rapid opening and building up of wide
To make sure of getting your copy every month, send ai.50 for a year's subscription. 5
waiting
clasp.
and healthful suburban areas, withPHOTOPLAY PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 97 .
CHICAGO, DLL.
"My darling!" thrilled Earle.
out neglecting the beauty of the cen"Oh,
dear!
What
will
become
of
all
tral district.
It is largely due to this powerful this?" breathed the quivering girl.
"Love, happiness, forgiveness!" de
and advanced city planning that Berlin, from a little medieval town ot clared Earle buoyantly. "Thunder!".
They had reached the carriage. He
8,000 ffeople, became one of the leading capitals of Europe, with 160,000 helped Marah In. She screamed. He
people at the beginning of the French got In himself and—collapsed.
There, upon the rear seat, blandly
revolution. This social kind of city
planning, however, was the exception, smiling, were Dukes and Mrs. Falre.
"Discovered—baffled!" cried Earle.
and, with the entire change of the
"Mistake!" chuckled Dukes, benevpolitical situation caused by the
French revolution, the social tenden- olently.
"You heartless meddler!" flared out
cies In city planning suffered the same
decline as artistic city planning all Marah to her duenna.
"Dear child!" smiled Mrs. Fairs,
over Europe.
blandly.
j
"So
near happiness!" murmured
Ireland's Stirring Song.
of life and action, filled with the
The origin of the unofficial anthem Earle.
fire of fine inspiration and followed
"Nearer than ever, my boy!"
of Ireland, "St. Patrick's Day in the
by 250 short stories of adventure,
will make
Morning," is most obscure. The ear- chuckled Dukes.
"I won't go back to that—that prisliest known copy appears in Rutherford's "Country Dances," published in on!" sobbed Marah.
"Never!" assured her duenna. "Mr.
1749, but it Is said to have been
played by the Irish pipers at the bat- Dukes, tell them."
"Why, yes," said Dukes, "we're not
tle of Fontenoy in 1745, and was probably current for some time before going to take you back. We're going
with
you."
this. The tune is found attached to
Then the Family Page, a rare Editorial Page, Boys' Page,
"Going—"
various rollicking old English songa.
Girls' Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of fun," Articles of
"With you."
The Cumberland song of faithless
"Where?"
Travel, Science, Education. From the best minds to the best
Barbary Bell, whose lover vows to
"To the elopement. Double affair-*minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
wear a red coat for her sake, is sung
see?"
in the home. There is no age
to a version of "St. Patrick's Day,"
"No, I don't," said Earle.
limit to enthusiasm for, The
CUT THIS OUT
the words "Barbary Bell's my darling"
"Well, our hearts have bled for you,"
and send It (or name of this paper)
Youth's Companion.
being substituted in the chorus for
with $2.00 for The COMPANION
explained Mrs. Falre. "We've been
"Patrick's Day in the Morning."
for
1915,
and
we
will
(end
your friends all along. Only, you sea,
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COMwe would lose our situations if wo
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remaining
Character of Ambergris,
-not 12.
weeks
of
1814.
helped
you—"
Ambergris, which is used as a basis
FREF ™E COMPANION HOME
Send to-day to The Youth's ComrM
"So,
meeting
Mrs.
Falre,
the
finest
for much standard perfumery, was first
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panion, Boston, Mass., for
THEN T*" 62 Weekly U«~ of
found, an unattractive mass, floating woman in the world," added Dukes,
"^ THECOMPAMONfamS.
"we
decided
to
resign
and
get
married.
THREE CtlBUENT ISSUES-FKEC
on the sea or lodged upon the shore.
How so unlikely a substance ever sug- I've a small plum of a fortune—"
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE
"And I a sister who will be glad to
gested itself as a perfume is not
bouse
you
over
the
honeymoon,"
supknown, but it haa been in use for centuries. It is believed by some to be plemented Mrs. Fairs.
"Get up!" ordered Dukea to the
the morbid secretion of the liver of •
Though* I* Time to Stop.
No; Ei'irely Perfect. „
sperm whale. It la described as a fatty driver.
"Why did your sister drop her wel■'1 Rnd«i«l.and that this pi'Uon nas
And away they sped to Gretna
waiy substance, disagreeable to sight
fare
work?"
"While she was out tryand touch, but even In its crude state Green, a double wedding, a week of been tbs> jughly reformed." "Yen." reexhaling a pleasant odor. The crude felicity, a telegram of forgiveness, and plied tb.i gentlemanly convict. "The ing to uplift the children of others another welfare worker came along and
substance is subjected to chemical ac- another verification of the BWeet only fault we have tr» find now la the
tried to uplift her children."—Louistion to extract the active principles world-wide maxim, that "love laughs necessity of associating with so unville Courier-Journal.
oultured a person as the warden."
called amberlne.
at locksmiths!"
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Catarrh of Kidneys
Cured By Peraia
"I had Catarrh of the
Kidneys and
Bladder. I
Am Very
Thankful
For Peruna.
I Feel Well, 'J* - - -v- -s
My tongue
is clear, I
have no bitter taste in my
mouth. I am glad to say I
do not need Peruna any
longer, I am perfectly welL
I have Peruna in the house
all the time. When I have
a cold or when I do not feel
well I take Peruna. We
were all sick with the grip
last winter. We took Peruna and it helped us. Peruna
is the best medicine for grip
or colds."

1 < I

t*W

Mr.. Go.. H. CsrUoa, Box SOI, Or-

ionTlllt. maa.

Coughs
and Colds

Gets
Bottle
Today

quickly relieved by the
use of

Hale's Honey,
Of Horahound and Tar
Contains no opium nor
anything injurious.

Try

PDV.

Tootaacke Drop,

Sold

Gray Hair Restored
"WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN"
Restores Gray, Streaked or Bleached
i Hair or HoutUcfao lp.fl.iw.yrt,.
I Otrej any .bade from INjhl brawn
aa black. P..a not *>.«h or rob all.
Coatains no po] sons ood la not aUcky
I nor areas.. Sold by all druggists,
or we srtu aend you a Trial Stzo for
too- postpaid, Isrse atie (eight time, aa much) He. U
sour ertlsglst don't asUlt aend direct to US. Send the
yellow wrapper from two bottles purchased from druglist and we will giro you a full-size bottle for nothing.
■VALNUTT* CO.. nil CUrm »v.., St. Louts, Me.
looal Tbio AabressJoaoBonl sad GST FREE SAMPL*.

In After Years.
"Beauty," remarked the poetic
youth, "may draw us with a single
hair."
"During the courtship, yes," rejoined the bald-headed man with a
sigh, "but after marriage she is more
likely to grab a handful."
The Reason.
"The man who uttered those forged
notes made a very clumsy job of It."
"Oh, but, you know, he atuttered."

A real
guarantee
on roofing!
useless risk is to buy roofing
not guaranteed by a responsible concern. When you buy our roofing you
Ct the written gulf on tee of the world's
■jest manufacturer* of roofing and
building papers.

Buy materials that last

Certainteed
Roofing
IE L
years for l-piy, 10 years for 2-piy and IS
years for S-ply. We also make lower
priced roofing, slate surfaced shingles,
building papers, wall boards, out-door
paints, plastic cement, etc
Ask yonr dealer for products made by ut,
They are reasonable in price and we stand
behind them.

General Roofing Manufacturing C».
World?* law ft manufaeturtrv of Roofing
and Buiidtng Paper*
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vYarfcCfty
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, Writ* for your oepUa toetay.

The Barren Bros. Nursery Co.
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Yatew-illa. Cow.

Are You Making $2,700 Per Year?

IF NOT, yon can do It by buying one of our
almond or OUT* tracts near Woodland, lo the
great Sacramento Valley, California, Profits
ilMtotlOO per acre per annum. The land will
not coat yon ftl5 to 1130 per acre. At a small
additional cost we plant and care for your
tracts for you. Baalest of easy payment*
Write for full particular* to
T. L BKBECa, 807 Wotbuk Bldg., SIB Fradscs. CaJ
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(By B. O. SELLERS. Acting Director ot
Sunday School Course Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.)
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LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 26
8AMUEL,

TEXT—I press toward the mark for the
prise of the high calling of Ood In Christ
Jesus.—Phil. 3:11.
In seeking an objective, the principle that nothing should be accepted
but
the
best,
should be adopted. When men
were
thinking
deeply, and the
great doctrines of
the Protestant
faith were being
put into creedal
form, it was declared that the
chief end of man
was the glory of
God, and nothing
has t r a n s p ir ed
since to show
that this was an
error, but everything has shown most conclusively
that the statement was Justified. A
man who lives with the glory Of Ood
In view will not, cannot fall.
Tha Thoughtless Multitudes.
Nothing Is much more disheartening
than to watch the multitudes, especially in our crowded cities, who seem to
have no goal In view. They seem to
exist for the moment—butterflies that
flit before you for an instant and then
are gone. If other* companies of people are considered, the fact still confronts one. If bread and butter can
be secured, there is no more concern;
but the swine get to that point Young
people in the schools may have a
somewhat larger appreciation of their
mission or goal, but must go forward
with nothing In view.
In a small volume recently issued
there Is this quotation: "The world
stops to let the man pass who knows
whither he 1B going." That man has
an objective, a goal, commands universal respect, and the world gives
him passage. It this sermon falls into
the hands of some young pers-i,
whether he is a Christian or not, let
him know that he must have a goal in
view or he will fail In life, and if the
goal Is not one that relates him to
Ood the failure will be the greater and
more deplorable. And, if a person has
a goal and resolutely keeps his eye on
It, he will not be diverted by anything.
If the goal Is that set before him In
Paul's "fullness of the stature of
Christ," he will not be diverted by any
of the many religions vow seeking the
attention of people throughout the
world. To him, the religion of Paul,
Luther, Calvin and Wesley will be
accepted as reliable and worthy of fol
lowing until the goal is reached.
Paul'a Objective.
In the text, Paul, who was a man
doing only "ne thing at a time, said
that b pressed toward the mark for
the prize of the high calling in Christ
Jesus. Without considering the strictly theological bearing of these words,
let us note the source of the call. He
who calls Is Ood, who knows man, his
capacities and possibilities, and sets
before him "iis best, and ho calls to
him to make the attempt to reach it
Every person, old or young, should remember thai it's God that is calling
i —not man, nor the greatest of men—
and when God calls who dare be indifferent?
To what is the call and what is the
goal? It is to the realization of Jesus
Christ in all his fulness. Paul speaks
In a certain plac of "the measure of
the stature of the fullness of Christ."
which is to say, Christ, in all that he'
is and may be to us. Presuming that
that fullness applies to all that Christ
offers, let us know that to attain this
two things at least must be kept in
mind.
Jeaus aa Savior and Lord.
First the recognition and acceptance of Jesus Christ as a savior, personal and sufficient. This involves the
surrender of the intellect, the heart,
and the will: in fact, the surrender of
the life. Second, it is a recognition of
the kingship, or lordship, of Christ
Many seem to be willing to accept
Christ as savior, but they do not recognize him as Lord. The failure of the
latter utterly vitiates the former—no
savior unless Christ be Lord. This
carries us back to tbe realm of the
Puritans, who saw that the chief end
of man was the glory of God, for man
who accepts Jesus Christ as savior
and Lord makes every thought, word
and action tend to bis glory and hi3
honor.
This will naturally lead to the realization of man's goal—companionship
and partnership with Jesus Christ.
The realization of Paul's' prayer can
only partially be secured on this earth,
but the perfect realization will be
when we are with him where he is.
This should be the ultimate goal—to
be with Christ
Tha goals of life which seem attractive and in some senses worthy soon
pass like the cbaplet on the brow of
the ancient athlete, but there is a goal
(or everyone which, if reached, will
secure a crown, a golden crown, that
Is precious and durable.
Have a goal; bave a vision; secure
an objective; keep your eyjs steadily
on it and you will reach It, and, by
all means, let the objective of all be—
the attainment of the suture of the
fullness of Christ

IKlljMnONAL

THE VICTORIOUS
LEADER.

LESSON TEXT-I Samuel 7-.I-17.
GOLDEN TEXT—Hitherto hath Jehovah helped me.—I Samuel 7:12 R. V.

THE new collars give one the choice
of baring the throat leaving it more
or less veiled, or covering It completely. But almost without exception
they are high at the back, many of
them, very high, and the neck is lost
to view. In the greater number the
throat is open, there are flaring revers
at the side and a turnover portion at
the back. Within these lines the variety of ways in which the collars are
cut is really bewildering. To Judge
by this, everyone is to'wear novel
things in neckwear, and every style
is to be spited.
Besides the turnover collars, with
revers at the sides and vestees at the
front, there are smart styles with
standing plaits across the back. These
are cut squarely off at the sides, leaving the throat uncovered, but are finished with a long vestee at the front.
These, like other standing effects, are
supported by fine wires. They are
very high, reaching not much below
the top of the ears.
Then there are the graduated ruffles
of fine lace which are favorites on
gowns of lace and net and on afternoon gowns of taffeta or faille or
orepe de chine. They are not so high

at the" back and gradually grow narrower at the sides and front, finally
disappearing at the top fastening of
the bodice. But they also require wiring with the finest of silk-covered
wire, to give them the sprightly pose
required.
One of the new collars of sheer batiste finished with fine embroidery is
shown in the picture given here. It
is a good example of a type of collar
which 1B featured among the new
dress accessories for spring. Equally
strong as a novelty, the new very
high, standing collars (high at the
front as well as the back), attached
or unattached to the blouse, are commanding much attention and may
prove the favorites. Just at the moment the sheer collar, high at the
back and turned over, open at the
throat, is liked finished by a band
of narrow black velvet ribbon which
ties over it around the throat and appears to t lpport it, although fine
wires really do the work.
There Is a lot of wear in tbe collars of embroidered batiste; they provide an Inexpensive and dainty means
of freshening up the dress.

On the Subject of Boudoir Caps

THE plainest of boudoir caps, such
as that one pictured ; ere, will
serve to introduce a coterie of others
far more elaborately made. The sub;
Ject of boudoir caps is Inexhaustible;
they are as varied, almost, as the
faces they so prettily set off. Daintiness is the most lasting of feminine charms, and tbe boudoir cap is
an expression of this.
Displayed in a New York shop are
a half dozen or so styles, that ran
the scale from, the simplest to the
most elaborate.
The first one consists of a puff of plain crepe de chine
for the crown, which is gathered ovet
a circle of wire that fits the bead.
Lace, about three Inches wide, plaited
in narrow side plaitings, la sewed Inside the edge of the cap about the
front, extending from one temple to
the other. A second length of the
plaited lace is sewed in, extending
from ear to ear. The lace Is then
turned back off the face and tacked to
the crown, forming a coronet of lace
about the face.
Where this plaiting leaves off, A
third length is sewed in the cap and ie
left hanging over its neck. A rosette of narrow ribbon is sewed to
each side.
The next cap la made of all-over
shadow lace with the puffed crown
shirred over a circle of wire. A
trill of very narrow lace extends about
There is no excellence without la- the front of the cap. Across the back
bor— "V'rt
(hare la a scant frill of wider lace

that is wired with fine wire, to curve
outward from tbe ears and neck.
This smart little affair is trimmed
with a twist of narrow satin ribbon
and occasional clusters of the smallest
chiffon roses set about tie face. It
is finished with a rosette of the
ribbon at each side.
The third cap was made of fine dotted swiss and shaped like a baby's
cap. A frill of cluny lace, very scant,
fell about the face, and an Insertion
of the same was set in about the
crown.
Between the Insertion and
the frill a narrow band of ribbon extended about the cap, ending in long
loops and ends at the left side.
The fanciest and most novel of caps
in this gay array had a puffed crown
of colored silk set In a brim of Irish
lace. The lace was wired to stand out
In four points, one at the front, one
at the back, and one at each side. It
bad no trimmings, tbe richness of
the lace making this unnecessary'.
Many simple caps were shown made
of towered voile and marquisette.
They have pulled crowns and short
capes of the material and were
trimmed with lace and little ribbon
roses in several colors. One of the
prettiest of all was made of sheer
openwork Swiss embroidery for the
puffed crown, and a double ruffle of
lace about the face. Satin ribbon two
Inches* wide was twisted about the
crown and tied In a BOW at the front
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

It is cruel to force nauseating.
harsh physio Into a

sick child.
Look back at your childhood days.
Remember the "dose" mother insisted
on — castor oil, calomel, cathartics.
How you hated them, how you fought
against taking them.
With our children It's different
Mothers who cling to the old form of
physic simply don't realize what they
do. The children's revolt Is well-founded. Their tender little "insidee" ara
Injured 4>y them.
If your child's stomach, liver and.
bowels need cleansing, give only dellclous "California Syrup ot Figs." Its
action Is positive, but gentle. Millions
of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
laxative" handy; they know children
love to take it; that It never falls to
clean the liver and bowels and sweeten the stomach, and that a teaspoonful
given today saves a sick child tomorrow.
Ask at the store for a 50-cent bottle
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
of all ages and for grown-ups plainly
on each bottle. Adv.

Having prepared a "guilt offering,"
6:4-9, the Philistines started the ark
back towards Shtloh. As a punishment for their sacrilege and perhaps
for their boastful pri.de, God punishes
the men of Beth-Shemesh and finally
the ark finds rest In the house of
Ablnadab, 6:10-21," 7:1, 2. For 20
years Israel was under discipline In
bondage, v. 2.
I. "And Samuel spake ... saying," w. 3-8. It Is possible that at
times Samuel was a fugitive, but that
he was praying,'teaching and preaching "the word of Jehovah" we are assured. At last Israel was "drawn together," v. 2 R. V. margin. Undoubtedly Samuel's pure life and his faithful
Safety First
witnessing had as much to do with
John Sharp Williams stepped out ot
this assembling AS did the oppression
of tbe Philistines. Samuel told tbe the senate chamber in response to the
people plainly that in order to be de- card of Bob Gates, who is a Washinglivered from the Philistines Israel ton correspondent of distinguished apmust "return unto Jehovah with all pearance and much political sapience.
Bob asked him a number of quesyoar heart." The putting away (judging) of sin and all idols Is the first tions and then, in parting, he asked:
"By the way, Senator, have you got
step of any real, genuine repentance
towards Ood, lea. 65:7. When Israel a good cigar about you?"—putting tbe
adopted Ashtaroth and the "strange request under the head of unfinished
gods" they possibly did so with no business.
"No, I haven't but one left—and I
thought of forsaking Jehovah, but
rather with the Idea of "enrlncblng" Just now bit the end off it preparatory
their worship. Such liberality, such a to lighting it," replied John Sharp.
"If I'd Just been a minute or two
federation of religions is weakening to
the cause of faith. Matt. 6:24, I John sooner—". suggested Bob.
"Not exactly," said the senator. "Tbe
2:15, James, 4:4. Samuel might be
called "narrow," but bis exhortation to fact is, when I started out here I bit
the
end off the cigar just for fear you
Israel that they return to the love
and worship of Jehovah, to the obedi- might ask for it."
ence of his laws with whole-souled devotion, was the first, and the most es- GRANDMA USED SAGE TEA
sential requisite to their freedom. IsTO DARKEN HER GRAY HAIR
rael's response (v. 4) meant not alone
self-denial, but a revolt against the ■he Made Up a Mixture of Saga Tea
Phi list In es. This meant also the givand Sulphur to Bring Back Color,
ing up of amusements and profits which
Gloss, Thickness.
might accompany such worship. The
word "heart" includes the will, affecAlmost everyone knows that Sag*
tions, motives and powers of souL Tea and Sulphur, properly compoundNot merely a surface emotion, but a ed, brings back the natural color and
deep change of heart and character. lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
It is sad to recall that this was a or gray; also ends dandruff, itching
reformation, not a regeneration (ch. scalp and stops falling hair. Tears
8:8),'but such Is the history of an ago the only way to get this mixture
emotional reformation. One day, bow- was to make it at home, which is
ever, we shall see that one will last mussy and troublesome. Nowadays,
last, Rom. 11:28. Samuel is a type of by asking at any store for "Wyeth'a
Christ as a prophet and also as an Sage and Sulphur Hair Remedy," yon
Intercessor, Heb. 7:25. Gathering the will get a large bottle of the famous
people at Mlzpab ("a lookout") ha old recipe for about 50 cents.
caused tbe people to look to God.
Don't stay gray! Try It! , No one
Such a gathering was an evidence ot can possibly tell that you darkened
that unity of the people of Ood which your hair, as it does it so naturally
must ever precede prevailing prayer, and evenly. Tou dampen a sponge or
PB. 99:6, Heb. 10:25.
The meeting soft brush with it and draw this
began by a prayer by Samuel who through your hair, taking one small
was nearest to God. They than poured
strand at a time, by morning the gray
out water upon the ground, a symbol
hair disappears, and after another apof their utter helplessness, also of
plication or two, your hair becomes
the pouring out of their hearts before
beautifully dark, thick and glossy.—
God, It Sam. 14:14; Ps. 62:8. Israel
Adv.
also "fasted"—an expression of sorrow for sin which was so deep that
A Natural Fear.
they could not eat, and a sign of the
Old Hound—Come, come! What are
humiliation of self and an earnest de- you shivering about?
sire to find Ood, Dan. 9:3, Acts 13:2, 3.
The Pup—Why, I Just heard the
II. "And Samuel offered . , . master say he'd have to put me
a burnt offerino," vv. 9-12. Twenty through the mill.
years of bondage bred a spirit of fear
Old Hound—Yes; he's going to train
In the hearts of tbe Israelites and In you for the hunting.
their extremity they turned to SamThe Pup*-Oh! I thought he meant
uel to Intercede for thorn. Christians the sausage mill.—Pittsburgh Mshave a better one as their Interces- patch.
sor, ,1 John 2;1; Heb. 7:25; Rom.
8:34.
Israel no longer places Its
When Your Eyes Need Care
trust in an outward symbol as when Use Marine B>e Medicine. No Smarting Faala
formerly they sent for the ark, ch. 4:3. rine—Acts Qulcklr. Try it for Bed, Weak,
Byes and aranauated Eyelidn, Marine la
All real prayer is preceded by sacri- Bore
compounded by onr Oculists—not a "Patetr*
fice, and the only ground we have upon Medicine"—but used In successful Phystr'aar
for many years. Now dedicated to
which to approach a holy God Is to Practice
tbe Public and sold by Druggists at 60c per
shed blood, Heb. 10:19. John 14:6. This Bottle. Marine Eye Salve In Aseptic Tubes,
15c
and
50c.
Write for Book of the Bye Free.
is also a type of entire consecration. Marine Eye Remedy
Company, Ohlcaso- Adv.
Tbe lamb of. Samuel's sacrifice is a
type of our Christ who entered into
She Went
God's presence for us 'by his own
"See how I can count, mamma,"
blood," Heb. 9:11, 12.
Having thus said Kitty. "There's my right foot
properly approached Ood, Samuel That's one. There's my left toot
cried for Israel, and "tbe Lord beard That's two. Two and one make three.
him," John 17:9. In the midst of this Three feet make,* yard, and I want to
the Philistines gave battle (v. 10) go out and play in it"
even aa Satan often makes his
fiercest assaults upon us in tbe midst
HAVE YOU ECZEMA?
of our holiest exercises. God "thundered with a great voice," v. 11, marg., I did have; am now cured, write me
bringing discomfiture and fear to the today, I will send you the best
most inexpensive remedy ever put on
enemy, I John 5:14.
the market; one dollar bottle, very
The Heart of the Lesson. This les- often sufficient.
A BOON FOR
son is a great revelation of the power BABIES. Frank M. Blackman, 11
and effectiveness of intercessory > Grove Ave., Elgin, III.—Adv.
prayer. "Moses and Aaron among his
His Point of View.
priests, and Samuel among them that
"What Is your idea of matrimony T"
call upon his name," Ps. 99:6, seems
to place Samuel at the bead of Is- asked the fair maid who was still ocrael's intercessors even as Moses and cupying the anxious seat.
"Well," rejoined the wise chap who
Aaron led tbe prophet priests.
Prayer for others is not only a duty, had balked at the hurdle. Its probably
all
right for those who haven't enough
but a privilege and toy aa well
Too few Christians are interceding worry."
for others. The sincere prayer tor
Many School CWIdrea An Sickly.
others Is Inevitably followed up by
Children who are delicate, fererlsh and eroeo
service for others, even as Samuel's will get Immediate relief from Mother Oray'a
Bweet
Powders for Children. They cleanse the
prayer was followed by bis service stomach,
act on the llrer, and are recommended
judging Israel,
for complaining; children. A pleasant remedy
for worms. Used by Mothers for 9 6 years. At
This lesson also emphasizes the all
Druggists, SBe, Pample FUSE. Address.
need of appreciation of God's mer- A. B. Olmeted, Le Boy, M. V.
cies. Abraham erected hie altars; JaThe golden rule is all right but the
cob and Joshua erected
memorial stones to recall signal blessings; one used by a lot of people Is only
Samuel calls the one he erected "1Tb- plated.
enezer," for "Hitherto bath Jehovah
It's easier for a young man to raise
helped ua."
a «*w than a mustache.

Farmer Wants Animal to Draw
Plow and Buggy.

STRAW MAKES GOOD BEDDING
Animal to Do Well and Make Profit
able Gains for Its Owner Must Be
Kept Comfortable.

Winter Chills Bring Kidney His
■

. I
A spell of cold, damp weather Is
always followed by a fine crop of kidney troubles and backache.
Colds and chills damage the kidneys. Other troubles common to winter weather are just as bad. Grip, tonsilitls, quinsy, pneumonia or any other
Infectious disease hurts the kidneys
by overloading the blood with poisons.
The kidneys get worn, weak and inflamed trying to work it off.
it isn't hard to strengthen weak
kidneys though, if you act quickly.
At the first sign of backache, diray
spells, headaches, loss of weight, nervousness, depression and painful. Irregular kidney action, start using Doan's
Kidney Pills. Rest the kidneys by
simple eating, avoidance of overwork
and worry, and getting more rest and
sleep. A milk diet is fine.
This sensible treatment should
bring quick benefit and prevent serious kidney diseases like dropsy,
gravel and Bright's disease.
Clip this advertisement and mall it
to the address below for a free trial
'.of Doan's Kidney Pills, the best rec-

nmmenrlpri kidney remedy to^atht
in^the
ommended
world. You'll decide it worth aasaml.
when you read this enthusiastic testimony.

Too much of our good, hard-earned
money expended for feed for our farm
animals goes to waste on account of
lack of plenty of good bedding. Peed
Team, Well Built, With 8nap and
is an essential thing in fattening our
Kept Getting Worse Despite
Spirit la Desired—Huge Drafters
animals for market and bedding is anDoctor*' Treatment
Are Better Adapted to City
other essential. Some of us are good
Manufacturing Coneern.
feeders when it comes to giving our
C. U Sherwood, »5'Grove St.. Rutland, Vt.
animals plenty of the different foods
aays: "In the summer of 1904 I was taken
(By J. M. BELL,.)
we use in the fattening process, hut
seriously 111 with Inflammation of the blai- ■
Neither the massive drafter nor the fall down in the bedding end of the
tier. I ha* to lay off from work for sevRUNNER DUCK IS PROFITABLE diminutive pony are what the average business.
eral months Mr aufferlns was Intense, a»
I could scarcely pass the kidney sccretlona
farmer needs. Being an average man
To make an animal do well we must
Houses Need Not Be Expensive—Low he wants a medium sixed horse, one make it comfortable. ThiB we can't
I tried four different physicians and the last j
Fence Will Confine Them—Feed
one save me seven kinds of medicine. I
that will do farm and road work com- do without plenty of the right kind ot
Is Comparatively Cheap.
kept on setting worse right along, so at laet
bined. One that will draw a plow, bedding, no matter how generously
threw sll the medicine away. As I knew
harrow or wagon and possibly a car- we pour out the corn, oats, etc. We
of several who had taken Doan's Kidney
Seven dollars profit from a dack is riage or buggy, for the average farmer believe that this is particularly true
Pills with good results. I got a1 box myself.
pretty good money. At the Hawkes- these days goes to church, pays some at this season of the year. The worst
Before I had taken half of It I found great
bury Agricultural college In New South social visit and Ukewise goes to the of the winter Is past; we are busy
relief, so I continued using them. After I
Wales, Australia, that was the average country town, courthouse or post caring for the spring crop of pigs and
had finished several boxes, I received a permade by six penciled Runner ducks. office pretty regularly.
calves, and the weather seems nice
manent cure. I have never had any kidney
Each duck laid an average of 267
An 1,800 or 2,000 pound drafter and warm. The cattle to the fattenI trouble since."
eggs in a year. A record like this won't fill the bill for these varied re- ing lot are doing all right, and the tat
justifies the title that has been given quirements; neither will a 700 or 800 hogs seem to be doing their best Tothe Runner—the Leghorn of the duck pound scrub.
morrow may be a wet, raw day, yet
family.
The average fanner wants some- not very cold. We forget that it is
Runners are not difficult to raise. thing betwixt and between, as the a time when these animals need bedOOAN S
The houses need not be expensive, and saying is. I should say from 1,200 to ding just as badly as they did in the
♦.KIDNEY
if the ducks are yarded a low fence 1,400 pounds—a team well built with middle of the winter.
will keep them confined. They appre- some snap and spirit, one that the
We believe that many dollars are
ciate a pool of water or a running owner or the hired man will hold the lost In the feeding by overlooking the
stream, but will do well with only reins over with a feeling; of pride and matter of bedding even later in the
Much More Cheerful.
plenty of water to drink, it must be pleasure. Let the large manufacturing season. Our cattle in the fattening
Experience
"A scientist says that the sun will
provided in deep receptacles, however, concerns In the city use the huge lot are very often compelled to lie
"JJxperience is a great teacher."
never cool off."
so that the ducks can wet their heads drafters.
down to the mud or stand up. The
"Isn't it? There's Brown's case."
"I'm very glad to hear that."
entirely over. Otherwise their breathI knew a team of 1,100 pound spring rains in connection with the
"What about Mr. Brown?"
"What difference does it make to
ing apparatus gets clogged up and the horses some years ago. One man going out of the frost make our feed
"He married a widow."
you who will be dead millions of years
ducks suffer.
drove them consecutively for nine yards damp and muddy. A good load
"I
know."
before anything of the sort could hapDucks eat more than hens do, but years hauling cord-wood in the sum- or two of straw in the right place in
"Well, Brown bad an idea that he
pen, anyhow?"
much of the ration may consist of feed mer and fall months. • Both of these the feed yard will save us many dolwas
a
handy
man
around
the
house.
"Well, it's more cheerful to think of
that Is comparatively cheap. Mashes horses were by sires who hah a lib- lars, even up until the middle of May.
'
About
the
second
week
after
his
marthis old world, so good in spite of all
of cooked vegetables In which corn eral strain of thoroughbred blood in Well does the writer remember, to
riage she caught him with a monkey The United States Wheat Pro- its faults, rolling along through the
meal, bran, ground alfalfa or clover their veins.
the spring of 1889, stopping planting wrench on his way to fix some of the
sunshine 30,000,000 years from now,
duction Admits of 100 Milis mixed -make good bulk feed for
They did farm work regularly until corn for half a1 day to haul, bedding water pipes."
with a warm, throbbing load of huducks. But ducks are by no means corn -was laid by, then they were for our fattening cattle. We believe
lion
Bushels
for
Export.
"What did she do?"
man freight, than to picture it a desovegetarians and some meat scraps put to hauling on the road. They that no bedding we gave these cattle
"She stopped him."
late ball of ice plunging through etermust be fed—except in summer when were true and stanch draft horses, to the winter did more good than
The
talk
in
the
press
some
little
"Why?"
nal darkness."
they have access to ponds or streams
did this.
"She said her first husband had the time back of placing an embargo on
where they may find some animal food.
Too many of us, about this time ot notion that he was a plumber, and she wheat, brought forcibly to the minds
Reminiscence.
Duck eggs are heavier than are hen
the year, are burning up some straw had all the trouble from that source of the people of the United States a
"1 can remember when we could get
•ggs. Two duck eggs are about equal
piles to get rid of them. This is sure- that she wanted."
condition that may at some time in an Idea of how an election was going
ly a mistake. We must get oat of the
the near future face them. 100 mil- by taking a straw vote.",
habit of burning straw. It answers
lion bushels of an export of wheat
"We never depend on straw votes
two purposes when used for bedding.
means a splendid revenue to the out our way. The only chance of
It provides the animal comfort and
country as well as to the farmer, learning which way the election was.
makes manure, which is very useful
and If this were assured year after going was to discover which side had
on any farm. Don't burn the straw.
year, there would be reason for con- the most two-dollar bills."
Save It and make your animals comsiderable congratulation.
But last
fortable and yourself money.
year's magnificent end abundant
It doesn't take a woman long to get
crop, which was estimated at 891 wise to a man's actions after marrying
million
bushels,
cannot
be
expected
him—then
she proceeds to call his
CAREFUL SELECTION OF SEED
every year. With a home consump- blud.
sluggish bowels while
tion of 775 million bushels, and a
Everlasting Persistency In Applying
you sleep.
production In many years of little They stop the tickle. Dean's Mentholated
Method and Syetem That Aehievee
Good Type Horse for Farm Work.
more than this, the fact is apparent Cough Drops stop coughs quickly. A pleasSuccess for Farmers.
Get a 10-cent box.
ant remedy—Sc at all good Druggists.
were never known to get stalled but
Sick headache, biliousness, dizzi- that at an early date" the United
The system of seed selection which ness, coated tongue, foul taste and foul States will have to Import wheat. It
once in nine years, and they were
Once in a while a woman wears a
has been taught by the seed experts breath—always trace them to torpid will be then that the people of the
never driven with a whip.
hat that actually looks like one.
At twenty-five years of age each they of the agricultural colleges was es- liter; delayed, fermenting food to tbe United States will be looking to other
markets for a supply. And it is then
were servlceably sound and were full pecially designed for the years when bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
The average man wastes a lot of enA Nice Pair of Runners.
the germinating quality of seed Is
Poisonous matter clogged In the In- that the value of Western Canada ergy in laughing at his own Jokes.
of life.
Think of it! Twenty-one years of doubtful, but It applies with equal testines, Instead ot being cast out lands will be viewed with considerIn weight to three hen eggs. They are
rich flavored and have no objection- hard regular service and still able to force when the best of seed quality of the system is re-absorbed into the able favor. The great area of wheat
blood. When this poison reaches the lands in Canada will then be called
able strong taste except as it may be •am their feed. They were of the prevails.
The farmer who makes advance- delicate brain tissue it causes con- upon to provide the greatest portion
weight, size and breeding and, besides,
caused by Improper food.
The penciled Runner ie a variety had been well taken care of all their ment in his crop growing is the one gestion and that dull, throbbing, sick- of the old world's supply, and also. In
the opinion of the writer, that of the
who carefully Belects his seed eayh ening headache.
much favored because of the pure lives.
At present
I know a young farmer this year year, who applies the seed tester to
white eggs it lays. Some strains ot the
Cascarets Immediately cleanse the United States as well.
pure white Runners lay uniformly who is starting out and who bought each ear of corn that he uses for stomach, remove tae sour, undigested there are only about 12 million acres
two heavy, awkward drafters and also seed. It 1B the everlasting persistency food and foul gases, take the excess of these lands producing wheat. There
white eggs also.
a 1,000 pound mare of good breeding- in applying system end method to this bile from the liver and carry out all are five times that many acres that
He worked the mare in the team with work that achieves success and guar- the constipated waste matter and can be brought under successful cultiSIMPLE WAY OF FATTENING the two big fellows and whenever he antees reliability, says Twentieth Cen- poisons in the bowels.
vation
Apart altogether from the
had occasion to take a trip in his tury Fanner. The local seed grower
A Cascaret to-night will surely value of these lands as wheat proPlace Chickens In Slatted Crate With buggy, always drove the mare, letting is one of the very useful persons to straighten you out by morning. They ducers there is an increased value to
Feed Trough in Front—Mesh
the others rest and still she held her
work while you sleep—a 10-cent box them from the fact that the soil is
Wire Makes Best Floor.
own and kept in good order.
from your druggist means your head especially adapted to the growing of
Too much has been written and said
clear, stomach sweet and your liver many other kl^ds of grain as well as
The simplest 'way of fattening advising the average farmer to use
Never Fails
and bowels regular for months. Adv. all manner St. cultivated grasses,
chickens Is to place them in a fatten' heavy drafters. Let him sell them at
while the natwer,srasses are a wonto s>r e beautiful color to
GRAY HAIR
ing crate. The crate should be six big prices and use a more mediumderful asset In^lhemselves. The cliSmallpox Stamped Out.
More than a halt century of success. If yoar
feet long, 16 inches wide and 18 inches sized horse on the farm.
Of 3,164 deaths in the great -epi- mate is especially favorable to the
dealer hasn't It, send 11.00 and a largo bottle
high. The bottom, back and top are
One year's experience will show him
demic to Montreal 85 per cent were raising of live stock, such as horses,
will bo sent yon by parcel post.
slatted lengthwise, and in front the that he is right
All these
of children under ten years. It is es- cattle, sheep and hogs.
MRS.S. A. ALLEN, SS Barclay St., Now York
slats are placed on the upright On
timated, that 60,000,000 persons died bring into the limelight the adaptaRenews Your Youthful Appearance
the bottom they are an inch and a
of smallpox in Europe in the eight- bility of the soil, the climate and
quarter apart, and on the back, top POINTS ON RAISING CALVES
eenth century. The disease is prac- all other necessary conditions, to the
and front two inches apart. The slats
tically stamped out now in civilized carrying on of dairy farming, In a
GoOd
Shelter
Should
Be
Provided—
are seven-eighths of an inch wide, and
countries. Doctor Rotch reports that most profitable way.
Furnish
Abundance
of
Alfalfa
five-eighths of an inch thick. The crate
in Boston In 15 years there has been
There Is no question that high
Hay—Give Some Grain.
Is divided Into three compartments,
no death from smallpox In children priceB for all that the farmer can grow
and each one opens up separately by
or raise will continue for some years, Can quickly be overcome f-"
vaccinated.
Give the calveh shelter, but this
a hinged top.
and this is the great opportune time CARTER'S LITTLE
A trough for feed is placed on strips need not be too tightly built A shed
to take advantage of what Western LIVER PILLS.,
. SELF SHAMPOOING
in front The crate is strengthened by open on the south with a yard so they
Canada offers. Lands may be had as Purely vegetable
Carefully. Prepared Field of Corn.
having slats three-quarters of an inch can go to and out as they please Is
With Cutlcura Soap Is Most Comfort- a free grant. These are mostly lo- —act surely and
thick and an inch and a half wide In about the thing. Bed this down nicecated some little distance from rail- gently on the
ing and Beneficial. Trial Free.
the community. He cannot maintain
each corner ot the1 crate, running ly with some straw.
ways at the present time, but sooner fiver. Cure
Fix a rack so they can pull the hay his position or hold his business if he
lengthwise. The ends and the partior later will be well served by rail- Biliousness, ■
Especially
If
preceded
by
touches
through
the
slats
and
not
waste
it
is
not
systematic,
careful,
persevering
tion can also be made ot solid wood
ways that .are projected Into these Headand keep this full ot the finest green- and honest. He must of necessity be of Cuticura Ointment to spots of danache,
In order to strengthen the crate.
districts. Land may also be secured Dizzi- ^ ■
a--*druff
and
Itching
on
the
scalp
skin.
est
alfalfa
you
can
get
A
mixture
reliable,
and
so
can
take
no
chances
Ordinary Inch mesh wire nailed to
ness, and Indigestion, 'Thr^dotht^duty.;
by
purchase
at
reasonable
price,
and
the bottom of the crate will answer ot crushed oats and crushed wheat to guessing a- the germinating quality These supercreamy emollients meet on easy terms from holders of same. SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
every skin want as well as every
the purpose of a floor better than a or of oats and bran wty be good for of his seed.
In many cases farms partly improved
Genuine must bear Signature
The germinating quality of seed toilet and nursery want to caring for
slatted bottom, aa there will be less them.
may be rented.
A Winnipeg paper
If you are buying young calveB not measured by its per cent of properly the skin, scalp, hair and hands.
accumulation of droppings, therefore
said
recently:
"Canada
wants
AmeriSample each tree by mall with Book.
yet ready to wean, feed them twice developed germination is the selling
making the crate more sanitary.
They make good
a day on sweet skim milk, warmed standard that seed testing has estab- Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XT, can immigrants.
Canadian citizens." And then speakBoston,
bold everywhere.—Adv.
up
to
the
temperature
of
fresh
milk.
lished. These tests of seeds should
Best Sellers In Poultry.
ing ot the erroneous impression that
If they are very young, feed them
At the time when the prices for three times a day, a quart or three be authoritative and made a 'basis of
has gained some publicity in a portion
FOR DRUNKENNESS and
The Female of the Species.
market poultry are best the cost of pints at a time. After they are a guaranty to the purchaser. Seed
. DRU6 ADDICTIONS
"I tell you, sir," said the sad-eyed ot the United States press, says: 'It
growers
and
seed
dealers
to
every
.Jo sickness, no publicityproduction is the greatest ConsumThe only Kesley Instlmonth or so old you can give them community are engaged to a very re- passenger with the bargain-counter cannot be too forcibly Impressed upon
ers soon learn what quality Is to
tutelnUalne Mew
the American mind that to coming
a gallon each twice a day.
sponsible work. Upon their represen- tie, "all women are born gamblers."
Hampshire or VsrmoBU
fowls, and then they demand It. Buy"That's right," observed the but- to Canada they place themselves unBond for Ire* booklet.
Calf meal or similar preparations tation depends the planting of thouers of dressed poultry do not prefer
THE KEEUT IHSTiTUTE
are very satisfactory to replace milk. sands of acres of crop, involving tens ton drummer. "And they nearly al- der the freest democracy the world
151 Cassnaa Straat
the big, rough, coarse fowl when they
No citizen of this country,
ways win when they play hearts to knows.
are selecting for their tables. This Keep a mixture of dry cornmeal, bran of thousands ot dollars to value, which
whether native or naturalized, can be
catch
diamonds."
or
other
ground
grains
where
the
means crops and money value proclass of fowl is pushed aside and the
compelled to military service.
The
plump, solid ones are selected in- salves can get it as they wish. Keep duced or lost, depending upon the reonly compulsion is the compulsion of
Important to Mother*
•he pens clean and let the calves have liability of the seed used.
stead.
Examine
carefully
every
bottle
ot
conscience and patriotic duty. That is
plenty ot air, light, sunshine and pure
CASTOR1A, a safe and sure remedy for the motive that has prompted thouirater.
Additional Eggs Mean Profit.
Profitable Hay Crop.
Infants and children, and see that It sands ot Canadians to offer their lives. Hiehest Cash Prices paid for ail kinds
of furs. Buyers of hides, skins, pelts.
If a hen only lays one egg a week
Hay Is a crop that is usually profitThey are fighting as free men."—AdBears the
Feed Counts With Cows.
tor a year, it will pay for her food, and
able when it has an adequate market
A.G.MARKHAM4CO.
vertisement.
The best bred-cow to the country, not too far from the farm. It is one Signature ot __
every additional egg means profit If
Springfield. Mass.
a hen lays three eggs a week she will 1 she Is unsupplied with good food, of our most widely and generally dis- In Use For Over SO Years,
An enthusiastic meeting is that of
give double the profit derived from a vill prove a dismal failure, while the tributed crops. On some farms, how- Children Cry for Fletcher's C«atori« two girl chums who haven't Been each
Personal Bye Test
- 10c Beadlien that lays two eggB. The greater (leanest scrub will do something to- ever, hay occupies the land for only
9ther for nearly an hour.
Ita
Accompaniment.
the number of eggs the cheaper the ward paying her board bill If given one year of the rotation when it
"I have an eye for the stage."
plenty of suitable feed and care.
might profitably be continued a year
cost of prodnction in proportion,
Some girls become squint eyed from
"Then look out you don't get the
longer.
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 9-1915.
perusing
the magazine beauty■ hints.
hook too."
i"1""' "•" "•—»
_J
.
hook
i
. Plaee for Dust Bath.
Feed for Dry Cows.
More
Windows
Needed.
It you keep a box of ashes or road
Dry cows should not be stuffed with
More windows are necessary to the
dust in the hen house, and yon ought expensive grain feeds, but coaxed to
to, it should be kept where the son consume enough cheap, rough feeds dairy barns of this country. Probwill strike it the greater part of tbe to keep them in good, vigorous con- | ably not half of the barns are fully
i equipped to this way.
Ution.

Laid Up Several Months

THEE

ON WHEAT

BILIOUS, HEADACHY,
SICOIAHETS"
Gently cleanse your liver and

The Wretchedne$8
of Constipation
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LOVE AND INDIANS
By MYRA E. TERHUNB.

mi-.

I

RULTOf
EOS-,

(Copyright, 1914, by W. Q. Chapman.)
It was so cold that the catchup
Jars in the cellar of the Alden farmhouse were popping like champagne
corks.
For all that, Roger Elaine was preparing to go forth and brave the
chilly blasts, sixty miles on horseback
and through a barren and uninhabited
district. - Love Impelled him, however, GREEN FEED DURING WINTER
ideep and sincere, and that impetus
kept his spirits far above freezing If Egg Supply Is Decreasing, Few
Feeds of Cabbage or Turnips Will
gpolnt
Increase Production.
"T^^^ound to_jgo, are you?" demanded
Farmer Alden, and Roger glanced
•Are you beginning to feed your hens
with a soft admiring eye at Gladys,
|ds daughter, and answered careless- any green stuff yet this winter? Have
you
noticed any decline in egg producly:
"Just a little exercise for my horse. tion so far? If they are without green
3 expect to make It and return In feed and the egg supply is going down
it is probable that a few feeds of cabthree days."
j "I wish I could dissuade you," here bage or turnips will help increase proispoke Gladys, concerned and tremu- duction.
Of course, there Is really very little
lous. "Please do not risk It, Mr.
nourishment in either the cabbage or
iBtaine!"
"But what about those saddle bags, the turnips, but a ben needs a sort of
an appetizer from time to time. I have
Mies Alden?" proposed Roger.
"Oh, they will be safe, if they were found It better to stimulate egg laying
lever safe, a week from now. Then by feeding some of the commoner veg(the weather will let up and It will etables than to pour red or cayenne
pepper into the hens.
{not be so dangerous."
1
"You don't know the average InThe point Is that bens will eat more
Idlan," declared Roger, shaking his when fed green vegetables at regular
head saplently. "This fellow, Vaka, Intervals. The more they eat the betwho brought back your horse, said ter the chances for heavy egg produche had left the saddle In his home tion, says a writer in an exchange.
dugout Perhaps, and perhaps not. Cabbage, turnips, potatoes and onions
Even If so, his wife, his children, his help the bird's digestion.
neighbors may take occasion to rifle
It does not matter much what vegeIt Vaka has promised every day for table we use In midwinter. As a rule
a week that he would go after them." I save all the small potatoes from the
"Which he won't do until the last bins, beginning when the potatoes are
{cent of that hundred dollars is squan- dug, storing the small, warty and undered," predicted Mr. Alden.
dersized ones separately for use In
It was Gladys who accompanied chicken feeding. They must be. boiled
Roger to the door and stood there to be of any value, as a raw potato is
(while he mounted his horse. She, one of the most indigestible things
too, stood at the window looking ever taken into the alimentary tract
latter him till be was out of sight of bird or beast.
|Was he mistaken, or did she really
lift her hands to her lips, as if sendFEEDING THE YOUNG CHICKS
ing after him a good luck kiss?
Roger loved Gladys Alden. She had
imany suitors and be was not entirely tittle Fellows Are Not Fed Anything
Until They Are Two Days Old at
sure of his ground. Since he had anMinnesota Station.
nounced his present journey, however,
Roger had fancied a new depth of ex(By C. E. BROWN, Minnesota Experipression to her sweet eyes.
ment Station.)
It seemed that a month before,
We do not feed little chicks before
'while out for a gallop, Gladys had they are two days old, but from the
left her favorite horse beside the trail beginning give them water. During
to gather some wild flowers. When this period the hen is given her food
Ishe returned he was gone. Wandered out of reach of the little ones. The
off or stolen, nothing was heard of first feeds are given sparingly every
the missing steed until about three two hours, and are usually wet
weeks later. A reward of one hun- mashes.
dred dollars had been offered for the
After the third day we feed some of
return of the horse. Vaka bad apthe cracked grains, a little at a time,
peared, but bareback. He had "fortill, at the end of the fifth or sixth day
gotten" the saddle, he said. In one
we are giving only two feeds a day of
of Its pockets Gladys had placed a
the mash and three feeds of the
'small hand bag. It contained some
cracked grain. Occasionally we give a
{Valued trinkets, once belonging to her
little whole wheat, and by the end of
dead mother. She had mourned their eight weeks we are feeding most of
'loss. Hence the chlvalric foray of the grains whole. If the chicks are unRoger, looking to their restitution,
i. Roger found his calculation as to •
speedy journey at fault. The tratj
■was forty Inches under snow, the rapines clogged, the horse worn oat
'before half the journey was accomplished. 6n the evening of the second day, however, he arrived weary;
and halt frozen at the wretched dugout that Vaka called home. His
'squaw with her five children greeted
him. Roger made out that be was
at the right place, but the Indian
woman could not speak English. She
made a motion as if Intent on geing
for a neighbor to act as interpreter.
About to depart, her eyes glittered,
her breath came rapidly, she stared
hard at the leggings which Roger
wore. Then, a lowering expression
Haven't Scratched Yet.
on her dusky face, she left the hut.
Roger . was so exhausted that he
threw himself on a pile of skins to able to get worms or insects in suffirecuperate while the woman was cient quantities, they must be supplied
away. Before he realized It drowsi- with a substitute, such as milk or beef
scraps. Green feed is given in the
ness overcame him. He was aroused
by finding himself pounced upon vig- form of finely chopped lettuce, a piece
of potato or turnip or mangel when
orously. The squaw had lurked 'outside the hut. had stealthily returned, they are not able to run outside on the
grass.
had bound him hand and foot.
"You kill Vaka!" she shrieked
frenzied, and she pointed at the leg
gings and poised a knife ready to
plunge It into his vitals.
"No! no!" asserted Roger strenuously, comprehending her dark suspicions—"alive!
Pocket—pocket!"
The squaw half understood him.
She groped past his helpless hands
and drew from his breast pocket a
wallet. She scanned its contents.
Then, snatching from among the papers it contained the photograph ot
Vaka, she stood regarding It with
distended eyes.
"I kill her!" she screamed in'a wild
frenzy, drawing the knife in her hand
through the smiling face ot the woman in the picture.
The determined squaw was the
companion of Roger, mounted on her
Indian pony, back to the town. She
had located the missing saddle among
some trappings and the little handbag had Its original contents Intact
The gratitude expressed in the eyes
of Gladys was sufficient reward for
all Roger had done. When he told
of his narrow graze of death, however, this grew to concern. She drew
closer to him and her hand trembled
as she touched his arm unconsciously.
In the moonlight at the door step,
Roger Blaine frankly confessed his
love an hour later. The first kiss of
a happy betrothal was Interrupted by
the appearance of Mr. Alden. He
was chuckling hilariously.
"Vaka," he explained, "with drooping feathers has just been led homeward bound by his better half at the

art at * iiati"—,

QUESTION OF SHELL COLOR
New York City Is Ready to Pay Premium for White Egos-— Flavor Is
Controlled by Feeding.

Tbere Is a prejudice In the market
regarding the color of the egg shell.
It Is a prejudice ot long standing, and
will, without doubt, remain with the
buying public. The average American
market prefers a brown color, while
New York city is ready to pay a premium for white-shelled eggs. The
brown egg buyers in particular claim
that the eggs are ol a richer flavor.
All this is Imaginary, when we come
to understand that it is food and not
color of shell that flavors the egg. Is
it reasonable to suppose the brown
egg of the Brahma fed on onions could
be as sweet as the white egg of the
Leghorn fed on clover?
Best Ration for Fattening.
There is no ration better for fattening poultry for market than sweet
potatoes and cornmeal. Cook the potatoes and just before removing from
the fire add cornmeal. Feed when
cold. About a pound of cornmeal to
a half peck of sweet potatoes makes a*
good .ration.
Space for Each Hen.
Allow every hen from four to six
feet of floor space; better six. Ten
Inches each of roosting space is not
too much. The roosts should be placed
at least eighteen Inches apart.

MUSIC PAINFUL TO BISMARCK

HOW JOHN WAS CURED

"Melodies Cling to Me," Said the
Chancellor, "and I Find It Difficult to Release Myself."

By CHARLOTTE CORBETT.

Talking of the arts, Bismarck said:
"Of music I am very fond, but now I
have to abstain from hearing it be(Copyright, 1914. by W. G. Chapman.)
There comes to every middle-aged
cause tears come only too readily into MAKING WINTER FLOCK LAY
man a time when he feels that his life TO SECURE EGGS IN WINTER my eyes. My heart Is stronger than
lias been a failure. At forty-seven John
my head. Indeed, what self-control Unless Proper Quarters Are Provided
Hens Have No Particular Laying SeaGardiner was beginning to feel that
I have has been bought by experience."
Hens Will Not Produce Eggsson—Do Well in Cold Weather
way.
Many instances occurred during our
Mistake to Overcrowd.
If Given Attention.
A successful architect, with a charmconversations which gave the truth to
ing wife and four children, earning
this assertion.
(By H. L. KEMP8TER, Missouri ExperiIf followed carefully, the hints given
enough money to give him a comfortThe extreme mobility of his counment Station.)
below will insure a satisfactory supply
Farmers lose thousands of dollars
able home and send the boys through
tenance and the various shades of exof eggs during the winter:
college, he looked back on his high
pression which passed over it told of a every year because their poultry Is
Never exposing the fowls to blus- sensitive,
hopes and felt that the promise of
emotional
temperament not properly housed. Unless proper
tery,
snowy
weather,
remembering
youth had been fallacious.
"But I have a fire within me still which quarters are provided, hens will not
that
a
cold,
uncomfortable
hen
canThe little village where he had been
burns at times with fury." Upon that lay during the winter and it is a waste
born, the early sweetheart whom he not be expected to be a profitable one. I asked: "Are you in reality the Iron of feed and time to hold them over.
had not married, his boyish friends Therefore the houses must be of gen- Chancellor?" "No," he said, "not natur- The most common mistake is to keep
all assumed a rosy halo in the past erous size.
ally; the iron I have created to use more hens than the bouse will hold.
Early hatched pullets.
"Forgotten were-the hard knocks, the
when necessary." And that I believed A better plan would be to cull the
Strong, healthy yearling hens.
flock and comfortably house those that
early struggles, the eagerness to get
to be true.
Roomy, comfortable, well-ventilated
away to the big city, where he had at
I asked him If he knew Wagner per- remain. If a poultry house is roomy,
houses.
last succeeded.
sonally. "Yes," he answered; "but It it does no harm to keep the birds shut
Regular feeding of food rich in ni- was quite Impossible for me to care for up on stormy days. The house should
"Ella," he said to his wife, "I believe
trogenous
qualities.
I'll auto down to Gravehurst next Sathim or to encourage his society. I had be dry. This Is accomplished by havScratching sheds and the fowls not time to submit to his Insatiable ing a good dry floor and a good sysurday, spend the night at the little
place and return on Sunday. I want to made to hunt for the grain among the vanity. Before breakfast at breakfast, tem of ventilation. Above all, the
litter.
look up some of my old friends."
before and after dinner, Wagner de- quarters should be light and clean—
Each year breeding from the strong, manded sympathy and admiration. His the house a pleasant place for the
"You'll enjoy the trip, dear," answered his wife, beaming fondly on est and best layers and never Inbreed- egotism was wearisome and intoler- hens to live In.
ing.
The Missouri College of Agriculture
her husband.
able, and his demand for a listener
Using trap nests by which the was so incessant that I was obliged to
But John Gardiner had remained reticent about the chief purpose of his drones can be detected, so as to give avoid his company. I was too busy
trip. He wanted to see Lucy Bates. the room and feed to the workers.
with my affairs to be able to give him
Never overfeeding, but given just all or even a portion ot the demands
Had she waited for him, as she had
sworn to do, remaining a solitary old
he would have claimed upon my time.
maid in the old-fashioned homestead?
But I admire his music greatly, though
It was a mellow afternoon when his
I hare been compelled to give up goautomobile stopped at Gravehurst
lng to the opera, because the beautiful
John had some difficulty in recognizing
and toughing melodies I cannot get
the place at first. A huge factory was
out of my head; they cling to me, and
vomiting smoke all over the landscape;
I find it difficult to release myself from
however, It was a mile out of town,
them, and now it tires me to be so
and the old-fashioned village Itself
much moved."—From "Conversations
was little changed, although an annex
With Prince Bismarck," by W. B.
of cheap frame houses to supply the
Richmond, the English Painter, in the
needs of the factory hands had sprung
North American Review.
>
up.
John put up at the little shabby hoSplendid Memory.
tel and made himself known to the
Recently Philip O'Day, a coal deallandlord. The landlord, St HIggins,
er of Brooklyn, died and it was found
had been one of John's old friends. Hopper for Feeding Grit, Shells or that for nearly twenty years he had
John did not recognize him at first,
kept complete tally of his business in
,
Mash.
and Higgins himself seemed a little
his head. He had not the slightest
as much as they will readily eat up knowledge of arithmetic, as taught
hazy about John.
They were talking over old times clean and not waste or allow to sour. but according to his own methods was
Single Comb Partridge Cochin.
Never exciting hens, but rather able to remember who owed him and
when John reminded the landlord of
keeping them tame so that they will whom he owed, down to a cent
Tom Elmer.
gives the following prescription fer
"I suppose he's a successful minister have confidence in the feeder and not
His sons associated with him In the hen-happiness and a full egg basket:
become scary.
now," he said.
business kept a private account book,
Allow each hen four square feet of
"What, Tom Elmer—Widow Elmer's
Keeping the houses perfectly clean but they never dared let their father
floor space.
son?" shouted the landlord. "Used to and cheery, so that good health may know about it. Just before his death
Provide one square foot of glass to
wear his hair in a sort of pompadour?" be maintained, and that lice may be the coal merchant told them the names
• "That's him," answered John, the discouraged in making their head- of all debtors and the amounts due. every 15 square feet ot floor space.
Locate the windows on the south
memory all coming back to him.
quarters about the premises.
Even In his dying moments he spoke
"Hi, Tom!" the landlord called, and
Never overcrowding the flocks, as with scorn of the need his sons found side and place the tops not quite halt
out of the stable lurched a blear-eyed small families will do more work. It for using pencil and paper to take as high as the house Is wide.
Ventilate by placing one square foot
ragamuffin of about forty-seven, who is better to keep 16 hens In a house down what he told them. After their
came up with a surly scowl.
built for 25 than 26 In a house only father had passed away the sons of muslin to every 16 square feet of
"Tom, remember John Gardiner, big enough for 16.
found his memory was even better floor space, or by making a slat front
who went to Miss Blythe's school with
If these warnings are carefully heed- than their account book, for they had similar to the cupolas in barns. Be
us?" the landlord asked.
ed there will be no difficulty to secure neglected putting down certain sums sure the house is free from cracks
"Sure I do. Sort of sneaking, cow- winter eggs. Hens have no particular the old merchant had reported to and that there are no openings tor
drafts on the'back, ends and roof.
ardly little cuss he was, wasn't he?" laying season; they usually lay best them.
Build a floor eight Inches higher
asked Tom, breathing, out a fresh in warm weather because conditions
than the surrounding ground. Fill in
aroma of Kentucky rye.
are better—It Is up to the poultry man
Coroner's Ancient Nuisances.
four inches of Coarse stone, then two
"This is him," said the landlord. to supply these.
Somebody Invented coroners three inches of clay and then two of dirt
"Come back to look up his old friends."
centuries before Columbus discov- This will make a dry floor.
"Glad to meet you again, Johnny," WINTER PRODUCERS OF EGGS ered America. It was a job ot much
Provide eight to ten inches of roostsaid the stableman, unabashed. "Could
distinction and there were no fees atI speak to you in private a moment?" Question of Keeping Old Hens During tached, says the Philadelphia Ledger. ing space and one nest to every six
hens.
'
he continued, taking John aside. "I'm
But even when Oliver Cromwell was
Cold Weather Season Should Be
Coyer the floor- with a toot or eightbehind with the rent this month,
a lad, folks in England began to abuse een Inches of straw. Feed the grain
Decided by Conditions.
and—"
coroners and call them grafters, or in the straw so as to encourage exerJohn handed him a five-dollar bill,
The hen more than a year old is whatever It was they called folks In cise.
and Tom, looking at it in surly spite, not a winter producer of eggs. Why that day who got something for nothmade his way back into the stable.
this is so it is doubtful if anyone can ing. And Blackstone, whose name Is
It was with some diffidence that tell. The pullet produces the winter often used as a synonym for common SELECTION OF BIG LAYERS
John approached the subject ot Lucy. eggs, but as she gets older, her sea- law, declared that coroners were not
"What has become of Lucy Bates?" son of egg production is later. The only an unnecessary nuisance but that Many Difficulties In Choosing HighProducing Breed—No General
John managed to say presently.
question then is whether it is profit- they often stood in the way of justice.
Agreement Yet as to Type.
"Lucy Bates?" inquired the land- able to winter the hen two years or
Several states are now trying to
lord. "Why, there never wasn't but more old. The answer Is yes, if one abolish coroners, but progress is slow.
There are several difficulties that
one Lucy Bates. Hi, Lucy!"
has a good market for eggs In the If it were as easy to eradicate an old
A disheveled-looking woman came spring and summer, even though you office as a new one, I fear no coroner surround the selection -Of high-producIn, wiping her hands upon a dirty buy the food, and decidedly yes, If one would survive the slaughter. When ing hens. The individuals are small.
apron. "Well, what is it now?" she grows the food for the fowls. If the I asked an eminent judge what' cor- Their production, compared with
cows, for instance, is also small. The
asked.
market In the spring and summer is oners are good for, his reply was:
standard yearly profit Tor each hen is
"Remember Johnny Gardiner?" in- not good, then it will not pay to win"To draw salaries."
somewhere around one dollar. One
quired the landlord, with a grin, In- ter the old hen's, so that, after all, It
cannot,spend a great deal of time on
dicating John. "Come back from the Is not a question of management, but
Soldiers of the King.
each individual hen. So that from a
city to look up old friends."
one of being governed by conditions.
The change which education has general! farmer's standpoint, trap
A faint flush crossed'the tired wom- In feeding the old hens during the
made in the British army in the nests, the one accurate way of getting
an's face as she extended a limp hand. winter, economy must be practiced,
last quarter of a century comes out
"Yes, we've been married seventeen and the best way of doing this is to again in the craving of the King's Liv- at the big layers, are out of the question. The fact that the individuals
years," Bald the landlord. "I was her have all these hens by themselves and
erpool regiment for magazines to read are so small also makes it'difficult
first beau, too. We used to go to- feed them a light ration.
—"always acceptable In the trenches for even those who have given the
gether when we was children. Lucy
and defenses." • The Illiterate private matter considerable attention to select
never had no other beaux, did you.
ot Mr, Kipling's early stories has van- by type.. Tbere has' been no general
Luce?"
ished, leaving in his place a man as agreement as to what the egg type is.
"Nope," said the tired woman, shakphysically capable and as high-spiriting her head and looking straight iato
ed and also of quicker and better-furJohn's eyes.
nished intelligence, who has tri"Well, I'm pleased to have seen
umphantly shown himself to be able
you," said John, moving out toward his
to make a success of the new military
automobile. "I guess I'll have, to be
Ship dressed male birds In separate training, with its wisely bold policy
starting back now," be continued, as packages.
of evoking the soldier's capacity for
he got in. He had changed his mind
• • •
making the best use of himself on
about staying In Gravehurst "By the
Warm quarters and the right ration the battlefield. The -heeds are not
Have a double floor In the pigeon.
way, there was another old friend I—" will bring out the eggs.
those of the old Mulvaneys and Lea- house.
But he got no further, tor with an
• .• *
o • •
royds—if these ever existed—but those
unearthly honk an automobile came
Never pack dressed poultry until all of sensitive, hlghly-civftized men.—
Furnish abundant sunlight in thetearing down the street and struck the animal heat is out of the bodies.
pigeon loft.
Manchester Guardian.
John's fairly and squarely, shaking
• '"* •
* • *
him from the step where he stood into
A light morning feed for the flock Is
Feed a little hempseed to pigeons
Effective
Water
Sterilizers.
the road. He rose to find a black- best, because It keeps them hustling
Two ozone water-sterilizing plants that are "going• light."
browed, flashily dressed stranger .low- through the day.
• •
at
Nice supply 40 and 80 gallons of abering at him from his car.
• • •
The present prices for squabs are
solutely germ-free water per second.
"You've knocked my lamp all asA tablespoonful ot baking soda
likely to be maintained for years to
kew!" he snarled. "Why In thunder placed in the water two or three times The ozone generator is of copper
plates, with glass sheets between, and come. .,
can't you look where you are going?" a week will prevent bowel trouble.
• • *
the air 'between the plates Is decomAnd. leaving John speechless with
» * •
Scraps saved at butchering time
posed by a silent electric discharge of
mr 'flcation he whirled away,
During the winter months, or while
make a fine egg stimulating feed in
"Manager of our factory," explained fowls are confined, supply them with 70,000 volts. The nitrogenous products
cold weather.
the landlord. "One of the big men of suitable grit, charcoal and green stuff being removed by a filter, the ozone Is
* * *
passed Into a chamber into which the
Gravehurst Hurt your eye, ain't you, In addition to, the regular grains.
Be careful not to overfeed the first
water
falls
as
rain
through
gravel-covJohnny? Looks as If it was going to
• « •
week of fattening. It Is better to feed
ered netting.
blacken up."
A pullet Is in the pink of show conlightly three times a day.
"Yes," said John, nursing bis swell- dition just before she lays her first
• • *
Air Over Land and Sea.
ing optic. "I guess that man's name is egg; laying dulls the plumage, takes
The more heavily you are feeding,
A report on the atmospherlc-electrlo
Will Jones, Isn't It?"
away the brightness and sheen, and
the more'demand there is for charobservations made during the second
"Correct," agreed the landlord. affects the shape.
coal. Make it an article of everyday
cruise of the Carnegie is published.
"We're sort of proud of him In Grave• # •
The radioactivity of the air over the diet.
hurst. Must you be leaving?"
Don't let the pullets that are to be
* * *
"If I can get this machine to run," shown come to laying. This can be ocean areas far removed from land I The name "broiler" is derived from
Is small, compared to that found over |
answered John
put oft by changing such pullets from
the fact that the bird is usually split
And, after a little aid from the local house to house, and by feeding a land; while the ionization over the down the middle and the halves
ocean was at least as large as that
blacksmith, John Gardiner chugged maintenance ration only.
found over land.
_ i broiled.
out of Gravehurst homeward—cured,
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towns. This committee, Warren E. Tarbell, Arthur Mitchell, Walter Mellon,
Edward F. Delaney, Henry E. Cottle,
PUBLISHED
Unusual Attendance and Spirited Hubert E. Stoddard and Harry Ives—
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
were appointed to report at the next an' Contests.
AT
nual town meeting.
Journal Block, North Brookfield,
The annual town meeting was held
By an almost unanimous vote the citHORACE J. LAWRENCE,
Monday and the largest vote that his izens went on record in favor of buying
"DISTINCTLY DIFFERENTbeen cast in 10 years was polled, when supplies for the farm at wholesale out of
BB1TOS AND PBOFaiSTOB.
388 out of a total registration of 488 went town.
1.00 a Year in Advance. to the polls. The Foster-Moulton shoe Voted, to continue present method of
Single Copies, 3 Ceats.
factory was closed for the day and the collecting taxes; to allow the firemen and
Adaremall communications to BROOBFIEU> Ideal Coated paper factory dosed at noon engineers the same compensation; to have
li»*s, North Brookfield, Maw.
to enable the employees to be present and the selectmen defend all suits against the
Order* for subscription. adverUsint, or Job an unusually large contingent came from town, and to bring suit when necessary.
wtk and parment
for tto)J*m*.jnn
be «ni
payment ior
we,»™~'"~». „"T^
„; East Brookfield, so that during the entire The article in reference to purchasing apthe main office. North BrookHeM or
W. atcNamara. Brookfield
afternoon every seat in the hall was filled paratus for extinguishing forest fires was
with voters who remained until the last passed over; also that in regard to exBROOKFIELD.
article on the warrant was disposed of at tending water main along the Podunk
6 o'clock. By special permit, the gallery road in East Brookfield.' The two articles
Jan** P. Doyle ol Natick called on was opened for the afternoon, and was to appropriate money for extension of the
friends in town Monday and attended the filled with interested spectators. The water mains were voted down. It was
town insorinjf
wuw» of
u. the
»«, day
«»j was
»..•■ for
™. road
™-. voted to have the selectmen placed in
principal contest
f
Letters are advertised at the Brookfield commissioner for one year, and Felix O custody of all land acquired by tax sales,
T^T ^T
..
_
.-*,_!._ -„J Ufa. .._— _1 L.J il t.JAMU.maM. rtf hf.t!
of both and they were authorized to sell and
post office for M. Peczuiluite and Miss Rose, who had the indorsement
political parties, defeated David N. Hun- transfer deeds in the name of the town.
Jessie. Topping.
Him Katharine Grealis, principal of ter, candidate on nomination papers by The road leading from the main road
the manchard school, spent Sunday at 2* votes. In the fight for two water near the Capen farm to Soutbbridge line
commissioners for three years, Warren will be discontinued. No money was apbar home in Clinton.
E. Tarbell, as expected, polled the. high propriated for the.George Washington
Miss M. Louise Cone, first grade teachvote and for second honor, to the sur- Memorial building. ,
er in the Blanchard building, spent the
prise oi many, Lucius E. Estey snowed
SBUtCTmH, One Year
week-end at her home in Dedham.
Under his opponent, Richard Finney.
Walter B. Mellen 265, Arthur W.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Ely, Springfield, The town went for license by 44 votes,
Mitchell 298, Warren E. Tarbell 284,
forooerly of Podunk district, have gone 32 over last year. The town accepted
John H. Conant 1, Leander Morse S,
to California to attend the Panama expo- the act regarding compensating laborers,
blanks 300.
sition, according to messages received by mechanics and Workmen for injuries susTOWN Ctaax, Three Years
friends in town.
tained in public employment. The polls
Robert G. Livermore 314, blanks 89.
Miss Fannie M. Conrad returned Sun- opened at 8 o'clock in the morning and
TBEASUBKR, One Year
day to resume her duties as teacher in Arthur F. Bntterworth was chosen modArthur F. Butterworth 292, blanks 91.
Eevere public schools, having spent the erator. Action on the articles in the
COLLECTOR or TAX«S, One Year
week's vacation at the home of Mr and warrant, except the election of town ofli
Arthur F. Butterworth 285, blanks 98.
Mrs Irving Breed.
oers'hy ballot, was taken up at 1.30 p
AauesoB, Three Years
tfie Woman's Alliance of First Parish in. and .brought forth discussion that deFREE
Arthur W. Mitchell 294, blanks 89.
ALTERATION* MADE
church will hold a meeting at the home layed adjournment until 6 o'clock. The
I Mrs>Edward Phetteplace at 2.30 p. m. watch-word «aa economy; the voters inOVIRSKEBS or POOR, One Year
_a Thossday, March 11, instead of Tues- tention being to reduce the tax rate of
Henry M. Green 294, OharleB T. Gunn
dey'Ka&a 9, as scheduled on this year's »24 per thousand and they persisted in 276, Wyiiam A. Richardson 276, blanks
this policy until the articles calling for 303.
Worce#«r, Mass.
512 Main Street,
church ladies will bold extensions of the water mains in BrookFmca VKWIRS, One Year
in the south hall of the field Centre were reached and then after
Arthur W. Mitchell 275, William A.
a sjAaesas
turning
down
two
imposition*
for
extown b«aise,|*riday, March 1«, at 2
.Richardson 288, Frederick H. Sincer- .
o'eiock. An-unusually large variety of tensions in East Brookfield on the plea of beau 277, blanks 329.
economy
and
the
effect
the
approprjafood is espeofjdi also apron table and
• '"^WaiRR OoioiisatoNBia, Three Years
wouM have on the tax rate voted to
•urtly Wsuld.
•Lucius E. Estej 245, Richard Finney
he
nMtas
on
Gree»
and
HHs*
Mrs. «u»B«-"A regiment e*„^om■ young p**p%> etiaittred
The extensions were hotly con- 130, »Warr«n E. Tarbell 2(57; Meiks'lH,'"
ialcar to West Warren, WednesTBOSTKES OF PUBLIC LrBBABV,. S Years
tested by the East Brookfield contingen t,
_. John. Ton wonMn"* ■*▼• any
day evening, to attend the circuit meetArthur F. Butterweriih 271, George
trouble teHlng them to fan In" MT.
who
lost
out
on
a
rising
vote.
ing) and brought back the banner for
A. Putney 268, blanks 228.
'
Stnbbi—"No; hut you'd bare a tot or
An event long anticipated was realised
After
ther
two
appropriations
had
been
The
TBI'STEB, One Year
trouble keeping them from falling out, Tuesda^hen the new "Midget Theatre" largest per cent, of attendance.
made
it
was
voted,
on
the
motion
of
next meeting will be held at West BrookOscar Bemis 276, blanks 107.
Maria."
on Oentwd street was formally opened
Judge Cottle, to use the surplus, if any,
SCHOOL COMMITTBB, Three Years
and for the first time in the history of field in June.
to extend the main on Grove street and
The QintUHMt Valley club will conduct
James W. Wall 269, Hubert Stoddard
Gave Him Tim* to Finish Job.
Brookfield, audiences en joyed motion picthus connect the lines instead of having
First Cornishman—"What do 'ea tures in a playhouse built expressly for a dance in tow* hall, West Brookfield, two dead-ends, and Mr Tarbell gave as 2,
:
Wednesday, March 17, from 8 to 12 p.
think I've a-ieed? BUI Smith strung the purpose.
, <
; • AUDITOR, One Year
^
surance that this would give better, pres
m.,
music
by
Plant's
singing-orchestra
of
up in the barn. 'Anged 'uself!" SecThree entertainments were conducted
■ Andrew J". Leach 272, blanks 111.
sure
at
the
fire
hydrants,
and
work
of
ond Cornishman—" 'Anged 'usself,
on the opening day with a fine attendance Spencer. Leon A. Thompson as floor installation will begin as spon as possible. TRUSTS* S. TRBB AHD CRM. FUND, 3 Years
'ave 'ee? And what's do? Cut 'en
director, will be assisted by Matthew
down?" First Cornlshmsn—"Cut 'en at each, the one at 8.30 taxing the seating Daley, John Donovan, Frank Daley,
The discussion on water extensions J. Herbert Conant 268, blanks 116.
down? No; 'so warn't dead yet."— capacity, and many were forced to stand. William F. Roach and Walter Skiffrag- caused the most exciting incident of the
BOARD or HSAI.TH, Three Years
The theatre has been in course of conWroc's Writings.
William F. Hayward 269, blanks 114.1
day, when Edward F. Delaney, speaking
ton.
Cars
to
Spencer
and
West
Warren,
struction for three months, but a great
HIGHWAY COMMMSIONBR, Three Years
in favor of the Green street extension,
His Helpmeet.
nurnher obtained their first glimpse of the after the dance, and providing there are
Samuel McDonald 203, Horace J.
"Every time one of his acquaint- interior at the initisl performances Tues- eight couples a car will be sent to Ware. inferred that Mr Tarbell was playing the
ances has <t bit of luck and makes a day, and to these it seemed hardly possi- The management is planning a cham- game in fine manner, when he first sug- Terry 1.
One Year
pot of money he grieves over It" ble that in so short a space of time a pionship contest in modem dancing be- gested the articles be passed over and
David N. Hunter 168, *Felix 0. Rose
tween the two best dancers in the towns then made a motion to appropriate B1600
""That's because he knows that when
playhouse could spring up in Brookfield,
The Kodak lias become the infor an extension on Blaine Ave., and the 197, blanks 18.
be gets home his wife will jump onto
between Worcester and Springfield.
separable companion of almost
blm because he didn't make a pot of that for arrangement, convenience and
Several families have changed residen- North Brookfield road in East village. """"""" TREE WARDEN, One Year
comfort
is
unrivalled
in
the
towns
of
every traveller or vacationist,—it's
money." •
Mr Tarbell responded in a vigorous manP. Eugene Gadaire 213, blanks 170.
Worcester county, and many declare ces during the past week. Earl Cordner
half the pleasure.
ner, and informed the meeting that he
CONSTABLES, One Year
lias
moved
from
the
Hoicomb
house
on
that
it
surpasses
in
appearance
many
of
Fine Flshln'.
No matter what you want in
was
sincere
in
his
statement
that
the
Joseph H. Adams 230, George Bolac
Small Boy—Good flshin? Yessir; ye its size in either Worcester or Springfield. Howard street to the Kimball house on town could not afford one or any extenthe Kodak line, we have it. Let
271, James Bowler 247, John Crotty 243,
go down that private road till ye come The name "Midget" would imply that Lincoln 8t.; on Tuesday, Charles B. Rice
us prove that our finishing departto th' sign "Trespassers will be prose- the theatre is small, but it is roomy and moved from the Mulcahy hjaise, Merrick sion this yeer, and did not think that any J. Victor Guerin 243, Thomas Mooney
ment is prompt and careful—our
cuted;" cross th' field with th' bull In bright, with a cheerful atmosphere, and Ave., where he has lived for the past five man had the right to assume that he was 222, William Roach 228, blanks 997.
prices moderate.
It an' you'll see a sign "No flshln' al- a seating capacity of 220. The aisles are years into the tenement vacated by Mr playing any kind of a game and called
License vote, Yes 204, No 160.
LastKodaks-Se.00 and up
lowed."—that's it.—Life.
Cordner.
The Mulcahy property has upon Mr Delaney to explain what he year, Yes 158, No 146.
at
the
sides
of
the
theatre
and
the
rows
Brownies—Si to S12
meant. Mr Delaney replied that he did
Workmen's Compensation Act, Yes
of seats farther apart than in most such been bought by Charles P. Gay, who exnot mean to accuse Mr Tarbell of playing 151, No 66.
Might Well Imitste Beaver.
places, thus making it possible to reach pects to take possession the latter part of
N
any game. The only other appropriaYou can pay no higher compliment
Total vote cast 383. Total registration
the centre seats, without discomfort or the month. Mrs Clara Doyle has moved
to a man than to say that he "works
from the Duel) house on Central street to tions made outside of the running expen 488.
annoyance.
like a beaver." The beaver is not
see asked for by the various departments
The appropriations made were:—GenEntrance to the playhouse is built on Wares and James Crowley moved from
only a hard worker but an Intelligent
the Langlois house on Green street into were: for an additional story on the en- eral Government^selectmen, salaries and
Brookfield, - Mass.
what
was
the
driveway
between
the
Metand efficient one. If all human beings
gine
house
at
Brookfield
and
an
additionexpenses, 8225; treasurer, «300; tax colused their reasoning faculties to as ropole and Tyler blocks. A wide corri- the Duel! house.
al fire escape from the gallery of town lector, 8350; assessors, J500; town clerk,
good advantage as these four-footed dor, 20 feet long leads to the ticket winhall. The building committee appointed $90; auditor, $25; elections and registracreatures do their Instinct or reason dow, and the passageway turns at a right
The jjerformaaces to-morrow will be at was Warren E. Tarbell, Walter B. Mel- tions, $250; printing town reports, $182;
our civilisation would undoubtedly angle to the theatre opening. Another
2.46
and
8.30
p.
in.
There
will
be
shows
len, Arthur W. Mitchell, Edward F. Del- town hall, $500; contingent expenses,
have reached a far higher level than turn and you enter the theatre.
at these hours on Tuesdays, Thursdays aney and Walter R. Howe. On the mo- $200; Highways general repairs, $1900;
it yet has.
The playhouse itself is parallel to the and Saturdays until further notice. Five
tion of James W. Wall, $10,000 was apentrance, but to the right of it. The inte- part plays will be featured Tuesdays and propriated for education, this being an bridges, $150; snow removal, $100; sidewalks, centre village, $200, east village,
FOR SALE
rior
finish
is
light
oak
colored.
The
floor
Thursdays with a varied program on increase of *800 over what was granted $200; street lighting, $1580; tree warden,
TWO tons of good bar. Ini"'" °'.WJ1£IAM
H. NICHOLS. Main St., Brookileld. Mass.
is inclined so that an excellent view of Saturdays.
last year.
$50; education, $10,000; public library
2wl0
the screen is possible from every seat.
■ ■<■ ■
—■
The article relating to care of poor and and reading room, $1200; military aid,
No expense has been spared in the conWANTED
indigent persons brought forththe great- $60; soldiers' relief, $400, and $150 due
o. of
uf any kind, by the week. ds>
HOUSEWORK
' „—PULL LINE OF., ~
By the hour preferred. In any of struction or equipment, the heating and
eat argument of the afternoon and ajtho' the town from the state in November,
or hour,
5S Brooklields. Address MISS ELSIE PETER- ventilation being of the latest type to
none advocated joining the Charlton 1915; Memorial day, $100; care of comSON To. Box S1K. Brookfield. Mass.
2wl0
comply with requirements of the State One of Brookfield's Most Prominent farm association all were of ona mind in mon, $25; public charity, $8400; cemepolice. The theatre was inspected and
Citizens and Business Men,
asserting that the town farm as conducted teries, Podunk $10, Brookfield, $200; inpassed by the district police Monday.
at present was a losing proposition_ and terest on notes, $2150; protection of perThis Store has the exclusive
The screen is of the stationary type on
At 10.30 a. in. to-day Roger Mulcahy that something should be done to reduce sons and property, fire department,
which
pictures
can
be
portrayed
with
died at his home, after a brief illness, the cost of maintaining the inmates $1100; forest fires, $50; constables' seragency in this, district for
hardly any flickering.
Although the aged 80.
"Lowe Brothers Paints''.The possibility of uniting with either vices, $100; care of lock-ups\$75; court
theatre is built into the Metrupole block it
For the last 60 yeara^r Mulcahy hae North or West Brookifield so that the fees, $150; sealer weights and measures,
is practically a building of itself as a been a resident of Brookfield, and for poor of each town could be kept at the $25; insect extermination, $100; health
Plumbing,
brick wall separates the two and there are forty years he was in the grocery busi- same place and thus lower the cost to ail and sanitation, $150; for a reserve fund
Steam Fitting,
no connecting doors. Manager Mtilcahy ness, retiring from active business four concerned.
to provide for extraordinary and unforhas been much congratulated on the.com- yearaago. He has been most respected
Electrical Work,
CharlesA. Sweet defended the work of seen expenses, $500, to be taken^ from
pletion
of
the
theatre
and
the
public
is
j
and
influential,
his
opinions
and
judgand Jobbing.
last year's board of overseers, but fa-, the general fund; for the unpaid bills of
assured that only the best of picturee ment being sought on many questions in
vored changing the present system of public charity for last year, $353.12. For
will be produced.
public affairs.
managing the town farm. On motion of, building addition to engine house, $650;
daughter, Mrs
The opening performance was Mary
He leaves a wife,
Judge Cottle it was voted to have the j for an additional exit from the gallery ot
\ Postal card wUl bring thtm for
Pickford in Teas of the Storm Country- Nettie Meagher, of New Haven, Conn., a
moderator appoint a committee of seven: the town hall, $225; extension of water
your inspection. ■' . • . " .
Music was by Donahue's orchestra, but | brother, William Mulcahy, and a sister,
to-investigate the management at the main on Green street, 630; extension of
for the regular performances, a baby Mils Elizabeth Mulcahy. Arrangments
town farm, and also to see what systems water main on High and Grove streets
Donahue Block
grand piano will be used "with Raymond for the funeral were not completed up to
are in use in at the farms in adjoining $S50. total 129,875.12.
C, dough of East Brookfield as pianist, the time ef our going to press.
MDQKFIELJ
CENTRAL STREET,,
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RICHARD HEALY CO.
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ON WOMEN'S GARMENTS AgP
FURS HAVE FADED TO TfiE
VANISHING POINT
This is the Final Roundup of all Winter GarnwntR
and Furs-Suite, Coats, Dresses and ^ ^^ZZ
for the Children, that must be disposed of to make room
for the Spring Clothes which are coming every day.

suSTnoATslSl^

IN THBEE BIG LOTS THIS WEEK

$5.00

$10.00

$15.00

50 Coats at $5.00 100 Coats at $10.00 50 Coats at $15.00
35 Dresses at $5 100 Dresses at $10 JO Dresses at $15
40 Skirts at $5 20 Suits at $10.00 15 Suits at $15.00

RICHARD HEALY CO.
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Brertfields New Theatre

Take a

Kodak

with you

M.J. DONAHUE

The
New Store

Death of Roger Mulcahy

HARDWARE

SAimirBOORS

1915~STYLES
Winchester HEATERS Installed WALL PAPER
RICHARD FINNEY

& SONS.

Archibald Buchanan
BROOKFIELD, MAS*.
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N. H. OBTAINS
FARE INCREASE
Commission Objects to Methods
of B. & M. and B. & A.
1-4 CENT INCREASE GRANTED
Decision
la

of

Public

Service

Final— Affects
Paeaenger

Board

One-Way

Rate*— Public

Opposed Increase,

Boston.—The New York, New Haven and Hartford, alone of the three
railroads which Sled new tariff ached
ules for passenger faxes with the public service commission tor approval,
has won Its point Under the law, the
officers of that road are entitled to
Increase the fares along their lines as
they proposed. The petitions of the
Boston & Albany and the Boston £
Main railroads have been refused.
Suspension orders have already
been sent to the two roads mentioned
on the new rates, which otherwise
would have gone into effect at midnight Sunday night
Certain of the
increases asked by the rate makers
of the roads gained the approval of
the commission, but as the tariffs
were offered in, their entirety for consideration, the commissioners had no
power to make any divison. Therefore they were obliged to reject them
In whole.
The approval was given to the New
Raven schedule because It was logical
and exact in every point. The rates
proposed by the Boston & Maine and
Boston & Albany, on the other hand,
were out of harmony with the New
Haven rates and were not built up on
a strict method of computation.
Massachusetts,
the
commission
holds, ia too small a state In area to
permit discrimination in rates among
the railroads' within its confines.
Judging from what is heard, the
rate fixers of the two roads which
were turned down, went out to make
a killing.
The New Haven men, on
the contrary, hewed close to the line.
Inasmuch as the road is distinctly a
passenger carrier in comparison with
the other two, it was easier for the
officials to draw a narrower margin,
but this close figuring spelled the defeat of the pleas of the other roads.

LABOR AGAINST AMENDING
"ANTI-INJUNCTION" ACT
Would Nullify Last Year's Law, Says
Henry Sterling for A. F. of L.

, Boston.—Henry Sterling, chairman
of the legislative committee of the
Massachusetts branch of the American Federation of Labor, headed a
large delegation of labor men from
all over the state before the legislative
committee on Judiciary to protest
against any amendment of the socalled "anti-injunction" act of last
year.
"This bill practically nullifies
last year's act," declared Mr. Sterling.
The bill adds the following new section to last year's act.
i
"The provisions of this act shall
not be applicable to any dispute between employer and employes or between persons employed and persona
seeking employment or Involving a dispute concerning terms or conditions
of employment or any act or actB done
In. pursuance thereof wherein the persons complained against are conducting a strike, boycott or other industrial dispute for any unlawful purpose or are engaged In promoting any
strike, boycott or other industrial dispute by unlawful means."
J. J. Feely declared that the manu
facturer In this state was tied hand
and foot because of the anti-injuno
tlon law passed in 1914.
Edward S. Alden of Holyoke, pres
ident of the Massachusetts State
Branch of the American Federation
of Labor, insisted that it was not the
Intent of the laboring world to use
unlawful methods.
Boston—A bill which would compel
railroads to equip their locomotives
with 35-pound bells and foghorn
whistles, which were to be rung and
olown when approaching railroad
crossings, has been presented to the
railroad committee. Railroad attorneys in general presented opposition.
Gov. Walsh's recommendations for
a reorganization of the staw board of
agriculture by the creation of a paid
board was sharply opposed' before the
committee on agrlcuture. Secretary
Wheeler of the board and officers and
members of the state grange assailed
the plan.
The
constitutional
convention,
which Gov. Walsh has been promoting, died in the Senate.
MAJ. HIGGINSON URGES RESERVE

Tells Legislative Committee Country
STATE

AUDITOR

Cook Unearths Two

FINDS
Funds

S150,000.

Must Arm Against Foreign In.
vaelon.

Which

Have Long Been Lying Idle.

Boston.—State Auditor Cook, who a
few weeks ago discovered an unused
(and of $200,000 which had accumulated from the fees of the land court,
bae unearthed about $150,000 additional which has been lying idle for
roars, and which he believes should
be applied to a reduction of the
State's tax requirements.
The new find by the State auditor
consists of two funds, one of which
Is the State House loan fund, established to control and limit the height
of buildings adjacent to the State
House, and the other is known as the
harbor Improvement fund.
The State House loan matter has
already been referred to the attorney
general and upon his advice'a resolve
has been drawn authorizing the treasurer and auditor to apply the fund,
which on Nov. 30, 1913, amounted to
162,622.07, to any other fund as they
may approve.
The harbor improvement fund amounted on Nov. 30, 1913,
to $83,649.23.
The auditor saye he has obtained a
line on another large fund which he
believes inquiry will show is applicable to general State purposes. This
fund, he saya, Is larger than any of
the others brought to light by him.

MaJ. Henry I* Higginson appeared
before the committee on military affairs as an advocate of a navy large
enough to prevent any nation from
provoking war with this country and
a military reserve large enough to
serve as a bulwark against Invasion.
MaJ. Higginson was appearing In
favor of a bill to provide for an Investigation to determine We advisability of establishing a state military
reserve.
Adjt. Gen. Cole gave the
measure his hearty approval.
"I am not so sure we won't get into
it." said MaJ. Higginson with regard
to the European war.
"We want a nation so large nobody
will dare attack us, a navy so large no
■hips will dare sail -in and bombard
us.
We want a military reserve so
large we can say to any nation In the
world:
'If you find it necessary to
fight, we are prepared.'
"I'm for peace.
Let me tell yon
gentlemen, the utterance of the president of the peace society who said, 'If
they won't have peace we'll make
them have it,', Is my attitude.
"A military reserve In Massachusetts would teach our boys how to
shoot. Every boy In the nation ought
to know how to shoot
It will do
them good as men. It will "give them
discipline, make them obey orders and
respect their fellows."

Going to Heaven with $1000.
Worcester.—Declaring that she was
going to heaven and was waiting for
a car to take her there, Miss Ella
J. Creswell, 42, of Medford, was
found wandering In front of the City
Ball.
Miss Cresswell had been observed
walking back and forth in front of
the City Hall for five hours. She was
removed to police headquarters, where
her name and address were learned.
It was discovered she has two brothers In Worcester, who later took her
is charge.
World Peace Director Diet.

Fall River.—The death of Albert
G. Bryant, organization and business
director of the World Peace Foundation, occurred here at the Highland
Hospital from cerebral hemorrhage.
He was recovering from an operation
for appendicitis.
His home was at 85 Homer street,
Newton Center. Since September,
1913, he has been connected with the
World Peace Foundation, spending
most of his time traveling through
the States to organize branches.
Puritans Favored Dancing.
Boston.—"The Purltafts did* not object to dancing, but rather apologized
for it because It was helpful exercise," said Cecil Sharp, one of England's leading authorities on folk lore
dancing. In his talk on "The Folk
Song and the Folk Dance," given at
the home of Mrs. Malcolm Graeme
Haughton, 288 Beacon street,
"This
fact is shown," he slated, "in the many
books written- on the art in England
ap to the year 1660, and these books
were writeen by pious men."

WALSH

MAY PUT
CATTLE.

BAN

ON

Declares He Will Stamp out Foot and
Mouth Disease.

Boston.—Following several confer
ences on the foot and mouth disease
Gov. Walsh has given out a statement
in which he says the spread of the
disease is becoming a serious menace
to the cattle of the state; that outbreaks are increasing and that he has
been asked to declare a statewide embargo against all incoming cattle.
The present situation, he declares
Is the aftermath of the spread of th«
malady under Commissioner Walker"!
tenure of office.
"It was claimed that this disease
was stamped out in Massachusetts
under the former commissioner," h«
says, "but It was never stamped out
and it exists today like a smouldering
fire, threatening to break out with
new vigor.
"It is nry intention to see that thU
Infection 1« stamped out In this state
once and for all. even if the govern
or ha* to declare a statewide quaran
tine."
*
Hardware Men's Convention.
Boston—More than one thousand
members and guests of the New Eng
land Hardware Dealers' Association
attended the opening of the twentysecond annual convention and exbibi
tlon of the association at Mechanics
Building, and enjoyed the opportunity
of a private view of the exhibits
Scores of concerns, mostly of New
England took spaces and the exhibit
exceeded all records of the wsocia
tlon In point of attendance.
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BRITAIN OEMS SEA CLOSED TO GERMANY U.S. WILL PROTEST
ALLIES REPLY TO SUBMARINE WAR DECREE PLANJ[_ ALLIES
A5QUITH MMMPLAN Of REPRISAL Extraordinary Infringement of

This Nation's Rights
Prime Minister Says War Will Cost England $8,500,000 a Day by April
1 and Tbat It Is Not Yet Time to Talk Peace
OPINION OF
WASHINGTON

RUSSIAN ARMIES NOW ON THE OFFENSIVE
London.—Great battles are raging
in both arenas of the European war.
iparls and Berlin announced that violent fighting Is under way in the Champagne region, where the Allies began
an attack several days ago, and that
the losses have been unusually heavy.
The Germans said new French attaoks, made with strong forces, were
repelled in most cases and-that the
French losses were enormous.
The Russian armies are fighting
along virtually the whole eastern
front
In North Poland, having by
means of large reinforcements 'been
able to resume the.offensive, they are
slowly pushing the Germans back^to
the East Prussian frontier.
In the Carpathians and Eastern Galicia they have been engaged for several days In resisting fierce and'repeated attacks by the Austrlans.
Except in front of the fortress of
Ossowetz, which they are still bombarding with their heavy guns, the
Germans say the Russian official reports, have turned their backs upon
the Russian railways—their first objective when they emerged from East
iPrussia on the heels of the retreating
Russians a short time ago.
The Russian offensive' extends
across Poland to the Lower Vistula,
where the Russian troops are holding
back the Germans who threatened
their lines south of that river. <
For the moment, however, the Carpathians is the scene of the heaviest
fighting. The Austrlans, despite their
repeated defeats and heavy losses In
men and guns, have returned to the
offensive and with the aid of large artillery reinforcements have delivered
a vigorous attack between the Ondawa
and San rivers.
The slopes of the mountains and the
ravines are reported to be strewn with
dead.
Still further to the east, near the
town of Stanlslau, which once,again
is reported to be In Russian hands,
the armies have met, and the Russians assert that the Austrians have
been forced to retire.
In spite of the heavy fighting in the
east, the Germans are reported to be
sending strong reinforcements to*the
west for a new attempt which they are
to make to break through the Allies;
lines In France and Flanders.
The people of the towns of Belgium
have been warned to prepare to billet
a large number of German soldiers;
which Indicates that Germany is making preparations for another great
effort
The Turks are said In dispatches
from Mitylene and Tenedose to have
posted more than 100,000 troops along
the coast of the, Gallipoli peninsula,
near the Sea of Marmora, about 130
miles from Constantinople.
A report froro Athens announced
that after the destruction of Fort Dardanus the allied vessels bombarded
the interior forts of Hamidleh and
Yildiz Tabla.
Allies Face Hard Task.

London.—If the combined fleets of
Great Britain and France can prevent
it, no commodities of any kind except
those now on the seas shall henceforth,
until the conclusion of the war, reach
or leave the shores of Germany.
This Is England's answer to Germany's submarine blockade, and it is
effective forthwith.
Premier Asquitb, reading from a
prepared statement, made this announcement In the House of Commons
at a session which will be historic.
Studiously avoiding the terms "blockade" and "contraband"—for these
words oocur nowhere In the prepared
statement—the Premier explained that
after this day the1 Allies considered
themselves justified in attempting, and
would attempt,' "to detain and take
Into port ships carrying goods of presumed enemy destination, ownership
or origin."
The 'Premier emphasized, however,
that vessels and cargoes so seized
were not necessarily liable to confiscation, and begged the patience of neutral countries In the face of a step
through which they were likely to
suffer. He added that In making such
a step the Allies had acted In selfdefence.
"We are quite, prepared," Mr. Asquitb went on, "to submit to the arbitration of neutral opinion, and still
more to the verdict of impartial history, that in the circumstances in
which we have been placed we have
been moderate; we have been restrained; we have abstained from
things that we were provoked and
tempted to do, and we have adopted
a policy which commends itself to
reason, to commonsense and to justice."
Costs $7,500,000 a Day.
The tremendous cost of modern warfare, which the Premier estimated
now at $7,500,000 daily -to the Allies
alone, and likely to grow to 18,500,000
or more daily In April, was one theme
of the Premier's address. He gave
these figures In asking for a supplementary vote of credit, making a total
of £362,000,000 ($1,810,000,000,) to
prosecute the war to March 81, 1915.
This the House unanimously granted.
It being the largest war credit ever
voted for any purpose.
Belgians Capture Ground.

All the Petrograd correspondents refer to the capture of a large number
of Germans as a new phase of the war
and credit It to the lack of officers
among the German armies and the
large number of young untrained men
who have been drafted into them.
The Russian offensive extends to
what Is now known as the Bura-Rawka front, where they successfully opposed Field Marshal von Hlndenburg's attempt to advance on Warsaw
in December and January.
Hard battles also .were fought in
western Galicla and in the Carpathians, but without bringing any notable
change In the situation.
In eastern Galicla the Russians report another repulse for the Austrlans,
who have again lost many prisoners.
The Belgian army, reorganized and
re-equipped, has again been taking
part In the fight for the recovery of
Its country, and has advanced across
the Yser and taken a farm from the
Germans, and its artillery has demolished two German works.
The fact that the Queen Elizabeth
Is in commission suggests tbat her
four sister shine, all of which were
laid down within a few weeks of each
other, are either in the fighting line or
ready to join it.

London.—The allied fleet of forty
British and French warships landed
men and guns near the destroyed
Dardanelles forts, and British and
French flags we're raised over the captured ground.
The fleet contlnled a bombardment
of the inner forts. A -powder magazine was blown up. Many men were
killed.
The fleet had reached as far ae the
lighthouse near Fort KHid Bahr. The
forts on the European side have been
reduced to silence. Mine-sweeping operations continue.
There are 60,000 Turks on the European side and 15,000 on the Asiatic
aide.
The Allies are now facing a difficult
phase of the task of getting to Con- ajiiiitiiiuiiiHiMiiHiMiMiitiiiiMiiimiiiJiiimiiiiniiiiniiiiifftifiiimiiiiiHiiHiiiiiii!
stantinople, having the strongest forts
ahead of them, although the guns of
PITH OF THE
these forts have not the range of the
guns of the larger ships, particularly
WAR NEW8
the 15-lnch guns of the Queen Elisa- SsMNmuuiMHiiiinuiiiiiitiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiniiniiiiiiiiHiiuiimiiiiiiiiitaiHB
beth.
Following their victory at Przasnyz,
Russians Push Fighting.
the Russians are driving hard at the
Heavy fighting took place in the
German line In northwest Poland
eastern theatre of the war and the
In an effort to push the enemy back'
Russians assumed the offensive along
to Thorn and Soldau In Prussia.
their whole front—an Indication that
Reports
of a state of unrest existing
they have been able to bring very
ill Constantinople following the Alstrong reinforcements Into the field.
lies' operations In The Dardanelles
They have successfully checked the
are confirmed by advices to the
German advance in north Poland,
State Department.
where the Germans are reported to be
In retreat, and the recapture of Praza- Ambassadors of neutral powers met
at the British Foreign Office and
snysz, after severe fighting, has given
discussed Informally Great Britain's
them an excellent pivotal point from
reprisal policy.
No protests from
which to carry on their further operaneutral! have been presented as yet.
tions.
CZECH

REGIMENTS REVOLT.

One at Prague Said to Have Killed
Its Higher Officers.

Paris.—The Ninety-first Czech Regiment, in garrison at Prague, mutinied
and killed Its higher officers. After
reprisals on the rank and file this
regiment was sent to Braahoff, on the
Rumanian frontier.
A second Czech regiment has been
sent away from Vienna, and both these
organizations are being replaced by
Rumanian regiments from Transylvania.

Resisting desperately and telling of
Russian repulses at many points,
the hosts of Field Marshal von Hlndenburg are being slowly driven
back toward the Prussian border
along a1 200-mile line extending from
the lower Nlemen to the Vistula, SO
miles below Warsaw.
in the Grodno district hard fighting
continues, with the Russians trying
to advance, but without any great

Government's Stand Is That It Finds
Itself Confronted With All Dangers
to Which It Was Subjected Under War Zone Campaign.

Washington.—The United States
will emphatically protest against the
Allies' new policy of shutting off all
trade with Germany, Austria and
Turkey.
This Government win be pbllged to
voice its opposition to this extraordinary Infringement of its rights as
vigorously as it refused to acquiesce
In Germany's threat to destroy neutral snipping.
The disastrous efforts of this new
policy'and its legal character are regarded here as equalled only by the
operations proposed by Germany under the recent war zone decree.
The reButt of this latest move by
Great Britain and France so far as
the United States is concerned is this:
The Washington Government finds
itself confronted with all of the dangers to which It was,subjected under
the German war zone campaign and
in addition is facing the certainty
that its merchant vessels with cargoes
destined for Germany or any other of
her Allies will be seized and detained.
In other words, the United States
vessels, which under all rules and precedents of international law, have the
right to proceed without molestation,
will run the danger of being torpedoed and sunk if they attempt to reach
an English port and will be seized
and detained if they carry goods BUBpected of being destined to Germany
and her Allies.
It is frankly acknowledged here
that United States commerce between
these two millstones is In an extremely critical situation. The situation is
all the more serious in that Great
Britain's threat does not apply solely
to cargoes consigned to German, Austrian and Turkish ports, but to any
which are of "presumed enemy destination, ownership or origin,"
WAY TO TREBLE GASOLINE.

FRUIT LAXATIVE
HHSH CHILD
"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,
liver and bowels.
Every mother realizes, after giving
her children "California Syrup ol
Figs" that this is their Ideal laxative,
because they love it* pleasant taste)
and It thoroughly cleanses the tends*
little stomach, liver and bowels without griping.
When cross, irritable, feverish, or
breath If bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, sire •
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and In a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste,' sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the bowels, and you have a well, playful child
again. When Its little system Is full
of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache.
diarrhoea. Indigestion, colic—remember, a good "inside cleaning" should
always be the first treatment given.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Syrup pf Figs" handy; they know a
teaspoonful today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Ask at the store for a 60eent bottle of "California Syrup of
Figs," which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-ups
printed on the bottle. Adr.
Contrary Methods.

"I see that In Europe they are)
having battles in the clpudfr"
"Yes; that is how they are trying
to get In the sun."
Have Healthy, 8irons. Bemutlfol styes
Oculists mail Physicians used Marine Sye
Remedy msny yemrs before it WM offered M a
Domestic Eye Kedloin*. Marine Is Still Com,
pounded by Our Pbysio!»s end gneraaUsa
by them »s » Reliable Relief lor Byes that Nes*
Care. Try It in your Eyes and In Baby's Syes—
No smarting-—Just Bye Comfort. Buy Murine
of your Druggist—accept no Bubstttnte, and If
Interested write for Book of the Elys Free.
MLIllNK BYB BBHEDT CO., CHICAGO

He Certainly Old.
"Smlthers," said the lawyer to hi*
clerk, "what is air, Jarley's telephonenumber?"
"Do you wish his exact' number****
asked the busy clerk, absent-mindedly.
Kissing Microbes.

Belle—I see a Swiss scientist declares that microbes do not exist la
mountain air at an altitude of over
2,000 feet How do you suppose he's*
discovered that?
'
Beulah—Oh, he's probably done
some kissing at high altitude.''

Makes U. S. Mills Independent of Ger-

A Selfish Idea.
"There goes an irascible old gentle,
man
who
Is
a noted woman hater, yes
Washington.—Two discoveries, both
of vast importance to American Indus- he's In favor of votes for women.*'
"Well! Well! That's a compliment
tries and one regarded also as a priceless military asset, were announced to the persuasive powers of the fair
by Secretary Lane of the Interior De- sex."
"I dont know whether It Is or not
partment.
They are chemical processes, devel- He says he'd give them anything to
oped after years of research by Dr. keep them quiet"
Walter F. Rlttman, chemical engineer
Activities of Women.
of the Bureau of Mines.
Miss Alma K. Boyd has been ep»
One is expected to enable oil repointed private secretary to Lieutenfiners to increase their output of gasoant Governor McClaln of Pennsylline by 200 per cent.; the other makes
vania.
possible the production from crude
Mary PIckford, the moving picture)
petroleum of tuluol and benzol, bases
for dyes and high explosives, for which across, receives a salary of $2,008
per week for 52 weeks In the year.
in the past the United States and the
The only real profit-sharing Indusrest of the world /had depended almost
try in the United States Is owned by '
exclusively on Germany.
"These processes," said Secretary a woman, Mrs. James P. Warbasse of
Lane, "are fraught with the utmost Brooklyn.
German tailors and dressmakers
importance. The Standard Oil Company has had a big advantage over have decreed that the prevailing color
the independents in production of gas- for the new spring fashions shall b*
oline, having a patented process ob- the field gray of the German army
taining three times the amount of uniform, and in regard to cut the
gasoline from a given quantity of military style will be followed.
man Dye Makers.

petroleum the independents now obtain. Independent producers as a
whole have never been able even to
approach these results.
"Now the Federal Government
through the efforts of Dr. Rittman proposes to make free for the use of all
a process confidently expected to increase their yields of gasoline fully
200 per cent, and perhaps more."
INDICTED FOR AIDING CRUISER6.
U. 8. Grand Jury Specifies Conspiracy to Defraud.

New Tork.—The Federal Grand Jury
banded down two Indictments against
the Hamburg-American line and five
individuals, including Karl Buenz, one
of the directors and American representative. The defendants are charged with conspiring to obtain improper
clearance papers by swearing to false
manifests, and giving false ports of
destination, thereby causing the Collector of the -Ports of various cities in
the-United States to make false records,
i
Although the Indictments are based
on the alleged coaling and provisioning of German warships, Julian Hartridge, assistant United States District
Attorney, who has charge of the case,
in an interview, said they charge nothing more than a violation of the United States code governing shipping and
that if the charges be proven, the defendants would be just as guilty In
time of pease as in wartime.
R. R. 8TATION8 TO BE STORES.

Experiment Will Be Tried on Chicago
and Great Western.
St •Joseph, Mo.—The Chicago and
Great Western Railroad will make its
railroad stations country stores.
Charles R. Berry, assistant to the"
vice-president, announced that as an
experiment a full stock of merchandise has been ordered for the stations
Considerable success seems to be at- at Woodruff, West Platte and New
tending the Russians* efforts to re- Market,'Mo., in the Bee Creek.Valley.
sume the offensive all along the If the plan proves a .success it will be
880-mlle fighting front In the east. followed at other towns

MAY BE COFFEE
That Causes all the Trouble

When the house Is afire. It's about*
the same as when disease begins t»
show, it's no time to talk bnt time to
act—delay t» dangerous—remove the>
cause of the trouble at once.
"For a number of years" wrote a,
Kansas lady, "I felt sure that coff.ee>
was hurting me, and yet I was ao>
fond of It, I could not give It ua, •**
last I got so bad that I made up my
mind I must either Quit the use of
coffee or die.
"Everything I ate distressed me, and
1 suffered severely most of the tUn»
with palpitation of the heart I frequently woke up in the night with the.
feeling that pwas almost gone—toy
heart seemed so smothered and weak
in Its action. My breath grew short
land the least exertion set me panting.
Islept but little and suffered front,
rheumatism.
"Two years ago I stopped using ths.
coffee and began to use Postum and)
from the very first I began to improve.
It worked a miracle! Now I can aas
anything and digest It without trouble.
I sleep like a baby, and my heart beat*
strong and regularly. My breathing
has become steady and normal, sad
Uy rheumatism has left me,
"I feel like smother person, and Id
Is all due to cjuittinVcoffee and using)
Postum, for I haven't used any medlJ
cine and none would have done any!
good as long as I kept drugging wlthi
coffee." Name given M Postum Co*
Battle Creek, Mich. Kead "The Roadl
to Wellvllle," In pkgs.
Postum comes in two forms:
Regular PoStunv-~must be well
boiled. 160 and 25 packagea.
Instant Postum—Is a soluble powder. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly1
In a pup ot hot water and, with ereon*
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage)
Instantly. Sue and SOc tins.
Both kinds are equally delicious,
and cost per enp about the same.
"There's • Reason" for Postum.
—sold by Grocers.

he understood that a life which must when you were twelve. That Intention
I thar. I've got myjitatol, an; I: reckon clous thing Tve got. I loves hit better be not only full of early embarrass- remains unaltered. More: It is unalthen anything—take keer of bit." .
terable and inevitable. My reasons
tthet "will be "enough."
Again, she caught at his shoulders. ment but positively revolutionary, for wanting to needn't be rehearsed.
. "I'll take good keer of .hit" she
should
be
approached
by
easy
stages.
"Does ye love hit better'n ye do me,
"promised.
Consequently the car turned down It would take too long. I regard you
The boy took out of his pockets a Samson? she demanded.
Fifth avenue, passed under the arch as possessed of an alert and remarkHe hesitated.
able mind—one worthy of companionbox of cartridges and a small package
"I reckon ye knows how much I and drew up before a' door Just off ship with my own." Despite the frivtied in a.greasy rag.
a
Washington square, where the landloves
ye,
Sally,"
he
said,
slowly,
"but
"Hit's loaded, Sally, an' hit'B cleaned
scape painter had a studio snlt There olous badinage of his words and the No sick headache, bilioi'sneu,
an hit's greased. Hit's ready fer use." I've done made a promise, an'^thet were sleeping rooms and such -acces- humorous smile of his lips, his eyes
gun's
a-goin'
ter
keep
hit
fer
me."
bad taste or constipation
hinted at an underlying intensity.
Againr eha nodded In silent aaBent
THey went together out to the stile, sories as seemed to the boy unheard-of "With no desire to flatter or spoil yon,
and the boy began speaking in a slow,
by morning.
luxury,
though
Lescott
^regarded
the
careful voice, which gradually mount- he still carrying his rtiie, as though place as a makeshift annex to his I find your personal aspect pleasing
loath*
to
let
It
go,
and
she
crossed
enough
to
satisfy
me.
And
then,
while
ed Into tense emotion.
home establishment
Get a 10-cent box.
"Sally, thet thar gun was my pap's. with him to the road.
"You'd better take your time In se- a man should avoid emotionalism, I
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
As he untied his reins, she threw
am
In
love
with
you,"
He
moved
over
When he lay a-dyin', he gave hit ter
lecting permanent quarters," was his
and stomach dean, pure and freak
With Illustrations
me, an' he gave mera Job ter do with her arms about bis neck, and for a careless fashion of explaining to Sam- to a place In the sternsheets, and his with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
from Photographs of Scenes
hit. When I was a little feller,-! uBSd long while they stood there under the son. "It's Just as well not to hurry. face became Intensely earnest He passageway every few days with
ter set up 'most all day, poUshin' thet clouds and stars, as he held her close. You are to stay here with me, as tons; dropped bis hand over hers as It lay Salts, Cathartic Plus, Castor OH o*
in the Play
on the tiller shaft "God knows, dear£
gun ail* gittin'. hit ready. I used ter There was- no eloquence of leave-tak- as you will."
Purgative Waters?
go out In the woods, an' practice shoot- ing, no professions of undying love,
Tin obleeged tor ye," replied the he exclaimed, "how much I love you!"
for
these
two
hearts
were
inarticulate
Stop having a bowel wash-day. Ls*
Her eyea, after holding his for a moin* hit at things, tell 1 learned how ter
ttwrritbi. WJ, br w. i. wai ft Ca>
boy,
to
whose
training
In
open-doored
handle hit I reckon thar hain't many and dlx-xy clinging to a wilderness hospitality the Invitation seemed only ment fell to the hand which still Im- Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and regcode of self-repression—and they had
ulate the stomach, remove the soar
! '
SYNOPSIS.
fellers round here thet kin beat me
natural.
The evening meal was prisoned her own. She shook her and fermenting food and foul gases,
reached a point where speech would natural
head, not In anger, but with a mannow." He paused, and the girl hastened
brought
in
from
a
neighboring
hotel,
:
have swept them both away to a breaktake the excess bile trom the livar
On Misery creek Sally Miller find.
and the two men dined before an open ner of gentle denial, until he released and carry out of the system ail th»
•Ttaorke LMOOtt. a landscape painter, un- to corroborate.
down.
SnsctouT Spicer South, head of the fam"Thar hain't none, Samson."
Bra, Samson eating In mountain si- her fingers and stepped back.
llv tells Samson South and Sally that
"You are a dear, Wilfred," she com- constipated waste matter and poisons
"There hain't nothin' in the world,
lence, while his host chatted and
JMM, Purvy hu been shot and that SamCHAPTER VIII.
forted, "and I couldn't manage to get In the bowels.
•SnfcT suspected of the crime. Samson Sally, thet I prizes like I does thet gun.
asked questions.
SrnleB it The shooting of Je««e Purvy Hit's gotj a Job ter do. ... Thar
A Cascaret to-night will make yoa
"Samson," suggested the painter, on without you, but you aren't marSreakV the truce In the Hollman-South
The boy from Misery rode slowly tofeel great by morning. They worTe.
Bud VmU reprove. Temarack Spicer hain't but one person in the world I'd
when the dinner things had been car- riageable—at least, not yet."
*or telling Sally that fl» HoHmanU truBt hit with. Thet's you. ... I ward Hlxon. At times the moon strugwhile
yott sleep—never gripe, sicken
"Why
not?"
he
asked.
hunting with bloodhounds the man who
gled out and made the shadows black ried out and they were alone, "you are
"In the first place, you are one of or cause any inconvenience, and cost
Shot Purvy The bloodhounds lose the wants ye ter keep hif'fer me, an' ter
here
for
two
purposes:
First,
to
study
?raU at Spicer South', door. Lescott I la- keep hit ready. ... They thinke along the way. At other times it was
those men whose fortunes are listed only 10 cento a box from your store,
x-over, artistic ability in Samson. While
like riding In a huge caldron of pitch. painting; second, to educate and equip in the top schedule—the swollen for- Millions of men and women take a
■ketchlng with Lescott on the mountain round hyar I'm qulttin*, but I hain't When he passed Into that stretch of. yourself for coming conditions. It's
tunes. Socialists would put you In the Cascaret now and then and never
Tamarack discover. Samson to a Jeertag I'm comln' back, an', when I comes, 111
crowd of mountaineers. SarrMon thj-Mtaea
country at whose heart Jesse Purvy going to take work, more work, and predatory class."
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Mm and denounces him as the truce- need this hyar thing—an' I'll need hit dwelt he raised his voice In Bong. His then some more work."
"Drennle," he groaned, "it's not my Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Suster" who shot Purvy. L««qtt tries to bad." He took up the rifle, and ran his
"I hain't skeered of work."
Serenade samsoe to go to New York with
singing
waB
very
bad,
and
the
ballad
"I believe that Also, you must fault that Pm rich. It was wished on Constipation. Adv.
Sim and develop hie talent. Sally loyal hand caressingly along its lock and lacked tune, but It served Its purpose
me. If you are serious, I'm willing
•but heartbroken, furthers Lescotts ei- barrel.
of saving him from the suspicion of keep out of trouble. You've got to ride to become poor as Job's turkey. Show
*orts. At Wile McCager's dance Samson
Only Fair.
"I don't know when I'm a-comln'," he
tells the South clan that he i. going to
furtlveness. Though the front of the your fighting instinct with a strong me the way to strip myself, and 111
"Do I understand you to say," asked
said, slowly, "but, when I calls fer this,
leave the mountains.
house was black, behind its heavy shut- curb."
the Judge, "that his remarks were acI'm shore a-goin' tor need hit quick. ■ I
"1 don't 'low to' let nobody run over stand shortly before you begging
ters he knew that his coming might be
CHAPTER VII—Continued.
rimonious?"
aim."
wants hit ter be ready fer me, day er
me."
The
statement
was
not
argu"No, Judge, your honor, I didn't say
"To what end?" she questioned.
night. Maybe,, nobody won't know I'm noted, and night-riding at this par- mentative; only an announcement of
Lescott stayed on a week after that hyar. . . . Maybe, I won't want Oeula/ spot might be misconstrued in a principle which was not subject to "Poverty would be quite Inconvenient that I said he Just swore at me. I
■Imply In deference to Samson's Insist- nobody ter know. . - - But, whea the absence of frank warning.
I shouldn't care for it But hasn't it ain't a-goin* to claim that he done
The correctness of his inference modification.
ence. To leave at once might savor of I whistles out thar like a whlppoorwlU,
ever occurred to you that the man what he didn't do."—St James Gar
"All
right,
but
until
you
learn
the
Slight under fire, but when the week I wants ye ter slip out—an' fotch me brought a brief smile to his lips when
who wears the strongest and brightest cette.
ropes
let
me
advise
you."
he
crossed
the
creek
that
skirted
the
■was out the painter turned hiB horse's
thet gun!"
The boy gased into the fire for a few mall, and who by his own confession
orchard
and
heard
a
stable
door
creak
head toward town, and his train Bwept
is possessed of an alert brain, ought
He stopped, and bent forward. His
IF BACK HURTS CLEAN
*htm back to the Bluegraes and the face was tense, and hie eyes were glint- softly behind him. He was to be fol- moments of silence.
occasionally to be seen In the Hats?"
"I gives ye my hand oh thet," he
KIDNEYS WITH SALTS
lowed
again—and
watched,
but
he
did
"In short, your charge Is that I am
lEast.
ing with purpose. His lips were tight
not look back or pause to listen for promised.
A quiet of unbroken and deadly set and fanatical.
a shirker—and, since it's the same
At
eleven
o'clock
the
painter,
having
Drink Lots of Water and Step Eating
•routine settled down on Misery. The
"SamBon," Bald the girl, reaching out the hoofbeats of his unsolicited escort. shown his guest over the premises, thing, a coward?"
Meat for a While If the Bladder
Adrlenne did not at once answer
eronTIuct of the Souths In keeping hands and taking the weapon from his hands, On the soft mud of the road he would said good-night and went uptown to
Bothers You.
him, but she straightened out for an
»ff, and acknowledging the Justice of "ef I'm alive when ye comes, I'll do hardly have heard them had he bent
lon
his
own
house.
Samson
lay
»
8"
uninterrupted run before the wind,
(Tamarack Splcer's jail sentence, had hit. I promise ye. An'," Bhe added, his ear and drawn rein. He rode at a
while
awake,
with
many
disquieting
Meat
forms
uric acid which excites
and by the tiny moss-green flecks,
Ijeen their answer to the declaration "ef I hain't alive, hlt'll be standln' walk, for his train would not leave unreflections.
which moments of great seriousness and overworks the kidneys In their
of the Hollmans in letting Samson ride thar In thet corner. I'll grease hit, til five o'clock In the morning. There
Meanwhile Lescott, letting himself
efforts to filter it from the system.
Unto and out of Hlxon. The truce was an' keep hit loaded, an' when ye calls, was time In plenty.
into a house overlooking the park,
Regular eaters of meat must flUBh the
It was cold and depressing as he
^established. When, a short time later, I'll fotch hit out thar to ye."
was hailed by a chorus of voices from
kidneys occaBtonally. You must re"Tamarack left the country to become
The youth nodded. "I mout come trudged the. empty streets from the the dining room. He turned and went
lieve them like you relieve your bowa railroad brakeman, Jesse Purvy any time, but likely as not I'll bev ter livery stable to the railroad station, In to join a gay group Just back from
sis; removing all the acids, waste and
carrying his saddlebags over his arm. the opera. AB he thoughtfully mixed
•passed the word that hie men must, come a-flghtln' when I comes."
poison, else you feel a dull misery to
At last he heard the whistle and saw the himself a highball, they bombarded
funtlK further orders, desist from vlo- - Next, he produced an envelope.
the kidney region, sharp pains la the
JenceVrhe word had crept about that
"This here Is a letter I've done writ blazing headlight, and a minute later him with questions.
back or sick headache, dizziness, your
.Samson, too, was going away, and, if ter myself," he explained. He drew he had pushed his way into the smok"Why didn't you bring your barstomach sours, tongue is coated and
ing car and dropped his aaddlebagB
•this were true, Jesse felt that his to- out the sheet and readr
barian with you?" demanded a darkwhen the weather Is bad you have
rture would be more secure than his
"Samson, come back." Then he on the seat beside him. Then, for the eyed girl, who looked very much as
rheumatic twinges.
The urine Is
■(past. Purvy believed Samson guilty, handed the missive to the girl. "Thet first time, he saw and. recognized his Lescott himself might have looked had
cloudy, full of sediment; the channels
•despite the exoneration of the hounds. there is addressed ter me, in care of watchers. Purvy meant to have Sam- he been ft girl—and very young and
often get Irritated, obliging you to get
Lescott bad sent a box of books, and Mr. LeBCOtt . . - Ef anything ball- son shadowed as far as Lexington, and lovely. Now she flashed on him an afup two or three times during the
Samson had taken a team over to pens—ef Unc' Spicer needs me—t his movements -from that point defi- fectionate smile, and added:
"We
nitely reported. Jim Asberry and Aaron
tHlxon, and brought them back.
night
J)
have been waiting to see him. Must
To neutralize these Irritating acids
Hollls were the chosen spies. He did wo,go to Bed disappointed?"
He devoured them all from title
not speak to the two onemlee wTno.iools
and flush off the body's urtnous waste
jpage to,nnl» line, and many of them
George stood looking down on them,
seals across the car, but bis face
get about four ounces of Jsd Salts
Sse went back to, and digested again.
and tinkled the tee In bis glass.
hardened, and hia brows came together
from any pharmacy; take a tableHe wrestled long and gently with
"He wasn't brought on for purposes
spoonful In a glass of water before
In a black scowl.
mis uncle, struggling to win the old
of exhibition, Drennle," he smiled. "I
breakfast for a few days and your kld"When I gits back," he promised was afraid if he came In here in the
man's consent to his departure. But
ueyB trill then act fine and bladder
himself, "you'll be one of the fust fashion of his arrival—carrying his
Spicer South's brain was no longer
disorders disappear. ThlB famous salts
folks I'll look fer, Jim Asberry, damn saddlebags—you ultraclvlllzed folk
mlastlc. What had been good enough
Is made from the acid of grapes and
ye!
All
I
hopes
Is
thet
nobody
else
ifor the past was good enough for the
might have laughed."
*You Are a Dear, Wilfred?"
lemon Juice, combined with llthla,and
future. Nevertheless, he arranged afdon't git ye fust Ye b'loags ter me."
A roar of laughter at the picture
fairs eo that his nephew should be
The Bleeping car to which he was vindicated Leseott's assumption.
brought to the depths of her eyeB, he has been need for generations to clean
»nd stimulate sluggish kidneys and
assigned after leaving Lexington was
<able to meet flnancal needs, and to go
"No! Now, actually with saddle- knew that she meant to speak the unalmost empty, but he felt upon him the
stop bladder Irritation. Jad Salts Is
•where be chose In a fashion befitting
bags?" echoed a young fellow with a veiled truth.
Interested gaze of those few eyeB that likable face which was for the moa South.
"Besides your own holdings In a lot Inexpensive; harmless and makee a
November came in bleakly, with a
were turned toward his entrance. He ment Incredulously amused. "That of railways and things, you "handle iellghtful effervescent llthia-water
a-aw and devastating breath of fatality.
engaged every pair with a pair very goes Dick Wbittlngton one better. your mother'B and sisters' property, drink which millions of men and
clear and steady and undropping, un- You do make some rare discoveries,
women take now and then, thus avoidThe smile died from horizon to horidon't you?"
til somehow each Up that had started
ing BeriouB kidney and bladder diszon, and for days cold rains beat and
He nodded.
George. We celebrate you."
to twist In amusement straightened,
Hashed the forests. And, toward the
"In a fashion, I do. I sign the neces- eases.—Adv.
"Thanks, Horton," commented the
and the twinkle that rose at first
•end of the month, came the day which
painter, dryly. "When you New York- sary papers when the lawyers call me
Precaution.
Samson had set for his departure,
glance sobered at second. Yet for ers have learned what these barbari- up and ask me to come downtown."
Nodd—You don't mean to Bay you
all
his
specious
seeming
of
unconcern,
At the threshold, with the saddle"You are a director in the Metrspola
ans already know, the control of your
keep a diary?
Samson was waking to the tact that
•bags over his left forearm and the rifle
oversensitized risibles and a courtesy Trust company?"
Todd—Not quite so low as tbat I m
he was a scarecrow, and his sensitive
dn his hand, he paused. His uncle stood
deeper than your shirt-fronts—maybe
"Guilty."
♦
Just looking up to see the day I was
pride made him cut his meals short
.4t his elbow and the boy put out his
"In the Consolidated Seacoastr
I'll let you have a look. Meantime I'm
married. This year I propose.to pass
In the dining car. where he was kept much too fond of all of you to risk
sand.
"I believe BO."
a safe and sane wedding anniversary.
buBy beating down inquisitive eyes
"Good-by, Unc' Spicer," was all he
"With your friends, who are also
letting you laugh at my barbarian."
with hia defiant gaze. He resolved
amid. The old man, who had been hia
shareholders, you could assume con- —Life.
after some thought upon a definite pol•second father, shook hands. His face,
Several months were spent laboring trol of the Morning Intelligence,
icy. It was a very old policy, but to with charcoal and paper over plaster
*oo, was expressionless, but be felt
CUTICURA SHAVING
couldn't you?"
him new—and a discovery. He would
"I guess I could assume control, but
«hat he was saying farewell to a solcasts in Leseott's studio, and LeBcott
change
nothing
In
himself
that
indier of genius who was abandoning the
la Uo-toDate Shavlna for Sensitive
himself played instructor. When the what would I do with It?"
volved a surrender df code or convic"Do you know the reputation of that
ileld. And he loved the boy with all
Skins. Telal Free.
skylight darkened with the coming ot
tion.
But,
wherever
it
could
be
done
the centered power of an isolated
evening, the boy whose mountain na- newspaper?"
with honor, he would concede to cus"I guess It's an right It's conservaPrepare razor. Dip brush In hot
ture cried out for exercise went for
Iieart
tom.
A half-mile along the road, Samson
long tramps that carried him over tive and newsy. I read It every morn- water and rub it on Cuticura Soap held
It
was
late
In
the
second
afternoon
«ialted and dismounted. There, In a
many miles of city pavements, and ing when I'm In town. It fits In very In palm Of hand. Then make lather
when be stepped from the train at Jer•mall cove, surrounded by a tangle of
after that, when the gas was lit, he nicely between the grapefruit and the on face and rub In for a moment
sey
City,
to
be
engulfed
In
an
unwith fingers. Make second lathering
briers and blackberry bushes, stood a
turned, still Insatiably hungry, to bacon and egge."
imagined roar and congestion. ■ Here
"It is, also, powerful," she added, and shave. Rub bit of Cuticura Ointsmall and dilapidated "meeting house"
volumes of history, and algebra, and
It was Impossible to hold his own
"and 1B said to be absolutely servile ment over shaven parts (and on scalp
and churchyard, which he must visit
against the unconcealed laughter of facts.
•
•••••• to corporate Interests."
If any dandruff or Itching) and wash
He made hiB way through the rough
the
many,
and
he
stood
for
an
instant
"Drennle, you talk like an anarchist. all off with Cuticura Soap and hot
^undergrowth to the unkempt half-acre,
A Bloop-rlgged boat with a crew of
glaring
about
like
a
caged
tiger,
while
water, shampooing same time. One
and halted before the leaning head- "When I Whistles Like a Whlppoortwo was dancing before a brisk breeze You are rich yourself, you know."
three currents of humanity separated
"And against each of those other soap for all—shaving, shampooing,
jtoneB which marked two graves. With
through blue Bermuda water. Off to
wlU, Fetch Ma That Gun."
and
flowed
toward
the
three
ferry
a sudden emotion, he ewefjt the back
the right Hamilton rose sheer and concerns various chargea have been bathing and toilet It's velvet for senexits. Then he saw the smiling face of
sitive Bklns. No slimy mug. No germs.
',-f his hand across his eyes. He did wants yer ter mail thet ter me quick.
colorful from the bay. At the tiller made."
LeBCOtt and Leseott's extended hand.
He
says
as
how
he
won't
never
caU
"Well, what do want me to do?"
•tot remove his hat, but he stood in the
No waste of time or money. Frew
eat the white-clad figure of Adrlenne
Even Lescott, immaculately garbed and
me"
back,
but
Sally,
I
wants
thet
you
'It's
not
what
I
want
you
to
do,"
sample each if you wish. Address
Lescott. Puffs of wind that whipped
(drizzle of cold rain for a moment of
fur-coated, seemed almost a stranger,
shall
send
fer
me,
ef
they
needs
me.
,
I
she
Informed
me;
"It's
what
Vi
Uka
postcard, "Cuticura, Dept XT, Bosthe tautly bellying sheets lashed her
•Hence, and then he said:
hain't a-goin' ter write no letters home. and the boy's feeling of Intimacy froze dark hair about her face. Her lips, to see you want to do."
ton." "Sold everywhere.—Adv.
"Pap, I hain't fergot I don't want Unc' Spicer can't read, an' you can't to inward constraint and diffidence.
"Name it! I'll want to do It forthvividly
red
like
poppy
petals,
were
J$* ter think thet I've fergot."
read much either. But 111 plumb shore But Lescott knew nothing of that. just now curved into an amused smile, with." '
Diagnosed.
- Before he arrived at the Widow Mil- be thlnkln' about ye day an' night"
The stoic in Samson held true, mask"How did you know your patient
"I think when you are one of a handwhich made them even more than or^
' ler's, the rain had stopped and the
ing his emotions.
She gulped and nodded.
dlnarily kissable and tantalizing. Her ful of the richest men In New York; had appendicitis, doctor?"
"So you came," said the New Yorker,
Jsjouda had broken.
"Tea, Samson," was all she said.
"I operated on him."
companion was neglecting his nominal when, for Instance, you could dictate
heartily, grasping the boy's hand.
Sally opened the door, and smiled.
The boy rose.
duty of tending the sheet to watch the policy of a great newspaper, yet
(She had spent the day nerving herself
"I reckon I'd better be gettln' along," "Where's your luggage? We'll Just
know
It
only
as
the
course
that
follows
Important to fsJothera
pick that up and make a dash for the her.
Examine carefully every bottle ot
•for this farewell, and at least until he announced.
"Wilfred," she teased, "your con- your'grapefruit yon are a shirker and CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy lot
the moment ot leave-taking she would
The girl suddenly reached out both ferry."
trast Is quite Btartllng—and. in a way, a drone, and are not playing the Infants and children, and see that it
"Hyar hit is," replied Samson, who
. fee safe trom tears. The Widow Mil- hands, and seized bis coat She held
effective. From head to foot you are game." Her hand tightened on the
ler and her son soon left them alone, him tight, and rose, facing him. Her still carried his saddlebags. The spotless white—but your scowl Is ab- tiller. "I think if I were a man riding
and the boy and girl sat before the upturned face grew very pallid, and painter's eyes twinkled, but the mirth solutely the blackest black that our on to the polo field J*d either try like Signature of (&//ffi&cJUU
her eyes widened. They were dry, and was so frank and friendly that the eyes endure.' And," she added, ln"an the devil to drive the ball down be- In Use For Over SO Years.
*blazing logs.
For a time, an awkward silence fell her lipB were tightly closed, but, boy, Instead of glaring in defiance, injured voice, "I'm sure I've been very tween the posts, or I'd come Inside and Children Cry for Fletcher's Csstonsi
take off my boots and colors. I
"between them. At last, the boy rose, through the tearless pupils. In the fire- grinned responslvely.
"Right, oh!" laughed Lescott. "I nice to you."
and went over to the corner where he light, the boy could read her soul, and
Many a man U such an enthusiast
"I have not yet begun to scowl," he wouldn't hover in a ladylike futility
thought maybe you'd bring a trunk,
Bad placed his gun. He took it up and her soul was sobbing.
that you can't even dampen his ardor
assured her, and proceeded to show around the edge of the scrimmage,"
but
it's
the
wise
man
who
travels
He drew her toward him, and held
She knew that to Horton, who with a drink
laid It on the hearth between them. .
what superlatives of saturnine expreslight."
"Sally," he said, "I wants ter tell ye her very tight
sion he held in reserve. "See here, played polo like a fiend Incarnate, the
He
followed
Lescott
out
to
the
foot
"Sally," he said. In a voice which
figure would be effective, and she
some things thet I hain't never said
All Boys and Girls
of Twenty-third street, and stepped Drennle, I know perfectly well that whipped out her words with something
ler nobody else. In the fust place, I threatened to choke, "I wants ye ter
should write tp Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co..
I'm a sheer Imbecile to reveal the fact
with him into the tbnneau of the
take
keer
of
yeself.
Ye
hain't
like
•wants ye ter keep'thls hyar gun fer
1304 Keener Bldg., Chicago, 111., for
that you've made the mad. It pleases very close to scorn.
"There's my hsnd on It, Drennle," beautiful "Mother Gooae Jingle Book"
these other gals round, here. Ye halnt painter's waiting car. Lescott lived you too perfectly. It makes you hapana"
with his family uptown, tor It hapgot
big
hands
an'
feet
Ye
kain't
stand
he
said.
"We
start
back
to
New
York
The girl's eyes widened with eurIn colors sent free to all readers of
pier than Is good for you, but—"
es much es they kin. Don't stay out pened that, had his canvases pos"It's a terrible thing to make me tomorrow, don't we? Well, when I get this paper.—Adv.
prise.
sessed no value whatever,' he would
in
the
night
air
too
much—an',-Sally—
there
I
put
on
overalls
and
go
to
"Hain't ye a-goin' ter take bit with
happy, isn't It?" she inquired, sweetly.
fer God's sake take keer of yeself!" still have been In a position to drive
Poverty has Ita good points. A, poor
•'Drennle, you have held toe off since work. When 1 propose next 1*11 hava
we, Samson?"
bis motor and follow his impulses
He broke off, and picked up his hat
something to show."
"He shook his head.
man never has the gout
about the world. If he,did not take we were children. 1 believe I first an"An*
that
gun,
Sally,"
he
repeated
at
(TO BX CONTINUED.)
"I hain't a-goln' ter need hit down
the boy to his home, it was because nounced my intention of marrying yoa
feeiow. Nobody dont use 'em down the door, "that there's the most pre-
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Call at 46 Summer Street

TWO SflDDEM DEATHS MYTHS HARD TO DOWN

HOME
TO
HELPS

CONQUERING TEMPTATIOt

Worcester County Institution For Savings

Mr and Mrs J. Arthur Barr, Lake St.,
have been visiting in Ware.
Incorporated 1828
Mr and Mrs George W. Sliepardson, of
By GERTRUDE A. PEARSON.
Londonderry, Vt., are visiting Mrs Mary
Corner Main and Foster Sts., Worcester, Mass.
E. Perry.
(Copyright, lMi, by W. O. Chapman.)
The Women's Foreign Missionary class
Benson lay upon the rocks, staring
meets with Mrs Louisa J. Combs this
at a letter beside him. In front of
afternoon.
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
him the blue* waves rippled in the sunMiss Maria Hastings has returned from SYSTEM OF CITY BUILDING shine. The air was warm and balmy.
County.
-f
Orlando, Fla., where she has been spendIt would have been difficult, tor anyPractically the Sam* Principles Should one not acquainted with the, country, MODEL FOR RURAL SCHOOLS
ing the winter.
Bt Applied sa In Commercial
$26,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 17a *
and tbe temperature of July, to realMr and Mrs Percy J. Benedict, Elm
Development.
ise that this was Alaska.
regular and 8 extra dividends.
Building at Clarksvllle, Mo, Might
farm, are entertaining Miss Carrie Ste"Dear Mr. Benson," ran the letter.
Be Copied to Advantage by ,
vens of Chester, Vt.
An Important ••salon of to* conven- "We beg to Inform you that, in accordMoney pat on interest the first day of January,
Country Communities.
Mr and S(rs Edwin Wilbur entertained tion of the American Civic association
April, July and October.
":, "
ance with the terms of your late faththeir daughter, Miss Grace D. Wilbur, a >t Washington m that devoted to city er's will, all the property except, the
The McDannold rural school, loplanning, with Mr. John Nolan Of Cam- limited estate entailed, goes to your cated two and a half miles from
teacher in Chicopee, last Sunday.
Diyidendsf payableJanuary i^ and July 15.
Miss Rosamond F. Benson, a teacher at bridge, Mass., vlce-prealdent of the as- younger brother. You are-, however. ClarksrUle. Pike county, Missouri, Is
sociation,
presiding.
In
introducing)
Accounts
may be opened by deposits of three dolBaron Linfleld, and, as each, are now considered, the prettiest country
Warehouse Point, Conn., spent Sunday
th« eubjeot, Mr. Nolan said:
lars to one thousand.
^,
the owner of Linfleld Manor. Kindly schoolhqusa in that state.
with her parents on Brookfield road.
"The subject allotted for this ■•■•Ion wire us instructions as to your plans.
It was made possible by the public
Mrs J. Howard Gaylord, Saratoga Is 'City Planning,' which needs In this
Hours:
9
to
5;
Saturdays,
9
to.
1.
"We wish to add that, inasmuch as spirit of p. 0. Cameron, a wealthy
Springs, was in town this week, the guest association very llttls explanation, bethe upkeep of the estate far exceeds landowner of the county, who desired
cause it strikes at the root of so many
of Misses Marianna and Grace Blair.
the rent-roll, It would be to four in- his children to attend a country
Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will re-*
Government employees of the Gypsy of our civic problsms. I think that It terest to aell this to your younger school, but did not consider the old
is true that all suoossstnl enterprises
wooden
building
good
enough
for
them
ceive prompt attention.
moth department, reported having found of magnitude have been planned enter- brother. There is, however, a codicil
or the ether youngsters of the dis10 infestations in town. They left for prises; they hare not come about by to the will, made by your father In
his laat illness. Should you decide to trict. Mr. Samara furnished thatWarren, Thursday.
Shanes. In olty planning we recognise
SAMUEL B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
leave the woman with whom'you are
that
millions
of
dollars
in
money
and
The rubber game of auction bridge
living, an annual sum of five thousand
ALBERT
L. STRATTON, TREASURER
whist between the village improvement many things more precious than pounds Is to be paid yon, to enable
money
nave
been
wasted
because
of
a
ERNEST
RUSSELL,
ASS'T TREASURER
club and Ware masonic club will be in
you to keep up your title respectably.
lack of plan. Our streets, our parka,
Brookfield, March 11.
"Faithfully yours,
our recreation space*, our houses and
"Dench & Dench."
Mrs Joseph W. Clark, Pond hill, en- homes, give ample svidenes of all of
"The woman with whom he was livtertained the members.of the Grange this. The first step. It would seem, toAuxiliary and their husbands, last Thurs- ward tbe solution of our social and In- ing." Benson saw the words staring
at him out of the typewritten page
dustrial problems is a comprehensive
day afternoon and evening.
His father had known. He had marWest Brookfield Country club will have plan. We need transportation plane to ried a half-breed.
solve our transportation problsms; we
charge of an entertainment next TuesNatusha had been educated at a
need a sone plan to district our cities,
day night in town hall, when they will to give stability to land values and to mission school, and, save for the Jet
IN THE MOVIES?
present "Ye Olde New England Quar- protect districts; we need an Indus- black hair and rather high cheek
You can learn this and everything else you want to know
tette."
trial district plan In order to give effi- bones she might have passed for a
white woman. But in the eyes of his
about the great moving picture stars in Photoplay Magazine.
The Literary club met with Mrs Lewis ciency to industry, and we need a plan
acquaintances she was a squaw, and
You can get the most beautiful colored pictures ever pubCarter, High street, Thursday afternoon. for homes for the workers because, he a squaw-man. He had married her
lished, and most thrilling stories ever written, before they
Mrs Charles O'M. Edson addressed the without a plan, there Is not the ■light- when he was desperately lonely in the
est prospect that they will be properly
appear on the screens, every month.
meeting on "Sunny Florida and St. Aughoused. Commercial efficiency rests remote North, and half-crazed with
ustine.
You can learn all about the wonderful opportunities for
McDannold School.
upon rapid and cheap transportation drink besides.
Natusha had redeemed him. She
earning fame and fortune by writing photoplays.
Mr and Mrs Herbert A. Thompson and of merchandise; upon the proper locason Robert of Springfield, were with Mr tion of water and rail terminals and had thrown the whisky bottles away. Ptans and the brick, the county furYou can make your visits to the movies doubly enjoyable.
nished
the
rest
of
the
material
and
Thompson's grandparents, Mr and Mrs facilities; upon distributing routes; She had made him a home. She had the labor.
AmoryJ. Thompson, on School street, and upon contented people In good loved him, and he had loved her, too.
The interior of the building is thorA violent revulsion of feeling came
homes with playgrounds."
Tuesday.
over Benson. He seemed to Smell the oughly modern and is quite in keeping
THE NATIONAL MOVIE PUBLICATION
The
Miss Margaret Koch, of Spencer, adSussex air, to see the beautiful coun- with the outside appearance.
At yew Newsdealers
U Cents a Copy
dressed the Y. P. S. C. E. members in NOVEL IDEA IN NEW YORK try of his birth. He had friends, many, vines, shrubbery and ornamental trees
Oat a copy todejr. If you have never read It tbsre'e a (riat treat in atera for yea'. > ,
were furnished by Mr. Dameron, and
Tomake aure of getting your copy every month, Mnd S1.50 for a year'a subscription. '
in England.
the chapel of the Congregational church,
• B Good Neighbor" Movement Is
PHOTOPLAY PUBLISHING CO. .
Dept. 97
CHICAGO. ILL.
Benson resolved to run away. ' He his landscape gardener keeps them in
Sunday night. Mrs William E. Richardtrim.
m
Plan ef Clvlo Association to
could walk to the nearest port and
son was leader.
Relieve Distress.
Dean
W.
W.
Charters
of
the
school
catch the morrow's boat He' would
Rev. R. M. D. Adams of Christ Memoleave everything to Natusha. She of education of the University of
After Blbert H. Oary had written
rial church, North Brookfield, will conwould doubtless go back to her own Missouri Is using this school as an
letters
to
President
Wilson
and
Govexample In his campaign for the beauduct services in G. A. R. hall on Tuespeople.
day evenings March 9 and 23, instead (of ernor Whitman asking their help In
He saw her watching him silently tifloation of rural schools and their
accelerating national and state public
surroundings.—Exchange.
' the dates first annonnced.
that night. Like a faithful hoiwd she
works the mayor's committee on:
knew
his
mood*—her
lord's
moods.
Mr and Mrs John Strickland are mov- unemployed announced that it was]
ing from Cottage strert into the house ready to try out a new plan for re- Natusha watched him with a dumb, WORK FOR COMING SUMMER
aching at her heart She had seen
owned by Mrs John Donelson on Me- lieving distress in this city to DO! the change In him.
Ai«b«m« olty Hae Plans far Be
chanic street, and Mr and Mrs Lewis called the "Be a Good, Neighbor"
At midnight, when he thought Natuflection That Are Deserving
Bruce will move into the Cottage street movement
sha was sleeping, Benson arose noiseef Imitation.
The movement Is described as folhouse.
lessly from his couch. He had his
lows by Charles Stelile, the commit-;
mackinaw
and
overshoes
ready,
for
"•"Va are in receipt of s letter from
The firemen won the recent Pitch tour- tee's dlreotor of relief and emergency
the nights were cold.
United States Senator Frank S
nament with the Red men, the firemen's
When
he
had
disappeared
Natuaha
White."
said Prof. B. B. Smith, ohalr"The plan has as Its immediate purscore being 6036 as compared with the
kneeled at the bedside a moment in
in of the executive committee of
Red men's score of 5698. Both teams pose the securing of a considerable prayer. She prayed to the Sod of
the Birmingham (Ala.) Home and
will enjoy a turkey supper at Ye 'Olde number of men and women who will whom the missionaries had told her, School Garden association. "In which
Agents sell these plants for 25c each. St. Regis Everbearing; A
Tavern, March 11, the Red men paying assume responsibility for families or as she had never prayed before. Then he offers to send ths usual vegetable
Individuals whose need may consist of
wonderful new Raspberry; bears fruit four months the first season planted.
two thirds of the expense.
and flower seed to persons desiring
food, clothing, a doctor's service, she slipped but after him.
Earliest of ail Red Raspberries, begins to ripen June 15th to 20th, fruiting
As Benson strode along the trail all them.
on old canes until late August, when bemes begin to ripen on the young
Quaboag Valley Club will give a social medicine or a lob. The 'good neigh"The
senator
wrote
as
follows:
'As
memory
of
Natusha
seemed
to
slip
or
current season's canes, which continue to produce berries in increasbor"
need
not
necessarily
supply
all.
dance at town hall, Wednesday, March
ing numbers without intermission until late October or until frost comes.
from him. He was a boy once more, you are aware, members of congress
17. Plant.s orchestra of Spencer. Cars these wants, but hs may assist by di- in the Sussex lanes, heartfree.
Wonderfully
prolific, first or main crop being greater than thai of any
are furnished with vegetable and flowafter dance, east and west, and a guar- recting the needy person to the agenother red variety known, and Summer or Autumn crops do not consist
He remembered the final angry er seed and farm bulletins on home
cies or persons prepared to do so.
of a few scattering berries, but good to heavy pickings all time. One
antee of 8 couple will secure a car to
However, no limit is to be placed upon acene with his father, the old man's gardening, for distribution among
party who had a smalt patch of about half an acre picked and shipped
Ware. Gentleman and lady 75 cts., gent the friendship and nelghborllness, futile wrath at the son who had dis- their constituents. If anyone desires
two or three pickings each week for four months, and his profits were
50 cts., lady unattended 25 cts.
vegetable
and
flower
seeds,
or
the
bulhonored
his
name.
enormous.
which the 'good neighbor* may feel
It had been the act of a goaded man, letins on home gardening, and win
The W. C. T. U. enjoyed a social tea, disposed to exercise.
drop me a postal, I shall gladly aend
desperate
for
money,
but
Benson
could
"
"Good
neighbors'
will
be
given
the
and towel meeting at the home of Mrs
only hang his head before the old them what they desire.'
E. M. Sherman on Friday afternoon. A preference as to the particular agenoy man's scathing words.
"Our association wishes to encourwith which they would like to co-opermemorial for Miss Frances Willard, and ate. If, for example, a 'good neighbor'
This is a 64-page book of valuable information about soils, bow and
"If ever temptation comes to you age children particularly to write a
where to plant, trim and grow all kinds of fruit; how and when to spray,
an obeervance-of Mrs L. M. N. Stevens' prefers to work only through the again, sir, remember what you have postal to Senator White. We have
and tbe cost of planting and maintaining an orchard. Also complete
birthday were combined in the program churches the case win not be referred done and try with all your might to now or will have in two weeks an apdescription of all varieties of Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Roses and Shrubs
that followed the brief business meeting. to any charitable organisation. The conquer it," he had said.
proximate enrollment In this associawith bargains in Home Garden Collection as low as 98 cents, the same as
tion
of
10,000
children,
and
through
Gifts of 18 towels were received for the same principle will be applied to all
agents charge three dollars for.
Suddenly he stopped dead. Why,
them
we
hope
to
work
wonders
in
the
other
groups
doing
relief
work."—New
this
was
the
temptation
of
whloh
his
Willard Y. Settlement in Boston. Re
city
beautiful
work
of
the
coming
sumYork
Times.
father
had
spoken.
He
was
doing
now
freshmeute were served.
Special Collection of Standard Apple Trees 98 cents
a thing still more dishonorable than mer.
Mrs Charles Clark, Cottage street, en2 Baldwin
2 Ben Davis
This association Is working under
Group Building Plan.
that which he had done before. What
tertained the Social and 'Charitable so2 Northern Spy
2 Wealthy
2 Stark
'■ '
A special feature of the building at was the use of being Baron Linfleld the auspices and supervision of the
city government and we intend to
ciety, Tuesday afternoon.
They will what Is known as "The Gardens," a if he was a scoundrel to boot?
2 Mclntosh
2 Yellow Transparent
observe their 25th anniversary April 21. section of Philadelphia, is the so-called
Benson sat down and fought his create as much enthusiasm and lovs
All Fine Two-Year Trees
Tbe regular supper of the society was in "group building" plan. This plan makes battle out. And, with her woman's in- >f flowers among children as ws posilbly
can."
the Congregational Chapel, Wednesday It possible to buy a house of superior tuition one who watched him from a
The* Idea might well be copied la
night, 150 being served by the young construction and enduring value for a near hiding place knew that the God
the several states.
people. Tbe entertainment was in charge lower price because of Its being either of the mission people was wrestling
1207 Reilly Road, Dansville, N. Y.
of Misses Dorothy Smith and Ruth semidetached or one of a group of with his adversary for Benson's soul.
three, four, six, eight or ten houses set
Idesl Clvlo Center.
The agony on the man's face wat
Warfield. The surprise entertainment
contiguously in a row. These groups stronger than the suffering on hers.
A civic center should have a central
was in charge of Mrs Maria U. Barnes.
»nd rows add greatly to the beauty and Forgetting all, daring his wrath, location, and all buildings should, harSEND THE COUPON BELOW TO US TODAY
The funeral of Phoebe Jane (Schoon- variety of the building scheme. They Natusha gilded up to him. She kneeled monise and group with each other so
over), wife of Charles H. Wright, who have been planned so as to conform to at his side and put her arms around •s to form a compact unit system.
It should contain the municipal and
died in Worcester city hospital Wednes- land and road contours and are of dif- him.
RILEY BROS. (THE OASIS NURSERIES)
ferent sizes and prices, with varying
And, In this •position, she whispered federal buildings, such as ths olty
day, was from the home of Mrs Almira
Dansville, N. Y.
Interior arrangements and architec- something to him, a woman's secret tall, courthouse, ball of records, fedF. Keep, Church street, at 2 o'clock on tural treatment. For instance, houses
n-al court building and various city
that
made
his
heart
leap
as
hers
was
Kindly
send
me your large Fruit Book "Good Fruit and
Friday afternoon, Rev. Arthur W. L. may be sold for less money than a debeating then.
lepartmentaJ buildings.
How to Grow it" Free of all charge; slso coupon good for 3 St.
Nelson, Warren, pastor of the Methodist tached house on a larger plot, but the
Its
central
location
should
make
It
Regis
Everbearing
Raspberry as advertised in the North BrookBenson rose to his feet. The hag-,
church, officiating. Mrs Peter Brady rroup house purchaser has the same gardness was gone from his face. He ■eadlly accessible from all parts of
field JOURNAL and the Brookfield Trass.
and Miss Edna Allen sang Pass me not, advantages In construction, and a rich- saw bis duty. He saw the years of lie olty and surrounding suburban
and Twilight. The bearers were Allen ness and variety In the architectural ease and dishonor stretching before ■istrlcts. Several main arteries of
Name_
Jones, Edwin Wilbur, George H. Allen, :reatment of the block unit, not pos- him, on the one hand, and, on the oth- {raffle should radiate from the civic
Samuel Irish, Isaac Jones and Napoleon ilble with the smaller exterior surface er, years of honor. He could make jenter, making it the center of the
Town and State_
Lucius, members of Aianson Hamilton if a detached house. That this novel himself respected. If he could not win ilty's street plan, the keystone In the
building feature has been appreciated recognition for Natusha, he could for irca of its design.
Post G. A. R,. of which Mr Wright is a
a shown by the tact that the group his daughter—or his son. And the
Street or R. F. D. No..
member. Burial was in Pine Grove cem- louses have been eagerly bought.
heir would be Baron Linfleld, if It was
Pew Live to Be 100 Years Old.
etery. Undertaker Herbert ]J. Johnson,
a boy. If a girl—well. .
According to census reports, persons
Warren, conducted the funeral.
Sslf-Adjustlng Piston Ring.
Natusha drew his arm through hers, arbo live to be one hundred years or
Packing the pistons In an Internal' and together they went back in' si- nore are a good deal like the snakes
Members of the Y. P. 8. C- E. presented the historical play, "Mrs Church's ba- sombustlon engine Is not an easy mat- lence toward the cabin. They entered, »f Ireland—very scarce. The United
ter, and many are the plans mads to
and Benson, taking out tbe letter, de- nates, with a population of more than
by," in the chapel of the Congregational
stream vent the necessity of continual-'
church, Friday night, Mrs Alien Jones !y adjusting and packing loose pistons.1 liberately tore it to pieces. He would ilnety millions. Is given oredlt for
« King Rewards Hie Honesty.
Justice In Haiti.
taking the part of Mother Church and A novel type of piston ring has been not answer Dench A Dench. He inly it. Germany's population Is (0,.
When the king of Slam was passing
The theft of governmental funds la
00,000,
and
its
quota
of
centenarians
would
not
even
take
the
money
from
Mrs William R. Traili of Christian En- Invented by a Boston manufacturer,
Haiti is very common. If one of the through Moscow on his European viss 70. Great Britain, with a population
the estate. Let the dead past go.
deavor. Rev. John H. Hoffman read In whloh the use of radial holes serves
subjects or officials is caught in the it, a white feather fell from the plume
Benson put his arms about Natusha, if 41,000,000, has 14. Prance, *w.lth
Bible selections and there were songs by to equsllse the pressure between ths
act, or even suspected along such a of his helmet, and was picked up
10,000,000, claims 164. Bulgaria. wi*h
She
was
pretty
and
girl-like,
this
litline, It is merely a question whether by a peasant, who hastened to restore
a double quartette—Arthur H. Brigham, Miter ud Inner surface!. The piston tle wife of his. He knew now, too, 1,000,000 inhabitants, boasts of t.SOO,
rings
have
a
slightly
oonisal
shape,
he lives or dies. In snch cases the it to the chief of police. He was greatFrederick G. Smith, William B. Thompthat the heart of a woman beats the nd Roumania, with 0,000,000 people,
•rhiea
causes
then
to
be
forced
tigh.fr
president drops clay manikins on the ly surprised several days later upon
son, Mrs Charles O'M. Edson, Misses
iaa
1,110
oantenarians.
The
last
ly against the cylinder •rails during same, and always true, whether be- .anted little countries eat little meat
cement Boor of his private office. It receiving from that official, In the name
Freeda Huyck, Helen Hauck, Marjorie
neath
a
pink
or
olive
skin.
ths compression itiwkt, when the
the manikin breaks the prisoner dies. of Us Siamese majesty, a casket connd
drink
a
great
deal
of
sour
milk,
"It's
all
right,
Natusha,"
he
said
Cutler and Roland M. Hauck.
Mrsj iendenoy'of ~"»^w»rFa>ywo]nV' la
If it fails to break, he lives as long taining i portrait of the king and a
nd
to
this
fact
some
attribute
their
cheerily.
"There
won't
be
any
more
Hougliton was in charge of the staging it its highest.—BolsatlSe American,
as the moist asmosphere of the prison massive gold chain decorated with
tiuoh greater longevity.
scraps of paper."
and diilling the cast.
the royal arms of Shun.
be la confined in will let htm.

Who's Married to Who

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Three St. Regis Everbearing Raspberry
Plants to Everyone Answering
This Advertisement

"Good Fruit and How to Grow It," FREE

REILLY BROTHERS "THE OASIS NURSERIES"

Thessdandtoegay. scenes that will)pjjg^ pARj( PROMISES
FRIDAY, MAItCM», !•»»•
move you almost to tears and joyful m- »
cidentt intermingled, will keep you in a Town Elects Park Commissioners One at] His Home on Maple Street,
MAILS DUE TO aSBiVI.
ONCE GAINING MEASURE Of BEstate of interested expectancy on Tuesday
the Other at the Prospect House.
and Appropriates Money.
U. at. -T-lt-aaaStasd Wait.
LIEF, THEY LAST.
evening. You can not afford to miss
•JS—west,
Alfred Abbott Day, aged 64 years, 5
hearing Miss Clarke in Peg o' My Heart
p. af, ia.lt —st and West.
AX a well-attended meeting last even2.00-west,
at town hall, next Tuesday evening.
ing the town of North Brookfield voted to months and four days, dropped dead at
[■
4JS0— East.
All interested, both ladies and gentle- accept the provisions of the Act of the the Prospect house, Wednesday morning That Bonaparte Visited London Was
'
746—Ease and West.
Once Common Talk—Many Irishmen, are urged to attend tbe lecture on Legislature providing for public parks, at 10 o'clock, while describing to Walter
MAILS CLOSEmen Convinced Oe Wet Really
A, M. 7 SO—Hast ana West.
Poultry Raising, next Monday evening, and also voted to elect three j«rk com* H. Rondeau tbe sudden death of a friend
f '
n JO—East and West.
Was Charles 8. Parnall.
at 7.30, at the Chapel, Supper, at 15 miseioners, to have charge of such prop- and shopmate in Waterbnry, Conn.
F, It. IJOO—West.
erty ss may be acqnirad for this purpose.
Mr Day was the son of Horace B. and
cents
a
plate,
will
be
served
at
6.J5.
4^0—East.
Was*. Napoleon Bonaparte ever In
Lecture free to all. The speaker, Prof. It was expected that there would be a Mary (Wiggin) Day, and was born in
a
g.00—Beat and West.
itched at Graham, is connected with Amherst Ag- lively opposition to the article providing Hoiyoke. For many years he was book- London' There is a legend that in
Main'-for East Brookfield ere despetoli
mi or 1792 he lodged In George
ricultural College, and deserves a good for the acceptance by the town of the keeper for the Stanley Rule Company of street, AdelphL The grandfather of
tMt.u.
Act of the legislature, enabling towns to Waterbnry, Conn., but on account of ill the comedian- Matthews, James Colaudience.
& Package mails are despatchedJwtye daily as
-fonowi?-ll.a>A. M. Beat and North, e P. «.
The class of 1916 are sparing no pains purchase land for public parks, but ifrdid health retired 6 years since and coming man, who had lived to Leicester
'Wast and South.
to
make their play a success on Wednes- uot develop, and when the vote was to North Brookfiled bought the Murphy square for a century, and several honS Man ror the etoual Delivery" olosed at 84»
dsy evening, March 17. It will be fully taken by printed ballot 56 voted in favor farm on the Rufus Putnam road. Later est tradesmen of the Strand swore
: A. If. and received at».«« P. M; The offloe nonrs wili be:-».*5 A-M. to » **• »• up to the performance of previous years, and 16 against it, giving a clean margin he disposed of, the farm and returned that they met him during his visit of
Holidays, 645 to »M A. M, and S to 6 P. M.
to New Britain,. Ct. but only remained five weeks. It was reported that he
and well worth the attendance of all over the two-thirds vote necessary..
JOHK HOWE, Postmaster,
passed moat Of his time to walking
PAWL M. KBASET, ASSt.
On motion of Timothy Howard* Esq., there a short time when he came back and through the streets. Occasionally he
friendsof the school, which of course
includes every one in town. Resented it was' voted tibWect a board of three park; purchased the Perkins farm on the Rufus took a cup of chocolate at a coffee
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Seats at 36 cents are now on sale and commissioners, one to serve for^ne year,, Putnam road.
house, "where he occupied himself in
Dwfflwlan and Prouty were called, reading" and "preserved a taciturnity
reservations may be checked at Gleasoto's one for two years and one for three years,
-and
pronounced
the
man
dead,
giving
as
provoking to gentlemen In the room."
I How soon will the new town clock be on and after next Wednesday, March 10. and' that hereafter there be chosen oil the
And so there Is a Bostoniaa of ingeneral ballot at each annual town meet- the cause rapture of a coronary -artery.
Srnnning?
He
h*l
sustained
a
slight
shock
about
telligence, who, visiting to a country
Congregational Church. '. mg^<meoOiiiB>issionerto:Serve for, three"
1 Whist party at Castle hall to-ntght, adhouse
to England, swears that he saw
threeyeara
ago,
and
has,not
been
well
yeam OtwnotioB of Timothy Howard,
I mission 10 cents to all.
since. He was stopping at the Prospect train after trato go by carrying Russian
Arrangements have been made .by r^^toe'Seteetraen-weTeeheeen-tp nomI Born, at North Brookfteld, Feb. 28, a
inate three'men to serve an the-aew house (luring the absence of his wife in soldiers. He knew the uniform and
recognised It Another intelligent Bos- son to Mr and Mrs Frank Howe, Forest which the Methodist church will unite
next Sunday with the Congregational board, and they reported the following New Britain, Conn. Mrs Day was.for- toniaa baa a friend that happened to
street.
merly Miss Jane Murphy, and was wellnames,
which
were
accepted
by
.vote:—
chun*, for the morning service, and
be at Archangel, where he saw RusMrs Charles McColley was taken to tbe Rev. Dr. EmanuelC. Oharlton will preach Eugene Williams Reed was chosen for known- here, where her childhood and
sian troops embark.
hospital in Worcester on Thursday for an to the united congregation. There will one year, John McCarthy, for two years, youth was passed. She is a trained nurse.
What would life be without the
Mr
Day
leaves
a
wife,
and
one
sister,
operation.
myths and legends?
be no evening service at the Congrega- and 8umner Holmes for three years. Mrs
Mary
Lawrence
of
Hoiyoke.
Mrs
During the Boer war there were
Lost, a Chaperon. Finder please re church, but the 0. E. will meet as usual
The motion madji By Mr Howard to
turn same to town hall, Wednesday even at 6 p. m.
appropriate aiOtiQ to purchase of the. In- Day; who was absent in New Britain at Irishmen in Ireland, and possibly to
dustrial Association the plot of land at -the time of the death, arrived on the this country, who believed that De
I : ■ .an ■
ing, March 17.
Wet was no less a personage than
the corner of Main and School Streets 5.40 traim, Wednesday afternoon.
Grange Activities.
'>
Miss Loretja Doyle, Ludlow, is spend
The funeral services will be held to-day Charles Stewart Parnell. The two
was carried by a unanimous vote,—50
ing a week's vacation with her father <on
(Friday) at 2 p. m. from his late home. bore a facial resemblance, and some
At the regular Grange meeting last eve. voting in favor, with none opposed
Summer street.
declined to believe the story of ParRev. F. Lewis Brooks of the Baptist
ning there was a piano solo by Marion
nell'g death. There are Georgians who
The Grange Auxiliary will meet in the
church, East Brookfield, will officiate. will swear to you on the honor of a
Tucker,
a
paper
on
Apples
byEred
Wiley,
Grange hall, Tuesday March 9, at 2.30
NEW BRAINTREE.
The remains will betaken to Forest Dale southern gentleman that Marshal Ney
a vocal duet by Dr. and Mrs W- Kp, m,, for work only.
cemetery, Hoiyoke, on Saturday morn- was not shot to death as in Gerome's
Smith, a paper on Fruit Raising by Frank
Mr and Mrs John Webb are visiting in ing, for interment. Undertaker Chas. picture; that he came to Georgia, led
The first contingent of Panama-Pacific Wiley. In the "discussion as to the rela8. Lane will accompany the funeral party. the life of a planter, prospered and
tourists from North Brookfield left town tive net Value of of a cow or 60 hens, the Brooklyn, N. Y.
died in bed at a good old age.
on the 12.01 train Tuesday.
Mrs S. W. Pierce is tbe guest of Mrs
majority seemed to favor the cow. The
It is easy to convince many that
Death of Dr Waahburn.
Next Wednesday night a supper will be Wiley brothers gave a violin duet. The S. W. Wetherell.
the dauphin died in prison. If some
served to K. of P. members at 6.30 p. ni. company was treated by the Master to
Mrs Frank A. Sampson has returned
deny the claim of the clockmaker,
Dr. Oscar Jedediah Washbumdied on
An address by a good speaker is assured. pop-corn and russet-apples.
from a two weeks' treatment at Memorial
others accept that of Rev. Eleazer
Monday,
March
1,
at
1.30
p.
m.,
at
his
On
Tuesday
evening
40
members
of
hospital
at
Worcester.
Williams. What a stir the article,
There will be a special meeting of the
home on Maple street, aged 65 years 1 "Have We a Bourbon Among TJs?"North
Brookfield
Grange
went
to
OakFirst Congregational Society, at the parNew Braintree Grangers, 31 in number,
month and 1 day. Dr. Washbum was made about sixty years ago when It
* of the church, Wednesday, March ham and gave a minstrel show as their visited Oakham Grange, Tuesday evenpart of the program for the good of the ing with North Brookfield Grange and born in Milton, N. H.. the son of David was published in Putnam's Magazine!
L0.
order. A large delegation was also pres- gave the good of tbe order and were roy- and Elisa Parker Washburn. He leaves And In 1854 Rev. J. H. Hanson pubOscar Hirbour and a gang of men are
a widow, Emma J. Washburn and a son lished "The Lost Prince," proving to
ent from N<)W Braintree Grange, who ally entertained by Oakham Grange.
..eaning up the brush by the roadsides,
#
David, who is a practicing dentist in his satisfaction the identity of Louis
gave half of tbe program. The visitors
being paid out of the state's appropriaLadies' day of the Farmers' club will Ware. Dr. Washburn has practised den- XVII and the blameless missionary to
were treated to sandwiches and coffee on
the Indians. The common people at
tion Of $200.
their arrival, and to ice cream and cake be in town hall, Tuesday, March 9. tistry for forty years and did excellent Trieste and Pola, during Sir Richard
When you start your Spring cleaning after the entertainment. There were 16 President, Mrs J. E. Barr; secretary, .wort In his profession.
Dr. and Mrs V. Burton's consulship at the former
yoo can get all the clean newspapers you
North Brookfield stars in the minstrel Mrs Wm. France -h speaker of the day Waahburn removed here from Natick, city, believed that the Archduke Maxwant to use, at tbe JOUBKAL office, for part, with Mrs E. E. McCarthy as inter- will be Miss Anna L. Oomstock, from three years ago, making their home in imilian was not killed to Mexico, but
five cents a hundred.
locutor. There were many good local Mass. Agricultural college; essay by Mw the Thompson house on Maple street. was a prisoner there, guarded by three
Mrs Philip Robinson and son of Dor- hits. Dr. Windsor R. Smith and Joseph- 0. S. Lane; readinghy Mrs J. A. Barr-, Thehinerel services were held from the Jailers, captains to the English, French
home an Wednesday morning at 10.30 and Austrian navies. And so Nero
chester, are spending the week with Mrs ine Deyo Hinckley, were the Gold-dnst music, Mrs Walter McMenimen.
r served by the gentllemen.
o'eieek, Rev. A. W. Budd, officiating. was net- to his cofan of porphyry when
Robinson's parents, Mr and Mrs Frank twins. The prise of a box of chocolates
BuriM was In Dell Park cemetery, Natick, his funeral cost two hundred thousand
was awarded to Dr. Smith and Mrs J.
8. Eaton, School street
soatosaes... He appeared in revolt
The'TJ^Jt Department of Agflcultjire with Undertaker Chas. 8. Lane in charge.
Georgia Stoddard as the best dancers, in
among the Parthians even while SueBey. A. W. Budd, pastor of the Oonthe cake walk, and Mrs Stoddard's cos- has just issued a 27-page illustrated Bultoniust.tbe scandal monger, was alive
gregational church, is spending the week
letin
on
"Some
Common
Birds
Useful
t»
attractod"marked attention. An original
and writing down his sniggering gosst Long View farm, the home of Dea.
the
Farmer,"
the
text
of
which
is
based
paper Was read by Mrs Hinckley,
sip about the emperors.
and Mrs Alfred C. Stoddard.
upon* systematic investigation on the
Mrs M. A. Doyle announces that Bhe
part of the Biological Survey, oovering a
Tobacco in America.
Coming Dates.
will have her opening of Spring and SumAmericans have always been pipe
period of years, of the habitat, food haband cigar smokers. In the early days
mer millinery, on Summer St., Thursday, Monday, Mar. 8. Lecture by Prof. Gra- its, and economic relation to agriculture
of the colonies cigars were imported,
Friday and Saturday, March 11, 12 and
of more than 50 birds common to farmham, at Congregational Chapel.
but it hi a safe assumption that ths
ing sections, such as the bluebirds, robins,
IS.
Tuesday, Mar. 9. "Peg o* My Heart,"
great bulk of cigars smoked by out
titmice, wrens, brown thrasher, catbirds,
A set of fine pictures have been recolonial ancestors were homemade oi
at Town Hall.
swallows, townee, sparrows, house finch,
ceived at the public library from the Art
NORTH BROOKFIELD
home-rolled. Gentlemen made theit
Department of tbe Worcester Public Lib- Thursday, Mar. 11. All day meeting of the grackles, Brewer blackbird, Balticigars or had them made by theit
Woman's
Union
at
Chapel.
more
oriole,
Bullock
oriole,
the
meadow[ rary. They wili be on exhibition for
servants just'as they generally dislarks,
the
red
winged
blackbirds,
bobWednesday,
Mar.
17.
High
School
play
tilled their own brandy from theft
f two weeks.
olink,
crow,
blue
jay,
Pacific
Coast
jays,
at Town Hall.
own fruit. The cigar-making industry,
A barge load of young Methodiate from
Wednesday, Mar. 24. Appleton Club at phoebes, nighthawks, woodpeckers, and
lid not begin to be a factory industry
f North Brookfield went over the hills to
Net Proceeds for Benefit of Charitable until 1810, when the first American
Miss Warner's.
cuckoos.
i West Warren, Wednesday evening, to
cigar factory was established in ConCongressman Calvin D. Paige, of the
Work of the Club.
attend the Quaboag Valley Epworth Cir- Sunday, March 21. Mrs Gleason at the
necticut, but the factory-made cigar
Third Mass. Dirt., will be pleased to mail
town
hall.
cuit meeting.
All Seats Reserved at 26 Cents.
flourished and by 1825 there were nua copy of this Bulletin to all who apply
merous small cigar factories in ConThe Methodist church will join with
for the same. Address your requests to
Christ Memorial Church.
necticut, Kentucky, Massachusetts,
the Congregational in a union service
him at Room 512, House Office Building,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York, MarySunday morning. The 8unday school
The Girls' Friendly Society held their Washington, D. C. Postage stamps are
land and Virginia. There was then no
will be held in the Methodist chapel im regular meeting in the Guild rooms on not necessary.
Internal revenue tax on cigars or other
O. L. Sioux, Secretary
mediately at the close of the morning Tuesday evening. At the close of the
A GOOD TENEMENT of seven rooms, on Grove forms of prepared tobacco, the first
sewing
hour
there
was
a
short
devotional
Internal revenue tax on domestic ciservice.
FOR SALE
gars and other tobacco products being
Grace Hack, 11 years old, daughter of service and a talk on the meaning of
laid under the internal revenue law of
TO
LET.
1SOW, 4 Shoata, 1 Holiteln Cow. due to pome
Mr and Mrs George Hack, was seriously Lent given by the rector.
In March 14, 1 Holler, also 1 Incubator & DOWNSTAIRS tenement good
roc- -location, use of 1862, which was, of course, a_war reveif desired.
CHARMS A. HAGSBTY.
The afternoon meeting next week will Brooder
bam, henhouse and garden.
burned this week upon the upper part of
nue measure.
1W10<
New Braintree Road. Apply No. 1 Grant Street
her body, and to-day was removed to the be on Thursday afternoon at 3.45 instead
of
Wednesday.
This
evening
Rev.
Mr
HATCH YOUR OWN ECCS
hospital that she might have proper care.
FOR SALE.
Adams will preach? at Clinton. The Rev.
HATCH your own eggs in my Incubators and
Dr. Phelan atiended her.
save time and worry. Any number taken.
C,
P.
.WARREN,
FIVE
tons
8rat
duality
bar.
Walton S. Danker of St. Mark's church,
Am booking orders for day old chicks. Can supMr Chamberlain, who bought the
Ward Street.
ply a few more regular customers with dressedWorcester, will be at Christ Memorial
iVorder poutt.y. C.W.ENGLISH. East BrookGeorge P. Doane place on Summer St.,
next Friday evening.
field.
Phone 102-35.
"
SUBSCRIPTION
WEEK.
about two years ago, has now sold the
Regular meeting of the Woman's Gnild, FOR one weak, beginning March 6.1 will offer
place to Mr and Mrs Walts, who moved
NOTICE
a lour months' subscription to the Pictorial
token carei of
in last Saturday. Mr Chamberlain has in the Guild rooms, Wednesday, March Review, for Twenty-five centa. regular price 15 ELECTRIC BELLS Installedand
LAWRENCE ELLERY,
at reasonable ra"
cents a copy. Subscribe now. and call at the
.moved to the John R. Sonthworth place 10, at 3 p. m.
North Brookfield. >

To«

SPIRELLA
CORSETS
.

Or have them brought to your
by .ending word to
*«•

*•*

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookf lelda.
Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD,

I

MASS.

J7

FRED a CLAPP

Funeral Director
Kesistored Embaiaaer.
Laay AullUat.

Connected by Long Distance TslsphoBA at House and Store.

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
JJ Prospect St,

,

North BrookfieU

97

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist
Office at Dr. Ludden'a
You Feel Better when you See Better.
Glasses we nuke Improve your look*
ae well as your Sight.

\

I

North Brookfield

Main Street,

DANIEL FOSTER,
Basidence 38 Spring St., oor. Prospect

House Painting, all Branches
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Attended to.
p. O. Box W2.
(*8 Satisfaction Guaranteed

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT
H. r. Lawrence, North BrookfieM

PEG O'MY HEART
TOWNHALL_

Tuesday, March 9

FULLAM

on Grant street.
The Woman's Union will Hold an all
day home missionary meeting, Thursday,
March 11, at 9 a. m. Dinner at noon.
Home missionary program at 2.30 p. m.,
with yearly thank-offering. A cordial
invitation to all members and friends of
home missionary work.
■ Mrs Ella A. Gleason, of theState W.
C. T. U., who spoke so acceptably at tbe
town hall a few weeks ago, has been
secured to speak again on National
Constitutional Prohibition, at tbe town
hall, Sunday evening, March 21.
Last Call! Have you secured your
tickets for Peg o' My Heart, which is to
be presented at-the town hall next Tuesday evening, for the benefit of the charitable work of the Young Woman's club.
AH seals are to be reserved at 26 cents)
" andean be checked at B. W. Reed's.
Good music.
After 28 years in active business in
Ware, Patrick I, Downey has sold out
his dry goods business and retires to enjoy a rest. Mr Downey was formerly in
the dry goods and grocery business in
the town house block in North Brookfield,
in company with his brother-in-law,
James Downey, who also retired some
years ago,

—-_

«o»

The Appleton Club.
The members of the Appleton Club
Wednesday evening, were the gueBts of
Mr and Mrs George R. Hamant on Gilbert street. A paper on the Panama-Pacific exposition was read by Mrs Albert
H. Prouty and the story of the bull fights
of Spain, their origin and conduct, was
given by Mr Clarence Sibley, principal of
the high school. The musical program
was arranged by Miss Anna Doyle, and
included instrumental duets and trios by
Mr Andrew Doyle, Edward Doyle and
Miss Anna Doyle, on clarionet, violin
and piano. The roll call was responded
to with a Spanish proverb by each member and guest. Mrs F. A. Smith, Mrs A.
H. Foster and Mrs M, B. Bishop were
chosen a committee to nominate officers
for the 27th year. The next meeting will
be at the home of Alias Mary G. Warner,
Prospect St., on the evening of March 24.

pattern counter the 10th of each month tor your
copy NELLIE COLLIN8. Duncan Block.
10

Collector's Sale
OF REAL ESTATE

CREAM FOR SALE.
FRESH, sweet, heavy cream, the kind that
whipa readily. At Datay'sMarket, The Village Grocery," Howard's Grocery and BuUers
v
Bakery.

Household Furniture
at Private Sale.

NORTH BHOOKWBI.D, MASS., March 4,1915. I WOULD Ilka to sell all my household furniture
Call any evening at my house on St. Ciair
The owners and occupants of the following
HIRdescribed parcel of real estate, situated in North Avenue, between 7 and 9. MRS CHARLES
3w8
Brookfield. County of Worcester, and Common- BOtnt.
wealth oi Massachusetts', and the public are
hereby notified that the taxes aweMed thereon,
lor the year 1913, according to the list committed
to me as Collector of Taxes, for said North Brookfield by the Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid,
Snd1 that^mifleat undivided put of said land
sufficient to satisfy said taxes with the interest.
and all legal costa and charges, or the whole of
said land if no person odors to take an undivided
Earnestly Solicits
part thereof, wul be offered for sale by public
auction.at tbe Selectmen's room in the Town
House building, in said North Brookfield, on

THE YOUNG WOMAN'S CLUB

SATURDAY, MARCH 20, ,915.
at 10 O'clock A. M., tor the payment of said
taxes with interest, costs and charges thereon
unless the same shall be previously d&eharged.

Leil Cartler, Hilrs tad Deilseii.

Old Linen * Cotton
OF ALL KINDS
IN AID OF THE

A certain tract or parcel oi land with the
buildings thereon, situated on the south, tide of
Willow Street, in the center village of North
Brookfield.
and described as follows:—
Ws have a number of pairs of sample shoes in On the northbounded
by Willow Street on th» east by
ri men's and boys', w
also a tow pair ot boots
bo
which we will at manufacturer's coat Those land of Lawrence Powers, on the south by land
-wishing'ta,
■ ...ahM a
«. good
i*M-*y*A pair
nalv of
r\t work
tafjfcaal> shoes in
of Blouln and Carter, and J, H. Ivory, and on
uf_a-l__ *.->
secure
either blucher or scout type can do ao by calling the west by land oi Mary Keltoy. containing
three sixteenths of an acre of land.
atourfaetory. H. H. BROWN COMPANY,
Packages may be sent to Mra E. E.
Taxes of IMS. MO-45.
McCarthy, Elm St., or if more convenient
JOHN J. JMJNPHY.
HAY FOR SALE,
Collector ot Taxes for 1918. can be left at JOUBXAL Office.
STOCK and No. 1 Horse Hay for sate by LEON
H. ADAMS, Telephone 84.2, North Brookfield.
3wl0.

SAMPLE SHOES

RED GROSS WORK

FINDS SI00
Worth of, WALL PAPER
We have gone through our entire
Stock of Wall Papers, and have
found we have about *100 worth of
Eemnant Paper and Btorderings.
When we say Remnants, we do not
mean Junk, Kubbish or .Cheap
Papers imported for this special
sale.
Every Remnant we offer was
taken ;from our shelves last week,
sampled, and tied up in a bundle
and marked according to the grade
of paper from 15c to 16c per bundle.
Each Remnant contains enough
paper for any ordinary sised room.
Come early and select the best patterns at FULLAM'S, the

RED FRONT STORE
BUMMER »fRWT

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North BraekfielS Ne.
IJ3-II.

Long

Distance Cennection.

Funerals Personally Directed
and Kvary Requisite rurnlahed.
I.»it> Aaslatsuat.

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords
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\ Taking Away i
the Stones
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Br REV. HOWARD W. POPE

(By A O. eBttiLERS, .Acting Director ot
Sunday School Course, Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.)
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LESSON

LESSQN FOR MARCH \„
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TEXT—Take ye away the 110116,—Jobs
There are many atones of Ignorance,
perplexity, and belief which one encounters in Christian work, and It
often requires
great skill to remove them.
Occasionally we
meet a person who
claims that there
are so many conflicting • opinions
among Christians
that be does not
know what to believe. Remind him
that the differences of opinion,
as a rule, relate to
minor matters,
•such as the mode of baptism or the
Imethod of church government, and not
to the vital question of salvation.
While they may differ some as to
iforms of worship and methods of government, it is foolish for one to allow
his attention to be diverted to these
side issues, and lose sight of the main
question. Besides, It is an Indication
of mental laziness when one Is not
willing to search the Scriptures and
form an opinion of his own. God has
given us the Bible which reveals his
will, and a mind capable of understanding it (John 20:31). God's will
concerning the way of salvation is revealed so clearly that even a child can
understand it. What excuse have we
then for deferring our duty?
We have no right to hold this matter of repentance In suspense simply
because there are some things in the
Bible which we do not understand.
There always will be things In the
Bible which we do not understand, and
lit we wait until all things are understood by us we shall never be saved,
lit* we will obey that part of God's word
we do understand, we will soon get
'light on some of the obscure things.
1 once met a man on the train who
claimed to be a skeptic. He said there
.were so many different religions that
he did not know what to believe. "One
claims that we ought to worship Buddha and another Confucius. Some say
that Mormonism Is the true religion,
and I suppose you would say that
Jesus Christ was the only Saviour. In
the midst of all these conflicting opinion ■!, how Is one to know what to believe?"
. I said to him, "My friend, did you
ever embrace any one of those religions?"
"No, sir."
"You remember the fable about the
horse which stood between two stacks
of hay. Be was about to take a bite
from one when there came a smell
of clover from the other so Inviting
that he hesitated; then he caught a
whiff from the other which led him to
turn again, and finally he starved to
death between the two stacks, because he could not decide which to
eat from.
"Now my friend, are you not making
the same mistake which the horse
■made? Here you stand in the midst
of all these religions starving your
soul because you do not know which
one to .boose. Had you not better em' brace some one of them, and do It
quickly? If you think that Buddhism
is the most promising become a Buddhist. It you think Mormonism Is from
God, become a Mormon. If you find
salvation from sin In these religions
continue In them, but if not, then accept Christ as your Saviour, and 1 am
sure you will And salvation in him.
He is the truth; seek no further ' But
by all means embrace some religion,
and do It quickly for you are starving
your soul for the lack of some one
to worship and obey."
"I believe there is some truth In
what you say," said the man, "but
this is my station and 1 must leave,
you. I am glad we have had this conversation and I hope we shall meet
again."
Apparently the man was convinced
of his mistake, and was becoming interested, but be was leaving the car
and what could I do? I thought of
the little package of leaflets which I
usually carry, and selecting a couple
I rushed out on the platform and gave
them to him. One was the Christian
life card, and the other was a leaflet
..
written by Dr J. W. Chickering of
\ Washington, D. C. Before he died the
^"aiuttior had the names of over seventeen hundred people who had written
him or told him personally that they
attributed their conversions to this
tract
Daniel Webster states his position
very clearly ID a letter written to a
friend: "1 believe that God exists In
tbree persons; this I learn from revelation alone. Nor is it any objection
to this belief that 1 cannot comprehend
bow one can be three, or three one. ' I
hold it my duty to believe, not what 1
can comprehend or account for, but
what my maker teaches me I be
licve religion to be a matter not of
demonstration, but of faith. God re
quires us to give credit to the truths
wliicb he reveals, not because we can
prove them, but because be reveals
them." .

SAUL ANOINTED KING.

| LESSON TEXT—I Samuel f :17-M:L
GOLDEN TEXT—Fear Qoa, honor the
klng.-l Peter 2:17.'

I Because of the acts of Samuel the
people petitioned for a king (ch. 8:5).
They are told plainly what to expect
if a king Is set In authority (ch. 8:19).
God, however, granted their petition
and spoke "In the ear" of Samuel, saying, "I will send thee a man," telling
him of the work which this man la to
undertake (ch. 9:15, 16).
: I. "Samuel Saw Saul" vv. 17-21. Saul
was a man to gaze at and to admire
(ch. 9:2). His fruitless search for;
his father's asses leads him to the city
wherein Samuel was residing. .There1
he is advised to consult the "man of:
God" about his difficulty—a good suggestion for us all. This experience
(ch. 9:6-14) exhibits Samuel In a new
light. The word "seer" Indicates "one
who sees," one who sees the things
God makes manifest In dreams (Num.
24:4-16). While the word Is similar to
the modern term "clairvoyant" yet the
latter are not the successors of these
Old Testament "seers" or "prophets."
They are rather the successors of the
false prophets (Jer. 17:14), and of
those who dealt with familiar spirits
(I Chron. 10:13-14; Isa, 8: 19-20; 2
Kings 21:1, 2, 6). Saul evidently did
not know Samuel (vv. 16-18).
Samuel took Saul with him for the
night to take his mind off his father's
asses and to prepare him to receive
the word from God. Christians take
far too little time to withdraw themselves and take their restless minds
off the things of time and sense to be
still and hear the word of God. What
were a few asses to Saul, to him "for
whom all that Is desirable In Israel"
(v. 20 R. V.)? Christians who are
heirs to the heavenly kingdom ought
not to set their affections on the poor
possessions of earth (Col. 3:1,2; 2 Cor.
4:18). In response to Samuel's Information, Saul disclaims any greatness;
indeed, Is he not from one of the least
of the families of one of the smallest
of the tribes (v. 21). Such humility
gave great promise for Saul's future
Usefulness. Such was the mental and
spiritual attitude of the man whom
God chose to be king (ch. 16:17). It
was later, when pride and power had
puffed him up, that the kingdom was
taken away from him (ch. 15:23; J6:l;
Luke 14:11; Heb. 13:1).
II. "Samuel Took Saul" vv. 2224.
Saul was then led Into the guest chamber and placed in the chief seat Read
our Lord's parable found in Luke
14:7-11. Samuel then bade the cook
bring the thigh, which was a choice
piece of meat especially reserved for
those thus honored (Bzek. 24:4). Such
a portion belonged to the priest (Lev.
7:32). That which did not belong upon the altar Saul was. to eat (v. 24).
Samuel and Saul may have had the
preference and eaten before the other
guests (v. 13), and Saul is" made acquainted with the special honor conferred upon him. Following the feast,
they return to Samuel's home, where
Saul Is conducted to a couch upon the
flat housetop (Acts 10:9}. Here Samuel had private converse with Saul
(v. 25 R. V.). What that converse
may have been w'e know ribt, but we
are reminded of one such nocturnal
conversation which gave to the world
God's most precious summary of his
love (John 3; 1-16).
Samuel poured oil upon Saul's head.
Prophets, priests, kings and cleansed
lepers were so anointed, a type of the
anointing by the holy spirit (I Kings
19:15, 16; Lev. 8:12, 14:2, 16-18; Isa.
61:1; I John 2:20 R. V.). This act
was also a symbol ofjentire consecration to God, and pointed forward to
the coming king (Messiah, Anointed
One) whom God himself would anoint
(Ps. 45:7).
Saul was anointed to be "a prince"
and to save God's people (ch 9:16;
Acts 5:31). His ear 1» alwayf open
to the cry of his people. Even though
they had sinned, and their sorrow was
because of their own disobedience, yet
God regarded their affliction (Ps.
106:43, 44). Only God's anointed ones
can save (Isa. 61:1-3).
Saul's selected task was to save
Israel out of the hands of the Philistines (See Luke 1:69-71). God's eye
sees the oppression of mankind and
his ear is always open to the cry of
the poor and needy; of Innocent children suffering because of the sins of
parents; of men defrauded of justice.
But the delivering remedy will not
be brought by. any earthly king. Mankind Is today crying for a king (sometimes it is termed "democracy") and
will not have God to rule over them.
Heedless of his warnings, blessed by
his bounty, they struggle and scheme
to heal their own hurt.
Saul's humility rapidly gave place to
pride and pride to ambition, ambition
to oppression, and finally to an untimely end, due to disobedience.
When our king comes the skillfully
constructed scheme of man's government, wherein graft and pride, ambition and lust And such a prominent
place, will be sat aside for a kingdom
wherein justice and tore, equity and
service, will be meted out to every
Attach thyself to the good and thou
man; one wherein Ideals will become
wilt become oca of them.—Cervantes
realities.

CEDAR RUST DISEASE
Trouble Is Very Abundant, in
Some Eastern Sections.
Orchards In Vicinity of Cedar Thickets Usually Suffer Mora Severely
Than Those Which Are Situated Some Distance Away.

The cedar rust of apples is more or
less widespread In the eastern and
central portions of the United States.
It Is reported from New Hampshire to
North Carolina on the Atlantic seaboard and westward as far as Iowa
and Nebraska. The disease Is not
found except In regions where both
apples and red- cedar grow. The red
eedar Is very abundant In some parts
of the eastern states, and in those sections there is a great deal more of the
disease than In any other portion. The
principal reason for this lies in the
fact, that, along with the abudanee of
cedar trees, the large commercial apple orchards contain many varieties
which are particularly susceptible to
the disease. Orchards In the vicinity
of cedar thickets have usually suffered more severely than those which
are situated at some distance. The
injury Is more marked if "the" orchard
is on the leeward side of the eedar
thickets, where the spores of the disease may be continually borne In by
prevailing winds, but all orchards of
susceptible varieties of apple* suffer
more or less from the cedar rust Two
years ago, the financial loss to apple
growers In the state of Virginia alone
was estimated to be upwards of onehalf million dollars, and this did not
take Into account the loss due to
weakness of the trees and to Impairing
the vitality of the fruit buds for the
following year, which would surely
diminish each succeeding crop.
The cedar trees In the vicinity of
apple orchards develop, during the
winter and early spring, a large number of corky galls, which are commonly spoken of as cedar apples. These
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A "Cedar Apple" In the Gelatinous
Condition. It Is Usual to Find This
Condition After a Warm Spring
Rain. When These Masses Begin
to Dry Out They Set Free Millions
of Sporidla Capable of Infecting
Apple Foliage.

galls contain the winter spores and
slowly mature during the warm day*
of late winter and early spring. When
the weather becomes warm enough
and there Is abundant moisture present, the cedar apples thrust out many
gelatinous tendrils. So long as the
gnlatlnous material Is damp the spores
do not escape to any extent, but, If
bright, sunny days with brisk winds
follow, the watery tendrils are dried
and the spores are blown away from
the cedar apples.
The wind, of
course, blows these spores where It
lists, but only those which are carried
to apples trees find conditions which,
are suited to their germination and
future development.
How far these spores may be carried has never been definitely deter>
mined. Our observations and studies
go to show, however, that if an orchard
is one-half mile from the cedar, the
amount of rust Infection is usually not
great enough to be a serious Injury
to the orchard. Any cedar trees which
are cut after March flrst should no
burned, since they retain the ability
to cause Infection for two months. 1

THE PERIODS OF GESTATION
Approximate Figure* Given for Common Farm Animal*—Con»lderable
Variation Is Likely.

So many Inquiries have been received relative to the period of gestation for common farm animals that we
give the following brief statement of
the approximate periods: Mares,
11 months; cow, 286 days; sheep, »
months; goats, 5 months; sow, 4
months; dog, 63 days; cat, 50 days;
rabbit, 30 days; squirrel, 28 days; rat,
28 days; turkey. Incubation, 26 to 30
days; guinea-hen, 25 to 26 days; geese,
27 to 33 days; ducks, 24 to 26 days;
hen, 19 to 24 days; canary birds, 13 to
14 days.
It must be remembered that the
above figures are only approximate
and that considerable variation will be
experienced! For example, a record of
764 cows showed a shortest period of
220 days and a longest period of 313
days, with an average of 286 days.
A record of 25 sows showed extremes of 109 and 123 days while a record of another ten BOWS showed
periods varying from 101 to 116 days.
The age, breed, condition, care and
feed of animals affect the length Ot
their period of gestation.

RAISE BIG TOULOUSE GEESE
Fowls Can Be Fed Almost Entirely on
Grass—Not Subject to Disease
Like Chickens.

We raise the large Toulouse geese
and' find them very profitable. They
can be raised almost entirely on
grass and are not subject to disease, ORIGIN OF WHITE WYANDOTTE
like chickens.
They commence to
lay about the middle of February and White Cochin Blood We* Introduced
will lay from, tw^Jye to fifteen eggs
In Making of Breed as Feather*
before wanting toseb They will lay
on Lag* Would Denote.
three clutches of eggs If they are
broken up when they want to set One
A question baa been asked relative
gander should be kept for every three to the Wyandotte breed, and why the
or four geese and If they have access White Wyandotte will sometimes show
• dark feather and even show a taint
ruff ot feathers on its legs? There
•re several varieties now of the Wyandotte, but the first to be admitted to
the standard was the Silver Wyandotte. From the first the Silver Wyandotte had the rose comb. The neit

Flock of White Wyandottes.

Rich Chocolate Pudding.
Beat tbe yolks of three eggs until
very light and thick, with half a cupful of sugar, flavoring to taste, two
ounces of sweet chocolate and a halt
cupful of chopped almonds. When
thoroughly mixed, stir in the white*
of the eggs well beaten and pour the
mixture Into a buttered baking dish.
Bake In a moderate oven from 30 to.
40 minutes. Serve with any light
sauce.

The Army of
Constipation

Money Producer* for Farmer.

TESTING SEED BY INCUBATOR
Tray Made of Light Wood, Filled With
Sand, Will Prove Efficacious—
Keep Temperature Right

While not In use for hatching, the
incubator may be used for testing seed
by making a false tray of light wood
which Is filled with send. The seed
should be placed lri the sand, covered
and kept moist Keep the temperature up to, or above 85 degrees, and
the "seed will germinate In a short
time.
Even when It Is In use for hatching,
seeds may be tested by placing them
between damp cloths In a plate, setting the plate under the egg tray In
what is known as the "chick nursery."
Plants thus germinated m sand may
be transplanted to the hot bed, not
only testing the seed (br vitality, but
ni|H""g those so tested.
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11
Removes Burssl Enlargement*.
II Thickened, Swollen Tissues,
11 Curb*, Filled Tendons, SonNet a Difficult Tack to Get Eggs Durar ness from any Bruise or Strain;
Jl Stops Spavin Lameness. Allays pain.
ing Winter If Ordinary Horse
It\
Does not Blister, remove the hair or
Sense Is Exercised.
•U lay up the horse, 12.00 a bottle,
delivered. Book 1 K free.
To get eggs In winter under the conABSORBINE, JR., the antiseptic liniditions obtainable on a general farm ment for mankind. For Synovltis, Strains,
Is, I find, no difficult task It ordinary Gouty or Rheumatic deposits, Swollen,
horse sense is used In the matter of Painful Varicose Veins. Will tell you
feeding and housing,, writes W. K. more if you write. $1 and $2 per bottle at
Moore In an exchange. As far as pos- dealers or delivered. Manufactured only by
W.F.Y0UN6.P.O. F..S101i»jllSt,SDrlliQnol« Mast.
sible I use the food grown on the farm,
feeding as soon after daylight as pracMOTHER BRAY'S SWEET
ticable a mash composed of fine corn
POWDERS FOR OHILDREI
chop and alfalfa meal, half and half
Relieve Feverlshness, Constlpnby measure. Peed all that the birds
tlon.Coldaand correct disorders Of
will clean -up by noon, then give about
the stomach and bowels. Utttl by
Mollursfortbsta"- AtfllJPrwone gallon of oats to each 100 bens,
lists 25c. Sample mailed FBBE.
IdureM a. a. OMeM. i»*«*. *- V.
scattering it in straw litter In the
scratching shed or hen house. At
The Kind.
noon, or shortly after, I give all the
"I am going to start an aviation
ear corn tbey will clean up by nigbt,
lournal."
and let tbem shell It.
For a meat food I get good result*
"Will you print it on fly paper?"
from the cracklings obtained from the
local butcher for one cent per pound,
Attention, Mothe
ot which I give about two pounds to
Write Wm. Wrigley Jr Co., 130*
every hundred hens three times a Kesner Bldg., Chicago, 111., for 38 page
week. I find that a good way to do beautifully colored "Mother Goose
this Is to mix the cracklings In the Jingle Book." Sent free to all readmash when steaming It; this softens ers of this paper.—Adv.
them so that the fowl* will get every
part that is not bone. I keep oyster
When a woman has uo faith In her
shell and dry cracked bone before husband she can generally And con-solatlon with the fortune teller.
tbem at all times.
The mash referred to is mixed dry,
and boiling water la poured over It A simple remedy against coughs and all
and it Is left to steam for at least throat irritations are Dean's Mentholated
two hours—or better, over night For Cough Drops—Sc at all good Druggists.
variety. I mix with the, mash potatoes,
Few sermons are as broad as they
beets or anytblng of tHB kind that 1* are long.—Chicago News.
obtainable; however, a diet of oats,
corn and alfalfa, with a little meat,
will give good profit In eggs.
The poultry house must be air-tight
and water-tight on four sides, the top,
Even dogs can eat too much meat
north, east and west. The floor may
Certainly, many people "dig their graves
be of earth If proper drainage is arwith their teeth." Few get enough
ranged so that It will always be dry,
exercise to Justify a meat diet, for
meat brings uric acid. The kidneys
and most of the south side may be
try hard to get rid of that poison, but
made of common unbleached muslin.
often a backache, or some other slight
symptom will ahow that the kidneys
Feed White Clover Hay.
need help. The time tried remedy,
White clover hay Is the richest In
then, is Doan's Kidney Pills.
lime. Feeding clover Is a preventive
A New Hampshire Case
of soft-shelled eggs. Cut clover hay
has helped revolutionize the poultry
—— W. *. Bart, orchMtra reader. Park
business. Red clover hay contains
Theater, •St, Union
St, ManefWrter, N.
about twenty-eight pounds of lime to
H..*a»: "1 strftered
the thousand pounds. Scald tbe bay
terribly from ft OOB■taint, dull ache tn
at night and keep It covered, so It can
the small ot my
steam. See that tbe clover Is cut to
hack.
W««n
I
stooped,
sharp
one-third to one-halt inch lengths.
pains darted through
my lolna Juat like a
When longer It is apt to pack In the
knife «tah
I -was
crop, causing crop-bound.
stiff and sore and

HOME-GROWN POULTRY FEED

Uric Acid in Your Food

Talking Through HI* Hit.
When you bear a farmer saying one
hen is as good as another, don't waste
ime trying to find hi* name among
.hose who attend fanners' institutes
f you don't find Mm at home be is
alkusg politic* at the corner grocery.

could
hardly
,tra1ghtpn<
Doati'a
Kidney Pills rid me
of alt thV palna and
aches and I have
■uttered very little
since."

Gat Data's *! Aa» »•*»> So* a Boa
FOSTER-MILBURN CO.. BUFFALO. M. V.

Children Love It

5»*s
,3VJ8«*

I

Don't Deny Them
Dentists
ness to
Doctors
appetite

Brazilian Stew.
Cut up a few onion*, tomatoes and
carrots; have ready two pounds of the
shin of beef, cut into pieces about two
Inches long, and dip each piece Into
vinegar; put the vegetable* and meat,
with some pepper and salt. Into a
saucepan without any water (or In *
casserole in the oven), and let all
simmer for four hours. There will be
plenty of gravy, an* the meat will be
very tender. Shin of beef Is Inexpensive.
\

variety of Wyandottes to be admitted
was the White Wyandotte. The Towle
and the Brlggs Wyandottes were the
first to be shown, each of these fanciers
stating that the White Wyandottes
kept by them came as sports from
the Silver Wyandotte, and yet claim
is made that no one can tell exactly
where the first Wyandotte originated,
as several breeders must have been
breeding tor this type ot fowl at about
the same time, and that all the early la Growing Smaller Every Day.
White Wyandottes were sports from CARTER'S LITTLE
the Silver variety is not likely to be LIVER PIUS are.
true. It is thought that White Cochin responsible— they t
blood was introduced in the making of not only give relief j
the White Wyandotte at the beginning, — they permaas the size, shape and color of the nently cure Cos-^
stipation. Mil
eggs not only denotes this, but that lions use
feathers appear at times on the legs them for
makes this seem probable. Why dark BiliosneM,
feathers often appear In certain of Indiic.tioo, Sick Headacae, Sallow Slds.
these birds good enough to show is SHALL PILL, SHALL DOSE. SHALL PRICE.
often a mystery to the breeder. These
Genuine must bear Signature
seldom appear In such numbers that
they cannot handily be pulled out
PREPARING FOR DEAR EGGS The purest blood may show these.
However, White Wyandottes are ImHatches From Which Early Pullets proving away from most of their early
*Are Derived That Are Largest
tendency to reversion.

If the farmer wishes to benefit by
the high prices that eggs are certain to bring next fall and winter, be
should begin to get ready for them
say the poultry specialists In the
department. The way to have eggs
late In the year 1B to hatch pullets
early. It Is the early batches from
which the early pullets are derived
that are the largest money-makers
for the poultry'producer. The early
hatched cockerels can be marketed
In almost any market In America when
they attain a weight of three-fourths
of a pound and a pound to a pound
and a half each, which they should
reach at about six to ten weeks of age,
respectively;* at a greater profit to the
producer than at any other time of
their lives. The early hatched pullets, If properly grown, should begin
to lay in the fall at the time when
eggs are scarce and high in price.
Pullets must be well matured before they will lay many eggs.
Pullets that start to lay In the fall
before cold weather seta In will, as a
rule, lay all winter.
It is the early hatched pullets that
produce eggs In the fall and early
winter, when prices are high,
February, Marcb-and April are the
months to do your hatching In order
to secure early hatched pullets.
Yearling and two-year-old hens do
not lay many eggs In the fall, as they
are molting at that time, and the feed
they consume goes not only to keep
up the energy and life of the birds, but
also to put on or grow a new coat of
feathers.
In properly matured pullets all surplus energy beyond that needed to
meet the requirements of the body
Is available for the production of
eggs.
Write the secretary of agriculture,
Washington, D. C, for bulletins on
poultry management
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Among the New Spring Gowns

affirm its helpfulteeth and gums.
attest its aid to
and digestion.

I

UNITED,
lTOflT-5ftABIWCi

Give the kiddies all they
want. Use it yourself —
regularly. Keep it always
on hand.

Cold Slaw.
.
Chop one small head of cabbage
and one-third of a bunch of celery together. For dressing, stir one pint
vinegar, two beaten eggs, one teaspoonful of salt and two teaspoontuls
of French mustard, with a half-saltspoonful of pepper, together.
Cool
until It comes to a boil, stirring constantly; then remove from the fire and
when cold mix well wtlh the chopped
cabbage and celery.

Pair of Toulouse Geese.

to a pond of water In the spring, almost every egg will be fertile. The
sooner the eggs are set after they
are laid the better they will hatch.
We set the eggs under hens giving
seven eggs to each hen.
If the
weather Is very dry we moisten the
eggs with lukewarm water about the
middle ot the hatch and again a day
or two before they are due to hatch.
We nearly always have good luck
hatching the eggs, says a writer In an
exchange.
We give the goslings their first
feed and water when they are fortyeight hours old. The water should be
kept before tbem all the time in something that they can drink out of easily, but can't get Into. We keep green
feed such as lettuce, mustard or
tender grass before them all the
time, and give them bread moistened
with milk, pot cheese or wet corn
meal, three times a day until they are
three weeks old. After this we give
them a good feed of wet corn meal
every night and morning and all the
green teed they will eat until they
are about seven weeks old. Then they
are turned out In the pasture or In a
rape patch and do not receive any
more grain until fall. The goslings do
not need a pond of water to Bwlm in.

Tripe Fried In Batter.
Cut tripe in pieces tor serving and
boil twenty minutes, which makes It
nice and tender. Beat one egg, add
one-quarter cupful cold water, one
teaspoonful salt and flour to make a
batter, not too thin. Dip the tripe In
the batter and fry until a nice color on
both sides. If there is any batter left
pour It Into the spider and cook with
the rest. Be sure to have plenty ot
grease In the spider. It you use fresh
tripe add one tablespoonful vinegar to
batter.

Cultivate the saving msthict
with the United Profit*
Sharing Coupons around
each package, good toward
high-grade merchMidise.,

"Chew It
niter every
^meal9*'

Have you seen "Wrigley's Mother
Goose" — newest jingle book — 28
pages in colors?
,

m

(Here la a sample versa and illustration)

BECOMING lines are exemplified In
this new spring gown of taffeta,
'which is simple enough for the home
dressmaker to undertake and pretty
most fastidious of
1enough»for-the
women to enjoy. TSfteta lends Itself
;tp the new; wide skirts, the horizontal
'tuck* and other quaint features In
the new gowns, borrowed ' from a
period more than a half century,behind us. The"days of the crljiollne
ere recalledjiiy the.utterlyfeminine
and fasqintttlng demurenesa oT this
modest gown:
- -j-—,.
The wide tucks running around tB*
skirt with a fullness of three to foiir
yards In the width, combine to make
the Hare that Is to be achieved In this
particular style. The fullnesB Is disposed of at the top partly by cutting
and partly by shirring or plait* into
which the material Is laid. Many of
the new spring skirts, cut with the requirements of tbe plump figure in
■tod, at smoothly about the hips and
ar» widened gradually toward the bottom, where they ripple at the hem.
Another feature of spring styles I*
the revival of the suspender dress.

And very appropriately accompanying-thts .comes.toe,prominence given
to pockets on skirts tor street wear.
In these tine tailoring' plays -a, most
Important part. They are a» eut-Ankle
length, and the attenObh *5tYen.to
Bfta^ppy .'•footgear Js notlesS than that
tiestowed'upon the skirt. Separate
skirts are worn with tailored waists
of crepe-dercljine.
" in ' eltierj ^tailored ■ or r afternoon
fwn*. there .are short Jackets and
ig coats to ehoose.^ronw The short
waist linja hardly admits a rival in
popularity, ant}, perhaps this account^
far,v.ihft. tisfik" ln: nupjber of Jeajgns
whfgLjWeje, expected to feature mUit|(|y Ideas'." i", •/-.•!

■
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then was an old Spear-woman lived in a sho*For her *W young hopefuls she knew what to dol
She made them most happy with WRIGLETSfor allit kept them in trim at a cost very small!
131"

i*m
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iHEYIRUrTUSI
I COME OFF

iTHemxi

want you to Sf^vift
quaint antics in this book,
fr%! Write tor it today to
WM. WRIGLEY JR. CO.,
£304 Keaner Bldg., Chicago
.

■,?-

The shftit Jacket, that competes the
Many a woman boasts that she can
pretty gown^^urejj, here,!* covered marry' any man she pleases who
u te
with braldtng^jp salt^oUMl*** doesn't please any of them.
the touch regulrafl, Jp enrich the design. Worn qyar,,,* lacy bodice and
Nature balances things by marrying
with a nbwer-trimmed hat the toilette a fussy woman to a quarrelsome_man.
leaves nothing to be desired- It I*
developed in a medium *nade of blue
with a grayish cast and the hat and
parasol correspond.

.607
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Wanted Mor* Help,
,. "To guide a key to a keyhole In the
dark there.' has been patented a Vshaped *trip of metal to be fastened
to a door with the point surrounding
the hole," said the studious man.
-"That's all light so**ar as it goes,"
replied the convivial one; "but who's
to be on hand to find the key lor
your

Safety Flr*t
"Hli'turn Next.
"111 let you Into my scheme on thai
Diner—See. here; where are those'
underground, floor.",,,- .
,
oysters I ordjred on the half shell t
**Are there any exits t"
Walter—DonS get impatient, ash.
We're dreffle short on shells; but
you're next, saiu—Boston Evening
Transcript.

■
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BO* WCB CENT PROFIT.

J.

Love makes the world go round, but Make a taajmaa tor yjnirsolf. **'•"',. »*2
taotlom require, BO capital;, aand loo tat
revenge tries to square It
simples an4 full particulars. Aadraas a. Mi
0AMJl«. BOX Sit.HJNQ8HA, W18.

IF HAIR IS TURNING
GRAY, USE SAGE TEA

Millinery in Diverse Styles

True wisdom never thinks Itself
wiser than It really Is.

-.

W. N. U,, BOSTON, NO. 10-1918. J

Don't Look Oldl Try Grandmother1*
Recipe to Darken and Beautify
Gray, Faded, Lifeless H»lr.

You won't like heavy
tobaccos after you once
try the plenty mild but
fully satisfying taste of
FATIMA Cigarettes.
They outsell other 15c
cigarettes by millions!
" DhUnctitefy Individual"

HBKB are three hats which stand for
three very distinct types In the
new millinery for spring. But they
"have several features In common
which mark the Incoming styles.
They are elaborately made and they
are considerably trimmed. There Is
• reaction away from the severely
plain hats with a Blngle and sometimes minute decoration, such as
grew tiresome during the past winter.
At the left of the group Is a quaint
and picturesque bonnet made of black
horsehair braid. Narrow black velvet
ribbon and clusters of garden roses
and forget-mewnots are used for the
trimming. You cannot imagine anything which completes the costume
more harmoniously, when it Is one of
those wide-skirted, colonial looking
affairs that are so prettily developed
te taffeta.
At the right Is a pretty etreet turban
made of braid In satin straw, and having a soft silk'crown. An embroidered
band about tbe coronet is bordered
with very narrow velvet ribbon and
short streamers fall from a diminutive
flat bow at the back. At the front a
iblg silk pompon supports a long slender feather which front* the weather
with amazing audacity.
One of tho»e models which Is expected to do. duty both for street and
other wear Is shown at the center of
the group. It Is made of crepe draped
over a light frame. The brim is olereriy managed so that an outUne of
\ fcur points results. Midway between
these a little bouquet of roses and
*mall flowers is set in a eluster of
leaves. This Is one of those rare hats
that are suited to older as well a*
younger matron*.

The use of bright flowers ia very
welcome after a surfeit of black during the past winter. Even wheri flowers or fruit do not appear on tbe
spring models, color Is supplied In ornaments and needlework. The movement Is away from somberness and
everyone should encourage the use of
lovely color.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

My§*2o
%
"Apple* for Profit and Use"
—sa fautrocUve etaj»w to oo* tatt«
FmttBook—>«i5fc>Uiae>UDS. «

""* "'"*" "^H^^S'S^-

ii^ud u • Ma airier •"!?:
niMliinBM »llt «a at—to;
YM

Materials for Coats.
The heavy coatings that bid fair to
hold a prominent place this spring are,
of course, higher In price, but then
they are not so expensive after all, for
they are very wtde, and only a small
number of yards Is necessary to complete a garment
The rich oriental
colors still hold their own In these
materials, and tor outing wear they
are lovely.
Even the conservative
dresser does not hesitate to don one
of ihese lovely colorful top coats when
spending a time at a southern resort
or In the country.
Dress stuffs are
only a trifle less colorful, and at first
one might get the Impression that
white had been excluded In the dress
goods plan. This Is by no means so,
and almost any weave that Is found In
color Is also to be had in plain white.
There Is this to be 'said, however, that
almost every white gown, unless one
la in mourning, has a liberal touch of
color Introduced in the way of trimming.
With Quatntnm* of Bygone Day*.
■- A harbinger ot the mode is this frock
of rose taffeta, which exemplifies the
double aklrt—or the appearance of
It—tbe peplum bodice and the popular absence of trimming.—Vogue.

35, CalMaE-H*«>a. L-™
bom men «h> lanba to tk. bu*
aaaanlij

How to Grow Applet and Peaches
—sow baa s» aatoeL ptat art coW•mm our cunn&wa truo.to.oaiae,
sawlj. Swlllll sart asll rnnt-1 T«
JSiJo, iwai. ti. book atao
So^Ma iu» ham, ol par. >bs
aid cteflr "»* n»r*«"te«,
1. lliii. Lisini' nil itarubi.
etc
2S^-ill3£ta!. Men1' haaat
tSi tat root boa cow W«.

TWB«aaasfcia.rla»sarrOa,aS«t,Yaka,«a,Caaa

ForsTFyrs! Furs!
Highest Cash Prices paid for all kinds
of tun. Buy en of hides, skins, pelts.

A. G. MARKKAM & CO.
Springfield, Mats*.

Are You Making $2,700 Per Year?
If NOT, you can do It by buying one ot our
almond or olive tracts near Woodland, In the
E-eat Sacramento Valley, California, Fronts
90 to 1*50 per acre per annum. The land will
not coal you tllS to 1130 per acre. At a email
additional coat we plan! and can for your
traeta for you. BaaleaS of aaay payments.
Write (or full particulars to

T. E. attBHI, sD7 WeBkudi aUa, V* rraasx*, CsL

Grandmother kept her hair beautifully darkened, glossy and abundant
with a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur.
Whenever her hair fell out or took on
that dulL faded or streaked appearance, this simple mixture was applied
with wonderful effect By asking at
any drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and
Sulphur Hair Remedy," you will get a
large bottle of this old-time recipe,
ready to use, for about 60 cents. This
simple mixture can be depended upon
to restore natural color and beauty
to the hair and 1B splendid for dan.
druff, dry, itchy scalp and falling hair.
A well-known druggist says everybody uses Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur,
because It darkens so naturally and
evenly that nobody can tell It has been
applied—It's so eaBy to use, too. To«
simply dampen a comb or soft brush
and draw It through your hair, taking
one strand at a time. By morning
the gray hair disappears; after another application or two, it ,1s restored to Its natural color and looks
glossy, soft and abundant. Adv.

The only
real test ot
' roofing quality
is on the root.

Buy materials that last

■"Sak your dealer for prod,
acts made by as—they Mar .

"

Roofing

Inaulatmt Papua
WaUBoanb
,
PU.Ho Roofina C
AiptudtCamaat
RaofCoatlaa

1-ply guaranteed 5 year*
2B_
2-ply guaranteed 10 yean'
3-ply |Mr«a«efid IS yean
General Rrx)fii^M««iufacturing Company

. Surfaced Sktoelee

awir. l^omiilllirail
I il I o/»»a*ase«**atlaai«a>e«i«r
Harare
large,!

^

The Zealous Youth.
The Employer—If my wife calls
up, say that I have Just gone out
The Office Boy—Yes, sir, I'll say it
every time she calls up.
The Employer—You mustn't do
that My wife would have a poor
opinion of your truthfulness.
The Boy—Yes, sir; she has It now.
The Employer — What do you
mean?
The Boy—Why, she called up this
morning and asked me It I was the
new boy. An' I Bald, "Yes, ma'am."
And she said It was no place for a
truthful boy. She said you had no
use for a truthful boy. Then she
said, "Did you ever tell a Her And
I said, "No, ma'am."
"And what did she sayf"
"She said, 'You'll dol'"—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
Unfitting Medium.
"Can't/ you play that round any better?"
"Not on a square piano."
Europe's
tallest
and
peoples, the Norwegians
Lapps, live side by side.

shortest
and the

FADELESS
DYES
PUTNAM ■mate
sagj^3a?^iv&&8^&steri£g!it

g^AlrrWa-tsadtateeekwttyM
Color
amsaaayaaoy ssrrnent anthoul ripptn* apart.

Public Library

FOOD IN BELEAGUERED CITY
Extremities to Which Inhabitants of
Paris Were Driven During the
Siege of 167a

&

If

Bomelouin
THeteT

NOW AERIAL TORPEDO

HOLD QUEER BEUEFS

DEADLY WEAPON OFFERED NAVY

SUPERSTITIONS OF THE NATIVE*

DEPARTMENT.

OF

INDIA.

In a letter by Henry Labouchere,
which la quoted by A. L. Thorold la
his life of the distinguished JournalFor Many Reasons Far More Effective
Toad' Soup a* a Cur* for Insanity I*
ist, he describes, not without a charThan Attack by SubmarineOna of Them—Caste Question Alacteristic touch ot humor, the exMay Be Used In th* Euways of Profound Importreme* to which the inhabitants of
ropean War.
tance.
CITY PLANNING
NATURE DEUQHTS IN CURVES Paris were driven during the aiego FOR PROPER
n
.
of 1870.
The navy department 1* considering
Pag*
I went to see what was going on In Authority
MAKING WAR ON BILLBOARD
Makes
Assertion
That
MMora of Hainan Habitation* D*
the feasibility of using aeroplanes to
tics and map* la the foil general rethe house of a friend of mine in the
Beauty and Commercial Prosperity
Wall ta Avaid Tee Many
deliver
flying
fish
torpedoes
aa
proAvenue de l'lmperatrice, who has left
American Olvlo Aeeoolatlen Regard* port on the census of India are some
O* Hand In Hand.
Straight tinea.
posed by Rear Admiral Fiske. To
quaint stories of Indian belief* and
Part*. The servant who wsa in
it a* Objectionable Farm
drop bomb* Is far more difficult than
superstitions. Mr. O'Malley, who su*f Advertising.
"There 1* no reason why our cities it would be to start a flying torpedo,
Katun make* no stralaht line*, {or chsrge told me they had not been able
perintended the census taking In Benwhether It be the oenopjr SPOTS, the to obtain breed for three days, and should not be sensibly planned. There for a bomb must be let loose exactly
that the last time he had presented 1* no reaaon why they should be alFrom It* very institution, the Amir gal, Bihar and Orisaa, tell* us that the
harlioo about as, the chore of oo
over the ship at the same speed at
lower
classes think that Insanity is
ar poaA, the course et streams, the hi* ticket, he had been given about lowed to run wild and grow without which the ship is moving and that Is loan Civic association has devoted lt- due to excess ot bile In the system or >
oar* and aclentlflo regulation. There difficult because of the air current* eelf to th* protection of the publlo
fbMa at horae, bird, or erao of the half an inch of cheese.
"How do you live, then?" I asked. Is no reaaon why commercial considagainst thro* great nuisances—smoke, to worm* In the head.
flanre, beautiful auras and
"Neglect of the worship ot the gods,
After looking mysteriously round to erations should ruin the beauty of a and because the ship doe* not hold a poles and wires, and billboard*.
variety and multiplicity of curves
steady course and will, moreover, deor the- curs* ot Yogi Sadhu or other
ererrwher* abound. Without auld- see that no one was watching us, he city, and there la no reaaon why con- fend itself with gun*. Submarine* th* annual convention of th* aa*
•Bea aaoh aa a taat oord, a atralcht took me down Into the cellar and siderations of beauty should interfere are handicapped by these and other tton In Washington on* of th* import- holy man may produce it Madness
or ruler, man oannot make a pointed to some meat in a barrel. "It with Its commercial prosperity." So things, one being their slower speed. ant subjects dlaoue**d waa billboards, being due to possession by aa evil
atralcht Una. Brea with the aaalat> 1B half a horae," he said, in the ton* bald Arnold W. Brunner of New York But with the aerial torpedo, the same with a principal address, entitled spirit, every attempt ia mad* to apof a orach- ar oontutwus joint of a man who is showing someone city at the annual convention of th* weapon as now la to be held rigidly "The Passing of th* Signboard," by pease or exorcise It The exorcists
•3 a sidewalk the homeward-bound la the corpse of hi* murdered victim. American Clvlo association in Wash- below the aeroplane, with its head Jesse Lee Bennett of Baltimore la hold smoking entiles to the nostrils
the "wee anaV hoan aaant the twal" "A neighboring coachman killed him, ington whan ha responded to th* sub- pointed forward and the projectile 1* Which he recounted th* stop* that had of the patient and chant mantras, admaintain their physical dl*- and we salted him down and divided Jeot, "Our Surrounding* and Their In- to be released by a lever. When It been token for th* legal control of dressing the spirit la obscene lanUnited guage, all with th* Idea of driving It
BHr and eqalUhftaaa, howerar aaaldu- him." Then he opened a closet In fluence." Continuing, Mr. Brunner drops into the water it sinks to the th* billboard IB all part* of th*i tJat
away. When the** means prove futile
r their teet woo "the straight which sat a huge cat "I am fatten- said; "Thar* la every reason why depth for which It hat been set and •tot**.
they prescribe a diet calculated to
Concerning th* sentiment
•arrow path of rectitude."
It ing her up for Christmas; we mean the** two conslderatlona should go shoots forward to the ship.
the billboard, Mr, Bennett *ald: "The force the spirit to leave his victim la
than ee aapareat that nature to serve her up surrounded with mice- hand In hand and supplement each
A night attack la presumed, though feeling against th* signboard has be- fear of losing his cast*. Th* unfortuother. They do ao when w* destroy a a day attack can also he made. The
aerer InUnded man to make atralcht like sausages."
oom* nation-wld* and la th* past taw nate patient has therefore to consume
On January (, Labouchere note* slum, and let la light and decency,
Jfeee, aad the areeaat writer lores
aeroplane rises to about 2,000 feet, and
fteu not, even hi a dweUlnrhouie "Yesterday, I had a slice of Pollux for when we open up a congested district Is practically Invisible, though it can year* th* agitation of civic organisa- soup made of toads, etc. When the**
the day ootlace with thatohed roof dinner. Castor and his brother Pollux and replace a ma** of dlagraoeful tene- aee th* ships by their lights and their tion* hag been ao successful a* to abominable nostrum* fall th* use ot
awaken resentment against It a* wld*- medicated oil* and of indigenou*
are two elephant* that have been ments by a playground, whan modem
hi the Tory aom* of beauty la al
hulls, which show black against the
for — »r*** and often the aim- killed. The meat was tough, coarse, harbor Improvements supersede old water. The aviator descend* In spiral* spread that, from ooast to ooas t and herbs and drug* is resorted to."
In
almost every state aad 0117, that*
The medical treatment of the insan*
ale, old-faibleaed aardea round about and oily, and I do not recommend wharves and neglected water front*. until he gets within 10 or 15 feet ot the
•eld* more of natural unarm than the English families to eat elephant when We must make It dear that city plan- water at the side ot the ship be mean* are BOW, or have been, vigorous move- sometimes takes the following forms:
ment*
seeking
th*
abolition
or
regula"Th* mud taken from putrid tanks
•Met favored part of the crudest ea- they can get beef or mutton. Many ning properly understood, I* Intended to attack and at a distance of about
tion of the** unneoeeaary aad disfig- la plastered on the patient's head, or
of the restaurants are closed for lack to prevent blighted districts; to prets.
1,500 yard* from it With a pull of hi* uring objects.
aloe pulp I* mixed with water and apThoaa who hare tramped over freah- of fuel. They use lamps, but even vent the ruin of our streets; to pre- lever the torpedo Is then released,
"There has been much
plied In the form of an emulsion. A.
ly-taUen snow, though Intent upon so- French cook* when they are called vent the spoliation of our parka and dropping horizontally. Up to 2,000
aad from it there haa been distilled favorite remedy Is soup mad* from a
bs la a straight Una from one apeolflo upon to cook an elephant with a spirit squsres. We must make It clear that
yard* a good torpedo expert can hit on* thing—th* recognition of the faot particular kind ot frog."
Mint to another, looktnc back upon lamp, find the thing almost beyond It 1* not only a.good financial invest- a 600-foot ship every time.
that what la called th* signboard
Again, the caste question Is on*
their oourae, may easily desory what their Ingenuity. Castor's and PoHux'i ment but that it bring* a direct return
The ship, it is argued, cannot see the) problem Is a question more complex which Is ot particular importance ia
beautiful aad •moothly-Bowmc eurres trunks sold for 45 franca a pound, the In the Improvement of the welfare,
aeroplane
to
anticipate
its
attack,
or
than
th*
mar*
removal
of
th*
signs.
many of th* Saltern provinces, and It
hay* traoed upon earth'* win- other parts of the Interesting twin* comfort and happiness of the cltlsen. I
if, by good fortune, it does, the chance*
try shroud. Evan the paths of do- fetched about ten franc* a pound."
believe that our newer Ideas of social of hitting the airship in It* spiral The signboard has been found to be Is told how one chief excommunicated
inextricably
intertwined
with
two
Not
all
the
strange
food*
eaten
durthe
recalcitrant* in one highly organSiaaUo animals through their pasture*
Justice will produce better cities. Cities
are of moat artistic sad gentle de- ing the siege were a* unallurlng. On will be cleaner, healthier, more beauti- course are almost negligible. It de- question* of even greater importance ized caste which had been split into
liver* it* torpedo so quickly that the —The awakening of civic sentiment two hostile camps, and so effectual
parture from the monotonous straight the subject of donkey, Labouchere ful, for even the untrained already fee)
line. Still, w* would not advise fol- says: - "Donkey 1* Infinitely better that their right* are not recognised work 1* done before defense is pos- and th* recognition by legislator* and binding was this order that not
lowing those In the economic disposi- eating than beef or mutton; Indeed, I and realize vaguely that their sensibili- sible. If It Is hit, the exchange is of aad judge* of th* validity ot argu- only did the barbers, washermen and
tion of truffle, a* did the Bostonlana do not know any meat that 1* better. ties are hurt by unsightly surround- one life and an aeroplane tor a thou- ments baaed upon eatbetio considera- priests of the *tate, who had hitherto
with Bam Itoee' salt trail. Likewise, Let anyone who doubt* the excellence ings. The outside of th* other fellow's sand live* plus a ship. The reduction tions."
served them, refuse to work for them,
Commenting on what ought to be but the services could not be obwe should avoid violation of the dlo- of cold donkey slay one of these weak- house Is of more importance to ue than in the distance for delivering the torpedo
which
the
aeroplane
will
allow
the
attitude
of
th*
law
and
th*
court*
of oonuaon sense by trying to minded animals, cook him, and eat that of our own, and he must consider
tained even of barbers, washermen
may result In the reduction of the toward th* billboard, he added;
BMtttut* ourrea la a front walk from him."
and prleats residing outside th* state.
us a* we must consider him.
weight of the torpedo. Already th*
"It
would
take
our
psychologist
but
street to door whoa the distance Is
This order waa strictly enforced for
"The future American cities will, be Germans have been experimenting on
a few minute* to show that it Is not some time. The men of this oast*
w pace*. Curves must not bo
beautiful and in.- piling, and. WashingDemocratizing Agency.
Lake Constance, successfully, it Is a question of ear, or nose, er eye, but
■ado to appear ridiculous Sometime*
ar*
clean-shaven and vary well
Electrical engineering was eulo- ton will lead them all, Whan th*
Matiiulsd scope precludes their use glsed by Dr. A H. Raflln In a lata L'Bnfant plan 1* pushed further, as it •aid* with dropping torpedoes from a question of th* brain and of th* groomed aad dressed, hat when 'th*
Zeppelins.
Till*
suggestion
of
Admiral
vary
consciousness
that
ta
life
itself
straight Unas must prevail. Still, address at the Birmingham university, surely will be, th* Lincoln memorial
dispute was eventually settled th* perthe straight line la not, as Raskin Is as having been perhaps "the greatest finished, and th* glorious mat), lined' Fiske approaches th* subject from a No law should permit any man to sons affected by the order bad long,
'saw
angle,
and'If
experiment
should
Intrude
or
fore*
himself
or
his
busiir*puted to hare said, "the line of
dirt.m*tt*d beard*, the hair of their
dignified
building*,
swe*f*
ot democratizing agencies. It lias with
hear out the theory It I* hot impossible ness Into another man's eeaseiousa***
Jbeesty.shown how to make full use of the ma- triumphantly up to the capltol as a that German and English, naval anas to th* extent that outdoor advertl*- heads waa In long strands aad filthy
in the extreme, and their cloth** wer*
terial* and energies available, and by climax, we shall bare a scene, V back- may use It.
lag has com* to permit aa intrusion
beyond description for. uacleanllnes*.
SAVING NEW YORK'S TREES cheapening production and transporta- ground worthy of a great nation."
This account i* summarized from immeasurably increased by the fact
tion has brought to mankind In genit la Impossible to aveid seeing
the statement by Park Benjamin, who
Seeking a Husband.
eral the commodities and tools that HOLD CHILDREN'S INTEREST wrjt** as a naval expert for the Indetenanting Aaeeeletlea at
Nat B. Harris, recently elected govwere the property of the few. It has
Mearspall* Find* Iteslf Peeing
pendM>t Th* ton* of hie »*tlcle Is
ernor of Georgia, merrily smiled the
replaced manual labor to an ever-in- Harden Cultivation Hae Proved a Hi-oat thatfthe suggestion 1* regard**' is ena Hard PreeUm.
creasing extent,;thus releasing mengucce** In th* Clt* *f
',21 tirely good and: that our navy C -. >arti SERVED A DOUBLE PURPOSE other evening when th* cwBveria1
tlon la th* lobby of a hotel turned to
tal
energy
for
better
service.
The
Albany, N. Y.
ManharUa present* a hard problem
ment is considering It with a vie. of
*f N*w Y*rk Man Improved the subject of benedict*. Hi Said b*
»»r those who want to beautify the emancipation has made science And
. . .- ■
r v. trying It* practicability.
' Appearance *f Garden end Pre- f'v waa reminded of a little Incident. '-At the'annual convention of th*
hMtropoIls with shade tree*. It seems knowledge the labor of the many, and
tooted Sird*.
Some time ago a pretty young womthat certain street, are not altogether to It has been largely due the tremen- American Civic association Mrs. John
en a Motor Van.
an entered a moving picture theater
Ihspsliss. according to the report of dous progress In science ot the last T. D. Blackburn of Albany, N. Y., tab*
A motor delivery van traveling the
Bird
lov»rs
often
find
It
a
most
difand took a seat wall toward the front
'the .Tree Planting association of New century. Through electrical engineer- a molt interesting story of 'Chlldrsa:, (London area la fitted with wireless
ing a better understanding and widen, at Work In Gardens'' in her homaeltpj; telegraphic apparatus and customers' ficult problem to devise means to pre- Finally the lights war* turned on, reiTsrk, just out
vont
neighborvealing a young married couple with
Such are Seventh avenue and Lenox and more efficient uae of nearly all where, during the. past two or thre»; order* for fresh supplies of goods are
hood cat* from' whom she was acquainted sitting beItrem Oh* Hundred and Tenth street matters and energy have been brought yean, thousands of children have beeps transmitted to th* head office* by this
frightening
aWay
side her,
N»p; Broadway north from Fifty-ninth about. It ha* given better acquaint- interested to develop flower and.vegauj means.
'
i>J**
their feathered
"Why, Clara!" exclaimed the young
Street, also West Bind avenue, West ance with animal and human organ- table garden* about their home*. At
This ingenious method of speeding
pet* and robbing married woman, noticing that the
lOse Hundred and Thirty-eighth, Wast Isms and their problems, ha* bridged the close of each summer session a HP delivery has proved very effective
the neat* of their other was unattended. "What In th*
(Seventy-ninth street, etc.
space and time and minimized their garden exhibit is held where are dis- and the company by which It ha*
young.
A New world are you doing here?"
^J9n all of these there are plantation* Influence a* obstacles to progress, and played the best selections of flowers been adopted 1* enabled In many
York man who
"I am looking for a husband, dear,"
St- present In spite of the faot that has increased the efficiency of the In- and vegetables, plants grown In pots' cases to sneet urgent demands with
makes
his
gar- waa the quiet response of Clara.
from seeds and plant* grown In win- unexampled expedition. Two aerial*
jaome people bsve the idea that New dividual and of society.
den
aa
aviary,
"Looking for a husband!" returned
Tort has few shade tree* there are
dow boxes Awards ar* made to the. are fixed to the top of the van Inside
and who at the the married woman, wonderlngly.
children for the beat efforts. Concern- which the operator works, and orders
loosens of varieties of all shades and
Magnitude of the Movie*.
earn*
time
is
not
"Why,
you have a husband!"
Styles end patterns, from aristocratic
Some idea ot the extent to which ing this kind of activity for children,! have been received at the Worship
a hater of oats,
"Yet, I know," was the sighful relehad* trees to scraggy slum dwarfs
the motion picture business has grown Mr*. Blackburn said: "Gardening gave] street offices from a distance of ten
planted climbing- joinder of the late comer. "That's th*
r Tree doctors and surgeons are very in the last few years may be gathered Increased health and knowledge of na- miles away.
rose vines about on* I'm looking for."—Philadelphia
IBecesiary, and tree surgery ha* be- from the announcement that the' ture, and furnished a continuous inter-:
The messages are very clear, on
th* base of the Telegraph.
laome quite a definite science. Many a Pennsylvania state board of censors est through the summer, giving a pur- the whole," said an official, "but difpoles supporting
*ne old tree lr saved by "filling Its examined more than six million feet pose to life. It kept the children at ficulty 1* generally experienced when
his bird houses.
* China Needs Weather Bureau.
tooth," as It ware—that Is, filling Its or about a hundred and fifteen milea, home and off the street*, promoted.a the operator Is working in streets
While these
The need of a weather bureau la
'hollow cavity with cement to prevent of film submitted for approval during common interest In the family and re- where the- building* are tall. High
added
greatly
to
China Is emphasized by C. D. Jameson
'further decay.
structures
Impede
the
wireless
the six month* from June 1 to the duced the cost of living."
the appearance of In his report to the American Red
■ The committee of the association end of November. Each film averages
waves." ,
the garden, they Cross on the measures which his perAvoid Straight tines
has divided up New York into dis- a thousand feet in length, and runs
also served very sonal observation* In China Indicate
The third, and last, of the great
tricts .for special examination, and the fifteen minute*, so their exhibition
Nation-Shaking Evangelism.
efficiently In keeping cats from crawl- should be adopted to ameliorate the
'report on the different geographical alone would occupy over sixty-two fundamental rules of landscape design,
Two hundred years ago there was ing up the posts. The bird*, under'locations Is exhaustive.
full day* of twenty-four hours, or one "Avoid straight lines," Is, In the opin- born a man -who,' driven out of the standing their security, were, no longer flood and famine condition* of that ■
hundred and eighty-seven working ion of the writer, of almost as great churches, brought people from - the frightened from - their nests.—Popular country.. There are at present practically no rainfall statistic* for the river
days of eight hours each. As the av- Importance as the first and chief, rule world into the church as few men who Mechanics.
i'. City-Planning Association.
basins most subject to floods, much
For a number of years the city Of erage five-cent show includes four whlcS the greatest authorities hnvetjhsyo ever Jived. December 16, 1714,
IeB8 any organization' fer flood prediclaid down tor governing our garden
New York has, contemplated the crea- such reels, it can be seen that enough planning As the average young lady was the birthday of: George Whitetion. Torrential rains sometimes ocCombination of Property Owners.
itlon at a etty-pbwatag commission for films have already been inspected to says of everything that meets her ap- field. Gifted naturally to a rare deA general, maintenance tax ef two cur in this region. In June, 1910, a
gree, including such a voice as is sel(regulating th* various civic Improve- give at least fifteen hundred such perlocal downpour in the vicinity of
proval: "It'is just too cute for anyment undertakings of the municipal- formances without repetition or dupli- thing." It permit* .the entry of more dom heard, he developed his gifts by mill* per square toot which amount*/ Szechow, lasting some 42 hours. Is esity, a* well aa those of private Indivld- cation. When such fact* as these are art in detail than, all other rules com- persistent Industry, and--became a to |4 per year on a lot.20 by 180 feet timated to have amounted to 24 inches. .
lusJs. The work which would come brought to light it became clear why bined, and provides for intricacy of de-; preacher who shook, England -and besides the regular city tax, muat b* The unofficial meteorological service
America. :.sWe are accustomed to paid by lot owners In a section of pf Ztkawei observatory, extending
under the supervision of such a city- the' so-called "legitimate" theatrical
planning commission would include, business has struck the worst slump sign; ease of approach, access without ^Klngs 0n * big scale- today; *ut Philadelphia. This special assessment along the coast and up the Yangtse
apparent
restraint-,
and
availability
ot
WWtefleld's record would make an Im- is for the upkeep of the property, and
Among oilier thing*, homing, Indus' this season ever known In its hisall parts without departure from, the pression even on the twentieth cen- is applied towards .the. east of gar- valley' is the nearest approach to a»
itrial structures, the conveyances of tory.
"shortest line between two given,- tury, i For 30 year* he averaged one bag* collection, snow cleaning,- light-; national weather bureau yet existing
•applies and material* of manufacture
points." Compliance with this rule I* ^a a half-sermon* a day. His audl ing, maintaining th* park and s*<avj in China-—Scientific American;
end1 manufactured products, th* disWood In Aeroplane*.
accomplished with more pleasure than
iposal of Wast* material, the arrangeMany persons are wondering these In dealing with any other, yet it i* a ences averaged 2,000, and at times •rag* system, replanting trees aad!
Temperature and- Conductabillty.
ment of the various sections of th* days what material is being used In dangerous dictate for the novice or swelled to incredible'size; some day*, shrubbery, cleaning vacant lots, and!
It has been known that some mateat KingBweod and Cornwall, to 10,000, repairing streets aad sidewalks. The:
In. acceasible manner, rapid and the construction of aeroplanes of the
amateur to deal with.
at Philadelphia to 20,000, at Boston fund Is administered by a company rial* are better conductors of electenient means of transportation, warring nations. Constant flying—
tricitythan othera, and now Professor
Comtnon to 30,000, and at Moorflelds and assures the lot owner that all
provision of facilities for educa- service which continues day after day
Paint Adda te Appearance.
repairs In streets aad sidewalks will Kamerlingh-Onnes of Leyden has disto 80,'OQO.
and publlo recreation.
—has caused a belief that metal has
AH building* and appliances on the
b* promptly made when needed, and covered that at certain very low temThese are the fundamental object* supplanted wood to a considerable farm will be Improved greatly, both
will not be subject to th* idiosyn- peratures many metals which are eon- Excellent Arrangement.
*f city planning, but many other city extent
In appearance and In serviceability, by
Police and health departments of crasies of private ownership or th* ductors of electricity lose every trace
^activities would come under the superAs a matter of fact, the flying ma- the addition of paint. One may buy.
Bait Lake City are to be-housed in slow method* ot municipal depart- of resistance to the current and beVision of th* city-planning commis- chines are made almost entirely ot
come what he calls "superconductors."
ready-mixed paints, or may purchase the Young Men's Christian associa- ments.
sion, rash a* regulating the height of wood. The propellers of the aeroThe finest wires of tin and lead do not
paste pigment* and oil and mix them. tion building recently purchased by
jpuUdlng*, dividing the city Into dls- planes are in most instances made of
All surface* should be clean and dry
become heated under the highest curThe" deal benefit* both
Paint Your Residence.
itrlcis and tones, trafao regulations, selected ash, which, in addition to be- before they are painted. Use a prim- the city.
If your residence needs painting or rents: It is strange that when th*
ing strong and light, will not split un- ing coat made of equal parts of paint sides—the Young Men's Christian ascritical temperature is lowered even
der vibration or shock. Built up lay- and linseed oil and cover with one or sociation gets needed cash for larger repairing now I* Hi* tlm* to bar* th* slightly the superconductivity ceases
quarter*,
and
police
and
health
dework
don*.
In
th*
first
pise*
you
will
ers
of
spruce
with
mahogany
centers
I Deed Judgment Nssdsd.
more coats of paint, which should ha partment officials ruminate in a re- got th* labor much cheaper and In th* and the metal behaves a* at-other low
i Seed Judgment—not a matter of are also In Use. Spruce Is used in the thoroughly rubbed into the surface.
ligious atmosphere.
n*xt place you will aid the** who n**4 temperatures.
.opinion, but a matter of principle, construction of the frame because of
work. If it is tru* that we ar* bordargraining aad experience—1* necessary Its markedly straight grain and freeMedal of Yoeemlt* Valley.
Wasted Westher.
ing on prosperous tlm** Jt will not b*
Typhoid Vaccine In Powder.
W the **l*ction of a proper location dom from hidden defects.
According to th* bulletin of th*
"Remarkable weather we're having,"
many month* until labor will cost
August
Lumiere,
Inventor
of
color
Cor a otvic oester Is order to avoid
American Geographical society, a
photography, Is said to have invented much met* than now, to there 1* a, ■aid the man who tries to be converSalt Production Doubles.
«h* srtttctim and condemnation of fularge relief model of the Tosemlte valThe salt production ot the United ley I* being constructed at the office a way ot putting up antityphoid vac- doubt* sariag th* boa** will be saved sational.
ture generation* to which w* lay our"Yes," replied the man who is ever
State* has doubled In 15 years, last of publlo road* In Washington, for cine in dry powder in capsules. Bach Injury and th* own*r dollars. It will
if w* -de ao
gloomy; "but with no baseball nor
pay
you
to
look
Into
this
atotter.—AMcapsule
contains
10,000,000,000
germ*
year's
output
of
about
33,330,000
barst at the erseiaJ
the government exhibit at th* Panama.
circus nor election in town I dent
and four capsule* ere swallowed every l*n*(T*x.) rtoportar.
rel* being 7 per cent more than the Pacific exposition
see what's, the use of it"
day for a week.
year before.
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The district nurse committee of the
V. I. 8., will hold a food Bale in south
hall at the town house, on Friday afterjfVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
noon, March 19, from 2 to 5. The pro
AT
Mags'ceeds will be applied to the district nurse

Brookfield Times

RICHARD HEALY CO.

Journal Block, North BruoUfleld,

Roger MulGahy'S Funeral
Qno of

Brookfield's Oldest and Most
Influential Citizens.

The funeral of Roger Mulcahy was held
fund.
A rare treat' is anticipated on next Sunday afternoon with pervices at St.
Wednesday evening when Harry Wor- Mary's church at 2 o'clock, the pastor,
EDITOR A>'D rKOPRtETOB.
The
cester Smith, the greatest entertainer in Rev. M. J. Murphy officiating.
was rilled with friends. Rev. Fr.1.00 a Year in Advance America, master of the (irafton hounds, church
Single Copies, 3 Ceiits
Lord'vale, will give his famous lecture on Murphy delivered a brief eulogy, com'A tour through Ireland," in town hall, menting on Mr Mulcahy's regular attenAddress all communications to BBOOKKIELD
at
8 o'clock, under the auspices of St. dance at church, and the reputation for
TiifEt*.Koitli Jirookneltl,Mass.
IT IS TIME TO BUY YOUR
honesty he had attained during his busiOrders lor subscription, advertising, or lob Mary's church. Mr Smith will give a
wort and payment (or the Mine, mas'be sent talk on Ireland of today, her people, ness life, and his many acts of charity,
direct tn the main office. North Brookfield or
their humor, homes and pastimes.
Mr which were never known except to those
oUeorgo W McNamara, Brookfield
Smith's information on the subject was closely associated with him. During the
secured while on a tour of the island two service, the Misses Mary H. Derrick and
BROOKFIELD.
years ago. The lecture will be illustrated Anna M. Doyle sang. The bearers were
John L. Mulcahy and Patrick Shortell, of
Harold Moreau visited friends in town with 80 pictures of steeple-chasing and Brookfield, and Michael H. and William
hunting in Limerick, Tipperary, KilkenSuhday.
ney, Kildare, King's County and Galway. L. Scanlon of Leominster. The body
||Ire Julia King has returned to her
The program will be interspersed by se- was taken to North Brookfield for burial
home in Keene, N. H.
lections by well known soloist, assisted in St. Joseph's cemetery, Undertaker
Miss Leona Hitchcock spent Sunday at by a trained chorus. Reserved seat tick- Daniel Splain of North Brookfield, havhe} home in Charlton.
ets for the entertainment at M. J. Dona- ing charge.
Among the out-of-town people who at'|he V. I. S. will meet in banquet hall hue's.
tended the funeral were: Mr and Mrs
neft Tuesday, at 3.30 p. m.
The
five-part
play
"The
walls
of
Jeri
All the New Colors. All the New
Joseph Mulcahy, Wm. B. and Paid A.
fjiss Ruth Ward of Palmer is visiting cho," which was shown on the screen at
Mulcahy, Miss Katherine Scanlon, WillFabrics.
8oo SUITS are Ready. Misses',
Mr and Mrs Earl Cordner, Lincoln St.
the Midget theatre on Tuesday was es- iam and Michael Scanlon, and Paul MarJohn J. Connolly has gone to work in pecially interesting to the local people as ley of Leominster; Mrs Chloe Mulcahy,
Women's and Extra Sizes.
All Lengths and Sizes for all
th* Clarendon heel and counter factory.
the leading actress' part is played by Miss Mrs Thomas Mulcahy and Edmund MulEvery new shade, every new fashion.
Occasions.
William Pratt of Marlboro was the Claire Whitney, who has been a frequent cahy of Brockton; Michael H. Meagher
weik-end guest of his father, Charles A. visitor, at the home of Lindoff and Lou- of New Haven; Roger Mulcahy, WorcesPr|tt.
._ ise Galloway Bassett on West Main St., ter; Thomas F. tMurphy, Southbridge;
It was Mr and Mrs Walter Young, WeBt Brookiflenry
M.
Green
ia
chairman
of
the during the past few weeks.
Women's
Suits,
$
I
7.60
to
75.00
Misses' Suits, $12.50 to 35.
Overseers of the Poor and Charles T. Brookfield's first opportunity to see Miss field, and Timothy McNamara of Spencer.
Whitney perform in "reel" life and the There were many and beautiful floral
Extra Size Suits, 21.00 to 35.00
35.00 to 59.
Gunn, clerk.
Silk Suits,
audiences, at both afternoon and evening tributes from relatives and friends.
Gabardine Coats, 12.50 to 29.50
ioeeph F. Durkin of Boston spent Sun12.50 to 35.
shows enjoyed the acting of the part of
Covert Coats,
Mr Mulcahy was one of .the most highday at the home of Dr. Mary H. and Lady Alethea-, Miss Whitney's ability as
Serge Coats,
12.60 to 27.5
ly respected citizens of Brookfield, a
17.50 to 50.
MS Lucy Sherman, River street.
Silk Coats,
she takes leading parts in the productions prominent business man for 35 years and
Mrs Charles Pond of Leicester visited of the box office attraction film compaa resident for the past 56 years. He reSuhday at the home of"#re Carrie Ham- ny of New York, which features the
tired from active business about two years
ilton in the Over-the-River district.
William Fox plays.
She returned to ago on account of poor health, and durMichael Connolly of Worcester was the New York^ Sunday, having spent a week ing the past two weeks, had failed rapidweek-end guest at the home of Mr and at the Bassett home. Miss Galloway ac- ly Death was caused by senility at the age
companied her and rejoined the "Little of 80 years.
Mat Patrick Connolly, River street.
Mr Mulcahy was born in Waterford,
. jfPiHiam Tunstall of Southbridge was Mother" company after a week's lay-off.
th# guest Sunday at the home of MB Edmund Breese, who plays the leading Ireland, in 1835, the son of John and
actor part in "The walls of Jericho"
Ellen (Flynn) Mulcahy, and when a
paients, Mr>nd Mrs William TunstallJitters are advertised at the Brookfield also known to some in town, as he was a young man of'20. came with his parento
guest for a short time at The Pines last to United States, the family settling in
Brookfield members ot West Brookpost-office for Miss Anna Armstrong,
field bridge whist club entertained the
East Brookfield in 1855. His first occupa203 Shelby St., and Mrs Hugh T. Harri- summer.
West Brookfield and Ware clubs at the
Karol Klosiek was arrested at his board- tion was at the B. & A. station as freight
son.
|
^SSEASON OF IMS.
rubber game of the auction bridge whist
ing house in Warren Saturday afternoon, agent and during his spare time he masThe selectmen have organized for the
tournament in banquet hall, on Thursday
v»«
charged with the larceny of a handbag, tered the art of telegraphy, and about
year
with
Warren
K.
Tarbell,
chairman,
evening. Refreshments were served to
$5.80 in money, a set of rosary beads 1860 was transferred to Brookfield station
Manager Stuart P. Butterworth of the
100 people by Caterer E. Richardson Irwin. B. H. S. baseball team has arranged the and Arthur W. Mitchell, clerk, the same and a savings bank pass pook, the prop- as operator. He had lived continuously
as last year.
erty of Miss Margaret O'Brien, River St., in town since that time. He was in the
following schedule for the year:—
William C. Buchanan of Providence, Brookfield. The arrest was made by the employ pf the railroad for a number of
April 19, Brookfield vs. Ware high at
FOR SALE
R. I., spent the week-end with Mr and chief of police Joseph St. George, Warren, years, then about 1880 opened a grocery
rl'O tons of good hay. Inquire of WILLIAM Ware.
H. NICHOLS. Main St., Brookfield, Mass.
April 24, Brookfield vs. David Prouty Mrs Archibald Buchanan in the Rice assisted by officer William Haley. The store in the basement of his house on
2wl0
Comer district.
theft occurred on aW., B. & S. car, on River St." By close application to busihigh of Spencer at Spencer.
W. F. Fullam & Co. of North Brook- Wednesday afternoon, March 3, aijdfrom ness, fair and courteous treatment to cusApril 28, Brookfield vs. North Brook'.
WANTED
HOUSEWORK of any kind, by the week, day field high at Brookfield.
field began work Wednesday on the ad- a description furnished by conductor tomers that earned for him a reputation
or hour. By the hour preferred, in any of
May 1, Brookfield vs. Hitchcock Free ditional exit from the gallery of the town Steele, the officers went to Klosick's for honesty and reliability that continued
the Brookflelds. Address M1S8 ELSIE PETERSON. P. O. Box SIS, BrookSeld, Mass.
2 wlO
hall. The job will be completed before boarding house. At first he denied the to be associated with his name during his
Academy of Brimfield at Brookfield.
theft, but the articles were found in his lifetime, Mr Mulcahy built up a flourishMay 5, Brookfield vs. Warren high at the 17th.
Reserved seat tickets for Harry Wor- trunk, wrapped in some underclothing. ing trade, and inside of a year the busiBrookfield.
May 8, Brookfield vs. Hardwick high cester Smith's lecture on "A tour through The money could not be found. Miss ness had increased so that it became necIreland," which will be in the town hall, O'Brien said she had come from Webster essary to secure larger quarters, and he
at Gilbertyille.
May 12, Brookfield vs. Ware high at Wednesday night, March 17, are now on that afternoon, and when leaving the car removed to Tyler block on Central St.,
at Brookfield, forgot her handbag, which where he remained for 20 years. Ip 1904
Brookfield.
sale at M. J. Donahue's, Central St.
May 15, Brookfield vs. David Prouty
William D. Thompson, River St., a was in the seat. As she left the car, he transferred the business to Livermore
The Kodak has become the inhigh of Spencer at Brookfield.
mechanical engineer, has filed a volun- Kiosk* moved into the seat vacated by block, on the same street. Under the
separable companion of almost
May 19, Brookfield vs. North Brook- tary petition in bankruptcy in the United her. The next day she reported her loss firm name of R. Mulcahy & Co., the groevery traveller or vacationist,—it's
field high at North Brookfield.
States district court at Boston. His lia- to conductor Steele, and the description cery business was continued here until
half the pleasure.
May 22, Open.
bilities are »81,403.62, and he has no of the man, furnished by him, led to the 1907, when it was again removed to the
No matter what you want in
arrest. Klosiek waa arraigned brfore Tyler block, which, in the meantime had
May 26, Brookfield vs. Warren high at
assets.
the Kodak line, we have it. I*t
Judge Cottle in the district court Monday been moved to its present location at the
West Brookfield.
The
district
nurse
committee
of
V.
I.
S.
us prove that our finishing departmorning, and was sentenced to three side of Foster-Moulton shoe factory. Mr
May 29, Brookfield vs. Hitchcjck Free
shipped the third box of supplies to the
ment is prompt and careful—our
months in the house of correction at Mulcahy changed the location of .the
Academy at-jirinifield.
Ked Cross society, Wednesday. The box
prices moderate.
May 31, Brookfield vs. Leicester AcadWorcester.
Btore again in 1912, this time removing
contained 12 knitted mufflers, four pairs
Kodaks-$D.OO and up
to Estey block on Pleasant St., where he
emy at Brookfield.
of
socks,
13
pairs
of
mittens,
two
pairs
of
Brownies-Si to 112
June5, Brookfield vs. Hardwick high
Sale Again Postponed
continued the business until his retirewristera, two suits "of pajamas, and 124
Why not let the
ment in the fall of 1913, when it was
at Brookfield.
bandages. It is expected that another
June 12, Brookfield vs. Leicester AcadThe sixth attempt to sell the property transferred to his son John Mulcahy, 2d,
box will be sent in the near future, and
who died April 20, 1914. It was then
emy at Leicester.
thOBe wishing to contribute articles, may of the W. p. A S. Btreet railway on a
sold to the W. J. Walker company, who
June 16, Open.
leave them at the office of Dr. Mary H. foreclosure sale was made at 1 o'clock
June 19, Open.
Brookfield, - Mass.
Thursday afternoon. But the sale was occupy the quarters in Tyler block that
Manager Butterworth is anxious to ar- Sheman.
were formerly the Mulcahy store. Mr
Mafke you some pretty rugs? range a couple of games with Palmer The annual concert and ball of the again adjourned, to Thursday, April 8, Mulcahy was a man of sterling character,
at the same hour and place. No one in
trolleymen
on
the
W.',
B.
S.
street
railhigh but as yet all his requests for dates
attendance at the sate qualified as bidder. of the type that attend personally to their
have been ignored by the manager of wayTine will be held in town hall, Friday
At the prescribed hour, Auctioneer L. S. own business, and during the 35 years he
that team. Palmer high won the champ- nighi, 4pril 9. Music for the occasion^
Woodis of North Brookfield read the conducted the store seldom missed a day.
ionship of the Quaboag Valley league last will 1» furnished by Flannagan's orches- court decree, authqrizing the sale. The He had a pleasing personality and gained
Drop a card to our agent.
year, going through the season with but tra of Marlboro. Concert from 8 o'clock terms of the original decree were modified as friends all with wnom he came in conone defeat, and the local boya had the until 9, followed by dancing until I, with in that the upset price had been reduced tact. Salesmen especially delighted to
honor of inflicting that when they care at the conclusion of the dance to from •150,000 to $50,000. After Auction- enter the store and converse with Mr
trimmed them to the tune of 8 to 2 in the West Warren, Spencer and North Brook- eer Woodis had inquired if anyone pres- Mulcahy and although they sometimes
West Brookfield
last game of the season. Palmer's with- field.
ent desired to qualify as a bidder, Frank without an order, they did so smilingly.
He will estimate the cost and drawal from the league during the winter There have been big audiences at the L. Palmer of Boston, representing the During times of business depression pro-—PULL LINE OF
resulted in two other teams following their performances at the Midget theatre, and bondholders committee, announced that visions were furnished without thought
take the carpet.
example and caused the disbanding of it is evident that it has become the most upon the advice of counsel, he was ready of remuneration to scores of families,
organization.
popular place of amusement in the dis- to qualify and bid providing some one who otherwise would have been on the
trict. The performances next week will else did also, but in the event of no one point of starvation. Mr Mulcahy was
„ one of the oldest parishioners and a regbe at 3.46 p. m. and 7.46 p, m. on Tues- taking this step, he would not bid. but
This Store has the exclusive
The Camp-fire girls entertained 100
day, Thursday and Saturday. On Tues- would favor an adjournment. Receiver' ular attendant at St. Mary's church. H e
guests at a masquerade party at the Methagency in this district for
day, Samson will be shown and on Thurs- Robinson announced that he was anx-1 was twice married, his first wife being
odist church, Tuesday evening, from 8
"Lowe Brothers Paints".
day Spitfire, with a variety program on ious to dispose of the property and Miss Katherine Leonard, who died in
o'clock until 10. All who attended apIn 1897 he tmarried Miss Mary
would not favor postponing the sale for, 1893.
Saturday.
peared in costume and an enjoyable evenAt
the
Unitarian
church
next
Sunday'
more
than
a
week
This
resulted
in
"iSCa&SS
ing was spent.
This committee had
■ then curateof the church, and now
charge:—Misses M. Louise Cone, Alice morning at 10-45, the pastor, Rev. Wal- conference at the conclusion of which ■
t»r A Tnttle will oreach on the topic, Mr Robinsdn announced that the sale pa8tor 0f the Catholic church at HayGregaon, Beatrice Bailey, Ethel G. CotS
tle. Beatrice Eaton, Ethel G. Edwards, "Lldiers of Peace" and will accompany was postponed until April 8 on account ^^■^^^ ^6^^l&
Lois Bemis and Gladys Walker.
The the sermon by the reading of several of of the lack of completion of certain plans (lu. wife, •™V^£I$!*% §£,
entertainment consisted of the farce "A the strongest contemporary war poems, of the bondholders. Among those in at- Haveri) conn., B brother William, and a
B 0 love affair," by Raymond Bemis and A hearty invitation is extended to all, tendance at the sale, besides the above sister Elizabeth, both of Brookfield. He
A Postal card will bring thtm for
Gladys Walker; violin duet and solos by. especially to the young people and chil- named local officals and reporters were ^»bro^o^th^.te^o^a^
your inspection, •.'.•■
Raymond Bemis
Bemis and
and EdwinBlnemer; drem As,the minister's class of adults J. -H. Lampert supenntend«»» «« «* Mar?sChurch<a?8 o'clock "on Monday
Raymond
Edwin Bloemer;
and violin and piano dtffa 4, Raymond j in Sunday school-will begin a new study Ware and West Brookfield road, and1 H,
,*.
„ „. j£ Murphv
M.ss
and Lois Beml
Refreshment/ were of the life of Jesus, a full attendance is M. Parsons general manager of the Cen- E1^j. La„l0r of North Brookneld, was
Donahue Block
tral Massachusetts Electric Co.
soloiet.
desired.
served.
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EASTER IS EARLY

Spring Suits, Goats, Dresses, Waists and Skirts
For Better Service and Better Selection

A Spring

The Spring Suits

Is a Real Necessity

Are the Prettiest for Years

7

RICHARD HEALY CO.
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,

■

Worcester, Mass.

OUR BASEBAU SCHEDULE

Kodak

with you

What Will You Do
with your Old Carpet
THIS SPRING

ML J. DONAHUE

Springfield Economy Rug Co.

The
New Store

B. P. SMITH

HARDWARE

SAMPLE BOOKS

1915"STYLES
Winchester HEATERS Installed WALL PAPER
Plumbing,
Steam Fitting,
Electrical Work,
and Jobbing.

RICHARD FINNEY

&

SONS.

Archibald Buchanan
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GERMAN SUBMARINES SINK BRITISH SHIPS WARNED TO LEAVE
BIG BATTLE DEVELOPS ON THE VISTULA RIVER MEXICAN CAPITAL
TURKISH FORTS SHELLED BY SiXH WAR SHIPS Americans Told to Quit the City
:o:

Without Delay

Refugee From Constantinople Declares It Is in a State «f Panic and
That Lirge Numbers of Persons Are Fleeing in Dread
STATEMENT
of Possible Moslem Uprising

BY

N

CARRANZA

Battleship Georgia and Cruiser Wash-

BATTERIES ON THE HEIGHTS OF SMYRNA SILENCED

ington Ordered to Scene—Obregon
Leaves Capital—Zapatistas Have
Taken Possession of the City.
I

London.—Three British mercantile
6hips have been sunk by German submarines, according to an official statement by the Admiralty, one off Liverpool, a second off Scarborough and
the third off Hastings. Thirty-seven
men out of a crew of thirty-eight are
believed to have been lost on one vessel, while all on board the others were
saved. The Admiralty announcement
follows:
The British steamship Tangistan,
8,738 tons, owned by Strick Company I
of London, was sunzk by a torpedo off j
Scarborough at 12:30 o'clock in the
morning. The vessel had a crew of
thirty-eight, of whom only one was
saved eo far as is known at present.
The steamship ,, Blackwood, 1,230
tons, owned by the Tyneside Line of
North Shields, was sunk without warning by a submarine at 6 o'clock in the
morning off Hastings. The crew of
seventeen me*> was saved and landed
at Newhaven.
The British steamship Princess Victoria, 1,108 tons, owned by Langlanda
Sons of Glasgow, was sunk without
warning in the morning by a submarine off Liverpool. The crew of twentyfour men was saved and taken to Liverpool.
These disasters are' believed to be
the result of a concerted raid by German submarines which had been comparatively inactive for a week past.
The steam trawler CJan Macrae
which entered Birkenhead sighted a
submarine at a distance of 200 yards
at dawn off the Mersey. A dodging
match of twenty-five minutes followed.
The submarine tried alternately to get
a position either to the port or starboard of the Clan Macrae, but the
hitter's speed and zigzag movements
saved her. She saw the submarine
dive and sent out a wireless warning.
The crew of the Blackwood were
able to take to the boats and subsequently boarded a trawler. They say
they saw two submarines.
The survivor from ' the Tangistan,
■which was bound from Algeria' for
Middleboro, says the boats were kept
swung in the davits from the time the
ship entered the Channel, but that
there was no time to launch them.
The torpedo struck the steamer amidships and she %ank in four minutes.
He had on a life belt and was in the
water for two hours' before a boat
from the steamer Woodville rescued
him. Meanwhile he heard cries from
others, who were evidently clinging to
the wreckage. The Woodville searched In vain for other survivors.
The captain of the Princess Victoria
saw the torpedo approaching his ship,
slightly submerged, and tried in vain
to dodge it. It struck the forepart of
the Bhtp, which Bank in fifteen minutes. The crew were able to launch
the boats and escape.
While the Anglo-French fleet was
battering away at the inner fortB of
The Dardanelles and the Turkish port
of Smyrna, a score of transports carrying French troops to the scene of
action was hurrying across the Mediterranean, according to a report from
Rome via Berlin. This is taken to
indicate that the troops already being
landed on Turkish soil will be reinforced by about 50,000 men.
Russians Across Lukwa.

London.—With the Anglo-French
fleet, 60 warships strong, slowly, battering its way through The Dardanelles and a Russian squadron at the
Black Sea end of The Bosporus, the
fall of Constantinople seems taken for
granted by many residents of that
city.
The exodus of the well-to-do residents has begun, and entire families,
mostly Greeks, are arriving in Bucharest, according to dispatches from the
Rumanian capital which also Bays fifty
German military men who have been
in Turkey have passed through Bucharest on their way to Berlin.
Panic is said to reign in Constantinople, where preparations for defense
are being pushed feverishly. Guns
have been removed from forts on The
Dardanelles and mounted on islands
in the Sea of Marmora. The people
of the Turkish capital are starving,
since the bread had been requisitioned
for the troops which are being massed
to defend the sultan. The Germans,
say the dispatches, have lost their
prestige and are powerless. Fearing
for their lives, they are fleeing from
Turkey.
The British East Indian fleet continued its bombardment of Smyrna.
The forts on the heights have been reduced and' the warships are now bombarding the forts in the harbor. It is
believed the attack on Smyrna is for
the purpose of establishing a base.
A new offensive movement by the
Germans in the region of the Pilica
River, to the South of Warsaw where
a big battle is developing, made the
Eastern front the centre of interest
in the war news again.
Russia is said in the reports, official
and unofficial, to be pressing an advance in North Poland and Eastern
Gallcia. The Czar's army also is holding back the Austrians in the Carpathians, where heavy snowstorms have
greatly impeded the movements of the
troops. Both armies are suffering
severely from the terrible weather
conditions.

Washington. — American citizens
have again been warned to leave Mexico City in view of the critical situation which has arisen there. Secretary Bryan announced that transportation facilities would be sought for
as many as desired to leave.
The battleship Georgia and the armored cruiser Washington were ordered to proceed at once to Vera Cruz
by Secretary Daniels after conferences with President Wilson.
Consular messages from Vera Cruz
said it was reported there that the
evacuation of Mexico City had begun.
Enripue C. Llorente, Washington
representative of General Villa, received a message saying the Zapatista forces occupied Mexico City immediately on the evacuation by Obregon's troops.
Word came from American Consul
Silliman at Vera Cruz that at a personal interview with General Carranza he had delivered to the latter the
formal note from the United States
Government demanding an improvement in conditions for foreigners in
the territory under his control.
Gen. Carranza delivered a note to
Consul Silliman, President Wilson's
confidential agent, and the belief is
expressed both in the entourage of
the
Constitutionalist
leader
and
among Americans in Vera Cruz that
a satisfactory solution of the present
difficulty soon will be found.
Carranza said that General Obregon had not prevented food supplies
.from reaching the City of Mexico nor
had he sent the available supplies
from the capital.
These were the principal developments In the Mexican situation, the
importance of which overshadowed
in official Washington interest in the
European war.

RUSSIANS PUSH GERMANS BACK.

State Laws Must Allow Fair Returns
on Passenger Traffic.

London.—The great battle developing on the left bank of the Vistula
River to the west and southwest of
Warsaw is an important feature of
the latest war news.
Both Petrograd and Berlin announce
that the operations now under way.
will have a vital bearing on the outcome of the campaign in the East.
The German army headquarters
says 3,480 Russians have been captured in the encounters at Raws.
The fighting in the Carpathians,
which for prolonged and desperate
encounters rivals any phase of the
war, continues without a decisive victory for either side.
£
Vienna announces a substantial
gain and the repeated repulse of Russian attacks near Lupkow. In Russian Poland and West Gallcia the Austrians have captured several advance
points and have taken about 2,300
Russian prisoners.
In Northern Poland the Russians
are still pressing forward in an effort
to expel the invaders, but apparently
the resistance of the Germans has
stiffened, following their defeat at Przasnyss, and they are holding their
positions firmly.
Attacks and counter attacks form
the text of both the Paris and Berlin
offlcial
communications
covering
events on the western battle front,
but there is no indication of a decisive
gain by either side.
A Paris newspaper, in a description
of the recent battle at Notre Dame de
Lorette, says the Germans lost 3,000
men. Although they succeeded in
capturing the three lines of French
trenches, they are said to have been
expelled from them in a furious night
battle.

London.—The Russians, reinforced
at critical points, have assumed the
offensive practically along the whole
front—hundreds of miles— .from the
Baltic Sea to the Rumanian border.
In the central Beskid Pass of the
Carpathians the Czar's army Is on
the offensive, but the fierce Austrian
attacks are reported to have moderated.
Apparently the Russians have definitely disposed of the German and
Austrian attempts to outflank their
two extreme wings and, having turn- iiiiiMiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiittiKiiuiiiiiiiiiiHiufiiiiiiiKiiiiiiimiiiiiKiiiiiiiimiig
ed, are making slow but steady progress westward.
PITH OF THE *
After retiring to the Dniester River,
the Russians again have crossed into
WAR NEWS j
Bukowina and are unofficially reportiliiiiiiiimiiiinimiiiiiiiiiiiimiimililiiilliimiMiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiMiiiS
ed to be back in Czernowitz.
In northern Poland the Russians are Destruction of two forts, »ne on the
Asiatic side and the other on the
advancing slowly westward from the
European side, together with the
Nlemen River and the Germans are
silencing of a number of batteries,
fighting a rearguard action.
are the net results of the latest bomIn the Beskid, Tukholka and Uzsok
bardment of The Dardanelles by the
Passes the AuBtro-Germans are in
Anglo-French fleet.
possession of strong positions whence
they are continually attacking the The Turkish Naval Staff claims that
during the bombardment a French
Russians, and in the western passes,
cruiser was put out of action and
especially the'Dukla, the Russians are
an English cruiser was badly damon the Hungarian slopes and are fightaged.
ing a trench warfare.
RUMANIA WANTS 140,000,000.

Bill Introduced to Raise That 8um
for Military Purposes.
Paris.—A bill opening a credit of
$40,000,000 for military expenditures
has been introduced in Chamber of
Deputies by the Government, Bays a
i dispatch from a Bucharest correspondent. Another bill has been introduced
which would call up the 1915 class of
recruits, extend for one year the period of command for generals who
have reached the age limit, and modify the law governing requisition.

BLOW TO TWO-CENT RATE.

Washington.—The Supreme Court
delivered what is regarded here as a
death blow to the 2-cent passenger
rate imposed by many states upon the
railroads.
In two important decisions the Supreme Court laid down the rule that
a common carrier cannot be compelled
to transport passengers or freight of
a certain class at a rate that is not
compensatory simply because the
earnings of the carrier from all classes of business happen to return a
profit.
For several years the railroads of the
country have been complaining bitterly that State legislation was compelling them to carry intrastate passengers without any profit and often at a
loss.
The Supreme Court recently granted the first relief through a decision
sustaining the power of the Interstate
Commerce Commission to override
a State rate when it conflicts with an
interstate rate that has been found
reasonable.
These decisions, however, go much further.
As viewed in Washington the decisions, taken in connection with recent recommendations by the Interstate Commerce Commission, will
have a strong tendency to bring about
a readjustment of passenger rateB of
the country so as to make them bear
a just proportion of the operating expenses.
The Interstate Commerce
Commission has expressed the opinion
that freight has been obliged to carry
an undue share of the burden up to
this time.
$200,000
Sum

IN

COMPENSATION.

Required to Pay Families
Victims of Mine Disaster.

of

Charleston, W. Va.—State officials
estimate that nearly $200,000 will be
paid out of the workmen's comdensation fund to the families of men who
lost their lives in the Layland mine
of the New River and Pocahontas
Consolidated Coal Company, where
the explosion occurred.
The estimate is based on reports
from Layland that the fatalities will
number In the neighborhood of 150.
The widows will receive 120 per
month and S5 per month (or each child
under fifteen years of age.

All cotton, according to the British
OPP08E PRU8SIAN BUDGET.
statement, contracted for sale to
neutrals prior to March 2, the day
following the Allies' announcement Socialists In Diet Vote Against Ministry's Measures.
of the "blockade," may be shipped
London.—Despatches from Berlin
without molestation up to March
indicate that open opposition has been
31.
The German Minister at Athena stated manifested by Socialist members in
that If Greece decided war on Tur- the Prussian Diet to the financial
measures submitted by the Governkey Germany would declare war.
In Greece Alexandres Zalmls has been ment for the extraordinary budget.
It Is said that the Socialists voted
asked to form a new Cabinet. The
German Minister at Athens stated against the measure as proposed by
that If Greece decided war on Tur- j the Ministry and that the Polisb and
key Germany would declare war on I Danish
members abstained from
Greece.
I voting.
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IRE IDLENESS NOW THAN IN 1907
The State Bureau Report Takes in Unorganized
Workers—Conditions in Worcester Worst.
Boston—The acute situation existing because of unemployment In
Massachusetts has moved the Btate
bureau of statistics to include In its
28th quarterly report on unemployment statistics gathered from among
unorganized workers, as well as
those submitted to the bureau from
secretaries of labor unions. Heretofores uch reports have dealt only
With conditions among members of
labor unions.
The report declares that at the
close of the period ending Dec. 1,
1914, 1S.3 percent of the members of
labor unions were out of work. Even
Immediately after the industrial depression of 1907, the percentage was
lower than this or 17.8. The percentage on Dec. 1 of last year was
the highest ever recorded by the bureau of statistics, which began this
sort of work in the period immediately following the low conditions of the
last quarter In 1907.
The percentage of unemployment
among organized workers in the last
period of 1913 waB 10.4. In the last
period of 1914 it was 11.
While statistics of unemployment
among the unorganized worker cannot be secured with anything like the
exactness of those received from

secretaries of labor unions, reports
from representative employers, boards
of trade, employment associations
and charity workers Indicated that the
number in this group working on
Dec. 1 was as large, and probably
larger, than that among the organized
group In Boston, the report declares,
the number of unemployed unorganized workers was believed to be as
great as It was in the lean period following 1907. "Estimates as to the
number of unemployed In the metropolitan district have ranged from 50,000 to 150,000. but It is practically
impossible to ascertain definitely the
number of men and women out of
work at any one time in any large
municipality, as many of the appeals
for aid are made by non-residents,"
says the report.
Among the causes of unemployment
among organized workers are given
"lack of work because of lack of material, 14.9%; unfavorable weather,
1.4; strikes and lockouts, 1; disability 1. Statistics from the principal
municipalities give Worcester as the
city where unemployment was greatest on December 1, with a percentage
of 17.1, and Cambridge with the lowest percentage, or 2.7. Boston had a
percentage of 11.1, and the whole
state a percentage of 11.

LIEUT.GOV. CUSHING
WALSH SUGGESTS STATE
SAYS TAXES UNJUST
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Which College Graduates Should Attend Before Teaching.

In Speech at Bank Cashiers' Dinner
He Urges Need of New System.

Boston—A state normal school,
which college graduates should be required to attend before becoming instructors in high schools, and a
state correspondence school, which
should give any community the opportunity to hear lectures written by
professors and illustrated by motion
pictures and stereopticon slides, were
advocated by GOT. Walsh at a meeting of 200 Harvard undergraduates
at the SL Paul's Catholic Club. '
The Governor pointed out that although Massachusetts requires special training of a college graduate before he is allowed to repair our
teeth, represent UB at the bar or attend our horses and cattle, yet any
man or woman with a degree is permitttd to undertake the training of
children at the most important stage
of Uelr development without special
preparation. The state normal school
suggested, he thought, would remedy
this situation.
By means of the proposed state
correspondence school, the Governor
said, the mass of the people would
be given the advantage of the education that is now open only to those
who are able to attend a university.
He said the plan could be worked out
by means of a state social service
bureau which would supply the lectures on request, free of charge.

Boston—An unjust taxation system
needing an amendment of the state
constitution to remedy it was the
theme on which Lieut.-Gov. CuBhing
addressed the National Bank Cashiers' Association of Massachusetts at
its midwinter dinner. The Lieutenant-Governor pointed out anomalies
and injustice in the present taxation
system. "The constitution of Massachusetts," he said, "calls for proportional taxation, and it was adopted at
a time when there was no such thing
as Intangible property. People have
an Impression that today proportional
taxation means fair taxation. What
you find is a tax rate of S26 in
Woburn and one of $3 in Orleans,
and between those every variety of
tax rate.
"Your present taxation
system
works out absolute Injustice to the
bigger Massachusetts.
The poorer
people are taxed to the limit, while
the rich man escapes. Many billions
of dollars of intangible securities escape taxation in Massachusertts."
The speaker here remarked that the
people did not understand the subject, aqd that even most of the members of the Legislature did not understand the difference between stocks
and a bond. Hearing a laugh, the
Lieutenant-Governor assured his audience that the statement was actually
due. "We are on the verge' here,"
he said, "of what happened in Ohio
when the wealthy men were driven
out of the state and never came back.
Now we do not want that in Massachusetts.
"The citizens of this state dont
want to escape fair taxation, but they
need to have the presetn system improved. It haa become vital to the
Interests of the state. But you can
do nothing until you have amended
the constitution. The
amendment
proposed has already gone through,
and Is to be submitted next autumn.
If you reject it this year you^ are
thrown back into the doldrums."

8AY8 BAY STATE IS TOO FAR IN
LEAD.

FARMERS WHO SUCCEED
IN WESTERN CANADA
Those Who Exercise Thrift, Practice Due Economy, and Adopt
Reasonable Methods Are ;
Sure to Prosper.
Those who are interested In deTelV
oping the agricultural resources ofi
Western Canada in bringing to tha
notice of those whom they desire to
take part in this development present
only the facts. There has never been
given the impression that farming to
Western Canada could be carried on
without effort or labor, but it has been
successfully stated that better result*
can be secured with less outlay ot
capital, either in money or labor, than
anywhere else on the continent. Thla
has been proven time and time again.
Hundreds of cases could be cite*
where men have taken up farms,
either a homestead, or purchased from
railways or land companies, and with
little capital at the start have acquired a competence, have established
good homes for themselves, and provided a sure future. They have comfortable homes and all their surroundings are comfortable, speak of the reward that their thrift has accomplished.
Carl Dlckan, of Russian Poland lived)
In Pittsburgh, Pa., for fourteen years,
and saved ui> $900. In 1903 he took
the $900 with him to Alberta. His own
story is that he bought a quarter seer
tlon, for which he agreed to pay
$1,200. "In 1904 I had thirty acres of
crop, threshed 900 bushels. In 1909 I
bought another quarter. I now havaone hundred acres under cultivation,
and have never had a crop failure.
Have threshed forty-seven bushels of
wheat per acre, but the average ba»
been about forty. My /oats for ths>
eleven years that I have been here>
averaged forty-seven bushels to tha»
acre. I now have 9 horses, 47 head
of cattle, 33' hogs, which I consider
worth $3,600. I have a thousand dollars worth of farm Implements andl
my land is worth $8,000. This is all
clear of debt. I have every reason to
consider this a first-class mixed farming, dairying and poultry raising country, as I think that it is apparent that
I have had some success. The only
help /that I had was my oldest boy.
who was 8 years old when I arrived)
In Alberta."
About fifty miles west of Wetaskt■win there is a partially timbered district lying between Buck Lake ana
Pigeon Lake. All this land Is ready
for homesteadlng, and judging from a>
letter received by a resident there,
this would seem to be an ideal place
for a farmer who desired such surroundings. This settler lives on tbev
shore of Buck Lake, his land Is willow
brush, which is easy to clear. Some.
of the lumber is good saw timber,
and lots of good logs for buildings can
be had, as well as rails for fencing.
For wheat growing the soil Is excellent. , Water is easily secured, fishing;
Is good and plentiful and game Is anything but scarce. The settlers ara>
mostly from the United States and
Canada.—Advertisement .
Unchivalroua.

Two farmers, attired in corduroy*
and gaiters, were strolling through a.
Mayor Curley Declares Other Statee
v
picture
gallery, where they looked, and)
Should Catch Up.
apparently felt, decidedly out of place.
But at last they brought up before a
Lynn—Mayor Curley of Boston depicture which really seemed to pleas*
clared before the Lynn Business
them—a portrait of a lovely girl with>
Men's Association that Massachua particularly ugly bulldog.
setts Is too far ahead of the other
"This is something nice, Dick," said]
states in humanitarian laws and that
one.
it should wait for them to catch up.
"What is it called?"
The 54-hour law, he said, is driving
Dick referred to the catalogue.
many manufacturers from this slate
" 'Beauty and the Beast,'" he said.
to others where they can, with the
Tbe other man looked closer at tha
benefit of a 58-hour law, more work
bulldog,
out of the people.
"Ah!" he sighed, appreciatively, "hs>
"The great trouble with Industry to- URGE ESTABLISHMENT OF STATE
Is a beauty, too!"—London Tit-Bits.
day," said Mr. Curley. "is that it is
SCHOOL FUND.
being oppressed by Congress and the
Necessary to Know.
48 state Legislatures. The civil war For Equalization of Educational
"Do you think she is too fat to be.
did not eliminate state rights. The
Opportunities.
beautiful?"
public should demand that Congress
"I don't know her well enough to
form a real union of the 48 states
Boston—Commissioner of Education
Is her father
and unify all laws relating to Indus- David Snedden and former Mayor pass an opinion.
try."
Edward B. Wlllard of Chelsea headed wealthy?"
He declared that the state has lost advocates of legislation for the esThe Worm Turns.
1,500,00* a year because of the lack tablishment of a state school fund to
of co-operation between the railroads assist in the equalization of educaHubby—You're not the cook my
and the ship lines, and urged that the tional opportunities throughout the mother was.
state buy all the land ownlngs of the commonwealth at a hearing on Mr. , Wife—For which you should bs>
New Haven road and the Boston & Wlllard's petition before the commit- thankful. Your father died of dyspepMaine in the metropolitan district, tee on education.
sia, you know.
electrify the system In that district
The bill provides for a state tax
and build a tunnel under Boston to of a half-mill on each SI of valuation
Public Officials' Bonds.
connect the roads.
We bond more people than any
for the maintenance of the fund, to
other
company
In the world. Maintain
be divided as follows: 90% to eonAd stitute a "state equalization" fund and a special department for bonding pubRural Education of Women
vacated.
'
lic officials. Agents everywhere. Writ*
10% a "special aid" fund.
Among the recommendations made
The "special aid" fund, Dr. Snedden for rates to Offlcial Bond Departby President Kenyon L. Butterfleld, said, will be distributed under the ment, National Surety Company, 90.
president of the Massachusetts Agri- supervision of the state board to as- West St., New York CKjr. "America'*
cultural College, in the annual re- sist cities and towns in the main- Leading Surety Co." Adv.
port of that institution, is a provision tenance of special forms of education,
Appropriate Fata.
of rural education for women to be such as evening and manual training
made by the "organization of courses schools.
"What did they do with the train
that shall form virtually a woman's
robber?"
home life."
"Railroaded him."
No Holiday on New Year's Day.
Another task confronting the college.
Boston—By a vote of 98 to 108 the
President Butterfleld says, is the payThis WUUnteraM Mother*.
ment of salaries high enough to re- House has refused to substitute for
Mother Grey's Sweet Powders for OMJS>»e>
cor
rererlehiMM,
Headache, Bad Btomaoh,
an adverse report a bill for a State- Teething Dlaordere,
tain the best teachers.
more and regulate the
Boweli and destroy worms. They Break TO
wide referendum on the question of Colds
In M hours. They are eo pleasant
to tahe
Sends City Bill for 133,000,000.
children Irke them. Oeed by >»?uH*!*,>r.!?
making New Tear's day a holiday.
year.. All DrnwrlMs, SSe. Sample rasa. **
Boston—Dr. C. Augustus Fernald of
anas,
A.
8.
Olrnatad,
La
Boy,
N.
Y.
A
motion
€o
substitute
a
bill
ap1483 Washington street, principal of
"God's United States and Foreign Al- propriating $10,000 for the propaga"The way of the transgressor In
liance," sent the city a bill for 133,- tion of lobsters in Massachusetts bat hard," but it seems to he mostly down
was refused «y a vote of 24 to 38.
000,000 damages. The bill reads:
The Senate sustained the gover- hill.—Pittsburgh Sun.
"To 86 or $9 attempts on life of
Tune 8, 1915 (extra besides bills sent nor's veto of the original resolve for Stubborn Throat troubles are eatily recity), taxes paid city for protection an appropriation of $100,000 for re- lieved by Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops.
due me and every American citizen. lnburslng cattle owners tor animals They set like magteHJe at an Druggists.
'Declaration Bights.'—183.006,000. In- and property destroyed in connection
Life is never monotonous to tb*>
close addressed and stamped envelope with the campaign against the foot
and month dlsi
woman who can afford a cook.
If yon want receipt"

IS CHILD GROSS,
FEVERISH, SICK

Samson bad hesitatingly taken the and led tne way, on foot, to the near
own art
brightened, and he turned to the boy men who wer<
gloved hand, and Its grasp was firm est road house.
"We will telephone that we shall
world.
from Misery.
Tony Collasso was an Italian illus- and strong despite its ridlculouB bi late, and then have dinner," she
"Does Billy Conrad still keep store
smallness.
trator who 'odged and painted in
"I reckon he'll be back presently." laughed. "And for me to have dinner
at Stagbone?'
studio-apartments
in
Washington
with you alone, unchaperoned at a
Samson started and his gaze fell, in
The
boy was in doubt aB to the proper
Square, South. His companions were
country inn, is by New York standards
amazement. At the mention of the
procedure. This was Lescott's studio,
Mother! If tongue is
name he saw a cross-roads store with various, numbering among them a and he was not certain whether or not delightfully unconventional. It borders Look,
group of those pygmy celebrities of
on wickedness." Then, since their atcoated, give "California
rough mules hitched to fence palings.
it
lay
In
his
province
to
invite
LesIt was a picture of borne, and hers, was whom one has never heard until by cott's sister to take possession ot It. titude toward each other was so
Syrup of Figs."
a man who had been there! With chance he meets them, and of whom PeBsibly, he ought to withdraw. " is friendly and innocent, they both
Children love this "fruit laxative,"
glowing eyes the boy dropped uncon- their intimates speak as of immortals. ideas of social usages were very vague. laughed. They'had dined under the
To Collasso's studio SamBOn was
sciously back into the vernacular of
"Then, I think I'll wait," announced trees of an old manor house, built a and nothing else cleanses the tends*
called one night by telephone. He
century ago, and now converted into stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
the
girl.' She threw off her fur coat,
the hills.
had sometimes gone there before to
A child simply will not stop playtM
an Inn, and they bad enjoyed them"Hev ye been thar, Btranger?'
and
took
a
seat
before
the
open
grate.
The writer nodded, and sipped his sit for an hour, chiefly as a listener, The chair was large, and swallowed selves because it seemed to them to empty the bowels, and the result in
while the man from Sorrento bewailed
With Illustrations
pleasingly paradoxical that they Bbould they become tightly clogged with
whisky.
„ '
her up.
waste, Uver gets sluggish, stomaca
from Photographs of Scenes
"Not for some years, though, he fate with his coterie, and denounced
Samson wanted to look at her, and find in a place seemingly BO shabbyall
forms
of
government
over
Insipid
sours, then your little one becomes)
confessed, as he drifted into reminiswas afraid that this would be impolite. genteel a cuisine and service of such
in the Play
excellence. Neither of them had ever cross, half-sick, feverish, don't eat
cence, which to Samson was like wa- Chianti.
But tonight he entered the door to He realized that he iad seen no been there before, and neither of them sleep or act naturally, breath Is bad.
ter to a parched throat.
real ladies, except on the street, and
knew that the reputation of this estab- system full of cold, has sore throat,
When they left the cafe the boy find himself in the midst of a gay and now he had the opportunity.
(c^yrUM. ml, or w. ]. Watt & CoJ
boisterous
party.
The
room
was
allishment was in Its own way wide— stohnach-ache or diarrhoea. Listen.
felt as though he were taking leave
"I'm
glad
of
this
chance
to
meet
Mother! See If tongue Is coated, then,
of an old and tried friend. By homely ready thickly fogged with smoke, and you, Mr. South," said the girl with a and unsavory.
SYNOPSIS.
The repairs did not go as smoothly give a teaspoonful of "California
methods, this unerring diagnostician a dozen men and women, singing smile that found its way to the boy's
snatches of current airs, were interSyrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
heart. After all, there was sincerity as the chauffeur had expected, and,
On Misery creek Sally Miller find. of the human soul had been reading
Qeoree LeeJott. a landscape painter un- him, liking him, and making him feel a esting themselves over a chafing dish. in "foreign" women. "George talks of when he had finished, he was hungry. the constipated waste, sour bile and
The crowd was typical. A few very
Xonsflous Jesse Purvy of the HoUman heart-warming sympathy.
So, eleven o'clock found them still undigested food passes out of the sysyou so much that I feel as if I'd known
gar. hM"been shot and Samson is suspected of the crime. Samson denies It
It was not until much later that minor writers and artists, a model or you all the while. Don't you think I chatting at their table on the lighted tem, and you have a well child again.
two,
and
several
women
who
had
Millions of mothers give "California
•The shooting breaks the truce In the Samson realized how these two really
might claim friendship with George's lawn. After awhile, they fell silent
Hollman?South feud. Jim Hollman hunU
and Adrienne noticed that her com- Syrup of Figs" because it is perfectly
with bloodhounds »he man who .hot Purj great men had adopted him as their thinking parts in current Broadway friends?" .
harmless; children love It, and It nervv The bloodhounds lose the trail at "little brother" that he might have productions.
Samson had no answer. He wished panion's face had become deeply, alSpicer lou.h's door. Umoott «fojver.
At eleven o'clock the guests of honor
er falls to act on the stomach, live*
artistic ability In Samson 0 WhIa "ketch their shoulder-touch to march by. And
to Bay something equally cordial, but most painfully Bet, and that his gaze
and bowels.
lng with Lesoott on the m <£tata. *ams- it was without his realization, too, arrived in a taxlcab. They were Mr. tbe old Instinct against effusiveness was tensely focused on herself. ,
rack discovers Samson to a jeerlni: "owd
William Farbish and Miss Winifred
Ask at the store for a 60-cent bottle
"What is it, Mr. South?" she deof mountaineers. Samson thrashes Wm that they laid upon him the Imprint Starr. Having come, as they explained, tied his tongue.
of "California Syrup of Figs," whica
and denounces him a. the truee-bu. of their own characters and philoso"I owe right smart to George Les- manded.
direct from the theater where Miss
«er" who .hot Purvy. At Wile McThe young man began to speak, has full directions for babies, children
CaKer's dance Samson tells the South phy.
of all ages and for grown-ups plalnl/
Starr danced in the first row, they cott." be told her, gravely.
San"that he to going £ teaw the
"That's not answering my question,' in a steady, self-accusing voice.
mountains. Lescott goes borne to New
"I Was sitting here, looking at you," printed on the bottle. Adv.
"I have come, not to quarrel with you, were in evening dreBB. Samson men- she laughed. "Do you consent to beYork.
Samson
bids
lr«"
KH-,
SKI*
tally
acknowledged,
though
with
inhe said, bluntly. "I was thinking
farewell and follows. In New York Sam but to try to dissuade you." The Hon.
ing friends with me?"
A True Bourbon.
■on studies art and learn, much of city Mr Wlckllffe bit savagely at his cigar stinctive disfavor for the pair, that
"Miss—" began the boy. Then, real- how fine you are in every way; how
ways. Drennle LeBCOtt persuades WilIn the unregenerate past, when on*
both
were,
in
a
way,
handsome.
Colthere is as much difference in the texfred Horton. her dilettante lover, to do a and gave a despairing spread to his
izing
that
In
New
York
this
form
of
fair land lay in drunken stupor undes"
man's work In the world.
well-manicured handB. "You stand in lasso drew him aside to whisper Im- address is hardly complete, be hast- ture of men and women as there is in
the texture of clothes. From that the heel of the demon rum, a teaohef
danger of becoming the most cordially portantly:
ened
to
add:
"Miss
Lescott,
I've
been
CHAPTER IX.
"Make yourself agreeable to Farbish.
automobile cap you wear to your slip- of chemistry in one of the southern
hated man In New York—hated by the
He Is received in the most exclusive here over nine months now, and I'm pers and stockings, you are clad in colleges was quizzing his class on the
most
powerful
combinations
In
New
just'
beginning
to
realize
what
a
rube
Christmas came to Misery wrapped
subject of the preceding lecture, which
society, and Is a connoisseur of art.
I am I haven't no—" Again, he broke silk. From your brain to the tone of was ."water," and happened to call upa drab mantle of desolation.
At York."
Wilfred Horton leaned back in a If he takes a fancy to you, he will off, and laughed at himself. "1 mean,
the cabin Of the Widow Miller Bally
on a student from Kentucky, one Johnswivel chair and put his feet up on his put you up :.t the beat clubs. 1 think I haven't any idea of proper manners,
was sitting alone before the logs. She
son.
desk. For a while he seemed interested I shall sell him a landscape."
laid down the slate and spelling book,
"Johnson," he said, "name the prinThe girl waB talking rapidly and and so I'm, as we would say down
home, 'plumb skeered' of ladies."
•over which her forehead had been in his own silk socks.
cipal properties of water."
loudly.
She
had
at
once
taken
the
"It's very kind of you to warn me,
As
he
accused
himself,
Samson
waB
■trenuously puckered, and gazed some"Well, sir," said Johnson, briskly
center of the room, and her laughter
looking at her with unblinking direct-what mournfully Into the blaze. Sally he said, quietly.
and confidently, "it's poisonous." —
The Hon. Mr. Wickliffe rose in ex- rang In free and egotistical peals ness; and she met his glance with
had a secret. It was a secret which she
New York Evening Post
asperation and paced the floor. The above the other voices.
based on a faint hope. If Samson
"Come, said the host, "I shall pre- eyes that twinkled.
smoke from his black cigar went be"Mr.
-South,"
she
said,
"I
know
all
ehould come back to Misery he would
NEGLECT YOUR SCALP
fore him in vicious puffs. Finally he sent you."
come back full of new notions. No
The boy shook hands, gazing with about manners, and you know all
stopped and leaned glaring on the
about
a
hundred
real
things
that
I
man had ever yet returned from that
his usual directness Into the showAnd Lose Your Hair. Cutlcura Prewant to know. Suppose we begin
outside world unaltered. No man ever table.
vents It, Trial Free.
"Your family has always been con- girl's large and deeply-penciled eyes. teaching each other?"
-would. A terrible premonition said be
servative. When you succeeded to the Farbish, standing at one Bide with
Samson's face lighted with tbe revwould not come at all. but, if he did—
his
hands
in
his
pocketa,
looked
on
Cutlcura Soap shampoos cleans*
fortune you showed no symptoms of
olutionizing effect that a smile can
Jf he did—she must know how to read
and purify the scalp of dandruff white
this mania. In God's name, what bas with an air of slightly bored detach- bring only to features customarily
and write. Maybe, when she had
ment
the Ointment soothes and heals the
learned a little more, she might even changed you?"
His dress, his mannerisms, his bear- solemn.
Irritated, scalp skin. Dandruff and
"I hope I have grown up," explained
"Miss
Lescott,"
he
Bald,
"let's
call
go to achool for a term or two.
ing,
were
all
those
of
the
man
who
has
with an unruffled
Itching are hair destroyers. Get acthat a trade—but you're gettin' all
The cramped and distorted chlrog- tbe young man.
overstudied
his
part.
They
were
too
quainted with these supercreamy emolsmile. "One can't wear ^waddling
iraphy on the slate was discouraging.
perfect,
too obviously rehearsed the worst of It To start with, you
lients for the skin and scalp.
might give me a lesson right now in
It was all proving very hard work. Tbe clothes forever, you know."
Sample each free by mall with Book.
The attorney for an Instant softened through years of social climbing, but how a feller ought to act, when he's
girl gazed for a time at something she
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept XZ,
his manner as he looked into the that was a defect Samson was not talkln' to a lady—how I ought to act
saw in the embers, and then a faint
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
straight-gazing; unafraid eyes of his yet prepared to recognize.
smile came to her lips. By next ChristSomeone had naively complimented with you!"
Was Thinking of My People."
,
mas she would surprise Samson with a client.
Her laugh made the situation a?
Misa
Starr
en
the
leopard-skin
tloak
New Cancer Serum.
"I've known you from your babyr
your voice, you are woven of human
letter. It should be well written, and
The results of the work of nearly a
hood. I advised your father before she had just thrown from her shapely easy as an old shoe.
silk. I've learned lately that silk isn't year by physicians, surgeons and laborevery "hain't" should be an "isn't."
shoulders,
and
she
turned
promptly
Ten
minutes
later,
LeBcott
entered.
you were born. You have, by the
and vivaciously to the flatterer;. "Well," he said, with a smile, "shall weak, but strong. They make the. atory staff of the General Memorial
chance of birth, come into the control
The normal human mind 1B a reB- of great wealth. The world of finance
."It is nice. Isn't it?" she prattled. I Introduce you people, or have you best balloons of it." He paused and hospital of New York, tending to show
laughed, but his face again became the success of a new cancer serum,
■ervolr which fills at a rate of speed Is of delicate balance. Squabbles in "It may look a little upstage for a girl already done it for yourselves?"
Tegulated by the number and caliber certain directorates may throw the who hasn't got a line to read into
"Oh," Adrienne assured him, "Mr. sober. "I was thinking, too, of your are expected to be published soon In
mother. She must be sixty, but Bhe's an official report of the medical board
of its feed pipes. Samson's mind had Street Into panic.
Suddenly you the piece, but these days one must South and I are old friends." As she
a young woman. Her face is smooth
' long been almost empty, and now from
emerge from decent quiet and run get the spot-light, or be a dead one. left the room, she turned and added: and unwrinkled, and her heart is still of the institution to announcements
so many sources the waters of new amuck in the china shop, bellowing It reminds me of a little run-in I had "The second lesson had better be at
made today. The report will contain
things were rushing in upon it that and tossing your horns. You make with Graddy—he's our stage-director, my house. If I telephone you some in bloom. At the same age, George the name of the discoverer of the new
sjnder their pressure it must fill fast, war on those whose interests are your you know." She paused, awaiting the day when we can have the school-room won't be much older than he is now." serum, Its composition', the details of
The compliment was so obviously 'he preliminary laboratory work and
or give away.
own. You seem bent on hari-kari. invitation to proceed, and, having re- to ourselves, will you come up?"
He was saved from hopeless com- You have toys enough to amuse. Why ceived it, went gayly forward. "I was
Samson grinned and forgot to be not intended as compliment at all the Individual medical histories of the
that the girl flushed with pleasure.
plications of thought by a sanity couldn't you stay put?"
ten minutes late, one day, for rehears- bashful as he replied:
patients so far treated in the hospital.
"Then," went on Samson, his face The announcements forecast this re•which was willing to assimilate with"They weren't the right things. al and Graddy came up with that sarI'll come a-kitin'!"
slowly drawing with pain, "I was port as one of the most important conout too much effort to analyze. The They were, as you say, toys." The castic manner of his, and said: 'Miss
thinking of my own people.
My tributions to science emanating from
I»y from Misery was presently less smile faded and Horton's chin set Starr, I don't doubt you are a perfectCHAPTER X.
mother was about forty when she the medical professions in this counly nice girl, and all that, but it rather
Wzarre to the eye than many of the itself for a moment as he added:
died.
She
was
an
old
woman.
My try. The serum is used by Injection.
unkempt bohemians he met in the life
Early that year, the touch of autumn
"If you don't think I'm going to stjay gets my goat to figure out how, on
M the studios, men who quarreled
a salary of fifteen dollars a week, came to the air. Often, returning at father was forty-three. He was an old The cancerous growths break down,
put—watch me."
garrulously over tbe end and aim of
"Why do you have to make war- you come to rehearsals in a million sundown from the afternoon life class, man. I was thinking how t they with- disintegrate and disappear, It Is asdollars' worth of clothes, riding in a Samson felt the lure of Its melancholy ered under their drudgery—and of the serted,
Art, which they spelled with a capi- to be chronically Insurgent?"
"i'ls,
monstrous injustice of it all."
tal A—and, for the most part, knew
"Because"—the young man, who had limousine—and ten minutes late!'" sweetness, and paused on one of the
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
nothing of. He retained, except wlth- waked up, spoke slowly—"I am read- She broke off with the eager little Washington Square benches, with
Too Long.
dn a small circle of intimates, a silence ing a certain writing on the wall. The expression of awaiting applause, and, many vague things Btirring in his
Bacon—In a costly watch that has
ithat pasBed for taciturnity, and a time is not far off when, unless we having been satisfied, she added: "I mind. He felt with a stronger throb OLD CRAFT OF ODD DESIGN been made for exhibition purposes
solemnity of visage that was often regulate a number of matters from was afraid that wasn't going to get a the surety of young, but quickening,
there is a wheel that makes a revolu•construed into surly egotism.
abilities wltbln himself. Partly, it was. Mesopotamia Boat, Known as Kufa, tion but once in four years, operating
within we shall be regulated from laugh, after all."
She glanced Inquiringly at Samson, the charm of Indian summer, partly
a dial that shows the years, months
He still wore his hair long, and,
Known to Have Been In Use Bewithout."
•though his conversation gradually
fore Christian Era.
and.days.
"Take for instance this newspaper who had not smiled, and who stood a sense of growing with the days, but,
Egbert—Never do in South America.
•toughed off much of its idiom and war you've Inaugurated on the police," looking puzzled.
also though he had not as yet realized
"A penny for your thoughts, Mr. that', it was the new friendship into
vulgarism, enough of the mountaineer grumbled the corporation lawyer. "It's
The Kufa, a curious circular boat They could never wait four years for a
stood out to lend to his personality a less dangerous to the public than South, from down South," she chal- which Adrienne had admitted him, made of basketwork, and seen no- revolution down there.
•
teavor of the crudely picturesque.
and tbe new experience of frank cam- where else In the world. Is a comthese financial crusades, but decidedly lenged.
"I guess I'm sort of like Mr. Grad- araderie with a woman not as a mem- mon sight in Mesopotamia. The ferOverhead Charges.
Meanwhile he drew and read and more so for, yourself. You are reChurch—"The overhead charges la
atudled and walked, and every day'B garded as a dangerous agitator, a mar- dy," said the boy, slowly. "I was just ber of an inferior sex, but as an equal rymen charge only a cent each pas■advancement was a forced march. plot! 'I tell you, Wlnfred, aside from wondering how you do do it."
companion of brain and soul. He had senger. There is one good point about this country are something awfuL
He spoke with perfect seriousness, seen her often, and usually alone,'be- these strange craft—they are not easGotham—I should say so. I just
ILescott, tremendously interested in his all other considerations the thing is
.experiment, began to fear that the perilous to yourself. You are riding and, after a moment, the girl broke cause he shunned meetings with ily upset Their carrying capacity also read that American women yearly buy
Hioy's too great somberness of dispo- for a fall. These men whom you are Into prolonged peal of laughter.
strangers. Until his education had ad- Is great, and the kufa men pack in more than $10,000,000 worth of mil"Oh you are delicious!" she ex- vanced further, he wished to avoid their passengers like herrings in a bar- linery supplies from France."
sition would defeat the very earnest- whipping out of public life will turn
claimed.
"If
I
could
do
the
ingenue
ness from which it sprang. So one on you."'
social embarrassments.
He knew rel. I had the good luck to take a phoSTRENGTH.
morning the landscape-maker called
"So I hear. Here's a letter I got this like that, believe me, I'd make some that she liked him, and realized that tograph of the actual building of a
hit."
She
came
over,
and,
laying
a
on a friend whom he rightly believed morning—unsigned. That is. I thought
it was because he was a new and virile kufa on the banks of the Tigris river, Without Overloading The Stomach.
1
So be the wisest man, and the great- It was here. Well, no matter. It hand on each of the boy's shoulder's type, and tor that reason a diversion— says a writer in the Wide World. They
kissed him lightly on the cheek. a BOrt of human novelty. She liked are made of date palm branches
The business man, especially, needt
lest humorist in New York.
warns me that I have less than three
"That's for a droll boy!" she said. him too, because It was rare for a woven together with rope made out of food in the morning that will not over"I want your help," said Lescott. months to live unless I call 'off
"That's the best line I've heard pulled man to offer her friendship without leaves of the same palm, thickly plas- load the stomach, but give mental vig"I want you to meet a friend of mine dogs."
I
making love, and she was certain he tered on the outside with bitumen. or tor the day.
and take him under your wing In a
It is said that the new convert la lately."
Farbish was smiling in quiet amuse- would not make love. He liked her They range from four to twelve feet
Much depends on the start a man
(fashion. He needs you."
ever the most extreme fanatic. Wilment He tapped tbe mountaineer on for the same reasons that every one in diameter. Nowhere but on the gets each day as to how he may exThe stout man's face clouded. A few fred Horton had promised to put on
pect
to accomplish the work on hand.
the
shoulder.
Tigris
and
Jower
Euphrates
rivers
can
else did—because she was herself. Of
years ago he had been peddling his his working clothes, and he had done
•Tve heard George Lescott speak of late too, he had met a number of one see these curious craft which
He can't be nlert with a heavy, friedmanuscripts with the heart-sickness of it with reckless disregard for conseyou," he said, genially. "I've rather a
serve principally for the transport of meat-and-potatoes breakfaBt, requiring
knsuccessful middle age. Today men quences. At first, he was simply obey- fancy for being among the discover- men at Lescott's club. He was modestly surprised to find that, though passengers, country produce and a lot of vital energy In digesting it
ieoupled his name with those of Kip- ing Adrienne's orders; but soon he
ers of men of talent We must see his attitude on these occasions was beasts of burden across the river.
A Calif, bnsiness man found a food
fling and De Maupassant One of his found himself playing the game for
more of eacu other,"
always that of one sitting in the back- About three men are required to make combination for producing energy. Ha
antipathies was meeting people who the game's sake. Political overlords,
Samson left the party early, and ground the men seemed to like him, a kufa of respectable size, and it writes:
■ought to lionize him. Lescott read assailed as unfaithful BervantB, showed with a sense of disgust.
"For years I was unable to find a
and when they said, "See you again," takes them some twenty days to build
the expression, and, before his host their teeth. From some hidden, but
Several days later, Samson was
it Like the kelek, the kufa is of breakfast food that had nutrition
trad time to object, swept into his re- unfailing, source terribly sure and di- alone in Lescott's Studio. It was near- at parting, It was with the convincing great antiquity, for both theBe strange
enough
to sustain a business man
manner of real friendliness.
rect evidence of guilt was being gathcital.
ing twilight, and he had laid aside a
craft were In use long before the time without overloading his stomach, causOne wonderful afternoon in Octoered. For Wilfred Horton, who was volume of De MaupaBsant, whose simAt the end he summarized:
of Christ. The evidence of this is in- ing Indigestion and kindred ailments.
"The artist is much like the setter demanding a day of reckoning and ple power had beguiled aim. The door ber when the distances were mist- disputable, for on the bas-reliefs taken
"Being a very busy and also a very
ipup. If it's in him, it's as instlnotive spending great sums of money to get opened, and be Baw the figure of a hung and the skies very clear. Sam- from the palace of Sennacherib both
nervous man. ,1 had about decided to
|as a dog's nose. But to become effi- It, there was a prospect of things do- woman on the threshold. The boy son sat across the table from Adrienne craft are clearly represented.
give up breakfast altogether. But luckcient he must go a-fleld with a Btearty ing.
rose somewhat shyly from bis seat, Lescott at a road house on tbe Sound.
ily I was Induced to try Grape-Nuts.
Adrlenne Lescott was In Europe and stood looking at her. She was as The sun had set through great cloud
veteran of his own breed."
Depends on the Well.
"Since that morning I have been a
"I know!" The great man, who was Soon she would return and Horton richly dressed ae Miss Starr had been, battalions massed against the west,
"Truth lies at the bottom of a new man; can work without tiring,
also the simple man, smiled remlnis- meant to show that he had not buried but there was the same difference as and the horizon was fading into dark- well," quoted the Sage. "Not if It my head Is clear and my nerves strong
fcently. "They tried to teach me to bis talent.
between the colors of the sunset sky ness through a haze like ash of roses. happens to be an oil well," corrected and quiet
herd sheep when my nose was itehlng
and the exaggerated daubs of Collas- She had,picked him up on the Ave- the fool.
"I find that Grape-Nuts, with a little
For eight monthB Samson's life had
tor bird country.* Bring on your man;
so's landscape. She stood at the door nue and'taken him Into her car for
sugar and a small quantity of cold
run In the steady ascent of gradual a moment, arid then came forward a short spin, but the afternoon had
I want to know him."
Warmed By Snow.
milk, makes a delicious morning meal,
beguiled them, luring tbem on a little
Samson was told nothing of the be- climbing, but in the four months from with her hand outstretched.
Thelearth, under a thick coating of which Invigorates me for the day's)
nevolent conspiracy, bat one evening the first of August to the first of De"This is Mr. South, isn't It?" she farther, and still a little farther. When snow, Is ten degrees warmer than the business."
shortly later he found himself Bitting cember, tbe pace of his existence sud asked, with a frank friendliness In they were a score of miles from Man- air immediately above the snow.
Name given by Postum Co.. Battle
hattan, the car had suddenly broken
at a cafe table with his sponsor and denly quickened. He left off drawing her vofce.
Creek, Mich. Read, "The Road to Welldown
It would, the chauffeur told
« stout man. almost as silent as him- from plaster casts and went into a
"Yes, ma'am, that's my name."
Tough
Spider
Webs.
vtlle," In pkgs. "There's a Reason.."
self The stout man responded with life class.
"I'm Adrienne Lescott" said the them, be tbe matter of an hour to
Some of the spiders of Java have
Ever read the above letter! lite
In this period Samson bad his first
effect repairs, so the girl, explaining
■qmethlng like churlish taciturnity
one nop*.™ from time to time. Taey
girl.
"I
thought
Id
find
my
brother*
webs
so
Btrong
that
a
knife
is
reare ireaalne, true, a.d full ot komaa
to the half-dozen men and women who acquaintanceship with women, except here. I stopped by to drive him up- to the boy that this event gave the
Interest.
affair the aspect of adventure, turned quired to cut them.
came over wllh flatteries. But later. thost he had known from childhood^ town."
Iwhen the trio was left alone, his face and his first acquaintance with tbe
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E. M, Converse announces that he is a
dealer in new and second-hand furniture,
Mies Susan E. Hay,™, Saratoga Springs, eroekery, rugs and ranges; also attends
N. Y., is the guest of Mr ami Mrs Allen to collection of rents, and the care and
FELT BY BOTH SEXE8, ACCORDsale of property of non-residents. He is
Hazen.
Incorporated 1828
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a
notary
public
and
justice
of
the
peace.
Mrs E. B. Shallenbach, of Chelsea, is
By OLIVE BARTON,
Office
on
first
floor
of
town
house,
West
guest of Mr ami Mrs Edward K. Haskins
Brookfield.
on Mechanic street.
One Woman Asserts the Possession of
(Copyright, 1914, by the McClure NewspaThe gallery in the town hall, which
Supt. Frederick S. liragdon attended
, a New Hat Is Better for Her Than
per Syndicate.)
was
ordered
closed
eight
months
ago,
unthe meeting of Superintendents of schools
Any Medicine—Beauty a*
The great singer was spending her
Largest and oldest Savings Bank in Worcester
til
an
outside
fire
escape
should
be
built,
at Worcester, Saturday.
short vacation In an unusual way.
a Business Asset.
was open Tuesday night, for the first
County.
It might be said also that It had been
Earl W. Liverruore of the.U. S. cruiser
time. The town appropriated 8400 for
"Whenever I feel run down I always none of her own choosing. What did
Chester, spent Sunday with his parents,
the purpose, hut the state orders were buy a new hat," said a woman not long she know of oaby food, or mending
126,249,104.01 has been paid depositors in 172
Mr and Mrs Lev! W. Lh-ermore. v
changed since, so the work was much ago with a laugh.
"It Is better holes in Johnnie's stockings as big as
Daniel W. Mason has been drawn to simpler. A door has been cut into the remedy than doctors and drugs, and is buckwheat cakes? How did she know
regular and 8 extra dividends.
serve as juror for the March sitting of rear wall on the east side of the gallery usually less expensive."
how many days Flossie should wear
Money put on interest the first day of January,
United States circuit court at Boston, leading into a room formerly used as a
In the case of women who are con- the same petticoat?
April, July and October.
beginning March Hi.
tinually
"In
the
blues"
this
habit
The
whole
three
were
In
bed
now,
band room. From here a stairway has
Miss Frances T. Lawrence, of North been built into the kitchen, which opens might have drastic results, but there and the great singer relaxed luxuDividendsfpayable January 15 and July 15.
Brookneld, addressed the Y. P. S. 0. E., into the main hall.
John A. Conway & is no doubt that the clothes we wear riously. She knew no one in the
town,
so
there
was
little
danger
of
have
a
very
strong
Influence
over'our
Accounts
may be opened by deposits of three dolat the chapel of the Congrgeational Son were in charge of the work. The
cellers.
spirits.
lars
to
one
thousand.
church, last Sunday night.
*
sale of gallery seats usually pays for the
Her thoughts were as busy as the
Even a woman who does not care
Rev. R. M. D. Adams of Christ Me- hall, so the patrons are well-pleased to much for dress is conscious of a little Angers of the little maid of all work,
Hours: 9 to 5; Saturdays, 9 to 1.
«
morial church, North Brookneld, con- have it open ogain.
inward glow of satisfaction in the now doing diBhes audibly in the
ducted another Lenten service in G. A.
kitchen
She
was
thinking
how
odd
Anna M. (Ford), wife of Herbert knowledge that she is well and suitR. hall, for the Episcopal Guild on Tues- Dodge, aged 52 years, 7 months, died in ably attired. She holds herself bet- it was for her to be there at all.
A telegram had been responsible.
day evening.
Westboro state hospital, Tuesday after- ter and with more confidence under
Mrs Harriett A. (Gilbert) Parratt ob- noon. The body was brought to her the stimulation of a pretty gown or Sister Jane and her husband William
had been called away by trouble in
served her 94th birthday, at her home on home on Milk street, Wednesday, by Un- hat. "Clothes make the man," so we
are told. It is hardly realized how William's family. There had been no
SAMUEL*B. WOODWARD, PRESIDENT
Central street last Saturday, receiving dertaker Herbert P. Johnson, Warren.
much they are responsible for the one else to ask to look after the chilcongratulations from intimate friends. Mrs Dodge was bof n in Winsdor, Vt., a making or marring of a woman.
ALBERT
L. STRATTON, TREASURER
dren. She had never even seen the
For 56 years Mrs Parratt has been a daughter of Joseph W. aud Mary G.
Shabby clothes that have seen much baby!
.
ERNEST RUSSELL, ASS'T TREASURER
member of the Congregational church.
(Stanley) Ford. She was one of three wear and tear and much attention
Steps suddenly sounded on the
Mrs Harold Chesson entertained the children. Her marriage to Mr Dodge was' from the needle and the brush are little front porch like so many bangs
on
a bass drum. Tillie, out in the
performed
in
West
Brookfield
by
Rev,
very comfortable to wear once In a
Parish Auxiliary at her home on Tuesday
1MB
afternoon. Circle 4 of the auxiliary con- Benson M. Frink, Sept. ft92'. Besides while. When it becomes necessary to kitchen, heard and was at the door
before
her
temporary
mistress
could
don
them
day
after
day,
with
'no
hope
ducted a food sale at the store of Chas. her husband she leaveB two daughters,
of their renewal, they slowly and in- stop her.
O'M. Edson on Wednesday afternoon. Myrle E. and Helen S. Dodge, both at
"Is this where Miss Farrell is staysidiously begin to tell on the spirits
Mrs Edson was chairman.
The ladies home, and a sister, Nellie M. Ford of
ing?" asked a man's voice.
Ware. The funeral was from her home of their wearer. They give a feeling
netted 516.75 at the sale.
"Joe!" exclaimed Miss Farrell imof shabbiness, and the confidence and
The Country Club conducted a concert Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock, Rev. right to a place in the world is partly patiently. "Will he never learn that
John
H.
Hoffman
officiating.
Where are they grown? Why lo they ripen earlier than in other sections?
lost. This is especially detrimental there isn't a bit of use in chasing,
by "Ye Olde New England Choir''
Why are they so luscious?
The Farmers' Club had "Ladies' Day'' to the business woman, for she is after me, wherever I go?"
town hall, Tuesday night. The hall was
Joe stamped off the snow noisily
crowded for this entertainment, which at G. A R. hall Wednesday, the program taken very much at her own value in
These and other questions are answered in a booklet Which we liavt issued
and came Inside. He came in big,
describing Glenn County, Calih rnia.
is the third in a series of whists dances being in charge of Mrs William Patrick the world of commerce.
It is not necessarily a very expen- glowing and clumsy. The little room
and entertainments managed by the club. and Mrs Eva Beeman. Mrs Webster L.
Glenn County is in the heart of the great, rich Sacramento Valley. A few
seemed full before he got farther than
sive
business
to
possess
nice
clothes.
Kendriek was'secretary. By vote of the
years ago oranges were grown commercially in only the southern part of the
During the past week, Mrs Lizzie Shaw
A good tailored costume, though dear- the doorway. Peggy;'in her chair beclub the president William Patrick assistState. Later it was discovered that citrus fruits ripened perfectly in even
lias entertained her grandson and grander at the start, is an economy, for it fore the fire, half turned—Just enough
the northern part of the interior valley. Since then Glenn County has come
ed by secretary Sunnier H. Reed and A.
wears and keeps its cut to the end for him to see the top-loftical expresdaughter, Mr George Beecher and Miss
forward with some magnificent early fruit. There are countless opportunities
B. Patrick appointed these for a nomi- By merely renewing collar and cuffs sion.
for not only citrus fruit culture but for all sorts of deciduous fruits, live stock
Beecher, of Springfield, Miss Sinclair, of
nating committee, who will report at the occasionally and varying the blouse
"Peggy!" he exclaimed delightedly,
grain, truck fanning, etc., in Glenn County.
Holyoke, Mr Clark, of Pittsfleld and Mrs
next meeting—Bowman S. Beeman, Al- with which it is worn, the costume al- coming forward.
Ashcouth of Rochdale.
We will send this beautiful book describing Glenn County free to you if you
"Good
evening,
Joe,"
evenly.
"You
fred 0.' Warriner and Dr. Windsor R. ways remains fresh, and gives its
will send us your name and address and a two-cent stamp to help pay the
C. A. Risley & Co. have just erected in Smith. The program opened with a wearer the air of being well dressed. chose a nice night to come so far.
postage.
Better still, send teii cents in st imps and we will send the Glenn
; cir \
Evergreen cemetery, New Haven, Conn., piano duet by'Miss Marjorie Cutler and It is not always the most expensive Won't you sit down?"
County book, a map of California and a sample copy of SUNSET MAUA/.INK,
Joe
sat
down
on
the
other
side
of
and
elaborate
toilet
that
makes
for
the great Pacific Coast national magazine.
for A. J. Crawford, a-haudsome Westerly Miss Louise Spencer, of Warren. The
the fireplace.
"You look awfully
granite monument, over seven feet high; speakers for the afternoon were Supt. of this much-desired effect.
sweet, Peggy. Aren't you glad to see
It
is
a
vexed
question
whether
also in Holden, Mass., for Mrs A. B. Schools Frederick S. Bragdon and E. L.
me?"
Chamberlain of Sturbridge, a beautifully Morgan, of Amherst college extension beauty or clothes improve a woman
"No!" deliberately.
most. Beauty is a very valuable asset
carved monument of Westerly pink service. Both Bpoke on the story of com"1^1 wouldn't have come—only I
in life to a woman, but seen In an unSan Francisco, California.
munity building.
Warren mandolin suitable setting it loses much of its thought of something after—after
granite.
In writing bo sure to mention thia papor and Glenn County book,
11
we'd
been
talking
the
other
night"
club
played
several
selectione.
The
last
charm, and will often be eclipsed by
There will be Lenten services March
She
didn't
answer.
meeting
for
the
year
will
be
March
24.
the less attractive looks of a woman
14 to March 26 at the Methodist and
"You see," shifting uneasily, "If you
who chooses her clothes well and
Congregational churches.
The union
knows how to wear them. It is gen- would marry me, you could go ahead
meetings will be in the Congregational
erally understood from a certain type with yqur singing just the same as
NEW BRAINTREE.
church March 14 to 19, Sunday, Tuesday,
of novel and play that beauty shines ever. You c^uld sing just as well as
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenanywhere, under any conditions. Cer- Margaret Farrell Sturtevant, as you
J. W. Titus of Summit farm has re- tainly, nothing can actually take away can as Margaret Farrell.
Now,
ings, and the same days of the week
turned
from
a
business
trip
to
Boston.
March 21 to March 26 in the Methodist
the contour of the face, the faultless- couldn't you? That wouldn't, be inchurch. Neighboring ministers and layWilliam H. Pierce had the misfortune ness of the complexion or the beauty terfering with your career, would it?
and, Peggy, you used to care a little
man will asssist the pastors.
to cut his left hand badly while splitting of the figure, but all these may be for me!"
t
overlooked in some cases. The figure
wood
on
Monday.
Hi
is
under
the
care
The Grange met Wednesday night and
She watched the fire a minute, remay be hidden behind an ugly dress,
of
Dr.
Leach
of
Gilbertville.
conferred the 1st and 2nd degree;- on two
the complexion may be ruined by the lenting, "it's hard to be cross with
candidates. The regular officers worked
Clifford Dunn, son of Jerry Dunn, color scheme, and the contour of the you, Joe. You just won't let people,
will you? I'm going to be extra nice
the 1st degree, and the 2nd was worked while at work in New Hampshire recent- face lost under an unsuitable hat.
now and explain.
.
by a men's degree team with Fred L. ly met with a painful accident, near
"You see, Joe, your plan won't work
Woodward, master. After the work the ly severing two toes of his right foot.
Famous Old People.
members were entertained by a mystery
"Many famous Englishmen and not for a hundred reasons. You love a
The spring vacation of the schools be'night, in charge of Georgiana Howe, gin March 19th for two weeks instead of a few distinguished Americans live to home. You're a regular home man
Agents sell these plants for 25c each. St. Regis Everbearing; A
Belle Nutter, Hazel Miner, Will Campion three as formerly, and will close one week a good old age, but Prance holds the if there ever was one. I can't make
wonderful new Raspberry; bears fruit four months the first season planted.
a home. It isn't in me. I hate everymodern
record
for
centenarians
of
reand Charles Doolittle.
Earliest of ail Red Raspberries, begins to ripen June 15th to 20th, fruiting
earlier in June.
thing about a house. I love my music
nown," said a professional man.
on old canes until late August, when bernes begin to ripen on the young
Schoolmates of Wesley Webb surprised
"The,-1915 list of celebrities above better than anything on earth, and I
or current season's canes, which continue to produce berries in increasLadies Day of the Farmers' Club, was
can't
give
It
iBp."
him, last Thursday, at the home of his held on Tuesday with a large attendance. the age of sixty, compiled for the New
ing numliers without intermission until late October or until frost comes.
What
she
really
meant
was
that
the
York
World
almanac,
has
at
the
top
Wonderfully prolific, first or main crop being greater than that of any
parents, Mr and Mrs John H. Webb, on Miss Anna L. Comstock of Amherst colintoxication
of
miblic
homage
was
a
other red variety known, and Slimmer or Autumn cropado not consist
Francois
Fertlault,
the
French
poet,
his 11th birthday. The children enjoyed lege gave a very interesting address on
of a few scattering berries, but good to heavy pickings all time. One
games, after which refreshments were Home Economics. Singing by Mrs Wal- who was one hundred years old on his sensation she would not care to reparty who had a small patch of about half an acre picked and shipped
nounce.
served. In the centre of the table was a ter MacMenimen. Essays by Mrs C. 8. last birthday. About twenty years
two or three pickings each week for four months, and his profits were
ago the great French chemist Chev"All right, my girl, you're the docenormous.
birthday cake with eleven lighted candles. Lane and Mrs D. H. Prouty. Remarks
reul died at the age of one hundred and tor!" Joe got up and looked at his
Those present were Milton Richardson, by Messrs. C. A. Gleason, C. D. Sage, four, and there nave been one or two watch. "I didn't suppose it was much
Henry Plouff, Elliott Guertin, Marjorie Frank A. Morse and Rev. Wm. Fiance. Frenchmen of distinction in recent use, but I thought I'd make one more
Jaffrey, Henrietta Webb, Winifred Wood- Dinner was well served by the men. =
years who reached the centenary try. I won't bother you again, ever.
mark.
ward, Francis and Helen Flagg, Mildred
Good-night, Peggy, I've Just time for
This is a 64-page book of valuable information about soils, how and
Next Tuesday, Mar. 16, all persons inwhere to plant, trim and grow all kinds of fruit; how and whenHo spray,
Brown, Blanche Benedict, Roland Cowles,
"Next to Fertlault Is Sir Charles my train." ,
and the cost of planting and maintaining ari orchard. Also complete
George Wass, Alberta Delpech, Mary terested in the welfare of the Congrega- Tupper, the Canadian, who Is ninetyHe was gone! Peggy turned out
description of a'l varieties of Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Roses and Shrubs
Ex-Senator Henry G. Davis, the light and sat watching the fire.
Mulvaney, West Brookfield and Thelma tional church and parish are requested to four.
with bargains in Home Garden Collection as low as 08 cents, the same as
meet for tlie purpose of devising some West Virginia, aged ninety-one, ap"I guesB I'll get the baby her bottle
Griswold of Springfield.
agents charge three dollars for.
method of raising money to pay the bills pears in the list Of the Southerner* and go to bed," she yawned.
Chas. W. Johnson, 64 years of age, for current expenses, which are due at who have attained advanced age
A week passed. Peggy was getting
was thrown from his buggy near the foot this time. A plan for informally uniting chronicled by the -World almanac Is expert on mending kneeless stockings,
of Pond hiR, early Friday evening, hav- the church and parish will be presented, John L. Williams, father of John Skel- sorting clothes and bathing babies. It
STBaldw iu
2 Ben Davis
ton Williams.
ing been struck by a Ware & West Brook- at that time.
never seemed to be a bother any more.
2 Northern Spy
2 Wealthy
2 Stark
Then one night the baby got sick, very
field electric car.
Mr Johnson was
2 Mclntosh
2 Yellow Transparent
sick.
Early Use of Pilot Balloons.
thrown onto the hard macadam road, and
All Fine Two-Year Trees
A
note
in
the
Monthly
Weather
ReThe doctor and traineB nurse hastsustaind many severe! bruises. He was
Uses of Tenement Houses.
view calls attention to the fact that ily summoned took it philosophically,
placet! on the car and taken to the office
the famous exploring expedition sent saying there was an equal chance of
If
Cleveland
shall
follow
the
suggesof Dr. Blake. Mr Johnson was returning
tions contained in a tenement house out by the French government under life and death. But Peggy, a poor,
from his work in Warren Steam Pump
code proposed by the chamber of com- La Perouse In 1785 carried a few small white, stricken thing, never leaving
1207 Reilly.Road, Dansville, N. Y.
works, when the accident occurred. The merce of that city, life would he far balloons, some of paper and some of the side of the little crib, thought the
car crew claim that Mr Johnson was driv- more worth the living for many peo- goldbeaters' skin, for use in studying world was ending.
ing toward West Brookfield, well away ple. Among other things, it provides the winds in the upper atmosphere,
Morning brought a Change for the
SEND THE COUPON BELOW TO US TODAY
from the track, and that the horse sud- that no room in the cellar of any tene- and that the instructions prepared for better. The baby would live! Pegthe
expedition
by
the
Academy
of
Scidenly balked and backed onto the track ment house shall be occupied for livgy slipped silently away to her room
ing purposes, and that no room in the ences pointed out the special im- and" sat thinking in the cold, wintry
before the car could be stopped.
RILEY BROS. (THE OASIS NURSERIES)
basement of such a dwelling shall be portance of using these balloons In dawn.
.Lorenzo Hill, aged 82 yrs. and 24 days, used for any purpose other than cook- the trade wind region in order to asDansville, N. Y.
Mr. Joseph Sturtevant was just setdied at 11.15 a. in., Wednesday, at his ing or laundry. No tenement house certain at what altitude the direction tling himself for a nice winter's mornKindly
send
me your large Fruit Hook "Good Fruit and
home on Cottage street, of catarrah of or any part of it would be used for of the wind changes In that region. ing nap. The telephone rang. He was
How to Grow it" Free of all charge; slso coupon good for 3 St.
thestomach and enlargement of the liver. lodging house under this code. Vari- Thus the recent soundings of the awake in an instant.
Regis Everbearing Raspberry as advertised in the North Brook"Is that you, Joe? This is Peggy!
Mr Hill was born in West Brookfield, the ous provisions are made for safety trade winds carrfed out under the difield JOURNAL and the Brookfield TIMES.
rection of Professor Hergesell appear I have changed my mind. And that's
son of Mr and Mrs Elbridge Joshua Hill. and health Among them is the reto have been anticipated by more than all I'm going to tell you until you
He was one of 8 children, one of whom quirement that in rooms used for • century.—Scientific American.
Name.
,
„_
come out and hear for yourself!'
survives. When 8years of age, he moved sleeping purposes 500 feet of cubic
to Holden. Later he lived in Auburn air space must be provided for evBoots That fVere Trousers.
ery person of twelve years or more
Town and State_
Wasn't Only One With Religion.
and Worcester, and last year moved to
and 300 cubic feet for each person ■ As leather is in such demand for
"Yassah!" triumphantly said old
West Brookfield, after living in Oakham loss than that age.
military purposes, it is fortunate that,
Street or R. F. D. No.
present-day boots are made on a more Brother Cuddyhump. "De revival was
11 years. Mr Hill's first wife was Susan
economical plan than those In vogue a glorious success! 'Twuz a high day
Maynanl of Oakham.
There were 5
Trees for School Grounds.
at the time of the Peninsular war and in Zion and de hozanners o' de rechildren by this union, four of whom are
TreeB for beautifying school grounds
deemed was ringln' loud and cl'ar, and
living.
He is survived by his second are furnished free to rural schools in for many years after. Hessians, which dar wasn't no trouble a-tall .twell a
wife who was Mandy J. Strout, Worces- California by the Chico Normal school. were then the fashion, absorbed what newcome brudder—smaht scoun'el dat
would now be considered an unnecester; his children, Charles E. of South- Chlco will also send, on request, a
sary amount of leather. These boots, moved over yuh fum Tumlinville dees
bridge; Frank M. of Spencer; Henry H. man to lay out school gardens in rural according to G. A. Sala. were "worn recent—'gunter shout th'oo a meggy
Ha* Melted Carbon,
,
Card and Coin Trick.
of Worcester; Mrs Emma Cook of Spen- communities.
over tight-fitting pantaloons, the up- phone dat de Lawd had done saved
Carbon has been melted by Prof.
If a card ia balanced on the finger
cer; four grand-children and three great
peaking front almost touching the him fum his sins.
Otto
Lummer
of
Breilau.
For
this
and a coin placed on the card directly
" 'Dat's all right, muh brudder, holCheap at Any Pries.
grand-children. The funeral will be Satknee, and bearing a silk tassel, the'
"Really, madam, this evening coat back part sloped to the calf, being full I lered Pahson Bagster, 'but yoll hatter purpose he Inclosed a large fcrc light, over the finger, one would not think
urday morning at 16 o'clock. Rev. A.
formed
of
two
carbon
rods,
lav
a
heavy
that the card could be flipped out leav'spence
wid
dat
hawn!
Vo'
Isn't
de
W. L. Nelson of the Methodist church makes an entirely different woman out below, and with a high heel. Such
glass container and exhausted the air.
was the correct form of footgear till on'y pusson yuh dat ha been purloined By using a powerful electric current ing the coin on the linger end.' Thia
will officiate. Undertaker Charles Lane of you."
ia easily accomplished, if care is taken
"That settles.it, Clara, take It—never the introduction of trousers "—Pall j 'um a*tr 8t"Bl and yo WBnt!l to *lve
is in charge.
' de rest o us a chance to brag a little, be produced such a beat that drop* to snap the card sharply and squarely.
Mall Gazette.
mind the price."
formed at the tips of the carbons.
—Popular Mechanics.
too!' "—Kansas City Star.

WEST BROOKFIELD

INFLUENCE OF DRESS

THE BABY

Worcester County Institution For Savings
Corner Main and Foster Sts„ Worcester, Mass.

Deposits and Withdrawals by mail will receive prompt attention.

The Earliest Oranges of the Season

SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU,

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Three St, Regis Everbearing Raspberry
Plants to Everyone Answering
This Advertisement.

"Good Fruit and How to Grow It," FREE

Special Collection of Standard Apple Trees 98 cents

REILLY BROTHERS "THE OASIS NURSERIES"

Call at 46 "Summer Street

its new home in some other state, the
Congregational Church.
decline of Massachusetts in commercial
The Pythian Sisters will hold a miliTo see the Latest Models of
FRIDAY, MARCH 12,1918.
importance cannot be prevented.
tary whist party in Castle hall, Thursday
This evening at the Chapel Rev. Mr
—United States Investor.
evening,
April
8,
for
the
benefit
of
the
Budd will give the preparatory lecture,
MAILS DUB TO ABMVE.
Pythian Home fund.
and on Sunday morning the Sacralueut
A.M. HIS- East and West.
TOUCHED BY ROYAL APOLOGY
At
the
meeting
of
the
Grange
next
9.30--West.
of the Lord's Supper will be observed at The Assessments of 1915 Likely to
V. M, 12.46—East and West.
Arouse Unusual Complaints.
CORSETS
week Dr. Smith will read a paper on the Congregational church. The sermon
Great Painter Appreciated Act of Eng2.0»-West
"Alfalfa, crimson clover or corn; which theme will be "Happiness." Mr Budd
Or have them brought to your horn*
lish Prince, Afterward King
iflft ffiait
The
prediction
is
an
entirely
safe
one
is the best crop for farmers?" A. C, looks and feels much better for his two
by sending word to
V
%*
7.06—East and West.
William IV.
Bliss will give a paper on Current Events, weeks of rest in the country and by the that when the tax payers of Massachu, .
MAILS CLOSE.
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
A.M. 7 00—East and West.
and there will be a 'play under direction lakeshore. The evening service will be setts receive their annual tax bills for 1915
Audacity irresistibly attracts us, and
11.30—East and West.
of Mrs Mary J. Tucker.
omitted, and all are invited to attend the there is going to be a chorus of protest the man of strong, original characP. M. 1.00—WeBt.
Representative for the Brookfields,
About 12 acres of pasture and sprout honorary members meeting of the Young from one end of the state to the other. ter is an object of universal interest.
4.40—East.
In the economy of his household,
land was burned over on Wednesday by People's society, which will be in charge The hole which this tax will make in the
6 00—East and West.
Telephone 26-13,
income of some of them will be consider- James Northcote. the English portrait
Malls for East Brookneld are despatchedI at a fire that Btarted about noon in the tall of Mr Lawrence and Dea. Beniis.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
7 00AM., 11.30 A- M. and 1 P. M. Hails from
painter,
was
sordid,
yet
lords
and
laable.
Kit 1Brookneld are received at 9.80 A. M. and grass in the mowing on tiie hill back of
Special meeting of the First Congrega27
dies not a few assembled In his illThe
literal
fact
is
that
never
before
6.40 r. M.
Maurice O'Brien's house. It was finally tional Society, at 7.30 p. m., Tuesday,
Package mails are despatched twice dally as
have the assessors of Massachusetts been furnished, ill-arranged and ill-swept
follows &41.30 A. M.'East and north, 0 P. M. stopped by the use of extinguishers be- March 16.
'
so well informed as to the personal prop- studio when an exceedingly popular
West and South.
f
jre
it
reached
the
Lane
woods.
Most
of
young actor sat to him. The favorite
Mall fortheBural Delivery is closed at 8.16
the land burned over belonged to the North Brookfield to Have Another erty of their fellow citizens. Heretofore, was conveyed by the duke of ClarenceA. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
the
firet
requirements
for
a
successful
The office hours will bej-fl.45 A M. to 8 P. M.
(afterward William IV) to Argyll
Ful lam's.
Base Ball Team.
Holidays, 6.46 to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. B.
assessor have been an ear attentive to place in hiB own carriage, and his
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
The directors of the Industrial Com- PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.
At a meeting of the B & R Baseball goBBip, and the power to guess shrewdly. royal highness lingered to see the
pany are taking up the outstanding stock
Only by hearsay aridity the style of liv- progress of the work—and probably
preparatory to liquidation.
§17.50 a Association, it was decided to be repreing of a man or woman have they been to study the painter.
~NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Bhare is being paid in cash for three shares sented by another stroug aggregation on
"The loose gown in which he paintAs will be re- able to hit upon some sort of valuation
or less. Where a man iB fortunate the diamond this year.
for his personality. Up to the present ed," sayB one of Northcote's biograMr James L. Morse rode out on his enough to own four shares he is presented membered the North Brookfield boys deRegistered Embalmer.
time, except in those rare instances where phers, "was principally composed of
with a share of the stock of the H. H. feated a number of strong teams from
84th birthday, Tuesday.
shreds and patches, and might perthe
assessed
person
has
frankly
laid
bare
Worcester County last season, so their
Pomona Grange meets at Brookfield, Brown Company and $1.00 in cash. All
I^ady Assistant.
his circumstances, the assessors have been chance be half a century old; his
multiples of four are payable in the line-up for this season will be scanned
white hair was sparingly bestowed on
next Wednesday, March 17.
accustomed to guess cautiously and con
with
interest
by
local
fans.
each
side,
and
his
cranium
was
entireBrown stock.
This year their dooming
Marbles have appeared on the street
This team will be fostered by the B & R servatively.
ly bald.
Connected by Long Distance TeleThe Board of Fire Engineers most emwill be based upon a considerable measbut no "one has yet brought out a straw
"The royal visitor, standing behind
Rubber
Co.
of
North
Brookfield,
and
at
phone at House and Store.
phatically warn all people against setting
ure ofreal knowledge.
They will be him while he painted, first gently lifthat.
a
meeting
of
the
Association
held
Monfires out-of-doors while the high March
Regular meeting of the G. F. S. will winds prevail.. It would be very easy to day evening, March 8th, the following guilty of malfeasance if they fail to act ed, or rather twitched, Use collar of
be held in the Guild rooms on Tuesday start a fire, that, getting beyond your officers were elected:—T. G. Richards, upon the knowledge which is in their the gown, which Northcote resented
by suddenly turning and expressing
possession.
evening, the 16th.
control, might do a vast amount of dam- honorary president; E. W. McEvoy,
An interesting oceu'rence in one of the his displeasure by a frown; on which
The Appleton Club's next meeting will age. Reports come from the lower towns chairman; William Dumont, secretary;
towns of the state, late in 1914, is of in- his royal highness, touching the probe March 24th, with Mies Mary G. War- already of serious losses from this very L. B. Chisholm, treasurer. The board of
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
terest. Two or three people who live fessor's gray locks, said:
Directors
are
E.
K.
Twombly,
Charles
'"You don't devote much time to
ner, Prospect street.
carelessnesB, Permission to set fires must
there received'supplemental tax bills at
DRESSMAKING
Mayers,
F.
M.
Saunders,
W.
J.
Donovan
the
toilet,
I
perceive.'
P
. Mr Ferdinand Brucker, Gilbert St., first be obtained of forest fire-warden
that time when they had already paid
" 'Sir,' the painter instantly replied,
and Charles Barnes.
has had a telephone installed at his home, Hirbour.
their original tax bill for the year. "The ■I never allow anyone to take per- 11 Prospect St.
North BroofcfitU
this week. The. number is 89-12.
indignation with which they called the sonal liberties with me; you are the
FOR SALE.
27
Feasters Fairly Fooled.
A few of the friends of Harry Perkins
A TWO horse dump cart, in first-class condition authorities at the town hall over the tele- first that ever presumed to do so; and
newly painted, anil good for long service, J
gave him a party Tuesday evening, at
The Knights of Pythias were invited to side-hill ploughs. Inquire of Fred C.Clapp, Sum- phone at being called upon to pay a sec- I beg your royalNhighness to recollect
the home of Misses Helen and Florence
ond time an obligation which their check that 1, am In my (own house.
mer
Street.
JQHN MATTorm
a beefsteak supper at their hall Wednes"The artist returned his painting;
Tucker.
books showed them to have already disNorth Brookneld March 11,1915.
Office at Dr. Ludden's
day nigh*, and at least 30 of tbe mem'
charged, gave way to a feeling of em- the prince-.ato*a silent for a minute
Mrs E. H. Deering, of Melrose, .a sister bership gathered with big appetites ready
or
so, then Opened' the door, and went
barrasment
and
dismay
when
tbey
were
of Mr Samuel A. Clark, sails to-morrow to do full justice to the expected feast.
SAMPLE SHOES
away. The^royal carriage, however,
You Feel Better when you See Better.
on the steamship Brazos, for a Six weeks' The meat was served and tasted good, WE have a number of pairs of sample shoes in told that these tax bills had to do with had not arrived, and rain was falling;
Glasses we make improve your looks
men's and boys', also a few pair ot boots their holding of stock in the United Fruit
visit to Porto Rico.
only Borne of the epicurians thought it which we will at manufacturer s cost. Those
the prince returned, borrowed an uma* well as your Sight.
wishing to secure a good pair of work shoes In Company, which had not been covered
Mrs Mary E. Evans and Miss Gladys was cooked rather more than usual. G. either Mucher or scout type can-do so by calling
brella, and departed.
North Brookfield
bythe
original
bill
at
all.
It
appears
that
" 'Dear Mr. Northcote, said one of Main Street,
Stratton, Putnam, Conn., were guests of Fred Crooks, Charles S. Lane and Albert at our factory. H. H. BROWN COMPANY.
the assessors had recently come into pos- the ladies, 'I fear you have offended
Mr and Mrs Raymond EvaijB, Elni street, L. Woodis were the committee in charge,
HAY FOR SALE
session of a list of local stockholders of his royal highness.'
the first of the week;
and when all had partaken, calmly an- STOCK and No. 1 Horse Hay for sale by LEON
n. ADAMS, Telophone 34-2, North Brookfield the United Fruit Company and were
"'Madam,' said the painter, 'I am
The seats are selling well ton the play nounced that they had been eating buffaprofiting by it. One is quite within the the offended party.'
to be given next Wednesday evening, lo meat, from the game preserve of Can"The' next day, about noon, Mr.
FOR SALE.
truth in saying that a new industry now
Residence 38 Spring St., oor, Prospect
March 17, at the town hall, by the Class ton D. Richardson, in West Brookfield,
FIVE tons first quality hay. C. P. WARREN exists in Massachusetts, that of providing Northcote was alone, when a gentle
instead of the expected and more comWard Street.
tap
was
heard,
the
studio
door
opened,
of '15, N. B. H. S.
assessors and other curious person* with
On account of tile high* school enter- mon beef of the domestic animal. There
lists of stockholders of about all the big and in walked the prince.
Inside Work » Specialty. Paper Hanging
SUBSCRIPTION WEEK.
"'Mr. Northcote,' he said, 'I am
was
an
immediate
call
for
more.
After
tainment, Ezra Batcheller Woman's Reand Whitening. Orders Promptly AttenThe industry seems to come to return your sister's umbrella;
FIR one week, beginning March 6.1 will offer corporations.
the
Bupper
there
was
a
very
instructive
lief Corps will hold theif regular meeting
ded to. ■
a four months' subscription to the Pictorial have been plied witli some persistence by
I brought it myself, that I might have p. O. Box 192.
address on current events by Arthur Review, forTwenty-nve cents, regular price 16
(42) Satisfaction Guaranteed
of March 17th at 7 p. m.
cents a copy. Subscribe now. and call at the those engaged in it, and they are reported an opportunity of saying that yesterMonroe of Spencer.
pattern counter the 10th of each month for your to have found a very considerable body day I thoughtlessly took an unbecomThe ladies of the W. C. T. U. will
copy. NELLIE COLLINS. Duncan Block.
of purchasers for their commodity.
ing liberty with you, which you prop10
hold a sale of aprons, caps, infants' and
Lost—A Chaperon.
erly resented. I really am angry with ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
children's clothing, at the Congregation* »
* #
myself, and hope you will forgive me,
TO
RENT
al chapel, Friday, March 19, from 2 to 6.
The class of 1915, N. B. H. S., are A GOOD TENEMENT
on Grove
; ,r,c,MENT of seven rooms,
™
It is almost a misfortune that the leg- and think no more of it.'
.ii..i
._UL ibath,
.1. gas
...,..,,,,1
,,h,i>t lii'ii-v.
street
with
electricity.
IN SCRIPT OR
nta and
tvim inui.vin.iiij.
Remember Mrs Ella A. Gleason, vice faithfully giving all their spare time to
"'And what did you say?' Inquired
ALFRED DESI'LAINES,- islature for 1916 will not then be in sespresident at large of the W. C. T. U., dress reheasBals of the play which rhey
a friend to whom the painter told the
sion.
If
it
were,
its
interest
in
the
subENGLISH TEXT
HATCH YOUR OWN ECCS
will speak at the town hall, Sunday even- are to present next Wednesday evening.
story.
HATCH yoflr own eggs in my incubators and ject of taxation would be a good deal
"'Say!' repeated Northcote. 'What
ing, March 21, on National Constitution- The play will be staged by Mrs Charles
save time and worry. Any number taken. mpre practical and a good deal less acadAm booking orders for day old chicks. Can supcould I say? I only bowed; he might H. U Lawrence, North Brookfield
E. Batcheller. The following is the .
al Prohibition.
ply a few more regular customers with dressed- emic than it generally has been. To tell
to-ordor poultry. C. W. ENOLISH. East Brook- the truth, its interest will have to be prac- see what I felt. I could at that moFor lack of a quorum the preliminary
CAST or CHARACTERS
field. Phone 102-26. .
tical. It will be face to face with a situ- ment have sacrificed my life for him.
Spring meeting of the First Congregation- George Higgins, a Tufts A. B.
Such a prince is worthy to be a
NOTICE
Leon Miller
ation of serious concern to Massachusetts.
al Society was adjoruned until Tuesday
h
king.'"
*'
_
evening, March 16, at 7.80. A full at- Jack Abbott, \ Tufts' sub-freshmen,
LAWRENCE ELLERY The almost certain effect of the 1915 tax
n
The prince afterward, in his bluff
4
Fred Lawton, I camping with Higgins, North Brookneld, Mass,
bills will be to enchance in the eyes of manner said, "He's an honest, indetendance is urged.
William Quigley, Joseph Tucker.
Massachusetts people the advantages of pendent little old fellow.*'—Youth's
Rev. Mr Lane of Ludlow, will preach Raymond Fiuhenry, a Harvard student,
CREAM FOR SALE.
,
Charles Morrison FRESH, sweet, heavy cream, the kind that living in some other state. The cuatom Companion.
at Christ Memorial church, next Friday
whips readily. At Daisy's Market. The Vil- in past years has been for owners of
evening, at 7.45. Rev. Walton S. Dank- Dick Norton, I off.hill engineers,
lage Grocery," Howard's Grocery and Butlers
Like American Robin.
J
"
stocks and bonds who dwell in Massachu**
er of St. John's church, Worcester, will Tom Crosby, John
Daniels, Henry Doyle Bakery.
Attempts to introduce the American
setts to congregate in a few towns where
preach this evening.
Marjorie Tyndall, George's cousin; a
the tax rate is low and the assessors re- robin in England have met with conThe rubber matting which has been
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
Smith girl,
Evelyn Clapp
puted to be unexactine. The social at siderable succesB and it is now belaid on the floor in the aisles, across the Alice iJennet,
lieved that large numbers will be sent
Personal
Prompt Attention Day
tractions of these towns have been somefront and in the chancel of Christ Me- Agnes Arabella Bates, ! Jackaon giria,
over tp that country, as the English
or Night.
thing of a factor, it is true, in producing are captivated by their beauty and
morial church, was a gift from Castle Ruth French, .
Telephone Nortb Brookflels No.
this result, but there are many whom «wppfnefls of potiT
Blanche Westcott,
I
■aa-ii.
Quabaug, K. O. K. A.
Katherine Brosnihan, Mildred Lane,
these allurements would have been quite
Mrs William L. WalBh of Billerica and
Long Distance Connection.
Eileen McCarthy, Agnes Hurley School Street
' North Brookfied unable to interest had there not been the COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
her son, Warren, are spending the week
Funerals Personally Directed
PROBATE COtlRT
greater attraction of small taxes. Thia WORCESTER, SB,
Mrs Higgins, the chaperon.
and Every Requisite Furnwith Mrs Walsh's parents, Dr. and Mrs
Minnie Rutherford
ished.
disposition of people of wealth to con- ASUFOFSKK: 'rTAtiuSrooffid3, £
Hiram P. Bartlett. Rev. Mr Walsh was
I.arty AMlrt»nt.
gregate by themselves in a few communi- a fl
Mrs Sparrow, a farmer's wife,
y d
e
»
{v
,Sr
su
S
c.
<*«.£
executrix
„,
up for the day, on Thursday.
r
WHOLESALE DEALER IN
Marion Lidstone
ties is of itself not in the public interest. will of said deceased has presented /for allowThere will be a Y. P. B. meeting in the Mandy, her daughter,
the. first and final account of her admin' Eva Parsoua Poultry, Eggs, Apples, Rags It tends to deprive the rest of the state of ance
istration
upon
the
estate
of
said
deceased
parlors of. the Congregational church, at
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
SYNOPSIS
and Rubber, Metals, Grain Bags income from taxation that is sadly needed Court
to be held at Worcester in said County
8 o'clock Monday evening, March 15.
for support of schools and highways. on the thirtieth day of March A. D. W16,at nine
Act I—The Girls' Camp at Sherwood,
All members are urged to be present, and
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
in the forenoon to show cause, U'any
Perhaps even more serious than that re- o'clocn
7 a. m.
you
1
ave,
why the same should not be allowed.
all young people are invited.
North Brookfield sult is the tendency it has to create class y And said executrix is ordered to serre this
Act 11—The Fellows' Camp at Sherwood, 81 School Street
citation
by
delivering a copy *e"?!„^ijif I,
Telephone
74-4
4wll
Collector J. J. Dunphy wishes the
feeling within a state where this sort of sons interested
in the estate fourteen days at
8 a.«m.
least
before
court, or by publishing the
JOOBNAL to state that the "heirs of Wilthing has generally been conspicuous for same once insaid
Act 111—Same as Act I, 10 a, m.
each week for three ™c«s»ive
liam E. Hcjbbs" should not have ap- Place—Sherwood, Maine. Time—Sumits absence. In the past the people of weeks, In the North Brookfield Journal,^i"""™:
paper published in North Brookfield, the last
peared in the list of delinquent tax pay- mer vacation.
Massachusetts have usually been solidly puolioa'ion to be one day. at least, before said
both rubber ana steel tires. Buggies,
Democrat and Delivery Wagona, SurCourt, and by mailing, postpaid, a copy of this
ers as published in the annual town rearrayed on questions of civic betterment, citation
to all known persons interested In the
reys and Boad Wagons, both new and
estate, seven davs at least before said Court.
port.
and
no
small
factor
in
producing
that
secoo4
hand.
A Pleasing Performance.
Witness. William T. For >es, Esquire, Judge
•ondition has been the democratic life of of said Court, this ninth day of March AT BOTTOM. PRICES
Mr Fred Smith, 76, died at the home
mccessful business men of Massachusetts in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
of his sister, Mrs Fanny Adams, in West
The Young Woman's Club and their
Harness, Bobea, Blankets, "Hip" •"<>
hundred and fifteen. y H ATW0OU( Reglster.
Oil Cloths. Not too Costly. Not too
in each of the principal communities.
Brookfield, Thursday morning, after a patrons were very much pleased with the
Mar. 12,19. 20, H
Cheap.
For these men to depart from these comfour-days illness. He leaves one daugh- entertainment given Tuesday evening, by
munities to towns of their own could
ter, the wife of Alex K. Pecot of North Marion Hertha Clarke of New York. She
mean less progressive.days for the state.
Brcokfleld.
gave a most charming presentation of the
All tne different grades. All eiies Of
Nails, also.
But the danger now is that, instead of
The farmers week at the Massachusetts play, Peg o' My Heart, and those present
Remember that my prices are always
betaking themselves to places within
the lowest. I sell so a* to sell again.
Agricultural College, Amherst, which who had seen its full presentation in the
Massachusetts, they will leave the state
rir IsaWi Ham Bemadlas Alwaya
OF REAL ESTATE
was to have been observed next week, city, expressed themselves as well satis*
In Stock.
entirely.
If
i
xact
knowledge
as
to
their
has been "called off" on account of the fied with her rendition of it. She has a
NORTH BROOKFTELP, MASS., March 4,1915.
Worth of WALL PAPER holdings of securities is tor bojowft comTELEPHONE OAKHAM D4.
prevalence of the Itoof and mouth dis- very pleasing personality, and there was
The owners and occupants of the following
mon property of assessors and everybody described
parcel of real estate, situated n North
ease, as they do not care to take any an entire absence of the unpleasant featC. Crawford
else, and Massachusetts is to continue to Brookneld. County of Worcester and Common- William
ures sometimes apparent in an impersowealth
of Massw'huaetts, and the public are
chances.
We
ha™
gone
through
our
entire
tax
securities
more
savagely
than
other
hereby notified that tlio taxes assessed thereon,
OAKHAM.
nator. This was her first appearance in
for the year 1913. according to the list committed
Stock of Wall Papers, and have
Forest Warden Oscar Hirbour has com- North Brookfield, but it is hoped she may
states, then the natural recourse is for the tonSas'Collector
of Taxes, for said North Brookfound we have about $100 worth of
pleted his work of hacking down the come again next year at a more favorable
owner of the securities to make his way neld bv the Assessors of Taxes, remain unpaid,
and that the smallest undivided part pi said land
Remnant
Paper
and
Borderings.
to some place where conditions are less sufficient to satisfy said taxes with the interest
brush by the roadsides.
It would be a time, as very many who. would usually
all legal costs and charges, or the whole of
When we say Remnants, we do not
pretty serious matter, remarks one farm- have been present, were kept away by
onerous. Probably there is not a state and
said land if no person offers to take an undivided
mean Junk, Rubbish or Cheap
er, if anyone was thrown out of a team Lenten obligations. The young women
in the Union where men of means can part thereof, will be offered for sale by public
auction, at the Selectmen s room in the Town
Papers imported for this special
or automobile on to the sharp points of will clear themselves, and have a small
accomplish a change of residence of this House building. In said North Brookneld, on
sale.
the stubs that have been left,) But they balance left for their charitable work.
nature with less bother or less prejudice
SATURDAY, MARCH 20,19J5.
say that is tiie way any farmer would Interspersed between the acts were musito their existing business relations.
Every Remnant we offer was
at 10 O'clock A. M.. for the payment of said
have done.
*■
taken
from
our
shelves
last
week,
» J .
«
»
»
*
cal selections—inclhding piano solos by
tolas, with interest, costs and charges thereon
TRADE MABKC
unless the same shall be previously discharged.
sampled, and tied up in a bundle
The lecture on Monday evening before Mr Edwin HambWy, and Mrs Helena
The situation which Massachusetts
DESIGNS
and
marked
according
to
the
grade
„. Monahan; and violin solos by Miss FlorCOPYRIGHTS AC. |
the Brotherhood hy Prof. Graham of
Lev)
Cartier,
Heirs
and
De.lsees,
faces is a serious one. This state has
A
nyone
sending
a
sketch
and
description may
of
paper
from
15c
to
75c
per
bundle.
the State agricultural college waB well at-: ence Jackson; all of whom responded
„dcVl° ascertain our °Plnl;u frw wEetheTan
precious few natural advantages. In soil A certain tract or parcel of land with the
l„T«,,«on is Probably psteuttbUl Communl«tended, and all went away with some'to encore • Ideal chocolate was sold by
Each Remnant contains enough
buildings
thereon,
situated
on
the
south
side
of
llons
strict
yconSdentlal.
HANDBOOK
on PaUnta
it is inferior to numerous other states. It Willow Street, in tile center village of North
sent free. Oldest agency for.■•™'u>M»*E'Su.
new ideas as to the profits of poultry ' the young women between the acts,
paper for any ordinary sized room.
Patenta taken thronah Munn A Co. receive
has no mines, and its forests, are dwind- Brookneld, bounded and described asi follows j—
mciaf nottct, without ehanre, In the
Come early and select the beet pat- . ling to the vanishing point. Its prom- On the north by Willow Street, on tho east by
raising as well as with increased know-1 The young women wish to return
land of Lawrence Powers, on the south by land
ledge as to how to conduct a poultry farm thanks to all who assisted them in the
terns at FULLAM' 8, the
of Bloulu and Carter, and J. H. Ivory, and on
inence in the commercial world has been the
west by land ol Mary Kelley. containing
of either large or small sise. The pro- entertainment, and to Mr Russell, of the
due for years now to its possession of an three sixteenths of an acre of land.
lessor is an expert, and spoke from know- Electric Light Company, for the electric
immense ainonnt of fluid capital, ever taxes of 1913, U0.45.
JOHN J. DUNPHY,
ledge, both practical and theoretical, table lamp, which added to the cheerful. »•*
seeking investment. If that fluid capital
Collector of Taxes for 1918.
'htr •A.Washtwtoe.1
The supper was in charge of Mr George ness ot the stage, which was arranged to
3wl0.
shall
take
unto
itself
wings
and
discover
SUMMER
STREET
B. Doane and assistants.
i represent a cosy living room.

TAXING PROPERTY OUT
OF MASSACHUSETTS

SPIRELLA

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

DANIEL FOSTER,

House Painting, all Branches

l^ ^^ S^^^^^^'

CHARLES S. LANE,
Furnishing Undertaker

C. H. JOHNSON
Auctioneer

MYER GRACE

Carriages, Stanhopes, Concords

FULLAM
FINDS SI OB

Collector's Sale

Shingles, Roofing Material

Scientific American.

RED FRONT STORE

•'—•'Hew I

TtROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELDTIMES
3

C

Beefsteak Pie (English).
Cut two pounds of round steak Into
■trips, roll in flour apd arrange In a
(deep dish with three lamb's kidneys,
which have been cut up and parboiled,
tone dozen oysters, one onion minced
fine, parsley, dried thyme. Dot generously with bits of butter, and add
two cupfuls hot water. Cover with
a biscuit crust arranged In strips.
Brush with yolk of egg and bake two
hours in a moderate oven.

Soup Meat, Horseradish Sauce,
Boll a piece of tender beef. The
sauce: Melt some butter in a saucepan, stir in some flour and add some
of the broth you boiled the meat in.
Then add about one cupful of grated
horseradish root, season with salt and
eugar and at last a little milk. Have
the sauce quite thick. Boiled potatoes
and string beans are very nice with it.
Grape Juice Whip.
Whip the whites of iggs, one for
each person, stiff, and add half a tablespoonful of sugar and two teaspoonfuls of grape juice to each white. Beat
ell until stiff. Into each sherbet glass
put two or three tablespoonfuls of
grape Juice, and on this pile the egg
white. Top each glass with a teaepoonful of whipped cream.
Coffee Mold.
Scald one pint of milk, dissolve two
heaping tablespoonfuls cornBtarch (1
prefer flour) in a little cold milk or
Water, tdd two tablespoonfuls sugar,
pinch of salt, one-half cupful strong
fresh coffee. Stir this into the scalded
milk and cook until it thickens. Tore
Into a mold and set it aside to cod.
Serve with cream and sugar.

Feeding Facilities and Available Feeds

SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY W

on the Farm Must Be T«ken
Into Account—Blue Grass I*
Satisfactory Pasture.

Keep Your Lock* Youthful, Dar«\.
Glossy and Thick With Garden

Sage and Sulphur.
When you darken your hair with
Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one can
tell, because it's done so naturally, so
evenly.
Preparing
this
mixture,
though, at home is mussy and troublesome. For 50 cents you can buy at
any drug store the ready-to-use tonio
called "Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur
Hair Remedy." You Just dampen a
sponge or soft brush with It and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small Btrand at a time. By morning all gray hair disappears, and, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautltully darkened, glossy
and luxuriant
You will also discover dandruff is gone and hair has
■topped falling.
Gray, faded hair, though no disgrace, is a sign of old age, and as we
all desire a youthful and attractive appearance, get busy at once with Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur and look yean
younger. Adv.
All for Pleasure.

"When I got married my wife said
she would go to the end of the world
Yum Yum Pudding.
with me."
One cupful of cooked cereal, one"A noble sentiment."
half cupful of molasses, one-half cup"But I found out later that she
ful of milk, one-half cupful of seeded means the Paris end."
raisins, two well-beaten Jggs, one-half
teaBpoonful of powdered cinnamon.
How She Loves Herl
Mix all the ingredients together In a
He—Yes; Brmyntrude was horn on
basin until perfectly smooth. Pour April 2.
Into a buttered pudding dish and bake
She—Late—as usual!

■..^^■vy-.fJ<|1J
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ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT

AYegdable Preparation for As similating iheFoodand RegulaIing the Stomachs and Bowels of

iismmsmm
Promotes Digeslion,CheerfulnessandRest.Conlains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
WOTNABCOTIC

-ASTORIA
For Infanta and Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
Always
Bears the
Signature,
of

Jh£r tfOld DrSAMvaflrrmx
Rinpkm SadK«httUS*lh Jnut Sad *
Afptrmiitl fiatitai*aUSt4**~
HirmJitd Clarifitd fupar
tfi'iti/yrai Flavor

A perfect Remedy for Constipation . Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions Jeverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature of
THE CENTAUR COMPANY.

NEW YORK.
At b months old

I DOSKS -I^CET
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

CASTORIA
fflK OntTMin MmMMV. NKW YOU* flrfT.

"Steal or Kllir*
Traffic In the downtown district of
St. Louis was blocked for half an hour
the other day when Frank Witt, a maNine times in ten when the liver la chinist out of work, paraded the
right the stomach and bowels are right. streets wearing the following sandwich
CARTER'S LITTLE
sign:
"Chief Young wants 300 more poLIVER PILLS
gently butfirmly comj
licemln to stop the increasing crimes.
pel a lazy liver to
"What shall I do?
do its duty.
"No work, no money, four motherCures Conless
children to feed.
etipation, In"Shall I steal, commit highway robdigestion,
bery or kill myself and children?
Sick
Headache,
"One thousand are In the same poand Distress After Eating.
sition In this city today.
SHALL PILL. SHALL DOSE, SHALL PRICE.
"Enormous luxury; enormous poverty.
Genuine must bear Signature
"What shall I do?"
"The sign," said Witt In Jail, "was
my only way of attracting attention in
the hope of getting a Job. I've tried
everything else. My wife died recently."
I

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

^KR COUGH ^

fr\\, !s not safe nor necessary. ^^^
You can relieve it with

Hales Honey
Of Horehound and Tar
It does not upset digestion or nerve*.
Is pleasant to the taste. Contains no
- opium nor anything injurious. ^
JlK
Ail druggists.
^5*V
•l^sy^ TwHa-.T-uWWDnn WWW

Come to Yolo County,
California
Secure one of our Almond, Olive or Fruit tracts near

Wooaland. Profits $180 to *500 par acre per annum. ThaUnd will cost you $1 19 to $130 per acre.
At a small additional cost we plant and care* tor
four tiacts lor you. Easiest or easy payments.
Write for lull particulars to
t.e.Krk«s.»07 Weili.it glai..Sal frsiclsti.ClL

PROFITABLE HOG FEED

Freshness.
Patience—What do you think?
Practice—I can't imagine.
"I wrote my name on an egg one of
our hens laid before we sent It to
market, and I got a proposal of marriage from the man who got It"
"Guess the man must have been
fresher than the egg."

All His.

"How much does Rogers get s
week?" "All he earns; he's a' bachelor."—
Boston Evening Transcript
The devil doesn't care how often o
man goes to church on Sunday, if 1>-can use him the rest of the week.
Never marry a Jealous woman. A
woman who Is jealous Is almost as bad
as one who isn't.

Sore
Eyes?

Granulated Eyelids,

Eyes inflamed by exposure to Sun,Dull and Wind
[dickly relieved Dv M arise
yeBeuedy. NoSmarung
iust Eye Comfort A.
your Druggist s 50c per Bottle Murine tye
S«lveinTube«25c.ForBs«l.ellbeEyefreea»k
Druggists or Utilise Eye ttemedy Cs„ Ctacast

Swine Raising Is Most Important
Branch of Farming.

(By J. G. FULLER.)
Forage crops constitute a most important part of the food supply for
RULES FOR FEEDING FOWLS swine. Since there is little or no
profit in feeding hogs on grain alone,
Much Depends Upon Age, Breed, Vig- the swine raiser should arrange to
develop his market animals as much
or, Housing and Range Allowed—
as possible on dairy and farm prodHen Must Be the Gauge.
ucts and forage crops, leaving the
There can be no hard and fast rules heavy grain feeding for the fattening
and
finishing period. Most forage
laid down as to the amount to feed
fowls except this: feed all they will crops are suited to swine feeding, and
eat up clean at each meal. Hardly a In proper condition and stage of
week passes that the writer Is not growth provide at least a maintencalled on to tell how much grain or ance ration.
Native blue grass Is a satisfactory
mash should be fed per ben per day,
writes J. E. Dougherty In Orchard and pasture for the spring and early summer months or before It becomes dry
Farm.
The quantity of feed eaten depends and ceases to grow. By the middle of
on breed, age, vigor, housing, range July this forage is of little value in
allowed, season of the year and many many sections, as It Is too dry, and
other factors which the ordinary man from then until the fall rains begin
does not always consider and appre- to revive It again, should be suppleciate. The heavier breeds will eat mented with rape or other of the formore than the lighter breeds. Heavier age crops that can be grown for swine.
layers will eat more than poor layers. However, it does furnish the first
The feeder must study his fowls con- green feed in the spring and Is always
stantly and regulate the amount fed relished.
at each meal in accordance with the
Rape has proved a valuable forage
appetites of the fowls. A little study for swine. The animals are kept on
and experience will soon enable one blue grass until this gets too dry, and
to become quite expert In feeding are then turned into a field of rape.
provided he really is interested enough
in his task to watch and study his
fowls closely.
■ There is a saying among stock men
that good breeders are born and not
made. Be that as it may, we are sure
that anyone with an instinctive love
for fowls, a willingness to learn and
good common sense can Boon develop
Into a good feeder and a successful
poultry man.
It will take, on the average, about
seventy-five pounds of feed per year
Thrifty Hogs Fed on Forage Crops.
per hen., This amount may vary a little either way depending on the breed, The rape should be sowed in three
but is a good average figure on which plats and at intervals of about three
to base calculations as to the cost to weeks.
feed a hen per year and the approxiThe rape stalks should not be too
mate amount to feed per day. If a closely pastured after the leaves are
daily feed consumption curve were eaten off. When this plan is followed,
drawn, we would find that the daily the rape should be from 14 to 18
feed eaten would vary during differ- inches high when the pigs are turned
ent months, the winter consumption Into It: For less Intensive feeding,
being heavier than that of summer. where fewer animals are to be kept
The hen herself must be the gauge on the same piece of ground for a
by which to determine the amount longer period, rape 1B sown broadcast
fed from day to day.
with oats and clover. Five pounds of
rape, six pounds of clover, and one
BEST BREEDS FOR FATTENING bushel of oats are sown to the acre.
The swine should not be turned into
Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes, Rhode this until the crop is from eight to
ten inches high, after which each acre
Island Reds and Orpingtons Will
with a good stand of the crop will supDo Well in a Crate.
ply 15 spring pigs with forage for the
The breeds of chickens best adapted rest of the season.
for fattening purposes are the PlymClover, before It becomes matured,
outh Rocks, Wyandottes, Rhode Island Is a most valuable forage crop for
Reds and the Orpingtons. All these swine. For'the corn belt, clover and
breeds, or any variety of these, will corn make one of the best combinado well if placed in a fattening crate. tions known for cheap pork producThey produce meat and lay on fat tion. Because of the tendency of clover
very economically, and dress out neat, to kill out, it is most satisfactorily
plump and desirable carcasses for grown in a rotation with other farm
table use. The cockerels of any of crops rather than in small plats to be
these breeds, when taken at three and Intensively stocked. But whether or
a half to four months of age, will usual- not clover Is a satisfactory forage for
ly gain from a pound to a pound and swine depends largely on the season
a half in three weeks' time. As they as affecting growth, the stand, and
get older the amount of food required the state of growth at which this is
fed. Under favorable conditions, red
clover has been found even more
profitable than rape as a forage for
spring pigs. The value of alfalfa for
growing swine has been fully demonstrated In the western states, where
It is grown abundantly, but in some
of the north central states It has not
been grown to any great extent and,
as yet, in those states, the value of
this forage crop cannot be fully estimated.
The use of clover, alfalfa, rape or
a' red-clover-and-oat mixture properly
grown for forage should make a saving of from 26 to 30 per cent in the
grain ration for growing and fattening
■wine. To get the best results, the
crop must be carefully seeded, fed at
the right stage of growth, and never
overstocked at the beginning of the
A Prize Winner.
feeding period or trampled when the
to make a pound gain increases very ground is wet. An acre sown to these
rapidly and crate fattening will not crops, properly grown and cared for,
be very profitable after the birds are should -furnish forage for about four
■Iz months old. Strong, vigorous and months for 15 to 20 spring shoats.
healthy birds will always make better Then, to finish the animals for margains than those lacking in vigor and ket, heavy grain feeding is begun.
vitality.
The heavier breeds like Cochins,
Brahmas and Langshans will not give
very satisfactory results when fattened, as they do not stand close confinement as well as the utility breeds,
nor will they make as economic gain.

Spraying is insurance.

• * •

Green Feed Essential.
It pays to watch the incubator in
Green teed must be supplied in some
hatching time.
form. If the chicks are cooped on
• • •
young grass they will help themselves,
Drafts are a great cause of disbut If confined in small yards, green
ease in the hen houee.
feed should be given them. To be
» • *
easily assimilated; some tender and
When keeping hens for eggs alone
easily broken green stuff Bhould he a, male bird in the flock is a useless
furnished, such as finely cut grass
ornament
from the lawns, lettuce leaves, onion
• * •
tops, chopped fine, or boiled vegetaFive cows properly cared for and
bles.
fully fed will return much more than
ten cows half fed.
Secret of Winter Eggs.
• • *
If you have not a nice lot of sharp
When selling your surplus poultry
grit on hand for your fowls during stock, don't forget that you will want
the cold and frozen weather, you can- some yourself for table use.
not expect them to make very profit• »- »
able returns 1ft egg production Sharp
Clean the stables twice each day.
grit to aid digestion, wheat and meat Use absorbents In the gutters This
•craps to, tone up the appetite. Is the will go a long way in keeping the ail
secret of getting eggs In winter.
IB the stable goo*.

ANIMAL HOSPITALS ON FARMS
Quarantine Place Should Be Clean and
Comfortable—Many Young Pig* or
Calve* Can Be Saved.

>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦♦»♦»♦»♦♦♦♦♦
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The Court of f
Heaven

Every farm should have an animal
hospital, where really sick animals
can be cared for and nursed back to
health and where those suspected of
having some disease or any "off color"
in any way may be put away from the
tVREV. UW. GOSNEH,
balance of the herds and flocks.
A«ista.l u> lb. D»a, Mood, Bible laUBW.
There are many reasons for having
Cases*.
such a place. First, there is the control and check of contagious diseases
that might be accomplished by
TEXT—X heard the voice of many enpromptly Isolating the first prospect rols round about the throne.—Rev. 6:11.
and taking vigorous preventive measThe Bible represents God as a king
ures with the balance. Thus many
young pigs or calves that get "a bit off upon his throne. About the throne
are" the angels,
feed," continue to decline if kept with
the courtiers of
the balance of the herd because of
heaven. They aptheir Inability to "rustle" their share
pear In graded
with their healthy, husky mates. If
ranks, "principalsuch are put by themselves and given
ities and powers,
special care and food for a few days
mights and dothey are soon back to normal and go
minions;" there
on without serious setback.
Is an "archangel,"
This quarantine place should be a
and
there are
shed or building that is light, clean
Borne who "stand
and comfortable, and one that can be
In the presence of
thoroughly disinfected. It should be
God."
apart from other buildings and so sitWe believe
uated that animals other than those
that these facts
quarantined cannot have access to it.
are of practical
The control of one outbreak of disvalue
for our
ease or the added gains on a few
dally life.
young animals will pay for such a
1.
We
are
known
at
court
In the
building.
book of Esther (6:1) we are told how
the records were brought to King
PRICES FOR THE BEGINNER Ahasuerus one night when he was
sleepless. He found therein an account
Hardly to Be Expected That He Will 5f a great service rendered to him by
Get as Much for Hla Bird* as
Mordecal. the Jew, and Mordecal fared
Experienced Poultry Man.
well because his name was in the annals of the Persian court. How may we
If you are a beginner in the poultry rejoice that our names are "written
business, you must not expect to sell In heaven" (Luke 10:20; Hebrews 12:
your breeding birds for what you gave 23), and, more specially, "In the
for them.
book of life" (Phil. 5:3). Ahasuerus
The man you bought from, his repu- asked, "What shall be done to the
tation, the prizes he has won, the ad- man whom the king deligbteth to
vertising he does, must count against honor?" And we may Inquire, What
you until you have won out as he has shall be done to the man whom the
King of kings deligbteth to honorT
won.
2. We are served by heavenly courtIf you have paid $20 for your breeding bird, then half that amount Is iers. "Are they not all ministering
enough for the beginner to ask. It spirits sent forth to minster for them
you have paid $10, then $5, or even $3, who shall be heirs of salvation?"
will be enough for the present. BeA Remarkable Experience.
sides, most beginners do not have
When Philip Doddridge, the noted
scored birds.
esposltor and hymn writer, was a
boy, he fell from a horse and people
pronounced
a miracle that he was
FEEDING THE YOUNG ANIMALS not killed. itLate
in life he dreamed
be had died and gone to- heaven. He
Legumes Are Rich In Important Bone
was taken into a gallery of pictures
Blood and Muscle Making Conexhibiting scenes from his early life,
stituents—Mix With Corn.
and lo! here was set forth the almost
forgotten event of his boyhood. But
Good feeds can be grown on the in the picture he saw one figure whose
farm. Corn and timothy hay alone presence had not been thought of bewill not do. Young animals cannot fore; a mighty angel was shown,
thrive on these feeds alone, as they bearing him up In his hands as be fell
do not" contain what the body. re- from the horse, lest be be dashed
quires for proper development These, against the stones. How may we refeeds are deficient in calcium and pro- joice that he gives his angels charge
tein, which must be had to maki over us, and can tell how many wonbone, blood and muscle.
drous deliverances and unexpected
The legumes are rich In these all ministries have been wrought by anImportant constituents and go well gelic bands!
with corn. Good pasture should bt
Their blessed ministry not only pursues us through life, but blesses us
at death. "The beggar died and was
carried by the angels Into Abraham's
bosom." One suggests that they may
have taken Lazarus around by the
Milky Way on his journey home. Matthew Henry quaintly Bays:
"One
angel one would think sufficient, but
here are more, as many as were sent
for Elijah. Amasls, king of Egypt,
had his chariot drawn by kings, but
what was that honor to tills? Saints
ascend in the virtue of Christ's ascension; but this, convoy of angels Is addRoughage Feed Rack for Swine.
ed for ittate i nd decorum—what were
provided, without which it is difficult the bearers at the rich man's funeral,
to maintain breeding animals. The though probably those of the first
farm that produces fine Kentucky blue rank, compared with Lazarus' beargrass and plenty of it will furnish a ers? The angels were not shy of
lot of the best feed without labor.
touching bi<3. for his sores were on
his body, not on his soul; that was
Turkey Help*.
presented without spot or wrinkle or
No use to try to raise turkeys un- any such thing."
8. We Instruct these heavenly
less the poults are kept free from
Paul tells u* .hat God'a
lice.
They should be examined at courtiers.
gracious work for us through Christ i»
least every ten days.
Give the turkey hen a feed of grate "to the Intent that now unto the prinat night If fed heavily In the morn cipalities and powers in Ihe heavenly
ing she will not range so far with the places might be made known through
youngsters as If she starts out to find the church the manifold wisdom of
God" (Eph. 3:10).
Earth teaches
her own breakfast.
Many people say turkeys should be heaven about the "variegated" wisrestricted In their range but we do dom of God. Angels learn In us how
not believe it We have raised many God can be Just and yet justify the
turkeys and have always found that ungodly! in the cross they find the
the wider the range the better they answer to the question and marvel
and adore.
When Christ came and
thrive.
was rejected by the world, with what
wonderment they must have seen him
Grape Pruning.
In pruning grapes it most be re- begin to gather from that world of
membered that the fruit grown Is on rebels a "people for his name," who
should be his own bodyi and bride.
the new wood of the present season's
They behold a blasphemous, slavegrowth, which springs from wood
dealing sailqr named John Newton,
grown the preceding season, and nev- so transformed that he begins to sing:
er on last .year's wood. The fruit Is
borne near the base of the shoots.
How sweet the name of J«*u* sound*
Each shoot should bear from two to
In a believer's ear:
It *oothc> his sorrow, heals hi* wound*.
six clusters, but only a limited numAnd drive* away hi* fear.
ber of clusters should be allowed to
develop on a single vine.
The love and grace of God Is displayed to angelic lyes on the backHoney for Sale,
ground of a world of sinners.
In putting extracted honey upon the
4. We shall be received a/ court.
retail market use. some small pack- "Whosoever shall confess me before
age. A glass package Is preferable men. him shall the Bon of Mail also
to all others, with a colored label confess before the angels of God" (
printed with the owner's name and (Luke 12:8).. Suppose we knew
"pure honey" on it.
*
we would one day be received by the
king of England- How would we practice the graces becoming the king's
Success With Poultry.
Are we wearing the garSuccess with poultry is in the man presence!
and In the hen and In the feed, and ments of salvation? Are we learning
In a lot of other things too tedious to the language of Canaan? Are we walkmention, but not too tedious to the ing "worthy of the vocation wherein'
right man, who can master it If ha we are called?"
will
To secure weultb is hard, to keep It
la harder, but to spend It wisely Is
Keep Good Brood Mares.
No farmer Bhould part with the lardest of all—Bishop Berry
right kind of a brood mare—whether
Learn what thou art able, fit and apt
■he is of heavy draft breed or of the
unto, and follow It—Ascham
Heht-harneas typa,

Specialties From Parasol Designers

TOP COUGHING
Andor Kiss,
m Place, Kan.
Mow write*! ."I ci
thank you enough for being cured.
For seven long years I doctored
■teadlly for my catarrh and cough,
which cost me hundred* of dollars. But my catarrh grew worse
all the time. Even though I was
under the treatment of some ot
ithe most famous doctors, I stiu
had a terrible cough and thought
sometime* that I would choke.
I could get no air. I then
bought a bottle Of Peruna, and
that evening and all night my
wife gave it to me according
to the directions, and I felt better the following day already.
Three days later I felt much improved, and today, after the use
of the fourth bottle, I f**' entir*ly cured. I can conscientiously recommend this grand
medicine to every cltlsen.'
A Good Cough Tablet.
There are people who ebject
to taking fluid medicines. For
•uch people the Peruna Tablets
are especially valuable. They
are convenient to carry in the
pocket

DeliveryChurch—I see the letter carriers in
Portugal save themselves much walk
Ing on Sunday by delivering letters al
church.
_
.
Gotham—But I should thing the delivery of the letter carrier would interfere with that of the preacher.
The Reason.
"Why did you critics roast that
piece?"
"Because it was so raw.
The bashful lover Is just as liable
to make a domineering husband as
the fresh guy.

Put Off Old Age
Some old folks are bent and shaky.
Others are straight and strong. It can t
be mere"oldness" that works such havoc
No—it's too often uric acid. Fight off
this life-sapping poison. Help the kidneys take it from the blood. To aid
them, live carefully and stimulate their
action with the old reliable medicine,
Doan's Kidney Pills.

A Vermont Case
Mr*. N. 3. Jerome, 16 Pleasant
St., Northneld, Vt,
oayB: "My kidney*
were badly disordered and I had
■udden and severe
spell* of backache,
*o that I could
hardly move.
I
couldn't sleep well
and I needed relief
badly. Doan'e Kidney Pill* acted like
magic and flaed
me up In good
shape."
Gel DeW**tAw Store. SOaaatoa

DOAN'S WAV

FOSTER-M1U3URN CO. BUPFALAX N. T.

Mrs.S.A.Allen's
WO R L D'S
Hair Color Restorer

n "CfflEIS" FOR.

TRACTS CLEARED OF MALARIA
Gratifying Progress Has Been Made
by Those Interested In Conquering the. Disease.

No sick headache, sour stomach,
biliousness or constipation
by morning.
-

£$$

Get a 10-cent box now.
Turn the rascals out—the headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases—turn them
out to-night and keep them out with
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
kndw the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowelB or an upset stomach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison in the
bowels. Then you will feel great
A Cascaret to-night straightens you
out by morning. They work while
you sleep. A 10-cent box front
any drug store means a clear head,
sweet stomach and clean, hoalthy liver
and bowel action for months. -Children love Cascarets because fcthey
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
_.,».

Malaria, to which children are susceptible, has been made largely a preventable disease by a study of the
mosquito carrier, its breeding places
and natural history, and by inoculation experiments on animals and man.
It was proved by Italian observers
that the mosquito disseminates bird
malaria In the same manner as in the
human subject.
The final upshot of these investigations has been that large tracts of
hitherto waste and dangerous land
have been rendered safe and productive. A widespread cause of debilitating sickness, and even of death, has
thus been removed.
In such areas the saddeBt sight has
been the stunted, anemic children,
with enlarged livers and spleens, the
evidences of chronio malarial poisoning, that can now be obviated by putting modern knowledge into effect
What They Were Hiding.
"I honestly blieve," remarked Aunt
Sarah Jane, "them Oldhams 1B gettin'
to be reg'lar Agnostics. They don't
keep the family Bible on the center
table In the best room now."
"Well," replied Aunt Ann Ellas,
""tisn't their religion they're hiding.
It's their age. Them Oldham girls Is
getting on."

]

Some Going.
Mrs. Styles, from the tonneau of
her automobile—I wish you wouldn't
go so fast over the rough places, Jenkins; you nearly pitched mo out a minute ago.
Jenkins—Why don't you hold on to
your husband, ma'am?
"My husband? Goodness! He went
out ten minutes ago, Jenkins I"
The Instance.
"Bid you take particular cognizance
In that saloon?"
"No, sir; I took a drink." ,

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed
For Douches

to the local treatment of woman t ma,
soch as lencorrhoea and lnfl»m,nt^li,™
douches of Paxtlne are v*ry effit^on*.
■ Ho woman who has ever naed mediated
douches will fail toappreciate theolsen and
Withy condition Paxtine produces «nd the
prompt relief from soreness and duwpmfort
which follows Its u.e.T.his k tecaus*P**tae
■esses superior cleansing, dWnJecti and healing properties.
For ten years the Lydla JS.
flnkham Medicine Co. has reo.
Cmmendod Paxtine in thelr
private correspondence with woSnen, which proves its supei*,
ority. Women who have been
Relieved lay i« is " worth its
weight In gold." At druggists.
■Oo large box or by mail. Sample tree.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Haas.

ItkerawUr. »■»*»■ Jf»*»
I >laat— !>r atiiniswklek are
ISoosssrrte aerelo. teMM
■ Hal tallest fir" an* pross.I Mraaesa. Oar Mil Vralt Seek
llUtt e«r satire llae efnanaI tee* Me-te-*s»e, taiel ay*
I M r»ua-,lr.lti «i°™"*-

I tel »ars«TS»oek. JJelk keeks
" are iblsklj la.ttaanW.Sstt
„_ Write for »ar ee»lee lo*e».

I The Barnes Broa. NuraerjCo.
Veie.tlt1a.Oeae,

JgW£J*

IS*
ROLL of STAGE MONEY

1

ORDINARY rreadf

kenews Your Youthful Appearance

I kooVaXt.riaa.trm.ea4
I fleet." severs t*e eakjtet

/*rU

free with oanlosue *( trlolu.-Joke* *a«J
Embarrassing Interruption.
novaltle*. 10 centjllpteof tun for toe Boy*.
Explanatory.
"What do you think?" exclaimed
POND'S SPTCIAlTV SAXES CO., BOX its.
■ *
"I wonder why Mrs. Jlggs looks 1IOPKTNTON. MASa
Mrs. Twobble. "While the relief committee was holding an important meet- such a leaden color."
Building Lois in Washinaion, D. C.
"She says she has plumbago."
ing yesterday afternoon In my drawSate
lnrestment.
Aadreea.
W. SLSKSLSSIXJ
McDonnell,
M.rden
Hltlg.,Ws>shln«ton,
O.U.
ing room a ragged woman came to the
The paving of streets with wooden
house and asked for food. She had a
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 11-1915.
blocks originated in Russia.
baby In her arms, too!"
MUCH ingenuity la evident in the inches wide. It Is made on the frame . "What did you do?" asked Mrs. Gad.. Bhaping and covering of new par- that we are all familiar with, and la eon.
"Sent her about ber business, of
asols. The skill of the maufacturer moderate in design as well as price.
Parasols
of
shepherd's
check,
borcourse!
I
was
reading
my
report
to
must be equal to making up the most
fanciful dreams of -those who originate dered with bright-colored bands, are the committee and had no time to
sunshades that look like big, brightly not new In designs, but they are, like bother with stray beggars."
colored flowers, with their cups in- the all-white ones, always in style.
verted. They have seized upon the They look especially smart with out- DRINK LOTS OF WATER
Persian designs in Bilks, upon the ing hats and dresseB, and will be
TO FLUSH THE KIDNEYS
broad Btripes and checks, and appro- seen with the Panama hat decorated
priated bold-figured laces to make the with a sash in the same color as the
Eat Less Meat and Taka Salts for
most Intricate and the most captivat- band on the sunshade They are among
Backache or Bladder Troublethe least costly of all and stand near
ing things!
Neutralize Acids.
One of the simpler designs Is shown the head of the liBt of desirable accesIn the picture. It is rather large and sories for summer toilets.
TJrlo acid in meat excites the kidbowl-shaped. Its first covering 1B ot
neys, they become overworked; get
white silk. Posed over this is a vagueFinish for Lingerie.
sluggish, ache, and feel like lumps ot
ly flowered overcoverlng finished with
Amatite is waterproofed
An exquisite finish for lingerie can lead. The urine becomes cloudy; the
a scallop at the edge in each panel
bladder is irritated, and you may he
with coal tar pitch, the
of the parasol. The scallops terminate be achieved by crochet work, says
obliged to seek relief two or three
the
Modern
Prlscilla.
Instead
of
*Wr
In a small ornament which, with a
greatest waterproofing
times during the night. When the kidtonholing
neck
and
sleeves,
cut
portion of the edge, hang free from
compound known, When
smoothly, following the lines of the neys clog you must help them flush
the undercovering.
off the body's urlnous waste or you'll
you buy Amatite, you
A pretty parasol, smaller In size and pattern. Turn from you with forebe a real sick person shortly. At first
not so deeply curved, is covered with finger of left hand, following the
buy a roofing that is free
yon
feel
a
dull
misery
in
the
kidney
method
known
as
rolling
or
whipping.
roofing
demands
white taffeta. Long diamond-shaped
from
care or worry.
region, you suffer from backache, sick
Over
this
crochet
with
fine
cotton,
painting
every
two
years
panels of Persian silk In bright colors,
headache, dizziness, stomach gets sour,
with red dominant among them, are white or colored, using four single
Look
into the Amatite
or
so.
Amatite
Roofing
tongue
coated
and
you
feel
rheumatlo
shirred so that their edges are narrow stitches, and plcot of four chain. Set
We w>U
has a mineral surface and proposition.
ruffles. One of these is mounted over all close together. It Is substantial, twinges when the weather is bad.
Bat less meat, drink lots of water;
needs no painting—and send you sample and
each rib, their upper points disappear- dainty, producing effect similar to tatalso get from any pharmacist four
ing under the tip at the top. The low- ting, and Is rapid work.
it costs no more than booklet free.
ounces of Jad Salts; take a tableer point reaches within about five
Address nearest office.
ordinary ready roofings.
spoonful
In
a
glass
of
water
before
Inches of the edge of the white taffeta
Liberty In 8le«ves.
breakfast for a few days and your
covering. This is a gay and rich-lookThat's
the
whole
story.
There Is a delightful liberty in the kidneys will then act fine. This faCreonoid ZS&fSZ
ing little affair, suited to almost any
C»oaoid-pr>>**d on com keep* i*u 41M
realm of arm covering. To each arm mous salts is made from the acid of
prvtenta IsMot torment. Eqnml iy w*
Amatite comes in and
light summer costume.
ful
in
tb« ham house to destroy lice *nd
Its sleeve is evidently the creed of the grapes and lemon Juice, combined
Plain white parasols with borders of
rolls, ready to lay. Nails keep them et» diJtenoe. The ooat U diflaac
Mack and white "checkerboard" designers at the moment. If a woman with lithia, and has been used for
and liquid cement are
wishes to let an admiring public Bee generations to clean clogged kidneys
Everjet Elastic Paint
'silks are novel and immensely smart
■Tat Black. Weter-piwf. elMtloeafl int
that she has been given the rare gift and stimulate them to normal activity,
furnished free.
No
They are not expensive, ranking in
Jblas. Ideal for rabbet* rooU1uta-.11 a >otoor metal and •rood work. Use it foe water
price with those made of broad stripes. of a lovely arm she may adopt the also to neutralize tie acids in Urine,
tank*, ailoa. f.ncee. farm machinery. Jto.
skilled labor is required.
Grecian Bhoulder drapery which so it no longer is a source of irritaAmong the latter a black and white
serves as a sleeve, but is careful not tion, thus ending bladder weakness.
striped covering has a border of bright
BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO.
Jad Salts Is Inexpensive, cannot InPersian silk at the edge, about six to hide a fraction of the arm.
«.
Nr- Vort
C«ke«.
IHjMaajUa
■—o.
St Leola
V»*
■trminrhara
jure; makes a delightful effervescent
derail..
Ctad«M*
rimbarrt
Detroit
Scania
i^ucin
uiUmen.
•*■> Lake car
Ilthla-water drink which everyone
■hould take now and then to keep the
kidneys clean and active. Druggists
here say they Sell lots of Jad Salts to
TRACK SSAHH.
folks who believe in overcoming kidney trouble while It la only trouble.—
Adv.

A Word or Two About Caps

it M <alek. aksreV travtk-tks*
,r will D.sa tamper «rn»e>larf>.
satin (ran- WVnkee* trevta*
la, seaam, ft udetatr trait U-;
a Car *». resra—am* we'U JtU
I *e* k.v to d. It—tne. Oar

Strolling down Fifth
Avenue, the New
Yorker lights a
FATIMA. Pro- I
gressive young men
everywhere buy
three times as many
FATIMAS as any
other 15c cigarette.

r

ROYSTER F1»TILIZERS

GROW!KrlRTCR0PS
If there ever totM a time when you want to tfo thkj—
that is, grow the mo$t crop* per acre and of the bl^J9aallW/
Hi.not!!: ROYSTERgoc^arebuattodothi^aitdtheyw««.
Place your order. noiB, while there is ^'^^*™'
Don't delay Go at once to the nearest ROY5TEK agent.
If you don't know where he U, write to us at once.

F. S. ROYSTER GUANO C©.

Nervel and ability work in the same
direction, but nerve usually gets there
ftrst—Macon Telegraph.
WITHOUT any claim to originality
to aid them these two boudoir caps unblushlagly call attention
to themselves a* noteworthy. They
are examples of what the new laces
bring to morning caps in the way of
attractiveness and grace.
If these
laces and nets were less supple, they
would not fall In such soft ruffleB, and
If they were too sheer they would not
make such successful plaltlngs and
hair coverings.
The cap at the left has a full soft
crown of all-over lace and a frill of
lace about the face which widens toward the back, where it covers the
neck. It la adjusted to the head by
the elastic cord that Is run in a casing
on toe under side where the frill Joins
the crown. A few little TOBBS of chiflon, Joined by long stems of sllk-covered cord, wander aimlessly over the
erown.
The cap at the right is made .of
tne net, having a broad panel of
■Me along the center of the erown running from front to back. The frill Is
at plaited net and the cap is adjusted
with a small ehwttc cord.
Narrow satin ribbon is laid in a series of short puffs across the front of
th» cap, ending at each side in a short,
painted end. These are the simplest

of caps. Innocent of wires. There are
any number of others. In all sorts of
shapes, all suggesting the hour of golden leisure spent at home.' They are
only a part of the story ot caps, which
continue to Sourish in the smile of favor which the dancing .girl still bestows upon them. But the dancingcap is really another story.
JULIA

MEN'S »2.50 *3 *3.50 •4.CJO *4.50 *5 «5.50 SHOES
WOMEN'S »2.00 »2.50 «3.00 «3.S0 &,££0^HOES
BOYS' • 1.75 »2 -2.50 »3.0O MISSES' »2.00 & «2.50

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES

BOTTOaJLEY.

_
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The Hair at Night
When sleeping, the head should always be uncovered and the hair will
retain its beauty and luster much
longer. Brush the hair thororghly.
then raise It nearly to the crown of
the head and braid it in one long
braid. It can then be thrown over
the pillow and you can sleep on either side or the back without lying
on the hair, and the hair is getting a
good airing all night
Lace Flounces.
Several skirts for dancing have old
fashioned lace flounces, two or three
of them, festooned under roses, and
Individualists are elongating their
lace sleeves nntt< they form mitts
with thumbs to cover the top of the
hand*.

BALTIMORE

shoes ther »re un*nrp«a*»d.
I. U3.SO and •S.00 ehoea will ilr. .. rood eerrloo
«Teo.tlns aW.OO lo aS.OO. Tfi.M.SS.SS.OO and
•#__....»».,- .lit. .th.r m.kea nftetiner
•SJMeUAM 7? .
•Melts
and tm—
and th.-r will tell jou tha,
bej.Xa-eotled for the price.
if yon wold vl.ll the W. L. DongU* »•**«£■»
Brockwoo, BtaH., and Bee how c.ref ally tit* *ho**
■VVnuS., end th. high paa. leather* tued,
ron wonla then und«*Wnd why they look .nd
K b^twr hold th.lr sh.p. and w«r lon«.r
than other sank** tor th* pnes.

Ii jonr dealer cannot supply you, write for Illustrated Catalog showing how to order by mall.
W.L.Pongl««,210 Spark St^Brocatton>Ma«».
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CAN OUTRUN WILD HORSES

GOT CUE THIRD TIME
VIRGINIAN

HAD

LEARNED

ON THE RIVER BANK

fBLACKHEAD WIPING OUT TURKEY FLOCKS |

WIS-

DOM FROM EXPERIENCE.

Two Painful Happenings Taught Him
to Take No Chances as to Which
Side His Captors Wanted Him
to "Hooray" For.

When he returned from the reunion
Of the Spanish War Veterans, former
Militia Captain Marsh remarked to
his wife that it was "all eulogy—when
we didn't write ourselves down heroes
some other fellow did it for us!
"I know now," he continued, "how
father felt that time he went south
■with his post, and every man broke
the hair-breadth-escape record except
that old Virginian. You know the
story?"
Mrs, Marsh shook her head.
"He sat all hunched up on the hotel
piazza, listening to the Northerners.
Finally he spoke up:
" 'Gentlemen, you have all been
through a heap, but they ain't one of
ye had a wuss time than me, I'll bet.'
"'Which side were you on?' asked
someone.
" 'Nary side, gentlemen, but I had
my troubles," replied the old fellow,
■with an air of mystery. 'You see, when
the war fust broke out I didn't know
much about it I was a-studyin' of It
out, but I hadn't come to no judgment.
" 'Wall, one night my darter Mary
took powerful sick. The doctor he
■wrote a script, and told me to go right
off and get It; so I bridled my ol'
mare and started. Wall, gentlemen,
■when I got, I reckon, about three
miles from home—it was monstrous
dark—some one called "Halt!" and I
baited.
" 'Fust thing I knowed, I was a
prisoner, and the boys were round me
thick's June bugs. "Gentlemen," I
says, "darter Mary—"
"' "Durn Mary!" says they. "Who
you fur? Speak out. Hooray f'r somebody!"
" 'I studied a minute, then I says,
on a venture like, "Hooray fur Jeff Davis!"
"'"I tol' ye he wasn't one of us!'
one of 'em sung out. "Git off that
mar*!"
"'They took me off that mare, and
buckled me over a log, and hit me over
five hundred times. It hurt me pow'ful
bad, but I mounted and started on.
" 'I hadn't gone tnore'n three mile
when I heard another voice call out,
"Halt!" and I halted again, and again
the boys had me.
Who you fur?" they shouts
'""Gentlemen," says I, "my darter
Mary's powerful sick, and the doctor—"
"'"Never mind the doctor!" they
yells. "Which side you fur? Hooray
fr somebody!"
," 'I wan't goin' to be kotched again.
I jes' took off my hat And says, loud's
I could, "Hooray fur Abe Lincoln!"
"'"There!" they all yells. "I tol' ye
he was a traitor. Get down off that
mare."
" 'They took me off that mare,
buckled me over a log, and jes' gin me
COO mo. It was monstrous bad. But I
mounted and went along.
"'Jes' as I was a-comin' Into town
another voice called out, "Halt!"
'"I halted.'
"' "Who you fur?" he says. "Hooray
fr somebody."
" 'Gentlemen,' concluded the old Virginian, with a wise smile, 'I wa'n't
never a-goin' to be kotched again. I
jes' says:
"' "Mister, you jes' be so kind as
to hooray fust, jes' this once."'"—
Youth's Companion.
Shows World How to Grow Rice.

Although the total production of rice
In Spain Is the lowest of the six ricegrowing countries, the yield per acre
is double that contained in Italy and
Egypt, and more than six times the
official figures for India. This result
Is due to the thorough cultivation of
the fields with specially designed Implements, to the system of transplantation and the, use of large quantities
of suitable nitrogenous and phosphatlo
manures, practices introduced by the
Moors from the Orient.
The fear of encouraging malaria has
hitherto acted as a deterrent to the extension of the area under rice in Europe, says the editor of Nature, but at
the recent international rice congress
at Valencia the view was put forward
that this prejudice is unfounded, provided that certain precautions are observed. If this view gains credence it
can scarcely be doubted that there
will be a material increase In the European production of the cereal.
Glad-Eye Men.

Forty Chicago septuagenarians have
formed themselves in a "Club of Borrowed Time." With the object of outwitting Father Time, the following
rales were drafted for the guidance of
members by their president, A. T.
Hemingway, himself a man of seventylive:
"Remain a boy till the end of time.
Be married. Be moderate and temperate In all things. Read your Bible.
"Smile when you retire, smile when
you awake, smile when things go
wrong, and keep on smiling.
No person under seventy is eligible
for membership, and every new member must pledge himself "to keep
young and to cultivate the glad eye"
for the rest of the time* that he remains on earth.

By JUNE GAHAN.

(Copyright, mt, by the Mcdure Newspaper synUicuie.l
"Going to be married?" echoed
Barry Miles.
Ned King nodded triumphantly,
"Sure as fate," he smiled. "I'll hold
you to your old promise, Barry; you'll
be my bebt man?"
Barry tlirusl out a friendly bandJ
"Ol course, you can count on me, old
man?
Congratulations—and who is
tne girir
Sea reddened, but his eyes were
bold.
"Delia Adams," he said carelessly.
Barry whitened aud all the light
died out of his face. "Delia Adams?"
he repeated in a curious tone. "You
are to be congratulated indeud, Ned!"
"Thanks Barry. Remember, it's to
be a very quiet affair—perhaps a dozen guests. Next Wednesday evening
at seven—and you're to be best man!"
Barry did not wince now. "I shall
not forget," he said gravely as he
turned away.
Was Ned King his friend? Barry
asked himself this question over and
over as he made his way toward the
village hotel.
Surely Ned had known that Barry
Miles, the young salesman for a wholesale grocery firm in a neighboring
city, was in love with Delia Adams,
and Delia could have told Ned, if she
cared to listen to something especially
interesting when Barry paid his next
visit to Grasston.
Meanwhile, Ned King had hurried
toward the Adams house and told
Delia of the best man arrangement.
"Ned! You asked him, Barry, to
be your best man?" she faltered.
"Why not? Heu was willing. Said
I was a lucky chap to get you—and I
guess I am," confidently.
Delia smiled strangely. "I'm going
to send you home now, Ned. If we
are to be married next Wednesday I
have a thousand things to do."
Delia watched nim striding down
the village street, his stocky figure
covering the distance in absurdly long
steps. Why, she asked herself, had
she engaged herself to Ned King when
she loved another man?
Because the death of her uncle had
left her singularly alone In the world
and she had learned that Barry Miles
was engaged to a Drayton girl.
Delia put on her jersey and went
out into October sunset The way to
the river led along a narrow path
ankle deep In autumn leaves. She sat
down beneath a bending willow.
Two men were Bitting on a great flat
stone. One of them was young, and
the dark head was burled in his hands.
He was listening to the words of the
stern-faced rector of the church.
I'm sorry, Barry," Mr. Fraser was
saying in his deep voice. "I've known
Delia all her life, and if she said she
would wait for ypu—that she would
listen to your story—there must be
some mistake—some misunderstanding. Have you an enemy?"
"Not that I am aware of," said
Barry drearily. "Perhaps she didn't
care for me. I hope you'll forgive my
whining about it, but I wanted to talk
to some one, and what you've said to
me has done a lot of good." The two
men shook hands.
, Barry laughed uncertainly. "I was
so sure," he said, "that I even brought
the marriage license down with me.
It was sort of a comfort to have It,
you know. The firm has given me
a raise in salary and extended my
territory to the northwest And I
thought I could persuade her to marry
me at once."
He took a folded paper out of his
pocket and tore It across. But before
he could complete its destruction
Delia's slender form stood before him
and her hands grasped the marriage
license.
'Delia!" he gasped, falling back a
step.
The girl turned a blushing face to
the minister.
'Mr. Fraser," she pleaded, "please
tell nim it is all a mistake—" r3
Ten minutes later Ned King came
whistling down the path in search of
his fiancee. By the river's brink, under the bending willows, he found her,
standing with her hand In Barry's,
while Mr. Fraser pronounced a blessing on their marriage.
For a moment Ned watched them.
Then silently, with ghastly face, he
turned and disappeared.
Indiscreet Memory.

'You and that very charming Miss
Malcom were boy-and-girl friends, I'm
told'"
"Yes." , '
"1 saw you talking to her. Yoa
must have bad a delightful time recalling early days."
"Well, no. 1 tried to make it pleasant but it didn't seem to work. I recalled to her how she climbed trees
and fences when she was ten years
old, and she gave me a freezing look.
Then 1 asked her to remember how
she was thrown from an overturned
bobsled and went bead foremost Into
a snowdrift and stuck there. 'You
were seven years old,' 1 said, 'and 1
recall that you wore—' What do you
think she did?"
"I dunno."
"Said Sir!' and stalked away."—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Mixed.
Dog Bite* in New York.
Vicar (his mind full of the recruitNew York reports for 19X4 more ing posters)—Wilt thou take this
than five thousand serious cases of dog woman to thy wedded wife—tor three
bites and seven hundred dog owners years or the duration of the war?—
Punch.

A Bronze Turkey.

''Liver trouble" and "spotted livers.''
"spotted cholera" and "turkey cholera" are some' of the names given in
different localities to the diseases nowknown generally as the blackhead,
which is virtually wiping out the turkey flocks in many parts of the country where these birds were once a
staple product.
I have dealt with this disease since
1898 and so far have found no drug
or combination of drugs that seems
to be worth relying upon, says an Arkansas writer in Farm Progress. In.
my opinion preventive measures are
the only things that the turkey grower and the fancier of these birds can
place any great dependence upon.
Investigators who have studied this
form of disease for years are certain
that it is spread by the scattering of
a minute parasite akin to the very
lowest group of animal life. Like
the negrl bodies found In hydrophobia and organisms that spread malaria, these parasites are extremely
hard to destroy. The active principle
of blackhead is called "cocidium" and
is closely allied with the seeds of hydrophobia.
The methods of prevention are, In
brief:
First of all buy no new birds, no
importations, no turks or old fowls
from close at hand or from any other
section, without carefully' examining
them for traces of the disease, and
then placing them In quarantine
away from the other birds for several
days. As it may be carried by other
domestic fowls, it will be best to examine all ducks, hens, geese and
guinea fowls brought to the place before letting them run at large.
When a bird dies of blackhead
burn the body at once Burying them
is a bad practice, as rats, dogs or other animals may dig them up and

scatter the infected tissues about the
premises, where healthy fowls may
pick it up.
So far as curing a case of blackhead that has already developed is
concerned, I never attempt it. The
ax and the bonfire are two of the best
remedies I know for blackhead. As
soon as I am certain that a bird Is
infected I kill It and burn the body.
Some turkey fanciers who have valuable birds isolate the young birds,
put them In clean, dry quarters, feed
lightly on soft and light foods and
manage to improve their condition. I
doubt the value of any such cures.
I change the location of the turkey
runs as often as possible and In this
way manage to prevent any great
losses from blackhead.
The turkey
ranges are changed yearly and I find
it best to keep them away from the
other poultry around the place. I am
a heavier grower of turkeys than of
other fowls and give them the advantage of location in every Instance.
There are three characteristic symptoms of blackhead that never vary in
any variety that may be attacked.
Diarrhea Is always present at some
stage of the disease. Then, too, the
observer will note a sort of a sleepiness or half coma that makes the
bird listless and causes it to stay
apart from the flock. Then follows
the emaciation, the "lightness" that
is always commented upon by the investigator. There Is no appetite with
this stage of the disease.
•I have seen an entire hatch of
young turks wiped out at seven days
old by the first symptom, the diarrhea. As a rule | this form of the disease attacking very young birds will
kill about 90 per cent of the hatch in
the period between the fifth and the
thirty-fifth day of their existence. It
may make its appearance at any time.

EVERY^DAY~ POULTRY TERMS

mrfrTToiTTHE^iJLTltYl^

it Is Correct to Speak of Female as a
Pullet Until She la Eighteen
Months Old.

There seems to be a somewhat hazy
notion among amateurs as to the exact meaning of the terms used to designate young and old stock. A pullet
strictly speaking, is a female under
one year old. After she has attained
her full maturity she is a hen, but in
the trade we speak of a fowl as a pullet until she has completed her first
year's laying. Therefore, It Is correct
to speak of her as a pullet until she
is eighteen months old, or has begun
her first molt
A cockerel is a male bird under one
year old, but he Is usually spoken of
as a cockerel until he has at least entered well upon his first year as a
breeding cockerel.
Cocks are older males, usually having passed through one season's
breeding. If you order cockerels for
breeding purposes, you will get birds
that have not been used for breeding.
When ordering pullets, you will get
females that are under eighteen
months, at the most,
A cockerel should never be used to
breed from before he Is a year old.
A pullet if she begins to lay at six
months, may be bred from at nine
months of age, but she will be better
If not bred from till she Is one year
old. The progeny from mature stock
Is much more vigorous and of a
larger size than from Immature stock.
A broiler is a bird weighing two
pounds or less, and from six to twelve
weeks old. A spring chicken is a
young bird weighing over two pounds.
A capon is the male bird deprived of
Its generative organs for the purpose
of improving the weight and delicacy
of its carcass. A stewing chick weighs
about three pounds.
A roaster
weighs four or more pounds.
A poult Is a turkey in its first year.
A poulard Is a pullet deprived of the
power of producing eggs, with the
object of great size. A trio is a male
and- two females. A breeding pea ia
generally made up of from six to .fourteen females and a male.
Provide Good Ventilation.
Provide plenty of ventilation for the
fowls. They pan stand lots of cold but
drafts or dampness In their houses will
Boon kill them. A hen requires seven
times as much fresh air in proportion
o her size as does a horse.

Santo Domingo Indiana Are Credited
With Remarkable Speed and
Powers of Endurance.

In the old days of the "wild and
woolly West" plainsmen and travelers
by overland wagons held to the belief
that a long journey could be made
more speedily by man afoot than on
horseback. In the army the impression generally is accepted- that infantry can outtrave! cavalry on long,
marches. But to the Santo Domingo
Indians of New Mexico belongs the
credit of chasing wild horses over the
ranges of the hills until the animals
are exhausted and submit to capture.
No marathon runners have ever
been recruited from this tribe of
Pueblo Indians, for the wonderful
powers of endurance of the runners of
the tribe are little known outside the
district immediately surrounding their
village.
These runners of the Santo Domlngos come from a race of fleet-footed
ancestors. Like all tribes of American
Indians, they have accepted the means
of traveling best suited to the country
where they live. The Sioux ot the Dakotas are horsemen. The Santo Domingos have been walkers and runners always. Their physiques show
the results of generations of footmen.
Great chests, almost abnormal In development, wedge upward from slender waists, while sinewy calves proclaim the strength to hold to a hard
trail.
Usually their chases of the bands of
wild horses owned by the tribe* are
matters of necessity. The enormous
stretches of broken country where
the horses graze, and the untamed
spirits of animals that may not have
been touched by man in their several
years of existence in the hills, make
It necessary to wear the creatures out
and run them down. None but a Santo
Domingo Indian probably is able to
do It.
A courier of the Santo Domingo
tribe rode 30 miles at furious speed to
the pueblo of a neighboring band,
bearing a message. His horse was
staggering when the town was reached.
A hasty consultation was called. The
answer was handed to the Santo Domingo youth.
Nodding, he turned
toward home.
"Ho!
Your horse?" a headman
called.
The courier said:
"I leave him. I must go fast. The
race would kill my horse."

New Coal-Cutter.
Revolutionary changes In coalmining methods are promised upon
the general Introduction of a coalmining machine developed by a
Pittsburgh mining and mechanical engineer, who has spent more than ten
years In perfecting the machine.
The device, constructed of structural steel, can attack' the coal seam
in any position, moving up or down
or In any direction. It takes out more
than 90 per cent of the coal In the
ground, whereas the best practice ot
today seldom recovers more than 70
per cent. It Is stated that under all
sorts of tests, running over many
months, the machine has demonstrated that It can cut the cost of
mining coal by half.
It is said that with only twenty
men attending the machines, ten of
Facts and Figures Carefully Compiled them can produce over 1,000 tons of
and Edited—Excellent for
coal a day. Electricity or compressed
air can be used, and so little power
Future Reference.
is required that the cost of power is
The following facts and figures less than one per cent a ton for each
should be preserved for future refer- ton of coal mined.
ence. They are not given at random,
but have been carefully compiled and
Bravery of the Jew.
edited:
Jews! Never again will the bravery
It takes about three months to grow of the Jews be questioned. The Eua broiler.
ropean war has found them at the
The goose lays a score or two of front on many a battlefield, fighting
eggs In a year.
shoulder to shoulder with their comNo brooding-pen should contain over patriots among the various oelllgerfifty chicks.
ents. Discussing at a meeting of the
Broilers shrlrik about a half pound Judeans In New York city the topic,
each when dressed.
! "The Jew as a Citizen in the Country
Forty dressed ducklings are packed . of His Domicile," Dr. Henry M. Lelpin a barrel for shipment.
! zlger declared that from all of the
The shell of an egg contains about countries Involved In the conflict came
fifty grains of salt and lime.
I reports that the Jews were rallying
From thirty-five to forty ducks and I to the support of Jhe country of their
drakes are allowed In a pen.
'adoption, and were conducting themThe duck averages about ten dozen selves with heroism. Jews in the Gereggs In about seven months' laying.
I man army have received the Iron
Build the house 10 by 10 feet for Cross, and In the Russian army have
ten fowls, and the yard ten times won distinction. The ability of the
larger.
! Jews to remain a distinct people and
Ducklings are marketed at five- yet to support loyally the country ot
pound weight which they attain in their birth or adoption Is one of the
ten weeks.'
' marvels of history.—Leslie's.
Ten dozen eggs a year la the average estimate given as the production
Blind Boys Match Pennies.
of the hen.
Two blind newsboys who station
About four dozen eggs are given as themselves at Thirteenth and Market
an average for the annual output of streets at midnight to sell the "bullthe turkey.
dog" editions of the various morning
Duck feather* aell at 40- cents per newspapers are furnishing a spectacle
pound; goose feathers bring double that would call forth from Billy Sunthe amount
day some choice Sundaygrams, reThirteen eggs are considered a set- marks the Philadelphia Record. These
ting, though many breeders are now two lads, one is white and the other la
giving fifteen.
' colored, when business becomes slack,
Between forty and fifty degrees la engage in a quiet game of matching
the proper temperature to keep eggs pennies. Of course, they cannot see
for hatching during winter.
the head or tall of a coin, but they
Eggs Intended for hatching should I readily tell it by the touch. One of
not be kept-over four weeks.
them evidently tried to fool the other
It will require seven pounds of one night by using a smooth penny.
skimmed milk to equal one pound of I H« had some particular mark on it by
lean beef for flesh-forming qualities. ' which he could tell the head, and when
One dollar per head is the average the other lad matched him he chalcost of keeping a fowl~a year, and the lenged his opponent to prove his point.
same amount is a fair estimate of the i The boy felt the smooth coin and, to
profits.
the surprise of the small group ot
The eggs ef the White Leghorn, spectators, detected the trick of the
Black Mlnorcas and Houdan are of other boy.
about the same weight as those of the
Light Brahma.
Novel Use for Auto.
To fatten the turkeys, feed whole
A Cleveland woodworker has mount.
corn at night and give them all they
will eat of other fattening foods In 3d a work bench on wheels and tows
the daytime, with plenty ot clean It behind his automobile, using the
power of the auto to drive a band saw
water.
ind other tools.

BLUE AND PINK RIBBON
By MARY MONROE.

(Copyright. 1814, by W. G. Chapman.)
For h5 years Miss Martha and Miss
Mary had inhabited the big old house
on the hill, at the top of the village
street, and neither had spoken to the
other. And nobody in Grantford had
ever learned the cause of their dispute.
When the only brother died, leaving
a little girl, the sisters, then in the
second year of their quarrel, had each
written, asking Jolin's executor for the .
privilege of caring for the orphaned j
niece. So Maud had come, to the
home, and from the first she had ac- f
eustomed herself to the peculiar state
of affairs in that family.
It was convenient to say what you
wished to say through the Intermediary of a third person, Instead of having to soliloquize.
It was when Maud Grant married
John Springer, the doctor, that the
wrench came. If Maud bad only
known It, the eld aunts were so chastened by her approaching departure
that she could have made them
friends.
So Maud went to live in the new
house at the bottom of the hill, as Mrs.
John Springer: and, though she
climbed the hill often, the old ladies
were sadly disconsolate at her loss.
But after a while Maud did not
climb the bill so often; and then the
time came when she did not climb It
at all
And the two old ladles began to
be very busy with knitting and crochet
work, and the balls of yarn rolled all
over the room as the busy old fingers
pulled/at them.
M1s'n Mary and Miss Martha sat opposite each other in their chairs, their
lingers working and the needles clicking, and, as they—Worked, they soliloquized:
? "A pink ribbon on the little cap, because, of course, tt Is going to be a '
boy," said little Miss Martha.
"How glad I am it is going to be a
girl," said Miss Mary. "I love blue
ribbons. 1 think a baby girl with a
dainty little cap with a blue ribbon on
it is just the sweetest thing in the
world."
"I can't abide blue," soliloquized
Miss,, Martha. "I am so glad that
Maud's baby Is to be a' boy. Charles?
Or Ferdinand? My uncle op my father? I think Ferdinand will sound
prettier, and then, It would be a sort i
of tribute to papa."
"She must be called Dorothy, after
mamma," Miss Mary soliloquized.
They emphasized their sentiments
to callers, and It did not. take at all
a long time for the new* to reach Mrs.
John Springer, in the house at the
bottom of the hill.
"The dear old things!" she said to
her husband. "Oh, John, one of them
is going to be BO dreadfully disappointed. Whatever shall-we do?"
/'Well, my dear, they are bringing
their own troubles on their own
heads," laughing.
"We must just
leave them to work out their own
problems. Anyway, we shall be happy,
whichever way it is, won't we dear?"
Maud smiled up at her husband,
ajid he put his arm round her shoulders and kissed her.
And now the day arrived when the
blue and the pink ribbon each reposed upon its cap, along with little
jackets and coats and all the paraphernalia of babydom. And the little
maiden ladles waited. And the wait
pro--qd longer than they had expected.
And by and by rumors began to spread
about the town, and then a carriage
drove swiftly up from the station, and
a famous specialist leaped out and
ran through the room In which the
two old ladies sat waiting.
"Dear Lord, save her to me!"
prayed Miss Martha upon her knees.
"Thou knowest I want her—we want
her."
Little Miss Mary started, for this
was the first time in all those years
that her sister had betrayed the recognition of her Identity.
"Martha! Sister!" she said in a
trembling voice. And It was Martha's
turn to tremble and look afraid, for
she had not dared to hope that the
olive branch,' held out, would bear
such fruit so soon.
The little old ladles looked at each
other, and of a sudden they fell Into
each other's arms and oried. And as
the tears streamed down their cheeks
aiid mingled, they asked each other's
forgiveness with sobs and self-reproaches.
"I—I—I hope it will be a girl!
There!" said little Miss .Martha.
"No, no! It is going to be a boy. I
want It to be a boy!" answered Misa
Mary. And each had gone as far as It
Was" possible to go when she made
that admission.
There was the sound of hurried footsteps on the stairs, and Doctor Springer came Into the room. Instantly the
two old ladles had seised him. qne by
each hand, and their wrinkled old
faces were upturned to his.
"John!
She's doing well?" they
both pleaded together,
• "Well! "cried John Springer. "Why,
it's all over, it is—"
"A girl!" exclaimed Miss Martha.
"A boy!" said little Miss Mary.
Well—It's both—>," admitted John
Springer, rubbing his hands. "A boy
and a girl Eight pounders. So we'll5
have use for both your gifts, after all."
Ana, being a man, he began to dance
for joy.
And the two maiden aunts, with
arms Interlinked like schoolgirls, did
something that they would never bav»>
dreamed of doing to more sober moments. They followed suit
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willing to lie what they want their childThe additional exit from the galH-ry of
ren to lie. But we know a great many
the town hall, which is being built by the
who are not, and when the homes and
W. F. Fullatn Co. of North Brookfield,
PUBLISHED
although not finished, was completed to Mrs George S. Ladd gives a Talk on parents do not perform the duties that
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
rightfully belong to them the schools of
such an extent that it could be used and
Domestic Science Training.
AT
out state must meet the deficiency.
Journal Block, North Brookfield Mass the gallery was opened to the public for
Therefor the domestic science training
the Harry Worcester Smith lecture on
One hundred people from the Brook"A sporting tour through Ireland," fields, Warren, Spencer, Leicester, New most be placed in our schools if the stanHORACE J. LAWRENCE,
dard of our home is to be maintained.
Wednesday night.
EDITOB AND PROPRIETOR.
'.'Distinctly Different"
Braintree, Oakham, Brirafield and Stur- Education for life is a stock phrase which
..00 a Year in Advance. The regular meeting of the Woman's bridge attended the all day meeting of we will endorse. It is essential to full
Alliance of the First Parish church will Quaboag Pomona Grange, in banquet mental and moral development and a
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
be held in the social room of the church hall, Wednesday. The morning session right way of living. Physical health is a
Address all communications to BROOKFIIXII Tuesday evening, March 23, at 7.45 opened with Victor J. Nelson, master of prerequisite . to education and depends
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
He gave largely upon correct habits of eating.
o'clock. Harold Chesson of West Brook- Brookfield Grange, presiding.
Orders lor subscription, advertising, or lob
work and payment lor the same, may be sent field will speak on "The fascination of the-address of welcome. .After the busi- No child or person can be at his best
direct to the main office. North Brookneld or books." There will be "A little different ness meeting at 11.30, Charles Wright of
without proper food taken in proper
o George W. McNamara, Brookfield
whist" managed by one of the circles of West Brookfield, gave an address on quantities and at tne proper time. This
Woman'3 Alliance on Thursday, April 1, Proper Methods of Pruning, which was question is only one ot economics. In
BROOKFIELD.
at the home of Mrs Arthur F. Butter- followed by a vocal selection by Miss Mil- the study of economics there are two
worth at 3 p. m. Anyone who plays dred Mitchell. Dinner was served to the great divisions, production and consumpCredit is all well enough until the bill whist at all can have a good time.
members, at noon, by Brookfield Grange. tion. Until within a few years all atcollector beginB to come around.
The afternoon session opened with F. tention has been given to production: reThe Midget theatre continues to be the
Miss Helen Burgess, a nurse at Spring- most popular place of amusement in the W. Lawrence, master of Quaboag Pomo- cently there has been a decided change
field hospital, was in town Sunday.
district and there has been big audiences na Grange presiding. The principal ad- and a conviction has been growing that a
Ernest Petersen left Monday to visit at eyery performance during the past dress of the afternoon was by Mrs Geo. wise expenditure of money Vas as imhis father, William Petersen at Montreal. week. The five part drama, "Samson" S. Ladd of Sturbridge, lecturer of State portant as the earning of it. This errtainIntroducing the Best Creations of
Grange, on "The need of a domestic sci- ly emphasises the important place of the
M. J. Donahue has had a new awning with William Farnum playing the title
ence training." Harold Phelpsf of West home in economics, for it is largely the
New York and Paris Designs. : :
placed in front of his Central street store. role, was shown Tuesday, and was conBrookfield gave a talk on "Planting centre of the consumption of wealth.
sidered
by
many
to
be
the
best
produced
Homer O. Webster left Tuesday on a
"Spitfire" shrubbery around the home." , A dis- Woman thus becomes the main director
trip for the Foster-Moulton shoe com- since the opening night.
with Carlyle Blackwell playing the lead- cussion followed each address. At the of these expenditures. And is she prepany.
ing part, was the attraction yesterday. conclusion of the meeting, the assembled pared to tike her place in this great ecMrs E. C. Charlton visited her son, W. Manager John L. Mnlcahy has arranged meLibers sang Hurrah for Old New Engonomic struggle?
Has the educational
Lee Charlton, in Worcester, the first of thesebookings:-March23, "TheIdler"; land Mrs Ladd said in-part:—"I am
system of our state provided her with
Tailleur and Costume SUITS
the week.
asked
to
speak
to
you
to-day,
upon
a
March 25, Hazel Dawn in "One of our
this opportunity?
Dr. Lawrence T. Newhall returned girls" : March 30, "The girl I left behind most in, oortant subject,'The need of a
"However much the women may be
t Tailored Dresses and Afternoon
Monday after a six weeks' stay at St. roe" ; April 1, MaryPickford in "Heart's domestic science training,' and this means thrown into the commercial world, man
a
training
for
the
care
and
management
Frocks, Dance, Dinner and EvenPetersburg, Florida.
Adrift"; andAprilfi, "A fool there was."
must remain the chief producer and
of the greatest institution in the world, women must remain the chief factor in
Ihe Congregational and Methodist
Charles Scott, a motorman in Brocking Gowns, Coats, Blouses and
churcheB of Brookfield are to hold union ton, who has been at the home of his The Home, for the home makes the na- determining how Vealth shall be used.
Girls' Clothes. : : ' :
: : "•
services during holy week.
father-in-law, Gilbert M. Leete, slashed tion, the people make the home, and no Therefore woman's pbffltlSn in thiB great
The B. H. S. athletic association will his right wrist about 6.30 last night with nation can rise above its source, which is world is equally important with man's.
NO CHAROE FOR ALTERATIONS
As women awaken to a realization of
conduct a mock trial in the town hall on a sharp shoemaker's knife, severing two its people.
"There are three recognized institutions this truth and bend their energy to acarteries^ and but for the prompt discovery
Thursday evening, April 15.
upon which the progress of the nation quire the knowledge and skill necessary
Donahne's orchestra played for a social by his wife, would have bled to death.
depends, the home, the school and the
held by Div. 18, A. O. H., in North She was preparing supper but happening church. It is obvious that these three to do their part, we shall begin to attain
the degree of comfort and prosperity posto
go
into
the
room
saw
blood
spurting
Brookfield, Wednesday night.
instiutions should be co-operating. Co- sible for us to enjoy. The old adage,. 'A
Misses Felt A. Fletcher and Mary Ellen from the wounds. Her screams brought operation means action and action means
penny saved is a penny earned,' should
Johnson visited Sunday with Mr and Mrs her father who stopped the flow by ap- work. Are these three institutions perbe daily before the housewife. To conplying a tourniquet. Dr. Sherman was
Glover S. Fletcher in Southbridge.
forming their duties in a manner that is duct all the interests of the home in the
called, and a little later Dr Huyck (who
Worcester, Mass.
512 Main Street,
Edward B. Phetteplace left Sunday was attending him) came in. Mr Scott making for citizenship to-day ? "if they most efficient manner requires as thornight for Chicago on a business trip for had been suffering terriblyfor four weeks art, where lies the blame ?
ough training as for any other line of
"A glance at a few statistics of our state business."
the Foster-Moulton shoe company.
with rheumatic fever, and this caused
Itiina^ set you thinking, if not at work.
The Worcester motormen defeated hir-/i!»rlBfik relief when i
irflOlS, 'the'eost ot niaintaiuAnce aloi'e
their Brookfield men at bowling in Spen- pain and despondency
Harry Worcester Smith.
for the State prison was $179,000, for the
cer this morning by a score of 1026 to
One of the prominent ladies of the reformatory at Concord $243,125, reform.One Effect It Has Had.
1021.
town
is
in
a
serious
condition
at
her
home
The town hall was filled to its capacity
"Really, that proverb, 'People that
At the First Parish church next Sun- suffering an affliction of the heart, the re- atory for women at Sherburn $72,000,
live In glass houses shouldn't throw
prison camp and hospital at Rutland, Wednesday night with an audience that
day
morning,
the
Rev.
Walter
A.
Tuttle
sult she alleges of the failure of one of our $52,540, and a total for these four insti- greatly enjoyed tlie entercBtiug lecture on
stones,' is a remarkably sensible one.
Isn't it?" "PoBsibly, but It seems tr| will preach on the subject, "A cup of town officials to fulfill a certain obliga- tutions of $436,605.50 for just one year. a sporting tour of Ireland, by Harry
have had more effect In keeping peo» cold water."
tion, namely a promise of marriage, and The insane of our state, cost for 1913, Worcester Smith, master of Lordvale,
pie out of glass houses than in stopJoseph Daley of Worcester and Miss her happiness has been blighted to such $3,387,629.56. $2,909,952.91 was spent Grafton, under the auspices of St. Mary's
ping their throwing stones."
Charlotte M. Daley of Walpole spent the an extent that on the advice of friends by cities and towns to aid the poor. The church. The lecture was illustrated with
week-end with their parents on West she has entered suit to recover $5,000,000 care of county prisons cost $515,371.91. 80 pictures of hunting and steeplechasing
FOR SALE
heart balm on the charge of breach of The expense of the district courts for in the various counties and also pictures
AT 5 Howard Street. Good kitchen stove $8.00, Main street.
two hen houses suitable (or tool houses, boat
Miss Alice Hyde Tucker of Smith col- promise. The lady whose affections have 1913 was 9441,955.22, and the Superior of some of the famous castles. Harry
house, camp stores, etc. Pr^jaojoiatt.
12
Brookneld, March 19, 1916. lege, Northampton, will pass her vaca- been thus so ruthlessly trampled upon is court cost $191,461.95 more; add to this was in IUB good humor and his manner
tion with Mr and Mrs Dwight G. Tucker, Mrs Jane Chapin and the yonng town the amount of money invested in build- of describing scenes and incidents of tfie
official, who so lightly cast Her off as she ings and equipment of these institutions. trip delighted all, and an added pleasure
River street.
Twenty-five young people from here at- alleges is town auditor Andrew J. Leach. I think that you will agree with me, that of the evening was his telling original
tended the dance conducted by Quaboag The members of the B. H. S. athletic we, SB a state, had better spend a little jokes for which he was accorded frequent
Valley club in West Brookfield town hall, association have interested themselves more money for education, and not quite applause. The opening number of the
and engaged Col. R. V. Newton of Wor- so much for reformation.
program was the song Come hack to
Wednesday night.
cester to prosecute the case. The suit is
"Dr. Baker the efficient superintendent Erin, by a chorus of 16 voices, accompaMiss Flossie Mulvey, a nurse at Monbooked for trial in the Brookfield town of Concord reformatory has said: "The nist, Miss Etta Lawlor, of North Brookson hospital, spent Monday with her
hall, Thursday, April 15, at 8 p. m. crimmal population comes largely from Held. Mrs William McLaurin sang The
parents, Mr and Mrs James Mulvey,
These, witnesses have been summoned: the idle and incompetent. With all due Rosary, Mother Maehree and a German
Over-the-River district.
Postmaster E. F. Delaney, Dr. Sherman,
The Kodak lias become the insong, with Miss Clara M. Clarendon, as
The high school closes to-day, for a Mrs Agnes Breed, Selectman W. B. Mel- regard to the great educators of Massaseparable companion of almost
pianist. 'Miss Madeline Quinlan of Warvacation until March 29. Principal Ar- len and D. N. Hunter. The following chusetts, I believe that our system of edevery traveller or vacationist,—it's
ren sang My wild Irish Rose and Where
thur B. Bucknam will spend the recess are to be court-officials: Judge, Henry E. ucation, has educated away from the
the River Shannon Hows, and Miss Lawhalf the pleasure.
home, away from the farm.
at his home in Stoneham.
Cuttle, Esq.; clerk, Edile H. Clark; court
lor sang A snowy breasted pearl and
So matter what you want in
'Analyzing
oar
population
this
condiAt the Methodist church Sunday officer, James Bowler; court crier, Tom
Kathleen Mavourneen. The chorus sang
the Kodak line, we have it. Let
tion
is
not
surprising,
for
about
93
per
morning, the pastor, Rev. Dr. Charlton Durkin. The jury will be L. E. Eatey,
America at the close of the entertainus prove that our finishing departcent,
of
our
people
are
engaged
in
comwill speak on "A new interpretation of F. F. Franquer, A. F. Butterworth, J.
ment. The surprise feature of the evenment is prompt and careful—our
mercial
and
industrial
life,
and
only
a
W. Wall, A. W. Mitchell, Hubert Stodan old letter to the minister."
Why not let the
ing was furnished when Mr Smith introprices moderate.
little
over
7
per
cent,
in
agriculture.
Henry Farnutn returned to his home dard, E. B. Pnetteplace, Elmer Churchill,
The last census eave between 40,000 and duced his friend Captain James ThorpKodaks-16.00 and up
in Williamantic, Ct., Tuesday, after P. Eugene Gadaire, H. W. Invin, Claude
.-iO.OOO more women than men in Massa- ton, recently of Mexico City, who gave a
Brownies—$1 to 112
spending the winter with his sister, Mrs II. Laflin and George W. McNamara.
chusetts, so one can see that it has, in a talk on the Mexican situation. The arJ. M. Bellows, South Maple street.
Fire that spread from a pile of brush way, been necessary to prepare for a rangements were in charge of Andrew J.
The body of Patrick Costello, a former that William H. House was burning at commercial life, for it is very evident Leach.
Make you some pretty rugs: resident of Brookfield, who died in the rear of his home in the Potapoag dis- that all of these women cannot have
Marlboro four weeks ago, was brought to trict, Saturday morning, burned over 100 husbands and homes. Our system of edBrookfield, - Mass.
West Brookfield last Friday, for burial in acres of woodland, meadow and pasture ucation Bends our girls into the world, To Remove Butternut Meats Whole.
Sacred Heart cemetery.
belonging to William Marshall, Walter with little knowledge of cooking, and
Pour hot water over the butternuts
Drop a card to our agent
The Blanchard school closes to-day A. Mundell, Frank P. Farnum, Joseph with little knowledge of how to make her and let them stand over night. When
treated
in this way the nuts are much
(Friday) for a two weeks' vacation. Miss J. Hyland and Mr House before it was own clothing. Do you wonder, under
Katherine Grealis, principal of the school extinguished Saturday afternoon by farm- this system of education, that the divorce easier to crack and. the meats will,
come out whole.
will go to her home in Clinton, and M. ers and a gang of 40 fire fighters from the evil is spreading so rapidly?
West Brookfield
Louise Cone, teacher of grade 1, will pass center of the town. According to Mr
In the 10 years preceding 1914, 18,153
the vacation at her home in, Dedharn„„., Jj House he was burning brush when the divorces were granted in Massachusetts.
Wearisome Idleness.
He will estimate the cost and The Junior League of-the Methodist strong east wind carried sparks into the In 1913, there was one to every 16 •mar- An aversion to labor creates a contall
grass
of
the
Marshall
meadow
and
stant
weariness
and one would think
riages in our state. I may lie wrong but
church will meet at the Methodist partake the carpet.
sonage at 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon. the fire spread quickly from there. my contention is if our gtrls had received should make existence itself a burden.
FULL LINE OF
Miss Edna Pratt of Ware, one of the Neighbors went to his assistance and af- this home training, the number of di- The Indolent man descends from the
dignity of his nature and makes that
district officers of the Epworth League, ter an hour's fight thought they had the vorces would be far less in our state, and
being which was rational merely vegewill be present and speak to the children. blaze subdued and went home,' but inside crime would be lessened. We seem to be tative.—Sir Richard Steele.
of half an hour it had broken out again following the lines of least resistance as it
This Store has the exclusive
MisB May .Stevens will close her dress- and reached such proportions that the
agency in this district for
making parlor at the home of Mrs Henry farmerswere unable to cope with it and were, and are trying to place upon the
The Game of Small Pawn*.
state and nation the responsibilities we
"Lowe Brothers Paints'*.
King, Saturday, but will re-open in new a call was sent to the center for help.
Now, remember, whatever virtue or
ourselves should assume. We have all,
quarters
at
the
home
of
Mrs
Richard
Plumbing,
Fire chief Edward F. Delaney had the and I am tempted to say more legislatian goodllness there may be In this game
Finney, Main street,-April 5. Miss Ste- whistle at the Foster-Moulton shop
of war, rightly played, there Is none
Steam Fitting,
vens has been visiting Mrs Sarah Webb, sounded and at 3.15 p. in." a barge load today than is needed, but we do need ed- when you thus play it .with a multiucation,
not
only
in
schools
but
in
the
in Worcester, this week.
Electrical Work,
of 40, equipped with extinguishers, homea. In the discussion of this home tude of small human pawns. If you,
j The trolleymen on the W. B. & S. line brooms and shovels, in charge of forest training, many say that the girl should the gentlemen of this or any other
and Jobbing.
kingdom, choose to make your pasare completing arrangements for the an-! fir0 warden P. Eugene Gadaire, started receive it in her home from her own
time of contest, do so, and welcome;
and
a
nual concert and dance to te held in the f0r Potapoag. After a hard lion
mother, and I admit it would he a splen but set not up these unhappy peasant-'
sutiuuea. | djd gohltion of tlle problem if it could lie pieces upon the green fielded board.
is subdued.
j town hall on Friday evening, April 9 half, of fighting the b
A Postal card will bring them for
A pine woodlot owned by F. P. Farnum ^ tot what .g a gir, to do who8e motm.r If the wager Is to be ot death, lay it
Flanagan's orchestra of Marlboro h
your inspection, * . - * • " .
been engaged to furnish music. Concert was seriously damaged. The homes of I ' ^ four.flfths other time playing on your own heads, not theirs.—From
"The Crown of Wild Olives," by John
Donahue Block
Ruskln.
Warren, Spencer and North BrooUfield. them from catching hre.
- ate are, the children whose prrents are
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THIS SPRING
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MOTHER! LOOK AT
CIILDUONGUEI
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If cross, feverish, constipated,
give "California Syrup
of Figs"
A laxative today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach
■our.
Look at the tongue, mother! If coated, or your child is listless, cross, feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," then don't worry, because it Is
perfectly harmless, and in a few hours
•11 this constipation poison, sour bile
»nd fermenting waBte will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "inside oleansing" is ofttimes all
that is necessary. It should be the
first treatment given in any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
Ask at the store for a 50-cent bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
full directions for babies, children of
*H agea and for grownups plainly
printed en the bottle. Adv.
Fiction and Reality.
It is a simple truth to say that many
things happen in Action which would
be quite impossible in fact, as any
censor knows. It Is in failing to distinguish between these two that many
artists and most critics blunder and
this error is in effect the same as that
of the ambitious actor who, having
once to play the part, for the first
time, of an intoxicated ruffian In a
certain melodrama, went to a neighboring tavern and intoxicated himself.
He thought that this would storm the
house, but on the contrary he was Immediately (red by the management for
a. fool—and rightly.—F, H. Martin, In
the Book Buyer.
It* Only Meaning.
Unote Roger had been poly for
IOIM time, and had tried with alacrity
every sort of patent medicine he could
•ecure.
AB old acquaintance hailed him
'With:
"Hello. eatde. How are you'all nowadays r
"How to It Wy, bawss, fo' mos'ly
Six munta a meal's Tittles ain' mean
nuffln' t' me, 'sousln' somepin tuh take
medicine atter!"—Judge.
1

It isn't always the promising young
man that fulfills the promise.—Deseret News.
i

It's Foolish to Suffer
You may be brave enough to
■land backache, or h eadache, or
dlxzineM. But if, in addition, urination la disordered, look out!
If you don't try to fix your sick
kidneys;, you may fall into the
clutches of kidney trouble before
you know It. But if you live more
carefully and help your kidneys
with Doan'a Kidney Pills, you can
stop the pains you have and avoid
future danger as well.

A Massachusetts Case

E. P. Allen, 393 Central
St.,
Saugms,
Mass., says: "I was in
misery from a constant, dull ache In the
small of my back and
my
kidneys
were
weak. It was hard
for me ' to stoop or
straighten and I had
to get up nighta to
pass the kidney secretions. My feet and
hands swelled terribly.
Doan's Kidney
Pills rid me of all
these ailments and I
haven't suffered much
during the past two
years."
Get Dwm'i at Any Store. SOe t> Box

DOAN'S WAV
FOSTOMaLBURN CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Have
You
Eczema?
-I did have; am now cured, write me
today, I will send you the best,
most inexpensive remedy ever put on
the market; one dollar bottle, very
often
sufficient.
A BOON
FOR
BABIES. Frank M. Blackman, Specialist, 11 Grove Ave., Elgin, 111.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels
Cot out cathartics and purgatives.
brutal, nan*, unnecessary. TrM—

They are

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely vegetable. ..
gently on the liver
eliminate bile, aid
soothe the delicate
membrane of tl
bowel. Car*
Ceoitiptllea*
ftiUotitaeM,
Sick Beat*

—

■, ^*.—

■ca* and InHftUn. aa million! know.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Genuine must bear Signature

Gome to Yolo County,
California

■•car* ono of our Almond. Oil ie or Fruit tracts near
Woodland Profits $1 SO to $200 per aero par an
num. Thaland willoostymi *1 IS to*150peracre
M a small additional cost we plant and care foi
vour tracts lor you. gasioy ol easy payments.
Write lor full particulars to
t.E.Btn«s,S*7 Wsslh.st Diei-.Sn rrssr.lscs.Csl.

MADE FROM ORANGES

Three Pictures
from God's
Album

Salad Is Something That Is Generally
Appreciated—Desirable Recipe tor
Orange Cookies—Jelly a Delicacy Always High In Favor.

Pare, splendid tobacco
—an inspiration in blending. This is what is giving
FATIMA Turkish-blend
Cigarettes the lead with
intelligent smokers.

< »

TEXT—Abram dwelled In the land of
Canaan, and Lot dwelled In the cities of
the plain, and pitched his tent toward*
Sodom. But the men of Sodom were
wicked and sinners before the Lord exceedingly.—Oen. 13:12, 13.
_£ ,
Someone has said that toe Old Testament Is God's plcture^piery where
be has given us
in picture form
the doctrines and
truths he develops In the New
Testament
Our
text has three of
these pictures, In
which
three
classes of persons
are
described —
Abram, Lot and
the men of Sodom.
Living for Self.
Taking these In
reverse order, we
can see how the
men
of
Sodom
illustrate a large
number of people
today. They are those whose underlying principle might be termed living for self alone. They do not care
for real religion, but are occupied entirely with the things of time and
sense. What they will eat today or
what they will wear tomorrow Is to
them vastly more important than how
they will stand before God In the
future. Their effort Is concerned with
this life alone, and they live and work
and play as though there were no such
thing as eternity and no such person
as God. They come to the end like
the man who told himself he could retire from business because he had
much goods laid up for many years
and he could now afford to enjoy the
fruits of his toil and eat, drink and
be merry. But he bad laid up all his
goods on the earth; they were not
taken from him, but he was taken
from them, and it Is no wonder the
Lord says he was a fool. The class
under consideration are not necessarily bad people, for usually they are
tolerant of religion, as the people of
Sodom did not mind having Lot In
their midst
But the religion that
Lot had was not very Insistent When
it would threaten to Interfere with
business or with pleasure it must not
be heard. It was time then to laugh It
out of court as a sort of fable, and
when it became personal Lot was to
Living for Self and God,
The second picture Is that of Lot In
whom the half-and-half Christian Is
easily seen.
This man Illustrates
those who seem to have, as the underlying principle of life, the idea of living for self and for'God too. They attempt to serve two masters, and, falling to serve either, come to the end
with nothing to show for their labor.
They trust their own vision and live
by sight and not by faith. Lot looked
on the well-watered plain and, as far
as he could see, it was the very thing
he ought to have, the very thing that
was best for him. But, as God saw.
It was the very thing he ought not to
have, the thing that was worst for
him. He hazarded everything he had
or hoped to have—himself, his family,
his property—on' what he could see
with his own eyes, when he might
have chosen what God could see. He
(rusted himself rather than God and
the results were inevitable. He lost
what God would have given him and
he lost the enjoyment the men of
Sodom had; for all the time he was
there his righteous soul was vexed.
He was neither out and out for self
nor out and out for God. He had tried
to live for God and self, he had tried
to serve two masters and to get both
the wealth of Sodom and the wealth
of God. But be ended with awful disaster, losing bis property, his testimony, his family—all that he had.
Living for God.
•The last picture Is that In which
the "out-and-out" Christian Is seen In
Abram. The underlying principle of
bis' life seems to be that he had made
up his mind to serve God alone. He
was far from being a perfect man. He
made many mistakes and even com
mitted some sins But underneath he
was living for God. He had learned
"thou Shalt have no other God before
me" and bis life was governed br
this principle. He recognized that be
could serve only one master with any
hope of success and he chose to have
the Lord as that one Master. What
he was and had and hoped to be belonged to that Master to do wltb as
the Master desired. Where be was
to be and go depended on that Mas
ter's direction. He would not lean to
his own understanding nor Judge by
the sight of his eyes nor walk by bis
own wisdom. He would gladly take
the seeming second best from God, believing that whatever appearances
might say, they could not tell the
whole truth.
The men of Sodom lived for self
alone and lost themselves and all they
had; Lot lived for self and God and
lost all be bad of peace or power or
property; Abram lived for God alone
and, while be was not a perfect man,
there was given to him the peace of
God and power for God and possessions from God. "Choose ye this day
whom ye will serve."

IF the new spring styles In gowns
are strictly of American design,
there is every reason to congratulate
their creators. After a study of them
one might be pardoned for quoting
from the song which bids us heartily
rejoice in the strength of our salvation and adding "from foreign-made
modes" thereto.
The street costumes are cleverly
shaped, comfortable, and clean cut.
Their tailoring Is a thing of faultless
beauty.
Skirts are short and Just
wide and flaring enough for comfort
In walking, and for style. Jackets and
coats are easy and smart, improving
the figure which wears them properly.
One may have a choice as to length,
as they are shown In both long and
short models.
Materials are durable, old favorites
being to the fore In the smartest
garments.
Decorations are few and
elegant, buttons and straps and the
introduction of ontside pockets providing most of them.
But it is in
amazing cleverness In cutting, both
skirts and coats that this season has
distinguished itself above others.
In party gowns skirts are more am-

ple, but made of the airiest fabrics
over satin foundations.
Bodices are
modestly high, and satin bindings are
used to finish the flounces and overdresses of net or crepe or chiffon.
With all this flufflness there is a little touch of the austere in the bodice
usually.
In the picture given here a street
suit of swell shepherd's plaid II
shown. Plaits at the sides of both
front and back produce slightly flaring panels, the skirt being made up
of four of these.
The Jacket opens In a "V" at the
front, with revere terminating at the
bust line and an inlay of velvet which
is earried to the high turnover collar.
A strap at each side of the back la
finished with a simulated buttonhole
and set, with a lone button, to the
narrow, shaped belt which defines the
slightly high waist line.
The cuffs
are odd, with the sleeve turned back
from a band of velvet and fastened
down' with a button.
The front of
the Jacket is almost straight, and cut
with a dip.

The Motor Bonnet of Silk

THE motor bonnet of silk continues
to stand at the head of the list as
the most practical of things designed
for the headwear of autoists.
From
the standpoint of comfort, service, low
cost, becomlngness, and the ease with
which it can be made, the silk motor
bonnet has no rival possessing all of
Its advantages.
There are, however, many bonnets
that combine the soft millinery braids,
like those of hemp or silk fiber, with
silk in their construction, that are
Just as durable and becoming.
By
means of the braid the element of
novelty in design enters into their
composition, but they are less simple
to make than the silk bonnets. The
latter will not tax the ingenuity of
the home milliner at all.
, Taffeta silk Is the most satisfactory
weave to use. Its body gives the bonnet a chance to remain shapely; it
sheds the dust easily and it is made
in molt appropriate and pleasing colors.
Patterns by which to cut the
body of bonnets are furnished by any
of the standard pattern companies.
Usually only about a yard of taffeta,
and a small strip of crinoline are
needed, except when plaltings of the
silk are used for trimming. An extra
allowance must be made for this. Machine stitching, with silk thread, helps
out in the finish and decoration of the
all-silk bonnets.
The veil of washable chiffon holds
Its own with the silk bonnet as the
best friend of the motorist.
Chiffon
veils are so essential that they form
a part of the design in most bonnets
and are always reckoned with, either
as a part of the decoration or an aeThere la no death. What seems M
HMuiy.
Is a transition.—Longfellow.
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Several special kinds of bats appeal
among the spring showings of motor
headwear, among them exquisite crocheted hats of silk fiber braid, and
patent leather hats.
The last are
wholly rainproof. But the crocheted
hats, and silk bonnets like those pictured here, are not much damaged by
rain.
When the silk bonnet has
served its day it can be replaced for
so little money and is altogether so attractive that it is likely to remain a
favorite.

JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
Velvets for Little Girls.
,
Girls from twelve to sixteen are following the example of their elders for
afternoon in the wearing of velvet
frocks.
These usually have overblouses or long-waisted effects, with
the top Bkirt of velret and toe short
underskirt of satin or plaited chiffon.
A collar of real lace and a satin belt
or sash completes a very smart little
costume whioh can be worn without a
coat as warmer weather approaches.
Rice In Pincushion.
Rice makes an excellent filling for
a pincushion. Take a yard of fiveinch dresdeh ribbon, double and sew
into a bag, stltchln? a quarter of an
inch back from the edge along the
sides, to leave for a finish. Fill It
snugly with rice grains and you will
find it keeps Its place; even heavy
hatpins do not turn It over.
Soiled White Inexcusable.
Clean white will cover a multitude ol
faults in style and material, but sotted
white on a woman is quite aa inexcur
able as on a man

An orange salad Is somewhat out
of the usual, but may not be generally
relished. To prepare it, peel a ripe
orange thoroughly, cut it in thin slices,
and remove the pips. Sprinkle each
slice with salt and pepper, and then
add four or five drops each of good
salad oil and vinegar on each piece.
A little cayenne pepper is an improvement
Orange Cookies.—Beat to a cream
half a cupful of butter, add one cupful granulated sugar, grated rind of
one orange, one egg beaten light, a
quarter cupful of orange Juice, two
cupfuls or more of flour and four level
teaspoonfuls of baking powder. Roll
into a sheet, cut into shapes, set into a
baking pan, dredge with granulated
sugar and bake in a moderate oven.
Orange Jelly.—A recipe for orange
Jelly comes from the domestic science
department of the University of California, that land of oranges. It should
be of Interest to many women. Try it:
1. To one dozen small oranges, take
two lemons. For large oranges take
three lemons. If toe oranges are sour,
no lemons will be necessary. Oranges
are not so apt to be bitter after the
middle part of the season as those
taken at the first part of the season.
Slice the oranges and lemons without
peeling.
2. Place the sliced fruit in a stew
pan and add barely enough water to
cover.
8. Bring to boiling and boil very
slowly for 40 to 60 minutes.
4. Press the heated Juice through a
heavy cloth to get rid of most of the
particles.
6. Heat the Juice to boiling and as
soon as it reaches boiling, take It off
the fire and let It stand in a quiet
place over night.
6. Decant off the clear liquid and
filter and strain the sediment left in
the vessel through a heavy flannel.
7. Place the filtered liquid and the
decanted liquid together and to each
pint of liquid add one and one-fourth
to one and one-half pints of sugar.
Most Juice will make a Jelly with toe
smaller amount of sugar, while some
requires the higher amount.
8. Heat to boiling. Boil slowly and
skim.
9. Pour Into glasses.
10. Cover with melted paraffin as
in ordinary Jelly making.
English Stuffed Peppers.
Remove the stems, cut five green
peppers In two lengthwise and take
out the insides. Put the shell In boiling water, let them cook five minutes,
then throw them Into cold water.
Make a stuffing In the proportion of
one cupful of bread crumbs soaked in
stock to one cupful of chopped meat;
season with one teaspoonful of onion
Juice, one-quarter of a spoonful each
of savory and thyme, a half-teaspoonful of salt and dash of pepper. Drain
the shells and fill them heaping full
with toe stuffing. Sprinkle the top
with a few crumbs browned In butter
ard putblts of butter over them,
_glacf theS half peppers in a deep
earthen dish, pour a half cupful of
stock around them and bake in a moderate oven a half hour. Serve the peppers directly from the oven in the
same dish In which they are baked.
Dried Lima Bean Puree.
Let one and a half cupfuls dried
lima beans soak over night In cold
water. Wash and rinse, cover with
boiling water and let simmer until
tender and the water is ireduced to
barely enough to keep the beans from
burning. Mash the beans and press
them through a sieve. Add one-fourth
cupful butter, a teaspoonful or more
of salt, a dash of black pepper, and,
if needed a little cream. Beat until
light and fluffy. Put through pastry
bag.
Excellent Nut Bread.
Two cupfuls of white flour (sifted),
two cupfuls of graham or entire
wheat flour (sifted if one chooses),
one-half cup of New Orleans molasses,
little salt, two cupfuls of milk or water, one cupful of walnut meats (cut
up fine), one teaspoonful of soda dlsv
splved in milk, about two tablespoonfuls melted butter.
Let raise 20
minutes. Bake about one hour in moderate oven.
Chocolate Caramels.
One cupful sweet milk, one cupfut
of molasses, half cupful of sugar, hall
cupful of grated chocolate, piece of butter the size of a walnut; stir constantly and let it boll until It is thick; then
.urn It out on buttered plates, and
when It begins td stiffen mark It In
squares, so that it will break readily
when cold. Flavor with vanilla.
Use Waxed Paper.
Waxed paper, such as comes inside
cracker boxes, is splendid to line cake
pans which are a trifle thin.
Cut
pieces to St, then flour them, pour In
the batter, stand the hot pans aftei
baking on a wet cloth for five minutes. The cakes will drop out when
Inverted.
Ginger Wine.
Four pounds loaf sugar, one pound
brown sugar, five quarts water; boll
It minutes, cool and add 25-cent bottle of gingor essence.

"Distinctively Individual"
J@ffdt*/Kf*u&X*cooCk

No Change.
Police Magistrate—So yoa belong to
the Smith tribe, eh? What's your full
name ?
i
Prisoner—John Smith, your honor.
Same as when I'm sober.
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and cuiiuren,
children, ana
and see wot
that 11
II
Bears toe
Signature of (
In Use For Over 80 Tears.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castorisj
Diog's Find.
Dlgenes was searching the streets ot
Athens for the honest maa, when suddenly the spirit of Ananias sidled up
to him and whispered.
"Diogenes, I am a liar!"
Whereupon Diogenes scratched his
bald pate for a time in perplexity, but
finally, closing bis lantern, had to invite the shade home to dinner.—Columbia Jester.
Free to Our Render*
Write Hnrlne Br* Remedy Co., Chicago, fo*
48-page Illustrated Eye Book Free. Write all
about your Eye Trouble and they wUl advise
as to the Proper. Application of the Murln*
Bye Remedies la Your Special Case. You*
Drngglet will tell you that Murlne Relieves.
Sore Eyes, Strengthens Weak Byes. Doesn't
Smart, Soothe* Bye Pain, and sell* for 60c
Try It In Your Byes and In Baby's Byea fo*
Scaly Byelida and Granulation. Adv.

Ever Happen to You?
Bill—It Is said there are 925 separate operations in the manufacture ol
a watch that sells for a dollar.
Jill—Well, there are more tha^
that when one has stopped and a fel*
low Is trying to make It go.
True Generosity.
Mary—Did you give anything to the
poor this winter?
HaieMYes; I gave my old shoes.
Mary—Well, there's nothing small
about that kind of charity.

Buy materials that last

Certmibteed
Roofing
—Our leading1 product—Is eunranteed S ye*»
for 1-piy, JO years for 2-ply and 15 years for
3-ply. w*e al*o make lower priced roofing;,
slate surfaced shingles. buildinff papers, wall
boards, out-door paints, plastic cement, etc.
Ask .your dealer for products made by us.
They are reasonable in price and we stand
behind tbem.

rStSSSai
•baa
St."

Mr*

Htsatsarf SrtstMy

£1
"Apples for Profit and Use"

m

— »n iMtrocthrs chapter la «*» Islsfk
Fruit Book — *«*rt tor ths aakins, •*
tells *hy y>w thouid hejp •upply tta
ever • growing detnaad for luflll
You'll fi'id It ■ bit; pavlnf sad Mf>
ourtent Inreatroeat—with an abaivkat
Supply ol applet for boras ass as
extra, Get this book at once.
from men wta* su\?s bssa ia OM bttsK
DCM toi 21 yeart—

How to Grow Applet and Peaches
—how best to Select, plant >nd cultivate our guavruteed true * to - name*
hardy, health," and well rooted tree*—
fundard or dwarf. The book also
describee our lull lias of pear, plum
and cherry trees, raspberries, Straw*
berries, ornamental shrubs,
pages— Illustrated, hfghlrltrh
Send for your bee copy ttday.
11a Harass Bus. NayssiT Csw, las I, YaJstssaseCssSfc
i.u< rallve I'osUluna open to maa and women
>f business ability in each locality to represent us Bend 25c coin or stamps fo>Vproep«cus, same to be returned yon when eTcneptinsj
>.>sIllon K. Yasser Cbetn, 0«., LaCrosse, Wla.
Watssn K, Colemnne,
Patsiki uwyv.WsatiatnBton,
- --- — -■
fc.O. AdvkMaDdbooksTres.
4atea resaoriahK^lBliest ttfsrenoee, Bestserrloss*

PATENTS

MOTHER BRAY'S SWEE.
POWDERS FOR CHILDREN
Relieve FeveriBhness, Constipation.Colds and correct disorders of
the stomach and bowels. Uud br
.MoDuilArldprari. AtallDruiraists 25c. Samfle tnsiled FREE.
Address a. S. ofceeted, L.SS*. ■■ *\

W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 12-1916.

Ingredients.
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WIZARD OF THE TELEPHONE

|

CARING FOR THE BROOD SOW

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE

A Grit Box Saves Waste.
In a pile on a shelf of a Bprouter.
On the third day spread them out on
the different shelves and let them
grow to a height of not over two
Inches, then feed them. Keep the oats"
In a room of moderate temperature
and dampen every day.

FURNISH SOME GREEN FOOD
Either Lettuce Grown In Hotbeds or
Sprouted Oat* Are Excellent
for the Little Chick*.

General Roofing Mannucftiring Co.
WorW* lartmtm<toufactur~* «/£oajbif

SAGE TEA AND SULPHUR
DARKENS YOUR GRAY HAIR

ROBERT BORDEN

Roofing that
must last
You can't tell by looking
at a roll of roofing how long; it
will last on the roof, but when
you get the guarantee of a responsible company, you know
that your roofing mutt give
satisfactory service,

PICKED UP IN POULTRY YARD

"I don't think your speech was as
full of ginger as some of your former
Bantams More Than Pay for Keep In
efforts."
Number of Eggs They Lay—AilCored by Pe-ru-na
|_OOk Years Younger! Try Grandma'*
"Maybe It wasn't," replied Senator
ments Spread Rapidly. '
Recipe of Sage and Sulphur and
Sorghum. "The way a man has to
Wet Ewe Is Not Likely to Do Her
Nobody Will Know.
stick to a topic in these filibustering
Many persons are of the opinion
Best for Owner, v
days makes him inclined to dispense
that bantams, because of their small
Almost everyone knows that Saga with ginger and look for glue."
size, are valuable only for ornamental Tea and Sulphur properly compoundGreatest Damage Resulting From purposes. They are mistaken, how- ed, brings back the natural color and
ever, for while they are rather too lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
ESSENTIALS IN HEN HOUSES
Wetting la Olscomfort Following
small for table use, they will more or gray; also ends dandruff, itching
—Water-Tight Shed Will Prove
than pay for their keep in the num- scalp and stops falling hair.
Years
Comfortable Fowl Will Prove Far Mors
Quite Satisfactory.
ber of eggs they lay.
ago the only way to get this mixture
Profitable Than One That Is Not
The announcement that an ImFor
those
who
do
not
have
much
was to make it at home, which is
80—Best Location.
perial conference Is likely to be held
(By B. HENDERSON.)
room for poultry bantams are excel- mussy and troublesome.
in London next summer, and that the
A few days ago, while returning lent chickens. They thrive well In
(By A. R. Ifflpj.)
__
Nowadays we simply ask at any
project has been the subject of corThe prime essentials ta poultry from our home town, I was struck by close confinement; a flock of a dozen drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and Sulrespondence between the British and
houses are fresh sir, dryness, sun- the sad and forsaken appearance of can bB kept in a yard ten feet square, phur Hair Remedy." You will get a
Canadian governments is regarded by
light and space enough to keep, the a flock of sheep subjected to a beat- and a good-sized dry goods box will large bottle for about BO cents. EveryCanadians generally as giving considbirds comfortable. No particular style ing rain.
serve as a house.
body uses this old, famous recipe, beerable significance to the perslBtent
Their
backs
were
humped
up,
their
of house 1B particularly adapted to any
They are small feeders, yet the fe- cause no one can possibly tell that
references, in Sir Robert Borden's resection of this country.
A house heads drooping and the general ap- males will produce on an average 100 you darkened your hair, as It does It
cent .speeches, to Canada's unsatiswhich gives satisfaction in Maine wUl pearance gave the impression that eggs each year, and the eggs are al- so naturally and evenly* You dampen
factory status in the British empire
also give good results in Texas or they were the victims of a careless most as large as thos«» laid by some a sponge or soft brush with it and
in respect of foreign affairs.
California, but it Is preferable to and thoughtless farmer. .
strains of Leghorns.
In the very first speech which the
draw this through your hair, taking
It is true that the fleece of a sheep
build more open and consequently less
Don't let disease of any kind get a one small strand at a time; by mornprime minister delivered after the
expensive houses in the South than in is quite long and dense and in an start in your flock. As soon as any
outbreak of the war he made it clear
ing the gray hair disappears, and
the North. The beBt site for the poul- ordinary rain it is quite Improbable disease appears, isolate the affected
that In his opinion the war and the
after another application or two, your
try bouse depends principally on the that the fleece should become thor- birds In a coop kept for that special
various issues which It raised emhair becomes beautifully dark, thick
oughly saturated, but it is also true purpose, or, If the cases are very bad
phasized the undesirabllity of the
and glossy and you look years younger.
that all rains are .not "ordinary" ones, and the birds are. not of special value
overseas dominions being without the
and we can never tell just when one use the hatchet and destroy the bodies. *dv.
slightest voice of Influence In the
of these beating, driving rains will
An aliment will spread rapidly,
management of the foreign affairs of
,- The Shot That Missed.
come to cause misery to the ewes and hence better sacrifice a few fowls at
the empire.
This point he has reIn controversy It Is better to be Inloss to the fanner's pocketbook.
iterated, emphasized and elaborated
the start than run the risk of losing tellectually honest than to be consisIt is at once apparent that the wet many.
Disease is sometimes intro- tent
on in a series of addresBes.
ewe is not one to do the best for her
Ever since he became prominent
duced into a flock of birds that have
In an ecclesiastical dUcussion that
owner. As long as she is soaked she been purchased at other places, so
occurred at one of the general assem- la Canadian politics, nearly twenty years ago, Sir Robert Borden ha. kept
will not graze, or if she does it will
care should always be used In purchas- blies of the Pre^byterian church In the before him the Ideal of the Dominion with a voice in the .MV^^*"^!
be only enough to furnish the actual
ing additional stock.
It was not. however, ui
United States Doctor Krebs was press- issues of peace and war for the whole empire
needs of the body.
Everyone who has ever had experi- ing hla antagonist. Doctor Breckln- 1910 that his stand attracted more than Canadian attention.
ence with poultry knows that cleanli- ■ ridge, hard with his authorities, and at
ness is absolutely Imperative If th« last, as the New York Times relates,
flock is to prove profitable.
came down on him with this: "And
Fowls will do something toward bal- now I will proceed to quote Breckinancing their own rations, and they will ridge against Breckinrldge."
take more or less exercise if they have
Without rising from his seat, Doctor
When the Bdstpn-San Francisco
the chance. But they cannot rid their Breckinridge instantly retorted, "And long-distance telephone line was forquarters of filth and vermin.
No you could not possibly cite an author- mally
opened
recently.
President
doubt, however, but that the fowls ity that would have less weight with Spaldlng of the New England Teleon
many
farms
would
be
glad
If
they
phone
and
Telegraph
company
paid
An Oat Sprouter.
could perform such work. It would
special tribute to the aervlces ot John
local conditions. The location should
be done then.
J. Carty, chief engineer of the Bell
DO NOT HESITATE
have good drainage, so that the floor
The development of the cold storage
Telephone company, saying he had
business In eggs has made it difficult
and yards will be dry, while the house
done more than any other one man
To
Use
Cutlcura
on
Skin-Tortured
should not occupy a low pocket or
for city people to secure fresh eggs, or
to advance the telephone, outside of
Babies.
Trial
Free.
hollow in which cold air settles, and
good quality eggs, therefore there Is a
Professor Bell and President ValL
it should be situated for convenience
Mr. Carty's latest telephone achievegood
business
for
the
farmer.
Southdown Is Good Breed.
A hot bath with Cutlcura Soap and ment was the planning and carrying
In management and adapted to the
gentle application of Cutlcura Oint- out of the transcontinental line which
available land. Wherever possible a
This is not enough. The breeding
ment at once relieve, permit rest and enables one to talk from Boston or
southern or southeastern exposure ewe should secure more feed than
sleep and point to speedy healment New York to San Francisco direct
should be selected although this is not maintenance requires If she Is to do
essential If there Is any good reason well for her owner—she must be con- Animals Intended for Breeding Pur- of eczemas, rashes, itchlngs and irriA little more than 36 years ago
tations of infants and children even John J. Carty, then a poor boy living
poses Should Be Matured, but Not
for facing the house ia a different di- tinually gaining in flesh.
In
severe
cases.
Fat—Induce
Exercise.
to Cambridgeport, where he was
rection.
Probably the greatest damage reSample each free by mall with Book. born in 1861, entered the employ of
To prevent waste of feed in poultry sulting to a ewe on account of a rain
As the breeding season approaches Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY, the New England Telephone and Telehouses and reduce the handling of the is the discomfort that follows the
dry foods and grits, It is necessary to wetting. Think how unpleasant It Is it is necessary to have the BOWS In the Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
graph company as a switch-board
Animals intended
use hoppers. Qreen food is essential to work in wet clothes! How much beBt of condition.
operator at the Boston office.
He
One-Hundred-Dollar Tree.
as a part of the winter ration for the worae It Is, therefore, for the ewe who for breeding purposes should be mamade numerous improvements in the
The
government
has
received
$99.40
fowls. When cabbage, and beets are Is naturally of a tender nature, to tured but not fattened; If Immature
mechanism of the telephone and Innot available, sprouted oats can be undergo the discomfort resulting from animals are to be used at all, they In payment for a single sugar pine stalled the first multiple switchboard to Boston. Be tag transferred to New
tree
that
a
trespasser
cut
In
the
StanYork, he became an expert In the making and laying of <»«»<»•
easily fed. Soak the oats In a bucket carrying around a damp fleece. In the should be at least eight months old
islaus National forest in California. It
Because of his Inventions the farmers' telephone has been ****£.
for at least 24 hours and then place summer time when it Is warm it is before being bred.
yielded more than enough actual lum- slble. His mechanism known In telephone circles as the *£**,?£,
During
pregnancy,
sows
Bhould
have
bad enough, but in the winter it Is
abundant exercise and a variety of fer for a good-sized house, or for a whereby any number of stations may be placed on one line without te, an,
awful.
two-foot board walk nearly two miles way Impairing the transmisBion of speech, makes practical and possible1 the
The fleece, being very dense, it is feed. During the winter months, unlong. The tree scaled 18,933 board farmers'lines now so popular in the sparsely settled sections of the coantry.
dayB before the water will entirely less extra care be taken, brood BOWS
evaporate. Then the greatest amount are particularly liable to lie In their feet, and waa valued at $5.25 a
thousand feet.
Officers of the forof the evaporation is caused by the
est service believe that although na85 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
heat of the animal's body.
tional
forest
timber
is frequently sold
Just try to think of the heat necesOP LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS
at a higher rate a foot, no other tree
sary to evaporate the large amount of
ever
felled
In
a
national
forest
has
water that a thoroughly. saturated
been worth so much.—Youth's Comfleece would hold. Many sheep have
BUFFALO, N.Y.
WHITE PLAIN8, N.Y.
panion.
WEST HAVEN. OOMN.
caught colds from this Very cause

KEEP THEr SHEEP DRY

PREPARATIONS THAT HAVE MET
WITH APPROVAL.

Br REV B. B. SUTOJFFE
AiWtu. Su peril) loioVot of Men, Moody Bibla
Institute, Chicago

BROOKFIELP TIMES

ara

Be prepared with some sort of green
etuff for the little ones. Either lettuce
grown In hotbeds or sprouted oa0,
bandied In boxes. Whatever it may
be, it should not be omitted, as it Is
Juat aa essential as fruit and vegetables are to the average person.
Have convenient and sanitary water
vessels so made that chicks can drink
■without being able to get into the
water with their dirty feet. These
should be well scalded out at least
once a week where used for the right
little ones. Soft feed, If used, should
be fed either upon fresh papers each
time or In small troughs, and not
thrown on the ground, which may contain all kinds offllth.and contamination. Striving to avoid all the polBts
of common carelessness and dirty
conditions is the road leading to success with chicks. .
Comfortable Chicken, House.
Tf your, chicken house Is not real
warm aorf tight, get some burlap and
make a curtain to hang around the
perches at night. Hang the curtain to
the roof, and have It long enough to
reach the Boor. This will cost little
end will pay well
Get Incubator Ready.
IfB aene too early to make (rare
that the lncabator is ta good repair
and ready for baataees. It buying a
new one. don't wait toe leng before
orderlag It,

that resulted In Inflammation, even
worse, catarrh.
Rheumatism is often one of the results and a sheep once the victim of
this disease is ot very little value.
What, then, is the remedy? It Is
Sow of Good Conformation.
simple. Provide your sheep with dry
quarters
and become inactive. Effort
shelter close to their pasture. It need
not be a costly barn. A shed is plenty should be made to induce them to
This may be accomplished
good enough provided • It is water- exercise.
tight, and it need not be especially by having them travel around the
barnyard for feed, or by housing them
warm if it Is only dry.
some distance from their feeding
place, or by making them root for
grain scattered under litter on a
barn or shed floor.
They should not
be given too much of any one kind of
feed. If exceBBively fed, corn Is particularly objectionable.
Do not drive a smooth-shod horse
on an icy road.

GET "STAND" OF ASPARAGUS

Good care goes as far as good feeding with a horse.
• a *

Plant Requires Deep, Sandy, Black
Loam—Fertilizer Is of the
Greatest Importance.

* • •

Let the sun In through large windows in the stable.

• • •

A well ventilated barn gives good
returns in healthy animals.

* • »

Hens makj good use of milk. Give
them plenty of it. If you can.

• • •

Keep the calf pen clean and dry,
and give plenty of clean bedding.

• * *

It's cheaper to fill the old well with
dirt than with a three-year-old colt.

* • •

The action of a draft horse is receiving much more attention than
formerly.

• * *

Buckwheat straw la not good for
pigs, often causing an eruption or Irrita'tion of the akin.
*

•

*

SI

Every hog on the farm will help
you to grow better crops tt^you save
every bit of manure.
a * •
A strong constitution is many times
more important in a dairy cow than
is extreme refinement.

Asparagus requires a deep, Bandy,
black loam soil, the deeper the better;
subsoil of a porous nature and well
tile drained.
■ The Item of fertilizer is one of gigantic importance. Fertilizer in some
form muBt be procured In liberal quantities. Asparagus 1B not a dainty feeder; It devours alike the fine ground
bone of commerce and the dead cat
picked up in the back alley.
In starting a family asparagus bed
plow the ground at least six Inches
deep. The plants should be one year
old, set In rows three feet apart and
eighteen Inches apart In the row.
Dig the holes for the plants large
enough to receive the roots in their
natural position, and eight Inchea
deep; firm the earth well over the
plants.
Two hundred will supply a goodsized family all they can use. Cultivate and fertilize well for two years
before cutting and you will have plenty of good asparagus.

Rare Delicacy for Hens.
A patch of rye In the poultry run la
* • -*
a rare delicacy for the hens in winter
In case of a sudden freeze tie sack- and is a prime egg food. A good way
ing over the horse's feet to get him to disinfect an old poultry yard where
the Boll is foul and full of disease
to the blacksmith shop.
germB is to spade or plow it up and
* * a
Give a good bed of clean straw. A sow It in rye.
pig will always keep its bedroom
Sell to Beet Advantage,
clean If given the chance.
When a farmer, either by good lock
• a *
To bring the highest price a draft or great skill, has raised a fine crop,
horse must be able to move well. He he owes it to himself to sell It to the
must be especially good at the walk. best advantage.

LEXINGTON. MASS.

KIDNEYS CLOG UP FROM
EATING TOO MUCH MEAT

PROVIMIIOI, »■ I-

Know* Something of the Sea.
Naval Recruiting Officer (to actor
who has applied to join the naval reserve—And what experience have

Take Tablespoonful of Salts If Back
Hurts or Bladder Bothers—Meat
you had?
Forme Uric Acid.
Actor—Quite
We are a nation of meat eaters and
our blood Is filled with uric acid, says
a well-known authority, who warns ua
to be constantly on guard against kidney trouble.
The kidneys do their utmost to free
the blood of this Irritating acid, but
become weak from the overwork;
they get sluggish; the ellmlnative tissues clog and thus the waste Is retained in. the blood to poison the entire system.
When your kidneys ache and feel
like lumps of lead, and you have stinging pains in the back or the urine Is
cloudy, full of sediment, or the bladder la Irritable, obliging you to Beek
relief during the night; when you have
severe headaches, nervous and dizzy
spells, sleeplessness, acid stomach or
rheumatism in bad weather, get from
your pharmacist about four ounces of
Jad Salts; take a tablespoonful In a
glass of water before breakfast each
morning and In a few days your kidneys will act fine. This famous salts
Is made from the acid of grapes and
lemon juice, combined with llthia, and
has been used for generations to flush
and stimulate clogged kidneys, to neutralize the acids In urine BO it Is no
longer a source of Irritation, thus ending urinary and bladder disorders.
Jad Salts 1B Inexpensive and cannot
injure; makes a delightful effervescent lithla-water drink, and nobody
can make a mistake by taking a little
occasionally to keep the kidneys clean
and active.—Adv
Her Narrow Escape. ,
He—I'd no Idea you would accept
me the first time I proposed.
. She—And. did you think I would the
second time?
Be—Oh, there would have been no
second time.

A Business Matter.
Eunice—Have you taken the count?
Heiress—No; but I have en option
on htm until after the horse show."^
Judge.

considerable, I was
two years a midshipman in H. M. S.
Pinafore, a lieutenant In half a dozen
plays and an admiral in the Chinese
Honeymoon.—London Opinion.
Couldn't Get It.
"I like this quaint little mountain
village of yours, waiter. I suppose I
can get plenty of oxygen here?"
"No, sir; we've got local option."—
Sacred Heart Review.
Really Reliable.
"Is your inald trustworthy?"
"Truatworthy? Why, I even give
her the key to the bread box!"
Coughs and Colds cannot hold out against
Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops. A single
dose gives relief—Sc at all Druggists.

Will rtduc. Inflamed. Strained,
Swollen Tendons, Ligaments,
Muscles or Bruises. Stops the
lameness and pain from a Splint,
Side Bone or Bone Spavin. No
blister, no hair gone. Horse can be
used. $2 a bottle delivered Describe
- your case for special instruction*
and Book 2 K Free.
ABSORBiNE, JR.,tllc antiseptic liniment for
Sind. Re'duces Strained, Torn Ligaments, Enlarged Glands. Veins or Muscles.
Heals Cuts, Sore*. Ulcers. Allays pain. ?":•
Sl.OOsbDttleal dtiler,ordilirered. Book Erlfcscj

Ires.

W. F. rOUIIG, P. 0. F, 310 Temple Street, .prltfWIIlM.
D
D. Work for nsdarlnKlsesnramel
DOTS, DOVS, BOyS months. Ham money or premium,. Hntlrelynowplan. KlTorTtaiiiE rrea.S—Jftr*«UMlsn. rnmtom ■•rtliul, » 1st*.. SI., Juulnriil.a,*..»
n

HEN-BE mrnjss^KS^xS

(na, Write, ABLO BCPrtulf CO, OtrtaasTllla, a

TV*K»*JT*«2 Wat's Tablets for Lair kfjera, 10a
AulLIN I 3 trial Blie. fast sellers. ITanunm
list. Wat's Specialty Co, 4066 Bastop, St. Loqis. Mo.
8UO Aoras-Montana, all tillable, 110 In crop, „
B
?cr«
alfalfa,
modem
h°™».£'™^"'°K>
ffi!X'
er
farm
as part
payment.
Bo» TO, Lotbalr,r Mont.

_
1 Ijarge, well proporttonea. wal*nty,
Many a man who thinks he is wed- «*r
W antarl registered at. Bernard msledof fdl
ff aHlCU breeding. <»«tayWP»!«-,r«l~*>s.
ded to the truth ia a grass widower.

SITING FOR YQU
ilBOACR
Tea,'waiting for every fanner or farmer|s
son — any industrious American who is
anxious to establish for himself a happy
home and prosperity. Canada's hearty invitation this year is more attractive than
ever. Wheat is higher but her farm land
Just as cheap and in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

160 Acre Homesteads are Actually Free to Settlers and
Other Land at From $15 to $20 per Acre
The people of European countries as well as the American^^ continent
must be fed—thus an even greater demand for Canadian Wheat will keep
up the price. Any farmer who can buy land at $15.00 to $30,00 per acre
-get a dollar for wheat and raise 20 to 45 bushels to the acre i* boond to
make money—that's what you can expect in Western Canada- Wonderful yields also of Oats, Barley and FUx. Muted Fwrnrngis fullyasprof.
itable an industry as grain raising. The excellent grasses, fuU of nutrition,
are the only food required either for beef or dairy purposes. Good school*,
markets convenient, climate excellent
Military service is not compulsory in Canada but there I* ani unrisualdemandfor farm
UborWTOUceSernanyyoungmenwho have volunteered «»' «r*i«^rt*w*r.
Write foVliterature and particular* as to reduced railway rates to Superintendent
Immigration, Ottawa, Canada; or to
MAXA.BOWtBY,73TremonlSlree(.Beslon,Msn.:
i. E. Is FOlCt, J» Wejtrnasl Slreel. Providence,
/

I. I.J L. K. ASSEtlil, Wssslord. Msiae; J. A.

UlfrU™. "» "-

iUKU

■^aS-dJan'cc^rmen. Agent*.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

WEST BROOKFIELD
Miss Marion Ray is visiting in Boston.
Some grown folks are harder to amuse
than some habies.
Even a coat of arms doesn't always
hide the family skeleton.
Miss Dorothy T. Smith, North BrookHeld road, is in Belehertown.
Harry stone of Sturbridge is a guest of
Mr and Mrs Andrew L. Benson.
Misses Martha E. and Hattie Hooker
have been visiting in Springfield,
Mrs Lizzie Shaw, Blake Ave., has been
entertaining Mrs Lawrence Howarth
.The Country Club netted 885 from their
entertainment in town hall, last week.
Fred Morely of Pittsfield Jiaa been a
guest of Mr and Mrs Napoleon Lucius.
Mrs R. Halford Miner of Windsor, Vt.,
is raiting, Mrs George H. Wright, Lake
street.
Mr and Mrs Julius Thompson entertained Fred Lyman, of West Springfield,
Sunday.
It is no pleasure for a man to do as he
pleases until after he gets married—and
then he can't.
Mrs Margaret Rooney, North; Brookfield, was the guest of Mr and Mrs Elmer
W. Chapin, Sunday.
i All schools, excepting the first primary
school, were closed Friday, to allow the
teachers a visiting day.
Miss Mary A. Campion entertained the
Grange auxiliary in (J. A. R. hall, afternoon and evening, Thursday.
The Social and Charstable society .met
at the home of Mrs Frederick Cowles, on
Cottage street, Tuesday afternoon.
.Mrs Charles \V. Ottenheimer and
daughter of Aiiston, are visiting Mrs Ottenheinu-r'sauut, Miss Sarah A.,Whalen.
The 25lu anniversary of the Social.and
Charitable society will be. held ,in the
Congregational church and eliapcl April
21,
Mrs Clarissa Jjateiiellei- is entertaining
her daughter, Mrs John C. Rowley, Berlin, Ot., at the home of Mrs Fanny N.
Adams.
Luman E. Benson, East Broooklield,
will he clerk in the store of Fred L.
Woodward during Mr Woodward's absence in Sutherland, Fla.
Mrs Nellie C. Collin and sister, Miss
Frances M. Snow returned Saturday,
from a seven weeks' visit as guests of Mr
and Mrs Cummings H. Tuckqr of New
York.
• The funeral of Fred Smith, who,.,died
last Thursday, was from the home ofiihis
half-sister, Mrs Fanny N. .Adams, Ware
street, Saturday afternoon. — Key. Mr
Hoffman officiated.
AVare and Brookfield street railway Co.
trackmen repaired the curve at the corner of Central and Front streets, Tuesday afternoon.
Derailments.,have occured several times at this point.
The body of Patrick Costello, Marlboro, was brought to'West Brookfield on
the B. & A. division Friday afternoon,
for burial in Sacred Heart cemetery. Mr
Costello formerly residedjn town.
The Literary Society met in the library,
Thursday afternoon, and heard a talk on
The Indians of the Southwest, by Mrs J.
Henry Adams of Warren. The Current
events were given by the members. •
Frederick C. Sanford, Cambridge, was
in town Sunday on a visit to his parents,
on West Main street. Miss Jean, who
has been spending her. school vacation
with her grandparents returned ,home
with her father.
C. Lockhardt Olmstead, a pupil of Ithe
Choate school for boys, Wallingford.lCt.,
has been in town the past two weeks
while recovering from scarlatina. His
parents. Mr and Mrs Chauncey L. Olmstead, returned from St Petersburg, Fla.,
on Monday.
George H. Wright addressed! the Pomona meeting at Brookfield, Wednesday,
on Proper methods of Pruning. Harold
D. Phelps told about Planting Shrubbery
and Perennials around Country Homes.
Mrs Mary F. Holmes was in charge of
current events.
Edwin C. Powell, editor and publisher
of 'Farm and Home," addressed the
Men's League of the Congregational
church, Monday night. His subject was
"The making of a modern newspaper."
Each member present received a souvenir
from the speaker.
«
Schools closed at 2.30 o'clock, Tuesday
afternoon. Supt. Frederick E. Bragdon
conducted a teachers' meeting for 1 West
Brookfield and New Braintree teachers in
the School street building. There was a
demonstration of the graphonola, including gymnastic exercises and marching by
pupils of Miss Nettie S. Allen, teacher of
grades 2 and 8.
Quaboag Valley Social club conducted
a dance in town hall, Wednesday night.
Plant's singing orchestra of Spencer furnished music fpr dancing, Leon Thompson, was floor director, and the aids were
Matthew Daley and William L. Roach of
Brookfield, John H. Donovan, Frank L,
Daley, West Brookfield and Walter Skiffington, of Ware.
Mr and Mrs Fred L. Woodward, with
their daughter, Wihnifred G., North
Main street, and Miss Evelyn K. Edson
left West Brookfield this week lor Sutherland, Fla., to visit Mrs Woodward's
sister, Mrs Bert N. Kent. Mr Woodward will return April 1, but his wife will
remain until her sister comes- &wthfor
her annual summer visit.

The Dorcas Society of the Congregational church, met at the home of Miss
Grace K. Blair on Wednesday afternoon.
Alice Maria (SKaw), wife of George H.
Brown, died at her home on South Main
street, Monday night, of acute indigestion, following a two days' illness. She
was born in Boston, Oct. 26, 1845, the
daughter of John E. and Eunice (Beamanj Shaw. She was a resident of West
Brookfield 65 years. Oct. 3, 1865, she
married George H. Brown. Mrs Browj
attended Miss Kimball's boarding school
which was conducted in what is now the
Lake Wickaboag house.
Besides her
husband, she is survived by two sons,
Herbert 8. and George H. Brown Jr.,
both at home. The funeral was Thursday afternoon from the home. Shuman's
quartette, Worcester, sang. Burial was
in Pine Grqve cemetery, in charge of A.
E. Kingsley & Co. of Spencer.

N. B. H. S. Baseball Schedule for 1915'
Another Old Veteran Gone.
The Young Woman's Club meets on
Tuesday evening, March 23, with Mrs
Edwin M. Tucker, a 'residentof North
The baseball schedule of N. B. IJ
A. W. Budd, Gilbert street.
1
MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE,
Brookfield for the last 56 years, died at as far as arraiiged,"iFS»4pllowsja
Do
not
miss
hearing
Mrs
Ella
Gleason
i. M. 7.15-East and WeBt.
| his home on Gilbert street, early Satur- April yt Sacred Heart'Academy of Woron National Constitutiodal Prohibition at j day morning, after a long illness, aged
9.30--West.
cester at North Brookfield.
P. M, 12.46—East and West.
the town hall, at 7.15 p. m. next Sunday. j 7o years, 9 months, and 5 day. The
2i0—West
April 28, Brookfield High at Brookfield. '
Miss Frances Doane will also have an lll- i cause of death was arterio-sclerosis.
4.60—East.
trated reading and there will be other
7.05—East and West.
Mr Tucker was born in West Boyls- May 1. North High, Worcester, at North
MAILS CLOSE.
Brookfield.
pictures.
' ton, Mass., June 8, 1839, and came to
A, M. 7.00—Bast and West.
At the Congregational church next | North Brookfield when 19 years old. He May 8. Stafford Springs High', at North
11.80—East and West.
Sunday morning, Rev. A. W. Budd will j worked bottoming shoes until the Civil
Br>okfield.
P. M. 1.00—Weat.
4.40-Eaet.
speak of The Blessedness of Poverty. | War broke out, then enlisted in Co. I, May 12. Worcester Actdemy 2nd at Wor6.00—East and West.
This sermon will be preceded by the 94th Mass, Regiment, Sept. 13, 1861, and
cester.
Mails for East Brookfield are despatched at
7.00 A. M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Mans from monthly talk to the boys and girls,
East Brookllald are received at 9.30 A.M. anu account of the lecture at the town hall, 1864, being discharged at the expiration May 15. Open.
5 JO P. M.
On of service Jan. 20,' 1866. . .He was pro- May 19. Brookfield High at North BrookPackage mails are despatched twice daily as the evening service will be omitted.
field.
follows:—11.30A. M. East and North, 8 P. M. Sunday evening, March 28, there will be moted from private to corporal ip 1862,
West and South.
May 22. Cathedral High, Springfield, at
Mail for the Rural Delivery is cloaed at 8.1B a finely illustrated lecture on The Passion and the same year was promoted to ser^
North Brookfield, pending.
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
Play at Ober-Ammergau. During Pas- geant, being detailed on the colors. In
The office hours will be:—6 46 A. M. to 8 P. M.
sion week there will be union services July, 1864, he was detailed color sergeant, May 26. Millbury High at Millbury.
Holidays, 6.40* to 9.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
with the Methodist church.
serving in that position until the close of May 29. Palmer High at Palmer.
PAUL M. KEANEY. Aast.
Mrs Arthur Monroe, who took the the war, and bringing home the colors of May 31. South High of Worcester at
place of Miss Downey in the brick build- his regiment when it was mustered out of
North Brookfield, pending.
~NORTH BROOKFIELD.
ing, died at her home in Spencer, Mon- service, Jan. 20, 1866.
June 5. Millbury at North Brookfield.
After the war he returned to North
day night, after an illness of only four
A Grange delegation goes to Warren days. She taught here until Thursday Brookfield, and was employed by the June 12. Classical High of Worcester a
North Brookfield.
to-night.
night. She was thought to have got out E. & A. H. Batcheller Company, for 38
Even a man may be emotional—if he of danger when a relapse occurred. She years; termi lating his services when the June 19. Palmer High at North Brook
field.
was very prominent in the social life of great shoe factory was closed in 1902.
isn't married.
Jan. 1,1873 he married Lydia R. Earle,
Mrs W. L. Walsh and son returned to Spencer, and a woman of great executive
June 26. Open.
ability. As a teacher, she was also most of North Brookfield, who survives him.
Billerica on Monday.
successful, being very popular with her Besides the wife, he leaves two sons,
DESTROY THE EGGS.
There will be a special meeting of the pupils, commanding their respect and es- Arthur E. Tucker of the city engineer's
Grange, at 7.30 next Tuesday evening.
teem. At the 1 funeral on Wednesday, department; of Worcester, and Harry E.
The ravages of the tent caterpillar have
There will be an all day meeting of the Supt. Pratt and a representation from Tucker, a druggist of Turners Falls, and been so destructive to fruit trees throughthree grand-children, Edwin Earle and out Massachusetts for the last two or
Grange Auxiliary, in Grange hall, March the grade were present.
Howard Martin Tucker of ; Worcester, three years that the State Board of Agri23.
New books in the public library are:—
, The Woman's Union meet next Thurs- The Patrol of the Sundance Trail, by and Marion Lydia Tucker of Turners culture this year intends to enlist the
help of the school Children in stamping
day at 2 p. rn.^to sew, and at 4a business Ralph Connor; The Witch, by Mary Falls.
Mr Tucker was a charter member of out this past. Notices have been sent to
meeting.
Johnston; The Awakening, by Henry
the Superintendents of all the school disMoney is being raised by subscription Bordeaux; The Lone Star Ranger, by Woodbine lodge, I. 0. O F.
The funeral was from his late home on tricts in the state, announcing that the
to engage a coach for the high school Zane Grey; The Wonderful Romance,
by Pierre DeCoulerain; The Guests of Gilbert street, at 2 o'clock, Tuesday after Board is offering four silver cups, two to
base ball team.
noon, Rev. William L. Walsh of Bill- be awarded to the public schools of towns
Mr Doescher of Cherry Valley has been Hercules, by C. N. and A. M. Williamerica, officiating. There were many floral or cities of over five thousand inhabitants
here this week to visit his daughter, Mrs son; The Story of Dartmouth by. Wilder
l
and two to the schools of towns under
Dwight Quint, presented to the library tributes.
Fred C. Clapp.
five thousand, whose pupils collect the
by Mr John A. White; and a book on
The body was taken to Springfield by
greatest number of egg masses between
Regular meeting of the Woman's Woman Suffrage given by the Woman's
undertaker Charles S. Lane for cremation
Guild, on Wednesday, March 24, in the
ftlarch 20 and May 1. The pupils are to
the family,.
Suffrage Ass'n.
and the ashes were buried
report daily to their grade teacher ihe
Guild rooms at 3 p. m.
lot in Walnut Grove cemetery.
number of egg masses which they have
Washington Trip Assured.
Superintendent John A. Krussell is
collected, and the teachers in turn will
trimming off the superfluous branches of
A CARD
make reports to the superintendent. The
The Class of 1915, N, B. H. S., cleared
■the evergreen trees at the Walnut Grove
nearly $200 by their senior play on Wedcemetery.
We wish to express our sincere thanks superintendents are to report to the Secnesday evning; the sale of advertising to neighbors and friends for sympathy retary of the State. Board of Agriculture
Miss Marion Tucker is apparently the
space in their program, and of candy in shown us in our bereavement, ^also for not later than May 4, 1915.
first to pluck a spray of trailing arbutus
At this season of the year the egg massthe hall helping to swell the receipts.
the beautiful floral tribute,
this year.
She appeared with it on
Every seat in the hall was sold, and an
es of this caterpillar are easily detected as
LYDIA E. TUCKER,
Thursday.
there are no leaves on the trees,tand they
enthusiastic audience greeted the players.
ARTHUR E. TUCKER AND 1'ASIH.Y;
Mr Herbert W. Bemis received, yester- Thanks to Mrs Charles E: Batcheller the
form a small black band around the
HARRY E. TuCKBii AND FAMILY.
day, noticed his appointm nt as one of piece was Well staged, and the friends of
limb. On cutting these open one will
the census enumerators for this town, the class gave generous applause in apfind them filled with thousands of minute
preciation of all who took part.
Bewhich is divided into two districts.
eggs. These eggs begin hatching about
Notice
to
Contractors.
tween the acts Miss Eva Nonnan -sang
the time that the leaves ppen, and the
Junior Prom of the North Brookfield
acceptably. .Music for the play and for
caterpillars then form the unsightly webs
High School is to be advertised for Mon■Sealed proposals for laying about 3300
dancing was furnished by Doyle's orches- ft. of six inch C. I. water pipe, will be re- which have been such a prominent featday, April 19. Hardy's orchestra will
tra.
ceived by the Water Commissioners of ure of the landscapes of Massachusetts
furnish the music.
the Town of North Brookfield, until far the last two years. The Board hopes
Thursday, March 25th, 1915, at two that with tbe aid of 575,000 school chilAt Christ Memorial church, next FriCoining Events.
o'clock, p. m., when the same will be
day evening, the preacher will be Rev.
publicly opened and read at the office of dren Of the state most of the eggs can be
Robert K. Smith of Westfleld. Rev. Mr
the Water Commissioners, in said North destroyed before the hatching season beNORTH BROOKFIELD.
Lane of Ludlow, will preach this evening.
Brookfield.
gins.
^^^^^
Sunday, Mar. 21. Mrs Gleason's LectEach proposal must be in a sealed enMr C. P. McCarthy, the painter, had a
velope, endorsed "Proposal for laying
ure at town hall, 7.15 p. m.
FOR
SALE.
.
•severe attack of heart trouble Wedneswater pipe, North Brookfield," and must
horse dump cart, in first-class condition
day night, and his condition was for a Tuesday, Mar. 23. All day meeting of be mailed to Edward A. Batcheller, A TWO
newly
painted,
and
good
for
long
service. I
Grange Auxiliary.
Chairman, North Brookfield, or left at slde-hlll ploughs. Inquire of Fred C. Clapp,
time considered serious. He is reported
Sum.
his
office,
prior
to
the
date
mentioned.
merStreet.
Tuesday, Mar. 23. The Young Woman's
jomJ MATT00N>
better to-day.
A blank form of proposal, furnished
North
Brookneld
March
11,1915.
Club at Mrs Budd's, 7.30 p. m.
by the water commissioners, must be used
• Mr George Hack, while trimming trees
in submitting bids and be signed by the
on the land of Mrs Freeman Haskell, Wednesday, Mar. 24. Appleton Club at bidder, with his address.
Miss Warner's, 7.30 p. m.
SAMPLE SHOES
Elm street, Tuesday, was thrown to the
A bond in the sum of 0500 will be rehave a number of pairs of sample shoes In
quired for the faithful performance of the WEmen's
frozen ground by the breaking of the Sunday, April 4. Easter Services.
and boys', also a Jew .pair ol boots
ladder.
Monday, April 5. Young Ladies' Sodal- contract, with surety to the satisfaction which wo will at manufacturers cost. Those
wishing to secure a good pair of work- shoes in
of the Board of Water Commissioners.
ity.
Entertainment
at
town
hall.
blucher or scout type cao *> «> ''5™UiIlg
The said Board reserve the right to re- either
The JOURNAL is informed on good
at our factory. H. H.,BROWN COMPANY.
authority that an order has been placed Wednesday, April 7. Appleton Club. ject any or, all bids
EDWARD A. BATOHSLLER,
Last meeting of the Season.
for the new town clock, which is to be
TO BENT
WILLIAM F, FULLAH,
A GOOD TENEMENT of seven rooms, on Grove
placed in the steeple of the Congregation- April 15, 16 and 17. Grand Bazaar for
PETER J. LAWLKR.
A street with bath, gasand egctrjclty^^
Board
of
Water
Commissioners.
church.
the B & R Baseball Association.
North Brookfield, March 16, 1915.
Born, at Fitchburg, March 16, a son to Monday, April 19. Junior Prom at the
HATCH YOUR OWN ECCS
Mr and Mrs Frank Jones, and grandson
town hall.
HATCH your own eggs In my incubators and
to Mrs Harry D. Childs of North Brooksave time and worry. Any number taken,
NOTICE IS HEREBY 6IVEN
Am booking orders tor day old chicks Can sup
field. He will be known as Frank WoodCongregational Church.
That the subscriber has been duly appointed Diva few more regular customers »ith drossoa
bury Jones, Ir,
executor of the will of Sarah M. Hill, late of tll-order poiltry. C. W. ENGLISH. East BrookFRIDAY, MARCH I S, I 9|5.

BOTH LOVE AND WAR
By JUNE GAHAN.

(Copyright, 1914, by the MeClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
"The soldiers are coming! Hurrah!
Hurrah!" sang Gretchen Armour, as
she danced into the family living
room.
/
"Coming? When?" gasped her mother, laying down her book and losing
her place thereby.
"Tomorrow—they've been billeted
upon us! We're to have 20 of them
over night. In the name of the government!'" mocked Sretchen, trying
to imitate the deep bass of the man's
voice who had been at the door with
the news.
"Let me see," said Mrs. Armour,
taking the slip of paper her daughter
NEW BRAINTREE.
waved as she still sang, her improvised song to the good old Scotch tune
At a meeting held at the vestry on of the "Campbells Are Coming." "Do
Tuesday of the church and parish, it was be quiet.for a moment and let me
the sentiment of the meeting that women think, Gretchen."
The old Armour homestead stood
be allowed to join the parish at the anfar back trom the main road, and It
nual parish meeting April 2.
was to be expected that, sooner or
Mrs Sumner Reed of Brookfield is the
later, the family would have to shelguest of her daughter, Mrs James Green. ter some of the many troops that were
Saturday evening about 50 friends and starting out on their long march in
neighbors were well entertained at the support of their colors.
Unusual guest rooraB were turned
home of Mr and Mrs C. S. Lane. Whist
and other games were played and re- into ready-to-live-in chambers, couches
and
cots were brought from attic and
freshments served.
basement until the place looked like
Mrs Owen McCarthy and family, who a veritable dormitory.
have lived on the Mixter farm so called,
In the kitchen Gretchen drove the
for the past 44 years, have moved toj cook almost frantic with her efforts
North Brookfield, having sold the farm at cooking. She had apple peelings
everywhere, doughnuts in every availto Mr Stolgitis of Hardwjck.
able platter dripping their grease,
chocolate filling on the fire for the
SEEMS LIKE SENSIBLE IDEA cake that was not even started and
which Gretchen said she could make
Woman Says Time to Take a Wedding later.
Trip Is Before Contemplated
Even when the, soldiers began to
Marriage.
approach the house on the following
afternoon Gretchen was still in her
"People laugh when they say that enfolding kitchen apron.
the best time to take a wedding jour"We shall not be much trouble," one
ney is before tne wedding, said a of the officers in uniform told her,
New York woman, according to the after she had mingled with them as
Sun of that city, "but there never was they sat about and rested after the
a truer thing said, and divorces would long day's march. "It's too good of
be much less frequent If that were you—too good!"
the custom, with certain limitations,
"Good?" cried Gretchen, her dimof course. 1 proved it conclusively ples dancing back and forth as she
during the last summer.
talked. "Why, it's too good to be
"In June last a young woman whom true to have you here. It's the one
I have known since childhood asked spot of joy in the whole war—for me!"
me if she could join me in a six
And then, until it was time to have
months' trip my husband and I were supper, the two talked and Gretchen
about to take overseas. 1 was glad learned much of the young man's
enough to have her with me, for she home. He told her be had wanted to
is not a young girl, and she has money go to the front all the time and that
enough to travel properly. Three or he hoped to come back—he believed
four days before we started she asked he would return. And then—
me if I would object to a certain man
Iff was the supper'B arrival that had
interrupted his story, and Gretchen
making the fourth of the party.
"He was a very nice sort, also with had to help serve the many soldier
money enough, and as they had been boys.
But Gretchen managed to see him
so attentive to each other for a year
that their friends had concluded they before they all. "turned in." She exwere sure to marry before a great tended her hand to say good-night.
"Good-night," she said; "I do hope
while, I added him gladly, as did my
husband. Well, we got away in good you'll be comfortable."
"Comfortable?" the soldier said.
style on a ship bound for Spain, where
we spent the first month, and I was j "I'll be comfortable bodily, but you've
upset my comfort of mind. Goodas happy as could be,
"On the fourth day out the girl came night."
"Good-morning," she said to the solInto my stateroom, and, to my astonishment, put her head on my shoul- dier when she saw him next morning.
"It's good-morning and—good-by," he
der and began to cry. I was frightened and wanted to know what was said, gravely. How pretty she was in
wrong, and between sobs she told me the morning!
"So early!" exclaimed Gretchen.
the man she had thought was so nice
"We march in an hour," he told
was getting on her nerves so that she
simply couldn't stand it and had to her.
Neither one spoke. They stood betell somebody or jump overboard.
"Her previous association had been neath the great elm tree near the
of the usual kind Incidental to the ac- dining room. Gretchen's eyes were
quaintance of two unmarried persons, on the lawn.
"I—can't you give me something?"
and, while he was very nice that way,
having him around all the time was the soldier finally stammered. "A
simply awful, she said, and I must talisman—something of your own?"
help her out of it. <Jf course that was he asked.
easy enough, for as before 1 had been
Gretchen did not reply. She looked
keeping myself out of their way. Now about helplessly. "This—-my handkerI did all I could to keep in their way chief—is all I have," she said at last.
and it saved'' the girl's life .till we
The soldier took it It had a delicate, subtle perfume that he knew he
reached land
"After that it was a little easier and would never forget. He put It inside
by and by the man, being a sensible his jacket. "I shall carry it till 1 see
fellow, made it convenient to quit our you again or—"
party good friends and went to Paris.
"Don't say It," Gretchen cried.
I'm sure, and so is the girl, that if they "Don't!" It was one of the few sebad not gone on the trip they would rious moment of her gay young lite.
have married, and then anybody can
The soldier laughed, but the mirth
imagine what the result would have was forced. "All right—till I come
been.
back then? And when the good old
"Theirs was a nonwedding journey, band plays 'The Girl I Left Behind
and there should be more of them. Me' this trip may I think of you as—
Yes, the war stopped our trip and we my girl?" he asked.
came home in August. He met her
Breakfast was being called from the
at the boat, but no longer as her pos- house. "May I?" he persisted.
sible husband."
"I'm not anybody else's," Gretchen
said, simply.
And when the troops passed along
American Sugar.In Moist Climate*.
American sugar has been taken in the main road and the soldiers win
Ireland in good quantities since the had been billeted on the Armours
outbreak of the present European war, joined them Gretchen stood beside
but it has proved very damp for this the gate holding fast to a large square
climate. There seems to be a fair of linen that bad been pressed into
prospect that if the sugar were satis- her hand when the soldier boy shook
factory it might hold the market even It In farewell. Tears rolled down her
after the termination of the war, until cheeks as the band played "The!Girl
the beet-sugar areas became fully pro- I Left Behind Me," and she wiped
ductive once more; for sugar-beet them again and again with her solgrowing in Ireland is official;* pro- dier boy's handkerchief.
nounced not feasible. Therefore Amer
lean sugar refiners and dealers might
Man's Conquest of Nature,
well take pains to suit this market
More than half a century ago
by providing a drier sugar than that Buckle, In his "History of Civilian
hitherto sent. The climato of Ireland tlon," wrote: "Formerly the richest
is exceedingly humid, and probably countries were those in which nathe refineries should continue their ture was most bountiful; now the
processes slightly longer than usual in richest countries are those In which
order to produce a very dry sugar. man Is most active. For in our age
Dealers here state that they would of the world If nature is parsimonious
be glad to dispense with the need of we know how to compensate her debuying American sugar on account of ficiencies. If a river i* difficult to
this defect.—Consul Wesley Frost, navigate, or a country difficult Ut
Cork (Queenstown), Ireland.
traverse, an engineer can correct the
error and remedy the evil. If we have
no rivers we make canals; If we have
Optimistic Thought.
no natural harbors we make artifiBetter a blush on the face than a cial ones."
blot on the heart.

North Brookfield Savings Bank
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
INCORPORATED IN 1854.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE.RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 3, 68 ON INTEREST APRIL I, 1915.

STATEMENT
AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS, MARCH 15, ,19 15

ASSETS.

LIABILITIES.
J449.488.87

Mortgages on Real Estate
Real Estate
Bank Building
Bonds and Public Funds
Cash on hand and in Banks

4,281.72
4,000.00

Deposits

$685,676.40

Surplus
»

83,836.20

299,491.25
•12,250.76
$769,512.60

$769,512.60

GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
ARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER.

BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
GEORGE R. DOANE,

•

SUMNER.HOLMES,
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.

TRUSTEES.
SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. DOANE,
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
AM ASA G. STONE,
BURT A. BUSH,
H. T. MAYNARD.

GEORGE R. HAMANT,
WM. F. FULLAM,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
THOS. G. RICHARDS, '

GENERALLY A POOR EXCUSE
Person Who Says "1 Haven't Time"
Most Frequently Means "I Haven't
Managed Well."

Lack of time, wisely declares Anne
Rittenbouse, is usually lack of organization which is borne out by the fact
that the busiest men and women who
have accomplished much in their lives
are those to whom we turn wben we
want something quickly done, and we
are not kept waiting. That Is an experience so common to all of us that
it does not need enlarging. We often
ask ourselves why this is so, and if
we would only search deep enough
we would find the answer in the power of organization and elimination
possesesd- by those persons.
A woman will tell you with an extravagant loss of nervous vitality, how
much she has done, how It keeps her
from getting her costume finished or
an important book read, or notes written, or friends attended to, or the
newspapers glanced over; and, while
she is telling you bow little time she
has because she is so rusbed she is
using up valuable moments in which
much could be accomplished; also tiring her thinking and vocaTl faculties
and rasping her nerves.
If she would give over the halt
hours a day that she expends in saying how much she hag to do in actually doing the things she hasn't the
time to do she would be astonished
and delighted at her achievements
and freer from nervous excitement
than she has ever been.
Talking takes U out of one, and a
constant repetition of how much one
has to do and how difficult It is to find
time for the right things or the artistic finish of any occupation only Increases the burden of those things,
and, worse still, accentuates them to
such a degree that they grow oat of
all proportion to their value.
A strong application of Christian
Science right here, in Its doctrine that
brain pictures become actualities it
one indulges in them and that we
create trouble for ourselves by talking of it all the time, would save
nervous strain In a remarkable war
and make the wheels of life run far
more smoothly.
What the Housekeeper Thought.

Few well-known people have done
more for the cause of temperance than
Lady Henry Somerset, and recently
she made an eloquent plea for clubs
for women as a means of combating
the drink evil.
Lady Henry, for all her seriousness,
is very fond of a Joke, and the story
goes that many years ago she and a
lady friend played a capital one on the
servants of her ladyship's country
mansion.
They both dressed, up as French
tourists, Lady Henry rearing a thick
veil, and were shown round the place
by the housekeeper.
Lady Henry signed her name in the
visitors' book as "Duchesse de Montmorenci." Later on, the unsuspecting
housekeeper, who evidently did not
think that the "French" ladles had
been sufficiently lavish in their praise
of the house, told Lady. Henry that
"that Duchesse de Monttnorenoi is *
disagreeable person i"—Pearson «.

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Three St Regis Everbearing Raspberry
plants to Everyone Answering
This Advetisement.
Agents sell these plants for 25c each. St. Regis Everbearing; A
wonderful new Raspberry; bears fruit four months the first season planted.
Earliest of all Red Raspberries, begins to ripen June 15th to 20th, fruiting
on pld canes until late August, when berries begin to ripen on the young
or current season's canes, which continue to produce berries in increasing pumbers without intermission until late, October or until frost comes.
Wonderfully prolific, first or main crop being greater than that of any
other red variety known, and Summer or Autumn crops do not consist
of a few scattering berries, but good to heavy pickings all time. One
party who had a small patch of about half an acre picked and shipped
two or three pickings each w^jk for four months, and his profits were
enormous.

"Good Fruit and How to Grow It," FREE
This is a 64-page book of valuable information about soils, how and
where to plant, trim and grow all kinds of fruit; how and when to spray,
and the cost of planting and maintaining an orchard. Also complete
description of all varieties of Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Roses and Shrubs
with bargains in Home Garden Collection as low as 98 cents, the same as
agents charge three dollars for.

Special Collection <if Standard Apple Trees 98 cents
2 Baldwin
2 Northern Spy
2 Mclntoah

2 Ben Dasjs
2 Wealthy
2 Stark
2 Yellow Transparent
All Fine Two-Year Trees

REILLY BROTHERS "THE OASIS NURSERIES"
1207 Reilly Road, Dansville, N. Y.
SEND THE COUPON BELOW TO US TODAY

RJLEY BROS. (THE OASIS NURSERIES)
Dansville, N. Y.
Kindly send me your large Fruit Book "Good Fruit and
How to Grow it" Free of all charge; also coupon good for 3 St.
Regis Everbearing Raspberry as advertised in the North Brookfield .TouttNAi. and the Brookfield TIMRS.
Name_
Town and State_
Street or R. F. D. No..

MYER GRACE

Scorcc* for the Cat.
'
Billy has a kitten and his little
WHOLESALE DEALER IN
neighbor has a poodle, and both little
boys oft/an quarrel over the relative Poultry, Eggs, Apples, R^s
merits of their pets. One morning the
owner o"f the little poodle dog was get- and Rubber, Metals, Grain Bags
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
ting the best ot the argument, for his
pet had a bath each day, he declared, 81 School Street
North Brookfield
and therefore'was much cleaner than
Telephone 74-*
Awll
the kitten. But a bright Idea saved
the day for Billy. "Huh," he indigNOTICE
nantly burst forth. "My kitten dry
BELLS iiutalledaild taker.cawi of ,
cleans hisself four or five times a ELECTRIC
at reasonable ratM. LAWRENCE ELLEHY,^
day,"—Exchange.
North Brookneld, M*«.
*

Mr and Mrs L. E. Bixby quietly celebrated the 55th anniversary of their mar
riage, on Sunday at the home of Harry
B. Bond. Both Mr and Mrs Bixby have
reached their 88th year, and are in unusually good health.

At the preliminary meeting of the First
Congregational Society Tuesday evening,
a hearty vote of appreciation was tendered Mr and Mrs Herbert E. Cummings
for the generous gift of the "orgoblo" to
the church. (For the benefit of nonMaud Willard, the only daughter of musical peop'e we would state that this
Mr and Mrs John J. Helliwell, formerly is an electrically driven apparatus for
of North Brookfield, was married Wed "blowing" the organ, and entirely doesnesday, March 3d, to Mr Raymond Sum' away with the services of boys, who have
ner Chase. They were married at the often been hard to procure when wanted,
besides giving better results.)
home of the bride'B parents.
The duplex system of envelopes will be
The program given in the JOURNAL last
continued this year for securing money
week was fully carried out at the meeting
both for benevolences and for parish
of North Brookfield Grange, last evening,
expenses.
with instructive talks by Dr. Smith and
The matter of music was left with the
A. 0. Bliss. The farce, "Three Very
music committee with instructions to reDear Friends,'' was presented under direcport their recommendations at the annual
tion of Mrs Mjry A. Tucker. The parmeeting.
ticipants were Elsie Johnson, Marjorie
The parish at a meeting last year offered
Stuart, Josephine Hinckley, and Hattie
the town the right to repair the old town
Brigham.
I clock, or to replace it by a new one, unAppleton Club ineete on Wednesday • der the direction of the standing cornnext, March 24, at the home of Mies'mittee A formal ggree^nt has been
Mary G. Warner on Prospect street. Mrs' 8igned by ^ pariah Commitlee and the
Pratt will have a paper on Spanish Roy- < Mectlnelli in a0Ceptence of the above
alty, Mrs Budd on Spanish Festivals, and 0jrer
Mrs Greene on Spanish Arts and Crafts,
. . .
The entertainment will be in charge of
Random Reflections.
Misses Eaton and Adolphson. The re-,
port of the nominating committee will be
Fewer flowers to the dead and more
received. |
flour to the needy living might help some.
The A. O. H. entertained the Ladies
It requires long years of practice to
Auxiliary and friends at Castle ball, Wed-'
enable a man to fall in love and light on
nesday evening, with a very pleasing wiTfeL*
program, arranged by-Robert McCarthy,
Perhaps the best hand a man can bold
John Mulcahy, Wm. J. Doyle, 0. F.
Mayers, Edward Murphy and James H. in the game of life is the hand of some
Ivory. It inelnded, mandolin solos by good woman.
Miss Vera Brucker, songs by Miss Bertha
If you want anything done well do it
Howard and Paul Keaney, a piano duet yourself. That i» why most peoplejlaugh
byMiBses Frances Murphy and Lillian at their own jokes.
Lameroux, and instrumental music by
A man argues with a woman not beDonahue's orchestra. Refreshments and cause it does an; particular goodf but
dancing followed.
,.
because of the pleasure it affords her.

NortnBrookfleld. in the County of Worceater,
deceased, testate, and has taken upon himself
that trust by giving bond, as the law directs. All
persons haviugdemanda upon the estate of said
deceased are required to exhibit Che same; and
all persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
EDWIN G. NORMAN, Exr.
Worcester, Mar. 5,1916.
March 19,20, April 2.

field. Phone 102-25.
ECOS FOR HATCMINC
EGGS from the best breeding pens of barred
Rocks. R. I Reds and White Leghorns. For
Sale byCOLBV H? JOHNSON, School St., North
lz
llrookfleid.

"THE RED KIND"

Collector's Sale

Fertile Eggs for Hatching
$1.00 per Setting

OF REAL ESTATE

Rhode Island Reds
A. H. DOANE

NORTH BBOOKWSLD, MASS.. March 4,1915.
The owners and occupants of the followingdescribed parcel ol real estate, situated in North
Brookneld^Sunty of Worcester, and Common.
4wl2»B
weaUtTot Massachusetts, and the nubUe.are
hereby notified that the taxes assessed thereon
for tKyear 1913. according to the list committed
WANTED
V, mttJcollector of Taxes, for said North BrookA GIRL to do generftlhousework,. Could go field by the lessors of Taxes, remain unpaid
Apply
to
home evenings ■
and thitthe smallest undivided part of saldtand
MISS ANDREWS,
sufficient to satisfy said tases with the mferest
North Brooknold. and all legal costs and charges, or the whole of
Mt. Pleasant St.,
iwia
Stand!f,o«rso„V«Tr;»^
part thSrep" will be offered for sale by^ public
auction at the Selectmen's room In the Town
House building, in said North Brookfield, on

North Brookfield, Mass.

Small Place Wanted

A small place, reasonably near the village,
vil
SATURDAY. MARCH 20,1915.
where a man can keep a cow;, _JHB,
hens, etc. Inquire at the JOURNAL Office, Speak quick if you
»t 10 O'clock A. M.. for the payment <rt said
want a good customer.
uxes withtatcrest. costs and charps thereon
SiSthe same shall be previously discharged.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WOBOESTBB,«8.
PBOBAIB COCBT
To all persons interested in tne estate ot
Austin o. Grout, late of North Brookneld, in
said County, deceased.
Whereas, SuBan B.C. Grou^, executrix of the
will of said deceased has presented for allowance the tlrst and final account of bee administration apun the estate of said deceased.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Prouate
Court to be held at Worcester, in said County,
on the thirtieth day of March A. I». 1916,at nine
o'clocls in tbe foreooon to show cause, if any
you hare, wby the same should not be allowed.
And said executrix is ordered to serre thip
citation by delivering* oopy thereof to all persons interested In the estate fourteen days at
least before said Court, or by publishing the
same once In eaoh week for three successive
weeks, In the North Brookneld Journal, a newspaper published in North Brookfield, tbe last
publication to be one day. at least, before said
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, a copy of this
citation to all known persons Interested lb the
estate, seven davs at least before said Court.
Witness, William T, For ,es, Esquire, .fudge
of said Court, this ninth day of March,
in the year at our Lord one thousand nine
hundred aad fifteen.
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
Mar. 13,19, M, H

i

Levl Cartier, Heirs and Devisees.
A certain tract or parcel of land.with.the
huildings thereon, situated on the south side o^
Willow Street, in the center village ol Mortn
BronklieldTbounded and described as follows :on the north by Willow street, on the east by
ulna% Lawrence Powers, on the south by tad
nf Hlouin and CArter. and J. H Ivory, ana on
S'e wSt by land oiMary Kelley. conWlng
three sixteenths of an acre of land.
Taxes of 1918, »10.15.
JOHN 1. DUNPHY.
Collector oLiTaxes lor 1918.
3*10^
.

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist
Office at Dr. Ludden't

-JM

T8

,¥ott Fesd Better when you See Better.
Classes we make Improve your look*
at well u your Sight.
Main Street,

North ^Brookfield

Street
TITLES OF AFFECTION Call Toat see46theSummer
Latest Models of

SPIRELLA

ALL THE 8TATES HAVE
POPULAR NICKNAMES.

CORSETS
Or have them brought to your bom*
by sending word to
*•*
*•*

Many Sources of Suggestion, but Few
of the Appellations Are Malicious
—Geographical Features Have
Gfven Rise to Some.

Nearly everyone of the states of the
Union has a nickname suggestive of its
chief product, physical character or
historic association, and some of the
states have a dual nickname of two
or more nicknames, which in most
cases appear to be equally popular and
about evenly employed In current use.
California 1B called both "Golden
State" and "El Dorado;" Connecticut
Is the "Nutmeg State," the "Freestone
State," and also the "Land of Steady
Habits;" Delaware is the "Blue Hen
State" and also the "Diamond State,"
and Georgia is the "Cracker State" and
also the "Empire State of the South."
The Bons of Illinois speak of it both
as the "Sucker State" and the "Prairie
State;" Kansas answers to the name
of "Sunflower State," .'"Central State"
and "Jayhakwer State;" Kentucky is
known as the "Blue Grass State" and
Louisiana is the "Pelican State" and
the "Creole State."
Mlnnesotans affectionately or familiarly describe their state as the "Gopher State," the "Bread and Butter
State," and the "New England of the
West;" Michigan is the "Wolverine
State" and the "Lake State;" Nebraska is the "Silver State" and the "Sage
Hen State," and New York Is the "Empire State" and the "Excelsior State."
If a man speaks of the "Old North
State" or the "Turpentine State" or
the "Tarheel State" he means North
Carolina; Oregon is the "Beaver
"State" and the "Web Foot State;
Soutb Dakota is the "Swing Cat State"
' and the "Blizzard State," "Washington
is the "Chinook State" and the "Evergreen State" and Virginia is repeatedly spoken of as the "Old Dominion,"
■the "Mother of States" and the "Mother of Presidents."
The general nickname of Maryland
is the "Old Line State" and it Is
sometimes called the "Oyster State"
and the "Terrapin State." Maine is
either the "Pine Tree State" or the
: "Lumber State."
Using geographical features as nick■ names are Florida, the "Peninsula
State;" Massachusetts, the "Bay
State;" Mississippi, the "Bayou State;"Tennessee
the "Big Bend State;
Vermont, the "Green Mountain State"
and West Virginia, "The Panhandle.
Animals give their names to Arkansas,
the "Bear State;". North Dakota, the
"FHckertail State;" and Wisconsin, the
"Badger State."
Madame Sans-Gene.

In spite of all the nursing and
mourning in the city, Paris still retains a touch of gayety. It is related
that a pertain lawyer of Paris, whose
delight it has always been to make
solemn folks laugh, appeared the other day as cSunsel for a woman
charged with some not too grave misdemeanor. She was only a washerwoman, she was elderly and plain,
and the court was distinctly bored.
"Gentlemen," the lawyer exclaimed
sdddenly, addressisg the bench, "gentlemen, you cannot find my client
guilty."
•
"And why not?" asked the presiding magistrate somewhat sharjjly.
"Because," came the smooth reply,
"she washes for General Joffre, and it
is her, glorious privilege at this moment to be weeping Into one of his
handkerchiefs."
The entire bench of magistrates
thereupon gave strict attention to the
case. They not only found the washerwoman guilty as charged, but added
ten days to her sentence for stealing
General Joffre's handkerchief.
Electric Battleship.
The United States is the first nation to use electricity in place of
eteam to propel a battleship. That
will be the motive power on the
dreadnaught California—where It will
be used according to a method that
has been thoroughly tested and perfected on the big 19,000-ton collier Jupiter, where It has proved most successful.
The advantages are many.
As the speed of a vessel run by electricity can be Instantly changed, the
dangerous "racing",of the propellers
in heavy seas can be prevented. Then,
an electric-power plant occupies far
less space and weighs less than marine engines that produce an equal
amount of energy. Finally, the cost
of maintenance and repairs Is much
less, and there is a great saving in
coal. The new dreadnaught will probably have two plants; if one gets out
of order, the ship can still proceed by
means of the other. '
Persian Lamb Fur.
It is said that after enormous dangers and difficulties, the secret of producing tbe lambs from which the Persian lamb fur is secured, has at length
been brought to America by an official
of the United States department of
agriculture. This official, Doctor Young
of Texas, made extensive investigations In Bokhara, and succeeded in discovering the kind of sheep whose
lambs produce the so much sought after fur. Contrary to common belief,
tbe tar is not taken from unborn
lambs, but from those a few days old.
It is said that there is possibility ot
our own department of agriculture taking up this work also, and that the
lambs will be raised both in Canada
and the United States. — Bast and
West

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookfield*.

Telephone 20-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD,
MASS.
27

FRED G. CLAPP

Funeral Director
Registered Embalmer.
Ltdf A5ilitt-.nl.

Cmnectad by Long Distance Telephono at House and Store.

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
Jl Prospect St.

North Brookfield

DANIEL FOSTER,
Residence 38 Spring St., cor. Prospect

House Painting, all Branches
:

Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
and Whitening. Ordora Promptly Attended to.
•
p. O. ttax 192.
(12) Satisfaction Qnaranteed

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT
H. F. Lawrence

North Brookfield

CHARLES S. LANE,

Furnishing Undertaker
, REGISTERED EMBALMER.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North Brookfield No.
iaa-n.

Long Distance Connection.
Funerals Personally Directed
and F.very Requisite Furnished.
r,««ly Assistant.
*

FULLAM
FINOS SI00
Worth of WALL PAPER
We have gone through our entire
Stock of Wall Papers, and have
found we have about $100 worth of
Remnant Paper and Bordering!!.
When we say Remnants, we do not
mean Junk, Rubbish or Cheap
Papers imported for this special
sale.
Every Remnant we offer was
taken jfrom our shelves last week,
sampled, and tied up in a bundle
and marked according to the grade
of paper from 15c to 75c per bundle.
Each Remnant contains enough
paper for any ordinary sized room.
Come early and select the best patterns at FULLAM'S, the

RED FRONT STORE
SUMMER STREET

S

OVER 65 YEARS'
PERIENCE

TRADE MARKC

DOWNS
COPYRIGHTS 4C.

I

Anyone Bending a sketch and description nwy
mUrfrl- ascertain onr opinion free whether an
sent free, oldeet aeenoj ««aem™»^PMenta.
Patent* taken thronsh Munn St Co. receive
■fMatexOet, without <&»», inch*

Scientific Amertan.

A handeomelT llloitrated weeltlr. tjmnetdr.
yeariloormonthi,*!. SoM hyall newsdealerj.

»"8I!te:rrte»

BROOKFIELD TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES

I

i".
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HUT DEMANDS TERRITORY FROM AUSTRIA
3 BRITISH CRUISERS SINK TRE DRESDEN
U-29 MAKES A RECORD RAID ON SHIPPING
:o:

THAW ACQUITTED
SANE JURY SAYS

SAYS ARMY COULD CAPTURE OUR MILLS

Declared. With Co-defendants,

Prof. Carver Tells Harvard Men of Unprepared State of Country

Not Guilty ot Conspiracy

Hospital and Supply Department Reported Removed to VUna
WhUe Germans Abandon Przasnysz Attack. Says Petrograd FINDING DEBATED 19 HOURS
:o:

ALLIES SLOWLY FIGHTING WAK THROUGH THE DARDANELLES

Based on Advice to Thsw That H«
Hao Right to Escape and His Fear
of

Becoming

Insane—Question

Cambridge.—Professor T. N. Carver of Harvard and Christopher RCorning of Nsw York urged preparedness for war at the organisation
meeting of the National Seouritjr
League of Harvard.
Professor Carvsr, the
principal
speaker of the svsnlng, assailed the
lack of protection to this oountxy, saying that if an army of a quarter million soldiers landed in the United
States it would have little difficulty in
marching Inland and taking possession of all our manufacturing plants.
He spoko In part as foUows:
"I believe that It Is generally admitted that international law is still
in a disorganised status.
It should
not be called international law, but
International good breeding or politeness.
It is nothing more than a
genUeman'nAreement and Just ss the
bully pushe?hla way Into the group
of gentlemen, so does the international bully who has no regard for
this good breeding, force himself Into
the group of nations, and there is

nothing to do but to give or take a
thrashing for all the Attllas or Napoleons are not dead yet.
,
"Assuming that 360,000 soldiers of
a foreign nation could land In this
country, the army would bs free ta
maroh to Pittsburg or any other big
manufacturing center and take oveil
all our mills.
Boms such a situation;
did occur in 1813 when troops had no
difficulty in burinlng our capital,"
Mr, Corning quotsd at lsngth from
government documents showing the.
Inadequacy of this country's war]
supplies.
"The aeroplane supply In this country is deplorably small," be said. "At
ths outbreak of the present war. Great
Britain had 400, Germany 1000 and
the United States 33.
A fleet of II
battleships could throw 112 projaoj
tiles against any coast defense In thd
United States, and it Is stated on good
authority that we nave not ammunll
tlon In this oountry for more than one
round of all our ooast defense guns.
Our ships wsnt to Vera Cruz with'
skeleton orews."

TO PROBE RATES
FOR TELEPHONES
Boston,—An investigation of telephone rates In Massachusetts
Is
recommended to the Legislature in a
Special report filed by the Publie Service Commission.
The nature of the Investigation!
recommended Is to determine the>
contractural relations between the!
New England Telephone and Tele-i
graph Company with other companies
., effect
.«„„, ,,,„.
,„vo -«.
and, the
those .„.,„.!.
contracts thave
spon the telephone rates.
Recommending ths Investigation
the report says:
"In ths judgment of the commls-i
sion, a thorough investigation, involving not only the contractural relations of ths tslephone companies,
but a study of the whole situation,
with respect to telephone service andi
rates within ths Commonwealth, la
desirable In ths public interest.
; "It would seem that the telephone.
patrons In this Commonwealth are entitled to some adjudication in regard
to the propriety of the rates which,
they are now paying for telephoneservice, especially as similar investigations are pending in other States."
j As a result of the Investigation already completed by the TelephoneBureau of ths Public Service Commission and upon which the recommendation is based, it is found:
That the New England Telephone,
Company Is paying the
American
Telephone & Telegraph
Company
4 1-2 percent of Its gross earnings, or
3828,867.20 a year, for the use of telephone instruments.
That the New England Company is>
purchasing all its materials and sup-:
plies from the Western Electric Com-i
pany, which is owned outright by the,
American Company and is paying a
commission to the Western Company:
for Its "middle-man's" service.
The commission suggests that the,
subscribers have a right to
know
whether these expenses enter into the,
making of the rates they are obliged,
to pay for the use of their telephones
The company also says that It 1st
unable to determine whether the New
England Company adopts "any clear.
Jjust and equitable principle" for the.
iflxlng of rates among the various
users and various kinds of service.

Now Is Habeas Corpus Writ.
London.—Tlie British Admiralty an.] London—Italy's demand for terricruiser! tbrial concessions by Austria, i free
nounceo that the German
1
New York.—Harry K. Thaw and the
hand In Southern Albania and i betDresden, ths sole
sole survivor
survivor ol
oi the
tu« Ger™-|ter position in tce eastern Medtter- four men Jointly charged with conman squadron defeated off the Falk-, ranean brought a new crisis In the spiracy to make possible his escape
from Matteawan were acquitted by a
land islands tn December, had been, European war situation,
Jury before Justice Page In the Susunk oO Juan Fernandei Island.
Word was given out that Italy Is
preme Court, Criminal Branch.
The cruiser met her fate not far j concentrating her warships near the
Thaw's lawyers immediately moved
u ,„ i>„K(T,s«n
The army Is being placthat he be returned to New Hamp
from the place where
Robinson rrusoe
Crusoe Dardanelles.
^ ^ ^ „„„„„
„
fnnMna wlth a
ed on an effective footing
with all
is supposed w> have been Shipwrecked possible haste and the war party Is shire, on the ground that the charge
and where he and bt» man Friday had clamoring for the dropping of the of conspiracy, upon which he was
extradited from New Hampshire and
policy of armed neutrality.
many of their adventures.
brought back to New York State was
Von Buelow, the German Ambas- a subterfuge resorted to by New
The Dresden was caught Sunday
at 9 o'clock in the morning by three sador at Rome, was reported authori- York officials, who could find no othBritish warships, the Gtoagow . the tatively to have given assurances to er means of returning him to MatKent and the auxiliary cruiser Orama, the Italian Government that Berlin teawan.
and in five nitnutea alter she was at- will be able to Induce Vienna to conThe motion, made on top a demand
tacked hauled down the colors. She cede many of Italy's terms In return from the Attorney-General's office
■WHS eet on fire with shells and waa for Its support
that Thaw be sent forthwith to MatMown up when th» flames reached
The representatives of the Allies teawan, was set over for argument,
CATERS TO
tier magazines.
promise nothing, but warn Italy that and Thaw in the meantime was re- WOULO STUDY THE STATE'S SAY8 GAME COM.
RICH.
WATER POWER RESOURCES.
The crew wae saved. Fifteen of the Germany and Austria will be defeat- manded to the Tombs for safekeepmen were severely wounded. The ed, and If she casts her lot with the ing.
The -Tour codefendants. Richard Wltnessss Favor Appropriation For Rep. Souther Appeals for Poor Man's
British ships were not damaged and Teutonic allies, she must expect to
Right to Shoot Coot on Sundsy.
be forced to abandon Avlona and the Butler, an ex-Assemblyman: Eugene
Investigation.
oo one aboard of them was hurt.
Boston—Chairman Field of the fish
Duffy, Thomas Flood and "Educated"
Thus the sole survivor of the fleet Aegean Islands.
Boston—H. 1, Harriman of the and game commission heard Reprethat sank Sir Christopher Cradock's Italys' demands on Austria are ex- Roger Thompson, were discharged at the New England Power Company.
sentative Souther of Cohasset tell
■hips and wae to -turn sunk by Stur tended to Include practically the en the request of the State and lost no Charles S. Davis, representing; the
ths committee on fisheries and game
dee was destroyed, and on all the wa-'ttre northern and eastern coast of time in leaving the Criminal Courts Turners Palls Power Company, Richthat the commission was the "worstters of the world, save those of Ger- the Adriatic, with the Important ports Buildingard W. Hale, representing the Locks
It took the jury exactly eighteen and Canal Company of U>well, a host hated department in the state"; that
many Itself, there now remain at-lib- of Trieste, Flume and Pola and the
hours and fifty minutes to agree upon of other experts and Chairman Wil- It favored the rich sportsman and
erty but three of the Kaiser's war ves- shutting Austria off from the sea.
a verdict. The point of contention, liam S. McNary of the harbor and that protests to Gov. Walsh against
sels—the oruieer Karlsruhe and the
I hey said later, was a simple one: land commission, appeared before the the commission have been made from
auxiliary cruisers Prinz Eitel Fried- Lone Submarine Sank Five Ships.
Did Thaw honestly believe- that he mercantile affairs committee In sup- all parts of the state.
rich and Kronprinz Wtthelm. And of
Representative Souther was arguLondon.—Of the British merchant was breaking no '.aw in walking"'out
these only one. the Karlsruhe, was
port of a resolve providing an approbuilt to tight, the others being con-1 ships sunk during the past _iew_days, of Matteawan? They finally agreed priation of 325.000 to be spent in the ing his bill to allow the shooting of
coot, geese and brant on Sundays
six were victims of the submarine that he had so believed and imme■verted merchantmen
next three years In making a scien- during the open season on these
U-29. operating off Lands End, accord- diately after that a ballot was taken
Three British cruisers comprised
tific survey of the water power re- birds, provided the cRy and town auing to The Daily Mall.
and he was found not guilty.
the squadron that finally caught the
sources of Massachusetts.
thorities did not object. Souther acSeven British merchantmen and
But every Juror, so they said later,
Mr Harriman said that In the Deerelusive German raider after a chase
cused the commission of "putting one
the
auxilary
cruiser
Bayano
have
walked
out
of
the
court
room
with
that has lasted up and down the west
fleld river valley by storage basins
over on the gunners" some time ago
coast of South America, in the Strait been attacked by German submarines the firm conviction that Thaw is the flow of the river had been inby putting a law through prohibiting
of Magellan and on the Atlantic since in the last three days, and the list sane. A clause to this effect would creased some six-fold. Mr. Davis and
the shooting on Sundays of any birds.
December 8, when the veesel got away is further swollen by the loss of the have been inserted in their finding Mr. Hale also spoke of work accomA drastic blU was reported by the WEEKS ASSAILS GOVERNMENT
from Admiral Sturdee's fleet only by French freight steamship Auguste had not Justice Page previously in- plished and the need of state study House committee on fisheries and
OWNERSHIP.
showing her heels to the Glasgow, Conseil, torpedoed in the English structed them that Thaw's sanity was Mr. Harriman said that there is a
game to prohibit any person, not a
Channel, and the Swedish steamship not a matter for them to consider
which finally helped to corner her.
great need of conserving the water In
Hanna, which was sunk off ScarborThaw lost the first skirmish In hii the spring when the power amounts, citizen of the state, from hunting or jMeCall Ssys Transportation Is Mora
The fact that all the crew of the
shooting a bird or animal unless ownNecessary Than Monsy.
ough. When the submarine attacked newest battle for freedom.
to over 200 times as much as W the
Dresden were saved Bets a new record
ing real estate valued at 3600. '
her the Hanna was flying the SwedThis came In the decision of Su- low water of ths summer months.
for rescue after an action at sea, and
One section provides that the findish flag and had her name and na- preme Court Justice Alfred R. Page,
Boston—Six hundred railroad men,
Charles S. Davis said that every
a naval battle of five minutes' durationality painted on her sides In let- denying Thaw's application to be per mill owner and manufacturer will be ing of a shotgun or a rifle In the members of the Traffic elub of New"
tion I* probably another record.
ters reaching from the bulwarks to mitted to return to New Hampshire, benefited by an Investigation by the house or room of any person not a England, at the Copley Plata enthusithe water line. Six of the crew were from which State he was extradited state as to the conservation of this citisen shall be held prims fade evi- astically applauded former Congress•CfoON^RINZ WILHELM.
drowned or killed by the explosion to be tried for conspiracy. Instead, water power. On the Connecticut, dence of intent to violate. The law man Samuel W. McCall and Senator
HAS SUNK 13 SHIPS. of the torpedo. Of the seven British the Justice directed the Sheriff to
gives the police the power to arrest John W. Weeks when they bitterly
he said, the flow ran from 2600 to
mer"1- itmen torpeoded by subma- deliver Thaw to the authorities of the 125,000 cubic feet per minute. Much without warrants.
[assailed government ownership. The^senator declared that at least oneRio Janeiro.—The German auxiliary rine^, j .> were sunk, two are report- State Hospital for the Criminal In- was wasted.
Five
Important
pension
bills
were
cruiser Kronprinz Wilhelm, which has ed sunk with the reports not con- sane at Matteawan,
Judge E. C. Bumpus of Boston and reported by the committee on social ihalf the United States Senate will opThe order was not executed, owing
aboard 600 German sailors, has sunk firmed and three managed to keep
Quincy said that Massachusetts has welfare, with Representative Ernest Ipose any policy of government ownerthirteen vessels since she began her afloat. The latest Admiralty report to the fact that Thaw's attorneys ob- never spent anything on the develop- F.. Davis of Brookton dissenting. Two ship.
With regard to government ownerraid on commerce, say the passengers says the total number of British mer- tained from Supreme Court Justice ment of its vast water resources, and
ship, he said: "The government is.
and orew of the French steamship chant and fishing vessels lost from BljuT a writ of habeas corpus. In cited England as an example of prop- provide:
That the pension system shall be inot an effective business agent It.
view
of
this
Justice
Page
directed
the
start
of
the
war
to
March
10
is
Guadeloupe, who were taken to Perer utilization of water power. Warren revised, so all classes of public emthat Thaw remain in the custody of
nambuco by the British steamship 136.
H. Manning and Richard W. Hale of ployes eligible for pension shall be jis not established for Business purthe
Sheriff.
Notwithstanding the declaration of
Churchill.
the Locks and Canals Co. of Lowell, required to contribute toward their poses. When it becomes involved In.
business It conducts that business soThe Guadeloupe was sent to the bot- Grand Duke Nicholas, the Russian
also spoke In favor.
pensions.
that it becomes burdensome to the-^ —.
tom by the Kronprinz Wilhelm near Commander-in-Chief, 'that he would LAUNCH GREAT DREADNAUGHT.
jThat the permanent school pension whole people. It absolutely stranglesMANY INTERESTS GET TOGETH- fund in Boston shall be under ths
the Island of Fernando de Noronfoa, hold Warsaw until the last breath, the
the business interests of the ccuntry."
Russian hospitals and supply depart- U. S. Pennsylvania Most Powerful Sea
off the eastern extremity of Brazil.
ER FOR CLEAN MILK.
control of the mayor and olty council.
Mr. MoCall said: "The business
ments already have been transferred
Fighting Machine Afloat.
transportation underlies not merely
to VUna.
Norfolk, Va.—Vleing with Secre- Urge That State Health Board be
OPPOSES MILITIA REPORT.
BRITISH CRUISER IS TORPEDOED.
the
prosperity but the existence or
Work has been stopped in many tary Daniels and Govs. Brumbaugh of
Given Supervision of Lacteal
commercial nations. It is as basic
factories.
Fluid.
Pennsylvania and Stuart of Virginia,
Committee Against Facts on Military as agriculture. It Is true that one
London.—The British Admiralty anThe Germans got within 1,500 pa- for the plaudits of 10,000 persons who
Boston—Legislation to give the
Preparedness.
who lives upon the farm Itself does
nounces the loss of the auxiliary ces of the Russian position to the gathered at Newport News to witness State department of health superviBoston—LeaderB of the movement ;not need transportation in the modcruiser Bayano with a loss of about north of Przasnysz, but met such a the launching of the ' dreadnought sion over the sale, delivery amTpro- to have the public informed on the
two hunrded lives as Bhe was engaged steady and well-aimed Are that they Pennsylvania, Commander Max Thie- ductlon of milk, with a fine of 3300 military preparedness of Massachu- ern sense, but even he munt li've the
in patrol duty In the Irish Sea. The were unable to advance further. Ac- richens of the German auxiliary cruis- for failure to provide clean milk, was setts were given another Betback methods of transportation in use
Admiralty's statement follows:
cordingly they entrenched. On the fol- er Eitel Friedrich, was the centre of urged before committee on public when the Committee on Military Af- upon the farm.
"But a system of carriage by rail
"On March 11 wreckage of the Bay- lowing morning, however, It was found attraction. Commander Thlerlchens health by a variety of interests which fairs reported "ooght not to be adoptor by water is necessary to get the,
ano and bodies were discovered, and that they had withdrawn three miles was invited to witness the launching have heretofore not been wholly in ed" on the order presented by Repproducts of the farm to distant cities
of the American warship from a accord on milk supervision measures. resentative Robinson of Chelsea, The
circumstances point to her having to the rear.
iand countries. It is more necessary
been sunk by an enemy torpedo.
John F. Cuslek, counsel for the order would Instruct Adjutant GenA detailed Paris account of the con- stand reserved for Secretary Daniels
"even than money to secure the ex"Kight officers and eighteen men flict over Vauquois, between Verdun and other officials. Capt. Thierichens Whiting Interests, which include the eral Cole to report to the Legislature change of commodities botwoen cities
were rescued, but It is feared that the and the Argonne, Indicates that a appeared In full Uniform, and when firms of D. Whiting & Sons, Brlgham as to the number of the militia of or between nations. The policy of
strategic point of much importance the crowd picked him out he was & Co., and the Elm Farm Milk Com- the Commonwealth that would be this country has been to enr-ourageremainder of the crew were lost.
pany, represented that these large available "in case of emergency," and
'The captain of the Belfast steam- has been won by the French troops. cheered.
The largest engine of naval warfare dealers have not been opposed to leg- as to the arms, ammunition and gen- the enterprize of private individuals
ship Castiemgb reports passing on For days the French and Germans
in creating avenues of transportation,
in
the
world
slid
down
the
ways
while
islation pending during the past five eral equipment that would be ready
Thursday morning a quantity of contended for this village, and the
and there is no question whatever
a
prayer
was
uttered
that
she
might
years
which
has
looked
toward
the
for use. The adjutant general would that we developed our tremendous!
wreckage and dead bodies floating in losses on both sides must have been
be
a
messenger
of
peace
rather
than
securing
of
clean
milk.
"The
dealer*
much
more
numerous
than
in
many
of
be asked further to state any meas- railroad system in private haads in a
life belts. He attempted to search
a weapon of destruction.
refuse to enter Into any cabal as to ures that he considered necessary for way not paralleled in any other connfor possible survivors, but was pre- the historic battles.
Named
by
Miss
Elizabeth
Kolb,
of
whether
the
local
boards
or
the
State
Improving the strength of efficiency try and that made it the wonder of
The French now hold half of the
vented by the appearance of an enemy submariine. which gave chase tor ruined village, which from its eleva- Germantown, Pa., as Secretary Dan- department of health shall have su- of the militia, particularly for increas- the world."
tion and location is the key to a iels gave a signal, the monster hull pervision of milk," he said. "We ing and improving the methods of entwenty minutes."
'
slid into the James River, and the spend five times as much money as listment and for the protection ot the
The Belfast correspondent of the wide area.
8AY8 NEW HAVEN
WOULD REswell rocked the German converted Boston every year in the inspection sea-coast cities and towns.
GAIN OLD CONFIDENCE.
Daily Telegraph says the Bayano was |
cruiser Prinz Eitel Friedrich less than of our milk. We buy more milk/in
torpedoed on Thursday morning, at -JMIimMmitll!IIIIIUl!MlllimiJllllllllHMIIUI!lll!;i!il!limiilllillH!lllllllllllltll(l^ a hundred yards away.
Massachusetts than any other large
Agree on Plan for B. 4 M.
Elliott Tells
Railroad
Committeenine o'clock, off CorBewall Point, WigIn size and gun power the Pennsyl- dealers.
Boston—The Joint conference ot
townshire, Scotland, and that nearly J PITH OF THE
Road Hss That of Employesvania is greater even than the Queen
"In looking toward legislation for the Maine, New Hampshire and Mastwo hundred lives were lost, as the
Wants Public's.
of the British navy, which a clean milk situation, you should not sachusetts public service commissionWAR NEWS g Elizabeth
cruiser sank almost immediately. The
is bombarding the forts of the Dar- have two systems. Either have the ers, who, with George W. Anderson,
vessel had a crew of about 216 men BiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiS danelles.
Boston—President Howard Elliott
State Board In full control or else have been considering the Boston &
on board.
,
The cruising radius of the Pennsyl- let the local boards supervise, and Maine railroad reorganization bill, and Vice-President Buckland of theLondon reports that the Russian Black
Wigtownshire is the southwestern
New Haven railroad discussed the finSea fleet has arrived within striking vania will be considerably Increased wipe ont the authority of the local has been concluded.
county In Scotland. It lies on the
distance of the Bosporus and that by the fact that she will he equipped boards In regard to milk inspection."
The commissioners united In a Joint ancial condition of the road at some
North Channel, which leads into the
an attack will be made at once In for oil fuel exclusively, and will have
statement to the public relative to length before the railroad committee.
Irish Sea from the Atlantic.
"We are trying to restore the great
No Repeal of Death Penalty.
consonance with that of the Anglo- a capacity of 2,322 tons of fuel oil.
the proposed new bill, setting forth
The Bayano was a steamship of
From her main battery the PennsylBoston—Although the general peti- the right of all states to be consider- New Haven railroad to the confidence)
French fleet on The pardanelles.
5,948 tons, 416 feet long, belonging In giving the names of three British vania will be able to hurl, with the tion presented to the Legislature this ed in the final adjustment.
of the public and investors. We beto Elder & Fyffes before she was taklieve we have restored it to the conmerchantmen sunk by German sub- pressure of a single firing lever, 7V4 year for the abolition of the death
en over by the British government
tons
of
steel
on
either
broadside,
tn
penalty was the most Impressive in a Catholics In Bay State 4th In U. 8. fidence of the employes, who constimarines, ths British Admiralty anand fltted out as an auxiliary cruiser.
nounces that six of the seven Brit- .addition she will carry a secondary decade in the number of important
Boston— Massachusetts
stands tute the bone and sinew of practical
She was built at Glasg6w~in 1913.
ish ships attacked by the Kaiser's battery of twenty-two 6-incb rifles for signers, the attempt to substitute the fourth In the list of States having and safe railroading," waa one of thei
She was In charge of Commander
bill for an adverse report In the the largest Catholic population, with main points In President Elliott's
sea wasps in three days last week defense against torpedo boats.
Henry C. Carr and her home port
House was defeated by one of the 1,392,000 of the 16,309,310 Catholics statement.
were destroyed.
"We are a great Instrument of comwas Portsmouth.
An official British account of the op- BRYAN FILL8 SUNDAY'S PULPIT. largest votes in years. Only 23 men in the United States, according to the
stood on the vote for ths abolition, figures made public by P. J. Kennedy merce," said President Elliott. "Thei
erations at Neuve Chapelie places
■LAME "ENGLISH MADNESS."
Gets
10,000
Men
to
Sign
Temperance
New
Haven railroad Is a great manuand 90 stood against it.
& Sons of New York, publishers of
the German casualties
between
Tickets in Philadelphia,
the "Official Catholic Directory;" New facturing plant for the dally use ofT
March 10 and March 13 at 17,000
German
Newspapers
Angered
by
Philadelphia.—As a climax to a
Urges Men to Advooate Suffrage.
York State leads the list with 2,886,- 10,000,000 of people. We are a great
to 18,000 men.
Treatment of Submarine Crew.
Boston—James
Leeds
Laidlaw, 824. Pennsylvania, with
1,756,763, railroad, covering 2044 miles of track,
The Russians on the eastern front are temperance demonstration In the BilAmsterdam.—The German newspathe National
Men'* and Illinois with 1,473,379, also rank and carrying 90,000,000 of passengers
even more active than'their west- ly Sunday tabernacle, a demonstra- president of
pers are indignant over the treatment
and 27,000,000 tons of freight a year
ern allies. The Germans have not tion which for enthusiasm has prob- League for Woman Suffrage, spoke Massachusetts.
accorded by the British to the crew
ably never been surpassed lit the his- before members of the Massachusetts
In proportion of Catholic to other —s j-ailroad owned by 27,000 stockn pushed an expected offensive moveof the German submarine U-8, who are
holders
and 20,000 bondholders, empopulation, Massachusetts leads the
ment against Przasnysz, probably tory of the temperance movement In branch of that organization.
held in Jail, and threaten reprisals.
this country, Secretary of State Bry- • He said that college men are for other three States with a ratio of ploying 25,000 employes and serving
owing to the thaw which set In.
The Vossiche Zeitung asks If the Along the ridges of the Carpathians an's appeal for recruits in a total ah- the most part strongly In favor of about one in three, to Illinois one $2,250,000,000 of manufactured prodBritish "In their blind rage have lost
and in eastern Galicia the Russians stenanGe army was answered by 10.- equal suffrage and advised men to In about five, New York one in about ucts a year."
all -sense of proportion.".
report a series of successes against 000 men and young men. Billy Sun- aid the cause by advocating It In four, and Pennsylvania one In about
The Lokalanzeiger says: "Everytheir clubs and other organizations.
the AustroGerman armies have day was unable to speak.
tour.
where Eneilsh madness breaks out,
■••at UD almost continuous stuck*-

you are alluding to Samson South, to the Kenmore. Ill have a card made
When Hortot had begun his cru- cer?" demanded the girl, in genuine
though the description Is a Blander. out for him."
anxiety.
Every
One
along
Misery
sade against various abuses, he had
"Don't trouble," demurred Lescott,
I never thought it would be necessary
called
the
old
man
Unc'
Splcer.
cast a suspicious eye on all matters
to say such a thing to you. Wilfred, coolly. "I can fix that up."
"I
can't
Jest
make
out."
Her
Inthrough which he could trace the trail
"It would be a pleasure," smiled
but you are talking like a cad."
of William Farbiflh, and now, when former spoke slowly, and his brow corthe other. "I sincerely wlah I could
The young man flushed.
Farblsh saw Horton, he eyed him with rugated into something like sUlen"I laid myself open to that," he said, be there at the same time, but I'm
an enigmatical expression, half-quiz- ness. "He ain't Jest to say sick. Thet
afraid that, like you, Lescott, I shall
Is, his organs seems all right, but he slowly, "and I suppose I should have
■»
zical and half-malevolent.
expected it. God knows I hate cads have to give business the right of
After Adrienne and Samson had dis- don't 'pear to have no heart fer-nothin',
and snobs. Mr. South is simply, as way. However, when I hear that the
and
his
victuals
don't
tempt
him
none.
appeared, he rejoined his companion,
yet, uncivilized. Otherwise, he would flights are beginning, I'll call Mr. For sick headache, bad breatti
a stout, middle-aged gentleman of He's Jest puny, thet's all."
Sour Stomach and
hardly take you, unchaperoned, to— South up, and pass the news to him."
"I'll
go
over
thar,
an'
see
him,"
anflorid complexion, whose cheviot cutSamson had thought it rather singuwell, let us say to ultra-bohemlan renounced
the
girl.
"I'll
cook
a
chicken
constipation, yv^
away and reposeful waistcoat covered
lar
that
he
had
never
met
Horton
at
sorts, where you are Been by such
a liberal embonpoint
Farblsh took thet'U tempt him."
f
the Lescott house, though Adrienne
gossip-mongers
as
William
Farblsh."
The girl spent much time after that
his cigar from his lips, and studied
spoke of him almost as of a member
With Illustrations
"So,
that's
the
specific
charge,
is
Get a 10-cent box now.
its ascending smoke through lids half- at the house of old Splcer South, and
of the family. However, Samson's
her coming seemed to waken him into It?"
No odds how bad your liver, stomach
from Photographs of Scenes
closed and thoughtful.
visits were usually in his intervals be"Yes,
that's
the
Bpeciflc
charge.
Mr.
or
bowels; how much your head
"Singular," he mused; "very singu- a fitful return of spirits.
in the Play
tween relays of work and Horton waa
"I reckon, Unc' Spicer," suggested South may be a man of unusual talent
aches, how miserable and uncomfortlar!"
prohably
at
such
times
In
Wall
street.
"What's Blngular?" Impatiently de- the girl, on one pf, her first visits, and strength. But—b£ has done what It did not occur to the mountaineer able you are from constipation, indigesmanded his companion. "Finish, or "I'd better send fer Samson. Mebby no other man has done—with you. He that the other was intentionally avoid- tion, biliousness and sluggish bowels
(CoMrisht. sen. »r w. j. w»u * CoJ
has caused club gossip, which may
—yoa always get the desired results
bit mout do ye good ter see him."
don't start."
ing him. He knew of Wilfred only
SYNOP8IS.
The old man was weakly leaning easily be twisted and misconstrued.".
with Cascarets.
"That mountaineer came up here
through
Adrienne's
eulogistic
descrip"Do you fancy that Samaon Smith
back on his chair, and his eyes were
Don't let your stomach, liver »na
On Misery creek Sally Miller finds as George Lescott's protege," went vacantly listless; but, at the sugges- could have taken me to the Wigwam tions, and, from hearsay, liked him.
"He camp
George Lescott. a landscape Painter, un- on Farblsh, reflectively.
The months of close application to bowels make you miserable. Take
road-house
if
I
had
not
cared
to
go
conscious. Jesse Purvy of the Hollman fresh from the feud belt, and landed tion, he straightened, and the ancient
easel and books had begun to tell on Cascarets to-night; put an end to the
olan has been shot and Samson is suswith him?"
pected of the crime. Samson denies It. promptly in the police court. Now, fire came again to his face.
the outdoor man .in a softening of headache, biliousness, dizziness, nerr"
The
man
shook
his
head.
"Don't ye do hit," he exclaimed, alousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
*The shooting breaks the truce In the in less than a year, he's pairing off
Hollman-South feud. Jim Hollman hunts
; "Certainly not! But the fact that muscles and a slight, though notice- backache and all other distress;
most
fiercely.
"I
knows
ye
mean
hit
with bloodhounds the man who shot t-ur- with Adrienne Lescott—who, every
able, pallor. The enthusiasm with
you
did
care
to
go
with
him
indicates
kindly,
Sally,
but
don't
ye
-neddle
to
cleanse your inside organs of all th»
■w The bloodhounds lose the trail at one supposed, meant to marry Wilfred
Splcer South's door. L«scott discovers
an influence over you which is new. which he attacked his daily schedule bile, gases and constipated matter
my business."
carried him far, and made his progress
artistic ability In Sainson. While sketch- Horton. This little party tonight is,
You
have
not
sought
the
bohemian
"I—I
didn't
'low
ter
meddle,"
falwhich is producing ths misery.
ing with Lescott on the mountain, Tama- to put It quite mildly, a bit unconand unconventional phas.es of life with phenomenal, but he was spending
o-ack discovers Samson to a Jeering crowd
tered the girl.
A 10-cent box means health, happicapital
of
nerve
and
health,
and
George
of mountaineers. Samson thrashes him ventional."
"No, little gal." His voice softened your other friends. There is no price
and denounces him as the "truce-busness and a clear head for months.
The stout gentleman said nothing,
Lescott
began
to
fear
a
break-down
at once into gentleness. "I knows under heaven I would not pay for
ter" who shot Purvy. At Wile Mc- and the other questioned, musingly:
No more days of gloom and distress
CaB«'» dance Samson tells the South
your regard. None the less, I repeat for his protege. He discussed the If you will take a Csscaret now and
"By the way, Bradburn, has the ye didn't. I didn't mean ter be shortolan that he Is going to leave the
that,
at
the
present
moment,
I
can
mountains. Lescott goes home to New Kenmore Shooting club requested Wil- answered with ye either, but thar's
then. All stores sell Cascarets. Don't
Tork. Samson bids Splcer and Sally
Jest one thing I won't 'low nobody see only two definitions for this mounforget the children—their little befarewell and follows. In New York Sam- fred Horton's resignation yet?"
taineer.
Either
he
is
a
bounder,
or
ter
do^—an'
thet's
ter
send
fer
Samson.
ton studies art and learns much of city
sides needia cleansing, too. Adv.
"Not yet. We are going to. He's
rays. Drennle Lescott persuades Wil- not congenial, since his hand is raised He knows the road home, an', when else he Is so densely ignorant and
fred Horton. her dilettante lover, to do a
churlish
that
he
is
unfit
to
associate
he
wants
ter
come,
he'll
find
the
door
The Real Article.
inan's work in the world. Prompted by against every man who owns more
iier, love. Sally teaches herself to write. than two dollars." The Bpeaker owned open, but we hain't a-goin' ter send with you."
Little Lemuel—Say, paw, what la
Horton throws himself into the business
"I make no apologies for Mr. South,"
an instrument of torture?
•world and becomes well hated by preda- several million times that sum. This after him."
she said, "because none are needed.
tory financiers and politicians. At a Bo- meeting at an out-of-the-way place
Paw—The piano In the flat upstairs,
tiemlan resort Samson meets William FarWilfred Horton found himself that He is a stranger in New York, who
son.
fclsh. sporty social parasite, and Horton a had been arranged for the purpose
knows
nothing,
and
cares
nothing
•nemy.
of discussing ways and meanB of curb- fall In the position of a man whose
course lies through rapids, and for about the conventionalities. If I chose
Approval.
ing Wilfred's crusades.
CHAPTER X—Continued.
the flrst time in his life his pleasures to waive them, I think it wae my right
"You approve of your wife's pubUs:
"Well, don't do It."
and
my
responsibility."
were
giving
precedence
to
business.
speaking?"
"Why the devil shouldn't we? We
Horton said nothing, and, in a moAdrienne Leseott nodded, Her eyes don't want anarchists in the KenHorton was the most-hated and most"Yes," replied Mr. Meekton. T4
ment Adrienne Lescott's manner
-were sweetly sympathetic.
admired
man
In
New
York,
but
the
rather she told her views about ocomore."
changed. She spoke more gently:
"It's the hardship of the conditions,"
nomnics and sociology to the throng
After awhile, they sat silent, Farblsh men who hated and snubbed him were
"Wilfred, I'm sorry you choose to
•he said, softly. "ThoBe conditions smiling over the plot he had Just de- his own sort, and the men who adthan have her handing them out to
take this prejudice against the boy.
will change."
me as little bedtime stories."
vised, and the other man puffing with mired him were those whom he would
never meet, and who knew him only You could have done a great deal to
A man had come out onto the ver- a puzzled expression at his cigar.
help
him.
I
wanted
you
to
be
friends."
anda from the Inside, and was ap, TIMELY COTTON BOOKLET.
"That's all there is to it," summar- through the columnB of penny papers.
"Thank you!" His manner was
proaching the table. He was immac- ized Mr. Farblsh, succinctly. "If we Powerful enemies had ceased to laugh,
Renskof, Lyon & Co, 33 New St.
stiff.
"I
hardly
think
we'd
hit
It
off
sjlately groomed, and oame forward can get these two men. South and and begun to conspire. He must be
N. Y., Members of New York ptook
together."
silenced!
How,
was
a
mooted
queswith the deference of approaching a Horton, together down there at the
and Cotton Exchanges, have Issued
"I believe you are Jealous!" she
a free Booklet on cotton situation. Adv.
throne, yet as one accustomed to ap- shooting lodge, under the proper condi- tion. But, in some fashion, he must
"I Will Arrange So That You Will Net
proaching thrones. His smile was that tions, they'll do the rest themselves, I be silenced. Society had not cast announced.
Run Op on Wilfred Horton."
"Of course, I'm Jealous," he replied,
A Knock.
of pleased surprise.
think. 1*0 take care of South. Now, him out, but society had shown him
Mrs. Bacon—I think the Sullivan law
The mountaineer recognized Far- it's up to you to have Horton there in many subtle ways that he was no without evasion. "Possibly, I might matter with Adrienne, and the girl
longer her favorite. He had taken a have saved time in the flrBt place by began to promote to the boy an Inter- Is all right. A man has no right to goipisb, and, with a quick hardening at the same time."
avowing my jealousy. I hasten now est In the duck-shooting trip—an In- about with a revolver.
»t the face, he recalled their last
"How do you know these men have plebeian stand with the masses. MeanMr. Bacon—How would you Hks a
ineeting. If Farblsh should presume not already met—and amicably?" de- while, from various sources, Horton to make amends. I'm green-eyed."
terest which had already awakened,"
She laid her gloved fingers lightly despite the rifleman's inherent con- law passed to prevent women going
had received warnings of actual perCo renew the acquaintanceship under manded Mr. Bradburn.
on
his
bridle
hand.
about with hammers?
these circumstances, Samson meant
tempt for shotguns.
"I happen to know It, quite by sonal danger. But at these he had
"Don't be," she advised; "I'm not to
Shuts Them Up.
«o rise from his chair, and strike him chance. It Is my business' to know laughed, and no hint of them had
"I reckon I'd like it, all right," he
love
with
him.
If
I
were,
it
wouldn't
reached Adrienne's ears.
Church—I see Mrs. Bertie Brlxls ot
in the face. George Lescott's Bister things—quite by chance!"
said; "and I'll bring back some ducks,
matter.
He
has
One
evening,
when
business
had
Webster
county
Is the only woman
■could not be subjected to such meetIf I'm lucky."
„
*»
" 'A neater, sweeter maiden,
ings. -Yet, It was a tribute to his adSo, Lescott arranged the outfit, and sheriff to Missouri.
Indian summer came again to forced the postponement of a dinner
1
"'In a greener, «lsaner land."
Gotham—She is the only woman la
vancement in good manners that he Misery, flaunting woodland banners of engagement with Miss Lescott, he
Samson awaited the news of the comi Missouri who can shut up other worndreaded making a scene in her pres- crimson and scarlet orange, but to begged her over the telephone to ride He's told me all about her."
ing
flights.
Horton shook his head, dubiously.
•ence, and, as a warning, he met Far- Sally the Beason brought only heart- with him the following morning.
That same evening, Farblsh dropped en, I suppose.—Yonkers Statesman.
"I wish to the good Lord, he'd go
"I know you are usually asleep when
»!sh's pleasant smile with a look of achy remembrances of last autumn,
into the studio, explaining that he had
Submerged Timber.
blank and studied lack of recognition. when Samson had softened his stoi- I'm out and galloping,", he laughed, back to her," he said.
been buying a picture at Collasso's,
The strength of a hemlock stick a
The circumstances out of which Far- cism as the haze had coftened the hori- "but you pitched me neck and crop
and had taken the opportunity to stop
CHAPTER
XI.
trtsh might weave unpleasant gossip zon. He had fient her a few brief let- Into this hurly-burly, and I shouldn't
by and hand Samson a visitor's card foot square that had been in water for
■old not occur to Samson. That they ters—not written, but plainly printed. have to lose everything. Don't have
to the Kenmore club. He found ,the almost forty years was recently testOne
afternoon,
swinging
along
Fifth
•were together late In the evening, un- He selected short words—as much your horse brought. I Want you to
ground of interest fallow, and at ''illy ed In the 600,000-pound testing maavenue In his down-town walk, Sam«haperoned, at a road house whose like the primer as possible, for no try out a new one of mine."
Bowed It with well-chosen anlHMutes,^1 chine at Rensselaer Polytechnic lnstla-eputotlon was socially dubtoui
"I think," she answered, "that early son met Mr. Farblsh, who fell Into calculated to stimulate enthusiasm. 1 tute at Troy, in New York. The tlmother messages could she read. There
a thing he did not realize. But
On leaving the studio, he paused to' ber, which was 16 feet 9 Inches long,
were times in plenty when he wished morning is the best time to ride. I'll step with him, and began to make
1>ish was keenly alive to the possftil to pour out to her torrents of feeling, meet you at seven at the Plaza en- conversation.
had formed part of one of the piers of
"By the way, South," he suggested say:
Ities of the situation. He chose ti and it was such feeling as would have trance."
"I'll let you know when conditions the Congress street bridge at Troy,
■construe the Kentuckian's blank ex- carried comfort to her lonely little
They had turned the upper end of after the commonplaces had been dis- are Just right." ThenJ he added, as When the pier broke down after tn*
pression as annoyance at being dis- heart. He wished to tell frankly of the reservoir before Horton drew hia posed of, "you'll pardon my little pre- though in afterthought: "And I'll ar- flood In the spring of 1913, the timber
oovered, a sentiment he could readily what a good friend he had made, and mount to a walk, and allowed the reins varication the other evening about range BO that you won't run up on was turned over to one of the material-testing laboratories of the instiunderstand. Adrienne Lescott, follow- how this friendship made him more to hang. They had been galloping having met you at the Manhattan Wilfred Horton."
ing her companion's eyes, looked up, able to realize that other feeling— hard, and conversation had been Im- club?"
"What's the matter with Wilfred tute. It was kept to the open air
"Why
was
It
necessary?"
inquired
and to the boy's astonishment nodded his love for Sally. There was in his practicable.
Horton?" demanded Samson, a shade for three months, and then placed in
a dry room for a little more than nlnsj
to the newcomer, and called him by mind no suspicion—as yet—that these
"I suppose experience should have Samson, with a glance of disquieting curtly.
(name.
two girls might ever stand in conflict taught me," began Horton, slowly, directness.
"Nothing at all," replied Farblsh, months. When placed to the testing
"Possibly, it was not necessary,
"Mr. Farblsh," she laughed, with as to the right-of-way. But the letters "that the most asinine thing to the
with entire gravity. "Personally, I machine, the calumn failed under a
■mock confusion and total Innocence he wished to write were not the sort world Is to try to lecture you, Drennle. merely politic. Of course," he laughed, like Horton immensely.
I slmplyj load of 384,000 pounds; that Is, ths
of the fact that her words might have .he flared to have read to the girl by But there are times when one must ^"every man knows two kinds of thought you might find things more long-submerged wood showed an ultiwomen.
It's
Just
as
well
not
to
disaaeanlng, "don't tell on us."
the evangelist-doctor or the district- even risk your delight at one's discongenial when he wasn't among mate strength of 2,670 pounds to ths
cuss the nectarines with the orchids,
square Inch. In the opinion of Prof.
"I never tell things, my dear lady," school teacher, and alone she could comfiture."
those present."
or
the
orchids
with
the
nectarines."
"I'm not going to tease you this
■aid the newcomer. "I have dwelt have made nothing of •them. However,
Samson was puzzled, but he did not T. R. Lawson, who conducted the test,
Samson
made
no
response.
But
too long in conservatories to toss* "I love you" arfe easy words—and those morning," she answered, docilely. "I
fancy hearing from this man's lips the remarkable strength of this piecs
like the horse too well—and, to be Farblsh, meeting his eyes, felt as criticisms upon friends of his friends. of hemlock seems to show that beyebbles. I'm afraid, Mr. South, you he always Included.
though he had been contemptuously
The Widow Miller had been ailing frank, I like you too well!"
Stave forgotten me. I'm Parbish, and I
"Well, I reckon," he said, coolly,, ing immersed In water for a long time
does not decrease the column strength
"Thank you," smiled Horton. "As rubuked. His own eyes clouded with "I'd like him, too.'
.aad the pleasure of meeting you"— for months, and, though the local
lie paused a moment, then with a physician diagnosed the condition as usual, you disarm me on the verge an impulse of resentment. But it
"I beg your pardon," said the other* of timber that is subsequently permitpassed, as he remembered that his
ted to dry out.—Youth's Companion. >
pointed glance added—"at the Man- being "right porely," he knew that the
"I suppose you knew, or I shouldn't)
plans Involved the necessity of winspecter of tuberculosis which stalks
Siattan club, was it not?"
have mentioned the subject I seem
CHILDREN SHOWED IT
ning this boy's confidence.
"It was not," said Samson, prompt- through these badly lighted and venAt .the steps of a Fifth avenue club, to have said too much."
Effect of Their Warm Drink In ths
ly. Farblsh looked his surprise, but tilated houses was stretching out its
"See here, Mr. Farbish," Samson
Morning.
Farblsh halted.
•was resolved to Bee no offense, and, fingers to touch her shrunken chest.
spoke quietly, but imperatively; "If
"Won't you turn In here," he sug«fter a few moments of affable and, This had meant that Sally had to foreyou know any reason why I shouldn't
gested, "and assuage your thirst?'
"A year ago I was a wreck from cofit must be acknowledged, witty con- go the evening hours to 3tudy, beSamson declined, and walked on. meet Mr. Wilfred Horton, I want you fee drinking and was on the point of
versation, withdrew to hia own table. cause of the weariness that followed
to
tell
me
what
it
is.
He
Is
a
friend
But when, a day or two later, he
giving up my position to the school
"Where did you meet that man?" the day of nursing and household
dropped , Into the Bame club with of my friends. You say you've said room because of nervousness.
too
much.
I
reckon
you've
either
{demanded Samson, fiercely, when he drudgery. Autumn seemed to bring
George Lescott, Farblsh joined them
"I was telling a friend about it and
to her mother a slight improvement,
said too much, or too little."
taxi the girl were alone again.
to the grill—without invitation.
she said, 'We drink nothing at meal
and Sally could again sometimes
Then,
very
insidiously
and
artistical"Oh, at any number of dinners and
"By the way, Lescott," said the
time but Postum, and It is such a comdances. His sort is tolerated for some steal away with her slate and book,
interloper, with an easy assurance ly, seeming all the while reluctant and fort to have something we can enjoy
apologetic, the visitor proceeded to
Reason." She paused, then, looking to sit alone on the big bowlder, and
upon
which
the
coolness
of
his
redrinking with the children.'
■very directly at .the Kentuckian, in study.
ception had no seeming effect, "it plant in Samson's mind an exagger"I was astonished that she would
She would not be able to write that
ated and untrue picture of Horton's
{quired, "And where did you meet
won't
be
long
now
until
ducks
are
allow the children to drink any kind
Christmas letter. There had been too
contempt tor him and of Horton's retim?"
flying
south.
Will
you
get
off
for
your
ot
coffee, but she said Postum was
many interruptions In the self-imparted
Bentment at the favor shown him by not coffee, but a most healthful drink
"Didn't you hear him say the Mancustomary shooting?"
education, but some day she would
the
Lescotts.
hattan elub?"
"I'm afraid not." Lescott's voice betor children as well as for older ones,
write.
There would probably be
Samson heard him out with a face and that the condition ot both the chil"Yes and I knew that he was ly
came more cordial, as a man's will,
time enough. It would take even Samenigmatically
set,
and
His
voice
was
whose hobby has been touched. "There
|Bg."
dren and adults showed that to be •
son a long while to become an artist.
"Yes, he was!" Samson spoke, con
are several canvases to be finished soft, as he said simply at the end:
tact
One day, as she was walking home"I'm
obliged
to
you."
■jemptuously. "Never mind where it ward from her lonely trysting place,
for approaching exhibitions. I wish
"I was to despair and determined
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
•was. It was a place I got out of when she met the battered-looking man who
I could go. When the flrst cold winds
to give Postum a trial, following ths
$ found out who were there."
begin
to
sweep
down,
I
get
the
fever.
directions
carefully. It was a decided
carried medicines in his saddlebags
Swiss Want New National Hymn.
The chauffeur came to announce and the Scriptures in his pocket, and
The prospects are good, too, I undersuccess anjd I was completely won by
Switzerland
is
seeking
a
new
naItkat the car was ready, and they who practiced both forms of healing
stand." «
Its rich delicious flavor.
went out. Farblsh watched them with through the hills. The old man draw
"The best in years! Protection in tional hymn in place of "Rufst du,
"In a short time I noticed a decided
Mein
Vaterland,"
which
is
sung
to
a smile that had in it a trace of the down his nag, and threw one leg over
the Canadian breeding fields Is bearImprovement In my condition and kept
the
tune
of
"My
Country
'Tis
of
sardonic.
ing' fruit. Do you shoot ducks. Mr.
growing better month after month,
the pommel.
"Don't You Do Hit."
South?" The speaker included Sam- Thee," and "God Save the King." It until now I am healthy, and do my
The career of Farblsh had been an
"Evenin', Sally," he greeted.
Is
said
that
there
is
some
Intention
of
combat.
I
had
nerved
myself
for
son as though merely out of deference
Interesting one in its own peculiar and
"Evenin', Brother Spencer. How air
of adopting a patriotic song, beginning work to the school room with ease and
ridicule."
unadmirable fashion. With no advan- ye?"
to his physical presence.
pleasure. I would not return to nerve"Hell dlr, Meln Schwelzerland," but
"What
have
I'
done
now?"
inquired
Samson
shook
his
head.
But
he
tages of upbringing, be bad neverthedestroying coffee for any money."
"Tol'able, thank ye. Sally." The
less so cultivated the niceties of social body and-soul mender studied the girl the girl, with an Innocence which waB listening eagerly. He too, knew whether this is to be sung to the same
Name given by Postum Co, Battle
that note of the migratory "honk" tune or a new one Is to be evolved for Creek, Mich.
usage that his one flaw was a too awhile In aliened, and then said blunt- further disarmed him.
Rsad "The Road to
It is not yet known.
"The queen can do no wrong. But from high overhead.
great perfection. He was lerter-per- ly:
Wellvllle," to pkgs.
"Samson," said LeBCOtt slowly, as
tect where one to the manor born
Ye've done broke right smart, In even the queen, perhaps' more parPostum comes In two forms:
Too Long to Bs Entirely Valid.
might have slurred some detail.
the last year. Anything the matter ticularly the queen, must give thought he caught the gleam In his friend's
Regular Postum—muDt bs well
Oliver
Knox
read
some
published
to
what
people
are
saying."
eyes, "you've been working too hard.
He was' witty, handsome In his sat- with ya?"
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
letters
in
a
breach-of-promise
suit
and
What
are
people
saying?'
You'll
have
to
take
a
week
off,
and
urnine way, and had powerful friends
She shook her head, and laughed.
Instsnt Postum—Is a soluble pow"This Idiot wrote to the
'The usual unjust things that are I try your hand. After you've changed laughed.
In the world of fashion and finance. It was an effort to laugh merrily,
der. A teaspoontul dissolves quickly
That he rendered services to his but the ghost of the old instinctive said about women tn society. Vou are your method from rifle to shotgun, girl that he would love her always," In a cup of hot water and, with cream
being constantly seen with an uncouth you'll bag your share, and you'll come he commented. "Now I contend that and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
plutocratic patrons, other than the blitheness rippled into it.
'always' Is the longest word In ths
repartee of hit dinner talk, was a thing
"I've jest come from old Splcer freak who is scarcely a gentleman, back fitter for work. I must arrange dictionary, and no wise man ever uses instantly. 80c and 60c tins.
vaguely hinted in club gossip, and South's," volunteered the doctor. however much he may be a man And It"
Both kinds are equally delicious and
"As to that," suggested Farblsh. it" "No." retorted bis discerning wife cost per cup about the same.
that these services were not to bis "He's ailin' pretty consid'able, these malicious tongues are wagging."
The girl stiffened.
in the manner of one regarding the "and no wise woman would believe
credit had more than once been con- days."
"There's
a Reason" For Postum.
"I won't spar with you. 1 know that civilities, "Mr. South can run down him it he did."
"What's the matter with One' SplHctnred.
—sold by Grocers,
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"Poor fellow!" murmured Rose Barren, and tier gentle face softened as
a tall, handsome young man came
Free from Normal Federal Income Tax
down the pretty park path and sat
down on the rustic bench beside her,
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engaging in casual, friendly conversation.
The "poor fellow" was Ernest Harper. He looked grave and troubled, but
it seemed as though the presence of
Subject to sale
the cheery little woman beside him
made him momentarily forget his anxiWE RECOMMEND THESE COMMON SHARES FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:—
eties.
"How sorry I feel for him!" breathed
j^iret. The Company has had a successful and profitable department store business since 1870.
Rose as they parted. "How unworthy Is
Second. Since 1906 (under present management) the Denbolm & McKay Company has made
she of the love of a man like him!'
"If Rose only knew!" soliloquized
a gain in volume of sales of approximately 70%.
Ernest as he went on his way. "Ah,
Third. Sales during the year 1914 show a gain over those of the year 1913 of $190,997 and
A Fine Flock of Ducklings.
me! life ii a sad enigma."
gross volume of sales in 1914 was well in excess of $2,000,000.
and whole or cracked grain requires
Here were the facts In the case:
(By'ANNA GALIG«ER.)
Fourth. The Company's real estate Had buildings are considered by experts the most valuable
It is only a few years since the something sharper than sand to
Ernest Harper was engaged to the sister of his dearest friend, Lora Moody. Indian Runner first made Its appear- grind it.
and centrally located single piece of real estate in the city of Worcester (46,000 square feet of
Those
who
have
Indian
Runner
And Rose Darren knew that Lora did ance in America. They came originland) which is at the present time worth well in excess of $2,000,000, and steadily increasing in
not love him, was a flippant flirt and ally from the West Indies, where they ducks would do well te keep them
valne, which increase should be well reflected by a corresponding increase in the value of the
would bring him pain and disappoint- have been raised for years, chiefly over winter and Bee what they will do
as egg producers. They derive their toward keeping the egg basket filled
ment in the years to come.
Company's common shares.
How she had found this out was her name from their native land and racy when biddy is on a strike.
Fifth. The stock is free of local taxes to holders in Massachusetts and also exempt from the
Begin
by
culling
out
all
surplus
upright
carriage.
own treasured secret
In color they are fawn and white, drakes and undersized specimens. It
Normal Federal Income Tax.
r
\
Ernest was surprised to be aroused
from his morning slumber by the an- with yellow "shanks and light green the ducks are expected to furnish
eggs
next
spring
for
hatching
purnouncement of a servant that Mr. bill; the "latter being sometimes
poses, now Is the time to procure
Moody, Lore's father, was in the parlor splashed with black.
The body is long and narrow and drakes from some other flock.
The Company has paid forty-five (45) semi-annual dividends on its common shares since its inbelow and "would he please dress and
It is not a good plan to keep closeis carried in an almost upright posicome down at once?"
corporation as a stock company in 1891, average dividends being well in excess of 10% ($10 per
ly
related
birds.
One
drake
for
every
When Ernest joined his early visitor tion. Neck 1B long and thin with fineshare) per annum. Ten per cent (10%) dividends were paid in the year 1914 on the common stock.
seven or eight ducks is about right.
he found Mr. Moody pacing the room ly formed head.
Drakes may be kept for seven
The Company's Board of Directors and the present share-holders are purchasing a considerable
The Indian Runner is, we think,
up and down In a state of great agitanot only the most beautiful but also years, but ducks will not lay so well
tion.
amount
of this issue of common shares.
when of that age. Few duck: raisers
- "Ernest," he spoke in an unsteady the most, profitable of all the duck
care to keep old^drakes unless they
All
the Company's common shares have full voting power.
family.
They
have
the
Pekin
beaten
tone, "I've got Borne bad news for
a mile, and are steadily gaining in happen to be high-priced birds.
you."
In
many
sections,
Indian
Runner
The new shares will participate in the next semi-annual dividend payable August 15th.
favor. *
"Ned—" began Ernest
The Indian Runner is rather small, ducks are so scaree that food speci"No, Lora."
Dividend dates are August 15th and February 16th.
mens
bring
almost
any
price
asked.
fully matured ducks weighing from
ISheis'iii?"
A house 15 by 20 feet, with a yard
The new issue will increase the Company's common shares from 3000 to. 5000.
"Worse!" groaned the unhappy fath- four to five pounds. Drakes from
attached will be large enough for
Proceeds ffom sale of these shares will be used to pay the Company's floating indebtedness.
er. "Ernest, boy, be brave! We deplore five to slx: pounds live weight.
But they grow very rapidly while 35 to 40 ducks to stay in at night,
it all, and you have been the man all
Subscriptiu...-. should be sent to the Company's Treasurer, accompanied by checks for 10% of
and during the cold days in winter.
young
and
are
easy
to
raise.
What
through, but drive her from your
If there is no suitable house on
they
lack
in
weight
is
more
than
made
amount
taken by you.
thoughts. She is unworthy of you,"
up for in their other good qualities. the place, a duck house can be built
(Signed) L. C. BROWN, President.
"You mean—?"
To begin with, they are very prolific at small cost. Rough lumber may be
"She eloped last night with LieutenG. E. NEWKIRK, Vice-President.
used for the floor and siding. The
layers,
beginning
when
they
are
ant Trescombe."
JAMES WILSON, Treasurer.
It was a severe shock to the astound. about six months old. Their eggs are rafters, plates and posts may be made
GEORGE M. BROWN, Director.
ed fiance, but less from personal grief pure white and a little larger than of poles cut In the woods. Any kind
of
roof
that
will
turn
water
will
anthan pity for the chum and his fam- a Plymouth Rock hen.
IRVING. SWAN BROWN, Director.
They are superior in quality to any swer. *
ily, upon whom this hard blow had
If the house Is to be used for
been brought. In a measure he was re- duck's eggs that we have ever eaten
and as a rule they bring a better young ducks during the spring and
lieved.
summer months, there should be two
"If Lora loved him," he said, quietly, price in the markets.
The ducklings reach a marketable large doors, one at each end, and a
"she will be happy with him."
"But you—you? We feel so for size when about twelve weeks old; window at "the other. Some duck
Noise That Least Annoys.
when forced they will -weigh four to houses are built with the entire south
you!"
The question of different kinds of
side open.
"Don't think of me, Mr. Moody," re- five pounds at two months.
Small-mesh poultry netting Is nailed noises from a practical point of view,
The meat of a Runner is of supeturned Ernest. "I only wish them Joy
and with special reference to autorior quality; fine in grain, juicy and ex- to the posts, and a heavy curtain is mobile horns was considered by Pro»
ntentment."
Where are they grown? Why do they ripen earlier than in other sections?
1 are a noble fellow!" declared cellent in flavor. Hotels and res- attached Inside. The curtain Is to be fessor Marage at a recent meeting of
Why are they BO luscious?
taurants pay fancy prices for duck- used in cold weather. As the snow is Academle des Sciences. He Investi'ody.
liable to drift in, It will sometimes be
These and other questions are answered in a booklet which we havfc issued
JfeeV Ernest Harper whispered to lings.
gated
the
subject
by
executing
pieces
The eggs are In good demand also. necessary to nail or tack the curtain of music upon ancient and modern Indescribing Glenn pounty, Calitc rnia.
himself as later that morning he once
to the floor and also to the sides.
again strolled In the little park, think- In winter when eggs are high the
Glenn County is in the heart of the (treat, rich Sacramento Valley. A few
Keep plenty of straw on the floor. struments, before a number of persona
Indian
Runner
Is
"on
the
job."
Any
ing over the acute change in affairs
years ago oranges were grown commercially in only the southern part of the
If It is several inches deep,, it need chosen from all professions
that had come about. Was he think- enterprising person can work up a not be renewed every day. We take
The general result was that highState. Later it was discovered that citrus fruits ripened perfectly in even
trade
among
hotels
and
restaurants
the northern part of the interior valley. Since then Glenn County has come
ing, too, of Rose? If so, that accounta pitchfork and turn It, or remove pitched Bounds produced a more disforward with some magnificent early fruit. There are countless opportunities
ed for a new brightness in his face as that should prove highly profitable.
agreeable impression than those of low
There is no danger of strong compe- that which Is badly soiled It Is best
ior not only citrus fruit culture but for all sorts of deciduous fruits, live stock,
he made her out at a little distance.
pitch, and since It appears that the
to
keep
everything
as
clean
as
posgrain, truck farming, eta., in Glenn County.
She greeted himwlth a warm hand- tition, as comparatively few poultry sible, then there Is less danger of grave sounds are more agreeable to
raisers
have
taken
up
this
branch
of
clasp, her face showing deep womanly
the ear he recommends that such
We will send this beautiful book describing Glenn County free to you if you
the industry, notwithstanding the disease. Ducks are not troubled with sounds be adopted for city use as far
will send us your name and address and a two-cent stamp to help pay the
sympathy.
lice, and aB a rule, they are very
fact
that
nearly
all
kinds
of
poultry
postage. Better still, send ton centffin stumps and we will send the Glenn
"I am so sorry," she said in a subas possible.
•
products are bringing unheard of healthy.
County book, a map of California and a, sample copy of SUNSET MAGAZINE,
dued tone.
In fact, the use) of the Blren has been
A flock of laying ducks should be
prices in the open market.
the great Pacific Coast national magazine,
He sat down beside her with a deep
Duck culture, In the paBt, has been fed four times a day when they have prohibited in many European towns.
sigh. It seemed as though a strange
He
thinks
that
automobiles
should
more or less neglected, owing to the to be kepf housed.
restfulness came over him. He knew
Their food should consist of both have two kinds of signals, one a grave
general belief that ducks cannot be
what was in her mind—friendly pity,
raw and cooked vegetables, corn- "sound for city use which does not angenuine interest.
She was rather
meal, bran, beef scraps, stem-cut noy the passers, and a loud and shrill
San Francisco. California.
surprised at the calm, grave manner
clover, etc. The ground grain should sound for use in the country, which
lu writing be sure to mention this paper and Glenn County book,
11-4
in which he took his trouble.. Rose
sound will carry to a long diBtanot
be moistened with milk or water.
drifted the conversation into general
channels. She manifested an interest
German "War Bread."
POULTS MUST B£ KEPT DRY The German
In his work. She spoke of a book he
war bread which everyhad written and he was gratified to
one Is now being urged to eat does
Youngsters
Require
Good
Care
an*
discern that she was famjliar with ail
not seem to constitute a very serious
Attention—Morning Dews Are Bad
its details and especially appreciated
hardship. Its distinguishing feature
Keep
All
Vermin
Out.
the parts of it which he himself prized.
Is the admixture of potatoes, and a
As an introductory offer will «u I you this
At the end of a week the Moody famvery toothsome and wholesome admix(By B O. -WTEATHERSTONE.)
ily heard from the truant daughter.
little Wren House Free, p >3tp t '1, with a «ic
'The young turkeys require a good ture it Is, as those who have tried It
She was married and was visiting with
month's trial subscription to LUTLK FOuSi-5
The bread that was
deal of care and management on the will testify.
the family of her husband. He was an
served out during the siege of Genoa
MAGAZIME for 40o. (Mint baa new subpart
of
the
raiser
to
bring
them
empty-headed fellow, but had wealth
was very different from this. Marbot,
scription.)
through.
w-y
and lively social connections, and,
who
had
to
eat
It
or
go
without
it,
Keep them free of vermin. Do not
This fine House is made of wood, stained in two colors and will atwhile glad of his escape from marrysays
It
was
"a
horrible
compound
of
tract wrens to your home. You will enjoy the song of these
coddle them too much, but try to keep
ing a woman he did not love, Ernest
damaged flour, sawdust, starch, hair
sweetest of song birds all Summer long.
them from getting out-ta the early
r
really believed that Lora would be
powder, oatmeal. Unseed, rancid nuts
morning dews, as they soon become
happy In her new environment.
and other nasty substances, to which
LITTLE
FOLKS
Contains
draggled.
a little solidity was given by the adErnest decided to leave the village'.
Fairy Stories, Nature Stories, Stories of Real Children,
Whenever possible drive them up
mixture of a small portion of cocoa.
He went to bid farewell to the girl he
Stories of Make-believe Children, New -Games to Play, Colored
when storms are approaching, as they
Each
loaf,
moreover,
was
held
tocherished as a true friend. They were
Cut-outs, Pictures to Color with Paints or Crayons.
do not stand much wetting.
<
seated in tte garden when a little
It is an admirable plan to have • gether by little bits of food, without
UTTLE FOLKS provides continuous Entertainment for children
which It would have fallen to powder.
brother of Rose came running up to
and enough of it to keep them busy the whole year round.
house or big hovel facing to the south
Oenerat Thlebault, in his journal of
her.
and with a small Inclosure of wire netthe siege, compares this bread to peat
"I found the locket, sister!" he cried,
Address LITTLE FOLK8 MAGAZINE
ting in front, say about .ten feet
mingled with oil."
excitedly. "On the croquet lawn," and
Dept. Ml, 8AUEM, MAS».
square.
he handed to Rose an article at which
The young turkeys can exercise in
Runner Duck.
Cows Were Intoxicated.
Ernest stared strangely.
it before being turned out for the
"Why!" he could not help exclaimOn a report that nine cows in Colday, and In rainy spells ean be kept
successfully
raised
without
a
stream
chester,
Conn., were infected with the
ing, "where did that come from?"
In, which is much better than being
Rose turned scarlet, she evaded his or pond of water. The fact is, howhoof-and-mouth disease, a veterinarian
Great Truth.
shut
up
in
a
close
hovel.
ever, that the Indian Runner requires
Knew HI* Business.
was sent immediately to investigate.
glance. She was terribly flustered.
"He who plays the fool will mlsa .
Have the netting high enough to
only sufficient water to drink.
"George," she asked, aa they round;
After examining the cows the vet"I—that Is, Lore—"
They are usually small feeders as keep the mother hen in. Fine gravel erinarian reported that they were ed the bend, "la your watch correct*" the prize."—Aesop.
"Cast It aside—yes, I know that"
compared with other ducks.' One Pe- or sand makes a good flooring for this merely Intoxicated.
A probable ex- "Yes," replied George, with a merry
said Ernest, "but—"
'
laugh. "It 1B keeping better time
Rose suddenly recovered her com- kin will consume as much feed as two little yard.
Paradoxical Proposition.
Always give the turkey hen a good planation for their condition was that elnce I put your picture Inside the
Runners
and
then
not
be
satisfied.
they had eaten too many apples.
posure.
"Do you use the word 'politics' aa
feed of grain morning and night until
Unlike
the
former
they
are
great
caae."
"Oh,
you
flatterer!
How
could
"Shall I tell you the truth?" she
singular or plural?" asked the peraon
the chicks are at least six weeks old.
that be?"
"Well, you aee, when J who Is always wanting to know someasked frankly. "Well, then, I felt very foragers.
True Bliss.
This will prevent her ranging too far
In
summer
the
Indian
Runner,
when
placed
your
picture
inside
the
case
I
sorry for your sake."
The Pessimist—"The best luck any
thing. "That has always puzsled me,"
for feed.
added another jewel!" ,
"And sister has worn It ever since given free range, will find the greatreplied Senator Sorghum. "There is
The chicks will soon learn to eat man can have Is never to have been
till she lost it," broke In the little er part of his living in the fields. But broken or cracked corn, wheat or oats, born; but that seldom happens to any
nothing more singular than some of
brother, "and she cried when she of course, when being fattened for
the pluralities that politics develops."
one."—Boston
Transcript.
and when well feathered will eat
market,
they
need
some
grain.
It
War Casualty,
did—"
whole grain of any sort.
would
be
well
to
say
right
here
that
"What
do
you
mean
by
calling
me
"S-sh!" faltered Rose, but the truth
After ten weeks they will make
np at this time of night? Henry, I'll
Moderation.
Artist's Generosity.
was out, and Ernest Harper read her for best results the grain should be
their living on a feeding ground, reeither ground or cooked.
"Why," said the scornful knocker, be waiting for you when you get
While a draftsman in the coast aartell-tale face aright
quiring
only
a
little
grain
at
night
to
A
great
many
would-be
duck
raisers
home!"
"Thas
It,
m'dear."
Henry's
vey
from
November, 1854, to February,
"that
doctor
gives
bread."
Ernest covered the trembling hand
induce them to come home to roost.
"Merely bread?" said the cheerful voice was missing dreadfully. "I Jus' 1866, Whistler, the artlBt, Doarded at
of the young girl at his side with his fail because they insist upon feeding
patient. "How considerate of him not wanted tell ye I'm Interned at Casey's the northeast corner of E and Twelfth
own. He gazed earnestly into her the ducks, both old and young, whole
Encourage Exercise.
saloon till war's over. Good-night." streets, Washington. He is rememgrain.
to prescribe beefsteak!"
eyes.
From
the
very
flrBt
the
chicks
The matured birds can get along,
Buffalo Express.
bered as being usually late for break"Rose," he said, "could It be possible
should be induced to exercise, for acbut
the
young
ones
most
certainly
It Wouldn't Crack.
fast and always making sketches on
that you also kept that rejected metivity ]s a prime factor In promoting
cannot.
Don't
try
to
raise
ducklings
"This author says: 'She tried to
the walls. To the remonstrating landmento for my sake?"
Dally Thought.
health and growth. Feed grain in the smile, but failed.' What do you supon
whole
wheat;
cracked
corn
and
lord he replied: "Now, now, never
Her dear, sweet face bent lower out
Times of general calamity and conMtter and make them scratch for It. J
chick
feed."
They
simply
cannot
dimind! I'll not charge you any thins,
pose
he
meant
by
that?"
of sight She could not reply. But her
<>st it About the only kind of grit i* little tre- ch'T or finely cut clover!
"Probably her face was enameled." fusion have ever been productive of fpr the decorations."
hand did not leave the gentle caress of
the
greatest
minds.—Colton.
.i.iUes
a
good
liUer.
lat a young duck will eat is sand;
bis own and Ernest Harper knew that
be had found perfect bliss at last
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Palm Sunday will be observed at the
Another Railroad ViGtim
Methodist church with special services,
Brookfield Times morning
and evening. Kev. A. W. L.

Killed near Brookfield R. R. Station.
Nelson, Warren, will conduct the Lenten
AT
services at 7.30 p. m. Monday.
The body of an unidentified man, was
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass
The marriage intentions of Peter J. discovered lying between the east and
7^Levassuer, 29, paper worker, Brookfield, west bound tracks of the B & A division
HORACE J. LAWRENCE, . and Miss AnnabeU Richards, 29, at
jailroad about one mile east of BrookEDITOB ANt> PBOPBIETOE.
home, Ware, were filed with town clerk field Btetipn,, by the engine crew of west
1.00 a Year in Advance. Robert G. Livermore, Wednesday night. bound train No. 3 at 6.30 Tuesday mornThe annual Easter sals and supper of ing. The body was partly turned on the
'single Coptw.9 Coots.
the Ladies Benevolent society of Congre- right side, the head towards the west and
Address all communications to BBOOKFIBLD gational church will be held on Wednes- the face covered with bruises, dirt and
TIMES. North Brookfield. Mass.
day, April 7. Sale opens at 2 o'clock. blood, turned up. The train was stopped
Ordere for subscription, advertising-, or Job
worx and payment lor the same, may be sent Supper at 6, followed by an entertain- aud the body lifted into the baggage car,
olwptto the main office. North BrooMeld or
then left at the freight house and mediment.
oWorge W. McXamara. BrookHela
Members of Hayden Lodge A.-F. & A. cal examiner Dr. C. A. Deland of WarM. and their wives were guests of the ren notified. He gave permission for the
BROOKFIELD.
Woman's Alliance at the First Parish removal of the body to the undertaking
Ever, Woman wants New Apparel to Harmonize with 'he Sunshine of
church, Tuesday evening. Harold Ches- rooms of Robert G. Livermore on Central •
I Regular meeting of the selectmen Monson of West Brookfield, gave an address street, where he condnoted a post-morday night,
tem examination, assisted by Dr. J. P.
on "TheJascination of book?."
the high and grammar schools reopen
Snyder of Palmer, agent for the B. 4 A.
factorily and Economically, Here During This Week.
A. B. Brunell has sued Bernard Ootton
railroad. The examination revealed a
Tuesday morning.
of Worcester for $10,000 on an action of
Mrs Maud M. Fairbanks is on a busi- contract, alleging failure to complete a fracture at the base of the skull, a broken
nose, besides multiple bruises about the
nest trip through the Berkshires. •
building in Worcester so that it could be
George C. Woodard sold four Dodge equipped as a motion picture theatre by face and body. Dr. Deland said that
death was undoubtedly instantaneous,
automobiles the first of the week.
the plaintiff before Feb. 1.
and occurred shortly after midnight.
Died, in Natick„ Sunday, Royal F. McMrs
Geo{ge
W.
Oakee
observed
her
No papers were found in the clothing
4
Intyre, aired 65, a former resident.
83d birthday last Friday, being enter- worn by the dead man nor any markB
The district nurse committee of the tained at dinner with Mrs Hall and Mrs that would furnish a clew to his identity.
V. I. S., cleared 811.25 at their food sale. Miller at the home of Sumner H. Reed. In an effort to locate persons who may
.Mrs Mm L. Mulcahy spent the first of The party enjoyed a carriage ride around be able to identify the unfortunate man,
the week with her mother in Southbridge. the centre of town in the afternoon. She this description was sent to the police of
received many gifts, among which were a various cities and furnished to the newsMrs Edward Locke and Frank Locke
box of fruit and a bouquet of flower8 papers : Name, unknown; age, about
were hi Boston and Cliftondale, Monday.
from the Woman's Alliance.
35 years; height, 5feet, 8 inches; weight,
*At the First Parish church next SunWORTH $29.50 TO t36.00
The trolleymcn report a fine advance about 180 pounds; color, white; complexWORTH $22.BO TO $27.SO
day the pastor will preach on the subject
sale of tickets for their annual concert ion, light; hair, dark brown; eyebrows,
"influences."
Handsome Suits in Coverts, Serges,
Exclusive Suits in French Serges,
and ball to be held Friday night, April light brown; gray eyes; straight nose,
Hats now on sale at 3 Grove Street. 9, and one of the largest crowds that
Poplin and Fancy Fabrics, in black and
thick lips, long face; gold filling in upper
Gabardines, Wool Failles, in styles that
Eatter opening, Friday and Saturday, have been in the hall for years is ex
all colors that are fashionable.
teeth, right and left central removed, re13
aro
distinctly
different.
April
2nd
and
3rd.
Fine Suits at $ 15.00 it that is
pected. Flanagan's orchestra of Marl mainder intact.
Clothing, grey overMiss Margaret Hyde of Worcester was boro will furnish music. The committee coat, with brown streak and brown linthe price you wish to pay. Other Suits
ALTERATIONS MADE FREE QF CHARGE
the guest the first of the week of Mr and in charge announce that there will be no ing, faded and worn, with Leopold-Morse,
np to $85.00.
Dwigiit G. Tucker.
bar to the new dances this year. Special Boston, Mass., label on collar; under
Mr and Mrs Arthur F. Douty, Worces- cars to West Warren, Spencer and North coat and vest purplish blue, Hart, Schaffner & Marxmake^, bought of the W. J.
ter visited Mr Douty's parente, on Cen- Brookfield after the dance.
512 Main Street
The recent trouble between the United WoodsCo., Brockton; trolleyman'stroustal! street, Sunday.
Jtichael Delaney of South Natick, States Government and the Indians in ers, blue cotton shirt with collar atspent the week end with his son, post- the great West lends special interest to tached f crimson jersey, brown socks, rethe lecture to be given at the Congrega- cently darned, no. 7 shoes, badly wort,
mister Edward Delaney.
tional church next Sunday evening. Mar. not mates; white underclothhiK, gray cap
Jacius E. Estey haa bought a six-cylin
BROOKFIELD.
28, at 7,o'clock. The subject is ■' 'In Roil with green check, size 7 3 8, bought at
del Paige touring car through the T. F
The Way of Prica*.
Man's Land" mad is illustrated by 70 Frank H. Cr&mberlain's,. Washington
i-furjihy
agency
of
Southbridge.
The news of an advance in prices
^treet, Boston. In the coat ppeketo wcr^
finely colored slides.
travels much faster than a reduction
Mies Ida N'. Hickey was removed to St.
Mrs Cora E. Boynton observed her three business envelopes, addressed to
which may follow.—Atchlson Globe.
Vincent's hospital, Worcester. Saturday,
Charles L. Richardson & Co., 107 Beach
The Breach of Promise Suit will be for an operation for appendicitis.
■ ^ 56th birthday Saturday by giving a dinner Btreet, BoBton, and two blank order
at
2
o'clock
to
a
party
of
relatives
in
LACB CURTAINS LAUNDERED
Bitterly Conteated l»y the Town
Elisha M. Hubbard moved from the Brookfield, and out of town guests were sheets of the same establishment, a jointAuditor.
LACE Curtains done to onto by MBS JBEOMB
Over-the-River district, Wednesday to Mr and Mrs JoBeph Balshaw and Sidney ed key, a Lincoln centennial pocket
HAMILTON. BrooktteW.'maM.
3wlS
Agawam, where he has bought a large and William Balshaw of Sturbridge; Mr piece issued by the Boston American; a
All efforts to effect a'settlement in the
FOR SALE
and Mrs Charles Shaw, Mr and Mrs poem on the European war, written by
96,000,000 breach of promise suit brought farm.
There
AT 5 Howard Street. Good kitchen stove S3.00,
Letters are advertised at the Brookfield Charles Allen and Frank Allen of West Forrest Cornwall of Brockton.
two hen houses suitable lor tool homes, boat by Mrs George H. Chapin against town
was no money in the clothing. The
house, camp stores, etc^ce. modorete^ ^ auditor Andrew J. Leach have proved post offlce for Mrs Albee, Mrs James Brimfield.
trade marks on the clothing lead the aufutile aud despite the activity of a few Huested, Miss Hazel Merriam a&l MISB
Everything different at "A little differ- thorities to think that the man came,
t'
who were desirous of having the suit dis- Emily Woods.
ent whist" at the home of Mrs Arthur probably, from Brockton or Boston.
MissPauline Eaton, a student at Dr. F, Butterworth on April 1, under the diposed of secretly, the testimony will be
The body is that of a well-proportioned
beard in an open session of the court in Sargent's school at Cambridge, is spend- rection of one of the circles of the Woman with fine muscular development.
Brookfield town ball. Thursday evening, ing a two weeks'-vacation at the home of man's Alliance of the First Parish church.
He had had a recent hair cut, and been
her
parente,
Mr
And
Mrs
Delbert
A.
EaApril 16. To relieve the anxiety of his
Different lunch, different prizes, different shaved at least two days before his death.
friends, who are said to have been great- ton, Central street.
tollies, -hand made and no two tables It is thought that he fell from a train or
ly concerned, the defendant states that The Boy Scouts have elected these offi- alike. Please secure your tickets before
was struck a glancing blow by a train,
he has secured counsel, but will not di cers:—Scout master, Rev. E. C. Charlton; Thursday, April Ut, as it is necessary for
early Tuesday morning and lay between
vulge the name, and is anxious to take asst., Howard Leete; pateol leader, Ray= the committee to know how many are
the tracks until found by the train crewthe stand and tell his story. The plain- mond C. Bemis; assistant, Arthur Bailey sold. Get tickets from Mrs Walter B.
The Kodak haa become the inThe body had not been identified Thurstiff
likewise
is
ready
to
bare
the
facts
besecretory,
Harold
C.
May;
treasurer,
Ed
Mellen, Mrs Wm. H. A.. Hanson, Miss day afternoon and was placed in the reseparable companion of almost
fore
the
court
and
by
her
witnesses
hopes,
win Bluemer.;
Kuth S Estey. Mrs Ernest A. Colburn, ceiving vault at Brookfield cemetery.
every traveller' or vacationist,—it's
with her own story, to convince the jury,
Joseph Kelley of BoBton, inspector for Lottie Clark and Mrs Arthur F. "Butter- Burial will be delayed at least a week in
half the pleasure.
that she is entitled to big damages. Ow- the Maryland Casualty Company of Bal- worth. Playing begins at 2.30 instead of
No matter, what you want in
the expectation that if the unfortunate
inrto the interest shown in the suit, the timore, -on Tuesday,
TaMd
examined Steamer 3 o'clock as stated last week.
young man baa relatives ahey will hear
the Kodak line, we have it. Let
court, believing that a free session would No.
J£ f1 at
^t]WBrook
East Brookfield and Steamer No.
us prove that our finishing departMerton E. Wilson, who has been su- of the accident and identifv>he body.
result in a crowd overrunning the court- 2, at Boookfield, and reported them as
ment is prompt and careful—our
perintendent of the Blanehard farm for
room, has granted the B. H. S. A. A. being in excellent condition.
Why not let the
Vernoh Parkhurat died at Lewiston,
prices moderate.
the past 12 years, has resigned and will
the privilege of charging the small fee of
Papers were passed, Saturdajg(eonvey- finish his duties there April 1. Mr Wil- Me., on Tuesday, aged 26,of tuberculosis.
Kodaks-Se.00 and up
25 cents to all would-be spectators.
ing the farm in the Slab CH£L: district, son will go to Barre to superintend a large The young man was born in Brookjield,
Brownies-II to liz
owned by Mrs Olymphe Norraandin to farm. J. E. Hughes, a present super- the son of J. Everett and Mehitable
The Overseers ol the Poor met Satur- Frank L. Bray of East Brookfield. The intendent at the fa/m owned by Mayor Parkhurst, and although the family
day afternoon and voted to engage Mr property cohsists of a.house, barn and George M. Wright of Worcester, at moved to Lewiston 20 years ago, he has
Make you some pretty rugs? and Mrs Henry Manning of West Brook- 70 acres of land, assessed for M630.
Charlton will succeed Mr Wilson at the been a frequent visitor at the home of his
field as .warden and matron of Brookfield
Blanehard farm. Victor J. Nelson, who grand parents, Mr and Mrs Julius ParkMiss
Alice
Hyde
Tucker
of
Smith
colBrookfield, - Mass.
town farm for one yean The couple will
lege, Northampton, is spending her va- has been at the Blanehard farm for the hurst, and attended the, public school
take charge April 1 at a salary of $500 a
past four years has accepted the position here at different times. He is survived
year, which is $100 less than was given cation with Mr and*Mrs Dwight G. as gardener at the Henry Lewis place on by his father and his grand-parents, Mr
Tuckerj River street. Miss Bessie Bailey
Drop a card to our agent
Simon Lord when he took charge a year
Main streetand will begin work April 1. and Mrs J. A. Parkhurst of Brookfield.
ago. Mr Manning haa had no previous of the same college is at the home of her George Flebing and Fred Hunting-ton, The'funeral was held at 10 o'clock this
experience in town farm management father, Henry Bailey, for the vacation.
■farm hands at, the Blanehard place for morning Iwith Rev. Walter A. Tuttle,
Raymond S. Clongh and Ralph J. Cor
but for the past year has been foreman at
more than a year, have gone to Barre to pastor of the First PariBh church, officiWest Brookfield
coran
of
East
Brookfield
have
been
apthe Albert L. Hauck farm, knowh as the
work on Mr Wilson's farm.
ating.
pointed
by
Charles
F.
Geftemy,
Chief
of
Sumner H- Reed place, on the "West
The annual supper and meeting of the
There
have
been
large
audiences
at
the
State
census
bureau,
as
enumerators
and
Brookfield road. The Overseers on MonHejvill estimate the cost
to take the state census for Brookfield in every performance at the Midget theatre, First Parish church was held Thursday
day
notified
Mr
and
Mrs
Elmer
Potter,
take the carpet.
night. Supper was enjoyed by the mem»
who have been warden and matron, re- April. Mr Olough will cover precinct one the evening shows being exceptionally
On Tuesday "The bers at 6 o'clock, in charge of Mis DelThe well patronized.
FULL LINE OF
spectively, for the past 6 months, to and Mr Corcoran precinct two.
Idler" was shown, the cast including bert A. Eaton, Mrs Lucius E. Estey and
move their personal property away from work is to be completed by April 16.
Mrs Edward B. .Phetteplace. They were
At trie Congregational church Sunday these well known favorites, Charles Richthe farm on the 31st, so that the new
assisted in the serving by Miss Pauline
warden can move in and take charge on morning the pastor, Rey. Sherman Good- mond, Stuart Holmes and Miss Claire
Eaton, MraHemry lrwin, Mrs W. H. A.
This Store has the exclusive
April 1. The board's action in engaging win, will have for the topic of his ser- Whitney. The acting of the latter is es
pecially interesting to Brookfield people Hanson, Mrs Robert G. Liverarore, Mrs
mon,
"Purpose,
Power
and
Accomplish,
a
new
warden
and
matron
came
as
a
suragency in this district for
Walter B. Mellen, Mrs Claude H. Laflin,
prise to many people, aa it was generally ment." The church will observe Holy as she has been a frequent visitor in town
'Lowe Brothers Paints".
Mrs Dwight Tucker, Mrs Arthur Butterduring
the
past
few
years.
On
Thursday
felt that Mr and Mis Potter would be re- week with' special services on Thursday
worth, Mra Edwin H. Eaton and Mrs
engaged for a year. Mr Potter has been and Friday evenings April 1 aqd 2. On the attraction was Hazel Dawn in "One
Austin P, Chickering. Coffee was poured
of
our
girls."
Manager
John
L.
MulIn charge of the place since -last Septem- Thursday evening Holy Communion will
by Walter and Harold May, Stuart Butcahy
will
not
be
able
to
secure
the
shows
ber when lie succeeded Stmon Lord, and be celebrated.
originally booked for next week, but will terworth, and William Peterson. The
during the period of his management the
Fire that was believed to have been
waitresses were Mrs Eaton, Mrs L. H. R.
fani made a better showing than at any caused by sparks from a locomotive on have "The girl I left behind u«" with Gasa, Mrs H. W. May, Mrs C. H. Clartime during the past few years.
Mr the B. & A. line burned over 26 acres of Claire Whitney starring, and Mary Pick- endon, Mrs E. H. Churchill and Miss
Potter expects to secure a place in the the meadow east of the old mill yard ford in "Hearts Adrift," in the near
fur ii re
For next week' there will be Sadie Eaton.
centre of the village and make his home Wednesday afternoon.
afternoon The nre
Dumea £«£.
^
^ ^^
fire burned
T
here
for
the
present.
■
itself out when the banks of Quaboag ^ 3,
^^
^ ^ ^^
^ Krookfield trolleymen deleated
A Postal card will bring thtm for
your inspection. • .. * . ' .
The Ladies' Benevolent Society of the rivet- and Dunn brook were reacnea.
T|)Ured
wi)) ^ "The Tip-off," their Worcester brethern, in Worcester
^ ^ TuegdayB, | ^ morni , ^ ^re standing l098 to
Evangelical Congregational church, hold Section hands under the "on of
their annual sale in town hall, April 7,
Donahue Block
Archibald Buchanan afternoon and evening.
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EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,

at $135 per Share

Dividend Record

BROOKFIELD, MASS., FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 1915.

RICHARD HEALY CO.

EASTER STYLE

$17.50, $19.75, $25.00 up to $75.00
Handsome New Spring Suits,
$9.75, $12.50, $15.00 up to $50.00
New Spring Coats and Wraps,
$12.50,
$17.50, $22.50 ue to$9500
Easter Dresses and Gowns,
Coats, $2.98 up;
Dresses, 98c up
Girls* Coats and Dresses,

V

EASTER SUITS

EASTER SUITS

$17.50

$25.00

RICHARD HEALY CO.

The Earliest Oranges of thcSeason

NO SETTLEMENT REACHED

Take a

Kodak

SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU,

with you

Will You Put Up This Wren House?

What Will You Do
with your Old Carpet
THIS SPRING

Springfield Economy Rug Co.

M. J. DONAHUE

I

The
New Store

B. P. SMITH

HARDWARE

SAMPLE BOOKS

1915 STYLES
Winchester HEATERS Installed WALL PAPER
Plumbing,
St$am Fitting,
Electrical Work,
and Jobbing.

RICHARD FINNEY&I SONS.

I

;r^,gHto SSSSLS: hre «—* «***

BROOKFIELD TIMES

ALL SAVED ON 119,600 PRZEMYSL PRISONERS TAKEN - CHINA ACCEEDS
TO JAP DEMANDS
SINKING LINER 40,000 SLAIN DEFENDING THE FORTRESS
15,000 TYPHUS AND CHOLERA VICTIMS Railroad and Loan ConcesS S Denver Sends Out Wireless
-—y——:o:

Distress Call
1300 MILES FROM NEW YORK
Crew

la

Transferred

First of
Reach

Many

to

Reacue

Scene—Was

sions Given to Mikado

Russian Victory Greatest of Its Kind in History and Trophies Include
2,400 Guns and an Immense Amount of War Material
IUKI0 CONTROLS MANCHURIA

Manhattan,
Craft

BERLIN SAYS ALLIES LOST 5 SHIPS AND 2000 MEN

to

Excited

Chinese Riot on Arrival of

Japanese Troops—Nippon Grants

Bound

One Point to China—U. S.

for Bremen.

On board American line steamer,
St Louis, via Cape Race—The passengers and crew of the westbound
Mallory line steamship Denver, which
was leaking badly and in imminent
danger of sinking 1200 miles from
New York, have been rescued by the
Atlantic transport liner Manhattan.
And once more the wireless proved
the salvation of many lives at sea.
The Denver, which was proceeding
from Bremen for New York, sent out
a wireless call for help, reporting
herself leaking and in distress.
Many steamers, including the St.
Louis, Manhattan, Lakoma, Megantic,
El Dia, Bergensjford, Corslcan. Marylanw, VestriB and Vanderbayn, received the call and hastened to the
point where the Denver waajBuppdsed
to be.
The roughness of the weather and
the ' dark night prevented a prompt
location of the imperilled steamship,
but she was finally sighted at about
noon today by both the St. Louis and
the Manhattan.
The St. Louis, which was
bound
eastward, had spent practically the
entire 21 hours searching for the Denver,
and had
gone
considerably
south of her course in her quest.
The St. Louis and the Manhattan
came up to the Denver, the Atlantic
transport liner arriving a few minutes
before the St. Louis.
The Denver then had a heavy list
and seemed to be on the verge of
going down.
As soon as the Manhattan, came
near three boats were lowered from
the doomed vessel and carried the officers and crew and the few passengers to the rescue ship, which will
take them to New York.
As the St Louis sailed on her voyage, the Denver seemed to have but
a few more hours of life left, although
she was still externally Intact.

Petrograd.—One hundred and sevLondon.—Paris has been attacked
enteen thousand men, nine Generals from the air for the tenth time since
and ninety-three officers of the Gen- the war began.
eral Staff, 2,500 officers and officials
Two ZeppelinB, sent out, according
of the line were captured by Russians to the Berlin official statement, "to renat Przemysl, according to an announ der more impressive our reply to the
cement made at the War Office. These misdeeds of two French aviators at
figures more than double previous es- the open Alsatian town of Schletttimates.
The original garrison was stadt," sailed over the French capital
supposed to have numbered not more in the early morning hours, dropping
than 80,000 men, but the capitulation fifty
bombs
which
started
fires
of the city reveals that 170,000 men and did considerable damage to sevmanned the fortress, of whom 40,000 eral factories, but failed to kill anywere killed.
body.
Surprise is expressed that the garHeavy Are from the guns of the
rison is so large. It is recalled, how- forts greeted the unwelcome visitors
ever, that in the last Russian ad- and a squadron of aeroplanes rose to
vance on Cracow the Czar's forces give them battle, but the Zeppelins
broke through the Austrian lines on made their escape. Bombs were also
the Lower Dunajec River and were dropped on the railroad station at
reported to have cut off the retreat of Compiegne, 40 miles northeast of
strong German forces that had been Paris.
operating in the region of Przemysl
Torpedoed by a German submarine
in an effort to recapture Lemberg. off Beachy Head on the Channel'coast,
These troops, it was said, had the op- the British steel freighter, Cairntorr,
tion of going through the Carpathian 3,588 tons, sank, after remaining
passes harassed by strong Russian afloat three hours. Her crew of 32
forces or taking refuge in the fortress, men escaped in the boats.
and it is probable that many of them
There is plenty of action all along
chose the latter course.
the western battle front, according to
Unofficial advices say that the de- the Germans, whose official report
fenses of Pr#emysl are in good condi- tells of capturing a height from the
tion, notwithstanding the long siege, I Frencti in Alsace, making a big adand are capable of being put into vance north of Beauscjour, destroying
working order immediately. Six hun- a French observation post protected
dred guns of the newest type have by a Red Cross flag on the Cathedral
been found in the fortress. Other re- at Solssons, repulBing the French near
ports say 2,400 guns were captured, Lorette and bringing down a British
of which 1,000 were heavy cannon.
aeroplane near Ypres.
The Russians, on entering the city,
Italy issued an order calling to the
found that 15,000 persons were sufcolors its officers of all arms belongfering with typhus or cholera. The
ing to the first line who have been on
work of disinfecting the place already
half pay.
haB been energetically undertaken.

The capture of Przemysl by the Russians came after three campaigns, the
first of which was launched in September. For more than seven months
fighting has been in progress near
Przemysl or in the district of which
it is the centre.
Przemysl was invested three times
during the seven months of desperate
conflicts that marked the Russians'
operations in Gallcla. It was twice
relieved by the Austrians, but on their
third investment, the Russians threw
about it a cordon of steel that could
not be broken.
Attacking forces of Russians were
sent against the forts defending the
city time and again, but were beaten
off. The siege went on, the Russian
lines draeylng closer and closer. Finally
all
communication
between
Przemysl and the outside world was
cut off except by aeroplane.
With the capture of the Galician
fortress a driving Russian forward
movement was immediately inaugurated on Cracow. With fall of Przemysl has released 120,000 Russians
for co-operation
with
the
main
army. A gigantic battle is in progress
along the whole Carpathian front.
Heavily reinforced, the Russians everywhere are fiercely attacking the
Austrians, who are resisting with
marked stubbornness.
Violent conflicts are raging at Dukla, Uszok and
Supoku.
'Successes For German Arms.
Berlin (via Sayville).—Many successes for the German arms have been
reported here.
The detailed description of the
Franco-British losses at the Dardanelles, as given by an Athens newspaper, says that 2,000 men were killed
and five warships sunk. Four other
warships were damaged badly.
The same report states, anent the
staking of the Indexible.
"The commander of the British battle cruiser Inflexible was killed and
the members of the crew were drowned by the inrush of water.
The
French battleship Suffern was damaged seriously."
A Paris dispatch also confirms the
Turkish claim that the French battleship Gaulois was badly damaged in
an engagement, when three of the Allies' ships were sunk.
From the western front comes the
report of the repulsing of the French
at Carency, and the same result in
Champagne as well as the bringing
down of French aviators near Verdun
and Freiburg. It Is reported that hostile flyers shelled Ostend, but merely
killed a few Belgians.
From the Eastern battle lines comes
the news that after having driven the
Russians from the port of Memel in
East Prussia, the Germans crossed
the border and released 3,000 prisoners held by the Muscovites In the town
of Krotlngen. Attacks by the Czar's
men along the Orzye River, northeast
of Warsaw, were repulsed.

Austrian and German subjects have
been advised by their Consuls to get
out of Italy without delay.

Not to Act.
Peking.—Five articles bearing on
the Japanese demands on China concerning Manchuria were initialled by
the
Chinese Foreign Minister, Lu
Chang-Hsiang, and Bki Hioki, the Japanese Minister, at a conference held
at the Japanese Legation.
All the articles concern Manchuria.
China agreed to the following stipulations.
First—The Japanese government's
consent shall be obtained before a
loan is made with a third power involving the pledging of local taxes In
South ManchuTia.
Second—The Japanese government's
consent shall be obtained when permission is granted to a subject of a
third power to build a railway, or
when a loan is'made with a third power for the building of a railway.
Third—If the Chinese government
in South Manchuria employs ad'Vlsers
or instructors for political, financial
or military purposes the Japanese government shall first be consulted.
Fourth—The transfer of the KirinCliangehun Railway to Japanese control for ninety-nine years.
The fifth article, proposed by China,
provides for the continuance of such
treaties as are not affected by the
present treaty.

| PITH OF THE
WAR NEWS E

Forest Commission to Acquire Much
Land in All Parts of State
Uoston—Enactment of legislation Many acres of them have beeu permit*
which would enable the Massachusetts ted to revert to town ownership by
forest Commission to acquire land neglect on the part of the recorded,
as the right of eminent domain U owners to pay taxes on a merely
requested by the board in its first nominal valuation. Many still remain.
annual report, which has been filed In the name of the original grantees.
with the Legislature. The commis- A large portion of this territory can
sion, although It has made no Initial be acquired as Stats forests at a small
purchase of land for a State Forest sest.
since Its organisation last summer,
"It Is the purpose of the commission
has found that one or more small to secure a considerable part of this
owners can block the location of a absolutely worthless land, and by deforest In a given locality of unwilling- grees to replace the present covering;
ness to sell. It is to eradicate this with merchantable lumber, and to>
difficulty that the reoommendstlon Is transform a non-productive part of;
made
t
the State Into one which will r.-ndei
The commission reports
that It a net revenue to the State. There areplans to acquire wast* lands distribut- about 1,000,000 acres of
practically
ed over the entire State as rapidly as waste lands in Massachusetts. Thesn
is practicable, and to put uiem into lands are distributed over the Stato
condition for the development of prop- more or less evenly. The largest pererly organized forests. In announcing centage of unproductive territory, tak»
that the commission will take over ing the whole area In each locality.
much of this property, the
report Is on Cape Cod and adjoinlning re•ays:
gions.
It is, however, entirely tnte>
"Between August and the end of that there Is no considerable part of
the year the commission made several the State which does not contain am
extended tours of observation from undue proportion of unproductive)
Cape Cod to the New York State line, land. The commission has, therefore,
with the result that tentative loca- examined lands bordering on the mettions for the formation of State for- ropolitan water tracts and adjacent
ests were determined on. In the dis- thereto in Sudbury, West Boylston>
trict south and southeast' of fiostou. and Princeton; also In Wlnchention.
particularly in, Plymouth and on the Royalston and adjoining regions—an
Cape proper, large areas exist where excellent white pine country: In varithe original growth has been removed ous places in Norfolk County; In 'he.
and the unused lands have been al- wild country bordering on the Miller*
lowed to grow up to scrub oaks, etc., River and tributary streams: In the>
which have been subsequently burned northern parts of Franklin and Berkover once or more. TheBe lands are shire Counties; and in the central porto all Intents and 'purposes vai lsio.is. tion of Hampshire County."

SHOWS
Unrest in China.
Tien-Tsln, China.—Excitement her6
increased greatly owing to the arrival
of large bodies of Jamanese troops in
Manchuria and Shantung. A thousand
Japanese arrived in Tsinan, where the
situation is causing oonsiderahle anxiety to the Chinese government. The
latter has warned officials of the Tslnpu Railway to prepare to Btoip the
railway service as far as foreigners
are concerned.

London.—Three of the' Allies' battleships have been sent to the bottom
No Steps By U. S.
of The Dardanelles by the combined
Washington.—Aside from the faci
action of floating mines and a heavy that a note of inquiry wae sent to
Are from the Turkish forts defending Japan some time ago seeking an inthe gateway to Constantinople.
terpretation of the demands on China,
The victims were the French bat- no steps have been taken by the Unitleships Bouvet and the British battle- ted States In relation to the Issue now
ships Ocean and Irresistible. Most of raised between these countries.
the crew of the Bouvet were drowned,
SISAL SUPPLY SAFE.
while a majority of the crews of thoj,
British ships were saved.
Beside the three battleships report- United States Arranges to Bring
Fibre Here,
ed from London and Paris, the Turks
Washington.—Secretary Bryan andeclare an English torpedo boat was
sunk by the Are from the forts at the nounces that the government has arNarrows. The French warships Gau- ranged to transfer 7,000,000 pesos to
lois was put out of commission, ac- Yucatan to pay for the baled crop of
cording to an official report from sisal fibre now held in the warehouses
Paris, admitting the loss of the other at Progreso. The money is furnished
by American hemp manufacturers, ft
three battleships and 600 men.
Following this desperate and costly probably will be transferred through
attempt to -force the Narrows, the Al- the Navy Department. It is known
lied fleet is said to have withdrawn now that ships can be had to transfer
entirely from the strait. Two of the the sisal to this country in time to
Turkish batteries are reported to have permit manufacture of binding twine
been silenced by the rain of shells enough to handle next summer's
crops.
from the warships.
How much the 7,000,000 pesos YucaBoth the British and French Admiralties, in announcing the Allies' loss- tan amount to In American money is
es, declare the disaster will not inter- not stated, but at the present value of
fere with The Dardanelles operations Carranza currency It cannot bs much
in the slightest. The lost ships will more than $1,400,000.
Ih times of peace the 7,000,000 pesos
be replaced and the attack on the
forts will be carried on until the Strait would be worth $3,500,000.
This big wad of money will be transis passed.
Naval experts' say that
both France and Great Britain expect- ported to Progreso and paid out under
ed to pay a big price for the posses- the direction of agents of American
sion of Constantinople and that the manufacturers as fast as sisal fibre
general scheme discounts even great- is placed aboard vessels bound for the
United States.
er losses.
There is no cheap substitute for
Turkish warships, the Porte's War
Office announces, have bombarded sisal In, the basis of binding twine and
the Russian torpedo boat base west of the United States looks to Yucatan
Theodosia in the Crimea, setting Are for Its supply.

New York—H. H. Raymond, vicepresident and general managerof the
MaUory and Clyde lines, had heard
. no report of an accident to the Denver until he was Informed by
the
New York Times.
"I cannot understand how
she
could have sunk In mid-ocean," he
said, "as the Denver was one of our
best ships. She carried a crew of 65
men all told and was commanded by
Capt Avery. The last report we had
from the captain was that he had delivered his cargo of cotton safely at
Bremerhaven and had sailed for New
York on March 16. There were no passengers on board, but 1 understand
the Denver was bringing back some
members of the crews of American
steamships that bad been sunk in the
North sea by German mines. I am
yery sorry to hear such bad news."
The Denver was a single-screw,
steel steamship of 4549 gross tonnage.
She was built In 1901 by the Harlan
& Hollingsworth company of Wilmington, Del., to engage in traffic between New York and Galveston. She
was 372 feet long, had a beam of 48
feet and a depth of hold of 24.5 feet.
During her years of sea service, the
Denver proved herself to be a staunch
vessel and had only one accident.
That was on April 21, 1912, when she
was in collision 15 miles off Galveston with the Morgan line steamship
El Sud and the* latter had to be
beached.
The steamship Manhattan, which
came to the Denver's rescue, Is a
freighter of 8000 gross tonnage. She
to many buildings and damaging Russailed from London for New York on
sian war craft.
March 14, and Is due here Monday,
It is officially confirmed that a Rusaccording to the officials of the comsian squadron has approached the norpany. No message had been received
thern part of the Bosphorus, says
tonight from Capt. F. W. Lazell of
Rueter's
Petrograd
correspondent.
that vessel, telling of the rescue.
The appearance of the squadron
The St. Louis sailed from New York
caused a great panic In Constantifor Liverpool Saturday with 250 pasnople.
sengers and 6000 sacks of mail. She
1B commanded by Capt. J. Jameson,
glllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIg
commodore of the
American line
fleet.
Of the i other vessels which were
hastening to the Denver's aid
the
Lakoma belongs to
the Donaldson
r.llllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll iiiiiiiiiiiminiiHiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiimiiiiiK
line, and is bound from St. Johns to
Glasgow. The El Dla, a freighter
At a council the Allies' admirals
owned by the Southern Pacific railaboard the 8uffren a decision was
way, is on the way to New York from
reached to make a new general atBremerhaven. The Corslcan of the
tack on The Dardanelles In which
Allan line is bound here from Glasall the warships will take part.
gow. The Bergensjford of the NorThe Germans have started an offensive In central Poland, where they
wegian-American line sailed from
have begun an attack on the Rushere for Bergen Saturday. The Marysians In the region of the Pilica
land Is a freighter of the Atlantic
River.
'
transport line bound from Baltimore
Petrograd officially admitted the Rusto Liverpool. The Vestria of the Lamsian withdrawal from Memel. The
port & Holt line is on her way to
NETHERLANDS PROTESTS
German War Office anneunesd the
New York from Liverpool, while the
recapture of the place after fierce
Vanderbayn, Is a Dutch freighter on Action of German Submarine Brings
hand-to-hand
fighting.
her way from New Orleans to RotterVigorous Message.
With
160,000 Russians freed for other
dam.
The Hague.—The Netherlands Govwork through the fall of Przemysl,
ernment, after a meeting of the State
it Is announced that the Russian ofHeirs Got Three Cents Mere.
Council, forwarded a telegram to Berfensive In the Carpathian* and toOnce a tightwad went to the store lin asking for an explanation of the
to get a piece of rope. The store- action of a German submarine In tak- ■ ward Cracow will be renewed.
keeper sold hjs rope at eight cents per ing possession of the Dutch steamers Despite Berlin reports of an absolute
calm In Constantinople, Athens dispound. Mr. Tightwad said as he only Batavler V. and Zaanstroom, and conpatches In London papers assert
wanted to tie up a calf he would take fiscating their cargoes.. The Dutch
that since the beginning of Ths
Bra cents worth.
He got the rope. newspapers are all Inclined to take
Dardanelles operations 100,000 MusThat evening his folks found him hang- a serious view on the affair and desulmans have fled from the capital
scribe It as arbitrary.
ing in the barn dead.

MILLION ACRES OF WASTE LAND

BILLY 8UNDAY REVIVAL ENDS
Leaves Philadelphia With $51,138, After Bringing in 41,724 Converts.
Philadelphia.—Billy Sunday ended
his religious campaign here in a blaze
of glory.
Four times during the day the evangelist preached to audiences that overflowed the tabernacle.
The total
number of his hearers was 60,000.
Four times he called for converts
and got an aggregate of 1,858 for the
day.
.
The number of converts for the
eleven weeks of the campaign Is 41,724. So far as results go the country
has never seen anything like it. It
not only beats Billy Sunday's record
but probably surpasses the record of
every modern evangelist.
Each of the four audlebces went
wild at his first appearance and stubbornly refused to leave the tabernacle
until the evangelist himself left the
platform.
j
BELGIAN RELIEF FUND $8,460,000.
United States Leads With $6,200,000
to January 31.
Havre.—Up to the end of January
the following sums had been contributed for the relief work In Belgium:
By the United States, $6,200,000.
By Great Britain, $920,000.
By New Zealand, $600,000.
By Canada, $800,000.
By Spain, $20,000.
By Italy, $20,000; total amount contributed, $8,460,00(1.

NEED OF TELEPHONE
PROBE.

FOR A STATE SCHOOL TAX.

Measure for a New Half-Mill Tax Reported.
Service Board Demands Investigation
of Rates.
Boston—Two bills of State-wide im->
Boston—The Massachusetts Public portance. one to aid towns and cities
Service Commission demands a thor- which make large expenditures forough investigation of teleyncue rates school purposes, by Imposing a State
and services and wants the Legisla- tax, and the other" to require the inture to grant It the money to make stallation of a protective signal system and the holding of fire drills in.
ons.
The commission was orderol last practically all factories in Massachusetts
have been reported favorably tot
month to look Into the relations between the American Telephone & Tel- the Legislature. The school bill was.
egraph Company and Its subsidiary, reported by the Committee on Eduthe New England Telephone A Tele- cation and the fire drill hill by thegraph Company and' the inquisitors Committee on Labor.
The educational measure, based on
have reported. In his Inaugural Governor Walsh recommended the same the petition of Edward E. Wlllard.
Inquiry that the commission now asks provides for the establishment of a.
State School fund to be derived from
for money to make.
The commission states it did not the proceeds of a new State tax of
one-half
of one mill upon each dollar
make an extensive Investigation, because of lack of a special appropri- of valuation, levied annually upon all
ation and lack of time before the towns and cities. The original bill
probable date when the Legislature asked for a tax of one mill. The
State treasurer on the first Wedneswill adjourn.
The American Telephone & Tele- day in January, it Is provided, shall
fund,
graph Company Is regarded as being apportion all moneys in the
about as near a monopoly as exists ninety percent to a sub-fund to be>
known
as
the
School
Equalization.
In this country, although there are
some Independent telephone corpora- Fund, and ten percent to a sub-fund
tions. It has an authorised capitali- to be known as the School Special
Aid Fund. There was one dissenter
zation of $500,000,000 and owns $25,to the report. Representative Mahonejr*
177,600 of the $43,247,800 outstanding
of Boston.
stock of the New England Telephone
& Telegraph Company. It is claimed
The Committee on Mercantile Afthat all over this country telephone
fairs has gone on record aa favoring;
rates are higher than they should be
the much-discussed jitney bus bill.
because users of telephones havo to
The important provisions of the measpay dividends for the American and
ure are that all jitney busses may be'
all Its subsidiaries.
operated only under permit by the*
The Massachusetts'. Public Service
local authorities and that each comCommission reports that tha New
pany to which a permit is issued shall,
England Company since 1912 has paid
be required to file a bond amounting)
dividends at the rate of 7 percent.a
to $2000 for each vehicle operated.
year, and that in the ^aet fiscal year
the American Company received an NEW B. & M. BILL TIGHTENS
Income of $1,762,432 from Its holdings
CURB ON TRU8TEES.
of the New England Company's stock.
The New England Company leases
Commission Is Divided on the Hampall the instruments it uses from the
den Railroad.
American Company and pays the latBoston—Public service and public
ter 4V4 percent of Its gross receipts utilities commissioners of all tha New
for this and minor privileges. Last England States, except Rhode Island
year payments by the New England and Vermont, at a conference agreed
to the other company on this account
that both the Boston & Maine and
totalled $828,867.20.
the New York, New Haven & HartUNITED SHOE NOT MONOPOLY;
SUIT DISMISSED.
Judges

Putnam,

Dodge,

and

Brown

Hand Down Decisions In Famous
Case in U. S. District Court.
Boston.—The United Shoe Machinery Company Is declared not a monopoly In restraint af trade in opinions handed down In the United States
district court by JudgeB Putnam,
Dodge and Brown, and the bill seeking to dissolve the company as a monopoly In violation of the Sherman
anti-truat act haB been ordered dismissed.
U. S. Dist-Atty. George W. Anderson immediately set a corps of stenographers to work making copies ot
the three individual opinions, which
went to make the complete decision.
He will make a report to the attorney-general, on which ah appeal to
the supreme court, If one Is taken,
will be based.
.
.
It took Judge Putnam only a few
minutes to dispose of the case which
ook weeks to try in court. He simply stated that "the, court, having care;ully considered the pleadings of the
parties and their evidence, and beard
the counsel, It is ordered, adjudged,
and decreed that the bill of the United States be dismissed."
Each of the three judges handled a
different phase of the case In making
the decialon, Judge Putnam taking up
the legal and patent questions, Judge
Dodge the competition points, and
Judge Brown the leases.

ford railroads should be assisted In
the work of rehabilitating the properties.
The commissioners agreed up.m the
new form of legislation to be recommended for reorganization of the Boston & Maine Railroad, and concurred
also In the financing measures which,
the' New Haven seeks to have tha ,
several Legislatures authorize.
The measure is practically a redraft of the original bill presented by
tho^state trustees. George W. Anderson! who has been foremost m the
redrafting work, has tempered the original provisions in many instances.
The fundamental Ideas and plans of
the trustees are continued, but Mr.
Anderson has tightened the curb on
tho trustees. The general repeal of
railroad laws asked for> In the original
bill has not been allowed, ind, furthermore, the authority of the Massachusetts public service commission.
to supervise the various undertakings
and doings of the trustees Is enlarged.
The trustees retain their right to bargain with' the leased lines and with
Individual owners of stock, but It Is
provided that stock issues must be;
approved by the public service commission.
N
The bill retains the provision for the
taking over of the Hampden railroad
as proposed by the state trustees, but
provides also for compensation by
stock, not bonds.
The new bill contains also the provision as suggested by the trustees
for the repeal of the so-called "string
bill" of last year.

BROOKFIELD

TIMES

Are Yoo Giving f%
Your Body
f
A Square Deal ■

I'm going to be that friend. . . . Don't with the preliminaries settled, he who
play truant from business for a day ously: "You will have to get blm, or you see that this thing is a damned had Btruck Samson In the face must
he
will
get
you.
Are
yos
armed?"
or two, and wished to see Samson
frame-up? . . . Don't you see that I give satisfaction for the blow. Horton
The Kentucklan laughed.
comfortably ensconced and introduced.
was sober, as cold sober as though he
"I reckon I don't need to be armed was brought here to murder you?" had jumped Into Ice-water, and though
The first day Farblsh and SamBon
He turned suddenly tp Farblsh.
amongst
gentlemen."
had the place to themselves, but the
"Why did you Insist on my putting he was not In the least afraid, he waa
Farblsh drew from his pocket a
next morning would bring others.
that in my pocket"—Samaon took out mortified, and, had apology at such a
magazine pistol.
time been possible, would have made
The next day, while the mountain"It won't hurt you to slip that Into the pistol, and threw It down on the it. He knew that he had misjudged
eer was out on the flats, the party of
table-cloth in front of Wilfred, where
your clothes," he insisted.
his man; he saw the outlines of the
men at the club had been swelled to
For an instant, the mountaineer it struck and shivered a half-filled
plot as plainly as Samson -had seen
Tha free booklet u a pUia i
a total of six, for in pursuance of
stood looking at his host and with eyes wine-glass—"and why did you warn
plain people at to their eiperience with
them, though more tardily.
the carefully arranged plans of Mr.
that bored deep, but whatever was in me that this man meant to kill me?
Peroaa. They have used Peruna. They
Samson's toe touched the pistol
Farblsh, Mr. Bradburn had succeeded
his mind as he made that scrutiny I was meant to be your catspaw to put which had dropped from Farblsh's
know whmt they are talking about. Fathers.
in inducing Wilfred Horton to run
Momtn. Sixers, Brother.. Grsndfathert
he kept to himself. At last, he took Wilfred Horton out of your way. I hand and he contemptuously kicked it
down for a day or two of the sport
may
be
a
barbarian
and
a
savage,
but
and irandcruldren.
They all speak.
the magazine pistol, turned it over in
to one side. He came back to hit
he
loved.
When
Horton
arrived
that
I
can
smell
a
rat—If
it's
dead
enough."
Instructive reading. Send lor eae.
With Illustrations
his hand, and put it into his pocket.
afternoon, he found his usually even
place.
For
an
instant
there
was
absolute
Pens*
is
a
ttaadud
household' nsmfy
"Mr. Farblsh," he said, "I've been in
from Photographs of Scenes
"Now, Mr. Horton," he said to the
temper ruffled by bits of maliciously
(or cevfbs, colda and catarrh. It U also a
Wilfred Horton
places before now where men were and hushed calm.
man
who
stood
looking
about
with
a
•light laxative. Aa admirable Rowdy la*
broached gossip, until his reBentment
in the Play
drinking who had made threats against picked up the discarded weapon and
old and roung. ll it a great sating in doc
dazed expression, "if you're still of the
against Samson South had been
ma. I think you are excited about looked at it in bewildered stupefactor's bills to have Peruoa in the bousa. at.
same
mind,
I
can
taccomodate
you.
fanned into danger heat He did not
this thing. If anything starts, he will tion, then slowly his face flamed with
You lied when you said I was a savtCopjrisbt. 1913. br W. 1. Watt & Co.)
know that South also was at the club,
distressing mortification.
start It"
If your druggist doe. not happen to havs
and he did not that afternoon go out
"Any time you want to fight me"— age—though just now It sort of looks
At the dinner table, Samson South
'
SYNOPSI8.
Pcmaa in stock order it direct horn ua>
like I was, and"—he paused, then
to the blinds, but BO far departed
Samson
had
turned
again
to
face
him,
$1.00 s bottle, $5.00 foe six. We pay
and Wilfred Horton were introduced,
added—"and I'm ready either to flght
transportation charges. Peruna wins its owa
On Misery creek Sally Miller flndS from hlB usual custom as to permit and acknowledged their Introductions and was still talking in his deadly
or shake hands.
Either way suits
<3eorge Lescott. a landscape Painter, un- himself to sit for several hours In the
quiet
voice—"except
tonight,
you
can
way. One bottle will convince you.
with the briefest and most formal
-consclous. Jesse Purvy of the Hollman club grill.
me."
«lan has been shot and Samson Is susTHE PERUNA COMPANY.
nods.' During the course of the meal, find me. I've never been hit before
For
the
moment,
Horton
did
not
bected of the crime. Samson denies It.
without hitting back. That blow has
And yet, as is often the case in careCofcnnlwss. OWe
The shooting breaks the truce in the fully designed affairs, the one.eIement though seated side by side, each' Ig- got to be paid for—but the man that's speak, and Samson slowly went on:
SHollman-South feud. Jim Hollman hunts
nored the presence of the other. Sam"But, whether we flght or not, you've
■with bloodhounds the man who shot Pur- that made most powerfully for the son WBB, perhaps, no more silent than really responsible has got to pay first.
vy. The bloodhounds lose the trail at
got to shake hands with me when we're
Spider Bouth's door. Lescott discovers success of Farblsh's scheme was pure usual. Always, he wa» the listener exfinished. You and me ain't going to
•rustic ability In Samson. While sketch- accident. The carefully arranged meet- cept when'a queBtlon was put to him
ing with Lescott on the mountain, Tamastart no feud. This Is the first time
rack discovers Samson to a Jeering crowd ing between the two men, the adroitly direct, but the silence which sat upon
I've ever refused to let a man be my
«f mountaineers. Samson thrashes mm Incited passions of each, would still Wilfred Horton was a departure from
and denounces him us the "truce-bus- have brought no clash, had not Wilenemy If he wanted to. I've got my
for coughs, colds, hoarseness;
his ordinary custom.
ter" who shot Purvy. At Wile Mcpleasant to take and aura to help
reasons. I;m going to'make you shake
Cag-er's dance Samson tells the South fred Horton been affected by the flushHe had discovered in his college
when-needed.
hahdB with me whether you like It or
olan that he is going to leave the ing effect of alcohol. Since his college
days that liquor, instead of exhilaratmountains. Lescott goes home to New
not
but
If
you
want
to
flght
first
It's
York. Bamson bldB Splcer and Bally days, he had been Invariably abstemi- ing him, was an influence under which
satisfactory. You said- awhile ago you
farewell and follows. In New Tork Sara- ous. ' Tonight marked an exception.
he grew morose and sullen, and that
mn studies art and learns much of city
would be glad to be more explicit with
He waB rather surprised at the cor- discovery had made him almost a total
ways. Drennle Lescott persuades Wilme when we were alone—" He paused
fred Horton, her dilettante lover, to do a diality of the welcome accorded him.
Of Horehound and Tar
abstainer.
Tonight,
his
glass
was
connan's work In the world. Prompted by
and looked about the room. "Shall 1
her love, Sally teaches herself to write. for, as chance would have It, except stantly filled and emptied, and, as he
A tonic, expectorant and laxative.
throw these damned murderers out of
Horton throws himself Into the business for Samson South, whom he had not ate, he gazed ahead, and thought reContains no opium nor anything
World and becomes well hated by predahere, or will you go into another room
tory financiers and politicians. At a Bo- yet seen, all * the other sportsmen sentfully of1 the man at his side.
injurious. Sold by all druggista.
and talk?"
hemian resort SamBon meets William Far- were men closely allied to the politiWhen the coffee had been brought,
l>!ah. sporty social parasite, and Horton s cal and financial elements upon which
"Leave them where they are, said
To> riks's TastSaeaa Ones
•enemy. Farbtah sees Samson and Drenand the cigars lighted, and the servHorton, quietly. "We'll go Into the
■xiie dining together unchaperoned at the he had been making war. Still, since ants had withdrawn, Horton with the
reading-room. Have you killed any of
"Wigwam roadhouse. He conspires with they seemed willing to forget for the
-others to make Horton jealous and sucmanner of one who had been awaiting
YearDruaals.
them?"
■:
.
time that there had been a breach,
ceeds.
an opportunity, turned slightly In his
"1 don't know," Bald the other, curtor send
he was equally BO. Just now, he was chair, and gazed Insolently at the Ken15 cealate
CHAPTER XI—Continued.
ly, "and I don't care."
feeling euoh bitterness for the Kentucklan.
When they were alone, Samson
tucklan that the foes of a less perCrystalinaCo.
Samson South still semed entirely
Samson did not appear at the Les- sonal sort seemed unimportant.
went on:
taDermwa*.
unconscious
of
the
other's
existence,
"I know what you want to ask me
cott house for Lwo weeks after that.
In point of fact, Wilfred Horton had though in reality no detail of the brewBrookln,».Y.
about, and I don't mean to answer you.
Be had begun to think that. If his spent a very bad day. The final straw
•jolng there gave embarrassment to had broken the back of his usually ing storm had escaped him. He was
I'm Ready Either to Fight or 8hake You want to question me about Miss
the girl who had been kind to film. unruffled temper, when he had found studying the other faces around the
Lescott. Whatever she and I have
Handa."
Those who have tested It find thai
table, and what he saw In them apIt were better to remain away.
done doesn't concern you. I will Bay the epigram, "Bevenge Is sweet," M
In his room on reaching the Kenmor,e
"I don't belong here," he told him- a copy of a certain New York weekly peared to occupy him. Wilfred Hoi" When I fight you, I'll flght for myself, this much—if I've been Ignorant of the most misleading of all.
self, bitterly.
"I reckon everybody paper, and had read a page, which ton's cheeks were burning with a dull not for a bunch of damned murderers. New York ways and my ignorance has
that knows me in New York, except chanced to be lying face up (a chance flush, and his eyea were narrowing . . . Just now, I've got other business. embarrassed her, I'm sorry.
Many children are Sickly.
Suddenly, That man framed this up!" He pointed
Mother Or.r'i Sweet Powdera lor Ohtldrea
the Lescotts, Is laughing at me be- carefully prearranged). It was an item with an unveiled dislike.
"I supposed you know that she's too
Break up Oolda In *« houra, relleie «Tejtaay
a.
silence
fell
on
the
party,
and,
a«
a
lean
finger
across
the
table
into
the
hind my back."
damned good for you—just like ahe'a neas, Headache, Stomach Troubles, Teethinf
of which Farblsh had known. In adHe worked fiercely, and threw into vance of publication, but Wilfred the men sat puffing their cigars, Horton startled countenance of Mr. Farblsh. too good for me. But she thinks more Disorders, more and regulate the bowela, »o«
Destroy Worms They are so pleasant to take
turned
toward
the
Kentucklan.
For
a
"He
knew!
He
has
been
working
on
tils work such fire and energy that It would never have seen that sheet,
of you than she does of me—and she's chUdrenlllrethem. Ua«dbymothe^a;pr»6Teal^^.,
came out again converted into bold- had it not been BO carefully brought moment, he glared in silence, then this job for a month. I'm going to yours. As for me, I have nothing to At all druggista, Be. Sample mailed tRMM.
Address, A B. Olmsted, I,e Roy, N. T.
ness of stroke and an almost savage to his attention. There were hints with an Impetuous exclamation of dis- attend to hisjease now."
apologize to you for. Maybe. I have
AB Samson started toward Farblsh,
▼Igor of drawing.
The Instructor of the strange Infatuation which a gust he announced:
something to ask her pardon about
A Sense of Regret
"See here. South, I want you to know the conspirator rose, and, with an exnodded his head over the easel, and certain young woman Beemed to enbut ehe hasn't asked It.
"It waa a great move the Russian*
passed on to the next student without tertain for a partially civilized stran- that if I'd understood you were to be cellent counterfeit of Insulted virtue,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
made in abolishing vodka."
here, I wouldn't have come. It baa pushed back his chair.
having left the defacing mark of his
ger who had made his entree to New
"Yes," replied the man who fie
"By God," he Indignantly exclaimed,
relentless crayon. To the next pupil, York via the police court, and who pleased me to express my opinion of
SLEEP
WAS
NOT
FOR
HER
never happy; "only it seems to be
you to a number of people, and now I "you mustn't try to embroil me In your
he said:
wore his hair long In imitation of a
they have gotten rid of about that
I "Watch the way that man South biblical character of the same name. mean to express it to you In person." quarrels. You must apologize. You Little One Got What Consolation 8he
only word in their language that 1»
Samson looked around, and hie feat- are talking wildly. South."
draws. He's not clever. He's elemen- The supper at the Wigwam inn was
Could Out of Foregoing Promeasy to pronounce."
tally sincere, and, If he goes on, the mentioned, and the character of the urea Indicated neither surprise nor in,"Am I?" questioned the Kentucklan,
laed Reward.
first thing you know he will be a por- place Intimated. Horton felt this ob- terest! He caught Farblsh's eye at quietly; "I'm going to act wildly In a
Too Hard for Them.
trait painter. He won't merely draw jectionable innuendo was directly the same Instant, and, though the plot- minute."
The parentally Imposed afternoon
"If the English were fighting o*
.eyes and lips and noses, but character traceable to Adrlenne's Ill-judged ter said nothing, the glance was subtle
He halted a Bhort distance from Far- nap has long been childhood's bane.
the
Russian
and Polish border there)
and
expressive.
It
seemed
to
prompt
and virtues and vices showing out friendship for the mountaineer, and
blsh, and drew from his pocket a Harry S. Smith, secretary of the park
is one report which never could *•
and goad him on, as though the man crumpled scrap .of the offending magathrough them."
he bitterly blamed the mountaineer.
board was telling the other* day of
And Samson met every gaze with And, while he had been brooding on had said:
zine page: the Item that had offended difficulties of afternoon napping expe- made ot them."
"You mustn't stand that Go after Horton.
"What's that?"
smoldering savagery, searching for these matters, a man acting as Farrienced by his offspring.
"That they were meeting with pre*
some one who might be laughing at blsh's ambassador had dropped Into him."
"I may not have good manners,
A youthful daughter 1B especially
nounced successes."
"I reckon"—Samson's voice was a MiBter Farblsh, but where I come from
him openly, or even covertly, InBtead hlB room, since Farblsh himself knew
given
to
insomnia
at
the
time
in
the
pleasant drawl—"it doesn't make any we know how to handle varmints." He
of behind his back. The. long-sufferafternoon when it is insisted that she
Quite Different
particular difference, Mr. Horton."
ing fighting lust in him craved oppordropped his voice and added for the
shall nap. It is no fault of hers. She
"One year ago a man could aa*
"Even if what I said didn't happen plotter's ear only:
tunity to break out and relieve the
"Here's a little
strives
strenuously
to
woo
t Morpheus,
nounce
that
he was going to Europe)
to be particularly commendatory?" in- matter on the Bide that concerns only
pressure on his soul.
But no one
but to no avail. The sleep god Is co- without creating a ripple of exclto
quired Horton, his eyes narrowing.
UB.
It wouldn't Interest these other
laughed.
quettish and he comes only when he ment"
>
"So long," replied the Kentucklan, gentlemen." He opened his hand, and
One afternoon late in November, a
can steal upon his victims.
"And now?"
Hint of blizzards swept snarling down
"aa what you said was your own opin- added: "Here, eat that!"
The other afternoon the tot was do"If he makes that announcement
the Atlantic seaboard from the polar
ion, I don't reckon It would interest
Farblsh with a frightened glance
ing her best to sleep. Dutifully she everybody crowds around to have a>
floes, with wet flurries of snow and
at' the set face of the man who was adme much."
closed her eyes, breathed rhythmically look at him."
rain. Off on the marshes where the
"In point of fact"—Horton was gaz- vancing upon him, leaped back, and and counted sheep jumping over the
JCenmore club had its lodge, the live
ing with steady hostility Into Sam- drew from his pocket a pistol—it was fence, aa instructed. . Sleep would not
Open Game.
decoys stretched their clipped wings,
son's eyes—"I prefer to tell you. I an exact counterpart of the one with come. But It would never do to dis"Let me make the songs of a nation
and raiBed their green necks restively
have rather generally expressed the which he had supplied Samson.
appoint a parent. So when the ques- and I care not who makeB its laws."
Into the salt wind, and listened. With
With a panther-like swiftness, the
belief that you are a damned savage,
tion came, "Are you sleeping, daugh"Well, have a try. Many people seem
dawn, they had heard, faint and far
Kentucklan leaped forward, and struck ter?" she murmured slumberously,
unfit for decent societY."
to think there's room for Improvement
•way, the first notes of that wild
Samson'B face grew rigid and a trifle up the weapon, which spat one In"Uh-buh."
In both Just now."
chorus with which the skies would ring
pale. His mouth set Itself in a straight effective Bullet into the rafterB. There
But her message was not convinc.sjntil the southerly migrations ended
line, but, as Wilfred Horton came to was a momentary scuffle of swaying ing. So she was offered a dime aB a
Very Much So.
—the horizon-distant honking of highhis feet with the last words, the moun- bodies and a crash under which the reward for sleeping. Time and again
"I heard of a duel lately whlda
fiyln.g water fowl.
table groaned amid the shattering
taineer remained seated.
she
made
the
effort
but
always
It
was
was fought with wax bullets."
Then it was thaf. Farblsh dropped
"And," went on the New Yorker, of glass and china. Then, slowly, the fruitless. Then she began to squirm.
"That was quite a cereous matter."
In with marching orders, and Samson,
flushing with suddenly augmenting consplrator'B body bent back at the Finally she sat up in her bed. Her
yearning to be away where there were
waist
until
its
shoulders
were
passion, "what I said I still believe to
manner was eloquent of conviction of
open skies, packed George Lescotf/B
be true and reheat In your presence. stretched on the disarranged cloth, the futility of further effort, after resfcorrowed paraphernalia, and prepared
At another time and place, I shall be and the white face, with purple veins ignation of claim upon the reward,
to leave that same night.
even more explicit. I shall ask you to swelling on the forehead, stared up
"Oh, I don't care; t dont want the
While he was packing, the telephone
between two brown hands that gripped
explain—certain things."
dime," she said. "My bank is a penny
rang, and Samson heard Adrlenne's
"Mr. Horton," suggested Samson in itb throat.
bank, anyhow."—Louisville Times.
■voice at the other end of the wire.
"Swallow that!" ordered the mounan ominously quiet voice, "I reckon
"Where have you been hiding?" she
you're a little drunk. If I were you, taineer.
Hundred-Foot Standard.
For just an instant, the company
.demanded. "I'll/have to send a truant
The Western Society of Engineers
I'd sit down."
stood
dumfounded,
then
a
strained,
officer after you."
.Wllfred'B face went from red to
has had prepared a 100-foot length |
unnatural voice broke the silence.
"I've been very busy," said the man,
white, and his shoulders stiffened. He
standard, which It has presented to
To make good use of
"and I reckon, after all, you can't
"Stop
him,
he's
going
to
kill
the
leaned forward, and for the Instant
the city of Chicago. This standard Is ■
knowledge, one
needs
•
civilize a wolf. I'm afraid I've been
no one moved. The tick of the clock man!"
a steel rod 102 feet long, two inches j
strong body- and a dear
The odda were four to two, and
wasting your time.''
was plainly audible,
wide and half an Inch in thickness,
brain —largely a matter of
Pessibly, the miserable tone of the
"South," he said, bis breath coming with a audden rally to the support of which rests on rollers secured to sub*
right food..
•rolce told the girl more than the 'Dont You See That Thla Thing It a in labored excitement, "defend your their chief plotter, the other conspirastantlal
brackets
fixed
to
the
wall.
The
Frame-Up?"
tors rushed the figure that stood throt■words.
Belt!"
graduations, which were established
"You are having a season with the
tling his victim. But Samson South
Samson still sat motionless,
by Prof. L. A. Fischer of the United
Dine devils," ehe announced. "You've that Horton would not listen to his
was In his element The dammed-up
"Against
what?"
he
inquired,
States bureau of standards, WashingThe delegated spokesten cooped up too much. This wind confidences.
wrath
that
had
been
smoldering
dur"Against that!" Horton struck the
ton, were at zero, one foot, one yard,
man warned Wilfred that Samson
ought to bring the ducks, and—"
ing
these
last
days
was
having
a
temmountain man across the face with
one meter, ten feet, 25 feet, 50 feet, 66
"I'm leaving tonight," Samson told South had spoken pointedly of him, his open hand. Instantly, there was a pestuous outlet He had found men
FOOD
feet, 20 meters, 30 meters and 100
and advised cautious conduct, In a
Her.
commotion of scraping chairs and who, in a gentlemen'B club to which feet, and at each of these points a disk
fasbion
calculated
to
inflame.
"It would have been very nice of
shuffling feet, mingled with a chorus be had come as a guest, sought to of an alloy of 90 per cent platinum and
Samson, It was falsely alleged, had
contains proper nutriment tor
you to have run up to say good-by,"
of Inarticulate protest. Samson had use him as a catspawajand murderer.
ten per cent iridium 5.16 Inch In
building body and brain—
■he reproved. "But I'll forgive you, accused him,of saying derogatory risen, and, for a second, his face had
As the? assaulted him, en masse,
diameter
was
Inserted
In
the
rod
flush
If you call me up by long distance. things In bU absence, which he would become a thing of unspeakable pas- he seized a chair, and swung it fiallfor renewing the tissue cell*
with
Its
surface,
the
exact
division
You will get there eatfy in the morn- hardly venture to repeat In his pres- sion.
that are exhausted daily by
His chand instinctively swept llke about his head. For a few mo- point being marked on the disk. The
ence.
In
Bhort,
It
was
put
to
Horton
ing. Tomorrow, I'm going to Philadeltoward his pocket—arjd stopped half- ments, there was a crashing of glass work of graduation proved remarkably
work and play.
to
announce
his
opinion
openly,
or
eat
phia over night. The next night, I
way.
He Btood by his overturned and china, and a clatter of furniture accurate, as Is shown by the correctien
•hall be at the theater. Civil me up the crow of cowardice.
and a chaos of struggle.
chair,
gazing
into
the
eyes
of
his
asThat evening, when SamBon went
Grape-Nuts food is made
lifter the theater, and tell me bow
Samson South stood for a moment table furnished for use In connection
sailant, with an effort at self-mastery
of measures.
to bis room, Farblsh joined him.
from wheat and barley—congrou like it."
panting in a scene of wreckage and with comparisons
which
gave
hia
chest
and
arms
the
.__
■
"I've been greatly annoyed to find,"
It was the same old frankness and
tains all their nutriment, inappearance of a man writhing and disorder. The table was littered with
Chicken Thief Wrote Verse.
friendliness of voice, and the same be said, aeatlngehimaelf on Samson's stiffening under electrocution. Then, shivered glasses and decanters and
cluding those vital mineral
After cleaning out a chicken coop In
old note like the music of a reed in- bed, "that Horton arrived today."
The furniture was scatsalts found under the outer
he forced both hands to his back and chlnaware.
"I
reckon
that's
all
right,"
Bald
Samstrument. Samson felt so comforted
Farblsh was Birmingham, Ala., the,chicken thief
coat, which are especially
gripped them there. For a moment, tered and overturned.
son.
"He's
a
member,
isn't
he?"
left
the
following
note:
"Lord,
have
and reassured that he laughed through
the tableau was held, then the man weakly leaning to one side In the seat
necessary for the daily upFarblsh
appeared
dubious.
mercy
on
my
soul,
how
many
chickens
the telephone. ■
from the mountains began speaking, to which he had made his way. The
keep of nerves and brain.
"1 don't want to appear In the guise
h»ve
I
stole,
last
night
and
the
night
"I've been keeping away from you,"
slowly and In a tone of dead-level men who had gone down under the
tie volunteered, "because I've had a r/f a prophet of trouble," he said, "but monotony. Each syllable was portent- heavy blows of the chair lay quietly before, coming back tonight and get
25 more; remember coming back tolapse Into savagery, and htfven't been you are my guest here, and I muat ously, distinct and clear clipped.
where they had fallen.
fit to talk 4o you. When 1 get back, warn you. Horton thinks of you as a
Wilfred Horton stood waiting. The night"
"Maybe
you
know
whyl
don't
kill
I'm coming up to explain. And, In the •gun-fighter" and a dangerous man.
wHole affair had transpired with such
He won't takeB chances with you. you, . . . Maybe you don't ... I don't
atteantlnie, I'll telephone."
Whale a Victim of War.
give a damn whether you do or celerity and speed that he had hardly
If
there
IB
a
clash,
it
will
be
serious.
An enormoua whale drifted ashore
* On the train Samson was surprised
not . . .That's the first blow I've •understood it. and had taken no part
He
doesn't
often
drink,
but
today
near
Margate,
England, the other day
to discover that, after all, he had Mr.
ever paSBed. . . . I ain't going to hit But, as he met the gaze of the dis—sold by Grocers everywhere
William Farblsh for a traveling com he's doing it, and may be ugly. Avoid
ordered figure across the wreckage of It had been killed by a mine In the
back.
.
•
■
You
need
a
friend
pretty
panltm.
That gentleman explained an altercation if you can, but If It
North
sea.
bad just now. . • ■ For certain reasons, a dinner-table, he realized that now,
that he bad found an opportunity to comes—" He broke off and added seri-
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WEST BROOKFIELD

Farmers and Friends Feast,

Ladies of the Grange Auxiliary met
with Mrp B. P. Smith on Tuesday, to
sew.
Misa Nellie 8. Madden, SpVingBerd,
visited her sister, Miss Agnes G. Madden,
Oinireh street, Sunday.
Horses and cattle insured a^ains! death
by any cause.
Fred K. F. Frauquer,
ia-14
Agent, Brookfield, Mass.
Rev. and Mrs John H. Iloil'iniiii art
entertaining Lawrence Ha 1 of the V. hi
C. A., Springfield.
Mr and Mrs Philander Holme have
been entertaining Mr and Mrs H r.
Lane, Pleasant Valley, Ct.
Mrs Frank H. Mason, Sherman street,
will go to Springfield to live with her
daughter, Mrs Albert D. Rose.
Mrs David Maclacban of Bristol, Ct.,
is visiting her sister, Mrs Mary 6. Winn,
at her Home on Central street.
The Parish Auxiliary of the Congregational church met with Mrs Henry J.
Weeden,' West street, Tuesday.
Harold Chesson, Cottage street, addre sed the Woman's Alliance, Brookfield, Tuesday, on "The fascination of
books."
Mrs Frank N. Disney and Mrs Milo E,
Hamilton, Worcester, were guests of Mrs
Disney's daughter, Mrs W. L. Kendrlck,
Thursday.

West Brookfield Farmer's club met for
the last lime this season in G. A. R. hall,
Wednesday.
Dinner was served in
charge of Charles D. Sage.
Readings
werv given by Mrs Mary Woodward and
Miss Florence Warriner; Warren Haschael Underwood read the following original ppem:—
Some forty years ago.
Just over across the street.
In a little cozy upstairs room,
Our farmers, there did meet.
To form a cluh for the farmers' good,
.That they might find a way,
To increase their crops, from year to
year
And a|so increase their pay.
Night after night as the years rolled on,
Though the weather was stormy and
cold,
They met together, discussed their
plans .
And many a joke was told.
No woman's voice was ever heard,
Within that little room,
To tell how she could mould the bread,
Or wield the mighty broom.
But woman's wit will win the day,
For it says so in the book,
They laid their plans and laid them
well
And we caught at the baited hook.
They invited the club to the church one
night, •
To partake of a bountiful spreads
Said they wanted* to join the farmers'
cluh,
And listen to what was said.
So hand in hand we started out,
And from house to house we went.
The men to learn what crops to raiae,
The women on whispering bent.
They said they wanted a ladies' day,
To give the men a rest,
To read their essays and debate,
»
And see which did the best.
,'
So we chose committees, one, two,
three.
And thought we had it right,
,
They said they would not agree to that,
And rose up in their might.
They said they wanted the Ladies' day,
And were ready any minute,
To wo|k and do the best they could,
But not a man should be in it.
And so we gave them all full sway,
And as sure as I'm a sinner,
They said the men must go to work,
And g't them up a dinner.
They said of course the men would fail,
At the very latest minute,
But we served that dinner and served
,
it well,
And not a woman in it.
The reason of this I now will tell,
So you may profit by it,
We made our plans and did our work,
And no one round to goB$rp.
But our club has thrived in spite of
that,
For now we work together,
And we always have a crowded house.
In fair or stormy weather.
We have good music and good songs,
Our questions are the best,
And while together have good times,
And all go home refreshed.
For forty years our club has thrived,
For forty years more we pray,
The interest of this grand old club,
Be greater than to-day.
To-day we close'our winter work,
Our program is complete,
And soon must bid you all Godspeed,
Until again we meet.
The following officers were elected for
the year 1915 and 1916: President, Emerson H. Stoddard, East Brookfield; vice
presidents, William L. Day, Warren, and
Elmer D. Allen, West Brookfield; secretary, Sumner H. Reed, Brookfield; treas.
urer, Philander Holmes, West Brookfield;
executive committee, Arthur W. Cutler,
Frederick G. Smith, Wm. E. Patrick,
Albert B. Patrick, Elias H. Cutler, Warren; program committee, Bowman S.
Beeman, Harold D. Phelps, West Brookfield, Mrs William E. Patrick, Dr. Olney
W. Phelps, Warren; Hubert E. Stoddard
of East Brookfield; entertainment committee, Mrs Elmer D. Allen, Mrs H.
Stanley Smith, Mrs W. L. Kendrick of
West Brookfield, Mrs Austin Woodward,
Mis 0. V\. Phelps, Warren; steward
Robert M. Carter, West Brookfield. Preceding dinner, prayer was offered by the
Rev. John H. Hoffman and the audience
sang Sweet bye and bye; after the dinner, Misses Marion and Grace Albee
played a piano duet, after which a chorus
led by Wm. B. Thompson aang old time
songs. The speaker for the day was Misa
Harriet Hopkins, Amherst agricultural
college. Her subject was Home Economics. Lawrence Hall, a student In Y. H.
C. A. college, Springfield, spoke a few
words.

Miss Ida C. Bell, teacher in Whitinsville, is spending her Easter vacation
with her parents, Mr and Mrs Charles H.
Bell, Long Hill.
Mr and Mrs Arthur J. Sampson, entertained the Soap club at their houie last
Saturday night, with supper, which was
followed by playing pitch.
The country club will hold its annual
meeting at Red Men's hall, next* Monday
night to elect officers, huar reports and
conclude the year's business.
Mr and Mrs Marshall 0. Gilbert with
their children Carey and Virginia, visited
Mrs Gilbert's parents, Mr and' Mrs Albert L. Clarke of Wakefleld, R. I., Monday. The trip was made by auto.
Members of the Episcopal Guild met
Tuesday night in G. A. R. hall for the
last of the series of lenten services conducted by Rev. R. M. D. Adams, rector
of Christ Memorial church, North Brookfield.
The Edwin Hawes Co.,irteam and hot
water contractors of Worcester, have installed a fine hot water plant for Mr
Hawes brother-in-law, Myron Richardson, at the latter'e home. The plant is
considered one of the best this side of
Worcester. The boiler is made by the
Page Boiler Co. of Meadville, Penn., one
of the leading manufacturers in the
country.
West Brookfield Grange conferred 3rd
and 4th degrees on two candidates, Misses Nettie Allen and Esther Mulvey,
Wednesday night. A ladies' degree team
in charge of Master Miss Jessie Gilbert
worked the 3rd degree and the 4th was
worked by the regular team. The work
was inspected by George W. Sherman,
Brimfield, Deputy of the State Grange.
The body of James Edwin Hills, aged
74, a resident of Brooklyn, N. Y., was
brought here for burial Monday. He
was a native of Orange but attended and
later taught school in Dist. No. S. At
the beginning of the Civil war he enlisted in H. Co. 3(ith Mass. Vol. Infantry.
On his return from the war he married
Lutheria R. Pierce, at the Mandly-Pierce
homestead, Ware road. Later he removed to Brooklyn where he became a
who'esale jeweller. For many years Mr
Hills was president of the Burnside association, a member of the necrology committee, and was particularly active as a
memb r of II. Co., and was on the committee for reprinting the regimental history. He was one of the earlier members
of Alanson Hamilton Post, G. A. R. Besides his wife, he leaves one son, J. Manley, of Brooklyn. Services were conducted in the Congregational church,
Rev. Lucien Drury, North Stonjngton, a
life-long friend of Mr Hills, officiated,
assisted by Rev. John H: Hoffman. The
bearers were Bowman S. Beeman, Jonathan G. Warren, West Brookfield; Frank
E. Oleason, Warren; William A. Runyan, Brooklyn; Arthur, Charles and
William Sturdy, Norton. Burial was in
Fine Grove cemetery, in charge of Herbert P. Johnson of Warren.
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THEIR SECOND GUEST
By IvIAY DE VRIE3.
(Copyright. 18H, by W. O. Chapman.)
Rafferty, the old foreman of the
composing room in the big publishing
house was an unassuming man, but
he stepped to speak to Miss Latham,
Mr. Angell's stenographer as he made
his way upstairs with a bundle of
proofs under his arm.
"Now I'll tell you how it Is, Miss
Latham," pursued the foreman, depositing the proofs, which were
marked "hurry," upon her desk. "We
know your people live up-state, and
we thought you mightn't take It amiss
if we asked you to come in and eat
your Sunday dinner with us, day
after tomorrow. We've got a turkey,
and—and there's no one to help us eat I
it," he said disconsolately. "So, as:
you live in the next block, we
thought—".
"Why, I'll come with real pleasure,
Mr. Rafferty," answered Miss Latham,
grasping the foreman's inky hand
"At two'o'clock," said Rafferty, evidently relieved. "Do you like sage
stuffing, Miss Latham?"
"I dote on it," the girl replied. And
Rafferty, reminding her of the time
again, took up his bundle and made
his way upstairs.
It was a cosy little apartment Into
which Miss Latham penetrated on
next Sunday. There was 'Scrupulous
cleanliness, and that evidence of a
harmonious family of two which can
be sensed the' moment one opens a
door And as the girl entered, she
saw Mrs. Rafferty struggling under
the weight of a huge platter which
must have contained a giant among
turkeys.
Two minutes later Rafferty was
carving as tender and luscious a bird
as ever grew to maturity, while Mrs.
Rafferty, looking a'llttle self-conscious,
was apologizing for the Rafferty home.
"But It's a home, my dear," she
said, "and that's better than a boarding house. And it wasn't any more
for your sake than for ours I wanted
you to come. Since we lost Michael,
it hasn't been any home to us."
"Michael?" inquired the girl. "That's
an unusual name."
"Yes," said Mrs. Rafferty. "He was
mine and my first husband's, but when
Tim wanted me to marry him and I
showed him the boys and asked how
he'd like to start in with a ready-made
family, he took such a fancy to him it
broke his heart when, Michael turned
wild."'
"I am so sorry," murmured the girl,
watching her hostess with' flushed
cheeks.
"Well, the boy and Tim had a row
about one thing and another, and finally Michael put on his hat and kissed
me. 'Good-by, mother, I'll never come
back,' he said. I didn't believe him,
but he kept his word. That was two
years ago and Tim would have cut but
his tongue sooner than have spoken
the words he did."
The plum pudding came In and they
fell to. But Miss Latham seemed to
have lost her appetite.
"Now what's the matter, honey?"
demanded motherly Mrs. Rafferty as
she drew the girl aside while Tim
washed the dishes. "It's some fellow
that isn't worth troubling your pretty
head about. Isn't it? I've been through
it myself. Come, now, tell me.".
"Oh, Mrs. Rafferty," sobbed the girl,
"I know I'm a dreadful impostor, but
I couldn't tell them at the office, and
it was only last month, and he's traveling for Arthur Buckle & Co. and won't
be back till tomorrow and—"
"Married?" gasped Mrs. Rafferty.to
wonder.
■
The girl nodded and brushed away
a fugitive tear that was trickling down
her cheek.
'
"Glory be!" cried Mrs. Rafferty.
"Tim! Come here! May I tell him,
dearie?"
"Yes," whispered the girl. She knew
tbat at the office Rafferty, with his
innate loyalty, would be as mute as •
clam. So Mrs. Rafferty told him.
Next instant Tim was executing- a
war dance round the girl.
"And
what'll be your real name?" he asked.
"Just Miss Latham—please—until
spring, and then we Shall start housekeeping," sobbed the girl. "So not a
word, of course."
"Oh, Tim," sobbed Mrs. Rafferty,
"I'm so glad It .only we had our Michael with us now!"
"If only Miss—Miss Latham could
have brought her young man with her,"
cried Rafferty. "That would have

No wrathful wracks of yesterday, '.
Shall shut the lunlisht trom m face
A sharp peal at the bell interrupted
Nor bar my upward climbini' way,
him. He pressed the button (hat
Nor trammel me in my aoul xaee.
opened the front door and, with parDone deeds are dead, let those who will
donable curiosity, the two opened thai
Falter and (all tielore old ghosts.
door of the apartment and peered over
For me the s weet exultant thrill
„
the banisters.
Of marching with the conauerinf hosts.
"I believe that's—that's—" gasped
For me no dreaming doubtful dreams.
the girl. "I left word at the boarding
Nor pondering on your defeat,
r
house that I was here In case he could
Before me, lies the road which gleams
>ally Thought.
come hack. Oh, excuse me!" . And
With all its triple milUoned feet.
Good, ford, honest wine, a grateful
amid cries to bring him upstairs, the
That bravely strive unceasingly
conscience and a little pleasant chat
girl flew down to meet the newcomer,
Mo reach that far, tall towered height,
before a man retires are worth all the
Whereon the sun shines daszllngly
whose firm steps resounded In the secpossets and apothecary's drugs.—StevAnd where there U no bitter night*
ond passage below.
enson.
No hand may help, no word may cheer.
Mrs. Rafferty slipped her hand into
But by whatever Gods there be
her husband's and felt his kiss on her
Within my heart there lurksino fear.
cheek.
And I shall wrest the Victory.
Why He Preferred the Moon.
The girl and the man were coming
_
,~_:
^L
Two negroes' got Into a discussion
up the stairs. His arm was round her
concerning the relative values of the
and she was looking up into his face,
moon and the sun to the world. After
Troublesome Dish.
which was bent down toward hers.
listening to the advocate of the sun
The Jackal, which requires ten And neither of them saw the watcher*
the other proceeded to demolish his hours' boiling, Is a food requiring above until they reached their floorargument with the following logic: much preparation, but It does ■ not
Then Mrs. Rafferty screamed.
"De sun am all right, but de moon am hold the record. In this respect. That
"Michael!" she cried.'
wuff two oh It; de moon 1111008 In de la held by the elephant. Elephant's
And the next moment the young man
night when we needs It, but de* sun foot, a real delicacy, will not attain Its was holding his mother In his arms,
done shine only in de day when we got full succulence without a good J6 while his stepfather executed a seer
hours' baking.
light enough without it."
ond war dance round him.

King of Game Flah.
The grandest of all flsh leapera to
tarpon, otherwise "silver king." or
"grand ecallle," a monster herring,
whtch may measure six or seven feet
and weigh a couple of hundred pounds.

North Brookfield Savings Bank
NORTH BROOKFIELP, MASSACHUSETTS.
INCORPORATED IN 1854.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
°"

ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED {IN OR REFORE APRIL 3, GB ON INTEREST APRIL I, 1915.

STATEMENT
AT CLOSE O.F BUSINESS, MARCH 15, 19 15

LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.
Mortgages on Real Estate
Real Estate
Bank Building
Bonds and Public Funds
Cash on hand and in Banks

$685,676.40
83,836.20

Deposits

$449,488.87
4,281.72
4,000.00

Surplus

299.49I-2S
12,250.76
$769,512.60

$769,512.60

GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
.ARTHUR C. BLISS, TREASURER.
1

BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
GEORGE R. DOANE,

SUMNER HOLMES,
HERBERT T. MAYNARD.

Great Dressmaker an Englishman.
The noted Parisian dressmaker,
Worth, owed his early success to the
patronage of that
famous personage of the third empire, Princess Pauline de Metternich, the wife
of the Austrian ambassador to France.
By her wit and numerous vagaries of
dress and manner, she created a sensation at the court ot Napoleon ill
and Edgenle. Thereafter ft was easy
for Worth to become the most sought
of the world's dressmakers when the
princess approved his styles. Charles
Worth, while so long the creator of
French fashion, was an Englishman,
born in Bourne, England, in 1825, and
r1l»d in Paris in 1859.
Not So Very Cheap.
The man who wishes to economise
was advised by a friend to go to a
certain restaurant.
"Mighty cheap," said the friend. So
the would-be boarder went there.
Next day he met that friend.
"Pretty cheap place, eh?" said the
latter.
"Not on your life!"
"What do you mean? Can you get
as good soup elsewhere as you con
there for the price?"
"Certainly not."
"And did you ever get such roast
beef at another place for what you
paid at this one?"
"I never did."
"Well, then, what under the sun are
you kicking about? Why do you say
the place Isn't cheap?"
"Because." said the man who wanted to save, with the emphasis of a
German siege gun," "while I was eating, somebody stole my hat and overcoat!"
The Connecting Link.
That back-to-the-land Idea Is going
to become a reality if certain energetic people have their way. A number of highly qualified men and women
are organizing the National Forwardto-the-Land league to bring together
the man, the money and the land. 441
the detailed. Information now on file
In the federal departments of labor
and agriculture'Is to be made directly
available by means of a clearing house
for such data in New York city. The
league's purposes are'-: To give the
man without a cent a chance to earn
the first payments on his farm; to
give the man who has no knowledge
of farming a scientific training; to
help men to help themselves. This
work of hitch-up is Just what has been
needed, and we believe the league will
be a real factor In building up the
United States.—Collier's Weekly.

FREE!

FREE!

Three St, Regis Everbearing Raspberry
Plants to Everyone Answering
This AivetisemenL
Agehts sell these plants for 25c each. St. Regis Everbearing; A
wonderful new Raspberry; bears fruit four months the first season planted.
Earliest of all Red Raspberries, begins to ripen June 15th to 20th, fruiting
on old canes until late August, when berries begin to npen on the young
or current season's canes, which continue to produce berries in increasing numbers without intermission until late October or until frost comes.
Wonderfully prolific, first or main crop being greater than that of any
other red variety known, and Summer ot Autumn crops do not consist
ofafnw scattering berries, but good to heavy pickings all time. One
party who had a small patch of about half an acre picked and shipped
two or three pickings eaoh week for four months, and his profits were
enormous.

"Good Fruit and How to Grow It," FREE
This is a 64-page book of valuable information about soils, how and
where to plant, trim apd grow all kinds of fruit; how and when to spray,
and the cost of planting and maintaining ac orchard. Also complete
description of a 1 varieties of Frnits, Ornamental Trees, Roses and Shrubs
With bargains in Home Garden Collection as low as 98 cents, the same as
agents charge three dollars for.

Special Collection of Standard Apple Trees 98 cents
2 Baldwin
2 Northern Spy
2 Mclntosh

^

,
2 Wealthy

Sunday at the Congregational church,
theme of sernviji, "The Treasure of
Tears.", In the evening an illustrated
address bn "The Passion Play of Oberammerg'au." During the week, on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, union
services will be held with the Methodist
church. On Wednesday afternoon and
evening, a Neighborhood Fellowship
meeting will be held in the church. See
program. On Friday evening, at 7.30
o'clock the union service will be held at
the Methodist church. All are heartily
Welcome.

TO FORETEU FUTURE Call at 46 Summer Street
In Harmony.
"This plain engagement ring won't
do, George." "What kind do you want, USE OF WHITf| OF EGG IS RECOMdear?" "I must have one to malch my
MENDED.
ruby spaniel."
Saved on School Books.
The word "tightwad" is forever associated, in my mlndt with a farmer
near whom we lived when I was a lad
In the country, says a correspondent.
He kept his oldest hoy, bright youngster, in the second grade for more
than two years because he didn't want
to purchase a new reader for him.

Those Who Are Tired of the Familiar
Methods of Cards and Tea Grounds
Might Find Some Amusement
in the Practice.

■

To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your home
by sending; word to
"•*
***

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

Representative for the Brookfields,
This is one of the least known of
all methods of foretelling the future,
Telephone 26-13,
according to the ancient, secret wisNORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
dom of prophetic insight. Yet it is
one of the-most interesting, and easy
Taunt Reused Soldiers.
Frederick the Great was the author to perform—though, of course, like all
Fellowship Meeting.
of certain characteristic sayings, but methods' of the kind, some skill and
practice are necessary in order to inThe following is the program for the none more so than that which he ut- terpret quickly and speedily the symtered at the battle of Kolin, when his
FRED C. CLAPP
fellowship meeting at the Congregational
troops were wavering under a fierce bolic interpretations of the signs prechurch, next Wednesday afternoon and Are. "Dogs," he jeered, "would ye sented, writes Prof. Sothnos Lalilller
evehing.
Afternoon, Rev. E. C. Charl- live forever?" A taunt whose harsh- In the New York American.
In order to practice this part of caton. leader: 3.00 p. m. singing and pray- ness was justified only by ItB success.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
balistic Interpretation, you must proer, vTr Sbmner H. Reed; 3.20 p. m., JeWilliam McCarthy and Herbert W. sus Christ the Central Fact of Christianicure a fresh egg—as new-laid as posNurses Train on a Doll.
Registered Embalmer.
Bemis are to commence next week, the ty. The Rev. E. C. Charlton will introsible—and carefully separate the white
K. of V. have a progressive whist party
For use in training schoolB for
of the egg from the yolk. Nearly fill
task
of
taMng
the
census
of
North
duce
the
main
theme
of
the
day;
3.40
p.
nurses a doll has been designed, five
at Castle hall to-night.
I.atl»- Assistant,
Brookfield, and it is expected the work m., The Attitude of Perplexity to Jesus feet tall, made of a finely woven ma- a tumbler with cold water and drop
Mr Charles L", ■ Cooledge is recovering will be completed in three weeks.
Mrs Christ, Rev. Sherman Goodwin; 4.05 p. terial that is waterproof and has some- the white of the egg into It, a drop at a
time.
Now
place
this
glass
carefully
from a severe attack of gastritis.
Julia ROBS of this town will take tbe cen- m., singing and prayer ; 4.15 p. m., The what the "feel" of a human body. It
aside for 24 hours, being sure to cover
c mnecwd by Long Distance TeleTimothy J. Mahoney has been drawn sus of New Braintree.
Attitude of Hostility ti Jesus Christ, is complete in every detail, even to the glass carefully, and that the water
phone at House and Store.
the
ear
and
nasal
passages;
It
Is
used
as juryman for the superior court.
A 50-foot extension ladder which had Rev. J. Hoffman; 4.40 p. m,, Discussion, as a dummy on which beginners can does not become warmed by proximity
Mr Charles M. Rich is reported serious- been placed by Mr Fullam's men againBt led by Mr A. C. Sioddard and Miss Alice practice the attentions they will later to a radiator, etc.
When you again look at the glass,
the west side of the town hall building, White. Come prepared to take part in have to bestow upon patients.
ly ill at his home on South Main St.
you will find that your white of egg
blew over in the high wind that prevailed, this service. 5.30 p. in.. Basket lunch,
Extensive repairs are being made on
has congealed into various odd shaped MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
just after one o'clock to-day, and fell and social hour. The ladies of the church
Remarkable Memory.
the roof of the town house by William
figures—circles,
squares,
animals,
with a crash across Summer street. For- will furnish tea and coffee.
So remarkabfe Is the power of
DRESSMAKING
trees, crosses, etc.—which are to be
F. Fullani Co.
Eyening service, Rev. A. W, Budd, memory in some men that it seems an
tunately no one was passing at the time.
interpreted
according
to
the
formula
Born—a son, George Elliot, to Arthur
uncanny
mental
acquisition.
Probably
leader; 7.00 p. m., praise service. Dr.
North Brookfielel
11 Prospect St.
that follows.
We are informed that Mr Baker, who
E. and Nellie S. Hobbs, Gilbert street,
Windsor R. Smith; 7.20 p. m., The Atti- the most remarkable example of the
Long, wavy lines denote losses and
now occupies the Methodist parsonage,
27
kind
was
the
ability
of
the
celebrated
Sunday, March 21 .<
tude of Devotion to! Jesus Christ; Rev.
troubles; straight lines, on the conhas been notified that the house will soon
Regular meeting of K. of P., Wednes- be wanted by the church people as a resi- F. L. Brooks; 7.45 p. m.', Our Attitude to chess player Paul Morphy to play a trary, denoting peace, long life, prosdozen
games
of
chess
at
the
one
time
day night. Supper and entertainment dence for the new pastor whom they ex- Jesus Christ, Rev. A. C. Craig. Closing
blindfolded—that Is,
playing the perity and happiness.
Squares denote peace and happiprayer. The service will close at 8.10. games simultaneously without looking
forjnieuibers only.
pect will lie a resident here. At present
Bosidonce 38 Spring St., cor, Prospect
ness; a ring, marriage. It j| letter can
at the chess board, the moves being
Military whist at Castle hall, Thursday the church is supplied in connection with Cats leave North Brookfield 8.15.
be discovered near the ring this will
called to him by number and he callevening, April 8, by the Pythian Sisters; the church at Brookfield, with a pastor
be the first letter of the name of the
ing back his reply.
Christ Memorial Church.
resident there. They are now hoping to
followed by dancing.
person you are to marry. If clouds
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
have
for
ilext
year
a
pastor
all
their
own.
are about the ring, think long and careRemember the coming bazar for the
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Atlen.
During
Holy
Week
there
will
be
serReturned
Unused
Medicine.
fully
before
accepting
this
person,
ded to.
benefit of the B & R baseball association
The Foreign Missionary Dept. of the
P.O. Box 192.
U2) Satisfaction Guaranteed
Mr. Y. Is considered the champion even if lie offers marriage.
Woman's Unkmiwill hold an Easter vice daily at 3.45 p. m. On Maundy
—April 15, 16 and 17. '
"thrifty" man of our town. Once two
If
a
leaf
is
seen,
speedy
good
fortune
Thursday,
holy
eucharist,
ajso,
at
9
a.
Horses and cattle insured against death food sale, Saturday, April 3, from 3.30 to
in.; and on Good Friday, penetential members of his family were ill for will come your way from some unexby any cause.
Fred F. F. Franquer, 0, at the home of Mrs Horatio L. Miller,
office and altar service, 9 'a. m.; inter- some time. When they recovered he pected source. If an anchor Is seen, ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
Prospect
street.
The
usual
variety
of
collected all the bottles that had any fidelity in love is indicated. If a dog
Agent, Brookfield, Mass.
13-14
cession 12 m.; the Way of the Cross, 3.45
At the Methodist church Lenten ser- food, including salads, will i>6 -sold, also p* m.; and Evening Prayer 7.45. Palm medicine left in them and, taking lis seen, this is a good sign, if near the
IN SCRIPT OR
them to the doctor, Bald: "Sny, doc, itop of the glass, denoting faithful
candy,
potted
plants
and
cut
flowers.
vices will be conducted on Wednesday
There will be music during the afternoon, Sunday, holy eucharist, 8 a. m.; Proces- there's quite a lot of this dope left and Ifrlends; if near the middle, doubtful
and Friday evenings of Holy week.
ENGLISH TEXT
'
and tea will be served by young ladies in sion and Altar service, 10.45; Choral Lit- you might as well take it back and ones; and if near the bottom, enemies
Very many severe cases of La grippe
any, 7. ' Easter Day, bSfji eucharist, give me credit for it You can use it
costume. ■
13-14
to be avoided.
are reported and some of our ."best citi8 and 10.45 a. m. Evensong, 3.45 (in- and I can't."
; A-Hly or similar flower foretells hap- H. I. Lawrence North BroofcfieM
A large audience was charmed if not stead of 7 p. m., There will be no Sunzens" are confined to the house on this
piness, If near the top of the glass;
convinced, by the fine oratory and strong day school, but the school will attend
'disappointment if neaE the bottom. If
SAMPLE BHOES
account.
There have been 24 pleasant days this arguments of Mrs Ella A. Gleason, the Evensong and make their Lenten offer- WE have a number of pairs of sample shoes in a number of small dots or spotB are
men's and boys', also a few pair ot boots present, money is coming your way,
month—a record which the oldest inhab- enthusiastic and unwavering advocate of ing at that service.
•
unless clouds surround them, In which
itant claims is most unusual for a New National Constitutional Prohibition. She
case you will receive bad tidings and
CHARLES S. LANE,
The Appleton Club.
England winter.
,
, expressed herself as very sanguine that
notice of losses. A heart denotes a
the day of national prohibition was not
Mr Edward A. Batcheller on Wednes;love letter which you will shortly reThe Appleton Club had a most interest'
far off, although she feared that Massaday lost one of his valuable team horses,
chusetts might be one of the last states to ing meeting Wednesday evening at the A GOOD TENEMENT of seven rooms, on Grove ceive. The sun, moon or stars denote
batl
which dropped dead on the street from
fall into line. 'At the c ose of her address home of Miss Mary G, Warner, with a
^KFRHSBUM. happiness and success.
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
heart disease.
she repeated, by request, the speech good attendance. The nominating comThe Freaks Must Go.
1 An alarm was rung in yesterday at which won for her the diamond medal.
Personal Prompt Attention Day
FOR SALE
mittee brought in the names of the presThe secretary of the Minnesota
or Night.
4.80. Three acres were burned over. It
ent board of office* for re-election for BEAN POLES and Pea Brash, all ready to set, state fair Is authority for the stateLast fall (Oct. 12) when the grocery
silvered in "^u"}*!.^^ „,. M9.2
was started by boys who were trying to
Telephone North Brookfield No.
another
year,
viz:—President,
Horace
J.
ment
that
the
"freak"
show
and
the
iaa-11.
store of Mr Herbert E. Cummings was
smoke out a rabbit.
sensational side show will not have
burglarized and the safe blown open, an Lawrence; vice president, Mrs Frank P
Long Distance Connection.
The annual Easter supper by the WoGreene; aecretary-tressurer, Miss Mary
place
in
the
state
fair*
of
1916.
This
iron chest, containing private papers was
DRY SLAB WOOD
Funerals Personally Directed
man's Guild of Christ Memorial church
trench; executive committee, these offiform of entertainment Is to be Teand Every Requisite Furntaken away, and a thorough but unsucwill be given April 8th, Tuesday after
placed by educational exhibitions, the
jahed.
Sawed Stove Length
cessful search has been made for it ever cers ex-officio, Miss Frances T. Lawrence,
step having been decided on by the
Easter. Special particulars next week.
Dr.
Idelle
G.
Edmands.
The
paper
on
r.Kdy Assistant.
since. On Monday curiosity profnpted
FOR SALE
American Association of Fairs and
Mr and Mrs D. F. Winslow have re- W. Harry Fullam to step over into the Spanish Royalty by Mrs H. H. Pratt was
Expositions In convention at Chicago.
Telephone 27-13.
E. S. WINTER
ceived word that their daughter, Jennie brush on private land near the so-ealled read by Miss Lawrence, as the author
It will be a great relief If the
L. Winslow of Mount Holyoke college "custom house," and examine an iron was detained at home by sickness in the
minds,of children are not to be abFOR SALE
has been awarded a scholarship for next casting that he had seen there for some family. Mrs F. P. Greene told of the
normally stimulated by these morbid,
01
A Handsome bay horse, about Wj™™. *^
time. It was found to be hollow, half Arts and drafts of Spain, most enter- A era roader. true wortor.and a good all-roand not to say revolting, sights. The idea
year.
horse. Also have some good stock hay for sale. that the poor monstrosities of nature
tainingly.
The
paper
on
Spanish
Festilw
The selectmen will receive applications filled with water, and lying on its side,
"
should be exploited by means of their
vals by Mrs Budd, was omitted. There C. W. ENGLISH.
for the granting of liquor licences until the door tbrn off, exposing the contents.
deformities Is repulsive and producwere
piano
duets
by
Miss
Bertha
JohnEGCS
FOR
HATCHINC
the night of March 31. We are informed Besides the private papers, a gold medal
tive of no good. The-practice of alr
m
son and Miss Marion Crooks, and vothat there may be out-of-town parties te received by Mr Cummings for excellence
cal solos by Miss Eva Noonan. The next SataW COLBY H JOHNSON, School St., North lowing fakers to grow fat off proin
butter
making,
had
bee"
'eft
by
the
ceeds from "showing" these unforapply.
nrookneld.
thieves, also a Columbian half dollar, meeting will be April 7, at the Congregatunates is a species of barbarism.
! Miss Lillisn Walley, grand-daughter of
which was in the same pocket book. Mr tional church parlors.
The atmosphere that pervades state
COMItoNWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS falra
Mr and Mrs Edward Batcheller, fores'
—
. ■•»
■
Is as wholesome as that which
George W. Lane, manager of the CumWO«0»T«a,SS.
FSOBAritCOORT
street, is visiting for two weeks, at the
.NEW BRAINTREE.
surrounds any of our national Institumings store, was called and was as much
To
all
persons
interested
in
the
esttte
of
home of Mr and Mrs B. M. Rich, of
Austin oTOiout, late of Norib Brookaeld, in tions, and It has always been a wrong,
surprised as anyone at the find. Mr
Newton.
to vitiate It by the clinical features of
The Young People's Society of ChristCummings was wry glad to recover the
freak show.—Minneapolis Journal.
Miss Jennie L Winslow has returned papers even in their damaged condition. ian Endeavor will hold an entertainment will otSid deceased has presented for allowWorjth of WALL PAPER
ailosittwllrst and final account of he. admin! from Mount Holyoke college for the
in the vestry of the church, Wednesday tatSdoauSon the estate ot said «*«•"*;,,.„,
Yoa are hereby cited to appear at a probate
A Quaint Idea.
11
spring vacation, accompanied by her
evening,|March 31. Literary and musical Courttoleheld
at Worcester, insaid i*, "'?:
Coming Events.
A new Idea was t/itroduced In the
room-mate, Miss Ann Cushman Messer
entertainment. Games and refreshments. «ra tne Ulirtietb da, of March A. D 9i6,at nine
We have gonethrough our entire
O'CIOCM in the forenoon to •Wf™;.;,"7 display of the wedrWig gifts at a r*
Admission 10 cents. AH are invited.
of Barre, Vt.
vo.i I ave, why thdsame nhould not be allowed.
Stock of. Wall Papers, and have
NOETB BBOOKRIELD.
y
cent New York wending—the reproA^d Mid executrix Is ordered «• »"«
""*
found we have about $100 worth of
The last Farmers' Club meeting of tbe clutlo"iy delivering a cpy ^«^„to,f"
Mrs V. Ieabelle Mattbewaon is making i Wednesday, March 81.
Fellowship
fl: duction, namely. In exquisite miniainterested in the estate foorMe" day* »'
Remnant Paper and Borderings.
season was held at town hall, Tuesday, sons
—, repairs
1 on ho,
kim-1
meeting at Congregational church.
extensive
her ~>Mi>nn«
residence, fSum
KbeToTieald enrt, or by publWiiaf the ture, of the gifts that were too huge
When we say Remnants, we.do not
with one hundred in attendance. Mr SOTM in each week for tliree snooewiw,- to be displayed on the black oak tables
mer street. A large chimney has been Sunday, April 4. Easter Services.
mean Junk, Rubbish or CheapStanley Barlow gave an interesting talk
built on the west side of the house, on the
Monday, April 6. Young Ladies' Sodal- on Popltry Raising, also Mr Robert Will- pubitnsjlontobeoneaay.as
'."fr^SS SS
SXfo&k*toj»ow_da,._at„ri-c^S
%£
Thus one of the gifts was an «M
Papers imported for this Special
outside of the building.
Kurt**!
by
m»U!ug.
postpaid,
a
copy
of
a*
. ity. Entertainment at town hall.
iams of Barre gave his experience in the ciUtfoBto ah known persons interested»tatl» English manor house. Reproduced to
sale.
'
.
Mr Fred H. Walker took Fred C. Clapp
ieraTd«< at le»t twf ore said eonrt.
Tuesday, April 8. Supper and 8ale at Poultry business tot the past 20 years; esuS.
Wtae*7*Uli»ni'r. For as, K»quir., Jddg* the last detail In a two-foot model,
Every Remnant we otftr was
«nd*William Murphy to Worcester, Sun:
the
gray
manor
house
of
the
sixteenth
of
aili
faoort,
this
ntotb
day
of
Manfli.
Memorial church
other speakers were Rev. E, B. Blanch- ?n Jn^WiTof out uwd one thousand nine
taken Ifrom our shelves last week,
day, to can
call on m
Mr juun
John ™»i*uv,«,
Mattoon, who
is .
™«« i»
.
m..i.
century struck, amongst the pearto
sampled, and tied np in a bIJurfUfe
alway* glad tp see or hear from his many Wednesday, Apnl 7. Appleton Glob ard of Barre, Mrs Daris jfnd Miss Top- uund^wdllge.^ B ATW00D) gag,,,.,. ana chiseled sliver, an exceedingly
"■"T-j B
r
*
.Last. ___,,„„
„.
,h»
main.
.
■
ping of North Brookfield. Music was Star. 13.19.28, H
meeting of the season.
and marked according to thfe grade
North Brookfield friends.
picturesque note.
of paper from 16c to 76c per bundle.
Friday, April 9. First Dance. Castle furnished by Mrs Wiliiam Franceand Mr
Another gift was a very low tffV
William J. Doyle and Patrick Conroy
James Greed: Dinnfejf ^.aarveolj Mt ciniuONWEALTri OF MASSABMUSEITS torpedo touring car of sixty tWf»»>
hall, byF. of A.
Each Remnant contains enough
Worcester
M
FwiDste
Cotttt
are to be delegates to the Foresters conand Mrs E. L\ Havens,. S-.
paper for any ordinary eixwl room.
To^ll ausoas lnwreeted h. *• eatats of l»ri power.
power, The
rue model,
n™™. a
- perMet
a^- --~ on*
-. set
-rv
vention at Palmer, Sunday, April 4, and April 16, 16 and 17. Grand Bazaar for
CartiVr
SS^fNorSBreokBeld
to
aaid
Comity
.
g
|dmounted
dressing
case,
ma**
on
0
Henry BOWBH of Boston is visiting bis
Come early and select the best patthe B 4 R Baseball Association.
also to Springfield, May 18.
Th<j altersister, Mm J.T.Webb.
terns at FUIXAM'S, the
nates ire Eugene Howard and John Monday, April 19. Junior Prom at the
The
bride's
brother's
gift
was
a
ridwu!
tfw Bret ami nn.1 ««s>llM g M»j»j!»'°''- ing horse, an Irish hnhter. The model
town hall.
anof
O'Brien.
,„.„* unon the estate ot said deceased,
" ot\rHeiSby"ted to appear at a Probate was done In clay by a girt sculptor.
There will be a meeting of the Board
tottrt tTbaaeld'al.Wo OMWr, in,.»U Count,
BlOOKIULD.
There were several other gifts also
on me thirteenth day of April A- «•■ "JJf •}}
"THE RED KIND"
of Management of the D. A. R. Chapter Thursday, April 1. "A little different
nine o'otook in the forenoon, toishow^ 'fSt' " reproduced In miniature, among them
SUMMER 8TREET
»
any
yon
have,
why
the
saoioalionld
sot
be
aat the home of Mrs M. B. Bishop, Satura motor boat and a biplane.
Fertile Eggs for Hatching
whist" at tbe home of. Mrs Arthur F,
day, March 87, at 3 p. m.
The regular
'"Ind'wld eieootor to »^«^i» *'!?, "J*
Butterworth, Brookfield.
$1.00 per Setting
citation by dollMrijg a WP£'OsreofW all 8permeeting of the Chapter will be wfth' Mrs Wednesday, April 7. Annual sale and
Like a "Jack" Jehnson."
son* loterteted In the esiate '"a"*?"™*'! ,??
loist before naitt court, or by publishing the | Irvtn S. Cobb, the correspondent
8. A. Clark, Saturday, April 3, at 3 p. m.
supper, Congregational church, BrooksMOonee In each week, tor Wl'ee a"00"™'™ and author, was talking In PhlladelNorth Brookaeld, Mass.
wSks,ln tbeNorth orookn.ld^.a£aal. »n ewsMembers of the Pythian Sisters were
field.
E^S^&y*
4wl2*a
royally entertained Thursday afternoon, Friday, April 9. Trolleymen's concert
publication
to De one oay8 a?ta£?'b1fo™'
■» '•—" 00'"C
„f .Md
tM, phla about the German "Jack Johnft^JaSSnoitnawToopV
l» ions." those deadly shells which ex'court
and
P" *1'*'*
.pId°lu cne
the
March 18, by Miss Fannie E. Bliss at her
and ball, town hall, Brookheld.
citation
to by
allmailing
known persons
iuterr stsdlu
plode with a tremendous discharge of
estate.
.e
en
days
at
least
before
said
'»««■
Small
Place
Wanted
T
'Ali enjoyed the Thursday, April 16. Mock Court Trial,
home on Spring street. 'All
Witness, WILLIAM T. W"».,,fl™i greasy black smoke.
A
small
place,
reasonably
near
the
Tillage,
ludw
of
said
Court,
this
twenty-afth
d.y
or
town hall, Brookfield, under auspices
social hour as well as the fine dinner that
where a man can keep a cow, hens, etc, In- March?ta tie yearof our lord one thousand ; "These shells," said Mr. Cobb, "are
TRADC MAFUtt
was served at 5 o'clock!. Miss Marjorie
to ordinary shells, as a bucking horse
quire at the JouBMii, Office. Speak uuick il you
of B. H. S. A. A.
DCSIONS
nine ''"^J^T'ATWOOD, Ibsgtot...
want
a good customer.
of the plains Is to,a park hack.
COPVUIGHTS Ac |
Stuart will entertain the sisters at her
Mar, as, Apr. It, 9.H'
A nyme wndlns a skelf h ao^djj^puon Bay
:
"A
tenderfoot
once
mounted
a
buck• home on Gilbert stre/et, Thursday afterA Good Opportunity.
qifl>V
ascertain
onr PMM_*1JL
OI>J"'S» ^^*~f",S
iuTo„«on
IS Probably
CofflmmVMI er in Tin Can. He was hardly on benoon, April 1. Loo^t out
NOTICE ISJHEREBY GIVEN
tlonastrictlyconBdenttal.
HftKBJBpOI ™J2BL
ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist fore he waB off again—off over the ■eut
rree. Oldest «fwcr fojwKwtafjabsnt*,
One
of
the
large
inagasine
puphshing
That
the
subscriber
has
been.duly
appointed
Patents taken tgronth jaw"?J>■ »■ «•»•*»•
Mrs Benjamin K. DeLand, who will be
bucker's head.
_«BOffice at Dr. Ludden's
executor ol the will ol Sarah H. Hill, late ol
teseaal antics, without charge. i» the.
,
well remembered bj^ many of our older houses desires to employ an active man North Brookneld. in the County ot Worcester,
I "'What's the matter?' said Threedeceased,
testate,
and
has
taken
upon
himself
inhabitants, reaches her 96th birthday or woman in this community to handle a that trust by siving bond, as the law directs. AH
flnger
Hoover.
You Peal Better when J™1 S««B«tt»r.___
" 'Why. she buefced.' Mid f*» tenderto-iUy, at her horAe in Roibury. Her special plan which has proven unusually persons havluc demands upon the estate ol said
are required to exhibit the same: and
Glasses we snake improve your looks at
husband will be remembered as a drug- profitable. Good opening for right party. decsaaed
all persons Indebted to said estate are called upas
well
u
your
Slsbt,
" 'Bucked?' said Three-flnger. Buck«ist in tbe adama' block, (where is now Adress with two references, Publisher, on S-mak. •**«••»»„, Q. N0R„ASi B„.
the Village ttroqeryj, and a very promi- Box 166, Times 8q. Sta„ New York Oitjj.
North BrookSSd ed? Go on! 8he only coughed.'"
MatoSerartJ
nent musician here, some 25 years ago. • j
'

Funeral Director

House Painting, all Branches

SUMNER HOLMES,
GEORGE R. DOANE,
SAMUEL A. CLARK,"
FRANK S. BARTLETT,
AM ASA G. STONE,
BURTA. BUSH,
H..T. MAYNARD.

FREE!

r

Congregational Church.

DANIEL FOSTER,

TRUSTEES.
GEORGE R. HAMANT,'
WM. F. FULLAM,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
DR. HIRAM P. BARTLETT,
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
THOS. G. RICHARDS,

MAILS DUE. TO ARRIVE.
A. M. 7.15- East and West.
9.80- -West.
P. M, 12.4ft—East and West.
2.00—West
4.&0—East..
7.05—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A.M. TOO—East and West.
j
J1.30—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40— East.
0.00—East and West.
Mails for East Brookaeld "« d08£"i? ,ef'rom
7.00 A.M., 11.30A- M. and 1 P. M. »»u»H ™5
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. ana
6.40 r, M.
,, '
package mails are despatched twice daily as
follows-11.30 A. M. East and North, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mail for the Rural Deliveryis closed at 8.15
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will be :-6 « A- M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 646 to 9.30 A. M. and 5 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PADL M. KEANEY. Asst.

The George W. Bliss estate . on Elm
etreet has been sold this week to Mr Arthur C. Bliss, treasurer of the Savings
bank. He will at once put if in good repair for renting.
Mr William Mason has returned from
his, annual visit to. his daughter in Needham, where he passed his ninety-fourth
birthday, on the 13th inst. He made the
trip alone as usual, and says that he enjoyed himself every hour of his absence.
The Water Commissioners have awarded the contract lor the work oT laying
3300 fait of water pipe for the Bigelow
street extension to Charles Crowley of
North Brookfield, who was the lowest
bidder.
Miss Minnie Brigham, a graduate of
the North Brookfield high school and
Boston University, who has been teaching in Bristol, Conn., has been elected as
teacher of the seventh grade, in place of
Mrs Monroe, deceased.

2 Ben Davis
2 Stark
2 Yellow Transparent

- All Fine Two-Year Trees

REILLY BROTHERS "THE OASIS NURSERIES"
1207 Reilly Road, Dansville, N. Y.
WHD THE COUPON BELOW TO U» TODAY
RILEY BROS. (THE OASIS NURSERIES)
Dansville, N. Y.
Kindly send me yonr large Fruit Book "Good Fruit and
How to Grow it" Free of all charge; also coupon good for 3 St.
Regis Everbearing Raspberry as advertised iu the North Brookfield JOCBKAL and the Brookfield TIMES.
Narr!e_

w&h^^s^.^'Ss^-n-SaS

Furnishing Undertaker

AV"*

E Sks° R .niffainrias. a«

Street or R.' F. D. No.

FULLAM
FINDS SI00

Rhode Island Reds

Town and State

"

RED FRONT STORE

A. H. DOANE

• Glass In Poultry House.
You can have too much glass In
youvpoultry house, both winter and
summer, for in summer glass concentrates the heat and holds it until far
Into the night, and in winter the
glass gathers frost and freeiee everything near it.

An Excectlcn,
Mr. Jones had blen scolding his sixyear-old daughter, who retorted:
"Don't think, papi, that Just because
you married mam- ia you have a right
to be rude to all v omen!"

Muslin Replaces Glass.
-Muslin windows are rapidly replace
tag some of the glass windows in
every up-to-date poultry house. They
will not answer exclusively In an
climates but they should be used with
the glaaf.

Despise the Little Fears.
Don't be afraid of shadows. They
are really not dangerous of themselves, and have often been known
to be quite friendly—especially la
sweethearttng times.
Ton were not
afraid of them then.

MYER GRACE
WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Poultry, Eggs, Apples, Rags
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USE FOR "LEFT-OVERS"
HOW

THE

SECONDARY

COLT RAISED BY HAND
MEETING THE NEEDS OF ALL
Important , Point in
Housekeeping
Which the Mother Will Do Well
to Remember,

PARTS

MAY BE UTILIZED.

One ef the most important points in
housekeeping is planning the dietary
to meet the needs of all members of
the family. This means that the main
part of the meal Is made suitable for
all and to this is added the foods especially needed by each individual, the
simple light dishes for little children
and the energy-producing foods for
outdoor workers. The choice of these
is always a matter of individual judgment and observation based upon an
understanding of the general prior
clples of a well balanced diet.
One thing, though, should always be
kept in mind; that where the main
dish of the meal or the dessert intended for adults is too heavy for childish
digestion, some equivalent dish equally attractive to the children should ba
provided. It may not be wise to let
'the children share the pie or rich pudding provided for adults, but when the
more elaborate dish appears upon the
table, rather special pains should be
taken to provide a dainty' and tempting dessert for the children. The custard or rice pudding or fruit daintily
served costs very little trouble and
brings a lot of happiness to the children who would otherwise feel only it
was a hard thing to be a little boy or
girl when grownups eat just what they

Excellent for Hash, or Other Like
Dishes, If Properly Prepared and
Highly Seasoned—Saving the
Sour Milk or Cream.

TEXT—Strive to enter In at the straight
igate; for many, I say unto you, will seek
,to enter In, and shall not be able.—Luke
13.21.
The occasion for this warning of
Jesus was a question asked him by
one of his followers as be went
through the cities
and
villages
teaching
and
Journeying toward
Jerusalem. The
question
was,
"Are there few
that be saved T"
As
Matthew
Henry says. It
may have been a
serious question,
a curious one, or
a captious one,
but nevertheless
It was one of
deep and momentous Importance to us. As another
Bays, If one needs to know the number of the saved in this dispensation
he bas only to look around him and
compare the ways of man. with the
word of God. He will soon come to
the conclusion, if be is an honest man,
that the saved are few. It is an awful conclusion, and our souls naturally turn away from It. but Scripture
as well as fact shut us up to It. Salvation Is offered to all, but few are
willing to comply with Its terms.
The Need of Effort
Our Lord answers the question In
an Indirect way by a solemn exhortation to this duty, "Strive to enter In
at the straight gate." Whatever others may think about it, he would have
ns feel the need for exertion. This
need Is not because salvation ts so
difficult In itself, for it is written that
"Whbsoever shall call upon the name
of the Lord shall be saved" (Romans
10:13).
But the striving <s necessitated (1) 'by the power of the counteracting Influences of the world, whose
gate Is "wide," as we see from Matthew 7:13 and (2) because of the
subtlety of false teachers, as we see
In the same Scripture; and finally
(3), because of the urgency of the
times, inasmuch as the day Is coming, and perhaps sooner than we expect, when "The Master of the bouse"
shall "shut the door"
The Self-Deceived Ones.
Our Lord enforces his exhortation
by describing that day, adding: "For
many, 1 say unto you, will seek to enter In and shall not be able." The
long-suffering of God towards men
will some day have an end. It will be
the day when our Lord sball come
again, and we know not how soon it
may be. The throne of grace will be
removed then and the throne of Judgment set up in its olace.
But the most astounding part of It
ts that so many In that day will and
themselves to have been.self-deceived.
la this place in Luke, and In the
parallel place in Matthew's Gospel,
Christ calls attention to four kinds of
self-deception.
He speaks of those
who have been his guests, so to speak,
eating and drinking in his presence;
he speaks of those who have listened
to his teachings; of those who have
taugbt bis word, and of those who
have wrought bis signs. None of these
on that account merely have any claim
upon his blessing In tbe life to come.
What need there Is for solemn selfexamination here.
The Meaning of the Gate.
Of course when our Lord Lpeaks of
the "gate" he really means himself,
and be said at another time, "I am the
door; by me If any man -enter in, he
shall be saved and shall go In and
out and find pasture. (Jobn 10:9) "
We enter In by believing on the Lord
Jesus Christ as our Savior and confessing him as our Lord. Have you
yet definitely done this? If so, why
net do it now as you tbink upon these
words? Tbe distinguishing mark that
we are saved, that we are bis disciples, and that eternal glory is before
us, Is the fruit that we bear. Christ
makes this very plain, in this same
discourse, but blessed be his name,
when we receive him as pur Savior
be gives us his Holy Spirit so that we
are enabled to bring forth this fruit.
Indeed be himself produces it in us.
Who would not trust himself to such
a friend? Let'me urge you to do it
as the first and most Important of all
things tor your well-being In time and
eternity.
1 know there are other
things, otber allurements, holding you
hack, but what are they in comparison with this?
Tnere was a shipwreck on the Pacific one or two winters ago, when
a certain vessel went to pieces, en
which tbere was a passenger who bad
with blm a bag containing $1,600 in
gold
Survivors said that be frantically offered that bag of gold to anyone who would place him on shore
but his gold lay on tbe broken deck,
kicked under foot, ao one stopping to
pick It up
How this impresses us
with tbe importance of salvation and
eternal life above all things wblcb this
world can offer, and the Importance
of our striving to "enter In at the
straight gate" while the opportunity
offers.
Virtuous and noble deeds are betu than the scholar.—Euripedes.

The following advice about "left
overs" will contain nothing new to the
good cook or the experienced housekeeper, but it is just what the average American home cook needs, for
she rarely knows how to make good
use of left-over meats, vegetables and
other foqds, which too often find their
way into the garbage pall. This advice is taken from a pamphlet Issued
by Mayor Mltchel's food supply committee. The pamphlet, which Is full
of good recipes, will be Bent free to
anyone who cares, to write for it to
the committee at the city hall, New
York:
Left-Over Meat.—Do not reheat leftover cooked meat for a long time at
a great heat, as this will make the
meat tough.
Left-over cooked meat will be much
more palatable if highly seasoned.
Left-over beef, lamb, mutton and
veal are excellent for hash, scalloped
dishes, croquettes, a loaf and salads.
Left-over beef, lamb or mutton
make excellent stews with the addition of any leftover vegetables. Any
leftover meat, vegetables and gravy
may be used to make a meat pie.
A left-over ham bone will greatly
Improve the flavor of pea or bean
soup.
Any kind of cold meat may be
chopped and used in an omelet, or,
combined with rice and tomatoes, used
for a scalloped dish.
Sour Milk or Cream;—No sour milk
or cream should be wasted. Put it
Into an earthen or glass jar, little by
little, until you have half a cup or a
cupful. As soon as it thickens use II
for cottage chease, griddle cakes, biscuits, cornbread or gingerbread.
Sour cream may also be used for filling for cake.
Cheese.—All the, little dried pieces
of cheese should be grated and put
in a covered glass jar. These cheese
crumbs are excellent for many madeover dishes and are particularly good
with starchy foods, Buch as potatoes,
macaroni, etc.
Very tasty crackers can be made by
spreading this grated cheese on crackers, seasoning them and then putting
them in the oven for a few minutes.
Cherry Cream.

One tablespoonful gelatin, two eggs,
half cupful cream, two cupfuls canned
cherries, three-fourths cupful sugar.
Dissolve tbe gelatin In a little of the
juice from the cherries. Make a custard of the yolks of the eggs and the
rest of the cherry juice.
Add the
gelatin to the boiling mixture, and lift
at once from the fire. In turn, add
the sugar, the cream, whipped, and
the whites of the eggs stiffly beaten.
Mix thoroughly and add cherries.
Tnrn into mold, and serve very cold.
If the cherries do not sufficiently color
the cream, do this artificially. If the
dherries have been canned with plenty
of sugar omit part of the sugar called
for In this recipe. Cherry cream Is
excellent served with broken lemon
Jelly.
A simple cherry cream may be made
with tapioca. It is, however, a dish
more suited to a family dinner than
a company luncheon.
Pork Tenderloins.
Pork tenderloins are delightful,
whether broiled or baked. For broiling they are usually split and brushed
.with butter. When cooked in the oven
a delightful way is to split them almost through. Make a stuffing as for
fowl, using fine crumbs, a seasoning
of salt, pepper, little fine thyme and
grated onion and two tablespoonfuls
of melted pork fat or butter for each
cupful of stuffing. Spread a thick layer of this over one of the opened loins,
cover with, a second loin and tie together in three or four places. Boast
in a quick oven, basting often.
For Mildew Stains.
Mix a small quantity of soft soap
with the same proportion of powdered
starcb and salt and the juice of a
lemon. Apply this mixture to both
sides of the stain with a small brush,
and, if possible, let the article lie op
tbe grass all day and night until the
stains have quite disappeared. Then
wash in the usual way.
Some Special Recipes.
Cook's delicious fudge was made
with sour cream Instead of fresh milk
or cream. What gave the peas she
served such a nice color and taste was
the adding of a lettuce leaf and a
tablespoonful rifVigar, They had almost the taste of the fresh green peas
and looked as green as the pods.
Creamed Salmon on Toast
Make a white sauce by melting two
tablespoonfuls of butter In a saucepan.
Add one tablespoonful of flour and
stir, until it is a smooth paste. Now
add one and one-half cupfuls of warn
sweet milk and season to taste. Mix
this with one small can of salmon and
pour over hot toast
Pineapple Lemonade.
One cupful of sugar, one of water,
one of pineapple juice, and two
lemons. Boll sugar and water until It
spins a light thread. Put the pineapple through the fruit press and add to
the sirup with the juice of the lemons
When rea4y to serve, add water and

SOLUTION TO CLEAN SILVER
Method by Which the Prized Table
Utensils Will Take on s Polish
Without Injury.

FEW coats are as graceful as the
loose-hanging shepherd's check,
shown here cut with a moderate flare
and wide capelike sleeves. It is so
roomy that it may be worn over a
tailored suit, out BO well adjusted
■bout the shoulders and BO excellent
in Its lines that there is nothing cumbersome about it.
About nine out of ten coats of moderately heavy woolen fabrics fall
when it comes to being graceful. Such
coats must be cut on simple lines,
otherwise they cannot possibly be
"smart." The fault usually lies In
breaking up the design with decorative features added for the sake of
novelty. In the coat pictured here
the desired novelty is achieved In the
shape of the sleeves, the flare of the
skirts,) and in the introduction of a

cross-bar pattern in the same fabric
as the coat for an inlay in the collar
and revers and as a border for the
sleeves. This Inlay is shown in black
with white bars, in bright green and
In leather color.
The collar is cut so that it may
be brought up close about the neck,
and, while tbe coat is not designed
for cold weather, It has plenty of
warmth to fortify one against, the
keen breeze of tbe sea or the morning
chill of the mountain country and
the "norther" that penetrates to
southern climes.
Such a coat is destined to outlive
a single season; It Is so sanely fashioned that it may be relied upon to
outlast the caprices of style for a year
or so.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

Every housekeeper takes pride In
keeping her silver bright and shining,
whether her choicest collection bo
great grandmother's treasured teaspoons or the latest achievement of
the jeweler's art.
But whether her silver Is of this
year or of a century ago, the sulphur
In eggs, rubber, natural gas, water,
white tissue paper, and in the white
cloth, so often used In making silver
cases, will turn the best polish she
can put on It to a yellowish brown.
To clean by rubbing with whiting
or any of the silver polishes is a long
and laborious process, and one which
must be repeated frequently; but an
easier method, which does not injure
the silver, may be employed.
Dissolve one teaspoonful of common salt and one teaspoonful of soda
in one quart of water, and place in
a galvanized pan. Silver placed in this
solution takes ton a polish without
rubbing. To get results It is necessary to keep the inside of the pan
thoroughly clean.
By placing in the solution a small
piece of zinc or tbe ltd of a Mason
jar the use of the galvanized pan becomes unnecessary and any kind of a
pan may be used.
Colonial Fritters.
One cupful of fine bread crumbs,
heat a cupful of milk and pour over
them, and set aside to cool, then beat
smooth and add yolks of two eggs
beaten with' a tablespoonful of sugar.
Sift together one cupful of flour, a
little salt, about one-fourth of a,teaspoonful of grated nutmeg and cinnamon, two teaspoonfuls of baking powder and add to the mixture. Beat
well, then fold in the beaten wbltes,
beaten to a stiff froth. Fry in deep
fat, roll In powdered sugar and serve
with a sauce. Half a cupful of currants, floured and added to the mixture, makes it nicer.
/

_

everything
1 else pertaining to dress, the new
spring season has brought with it a
greater variety in styles than has arrived for many a year. There are the
Victorian colffures.and that very youthful and original- arrangement of the
hair called thesfBobby.™ "Then there
are tbe coiffures in which the hair Is
uncurled, combed back plainly and arranged in a long soft puff on top of tbe
head and extending down over' the
middle of the forehead. This is only
good on youthful wearers.
Nearly all the now coiffures show
the balr waved and curled and following tbe contour of tbe bead closely.
They rely upon short curls more than

DECORATIONS IN THE HOME
Especial Feature of the Moment Is
the Lavish Use That Is Being
Made of Lace.

Lace assumes more and more the
Important place in tbe domain of host*
furnishing. It is so important that
upholsterers have to employ lacemakers and are obliged to make lace purchases on a considerable scale.
Among other things, pianos and windows are draped with lace, leaving
room for legitimate upholstery to come
afterward. All styles are available.
The "renaissance" combines with lace
of quite modern origin. And, combining with all and second to none -In
fashion or effect, is the old-fashioned'
crochet.
The present taste for
crochet denotes a remarkable revival
In this kind of thing.
Another revival besides it, and making common cause with house and
♦specially drawing-room decoration,

upon any other one feature, unless it
be ornamental combs, for their elaboration. These two are introduced in
many positions.
But exceptions which suit the style
and features of the Individual sire always commendable. The pretty coiffure shown in tbe picture is arranged
in rather boyish lines about the face,
with long side part and no curls. It is
wholly redeemed from this masculine
touch by the Psyche knot at the back.
One* cannot believe that any other
style would be quite so becoming to
this particular face, and this is the
conviction which makes any coiffure
successful.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

Is the equally old-fashioned netting.
For long years past this species of
handwork has been left almost exclusively to fishermen and their wives.
It served for fishing nets and that
was about all. But now it is coming
back as fast as it can to the place
it occupied, let us say, a hundred
years ago, in the repertoire of fancy
work for women.
Then was the time when dainty
slipper-cased feet were put forward
and used in the service' of the kind of
fancy work known as knitting. Now
machinery does a great deal* of the
work which human fingers aided by
the foot used to do.
But whether wrought by Angers or
machinery. It remains a fact that oldfashioned netting is a distinct revival
and that its presence In drawing rooms
throws an air of fashion around them.
The effect of embroidery upon it are
now mi>.re artistic than of yore, nature as well as pictures often serving
as modebv

/

Salmon.
One way to serve it Is to spice It In
thiB way: Remove contents from a
can and crush all the bones and remove any bits of skin.
The bob
should not be removed for they ar<
pure lime and we get too little lime i:
our foods to waste a bit. Spice enoug]
vinegar to cover the salmon and hea
it until it is almost boiling. Pour thi
over the salmon and set it aside ti
steam and cool, but cover It well. This!
should stand for 24 hours. It is the
richest of all spiced fish.
To Polish a Stove.
*
To polish and blacken a cook stove
take a soft cloth, dampen and dip Into
some sand soap shaved off from the
bar. Then rub thoroughly.
Polish
with paper. It will be as smooth aa
glass and black. The stove must be
lukewarm or cold. For the enameled
part dip, a soft cloth in kerosene oil,
then In wood ashes and rub until
every particle of tarnish and spots
are removed. It acts like magic
Try it
Celery Toast.
Take the outer and less tender
stalks of celery that are often thrown
away, cut them Into one-halt Inch
.pieces and cook in slightly salted
water until tender. Drain and nse onehalf cup of this water and one-half
cup of milk to make a white sauce.
Add the celery to the sauce and pom
over slices of nicely browned and buttered toast. Serve very hot
Salted Almonds In Oil.
For salted almonds pour boiling
water over shelled almonds.
Let
stand until the skins will fall off. Pour
over two teaspoonfuls of good olive
oil and one teaspoonful salt, let stand
In a bowl two hours. Put into a dripping pan and brown In a moderate
oven, Itirring often.
Save Your Candy Tongs.
They are perfectly fine to use for
hulling strawberries, as they do not
bruise the fruit and keep the Angers
(Mm being stained.

lNlDMnONAL

Cows' Milk May Be Substituted
If Attendant Is Patient,

SUWSOKE

Ba Csreful to Keep Bottle and Nipple
Scrupulously Clean—Foal Should
Be Adequately Fed at All

LESSON

Times to Develop.

(By B. O. SELLERS, Acting Director of
Sunday School Course, Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.) |

LESSON FOR MARCH 28
REVIEW.
READING LESSON-Nehemlah 9:26-31. .
GOLDEN TEXT—Righteousness exalteth a nation; but sin is a reproach to any
people.—Prov. 14:34.

According to Professor Beecher the
extent of the period we have been
studying during the last quarter is
332 years, from the death of Joshua
B. C. 1434 to the reign of Saul, which
began B. C. 1102. Though other
chronologlsts may differ slightly, this
is approximately correct
We may roughly divide this period
into the republic of God and the kingdom of man. In the first section we
studied the period of the Judges,
Barak, Gideon, Samson and Samuel;
one prophetess, Deborah; also the
priest Ell and his sons; Samuel and
Ahlah; and Ruth, who was an ancestress of our great high priest. In
the second section we considered Saul
the king, and a prince, Jonathan,
Saul's son. While the lessons may
thus be roughly divided, yet we feel
that a general review of the characters and the principal lesson to be
learned from each will perhaps be the
most profitable form of review.
There are four things to be said
about each character and bis relation
to the events occurring in Israel: (1)
The people had departed from God;
there was disobedience and a religious decline. (2) God permitted on
the part of Israel's enemies oppression
that finally became unbearable. (3)
There was repentance on the part! of
the people and an appeal to God for
help. (4) God raised up a judge who
"saved" the people and through this
judge wonderful acts were performed
showing his power and the favor
which rested upon Israel. The adult
classes can profitably discuss such
questions as, "Why did the people so
easily forsake God?" "Why and how
did their repentance so quickly lead
to their deliverance?" "How did God
help the people to return unto him?"
"What were the methods and the prln- j
clples used in God's punishment of the
people's sins?" "Was this form of
government in vogue a failure I"
Coming to the second section, many
questions suggest themselves: "Whati
advantages and opportunities did Saul,
the first king, have?" "How did his
failure begin?"* "What was the essential difference between the kingdom of Saul and the Republic of God
under the Judges?" "What are the
outstanding characteristics of Jonathan's life and character?" "What
great message for today do these
characters and these two forms of
government have?"
Doctor Torrey
juggests a profitable form of review,
viz>, a doctrinal review:
(1) The
teachings of the lessons of the past
quarter about Jehovah and the Holy
Spirit; (2) The preview, types and
manifestations of the Lord Jesus;
(3) The teaching about sin and the
particular sins mentioned;, and (4)
The teachings about the word of God.
Of course to do all this, or to follow
any part of these suggestions,will demand that much work shall be assigned in advance and that great care
shall be exercised to make any one
of these lines a connected and interesting whole. Above all, beware-of
attempting too much lest the scholars become confused.
If someone can be secured who is
moderately successful in using the
blackboard an interesting review can
be presented to younger scholars by
making a drawing presenting a "hall
of fame,' with/panels for Deborah,
Gideon, Ruth, Samuel and Jonathan.
Another drawing may, by comparison, *
be termed the "rogues' gallery," and
may nave in it panels for Samson, Ell,
Ell's sons, and Saul. Then telj, «"»
simply, as possible, the salient pointa
'in the history of each and show how
Clod approved or disapproved of their
lives; which were used, and which
set aside. Any school can have before it on a chart or a blackboard the
following:
Th*e lessons, chief persons, chief
facts are given In order.
1. Joshua, Iraelites, Judges; a great
patience. 2. Deborah, Barak, Slsera;
a great deliverance. 3. Gideon, Angel
of Jehovah; a great calL 4. Gideon.
The Threie Hundred; a great teBt.
6. Manoahi Samson; a great failure.
6. Naomi, Ruth, Orpha; a great resolve. 7. BH, Samuel, Jehovah; a
great vision.1, 8. Philistines, Israelites,
EH; a great capture. 9. Samuel; a
great victory) 10. Samuel, Saul; a
great honor. \ 11. Nahash, Saul; a
great rescue. \ 12. Jonathan, Armorbearer; a great hero.
If written wonk is asked for be careful not to assign' too much and, as- far
as possible, assign different tasks to
Individuals of a gnyen class.
It would be an inspiration to hava I
a number of girla' of the early teen
age each to read ai brief essay on one
of the female characters of the past
quarters lessons, awo to have a number of boys selected to do the same/
or each of the important male chareters we have studieol.
There is no lack of)' subject matter
or this is a period hu the history of
jrael that teams with life and actirty.
\
»

SURPLUS FEED MAKES EGGS
Hens Require Balanced Rstlon to Be
Well Fed—Winter Layer Brings
the Profits.

Farmers do not realize that their
flocks of bens should be as carefully
fed and cared for as any other Btock
on their place. Most farm flocks are
allowed to rustle for most of their living, and if they do not get it, they
suffer.
Hens will flret apply the feed provided to keeping them in good, strong,
healthy condition, and then, If there is
a surplus, they will use It to supply
eggs. Only in the spring, when the reproductive instinct Is predominant,
will they lay under other conditions.
Tbe wise farmer realizes this and
feeds bis hens all they will eat at all
times.'
There Is another thing to take Into
consideration. We can practically
starve stock with plenty of food
handy. Feed a man on any food containing one element alone, and he will
soon be practically starving for some
other element It does not contain' and
which his body requires. It Is the
same way with the hens. They require a balanced1 ration to really be
well fed. Corn, wheat, oats, kaflr, all
contain elements in different proportions, and if they are alternated, and
then a liberal supply of meat meal,
-alfalfa meal and green stuff or vege' tables are given them, they, do not
lack any element needed. The result
is they are happy, contented, healthy,
and will lay the year round if they are
of tbe right breeds. It is the yearround hen that pays. Some hens will
have larger records than others that
will not be nearly as profitable, tor
they do their laying when eggs are
lower In price. The winter layer brings
the profits.

LIME IN THE POULTRY YARD
Especially Valuable Where Chicks Run
—Tends to Sweeten Soil and
Destroy Certain Germs.

The best authorities ascribe the
cause of gapes in chicks to the too free
eating of sartb worms and the germ
•f the gapes remains in the ground
from year to year so that such ground
occupied by chicks with gapes should
never be used the second year without
renovating. It ts always a good plan
to be on the safe side and thoroughly
lime the ground on which young
chicks are to run even though It was
not occupied by chicks the previous
year.
The best way of doing this is to
cover tbe ground thickly with unslaked
time and spade it In a few inches; then
go over it with a roller of some kind
to firm it and then sprinkle a thin
coating of fine lime all over the surface before allowing it to be used by

(By A. S. ALEXANDER, D. V. S.)
In case the1 mare dies or has no
milk the foal may be raised on cows"
milk. If the attendant conducts the
work patiently and intelligently.
Choose the milk of a cow that has
recently calved, preferably one which
gives milk low in butter-fat, for mares'
milk while rich in sugar, la poor in
fat Sweeten' the milk with molasses
or sugar and dilute with warm water.
Give a little of this prepared milk at
Bhort intervals from a scalded nursing bottle and large rubber nipple. Be
careful to keep the bottle and nipple
scrupulously clean. Add an ounce of
lime writer to each pint of the prepared milk and allow half a cupful
once an hour at first.
As the foal grows, gradually increase the amount of milk fed and
lengthen the Intervals between, meals.
In a few days food may be given six
times a day and, later, four times
daily. The foal Will soon learn to
drink from a pall, if allowed to suck
the attendant's Angers at first.
Until the bowels move freely, give
rectal injections night and morning.
If the foal scours at any time give
two to four tablespoonfuls of a mixture of sweet oil and pure castor oil
shaken up in milk, and stop feeding
milk for two or three meals, allowing

the chicks. It Is also a good plan to
nse lime freely In the yards occupied
by growing chicks or by mature fowls.
It tends to sweeten the 'soil and destroy certain germs that are more or
less injurious. It will be found an excellent plan to sprinkle lime over the
poultry yard at least once a month
during the entire summer, not forgetting to use It freely in the bouses
also.

Decayed Vegetable Matter Is Very
Important Constituent in Rendering Soils Fertile.

Humus is decayed vegetable matter
In the soil and is a very important
constituent in rendering soils fertile.
There are a number of reasons for
this, prominent among which are the
following: First, the organic matter
contains the essential plant food elements and as it decays these elements
are changed into forms available to
plants. In other words, the plant food
Is put in condition to be used again.
Second, as the organic matter decays,
certain acids are produced and these,
acting upon the Insoluble mineral constituents in the soil, dissolve and render them available to plants. Third,
many of the changes in the soil are
brought about by bacterial action, and
decaying organic matter furnishes
food for the bacteria so they can grow
and multiply and thus render more
mineral plant food elements soluble
in the soil water. Plants cannot take
up solid foods from the soil; before
they can appropriate food It must first
be gotten in solution like sugar goes
into solution when put into water.
Then there are other ways in which
humus benefits the soil. It renders the
soil dark in color, and a dark soil absorbs more heat than a light colored
one; that is of considerable advantage
in the early spring. A Soil Ailed with
organic matter Is also capable of holding more moisture than one that Is
deficient in this constituent. In a dry
year this may mean the difference between a fair crop and a complete failure.
These being facts, why don't wa
plow under more organic matter? Why
don't we grow more clover or other
legumes which actually draw plant
food—nitrogen—from the air and store
it up in their tissues later to be converted into plant food in the soil?
Every man should include one or more
legumes in his rotation for soil building purposes and thus maintain the
fertility of his farm.

GREEN

PEPPERS

IN

FAVOR

Varieties Are Numerous and Have
Been Improved In Late YearsMagnum Dulce la Largest.
Mare and (Colt.

sweetened warm water and lime water Instead. Let the foal lick oatmeal
as soon as it will eat and gradually
increase the amount and add wheat
bran.
In Are or six weeks some
sweet, skim milk may be given and
the, amount gradually increased dally
until, In three months or so, It may
be given freely throe times a day in
place of new milk. The foal at this
age also will be eating freely of grass,
grain and bran.
At all times supply pure cold drinking water. Let the foal run out in a
lot or grass paddock for exercise.
Accustom It to be handled dally. Feed
small quantities of nutritious food
often, keeping all food vessels clean,
and the foal should thrive and develop well. Remember that a colt should
at all times be adequately fed so as
to develop It perfectly. Practically
half of tbe full weight of a horse is
gained during the Arst 12 months of
its life. If stunted during this period
the colt never develops properly; it
therefore pays to feed generously.

CAREFUL IN LOCATING BEES
Not Safe to Fasten Horse or Cow In
Place Where Little Insects
Pass for Watsr Supply,

Large Losses Are Sustained Where
Hens and Chicks Are Allowed Free
Range.

HUMUS AND SOIL FERTILITY

A beekeeper not long since
chained a valuable cow In line between a large apiary and a stream of
water where the bees flew In great
numbers for water. At night when
she went for the cow she found that
the bees had stung the cow to death.
It is never safe to fasten a horse
or cow where bees would pass in
force, as the horse or cow might
switch its tail as a bee went by and
provoke It to use its sting, when all
the bees would unite in the attack, and
as the animal could not flee from tbe
attacking party, It would almost surely be stung fatally. This fact must always be remembered in locating an
apiary near a street or road.
In case an animal Is severely stung,
the best remedy is to cover the suffering brute with blankets wet in cold
water. If a.person or animal is attacked. It is well to hasten into a barn
or other building as the insects will
often hesitate to follow into the building, especially if it is somewhat dark.

SHOULD DEMAND CLEAN CARS
Up to the Shipper to Be on the Safe
Side—Hog Cholera Spread by
Railroad Trains.

Prevent Egg-Eating Habit.
i Hens that are fed a well balanced
ration seldom resort to egg or feathIt Is -up to the shipper to be on the
er-eating. Gathering the eggs early, safe side and use only clean cars for
when stormy days keep the hens shipping hogs, according to Dr. B. A.
close, will of sen prevent the habit, aa Beach of the Wisconsin college of
It Is usually well along in the day
agriculture.
•
when tbe Idle hen goes scratching In
Unsanitary stock cars are responthe nests and perhaps accidentally sible for spreading much hog cholera.
breaks tke egg that gives her a deCases are on record where cholera
sire to break others.
has been brought Into a community
simply by cars carrying cholera infecTruthful Poultry Statement.
tion passing through on the railroad.
There Is much truth in the statement)- Don't try to tell the ether felCauses of Infertility.
low something about poultry that he
Over-feeding, especially of corn, and
doesn't want to know. He will not be- lack of exercise for the breeders, are
lieve it If you do, no matter what perhaps the most common causes of
proofs yoa may have.
Infertility. This we have noticed especially with regard to birds that are
Keep Nests Clean.
shown a great deal, being confined to
Keeping the nests dean makes it the show crops for weeks, fed highly
easier to keep the hens free from on whole grains, with insufficient green
He*.
feed and bulky matter.

Green peppers can be grown on any
good garden soil, but should not be
put out till the ground is warm. The
varieties of peppers unlike the eggplant are numerous, and therefore
have been greatly Improved of late
years.
The upright sweet salad Is a AM
pepper. It is bright scarlet in color,
mild add sweet
Magnum Dulce Is by far the largest
pepper in cultivation, and the most
prolific; no other variety gives such
large specimens. It Is very sweet and
perfectly reliable.
Ruby King Is one of the standards
and has for many years been, deserving of Arst place among the varieties
of peppers, but in many respects it Is
not equal to the above described
kinds.
Chinese Giant is very large, but not
as prolific as some of the other large
varieties.

DRAFT EQUALIZER FOR PLOWS
Inventor Provides Evener Connected
at Point at One Side of Center
of Load Drawn.

_

.. :>!

The Scientific American Illustrates
and describes a draft equalizer invented by J. L. Klages of Rockford, la.,
as follows:
r
The Inventor provides a draft equalizer for plows and otber loads in
which the evener is connected at a
point at one side of the center to the
load to be drawn, and tbe draft devices are provided with flexible elements which pass over pulleys on the

Housework Is a Burden
It's hard enough to keep house if in
perfect health, but a woman who is
weak, tired and suffering from an aching
back has a heavy burden.
Any woman in this condition has good
cause to suspect kidney trouble, especially if the kidney action seems disordered.
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured thousands of suffering women. It's the best
recommended special kidney remedy.

A New Hampshire Cue
Mrs.
Mary
S.
Hammond, Central
St., Gilsum, N. H.,
says: "For years I
had kidney trouble
and I often passed
gravel. . My back
(ached
constantly
and nothing seemed to relieve me
until I took Doan's
Kidney Pills. Four
boxes removed every symptom of the
trouble and I am
now in good
health."
Cet Doea'e al Any Sters, SOe • Boa

DOAN'S
VKW
FOSTER-MILI1URN CO.. BUFFALO. M. V.
Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief—Permanent Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS nev
fail. Purely vegeta
bio—act surely
but gently
the Over.
Stop after
dinner distress-cure
indigestion,'
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

SIMPLY SPELLING HIS NAME
Peculiar Combination of Letters Led
to Court Clerk's Rather Natural Mistake.

"Spell your name!" said the court
clerk sharply.
The witness began: "O, double T,
I, double U, B, double t, double—"
"Walt!" ordered the clerk; "begin
again!"
The witness repeated: "O, double
T, I, double U, E, double L, double U,
Double O—"
■ "Your honor!" roared the clerk, "I
beg that this man be committed for
contempt of court!"
;
"What is your name?" asked the
Judge.
"My name, your honor, is Ottiwell
Wood, and I spell it O, double T, I,
double U, E, double L, double D,
do»JDi« O, D."—Ladies' Home Journal.

FACE BATHING WITH
Cuticura Soap Most Soothing to Sen\- sitive Skins. Trial Free.

Especially when preceded by little
touches of Cuticura Ointment to red,
rough, Itching and pimply surfaces.
Nothing better tor the skin, scalp,
balr and hands than these supercreamy emollients. Why not look your
best ss to your hair and skin?
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XY,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.

ND1CATI0NS OF
AN EARLY SPRING
Great

Prosperity Ahead
Western Canada.

for

Fresh Fish Balls.
One pint cold boiled fish free from
skin and bone and minced fine, one
pint hot mashed potatoes, one tablespoonful butter, half cupful hot milk,
one egg well beaten, pepper, salt and
a little parsley (if you like parsley).
Mix thoroughly and? let cool. When
cold make into balls, dip into a beaten
egg, roll In bread crumbs and fry In
hot lard. This makes about twentytwo cakes.

The most recent advices from all
points in Western Canada report that
conditions are apparent for an early
spring. Farmers are going over the
implements, getting their seeders
ready for operation, the plows in shape
tor extended breaking, and there is a
general optimism. A great many new
settlers have already arrived, and the
reports from Canadian Government
agents In the United States point to
the fact that In a tew days there will
begin the usual emigration from various of the Central and Western
states. From tbe Eastern states the
number of farmers going to Canada
will be greater than in any past year.
There has been a fairly large snowfall during the winter, which will
greatly add to the precipitation of
last fall, which in the opinion of oldtimers was in Itself sufficient to insure a good crop during the present
year.
There will be very little tilled land
that will be without a crop this year.
The authorities, though, are pleading
with the farmers to seed only such
land as has had careful preparation, for
rich as is the soil of Western Canada,
it is no more fitted to produce good
crops uncultivated than is that of any
other land anywhere else.
There
have been accounts of failures in some
portions of the agricultural districts of
Western Canada, and also reports of
small yields in some districts. A good
deal of this is accounted for from the
fact that notwithstanding the advice
of men of experience, there are farmers who will persist in seeding land not
properly prepared. This may be done
this year, but those who cultivate on
reasonable and logical methods will
be certain of a paying crop. There Is
every reason to believe that the high
prices of all kinds of grain will continue.
With thousands and thousands of
acres of land waiting for the husbandman to bring It forth with a crop, it
is no wonder that Western Canada is
continuing to prove such an inviting
field for the agriculturist.
Seventy million dollars is a conservative estimate of orders which
came to Canada as the direct result
of the war. Governments of the allies have been placing large orders in
Canada and buying huge quantities of
supplies for cash.
The total value of exports to Europe from Canada has Jumped about
15 per cent since the war started,
while In certain lines the increases
have been enormous.
Therefore the results of the demand
of the allies for war and other material
is beginning to be felt in the financial
life of the Dominion. There is a marked
activity in many commercial lines, and
conditions are fast becoming normal.
Western Canada Is receiving a relative benefit to the East—Advertisement
The Object Lesson.
Teacher—When both hands are up,
what time Is it?
Johnny—Time to uppercut, ma'am.

The man who prides himself on
giving others "8* piece of his mind"
The Classic Vogue.
never secures any peace of mind tor
"Do-you admire the classics?" in- himself by the process.
*'
quired the -student.
"Well," replied tbe theatergoer, "I for R QWH DRCGGT8T WIIX T1CM. TOO
ry Marine Bye Remedy for Bed. Week, Watery
don't care much tor it in literature,
yes and Granulated Byellds; Mo Smarting—
Ioflt Bye comfort. Write for Book of the Bye
but It's all right in dancing."
ij Bull Free. Marine Bye Bemedy Co., Chicago.

The man who does not need to exExamine carefully every bottle of plain anything to his wife is apt to be
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy tor an uninteresting husband.
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
It Is a sad thought, but true, that
mother's little lamb may grow up and
Signature of
have a foul tongue.
In Use For Over SO Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
There Is no rainbow that looks as
beautiful as the gold mine stock cerThe Universe.
tificate
Just purchased.
Frosh—How's everything?
Important to Mothers

Peach Pie.
Line pie plate with a rich pie crust
ind fill with peaches, either canned or
tresh. Sweeten as desired and bake
until nearly done. Then cover top
with dots of currant Jelly, or any tart
lell and finish baking. Beat whites of
two eggs stiff; stir in one-fourth cuptu> sugar; spread over pie and brown.
Lamb Chops In Jellied Mayonnaise.
Have some chops trimmed and the
bone cut close to the meat, saute them
In butter with a little chopped parsley,
celery, onion and green pepper, and
press until cold. Dip them In Jellied
mayonnaise, garnish them with pimentos, truffles and cooked green peas that
have been an hour in marinade.
To Clean a Carpet Sweeper.
A very coarse scrubbing brush will
be found the best thing for removing
the threads, hairs, etc., which are so
hard to get out of the brushes of a
carpet sweeper.
For Tar Stains.
Tar stains may be, removed from
cotton fabrics by covering the spots
with butter and allowing it to remain
for a few hours before washing.
Flannel Dish Cloths.
Try using white outing flannel for
dish cloths. They are very durable,
also softer for glass and fine china,
A. 14-inch square is a good size.
Optimistic Thought.
Nothing can be true pleasure which
brings repentance.

Never Fails
to s"« beautiful color to
GRAY HAIR
More then a hall century o! success. If your
dealer hasn't it, send 11.00 and a Urge bottle
wlU be sent you by parcel post.
MRS. 3. A. ALLEN, SS Barclay SL.rW Y«rk

Kt-iu'ws Your Youthful Appearance

f

riant far aalek. stersr fmrtfc-tto*

li>torvlUra»abmB{wr«r«pBt>f,Urgt.
ettretrtlv. trait. W»>« b«n srewlag
ape**, psuh, pur eadethtr trait trass
(or t# nm-iM we'll Ull
you how to do It—fr*». Omr
bo9k,"Bew to flani Trwt aa*
Hub" omr* the aahjeet
thoroaihly. It shows How te
plant—by awtnoei which an
sUflMaatT to davolop traaa to
Ua lttll.it rigor and prodaotlTtB.ia. Oar If IB rratt Back
list, oar astir* lint ariwu-

t*«d troa-ta-nam.,, hardy and
wall raotodtmlt aid ornammtatenrserr stock. Both hook■
_ in Ibishly loitraetiv.. Bath

free. Write for yaur eait.ee tattey.

BUM* Bros. Nursery Co.
BaxK
YaleeaiUe,

Gome to Yolo County,
Califorijia

Secure one of our Almond, Olive or Fruit tracts near
Woodland. Profits $1S0 to $200 par acra par annum. The land will costyou $118 to flSOperacro.
Al a small additional cost we plant and care foe
vour tracts for you. Easiest of easy payments.
Write for full particulars to
,
T.e.l.rfceck.807 Weslsssl. 8ldi..Sie PreiclKi, Cat,

SEE WHAT |0C WILL DO
Bend ua 10c (in silver) and we will send yonr
name to several hundred publishers who will
aend yon free lamplecoplescftbe leading Magazines, Farm Papers, Poultry Journals, Honsehold Macailaea, Fashion Journals, etc. rim
will b* wtti pleated with the small investment.
The Bssjatia* Clftalattaf *>„ Sea SIM, Bwle-, IW,
A sf1 rKITC
AuJLifl 1 J

Bel1 oar llne
to

°* "**b dresses dlreet
consumer. Liberal commission.

"*
"** Samples free. Send references.
Junior—Oh, she's all right.—Ohio
The Cough is what hurts, but the tickle is Wood Supply Co., 48 Pleasant St., Gloucester, Mass.
Sun Dial.
to blame. Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops
Draft Equalizer..
company. Urand opportunity
stop the tickle—6c at good Druggists.
for tbe small investor. Particulars free. Writsj
It Is our duty to do our best to
today. EOSHMONT OIL CO., DepL S, Tutsa, Okla.
No man Is so Ignorant that he can't
ends of the evener, and one Aezible brighten the lives of the people who
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 13-1915.
element Is connected with a swinging live with us or are dependent on us. teach you something.
lever mounted on the evener at the
side of the center opposite the point
If you could v.sit the
W. JL. Douglas factory
of attachment of the load, and the
»t Brockton, Ha
other flexible element passes around
and see how carefully
a pulley on the swinging lever and
the shoes are mode,
MEN'S *2.50 *3 *3.50 *4.0O *4.50 *5 *5.50 SHOES
Is connected with the load.
and the high grade

W.L-

BUILDING HOIST FOR SILOS
Device Whloh Has Been Found Satisfactory for Number of Years Is
\
Easily Constructed.

A hoist which has been successfully operated. for a number of years
on two pit silos built close together,
may be -easily constructed. It consists of a frame work set upon the
edge of the silo and firmly guyed in
position.
A length of hay carrier track leading to each silo Is supported by a
piece of 4 by 8 Inch timber. These
timbers are laid upon the two 1 by 8
Inch cross pieces which are supported
by two 18-foot lengths of telephone
poles. As the rope unwinds from the
drum, one carrier may be run out,
tripped, and the box allowed to
lower while the other box is drawn
out
Pulleys keep the ropes up ont of
the wind and guide them as they wind
on the drum.

WOMEN'S *2.00 *2.50 •3.00 *3.50 & *4.00 SHOES
BOYS' »1.75 *2 »2.50 *3.00 MISSES' *2.00& *2.50

leathers need, yon
would thou understood why they look
and fit better, hold
their shape and wear
longer than other
~ os for the price.

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES
W. I*. DOUCIM shoee are made of the beat domestle and Import**!
leather*, on the Ittteat models, carefully eonstruoted by the moat
expert last and pattern makers in this country. JS'o other make
of equal prices, can compete with W. JL . Douglas shoes for eryle,
workmanship and quality. As comfortable, easy walking
shoes they are nnanrpasaed.
The «3.oo, .13,50 and *4.oo ahoes will jrlve as mod aervlce
as Other makea coating SH.OO to Sfl.OO. The aM.SO.gJ " "
•SAO ahoes compare favorably with
other makes costing *6.oo to tts.oo.
there are many men and women wear
ahoes. Consult them and they will tell
Douglas shoee cannot be excelled for

W. L. Douglas
Shoes are sold
through SO
stores In the
rare cities
•nd shoe
dealers
everywhere-

CAUTION I SZlS&SSk

luuooedbottom. Shoes thus Ham]
wortoth _ jaldforr
fuaraai
r their value i.— {protested the wearer aaatnet bleb
prices for Interior shoes by bavin* Dts NAME AMD PRICE
•lamped on tbe bottom before they lesve the factory. Do not
be pOTMiatkd to take some other make claimed to be Just ss
good. You are paying your money and are entitled to tbe beat.
It your dealer cannot supply you, write for Illustrated Catalog showing how to order by mail.
'
W. Is. Pooglass H10 Spark St., Brockton. Maaa,

BEWARE
SUBSTITUTES^

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more eoods briahtM and faster colors than snr other dre. One 10c package colors all fibers. They dye in cold water better than any other drs.
«gncsa4»»sar ssmcat without ripping arian. WatlTE FOB FREE booklet, calendar, blotters, sec HOHBOE PBUO COMPANY. Q.lKy. Ill

j Public Library

I
TIME'S 1V1ANY CHANGtS
OLB-TIMER

BECOMES

0

PRACTICAL NOTES OF THE POULTRY YARD

REMINIS-

CENT ON THE SUBJECT.

Extinction of the Wild Pigeon on a
Par With That oT the Buffalo—
But the Sparrow Stili Is
With U«.

"Time does change the order of
things," said one of a number of elderly men who were gathered In a
grocery store over at the Cape one
jevening last week, "and some of the
changes that are hardly noticed or
even known by most of the younger
■people of today are in many ways remarkable.
"Take, for Instance, the wild pigeon
that was to be found in almost every
'patch of woods in the state when I
!-waa a boy; there is not one to he
found in the entire country east or
■west of the Rockies today, and one
of the departments at Washington has
offered a large reward for anyone
who will produce or tell where a nest
of the wild pigeons can be found.
"As I said they were very plentiful
In these parts back in the '60s and
many were found in the '60s and early
'70s, but today not one can be found
In the United States. The cause of
all this lies in the fact that many
people carried on the business of trapping them and out in Scarboro a man
by the name of Plummer did this to
such an extent that he came to be
known as 'Pigeon Dave' Plummer. The
traps were so arranged that hundreds
;of the birds would be caught at one
spring of the trap,' and when one
comes to think that this business was
carried on all over the country, it is.
easy to see how in years their nurnIbers dwindled and Anally died out altogether."
"On the other hand," said another
of the party, "comparatively a few
years ago we had never heard of such
a bird as the English sparrow, and
today they are as thick as white weed
in a poor man's pasture."
"Speaking of white weed," said the
first speaker, "reminds me of the time
'I went to school way up on what is
•now Highland avenue, and white weed
was just making its appearance in
the fields. It was not very plentiful,
however, and I remember that a farmer named Dyer told us boys that he
would give us a cent a dozen for all
we Could pick in his field, for by that
means it was kept from going to seed.
Look at the fields nowadays. If one
could get a cent a dozen for it now,
a person could get rich in the course
of a couple of years and not have to
work but a week or two each year at
that. Yes, sir, there have been many
changes in such things as these during the last 20 or more years, and are
■till going on."—Portland Express and
Advertiser.
'-

Science Museum.

Several groups of objects of special
Interest as illustrating appliances
used in war by sea, land, and air
have been brought together in two
rooms In the Science museum, South
Kensington, London.
Perhaps the
most striking of these are the series
of models of types of British warships
and of British and foreign aiscraft.
Among the former are^models of several well-known ships, including a
model of his majesty's ship Qood Hope
and one of the dreajlnaught battleship
his majesty's ship Monarch, the latter
recently added to/ the collection on
loan. Submarine/ are represented by
drawings and ph/tographs. With several of the models in the aeroplane section there are/ full-size engines and
parts. The enemy's aircraft are represented by/a general model of the
Rumpler-Taube monoplane, which was
the chief'German army machine at
the beginning of the war, and a diagram /rawing of a Zeppelin.
am and "Bully Beer for British.

the amount of jam that the British
soldier is eating on this campaign has
attracted the notice of all the foreign
newspaper correspondents, American,
Belgian and French, who .have seen
for the first time the British soldier
In war. The supply of this particular
delicacy seems to have been unlimited. With jam, 'bully beef," biscuits
and tea, the British soldier seems able
to go anywhere and do anything. No
doubt jam is excellent food and, to
a certain extent, I fancy that It replaces fresh vegetables.
The first
campaign in which jam played a noticeable part was the second Boer
war.
In Peninsular and Crimean days
freshly killed beef and biscuits were
usual rations of the troops; but the
traveling field kitchens on wheels
which now accompany all regiments
and batteries have improved the British soldier's lot.—Exchange.
A Good NameAll great men have children named
after them. There was a time in
America when Washington and Jefferson enjoyed, at the baptismal font, a
standing not less regular than that of
John, or Henry, or James. Now It appears that Frenchmen, instead of naming their boys Philippe, Oaston, Antoine, are calling them Joffre. Figures gathered in one town show that
between August 2 and December IB
no less than twenty-one fathers of
families bestowed this name upon
their sons. A plumber In the same
town desired to have his little daughter called Joffrette. But the town clerk
declined to admit the name to the official register. "And yet," says a French
•commentator, "It's a pretty name
enough!"

■IM

DROVE AWAY THE TOOTHACHE
In His Th' 'St for Revenge the Colonel
Had No Time to Think of Physl- ■ ,
cal Ailments.

The Earliest Oranges of the, Season

Where arc they grbjm? Why do they rip in earlier th;tn in other naoWooJP
Why are rl ey so luscious?
One morning the colonel rolled out
of his blankets with the I imping '
Those and other questions are answered in a booklet which we have issued
toothache, and, though he exhausted
({{Scribing Glenn County, Caliti rnia.
all the remedies in camp, nothing yhad
Glenn County is in the heart of the arcat; rich Sacramento Valley. A few
any effect. It. was 40 miles to the
years ago oranges were grown commercially in only the Southern part of the
nearest town, with the chances against
State. Later it was discovered that citrus fruits ripened perfectly ill even
finding a dentist there, and 4 it was i
the northern part of the interior valley. Since then Glenn County has come
finally decided to appeal to one of the '
forward with some magnificent early fruit. There are countless opportunities
cowboys on his station, five miles I
tor not only citrus fruit culture but for all sorts'of deciduous fruits, liye stock,
grain, truck fanning, etc., in Glenn County.
away. He came' over in response to j
a message, and, after taking a look]
We will send this beautiful book describing Glenn County free to you if you
at the tooth, which was a double one
will send us your name and address and a two-cent stamp to help pay the
on the upper jaw, the cowboy said:
posta look
11, send ten cents in st imps and we will send the Glenn
"Kurnel, I kin shoot that tooth out i
County
^a'napof California and a sample copy of SUNSET MAGAZINE,
the
great
Pacific
Coast
national magazine.
as slick as grease if you dor^'t mind
The scar it will leave on your cheeks." j
«hoot It out!" shouted the colonel.
"Why, man, you must be crazy."
"Wall, mebbe I kin pick in enough
San Francisco, California.
powder to blow it out."
la writing be sure to mention this paper and Glenn County "book,
11-4
"Never!"
"Might chuck it out with a piece of
iron and a stone!' continued the cowboy.
"And you might go to Texas and beyond!" exclaimed the suffering and indignant man.
"I'm only telling you how we do It
As an introductory offer will send you this
out here, and if you don't want that
little Wren House Free, postpaid, with a six
tooth out you'll hev to stand the pain."
month's trial subscription to LITTLE FOLKS
The cowboy started for his station,
MAGAZINE for 40c. (Must be a new subbut after a gallop of a mile he rescription. ;
turned to beckon the rest of us aside
and said:
This fine House is made of wood, stained in two colors and will attract wrens to your home. You will enjoy the song of these
"He seems to be a purty squar' sort
sweetest of song birds all Summer long.
of a man though a leetle techy and
I'm sorry fur him. Is he a good rider?"
LITTLE FOLKS Contains
"Only fair."
Fairy Stories, Nature Stories, Stories of Real Children,
"Kin he shoot?"
Stories of Make-believe Children, New Games to Play, Colored
"Not very straight." •
Cut-outs, Pictures to Color with Paints or Crayons. ,
"Then I think I can cure that toothLITTLE FOLKS provides continuous Entertainment for children
ache."
and enough of it to keep them busy the whole year round.
He spent two minutes unfolding the
plot and then went over to the sufAddress LITTLE FOLKS MAGAZINE
ferer and said:
Dept. M, SALEM, MAS*.
"Kurnel, I've come back to say
you ar' a booby."
"What," yelled the colonel, as he
sprang up from his seat before the
"Vou'.'sehd away wnite orotner?"
eamriflre.
asked Gray Feather softly.
"A booby and a squaw, kurnel, and
"No—he went because he liked to
likewise a durned old liar."
dig in a horrid old mine better than
The colonel jumped for him, but the
he loves me!" burst out the girl imcowboy dodged and ran for his horse.
petuously.
We had another ready saddled with
- "Indians say there Is much gold in
By GLADYS CORDON. , i
two loaded revolvers In the holsters,
Mkjpah
mine," said Gray Feather
and the "booby" sprang into the sadthoughtfully,
"Him go away—mad?"
dle and gave chase. After getting out (Copyright, 1914, by the McClure Newspa"Yes—that is—I was angry with
on the prairie half a mile the cowboy
per Syndicate.)
began to circle and shoot and yell,
Over to the westward lay the ser- him.' I—I hate him!"
"I hated my man once," said Gray
and the colonel followed him and shot rated ranges of the Sweetwater mounaway the whole 12 bullets without tains. In the foreground was a green Feather gravely. "Long ago before
sending one within five feet of him. and fertile valley through which trick- he take me for. squaw. He go away
on hunt; I say, 'stay;' he laugh and
When the twelfth one had been fired led a silver stream.
»
the kind-hearted cowboy rode off at
Helen Madison, sitting on her say 'go to wigwam little squaw-to-be;
the top of his speed and the colonel sturdy little pony, climbed to the top men must hunt for food.' My man ha
came into camp to dismount and of Eagle hill' and looked down Into lose himself on hunt that time—me alsay:
the valley, looked across the valley) most die for sorrow; then I go and
"Get me a hundred cartridges and looked everywhere save Into the face walk and walk and trail step by step
my own horse and I'll follow that man of the strong, brown young man who for three days and nights till at last
I find him, hurt, most dead for thirst. |
to the end of the earth."
was waiting for her to speak.
Me drag him ten miles to home!/
"How's the toothache, colonel ?" was
"Helen," he said at last, and his
You will go after big white brother^
asked.
•
voice was stern..
—and tell him leetle papoose Dan.
"Toothache! Why, It's all gone, and
"Yes?" She turned a cold face to
Summertime
send him kees good-by?"
I'll have that fellow's scalp If I have his. There was no fire in her dark
she asked bluntly.
to stay out here all summer!"—Wash- eyes, no love—nothing.
Save, per"Yes, Gray Feather, I will take the
ington Herald.
haps, disdain and indifference.
"You have not forgiven me?" he kiss to him," cried Helen radiantly.
She leaned over and kissed the unNo Use.
asked slowly.
The civilians who volunteered the
"There Is nothing to forgive. You winking baby, and then pressed her
"I
services of themselves and their mo- are free to choose your own way—I lips on Gray Feather's cheek.
tor cars to convey the Fatherland's gave back your freedom last night." shall love you always. Gray Feathholiday gifts to the German troops in
"I know—I did not believe that you er!" she whispered softly, as she
the trenches at the front were sum- would throw me over just because I shook the reins and started her pony
moned before a gray old Bavarian wanted to make this venture with into action.
"Good-by, white
sister!" waved
general to receive instructions as to Dickman; I have Invested every penny
their behavior In the enemy's country. in that abandoned mine, but I have Gray Feather as Helen rode away.
forget
Dan
Summertime
The general explained to them that faith in Its development, though It "Don't
they might expect in passing through Is a hazardous undertaking In more keesl"
And the rosy glow that bathed
a village to be fired on by francs- ways than one."
tlreurs, and added that the persons
"I was satisfied to marry you and Helen's face was not the reflection of
who fired the shots might not always settle down on the ranch with you," the Bunset.
be men entitled to bear arms.
said Helen obstinately. How could
Great Discovery, That
"Take an example," said be, fixing she explain to Dan Summer that her
Doctors in New York city, within
his eagle eye upon one of the volun- hurt lay in the fact that he was willteers; "suppose you have entered a | lng to postpone their wedding in the last few weeks have found the us»
Belgian village, and while you are order to speculate in the old Mlzpah of ether extremely beneficial In respinning along through the market mine in the hope of getting a fortune storing memories of patients suffering- j
square there Is a lively fusillade di- out of It? Dan would never know from amnesia. It Is hardly probable" J
rected at you from the surrounding why she had refused to countenance that the physicians themselves real-1
houses. You turn toward your assail- his going—nor why they had quar- ize the wonderful possibilities of the>
field which they have opened .up.
ants and see nothing but empty win- reled.
dows. Only In the second story of
"I know—dear, I know," he said, Since the anesthetic can work such,
one house an old woman Is peering smiling tenderly at her averted face. a miracle in restoring memories, it la
out. What yould you do In that case, "But I have made the venture—the natural to suppose in Ae near future I
Mr. Meier?"
die Is cast—yet you will not forgive the method will become a common,]
practice Wives married to stay-out-j
"I'd not look back," was the reply.
me, you will not wait?"
all-nlgrlt husbands should order a bot-1
"It Is too late," she said.
tie Immediately.
Then when JUsvl
Limit Libations to Three.
"Then, it Is good-by?"
comes wandering home in the wee j
There Is a limit.
The number of
"It is good-by."
.cocktails, highballs, fizzes, and other
She did not turn her head as ho hours of the morning, they can meet
flavored and perfumed libations known rode down the hill. When he had them in the hall as usual. "Where)'
to possess a slow, sinuous, undulating disappeared from view she shook her were you?" they ask in soft tones, takrecoil action familiarly known as a shoulders and breathed deeply. "Oh, ing a firm hold on the poker with one
"kick," that may be consumed at one It's good to be free!" she cried, de- hand and a hidden bottle of ether with,
the other. After he has laboriously
sitting is Just .three. The Puree-round voutly.
limit applies, however, to a relatively
"Pretty lady so glad—heap cry," described the agony of the sick friend
small zone of operations, but, never- said a dry voice at Her elbow.
he was sitting up with they mar
theless, a popular one.
Helen turned quickly and saw the clap the bottle under his nose and—
The rule has been promulgated by a squatty form of a demure little In- his memory will return. No more
will you be reluctant to lend to your
leading hotel for guidance of the fre> dian squaw astride a ragged pony.
Time majtes no difc
quenters of the public room known as
"You frightened me!' she cried acquaintances.
ference. Fifteen years later when
the lounge, and which is most crowded with an unsteady laugh.
you discover the side street the borduring the afternoon tea hours. Since
"How, Gray Feather?"
this room is designed tor the special
"How?" saluted Gray Feather sol- rower bad been taking to avoid you.
you can just shove that handy little
comfort of women, and no mere man emnly.
can purchase anything in It unless he
"Oh, you have papoose with you! ether phial under his nostrils. Yes,
Is escorting one or more of the fair Do let me see htm!" cried Helen, hell simply have to remember the
sex, there Is a suspicion that the rule touching the bundle on Gray Feath- circumstances and refund the loan
with interest. No doubt about It,
had the women in view when designed. er's back.
.
—San Francisco Chronicle.
Gray Wsather swung the cradle ether Is a great discovery.
around to her arms and uncovered
He Got the Number.
Rsw or Cooked?
the sleeping face of the„ dark-skinned
An amusing Incident took place the
Bacon—This' paper says that the Indian baby. "Him grand papoose,"
other
day
in a> large railroad goodsGerman beet crop this year Is expect- she smiled fondly.
ed to produce not less than 2,600,000
"Have you named tdm yet?" asked yard. A new man was sent to unload
a wagon and to cheek the .list of goods.
tons of raw sugar.
Helen, touching the little fingers.
He did the work, but forgot to fill In
Egbert—I should think It hot enough
Gray Feather grunted response.
over there this' year to produce the
"What,do you call him? Strong the number of the wagon in its "place
on the form.
sugar cooked.
Arm, like his big father?"
On this being pointed out to nltd
"No—my man no want papoose
Boston Spirits.
called Strong Arm; so we name him he departed, and returned after an abHubb—I see that Chinese streets are for big, kind man who saVe my man's sence of half an hour, and banged
always made crooked to keep the evil life one day. Indian love white broth- down the castlron number, wrenched
spirits out of them.
er, Dan Summer, name papoose—Dan from the side of the wagon, remarkDubb—And "yet here in Boston the Summertime—he always smile like big ing:
"Shure, the next tolme yez want
more' crooked the streets the more white brother—so!
the number of a wagon, ye can go for
saloons there are on 'em.
it yersllt"—London Tit-Bits.

SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU,

A "String" of Wyandotte

Poultry raisers living in towns and
cities can get more for their eggs
by selling them to private customers.
A hundred post cards or a little advertising in the local newspapers,
stating that you will supply eggs the
year round at a stated price, will
bring plenty of customers.
Roup, one of the most troublesome
diseases among chickens, is almost
always caused by damp quarters.
Keep the quarters dry and warm, and
the yards clean and roup will not
trouble you.
Some people think it is "cute" to
let the puppy run through the flock
and set the henB to flying. Maybe
it is, but the egg production will always fall off after such a performance.
Worms and bugs in the field and
garden have now gone into their winter quarters, where the hens cant
reach them, and to take their places
meat, meal and cut bone must be
supplied, if, you would keep the hens
strong and healthy.
Are the winter quarters for your
laying hens to be the old dirty, lousy,
smelly house that has been used without cleaning or disinfecting'/ You
need not expect many eggs from such
a place, no matter how good your
hens are.
Keep ground charcoal on hand and
throw a handful into the drinking
pans once or twice a week.
A few drops of tincture of iron put
into the drinking water is also a
good thing for the hens, and some
people believe that it prevents many
minor diseases. Even If it does not
it will do no harm.
Chickens have no sense of affection
for their owners, but they will repay
.kindness of warm, dry quarters and
good food and clean water by laying
more eggs. The hen is all business.
A hopperful of bran, placed where
the hens can get it at all times, is
an excellent addition to the food in
winter.'
While It is desirable, it is not always necessary to start in the chicken
business with a flock of pure breds.
Buy the best hens you can afford, and
then spend as much more as you can
afford for a pure bred cock.
If you have some birds in your flock
that you think will line up well with
the winners at the poultry show, and
you are In the business of selling eggs
for setting, do not hesitate to exhibit
them, but it will be well to have some
expert poultryman judge them first.
He may save you some disappointments, and then he may find birds
that are more likely to be prize winners than the ones you have selected
yourself.
There is many a farm where the
poultry is considered an unimportant
offshoot of the business, but which If
cultivated as it should be would produce more money than all the crops
raised.
If the fowls have to break through
a coating of ice to get water these
frosty mornings they will not take as

Hens.

much as they need. The water should
be slightly warmed on all cold days.
Do not allow'the laying hens to become too fat as they not only become
lazy but are apt to become egg-bound.
Laying hens need a bulky ration
such as cut steamed clover or alfalfa
meal. They should also have plenty
of vegetables.
We would rather allow our hens to
roost in the tree tops as long as they
can keep dry, than in a damp stuffy
poultry house, even in the coldest
weather, as they will suffer less.
It is not a good plan to wait until
spring to buy your breeding stock.
If you want a well-bred rooster for
instance, look around among the
breeders and pick out one that is nt
to show at the poultry exhibition If
you wait, until he goes to the show
and wins a prize, you will pay twice
or three limes as much
Field corn parched crisp, in tact
nearly to a charcoal, is always
relished by the hens and is a valuable
addition to their winter food.
Of course it is unpleasant to leave
a warm fire and go out and shovel
the snow from the path to the poultry
house, to make things comfortable for
the hens these stormy days.
Some people imagine that If they
give their chickens skim milk, water
is not necessary. This Is a mistake,
as milk turns into solid food almost
as soon as it reaches a bird's digestive apparatus, and water must always be given.
If the poultry house is perfectly dry,
and by that we mean the ground under and above it, the chickens will
not suffer from the cold.
At the high prices of grain the mm
who has to buy all of his feed miist
figure very closely and make the Stoat
of every pound *of It in feeding' his
poultry, else he will come out at) the
little end of the horn in the spring.
There is nothing better than ground
charcoal to correct slight bowel
trouble in chickens.
A perforated dust can is just as
necessary in the poultry bouse as the
sprayer if the fowls are to be kept
free from Insects.
It is not stretching the-truth to say
that if the farmers marketed their
poultry In the best possible condition
their receipts would be Increased one
third. Neither is it stetching the truth
to say that less than 10 per cent of all
the poultry marketed is in perfect
condition when it reaches the consumer.
If you are selling eggs for hatching, a visit to the best breeding farm
you can easily reach, will pay you
well. Observe closely the methods followed there, and then improve on
them all you can.
Always ship eggs in baskets or
cartons made for the purpose and
never in dirty old boxes, packed In
sawdust or bran.
The pullets do not need a nest
egg as a pattern, but one or two
dummies placed in the nest will show
them where they ought to lay.

MATERIALS TO MAKE SHELLS OUTFIT FOR CANDLING EGGS
Articles Containing Lime Must Be
Given In Liberal Quantities—Do
Not Overlook Grit Box.

Ordinary Pasteboard Box and Small
Lamp Can Be Arranged. Without
Much Trouble or Expense.

There is no possible objection to
feeding egg shells to hens, provided
they are broken in small bits so that
the hens may not readily recognize
them, or they may get in the habit of
eating eggs. Oyster shells and clam
shells pounded up fine must also be
fed and in liberal quantities, for all
of them are needed to provide the hen
with material to make shells. Do not
confuse the grit box with the box containing the shell-making material.
Mix the ingredients If desired, but
see that there la enough of sharp bits
of stone, .broken flower pots and
crockery, fine cinders and the like in
the mixture so that the hens may obtain sufficient to grind the food they
consume. Then bear in mind the box*
of dust; make this of fine road duet
in which is mixed a little lime and
considerable insect powder. Have several such dust boxes if the flock is of
considerable size, and set them in the
sunny part of the yard or- house. If
the dust boxes are liberally supplied
the hens will give one material help
In keeping out the insects.

A simple outfit for candling eggs
can be made out of a small hand lamp
and an ordinary pasteboard box sufficiently large to be placed over the
lamp, after the ends have been removed, without risk of fire. In order
to supply air to the inclosed lamp,
notches should be out in the edge on
which the box rests. A round hole is
then cut in the box at the level of the
lamp flame and the candling done by
holding each egg against this hole
while the rest of the room is in darkness. The light from the lamp reveals the contents of the egg, and
those that show any defect can be rejected.

Use Medium Size Eggs.
Eggs for setting should be of medium size and run an average in regard to color. An unusually small or
unusually large egg should be discarded. A uniform lot as to shape, size
and color will bring the best result.

/

Preserve Poultry Manure.
Farmers pay little, if any, attention to the preservation of their poultry manure. When rightly preserved,
poultry manure Is a concentrated fertilizer, and its fertilizing constituents
will rank with many of the commercial fertilizers on the market that sell
at $20 a ton.
The Dust Bath.
A good dust bath should be convenient and in addition a good Insect
powder should be used freely at the
end of the first week and again about
three days before the hatch is done,
dusting it freely Into the feathers and
around through the nesting material.

Will You Put Up This Wren House?

GRAY FEATHER

Jtaia
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Coming Events.
Eastbound train No. 46, on the B. & A. I Deputy fish and game warden Jay N.
railroad killed a prize Plymouth rock Snell of Worcester, placed 700 white
rooster, Sunday morning, belong to; perch, a consignment to Worcester coun- Thureday, April 1. "A little different
PUBUBBED
whist" at the home of Mrs Arthur F.
ty fish and game association, into QuaJohn
J. McCarthy, Lower River -treet.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Butterworth, Brookfield.
boag, Saturday. The fish were from 5 to
AT
John L, Hughes, professor of chemistry 7 inches long and Mr Snell piaced them Wednesday, April 7. Annual sale and
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass at State agricultural college, Storrs, Ct.,
supper, Congregational church, Brookin the water in front of the A. B. Brucame home Tuesday, to spend the six nell cottage, assisted by Dennis J. Neyfielditown hall.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
days' vacation, at the home of his par- lon, proprietor of Lakewood hotel, East Friday, April %. Trolleymen's concert
EDITOR AND PBOJ-BIETOB.
ents on Kimball street.
and ball, town hall, Brookheld.
Brookfieid. The consignment was sent
1.00 a Year in Advance.
On Manday night, Elbart L. Bemis from the state hatchery at West Fal- Thursday? April 15. Mock Court Trial,
town hall, Brookfield, under auspices
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
Was drawn as juryman for the April term mouthof B. H. S. A. A.
There will be special Easter services at
;
of
the
Superior
civil
court
at
Worcester.
Address all communications to BBOOKFIBI.1)
The warrant calling for a juryman was the Congregational church next Sunday,
TIMES, North Brookneld, Mam.
at both morning and evening services.
Piping Contract Awarded.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or lob served by officer J. Victor Guerin.
wortand
payment
lor theNorth
"gf'sS&IWoVol
direct
to the
main office.
Brookfield or
Misies Beatrice Van Train and Victoria At 10.45, following a special musical proThe board of water commissioners
to Oeoree W. McNamara. Brookfleid
gram, Rev. Sherman Goodwin will speak
Fuller of Springfield spent Sunday with
on "Life from the Christain point of awarded the contract, Saturday night, for
Miss Van Train's father, Arthur A. Van
digging and refilling the trenches and
BROOKFIELD.
Train, at the home of Mr and Mrs Chas. View." At 7.30 p. m., a service with placing the pipe in position, in connection .
special concert features will be held in
Capen, Maple street.
the church auditorium. The public is with the installation of the water main
William Tunstall of Southbridge is visShowing very comprehensively the Authentic
Mr and Mrs Robert G. livermore and most cordially invited to attend these extension on High, Grove and Green Ste.,
iting
his
parents.
Spring Styles for Women, Misses and Girls, at
to John Sagasse of East Brookfield. The
son John, left Saturday by auto to visit
Mr and Mre Frank Fango and children friends at Wayland. Mr Livermore re- services.
contract calls for the payment of 21 cents
unmatched Low Prices. Our entire five floors
Mr
and
Mrs
Henry
Manning
of
West
returned Saturday from Boston.
turned Sunday night, but Mrs Liver- Brookfield, who were elected warden and per lineal foot of ditch excavated and renow in full Easter readiness with the best in
Miss Euth Estey will be an Easter guest more ai 'l John will return to morrow.
filled and requires that the trenches shall
matron of Brookfield town farm by the
women's clothes at pleasing prices.
_____
of Miss Jessie Hale of Jamaica Plains.
be four and one half feet to the top of
Fred F. F. Franquer attended the ban- Overseers of the Poor a week ago, took
the pipe. The extensions will require
Miss Helen BurgesB of Springfield, was
quet of the Producers' club of the Mutu- charge of the farm Wednesday night.
with her parents on Lincoln street, Sat- al Benefit Life Insurance Co., at State They have been engaged for a year at a the installation of about 1000 feet of six
inch pipe, for which »930 was appropriurday. .
Mutual restaurant, Worcester, last Satur- salary of 8500. Mr and Mrs Elmer H.
ated at the annual town meeting, March
Miss Josephine Holcomb of Worcester day afternoon.
Potter, warden and matron respectively
1. By the contract, all the work neceswas the week-end guest at the home of
for
the
past
six
months,
moved
their
perMiss
Ozina
Guerin,
Auburn,
Mrs
Del$85 00
sary for the completion of the extensions
her parents.
sonal
belongings
on
Wednesday
afterhia Tulty and James Paris, Marlboro ,
will be done by Mr Sagasse, except conHarry O. Green, conductor on the W., and James Balshaw' of Sturbftdee wer3 noon to the G. Clinton house on West
necting the pipes and installing the fire
B. & S. trolley line removed to East the guests Sunday, at the home of Officer Main street, where they will make their
hydrants and this will be done by the
D
Brookfield on Monday.
"and Mrs J. Victor Guerin, Over-the- home for the present.
water department employes under the
Randolph Moulton of Lynn has been River district.
The most successful and popular enter- direction of G. Whitman Green, superin$7.50, $9/75 toJS75.00
guest, this week, of his parents, Mr and
Irving Breed, deputy of Keystone tainments of the times are the Mock tendent of the water system. Work will
Mrs Samuel Moulton, South Maple St.
lodge, N. E. O. P. of Worcester and Court Trials given under the direction of begin about April 12.
Fancy first quality Green Mountain Mrs Agnes Breed, deputy of Worcester an expert,—Col. A. V. Newton, the well
eating potatoes. Price reasonable. Da- lodge of Worcester, attended the recep- known lawyer-lecturer of Worcester.
A Serious Brush Fire,
vid N. Hunter, Brookfield, Mass.—Adv. tion given by the grand warden of the One of these popular entertainments will
Carl Stearns and Helen Potter of Wor- order, to his deputies, at Ford hall, Bos- be given under the auspices of Brookfield
Fire of unknown origin, but believed
H. S. A. A. in the town hall, Thursday,
cester spent Sunday with Warden and ton, Tuesday night.
to have been caused by a lighted cigaret
April 15, at 8 p. m. It will be assumed
i
Mre
Elmer
H.
Potter,
at
the
town
farm.
"NV^ARCE FOR ALTERATIONS
An inspector from the Federal bureau that one of our most respected citizens thrown at the side of the road by one of
the occupants of an automobile that
The selectmen announce that all appli- of animal industry at Washington, D. C,
has been trifling with the affections of a
passed along the Rice Corner road, early
cations for liquor licenses must be filed will be in Brookfield, next week, and will
young and beautiful woman of this town
on or before Saturday, April 10.
examine every head of cattle and all hogs and will have to answer to a breach of Monday afternoon, burned pine needles
„ and brush over 120 acres of pine woods,
John F. Clancy has resigned as captain for juiy trace of hoof and mouth dis ase promise charge. It is safe to predict that
&tS moons before the walls of owned by Nathan Scuthwick of Leicester
of the baseball team and C. Alfred Du- in the district.
in the Wolf Swamp district, in the south
Bois has been elected his successor.
She Easter meetings at the First Paris the town hall will again re-echo with so part of Brookfield, and northern part of
Worcester, Mass.
r 12 Main Street,
much
laughter
as
will
be
heard
on
that
MisB Charlotte M. Daley, teacher in the church, will be as follows:"10.45 a. m.,
Sturbridge. It was extinguished after a
Walpole public schools, is spending her Easter worship with sermon by the pas- occasion. A large number of our promitwo hours' fight by a gang of 40 volunAll the
vacation at her home on West Main St.
tor, llirbject, "Immortality." Special nent people will participate.
teer firemen from brookfleid, under diCharles H. Moulton, 2nd, of East Wal- mnrvJ At 4.46 p. m., Easter Vesper rules of a regular court will b^^otoserved. rection of forest fire warden P. Eugene
pole was the week-end guest of Mr and service.,' Easter songs by the children.
Mrs Olive Adams, aged 7#, widow of Gadaire and 20 fire-fighters from SturDuet, 'Wg for the world rejoices," by Amasa Adams, died at her home in. the bridge in charge of fire warden Charles
The Way of Prices.
Mrs Irving Breed, High street.
The news of an advance In prices
Mrs
Me
len
and
Mrs
Butterworth.
AdPodunk district at 7.30 o'clock last M. Clarke of that town. The fire by a
Miss Mildred Hillman, of Edgartown,
travels much faster than a reduction has been the guest," this week, of Judge dress bj the pastor. Subject,' 'The story Thursday night. The cause of death was
brisk northwest wind, threatened for a
which may follow.—Atchison Globe.
of the t jst loved hymn." A cordial in- pneumonia. Mrs Adams was born in time to destroy the old;George Allen and
*
— and Mrs Henry E. Cottle.
is extended to all.
East Brookfield, the daughter of William Joe Goddard places on the Wolf Swamp
Millinery opening, Friday and Satur- vitation
~LAOECURTAIN8LAUNDERED
Mertoto Wilson on Thursday completed Jefferson and Malinda (Capen; Adams. road, but that these buildings were saved
LACE Curtain's done to order by MRS JEROME day, April 2 and 3. All are invited to
HAMILTON. Brookfleid, Maes.
attend. Miss L. L. Langlois, Brookfield, 12 yearscontinuous service as superinteri She was married in 1859 to Mr Adams was due to the timely arrival of the
3wl9
dent at the Blanehard farm and will who died in 1880. She is survived by a Brookfield fire fighters. The fire made
Mass.—Adv.
daughter, Minnie Florence, wife of Select- rapid headway in the open places in the
FOR SALE
Mr and Mre Elmer Mitchell, Worces- leave the first of the week to become
AT 5 Howard Street. Good kitchen stove W.0O.
man Jonas Bemis of Charlton.
The woods but was prevented from spreading
two hen hoaseB .uiublo.for tool homes, boat ter, were the week-end guests at the manager of a large farm at Barre. Geo.
fcouse. camp stores. ° _™ffi^°£h%. my home of Mrs Mitchell's father, Edward A. Hughes of Charlton succeeds Mr Wil- funeral was held Sunday afternoon with by the layera of ice under the pine needson at the Blanehard farm and assumed services at the home at 2.30 o'clock, at les that cover the entire territory. The
T. Pike.
his new duties Thursday morning.
For which Rev. George Babbitt of Spencer, fire was discovered by residents of Rice
The Blanehard school will re-open on
William Haskins and Mrs Corner district, who after fighting it a
the past year he has been in charge of In officiated.
Monday morning, after a two weeks' vadian Hill farm in Charlton, owned by Cora Hathaway sang "Beautiful Isle of short time realized that their efforts to
cation, with no change in the teaching
Mayor George M. Wright of Worcester. ' 8omewhere," "Beyond the Smiling and to cofitrol it were futile and calls were
stall'.
The trolleymen on the W. B. & S. line the Weeping." and "Jesus, Saviour, sent to Brookfield and Sturbridge for asMiss Inez Sebring of New York has
have completed arrangements for their Pilot me." There were many floral trib- sistance.
been the guest of Miss Louise Galloway
utes. Burial was in Evergreen cemetery,
annual concert and ball, next Friday,
at her home "The Pines," West Main
East Brookfield, Rev. Mr Babbitt officiaA Good Opportunity. ■
April 9, and with pleasant weather exting at the committal service. A. E.
street.
t
pect a record crowd. The men report a
One of the large magazine publishing
Mr and Mrs Albert Coughlin, Worces- tine sale of tickets in every town along Kingsley Co., undertakers, Spencer, were
The Kodak lias become the inhouses desires to employ an active man
ter, spent Sunday with Mrs Coughlin's the line. Cars to all points of the line in charge.
separable companion of almost
or woman in this community to handle a
father, Sumner H. Bannister, Over-the- are guaranteed after the dance. FlanaSale, Supper and- Entertainment.
every traveller or vacationist,—it's
special plan which has proven unusually
Eiver district.
gan's orchestra of Marlboro has arranged
balf the pleasure.
profitable. Good opening for right party.
Miss Ruby Burgess of Springfield visi- „ .pedal concert program. That the galThe annual Easter sale, supper and en- Address with two references, Publisher,
No matter what you want in
ted this week at the home of her parents, lery will be opened for the first time for 8
the Kodak line, we have it. Let
Mr and Mrs Edward K. Burgess, Lin- months is good news. Concert from 8 to tertainment of the Ladies' Benevolent Box 155, Times Sq. Sta., New York City.
us prove that our finishing departsociety of the Congregational church,
9, dancing until 1 o'clock. Refreshments
coln street.
ment is prompt and careful-our
will be held in town ball, Wednesday,
Why not let the
MrsJ.M. Leavitt and Daisy Hunter in banquet hall.
April 7. The sale opens in main hall at
prices moderate.
Recording Sound Waves.
have been in New York City this week.
Jonah H. Barnes died at his home in at 3 o'clock, and useful as well as ornaA new German method of recording
Kodnks-$».00 and up
It is Mrs Leavitt's first visit to New York
the
Rice
Corner
district
at
9
a.
m.,
Saturmental and novelty articles will be on ex- sound waves employs a lead pencil
Brownies—$1 to 112
since 1861.
day, after a lingering illness of paralysis, hibition at prettily decorated booths, in line of varying thickness, formed on
j The Ladies' Benevolent Society of the aged 78 years and 18 days. He was born charge as follows:—Candy, Mrs P. Eu- a strip of paper by an electric current
Make you some pretty rugs? Evangelical Congregational church, hold in town March 0, 1837, and has lived his gene Gadaire, Mrs Henry J. Clarke and influenced by the vibrations.
their annual sale in town hall, April 7, entire life here. He is survived by his Mrs Sherman Goodwin;, forget me-not,
afternoon and evening.
13-14
wife and one son, Walter L. Barnes Mre Clara Thompson; domestic, Mrs ElBrookfield, - Mass.
The funeral was bert Bemis and Mrs Mary J. Wakefield;
John Crotty has been chosen chief of both of Brookfield.
Drop a card to our agent
police for the year with Thomas Mooney, held Tuesday afternoon with services at toy table, Miss Ethel Johnson; aprons,
secretary.
Officers Crotty, Mooney, the home at 2 o'clock at which Rev. Dr. Mrs Charles T. Gunn, Mre Victor J.
Let no innocent man escape
The Fortier and Mre Edwin V. Lawrence! cut
Roach and Bolac were present.
Officers Kmanuel C. Charlton officiated.
Bowler, Gnerrih and Adams, although bearers were Geo. E. Allen, John Greg- flowers, Misses Mildred G. Mitchell and
West Brookfield
notified, were not present at the election. son, Walter L. Barnes and A. E. Barnes Lucille Webster; variety, Mrs Arthur Mitof Sturbridge. The body was taken to
He will estimate the cost and One more attempt will be made to sel Sturbridge for burial in Oak Grove cem- chell and Mrs Henry T. Randall. There
will be piano and violin selections by Mrs
! the property of the W. B. & S. street
wider the auspices of
take the carpet
James Greene of New Braintree and Miss
I railway at public auction next Thursday etery.
Supper will be Brookfleid High School Athletic Association
Fifteen tables of whist were in play at Matey Eddy of Ware.
I afternoon. It is expected the road will
! change hands at this time as it is stated "A little different whist party," con- served from 6.30 until 8, in charge of Mrs
FULL LINE OF
that the bondholders have completed cer ducted at the home of Mrs Arthur F. Charles Sanford, Mra Baxter Moore, Miss
Ii.i....n«mpi.i> and are prepared
nreoared to
ti Butterworth, Thursday afternoon. Those Ella Gibson, Mrs Henry T. Randall and THURSDAY
tain arrangements
present were surprised at the novelties Mrs Mary J. Wakefield. The sale will
bid.
furnished in the way of tallies, prizes and continue during the evening, and at 8,
Membere
of
Hayden
lodge,
A.
F.
and
This Store has the exclnsive
refreshments. First prize for out of town there will be an entertainment in main One of our most respeeted citizens
, A. M., with their families as guests, were
agency in this district for
guests went to Mrs Charles A. Blake of hall in charge of Mrs Richard Finney.
will be charged
'entertained in town hall, Wednesday
The following progrm has been arWest Brookfield and Mrs Eugene Gilbert
"Lowe . Brothers Paints".
might by Walter A. Eccles of Boston.
of West Brookfield was awarded the out ranged:—Vocal solo, Miss Mildred MttAt the conclusion of the entertainment,
chell; violin and piano selections, Misses Regular Court Rules.
supper was served to the 200 people pres- of town booby prize. Mrs Charles San
ford won the first prize for local people Pauline and Barbara Ashley of SpringStartling Developments
ent, in banquet hall, by Landlord Philips
and the low score award went to Mrs Ed- field ; readings, by Miss Saretta McCrea,
Ludicrous Situation
of Arcadia Inn.
win Eaton. At the conclusion of whiet of Millhury; and the one-act play, "The
Local Hits
As the Lenten season closes Sunday playing a luncheon bf creamed crab, con- Conspiracy of Class Day."
An Evening of Refined Pun
I Manager John L. Mulcahy of the Mid vent eggs served in rosettes, home made
Admission is free in the afternoon.;
get theatre plans to handle record crowds cookies and tea was served.
Supper 25 cento and entertainment 10 Doors Open it 7.30 Court called it 8.15
A Postal card will bring ttiem.for
next week. On Tuesday and Saturday
Tickets on Sale at D. A. Eaton's
cents.
■
FOR SALE.
your inspection. •.".'.
I there will be five part photo plays of UnDrug Store, April 1.
North
land,
located
acms.pl
iversal films. The special feature for rpwKNTX
Optimistic Thought.
'F0rthB^;^"w.ow
TO
Price
25 Cents
Thursday is a drama by the stars of the 14
The dull world hath need of you.
Brookfield, Hats.
Donahue Block
Famous Players Film Co.

Brookfield Times

RICHARD HEALY CO.

We Invite the Public to Our Annual Easter

DISPLAY and SALE

of Fine Apparel

NEW SUITS

-

Every New Model and Every
Fashionable Fabric

81 B-oajsry^ggi?

-

NEWOWj5|eet

NEW DRESSES

Corredtly Designed Dresses in
Exclusive Models
r
- .
$5,198, $7.50 to $125.00

RICHARD HEALY CO.

Take a

Kodak

with you

What Will You Do
with your Old Carpet
THIS SPRING

Springfield Economy Rug Co.

M. J. DONAHUE

Fun! Fun! Fun!

B. P. SMITH

The
New Store

HARDWARE

MoGk Court Trial

SAMPLE BOOKS

1915 STYLES
WALL PAPER
Winchester HEATERS Installed
Plumbing,
Steam Fitting,
Electrical Work,
and Jobbing.

RICHARD FINHEY
CEITML STREET,

•

&

SONS.

BROOKFIEL0

Archibald Buchanan
BROOKFIELD, MASS.

Town Hall, Brookfield
EVENING

inni!

i c

HrnlL I J

Breach of Promise

BROQKFIKLP TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES

KAISER RUSHING TROOPS TO HALT RUSSIANS SAYS 'OLIVER' IS
BATTLING WITH CZAR'S HOSTS IN HUNGARY NOT J.W.OSBORNE
140 LOST IN STEAMERS SUNK BY SUBMARINE Accuser, Seeing Lawyer "in
:o:

Good Light," Realized Mistake

The Falaba, British Vessel in African Service, Is Attacked After Leaving
Liverpool and the Aguila, Caught OH Irish Coast, Is Sent

SIGNS 70 PAGE CONFESSION

to Bottom After Five Minutes Warninp ,
Former District Attorney Exonerated

AMERICAN ENGINEER LOST ON SHIP TnE U-28 SANK
-:o:London.—According to a dispatch I
London.—Almost 140 lives were lost
from Berne about 160,000 German in the sinking of the African liner
troops have arrived in Austria, the'' Falaba and the BritiBh steamship
greater number being dispatched to' Aguila, from Liverpool for Lisbon, by
Cracow and the Carpathians and other; German submarines, and it is charged
points where the Russian attack is ; by the British that crews and passenfeared. At least 170 troop trains have! gers had insufficient time to escape
reached Angvar. Most of the men are when the vessels were attacked.
Bavarians and Saxons, and many of
The Falaba, which was torpedoed in
them are students under eighteen. St. Georges Channel, carried a crew
of
years of age.
ninety and 151 passengers. EightyThe Auatrians have improved theirj six of the passengers were saved,
advantage of having forced the Rus- Four passengers are reported to have
sians to withdraw from Bukowina. for been killed and sixty-one are missing.
is an advance from Czernowitz, the Forty-three of the crew are missing
Russians admit, the Austrians crossed and four were killed.
The Aguila was struck off the Pemthe Russian frontier and advanced
half way to Chotin. The Russians sent brokeshire coast about the time the
troops to that section to repel the in- Falaba was sunk. The steamship had
a crew of forty-two and three passenvaders.
A dispatch from Bucharest says .it is | gers. and of these twenty-three of the
reported from the Rumanian frontier j crew and ail the passengers were
that a considerable Austrian force.: lost.
which crossed-the River Pruth nearSurvivors of both vessels say the
Bojana was ambushed by the Rus-' Germans turned their guns on the capsting and compelled to retire across ■ tured ships and thereby added to the
the river with heavy losses.
,IosB o' liCe bV shel1 fireRussian forces from Przemysl are
In both cases, on sighting the subalready taking their place side by side: marine, the Captain tried to escape by
with the troops who have for weeks ; putting on all speed possible, but the
past been striving to carrv the Car-; underwater craft overtook the steampathian passes in the face of stern op- e™. showing that Germany now has
position by the Austrians and Ger . some of her most modern submarines
mans
The presence of a division I engaged in the blockade operations
from Przemysl on the Carpathian I against England.
front Is noted in the Austrian official
It was learned that one of the pascommunication.
.
t angers of the Falaba was an AmeriThat this is a struggle of the great- - can engineer, Leon Chester Thrasher,
est importance, the result of which , who was returning to the Gold Coast.
will "exercise a strong effect on the ; where he was employed by the Boomentire situation," is pointed out by assie Mines Company. He had been
Major Moraht, the military critic of in London lor a few weeks
the Berlin "Tageblatt." who adds:
'VON DER GOLTZ CONFIDENT.
"The supreme army command has

by Rae Tanzer—Breach of Promise
Plaintiff Take* All. the Blame
for Her Action*.
New York.—The famous breach ot
promise case that has Interested New
Yorkers for weeks, and that threaten
ed the greatest sensation since the
Thaw scandal, has collapsed.
Rae Tanzer, the factory forewoman
who brought suit for $50,000 against
James W. Osborne. charging breach
of promise, confessed that the former
Assistant District Attorney, was not
the "Oliver Osborne" whose relations
to her formed the basis of the suit.
The confession, consisting of more
than seventy typewritten pages, was
made in the present of Roger B. Wood
>nd Samuel Hershenstein, Assistant
United States District Attorney, and
Harold Spielberg, a former Assembly
man. representing Miss Tanzer.
Miss Tanzer asserted that she was
honest in her belief that James W.
Osborne was the man who had courted
her and promised to marry her. One
day, she asserts, she saw the former
Assistant District Attorney "In a
good light" and the realization then
dawned upon her that she had made
charges against the wrong man.
The preparation of the confession
consumed more than five hours.
It
was made inohe office of Wood and
was dictated by the girl to a stenoK
rapher of the United States Distrir'
Court. Upon every page of the con
fession .Miss Tanzer wrote her slgna
ture.
When the task of putting the con
fession down was completed. Mis«
Tanzer was led secretly from the Fed
<-ral building by two post office inspectors and was accompanied to her
home.
The statement covers everything
pertaining
to her relations
with
Oliver Osborne" from the time she
met him last October until he dropped
out of sight so suddenly.
The confession sets forth that she
struck up an acquaintance with "Oliver Osborne" early In October and
that until late in December she hal
been frequently in his company.
Shejasserts that she "was infatuated
with the man" and that she "could act
resist him." When he "deserted" ler.
she added, she "had reason to betuve^
that he was really James W.4 Osborne."

TIE STATE FACING WATER FAMINE BRINGS DEAD
Massachusetts Lacks Definite Conservation Policy Commission Reports
Boston—Despite the wonderful extent of the state's resources there Is
a possibility of a famine In water for
public uses, due to the lack ot a definite policy of conservation, Is the declaration of the harbor and land commission in a special report to the Leglsla
ture. The report was prepared under
a special resolve of last year.
In contrast to the situations
in
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
New York and Ontario, where the
water is being carefully conserved,
little or nothing Is being done in Massachusetts, the report says.
Massachusetts manufacturers are
paying $25,000,000 for fuel for the
purpose of developing power, and
there is good reason to believe, the
commission says, that a substantial
part of the money that is being spent
for fuel could be saved if the water
power that is now going to waste
were utilized.
Tables showing the water power
nsed by larger companies In 1912 and
in 1916 reveals an Increase of almost
100 percent, and are used by the commission to point out the need for regulation. The value of the state's water
power, the report adds. Is steadily increasing.
Power developments are now being
made through the middle and western
parts of the state, but with little er
REPORT BILL FOR LAND
TO AID FARMERS.

BANK

If Established, Will Help to Develop
Unprofitable Farms of State.

Boston—The augury is bright for
the establishment of a land bank to
aid Massachusetts farmers to develop
property at present unprofitable. The
legislative committee on banks and
banking has reported in the House a
bill based on the recommendations of
the board of agriculture, providing
that 10 or more eavingB or loan associations, when authorized by the bank
commissioner, and which have aggregate resources of not less than two
grounds enough for employing all dismillion dollars, may form the land
London.—A correspondent, at Buposable forces to avert a Russian irbank of the state of Massachusetts.
j chaxest telegraphed a newspaper lnruption into the Hungarian plain."
The offices are to be In the city of
In thiB region, particularly along ' terview with Gen. von der Goltz. the
Boston, and the number of shares
the Bartreld-Uzsok front, the Russian j Kaiser's military adviser to the Sulfor which the associations subscribe
actions, according to the official state-1 tan. In which he says that he left Conshall not aggregate less than $100,000.
ment from Petrograd. "are developing j stantlnople to show how little disturwhich must be paid in cash. There
with perfect success, nothwithstanding ! bed he was over the Allies' attack on
are to be at least nine directors of
The Dardanelles.
the enemy's stubborn resistance."
the bank, and their duties and qualifiGen. von der Goltz added that he
The nature of the fighting,is indications are set forth in the bill.
cated by the same official communica- was convinced from the first that the
In addition to the powers conferred
tion, which, telling of desperate coun- attack would not be successful and
by the regular corporation law of the
ter attacks, says that the Russians after the firs'! attempt by the Allied
commonwealth, the land bank Is auin two days' fighting captured 76 offi- fleet to force The Dardanelles forts he
thorized to issue, sell and redeem decers, 6,384 men and a great number was even more optimistic,
benture bonds and notes secured by
SEES UNION OF AMERICAS.
Gen.
von
der
Goltz
intends
to
enter
of guns.
bonds and first mortgages made to
the field himself at the head' of the
or held by member associations, to
STILL SHELLING DARDANELLES. Turks If need arises. There is suffi- Wilson Foretells Closer Bond, In
receive property in instalments and to
Speech on Argentine Battleship.
Tenedos.—Operations were resumed cient ammunition, he said for the TurAnnapolis, Md.—Emphasis on the Invest in bouds secured by first mortin The Dardanelles by the
Allied kish troops already mobilized, and supgages of real estate under certain
fleets, and heavy
firing
continued plies. If it were possible to transport "growing warmth of affection as well
restrictions. The land bank shall not,
In the strait. Judging by the firing, additional ammunition another half as of understanding" between the
United States and other nations of however,, do a general deposit busithe forts on the Galllpoli Peninsula million men could be mobilized.
the Western Hemisphere was laid by ness.
were heavily bombarded.
The House has refused on roll-call,
President Wilson in an address at a
HEAVY DAMAGE AT MEMEL.
The weather was perfect, and Britluncheon given in his honor by Dr. 85 to 147, to substitute for an adverse
ish seaplanes made daily reconnoisTilsit. East Prussia, via London.— Romulo 8. Naon, the Argentine Re- report the resolve based
on
Gov.
sance when the ships were not
The town and provincial authorities public's Ambassador, on board the Walsh's inaugural recommendation
actually engaged.
Occasionally Gerat Memei are bringing order out of new Argentine battleship Moreno In for an amendment of the constitution
man aeroplanes were seen also.
I the chaos wrought by the Russians. Annapolis Roads.
to provide for biennial election!
Following an air reconnaissance,
a
v
roiiow.ue »« «■ 7 Y£™n£Zi<» It Is impossible
to estimate the proper
"I feel that I am speaking the sentir
big gun bombardment, both indirectly
~,
.
*_
T 7, ,,. ,, ...i. .„A ,.„_, ty damage and loss. The country from ments of my fellow countrymen," said
STATE POLICE CHIEF DEAD.
over the Galllpoli peninsula and from j >
* „„,, „„,, „„-„„„„,*,„
Memel eastward and northward to tha
the the President, "when I say that there
a station a mile outside the entrance
Russian border has been devastated.
Is a growing warmth of affection, as Served Many Years In Militia and
to the straits continued with short
The presence of a large body of sol- well as understanding, for the other
Wat Expert on Explosives.
intervals, from 10 a. m., until 3:30
diers at Memel and several war ves- ^pnntries of the great American hemMedford.—Gen. Jophanus H. Whitp. m.
sels in the harbor has done much to ispnj^e which we are coming daily to ney, head of the State police since
From Mount Ellas, the highest point
reassure the people that the Russians understand better, and which are, 1 1907, died Sunday at his home at 32
in Tenedos, shells could be seen burstwill not trouble tibem again, but In hppe, dally coming to understand us Franklin street of pneumonia.
He
ing on the hills near Chanak and
many quarters the anxiety is still very better, and to which we are drawn by was 69 years old.
He had been ill
Ktlid Bahr.
Clouds of smoke rose
keen. The worry ceased somewhat feeling as well as by Interest."
from the land, and foam capped colsince Christmas.
with the burial of 171 Russians who
Gen. Whitney was born in Avon.
umns from the surface of the sea,
were killed when the Germans moved JAP DEMANDS CAUSE CONCERN.
Me., *ut came at an early age to Masmaking a striking picture In the brilin.
sachusetts.
He had a long career
liant sunshine. For half an hour the
Fugitives traveling away from the
Peking.—President Yuan Shih-kallire was at the rate of two shells a
with the State militia and was a vetRussian border with wagons loaded to conferred with certain members of his
minute. The enemy did not reply.
eran of two wars.
their capacity are a familiar sight all entourage regarding the question of
Ships standing at the entrance to
In 1859 he enrolled as a private In
the Dardanelles directed the fire from ! over this section of Bast Prussia. The rejecting or accepting the Japanese Company E of the Fifth Regiment, M.
warships stationed in the Gulf of; sufferings of these people were greatly demands, which, according to Chinese V. M., and served in the Civllwar as
by a steady downpour of officials, the Japanese are again pressSaros, and the shelling, as far as I increased
a private in a Massachusetts regi! rain.
ing.
could be seen from the heights here, |
ment.
He was mustered out as a
Negotiations between Japan and
appeared to be very effective.
first sergeant and rejoined the miliChina,
going
on
for
several
weeks,
^ItltllllllttllllllllllitllllllJfllllllllllllilljllllllllllllllKllillllimilflHllllllllllllllltllii
have reached clauses considered perit- tia as a second lieutenant in 1867.
RUSSIAN FLEET ATTACKS FORT.
= . ous ground by the Chinese. The con- He rose through the ranks to colonel
Petrograd.—An official statement isI ference between' the Japanese Mlnis- in 1897, and In the following year took
sued by the General Staff says:
II ter and the Chinese officials again dis- the Fifth Regiment to the training
"The Black Sea fleet bombarded the
cussed but failed to agree on the ques- camp for the Spanish-American war.
I
iiiiiiitiMiMiiitiiiititiiiiiiiMniiiiittiiiimiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiiimiimm^
outside forts and batteries of the BosIn 1906 he was made a brigade comtion of Japanese Immigration in Manporus on both sides of the strait.
'The Germans bombarded the bridges churia and the so-called "Hanyehpihg" mander, and In the following year he
"According to observations made
was retired, after 46 years of service,
at Nieuport and th>re were artillery demands.
t
from the ships and hydroaeroplanes,
exchanges at other points along the
The Japanese, according to infor- with the rank of major general.
our shells fell with exactitude. Rusline. The French report the gain of mation gleaned in Chinese official cirsian aviators, flying above the BosporHorn to Plead April 8.
several German trenches.
cles, have intimated that it Is Japan's
us batteries, carried out reeonnois- The German force which captured Tau- intention to open two further question)
Boston—Werner S. Horn, th-3 alances and dropped bombs with sucroggen In Poland, consisted of the not comprised In the twenty-one orig- leged dynamiter, was taken before
rose. A heavy artillery fire was directEast Prussian landsturm. and, It is inal demands presented last January, Judge Morton In the United States
ed at the aviators without success.
reported, was led by Prinz Joachim,
In response to repeated protests district court for arraignment, but
"The enemy's torpedo boats, which
son of the Kaisermade by the Japanese Legation. Presi- action was postponed until April 6 on
tried to come out, were driven back English aviators made another raid dent Yuan Sblh-kai has Issued orders request of his counsel, Atty. J. F. O'into the strait by the fire of our guns.
over Zeebrugge. Several air men with the object of preventing boycotts Cbnnell, who declared that his client
"A large hostile ship, which was tryflew along the coast and although and tempering the tone of the press was not prepared to plead. It is uning to get Into the Bosporus from the
under heavy Are from German bat- throughout the country. These order derstood CConnell will attack
the
seaward, was bombarded by us. She
teries, dropped bombs in the harbor are being carried out by the provincial validity of the Indictments on the
finally heeled over and '3lew up."
works.
ground the court did not have the
authorities.
Petrograd announced that the Russian
legal right to act, as the offence was
PARIS PAPERS HIT BY CENSOR.
Baltic fleet had been reinforced by
a political one. There are three InSEC. GARRI80N NOT "BROKE."
modern fighting units.
dictments,
each
containing
two
Duke of Orleans's Efforts to Enllet The British Chancellor of the Ex- Denies He Is Candidate for New Jer- counts, charging Illegal transportation
Cause Blank Columns.
chequer, David Lloyd George, will
sey Chief Justiceship.
of dynamite from New York to Maine.
Paris.—The censorship had a busy
submit to the Cabinet a proposal to
Washington.—Secretary Garrison detime with the morning papers here.
prohibit the sale of Intoxicating li- nied the report that he is a candidate
Old Landmarks Burned.
Gustave Herve's leader in La Guerre
quors in England during the war. for Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
Plymouth—The original part of old
Sociale was suppressed, as also was The slight wounding sf Gen. von of New Jersey. All that be knows
Crowe bouse that was built In 1664
that of Deputy Roux-Costadau in Le
Kluck, who led the German drive about it, he says, is what he has seen and pointed out to thousands of tourRappel.
into France early in the war, was in the papers.
ists annually as the second o'dest
L'Actlon Ftancaise displayed four
announced at Berlin,
He also denied the report that he house in this country, was so badly
columns of blank space, but the title To the British collier Thordis goes would be "dead broke" when he goes
damaged by fire last week that its
was left, showing that the article dealt
the £500 offered for the British ves- out of the Cabinet. He admitted that
restoration is improbable.
with the Due d'Orleans' effort* to ensel which would be the Drat to sink he is using up his salary, and some
list.
a German submarine.
ot his savings to get along on.
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Massage

Through

Abdominal

Incision

no regulation. Those who acquire the
riparian rights are building dams un- BY DR. BRICKLEY OF BOSTON
der the supervision of the
county
commissioners, whose powers ot conMakes Heart of Cyanide Suielde Beat
trol are limited to the factor of safety,
Regularly.—Victim Was ArAs to the value of water for manurested for New Orleans
facturing purposes, the report calls
attention to a number ot artesian
Police.
wells that are being sunk in Boston
and vicinity and to manufacturers that
Boston.—.Having arrived at a state
are condensing sea water because of
where he was "to all intents and
heavy water taxes.
In discussing water from the agri- purposes dead," Wlllard C. Wallace,
cultural standpoint. It is pointed out 30 years of age, who drank a vial of
that it is necessary for cranberry cul- cyanide of potassium In his cell at
ture on the Cape, and that farmers the city prison, was revived at the
in the Connecticut valley are now Relief Hospital by a process of manadopting irrigation to secure sufficient ual masBage and artificial respiration
for the cultivation of tobacco and on- and was kept alive from 10.46 o'clock
in the forenoon until 2.10 o'clock la
ion crops.
Criticism is made of the use of the afternoon.
Dr. William J. Brickley, house phyponds and rivers by the metropolitan
sections, as wasteful and unfortunate. sician at the hospital, took charge of
The practice of chartering private wa- Wallace's case as the body was about
to be turned over to the medical exter companies is also condemned.
Manufacturers suffer from shortage aminer's office and though life was
practically
extinct, with no pulsation
In the summer time and freshets in
the spring, and workmen lose much of the heart for 8 minutes, and no respay by the shutdowns. The solution piration for 46 minutes, the doctor
of this, the commission holds, is the made an experiment never tried before m Beaton, and said to have no
establishment of storage basins.
The commission asks for $26,000 to parallel in Vied leal history.
Through ljls efforts, a heart that
make a survey for the next three
years, so that a definite policy of con- had shown Vo signs of pulsation,
worked Btendirv from 10.40 o'clock unservation may be outlined.
til 2 o'clock, bringing back a pulse
and flooding the man's cheeks with
WALSH CONFERS WITH BOARD color.
Artificial respiration was inAND B. &.. M. TRUSTEES.
duced through pulmotors and other
devices, and the experiment, it Is beSeeks to Bring About Agreement Re- lieved, would have been successful
garding Reorganization Fundahad not Wallace taken the deadliest
mentals.
drug known to man.
Boston—Gov. Walsh, who has been
Wallace, who had two aliases, was
viewing with growing uneasiness the being held at the city prison in prepdifferences of opinion between the aration to being taken to court to anpublic service commissioners and the Bwer the charge of a theft of $4000
federal trustees as to the form of the from banks In New Orleans and Chibill for the salvaging of the Boston & cago.
Police officers and detectives
Maine railroad, held a lengthy con- had given him a chase that led nearference in his office with both groups ly twice across the country.
He was
of officials in an attempt to bring captured in Boston and would have
about a settlement on fundamentals. faced the court had he not taken poiAt the close he announced
that, son.
while no positive action had been takHe swallowed the cyanide from a
en, he felt satisfied there was a way vial which he was said to have conout and that It would be reached in cealed in his glasses case. This was
a short time.
at 9.16 o'clock In the morning.
"I am determined." he said, "to
Dr. Brickley tells in his own words
allow these gentlemen reasonable of one of the most marvelous cases
time to reach an agreement, but, if that has ever been treated In a Bosa deadlock should develop, I will then ton or in any hospital.
He says:
take on myself the picking of a prop"Inspector Loughlin and Patrolmen.
er compromise course which I will Mclnnes of station 2 brought the man
ask them to accept.
to the hospital at 9.25 o'clock and told
"Furthermore," he said, "I will not me the story ot the attempt at suiconsider any prorogation of the Leg- cide.
The man then showed signs
islature unless something positive la of having taken poison and his condidone.
The present General Court tion grew rapidly worse, although we
must either pass the required legis- did all that could be done in such j
lation or else must go flatly on record cases.
The stomach was washed out
as rejecting this legislation because and stimulation was induced in a
It. believes In and desires a receiver- number of ways.
Artificial respiraship.
tion was tried also.
"The Boston & Maine road," he con"At 10.45 Dr. Watters. the associate
tinued, "must have legislation or it medical examiner, was invited into
must go into the hands of a receiver, the room.
and I still feel that Is an ending to be
" 'it's either your case or mine,'
avoided at almost any cost. If no such said Dr. Watters when he was told of
legislation is passed, I am determined the man's condition.
the people shall understand exactly
" 'It won't be yours until I can't do
where the responsibility rests. There anything else,' I replied.
'I would
will be no blurring of the record as like to undertake a massage of the.
far as I am concerned."
heart by way of the abdomen. There
has been no voluntary breathing for
TO CELEBRATE IN 1920 LANDING 40 minutes nor an audible heart beat
OF PILGRIMS,
for seven minutes. I think I can help
him."
Steps Taken to Prepare for Appoint" "You surely won't barm him,' reIng a Commission.
plied Dr. Watters.
"I then made a three-inch incision,
Boston—The first step has been taken by the Joint ways and means com- vertical, to admit my right hand, the
mittee to celebrate formally In 1920 operation taking less than live secI could feel no heart beats
the 300th anniversary of the landing onds.
my
right
hand
of the Pilgrims, which voted to report -when I' inserted
the necessary resolve allowing the GOT. through the incision, I massaged the
ernor to name a commission to pre- heart by pressing It between my right
hand, in the abdomen, and my left
pare plans.
The commission is to consiet of sev- hand on the outside, which rested
en members, to serve without pay, and against the chest wall.
,"For two minutes I massaged the
will report not later than Feb. 1. 1916.
This vote was the result of a lengthy heart rythmically and at the end of
hearing yesterday, and the legislative that 4ime It began to beat, slowly
committee has practically adopted the and irregularly at first, but in 10 minThe
pjan proponed by the Pilgrim Society. utes It was beating strongly.
Former Gov. John D. Long said, in color in the man's cheeks changed
favoring the Pilgrim Society's meas/- from Ihe pallor of death to the red of
ure, that he hoped no extravagant life and became actually rosy under
the massage. For two hourB and a
world's exposition would be held.
Each of the tl ree other bills under half the massage was given Intermittently
and during that time the heart
consideration also provided for the
appointment of a special commission beat steadily. At 2 o'clock the heart
to investigate the matter and draw up failed to respond and 10 minutes latplans for the celebration, tout each dif- er he was dead. If I had been dealfered from the Pilgrim Society's toll ing with any other poison than that
In that an appropriation for expenses which is known as the deadliest to
man, I am sure that the patient would
was asked for.
have recovered.
"To all intents and purposes the
GUILD MAKES PLEA FOR MILIman was dead when Dr.
Watters
TARY RKADINESS;
came into the room at 10,46 in the
Says Bsy State Militia In 1800 Num. morning. The symptoms of death as
generally considered in usual cases
bered 50,000, Now 6500.
are regarded as present when the
An appeal for better national derespiration has ceased 10 minutes and
fences In the United States and esthe heart stops beating tor a period
pecially tor the training of more men
of between five and 10 minutes. In
In Massachusetts was made by forthis case there was no respiration
mer GOT. Guild at a meeting of the
Young Men's Hebrew Assn. recently. for 45 minutes and no heart beate
for 8 minutes after a very careful
Mr, Guild declared that although
there are 671,000 men of military age examination.
"The' case of John A. E. Moroney is
In this state today, there are only
6500 men, approximately, in the state the only one which I. have known in
militia; whereas in 1800, according to which cyanide has not been fatal, and
the report of the adjutant general In he began to pick up three hours after
that year, there were 60,000 men he was brought Into the hospital. The
drug is quick in its action and a perready for military duty.
"Encourage enlisting so that In son usually gets the full strength of
time of trouble we shall have trained, It a half hour after he takes It. The
efficient soldiers. Instead of a wild method known as 'manual massage'
has never been tried in a poison case
mob," he said.
before."

To Wash Comforters.
tice. His own people had cast him j gave Adrienne carte blanche to browse
Make a nice warm soapsuds in bathFor a moment she said nothing,
Heretofore his Instructors had held
out They had branded him as the among hla portfolios and stacked can- tub. Put comforter in. Take scrub
htm rigidly to the limitation* ot black then shook her bead again.
vases until hlB return. In a few min- bing brush and scrub soiled ends, us"Issue your orders," he insisted. "I deserter; they felt no need of him or
and white, but now they took off the
his eounseL Very well, let them have utes she discovered one of those ef- ing washboard to scrub on.
Aftef
am
waiting
to
obey."
bonds and permitted him the colorful
it so. His problem had been settled forts which she called his "rebellious soaking and stamping, let water off
She hesitated again, then said,
delight of attempting to express himfor him. His Gordian knot was cut. pictures."
and drain, then fill the tub with clean
self from the palette. It was like per- slowly:
Sally and his uncle alone had his ""These Vere such'things as he paint- water and rinse. Let the water off and
"Have your hair cut It's the one
mitting a natural poet to leave pros*
address. This letter, casting him out ed, using no model except memory drain.
Don't try to wring.
Put on
uncivilized thing about you."
and play with prosody.
must have been authorized by theim. perhaps, not for the making of finished line; when almost dry beat with carFor an Instant Samson's face hardOne day Adrienne looked np from a
Brother Spencer acting merely as pictures, but merely to give outlet to pet beater.
It will be aB light and
sheaf of his very creditable landscape ened.
amanuensis.
They, too, had repudi- his feelings; an outlet which some fluffy as new and no muss to clean up.
"No," he said; "1 dont care to do
studies to inquire suddenly:
ated him—and. If that were true, ex- men might have found in talk.
that"
This particular canvas was roughly
Ginger Cream.
"Samson, are you a rich man or a
cept for the graves of his parents,
"Oh, very well!" she laughed lightly.
blocked In, and it was elementally
Beat the yolks of three eggs, add one
the hills had no tie to hold him.
poor one?"
"In that eTent of course, you shouldn't
simple,
but
each
brush
stroke
had
pint
of
milk,
two tablespoonfuls sirup
"Sally,
Sally!"
he
groaned,
dropping
He laughed. "So rich," he told her, do it" But her smile faded, and after
his face on hla crossed armB, while been thrown against the surface with from preserved ginger and one cupful
"that unleBS I can turn some of this a moment he explained:
With Illustrations
hie shoulders heaved In an agony of the concentrated fire and energy of a sugar. Cook all together until thick,
stuff into money within a year or two
"You see, it wouldn't do."
from Photographs of Scenes
heartbreak, and his words came in the blow, except the strokes that had Strain, add one tablespoonful gelatin
I shall have to go back to hoeing
"What do you mean?"
painted the face, and there the brush that haa been dissolved in a little cold
in the Play
corn."
"I mean that I've got to keep some- old, crude syllables: "I lowed you'd had seemed to kiss the canvas. The
milk, the whites of three eggs beaten
She nodded gravely.
thing as it was to remind me ot a prior believe in me ef hell froze!" He rose picture showed a barefooted girl,
stiff and beat all together until it beafter that and made a fierce gesture
"Hasn't it occurred to you," she claim on my lite."
standing,
in
barbaric
simplicity
of
gins to thicken, then add four ounces
(Coprrishi. sou. b» w. J. Wut ft CeJ
with his clenched fiats. "All right"
demanded, "that in a way you are
For an instant the girl's face clouddress,
in
the
glare
of
the
arena,
while
preserved ginger cut in very small
he said, bitterly, "I'm shet of the lot
wasting your gifts? They were talk- ed and grew deeply troubled.
SYNOPSIS.
a
gaunt
lion
crouched
eyeing
her.
Her|
pieces. Put in a mold to cool and
of ye. I'm done!"
ing about you the other evening—sev"You don't mean," she asked, with
But it was easier to say tie words head was lifted as though she wero^ serve with whipped cream.
On Mleery creek Sally Miller tads eral painters. They all said that yon an outburst of interest more vehement
of repudiation than to cut the ties listening to faraway music. In the
George Lescott, a^an"sctt?e.PainA*Vi^„n should be doing portraits."
than she had meant to show, or realconscious. Jesse Purvy of the HoUman
eyes was indomitable courage. That
' Vanilla Snow Balls.
The Kentuckian smiled. His mas- ized she was showing—"you don't that were knotted about hla heart
clan has been shot and Samson is susMix one tablespoonful of cornstarcb
pected of the crime, samjon denies it. ters had been telling him the same
With a rankling soul, the mountain- canvas was at once a declaration of
mean
that
you
still
adhere
to
ideas
of
•The shooting breaks the truce In the
love, and a miserere. Adrienne set with one cupful ot sugar, then add two
BoTtaaS -Somh feud. Lescott discover, thing. He had fallen in love with art the vendetta?" Then she broke oft eer left New York. He wrote Sally a
artistic ability in Bamson.
Samson
brief note, telling her that he was go- it up beside her own portrait and, as beaten eggs and two cupfuls of scaldthrashes Tamarack Spicer and denounces through the appeal of the skies and with a laugh, a rather nervous laugh.
she studied the two with her chin rest- ed cream; cook over hot water for onehim a. the "truce-buster" who shot Purvy hills. He had followed its call at the "Of course not," she answered her- ing to crosB the ocean, but his hurt
faamson tells the South clan that he is proselyting of George Lescott, who
pride forbade his pleading for her con- ing on her gloved hand, her eyes half hour, stirring constantly; then alself. "That would be too absurd!"
sroing to leave the mountain.. Lescott
fidence, or adding, "I love you." He cleared of questioning. Now she knew low to cool, add two tablespoonfuls ol
Portraiture
loe. home to New York. Samson "Ids painted only landscape.
"Would it?" asked Samson, simply.
Spicer and Sally farewell and follows In seemed a less artistic form ot expresplunged into the art life of the "other what she missed in her own more vanilla extract and one quart ot
He glanced at his watch. "Two min- side of the Seine," and worked vora- beautiful likeness. It had been paint- whipped cream.
New York Samson studies art and learn.
Freeze and when
much of city ways. Drennie Lescott per- sion. He Bald so.
utes up," he announced. "The model ciously.
suades Wilfred Horton, her dilettante
He was trying to learn ed with all the admiration of the mind. very firm put Into individual round
"That
may
all
be
very
true,"
she
The other had been dashed off straight molds and allow to ripen. Turn out
will please resume the pose. By the
lover, to do a man's work in the world.
Prompted bs her love, Sally teaches her- conceded, "but you can go on with way, may I drive with you tomorrow much—and to forget much.
from the heart—and this other was on paper doilies and decorate.
self t5 write. Horton throw, himself Into your landscapes and let your poi^
One sunny afternoon when Samson
Sally! She replaced the sketch where
the buaineaa world and becomes well
afternoon?" •
had been in the Quartier Latin tor
hated by predatory financier, and politi- traits pay the way. And," she added,
she had found it and Samson returnThe next afternoon Samson ran op
cian.. At a Bohemian resort Samson "since I am very vain and moderately
eight or nine months the concierge of
Angel Cakelets.
ing found her busy with little sketches'1
the
street
steps
of
the
Lescott
house
meet. William Parbl.h, sporty social parhis lodgings handed him, as he passed
asite, and Horton'. enemy. Farbish con- rich, I hereby commission you to and rang the bell, and a few moments
Sift together several times one-hall
through the cour, an envelope ad- of the Seine.
spire, with other, to make Horton Jeai- paint me, just as soon as you learn
cupful of fine granulated sugar, onelater Adrienne appeared. The car was dressed In the hand of Adrienne Lesou«. and succeeds. Farbtah brings Hnrton
end Bamson together at the Kenmore how."
-DrennleT pleaded Wilfred Horton, half cupful of pastry flour, one-hall
waiting outside, and, as the girl came cott As he read it he felt a glow of
club's shooting lodge, and forces an open
Farbish had simply dropped out Bit down the stairs in motor coat and
rupture, expecting Sam.on to kill Horton
pleasurable surprise, and, wheeling, he as the two leaned on the rail of the level teaspoonful cream tartar, beat
and .o rid the political and financial thm,. by bit the truth of the conspiracy had veil, she paused and her fingers on the
Mauretania, returning from Europe, whites of four eggs till stiff and dry,
retraced his steps briskly to his lodgof the crusader. Bamson expose, the plot leaked, and he knew that his useful"are you going to hold me off in-, then gradually mix in the sugar and
banister tightened in surprise as she
and thrashes the conspirator..
ness was ended and that well-lined looked at the man who stood below ings, where he began to pack. Adri- definitely? I've served my seven flour. Flavor with one-half teaspoonful
enne had written that she and her
pocketbooks would no longer open to holding his hat in his hand, with his
CHAPTER XI—Continued.
years for Rachel, and thrown in some of almond, rose or vanilla, drop with
mother and Wilfred Horton were sailhis profligate demands.
face upturned. The well-shaped head ing for Naples, and commanded him, extra time. Am I no nearer the goal?" a teaspoon on pans covered with but"George Lescott brought me up here
was no longer marred by the mane unless he were too busy, to meet their
The girl looked at the oily heave of* tered paper an Inch or two apart;
Sally had started to school.
She which it had formerly worn, but was
and befriended me. Until a year ago
steamer. Within two hours he was the leaden and cheerless Atlantic, and sprinkle with sugar, white or pink,
I had never known any life except had not announced that she meant to close cropped, and under the transits
somber tones found reflection in and bake in a moderate oven ten or
bound for Lucerne to cross the Italian
that of the Cumberland mountains. do so, but each day the people ot Misery forming influence of the change the
fifteen minutes; will make two dozen.
frontier by the slate-blue waters of her eyes. She shook her head.
ITJntil I met Miss Lescott, I had never saw her old sorrel mare making Its forehead seemed bolder and higher,
"I wish I knew," she said, wearily.
Lake
Maggiore.
known a woman of your world. She way to and from the general direction and to her thinking the strength of
A few weeks later Samson and Ad- Then she added vehemently: Tin not
■was good to me.
She saw that in of Stagbone college, and they smiled. the purposeful features was enhanced,
rienne were standing together by worth it, Wilfred. Let me go. Chuck
No
one
knew
how
Sally's
cheeks
spite of my roughness and ignorance I
and yet, had she known it, the man moonlight In the ruins of the Coli- me out of your lite as a little pig who
wanted to learn, and she taught me. flamed aB she eat alone on Saturdays felt that he had for the first time surseum. The junketing about Italy had can't read her own heart; who is too
You chose to misunderstand, and dis- and Sundays on the rock at the back- rendered a point which meant an abanutterly selfish to decide upon her own That'. Why You're Tired—Opt ol Sorts
—Have No Appetite.
liked me. These men saw that,- and bone's rift. She was taking her place, donment of something akin to prinlife."
believed that, If they could make you morbidly .sensitive and a woman of ciple.
■•ja it" he put the question with, CARTER'S LITTLE^
Insult me, they could make me kill eighteen, among little Bplndle-shanked
foreboding—"that, after ail, I was a LIVER PILLS
She said nothing, but as she took
you. As to your part, they succeeded. girls in short skirts, and the little his hand in greeting her fingers
prophet?
Have yon—and South — will put you right
I didn't see fit to oblige them, but, girls were more advanced than Bhe. pressed his own in handclasp more
wiped your feet on the doormat in a few days^
now that I've settled with them, I'm But she, too, meant to have "l'arnln'"—
marked 'Platonic friendshlpr Have
They do^
lingering than usual.
willing to give you satisfaction. Do as much of It as was necessary to sattheir dutyy
you done that Drennie T
Late that evening, when Samson re•we fight now and shake hands after- isfy the lover who might never come.
CureCon-J
She looked up into his eyes. Her
turned to the studio, he found a misward, or do we shake hands without And yet, the "fotcbed-on" teachers at
fl
own were wide and honest and Tery stipation,
sive in his letter box, and, as he took
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
the
"college"
thought
her
the
most
fighting?"
full of pain.
it out his eyes fell on the postmark.
SMALL PUX, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICKj
Horton stood silently studying the voraciously ambitious pupil they had
(TO BE CONTINUEDO
It was dated from Hlxon, Kentucky,
ever had, so unflagglngly did she toll,
mountaineer.
Genuine must bear Signature ,
and, as the man slowly climbed the
"Good Ood!" he exclaimed at last. and the most remarkably acquisitive,
AGE
HAS
ITS
COMPENSATION.
stairs,
he
turted
the
envelope
over
in
"And you are the man I undertook to so fast did she learn. But her studies
his hand with a strange sense of miscriticize!"
had again been Interrupted, and Miss
Philosophical View as Taken by This
"You ain't answered my question," Grover, her teacher, riding over one giving and premonition.
Man Seems to Have Much to
The letter was written in the
THICK, SWOLLEN GLANDS
suggested Samson South.
day to find out why her prize scholar
Recommend It
that make a horse Wheeze,
"South, if you are willing to shake had deserted, met In the road an cramped hand of Brother Spencer.
Roar, have Thick Wind
hands with me I shall bo grateful. I empty "jolt wagon," followed by a Through its faulty diction ran a plainHe
was
a
lively
old
chap
of
past
or Choke-down, can be ^Ft-.
may aB well admit that. If you had ragged cortege of mounted men and ly discernible undernote of disapproval
y J>
seventy at a lobster palace table with reduced with
for
Samson,
though
there
was
no
word
thrashed me before that crowd, you women, whose faces were still lugua glass of plain water for tipple.
could hardly have succeeded in mak- brious with the effort of recent of reproof or criticism. It was plain
"Of course," he was saying to the
ing me feel smaller. I have played mourning. Her question elicited the that it was sent as a matter of couryounger men with him, "I am not as also any Bunch or Swelling. No blister, no
Jnto their hands. I have been a damned information that they were returning tesy to one who, having proved an
long for this world as you chaps are. hair gone, and horse kept at wort Contool.
I have riddled my own self- from the "buryin"" of the Widow Mil- apostate, scarcely merited such considHis Eyes Fell on the Postmark,
If you live to be as old as I am, bat centrated—only a few drops required at sa
eration.
It informed him that old
respect—and if you can afford to ac- ler.
Spicer South had been "mighty pore- been charming, and now in that circle I have a satisfaction In life that yon application. $2 per bottle delivered.
cept my apologies and my hand I am
Book 3 K free.
I know, because when 1
ly," but was now better, barring the of sepia softness and broken columns haven't
offering you both."
Towards the end of that year SamABSORBINE, JR., antiseptic ummentfortnsa"I'm right glad to hear that," said son undertook hie portrait of Adri- breaking of age. Everyone was "tol- he looked at her and suddenly asked waB in my forties every time I had kind, reduces Cysts, Wens, Painful, Knotted
anything the matter with me I got
Then came the announce- himself:
the mountain boy, gravely. "I told enne Lescott. The work was nearing erable."
Varicose Veins, Ulcers. <1 and $2 a bottle at
"Just what does she mean to you?" scared.
you I'd just as lief shake bands as completion, but It had been agreed ment which the letter had been writdealers or delivered. Book "Evidence bee.
"I
was
afraid
that
either
it
wonW
It
he
had
never
asked
himself
that
W F.YOUNG, P. D.<., 110IwslsSi.Sorlnon.ld,Mus.
fight . . . But Just now I've got to that the girl herself was not to have ten to convey.
Mil
me
with
only
half
my
life
Bred
or
question
before
he
knew
now
that
it
The
term
of
the
South-Hollman
truce
go to the telephone."
a peep at the canvas until the painter
that
it
was
some
lingering
disease
that
must
some
day
be
answered.
Friendhad
ended,
and
it
had
been
renewed
The booth was in the same room, was ready to unveil It in a finished
YeorDrugiM
ship had been a good and seemingly would make thirty or forty years of
»nd, as Horton waited, he recognized condition. Often, as she posed, Wil- for an indefinite period.
CHAPPED?
"Some of your folks thought they a sufficient definition. Now he was not my life a burden. Nor was I alone
the number for which Samson was fred Horton Idled In the studio with
Z3 cents to
in thinking that way. Hrery man of
calling.
Wilfred's face once more them, and often George Lescott came ought to let yon know because they BO Bure that it could remain so.
Then his thoughts went back to a my age had the same feeling. 1 think
flushed with the old prejudice. Could to criticize, and left without criticiz- promised to give you a say," wrote
2«2Desi»wSt.
It be that Samson meant to tell Adri- ing. The girl was Impatient for the the informant. "Bat they decided that cabin in the hills and a girl in calico. that comes to moat men when they
enne Lescott what had transpired? day when she, too, was to see the pic- it couldn't hardly make no difference He heard a voice like the voice of a are about thirty.
BlWki7B,H.Y.
1
"Youth's
carelessness
lasts
only
a
•Was he, after all, the braggart who ture, concerning which the three men to you, since you have left the moun- song bird saying through tears:.
Tery
short
time
and
a
man
mighty
"I
couldn't
live
without
ye,
Samson.
boasted of his fights? And, it not, maintained BO profound a secrecy. She tains, and if you cared anything about
MOTHER BRAY'S SWEET,
soon- begins to wonder what win hap... I jest couldn't do hit!"
-was it Samson's custom to call her knew that Samson was a painter who It you knew the time, and could of
For a moment he was sick ot his life. pen to him next or how long he TrUI
POWDERS FOR CHILDREI
Hoping this finds you
vp every evening for a good-night analyzed with his brush, and that his been here.
When a man
It seemed that there stood before him. stay in good shape.
Relieve Severtabness, OeuttJIiemessage? He turned and went into picture would-show her not only fea- well."
Uon.Cotds sadcomrtdlsotaeMcl
Samson's face clouded. ■ He threw In that place of historic wraiths and reaches my age he begins to be carethe hall, but, after a few minutes, re- tures and expression, but the man's
the stomach said boweto. VMM aw.
Metlurtforldirien AtaUO™"
the soiled and scribbled missive down memories, a girl, her eyes sad, but less again. Most of what wfll happen
turned.
estimate of herself.
list»25c SMBPle tn«lledJ«BBi(
has happened, and he is through with
on the table and sat with unseeing loyal, and without reproof.
"I'm glad you liked the show . . ."
"Do you know," he said one day,
"Yon look," said Adrienne, studying it and what is to happen next doesn't
eyes fixed on the Btudlo wall. So. they
the mountaineer was saying.
"No,
coming out from behind his easel and
pothing special Is happening here— studying her, through half-closed eyes, had cast him out ot their councils! his countenance in the pallor ot the make much difference because to the A SWITCH "Sf YOUR 0WI HAIR
{except that the ducks are plentiful. "I never really began to know you un- They already thought of him as one moonlight "as though you were see- nature of things it cant last long
whatever it is and the finality comes
ing ghosts."
' ur .* . Yes, I like it fine. . . , Mr. til now? Analyzing you—studying you who had been.
as a resting spell and a cessation from
"I am," said Samson. "Let's go."
In that passionate rush of feeling
Horton's here.
Walt a minute—I in this fashion, not by your words, but
Adrienne had not yet seen her por- the worries of the flesh.
guess maybe he'd like to talk to you." by your expression, your pose, the everything that had happened since
"I know some old men who dont HAVE YOU TlJ5EHCDL0SIS?a™
The Kentuckian beckoned to Hor- very unconscious essence of your per- he had left Misery seemed artificial trait Samson had needed a few hours
and dreamlike.
He longed for the of finishing when be left New York. take the same view of themselves that
ton. and, as be surrendered the resonality—these things are illuminatrealities that were forfeited. He want- though it was work which could be I do, and I am sorry for them, beceiver, left the room. He was thinking."
ed to press himself close to-the great, done away from the model. So it was cause a man owes it to himself, I
ing with a smile of the unconscious
"Although I am not painting you,"
gray shoulders of rock that broke natural that when the party reached think, to quit bothering about giving No War Tsz sa Homestead Land la CanaaJ
tumor with which the girl's voice had
she said with a smile, "I have been through the greenery like giants tear- Paris Adrienne should soon insist on op when he knows he has to do tt
The report th»t a war lu U to be Pl«e4 OSS
Just come across the wire:
studying you, too. As you stand there
Homestud UuuU In Western Onaedat bavins]
ing off soft .raiment Those were his crossing the Pont d'Alexandrs in to whether or no."
"I knew that if you two met each
been gi™> mtlUenUl efrenletlqm I""*
before your canvas your own personhis
studio
near
the
"Boule
Mich"
for
an
United States, tbi. I. to advise «U e^idreas
people back'there. He should be runother you would become friends."
ality is revealed—and I have not been
that no each tax ha* been placed, nor la thn
Pleasure In One's Work.
ning with the wolf pack, not coursing Inspection of her commissioned canvas.
"I reckon," said Samson, ruefully,
any Intention to pUee a war lax ot any natui*
entirely unobservant myself."
Pleasure
in
work
produces,
a
aymFor
a
while
she
wandered
about
the
oilsnch
land*. (Signed) W. !>•«««!*■»*««
with beagles.
■when Horton joined him, "we'd better
Immigration, Ottawa. Canada, March ISta. Mta,
"And under the X-ray scrutiny of
He bad been telling himself that he businesslike place, littered with the pathetlc, teachable mental attitude tolook around and see how bad those
this profound analysis," he said with
was loyal and now he realized that he gear of the painter's craft It was, to ward the task. It makes the atteofellows are hurt in there. Tbey may
a laugh, "do you like me?"
a 'way, a form of mind-reading, for ,Uon Involuntary, and eases the strain
need a doctor." And the two went
was drifting like the lotus eaters.
"Walt and see," she retorted.
It stops the nervous
He rose and paced the floor, with Samson's brush was the tongue of his of attending
back to find several startled servants
"At all events"—he spoke gravely—
leaks of worry. One of the secrets of
assisting to their beds the disabled
teeth and hands clenched and the soul.
Secure one of our Almond. OU»s or Frost tracts user
"you must try to like me a little, be- sweat standing out on his forehead.
The girl's eyes grew thoughtful as lasting well is to aToid getting stale Woodtalid. Profits $1 SO to $a00 per acre psr ucombatants, and the next morning
oum. Th«tandwlllcoitrou»118ti>»iaOper«eja
and
tired
and
In
a
mental
rat
Pleascause
I
am
not
what
I
was.
The
pertheir Inquiries elicited the InformaHis advisers had ot late been urging she saw that he still drew ihe leering,
»t a stn»U additional cost.we pl»*« sad par, tot
He ure gives a sense of freedom that is a rour tracts (or yon. Easiest of easy payments.
tion that the gentlemen were all "able son that I am la largely the creature him to go to Paris. He had refused, saturnine face of Jim Asberry.
-^
Write for full particulars to
rest, as a wide road rests the drtrer.
of
your
own
fashioning.
Of
course
had
not
outgrown
hate,
then?
Bnt
(to be about, but were breakfasting in
and his unconfessed reason had been
t.t.Blrs«k,«0?Wesi»siaSHi..Sssrrsstlscs,C»l.
you had very raw material to work that In Paris be'could not answer a she said nothing until he brought out To know a thing thoroughly and attheir rooms."
and set on an easel her own portrait tain mastership in tt, one must be
Such as looked from their windows with, and you can't make a silk purse sudden call.
He would go back to
drawn back to it repeatedly by Ha at- FOR SALE OofaTorebinl; l*rs»
that morning saw an unexpected cll- of"—he broke off and smiled—"well, them now and compel them to admit For a moment she gasped with sheer
•mount weoa an* tHaperi 10 room *SSfl!JOES
tractlons, and must find one's powers
of
me,
but
In
time
you
may
at
least
delight
for
the
colorful
mastery
of
the
|max, when the car of Mr. Wilfred
his leadership.
evoked and trained by Its Inspiration.
JBorton drove away from the club car- get me mercerized a little."
Then his eyes fell on the unfinished technique, and Bhe would have been
a O-saSVDOO KaUs
For no visible reason she flushed, portrait of Adrienne. The face .gazed hard to please had she not been de- —Prof. Edward D. Jones, In Engineer- HotttewiTeS"Agents Get
rying the man whom they had hoped
Hhar5«ner. No mi.™ am
to see killed and the man they bad and her next question came a trifle at him with Its grave sweetness; Its lighted with the conception of her- ing Magazine.
kW.ea. 10 e«.« with I ^SBftSff&ml^Ji.
doped to see kill him. The two ap- eagerly:
fragrant subtlety and Its fine-grained self mirrored in the canvas. It was a
Primitive Chinees Still.
"Do you mean I have influenced delicacy. Her pictured lips were si- face through which the. soul showed,
peared to be in excellent spirits and
In the extraction of camphor the
and the soul was strong and flawless.
thoroughly congenial as the car rolled rou?"
lently arguing for the life he had
"Influenced me, Drennie?" he re- found among Btrangers, and her vic- The girl's personality radiated from Chinese use a moat primltlTe still,
•ut of sight, and the gentlemen who
(were left behind decided that. In view peated. "You have done more than tory would have been an easy one, but the canvas—and yet— A disappointed which at the same time proTes of considerable more efficacy than might be
lot the circumstances, the "extraordi- that You.have painted me out and for the fact that just now his con- little look crossed and clouded her
,T :
eyes.
She was conscious of an in- expected. The leaves are placed in a
nary spree" of last night had best go painted me over."
science seemed to be on the other
definable catch of pain at her heart. ' vrlcker basket, which is fixed OTer an
unadvertleed into ancient history.
She shook her bead, and In her eyes side. Samson's civilization was two
Bell onr line of wash ar*Ms*>a direct
Samson stepped forward, and hla iron caldron containing water. On the
to consumer. Liberal commission.
danced a light of subtle coquetry.
years old—a thin veneer over a cenCHAPTER XII.
Samples free. Bead retereaos*
top of the basket a basin of sold watei
Wood Sappl* Oo., ii Pleasant at., Ctloacetiter, Maaa
"There are things I have tried to tury of feudalism—and now the cen- waiting eyes, too, were disappointed!
You don't like It, DrennleT" h# is placed. The Bteam froa the caldron
tury
was
thundering
its
call
pf
blood
do,
and
failed,"
she
told
him.
. The second year of a new order
passes through the leaves of the basket
bondage. But, as the man struggled anxiously questioned. But she smiled
His eyes showed surprise.brings fewer radical changes than the
and carries OTST the camphor vapor
In answer, and declared:
over
the
dilemma,
the
pendulum
"Perhaps,"
he
apologized,
"I
am
first Samson's work began to forge
which is deposited in the form of carr
"I love it"
Nfceni sssfi BBST TN WOBLD-aaKRul.
eat of the ranks of the ordinary and dense, and you may have to tell me swung back. The hundred years had
He went out a few minutes later to phor on the cool under surface of tb
EEDLES {ooSuall, U l»r«j. SenJ lpow
to shot' symptoms of a quality which bluntly what 1 am to do. But you left, also, a heritage of quickness and telephone for her to Mrs. Lescott, and basin.
Annas OtUer, M Bjeuai wrest, BiirlatSaU, Umtm.
bitterness
to
resent
Injury
and
injusWould some day give It distinction. know that you have only to tell me."

The Gall of the
Cumberland's
By Charles Neville Buck

J

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

ABSORBINE

CnsbDnCa.

Official Denial

Gome to Yolo County,
California

rilE.cJfSHb riJi K.2E^

AGENTS;

PATENTS itfssaj-^is

Call at 46 Summer Street
The annual meeting of the Country
Club, was held at Red Men's hall MonMis* Fannie Foster entertained tlie day night. The following officers were
elected: -Pres., Otto B. Olmstead; vice
Dorcas society, Wednesday afternoon.
pres., Mrs William K.jTraill; sec'y-treas.,
Mrs Jolin H. Webb entertained the Ray Chesson; directors, O. B. Olmstead,
By DOROTHY DOUGLAS.
Grange Auxiliary at her home on South Fletcher S. Brown, West Warren and
Main St., Thursday..
Edward M. Hmghton; greens committee,
Madge Lester had won her crown
Mr and Mrs Chauncey L. Olmstead en- Walter Anderson, Richard I). Olmstead, of laurels with comparative ease.
tertained Willis B. Temple, of Miltord, William
_
R. Traill. The club will lay out
From a slip of a
at their home, West Main street, Sunday. |a gjx.|,ole course on Foster U
farm,
country girl, playing in amateur
Mr and Mrs G. G. Glass with their owned by John H. Webb, and two tentheatricals, she
sons, Howard and Paul, are guestt of Mr nis courts will be constructed.
ALL DEPOSITS THAT ARE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 3, G8 ON INTEREST APRIL I, 1915.
had ascended to
John H. Lane North Brookfield, had
George H. Wright.
the
heights of
charge
of
dynamiting
the
brick
chimney
Lewis A. Gilbert, Ragged Hiill, has
dramatic art.
been entertaining his son Dr. Arthur VV. on the site of the William K. Lewis ConWhen Sir John
Giltroy was preGilbert, Cornell University. Ithaca, N. ^ ■ densed Milk Co.. Long Hill road, Monday afternoon. The chimney was 100 ft.
sented to her at
Frank L. Winn, Greenfield, has been
high and the largest part of the brick fell
the ljome of Lord
spending a few days with his mother,
in a heap in the cellar. It was built 52
Danyers,
at
Mrs Mary 0. Winn.
whose home a
years ago. Allen W. Hazen and Wallace
Miss Rachel L. Olmsetad, a pupil at Sj Gladding own the property on which
house party was
Abbott Academy is at homefor the Spring the chimney stood.
given In her honor, he knew that
vacation.
the one woman
Miss Alice M. Barnes, teacher of langNEW BRAINTREE.
had entered his life.
uages in Pittstield high Bchool is spendDuring the fortnight following he
$685,676.40
$449,488.87 Deposits
Mortgages on Real Estate
ing her Easter vacation here.
The Christian Endeavor society of the courted Madge with British determi83,836.20
Mr and Mrs Gustav C. Tanski have Congregational church; had a food sale nation. Before accepting Lord Dan4,281.72
Real Estate
been entertaining Fred Tanski, of North- and entertainment in the vestry of the ver's invitation Madge had asked the
4,000.00
Bank Building
j
church, Wednesday evening. Icecream privilege of solitude for an hour or
field.
two a day that she might study, up.
299,491.25
Bonds and Public Funds
Herman Oake, Denver, has been the and candy were on sale. Mrs Harry D. her part for the forthcoming jfrodueguest of Mr and Mrs Elmer W. Chapin. Pollard and Miss Mary Pollard were in tion of her new play.
12,250.76
Cash on hand and in Banks
/
charge of the candy table, and Harry D.
"You see—I am a slave tojmy dear
Miss Louise Houghton of Worcester,
Pollard and Charles S. Lane were in public—even when on a holloW," she
lias been visiting Miss Helen Donelson.
$769,512.60
$769,512.60
charge of the ice cream table. The en- had told Lord Giltroy. "I mist work
Mias Harriet N. Forbes, Worcester, is tertainment opened with on illustrated when you are all shooting grouse and
guest of Mrs Sarah R. Spooner and family. reading, "A lesson in cooking," by Mrs landing salmon. And you Know so
GEORGE R. HAMANT, PRESIDENT,
Horses and cattle insured against death Charles Lane, Miss Eunice France, Mrs little of me. I am deeply honored by
ARTHUR
C. BLISS, TREASURER.
your
love,
but
I
feel
that
our
paths
by any cause.
Fred F. F. Franquer, Charles Ross. This was' followed by a
vocal solo by Miss France, with Mrs are so different; they are so widely
Agent, Brookfield. Mass.
13-14
Wm. France for accompanist. Charles separated that It would be difficult
BOARD OF INVESTMENT.
Mrs Clement E. Bill' has visited her Green gave a flute solo. Mrs Ross, Miss to get the best out of life under those
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
SUMNER HOLMES,
daughter, Susan W.. teacher of physical Clara Kittredge and Mrs Lane took part conditions."
Without knowing it, Madge swayed
culture in the Y. W. C. A.. Providence^ in a humorous sketch, "Tom's arrival."
GEORGE R. DOANE,
HERBERT T. MAYNARL.
slightly toward him. His arms went
Mrs Chauncey L. Olmstead entertained The entertainment closed with selections swiftly about her and his lips covered
TRUSTEES.
the women's whist club at her home by the Christian Endeavor quartet,—Mrs [ her 0"^.n oef0re she could stir.
Wednesday afternoon.
Walter McMenimen, Mrs France, Miss j
SUMNER HOLMES,
I will give you another fortnight
GEORGE R. HAMANT,
Mr and Mrs Burnham P. Smith re- Cora Titus and Miss France.
to think it over,'* he said. "You will
GEORGE R. DOANE,
WM.
F.
FULLAM,
turned, Tuesday, from an auto trip to the
Dr. Lyon H. Mead, Syracuse, N. Y., know then if you love me."
SAMUEL A. CLARK,
ARTHUR C. BLISS,
He let her go then, and Madge went
home of Mr and Mrs Charles H. Thomas federal animal inspector, has been orFRANK S. BARTLETT,
quickly to her room.
EZRA D. BATCHELLER,
of New Britain, Conn.
dered to inspect the cattle in town.
Having returned to her apartment
AM ASA G. STONE,
DR.
HIRAM
P.
BARTLETT,
Master Raymond Barr and Clarence In town Madge became entirely occuMr and Charles A. Risley are entertainBURT A. BUSH,
MAURICE A. LONGLEY,
ing their son C. Harold Risley and fam- Havens have returned from their Easter pied with her new production. She
H. T. MAYNARD.
ily, during his vacation. Mr Riselyi is vacations in Boston and Worcester.
THOS. G. RICHARDS,
had decided when she first saw her
principal of Mendon high school.
Mr and Mrs S. 0. Brown of Dover, part that the little trunk full of
clothes with which she Had come to
John W. Hoffman, who is convalescing Maine, lost their beautiful mansion, said
Broadway from the country would
from a recent illness, is visiting his to be one of the finest in Maine, by fire costume the role as no other clothes
parents, Rev. John H. Hoffman and last Friday night barely escaping with would. The trunk was always with
their lives and losing everything. Mr her. It was the closest fink with the
wife, Central street.
Their Aspirations.
Brown is noted as a millionaire. Mrs past and a treasured possession.
Miss Marion Chesson, a pupil in Per"Find out what your boys' aspire,
When Madge opened It to look over
kins Institute for the blind, Watertown, Brown was the daughter of the late Rev.
Its contents she had not realized that tlons are when they are young and
is spending her Easter vacation with her John H. Gurney, a former pastor here.
a tumult of emotion would, sweep help them to the attainment of them,"
parents, Mr and Mrs Harold Chesson,
over her. The longing to get back advised a Philadelphia lecturer to an
Cottage street.
The Next Dry Drive.
to the old farm brought tears to her audience of parents. And It Is not
William McGinnis, Springfield, has
eyes, and when she picked up the old hard to do, comments a Texas newsopened a cobbler shop in the Union block
The Prohibitionists have decided that pink sunbonnet that had clung to her paper man. Our own Investigation
reveals that U the boys of today oan
on Main street.
the time has come to leave off merely curly head through rain and through
shine Madge wept softly Into its faded have their way, we shall soon have a
asking
and
to
demand
what
they
want.
Miss Frances E. Howe was surprised
generation made up of baseball pitchdepths.
at her home on West street, on her birth- The success with which the dry move"No, No!" Bhe told herself vehe- ers and detectives, because it Is clear
ment
has
met,
in
practically
all
the
day, last Thursday, by friends from
mently, "I could not marry s titled the Indians cannot last.
states except Ohio and California, has
Warren, Ware and West Brookfield..
personage and tie myself down to conconvinced the church people who make ventional city life." She gazed fondly
"Wickedness."
Papers were passed last Friday conveyup the majority of the dry forces, that at her ginghams and quaint little
It Is the testimony of well qualified
ing 50 years growth chestnut woodlot
they can have their way completely if frilled petticoats and her Sunday hat students of social problems that the
owned by William E. Lincoln, Riverside
they absolutely insist upon it. Therefore with the pond lilies on it They major portion of the Juvenile delinfarm, Longhill, to the Coolidge Lumber
they have determined to enter the next were admirably suited to her part In quencies, and adults offenses as well,
Co., Boston. The 20 acres border the
national conventions with the democratic, the new play and Madge decided that flow from the suppressions or perversouth side of Quaboag river, is considered
republican and progressiye presidential If the pUy was a success she would sions of the "play Instinct" inherent
one of the best and is assessed for $860.
to all human nature. The phrase "the
candidates absolutely pledged to be un- play her season In London and a fareFire started in an orchard of Gustave equivocally for prohibition. They say well in New York, then retire from criminal type" should no longer be
used. Wickedness is energy lacking
C. Tanski, Lake View farm, last Thurs- that they hardly expect to have a majori- the stage.
She pulled down her masses of a proper outlet for its exercise.—Chrisday afternoon. The fire spread into a ty in either of the conventions, but that
" "MB
pasture and chestnut woodland, burning they are likely to have a vote large auburn hair, dressed It In ringlets, tian Register.
put the pink sunbonnet on and her
about 10 acres.
enough to exercise a dominant influence Sunday gingham and viewed herself
Had a Better Name for the Baby.
Chief John J. Mulvey desires that in over the fortunes of any candidate who in the mirror. Madge laughed with
A literary mother in a town not a
case of fire on the outskirts of the town does not meet their requirements. The delight. Assuredly she had gone back thousand miles away from Toronto
during the day a telephone message be fact has transpired that an effective or- to nature and she drew in a deep Republican office exhibited her first
sent to Eli M. Converse, (telephone ganization already has been completed to breath In imagination scenting the ap- born to a bachelor acquaintance. The
8135-2) who is in town hall building all look after the election of delegates to the ple blossoms.
infant set up a lusty squalling, and beSo engrossed was she that she had tween yells the mother said: "We're
day, and he will sound the alarm.
conventions.
The drys in all three
not
heard
the
bell
ring
nor
did
she
-thinking of—calling her—Hypatla!"
A small family party gathered at the parties are combining to send enough know that her maid had admitted 'Huh," grunted the bachelor, "better
home of Mrs 8usan A. (Gilbert) Ross, delegates, they say, to see that only a Sir John Giltroy.
•
call her Hysteria."—Kansas City Star.
West Main street, on Saturday, to ob- prohibitionist is on guard at the white
She turned suddenly and looked
serve her 92d birthday. Mrs Ross re- house. Then they will turn their atten- Into his laughing eyes. He took both
Dante and Shakjspeare.
ceived four cut glass pieces and a gold to the senators and representatives.—Ex. of her hands in his own and surveyed
Both Dante and Shakespeare belong
her from head to foot.
thimble. She is a native of West Brook
Well. If I had known you when to the world's literary "Big Four," the
Work up the ragged edges of your time into
field, the widow of Joshua Ross. Mrs
MORTGAGEES SALE OF REAL ESTATE. you were a wee girl like that yon other two being Cervantes and Homer.
Ella M. Lyon and John H. Ross, daughThe
works
of
Dante
and
those
of
an education. If you are dissatisfied with
By virtue and in pursurancc of a power of sale would never have been crowned by
ter and son, live with their mother.
contained in a certain mortgage given by Emma theatrical laurels and I would never Shakespeare represent the very top
E.
Eaton
of
Worcester,
in
the
County
of
Woryour present work we can train you for the
The Literary club met Thursday after- cester and Commonwealth of Massachusetts to have been a baronet. I would have notch of human poetic genius and it
would be difficult to say which is the
L. Tomblen of Montague in said Comnoon. Mrs Fred L. Woodward who was Charles
monwealth, which mortgage is dated the third married you and kept you out on the greater.
work you would like to do. If you like
to have been essayist, being in I lorida, day of June. 1913, and recorded with Worcester farm with me."
*> ■
Deeds, in book 3029, page 241. for breach
"You—not
a
baronet?
How
could
the members came prepared to discuss District
your present work we can train you for the
of the conditions contained in said mortgage and
for the purpose of foreclosing the same, will be yon help it?" Madge questioned the
One Way of Avoiding Germs.
subject for the day, Arizona.
sold at public auction on the premises described while she realized that she must live)
highest position in that work. -80 courses
There is nothing better adapted* for
said mortgage, on Monday, the twenty-sixth
Miss Margaret Koch of Spencer, ad- in
day of April 1915, at two o'clock, in the after- this man "bis way whether that way catching germs than gelatin and for
dressed the Y. P. S. C. E. meeting at the noon, the following described real estate, being led through town mansions or coun- this reason dishes containing it should
to choose from. What we have done for
same described in and conveyed by said
Congregational church, Sunday night. the
never be allowed to stand about unmortgage, namely:—
try lanes.
others we can do for you.
A certain tract or parcel of land with the
The boys quartet from Bethel Bible school buildings
"I won my title," he said, simply. covered.
thereon, situated in West Brookfield,
of Spencer furnished music.
In said County of Worcester, bounded and da- "It Is a degree of honor and not hescribed as follows, namely:—
Rev. John H. Hoffman addressed the Beginning at a stone bound on the westerly reditary. At heart I long for the
Perhaps Hs Had None.
of North Main Street marked " 6 ": thence vastness of country life.
I ant a
A fellow has his face shaved, hair
Neighborhood Fellowship meeting at the side
running on the line of said street N. 65 deg. 25
farmer
by
birth
and
a
baronet
by
rain.
E,
sixty
nine
and
9-12
feet
to
land
of
Charles
out,
shoes
polished, clothes pressed
Congregational churchsNorth Brookfield,
L. stowell; thence by land of said Stowell N. 25
Wednesday, on the subject, The attitude deg. W. one hundred forty -seven feet; thence by endeavor." He drew Madge nearer to and hat brushed, then pays no attenland of said Stowell N. 58 deg. 15 mln. E. sixty him and looked fondly beneath the tion whatever to his dilapidated conof hostility to Christ.
one feet to land of Ada Hamilton; thence by Sunbonnet. "I have come for my science.—Toledo Blade.
Hamilton land N, 81 deg. 15 min. W, six and
'
The Ladies' Aid society of the Metho- said
10-12 feet; thence by land of said Hamilton, land answer, dear," he said.
dist church served an Easter supper in of Anna gykes and land of Warren Bialr estate
"My answer," whispered Madge,
Taking • Chance.
N. 64 deg. 10 mln. E. one hundred and forty-four
G. A. R. hall, Tuesday night. A quar- feet to land of Charles Allen; thence by said Al- softly, "is—yes."
"Do you think the puhlio will stand
len
land
N.
44
deg.
40
min.
W.
eighty
eight
and
(Copyright.
1914,
by
the
McClure
Newspatet consisting vf Miss Annie F. Bagley 9-12 feet to a stone monnment; theiice by land of
for such a play?" "I'm not worrying
per Syndicate.)
•
about the public," replied the theamMrs Lena Bragdon, Bowman L. and state of John R. Tomblen 8. 40 deg. 40 mln. W.
one hundred twenty-five and 7-12 feet to a stone
cal manager. "All I'm afraid of is the
Francis S. Beeinan furnished music, and monumenl; thence N. 74 deg. W. eigutv-nine feet
An Important Implement
more
or
less
to
the
easterly
line
of
New
Bralntree
Mrs Grace N. Canterbury gave readings
road; thenee southerly by the line of said road
The engine had gone to pieces, the poliCo."
two hundred thirty-four feet to the lino of
The Social and Charitable society met about
Church Street: thence southeasterly on the line screw revolved no more, and the yacht
Vindictive Animals.
with Mrs Maria H. Barnes, Tuesday aft- of Church Street one hundred and seven feet, of the millionaire rolled helplessly to
more or less to the line of North Main Street; the trough of the sea.
The camel, like the elephant, has
ernoon. The next meeting will be with ihence on said street N, 65 deg. 25 rain- E. about
fifteen and 4-12 feet to the place of brgluning.
Anxiously signaling for help was the a good memory for injuries done to
Mrs Arvilla Makepeace.
excepting therefrom, however, and from said wireless operator. He was approached it, and often takes revenge on its
so much of the above described promises
William H. Bruce a farmer on Ragged sale,
as was released from the terms of said mortgage by the owner of the craft. "I wish," assailant in an unexpected fashion.
If tint TTt11 t t T T '"' *"' ''"'■ *■**+*«***************
hill, broke his left leg above the ankle in by said mortgagee and conveyed by Emma E- said the latter, "that you would adEaton to Ella F. Dillon and others by deed dated
a fall at his barn, Sunday afternoon. He Bept, 15,1014 and recorded with Worcester Dis. vise my wife In Brooklyn of our accitrict Deeds. Book 2QG3, page 552, to which referslipped on a box as he stepped into a bay ences
is made for a more particular descriisilnn. dent."'
and was thrown. Dr. F. W. Cowles re- Said excepted portion consists of a strip of land
"Shall I tell her the engine is broken,
on the northeasterly part of the mortgaged
WHOLESALE DEALER IN
duced the fracture.
premises on which the barn stands and .Includes sir?' 'askerf the wireless man.
the barn.
"BY, no means!" exclaimed the milMr and Mrs Allen Hazen are entertain- Said real estate will be sold subject to the lionaire. "Those bald words would hs Poultry, Eggs, Apples, Rags
t
taxes for the year 1915 and any liens thereon for
ing Mr and Mrs George Popoff of Leom- taxes or assessments, if any there are. Terms- discomforting to the sensitive woman. and Rubber, Metals, Grain Bags
Fifty dollars down at time of sale, balance on
inster, who was formerly employed by delivery
Send her a message which, while not
of deed witnin ten days thereafter.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
the late Allen T. Nye at Elm Knoll farm. HENRY E. COTTLE. Attorney,
transgressing the truth, will make her
CHARLES
L.
TOMBLEN.
Trustee.
North Brookfield
He will lie assistant warden at Leominster
.think our accident is only a trivial one. 81 School Street
Mortgagee.
Telephone 74-4
4wll
April 1, 1915.
Apr. J, », 16C.
Tell her our screw driver is broken."
town farm after April 1.

WEST BROOKFIELD

LAURELS AND SUNBONNET

North Brookfield Savings Bank
NORTH BROOKFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS.
INCORPORATED IN 1854.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

STATEMENT

AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS, MARCH 15, 1915

LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.

Surplus

WE CAN

Raise Your Salary
Let us Show You How at Our
Display in the Window of the

Reed Drug Store j
North Brookfield, Mass.

1! ONE WEEK ONLY

APRIL 5 to 10 Inclusive !i

INTERNATIONAL
Correspondence School
H. G. TIERNEY, Mgr.

14 Grove Street,

-

r

Spencer

MYER GRACE

Job PRINTING at the Journal Office

Man

FRIDAY, APBII.2, '«'»«
MAILS DDE TO ARRIVE.
A. M. 7,15- East and West.
yio—West.
P. M, 12.46—Bast and West.
2.0/1—West
,
4^0-East.
7 06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A.M. 7 00—East and West.
11 .so-East and WeBt.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40— East.
0.00-Eaat and West.
Mails for East Brpoktield are'*»£*£•«L£

Coining Events
NORTH BBOOKFIELD.

Sunday, April 4. Easter Services.
Monday, April 5. Young Ladies' Sodality. Entertainment at town hall.
Tuesday, April 6. Supper and Sale at
Memorial church.
Wednesday, April 7.
Appleton Club.
Last meeting,of the season.
Friday, April 9. First Dance. Castle
hall, by F. of A.
April 15, 16 and 17. Grand Bazaar lor
the B & E Baseball Association.
Monday, April 19. Junior Prom at the
town hall.

FIRE AT THE PARSONAGE
Rev.

Mr Budd Saves House by
Prompt and Heroic Work.

?mm

MQMDAY NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

Town Hall, North Brookfield

To tee the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA
CORSETS

When Rev. Mr Budd returned home
Or have them brought to your home
Wednesday evening, about half past 8,
Opening Number, piano Duet, "Cavalry March"
by sending word to
*m*
"•*
with Mrs Budd, and entered the front
Miss Florence Noonan, Mrs Helena Moynihan
door of the parsonage, they were greeted
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
with a strong smell of smoke. Passing
quickly through the hall and dining room
Representative for the Brookflelds.
he opened the kitchen door to find the
Telephone 26-13,
room filled with smoke, and the wood,
SCN -Anna Dorney,
NORTH BROOKFIELD,
MASS.
work in flames. He immediately threw
RAIN-Mary Doyle,
water from pails on the fire, but three
QUEEN—Florence Cronin
times was driven out by the dense smoke,
only to bravely return to the battle; and
Flower, of Spring Dance -"Flowers' '-Bessie Bresnahan,
finally was re-inforced by Dea. Sherwood
W
Mary Conroy. Mary Canty, Nellie Doyle. Mary Dunphy
SrrrBura. Denver, is closed at 8.16
An alarm was rung in and the departAnnual Parish Meeting.
Mary Grady, Elizabeth Grady, Gertrude Howe, Lillian
A.M. and received at 1.80 P. m.
- FRED C. GLAPP
ment responded promptly, but the home
The omw hours will be-.-6i46 A. M.to^r. «■
Lemerise, SefiLuks, Matilda Luks, Catherine McCarthy,
Holidays 046
A. M. and ^
6 topMtmMteri
6 r. m.
The annual parish meeting of the First brigade virtually had the fire under conHolidays,
046 to
to 9.30
^^^
Margaret McCarthy, Anna Mulcahy, Mary McNamara,
Catherine Lyons, Anna Perrin, Marian Perrin Alm.ra
PAUL M. KBANBY, Aast. Congregational Society will be held at trol when they reached the house. Ten
their Chapel or Parlors on Thursday, minutes more delay would have made it
Prlteio, Mabel Roberta, Rose Ellery, Catherine R.l.y,
April 8, at 7.30 p. m. The second arti- hard to save the house from destruction.
Catherine Sheehan, Anna Meliski.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Mrs
Budd's
mother
and
the
children
were
cle calls for the election of a parish clerk,
Registered Emlmlmer.
Dutch
Girl. Dance-Nellie Doyle, Gertrude Howe, Mary
asleep
in
the
upper
rooms,
unconscious
pt
in place of the present incumbent who
Harry Perkins of Leominster, is again wishes to retire after 13 years' service;
Dunphy, Mary McNamara, Mar, Conroy, Catherine Mctheir danger.
Laity Assistant.
visiting his aunt, Mrs Lucius H. Tucker. reports will be read and acted upon, the
Carthy, Anna Perrin, Anna Mulcahy.
The fire undoubtedly caught from an
78th
Mrs Silas Forbush celebrated her
I ^'^or's salary fixed, officers chosen overheated kitchen stove, and it 18
Indian. Dance-Lillian Lemeriso, Catherine Lyons Rose
birthday on Wednesday, with
_, action
Su *.b_rentini thought the explosion of a lamp placed
Ellery, Catherine Riley, Mary Grady, Marian Fernn,
and
taken in »<nni
regard to renting
CJttaeotflil by I»ng Distinoe Telehorse sheds; money will be appropriated on the back of the stove helpedIn***
gifts, cards and calls.
Mabel Roberts, Anna Meliski, Adeline Bertrand.
phone at House and Store.
Irl.h Lilt Dance-Elizabeth Grady, Leonie Bertrand, Albina
Miss Anna Sardam of Arlington, N. J., for current expenses, and action taken in along. On account of the cold Mr Budd
has been for a week with her mother and regard to raising it; the question of had brought in his brooder, and the kerPoland, Becile Coville.
painting the church property will be dis osene in this gave a still further advant_, „ „ _,
.
.
Mr Edward Doyle
sister, on Summer street.
Violin Solo,
cussed, and also a proposition to cut age to the flames.
Miss Mary Holland, of Passaic, N. J.,
. „ ,
.
Miss Eva Noonan
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
The kitchen was thoroughly gutted, and
down half of the trees in the park; also
Vocal Solo,
has been visiting at the home of her parMr
Fullam's
men
are
now
at
work
putto see if the society will vote to remove
DRESSMAKING
• ents on Gilbert St.
the unsightly horsesheds east of the ting it back into livable condition. InFor Sale. .A new one-horse farm Chapel. This last proposition always, surance will cover all actual loss, and
11 Prospect St.
North BrookfieU
wagon. Also, a lot of good hay. Call draws out a good crowd, as there are very fortunately Mr Budd is not much
Kathryn Downey
Moderator—Mrs Manchester,
on P. Lareau, blacksmith, Elm St.
about as many in favor of their removal the worse for his experience, although he
Nellie Kelliher
Town Clerk-Mrs Briggs,
Mr Theodore C. Greene, director of the as there are opposed to such action.
inhaled considerable smoke, and the
Helen Cohan
Tax
Collector—Mrs
Smart,
Commercial department of North Atteroom was undoubtedly the hottest place
Irene Brucker
Chief
Constable—Mrs
Gray,
borohighHchool.ifl here for the Easter
The Appleton Club.
Anna Doyle
lie was ever in.
Fence Viewer—Mrs Eaton,
Kasidence 38 Spring Bt., cor. Prospect
Mildred Daniels
recess.
Tree
Warden—Mrs
Cash,
"The Suffragetts."
The executive committee of the AppleOra Allaire
It is reported that Mrs George 1. MerSnperintendent
of
Streets-Mrs
Jones,
ton Club have arranged to have the last
Grace Hatch
rill, formerly of Elm street, in this town,
Overseer of the Poor—Mrs White,
In another columu we give this week,
._: Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hinging
meeting of the season at Grange hall next
is dangerously ill at her new home in .Wednesday evening, when there will be the full program for the Entertainment
Chairman of Board of Assessors-Mrs Prouty, Mary Daniels
and Whitening. Orders Promptly AttenAnna Lachapelle
Milk Inspector—Mrs Snow,
ded to.
Palmer.
A„,H 14 there papers on Present Day Conditions in to be given next Monday evening by the
Kathryn
Curtin
P.O.
Boxt9S.
MB Satisfaction Guaranteed
April
14,
mere
p
v
-,
,,
;
g
.
f
apt 0
Highway Surveyof— Mr. Drake,
Wednesday evening,
n, by Mr Burr J. Mcrriam, Supt.
of Young Ladies' Sodality of St. Joseph s
Madeline Coughlin
y f
Auditor—Mrs'Holmes,
wiUfbe an-C^Bwfil by M" °" ° Schools in Marblehead, who still retains church, and the children 6f the parish at
Kathryn Lawlor
Spencer, .and choir, at Congregational his membership and interest in the Club, the town hall.
Chairman of Board of Health-Mrs Pla.n,
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
Bertha Howard
Town
Treasurer—Mrs
Blunt,
church.
although he has been absent from ue for
Margaret Felix
Chairman,
Board
of
Selectmen-Mrs
Gate,
The Young Woman's Club will meet some three years: Another paper will be
Christ Memorial Church.
Chairman, Board of School Committee-Mrs Shears, ^
IN SCRIPT OR
April 6, 7.30 p. m., with Mrs Albion H. on Spanish Courtships by Miss C. Isabel
Service'this
evening, with sermon and
Doane. All members are requested to Morse. As a special attraction the comThere»a Doyle
ENGLISH TEXT
Bridget,
send their baby or childhood pictures to mittee have arranged for an exhibition of the singing of "The sWolJhe?'™'
Elizabeth Lyon.
Mrs Doane or Miss Frances Doane, on pictures of Spanish life and art, the at 7.45: also tomorrow at 3.45. On EasMaggie,
---'"'_"
Alice Mulcahy
H. F. Lawrence North Brookfieii
Nora,
slides being kindly loaned by the Wor- ter Day, Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10.45
Monday or Tuesday.
Biohard Barry
Mr Manchester.
Mr John Mattoonisnow on the danger- cester Art Museum. Members may in- a. m.; Evensong at 3.45, instead of 7.
Miss Mary Doyle
ous list at the Worcester hospital, and it vite friends to this meeting. The course
Vocal Solo,
Messrs.llerbert W. Bemis and William
is feared he cannot long' survive. He is of study for the coming year will be McCarthy expected to begin the work of
Piano So,o-"Gr.nd Polka de Concert'.-Barttette^ ^
very grateful for the jmany kindly re- decided, and officers chosen.
taking the census, yesterday, but a quesCHARLES S. LANE,
membrances from his friends here.
Song-..On th. Hoadto^DubUn^wn,^ ^ ^ ^
tion aroee as to the legality of commencA Yankee Girl Out West.
Mr George R. Doane has'just returned
ing on April 1, when the statutes seem to
from a visit to Montpelier, Vt., where he
"Btar Spanned Banner"
^^ ^ guffragette,
The friends of Miss Sara Skerry will be make it obligatory to wait until May 1.
visited his cousin, Governor Charles
glad to read the following letter, written A decision on this question is awaited
Gates, at the capital, and then went with
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
by her from the State Sanatorium of from the supreme judicial court, and ,Dihim to his home in Franklin.
Minnesota, where Bhe is now Matron. rector Gettemy will make no further
Personal
Prompt Attention D»y
A representative of the International
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
move until that is received.
She writes:—
The members of the senior class, N. B. WOBOHSTBB, SB,
PBOBATg
CoCKT
Correspondence School* wilt be at Mr
The Woman's Guild of Christ Memo"This is a pretty good-sized plant,
Telephone North Brookfield No.
Heed's store all next week w.th a d.spay there are 140 patient, who come to the rial church, will hold their annual Easter H. S., who will go to Washington, Fri- To all persons interested In tlie estate of
iaa-11.
Fanny RVFairbanke, of North Brookfield,
and will be glad to tell our people o the dining room, 36 who are not able to leave .upper and sale of aprons, Tuesday even- day, April 9, chaperoned by Mrs Charhs in eafil County, an Incapacitated person.
Long Distance Connection.
Henry B.Cottle the conservator of
only sure way of acquiring knowledge their rooms, 24 nurses and staff members, ing, April 6. The menu will consist of E. Bateheller, are-.-Henr, Doyle, John teeWhereas,
oroneiiy of said Incapacitated person has
Funerals PorsonaUy Wre™*
that will help them in any desired voca- and between 60 and 70 employees, farm- hot rolls, cpffee, stuffed eggs, salads, Daniels, Stanley Bice, Eileen McCarthy presented for allowance his first, second and
and Ryery Requisite Furn.
Evelyn Clapp, Eva Parsons, Mildred third accounts ae such conservator.
ished.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
ers, carpenters, engineers and domestics, whipped cream and chocolate pie.. Sup- Lane, Charles Morrison and Carl Cardin.
tion.
Court to be held « Worcester. In said County,
IM&T AVooUtsost.
per
in
the
gymnasium
at
6.30,
followed
so
you
can
see
that
the
matron
has
"some
in
the
twentieth
day
of
April
A.
D.
1916.
at
nine
The Recognition of the Risen Christ
Others from town who will be with the o'clocu In the forenoon to show canse if any
Pavilion is to by a short entertainment in the guild
will be RevBudd's» Easter
I ave, why the same should not be allowea.
Key. Mr cuuu
-«-■«<• theme.family." The
-»» Children's
%~—
party are Miss Helen Eaton, Mrs Bert A. TOU
And said conservator Is ordered to serve thte
There
will
be
special
music
by
the
choir
^
»
few
day..
Already
we
rooms. Tickets 25 cents.
opened in
mere wm u« D^/^..—
Bush and son Charles, and Henry citation by delivering a copy thereof to said
_,__
.—i~»
-„rl
a
caccommodate
10
of
these
little
folk
whose
incapacitated peison and ad other persons inat the morning service, and fine selec
There was a full attendance at the
terested in the, estate fourteen days at least
O'Brien.
tion by a Trio. At 6 p. m. there w.ll be beds here will be occupied by adults as Grange last evening when the first and
before said CoJrt, or by publishing the same
once in eaoh week for three successive weeks,
an Easter Concert by Choir and Sunday soon as they can be moved to their own second degrees were conferred on a class
NOTICE
in the North Brookfield Journal, a newspaper
1LEOTRIC
B^S
installed
and
^n
care
o
quarters. More children will be admitted of 13; the work of the first degree being
published in North Brookfield the last PUbllSchool.
I at reasonable rates, LAWRENU! Eia.*^. 5a Ion to be one day. at least, hefbnjuu^Ooart,
then.
The
number
will
Boon
be
300
in
performed
by
the
regular
officers,
and
the
and by mailing, postpaid, a copy of this citation
wu,
Hrookfleld,
Mass.
Ezra Batcheller Post No. 51, G. A. R.,
to said Incapacitated person and all other
all. I have been here eleven weeks, and men's degree staff, under Frank Wiley,
known neraoni interested in the eBtate, seven
will have a special meeting at the G. A.
not once have I seen a child in tears. working the second, introducing new and Cows and Hay For Sale days at least betore said Court.
..,._
B hall, Friday evening, April 9tb, at »
witness, WilliamT. For es, Esquire, Judge
They
are
happy
and
good
as
gold.
Two
pleasing
floor
work.
Wafers
and
fruit
of said court, this thirtv-firat day of March
o'clock, to observe the 50th anniversary
in the year one thousand nine hundred ana
of the children are here with their moth- punch was served after the work.
of Lie's Surrender to Lieut. U. S. Grant,
»ld Ayrshire heifer. Lot ol nay^^ Ln,DBR
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Register.
era. It is hard to realize that this is. a
The regular meeting of the D. A. R.
at Appomatox, April 9th, 1885.
All
Apr. 2.0,16, C
"T. B." hospital,—so many of| the
Chapter will be held at the home of Mr
union veterans in town, members of the
FOR RENT
patients look robust, but, though they 8. A. Clark, Gilbert street, Saturday,
G. A. R or not, are cordially invited to
TjlIOHT roon, cottage on W^lacSetottm^
M0RT6A6EE** SALE OF REAL ESTATE
appear well, they are victims of the dread
be present.
disease, often running a temperature April 3, at 3 p. in.
Brookfield.
The Foreign Missionary Dept. of the which keeps them in bed off and on.
a^d CorneUaA Vyell to the North Brookllold
Savings Bank, dated September 17 1909. and reHorses and cattle insured against death
BABY CHICKS FOR SALE
Woman's Onion will b°'d,an." Their rest after each meal is taken in bed,
corded in the Registry of Deeds lor the County
Fred F. I Franquer
of Worcester, llbro 1916. folio 3«. will be sold
food .ale, Saturday. April 3* from 3 30 to then, if their health record is sufficiently by any cause.
at public auction, on the premises, on Tuesday,
13-14
6 at the home of Mrs Horatio L. Miller, good, they are given a limited amount ;of Agent, Brookfield, Mass.
the «th day of April 1915. at five o clock. In the
aftemoonVfor a breach of the conditions of said
Prospect street. The usual variety, of exercise, walking or doing light work.
m™rt«aie, all and singular the premises conVAVPH bv said mortgage deed, namely:—
food, including salads, will be sold, also This institution does not claim those who
PASTURE
TO
RENT.
A certoln D»™1 of ifnd with buildings thereon
APPLICAT10NSJF0R LICENSE PASTURE to rentoi 60 acres, or will take in situatedin
candy, potted plant, and cut flowers. are in an advanced state of the disease,
said North Brookfield on the northerly^iide
of school Street, and bounded on the
There will be music during the afternoon, though it does, now and then, open ita
sBKk for the season.
} R J^JAMS.
west by land of Seth Keeler on the north by
NOTICE is hereby given under Chaptad of Edward A. Bateheller, on the east by
and tea will be served by young ladies^in doors to one in that condition who canter 100 of the Revised Laws that Edward
land of Daniel H. OeLand, and on the south by
School Street, containing thlity-five| »«uare rods,
costume.
not be cared for elBewhere, but it does Bevane and Sadie Revane have applied
MOTICE IS HEREBY 6IVE«
more or less, subject to all conditions .and re^
Mrs BUza P. (Kennedy) McNamara, seek to benefit those of both sexes who for a license of the first class to self instrlctions in deed, from North BrookfieldiSavlngi
toxicating liquors at the Prospect house.
Bank to John H. and Cornelia A. Russe". also
widow of Patrick McNamara, aged 75 have a fighting chance. One young. wo- North Main street, (two entrances off
the taies for the years 1914 and 1916- P» ™
years, died at her home on North Main man left to-day pronounced "cured" by the street) on all four floors, fifty, rooms, $££lZ£u2uto and baa taken upon himsel be required to be paid in cash by the purchaser
at the time and place of sale.
street, Monday night, of general debility. the doctor.. Another splendid girl goes with stock in cellar^ JHOWARD
NORTH BHOOEmDJ™ BANK.
She was born in Queen's County, Ire- in two week., another young woman goes
Olerk of Board of Selectmen. iTSr?o\£^dSKedto Mid estate are called up- April 2, IMS.
Apr.2.9, WBr
land, coming here when only five years to her husband and child in three weeks,
ontTmak. Payment Wwn( Q N0RMAN| Exr,
NOTICE is hereby given under-Oriapold There are rix surviving children- if her improvement continnea, and «o it
,j»„,, i», *. April a.
Michael, Patrick, Jeremiah. Nellie and goes, they come weak and exhausted, the ter 100, of the Revised Statutes, that Worcester.fcir.6.l»16.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Charles F. Hart, and Sarah Hart, under
worooster...
Probate Court
Catherine, all living here, and Mrs Will- majority return in a few month, or even firm name of Charles F. Hart & Co
Tv> all nersons Interested in the ematj of Lovl
ECCS
FOR
HATCHING
iam Collins of Milford. The funeral was a year or eo,| restored to health, while have applied for a license of the fourth
Ca^UeV latent North Brookfield in said County
on Wednesday morning from St Joseph s other, remain in the same condition, or class as wholesalers, to sell intoxicating
e
w_ero_. Timothy Howard, executor of the
liquors on Forest street, (two entrances, BatetoCOLBV a. JOHNSON. School St., North *_tii„f
church and burial in St. Joseph', ceme- fail in health. This
»°Tl<f deceased has presented for allow-.— is a Mate institution front and rear) in four rooms on first Brookfield.
rnM^nrsti-UttnalaXuDtoi his adrmnlsthe
patients
paying
a
certain
charge
while
floor,
and
in
cellar^withstoc^cella.
trat»nupou the estate of said deceased:
tery
vli arThfirebv oitod to appear at a Probate
TO BENT
Henry J. Maxwell, for many years a | the state appropriates •30,000 a year to
Co*urtWrebeh„efd^
Clerk of Board of Selectmen. i OOOD TENEMENT of seven rooms, on Grove on
SUMMER STRUT
*
the thirteenth day of April A. D. wus, at
resident of North Brookfield, was found COVer the balance.
4J.3 -5* bath, gas and e^-ty.^^
nhw o'olock in the forenoon, to show «fV*<.}[
The weather has been delightful all
anTyou have, why theoame should not b« alNOTICE is hereby given, under Chapdead at the Main street engine house in
winter, only once has the mercury gone ter 100 of the Revised Laws, that Eugene
Spencer, Monday night, seated in a camp
'°Ind' said executor Is ordered to serve thFOB SALE
W. Reed has made application for a
oitatton by delivering a copy thereof to allperchair. The cause of bis death was cere- "out of sight," Then it really did go license of the sixth cla*, to sell intoxi- UBAN POLES and Pea Brush, all ready to set, _,_.
interested In the estate fourteen days at
to 44 degrees below.
yo»io, down
oosuwn»^.«•• We are 2C cating liquors, for mechanical and med£_?.STsd Court, or oy publishing the
bral hemorrhage. rJlsage
His age was oi
61 years,
B delivered in an^S^ LANE. Tel. 148-2 itmeolceTn each week, for three successive
7 mos , 10 days. He was born in Brook- mi|es north of St, Paul, on ^» Lake, S pur^ses only, at No. 9, North Mam
w."L°i-.noNorth Hrookfleld J"""', a newsfleUTbutcanS here when 5 years old, not far from the source of ti.e Mi^ippK street, on street floor, with stock in base- IB
- paper published in North "rooMeld, the last
Dubllcatlontobeone day at least before said
and worked in our shoe factories for My old pupils in North Brookfield can ment
FwtnrVTaod
postpaid, a copy of ttls
'
'
M. J. HOWARD,
6RY SLAB WOOD cl_Efon°» binmaUing
„t-nowrf personsI Inter .ted in the
many years, finally removing to Spencer. flndt he lake on the maps tbey P»red over
Olerk of Board of Selectmen.
Sawed Stove Length
Z eduction was received from our with me iu the 90's. When the victrola
TRADE MAHKE ,
Judgeof said CouJt, this twenty-fifth day ol
DESIGNS
NOTICE is hereby given, under Chapschools He belonged to our Are depart- sings, "It's a long way to Tipperary,
Murch, In the year of our Lord one thousand
FOR
SALE
COPYRIGHTAC. |
ter 100 of the Revised Laws, that Charles
men! and was a most efficient fire fight- ..Massachusetts" is what >t says to me.
nine ^"JJ^TWooD, Register.
Morrison and Rose Morrison have matte
Telephone 27-13.
K.8. WINTER
application for a license of the first class
Mar.J26, Apr.'/, ».H'
er. He was also a member of Concordia
I The Woman's Union will meet to sew, to Sell intoxicating liquors at their hotel,
Lodge, K. P., and Joe Hooker Camp,
Thursday, April 8th, at 2 p. m. At 4 corner of Forest and Benoit "treeto,(3 en8 of V. His oldest brother, Edwin, is
mtiloln-H" without cbarjo. In too
Miss Mary Wright will have charge of trances on Forest, one on Benoit) on all
"THE BED KIND'
inKennett, Cal'., and Charles F. is in
Office at Dr. Ludden's
the Foreign Missionary program. Sub- four floors, 31 -m^w^stocMn cellar.
Fertile Eggs for Hatching
Winchester.
Mr Maxwell suffered a
ject, "The child at study and at play.
Clerk of Board of Selectmen
Yoa Feel Better when you SeeBetter.
slight hemorrhage of the brain late in
$1.00 per Setting
II newsdealers,
Glosses we malto Improve your looks
iuguBt. He made his home with Mr
The Loyal Circle of King's Daughters'
_ £.(5(136* —
NewYoii
TENEMENT
TO
BENT
as well as your Sbjht.
and Mrs Tibbetts, but was accustomed to will meet in the parlors of the Congrega LOWER Tenement corner Maple and Chestnut
Union. D.C ,
'irlS*. 0_£r»» F »*- Was-m-ton.
North Brookfield, Mass.
Md-Str.-..
North Brookfl-lJ
4wl2*s
spend much of his spare time at the en^%
^ Taeadth ApriI
^"•'^^A^waW.^OOLESTON. j
gine bouse. .The burial was in VI
„....
6, to sew. Business
atlA
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Spring Festival
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Funeral Director

A Suf Iragctte Town Meeting

DANIEL FOSTER,

House Painting, all Branches

Furnishing Undertaker

FILUM
Bicycles Tires

Fishing Tackle

Window Curtains
Water Glass

Stone Crocks

RED FRONT STORE

Rhode Island Reds ERNEST D. GORBIN, OpUmetrLst

Scientific American.
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STOMACH SUFFERER
GETS PROMPT HELP
Hartford Resident Gets Quick Relief
From Use of Wonderful
Remedy.
Mrs. S. E. Johnson of 61 Whltmore
street Hartford, Conn., was a victim
of stomach and digestive disorders,
attended by muoh pain. She suffered
from pains In the side and other discomforts.
She took Mayr's Wonderful Remedy and found quick relief. In writing
of her experience she said:
"The pain left me the next day after
taking the remedy. It's simply wonderful how It relieved me; and you
may be sue I shall tell every one
woo has stomach trouble about it"
Mayr's Wonderful Remedy gives permanent results for stomach, liver and
Intestinal aUauents. Eat as much and
whatever you like. No more distress
after eating, pressure of gas In the
etomach and around the heart. Get one
bottle of your druggist now and try It
on an absolute guarantee—If not satisfactory money will be returned.—Adv.
Slight Absent-Mfnderfness.
How are you getting on as the preeWtag officer of your new, elub?"
"Pretty well," replied the emphatic
woman.
"No trouble with parliamentary
potatsr*'
"Not much. The only difficulty I
have Is to remember that you must
hold on to the gavel and hammer with
it Instead of throwing It"

Hidden
defects
in Roofing
If your roofing is not guaranteed by a responsible company
yon run tho risk of finding
out its defect* after it is c~
tha roof. It costs no more to gat _
written guarantee with the beat r*.
apon.ibiliry behind it.

Buy materials that last

Certain-teed
Roofing
— our leadlwr product—ta guaranteed 9 Jtmn
for l'ply, 10 years for 2-ply and IS yean for
3-ply, We also make lower priced rooAtur.
slate surfaced shingles, building; papers, wall
boards, out-door paints, plastic cement, etc
Ask your dealer for products made by us.
They are reasonable in price and we stand
behind them.
General 1 Roofing Manufacturing Cft.
World * largest manufacturers of ™
and Building Paper*
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"Apple* for Profit and Use'
—an tsSMsaBW chapter In onr laMst
Fruit I*** —your* for the asking. It
tejls whr >•*» should hefp supply ffea
ever - growing demand for appJa*.
Von'l! find It a big paying aad permaneor Javettnteat—with an abundant
•uppl*
extra.
from men who tiara bees In the busr*
oess iff 2S yea

How to Grow Apples and Peaches
—how beat to nlect, plant as4
"" guaranteed true-to-:

ONLY A FEW PIMPLES
But Many More May Come If You
Neglect Them. Try Cutlcura Free.

. _... *4 Of dwarf. The book aii*
deicribra our full line of peat, plum
end cherry trees, raspberries, Strawberries, ornamental shrubs, etc. ""
Kges— Illustrated, highlyintfrc "
ud for your free copy tadaf.

n.BuMBna.FfamrTC.Bu K. YahnBHCaM.
CuUcura Soap and Ointment are
most effective In clearing the skla of AGENTS AND SALESMEN
call on contractors and builder*. Hlsh-arad*
pimples, blackheads, redness, rough- To
proposition. Writ.. FBOflST Co., Haledon,V7jT
ness, Itching and Irritation as well as
freeing the scalp of dandruff, dryness
Its Reason.
and Itching, besides satisfying every
"This Idea of trying a new play on
want of the toilet and nursery.
the dog—"
Sample each free by mail with Book.
"Is to get it licked Into shape."
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept T,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
A woman's Idea of a picture hat la
one that reminds a man of a chromo.

SECURE BEST RESULTS
Lettuce Ranks High in Commercial Horticulture.
Size of Seed Has Not Been Given
Careful Study Until Recently—
"Heading Up" Capabilities Ara
of Much Importance.
(By M. CUMMING3.)
Lettnco ta a standard vegetable
crop, largely grown In farm gardens
and ranking high In commercial horticnlture as a forcing crop; hence Its
Inclusion In these seed sorting experiments. Although a seed-bed crop, it
Is often grown In places where space
Is expensive, where intensive culture
prevails, and where crop uniformity
and even maturity are of prime Importance.
On this account growers
now carefully consider both seed and
varietal choice.
In some hothouse
districts only certain varieties are
deemed suitable for greenhouse culture; and a few progressive growers
select only the locally-grown seed now
recognized as strains of commercial
varieties. Although many methods of
seed selection have been adopted, the
Influence of seed size has not been
given careful study until more or less
recently.
Since lettuce is seldom sold by
weight, a comparison of the value of
different-sized seeds on this basis is
of little account
Uniformity of maturing
and
relative "heading-up"
capabilities are of more Importance.
The formation of good, firm heads,
making possible the growth of white,
crisp, and highly-edible center leaves.

PLAN TO GROW CAULIFLOWER
Found to Be Quite Profitable CropEarly Snowball Variety la
Favored for Market.
(By WILLIAM H. UNDEBWOOD.)
I have grown crown cauliflower for
a number of years and have found
it a very profitable crop, as it brings
a good price in the market.
Soil that will produce cabbage is
suitable for cauliflower, provided it
is enriched with well-rotted manure.
The manure should be thoroughly,
mixed with 'the sol] and the ground
put in the best possible condition.
I prefer the Early Snowball, as t
have found it to be the best variety
for early market. I sow the seed about
February 15 or 20 In a hotbed.
When the seeds begin to grow I
give the plants sufficient air to keep
them from rotting oft. As soon as the
plants are large enough to handle I
take them up and transplant them two
inches apart each way, and keep them
well watered. I expose the plants to
the open air before time to plant out
doors so as to harden them. I And
that few plants die when treated in
this manner.
Several hours before setting out I
give the plants a thorough soaking in
the hotbed. When ready to set the
plants I mark off the ground three
feet each way and set the plants
somewhat deeper than they grew In
the hotbed, and press the earth firmly
about them.
As cauliflower, requires a cool atmosphere and a cool, moist soil, there
Is little chance of success unless it
is planted very early in order to come
on before the heat of summer. However, it may be planted late and come
in during the cool weather of fall.
In cultivating I use a one-horse cultivator twice a week, going both ways
when the plants are slnall. When they
come to maturity and the flowers appear, I cover the flowers with a leal
of the plant early every morning. 1
have had success with this manner ot
protection.

The Kind.
"The politicians are looking In the
campaign barrel and licking- their
chops."
"That's because they're pork chops."
S WE crossed Palestine, riding over
those ancient byways that wind
through hill and dale leading to the
holy city, we were deeply Impressed
by the pilgrims—not only by their
numbers but by their very air of
patient eagerness—as they trudged
the dusty roads footsore and weary.
As we neared the city we knew that
Jerusalem was alrealy filled to overflowing with these pilgrims, because
the roads leading into the city were
lined ,on either side with crowds of
these pilgrims camping in the ditches,
with their pots and pans and bedding.
Although it was midday when we arrived and
khe sun beat down mercilessly, many of these
tired pilgrims had spread a small scarf or shawl
'•cross sticks and were sleeping In its shade.
'Still they continued to flock into the city, carryjlng palm branches in their hands, until all the
highways round about Jerusalem were lined
jwith these weary but devout people.
I One could not help pitying them, while at the
'same time admiring their wonderful devotion.
'Thousands of them had walked hundreds of
' miles through Russia and across inhospitable
'Turkey, being treated In the latter place more
'like dogs than human beings. If there is one
(thing above another a Turk hates, something
that arouses his Mohammedan Indignation, it is
the sight of these Christians, devout members of
the Qreek church, plodding afoot across the
nultan's domain with but one thought In view
~-to kiss the tomb of Christ
You can only
taarvel at their religious zeal which enables them
to withstand the tortures of a long journey and
the abuse of the cold-blooded Turks.
Fortunately, our quarters had been reserved
long In advance, otherwise we, too, would have
(been forced to camp among the pilgrims beside
the highway. As these pilgrims come In sight
of the Holy Land they fall upon their knees, feeling the Jerusalem they love, so simple and beauItlfnl is their faith.
Jerusalem's places of Interest during the Easter
week are many.
They are made memorable
through their association with Christ on and
prior to the day of his crucifixion. We first visited the Garden of Qethsemane, where, so many
years ago, he went to pray, "Not my will, but
thine." This Is really a very small plot of ground,
labout twenty-five feet square, containing many
'flower beds and some extremely old olive trees.
[Always kept in good order, on the occasion of
(Easter this hallowed garden Is made glorious
mith beds of flowers in full bloom.
There is also the Via Dolorosa, or "the street
of Borrows," through which Christ passed on his
[way to Calvary. Along this street are the various stations of the cross, recording the incidents
:ln this memorable Journey.
Then there 1B the Church of the Holy Sepulicher, where the elaborate Easter ceremonies are
held. This church Is in reality a massive building containing vast congeries of churches,
chapels and shrines in which the various sects
'worship. There are within these walls thirtyiseven so-called "holy places," although It must
be said that there Is a grave question as to the
authenticity of many of these.
As we approached the outer gates of this
church we were annoyed by the painfully incongruous note which waB struck by the deafening
medley caused by the yelling and screaming of
dealers in "articles de piete," or, In other words,
"holy relics." All sorts of venders were shouting at the tops of their voices and eagerly
clutching at all comers In their frantic endeavors
to make a sale—representative descendants, indeed, of they who once made the temple "a
thouse of merchandise "

lieve the flames they witness to be literally hoW
fire.
/
We secured a good vantage point from one of the
upper balconies, and by
two o'clock the church
was filled to overflowing
with a zealous yet excitable mob.
The Greek
patriarch, accompanied by
the Armenian high priest,
entered the holy sepulcher, and Instantly there
was a hush throughout an
the church.
On either
side of the sepulcher are
holes, and soon flames app e a r e d through these
holes. Instantlythe struggle commenced. To us it
was a terrible sight to
the pilgrims fight to get
near the holy flame Each
22a? TQZ&J Q?'22&K2fi?3
pilgrim held a candle, and
his heart's desire was to light this candle by the
Knowing that during the days of the actual
holy Are.
Within ten minutes the thousands
Easter celebration we would have little opporstruggling around the holy sepulcher Incloeure
tunity to see these things, owing to the great
had lighted their candles, and the church was a
crowds, we took occasion to visit them the day
mass of tiny lights from each of these candles.
following our arrival.
Among the principal
We were told that much better order had
places of Interest In the Church of the Holy
been maintained on this Easter during the holy
Sepulcher are the supposed tomb of Christ, the
stone of unction, the holy sepulcher, the Oreek
fire ceremony than ever before, and we could but
church, the chapel of St. Helena and Mount
wonder what some of the past ceremonies were
Calvary.
like, since ftve persons were removed on stretchThe first of the Easter services in the holy
ers while we looked on, having been severely incity consists of the "washing of feet."
This
jured by being pushed down and trampled on by
occurs on the Thursday before Good Friday. It
the struggling mob.
is a Greek ceremony, short and unexciting, and
It was Interesting but; by no means comforttakes place in the courtyard of the church Noting to note the hatred exhibited on every hand
withstanding that it is unexciting, every available
by the Turks.
space in the courtyard and every commanding
We watched the line forming for a procession
window and rooftop was occupied as the Greek
where the Turkish soldiers were drawn up as
patriarch bathed the feet of twelve of his priests
a guard, much as city policemen keep back the
as they were seated upon a little platform.
crowds during a parade in this country. WhenOn the next day—Good Friday—we witnessed
ever a Turk got in the crowd he was well handled
the Latin ceremony of the crucifixion. This is
and assisted to a vantage point If he cared to
interesting in a way, but somewhat shocking to
see, although tor the most part the Turks would
the occidental idea. This ceremony takes place
not deign to look upon It Whenever one of the
over what Is said to be the actual site of tho
Christians was pushed by the crowd into the line
crucifixion. It is performed before a cross on
of Turkish soldiers he was promptly and effectivewhich- a dummy figure has been nailed. At the
ly pounded with the butt of a rifle.. Not openly,
conclusion the figure Is taken down from the
but rather surreptitiously, the soldier stared
cross and placed in a white sheet, the crown of
straight front at the same time* he maliciously
thorns and the nails drawr) from the "hands" and
and vicio<wly jabbed backward with rifle butt,
"feet" being placed on silver salvers. After this
generally grievously hurting whoever was unfora procession is formed which leads to the stone
tunate enough among the pilgrims to be crowded
of unction, where sermons are delivered In six
against the lines. Above all it was the Armenians
different languages.
who were thus abused.
Saturday afternoon we witnessed the ceremony
On Sunday morning there were more cereof the "holy Are," to the minds of the pilgrims
monies In the Church of the Holy Sepulcher.
the most Important of all. There is a certain
These ceremonies were conducted In many lanlmpresslveness about it, but the grandeur Is lost
guages, and the vestments worn by the priests
In the mad struggle between the Latin and
were unusually gorgeous.
Greek worshipers that changes what should be
At noon on Sunday the Easter week ceremonies
a solemn ceremony into a veritable mob scene.
were over for the year. An hour later the great
At the time we were there much talk was heard
army of pilgrims was flocking out of the city.
of either abandoning this ceremony or greatly
In all directions they were traveling with their
modifying It, and I must confess that all of our
few belongings In bundles, but by far the greater
party agreed that unless it could be conducted
number journeyed out on the highways that led
In an orderly manner it should certainly be abanacross the Holy Land and Into Russia.
doned.
By night not a pilgrim remained, while all
There is an old tradition In Jerusalem that
along the roads round about the holy city were
long after Christ had arisen and departed from
left the litter and the ashes of the campflres
the holy sepulcher holy fire from heaven was
where so many thousands had encamped during
seen to descend Into the sepulcher. Time has
the week. The next day Jerusalem became the
deprived this tradition of the greater part of its
same quiet, sleepy city that It was when the
weight, but It must be admitted that many of
man of sorrows rode Into it and was taken be*he poor faithful but ignorant pilgrims still before Pilaw.

The Man's View.
Penelope—My book of dancing rules
says, "Don't hold the lady too close."
Perclval—Impossible! —Judge.
fOTJB OWN DRUGGIST WTLI, TEtr. TOO
re Mtirlno Sje Homed; for Ked. Weak. Water;
Tee and Granulated Byellds: No HuiarttnKluat Bjci comfort. Writ* for Book of the Ere
ST mail Free. Marine Kye Bemedr Co., Chicago.

The statistician Is the most successful of liars, as no one ever stops to figure up his statements.
Nightly coughing and torturing throattickle buickiy relieved by Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops—60 at all Druggists.
Women are supposed to be vain, but
Do man is as handsome as he thinks
be is.

Answer the Alarm!
A bad back makei a day's work twice
as bard. Backache usually cornea from
weak kidneys, and if headaches, dizziness or urinary disorder* art added,
don't wait—get help- before dropsy,
gravel or Bright'a disease aet in. Doan's
Kidney Pills have brought new life and
new strength to thousands of working
men and women. Used and recommended the world OTer.

A Massachusetts Cas
Bllas
H,
Whit*
Middlesex Ave,, Wilmington, Mass., says 1
"My kidneys wera
disordered and tha
secretions were scanty and discolored. X
suffered from
a
steady, dull ache in
my back and after
sitting awhile I could
hardly get up. Sometimes I waa confined
to bed for a week.
After doctors' medicines and plasters
failed Doan's Kidney
Pills cared me."
Get Doan's at Any Store, 50e a Bos

DOAN'S WAV

FOSTER-M1LBURN CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.

W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 14-1915.

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT

AWfietable Preparation for Assimilating the Food and Regulating Ihe Stomachs and Bowels of
IN VAN IS '< MILDKEN
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Promotes Digeslion,Chmfulness and Rest .Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
NOT NARC OTIC
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Always
Bears the
Signature
of

AemfJaitSt-iMxjewem •
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Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

A perfect Remedy for Constipation . Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.
lite Simile Signature of

Ttte

CENTAUR COHPANV.

NEW YORK,

Bxcct Copy of'Wrapper.

Use
For Over
thirty Years

OASTORIA
TUB OCamtfll MMHHV, flsJW TOM* (BTf.

35 YEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OF LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
WHITS PLAINS, N. Y.
LKXIMQTOM, MASa.
PROVIDINOK, ft. I.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
WEST HAVEN, CONN.

1.-Drink lots of water. 2.-Eat slowly. 3.-Chew your
food well 4.-Have plenty of chewing gam on hand. Use
it shortly after meals and chew until the "full" feeling
disappears.
__. —
Be sure of the Perfect Gum in the Perfect Package-made
clean, kept clean, sealed against all impurities;
_

WRIGLEYS

The Wrigley Spearmen want to I Mother Goose « stunts» to the
hi yoiremember these bene- "tone" of the new Wrigley
Zl, long-lasting aids to teeth, jingles. Their book is 28-pages
breath, appetite and digestion, in four colors. It's free. Send
So they have done all the old | for your copy today. Address

BIG CONVENIENCE OF DAIRY
Low-Pressure Bolter Is Most Desirable
for Heating Water for Cleansing Milk Vessels.

His Tour.
"That man never seems to stay
long at any one place. What Is he doing, anyway?"
"He Is helping to take a census of
the birds."
"Oh, that accounts for his being constantly on the wing."

An eminent physician
lays down these simple rules for better
health:

Head Lettuce of Quality.
is characteristic of a good quality of
lettuce.
That good "heading-up"
characteristics are related to the size
of the seed has been found by extensive and careful experiments carried on for several seasons. As to the
results of these experiments, several
points are worthy of note In summarizing. Marked differences in favor of
large seed appear in the seedling
stage, a point of little value in itself
were it not for the fact that an early
advantage influences later growth.
Large seeds start the plantB off better; and great leaf surface area In
early life is of permanent benefit.
Moreover, heavier plants, better heads,
and greater uniformity at edible maturity are usually secured. In every
instance and at almost every stage of
growth It could be seen that the plants
grown from large seed were much
more uniform ta stature and in time
and manner of heading. Plants grown
from small seed were very variable
in.size and quality—some very good,
a few mediocre, and many very poor.
Some headed early, but most of them
were tardy In forming the heart and
in firming the head.
It seems reasonable to conolude
that a large sized seeder is a factor in
producing head lettuce ot good quality
and earllness of maturity.
In the
writer's judgment the lack of plant
uniformity commonly observed In
commercial lettuce culture la quite
apt to be due to the use of seed which
Is variable In size and consequently,
variable ta value.

FEEDING ROOTS TO CATTLE
English Stockmen Feed Enormous
Quantities of Turnips and BeetsBest Methods of Feeding,
Turnips and beets are grown and
fed in enormous quantities by English
stockmen and farmers. They do not
have silage because of climatic conditions unfavorable to corn. American
farmers who use roots to some extent
can wisely profit by English experience
In feeding them.
An authority advises that they
should always be cut or pulped, and
never fed whole to cattle. When fed
whole there Is greater danger of choking, especially with the last piece, and
also greater loss or waste by trampling under foot.
The best method of feeding is to cut
or pulp the roots and mix them with
cut hay, straw or chaff, allowing the
pile to heat for a, few hours before
feeding. This has the merit of warming up the roots, which are generally
a cold feed, and of making low-grade
roughage more palatable. Cattle fed
In this manner through the winter
come out la much better condition
than If given the same amount of feed
uncut and not mixed.
Eggs Develop Mold.
Eggs develop mold if kept ta a too
damp cellar.
The mold penetrates
the porous shell and make* the eggs
taste stale. They keep better, bowever, ta a cool, moist air that prevents
a too rapid evaporation within the
shell.
Rejuvenating Rhubarb.
When rhubarb grows rank and spindling It needs rejuvenating. Dig It up,
cut the clumps Into smaller parts,
plant them In deep trenches and fill In
well with well-rotted manure mixed
with good loam.

One of the greatest conveniences on
the farm where cows are kept Is some
means for heating an abundance of
water for washing the milk vessels.
Where a considerable number of cows
are kept, heating water by means of
steam from a small, low-pressure upright boiler Is desirable, but on the
small farm a stove with a basin fitted

Have Sharp Ears.
"Women are not good listeners."
"Evidently you've never had much
experience with female help."

llElEpllIY
OF WHEAT TIED UP
There Will Still, However, Be a
Water Heater.
Into the top (or It may be separate
from the top) can be purchased cheaply and will serve the purpose, provided the water is properly heated.
Water can be pumped from the well
directly into the basin. In order to
avoid heating the mllkroom and to do
away with smoke and ashes, the water
heater should be placed immediately
outside the mllkroom, and if elevated
the water from it can be run into the
washing vat. Such an arrangement
is shown ta the illustration.

REMEDY FOR RADISH WORMS
Crfspness and Flavor of Vegetable Improve by Use of Soot—Insects
Are Kept Away.
A very successful truck gardener recently confessed that he made more
money out of radishes than anything
else. When asked If he was not greatly troubled with radish worms, he revealed his secret.
-3
After the ground has been fitted up,
he makes drill marks of the proper
depth for radish seeds, sprinkles a
little soot the whole length of them
and puts In the seeds and covers
them. The crispness and flavor of the
radishes seem to be greatly improved
by this treatment, while the worms
keep at a respectful distance. The
soot has such great forcing qualities that. If the weather Is not too
dry nor too cold, the radishes are
ready for market in 15 days from planting, the root being large in proportion
to the top. He thus has the advantage
of harvesting crop after crop from the
same ground ta one season. He declares that by using soot he can raise
good radishes on ordinary plastering
sand, provided it is well drained and
warm.
Wood soot is preferable to coal
soot, although the latter may be used
profitably. He has even used a little
coaf ashes In lieu ot soot, but of course
they are not nearly as good. I
Poultryman Always BusyThere Is not a day in ' the year
when there is not something that
should be done In, the poultry yard,
but If every day's duties are regularly performed, there will never be a
day when Its duties-overflow into the
next

Danger of Overfeeding.
The danger of overfeeding in the
case ot young pigs is always inimical
(o maximum results.

Heavy Deficit of the World's

Normal Crop.
A grata expert who has been watching the grain markets and the world's
grata fields for a number of years,
says:—
"There is at the present time about
two billion bushels of wheat, the production ot the countries at war, tied
op. This Is about one-half the world's
total production of wheat, which Is
four billion bushels. One writer argues that, granting that the warring
nations produce a one-half crop In
the coming year, a deficit of one billion bushels will still be shown. The
three countries upon which the filling
of this deficit ot one billion bushels
will rest are the United States, Canada, and Argentina, The combined
output of these three countries is only
1,249,000,000, their exportable surplus
would ot course be much less, so It
can easily be seen that the question
is not one to be easily solved and It
behooves all the above countries to
Increase their' respective productions
as much as they possibly can, for
when the war is over and trade begins
to re-establish Itself and the nations
undergo a process of rehabilitation,
the demand for all breadstufts will be
enormous.
"During the three years following
the declaration of peace the farmers
of all neutral wheat-producing countries will have ample opportunity to
market their wheat at good prices,
and it may safely be assumed that the
demand will be heavy. Canada has
an unusual opportunity In that she
has the natural environment for wheat
production; she Is under the protection of the British flag, and she will
not be molested upon the water to
any great extent; she can increase
her acreage and greatly enhance her
production.
In other words, she can
become a far greater wheat-producing
country than she is at the present
time."
If the summing-up as made by this expert be correct, is there not the very
beat reason for the continued effort
that is being made by the Government
of the Dominion of Canada to secure
settlers on the productive vacant
lands of the country? Not only are
these lands capable of producing high
class wheat In large quantities, but
cattle, pigs, sheep and horses also do
well. The climate is admirably suited.
—Advertisement,
When the average man has occasion to boast of bis past he selects a
peat at it chat others bam forgotten.

CONVEYED ONLY PLAIN TRUTH
Advertisement of Boston Physician
\ Merely Stated Facts Exactly as
They Were.

The best sermon is one that goes
Argument on Suffrage.
over your head and hits the other
Two women were having a ladylike
i
argument on suffrage ta a New York chap.
street car. "I'm not so old-fashioned
The chances are that the man la a
as to Insist that our only place is in
great hurry may be trying to get away,
the home, but—" said the blonde.
"Well?" asked the brunette, with bat from something.
tie In her dark eyes. "Couldn't we
save all this trouble and fuss by just
leaving things as they are? Why can't
we go on letting the men represent us?
They do the very best they can, and
everyone I know has a man somewhere or other in the family." The
brunette's voice was calm, but firm.
"Jack Is a Republican and I am a
Democrat. How can he represent me
when he can cast only one vote?" she
Inquired sternly. For a few minutes
the little blonde sat very sIlenL Then
she spoke. "Why, I never thought of
that before. If you have a mlsrepresentatlve man in the family, I suppose
you do need the vote." Her voice sank
in a whisper. "But please don't say I
said so."

A Boston physician tells of a Doctor
Reed who, in his time, was one,of the
prominent medicos of the Huh
His
large practice included many patients
outside the city limits, and these he
visited in his buggy.
One day Doctor Reed bought a new
horse, with which he was much
pleased until he discovered that the
animal had an insurmountable objection to bridges of all kinds, and could
not be made to cross one.
Inasmuch as at that period It was
necessary to cross certain bridges in
order to reach any one of the surrounding towns, the doctor decided to
sell the horse. He did not think It
necessary to mention the animal's peculiarity, but.was much too honest to
misrepresent him, and, after some
thought, produced the following adConsideration.
vertisement, which he inserted in a
"What is your reason for believing
local paper:
ta the nebular hypothesis?" asked the
"For Sale.—A bay horse, warranted
man who is always seeking informasound and kind. The only reason for
tion.
selling is because the owner is obliged
"I don't know that I exactly beto leave Boston."
lieve in it" replied the scientist. "But
after a man has gone to the trouble
Europe Loses Sweet Tooth,
of finding out what it is. It seems a
The girls . they left behind them shame to contradict it"
the British Tommy, his French colleague and his German enemy went
Unless a man can see a slight imoff to the war suffered a good deal provement in himself it's impossible
more than has been supposed up to to make him believe the world Is
this time.
growing better.
The candy export figures from this
country prove it. Europe curtailed the
After a lively race for a husband
bean supply of the United States when
many an heiress marries a run-down
Austria's exports were stopped. Now
America has retaliated by reducing nobleman.
the quantity of candy sent to the old
world.
The first five months of the war
caused a decrease a decrease of $153,823 ta value of candy exports from the
United States, as compared with the
—She extends to Americans a hearty insame period of the year before. The
vitation to settle on her FREE Homevalue ot the total exports of candy
stead lands of 160 acres each or secure
for the calendar year $1,185,894.

Canada is CallingYou
io her ffichWheat Lands

Crooked Dipper Saves Life.
Charles Glse, a building contractor
of York, Pa., resorted to a novel
method to save himself from choking
to death when a piece ot meat lodged
In his throat. Realizing that he would
choke before a physician could arrive, Glse grasped a dipper with a
curved handle and dislodged the Impediment, but lacerated his throat
considerably.
Moving Pictures.
Hicks—Did you go to the moving
pictures last night?
Wicks—No! My wife made me stay
at home and rehang all the pictures
in the parlor.
Nothing is more painful than the
antics of a fat woman trying to act
kittenish.
•

some of the low priced lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.
This year wheat is higher but Canadian land just
as cheap, so the opportunity is more attractive than
ever. Canada wants you to help to feed the world
by tilling some of her soil—land similar to that
which during many years has avenged 2t to 45
bushels of wheat to the acre. Think what you
can make with wheat around SI a bushel and
land so easy to get Wonderful yields also of
Oats, Barley and Flax, Mixed farming
is fully as profitable an Industry as grain
growing.

CAI3a^Te1 \
&f%§k)/^,
The Government this year is asking
^■3 I el MaBVPgJjSaL.
farmers to put increased acreage into
^flUUUalSs^rac^a grain. Military service is not compulsory in Canada but there is s great demand for farm labor to replace the many
young men who have volunteered for service. The climate is healthful and
imeable, railway facilities excellent good schools and churches convenient
Write for literature and particulars aa to reduced railway rates to Superintendent
Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
MAX A. SSWUTi» Tnanl SlmC SWI«.HM,.:
1.1. U rOSCC. JJ Wertrm.1 SUwL FmMutt.
I. Li L N. ASStllfl. »14*>fc*. kttmtii. A.
LArtHlEU. 113* Elm Slml, auchnUr, S. B.
Canadian Government Agent*

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more aooda hrishter and faater color* than anvotherdye. One 10c package color* all fibers, llaw dveto ooU watobeOW Uum SOT«tb»o^ro.
XOU can dream' garment without ripping apart. lifrlUTE TOH J%BE boSgcalendar, blotter*, etc. MONBQC OttUO COMPANY, Oelncy, 111.
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HARD LUCK IN NUGGET

SECRET OF SUCCESS IN RAISING POULTRY

The Earliest Oranges of the,Season
Where are they grown? Why do they ripen earlier than in other sections?
Why are they so luscious?

By HAROLD CARTER.
(Copyrtjht. 1916. by W. G. Chapman.)
Women certainly are queer. They
a< t in tne most unexpected ways, and
when you think you've roped them
they're up and away like a wild maverick.
Now there was Miss Rose
Crawford, who kept books for Jim
Riley. First he thought he'd got her
and then he thought he hadn't, and
then, just when he thought be had—
RULES FOR FEEDING FOWLS well!
We'd heard a new preacher was
Much Depends Upon Age, Breed, Vig- coming to Nugget, and naturally the
or, Housing and Range Allowed—
boys were interested. Doctor Hadley,
Hen Must Be the Gauge.
who had been with us six years, had
been thought a good deal of. His SatThere can be no hard and fast rules urday night illustrated lectures on the
laid down as to the amount to feed wonders of nature had proved a live
Long Style Poultry House.
fowls except this: feed all they will wire. Jim Riley had won the prize
eat up clean at each meal. Hardly a Doctor Hadley offered for the best colEssentials of a Poultry House.
Expert
(By
H
L.
KEMPSTKB.
Mimourl
week passes that the writer is not lection of lizards and Tom Bullen'a
ment Station.)
Simplicity and economy In construccalled on to tell how much grain or wife got the prize he gave for the best
The secret of success In wising tion, perfect dryness, good light and
mash should be fed per hen per day, cake baked for the church sociable;
poultry is to provide conditions as ventilation with due regard to comwrites J. E. Dougherty in Orchard and and so, with the parson gone, we saw nearly natural as possible. Such confort, are the essential features of a
Farm.
all our innocent pastimes nipped in ditions the farmer-poultryman Is in poultry house. Expensive equipment
The quantity of feed eaten depends the bud unless Mr. Frank Cunning- position to provide. With unlimited
and artificial conditions are unnecces-1
on breed, age, vigor, housing, range ham turned out a sociable sort of man range at his disposal there is no need
sary and undesirable. Many poultry
allowed, season of the year and many like his predecessor.
for him to crowd his poultry Into small houses are lacking in the necessary
other factors which the ordinary man
The minute he steps off the train, yards.
Limited range encumbered amount of light and fresh air. Others
(does not always consider and appre- however, he looks so queer we see with large numbers of division fences
have an abundance of these essentials
ciate. The heavier breeds will eat something is wrong. He looks about makes it impossible to give the poulbut disregard the comfort of the stock.
more than the lighter breeds. Heavier him surprisedlike.
try yards proper cultivation.
This Plain houses with interior fittings of
layere will eat more than poor layers.
"Where's your outlaws?" he asks.
causes them to become filthy and in-, such a nature that they can be easily
The feeder ,must study his fowls con"There ain't been none here for sanitary, a condition which is responBtantly andNegulate the amount fed these ten years, not since they passed sible for most poultry diseases. The cleaned are desirable because In such
houses it is easy to destroy vermin.
at each meal in accordance with the the antigambling laws," says Tom.
Buccess of poultry enterprises Is usualWidth.
appetites of the fowls. A little study
"Why don't you carry pistols?" the ly measured by the extent of range
Narrow poultry houses are more exand experience will soon enable one parson asks, still more surprised.
provided for the purpose. Commer- pensive to construct for a given
to become quite expert in feeding
"They's taxed too high," 1 explains. cial plants which depend upon small amount of floor space than are wide
provided he really is interested enough "Times is hard in Nugget."
yards are usually short lived. Better ones, besides compelling the birds to
!ln his task to watch and study his
"What, don't you shoot up tender- sanitary conditions would yield the roost near the open or muslin front.
fowls closely.
feet who take drinks of lemonade?' farmer more satisfactory results.
Breeding pens are sometimes built only
There is a saying among stock men he demands
Locating the Poultry House.
eight feet wide, fllit no house should
'that good breeders are born and not
"Everybody drinks lemonade, misThe most common mistake made in be less than 12 feet wide unless for
made. Be that as it may, we are sure ter," explains Jim Riley. "This is a locating the form poultry house is that
Bpecial purposeB and for the former, a
that anyone with an instinctive love
of placing it so close to other farm house 14 feet up to 20 feet wide. For
prohibition county."
for fowls, a willingness to learn and
Naturally this didn't make too good buildings that the hens over-run the flocks of one hundred hens a house
good common sense can soon develop an impression on us, especially when
latter. The usual plan of locating the 20 feet square is the most economical
into a good feeder and a successful he preached a sermon against outlaws
poultrv house between the barns and to construct. Houses are rarely seen
poultry man.
from the pulpit the first Sunday. The the dwelling house is especially dis- which are wider than 20 feet.
It will take, on the average, about boys had another thing against him, agreeable since it encourages the hens
Height.
seventy-five pounds of feed per year too. He'd asked Miss Rose to go bugto not onlv overrun the barns but the
The height of a poultry house should
per hen. This amount may vary a lit- gy-riding with, him on the Wednesday,
back porch of the house as well. This be sufficient to enable a person to
tle either way depending on the breed, and as Jim Riley had been monopolizhabit is encouraged by throwing the work conveniently.
The wider the
but 1B a good average figure on which ing her a god deal, we didn't like the
crumbs, table scraps, etc., out from house the higher the walls should be
to base calculations as to the cost to butting-in feature.
However, Miss the kitchen door. Under such condiin proportion. It is necessary to have
feed a hen per year and the approxiRose went with him.
tions poultry keeping is not only un- the rear side of the house over four
mate amount to feed per day. If a
"He didn't talk about nothing but pleasant but impractical and the readfeet six inches high unless a flat roof
daily feed consumption curve were outlaws," she said to us. "He thinks
er is urged to consider these points in is used. In houses which have their
drawn, we would find that the daily we're hiding the vice of Nugget from
the selection of a satisfactory site.
hlgheBt side facing the south, the front
feed eaten would vary during differ- him to prevent his breaking It up.
A low spot is unsuitable for a poul- should be not less than six feet high.
ent months, the winter consumption He says if he spots it he's going to
try house because surface water Is apt The other feature which determines
being heavier than that of summer.
to accumulate and damp air always the height of the south wall Is the
smash it."
The hen herself must be the gauge
"So that's why he come nosing settles in such a place. Land which necessity of admitting sufficient light.
by which to determine the amount round my back door on Sunday before
Is naturally wet either because of the
Scratching Shed.
fed from day to day.
church!" exclaimed Jim, hotly. "Want- nature of the soil or because of springy
The modern poultry house is a proded to see if I was violating the tem- conditions should be properly drained.
uct of evolution. The artlfically heated
BEST BREEDS FOR FATTENING perance'laws, eh?"
Muddy quarters cause fowls to conbouse grew into disuse because oi
Well, after another week had gone sume large amounts of filth. This in
Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes, Rhode by things was getting unbearable. addition to the dampness of such a expense, and weakened vitality of the
stoclf. This type was followed by the
Island Reds and Orpingtons Will
None of us wanted to lay hands on the location results in unhealthful flocks.
excessive glass front house which gave
Do Well in a Crate.
parson, but we saw he hadn't come to There it also the probability of the
way to the house with the scratching
Nugget in an understanding spirit.
eggs becoming dirty, resulting In an
shed.
This was brought about beThe breeds of chickens best adapted Moreover, he was bothering Miss
inferior product even if thoroughly
cause the need of fresh air became ap>
for fattening purposes are the Plym- Rose, and we didn't like that.
cleaned. A wind break should be proparent. Various means were resorted
outh Rocks, Wyandottes, Rhode Island
"Now I tell you how it is, boys,"
vided which will not only afford proto to secure this condition. Lean-tos
Reds and the Orpingtons. All these says Tom Bullen. "What he wants is
tection from disagreeable winds but
were added to the ends.
In some
breeds, or any variety of these, will to prove himself. He's like a young
furnish an abundance of shade. H
houses the roosting quarters were
do well if placed in a fattening crate. horse that hasn't been broke. He's
possible the house should be located
They produce meat and lay on fat like a soldier going into battle, who upon a south or east slope. This Is placed in the back of the house with
partitions of muslin fronts for ventilavery economically, and dress out neat, thinks he's a hero and has to learn
not so important, however, as convention, the partition gave way to a cur
,plump and desirable carcasses for that it will take all his heroism to
ience to other farm buildings. The lotain of muslin frame which dropped
table use. The cockerels of any of keep from running away. If once he
cation of a poultry house in anorchart
Bown in such a way aB to enclose the
these breedB, when taken at three and gets up against what he's looking for Is ideal if the trees do not shade tne
birds in a small roosting space.
a half to four months of age, will usual- he'll sing pretty small and possibly
runs so that they remain damp.
ly gain from a pound to a pound and turn out to be a good feller."
a half in three weeks' time. As they
And then he outlined his plan to us.
CARING FOR GROWING STOCK
get older the amount of food required We were to stage an attempted ab- accessible at all times, is one of ths
most Important "secrets" of successduction.
fully producing the best birds, elthei Do Not Overcrowd the Chleka and
It was three nights later, before the
Keep Up a Perpetual Fight on
for market, laying or exhibition and
moon come up, that we carried out the
Vermin—Provide Pure Water.
breeding purposes. After chicks are
plan, Jim and Tom lay in wait at the
on free range, they should have free
parsonage corner, about the time when
(By T. E. QUISENBUBY, MlMOuri)
J
access to a hopper containing equal
Miss Rose used to walk home from
It is an all too common habit to
parts by weight of cracked corn and
the store. We knew the parson would
think that after a chick is past the
be waiting for her, to say good eve- cracked wheat.
first three weeks, it will raise Itself.
ning and to offer to escort her, and
If a chick iB to develop Into a healthy,
the rest of us was hiding in Ephraim's
■vigorous cockerel, or a strong, active
store across the street, to see the fun.
pullet that will shell out the eggs
Just as Miss Rcse was passing the
next winter, it must have the best of
parsonage Jim and Tom leaps out and
feed and care throughout tbe entire
grabs her. Scream? I never heard a
growing period.
girl holler like it. Jim said afterward
Many of the Ills and much of the
it scared him into thinking he was
Watch the chicks grow.
mortality among growing chicks 1B
really trying to abduct her.
• • *
due to overcrowding. The brooder or
"Help! Help!" she cried at the top
If the sick chick Is not soon a dead coop should furnish ample room for
of he/ voice.
the little fellows to stretch themchick it ought to be.
Suddenly the parsonage d/>or opened
• * *
selves out at night without coming
and Mr. Cunningham came out.
Don't forget lime and gravel! Both in contact with each other. Plenty
A Prize Winner,
"Wh-wh-what's the matter?" he are necessary in the poultry yard.
of fresh air should be admitted at all
stammered.
• * *
times In such a way that there will
to make a pound gain Increases very
It was so dark some of us had taken
Be sure of clean water for' the be no drafts, causing the chicks to
rapidly and crate fattening will not
the opportunity to creep up close, and
chicks and keep their roosting ptace huddle together.
be very profitable after the birds are
I tell you It fairly scared me stiff to
clean.
six months old. Strong, vigorous and
Like the poor,,these little pests are
think a man could be such a coward
« • •
healthy birds will always make better
always with us, and a continual warThe parson was positively shaking
Two
or
three
applications
of
kerogains than those lacking In vigor and
fare must be waged to keep them
with fright, and he looked as if hj
sene will cure the disease .known as from exacting a heavy toll of dead,;
Yltallty.
was going to turn tail any instant
"scaly leg."
The heavier breeds like Cochins,
dwarfed and stunted chicks. Watch
"You leave that young lady alone,"
« • •
Brahmas and Langshans will not give
for head lice. Greasing lightly the
he mumbled; and then he caught sight
Success or failure of the poultry »e»v beads of all chicks over two weeks
very satisfactory results when fatof Miss Rose's face.
son depends upon the days and nights old with a mixture of kerosene and
tened, as they do not stand close JjonNext instant he had landed like a
finement AS well as the utility breeds,
now passing.
lard, equal parts, will serve either as
catapult right Into tbe pair of them.
• * •
nor will they make as economic gain.
a preventive or cure. Also grease
Before he knew It, Jim was lying In
Rats are likely to be bad this time lightly under the wingstbe red with a cut Up and Tom was
of year. Don't neglect them till they
Green Feed Essential.
Be careful not to use too much
leaning against the wall with a bruise^
Green feed must be supplied in some eye. But tbe parson was at them get some of your best broods.
grease and oil.
Application should
•
•
*
form. If the chicks are cooped on again, and there wasn't nothing to do
be repeated in about two weeks if
Feed
coops
are
very
necessary
to
young grass they will help themselves, but to turn tail. We ran, the lot of
chicks are badly infested. For mites
but if confined In small yards, green us, and we was afraid every instant keep the large chicks and fowls from paint or spray brooding quarters with
tramping
the
little
ones
to
death.
feed should be given them. To be the parson would land one of us blows
a mixture of eight parts kerosene to
easily assimilated, some tender and across our necks. But he tailed off
,«,.■.
... * *..
■ one part crude carbolic acid. This
M
Filth and insanitary surroundings will
^ also
*g(j serve
„ a
disinfectant
Berve as
a good
good disinfectant
i easily broken green stuff should be and went back to Miss Rose, and that
furnished, such as finely cut grass was tbe last we saw, except that we are responsible, either directly or inTbe importance of an abundance of j
from the lawns, lettuce leaves, onion heard he took her home and told her directly, for 75 per cent of all poultry fresh, cool, pure water cannot be
tops, chopped fine, or boiled vegeta- she wasn't never to go out alone after diseases.
overestimated. Filthy drinking water
• * •
bles.
dark in such a vicious town again.
|e one of the most common causes of,
The most profitable year of a hen's
Miss Rose wasn't at the store next
disease, and lack of water a too comlife
te
her
first
year.
There
is
little
or
Secret of Winter Eggs.
day. and by nightfall everybody knew
moil cause of unsatisfactory growth.
nothing
to
be
gained
in
keeping
hens
If you have not a nice lot of sharp she was to marry the parson when the
All drinking vessels should be scaldafter
they
are
two
years
old.
grit on hand for your fowls during banns had been read. He got perkier
ad at least once a week. In cool,
• • *
the cold and frozen weather, you can- than ever afterwards, and Jim agreed
damp weather sufficient permanganBefore emptying the. ash can mix
not expect them to make very profit- we'd made a bad mistake in not acate of potassium to give the water
able returns in egg production. Sharp counting for the power of love over a In a little lice powder and place U a deep reddish tinge will assist in
where the hens can use it for a duBl
grit to aid digestion, wheat and meat man. Anyhow, we've got a new parpreventing colds and bowel trouble.
bath. This makes It more effective
•craps to tone up the appetite, Is the son in Nugget now, and Jim's trying
Goad feed and plenty of it, easily
for vermin.
secret of getting eggs in winter.
to interest him In lizards.

These ami other questions are answered in a booklet whicli we havt issued
describing Glenn County, Calitc rnia.
Glenn County is in the heart of the great, rich Sacramento Valley. A few
years ago oranges were grown commercially in only the southern part of the
State. Later it was discovered that citrus fruits ripened perfectly in even
the northern part of the interior valley. Since then Glenn County has come
forward with some magnificent early fruit. There are countless opportunities
tor not only citrus fruit culture but for all sorts of deciduous fruits, liye stock,
grain, truck farming, etc., in Glenn County.
We will send this beautiful book describing Glenn County free to you if you
will send us your name and address and a two-cent stamp to help pay the
Sostage. Better still, send ten cents in stamps and we will send the Glenn
ounty book a map of California and a sample copy of SUNSET MAGAZINE,
the great Pacific Coast national magazine.

SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU,
San Francisco, California.

In writing be sure to mention this paper and Glenn County book.
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IF YOU ARE A TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBER and are contemplating
any change that will affect your listing
in the telephone directory you should
give your order at once.
IF YOU ARE NOT A TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER there are
onlya few days leftin which to give your
order so that your name may appear
correctly in the next

issue

of

the

directory.
The Manager will take your order if you
will call him—Free from any Telephone

RICHARD HEALY CO,

l.OO a Year in Advance.

GIRLS' AND MISSES'

Spring Clothes

of Exclusive and Out-of-the-Ordinary Character

AT LOWEST PRICES

You^avTmoney and you get the Best Girls' Clothes at the Richard Healy Store

MISSES' AND GIRLS' COATS

Unlimited Assortment of Exclusive Models

Girls' and Junior Dresses, 6 to 17 years
Dresses For All Occasions at Low Prices

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company
C. J. ABBOTT, Manager

98c to $5.98
$3.98 to $ 17.50
$7.50 to $29.50
$3.98 to $19.75

WhiteDresses Tor Girls and Misses 2 to 19 yrs.
Styles That Are Worn by Girls Who Know

FREE !

FREE!

FREE!

Three St, Regis Everbearing Raspberry
Plants to Everyone Answering
This Advetisement.
wonderful new Raspberry, bearsiruii wui "»»
.
„oth. fruiting
Earliest of all Red feaspberr.es, ^«^^%^Tj&%^
on old canes unt. late Angus .j^^\^w berries Jn increaeor current season's canes, w;".^™°V|VL October or until frost comes,
ing numbers without intermission unUl lajeuciw>°er
^ t ,
h
Wonderfully .prolific, first or main m™PJ^g? cropTdo not consist
other red variety known, ^Summer or Autnm
P
^ Qne
of a few scattering berries but good t0™^*^ picked and shipped
l^lr^^Z^A^^^o^, Ll his profits were
enormous.

"Good Fruit and How to Grow It," FREE
This is a 64-page book of valuable' *$"$%£%$$* £,°£#!
where to plant, trim and grow a».kin™ °(f™,tl'Xrd, Also complete
and the, cost of planting and' munt-minggjggfa^ and shPrub9
wX&ns ?n SS^^^SS^- as 98 cents, the same as

Special Collection of Standard Apple Trees 98 cents

2 Baldwin

3 Northern Spy
„ V . T.
2 Mclntosh

, 2E?""

2 Wealthy

2 Stark
2 Yellow Transparent

All Fine Two-Year Trees

REILLY BROTHERS "THE OASIS NURSERIES"
1207 Reilly Road, Dansville, N. Y.
SEND THI COUPON BELOW TO U» TODAY

RILEY BROS. (THE OASIS NURSERIES)
Dansville, N. Y.

a'ss^SSa-fe-tathe
field

JOURNAL

and the Brookfield

RICHARD HEALY CO.
The
New Store

HARDWARE

What Will You DO

Take a

agents charge three dollars for.

TIMES.

Name_
. Town and State
Street or R. F. D. No.

ADVERTISE IN THE HOME PAPER.

NO. 15.

STREET RAILWAY IS SOLD

John M. Tunstall was one of the venire
of 97 jurymen, called for the trial of
PUBLISHED
Felix Vadenais, Jr., charged with the A Change for the Better May Now
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
murder of Joseph GoldLerg at Manchaug,
be Expected.
AT
Dec. 21, 1914, which opened in Superior
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass criminal court at Worcester on ,Monday,
The property of the W. B. & S. street
but he was excused from service when
HORACE J. LAWRENCE, challenged by Attorney Stiles, as be ex- railway was sold to Frank L. Palmer of
Saco, Me., for 8:80,000, at the 6th adEDITOK ISO f'BOPBIETOB.
pressed himnelf as being opposed to capijourned foreclosure sale. Mr Palmer was
tal punishment.
the only person present at the sale to
Camp Fire and Bluebirds.
All girls qualify as a bidder by depositing $5000
.Single Copies,3 Cents.
between the ages of 6 and 12 years, in- with the Receiver, and therefor his bid of
Addreae all oommunication» to BBOOKFIBLU terested in forming a Bluebird Club are $160,000 was the only one made.
L. S.
TIMES. North Brookneld, Mass.
cordially invited to meet at the home of Woodis of North Brookfield was auctionOrders lor subscription, advertising, or Job
wort and payment for the same, may be sent Mrs Henry E. Cottle next Tuesday after- eer. After the sale Mr Palmer/told a
direct to the main offlce. North Brodiaeld or noon at 4 o'clock. All girls 12 years and
TIMES reporter that he acted as a* indito George W. McNamnra. Brookfield
over are invited to join the Katama Camp vidual in making the purchase and when
"Fire. The next meeting will be Monday asked if he-represented the bondholders
BROOKFIELD.
evening, April 12, at 7.30 o'clock at the or any other interest replied that he
would positively make no statement for
home of Mrs Cottle.
James Muivey of Natick was home
The Friday afternoon whist club was publication at this time nor would he diover Sunday.
entertained at the home of Mrs Willie C. vulge in any way what plans he had for
Mrs Mary F. McNamara visited Mr
Bemis, this afternoon.
Refreshments the future in connection with the properand Mrs Glover S. Fletcher at Southwere served by the hostess to the follow- ty. It is the general opinion that he
bridge, Wednesday.
ing ladies:
Mrs Henry J. Clark, Mrs made the bid for the bondholders, for at
Mr and Mrs Alec K. Pecot of Nort
Edward R. Burgess, Mrs Ernest A. Col- the last attempt made to sell the property
Brookfield spent Easter Sunday with Mr
burn, Mrs Delbert A. Eaton, Mrs Claude on March 11, he was present and stated
and Mrs Willie C. Bemis.
H. Laflin, Mrs David Hunter, and Dr. that he represented the bondholders, and
E.irle Richardson
of Brockton, is Mary Sherman.
was prepared to bid, if some one else did,
visiting at the home of Mr and Mrs WalMrs Martha M. Hyde reached her 89th but as there was no such bidder, the sale
ter A. DuBois for a few days.
birthday, Wednesday. She received con- was again adjourned. The 85000 deposiWilliam D. Harrington of Somer-Ule gratulatory cards from friends and rela- ted by Mr Palmer when he qualified as a
was the guest Monday of lusmother, ..Irs tives, and was the recipient of many prcs- bidder, went as part payment on the
entsof flowers and fruits. MrsIIydewas property. Surprise was exprrssed over
Mary J. Harrington, LowerTKver St.
the fact that Mr Palmer bid $160,000
Mrs James Green of New Braintree, born in Rice Corner district, daughter of
when the upset price was $50,000 but in
has been the guest, this week, of her par- Mr and Mrs Alfred C. Rice. She has. attended the dedication of four Umtarian explanation of this it is stated that it was
ents, Mr and Mrs Sumner H. Keed.
churches in town, and has always been done to cover the total note ortndebtedMisses Pauline and Barbara Ashley of
ness andtotal actual indebtedness. J. F.
affiliated with that church.
GIRLS' SPORT COATS, 6 to 14 years
$2.98 to $17.50
Springfield, were guests, the last of the
Bacon of Butler, Cox, Murchie & Bacon
At
the
First
Pfcrish
church
last
Sunday
week, of Mr and Mrs Charles A. Gunri.
of Boston, attorney for Mr Robinson, exGIRLS' DRESSY COATS, 6 to 14 years.
$5.00 to I22.BO
there was a special Easter vesper service
Miss Saretta McCrea of Millbury, was
pressed the opinion that the road was
MISSES' SPORT COATS, 14 to 20 years
J5.00 to $13.75
at 4.45 p.m. The pastor told "The story
a guest Wednesday and Thurday of Mr
bought for the bondholders.
He stated
of the best beloved hymns." There were
that the next step would tte to notify the
and Mrs Richard Finney.
Easter songs by the children under the
Supreme Judicial Court of Suffolk County
Arthur F. Butterworth and othere have
direction of Mrs William Croft, Jr., orof the sale and have it confirmed. Then
petitioned the county commissioners at
ganist, and a duet, "Sing for the world
there will be a reorganization and the
Worcester for a re-location of Mill St.
rejoices," by Mrs Butterworth and Mrs
new company will petition the Public SerMrs Daisy Pratt of New York spent Mellen.
Each nlember of the Sunday
the week-end at the home of her parents, school was presented a potted geranium vice Commission for authority to issue
bonds and stocks. The property consists
Mr and Mrs Elmer H. Potter, West
in blossom.
SCHOOL AND PLAY DRESSES,
of about 20 miles of track, poles, wires,
Main street.
The Brookfield music cluh met at the equipments, power static n and machinWASHABLE FROCKS,
Dr. and Mrs George M. Webster of home of Miss Ethel Johnson, last Friday
ery, office building, car barn and cars,
PARTY AND DANCING FROCKS,
Southbridge spent Easter with Dr. Web- and had for the subject of the evening,
and all franchises. Among those present
ster's
parents,
Mr
and
Mrs
Patrick
WebFranz Liszt, his life and his works. at the sale were: —Receiver Robinson, AtSERGE AND CLOTH DRESSES,
Bteivjlyde street.
There were vocal and piano selections by torney Bacon, Mr Palmer, O. N. Will'Herbert Biuemer of New Haven spent members and there were interesting pa- iams^. F. Lambert, superintendent of
Sunday with Mr and Mrs'john Blenmer, pers prepared on Liszt as a teacher; a the Ware and West Brookfield road, and
on High street. Mr Bluemer is employed sketch of his life; extracts from his letH, M. Parsons, general manager of the
in the Winchester factory.
ters; Liszt as a virtuoso; and his influence Central Mass. Eiectric Co. After the sale
on
the
musical
world.
A
social
hour
WHITE DRESSES in French Voile, Batiste, Organdies and Nets, trimmed
Letters are advertised at the Brookfield
Messrs. Robinson, Palmer and Williams
post office for Miss Charlotte Dutcher, was enjoyed at the close.
with cluny and venise laces, hand embroidered and ribbon trimmed^
_
went with Messrs. Lambert and Parsons
Forest Green, care of Allen Wright CoalThe well-known Universal films will on an auto trip to Ware.
_ „
98c tO S> I ZidU
WHITE DRESSES, 2 to 6 years
^
,
«7 Oft to «17 BO
chester Co., Miss Florence, Joseph W. be shown at the Midget Theatre on TuesJohnson.
days and Saturdays with five part photo- Annual Election of Officers, V. I. S.,
WHITBDRDSSES,6tol4years
S| 98 to $25 00
John Sanders of Middletown, Conn., plays by the stars of the Famous -Players
and Treasurer's Report.
WHITE DRESSES, 14 to 20 years
called on acquaintances in town, Mon- Film company, Thursdays. Next Thursday. Mr Sanders lived here 20 years ago day, the attraction will be Jane Grey in
The annual business meeting of the V. ■
512 Main Street
and was employed in the George H, The Little Gray Lady.
On Patriot's
I. S., was held in banquet hall, Tuesday,
No Charge for
Day, there will be performances at 1.45,
Burt factory.
afternoon and these officers were elected
Worcester
Miss Alice Hyde Tucker left Wednes 3.45 and 7.45. April 29, will come Cafor the ensuing year:
President, Miss
Alterations.
day afternoon to resume her studies with biria; May 27, The Spoilers, with William
Emily H. Ham; first vice president, Mrs
Farnum
starring;
and
June
8,
Mrs
Leslie
the sophomore class at Smith college,
Henry E. Cottle; second vice president,
having passed the Easter vacation at the. Carter, in The Heart of Maryland.
Mrs Sherman Goodwin; recording secrehome of her parents on River street.
. The annual birthday partv of the memtary Mrs Dwight (i. Tucker; correspondThe annual dinner of the Woman's bers of the Methodist church was held at ing secretary, Mrs Lucy Sherman; treasA Good Opportunity.
Alliance of First Parish church will be the church vestry on Tuesday night, and urer, Mrs Etlwin D. Goodell; auditor,
One of the large magazine publishing held in the social room t of the church, proved a source of entertainment to the
Mrs Caroline Ormsby; ways and means
houses desires to employ an active man mx.tTuesday at noon. A business meet- 75 people who attended.
As usual the committee, Mrs Emmons W. Twichell,
admission fee was one cent for each year Dr. Mary H. Sherman, Misses Ethel Cotor woman in this community to handle a
ins; follows.
special plan which has proven unusually
Mrs John L. Mnlcahy has been with of a person's age; There was an enter- tle and Teresa Muivey, and Mrs Robert
profitable. Good opening for right party. her mother, Mrs Murphy in Southbridge tainment, consisting of: Piano solo, Mrs G. Livermore; business committee, Mrs
Address with two references, Put lisher, for two weeks.
Mrs Murphy is seri- Carlton O. Dean; vocal trio, by Miss Eth- Obas. A. Sanford, Mrs Richard Finnef,
FULL LINE OF
Box 166, Times Sq. Sta., New York City- ously ill at the Columbia hotel which is el Edward, Mrs Harry Lamb. Mrs John Mrs John Mnlcahy, Mrs Henry F. Crosby
2
Hall; violin duet, Raymond Bemis and and Mrs Horace \V. May; district nurse
owned by her son, Thomas F. Murpby.
Edward Bluemer; vocal quartette, Misses committee, Mrs Edward Burgess, Mrs
John t. Hughes left on Monday to reLillian Binley, Leahbelle Hall, Hazel Delbert Eaton, Mrs Irving Breed, Mrs
sume his duties as instructor of chemistry
This Store has the exclusive
Rice and Lois Bemis; readings, Mrs Geo. Henry J. Clarke, Mrs M. J. Kelley, Miss
at
the
Connecticut
Agricultural
college
at
agency in this district for
Jaffreys. quartette, MrB Hall, Mrs Lamb, Ethel Johnson, Mrs Carlton O. Dean,
Starrs, Ct., after'passing a 0 days vacaMisses Edwards and Bailey; reading by Mrs John Crotty, Miss Louise Newhall
"Lowe Brothers Paints''.
tion at the home of bis parents on KimMrs John Hall, illustrated by her daugh- and Mrs Johu Tunstall. The treasurer's
mll street.
ter, dressed as an owl.' Refreshments report showed this year has been the
William E. Cottlewentto Berlin Satur- were served and a solcial time enjoyed.
most snecessful since the orgrnization of
day to bring back his sister Dorothy and
tlte society five years ago. April 1, 1914,
brother Curtis, who had been spending
on hand, $175.51. Receipts for the year,
Levassuer Richard.
their vacation there.
The storm pretotalled $541.06. Expended during tbe
vented- their returning until Monday
Peter Joseph Levasajier, son of Mr $438.52; balance, April 1, 1915, $278.05.
noon.
and Mrs John Levassuer of Mill street, Received $25 from Chas. H. Moulton,
Lee Whimairr^h0 'laa bee" '" ttt tne and Miss Anna Bell Richard, daughter of president of Firet National bank of WalThe Kodak haa become the inhome of Asa Bowen on Donahue Ave., Mr and Mrs Lawrence Richard of Ware, tbam, and $100 from another friend.
separable companion of almost
for the past six months was taken to tlje were married at 7 o'clock, Monday mornThe successful social events conducted
every traveller or vacationist,—it'B
state soldiers home at Chelsea for treat- ing at Our Lady of Mt. Carmel church in by the society during the year, were :—
half the pleasure.
Donahue Block
Why not let the
ment, last week.
He was accompanied Ware, the Rev. John T.' Sheehan per- Annual Fourth of July celebration, which
!
No matter what yon want in
CEHTRAL STREET,
BROOKFIELQ
by George L. Howe, a comrade, member forming the ceremony, and celebrating a netted 8229.38; the presentation of "Lijtle
the* Kodak line, we have it. Let
The young couple were Mother" by Louise Galloway and comof post 38, Gv A. R. Mr Howe spent a nuptial mass.
us prove that our finishing departattended by Arthur Richard, brother of pany, netting $120; the harvest sale and
few days with his sister in Graiton.
ment is prompt and careful—our
the bride, and Miss Melora Levassuer, supper made $70; and the annual home>
Word was received In town Wednesprices moderate.
Bister of the groom. After the marriage, comers reception.
The work done by
day of the death in Boston, at 7 o'clock,
Kodaks-$6,00 and up
Make you some pretty rugs? on the sine morning of Miss Elizabeth a wedding breakfast was served to rela- the society that now numbers 100 memBrownles-$l to $12
tives and invited guests at the bride's bers, has been appreciated by the towns
Barnes, aunt of Horace May, South Mahome, after which, they left bn a trip to people. The society plans to do even
ple street. The cause of death was dropBoston, Marlboro and Worcester.
They more philanthropic and charitable work
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and
Miss
Barnes
was
78
years,
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Drop a card to our agent
will return. Saturday, when a reception under the-direction of the district nurse
month and 3 days old,
She was well
will be given them, at the home of the committee, which has been doing only
known in town as she bad yisited here
groom's parents, on Saturday night. special work, but it was voted to amend
Brookfield, - Mass.
! frequently.
Miss Barnes was born iff
They were "recipiente of many valuable the constitution, and make it a regular
West Brookfield
j Sheldon, Vermont, the daughter of Jonawedding gifts.
Among* the Brookfield committee.
than ami Persis (Laman) Barnes.
She
people who were present at the wedding:
He will estimate the cost and had made Boston her home for most of Mr and-Mrs John Levassuer, Mr and Mrs
her life, and is survived by a neice, Miss
LACECURTAIN8 LAUNDERED
Their Existence a Failure.
Alexander Carom and family.
Mr and
take the carpet.
Alice N. May of Hampden and a nephLACE Curtains done to order by MRS JEROME
Mrs Levassuer will make their home in . They who are most weary of life,
HAMILTON. Brookfield, Maw.
A Postal card will bring them for
ew, Horace W. May of Brookfield.
Fuand
yet
are most unwilling to die, are
BwlS
town. The groom holds a fine positin at
your inspection. •.•■'■
neral services were held in Boston, Thurssuch who have lived to no purpose—
FOR SALE.
the factory of the Ideal Coated Paper Co.
wbo have rather breathed than lived.
FOR SALE
TWENTY ucres ol land, located In North day afternoon, and the body was brougfit
At 5 Howsrd Street, flood kttoben stove tS.OO,
on tbe 12.40 train to-day for burial in
—Earl of Clarendon.
Brookfleld. M^VEOBORE EATON.
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two hen house* suitable for tool houses, boat
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Brookaeld, Moss. Brookfield cemetery.
house, usmp store*. «t*. Prtc™ ""dorata.,
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"DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT GIRLS' CLOTHES"
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Directory Now Closing
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Kodak
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Plumbing,
Steam Fitting,
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WALL PAPER

Archibald Buchanan

Springfield Economy Rug Co,
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Money Made Out of Peanut*.
Farm and Fireside Harry B. Potter writes a suggestive article entitled,
"Why Not Grow Nuts?" In the course
of which he describes the various nut
crops grown in the United States and
the profits to be made out of them. la
regard to the peanut he writes in part
as follows:
"The second most important nut in
the United States is the peanut. Scientifically the peanut is a pea, and
not a nut. But popular opinion has
classed it as a nut because of its
flavor. Like the English walnut, the
peanut didn't become, important until
about 1870, though it had been known
for a long time before.
*
"The peanut is now grown ail
through the southern half of the United States, and the 20,000.000 bushels
raised in 1909 (last census) were worth
about %\ 8,000,000. The popularity of
peanuts is due to the ease of shucking and the low retail price.
The
early age at which the American publie learns to love this nut also helps
to explain perhaps its remarkable
popularity."
ID

Preferred Her Pie in Pieces.
There was a rush from the train to
a nearby restaurant, for refreshments,
and, as usual, the men arrived first
IWhen the one woman entered, she saw
and heard the transactions where pie
was bougbt for ten cents a quarter.
She desired a whole pie to take back
to a party of friends, so she asked:
"How much for a pie!1-'
"Sixty cents," was the glib reply.
"I'll take the four pieces of this one,"
she said calmly, laying down four
dimes.
, The restaurant man hesitated, but
three things caused him to come to
the hasty conclusion that he had better cut the pie. The three things were,
the set of the woman's chis, -ic sound
of her voice, and the suppressed laughter of his customers.
She took up her pie—in pieces, saying in the same businesslike tona:
"Thank you—my knife was dull."

SEPARATED LAMBS AND GOATS
Governor-Knew What He Was Doing
When He Told Anecdote of
Ancient Vintage.
The governor of a southern state
came to his ofllce with a friend one
morning to find a number of men waiting in the anteroom. Pausing an instant, he told a story that was a decided "chestnut." When he got Inside
the private office the friend said:
"That was a horribly old one you
sprung on those fellows."
"I know it," chuckled the governor,
"but did you notice that one that
laughed?"
"Well, I noticed that three or four
did."
"Those," said the governor, "are the
fellow who won't get in to see me.
They are the ones who have favors
to aBk."—Rehoboth Sunday Herald.

Pretty and Popular Shirt Waists

The women of America, at least, are
faithfully devoted to the sensible and
smart shirt waist. Manufacturers of
these essentials of the wardrobe have
entered the field with models very
close to the original design and
have
found them more heartily
appreciated than ever. These waists
are cut with a masculine severity of line, of the softest and most
supple silks, and finished with hemstitching and needlework, decorative
buttons and other items of daintiness
In detail that proclaim them as utterly feminine.
Wash silks and crepe de chine are
the favorite materials for shirt waists.
They are cut with high or convertible
collars, which must be provided with
supporting wires If they are to stand
up.
Sleeves are long and finished
with cuffs.
The three waists pictured here may
be accepted as correct in style without any misgivings. The first one is
of crepe de chine with hemstitched
jeams. The fronts are fulled on to
the narrow yoke. The straight collar

Housewife Tells Tow Useful Appurtenance for the Kitchen May
Be Constructed.

supports a second collar of embroidered batiste which opens with wings
at the front The cuffs are deep, closefitting and plain, finished at the edge
with machine hemstitching.
Small
Jet buttons fasten the front.
At the right a similar waist has a
narrow panel down the front, fastening to the left side with flat pearl buttons. The plain cuffs are sloped, and
fasten with buttons, also. The choker
collar may be protected by a dainty
embroidered turn-over band.
White wash silk with narrow black
and gray stripes Is used for the raannish waist shown below the others. It
is perfectly plain, with collar that
may be worn either closed or open at
the front. Pearl buttons fasten the
front and the cuffs. The latter are
made to turn back.
The new waists are cool and very
easy to launder. They are washed In
warm suds and Ironed when partially
dry. It is the simplest of processes.
Altogether the new waists have everything to recommend them.

Gown of Semitransparent Fabric

Of Two Evils.
Sillicus—Some men are sorry they
Bre married, and some are sorry they
are not.
Cynicus—Well, It's better to be
sorry you are not than sorry you
are.
Contrariwise.
"How did the poker scene in that
naming play come on'"
"Never got a hand."

SOME HARD KNOCKS
Woman Gets Rid of "Coffee Habit,"

I

The most rigid ironing board I ever
used a carpenter made for me out of
thoroughly seasoned oak, one and onequarter inches thick, smooth and free
from knots.
The length of the board was five
feet; the width at widest point, 16
Inches, which tapered to eight inches,
then rounded off.
On the under side of the board were
fastened two braces or cleats of wood,
three-quarters of an inch in thickness
and three inches in width.
One of the braces was made flush
with the widest end of the board—
the front brace, two feet three inches
from the wide braces, supported a
tongue that reached the back and rested on the floor against the baseboard.
'
Fastened to the brace on the wide
end of the ironing board were two
sections of a pair of loose Joint
hinges, so fastened that they would
fit into the remaining part of the hinge
that had been previously made fast to
the window sill.
This enabled me to couple my ironing board to the window sill. The
tongue that supported the front of the
Ironing board was made fast to the
cleet by a strap hinge.
When not in use the board was easily removed, the tongue placed against
the board, then placed behind a door
or In a closet. When In use I simply
had ironing board perfection, because
the window flooded with light the
work I was doing and the article being Ironed seemed to be on a foundation as solid as the floor, while the
construction of the device allowed one
to iron any garment on it without mussing.
Any ironing board can be fixed In
the same way by adding a cleat and
tongue.—Exchange.

HINTS OF PRACTICAL VALUE
Proper Ingredients for Crust of Pie—
Easy Method of Opening
Glass Fruit Jars.
It will aid the young housekeeper
to know Just what to use to make
crust for one pie. Here is a reliable
recipe:
Take one generous half-pint of pastry flour, one generouB tablespoonful
of shortening, half a teaspoonful o'f
salt, half a teaspoonful of baking
powder. Sift the dry ingredients, rub
in the shortening, moisten with cold
water only sufficiently to roll out;
wet pie crust is never crisp; a quarter
of a cupful of water should be ample.
Roll thin.
Pie crust should be rolled in one
direction—away from you.
Do not put meat directly on the ice;
it draws the flavor and spoils It
A cloth moistened with alcohol Is
effectual in cleaning piano keys.
Place tiny canton flannel disks or
soft doilies between your decorated
plates when not in use, as a protection.
It is easy to open glass fruit Jars
without the aid of a knife If a hot
stove plate is put on top and allowed
to remain for three minutes; this will
allow the lid to be easily unscrewed
and not Injure It
Timely Tips.
If you wish to make a rissole, first
prepare the mince. Then heat It in
a good, thick brown or white sauce,
according tp the color of the meat
you use, and be very careful about the
seasoning, which may consist of pepper, salt, celery salt, cayenne, parsley,
finely grated lemon peel, mushroom
catchup, and (If you are using chicken or game) a little ham or bacon.
Warm the well-flavored mlnce in
well-flavored sauce and see that the
mixture Is of the thickness of porridge. Then turn It on to a dish and
let it become cold. When cold it will
stiffen a little more, and with wellfloured handB you can form It Into
the shape you prefer.
Have ready a
beaten egg yolk, and brush over, and
roll in fine crumbs. Then fry, drain,
and serve very hot.

Explained.
Mistress—Are you married?
Applicant—No, ma'am. I bumped
Into a door.

The injurious action of coffee on the
hearts of many persons is well known
by physicians to be caused by caffeine.
This Is the drag found by chemists In
coffee and tea.
A woman suffered a long time with
severe heart trouble and finally her
doctor told her she must, give up coffee, as that was the principal cause of
the trouble. She writes:
"My heart was so weak It could not
do its work properly. My husband
would sometimes have to carry me
from the table, and It would seem that
I would never breathe again.
"The doctor told me that coffee was
causing the weakness of my heart. He
■aid I must stop it, but It seemed I
could not give It up until I was down
in bed with nervous prostration.
"For eleven weeks I lay there and
suffered.
Finally husband brought
home some Postum and I quit coffee
and started new and right. Slowly I
got well. Now I do not have any headaches, nor those spells with weak
heart We know It Is Postum that
helped me. The Dr. said the other
day: 'I never thought you would be
what yon are.' I used to weigh 92
pounds and now I weigh 158.
"Postum has done much for me and
I would not go back to coffee again,
for I believe it would kill me If I kept
at it Postum must be prepared according to directions on pkg., then it
baa a rich flavor and with cream Is
line."
Name given by postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Wellvllle," In pkga.
Postum comes in two forms:
Regular Postum — must be well
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum—is a soluble powder. A teaspoonfal dissolves quickly
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
Instantly.' 30c and EOc tins.
Both kinds are equally delicious and
cost per cup about the same
"There'e a Reason" for Postum.
old by Grocers
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MAKES BEST IRONING BOARD

The pretty gown shown In the picture is developed In a net-top lace with
heavy pattern of embroidered flowers
and scalloped edges. It would look
just as well made of shadow lace,
voile, embroidered batiste, chiffon, or
any other of those semitransparent
fabrics for which women show an increasing partiality. All the summery
printed mulls and the new voiles of
fancy weave are at the disposal of the
copyist who fancies this model.
Since it is the airiness and coloring
of the fabric more than anything else
that counts In a gown of this character It may be made to cost much or
little. For nets, laces and voiles an
underslip of silk Is needed, and a slip
of this kind looks best under any of
the transparent materials. But If one
must practice strict economy the underslip may be of some of the silky
looking cotton fabrics or of mull with
good effect
, ,
An underslip of pink taffeta supports the flounces that make up the
skirt In this dress, and the flcbullke
drapery of the bodice. This flchu falls
over a wide girdle of pink ribbon with
bow and looped ends at the back. The
girdle is supported by a shaped and
boned foundation, and laces down the
front with a silk cord.
The silk skirt la moderately wide
and finished at the bottom with a box-

To Wash. Comforters.
. Make a nice warm soapsuds in bathtub. Put comforter In. Take scrubbing brush and scrub soiled ends, using washboard to scrub on.
After
soaking and stamping, let water off
and drain, then fill the tub with clean
water and rinse. Let the water off and
drain.
Don't try to wring.
Put on
line; when almost dry beat with carpet beater.
It will be as light and
fluffy as new and no muss to clean up.

plalted niching of the silk, of which
there are glimpses back of the scalloped flounce. The three flounces are
moderately full and overlap only to
the depth of the scallop. There are no
sleeves in the slip, but the lace la
gathered over the shoulder and caught
under the arm, forming a short bell
Onion on Toast
Take half of a large sweet onion,
sleeve.
■lice
very
thin,
put in frying pan with
Stockings to match, one must have
to be In the mode this season. These butter, season with salt and pepper.
are of fine silk. But the slippers may Cover and let stew slowly for ten or
match the gown in color or not. They fifteen minutes, then remove cover
and let brown. Thicken with flour
are likely to be of bronze leather.
and milk as for meat gravy. Pour
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
over hot slices of toasted bread.
Colors and Complexions.
Light blue makes blonde complexions look ashen.
Dark blue sets off a blonde complexion In high relief by supplying a
suitable background.
Blue is unbecoming to a brunette,
unless her cheeks be florid. If she be
sallow It makes her face look tawny.
Green has the same effect as blue
upon brunettes, but makes the cheeks
of a fair face look pinker.
Red heightens, the effect of pal*
brunette beauty.
Yellow Is highly becoming to a pale
brunette, especially In artificial light
It softens an olive akin and give* II
a creamy tint.

.

English Monkey.
One cupful cheese cut in small
pieces, one cupful bread crumbs which
have been soaked in one cupful sweet
milk, one egg beaten light, one-half
teaspoonful salt, dash cayenne, pinch
soda, one tablespoonful butter; cook
five minutes. Serve on toast or cracjt-

Corn and Tomatoes.
/ .
Heat one tablespoonful of butter In
skillet, turn in one pint of tomatoes;
simmer five minutes; add one pint of
canned corn, pepper, salt, paprika and
one tablespoonful of fliely-mlnced
green pepper. •

Mrs.S.A.Allen's
WORLD'S
Hair Color Restorer

How We Know
That Christ Rose:
From the Dead

FERTILIZING STRAWBERRIES PROFITABLE

If yon could visas the
W. I. Douglas factory
at Brockton, Mass.*
and see how cared? ally
the shoes are made,
and the high grade
leathers used, yea
would then understand why they look
and fit better, hold
their Shape and wear
longer than other
makes for the price*

MEN'S *2.50 *3 »3.50 *4.00 »4.50 *5 «5.50 SHOES
WOMEN'S '2.00 »2.50 *3.00 »3.50 & »4.00 SHOES
BOYS' »1.75 *2 *2.50 *3.00 MISSES' »2.00 & *2.50

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES

BrREV. JAMES M. CRAY, D. D.
Dai cf Moody Bibl. Intitul.

Latest Addition to List of Popular
American Breeds—Good Egg Producers and Grow Rapidly.

[Renews I our Youthful Appearance

Fertilized With Acid Phosphate.

Personal Experience.
And yet the man who truly believes
on the Lord Jesus Christ, has evidence of a more intimate and satisfactory kind than either of those named.
He has the witness In himBelf, for he
himself is risen from the dead, not
as yet physically, but in a spiritual
sense.
He has risen from the death
of sin into the life of righteousnessHe knows this to be a fact, and it is
so great a marvel in his experience
that the physical resurrection to follow Is altogether removed from the r»
gion of uncertainty or doubt
But liow did this resurrection take
place in his caB6?
Simply by believing the testimony of God concerning the death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. This is a great mystery,
but the moment a man believes what
God has said about his son who died
for our sins and rose again for our
justification, that moment he is born
again, he Is a new man, in a new
world, with a new hope In his heart.
You do not need to offer him further
proof that Jesus Christ rose from the
dead, he carries with him all the proof
he requires In hit own soul.
Once I was blind, but how I can me,
The light of the world Is Jesus.
No power can effect this change in
a man but God; and if Cod effects it
wh'i a man'believes, that is all the
testimony the man needs that bis Son
died and rose again.
Why not try
It for yourself? It costs nothing but
the surrender of your will to Cod, but
It Is worth more than everything else
joa have In this world.

1

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed
For Douches

In the local treatment of woman's ills,
such as leacorrhoea and inflammation, hot
douches of Paxtine are very efficacious.
No woman who has ever used medicated
douches will fail to appreciate the clean and
healthy condition Paxtine produces and th»
prompt relief from soreness and discomfort
which follows its use.This is because Paxtine.
possesses superior cleansing, disinfecting and healing properties.
For ten years the Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co. has rec-'
ommended Paxtine in their
private correspondence with wo- ,
men, which proves its superiority. Women who have been
relieved say it 1B " worth its
weight in gold." At druggists.
60c large box or by mail. Sample free.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass,

Historical Monuments.

The Testimony of Eye-Witnesses.
But going further back, what ground
had our Christian fathers for believing
that Jesus Christ arose from the dead
on that day? To mention only a single
fact, they had the testimony of 514
eye-witnesses, mentioned by Paul in
I Corinthians 15:5-8. One eye-witness might be mistaken, or two or
three might be mistaken, but 514 hardly! And not when you remember that
600 of them saw him at once. And
furthermore the post-resurrection appearances of Jesus Christ were many,
for he remained upon the earth for
six weeks.
And not only were they
many, but very Intimate, if we may so
express It.
He walked and talked
with his disciples, and he ate and
drank with them.
And he afforded
them the evidence not only of the
senses of sight and sound, but of
touch, too. Thomas was directed to
thrust his hand into the wound in the
side of Jesus, and told to "be not faithless, but believing."
The man who
rejects such testimony Is incapable
of accepting any similar testimony to
anything or anybody.

The »;{.00,«3.50and *4.00 shoes will give MfB*4£"**«•
M0thermakeecosting»4.00io»G.00. The>M.s5,»5.00and_
•W.50 shoei compare favorably with jg^^mmK^mT^'
other makes costing 96.00 to Jw.00. /TO">"«7<™'
there are many men and women wear I Ing W.i*.L>oagu
shoes. Consult them and they will tell I you that W. A*.
Douglas shoes cannot be excelled for I the price.
When buyinjt W.L. IDotKtsai
„„ PRICE
,
PF
look forhliiHAM I AND

RHODE ISLAND REDS FAVORED

At this season of the year our
thoughts are turned more than usual
to the resurrection of
Jesus
Christ.
This is
the keystone .of
the arch of Christianity and the
basiB of our own
hope of life beyond the grave.
Therefore It Is of
the first Importance
to
be
sure about it; We
ought to have a
firm
foundation
for our faith, for
which reason we
ask, and will try
to answer,
the
question, How do we know that Jesus
Christ arose from the dead?
Antiquarians say that the strongest evidence of an event of early
times Is a historical monument erected to establish It. Take our Fourth
of July.
What an ever-recurring
proof it is of the Declaration of Independence put forth by our political fathers as the Magna Charta of our nation!
We trace the history of this
day from decade to decade until we
reach the point'when it first came to
be. What then originated it, or what
explanation shall be given for Its observance at that time? There must
be some cause adequate for such an
effect, and we And it in that action of
the continental congress.
Just so we have the first day of
the week which we keep as one of
rest and worship. All the people do
not keep this day, but many do, who
are called Christians. They are found
In all cations and among all tongues.
•Moreover they have kept this day for
nearly 2,000 years, and yet there was
a time when It began to be. What
originated it, what explains Its coming
into being? There must be a ■ cause
adequate for such an effect, and it Is
found In the resurrection of Jesus
Christ from the dead on that day.
This proof is all the stronger when
we recall that the first Christians were
Jews, and that until that time they
had always kept the seventh day of
the week, and not the first. It must
have been a revolutionary event Indeed to produce a change like this.

W. L. Douglaa
shoes era aold
through 80
B> In the

tern maaers in twi UWIMUM. gp- w*»™ r^T"
Ui «imfl»a»a i/a ■««*•» «*•■~ compete with W. i.. Douglaa shoes for style,
qualify.
As comfortable, easy walking
j
workmanship and =
,
roasted,
m.
shoes they are unsurpi

TEXT—Now If Christ be preached that
he rose from the dead, how aay some
among* you that there ts no resurrection
of the dead?-! Cor. 16:12.

(By W. H. CHANDLER.)
The strawberry plant, in practice,
propagates from runners that form
new plants at the nodes. Normally,
after the plant sends up flower stems.
In the spring, runners do not begin
to form to any great extent before
the end of the fruiting season. However, by removing the fruit stemB
early In the season, runners will begin to form earlier. Some growers
remove the fruit stems in this way
from young plants that have been set
in the spring in order to hasten the
beginning of runner formation. The
results indicate that the practice is a
good one.
The fruit is borne on stems that
come out of buds from the crown of
the strawberry plant. It is the opinion of a great many growers that
these buds are formed the season before, just as the buds of peaches,
appleB, etc., are formed. Experience
at the agricultural experiment station
of Missouri, indicates that the number
of fruit stems sent up from any erown
can be influenced by spring treatment
of the strawberry planting.
Thus
where strawberries were fertilized
with nitrogen, throwing the plants
into vigorous growth, runner formation began earlier, and certainly
fewer fruits were, borne.
Whether
this was because of poor pollination

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
Can quickly be overcome by

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
—act surely and
gently on thi
liver. Cure
Biliousnj
Headache,
Dizziness, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

or because fewer blooms were set, It
is not possible to say.
Normally there Is one crown to
each plant. However, if the runners
are kept removed a number of crowns
will be formed on each plant; sometimes a large number.
Growers in
some sections practice removing the
runners and causing the formation of
a large number of crowns on lone
plant This Is known as the hill system of culture. This system makes
It possible to cultivate the plants both
ways, thus reducing the expense of
hoeing.
In Missouri, however, the
plants are grown in what is known
SB the matted row system; that is, the
runners are permitted to form new
plants until a row fourteen to twenty
inches wide is formed with the plants
covering the entire row.
The question of fertilizing strawberries is receiving considerable attention at the present time. The results of several years of careful study
and extensive experiments at the Missouri station are herewith given:
Acid phosphate used alone at the
rate of from 160 to 440 pounds to the
acre has, in five trials out of six, given
a profitable Increase in the crop. The
one soil in which it was not profitably applied was a much richer one
than Is generally used for strawberries.

MAKE SUCCESS WITH SWINE

Genuine must bear Signature
Ho

•
CHAPPED?

m

! *— JfsSr 1

Yenr Druggist
or send
15 cents to

Crystalina Co.
242 Deft-raw St-

Brooklyn, N.Y.

So Paw SaysLittle Lemuel—Say, paw, what Is
the difference between an optimist and
a pessimist?
PaW—An optimist, son, is a msn who
Is happy when he is miserable, and a
pessimist is a man who is'miserable
when he is happy.

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of (
In TJse For Over 30 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

'

Farm
Animal
Improves and
Thrives More Readily Than Hogs
When Handled Properly.

To succeed with swine the farmer
must know what are the market requirements and which is the best type
of animal for him to produce and feed.
Type1' In swine Is shown by the
general conformation in the mature
form and finished condition.
And
while many breeds are included in the
same type, they may differ widely
from each other In such detail as color,
shape of head or hang of ears.
At present all of the, breeds are included in two types—the lard and bacon.
Breeds that are short legged,
deep, broad and heavy finished, such
as the Poland-China, Duroc-JerBey,
Berkshire and CheBter White, are
known as lard hogs. These are largely of American origin and have been
developed by selection and continued
breeding on a fat-producing ration,
made up largely of corn.
Hogs of the bacon type, on the
other hand, are long, narrow, deep
and smooth' of body and necessarily
thin fleshed. The Yorkshire and Tam-

Proofs of It.
"The author of that work hasn't a
.<■'- to stand on."
•'How about bis footnotes?"

Feel All Used Up?
Does your back aehe constantly? Do
yoa have sharp twinges when stooping
or lifting? Do you feel all used upas if you could just go no further?
Kidney weakness brings great discomfort. What with backache, headache,
dizziness and urinary disturbances it is
no wonder one feels all used up,
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured thousands of just such cases. It's the best
recommended special kidney remedy.

A Massachusetts Case
Jt E. J- Adams.
94 IScidywood Ave.,
Springfield, Mass.,
says: "I had pain
and weakness in
my back and my
kidneys and bladder gave me no
end of misery. J
used Doan's Kidney PHls for these
ailments and they
lived up to 'representations, restoring me to good
health,
I always
recommend them, when I have an opportunity."
Get Dots/a at Any Stow. SOo a Box

DOAN'S %'R.W

rTW" —°'"" CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.

The
Old Home
Prescription
that is pleasant to take and sure
to help, «s

Hale's Honey
Of Horahowid and Tar

Stop* malM and rallmaceM*. Contalne
no mlBm nor ■nrtMna Injurious.

(By O. ERF.)
The Rhode Island Red breed constitutes the latest addition to the list of
popular American breeds of chickens.
This variety differs from the majority
of breeds In claiming for themselves
an origin based solely on practical
considerations.
They are partly of Asiatic blood,
but in their selection, which extends
over a period of fifty years, attention
has been pdid to rapid growth and egg
production, so that the breed today
more nearly resembles the Leghorns

Well Bred and Thrifty.
worth breeds best illustrate this type.
These are of British origin, and have
been developed on nitrogenous rations
mainly composed of grains, grasBes
and dairy products.
Comparative experiments show that
all breeds do about equally well under similar conditions and, for feed
consumed, usually make about the
same Increase In live weight and
growth.
The bacon hog, however,
dresses but from 70 to 75 per oent
net of hlB gross weight The lard hog,
on the other hand, dreBses from 80 to
86 per cent. As dressing percentage
la the most Important factor in determining the value of hogs in the great
markets of the "central West, it can
be seen why the lard type la particularly popular In the corn and grainbelt states.
As the large packers are able to
secure much of their supply of bacon
from immature and unfinished lard
hogs, there Is no large and well-established market of the central West for
animals of the strictly bacon type, and
although conditions are suitable* for
the production of bacon hogs of high
quality, their breeding and feeding
should not be undertaken with the
idea of marketing them in competition
with animals of the lard type. The
bacon hog is an excellent source of
home-cured pork, and where there Is
a local or special market demand sufficient to insure a good profit over the
cost of productlpn the raising of bacon animals may weU 1>e encouraged.
Pack Butter Neatly.
Put the butter up In clean, neat, attractive package*.

Should Be Conveniently Arranged in
Wooden Palls Near Hives—
Avoid All Dampness.
(By F. O. HERMAN.)
In the spring the bees require large
quantities of water.
It frequently
happens in early spring that they are
compelled to go to the creek or to
some pond, and in filling themselves
with the very cold water they become
so chilled that many fail to ever reach
the hive.
To avoid, place a few wooden pails
or dishes filled with warm water at
convenient places in the bee yard, putting in a few wooden floats, that the
bees may be enabled to keep on a
more or less "secure footing."
Avoid tin or glass dishes, as the
slippery sides will bring about the
destruction of many a bee's life.
Inasmuch as dampness within thef
hive is greatly detrimental to the comfort and welfare of the bees, particular care should be taken that the hive
covers are tight and waterproof. If
the hives are far enough apart, to
avoid danger of blowing off, a shade
board, well weighted down, will keep
the hives nice and dry.
And this moves me to say that a
shade board is an indispensable article In every well-regulated apiary. It
Is also Important that hives be firmly
and squarely fastened to a base support, elevated some six or eight inches
from the damp and cold earth.
A free air space beneath is preferable for evident reasons. If you can
find time, level up the apiary, marking
out the paths, etc. This work pays in
more ways than one, and should not
be neglected.
-Arrangements for the coming profitable season should now be completed;
have everything to readiness so that
no time may he lost when time becomes valuable In a pecuniary sense.
This Is good management and absolutely essential to a proper measure
of success.

CHOLERA CAUSED MUCH LOSS
or'
-.
Iowa Was Biggest Loser In 191$, Having Lost Two Million Hogs—
Cause of High Prices.
Hog cholera, caused a loss of
$73,000,000 in the United States during 1913. The resulting loss of pork
Is estimated to be over 1100,000,000.
Iowa was the heaviest loser, having
lost 2,000,000 hogs, or 2-7 of the entire
loss for the year. It is estimated that
the loss during 1914 was fully as
great as-during 1913. No doubt this
loss of hogs and TOrk has had its
effect in forcing the price of pork upward; thus the consuming public suffers from the loss, but the producers'
loss is not reduced in any way. It Is,
therefore, as much to the advantage
of the consuming public as of the producer to have such diseases successfully combated, even at public expense.
Deserve. Farmer's Support.
The local creamery to a source of
revenue to the farmers and it is also
a power in building up the commercial prosperity of the community. It
deserves the support of every right>
minded fanner.
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CAUTION I

■oouT You are paying your money and ere enUUea to toe Den.
If TOUT dealer cannot supply Jon, write tor IUutrated Catalog showing how to order bj mail.
W. I» Doaglaa, 210 Spark St., Brockton, Mam.

Easy Money.
Burglar—Come, now, I just beat up
the Janitor and got upstairs here and
I want your purse quick.
Flatdweller—You beat up the janitor?
Burglar—Yea. Here, where are you
going?
Flatdweller—It's all right. I haven't
any purse myself, but I'm sure I can
raise one among the tenants in a few
minutes.

ParliamentaryBrown—Where's that'fiver I laid OS*
the table a moment ago?
i
Mrs. Brown—You never expected u»
see that again, did you?
Brown—And why not?
Mrs: Brown—You tola me that n»
parliamentary practice, when a bllij
is laid on the table, it is seldom hear*
of again.—Harper's Bazar.

One of Several.
Little Lemuel—Say, paw. Is that a
wild man across the street?
Paw—Something like that, son. He
Is a member of the state legislature
who voted against free lunch, and today he had* to give up real money for
the food he consumed between drinks.

Due to Dandruff and Irritation, Pre
vented by Cutleura.

CANADIAN LANDS

Untruthful Reports Circulated by
Interested Parties.
Defaming a neighbor at the expense
of the truth does not help those who are.
guilty of the practice, and It may be
Single Comb Rhode Island Red Cocksaid that those spreading false re;
erel.
ports about Canadian lands, to the
hope that they may secure customers
•.han does either the Plymouth Rock
for their own, will certainly fail of
ir Wyandotte. One fundamental diftheir purpose. False statements so
ference still exists that Bhows the
maliciously circulated will sooner or
Asiatic origin of the red chicken:
later be disproved.
And, as in the'
They are persistent sitters.
case of the lands of Western Canada,
The Rhode Island Reds do not rethe fertility of which is now so well
produce themselves with certainty as
known to people of every state In the
to shade of color or Btyle of comb, but
United States, the folly of this work
In practical points they may be conshows an exceeding short sightedildered a distinct and well-established
ness on the part of those guilty of the
breed.
practice.
The present war has given some of
GIVING CHICKENS SKIM MILK these people the opportunity to exercise their, art, but in doing It they are
More Eggs Produced Than From
only arousing the curiosity of those
Fowls Given Grain Ration Supplewho cead the statements and a trifling
mented With Meat Scraps.
Investigation will only reveal their untruthfulness.
According to a general opinion of
A very foolish statement has remany who have given the matter cently appeared in a number of pamuch attention, the value of skim | pers, reading to part as follows;—
milk to laying hens is from 70 cents i
"It to believed that as a result of the
to $2.16 per hundred pounds. The latter war tax on land Imposed by the Canafigure Is evidently a little optimistic.
dian Government a number of former
According to experiments conducted Dakota farmers who went to the Britby the Indiana experiment station, ish Northwest will be compelled to re$1.73 was returned
per hundred turn to the United States.
Informapounds of skim milk purchased at 30
tion has been received that the tax
cents. These experiments covered a will amount to about $500 for each
period of two years; one pen of laying
farm of 160 acres, which in the case
hens received corn, wheat, oats, bran of many of the former residents of the
and shorts in the same proportion, In two Dakotas would practically amount
addition to all the skim milk the fowls to confiscation."
would drink, and another pen received
To show that the public has doubtonly the grain portion of the ration ed, hundreds of Inquiries have been
that the former received. In averaging made the Government at Ottawa,
the results obtained from feeding Canada, only to bring out the most emthese rations through two years of ex- phatic denial. A full-fledged lie of this
periments it has been shown that the kind has, of course, only a short life,
average number of eggs laid per hen and will tell in the end against those
receiving grain and skim milk was who" forge it and spread it, but. as •
133.5 eggs, whereas the hens that did Winnipeg paper points out. It is most
not receive skim milk with the grain complimentary to the agricultural posration produced an average of only 36
sibilities of Western Canada to find
eggs per hen. It was also shown that that rival farming propositions need
during the winter months, December,
audacious mendacity of this descripJanuary and February, when eggs are tion to help them.
the highest in price, that the pen reWhat is the truth? The Saskatcheceiving skim milk produced seven per wan Government has authorized a levy
cent more eggs even than the pen re- of $10 per quarter section on unculticeiving a grain ration supplemented vated lands owned by non-residents.
with meat scraps^ a feed generally The Alberta Government has Imposed
recognized as a great egg producer.
a Provincial tax of 10 mills on the assessed value of all uncultivated lands.
AGE FOB FATTENING CAPONS There are some special applications of
t these taxes, but the main provisions
Those vacant lands
Give Them All They Will Stuff of ! are as above.
held by non-residents to Western CanCornmeal and Middlings—Furada form a grave problem. They are
nish Supply of Grit.
making for poor communities, poor
Capons should reach full size be- schools and poor social and economic
conditions generally. By having them
fore' fattening, and this should be
when they are from ten to twelve cultivated the owners as well as the
months old. Fatten them from two to districts in which they are located
three weeks before marketing—two If will benefit alike. It is for this reason
they are shut up In dark coops. Feed that the Government has recently
them all they will stuff of cornmeal asked the co-operation of the non-resiand middlings, wet up, hilt not too dents. The high price of grain for
some years to come, and the general
wet, with milk.
Cracked bits of glass are used as splendid character of Western Canada
an aid to digestion, but good grit is land will make the question well
safest where the ground stuff is used. worth consideration.—Advertisement

Dampness Causes Leg Weakness.
Leg weakness in ducks is usually
caused by dampness. It a duck Is
compelled to sleep In a damp house
she ts likely to be attacked, with rheumatlsm or cramps, for which there Is
no sure remedy.
Overfeeding will
also do It Sometimes ducks break
down by persistent attention ot heavy
drakes.
Place for Brood Coops.
If possible place the brood coope
near the cornfield, which furatobeE
both shade end fresh ground.

BEWARE -.
SUBSTITUTES^-

Teeth for Special Occasions.
"Those Bullions simply roll in
wealth."
"Don't they—and say, did you ever
Bee Mrs. Bullion's set of state teeth?"
"State teeth?"
"Yes—the ones Bhe wears at receptions and dinners. They're made of
diamonds, rubies, pearls, sapphires and
emeralds in succession. Why, one of
her smiles is worth $88,000."—New
York World.

1 Will

Grit of some kind they must have.
. The farmer who does not keen over
a lot of male birds as capons will lose
a big spring profit on fowls, as turkeys
do not at any time sell as high as
capons per pound.

,

Final Opinion.
"I see there is an exodus of foreigners in Mexico."
"Well, instead of them fool foreigners joining in any such nonsense,
I think they ought to get out."
Uother Gf»7*s8w«et Powders for Children.
vorF8T«rirtB«B.Ba48tomaeh,,T*et&(nK Disorders,
U'OTB aod rwnlate lha Bowels and are a pleasant
emedy for WortnB. Used by Mothers for 'JtS years,
i'hey are so pleasant to take, children like tnem.
n,ty never fail. Ai all Druggists 26c Sample
aSB.
Address, A. 8. Oimsted, Le Boy. N. T-

PREMATURE BALDNESS

The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. Daily
shampoos with Cuticura Soap and;
occasional applications of Cuticura, i
Ointment gently rubbed Into the!
scalp skin will do much to promote
hair-growUig conditions.
Their Identity.
\
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Germany—The other powers come
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XT,
to these Btraits in fowl disguise.
Boston.
Sold everywhere.—Adv.
Turkey (mournfully)—Yes, as Turkey gobblers.
Congratulations.
"Congratulate me; I'm married."
A man must Indeed be mighty busy
"Sure—?and congratulate me; I'D*
when he hasn't time to stop and watch
single.'
a dog fight

plaaft tar quick, stardy growth-thai
UUr will am Iwuapwr erapa ot largs.
attraetiTC trait. W»'T» IMCS rrowla*
1 »OTi«,p«cl.,p«»r andotatrfrait trass
■ for IS yaars— »nd wa'U tsU
I you bow to do it—frt«. Oar
to Pl&nt T«*i and
HowTo II book,"How
PUcti" eoTsra the subjac.
I thoroagbly. It snaws bow to
I plant— fey nstbods which an
I Bacasiary to dereJop traea to
I tha tnilait Vigor and pndsOI HwiHi. Oar IBIS rrmit Book
I lists oar entire lies of gvaxaaI toad traa-to-nanie, hardy and
I weU rooted frnitandornaaeBI Sal BSrtaryttook. Beth hooka
^J an (highly iaitraetiv*. Both
■ m frea. Write for yenr oaplea terfay.

I The Barnes Bros, Nursery Co.
| Be a K
YslwawUU. Conn.
^MMMBMaMM

USE
OUR

SILO

and cut your
feed bill in half.

CaUlojoe »nd Information (re«. G. B1IM* BTOj,
Buffalo, S. V. Uooral Terma u> U»« Aaent*.
Sell our so

BOYS, GIRLS K$uj

>aout Cream
Don't waste all your flowers on the
•a-- -»■ — jr
—
VKkea,
Cakes. yuiia
Qolck «...
sellers.
I.. He
""Icnlara.
ead. Throw a few bouquets to the peatordera. Send 6 eU. for •ample andpartlco
WliOLlhOSK BWIUtTS CO., 1«8 Breedwej, KB" YOBS, S.I,
uues once
vuv& iu
n while.
WU»Q..——~•■--—ve ones
in a
i_m

\

Gome to Yolo County,
California

Sacun one of our Almond, Oliva or Fruit tracts near
Woodland. Profits tISO to »S00 per acre per annum- The lana will cost jou $119 to $130 per acre.
At a small additional cost we plant and care for
/our tracts for you. Easiest of easy payments.
Write for full particulars to
T.t.Mneck,aS7 Westtaia list..Sin Frieclst,.Cat,

Official Denial
No War Tax an Homestead Land in Canada
The report that a war tax is to be placed on
Homestead lands In Western Canada having*
been given considerable circulation In the
United States, this Is to advise all enquirers
that no such tax has been placed, nor is there
any intention to place a war tax of any nature
on such lands. . (Signed) W- D. Scott, Supt. of
Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, March 15th, 1915.
FiiMnaan llf.p Scene Postals, reproduced
CUTUpCaD IteST in colors frum actual photographs, taken at the from. 1ft for ibc. Send coin.
JOSIBF BAiKS CO., 814 VtB St., BALT1MOUH, Ml).

Rheumatic Sufferers ^^'Jil'tK;

cored after 18 years of failure by d"cu>rs. NpqoacB,
buta laboring man. J. H. Bishop, llttsardTHle,Oonm,

W, N. U , BOSTON, NO. 15-1915.
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PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
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I
APPLICATIONS FOR LICENSE

Coming Events.

BROOKFELD LADIES WIN'EVERYBODY IS ASKING.

WEST BROOKFIELD

Pupils of the Congregational and
Methodist Sunday Schools gave concerts
in their respective churches Easter Sunlay night. Miss Nettie S. Allen bad
■iiarge of the pupils of the Methodist
■Minday school while Miss Marjorie Cutler drilled those of the Congregational
church. The programs consisted of songs
ilrills and recitations with remarks by the
pastors, .Rev. A. W, L. Nelson and Rev.
John H. Hoffman.

FRIDAY, APRIL 9, IBIS

Will You Put Up This Wren House?

Miss Elizabeth Burke has been spendA Most Successful Entertainment was Is Andrew J. Leach Guilty or Not ing the week in Brockton.
As an introductory offe&will send you this
Guilty.
' Grace Foote, New Haven, is the guest
Enjoyed.
little Wren House Free, postpaid, with a six
month's' trial subscription to LITTLE FOLKS
The Mock Court trial to be given under of Alice C. Heath, Central street.
The annual Easter sale, supper and
Mr and Mrs Levi W. Livermore enterMAGAZINE for 40c. (Must be a new subthe auspices of B. H. S. A. A., in Brookentertainment of the Ladies Benevolent
scription. ;
field town hall, Thursday evening, April tained their son, Earl W., over Easter.
society of the Congregational church was
Mrs John A. Daley is visiting hen
l;j, promises to be in event, of unusual
Tins
fine
House
is
made
of wood, stained in two colors and will atheld in town hall Wednesday afternoon,
tract wrens to your home. You will enjoy the song of these
interest. Judging from newspaper re- daughter, Miss Ray, in Concord.
and evening and was the most successful |
sweetest
of
aong
birds
all
Summer long.
Alanson Hamilton Post, G. A. K., will
ports of similar entertainments conducted
attair by the ladies of the church in re-1 ivy the present management, it would engage West Warren brass band to play
At the annual parish meeting of the
LITTLE FOLKS Contains
cent years. The sale opened at 3 p. ut. j
Congregational church, last Thursday
seem to be one of the most amusing MemoriaHlay.
in the main hall where decorated booths things now offered for public patronage.
Fairy Stories, Nature Stories, Stories of Real Children,
Miss Adele Olmstead, Brooklyn, N. V., night, Arthur Warfield was chosen modStories of Make-believe Children, New Games to Play, Colored
arranged on the north and south sides It will be, in the first place, an exact re- is the guest of her brother, Otto B. Olm- crutor.'and these officers were elected: —
Cut-outs,
Pictures to Color with Paints or Crayons.
and in the center of the hall, useful, fancy production of a court scene in methods stoad and family.
Clerk, Charles H. Bell; treasurer, Chas.
LITTLE
FOLKS
provides continuous Entertainment for children
and ornamental articles and home-made and procedure and on this account win
Mr and Mrs Robert B. Davis, Cottage O'M. Edson; collector, Edwin Wilbur;
and enough of it to keep them busy the whole year round.
candy and flowers were exhibited before be extremely interesting to ladies and street, have been entertaining Miss Ma- parish committee, Isaac B. Jones, Alliert
prospective customers. The wares were | others who have never attended a real bel Newell, Springfield.
W. Bliss, John G. Shackley ; auditor,
Address LITTLE FOLKS MAGAZINE
arranged in so neat a manner that nearly |
Dept. M, SALEM, MASS.
trial. Best of all will be the refined fun
Mr and Mrs George B. Sanford have Albert W. Bliss ; parish 'assessors, John
all who came to inspect were forced to | of the whole afiair. With Judge Henry
been entertaining their grandsons, Philip (i. Shackley, Isaac N. Jones, Albert W.
make a purchase which resulted in the K. Cottle presiding over the court, Miss
Bliss.
The appropriations were for
and Milton Watson, Arlington.
attendants being kept busy all during the Jane Chapin as the broken-hearted plainpreaching,81000; music, 8300; insurance,
Miss
Beatrice
Nye
of
Blandford,
ha*
afternoon and sajes were made in a brisk till', Andrew J. Leach as the defendant,
..5; contingent fund, 8300.
A commitmanner. Japanese cherry blossoms and Col. A. V. Newton of Worcester prosecu- been the guest of Mr and Mrs Philander tee of three—Allen W. Hazen, Myron A.
4 I
white trimmings predominated in the ting the case, and C. B. Perry, Esq. of Holmes.
Richardson, and Robert M. Carter,—was
V
David Macl.achlan, Bristol, Ct., was at
elaborate decorations of the booths, Worcester, defending the accused, to say
appointed to consider whether the money
between which were evergreen trees. nothing of the brilliant array of court the home of his sister-in-law, Mrs Mary for the expenses of the coming year shall
The pink" of the cherry blossoms en- officers, witnesses and jurors, it is pretty D. Whin, Central street, for Easter.
he raised by pew rental or subscription.
Miss Mildred Uilmore, a student at St. This committee will report at the adchanced by the green of the trees, re- certain we shall have all the comedy and
sulted in the hall resembling a garden in reality of a court scene and enough whole- Anne's academy, Marlboro, spfiit her journed meeting next Monday night.
Springtime and expressions of admiration some fun to last a year. Indeed it is pre- Easter vacation at home.
Mrs Ella M. Sherman, .Cottage street,
and delight were heard from all who en- dicted by those in a position to know,
Getting Up.
tered and gazed upon the scene and es- that from the opening of the court until has been entertaining her brother, Henry
When you find an unwillingness to
pecially with the people moving about the close of the case, the audience will be M. Thompson, Danielson, Ct.
rise In the morning, make this short
after the electric lights had been turned kept keyed up to the point of convulsions
Mr and Mrs William L. Allen, Worces- speech to yourself: "I am getting up
on did the hall resemble a veritable fairy- bj'the unique proceedings. Wit, pathos, ter, were guests of William H. Allen and now to do the business of a man; and
land. The ladies of the church were eloquence, laughable local hits and va- sister, Altheda, for Easter.
am I out of humor for going about
showered with prais ■ on the pret.'y ap- garies will be drawn upon' without stint
Miss Edith M. Phelps, Springfield, has that which f was made for? . . .
pearance of the place and felt repaid for to keep tip the current of merriment. been the guest of her mother, Mrs Helen Was 1 then designed for nothing but
to doze and batten beneath the counthe labor. The front of the stage waa a As an entertainment of innocent fun,
L! Phelps.
terpane,"—Marcus Aurelius.
bank of evergreen While before the foot- conducted with mock dignity and withMiss Florence L. Cota, a teacher in
The Educational Display at REED'S Drug
lights was a row of potted green moss out the shade of offense to refined tastes, Worcester, is with her mother, Mrs HarStore, North Brookfield, Mass., and the
Dally Thought.
and daffodils. Suspended from the galthe Mock Court Trial will be as men- riet R. Cota, for the spring vacation.
Let every dawn of morning be to
lery and chandeliers were pots of green
Special Reduced Rates will be withdrawn
tioned above, an event of usual interest.
John J. Tcelian, Boston, spent Easter you as the beginning of life, and every
moss and white Easter lilies. The Urst
The following are the rest of the partici- witlijiia sisters, Mrs Alfred N. Leharge setting sun be to you as Its close;
Saturday the 10th inst.
bojtb to the left on entering the hall was pants:—Clerk, Edile H. Clark; court offithen let every one of these short lives
and Miss Lillian Teehan.
in charge of Misses Mildred G. Mitchell
This
is your last chance to get a Salary
cer, James Bowler; court crier. Thomas
Mrs Frank W. Combs and daughter, leave its sure record of some kindand Lucille Webster, who soiJ cut flowers
T. Durkiu; witnesses, Dr. Mary H. Sher- Olive, Chieopee Falls, are at Foxhill farm ly thing done for others, some goodly
Raising
Education at the reduced rate.
and their entire stock was disposed of
strength or knowledge gained for
mon , Selectmen Walter B. Melted, Post on Long Hill.
before night; next was the forget-me-not
Some
eager
to better their position^ in life
yourself.—-lui
skin.
master K. F. Delai.ey, cattle inspector,
Mrs Buenos A. Weeks and son, Howbooth in charge of Mrs David Hunter,
David N. Hunter and Mrs Irving Breed;
t
have
already
taken -advantage of this opard, Newton Highlands, are guests of .Mr
Mrs Henry Randall and Mrs Arthur YV.
Mary's Difficulty.
jurors, Lucius E. Estey, Fred F. F. Frauand Mrs Ueorge H. Howard.
portunity.
What
are YOU going to do
Mitchell. At the northeast coiner the
Little Mary was absent from her
quer, Arthur W. Mitchell, P. Eugene
fancy table was in charge of Mrs Clara
Allen and Isaac Jones went to Boston seat in school and sent no excuse.
Uadaire, Arthur F. Butterworth, Edward
about it?
Thompson, who was kept busy showing
The teacher, in questioning some of
B. l'hettcplace, Elmer H. Churchill, on Tuesday, as delegates from Alanson
Mary's playmates, was told that the
The United States is on the verge of the
her wares and the pretty articles found
Claude H. Lafln. George W. MacN'amara, Hamilton Post to the CJ. A. R. encamp- reason Mary was not in her place.was
ready buyers. In the center sweetmeats Ilanry W. Irwin, James Wall and Hu- ment.
greatest industrial boom she has experienced.
" 'cause she has a noise." Inquiry dewere rapidly disposed of from the largest bert E. Stoddard.
The assessors began their work Monday
veloped that "Mary has adenoids."
Trained men will be needed in every line of
booth of all in charge oj Mrs P. Eugene
organizing with John A. Conway, chair(iadaire, Mrs Henry Clarke and Mrs
Ten Inches of Snow for Easter.
man and Charles A. Rawsou, clerk. ^F.
endeavour as never before. The I. C. S.
No Need to Employ an Architect.
Sherman Goodwin. The domestic booth
S. Beeman is the third member.
can train you in your spare time. You can
"Nope!" replied J. Fuller Gloom ot
By operating snow plows and cars durin the southeast corner of the hall was in
C. Fred Duncanson, a student at Wil- Sniffles, Mo. "I shall not be obliged
earn while learning.
The Cost is small and
charge of Mrs filbert Bemis and Mrs ing Saturday night, Superintendent Hen- liston Academy, Easthampton, spent his
to employ an architect to plan and
Mary Wakefield, and in the centre of the ry J. Clark of the W., B. & S. road had spring vacation at the home of his par- oversee the building of my new house
payments
are
made
easy.
The lessons are t
south side Mrs Charles T. tSunn, Mrs the entire line clear Sunday morning and entsqn Ragged hill.
The loafers hanging around will tell
easy
to
understand,
easy
to
remember and
cars
wereikept
on
schedule
time
all
day.
Victor J. Fortier and Mre Edwin LawF. Arthur Carter, North Main street, me how everything should be done."
rence were kept busy disposing of aprons. The 10-inch fall of snow Saturday, which
—Kansas City Star.
easy
to
apply.
The last booth but the first to the right was swept by the high northeast wind, has leased the store in the Union building, formerly occupied by Daniel T.
"There is a tide in the affairs of men which
on entering the hall, was the toy booth piled up bigger drifts than the car crews
Riches on Pacific Island.
u
in charge of Misses Ethel Johnson and have encountered this winter, and after Grady, baker.
taken at its flood leads on to prosperity".
An island in the Pacific of which a
Miss Mildred Tarbell, Springfield, was French company has obtained control
Marion Clark of Northampton. Supper four o'clock there seemed to be no possiXhis
is the tide and its turning flood.
bility
of
keeping
cars
on
schedule
time,
was served in banquet hall from 6.30 to
called home Tuesday by. the illness of her is believed to contain 10,000,000 tons
9 .o'clock, and consisted of baked beans, but the officials succeeded in keeping the grandmother, Mrs Angeline R. Butler, of high-grade phosphates and many
Prosperity
awaits you if you start now.
cold meats, pies, puddings, rolls and cars in operation, and thus prevented a
more million tons of inferior quality.
who is suffering from a shock.
coffee, and was declared by the 200 people who sat down to be up to the standard tie-up. The storm caught the street deFrank Maney of North Brookfield, is
of the suppers that have always been an partment unawares and no attempt was the foreman on the farm of Albert L.
Honors Were Even.'
attraction of the Congregational fairs. It made on Saturday afternoon to clear the Hauck, Brookfield road, succeeding
Ethel (tossing her head)—"A kiss?
was in charge of Mrs Caroline Ormsby sidewalks The entire town was blocked
Certainly
not! I never kissed a man
Henry W. Manning, who is the new
Mrs Daphne Hoyt, Mrs Saria Baggott
with snow, and in plaee of a brisk Easter warden at Brookfield town farm.
in my life." Jack—"You've nothing on
and Miss llattie Ormsby.
me; I never did either."—Philadelphia
The entertainment in the main hall at eve trade, Central street merchants re
The ball game between Olmstead QuaC, in charge of Mrs Richard Finney, in- ported the dullest Saturday night bust boag Corset Co. team and the Warren Public Ledger.
cluded a vocal solo by Miss Mildred ness in a year. Street superintendent
Mitchell; a dialogue in French by Miss Felix O. Rose had show plows and men Steam Pump Co, team has been twice
They May Grow Beards.
Marion Johnson Clarke of Northampton; out early Sunday morning, and before the postponed because of the unfavorable
If, as one scientist says, the woman
a vocal solo by Miss Edith O'Neal of
weather.
of the future will be bald, how in the
Ea>-t Brook field; a violin and piano duet hour for church services, all the sideDr. and Mrs Clement E. Bill and fam- world are we going to tell the blondes
by Misses Barbara and Pauline Ashley c I walks in the center of the town were pas.
Springfield; followed by piano solos by sable. The storm prevented many peo- ily have been entertaining Mies Virginia from the brunetteB?
Miss Pauline Ashley; the sisters then gave ple from spending Easter at home, and Seanor, Creeksdale, Pa. Miss Eleanor
MORTGAGEES SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
a duet and in response to repeated encores jjjayed a number of popular selec- there were fewer visitors in town Sunday, Bill, a student at the New Haven school By virtue and in pureurance 6t a power of sale
B. C. SHAW
• tions. Ijttle Miss Saretta McCrea of Mil- than on any previous holiday in years. for gymnastics, is home for the Easter re- contained in a certain mortgage given by Emma
H . G. TIERNEY
E, Eaton of Worcester, in the County of Worbury, who always delights Brookfield Easier, however, was observed in all the
ss.
cester and Common wealth of Massachusetts to
Div. Supt.
Manager
audiences, gave recitations.
The enter- churches with appropriate services and
L, Tomblen of Montague in said ComMisses Mary P. and Fannie F. Foster, Charles
tatnment concluded with the one-act
monwealth, which mortgage is dated the third
of June, 1913, and recorded with Worcester
comedy, "The conspiracy of class /lay," special music, All the churches were Pleasant street, have been entertaining day
District Deeds, in nook 2029, page 241, for breach *tt*&M*************>***************<l,**i***************
by Misses Felt Fletcher and Mildred well-attended during the day, but the Emory Foster, a student at Mt. Hermon of
the conditions contained in said mortguge and
Mitchell, Mrs Clara Thompson, Richard usual spring styles were not in evidence. school, East Northfield; Myrtie B. Fos- for the purpose of foreclosing the same, will be
sold at public auction on the premises described
Finney and Louis Flower. The sale netted
The oldest residents cannot recall an Eas- ter, teacher at the Moody school, East in said mortgage, on Monday, the twenty-sixth
about ♦125.
day of April 191.5, at two o'clock, in the afterter Sunday, when it was possible to jour- Northfield, and Elva Howell.
noon, the following described real estate, being
the same described in and conveyed by said
Miss Phyllis Hauck. teacher of District mortgage, namely;—
The trollymen on the Y/.h B. &. S. ney to church in sleighs, as was the case
A certain tract or parcel of land with the
4 school, has resigned on account ot ill buildings
line announce that all arrangements are Sunday.
thereon, situated in West Brookfield,
health, and the committee have elected in said County of Worcester, bounded and decompleted for entertaining the record
Coming Events.
scribed as follows, namely :—
Miss
Rose
Beauregard,
Holyoke,
to
fill
crowd, which they anticipate will be in
Beginning at a stone bound on the westerly
of North Main Street marked "6"; thence
attendance at their annual concert and Friday, April 9. Trolleymen's concert the vacancy. The latter is a niece of Jo- side
running on the line of salo^ street N. 65 deg. 26
seph Beauregard, a farmer in that district min. E, sixty nine and 9-12 feet to land of Charles
ball, to-night, and give assurance that
and ball, town hall, Brodkheld.
L. Stowell; thence by land of said Stowell N. 26
everyone will have an enjoyable time. Tuesday, April 13. Meeting of Woman's
A large company of former Vermont deg. W. one hundred forty-seven feet; thence by
of said Stowell N. 68 deg. 16 min, E. sixty
The trolly boys feel elated over the adters .gathered in G. A. R. hall, Monday land
Alliance at the First Parish church.
one feet to land of Ada Hamilton; thence by
vance sale of tickets in every town along Thursday, April 15. Mock Court Trial, night, for an old fashioned sugar eat, said Hamilton land N. 31 deg, 15 min. W, six and
10-12 feet; thence by land of said Hamilton, land
the line, due undoubtedly to the fact that
town hall, Brookfield, under auspices The' party was arranged by Rev. John of Anna Sykes and land of Warren Blair estate
N. 64 deg. 10 min. E. one hundred and forty-four
cars are positively guaranteed to North
H.
Hoffman
and
Mr
and
Mrs
G.
Frank
of B. H. S. A. A.
feet to land of Charles Allen; thence by said Allen land N. 44 deg. 40 min. W. eighty eight and
Brookfield, Spencer and Warren after the
t
» — Gilmore. The menu included new Ver- 9-12
feet to a stone monument; thence by land of
dance. A special concert program has
mont sugar, doughnuts, pickles „ and state of John R. Tomblen S. 40 deg. 40 min, W.
one hundred twenty-five and 7-12 feet to a stone
been arranged, and an added pleasure is
crackers.
monumenl; thence N. 74 deg- W. eighU-nine feet
or less to the easterly line of New Brahitree
the fact that the gallery will be opened
The last supper of the season was served more
road; thence southerly by the line of said road
for the first time at a dance in the past
two hundred thirty-four feet to the line of
by the Social and Charitable society in about
Ghurch Street; thence southeasterly on the line
eight months. Conductor John G. McLet no innocent man escape
Congregational church, on Wednesday of Church Street one hundred and seven feet.
or less to the line of North Main Street;
Namara as floor director will, be aasisted
night. Following, supper there was a more
ihence on said street N, 65 deg. 25 min. E. about
by the trollymen, who are fortunate
surprise entertainment in charge of Hits fifteen and 4-12 feet to the place of brginning.
excepting
therefrom, however, and from said
enough to have the night off duty. Dur
Phyllis Hauck, Mrs Austin W. King, Ar- sale, so much of the above described premises
as
was
released
from.the terms of said mortgage
ing intermission/ refreshments will be
thur H. Warfield, Miss Euth F. Greene, by said mortgagee
and conveyed by Emma E.
served in banquet hill by caterer Frank
under the auspices of
and Mrs Albert L. Hauck. followed by Eaton to Ella F- Dillon and others by deed doited
Sept. 15,1914 and recorded with Worcester DisWalker of Spencer, Concert from 8 to 9,
\
Brookfield High School Athletic Association the regular entertainment in charge of trict Deeds, Book 2063, page 562. to which referfollowed by dancing until 1 o'clock.
ences is made for a more particular description.
Harold Chesson and William B. Traill.
AT THE
Said excepted portion consists of a strip of land
the northeasterly part of the mortgaged
The Easter program at the CongregaThe following guests were in town for on
premises on which the bam stands and J..eludes
tional church included these choir and
Easter:—Elsie L. Ellis, with her parents, the barn.
THURSDAY
Said
real estate will be sold subject to the
organ selections. At morning service,
Mr and Mrs Chesselden L. Ellis; Miss taxes for the year 1915 and any liens thereon for
EVENING
the choir sang Break Forth into Joy, by
taxes
or
assessments, if any there are. Tennr:
Raj Daley, Concord, with her parents,
dollars down at time of sale, balance on
Simper, with solo hyJMrs Work; and At One of our most respected citizens Mr and Mrs John A'. Daley; Mr and Mrs Fifty
delivery of deed witnin ten days thereafter.
leluia by Hammond; and a solo by Miss
Attorney,
John Morgan, Mormon, with Mr and Mrs HENRY E. COTTLE,
. will be charged
CHARLES L. TOMBLEN, Trusts.
O'Neal, He is Risen; organ selections by
Mortgagee.-?
John Morgan, West street; Mrs Mary F.
Apr- 2, 9, 1*C.
Clarendon for prelude offertory and post- Breach of
Promise Shallenbach, Chelsea, with Mr and Mrs April 1. 1915.
lude, Easter Dawn, Claussman; Easter
Edward K. Haskins; Cora L. Blair,
Regular Court Rules. Offertory, Deshays; and Allegro Pomposo
teacher at Clark Institute, Northampton,
Startling Developments
by West. Evening service, organ numwith her sisters, Marianna and Grace K.
Ludicrous Situation
WHOLESALE DEALER IN
bers; Cantique d'Amour, Lemare; HoBlair; Teresa Monahan and Mabel BeaLocal Hits
sannah, Hartmann; and Easter Day, by
han were guests of Miss Monahan's grand' Poultry, Eggs, Apples, Rags
An
Evening
of
Refined
Fan
Lovet. Choir selections were Angels
mother, Mrs Margaret Clennan i Dorothy
roll the rock away, Hammond;. Hark! Doors Opei tt 7.3D Court called it 8.15 Bensch, Springfield, was guest of Ada B. and Rubber, Metals, Grain Bags
Ten Thousand voices, Hnmmond; God
Tickets on Sale at D. A. Eaton's
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
Graham, Ragged hill; Arthur L. Flagg
11 ath sent His Angels, Lord, with solo by
Drug Store, April 1.
Worcester, was with his mother, Mrs 1 School Street
North Brookfield
Mrs Work; and Sing with all the Sons of
Harriet Flagg, Church street.
Telephone 74-4
4wll .
Price 25 Cents
Glory, Hammond.

OPPORTUNITY!
is Knocking at
Your Door Now

INTERNATIONAL
Correspondence School
Scranton, Pa.

Newspapers

Fun! Fun! Fun!

Clean and Whole

Mock Court Trial

For Spring House Cleaning

Town Hall, Brookfield

APRIL 15

JOURNAL - OFFICE

MYER GRACE

Y

Organ Concert, Apr.

AN APRIL BLIZZARD

The choir of the Congregational church Slow Shovellers Say Spring Seems
announce an Organ Recital for WednesStrange, Surely.
A. M. 7.16-Bast and Went.
day evening, April 14
»*»***5
9.SO--Went.
The
snowflakes
commenced to fall las
the direction of Prof. 3.\% E. Coy of
p. M, 12.46—Bast and West.
Spencer, assisted by Miss Mary Dunton, Saturday morning, April 3d, and from
2.00—West
pListe Mr Sauncy, baritone soloist; ! noon until 5 o'clock the weather was o
4.50—East.
blizzard variety. Nearly a foot of
7.06—East and West.
Harrison Taylor, violinist, Miss Kocb Ithe
I
MAILS CLOSE.
reader, and others, as well as the choir cJ , wet snow fell before the storm ceased,
A M. ?00-East and West.
the church. Time 8 p.m., adm.ss.on 20 and the afternoon was about as disagree. '
11.30—East and West.
able for those who were obliged to be oftt
p. M. 1.00—West.
cents.
of doors, as could well be imagined.
4.40—East.
0 00-Bast and West.
The trolley lines were taken unpreOff for Washington.
Mails for East Brookneld »™ *<Xlta from
pared and the trolley service was tied up
The Washington tourists had a fine all the afternoon and no cars run until
send-off when they took the 1.38 tram Sunday morning. Two social events In
today, Principal Sibley thoughtfully per- town Ifelt the effects of the storm, and
West and South.
•
., a IB
.Mall for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16 mitting the entire school to go down.to one was postponed until the next ThursAM and received at 1.30 r\M.
t,e train to see them start.
Bes.de Mrs day Two ladies who came from WorThe office hours will »»:-*« A.M. » SV. M.
Batcheller and Miss Eaton, there were cester to attend the D. A. R. meeting,
Holidays M*
646 to 9.30
A. M.^^
and 6 topoBtmMter>
o r. m.
Holidays,
~r^
John Darnels, Carl Cardin, Henry^oyle, had hard work in getting home that
PAUL M. KEAJJEY, Asst.
Charles Morrison, Misses Eileen McCar- night. Sunday morning the snow plow
thy Eva Parsons, Evelyn Clapp and was called into service on the streets.
~NORTH BROOKFIELD.
Mildred Lane. Henry O'Brien, formerEnd of the Season.
ly a member of this class, also went with
MAILS DUB TO ABKIVE.

Call at 46 Summer Street
To see the Latest Models of

NORTH BROOKFIELO.

NOTICE is hereby given under ChapFriday, April 9. First Dance. Castle ter 100 of the Revised Laws that Edward
Revane arid Sadie Revane have applied
hall, by F. of A.
for a license of the first class to sell inApril 15, 16 and 17. Grand Bazaar for toxicating liquors at the Prospect house.
North Main street, (two entrances off
the B & R Baseball Association/
the street) on all four floors, fifty rooms,
Monday, April 19. Junior Prom at the with stock jn cellar^^ HOWARD_
town hall.
Clerk of Board of Selectmen.
Yon have only one day more to see the
display of the I. C. S., and their special
offer, at E. W. Reed's drug store. It
has proved very popular and thousands
are taking advantage of it to make themselves larger wage earners, and of more
value to themselves and to the world.
See advertisement.

NOTICE is hereby given under Chapter 100 of the Revised Statutes, that
Charles F. Hart, and Sarah Hart, under
hrm name of Chares F. Hart & Co
have applied for a license of the fourth
claw as wholesalers, to sell intoxicating
liquors on.Forest street, (two entrances,
front and rear) in four rooms on first
floor, and in cenar^With^.^cellar.

SPIRELLA
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your hom#
by sending word to

***

*•

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookiields.

Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD,

MASS.

27

Clerk of Board ot Selectmen.

Continue Old' English Custom.
NOTICE is hereby s;iven, under ChapFRED G. CLAPP
Gentlemen in tall hats and white ter 100 of the Revised Laws, that Eugene
W
Reed has made application for a
smocks were recently seen sweeping
a clean pathway from Vintner's hall license of the sixth class, to sell intoxito the old church in Upper Thames cating liquors, for mechanical and medpurposes only, at No. 9, North Mam
street, London, England. The Vint-, m
street, on street floor, with stock in baseners' company had elected a new masRegistered Embalmer.
ter, and it Is their ancient custom to meI,t'
- M. J. HOWARD,
sweep him a clean pathway through
Clerk <d Board of Selectmen.
Organ recital, April 14.
the party.
I,«ar A«Ut»nt.
The last meeting of the Appleton Club the dusty city in these quaint cosNOTICE is hereby given, under ChapMr and Mrs Joseph Wallace of Fall
for the 26th season was held at Grange tumes.
ter 100 of the Revised Laws, that Charles
Brotherhood Lecture.
Eiver are spending the week m town.
Morrison and Rose Morrison have made
hall Wednesday evening, with some forty
a>mu!ct«l by Long Distance Teleapplication for a license of the first class
Her Time Oecupjed.
Prof. Coy and other artists at Congrein
attendance.
Present
Day
Conditions
The last meetonToTthe Brotherhood
phone at House and Store.
An interested visitor who was mak- to sell intoxicating liquors at their hotel,
in Spain was the subject of a fine paper
gational church, April 14.
corner
of
Forest
and
Benoit
streets,
(3
enfor the season will be next Monday evening the final call in the tenement disThe regular meeting of the Woman's ing, April 12, at the Chapel. SupperWill by Supt. Burr S. Merriaro, of Marble- trict, rising, said; "Well, my good trances on Forest, one on Benoit) on all
with stock m cellar.
Guild will be held in the Guild rooms, l,e served at 6.45, in charge of David C head, but as he was detained by other woman, I must go now. Is there any- four floors, 31 rooms,
M. J. HOW ARD,
engagements, the paper was read by Miss thing I can do for you?" "No, thank
Wednesday, April 14th, at 3 p. m.
Clerk of Board of Selectmen
Lane. At 7.30 there will be a finely .11MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Mrs George Auld of RoslindWle is visit- nstrated lecture on Old New England by Nellie Smith. Spanish Courtships were ye mem," replied the submerged one.
NOTICE IS HEREBY 6IYEN
ing her mother, Mrs A. F. Forrest, Mm Rev? John H. Hoffman of West Brook- described by Miss Isabelle Morse. After "Ye mustn't mind it if I don't return
DRESSMAKING
field. Admission to lecture free; supper the usual intermission, fifty slides from the call, will ye? I haven't any time rphat the subscriber has been ^W"*^
street.
1
..xfcutor
of
ttie
will
of
Sarah
M.
liii'law
oi
to
go
Blummin'
nieself."
the Worcester Art Museum, showing
North BrookfieU
The Grand Army celebrate to-night the only 15 cents. All men of the community Spanish scenery and illustrations of
Korth BrraikfteM. in the County of Worcester JJ Prospect St.
Kas2l.TSU.' and has takon nnoj,i himse
50th anniversary of the surrender, of Lee ™ most cordially invited. Officers for
that
trout
l>v
tfiv
IIR
bowl,
us
tin;
1M*
liirecH.
AH
27
Their Days of Comfort.
the coming year will be elected and ,t s Spanish art and architecture were thrown
Snmhavlnide.ni.nds upon the estate o said
We'have come to the belief that the deceased ire required to exhibit the same, and
at Appomatox.
upon the screen, the machine being operunderstood
the
presidency
will
be
acceptafl persons indebted to said estate are called op.
happiest
ones
in
the
world
are
those
Mr and Mrs John J. Murphy of Dorated by Earle Robbins. A descriptive
on tomakepaymon|g>viN ^ N0RMANBxr.
chester have been the guests of Mr and ed by one of our most prominent and story was given by Miss.Frances T. Law- who having experienced wealth and
Worcester, Mar. 6,1813.
^^^ ^ ^ Aprl, ,
the
intolerable
bother
of
keeping
to
a
1
s
public
spirited
citizens.
Mrs Timothy Murphy, Bigelow street.
rence, as a Farewell Tour rhrough Spain.
Residence 38 Spring St., cor, Prospect
certain standard ot fashion and high
The Men's League of the Methodist
It
was
voted
to
devote
half
of
the
next
living, lose their money and are then
Most Successlul Entertainment
MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
season to a study of our own country, and able thoroughly to enjoy the ease and
church will meet Mondaj night, April U,
inside Work ft Specialty. Paper Hanging
at Charles Wheeler's, Walnut street.
BY certain
virtue of
a POW«.«RS
D
mortgage
K.veub rW^fe*
hare A 1tag
The Young Ladies Sod.,lity of St.- Jo half to the study of Ireland. The old comfort of poverty and privation.
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Attennrtv t/, Waller s. I ames of said >.orth brook
Messrs Bemis and McCarthy began seph's church were very successful ■ m board of officers was unanimously re«H .!„.,.,lMiin-1 14 1914 and recorded in the
dL
work on the census Thursday, and are their efiorts to please the public on Mon- elected :—President, Horace J. Lawrence;
Spending Life Well.
(42) Satisfaction Guaranteed
(nr breach of the conditions therein contained P.O Bo%2.
Life should be spent in a strong, and
expected to complete it as rapidly as pos- day evening. There was a record crowd vice-president, Mrs F. P. Greene; secref. "the i...runse oi foreclosing the same will
imDr
ve
e
1
,}•"« ™
°
* * h" Sec'3d at public auction upon the
present, every seat being taken before the tary-treasurer, Miss Mary French; execu- continuous effort to
look
sible.
'" tBS "1 ,.'
tive committee, the officers ex-officio, paratus for the guidance of life, both Saturday fcas 1. IW». <" n>»'- " '
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
The W. C T. U. will meet in the Con- curtain rose upon the first part. Mrs
to
thought
and
action.
We
must
ever
Miss
Frances
T.
Lawrence,
Dr.
Idelle
Edgregational church parlors, Friday after- Moynihan and Miss Mary Boyle, Edward
be trying to know more and more thereon in the Northwesterly part ot said North |
mands.
The
treasurer
reported
all
bills
noon, April IB. at 3o'clock. The county Doyle, Misses Eva and Florence Noonan
KrooKni'l bounded and described as follows:IN SCRIPT OR
and Miss Mary Doyle were at their best paid, with a small balance in the treasury. what are the things to be believed ileSinri 1 gat the Northwesterly corner thereof
president, Mrs Taylor, is expected.
and done-William Ewart Gladstone. no the K' St. rly side oi the road running from
The
club
then
adjourned
until
Wednesand kindly responded to generous and
The Girls' Friendly society will meet
ENGLISH TEXT
netty encores, - ^ ".Iso Mr Denn« day, Oct. 5.
Excelsior.
on Tuesday evening in the Guild rooms.
McCarthy and John CJBnen. The^ firs
"You
can
never
tell
these
days,"
reSouthwesterly by said wall to the place of be. H. F. Lawrence
Each member will please bring sewing
Thompson-Brunell,
North BrookfieM
part presented scenes which for skilful
marked the man in the armchair,
materials. Sewing will be for the sale
Paging and careful drill o, participant,
"where the uplift will bob up next
on Tuesday, May4.
A wedding of interest to Brookfield Every time there are several consecucould not have been better. To Miss
Mrs A. F. Forrest has taken back the Estelle Cuddy is due the .highest pra.se people took place in Worcester, Monday tive days of rain and gloomy weather
morning, when MisB Lea C. Brunell, I expect to read how a committee of
place, on Elm street, that she sold about
King'sland Iron, said premises to a
ayearagotoMrTwilcott who decided (or her most excellent work w h the daughter of Mr and Mrs A. B. Brunell, earnest persons has got together and SbaeaU1
Swn r^ad thenccEastcrly by said town road to
children. The flower dance and the InCHARLES S. LANE,
and removed to dian dance showed her power in arrang- 18 Abbott street, Worcester, who live at organized a Society for the Promotion said Mahonoy'a land, thence Easterly by the
to give up farming,
SS fanrrtS'-nrrSioSX rS
Worcester with his family on Tuesday. ing large groups to the best advantage on their home, the "Birches," at Lake Qua- of Higher Barometric Conditions.
Mrs Forrest moved back on Thursday.
a smallsta^e, so thievery detail counted, boag, during the summer, became the
BABY CHICKS FOR SALE.
less Terms Cash
Good music at Cong'l church April 14. and the children^ did credit to their■in- bride of Harry C. Thompson of North
WALTER S. HAINES, Mortgagee.
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
Brookfield. The ceremony was perMiss Mary Banger has returned from structor. But the "lr.sh Lilt Dance
North Brookneld, Mass.. April '^»J6j 16
L^tfion^yourha^hihSoMers^once.
formed at 10.30 o'clock at the rectory of
Personal
Prompt Attention Day
with
only
four
girls
in
it,
ca
led
for
two
her California trip, and expresses herse f
'
or N ie;ht.
Notre Dame church, by Rev. L. D. Gre- Iwl4
as delighted with the courteous treat- vociferous encores, to both of which they
COMMONWEALTH
OF
MASSACHUSETTS
PASTURE TO RENT.
nier. The bride was attended by her sisTelephone
North
BrookfieU No.
er8 of
WORCHMBK,.S.
PaoBAisCouaT
ment received from the °>i»»»8 1 w * responded.
iaa-11.
ter, Miss Eva Brunell, and John Thomp- PASTURE to rent ot 60 acres, or will take in
party with which she traveled, and with
To all persons interested in the estate of
The Suffragettes were most decidedly
stock
for
the
season.
j
ADAMS.
R
Long Distance Connection.
mmnv K. Fairbanks, of North Brookiieia,
almost everything which she saw both in able to "sneak for themselves" and re- son, brother of the groom, was best man.
H,l county an incapacitated person,
The bride wore a two piece model of blue
Funerals Personally Directed
whereas Heiry E. Cottle the conservator of
California, and on the way out rind back. ceived their full share of applause the
tlKoreSyotsiid incapacitated person Aas
ECCS FOR HATCHING
and Kvery Requisite Furngabardine, and her hat was a black sailished.
P,eson ed for allowance Yiis «rst second and
Next Sunday morning at the Congrega- frequent local hits taking well with the
or, trimmed with grapes and ribbon veltliinl accounts as such conservator.
th
T.mly Aol»t»nt.
Yon a« hereby cited to appear at a Probate
tional church the sermon will be preceded audience. To James Ivory is given the
vet. She carried lilies of the valley with
Court to be held at Worcesier .to wd W»ng.
Brookfleid.
by the fortnightly talk to the boys and credit lor coaching them, and M.ss Teresa
on the twentieth day of April A. D. >"">•■" ""no
rose center. The bridesmaid wore a navy
o'elnei! in the forenoon to show eauBe, if any
airls Rev. Mr Budd's morning theme Doyle did a great deal for its success, botn blue suit with a sand color straw hat,
TO RENT
will'be-The Blessedness of Self Control. on and off the stage.
trimmed with wings. She carried a bou- I GOOD TENEMENT of seven rooms on Grove
In the evening he will answer the quesl°£Z
with
ba«h,
•""gSlJfjJSSAnnis:
quet of sweet peas and lilies of the valley.
terJSed In the estate fourteen days at least
tion-"ls Life Worth Living ?''
Annual Meeting of the First Congre- At the conclusion of the ceremony, a
Elfjach^kb.AUe^Si^wS1',
' Only 20 cents for a dollar's worth of
wedding breakfast was served at the home
gational Society.
to the NortS Brookiield Journal, a newspaper
DRY SLAB WOOD
music, April 14.
/
of the bride's parents with the member of
Sawed Stove Length
and bv mailiuit, postpaid, a copy of this citation
Deft A G. Stone was chosen modera- the two families present. The bride's
The Worcester County Convention of
to saidT incapacitated person and all other
FOR SALE
know* peSSS interested in the estate, seven
King's Daughters will be held in the Con- tor and Mr Albion Doane was unani- gift to her maid was a pearl brooch and
Telephone
27-13.
E.
S.
WINTER
the
best
man
received
a
ruby
scarf
pin,
gregational church on Wednesday, May mously chosen Clerk of the Parish in
"KSK^MBS?" FoVee "Esquire, Jud«
of MM Court this thirtv-nrst day of March
12 There will be both morning and af- place of Mr Horace J, Lawrence, who from the groom. Mr and Mrs Thompson
to the year one thousand nine hundred and
ternoon sessions.. Dinner, in charge of having filled the office for thirteen years, left Worcester for an automobile trip and
fifteen.
HARRY H. ATWOOD, Eegttter.
on
their
return
will
live
on
Summer
St.,
"THE RED KIND"
Miss Addie Stoddard, will be served at wished to retire. The parish committee
Apr. 2,9,16, C
noon. The reception committee are Mrs is- H W. Bemis, M. A. Longley, A. C. North Brookfield.
Fertile Eggs for Hatching
M0nT6A6EE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
W. T. Sherwood, Mrs Arthur C. Bliss, Stoddaad, David C. Lane Chas. F. Ful$1.00 per Setting
BY virtue of ft power of sale contained inajeerMrs FredFullani and Mrs G. R. Hamant. lam; auditor, George R. Hamant; collecNEW BRAINTREE.
tor- A L. Newman; treasurer, George R.
Epworth League met at the home of
Savings Bank, date. September17 um and «
North Brookfield,
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EL
CURTIS GUILD DIES
m FRENCH E AGAINST SI
CZAR FORGES ANOTHER CARPAT PASS
FROM PNEUMONIA
ALLIES WAIT FOR RUSSIAN SUGGESS Former Governor III But a Few

URGES BREAKING OF SHIP COMBINE WILLARD VICTOR
The American Merchant Marine Will Then
Grow, Says Edward F. McSweeney.

BY KNOCKOUT

Defeats Jack Johnson After 26
Gruelling Rounds

Days

Will Not Make General Attempt to Smash Through Belgium
Until Hungary Is Invaded

GOVERNOR THREE TIMES
Was Ambassador to Russia for Two

UNITED STATES PROTESTS BRITISH ORDER *N COUNCIL

Years, and Received Second
Highest

Honor 'From

the Czar.

i
London.—The Kussians have made
London.—Further gains by the RusBlttH another advance on their front sians in their persistent attacks for
from Uzsok to Bartfeld. in the Carpa- the passes of the Carpathians were
shians, according to the official report . reported.
issued in Petrograd. The advance was ; The Austrians officially admitted
particularly effective in the district of that they had been forced to retreat
the Rostok Pass. Here the Russians . in the Beskid Mountains, attributing
crossed to the Hungarian side of the their reverse to the presence of large
slope and captured the two villages reinforcements of Russians who had
of Smolnik and Oroszrusska.
! comprised the army of investment at
Although the French are conduct > Przemysl.
ang a sustained and somewhat forraid-; Tne Przcmysl ,orce
numberinB
able offensive between the Meuse and , probaoly a quarter mnifon men, startthe Moselle in an effort to dislodge the ed westward from the Galician strongGermans from St. Mlhiel. the south-. hold immediately after its victory was
ernmost point of their line, .the de- clincued by tile the capitulation of the
meanor of the allied armies as a whole , fortres6 and has thrown its weight:
Indicates a disposition to await the; agalnst the Besklds, a range which
outcome of Russia's gigantic- plan to | connects the Little Carpathians with
force the Carpathian harrier.
the Eastern Carpathians and forms
Germany is thought to be pouring part of the boundarv between Galicia
troops into Hungary, even to the ex- and Hungary,
tent of weakening her forces in Flan-!
Vienna announced that the onrush
ders, and an Austrian official commu
of the Russians had been checked and
nication notes the presence and rethat 2,000 prisoners had been taken
counts the success of German and
after many attacks of the Muscovites
Austrian troops in the Laborcza Valhad been repulsed.
ley.
The Russians claim to have taken
There is less talk in England of the
spring advance of the Allies in France : 260.000 prisoners on the Carpathian
and Belgium and an increasing appre-'■ front since their advance began on
elation of the task Russia is attempt-' January 31, and also claim to be cap. _
turing Germans and Austrians at the
This leads to the belief in some rate of an army corps a fortnight,
quarters that the leaders of the allied
The losses on both sides are officialarmies in the west, reckoning on the ! >T reported to have been heavy. They
heavy cost incident to smashing the i are said to have been particularly
German line there, may perhaps seek , '"-fie in the Uzsok Pass region and
only to hold their ground, in the be- on the front west from there to the
lief that the Russians will succeed iu r*Balizod road, where the attacks and
invading Hungary, ultimately to join j counter attacks were made with great
hands with the allied forces working vig°r0n the
northward through Servia.
western front the Yser figThus what their opponents regard "red as the scene of minor operations,
as the weakest of the Teutonic allies, I The Germans made a slight advance
Austria-Hungary, would be invaded I and Wok a village from the Belgians,
without the loss of life that an attempt | but it is not believed any big attempts
to drive the Germans from France i *"" be made in thts region, as floods,
which ca
and Belgium would entail.
» be brought about at any
The bombardment of the Darda-, time by opening the sluices, offer an
nelles will be continued, as the short-1 impenetrable barrier to a general adest, if the most costly, method of I vance.
crushing Turkey. Reports that Smyr-j
na has again been bombarded lack |
BULGARS INVADE SERVIA.
official confirmation
London.—On the western front the
Germans announce the repulse of
French attacks in the Woevre and Argonne regions and the failure of Belgians to recover ground which they
recently lost in Flanders.
The German submarine U-31 has re
placed the U-28 oft" the west coast ot
England, and it was reported she had
sunk the Rusisan bark Hermes and
the Glasgow steamship Olwine. ■ The
crews of both vessels were saved.
A German submarine also has destroyed the Italian steamship Luigi
Parodi, which left Baltimore January
22 with a cargo of coal for Genoa. The
destruction of the vessel has caused
great excitement in Italy and there
have been many expressions of resentment with vigorous demands for drastic action. The Italian Government
has taken strong measures to protect
the German colony in Rome and German shops in the Italian capital from
attempts at reprisals.
U. S. PR0TE8T6 EMBARGO.

Washington. — The United States
Government made public its note to
Great Britain announcing that it
"could not admit" either the right of
the allies or their claims for justification In placing an embargo on all commercial Intercourse between Germany
and neutral countries.
"To admit it," says the communication, "would be to assume an attitude
of unneutrality toward the present
enemies of Great Britain, which would
be obviously inconsistent with the
solemn obligations of this Government
in the present circumstances, and for
Great Britain to make such a claim
would be for her to abandon and set
at naught the principles for which she
has consistently and earnestly eontended in other times and circumstances."
The note reviews the legal phases
of a blockade of belligerent territory
and virtually blockade of neutral
coasts.
The United States, in the summing
op, sets forth its expectation that
Great Britain, after, having considered
"the possibilities of serious interruption of American trade" under the Orflar in Council, "will take the steps [
necessary to avoid them, and in the
event that they should unhappily oc-j
cur, will be prepared to make full reparation for every, act, which under I
the rules of international law consti-!
tutes a violation of neutral rights."
SAV TURKS WANT PEACE.

Minister of Finance Seek* Terms in
SwitzerlandLondon.—From Vevay, Switzerland,
a correspondent wires that Djavid
Bey, the Turkish Minister of Finance,
arrived in Geneva from Berlin, where
his financial mission failed
The Geneva newspapers, according
to the correspondent, declare that
DJavid's errand to Switzerland was
to find out the terms upon which the
Allies are willing to conclude a peace
with Turkey.

Nish (via London).—A Bulgarian
attack began on Servia near Vallandovo when several thousand irregulars, wearing military uniforms, crossed the frontier and surprised and
killed the Servian guards. They occupied all the heights on the left bank
of the Varda River and penetrated as
far as'the Station of Strumitza. They
cut the telegraph and telephone wires
and drove back the Servian troops
and captured two guns.
The Servian troops, reinforced, repulsed the invaders after a violent
all-day tight and recaptured the
guns.
The Servians pursued the
Bulgarians, who lost'heavily in killed
and wounded. The Servians lost fifty '
men killed.

Boston—Former Gov. Curtis Guild
died Tuesday morning. He, had been
ill with pneumonia at his.home, 124
Marlboro street, since Friday.
The former ambassador to Russia
went to Sal<*m on business Thursday
and returned with a severe cold. Friday pneumonia developed. Drs.. William B. Robbins and James M. Jackeon had been in attendance since.
Monday morning Mr. Guild showed
slight improvement
but In
the
night had a turn for the worse and
sank rapidly until his death.
Hope for his recovery was held to
the last because of the extraordinary
vitality that carried him through a
similar illness in March, 1908, while
he was Governor. At that time he
was as near death as a man may be
and yet pulled through.
This time,
perhaps, because he had weakened a
little with his 55 years, the disease
overcame him.
Since that siege of 1908 Mr. Guild
had undergone an operation for appendicitis. That was in August, 1908.
His recovery was apparently complete, but now it Is believed that his
constitution was undermined enough
to allow pneumonia to conquer him.
Started Career as $7 a Week Collector.
Curtis Guild, LL.D. of both Holy
Cross College and Harvard University, was borp in South street, BosIon, Feb. 2, I860
the son of Curtis
Guild.
He was graduated from Harvard,
after having prepared at the Chauncy Hall school, in 1881.
After an
extended tour of Europe he started
at $7 a week as bill collector and
traveling agent for the Commercial
Bulletin, which his father and uncle
were just founding.
Eighteen Years in Newspaper Work.
Eighteen of the most strenuous
years of Mr. Guild's life were devoted
to practical newspaper work. After
experience in every department of
the work he was taken into partnership by his father and uncle.
He wrote the first article suggesting the subway as a relief to congested streets, and aided Mayor Matthews, Gov. Greenhalge and others
In the drafting and passage of the
measure. He fought the sugar fight
on sugar tests in the New York custom house and secured investigation,
which reported that tests in the New
York custom house were too low,
which was a notable victory for Boston.
His Military Career.

Mr. Guild began his military career
at the age of 10 years, when he drilled with the Chauncy Hall battalion
until he was 17 years old. He, rose
through all grades until he was major, and commanded his school for
two years.
He was for two years first-lieutenParis.—Hostilities between Servian
troops and Bulgarian irregulars have ant of the Harvard Rifle Corps until
It
disbanded. He joined troop A, the
broken out along the border. An of
licial statement issued at Nish, Servia, National Lancers, of the 1st batsays that the Bulgarians overwhelmed talion Massachusetts cavalry, as a
the Servian frontier guards and oc- private, becoming a non-commissioned and a commissioned officer in that
cupied Servian territory.
An official dispatch from Ghecghell, famous old troop.
A staff appointment was offered
Servia, to Saloniki, confirms the statement that Bulgarian bands crossed i htm by the late Gov. Greenhalge, but
the Servian border. They are said to was declined. On the earnest solicihave captured from the Servian fron- tation of Gov. Wolcott . he accepted
tier guards two cannon, with which the office of inspector-general of
they bombarded the railway station at rifle practice, and in 1897, the year he
Strumitsa.
Railway and telegraph was in office, 96 percent of the Massachusetts militia were qualified as
communications were cut.
After heavy fighting, this message marksmen.
pays, the Bulgarians were repulsed
First Spanish War Volunteer.
and fled, closely pursued by Servian
The day after the sinking of the
troops.
Maine Mr. Guild waited upon the
Governor and urged his conviction
that
war was inevitable. He asked
giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy.
that If it should be declared his resignation be accepted as a staff officer
I PITH OF THE
•Mid that his name be Bled as a volWAR NEWS { 'iiteer. This made him, in February, 1898, the first volunteer in MasSiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiimtHMtmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiifiiiimiiimiiiiimiiiif'
Mhusetts for the Spanish war.
British forces, in occupying Warmbad,
Ambassador to Russia.
German Southwest Africa, as offiIn the spring of 1908, while Govcially . anounced, have taken the
-r.or of the state, Mr. Guild was very
southern capital and the terminus of
1 from an acute attack of rheumatic
the railway system.
' >ver, .caused by overwork. For many
The Duke of Brabant, eldest son cf
'ays he was at death's door.
He
King Albert of Belgium, although
ocovered after being confined to the
only fourteen yean old, has enlisted
ouse five weeks.
During the same
in the Belgian army.
c-ar he received 75 votes for the UeA German submarine became secure; ublican vice-presidential nomination.
ly entangled in. a net specially deIn 1910 he was appointed special
signed for that purpose and placed
ambassador to Mexico and served
off Dover.
with such distinction that on July 21,
Invasion by the Allies of Hungary,
1911, he was- chose'n ambassador to
working through Servia, was foreRussia, which post he held until
cast in London dispatches.
June, 1913, when he resigned.
Glfford Pinchot has been ordered out
A Unitarian in religion, he was for
of Belgium by the German military
many years active in the manageauthorities, says a despatch from
ment of the Benevolent Fraternity of»
The Hague.
He was there on an
Churches. He was a life member of
unofficial mission connected with
the Young Men's Christian:Union and
Belgian relief.
a member of the prudential commitA Rotterdam despatch says the Gertee of the Arlington Street church
mans are preparing to flood the
Like President Roosevelt he is a
country northwest of Antwerp.
Freemason. His favorite amusement
The Russian forces now hold every
was hearty exercise in the open air.
strategic advantage in the CarpaHe was'for some years captain of the
thians except at Uzok Pass.
Union Boat Club, and both at HarFive more Prussian
casualty
lists
vard and later at the Boston Athletic
printed bring the total of Prussians
Association won the championship at
killed, wounded and missing up to
fencing.
1,133,081 men.

Boston—The establishment of a
merchant marine and more efficient
methods of doing the work of the
commonwealth were urged the other
night by Edward F. McSweeney,
chairman of the directors of the .port
of Boston. He lectured before the
Boston Society of Civil Engineers
at their special meeting, illustrating
his remarks with etereoptlcon views.
"There should be more co-operation," he said, "between the engineering departments of the commonwealth with a view to producing
greater efficiency; a central laboratory for the testing materials, and
uniform methods to govern measurements for payment. Engineers' salaries and methods of promotion should
be standardized in order that equal
compensation shall be paid for equal
service to the state. As a beginning,
1 suggest that the engineers, through
their organizations, ask that an engineering division be established by
Jaw as a part of the state auditor's
department, giving to this division a
general supervision over all construc-

tion and maintenance work of the
commonwealth, and to the state auditing department powers of Investigation, etc., similar to those vested In
the finance department of the city of
New York.
"The cost of maintaining this engineering division should not be carried
by the auditing deportment, but it
should be apportioned among the various constructing boards and commissions of the commonwealth in proportion to their respective activities.
I am confident that such a plan which
has been worked out in detail by the
finance department of the city of New
York, and which may be studied, will
result in standardizing methods and
save a large amount of money to
the commonwealth each year. It will
prevent in future the evils due to
such errors in judgment as would
allow additional payment for materials
under tU-j customary contract and
specifications, by which the contractor has agreed to furnish all labor
and materials necessary to perfonn
the work to be done."

EXPECT TO COMPLETE
TO REPORT BILLS THAT
CAPE COD CANAL JUNE 1
INTEREST DEBAT0RS
Several

Changes Suggested
on Liens.

in

Law | will

Boston—Massachusetts may lose its
reputation as a "creditor's state" if
certain bills which the judiciary committee have voted to report go through
the Legislature.
One of these changes, the laws as
to poor debtors, provides that there
shall be no arrest after a judgment
has been declared, and modifies the
provision for arrest under mesne process before judgment.
Another bill relates to liens. It
provides that there shall be no oral
contracts, and that every contract in
writing shall be recorded before it
can be valid. A lien shall be regarded
as a mortgage and must be recorded
in the registry of deeds. ThiB bill
and supplementary bills will give a
larger protection to the Hen for material furnlBhed, but the lien for personal labor cannot be handled in that
way.
Another bill provides that a tax
title Bhall constitute an encumbrance,
but changes the law to provide that
a tax title to be valid must go through
the land court. Larger privilege is
given to the owner to pay up and
make good hiB own title to the property after the sale, pending judgment
by the land court.
MCGREGOR
WITHDRAWS
POLITICAL FIGHT.
Maiden

Man

Gives

Up

FROM

Lieutenant-

Governorship Candidacy— White
May Run.

Boston—Hon. Alexander McGregor
of Maiden,
rmer executive councillor, has withdrawn his candidacy, for
this year at least, for the Republican
nomination for the lieutenant governorship.
It is understood that Hon. Norman
H. White of Brookline, .former representative in the Legislature, former
chairman of the Committee on Ways
and Means, the first chairman of the
Btate Board of Efficiency, later a
Progressive candidate for Congress
In the Brookline district, who last fall
returned to the Republican fold, Is a
candidate for the Republican nomination for lieutenant governor this
fall.
' ■
Executive Councillor Guy A. Ham
has been for some time an avowed
candidate. It is expected that Colonel
A. H. Goetting, who was a candidate
last year, will enter the field There
have!* been rumors to the effect that
former Executive Councillor Wlnfleld
8. Schuster of East Douglas and Hon.
Levi H. Greenwood of Gardner, former President of the Massachusetts
Senate, might also enter the field.
8% P. C. A. IS GIVEN $125,000 IN
YEAR.

Then Have Uniform Depth
Twenty-five Feet.

of

Buzzard's Bay—The dredging of the
Cape Cod canal to a uniform depth
of 25 feet will not be completed, it hi
expected, before June 1, BO that the
new and lower rates which it had
been expected would go into effect
April 1 will be deferred two months.
Only the middle section has been
completed. Two dredges are at work
inside the railroad lift bridge at Buzzard's Bay and another at the Sandwich end. Only four or five craft gc
through oaily, on an average, now.
The canal company has bad its own
system of lights in operation for
somie time and now the government
lighthouse tender is installing light!
to mark the approaches—14 acetylene
lights and four gas buoys along th«
channel from Wing's Neck at the
Buzzard's Bay entrance. Gas buoys
three mites beyond the Sandwich
breakwater' and marking the outer
end of the breakwater are already In
service. A big increase both in sailing craft and steamers passing
through the canal is looked for as soon
as the 25-foot uniform depth is
dredged.
Odd Surgical Operation.

Boston—A surgical operation which
promises to open a new field in veterinary surgery was performed at the
Angell Memorial hospital when a
1750-pound draught horse was operated on for a tumor. The work, performed by Drs. F. J. Flanagan and
H. F. Dailey, was successful.
For years the method of removing
such a disfigurement was primitive
and cruel. The animal was thrown
to the floor after being tied with
ropes, and the boil removed without the use of anaesthetics.
The
animal w6uld kick and roll about In
agony.
In this operation the horse was
strapped to the operating - table,
chloroformed, and the five-pound tumor removed. Throughout the operation the animal made no movement
and felt no pain.
New Ticket Rate in Effect.

Boston—In the absence of any formal notification to the contrary by
the public service commission, the
new schedule of commnnatlon ticket
rates filed by the Bostpn & Maine
railroad has gone into effect, /according to a statement made by the
rate and tariff bureau of the public
service commission, no formal approval was necessary to make the
rates effective, for they were drafted
along lines suggested by the commission.
Workingman's tickets will be issued for 12, 15 and 158 rides Instead
ol 54. Rates inside the metropolitan
zone, as to character of trip tickets,
continue, as do the monthly and
pupils' tickets.

Society Elects Officers and Hears Reports on Progress of Movement.

Boston—More than $125,000 was
subscribed to the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention, of Cruelty
to Animals during the past year, according to the treasurer's report read
at the annual meeting. The greater
part of this was placed at the dls-.
posal of the Boclety to Be used as its
officers saw fit.
The main purpose of the meeting
was the election of officers. A number
of honorary vice-presidents
were
chosen, including a number of former governors and other prominent
people. The active offlcerB elected
were: Dr( Francis H. Rowley, president; Nathaniel T. Kidder, first
vice-president and A. E. Plllsbury,
second vice-president.
Much, of the time was consumed
in detailing the work completed with
the erection of the Angell Memorial
Hospital, a tribute to the memory of
George Thorndike Angell, founder of
the society and its sister body, the
American Humane Education Society,

New $40,000,000 Terminal.

Boston—The latest plan for the improvement of the transportation facilities of Boston, which is being earnestly considered by the Boston Industrial Development Board, proposes
a great union passenger depot at the
,Exeter street yards of the Boston &
Albany railroad and a freight depot
on land to be made in the South bay,
between Dover and
Southampton
streets.
The estimated cost of the new project, according to Chairman John N.
Cole, will be more than $10,000,000.
Bay State Third.
Washington—Where the enlisted
men of the navy come from is shown
in a statement issued tonight by Secretary Daniels. The figures were
compiled as a result of a recent question by President Wilson as to whether mOBt of the sailors were not from
coastwise states. There were 52,667
enlisted men on June 30 last; Massachusetts was third with 3420,

NEW

WORLD'S

CHAMPION

Cowboy Proves to be Real White
Hope—Fights a Careful
Brainy
Battle—Youth Again Triumphs
Over Age.

Havana (Ringside).—Eighteen thousand sunbaked, wilted and frenzied
persons saw Jess Willard, the gigantic Kansan,,take the world's title from
"Jack" Johnson
after twenty-six
rounds of fierce battling at the Marino race-course here.
Once more the heavyweight crown,
which had rested on Johnson's kinky
hair Bince the memorable December
afternoon in 1908, when he defeated
Tommy Burns, returned to the keeping of the white race. But not without
a struggle.
Twenty-six fierce rounds, the longest heavyweight championship battle
under Marquis of Queensberry rules,
were necessary to regain the long
lost laurels. And It seemed to the
old-timers at the ring-side as though
the ghosts of Sullivan, Corbett, Fitzsimmons and Jeffries stood mutely by,
praying that the title would fall from
the usurper.
Johnson, cool, arrogant and supremely confident, entered the ring shortly
after one o'clock (New York timej.
He was attired in a gaudy bath-robe
and an even more gaudy smile. He
was there for an afternoon's fun, so
he chatted with his friends'at ringside, waved his taped paws at his
wife and answered the raillery of the
crowd. He was well received. .
Then came Willard. The teeming
crowd of impulsive, hot-blooded Cubans, with their passions, Latin-like,
stirred in ah Instant, rose as a huge
wave and bellowed their welcome to
the serious-faced warrior, who was of
their color and had their sympathies.
Jess wore a black sweater, trousers
and a huge black sombrero, the typical cowboy. He went inBtantly to
his corner and sat, somewhat nervous
as though he wanted to be about bis
task.
The referee called the men to the
ring and gave the last instructions.
Johnson, as usual, tried his "kidding"
tactics, but Willard only smiled; a
smile that boded ill for his tormentor.
The gong clanged. They were at It.
The crowd quieted Its riotous catcalling to the silence of the grave,
as the two mastadons sparred for ail
opening. Johnson, quick, clever, wise,
with the wisdom of experience, feinted
and then like a black snake his long
arm, shot a straight left to Wlllard's
jaw. A volley' of uppercuts followed,
with no return, as Willard was visibly
nervouB. The round was all Johnson's.
The following rounds went all the
same way. The great black landed
at will. He made his opponent look
like an amateur. Directing his blows
at Wlllard's nose, he drew blood and
with the adroitness that is part of
his trade smeared the red spotcues all
over his opponent. It worked well
on the Cubans.
The tenth round passed by with
Johnson still having his own way.
So up to the fifteenth. But the American element at ringside, veterans
of many such sights as this, schooled
in the wa.y of the ring, noted that
Jess took all the negro's blows smilingly; took all the punishment coming in; missed his punches, but kept
forcing; the wise ones saw these
things, noted the rapidly tiring Johnson—and smiled In satisfaction. The
champion now was working hia trick
of fighting and at the same time answering the sallies of the crowd.
The twentieth round passed by. The
negro evidently realized that he was
not going to put the challenger away
and seemed content to let his opponent do the leading. The fight slowed
up perceptibly, but Willard was by
far the stronger of the two. Youth
and condition were beginning to tell. *
Jess had lost his nervousness and
was fighting carefully—yet savagely.
Then came the finish. Johnson had
scarcely left his corner for the twenty-sixth round, when Willard met him
and rushed him to the" ropes. He shot
a fearful upper-cut to the negro's
stomach and the champion threw his
arms around the white man's neck
to keep from falling. Refei-e Welsh
was forced to drag Johnson from the
clinch, and, as the negro stood tottering In the center of the ring, a terrific left to the jaw shook him. Groggy, and reeling the black master of
the ring art staggered to the ropes
where Willard, following his advantage, landed a tremendous swing on
the jaw.
Slowly, Johnson slipped
down to the floor and stayed there
while the referee counted him out. A
world's championship had changed
bands.
PARIS WARS ON COCAINE.

Officials Place Ban on Drug—Sale
Has Been Prohibited.
Paris.—Through the swooning of a
young girl, daughter of well-to-do parents, in a street in the Latin Quarter
as the result of an overdose of cocaine, a campaign has been begun
which may rfave as Important effect
on the future of Paris as the abolition
of absinthe. The object of this newest
crusade Is to rid the city of its swarm
of drug fiends, who have increased In
number to an alarming extent.

could teach the others? Don't yo»
The officer had meant what he »,-_. ,_.^^. Me!" -- th. girl, scorn see? I've only seen It myself for a
Purvy thet time, an' he said"—the
He marched his prisoner into Hixon fully. "There's Juat one man living little while."
brakeman paused to add emphasis to
at the center of a hollow square, with that's smart enough to match Jesse
"What is it that—that you see now?'
his conclusion—"thet the next time ye
muskets at the ready. And yet, as the Purvy—an' that one man is Sam"I must go back, not to relapse, but
come home, he 'lowed ter git ye plumb
boy passed into the courthouse yard, son. Samson's got the right to lead to come to be a constructive force. I
shore,"
with a soldier rubbing elbows on each the Souths, and he's going to do it—ef must carry some of the outside world
Tamarack scowled.
Bide, a cleanly aimed shot sounded he wants to."
"Much obleeged," he replied.
"Sally," Wile McCager spoke, sooth- to Misery. I must take to them, befrom
somewhere. The smokeless powAt Hixon Tamarack Splcer strolled
ingly,
"don't go glttln' mad. Caleb cause I am one of them, gifts that
along the street toward the court- der told no tale, and with blue shirts talks hasty. We knows ye used ter they would reject from other hands.
Pick out the most
From the house came the strains of
house. He wished to be seen. So long and army hats circling him. Tamarack be Samson's gal, an' we hain't aimln'
critical smoker you
an
alluring
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For
a
little
time
as it was broad daylight and ho dis- fell and died.
That afternoon one of Hollmans ter hurt yore feelin's. But Samson's they listened without speech, then the
know. Ask him to try
played no hostility, he knew he was
henchmen was found lying In the road done left the mountings. I reckon girl said very gravely:
one of your Fatima
ef he wanted ter come back, he'd
safe—and he had plans.
with
his
lifeless
face
to
the
water
of
"You won't—you won't still feel
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Standing before the Hollman store
the creek. The next day, as old Splcer a-come afore now. Let him stay whar bound to kill your enemies, will you,
were Jim Asberry and several comhe's at."
South
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at
the
door
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his
cabin,
It would be a strange
With Illustrations
panions. They greeted Tamarack af"Whar is he at?" demanded old Ca- Samson?"
a rifle barked from the hillside, and he
taste that didn't like the
The man's face hardened.
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in
a
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mild, delightful Turkish
"I believe I'd rather not talk about
"That's his business," Sally flashed
"Rldin' over ter Misery?" Inquired a bullet intended for his heart. All
in the Play
blend of Fatimas!
that I Bhall have to win back the
Asberry.
this while the troops were helplessly back, "but I know. All I want to tell confidence I have lost. I shall have to
you
Is
this.
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make
a
move
" 'Lowed I mout as welL"
camped at Hixon. They had power
3 out of 4 smokers pretake a place at the head of my clan
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"Mind ef I rides with ye es fur es and Inclination to go out and get men, till I have time to get word to him. I by proving myself a man—and a man
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"I reckon we hain't a-goln'ter wait," by their own standards. It is only
The Hollmans had used the soldiers
"Plumb glad ter have company,
at their head that I can lead them.
as far as they wished; they had made sneered Caleb, "fer a feller thet won't If the lives of a few assassins have to
On Misery ereek fatly Miller "nd* drawled Tamarack.
let hit be known whar he's a-sojournln'
George
Lescott,
f*^niMa
They chatted of many things, and them pull the chestnuts out of the
conscious.
Jesse*J«**^
Puny of ttho
"oilman
at. Ef ye air so shore of him, why be forfeited I shan't hesitate at that.
clan has been shot and Samson is sus- traveled slowly, but, when, they came fire and Tamarack Splcer out of his
I Bhall stake my own against them
Dected of the crime. Samson denies u- to those narrows where they could not stronghold.
They now refused to won't yet tell us whar he is now?"
fairly. The end Is worth it."
The shootlnV break, the truce in the
"That's
my
business,
too."
Sally's
ride stirrup to stirrup -each jockeyed swear out additional warrants.
The girl breathed deeply, then she
Sl'sTirSty 'To"1- sS" "sanS for the rear position, and the man who
A detail had rushed Into Hollman's voice was resolute. "I've got a letter
heard
Samson's voice again:
fhrasne. Tamarack Splcer &J**2$%»
here—it'll
take
two
days
to
get
to
store
an
instant
after
the
shot
which
him as the "truce-buster" who shot Purvy found himself forced into the lead
"Drennie, I want you to understand
Samson tells the South clan that he Is turned in his saddle and talked back killed Tamarack was fired. Except for Samson. It'll take him two or three
eolng to leave the mountains. Lescott
days more to get here. You've got to that if I succeed it is your success.
foes home to New York. Samson bids over his shoulder, with wary, though
You took me raw and unfashioned, and
Bplcer and Sally farewell and follows, in seemingly careless, eyes. Each knew
wait a week."
New York Samson studies art and learns
"Sally," the temporary chieftain you have made me. There is no way
much of rlty ways. ?rennieI*scott
perthe
other
was
bent
on
his
murder.
spoke still in a patient, humoring sort of thanking you."
suades Wilfred Horton. her d'le«a"Ae
At Purvy's gate Asberry waved tare"There is a way," she contradicted.
lover, to do a man's work in the world.
of voice, as to a tempestuous child,
Prompted by her love, Sally teaches her- well and turned in. Tamarack rode
"thar hain't no place ter mail a letter "You can thank me by feeling Just
self to write. Horton throws Himself Into on, but shortly he hitched his horse
AOKNTS to introduce our novel corre«p©«the business world and becomes wei nigher then Hlxon. No South can't that way about it."
a.no. oai-rt. with photographs, skelohas ar
hated by predatory financiers ^Politi- in the concealment of a hollow, walled
"Then I do thank you."
drawings reproduced on same. 50 for II, 1»»
ride inter Hlxon, an' ride out again.
cians. At a Bohemian report Samson with huge rocks, and disappeared into
$4. Good commission. Samples §0 stamps.
meets William Farblsh, sporty social Par
The next afternoon Adrienne and for
The mail carrier won't be down this
The N»tl. Engravers. W. 3Sd St., Hew MSSL
aslte, and Horton's enemy. *arblsh con- the laurel.
Samson were sitting with a gayly chatspires with others to make Horton Jealway
fer
two
days
ylt.
He began climbing, in a crouched
Some men go to church just Jo «jet
ous, and succeeds. Farblsh brings Horton
"I'm not askln' any South to ride | terlng group at the side lines of the
and Samson together at the Kenmore position, bringing each foot down
away from home.
Into Hixon. I recollect another time tenn|B courts,
club's shooting lodge, and forces an open noiselessly and pausing often to listen.
rupture, expecting Samson to kill Ho"™
When you go back to the mounwhen Samson was the only one that
and so rid the political and financial thugs Jim Asberry bad not been outwardly
would do that," she .answered, still tains, Samson," Wilfred was suggest- TOUR OWN DBDOOIST WTLI.jriIIX_YOV
of the crusader. Samson exposes the plot armed when he left Splcer. But, soon,
and thrashes the conspirators. Samson is
" '-JtUjg—
ing
"we might form a partnership.
scornfully. "I didn't come here to ask
ie Sj*
advised by his teachers to turn to por- the brakeman's delicately attuned ears
favors. I come to give orders—for •South, Horton & Co., Development;of
trait painting. Drennie commissions Mm caught a sound that made him He flat
to paint her portrait. Sally goeB to school.
him. A train leaves soon In the morn- Coal and Timber.' There are millions
Bamson goes to Paris to, study.
in the lee ot a great log, where he was
No matter how bad a man may be,
ing. My letter's goln' on that train."
masked In clumps pf flowering rho"Who's goln' ter take hit ter town '""Five years ago I should have met there is one woman who can find some
CHAPTER XII—Continued.
dodendron. Presently Asberry passed
you with a Winchester rifle," laughed good in him.
fer ye?"
him, also walking cautiously, but hur"I'm goln' to take It for myself. the Kentucklan. "Now I Bhall not.
"No," she said, "we haven't done riedly, and cradling a Winchester rifle
AIXBira WOOT-KASE for the TBOOF«
Her reply was, given as a matter of
that, yet. I guess we won't. . . • In the hollow of his arm. Then Tama"I'll go with you, Horton, and make OT»*
100 000 packages of Allen's Foot-Eass, tits
I think he'd rather stay outside, Wil- rack knew that Asberry was taking
a sketch or two," volunteered George .ntTaiDilorpSwder to .hake Into,our.bo«s,.rj
course.
uSSl'S' the Oennan and Allied troop. •»
fred. If I was sure I loved him, and this cut to head him off and waylay
"That wouldn't hardly be safe, Sal- Lescott, who had just then arrived Sing
Jh. l-roni beeanae It rest, the M,|Hftj#
that he loved me, I'd feel like a cheat him In the gorge a mile away by road
ly," the miller demurred; "this hain't from town. "And/by the way. Sam- ■tint relief to Corns and Bunion., hot,!woUjII
.chins,
tender feet, and makwwalkln.- nag
—there ie the other girl to think of. but a short distance only over the hill.
no time fer a gal ter be galavantln' son, here's a letter that came for you Bold everywhere,
Hie. Try It TODAY. Dotft
"Tam'rack, Ye've Got to Go."
And, besides, I'm not sure what Splcer held his heavy revolver cocked
around by herself in the night time. just as I left the studio."
accept any .ub.titute. Adv.
I want myself. ... But I'm horribly in his hand, but it was too near the a woman buying a card of buttons and Hit's a-comin up ter storm, an' ye've
The mountaineer took the envelope
Her Confession.
afraid I'm going to end by losing you Purvy house to risk a shot. He waited a fair-haired clerk waiting on her, they got thirty miles ter ride, an' thirty-five with a Hixon postmark, and for an
I think it is very mean of yon t» '
back ter yore house."
instant gazed at it with a puzzled exboth."
a moment, and then, rising, went on found t,be building empty.
Horton stood silent. It was tea noiselessly with a snarling grin, stalkBack beyond, the hills were impene"I'm not scared," she replied. "I'm pfeselon. It was addressed in a femi- refuse me this money."
"Why, before we were married fern
time, and from below came the strains ing the man who was stalking him.
trable, and answered no questions.
■coin' an' I'm warnln' you now, if you nine hand, which he did not recognize.
.
.-.,.._ .L., o„..,„„., linn'. lllrn
of the ship's orchestra. A few ulsteranything
that Samson don't like, It was careful, but perfect, writing, were always telling me not to spent
Old Splcer South would ten years do
Asberry found a place at the toot
muffled passengers gloomily paced
ago have put a bandage on his wound you'll have to answer to him, when he such as one sees in a school copybook. money on you."
of a huge pine where the undergrowth
"I told you so then because I knew
the deck.
■ would cloak him. Twenty yards below and gone about his business, but now comes." She turned, walking very With an apology he tore the covering
"You won't lose us both, Drennie,"
he tossed under his patchwork quilt, erect and dauntless to her sorrel mare, and read the letter. Adrienne, glanc- you would do It Just the same."
ran the creek-bed road, returning from
be said, steadily. "You may lose your
and Brother Spencer expressed grave and disappeared at a gallop.
ing at his face, saw it suddenly pale
choice—but, if you find yourself able Its long horseshoe deviation. When doubts for his recovery. With his , "I reckon," Baid Wile McCager, and grow as set and hard as marble.
His Proud Title.
he had taken his position his faded
to fall back on substitutes; I'll be
counsel unavailable Wile McCager, by breaking silence at last., "hit don't
It was a very small pupil who •»•
Samson's eyes were dwelling with
butternut clothing matched the earth
common
consent,
assumed
something
make
no
great
dif'rence.
He
won't
there, waiting."
only partial comprehension on the tonished his father, a practitioner e«
as inconspicuously as a quail matches
For once he did not meet her scrulike the powerB of a regent and took hardly come, nohow." Then, he added: script This is what he read:
medicine, by propounding the follow*
dead leaveB, and he settled himself to upon himself the duties to which Samtiny, or know of it. His own eyes were
"But
thet
boy
Is
smart."
lng question:
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
wait. Slowly and with infinite caufixed on the slow swing of heavy,
son should have succeeded.
. •
»./••» •
•
"Papa, do you know what the gre»>
tion his intended victim stole down,
That a Hollman should have been
gray-green waters. He was smiling,
SamBon'aB return from Europe, after TAKE DFSEASE FROM WHITES Napoleon's nickname was?"
guarding each step, until he was in able to elude the pickets and penetrate , b
™B tudy> waB ,n the nature of
but it- is as a man smiles when he con- short and certain range, but, instead
Wishing that his son might hare the
the heart of South territory to) Splcer a years^« y,
fronts despair and pretends that everypleasure of bestowing this Informaof being at the front, he came from
Tubercutosls
Among
Alaskan
Inthing Is ijulte ail right. The girl
tion, his father evaded a reply by asfcthe back. He, also, lay flat on his
dians Has Been Laid at the Door
looked at him with a choke in her stomach and raised the already cocked
leg another question:
social sponsorship of Adrienne, he
of the "Paleface."
question
now,
and
there
must
be
counthroat.
' "What was it, son?"
found that, orders for portraits, from
pistol. He steadied It in a two-handed
"Wilfred," she said, laying her hand grip against a tree trunk and trained cil. Wile McCager had sent out a sum- those who could pay munificently,
His state of mind can be imagined
The great' prevalence of all forms
on his arm, "I'm not worth worrying It with deliberate care on a point to mons for tho family heads to meet seemed to seek him. He was tasting
when the little fellow proudly r«of tuberculosis among the Alaskan Inover. Really, I'm not. If Samson the left of the other man's spine just that afternoon at his mill. It was Sat- the novelty of being lionized.
>
dians, as proved by a report by Dr. ■ponded:
urday—"mill day"—and In accordance
South proposed to me today, I know below the shoulder blades.
"He was known as the Little CorThat summer Mrs. LeBCOtt opened Emll Krullsh, Is explained by the
with ancient custom the lanes would
that I should refuse him. I am not
puscle."—Youth's
Companion.
I
her
house
on
Long
Island
early,
and
Then he pulled the trigger! He did
Journal of the American Medical Assoat all sure that I am the least little not go down to inspect his work. It be more traveled than usual.
the life there was full of the sort of
Those men who came by the wagon
bit in love with him. Only, don't you was not necessary. The instantaneous
gayety that comes to pleasant places ciation aB follows:
His First Sweetheart.
■
"TuberculosiB is a comparatively
see I can't be quite sure I'm not? It fashion with which the head of the road afforded no unusual spectacle, when young men in flannels and girls
Her name Is Milly. I haven't said
for
behind
each
saddle
sagged
a
sack
new
Infection
among
Indians,
bewould be horrible if we all made a ambuscader settled forward on its
In soft summery gowns and tanned
anything about marrying her yet—not
mistake. May I have till Christmas face told him all he wanted to know. of grain. Their faces bore no stamp cheeks are playing wholesomely and stowed upon them by the benevolent to her or anybody—but I've carried
of
unwonted
excitement,
but
every
paleface
along
with
firewater
and
certo make up my mind for all time? I'll He slipped back to his horse, mounted
singing tunefully and making love—
her books three or four times and I hit
tain .other blessings of civilization.
tell you then, dear, If you care to and rode fast to the houBe of Splcer man balanced a rifle across his pom- not too seriously.
her in the back of the head with a
mel. None the less, their purpose was
Among
these
blessings
must
probably
wait"
Samson, tremendously busy these
soft snowball, and I guess she.llkee
South, demanding asylum.
grim, and their talk when they had
be
counted
scarlet
fever,
measles,
Indays In a new studio of his own, had
me, too. She threw a snowball back
The next day came "word that If gathered was to the point.
fluenza, whooping cough and diphthe- at me when I hit her and then, when I
run
over
for
a
week.
Horton
was,
of
CHAPTER XIII.
Tamarack Splcer would surrender and
Old McCager, himself sorely perria. Not yet possessing the racial Im- tvashed her face for her with snow,
course,
of
the
party,
and
George
Lesstand trial in a court dominated by plexed, voiced the sentiment that the
munity which it takes many genera•he lust said: "Oh, George, you mean
Tamarack Splcer sat on the top of the Hollmans the truce would con- others had been too courteous to ex- cott was doing the honors as host.
One evening Adrienne left the danc- tions to acquire, the poor Indian suf- thing!" as if she might be willing to
press. With Splcer South bedridden
a box car, swinging his legs over the tinue. Otherwise the "war WBB on."
fers
from
them
in
greater
degree
than
The Souths flung back this message: and Samson a renegade, they had no ers for the pergola, where she took does the white, and more frequently marry me sometime if I got nerve
side. He was clad In overalls, and In
enough to ask her when we're grown
adequate leader. McCager was a solid refuge under a mass of honeysuckle
the pockets of his breeches reposed
"Come and git him."
Samson South followed her. She dies of them. Then there are the up. I wonder how a fellow gets nerve
a bulging flask of red liquor, and an
But Hollman and Purvy, hypocriti- man of intrepid courage and honesty,
overcrowding
and
the
unsanitary
conunbulging pay envelope. Tamarack cally clamoring for the sanctity pt the but grinding grist was his vocation, saw him coming, and smiled. She was ditions prevailing in moat of the homes to ask them. I don't think 111 ever
had been "railroading" for several law made no effort to come and "git not strategy and tactics. The enemy contrasting this SamBon, loosely clad of tuberculosis sufferers; while at have.—Ellis Parker Butler, In the
months this time. He had made a him." They knew that Splcer South's had such masters of intrigue as Purvy In flannels, with the Samson she had least this much good arises from their American Magazine.
first seen rising awkwardly to greet
new record for sustained effort and house was now a fortress, prepared for and Judge Hollman.
misfortune- that after the disease is
THE WAY OUT
Then a lean sorrel mare came jog- her in the studio.
Industry, but now June was beckon- siege. They knew that every trail
well developed In them Its progress
'"?ou should have stayed Inside and (unless they are well cared for) Is Change of Food Brought Success end
ing him to the mountains with vaga- thither was picketed. Also, they knew ging into view, switching her fly-bitten
Happiness.
tail,
and
on
the
mare'B
back,
urging
made yourself agreeable to the girls," rapid, and death removes what would
bond yearnings for freedom and lei- a better way. This time they had the
sure. Many things had Invited his soul. color of the law on their side. The him with a long, leafy switch, sat a Adrienne reproved him, as he came otherwise remain a menacing focus
An ambitious but delicate girl, after
Almost four years had passed since circuit judge, through the sheriff. woman. Behind her sagged the two up. "What's the use of making a lion of infection."
Bamson had left, the mountains, and aBked for troopB and troops came. loaded ends of a corn sack. She was of you, if you won't roar for the vis. TuberculosiB was one of the chief tailing to go through school on account of nervousness and hysteria,
In four years a woman can change her Their tents dotted the river bank be- lithe and slim, and her violet eyes itors?"
causes of the dying out of the In"I've been roaring," laughed the
tound In Grape-Nuts the only thing
mind. Sally might, when they met on low the Hlxon bridge. A detail un- were profoundly serious, and her lips
dians
all
over
North
America.
that seemed to build her up and furthe road, greet him once more as kins- der a white flag went out after Tama- were as resolutely set as Joan of Arc's man. "I've just been explaining to
man and agree to forget his faulty rack Splcer. The militia captain In might have been, for Sally Miller had Miss Willoughby that we only eat the
nish her the peace of health.
Two
Famous
Names.
"From infancy," she says, "I have
method of courtship. This time he command, who feared neither feudlst come only ostensibly to have her corn people we kill in Kentucky on certain
"Thomas
Atkins"
1B
a
newcomer
ground
to
meal.
She
had
really
come
days of solemn observance and sacrinot been Btrong. Being ambitious to
would be more diplomatic. Yesterday nor death, was courteously received.
compared
with
"Jack
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of
the
senior
to
speak
for
the
absent
chief,
and
she
fice.
I
wanted
to
be
agreeable
to
you.
he had gone to the boss and "called He had brainB. and he assured them
learn at any cost I finally got to the
service. "Jack Tar" as a nickname for High School but soon had to abandon
for his time." Today he was paid off, that he acted under orders which knew that she would be met with deri- Drennie, for a while.
a
sailor
is
first
recorded
In
1786.
but
sion.
"The
years
^ad
sobered
the
girl,
could
not
be
disobeyed.
Unless
they
"Do
you
ever
find
yourself
homesick,
my studies on account of nervous prosand a free lance.
»
sailors were known as "tars" for more tration and hysteria.
AS he reflected on'these matters a surrendered the prisoner, galling guns but her beauty had Increased, though Samson, these days?"
v
The man answered
Hh a short than a hundred years before that. The
fellow-trainman came along the top would follow. If necessary they would it was now a chastened type, which
"My food did not agree with me, and
of the car and sat down at Tamarack's be dragged behind ox teams. Many gave her a strange and rather exalted laugh. Then his words came softly, name already appears In literature in I grew thin and despondent, I could
and not his own words, but those of the latter half of the seventeenth cen- not enjoy the simplest social affair for
side. This brakeman had also been militiamen might be killed, but for refinement of expression. ■
tury. "Tar" may be short for "tar- I suffered constantly from nervousness
Wile McCager came to the mill door one more eloquent:
recruited from the mountains, though each of them the state had another.
paulin." Sailors were called "tarpau- In spite of all sorts df medicines.
as
she
rode
up
and
'ifted
the
sack
from another section—over toward the If Splcer would surrender, the officer
"•Who
hath
desired
the
sea?
Her
exlins" early in the seventeenth century.
would guarantee him personal protec- from her horse.
Virginia line. .
"This wretched condition continued
cellent loneliness rather
Tarpaulin, of course, is canvas tarred until I became Interested in the let"Howdy. Sally?" he greeted.
"So yer qulttin'?" observed the new- tion, and, If It seemed necessary, a
"Tol'able, thank ye." said Sally "I'm Than the forecourts of kings, and her to make it waterproof, and the sailors' ters of those who had cases like mlns
change of venue would secure him
comer.
,
uttermost pita than the streets hat made of that material, something
trial in another circuit. For hours the goln' ter get off."
Splcer nodded.
and who were being helped by eating
where men gather. . . .
like a sou'-wester, was called a tarAs she entered the great half-lighted
clan deliberated. For the soldiers they
"Goln' back thar on Misery?"
His
sea
that his being fulfills?
paulin. However that may be, British Grape-Nuts.
room,
where
the
mill
stones
creaked
felt
no
enmity.
For
the
young
cap
"I had little faith, but procured •
Again Tamarack answered with a
tain they felt an Instinctive liking. on their cumbersome shafts, the bum So and no otherwise—so and no other- sailors have been "honest tars," "JoBy pkg and after the first dish I experijerk ot his head.
wise
hillmen
desire
their
hills.'"
tars"
and
"gallant
tars"
for
200
years.
of discussion sank to sljence. The
enced a peculiar satisfied feeling that
"I've been layin' off ter tell ye some He was a man.
There Is more steel and oil about •
Old Splcer South, restored to an girl nodded to' the mountaineers gathjfci*', Tim "rack."
"And yet," she said, and a trace of modern battleBhip than tarry rope, I had never gained from any ordinary
ered
in
conclave,
then,
turning
to
the
echo of hiB former robustness by the
"Cut her loose,"
the argumentative stole into her voice, perhaps, but probably Jack will remain food. I slept and rested better that
"I laid over in Hlxon last week, an' call of action, gave the clan's verdict. miller, she announced f
"you haven't gone back."
Jack Tar for another hundred years night and in a few days began to grow
"I'm
going
to
send
for
Samson."
"Hit hain't the co'te we're skeered
Some fellers that used ter know my,
stronger.
"No." There was a noto of self- yet.—Manchester Guardian.
The
statement
was
at
first
met
with
"I had a new feeling of peace and
mother's folks took me down in the of.' Ef this boy goes ter town he
reproach In his voice. "But soon I
dead
silence,
then
came
a
rumble
of
won't
never
git
Jnto
no
co'te.
He'll
be
restfulness. In a few weeks, to my
cellar of Hollman's store, an' give me
shall go. At least, for a time. I've,
Indignant
dissent,
but
for
that
the
First
English
Newspaper.
murdered."
{some Hcker."
great joy, the headaches and nervousgirl was prepared, as she was prepared been thinking a great deal lately, about
The first newspaper printed in the ness left me and life became bright
The officer held out his hand.
"What of hit?"
'my fluttered folk and wild.' ■ I'm just
"AB man to man," he said. "I pledge for the contemptuous laughter which beginning to understand my relation English language, with Its old English and hopeful. I resumed my studies, and
"They was talkln' 'bout you."
type and its quaint account of events later taught ten months with ease—
you my word that no one shall take followed.
"What did they say?"
"I reckon If Samson was here," she to them, and my duty."
"I seen that they was enemies of him except by process of law. I'm not
"Your duty is no more to go back In foreign countries, was a pamphlet using Grape-Nuts every day. I am now
said,
dryly,
"you
all
wouldn't
think
It
(yours, an' they wasn't In no good hu- working for the Hollmans or the Purthere and throw away your life," she lBBued in 16?1. Its title. "Corrant or the mistress of a happy home, and the
was Quite so funny."
Newes from Italle. Germanie, France,
mor, so, when they axed me ef 1 vys. I know their breed."
Old Caleb Wiley spat through his found herself InBtantly contending, and other places," Is as curious as ltt old weakness has never returned."
For
a
apace
old
South
looked
into
knowed ye, I 'lowed I didn't know
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
"than It Is tho duty of the young eagle,
bristling beard, and his voice was a
tiothin' good about ye. I had ter cuss the soldier's eyes and the soldier
Who has learned to fly, to go back to contents. For many years it had been Creek, Mleh. Bead "The Road to Wellquavering
rumble.
supposed
that
no
copy
of
the
Corrant
looked back.
ye out, or git in trouble myself."
ville,"'ln pkgs. "There's a Reason."
"What we wants is a man. We hain't the nest where he was hatched."
"I'll take yore handshake on tnet
Tamarack cursed the whole Hollman
But; Drennie," he said, gently, "sup- was in existence, bat recently a copy
Ever read the afco-re fcttaft A MJ»
of this Interesting document was die- «. .ppr.r. from «l-e «•}<-*. ™Z
bargain," said the mountaineer, grave- got no use fer no traitors that's too al-.
tribe, and his companion went on:
mighty damn busy doin' fancy work pose the young eagle 1B the only one
covered.
"Jim Asberry was thar. He 'lowed ly. "Tam'rack," he added. In a voice ter stand by their kith an' kin."
I that knows how to fly-and suppose be
Ihey'd found out thet you'd done shot | of nnality, "ye've got ter go.

The Gall of the
Cumberlands
By Charles Neville Buck
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FOR HER SWEET SAKE

MARS AND CUPID MIX
By HARMONY WHEELER.

By FRANK EVANS.
(Copyright. 1915. by the MeClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
(CopvrlRht, 1915. by XV. G. Chapman.)
When Capt Cyril Blake waB ordered
before Tom Graves had been in the
with hiB regiment to-the front, MB
teller's cage twenty-four hours he rechief regret was the fact that he must
alized that something was wrong with
leave his birds and flowers in the care
Van Loeuw's methods. On the secof strangers. The young officer had a
ond day he was sure of It.
hobby for rare songsters and still more
Van Loeuw and he bad entered the
bank within a week of each other. RUNNER DUCK IS PROFITABLE rare flowers and had nurtured them
most devotedly in his Bmall but lovely
Van Loeuw was a-college graduate,
while Tom was only the son of a coun- Houses Need Not Be Expensive—Low domicile in the London suburb. His
SURPLUS FEED MAKES EGGS try storekeeper. That ought not to
concern over their welfare was deep.
Fence WIN Confine Them—Feed
He felt that only one who loved birds
make any difference worth noticing in
,ls Comparatively Cheap.
Hens Require Balanced Ration to Be
and Bowers could understand and care
America, but everyone knows it does,
Well Fed—Winter Layer Brings
especially in large country towns like j Seven dollars profit from a duck is for them according to their sensitive
the Profits.
Koxbury.
pretty good money. At the Hawkes- demands.
The advertisement he inserted in
It made this difference in particu- bury Agricultural college In New South
Farmers do not realize that their
the papers was human and appealing
flocks of hens should be as carefully lar: Van Loeuw was privileged to Wales, Australia, that was the average and brought a quick response in the
fed and cared for as any other stock call on Mildred Leeson, the president's made by six penciled Runner ducks. person of Marna Vance. She having
daughter, to dine at her house and Each duck laid an average of 267
on their place. Most farm flocks are
take her driving in the automobile he eggs in a year. A record like this bidden her sweetheart good-by when
allowed to rustle for most of their livowned. Whereas, Tom Graves, who justifies the title that has been given his regiment had gone forth to battle
ing, and if they do not get it, they
had. In his boyhood, often served Miss the Runner—the Leghorn of the duck felt that she must do something to ocsuffer.
cupy her mind and rid it of the horror
Mildred behind the counter of his fa- family.
Hens will first apply the feed prother's store, could scarcely gather up I Runners are not difficult to raise. of visualizing the scenes of the battlevided to keeping them in good, strong,
his courage to look like an ordinary The houses need not be expensive, and ground.
healthy condition, and then, if there is
Captain Blake knew the moment he
man when she bowed to him in the if the ducks are yarded a low fence
a. surplus, they will use it to supply
street; and then, seeing his confusion, will keep them confined. They appre- saw Marna's face light up at sight of
eggs. Only in the spring, when the reMildred would smile again, in a kind- iciate a pool of water or a running his birds artd flowers thai? they would
productive Instinct is predominant,
ly way. which Tom usually missed, be- stream, but will do well with only be in perfect care during his absence.
>ill they lay under other conditions.
cause his eyes were on the ground.
He went off to the front with a light
plenty of water to drink. It must be
The wise farmer realizes this and
Everybody said that Tom was of ■provided in deep receptacles, however, heart Marna took possession of his
feeds his hens all they will eat at all
the kind that are born to be drudges so that the ducks can wet their heads home and his old housekeeper retimes.
and to work for men like Van Loeuw, entirely over. Otherwise their breath- joiced In the presence of a mistress.
There is another thing to take into
Van Loeuw never doubted that he ing apparatus gets clogged up and the An uncommunicative male person was
consideration. We can practically
was destined to marry Mildred and ducks suffer.
at tiroes trying as a master.
starve stock with plenty of food
step into her father's shoes. He told
Weeks wore away and on the batDucks eat'more than hens do, but
handy. Feed a man on any food conmuch of the ration may consist of feed tlefield only one of the many deeds
taining one element alone, and he will Tom about it.
of
va,lor was the going out under fire
"Wheri
I'm
president
of
the
bank
I'll
that Is comparatively cheap. Maslu-3
soon be practically starving for some
of rrivate Young of the Bucks Light
other element it does not contain and take care of you, Tom," he said. "I'll of cooked vegetables in which corn
meal, bran, ground alfalfa or clover infantry to save a wounded officer who
which his body requires.' It is the see that you get a better job."
Tom 'would swallow his feelings is mixed make gcod bulk feed for had fallen. Young, though shot through
same way with the hens. They reducks. But ducks are by no means the shoulder himself, carried Captain
quire a balanced rittion to really be then and turn to his books.
Now, it was a fact that something vegetarians and some meat scraps Biake back to safety. They were both
well fed. Corn, wheat, oats, kaflr, all
almost across the great border, but
contain elements in different propor- was seriously wrong. Tom soon dis- must be fed—except in summer when
awakened to recover In the base hostions, and if they are alternated, and covered that it was not a mistake, to they have access to ponds or streams
be picked up and rectified with a few where they may find sonic animal food. pital in Paris. Captain Blake, realizing
then a liberal supply of meat meal,
hours of extra work. After two weeks
Duck eggs are heavier than are hen that he owed his life to Private Young,
alfalfa meal and green stuff or vegeoffered him all that he had to offer for
tables are given them, they do not of night work he traced back the error eggs. Two duck eggs are about equal
the time, and that was a lasting friendto
something
that
had
begun
two
lack any element needed. The result
ship. Young alBO received Che Victoria
Is they are happy, contented, healthy, years before. In short, there was a
Cross a short time later.
and will lay the year round if they are defalcation of 112.000, and the man
When they could be moved from the
who was responsible for it had hidden
of the right breeds. It Is the yearhospital Blake insisted that Young go
round hen that pays. Some hens will his trail beneath the cleverest, and
with him to the suburban cottage to
have larger records than others that most intricate system that any thief
recuperate.
will not be nearly as profitable, for had ever devised.
Tho little English nurse who was
Two years ago! That was when
they do their laying when eggs are
ministering angel to some twenty
lower in price. The winter layer brings Van Loeuw bought his automobile!
wounded men and who had adminisHut Tom did not think of that. He
the profits.
tered to them during eight weeks with
resolved to tell Van Loeuw of his disout a full night's-rest, took charge of
covery and ask his advice. He did
them even to the moment when they
LIME IN THE POULTRY YARD so, and when be saw the ghastly palwere put on the hospital^ ship and
lor upon the man's "face the hideous
Especially Valuable Where Chicks Run suspicion came home to him.
transferred to England. She too, was
—Tends to Sweeten Soil and
"Tom. I'll see you at your place toin need of rest.
Destroy Certain Germs.
A great wave of guilty joy swept
night." said Van Loeuw. "I—I want
over Private Young when he knew that
to speak to you." •
Blake had asked the little nurse to
The best authorities ascribe the
Van Loeuw came Into Tom's room
continue her good work and stay with
cause of gapes in chicks to the too free at eight o'clock and flung himself down
A Nice Pair of Runners.
them until the last bandage was reeating of earth worms and the germ In a chair.
of the gapes remains in the ground
"What did you want to meddle with
moved.
from year to year so that Buch ground the books for?" he began angrily. In weight to three hen eggs. They are
Marna stifled a cry when she caught
occupied by chicks with gapes should "Ifs no confounded business of rich flavored and have no objection- sight of the two once stalwart men beable
strong
taBte
except
as
It
may
be
ing tenderly helped from the big
never be used the second year without yours."
limousine in front of the cottage. She
renovating. It is always a good plan
"Perhaps not," admitted Tom; "But caused by improper food.
The
penciled
Runner
is
a
variety
saw quickly that other hands than
to be on the safe side and thoroughly I know it now. and I've got to go to
much
favored
because
of
the
pure
those of the little nurse'were required
lime the ground on which young Leeson."
white
eggs
It
lays.
Some
strains
of
the
to get both Into the house and she
chicks ate to run even though It was
"I tell you I can pay It back,"
pure white Runners lay uniformly
not occupied by chicks the previous snarled Van Loeuw.
Went swiftly forward.
white
eggs
also.
"No." answered Tom. "I'll have to
year.
"Marna!"
The best way of doing this is to go to Leeson—unless you do—"
"Davle!"
Those were the only words Captain
cover the ground thickly with unslaked
Van Loeuw rose up, ashen white. SIMPLE WAY OF FATTENING
Blake and the little nurse heard, but
lime and spade it in a few inches; then "My God!" he cried, "what will bego over it with a roller of some kind come of Mildred? Don't you know Place Chickens In Slatted Crate With they told their tale. A pang shot
through the heart of the nurse, and
to firm It and then sprinkle a thin she thinks the world of me?"
Feed Trough in Front—Mesh
she turned her eyes quickly away from
coating of fine lime all over the surT*m sank down again, whiter than
Wire Makes Best Floor.
the sight of Private Young and the
face before allowing it to be used by the other man. Yes, he knew she did.
When at last he spoke there was an
The simplest way of fattening girl he had left behind him.
Captain Blake smothered an excla-!
air of unusual decision about him.
cnickens Is to place them In a fatten"Van Loeuw," he said, "if I take the ing crate. The crate should be six matlon, whether of pure amazement j
or
newborn jealousy he did not know. |
blame for this, will you swear always feet long, 16 Inches wide and 18 inches
Blake, because he was on a quicker
to run straight in future? It doesn't high. The bottom, back and top are
matter to me. you know. For Miss slatted lengthwise, and in front the road to recovery than Young, found
Leoson's sake—"
slats are placed on the upright. On himself constantly thrown Into Mar- j
"You'll say you stole the money?" the bottom they are an inch and a na'B society.
I
And Young, feeling more of a cad
cried Van Loeuw.
incredulously. quarter apart, and on the back, top
"Tom, t alwuys knew you were as true and front two inches apart. The slats than Blake, knew himself to be In
as steel And I'll make it worth your are seven-eighths of an inch wide, and love with the little nurse who gave .
while"
five-eighths of an inch thick. The crate him such tender care.
Things reached a climax on the day ■
"Good tiight," said Tom, coldly.
is divided into three compartments,
He went into Mr. Leeson's office the and each one opens up separately by that Marna slipped from the perch'
upon
which she was standing In order ,
following morning. Van Loeuw had
hinged top.
not appeared at the bank, and he was
A trough for feed Is placed on strips to feed one of the birds. Fortunately
forced to close the cage when he went In front. The crate is strengthened by Blake was standing close beside her,
out Fortunately, depositors were few having slats three-quarters of an inch and save for his swift movement;
in the first hours of morning.
thick and an inch and a half wide In Marna would have had a bad fall. He
"Ah. Graves. I was going to send each corner of the crate, running caught her In his arms and Marna,
Large Losses Are Sustained Where for you," said the' bank president, ris- lengthwise. The ends and the parti- looking swiftly into his face, saw him
Hens and Chick* Are Allowed Free ing. "We have made an unfortunate tion can also be made of solid wood turn pale. Her own eyes hid them
selves with sudden shyness, and wh»n
discovery—"
Range.
In order to strengthen the crate.
"Yes." answered Tom. "I wish to
Ordinary Inch mesh wire nailed tp> she erected herself and tried to thank
the chicks. It is also a good plan to inform you, sir, that I have embezMm fcer voice refused to act without a
the bottom of the crate will answer
use lime freely in the yards occupied zled $12,000 of the bank's funds,"
telltale tremor In It.
the
purpose
of
a
floor
better
than
a
by growing chicks or by mature fowls.
She slipped.quickly away, leaving
The door opened and a woman
slatted
bottom,
as
there
will
be
less
It tends to sweeten the soil and de- came In. Tom started as he saw MilCaptain Blake glowing with the knowlaccumulation
of
droppings,
therefore
stroy certain germs that are more or dred. This made it doubly hard. But
edge that Marna loved bim.
less Injurious. It will be found an ex- he was prepared to play his part to making the crate more sanitary.
The girl, with heightened color,
cellent plan to sprinkle lime over the the end now.
went straight to,David Young.
f
Best
Sellers
In
Poultry,
poultry yard, at least once a month
- "Davle," Bhe said softly and with a
"Mildred, will you come here a moAt the time when the prices for smile in her eyes, "we do not love
during the entire summer, not forget- ment?" asked Mr. Leeson, to Tom's
ting to use ft freely in the houses amazement. "Please sit down. Mr. market poultry are best the cost of each other as sweethearts, do we? I
also.
Graves has just been Informing me production Is the greatest. Consum- think," she added with dainty banter,
that a serious embezzlement of bank ers soon learn what quality is in "that you are secretly pining for—"
Prevent Egg-Eating Habit.
"Marna—you're a darling!" David
funds Is to be placed to his discredit." fowls, and then they demand It. Buyhis good arm
Hens that are fed a well balanced
"Papa—" began the girl, and Tom ers of dressed poultry do not prefer|
the
big,
rough,
coarse
fowl
when
they
j
He wag
ration seldom resort to egg or feath- saw that her face was drawn and
about h
her. He
was kissing her on
are
selecting
'or
their
tables.
This
er-eating. Gathering the eggs early, white, and her eyes red.
either blushing cheek when Captain
when stormy days keep the hens
"You are sure of your statements, class of fowl is pushed aside and the Blake and the nurse stood In the doorplump,
solid
ones
are
selected
Inclose, will often prevent the habit, as Graves?" inquired Mr. Leeson, turnway.
stead.
It Is usually well along in the day ing to Tom. i
Consternation reigned for a moment
when the Idle hen goes scratching In
when David and Marna looked smil"] should hardly have come here If
Additional Eggs Mean Profit.
the nests and perhaps accidentally I were not," answered Tom angrily.
ingly at the two In the door.
If a hen only lays one egg a week
breaks the egg that gives her a de"We are Just breaking our engage'It Is very strange." said the
sire to break others.
banker, shaking his head. "You see, for a year, tt will pay for ber food, and ment," they said in duet.
every
additional
egg
means
profit
If
Mr. Van Loeuw, who ig now being
VCapital!" said Blake, and the little
Truthful Poultry Statement.
sought for, wrote me a letter Inform- a hen lays three eggs a week she will nurse blushed.
give
double
the
profit
derived
from
»
There is much truth In the state- ing me of the facts, assuming the reMother Cleaned Up.
ment: Don't try to tell the other fel- sponsibility, and stating that you pro- hen that lays two eggs. The greater
the number of eggs the cheaper the
"Willie Tompklns, how does It haplow something about poultry that he posed to bear the btame. 1 undercost
of
production
in
proportion,
stand
that
he
had
a
spasm
of
conpen
that
you are late at school this
doesn't want to know. He will not believe it If you do, no matter what science after my daughter had brought
morning?"
i
Place for Dust Bath.
him to his senses by refusing—"
"It wasn't my fault, ma'am.'
proofs you may have.
If you keep a box of ashes or road . "Don't tell> me a falsehood, slrl'.'
"Papa!" cried Mildred, blushing fudust
in
the
hen
house,
and
you
ought
riously.
"I'm not telling one. Pa made me
Keep Nests Clean.
"Well, my dear," said the banker, to It should be kept where the sub «Uy home for an hour this morning
Keeping the nests clean makes It
will
strike
It
the
greater
part
of
the
and help Mm hunt for his safety
easier to keep the hens free from rising, "perhaps when I am gone you day.
yourself will be able to convince Mr,
raw"
.-';..
Uce
Graves that he Is under a delusion."

The Earliest Oranges ofthcSeason
Where are they grown? Why do they ripen earlier than in other sections?
Why are they BO luscious?
These and other questions are answered in a booklet which we havt issued
dt scribing Glenn County, Calittrnia.
Glenn County is in the heart of the great, rich Sacramento Valley. A few
years ago oranges were grown commercially in only the southern part of the
State. Later it was discovered that citrus fruits ripened perfectly in even
the northern part of the interior valley. Since then Glenn County has come
forward with some magnificent early fruit. There are countless opportunities
lor not only citrus fruit culture but tor all sorts of deciduous fruits, live stock,
grain, truck farming, etc., in Glenn County.
We will send this beautiful book describing Glenn County free to you if you
will send us your name and address and a two-cent stamp to help pay the
postage. Better still, send ten cents in stamps and we will send the Glenn
County book a map of California and a sample copy of SUNSET MAOAZINK,
the great Pacific Coast national magazine.

SUNSET MAGAZINE SERVICE BUREAU,

BROOKFIELD
Brookfield Times

RICHARD HEALY
« Distinctly Different Outer Apparel"

U-*

The Newest Fashion
First
The Bigest Variety—Always
The Lowest Prices-Anywhere
t

All this week there will be busy buying of Spring Clothes for Patriots Day so we
GIVE YOUR ORDER for new telephone

have made it an Exceptional Fashion Occasion with Exceptionally Low Prices.

service or any change of service affecting
your listing TODAY.

,

WOMEN'S TAILORED SUITS

The forms of the next telephone directory

A diversity of distinctive styles in all the favored cloth and silk fabrics. . This store presents the unusual
types in Suits that never become commonplace. Their marked originality assures that touch oi
individuality which is distinctly personal.

$ 15.00, $19.75, $25.00 to $50.00

.are now closing and delay in giving your
order may cause your name and number to
be omitted from this book.

.

WOMEN'S DRESSES AND GOWNS
$ 15.00, $19.75, $25.00 to $75.00

Call the Manager -he will take your order^no
charge for such a call

WOMEN'S FASHIONABLE COATS
$10.00, $15.00, $19.75 to $45.00

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

No Charge for
Alterations.

RICHARD HEALY CO.

512 Main Street
Worcester

C. J. ABBOTT, Manager

SAMPLE BOOKS
FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

-OF-

1915 STYLES
WALL PAPER

Three St. Regis Everbearing Raspberry
Plants to Everyone Answering
This Advetisement.

mmmmm
tomasmst
Awnts sell these plants for 25c each.

St. Regis Everbearing; A

enormous.

"Good Fruit and How to Grow It," FREE
This is a 64-page book of valuable information about soils, how and
where to plant trinfand grow all kinds of fruit; Upw and when to^pray,

agents charge three dollars for.

snecial Collection of Standard Apple Trees 98 cents
^2 Baldwin

1%"?*

2 Northern Spy
2McIntoeh

•

2 Wealthy
2 Stark
•
"
2 Yellow Transparent
All Fine Two-Year Trees

Take a

A Postal card will bring them for
your inspection. •.'.".

Kodak
with you
The Kodak has become the inseparable companion of almost
every traveller or vacationist,—it's
half the pleasure.
No matter what you want in
the Kodak line, we have it. Let
us prove that our finishing department is prompt and careful—our
prices moderate.

Kodaks—$6.00 and up
Brownies—$1 to $12

M. J. DONAHUE
Brookfield,

Mass.

REILLY BROTHERS "THE OASIS NURSERIES"
-

1207 Reilly Road, Dahsvllle, N. Y.

RILEY BROS. (THE OASIS NURSERIES)

The
New Store

Dansville, N. Y.

FULL LINE OP-

SEND THE COUPON BELOWJTOJU8jro^AY___

field

.IOUBNAL

and th<r Brookfleld

TIMES.

Name_
Town and State

,

Street orJl.'F.'D. No._

ADVERTISE IN THE HOME PAPER

The Grange will meet in banquet hall,
next Tuesday .night, at 8 o'clock, to confer the third and fourth degrees upon a
'EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
number of candidates.
Refreshments
AT
will be served in charge of Mrs Lila GadJournal Block, North Brookfield, Mass aire, Miss Teresa Mulvey and Willie C.
Bemis.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
Mrs Martin J. Donahue left Sunday,
EDITOR AHD PROPRIETOR.
for a week's visit with her son, Forrsjt S.
l.OO a Year in Advance. Donahue, who is studying for the Jesuit
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
order of priesthood at the school of St.
Andrews-on-the-Hudson, at PoughkeepAddress all communication!* to BROOKFIELD
sie, N. Y. She was accompanied by her
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or job son, Rev. George M. Donahue of St.
work and payment for the same, may be sent Matthew's church at Indian Orchard.
PUBLISHED

San Francisco, California.
In Writing bo sure to mention this paper and Glenn County book.

BROOKFIELD, MASS., FRIDAY, APRIL 16, 1915.

VOL. XXXIV.

HARDWARE
This Store has the exclusive
agency in this district for
"Lowe Brothers Paints''.

Plumbing,
Steam Fitting,
Electrical Work,
and Jobbing.
Winchester HEATERS Installed

RICHARD FIHNEY

& Sons.

Donahue Block
CENTRAL STREET,
BROOKFIELfl

Archibald Buchanan
BROOKFIELD, MASS.
FOR SALE.
TWENTY acres oi land, located in North
Brookfleld. Price low
Addrcu THEODORE EATON,
14
. Brookfleld, Mass.

FOR SALE
AT 6 Howard Street. Good kitchen stove 13,00,
t wojien houses suitable for tool houses, boat
house, camp stores, etc. Prices juodorate.
12
Brookfleld. March 19,1915.

A Successful Dance for the Street
Railway Men.
One of the most successful and enjoyable social events in recent years was the
17th annual concert and ball of the trolley
men on the W., B. & S. line, in town
hall, last Friday night, under the auspices
of the trolleymen's local union. The
townspeople turned out in great numbers
and guests were present from every town
along the electric car line resulting in an
attendance of about 350 people.
There
were more out of' town guests present,
than is usual at a social affair in Brookfield, due, doubtless, to the popularity of
the carmen, and the fact that specials
were sent to all points after the dance.
Although the latest dances had the call
throughout the evenine, the few quadrilles included on the program were enjoyed fully as much as the newer steps,
and for each, the sets filled the hall.
The trolley boys did every thing possible
for tha pleasure of their patrons and were
well pleased because of the expressions of
general satisfaction heard on all sides.
There were more dancers op the floor between 12 and 1 o'clock than at any previous affair in the past five years and
these were even reluctant to leave at the
playing "Home, Sweet Home." Music
was by Flanagan's seven-piece singing
orchestra of Marlboro, which rendered a
special concert program from 8 o'clock to
9, each number being heartily encored.
The gallery was opened for the first
time at a dance, in eight months and
nearly every seat was filled. When floor
director John G. McNamara gave the
signal for the opening waits, the floor
was so crowded that dancing was difficult, but the gay throng was so imbued
with the merriment of the occasion that
they regarded not discomforts. During
intermission refreshments were served in
banquet hall by caterer Frank A. Walker
of Spencer. Special cars carried out of
town guests to their respcetive homes.
The dance netted 850.

direct to the main office. North Brookfield or
to George W. Mcnomara. Brookfleld

BROOKFIELD.
Miss Felt Fletcher will spend Sunday
with friends at Revere.
Raymond Goddard of Spencer, visited
his brother, Rev. Leo T. Goddard, Sunday,
i
Miss Helen Currier of Brockton has
been the guest this week of Miss Beatrice
LangloiB.
Charles H. Moulton of East Walpole,
spent the week-end with Mr and Mrs Irving Breed.
\ Mr and Mrs Harry Adams of Chicopee,
spent the week-end at the home of Mrs
Messenger.
Postmaster Delaney spent Sunday withhis parents, Mr and Mrs Michael Delaney
at South N'atick.
Letters are advertised at theBrookfield
post-office for Thomas Matthewson and
James A. McDonald.
W. H. Foster of Rowley, an official of
Foster-Moulton shoe company, visited the
factory last Thursday.
Mrs Smallridge an4 daughter, Gladys,
of Worcester, were gursts of Mr and Mrs
John Clancy, Sunday.
Glover S. Fletcher pf Southbridge, visited his mother, Mrs Eliza Johnson, on
River street, Monday.
Mrs H. C. Foster and children of Melrose are guests this week of Dr. John R.
and Miss Emily H. Ham.
Mrs J. M. Leavitt and Miss Daisy Hunter returned Satnr&y from a .visit with
relatives in New York city.
Mrs Charles DuBois and son of Palmer,
visited with her brothers, this week at
the Durkin home on Central street.
Homer O. Webster returned Saturday,
from a business trip through the middle
west for the Foster-Moulton shoe company.
Mrs Charles G. Burbank of Stoneham,
is spending the week with her parents,
Mr and Mrs Charles L. Sanford.
Attorney Louis H. Butterworth and
Charles McDonald of Boston, spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs Arthur F. Butterworth.
Henry M. Durkin returned to his home
in New Haven, Monday, having spent
four days with his brother, Thomas E.
Durkin.
Mr and Mrs Albert Cough lin of Worcester were week-end guerts at the home
of Mrs Coughlin's father, Sumner Banister, in Over-the River district.
The board of health of health recently
appointed David N. Hunter as agent of
the board, but the appointment must be
confirmed by the state board before it is
in force.
Mrs Mary A. Laporte of
G. G. W. of the N. E. 0.
present at the meeting of
lodge in banquet hall, next
evening.

Worcester,
P., will be
Friendship
Wednesday

These applications for liquor licenses
were filed with Arthur W. Mitchell,
clerk of the board of selectmen, before
the time limit for the filing of license apOne of the circles of the Woman's Alplications expired on Saturday:—John
liance of the First Parish church will
L. Mulcahy and James Orowley, for a
manage a public whist party at the home
first class common victualer's licenss,
of Mrs William Croft, Friday, April 23,
under the firm name of John L, Mulcahy
at 8 p. m.
& Co., at the old stand in the Metro pole
Mrs Phetteplac, Mrs Butterworth, Mrs
block on Central street, Brookfield; DenEstey aiid Miss Bartlett will attend the
nis J. Neylon and Elizabeth Neylon for a
meeting of the New Eegland Alliance at
first class innholder's license under the
Brookline, Thursday, making the trip by
name of D. J. Neylon & Co., at the Lakewood hotel, Main street, East Brookfield
automobile.
Delbert A. Eaton applied for a druggist's
Garnett and Harry Reed of Worcester,
license of the sixth class. As there are
were week-end guests, and Miss Madeline
but two licenses to be granted it seems
Ward of Wollaston, is visiting at the
almost certain that the selectmen will
home of Mr and Mrs Earl Cordner on
look with favor upon the Mulcahy and
Lincoln street.
Neylon applications and grant the right
On Friday afternoon, at their regular
Coming Event*.
to dispense liquor at these two places.
meeting in banquet hall with Supt. H.
Both have had licenses for the past 10
years, the" Lakewood house being under Friday, May 7. Mrs Elizabeth S. Hill of H. Pratt, the teachers told' of the benethe management of James Marian up to
Needham willread "Uncle William" fits derived from a recent visit at the
last August. At that time the property
at the First Banish church at a meet- ' Normal School at Worcester.
was bought by Mr Neylon, who came
ing of the Woman's Alliance.
William 0. Meehan arrived home
from Springfield.
Friday, April 23. Public whist, home of Tuesday from St. Vincent's hospital,
I Worcester, where he had been underMrs William Croft, 8, o'clock p. m.
The assessors on Monday began the
going treatment for 10 days. He has
annual work of appraising the valuation
spent the greater part of the .winter at St.
of all property in town, and complying
Fire engineer Edward F. Delaney was Augustine, Fla.
.
the list of poll tax payers. Emmons W. called out at 9 o'clock, Monday morning
Twicbell will cover Brookfield centre; on a still alarm for a chimney fire at the ' Charles Wells of the Potapoag district,
Leander Morse has East Brookfield and home of William Mulcahy on Howard was fined S10 when arraigned before Judge
part of Podunk, and Arthur W. Mitch- street. He went, witn "a couple of help- Cuttle, in district court, Monday mornell's territory includes the Over-the-River, ers, to the bouse and the fire was sub- ing, charged with heing drunk, on comRice Corner and Potapoag districts and a dued with hand extinguishers before any plaint of Mrs Jennie Bemie. He paid
the fine.
section of Podunk.
material damage was done.

The Ideal sgwing club were entertained
at the home of Miss Cora Adams, Central street, Monday night. Luncheon was
served by the hostess. These- members
were present:—Mrs Frederick D. Works.
Mrs Leslie W. Wright and Misses Co ra
A. Adams, Amanda Lawrence, Marguerite and Irene Dubois, Nellie and Mary
Clancy, Elsie Gaudette, Gladys Wilson,
Flora Dansereau and Marguerite Works.
The Merrick public library lias a collection of books on Panama and California which,8hould be particularly interesting now that the Exposition iB in full
swing. Some of them are—Panama by
Albert Edwards; The Americans in Pan-,
ama by Scott; The Mountains of California by Muir; My first summer in the
Sierra by Muir; Yosemite trails by Chase,
and a History of California by Royce.

NO. 16.
Forty members attended an all-day
meeting of the Woman's Alliance of the
First Parish church, Tuesday. Luncheon was served at 12.30, after which there
was a business meeting
Mrs William
Croft, Jr., was elected as delegate to the
New England Associate Alliance meeting held at Brookline, Thursday. Mrs
Walter A. Tuttle and Miss Ella M. Bartlett were chosen delegates to the meeting
of the Worcester County League to be
held at Sterling, next Wednesday.
Miss Annie Delaney completed her
work as district nurse, Monday, and returned to her home in Worcester.
Miss
Delaney has been employed by the V. I.
S. as district nurse for Brookfield and
East Brookfield, since last November,
and this society has been responsible for
the larger part of her salary. As there
are only a few patients needing her care
at present, it has been decided to dispense
with a nurse's services during the Bummer
months. It will probably be October,
before a visiting nurse is again on duty
here. Miss Delaney has been very busy
all winter and of great benefit to many
patients, who could not otherwise have
the daily-attention of a nurse.
At Midget Theatre, Monday, (Patriot's
Day), there will be three shows, at 1.45,
3.45 and 7.45. Tuesday and Saturday
performances at the usual hours, and on
Thursday, the special attraction will be
Mary Pickford, the most popular film
actress in America, in "The Caprice,"
This charming actress starred in "Tess of
the Storm Country" at the opening of
the'theatre and ber friends will be pleased
at her re-appearance. April 29 will come
"Cabria;" May 27, "The Spoilers" with
William Farnum, and on June 8, Mrs
Leslie Carter, in "The Heart of Maryland."

Ten Brookfield members of Spencer
council, Knights of Columbus, attended
the exemplification of the third degree
upon a class of 40 candidates at town hall,
Spencer, Monday night. The work wa s
in charge of D. D. S. K., W. W. Buckley and suite of Southbridge. The following attended:—Rev. Leo T. Goddard,
Edward F. Delaney, Martin Donahue,
Brookfleld people were much interested
Andrew Leach, William L. Roach, William Walker, Matthew Daley, William J. in a news article in a Worcester paper,
and Henry Clancy and Henry M. Dona- Saturday, under a Ware heading, stating
that the W., B. & 8. trolly line, which
hue.
was sold at public auction to Frank L.
A horse, owned by Victor J. Fortier of
Pajmer of Saco, Me., for $160,000 on
Rice Corner district, while fastened to a
April 8, was bought by interests which
hitchine post in front of the Henry F.
are allied with those in control of the
Crosby grocery store, Monday afternoon,
Ware and West Brookfield road and that
became frightened at the 4.40 trolly car
within a month the two roads will comand bolted. The Iron hitching post was
torn from the curbing and the, horse bine and through cars operate between
Spencer an* Ware. According to this
dashed across the sidewalk, down the
driveway east of the store, and was story a general improvement throughout
the system will be in order in another
stopped on Prouty street by census taker
month and the trip to Worcester made in
Raymond Clough.
The buggy wheels
less time than at present. By giving
scratched the paint on the corner of
better service, it is believed both roads
Crosby block.
will be placed on a paying basis, which
The employees of the Ideal Coated they have not been for several years.
Paper Co. have formed a baseball team One superintendent will have charge of
and on Monday organized for the season both systems and power bought from the
with Ernest Canterbury of West Brook- Connecticut River Power and Transmisfleld as manager, and Theodore Love, sion Company, which would mean closng
captain. The opening game of the sea- Brookfield power house, and a probable
son will be on West Brookfield common, reduction in operating expenses. If this
Saturday, when the Ideal boys go up change is made according to unofficial reagainst a team representing the 01 instead port, a branch line between West BrookQuaboag Corest Co. at 3 p. m.
Candi- field and West Warren would be maindates for the paper mill team are—Love, tained. The Times has been unable to
Canterbury, Howe, Lessard, Harper, confirm the Ware story, which is creditHannigan, Gadaire, Eaton, Leach Saw- ed to John F. Lambert,' superintendent
yer, Boynton, Adams and Clarke. of the Ware and West Brookfield line,
The district nurse committee, elected at and we understand lie has since stated
the annual meeting of the V. I S., have that the publication of the remarks atorganized with Dr. Mary H. Sherman, tributed to him was premature.
chairman and Mrs Irving Breed, secretary, and begun their work for the year,
They will be glad to receive any articles
used in caring for the sick, either in the
way of clothing or sick room supplies.
Any clothing which may be made over
or mended to be used for needy people
among us will be gratefully received.
Articles may be left at the home of the
secretary, Mrs Irving Breed, High St.
A class of 19 children received First
Communion at the 8.30 o'clock mass at
St. Mary's church last Sunday morning.
The sacrament was administered by Rev.
Leo T. Goddard, who also celebrated the
mass and delivered the sermon. These
children received:—Helen Moran, Mary
McCune, Mary Roberts, Evelyn Gaudette,
Beatrice Bertram, Catherine Leach, Mary
Hyland,'Ora Charron, Alice Peiletier,
Mary, Melvina and Louise Pritzio, Alice
and Mabel Boulette, Octavius Bertram,
Joseph Kelley, George Bishop, Martin
Byrne and Edward Benoit.

Mr and Mrs Peter J. Levassuer, who
were married in Ware, April 5, returned
from their wedding tour Saturday night
and were guests at a reception at the
home of Mr Levassuer's parents, that was
attended by relatives and friends from
the Jirookfields, Spencer, Ware, West
Warren and Holyoke. The young couple
arrived on the 7 o'clock train and when
they alighted were serenaded by the Quaboag Valley Drum Corps, of which Mr
Levassuer is leader.
The drum corps
later marched at the head of a procession
that escorted the newly weds, ,who rode in
an automobile, to their home. A general
good time followed and Mr and Mrs
Levassuer were s.iowered with well
wishes for the future and were also the
recipients of many valuable wedding
presents, among whioh were:—Oak dining tables from employees of Ideal Coated
Paper Co.; mahogany record cabinet,
Quaboag Valley Drum Corps; check, John
McLaurin; china tea set, Dr. Mary H.
Sherman; cut glass lemonade set, Louise
Belisle and Miss ilelora Levassuer; wine
set and'silver crumb tray, employees of
the department of which Mr Levassuer is
foreman; silver spoons, Miss Melora Levassuer; silver knives and forks, Louis
Dufault; water set, Mr and Mrs R. Ledoux and family, North Brookfield; chafing dieti, *Mr and Mrs T. I lame!, North
Brookfield; linen, Mr and Mrs Fred
Gaudette; linen, Mr and Mrs Alec Caron;
cut glass CHlery jar, Miss Beatrice Coran;,
linen, Mr and Mrs John Charron; linen,
Joseph Lavigne, East Brookfield; furniture and silver from relatives in Ware.

The B. H. S. baseball squad have been
practicing daily at Blanchard school yard
and are in shape for the opening game
with Ware in that town, Monday. Merrick park has riot dried sufficiently to be
used and it will probably be two weeks
before the boys can have a try out there.
This has proved quite a handicap to the
squad, as the school yard is not large
enough for first-class practise, but the
boys have rounded into shape, physically,
by daily jaunts acound the common.
Captain DuBois will start Ijhe game at
Ware with this line-up:—Hannigan,
catcher; DuBois, pitcher; Tunstall, first
base; Butterworth, second base; Petersen, third base; John Clancy, shortstop;
Delaney, left field; R. Clancy, centre
Dally Optimistic Thought.
Truth may be smothered but not exfield; May, right field; substitutes, Batty
tinguished.
and Reneham.
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TIMES
BWOOKFIELD

LIVED ON ROOTS
FOR TWO WEEKS
R. A. Russell Crippled From
Long Tramp

BATCHELLER RESOLVE DEAD
House Put» its Ban on the A. P. A.
Bill.

Boston—The House of Representativee, after a debate which ran for
almost five solid hours, rejected the
so-called Batcheller
constitutional
amendment to prevent the appropriation of public money for sectarian
Va

7°Ton call was the last .vent of
afternoon or rather hectic debate
HALF CRAZED WHEN FOUND an
and that showed 107 votes in favor
of the amendment and 115 against
with 17 men not recorded. A liberal
Lies Helpless In Woods and Is Aladmixture of Republicans with the
Most Buried by Easter Snowsolid Democratic vote accomplished
rtorm— At Hospital Tells of
its defeat, bast year the vote on the
same amendment ran 87 for and 134
Suffering.

TIMES

RAETANZER
BANK
ACCOSES
SEVEN GERMAN ARMY CORPS IH
IS INDICTED
RUSSIA SWEEP THREATENS TOES' RETREAT TREASURY HEADS
KAISER TAKESJMiND ON EAST FRONT
In Suit, Riggs Institution of
Washington Attacks Officials

As is Also Slade & Slade, Her
Attorneys

RESULT OF "PROMISE" SUIT
Directs Campaign to Stop Muscovite Onslaught That May
RESORTS TO AN INJUNCTION
Reach Hungarian Plains
On. Attorney is Released on BallDeclares McAdoo and Williams Tried

CZAR'S MEN ADVANCE ON 120-MILE FRONT

to

Wreck

Its

Business—Reply

by Comptroller Says

Bankers

Were Guilty of Unlawful
Practices.

Warrant Issued
—Tanzer
Not

for Detective

Sisters

Plead

Guilty.

New York.—Rae Tanzer, Maxwell
Londqn — The Petrograd correspondLondon—The
Russians.
having
and David Slade of the law firm of
ent of "The Dally News" reported that
Slade
& Slade, her attorneys in the
Tho House opened the debate with gained possession of the whole pnn great masses of German reinforceWashington.—The Riggs National
breach of promise suit she brought
Ftamingham—Marooned more than three measures for it. c°n8'd eratl°n cipal chain of the Carpathian Moun- ments are attempting to save the dest
rt
Bank, one of the strongest of the in- against James W. Osborne, former
two weeks In a grove off Worcester Srst-The
so
called
FitekW?" tains, were reported officially to be perate situation of the Austrian main stitutions of this city and-allied with
descending the southern slopes an.!
district attorney of New York counafreet, miles from any house, with amendment, generally credited as be- approacMng in force the Uzsok Valley, army. The Bavarians, who were too tlae National City Bank of New York, ty, and Albert J. McCullough, a deing sponsored by Martin M. Lomaslate
to
prevent
the
Russians
from
ocnothing to eat but roots and with ney, which barred appropriation"i for
near the pass of that name.
„„nvine the entire ridge of the mid- toae aippealed to the courts to protect tective employed by the Slades, have
New progress a*o was announced c»pyta^th.^.t'££«£„,
tQ
his feet so swollen and sore that he all institutions not under the direct
it against the alleged malice of Sec- been Indicted by the federal grand
£.,_ have ]olned General Lit- retary McAdoo and John Skelton Jury which has been Investigating
could not stand, a man of about 35 control of the state, and under which ^ the move to captu re *«*»£« «
circumstances surrounding the filpoint, which stand in the W«
^^ ,g now compoBea
was found in a pitiable condition the allowances made yearly to W»
Miss Tanzer is
sweep by the Muscovites **>^ » *eyen GermftD corps, 3upport.d by Williams Comptroller of hhe Currency. ing of the suit.
from hunger and exposure. His feet nology. the Worester Polytech and plains of Hungary and of theirjam
charged with using the mails in an .
The
officers
of
this
powerful
bank
^
^^
to the Bye and Bar and various other
were covered with blood and he was nWitalT would be barred. The em- paign against Budapest and other lm «"^
charge McAdoo and WllUams in effect attempt to defraud, while the Slades
violently delirious.
pl^ent of*chaplains in the Legis- portant commercial cities.
g Austro-German forces operatwith attempting to wreck the bank's and McCullough are charged with
The French won mo»MPJ»nd »" the
The A
conspiracy.
/-"""V
ns are gemt.offi.
He told the physicians »t the lature and in the various prisons also
The grand jury investigation was
Woevre district and continued ^ the M^ egtlmated a, th(rty army corpB, business in order to vent their perjTamlngham hospital, where he had would be interdicted.
sonal
vindtetiveness.
The
officers
started after a man who gave his
Second-The amendment proposed heavy attacks which are believed to seven of which are Uerman. These
been quieted, that he is R. A. Rus,eU of Kverett street, Hudson, and by Representative Cross of *°?<**«>*- be the prelude to a general offensive are probably divided into five armies, further aver that Government and name as "Oliver Osborne," the name
movement on the whole western front. which are commanded by German ofther deposits,have been forced from Miss Tanzer said .she knew James
that nearly three weeks ago he went which barred all educational ,torttoW. Osborne by, appeared and anThe Germans continue to deny hue generals, under the personal direction
to Saugus to look for work. As his tions from receiving aid afterthe
them as a result of Che McAdoo- nounced that he knew Miss Tanzer
.earch was unsuccessful he started manner of the Fitzgerald proposition, French have made material progress of Emperor William, who is in Selisia. WilUams campaign and they declare
in the Woevre and assert all the
The front line is composed almost that they have been harassed beyond well, and that she was writing let~
to walk home. When he reached a but exempted the hospitals.
ters to him at the same time the
Third-The Batcheller amendment, French attacks have been repulsed.
entirely of Germans.
They have
point on the Boston & Worcester
government charges she was adThe Allied fleet has been bombard- chosen for their objective what is further endurance,
.treet railway line, near the bound which barred the appropriation of
The
bank
shortly
alter
the
filing
of
dressing others to James W. Osing The Dardanelles forts from the called the Rostok direction; that is,
ary between Framlngham and Soutn- money for all sectarian institutions.
its
remarkable
petition
in
the
Supreme
borne and calling him "Dear Oliver."
Gulf of Saros, to prevent the Turks the region about Uzsok.
boro, he sat down and took off his
Court
of
the
District
of
Columbia
got
from repairing the damaged fortiii
The whole campaign in the East a temporary injunction granting the While the investigation was in progPeter McNaily Dead.
.hoes to rest his feet.
After a few
ress Miss Tanzer confessed that she
cations.
pivots on Uzsok Pass, where the Aus
Gloucester.-Peter S. McNaily, -minutes he tried to put on his shoes
had made a mistake and that James
The fighting on the eastern front in- tro-German forces are in such great relief asked pending argument.
again, but found that his feet were perlntendent of the Boston municipal
John Skelton Williams, Comptroller W. Osborne was not the man she
going on under extremely difficult COM strength that the efforts of the Rusaquarium,
and
famous
as
a
long
disso swollen that he could not
of the Currency, isued a statement knew.
1
tance swimmer, died from heart dis- ditions, the ground being covered witn sians to reach ihe Hungarian plains
Nearly Buried in Snow.
There were nine counts in the 'inmaking sensational charges against
melting snow.
are likely to be prolonged.
ease
here
on
the
deck
of
the
fishing
As It was getting dark, he crawled
The Austro-Germans are sending up
General Utzinger and his eight the officers of the Riggs National dictment against Miss Tanzer, each
Into the woods as far as he could schooner Teazer.
reinforcements in large numbers in an army corps have begun a formidable Bank. He accused them ol irregulari- one being based upon a letter she
Peter
S.
McNaily
was
born
in
ties and unlawful practices and de- was alleged to have written to Mr.
and went to sleep. On waking early
Charlestown, under the shadow of endeavor to check the Russian ad- attack on the left wing of the Rus- scribed their court action as an effort Osborne, addressing him as "Dear
tn the morning he found that the
vance. The Russians display confi- sian army which Is Invading Hungary.
Bunker
Hill,
on
July
7,
1866.
Hie
parcondition of his feet was
much
Oliver."
dence, for. simultaneously, they arc There has been terriiii fighting for to pose as martyrs.
Dora and Rose Tanzer, sister ot
worse They had become so sensi- ent*, Peter and Bridget McNaily, had showing considerable activity both on 1)08Be38ipn 0f the mountain section of
He announced that the practices
The Rus- complained of were of sufficient im- Rae, entered pleas of not guilty to
tive he declared, that the slightest 14 other children among whom were the Bast Prussian frontier, where they thc stryj.Munl!acz road
touch was excruciatingly painful. several boys who became newspaper anuounce they have won a successII ,ang hoM (he vil|age ot Koziomoka portance to warrant their reference to Indictments charging them with permen,.including John J. McNaily, 1*V
Hoping that they would be relieved
He added jury.
Peter was educated over the Germans, and to the south of | and the immediate slopes nearest the the Department or Justice,
The
indictment
charging the
In a short time, he made his break- a playwright.
that the Department had engaged
Tn the public schools of Charlestown the Vistula, where the Germans say ■ 992 Metre Hm
fast from roots and quenched his
thev have repulsed a Russian attack.!
Louis D. Brandels. the Boston lawyer, Slades with conspiracy to obstruct
and
afterwards
took
a
course
In
Bosthirst with water from a spring he
In the western arena the Germans i Czar-t Troops Menace Budapest
as counsel in the ease, probably for justice, alleges, among other overt
ton College.
As a young man he
have captured three villages, occu-1 Petrograd.—While the
Russians, the purpose of ascertaining whether actB, that they arranged for a "false
happened to be near.
went
into
journalism
and
at
various
As the time passed his feet showed
pied by the Belgians, on the Yser Ca-1 now masters ot the Carpathian passes or not the facts warrant prosecution. and misleading photograph to be
no sign of improvement. So he stay- times, served as reporter on the staffs nal, near Poessele, south of Drel for a d|stance 0f 120 miles west, of
Comptroller Williams is careful to taken in such a manner as to indiof
several
Boston
newspapers.
He
down the point out that the Riggs National cate that the said James W. Osed there helpless day after day, nevGrachten.
..
.
|
the
Uzsok,
are
pouring
er seeing a human being and subsist- was at one time publicity agent for
The ^Kaiser's troops In the Mont-1 soutner„ slopes to the Hungarian Bank is entirely solvent, but charges borne and the said Rae Tanzer had
willingly photoing on such roots as he had the the Forepaugh & Sells Brothers c r- mare wood recaptured two trenches, plalns by rallways and along the roads that if the practice* of the officers had heretofore been
cus, for the Barnum & Bailey clrcu.. which the Fren«h had taken from |
This photognd banks 0l rlverSi the Austro-Gerstrength to dig up.
been permitted to continue the results graphed together."
them the day before. In the neighbor-1 mftn armles on the Galictan side of would have been serious. He accuses graph, it is alleged, they Intended to
For the first few days the weather
Helped Sixteen Vessels.
hood of Albert, around which many tne mountftin range east of the Uzsok the officers of the bank of making use as evidence In judicial proceedwas moderate, but a week ago, when
Boston-The United States coast
ings which might ensue.
battles have been fought since the war entrance, according to indications In
the fierce Easter storm swept the
guard cutters Woodbury, G*f°*™ began, fierce hand-to-hand encounters unofficial disr tches and the opinion dummy loans to themselves and other
Maxwell Slade
voluntarily apwoods, he was still marooned and de- and Acushnet, during the last four
parties of conducting a stock brokerof military experts, are preparing tor age business anu of making false peared before Judge Cushman after
prived as well of his only food. The months, rendered assistance to six- took place.
»" '
the finding of the Indictment, ena general retiring movement.
snow drifts were so deep that they Sen distressed coasting vessels which
statements In reply to his Inquiries.
tered a tentative plea of not guilty
The further southward advance of
not only made it impossible for him
French
Advanced
at
St.
Mihiel.
In
the
Williams
statement
was
this
had on board 167 persons and which
and furnished a ball of $5000.
He
the Russians, which seems practically
In his weakened condition to dig up
extraordinary
announcement:
with their cargoes, were vaued at
Paris.—To prevent the Russians assured since their capture ot one.of
was granted opportunity until Monroots, but nearly burled him.
,34,000. The Acushnet, which pa- from following up the advantage they the principal remaining obstacles in
"In view of the unsatisfactory and day to change his plea or take other
Unable to clear away the driving
trolled the district between Point Ju- have won in the Carpathians twenty- their path on the Uzsok-Bartfeld front, dangerous oondltlons which have come action If he so desired.
David
snow or to protect himself from the
dith and Cape Cod, helped eight ves- four Austrian and six German army Hill 909, will seriously endanger the to light as the result ot the investi- Slade, according to his brother, is
biting blasts of wind, he undoubtedly
sels, one of which, the six-masted corps, a total of 1,200,000 men. have Austrians north of the Carpathians all gations of the bank by this office and In Massachusetts on business.
A
was near freezing to death when last
schooner Alice M. Uawrence, was so been massed against them.
the way through Eastern Gallcia and the national bank examiner in view bench warrant was issued for McMonday brought sunlight and warmth
fast aground in Nantucket Sound that
Reinforcements arrived every hour, Bukowtna. Army officers insist that a ol the unreliability ot the statements Cullough f.nd federal officers were
enough to revive the flagging life in
became a total loss.
. rf_.„ and the whole southern slopes of the retreat will be the only means ot sav- made by your officers under oath or sent to arrest him.
his veins and to melt the snow that sheThe
Gresham, on duty between
otherwise and your long continued
had come near to forming his tomb. Vineyard Haven and Portsmouth as- mountains have been strongly forti- ing the Austrian force from being cut
defiance of the law and disregard for
OFFICIALS DISPLEASED.
off from their base.
For the rest of the week it was
sisted four vessels, while the Wood^ fied.
The onward sweep of the Czar's the instructions of this office, you are
The Russians also hurried up reeasier to keep life going, but lack of bury helped a similar number along
hereby
notified
that
the
Comptroller
Washington.—High administration
serves, and. the Austrian official re- troops is also a direct menace to Budanourishment and the strain of battlport says they continued their at- pest, the immediate objective of their of the Currency will until further no- J omcia]s ma)[e n0 secret of their dlsing, with the elements had BO told on the Maine coast.
tice
refuse
to
approve
the
Riggs
Na
pleasure
not only at the tone of the
tacks without regard to the cost in forward movement across the flat
the man that bis body was shrunken
Deitrick Out For Governorship.
tlonal Bank as a depository for the memorandum recently presented to land of Northern Hungary.
and shivering and his mind wander0
6
lives.
Cambridge- Former V ™ **™"
The Austrians are still holding by a reserve of other national banks."
the department of state by Count
ing when he was found.
A battle equally fierce and proporFrederick S. Deitrick of Cambridge
The officers and directors of the von Bernstorff. the German ambasDr. McCann of the hospital, who at- announces that he will enter 'he PrIm- tionately as deadly went on in the desperate resistance the position
tended him, declared that It is a mys- ary next fall as a Democrats candl
western arena of the war, between known as Hill 992, which has been the Riggs bank are among the most sador, but at its publication by the
without consulting the
tery to him that the man was able date tor Govenor. Woman suffrage, the Moselle and Meuse rivers, in scene of much hard fighting. The offi- powerful financial factors In this city. embassy
The memocial report admits the failure of the The hostility of the Treasury offi- American government.
to survive the ordeal. His feet, the Peter militia, national prohibition France.
Russians to capture thiB place. The
randum is regarded as an effort to
physician said, are so sensitive that and the enactment of a law to prevent
The French persist in their offen- battle tor the Uzsok Pass continues cials to the Riggs bank was apparent bring political pressure upon the adalmost from the day that Secretary
he can hardly stand the slightest the holding of.a watch »" workmen sive against the Germans, and conwith undimlnlshed violence, while the McAdoo entered the Treasury Depart- ministration through German-Amertouch.
are some of the features of his pUt- tinue to make progress. Berlin as- rear of the Austro-German armies in
ican voters to stop the shipment of
serts all the French attacks have been this section is dally more seriously ment.
One of the first things that Secre- arms to belligerent countries, though
f
°X. Deitrick is « years old and a repulsed
5 Hour. A Day—*5 A Day.
threatened by the Russian advance tary McAdoo did was to issue a state- the German for foreign office, in ofIn one particular the announce- further to the east.
1,
Boston—"Unemployment: It. native of Pennsylvania. He «« gradvt denouncing the Riggs bank for | flclal communications has admitted
ments
agree,
and
that
Is
that
the
lossuated
from
Harvard
law
school
in
The battle, which has just been suc- owalning information which was open | the right of American citizens to
Causes and Remedies," was the topic
™M He was In the Legislature from es are exceedingly heavy.
cessfully conducted by the Russians to all at the office of the Comptroller make these shlpme
discussed by three speakers at the
The French are incessantly bom- lasted eighty days, and was, from all of the Currency. Since then It has
Union Park forum. Mis. Helena S. W03 to IMS and In 1908 was a CambrSLT
alderman.
He
was
elected
to
accounts, one of the fiercest of the been a ma'.ter of common comment In
barding
St.
Mihiel,
the
point
of
the
T. R. AND TAFT MEET.
Dudley of the Massachusetts unemployment commission was first to ad- MCongress as a Democrat In wedge which they are trying to force war.- The most determined opposi- Washington that Secretary McAdoo
out and at the same time are attack- tion on the whole line of battle was and Comptroller Williams were subNew Haven, Conn.—No cordiality
dress the audience. She was follow- 1912.
____
ing the two sides of the wedge with on the part of the Hungarians, whose jecting the Riggs National to a grill- was In evidence between ex-Presied by Henry Abrahams, .ecretary of
L,.ut -Qov."cuihing Oppose Relioioua
infantry and artillery in an endeavor fighting qualities are ai.«o being high- ing examination covering many years dents Taft and Roosevelt at their
the Central Labor Union, and Ordway
Legislation.
*
to reach the roads which lead from St. ly complimented by Ru^.-ian officers.
first meeting in five years.
Their
Tead of the South End House.
before they entered office.
Lleut.-Gov. Gushing declared that
greetings were of a most formal naMr. Abrahams came out firmly for he was very much opposed to legis- Mihiel to Metz.
The significance of the court action ture and were confined to a convenliiililililimiiiimmimiiltimiimraiimiinnimimMiimi
lllHllltllltlllllUj
If the progress already made Is as
a five-hour day, five days in the UtlvTquesUons being discussed on
Is regarded here as going beyond the tional exchange of salutations.
week, at $5 a day. "No man can live rel giou. grounds when he was asked great as the French announce It to be
Riggs National Bank. Other banks
Called together as fellow honorPITH OF THE
as an American man should live for I, one of his 250 listeners at an Odd these roads now should be almost
have. It is understood, been sub- ary Pall bearers at the funeral of
less than *5 a day," he said. "The Fellows "smoker" his opinion of sec- within range of the French guns.
jected
to
a
somewhat
similar
expeWAR NEW8 J
Prof. Thomas R. Lounsbury of Yale,
The Germans have made an attack
answer Is give the worker a living taluT appropriations. The Question
rience. The complaint Is believed here
wage, raise the school age and in- ^ane^ehad^nnished^address on the BritiBh lines In northern •niiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiimiiiiraniiiiiiniMiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiimiiiiiiilimS to mark the beginning or a fight la they first met when the bearers
gathered In the vestibule of Bsstell
.tltute a free state university."
„ Itate Administration" before Tre France, which was repulsed, and have, French successes between the Meuse the open between the present regime Chapel. Just previous to taking seats
says Berlin,, recaptured from the Beland the Moselle, a strategic region In the Treasury Department and the
mont lodge In Covenant hall.
inside the chapel.
gians the village or Drel Grachten. on
between the fortres.es of Verdun Rlggs National's allied interests.
Rev. Dr. Little Dead.
the Yser, which as changed hands
and Metz, are regarded as the open- ' The complaint filed in the Suiprert*
Arbor Day April 24.
CONSIDER MEMORANDUM.
Newtonville—Tne Rev. Dr. Arthur
ing of the spring campaign fo» the Court of the District or Columbia
Boston-April 24 has beer, officially several times In the last few days.
Little, retired Congregational clergyThe Russian successes by which
Allies,
Washington.—State
Department
man, for 23 years pastor of the Sec- designated as Arbor Day in Massa they are said to have obtained controi 1 Decor(lt|onB haye hee„ conferred by charges that McAdoo and Williams
have conspired to injure the bank ir- officials are considering the recent
ond church in Dorchester, died Sun- St, by Governor Walsh, in a pro- of practically all ths Carpathian passthe Emperor of Russia upon 81 reparably and have flagrantly exceeded
clamation,
in
it
he
has
urged
every
memorandum of the German ambasday morning after an illness of several
es have revived unofficial talk of a
French officers, 500 non-commissionto to do his part in the reclama- separate peace for Austro-Hungary
their powers.
sador. Count von Bernstorff, qn the
days at his residence in Newtonville,
ed officers and 700 soldiers.
tion
of
th.
forest
lands
of
the
Com
It accuses McAdoo and Williams of question of the shipment of foodwhere he has lived since his retireand seemingly Increased anxiety on the One of Count Zeppelin's .Ids is quoted
n:onwealth
which
have
been
heedstuffs, and the exportation of arms,
having
"prostituted
their
high
offices
ment from the active ministry. 1
part of the Interventionists in Italy for
in an alleged interview as saying
lm
but no intimation was given as to
™f la*e *f "i their country to take up arms on the
was 78 years old.
le8sly exploited tor
that two squadrons of five dirig- to their personal 'malice, seeking unlawfully to destroy and unconstitu- the character of the reply to be
Born May 24, 1837, in Webster, N. with too little regard to the rights of side ot the Allies and obtain territory
ibles each will attack London. The
H the son of Simeon B. and Har- posterity."
which they have failed to get in the
raid will not, however, take place tionally to confiscate the property of made.
It is not known when the reply to
the bank."
riet (Boyd) Little, Dr. Little obtained
negotiations through Germany with
until August.
Verdict forTilnd Engineer Upheld.
the German memorandum will be
his degree of A. B. 'from Dartmouth
Capt. Sharp of the British steamship
)
Bo ton-The verdict of $17,060 for Austria.
sent,
but officials said no action
WILSON FEELS CONFIDENT.
college in 1860. Later he studied
Serula, armed only with a repeating
would be taken tor several days.
WAR BENEFITS RUSSIANS.
at the Andover and Princeton Sem- being made blind, won by Thomas W.
rifle,
succeeded
In
driving
off
and
Letchworth. a locomotive engineer in
inaries, and In 1880 was granted the
seriously damaging a German aero- Believe* People Will Indorse HI. Ada suit against the Boston* Mane Minister of Finance Considers HI.
ASK TIME TO REPAIR.
ministration in 191*.
degree of D. D. by Dartmouth.
plane and .e.plane which attacked
railroad, stands, by a decision of the People More Prosperous Than Ever.
Washington.—President Wilson reIII. ship In the North Sea.
fuses to share the discouragement of
Newport News, Va.—Lieut. Oapt.
full bench of the «J™»« ?"£
Petrograd.—The, opinion was exDog Bites 12, Mostly Children.
Letchworth on the night of April 24. pressed by Pierre L. Bark, Russian Major-Gen. von Dltfurth, a member of some Democratic leaders over political Thiertelder, commander of the Gerthe Pru..ian Diet, has been killed
Worcester—Twelve persons, most 1911 brought his train In from Con Minister of Finance, that, economicalprospectB.
The
Thompson
landslide
man converted cruiser of Kronprln.
In fighting near Lomra on the eastof them children, were bitten and cord, puThis engine In the round- ly considered, the war has been a
in Chicago and Republican victories In Wilhelm. has delivered to Collector
ern front. Before the war he was
many
other
municipal
elections,
while
the Providence Hill section of this house and started to walk across th blessing to the people of this countryof Customs Hamilton formal request
the commander of the Tenth Infantcity was terrorized by a dog believed Charles river on a footbridge. H« Discussing the financial and social asry Brigade stationed at Frankfort. disappointing to the President, do not 'or time to repair his ship in this
to be mad. Shots were fired and was not notified that repairs were pects of the conflict In an interview, The Lord Mayor of London presented disturb his confidence that the people TOrt.
The letters were forwarded
stones hurled at the animal by the being made on the bridge at the time M. Bark said:
$5,800 to Capt. Bell of the steamer will Indorse the Democratic national to the secretary of the treasury and
Administration In the Presidential their contents not divulged.
residents of a dozen streets, but It A. a result he fell into the water
"The Russian peasant class Is more
Thordl. for sinking a German subwas not until late this afternoon, The shock caused him to becom. prosperous now that at any previous
election next year.
marine off Beaehv He.*
time In the history ot the country."
that the dog was captured.
blind.
•
aS
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dead " She stopped there.
^'^p,^,, the sentence asthough
she had added, "but he was only one of
several. Your vow went farther.
After a moment's pause, Samson
added:
"Jesse Purvy's dead."
The girl drew back, with a frightened gasp. She knew what this meant,
or thought she did.
"Jesse Purvy!" she repeated
OB,
Samson, did ye-?" She broke off, and
covered her face with her hands.
-No Sally," he told her. "I dldnt
Good tobaoeo i» "hst •»•"▼ •a"**1'
"Sally!"
It was the only word he could have have to " He recited the day's occurTho csreml msa make, sure n« »sts
spoken just then, but It was all that rences%nd they sat together on he
It by Bikini lor Fstima Cigarettes.
was necessary. It told her everything. etUe until the moon had sunk to .the
Fstimss are simply good tob.es.
With Illustrations
For a time there was no speech, but ridge top.
blended to suit the greatest number
to each of them it seemed that their
from Photographs of Scenes
ol men.
«j_»
Capt. Sidney Callomb, who had been
tumultuous heartbeatlng must sound
Have you smoked a Fstim. Isterff
in the Play
J^stf^MwKB—*
above the, night music, and the teleg- dispatched ln command ot a militia
raphy of heartbeats tells enough.
But they had much to say to each
tcB,ri.i».«i»3.toW.J.w^*c*)
other, and, finally, Samson broke the
U
CHAPTER XIII—Continued.
silence:
"Did ye think I wasn't a-coming
rilese save for the easy Samson South the new were writhing
-Dear Saroeon: Tne war Is on again l.ln
rode ln B
back, Sally?" he questioned, softly- At
Tamarack Spicer killed Jim Asberry, creaking of his stirrup leathers and to the life-and-death grapple ol two that moment he had no realUatlon
codes. Then, before- «*****&
and the Hollmans have killed Tama the soft thud of hoofs.
he heard a sharp report talde. and that his tongue had ever fashioned
rack. Uncle Spicer Is shot, but he
The silence soothed him. The broodthe heavy fall of a body to the floor. smoother phrases. And she too. who
may get well. There is ~>»aT Jo l«d ing bills lulled his spirit as a crooning
A' wildly excited figure came plung _had been making war on crude Idioms.
the Souths. I am trying to hold them song lulls a fretful child. Mile after
down until 1 bear from you. Don t mile unrolled forgotten vistas. Some- ing through the door, and Samson B ,orgoti as Bhe answered,
Then
left hand swept out and seized us
..Ye done said ye was comin
come If you don't want to-but the thing deep in himself murmured:
I knowed
she
added
a
happy
He:_
shoulder
In
a
sudden
vise
grip.
gun is ready. With love, <gALLY „
"Home!'
he inquired, as plumb shore ye'd do hit."
It was late afternoon when he saw
"Do you know me
away and
After a while she drew away and
Slowlv Samson South came to his ahead of him the orchard of *W. ■«* ^^^^7™^
said, slowly:
feet. His voice was In the dead-level place, and read on the store wall, a crouched back with startled
"Samson, I-ve done kept the old
pitch which Wilfred had once before fittie more weather stained, but other- and vlciou^fren^
^
rifle-gun ready fer ye. Ye said ye'd
heard. His eyes were as clear and
Wi
h n
^e pu r^Genera,Merchandise, Aaron'TUB/h.s cocked ^ close need it bad when ye come back, an
hard as transparent flint.
Extraordinary jJP*"
"I'm sorry to be ot trouble, George,
The porch of the store was empty
galnst the^stranger s tace.^ | I've took care of it."
trial and AsriculShe stood there holding it. and her
he said, quietly. "But you must get and as Samson flung himself from his its muzzle came the acrid
lural OpportunlllM
me to New York at once—by motor. saddle there was no one to greet Mm. freshly burned powder. Git outen my voice dropped almost to a whisper as
I must take a train south tonight
she added:
This was surprising, since, ordinarily, road afore I kills ye!"
"No bad news. 1 hope," suggested two or three of Purvy'B personal
"It's been" a lot of comfort to me
"My name Is Samson South."
Before the astounded finger on the sometimes, because it was yourn. 1
Lescott.
., guardsmen loafed at the front to watch
For an Instant Samson forgot his the road. Just now tbe guard should trigger could be crooked **?T£ knew if ye stopped keerln' fer me ye 'I Have No Promises to Take Baok.' £wwV4WWrV\ry^^
four years of veneer. The century of logically' be , doubled. Samson still pistol spoke from the pocket and, as wouldn't let me keep it-an' as long
prenatal barbarism broke ou» fiercely. wore his eaBtern clothes-for he want- though ln echo, the rifle Must,£»«» as I had It 1-" She broke off, and company to quell the trouble In the
He was seeing things far away—ana ed to go through that door unknown. too late and a shade too high, over his I the fingers of one hand touched the mountains, should have been a soldier No war Tax en Bsmeslead Land In Caaase
by profession. All his enthusiasms Xhe report th*£ " V"«'rn Os"^i*KvlSl
forgetting things near by. His eyes As Samson South he could not cross head, as the dead man's arms went up. > weapon caressingly.
Homes!*** '""".i" S.?I clxenlatlon la •>»
blazed and his fingers twitched.
After a long while they found time were martial.
_♦,«„., been liven «°n"'*eT*^ ^rfseTll ensnlrars
its threshold either way. But when
Except for those two ™P°rt° fe™
The deepest sorrow and mortifica"Hell, no!" he exclaimed.
The he stepped up on to the rough porch was no sound. Samson stood still, w for the less wonderful things.
that no sneh tax has been ■»•"£*, } ^m
war's on, and my hands are freed!"
"I got your letter," he said, seriously, tion he had ever known was that which
ticipating an uproar of alarm. Now
For an instant, as no one spoke, he
he should doubtless have to pay with -and 1 came at once." As he began came to him when Tamarack Spicer,
stood breathing heavily, then, wheelMs life for both Ahe deaths, which to speak of concrete facts he dropped his prisoner of war and a man who had
ing, rushed toward the houSe as
would inevitably and logically be. at- again into ordinary English and did been surrendered on the strength of
his personal guaranty, had been aBthough just across its threshold ay
.tributed to his agency, But, strangely not know that he had changed bis
eassinated before his eyes. In some
the fight into which he was aching
enough, no clamor arose. The shot In- manner of speech.
Scenario Writers' Guide
'de had oeen muffled, and those outto hurl himself.
For an instant Sally looked up into fashion, he must make amends. He
side, broken by the intervening; store^ his face, then with a sudden laugh, reXed, too, and it rankled deeply,
that his men were not being genuinely
CHAPTER XIV.
did not arouse the house. Purvy s she Informed him:
_
used to serve the state, but as Instru- Hi^.^rfnt,fnc*oS«n^
bodyguard had been sent away by HolFl can say 'isn't' instead of hain t, ments of the Hollmans, and he had
Samson stopped at his studio and
Hs on a «alse alarm. Only the "women- too. How did you like my writing?"
^te®ffWX& frogxgi
seen enough to distrust the Hollmans.
threw open an old closet where, from
folks" and children remained Indoors,
He held her off at arm's length, and Here in Hixon, he was seeing things
a littered pile of discarded background
USE oil A and cut your
and they were drowning with a piano looked at her prldetully. but under his
draperies, canvases and stretchers, he
any sounds that might have come from gaze her eyes fell and her face flushed from' only one angle. He meant to OUR OlLU feed bill in half.
learn something more impartial.
fished out a buried and dust-covered
sudden diffidence and a new
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
pair of eaddlebags. They had long
"'NoTsamson South stood looking I with
shyness or realization. She wore a
""
OABDAOE MAOOOT FIX.
lain there forgotten, but they held the
down uninterrupted, on what had been I cXo dress, but at her throat was
rusty clotheB In which he had left
Aaron Hol.is as it lay motionless at a aoft little bow of ribbon. She was WAR TEHMS NOT UNDERSTOOD
his feet. There was a powder-burned no longer the totally unself-conscious
Misery.
Samson had caught the fastest westhole ta the butternut shirt, and only wood nymph, though as BatorsTe£dUto- -Forlorn Hope," for Instance, Hat Not
a lender thread of blood trickled into
bound express on the schedule. In
the Meaning With Winch It
stinctive as in other days. Suddenly
... IK
thlrty-slx hours he would be at Hlxon.
the dirt-grimed cracks between the she drew away from htm a little, and
Is Credited.
ACLAIfThere were many things which his
her hands went slowly to h«r breast
Pl
brain must attack and digest in these
Samson turned to the darkened door- ana rested there. She was fronting
In the bourse of every war one
hours. He must arrange his plan or
great deal about forlorn
. Inside was emptiness, except for a great crisis, but, ln the first flush of hears
action to its minutest detail, because
theJ other body, whloH. had crumped) 5oy she had forgotten it. She had hopes." The term is one of the most Bites reasonable. Hlsbsst—
he would have as little time for reflecforward and face down across the snent lonely nights struggling for rudi- misused In the vocabulary of war. It
Sell •«.»•
tion once he had reached his own
counter. A glance showed that Jesse m^ts she had sought and fought to is commonly misunderstood to mean
IIU. sellers. "•country, as a wildcat flung into a pack
troop"-that
is
"detached
Purvy would no more fight back the fashion herself, so that. If he came "lost
of hounds.
coming ot death. He was quite un- heaneed"not be'a'shamed of her. And | ™ .. '^he word "hope" In the
From the railroad station to his
n'ow he ha°d come and. with a terrible I ^ „ not an English but a Dutch WILDFIRE sra.iJtB-»» ""•«*!; ZEi;*
armed)
.home he must make his way-roost
..noop>meaning
"^raW
Samson paused only for a momen- clarity and distinctness, she realized
rf
probably fight his way—through thirty
. ^ secondarily body^ of
tary survey. His score was clean. He how pitifully »ttle she had been able
miles of hostile territory, where all
The word "forloni" represents
would not again have to agonize over tolccomplish. Would she pass musMarital Diplomacy.
the trails were watched. And yet, for
^ ..verloren"-lost A jerthe dilemma of old ethics and new^ t°r? The stood there before hlm.
Plunger—1 felt awfully sorry tor a
the time, all that seemed too remotely
„
.. was a detached body of poor guy down at the exchange today.
Tomorrow the word would spread like frightened, self-conscious and palpi■unreal to hold his thoughts.
wildfire along Misery and Crippleshin mtlng then her voice came in a whiathrown out in front of the main
He lost five thousand on cotton and
He took out Sally's letter, and read
'line of battle to find the enemy
that Samson South was back and^that per:
Jt once more. He read It mechanically
s the | all ^"-^ ^tofhim
his coming had been signalized by
Samson, dear, I'm not boldln' you and engage them first. This
and as a piece of news that had
,on ^ nl, wtf,
these two deaths. The fact that he to any promise. Those things we sad regular sixteenth and Bevenfenth he^sta^
with the oredlct
prediction
'brought evil tidings. Then, suddenly,
century
practice,
and
though
it
was would land on him roughly. The poor
was responsible for only one—and that were a long time back. Maybe wed
another aspect of It struck him—an as- "The War's On and My Hands Are In self-defense—would not matter.
better forget em now and begin ail one of the more dangerous kinds of chap acted as though he telt pretty
FreedI"
pect to which the shock of .its recepservice it was not desperate or, in bad about It.
They would prefer to believe that he over &RBsiition had until this tardy moment
had invaded the store and killed Purvy
Mrs. Plunger (sympathetically)—
But again be crushed her In his the English sense, forlorn Nowadays
flooring
no
one
challenged
his
advance.
blinded him. The letter was perfectly
and that Hollis bad fallen in his mas- arms and his voice rose triumphantly: much the same work is done by the Poor fellowl No doubt hi1 used his
The
yard
and
orchard
were
quiet
from
grammatical and penned in a hand of
ter's defense at the threshold. Sam■•Sally I have no promises to take detached bodies of cavalry which are beet Judgment, and If his wife turns
copybook roundness and evenness. their front fence to the grisly stock- son went out, still meeting no one, and
back and you have made none that thrown out before the main line to And on him because of his reverse, she
Thc address, the body of the missive ade at tne rear, and, wondering at
continued his journey.
?'m ever going to let you take back- the enemy.
. is not worthy to be called wife. But.
and the signature were all ln one chi- these things, the young man stood tor
Dusk was falling when he hitched not while life lasts!"
"Capitulation" Is another term « who was the man?
rography She would not have intrust- a moment looking about at the afterPlunger—Why—er—It was mahis horse in a clump of timber, and,
Her laugh was the delicious music war, which is very loosely used. It
ed the writing of this letter to anyone noon peace before he announced him- lifting his saddlebags, began climbing
of happiness.
„ does not mean surrender, but sur- Woman's Home Companion.
self.
\
,.
.mlse.
render on terms; in tact, it means the
"1 don't want to take them back
Yet Samson ttad not come to the to a cabin tbat sat back in a thicketed
Sally had learned to write.
The Bill Climbed.
stronghold of his) enemy for the pur- cove He was now well within South she said. Then, suddenly, she^ added, terme, not the surrender, iris from
Moreover, at the end were the
"I suppose yoo climbed th. Alps
pose of assaBBination. There had been territory and tbe need of masquerade Importantly: "I wear shoes and stock- the Latin "capitulum" or heading
words, "with love." It was all plain
(from
which
is
derived
our
word
ings now, and I've been to school a litwhen you were abroad?"
another object ln hhl mlnd-an utterly had ended.
now Sally had never repudiated him.
"No, Just ran up a bill, that was
The cabin bad not for years been oc- tle
I'm awtully-awfully ignorant. "chapter"), and a capitulation is ■
mad Idea. It IB true\yet so bold of
She was declaring herself true to her
was
leaning
formal
treaty
of
surrender
drawn
up
Its
rooftree
Sameon,
but
I've
started,
and
I
reckon
conception that It heX a ghost or cupied.
alL"
mission and her love
under a Berles of headings or chappromise. He had meant to go Into askew under rotting shingles. The
can teach me."
- -■
••Good God!" groaned the man, In ab- Jesse Purvy's store and chat artlessly, doorstep was Ivy-covered, and the you
It would help some If we did xnore
His voice choked. Then, her hands ters, embodying the termB on eacn
jectly bitter self-contempt. His hand like some inquisitive "furriner.
praying on Sunday and lea. preyta*
He stones of th.e hearth were broken. But strayed up. and clasped themselves point.
went involuntarily to his cropped head, would ask questions which by their It lay well hidden and would serve bis
on the other six days.
about his head.
and dropped with a gesture of self- very impertinence might be forgiven
Woman's Logic.
"Oh Samson," she cried, as though
doubllnE He looked down at his tan on the score of a stranger's folly. But, purposes
Shortly, a candle flickered inside, someone had struck her. "youve cut
You sometimes wonder about the
.hoes and silk socks. He rolled back most ot all, he wanted to drop the caslogic of the feminist mind.
his shirtsleeve and contemplated the ual information, which he should as- before a small hand mirror. Scissors
and safety razor were for a while ^"lt^wlii grow again," he laughed.
A man was to meet his wife at her
forearm tbat had once been as brown sume to have heard on the train, that
and tough as leather. It was now the Samson South was returning, and to busy. The man who entered In Im- -But he wished that be had not bad to office at one o'clock to take luncheon Is Growing Ssaaller Every Day.
arm of a city man, except for the burn- mark on the assassin leader, the effect peccable clothes emerged fifteen min- Jake that excuse. Then being; hon- with her. He was 20 minutes late. She
utes later-transformed. There apCARTER'S LITTLE^
t, he told her all about Adrienne, Les- had gone out.
ing of one outdoor week. He was of the news. In his new code it was
peared under the rising June creifeenr ^"^en
He •"*"
sat «■down and waited. At 1:30 LIVER PILLS are,
Coll.'"-*'veu "about
"™u" how.
— ■* after h. j^s,, 1
nc
cnttreturning at the eleventh hour— necessary to give at least the rattlers
responsible--they
a smooth-faced native, clad in stained lieved that he had been outcast by his ^ arrlTed.
stripped of the faith of his kinsmen,
he struck, and he store clothes, with rough woolen socks uncle and herseir, he had had his mo„Wnat are you dolng here? she not only give relief J
hairitrlpped of his faith In himself. *-™>n« "£££
If he were recog- showing at his brogan tops, and a ments or doubt. Now that » was all so
— they permaIf he were to realize the constructive meant to stri
nentlycureCsW
nized, well—he shrugged his sBoulders. battered felt hat drawn over his race clear, now that there could never be
"I'm waiting for you."
dreams of which he had last night so
But as he stood on the outside, wip- No one who had known the Samson doubt, he wanted the woman who had ' "Didn't you know I wouldn't come •HpsBos. Mil^'"
lions u«Oj
confidently prattled to Adrienne. he ing the perspiration from his forehead,
must lead his people from under the ror tbe ride had been warm, he heard South or four years ago would tai. to been so true a triend to know the girl back after I'd given you up and gone them for
recognize
him
now.
And
tbe
strangwhom
he
loved.
He
loved
them
both
blighting shadow of tbe feud.
U
», Skk.H««ascs., SaBsw «**-,„,
voices within. They were loud and
He must reappear before his kins- angry voices. It occurred to him that est part, he told himself, was that he but waB in love with only one. He ° "But you did come back, didn't youT SaALLTOi, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
wanted to present to Sally the triend You are back now, aren't youT"
men as much as possible the boy who by remaining where he WBB he might felt the old Samson.
-Yes, but you might have known
At a point where a hand bridge who had made him, and to the friend
Genuine mint bear Signature
had left them—not the fop with new- gain more mrormation than by hurcrossed the skirting creek, the boy III had made him the Sally of whom that when 1 did come back I wou d
fangled affectations. His eyes fell
dismounted. Ahead of him lay the he was proud. He wanted to tell have had my lunch, and there would
inl
upon the saddlebags upon the floor of rying
"Pve done been your executioner ror
be no use in waiting to have It wit»
tbe Pullman and he smiled satirically twenty years," complained a voice, stile where he had said good-by to Adrienne that now he could answer
her question-that each of them meant me."
„„
|He would like to step from the train which Samson at once recognized as Sully
"Well, have you had it?
He was going to her, and nothing to the other exactly the same thing
MOTHER BRAY'S SWEET
iat Hlxon and walk brazenly through that or Aaron Hollls. the most trusted
•
"No."—Denver
News.
they
were
friends
df
the
rarer
sort,
else
mattered.
Ifbe town in those old cloth ss. chal- of Purvy's personal guards. "I hain't
POWDERS FOR CHILDREN
He lifted his head and sent out a who had for a little time been in danRelieve Feverishness. Coastips.
lenging every hostile glance. If they never laid down on ye yet. Me an' Jim
Jaoanese a Patient People.
«?n?Sld» and correct «»#«. £
■shot him down on the streets, as they Asberry killed old Henry South. We long, clear whippoorwill call, which ger of mistaking their comradeship tor
the stomach and bowel.. «*£»
Impatience
among
the
Japanese
is
a
quavered
on
the
night
much
like
the
passion.
J
...
certainly would do, It would end bis laid fer his boy, an' would 'a' got him
other calls ln the black hills around
ii'its 25c. Sample mailed I'KK^As they talked, sitting on the stile, thing you will rarely observe as you
(questioning and his anguish of dilemef you'd only said ther word. I went him After a moment he went nearer, Sally held the rifle across her knees. travel through their strange and beauTH'"* max.
ma. He would welcome that, but It inter "Hlxon an' killed Tam'rack Spicer,
in the shadow of a poplar, and re- Except ror their own voices and the tiful country. If. on the other hand
T
, u . msy mesh profit ot 1«»*.
would, after all, be shirking the Issue.
l
with soldiers all round me. There peated the call.
S£p«SS. X
soft chorus of night sounds, the hills you yourself, In touring Japan might $15 Invttted No* $&'&
,
He must get out of Hlxon and Into
vestment
»PI»«™"/„y
i« shSe Write wdsj,
hain't no other damn fool In these
upon
occasion
grow
somewhat
ImThen
the
cabin
door
opened.
Its
were
wrapped
In
silence-a
silence
as
his own country unrecognized. The
mountings would >' took such a long iamb framed a patch of yellow candle
patient, you will only become the
lean boy of four years ago was the
1
I I
. to sell merited article U
chance es thet.
I'm tired of it. light, and, at the center, a slender aoft as velvet.
"1 learned some things down there ouiet laughing stock-behind your
momewhat fllled-'out man now. The one
back-of the little Japs themselves.
They're a-goin' ter git me, an' 1 wants silhouetted figure, in a flattering.^eager
concession that he had made to Paris
at school, Samson," said the girl slow- An hour, or even a day, more or less pendenoetosooeplshls paruss. l^rtC^S-rtwns^J
ter leave, an' you won't come clean attitude of uncertainty. The figure
life was the -wearing of a closely
with the price ot a railroad ticket to turned slightly to one side, and, as u ly, "and 1 wish-I wUh you dldnt have fn this oriental country 1. of little accropped mustache. That he still wore
count, and matters Icannot be made to
bklahoma.
Now, damn yore stingy did so, the man saw clasped in her to UBe this."
—had worn it chiefly because he liked
■•Jim Asberry is dead," said the man move any the quicker because of any
soul, I gits that ticket or I gits you!" right hand the rifle, which had been
to hear Adrienne's humorous denuncia"W7N. U., BOSTON, NO. 16-1918.
"Aaron, you can't scare me Into doin his mission, bequeathed to her in trust gr
tion of it. He knew that, in his pres"Yesy,:' she echoed, "Jim Asberry's Irritability.
nothin' 1 ain't almln' to do." The old She hesitated, and the man, Invisible
ent guise and dress, he had an excelbaron of tbe vendetta spoke in a cold.
lent chance of walking through the

The Gall of then
Gumberlands
By Charles Neville Buck

stoical voice -I tell ye I alnt quite
streets of Hlxon as a stranger. And, through with ye yet. In due an proper
after leaving Hlxon, there was^ mis- time I'll see that ye get yer ticket.
sion to be performed at Jesse Purvy ■ Then be added, with conciliating softstore. As be thought of that mission ness' "We've been friends a long,
a grim glint came to his pupils.
while. Let's talk this thing over beIll journey, end, and as Samson
fore we fall out."
;
passed through the tawdry cars of the
"Thar hain't nothin' to talk over,
Lai train near Hixon he .a*-several stormed Aaron. "Ye're jest tryln' ter
faces which he recognized, but they kill time till the boys gits hyar. and
either eyed him in inexpress ve sllence
then I reckon ye 'lows ter have me kilt
or gave him the greeting of the fur like yer've had me kill them others.
Hit ain't no use. I've done sent "em
H
X'samson crossed the toll bridge
away. When they gitB back hyar,
to the town proper he passed two
either you'll be in hell, or I'll be on my
brown-shirted militiamen, *•«««««« way outen the mountings."
the rail of the middle span^ They
Samson stood rigid. Here was the
grinned at nlm, ■ and recognumg the
with no

• „it„»„,i tho I
,„ the shadow, once more imitated the |
bird. note, but this time it was so low
and soft that it seemed the voice or a
whispering whippoorwill.
Then, with a sudden glad little cry,
she came running with her old fleet
grace down to the road.
Samson had vaulted the stile and
stood in the full moonlight. As he
gaw her coming he stretched out his
arms and his voice bioke from his
throat in a half-hoarse, passionate cry:
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WEST BROOKFIELD.

Fruit Growers of Massachusetts.

FOR SALE

fcKf§»

)EAN POLES and Pea Brush, all ready to set,
» delivered In any quantity JOHN J. LANK, Tel. !«••-.!

Are you spraying at the right times ?
Walter H. Houghton, Worcester, was
Are you spraying at all ?
home Sunday.
BABY CHICKS FOR SALE.
Are you killing the bees which set the
Miss Alice C. H.-ath, Central street, is fruit for you ?
INCUBATOR starts on next run about April 1st,
Also
a line bay horse and some stock hay for
visiting in South Noiwalk, Ct
These are important questions. There
snle. Telephone your hatching orders at oneo.
Iwl4
C.VV. ENGLISH,
vlll
West Brookfield Country cl
is no doubt that hy spraying in the right
duet an afternoon wliist soon.
ECCS FOR HATCHING
way at the times you can. greatly increase
EUGS from tile iiest breeding pens of barred
Mrs Fanny Hinckley, Providence, is your crops and yoir profits. Are you doHocks, R. f. Reds and White Leghorns. For
Sale by COLBY H.JOHNSON. School St., North
with her sister, Mrs ('has. H. Dane. ,_',. ing this?
ltniokiieid.
12
THE BUD MOTH begins its work
r l'liilip .1. Kitzpatrick, Worccester, has
TO RENT
just
as
the
buds
begin
to
open.
Spray
been visiting his cousin, John II. UouoGOOD TENEMENT of seven rooms, on Grove
with arsenate of lead pasts, three pounds THRIFTY CITIES OF ENGLAND
. stroot witli bath, gas aial eloetricity.
van.
i
ALl'RKD DESPLAINES
(or one and one-half pounds powdered
Mrs Charles 8. Haywood, Milburv, is
arsenate of lead) in fifty gallons of water Municipalities Make Use of Natural
NOTICE
with lifcr erandmother, Mrs Angeline B,
ELECTRIC BELLS installed and taken care of
Advantages, and Thereby Taxes
just before the buds open,,
at reasonable rates. LAWRENCE ELLERY,
Butler.
Are Lessened.
North Brookfield, MaBs.
4
THE APPLE WORM (coddling moth)
Mrs Emily L. Perry, Mechanic street, attaeds the young apples, beginning
Glasgow sets a splendid example
has been entertaining Miss Ella S. Perry, about the 20th to 25th of June, and most
of thrift and enterprise to her sister
Hoxbury.
of them start in at the blossom end. At cities and towns of Great Britain
Miss Hay Daley, Concord, was the guest ter ihe blossoms fall there is left at the She does not even scorn to collect
CHARLES S. LANE,
of her parents, Mr and Mrs John A. end of the fruit a little cup surrounded and sell her waste paper and to trafDaley, .Sunday.
by five small thick green scales, the fic In scrap iron, thus adding many
Misses Helen and Marion Seavey, New- "calyx lobes." These bend together at hundreds) a year to her exchequer.
touville, have been guests of Mr and Mrs the tips, closing up the top of the cup, Her cleansing department does busiREGISTERED EMBALHER.
and this is completed with most kinds of ness with half the counties of Scot
,1. Arthur Barr.
land. She owns nearly 1,000 railway
The old-fashioned dance scheduled for apples about two weeks* after the blos- wagons, and does a wide range of
Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Hitjnt.
Saturday evening, April 17, has been soms fall. If poison is put into this cup business, from bog-reclaiming to mar
while it is still open the closing of the top
Telephone North Brookfield No.
postponed indefinitely.
ket gardening and butcher's work
lai-n.
will hold it there till the worm comes to
Manchester takes a good second
Boston & Albany division surveyors
feed, and will then poison it. Therefore, place with an annual profit of, roughLong Distance Connection.
I are establishing a grade for the road bed spray with arsenate of lead as for the bud
ly, £90,000. She does an excellen'
Funerals Personally Directed
through West Brookfield,
and Every Requisite Furnmoth (see above AFTEK) the blossoms have trade in soap, oil and tallow, and othished.
Horses and cattle insured against death fallen but within ten days after, i. e., be- er allied goods of her own manufacI'-fidy Aislstant.
by any cause.
Fred F. F. Franquer, fore the top of the cup is closed. While ture, and employs about 2,000 men In
Agent, Brookfield, Mass.
10-17
the blossoms are still on the tree they are making mortar on a large scale; her
Mr and Mrs George B. Sanford have so large—other parts also—that they pre- cleansing department is the largest In
the kingdom, and she makes all kinds
been entertaining their daughter, Mrs vent much of the spray from reaching
of implements, wagons, brushes and
William C. Watson, Arlington.
the cup. While the trees are in full machines, while she ' has converted
Mrs Margaret Rooney. North Brook- blossoms too, the bees visit them and set hundreds of acres of marshland into
field, spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs El- the fruit. If the nectar and pollen they an agricultural paradise.
Halifax makes a substantial profit,
are after is poisoned by spraying at the
mer W. Chanin, Sherman street.
to the relief of the rat.es, from a large
.Miss Dorothy T. Smith, North Brook- wrong time (during blossoming) they are
quarry which supplies the atone for
field road, has been busy this week with liable to be poisoned and less fruit will be the paving of her streets; and Macset. Therefore NEVIR AXIJOW YODR TREES
her duties as census enumerator.
clesfleld
is the owner of two such quarTO BE SPRAYED WHILE THE LARGE PIMK OR
ries.
The Kind That Lay
Miss Nellie Mulvey,' nurse in WorcesWHITE BLOSSOMS ARK STILL ON THEM FOR
Leeds makes such goodly profits
ter city hospital, spent Tuesday with her
JOB WILL NOT BE AS WELL DONE J LESS FRUIT
from her municipal water, gas and
parents, Mr and Mrs John J. Mulvey.
WILL BE SET, AND MANY BEES MAY
tramways that her highway rate is
Delmar Watkine and Frank L. Daley KILLED.
but half what it would be otherwise:
are busy organizing a base ball team to
Spraying just after the blossoms have while she has spent more than two
represent West Brookfield this season.
fallen giveB better protection from the million pounds in practically rebuildOffice at Dr. Ludden's
The Grange auxiliary conducted a mil- apple worm; saves the bees and sets more ing the whole of the central part of
the
city:
itary whist in G. A, R. hall last Thursday fruit.
You Feel Better when you SeeBetter.
Southfleld Is the fortunate owner
Glasses we make improve your looks
night, using flags which the ladies had
Spray again about the 20th to 25th of
of
a
pier
whose
tolls,
amounting
to
a* well as your Sight.
just completed.
June, as the eggs of the apple worm will £5,000 and more a year, pay her edMain
Street,
North Brookfield
Marshall C. Gilbert and family went soon hatch and the little worms feed ucational bill; and Yarmouth not only
by auto to New Bedford, Wednesday, to somewhat on the leaves before going to has a similar money-earning pier, but
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
attend the funeral on Thursday of Mr the fruit. Spraying at this time gets she earns a good Income from her in- WORCESTER, HB,
PBOBATE COURT
Gilbert's aunt.
large numbers of the worms before they exhaustible supplies of mud. InvaluaTo all persons interested in tbe estate of
ble
for
making
Roman
cement,
and
Fanny R. Fairbanks, of Norih Brookfield,
Mr and Mrs Edward M. Houghton and even reach the fruit. In pears the top
said County, an incapacitated person,
from her mines of shingle, which Is in Whereas,
Henry E. Cottle the conservator or
John W. Houghton went to Grafton, of the cup does not close, so that sprayin
large
demand
by
water
companies
tbe property of said incapacitated person has
Thursday, to attend the funeral of Mr ing these can be put off until the apple for filtering purposes.
?resented for allowance bis first, second and
bird accounts as such conservator.
,
spraying has been finished. It is the best
Honghton's uncle.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
policy never to spray any plant while it
Court to be held at Worcester. In Bald County,
Mr and Mrs Alfred J. Fletcher and son
on the twentieth day of April A. D, lBlS.at nine
PERGOLA AS AN ORNAMENT o'clock
is in blossom.
in the forenoon to show cause, if any
of Worcester, were guests of Mrs Fletchyou 1 avef why the same should not be allowed.
Further details in regard to spraying
er's parents, Mr and Mrs Albert W. Bliss,
And said conservator Is ordered to serve this
Without Care, Thli Attractive Addiwill
be
found
in
circular
No.
2,
"Insecticitation by delivering a copy thereof to said
Milk street, Sunday.
tion to HOUM la Worn
incapacitated pei son and all other persons incides, Fungicides and Directions for Their
terested in the estate fourteen days at least
Than Useless.
Mrs Webster L. Kendrick, Central Use." This will be sent to anyone applybefore said Court, or by publishing the same
once in each week for three successive weeks,
street, spent the week-end in Worcester, ing for it to the State Board of AgriculIt la an age of pergolas; they are in the North Brookfield Journal,'a newspaper
as guest of her parents, Mr and Mrs ture, State House, Boston.
published in North Brookfield tbe last publibudding forth on remodeled bouses, cation to be one day. at least, before said Court,
Frank N. Disney.
Incorporated In new houses and add- and by mailing, postpaid, a copy of this citation
to said incapacitated person and ail other
Mrs John MrcAUister and family reOAKHAM.
ed to old houses with an utter disre- known persons interested In tbe estate, seven
turned to Arlington, Sunday, after a three
gard of true fitness. They begin no- days at least before said Court.
Witness, William T. For es, Esquire, Judge
months' visit with Mr and Mrs Frank E.
John W. Dwelly, town treasurer, has where and lead nowhere, they sup- of said Court, this thirty-first day of March,
In the year one thousand nine hundred and
Adams, Central street.
received from Mrs Celia E. Fobes, Wor- port no vines and consequently tar- fifteen.
.
nish no shade, and, in fact, half the
HARRY H. ATfrOOD, Register.
John A. Brady, 24, clerk, and Lillian cester, a check for $1000, the income of
time look depresslngly like nothing Apr. 2.9,16, C
which
is
to
be
used
toward
the
support
of
Gertrude Weare, 18, at home, both of
so much as a section of elevates' railWest Brookfield, have filed marriage in- Fobes Memorial library.
MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
road.
tentions with the town clerk.
William H. Chamberlain, aged 73
The well-used pergola whose frame- BY virtue of a power of sale contained in a certain mortgage deed given by John H, Russell
Roland M. Hauck, Misses Doris Cutler, years, 3 months and 8 days, died Wed- work is covered each of the first few and Cornelia A. Russell to the North Brookfield
Bank, dated September 17, 1909, and reHelen Dodge and Helen C. Hauck have nesday, at the home of Mrs Josephine, years by the quick growth of annual Savings
trded in the Registry of Deeds, for the County
formed an orchestra to assist occasionally T. Hill, with whom he has been board- vines before the perennials oast of Worcester, libro 1916, folio 34l, will be sold
at
public
auction, on the premises, on Tuesday,
in the services of the Congregational ing for the past eight years. He wag enough shade. Is the ideal pergola. It the 27th day of April 1915, at five o'clock, in the
must have a use, primarily—leading afternoon, for a breach of the conditions of said
church.
ill with the grip only 10 days, but has
to or leading from somewhere; or be mortgage, all and singular the premises conby said mortgage deed, namely :—
The Literary club met with Mrs Clara in failing health for several years. He a place to sit in and enjoy, else It veyed
A certain parcel of land with buildings thereon
F. Niles, Lake Wickaboag house, Thurs- was the Bon of Levi and Abigail (Felton) misses Its point entirely. Sometimes situated in said North Brookfield, on the northerly side of School Street, and bounded on the
day afternoon. The club secretary, Mrs Chamberlain, and was born in Green- the pergola Is built for beauty alone, west by land of Beth Keeler, on tbe north by
land of Edward A. Batcheller, on the east by
a
curving
white
section
placed
at
the
wich.
He
wa
i
a
retired
salesman.
He
Cora R. Foster, presented a paper on
land of Daniel II. DeLand, and on the south by
leaves a daughter, Mrs Lester M. Lin- far side of a pool—or at the end of a School Street, containing thirty-five square rods,
Salt Lake City.
or less, subject to all conditions and recoln, Athol, and a brother, Dr. M. L. tennis court, against a background of more
strictions in deed, from North Brookfield Savings
John A. Brady and Miss Lillian GerBank to John II. and Cornelia A- Russell, also
The body was green shrubbery, and In that case no the
taxes
for the years 1914 and 1915. $100 will
trude W eare went to Warren Tuesday Chamberlain, Boston.
one can dispute the use if It pleases
taken to New Salem for burial.
be required to be paid In cash by the purchaser
the eye.
night where they were married by Rev.
at the time and place of sale.
Rev. Albert H. Plumb and family are
The pergola has more possibilities
A. W. L. Nelson, pastor of West BrookNORTH BROOKFIELD SAVINGS BANK.
ARTHUR C. BLISS, Treasure.
field Methodist church. They will live passing a few days with Dean Henry P. than seem at first apparent. If the
April 2,1915.
Apr. 2, 9, 16Br
growth of vines be unsuccessful, a
Wright, of New Haven.
in West Brookfield.
striped
canvos
awning
can
he
Miss Eleanor S. Bragdon, accompanied
stretched across the rafters, or the en- MORTGAGEES SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
NEW BRAINTREE.
by her father; Supt. F. E. Bragdon, went
tire pergola screened on the Inside,
By virtue and in pursuance of a power of sale
contained in a certain mortgage given by Emma
to Bucksport, Me., Friday. Miss BragHarry 8. Kendrick, born in New which useful scheme need not detract E, Eaton of Worcester, in the County of Wordon will remain to complete the high Braintree 43 years ago, son of the late from the beauty.
cester and Commonwealth of Massachusetts to
Charles L. Tomblen of Montague in said Comschool course there, graduating in June. Thomas Kendrick, died in Atbol, Apri!"
monwealth, which mortgage is dated the third
day
of June, 1913, and recorded with Worcester
Two
Kinds
of
City
Debt.
The Grange met in G. A. R. hall Wed- 41, ol inflammation of the brain. He
District Deeds, in book 2029, page 241, for breach
David Starr Jordan, denouncing ex- of
the conditions contained in said mortgage and
nesday night. The kitchen, flower gar- leaves a wife and four children: Kathryn,
travagant governments of our time, for the purpose of foreclosing the same, will be
den and growing fruits^ere discussed by aged 14; Oliver, 13; Karl, 12; Thomas, Is alarmed by the enormous increase sold at public auction on the premises described
in said mortgage, on Monday, the twenty-sixth
Mrs Sarah A. Carter, George Allen and 6; one sister, Mrs C. H. Foliansbee, of of bonded debts of European and day
of April W15. at two o'clock, in the itfternoon, the following described real estate, being
Philander Holmes. Music was in charge Barre; and one brother, Frank Kendrick American cities.
ihe same described in and conveyed by Bald
of Mrs Ida Seymour, Mrs Edna Watkins of Worcester.
There ts debt and debt. European mortgage, namely;—
A certain tract or parcel of land with the
and Miss Phyllis Hauck,
H. D. Pollard is visiting his brothers cities have gone heavily in debt during buildings thereon, situated in West Brookfield,
the
past four decades to buy revenue- in said County of Worcester, bounded and deInvitations to the celebration of the in Willmington, N. j.( 8nd New York.
as follows, namely :—
producing utilities, and those proper- scribed
Beginning at a stone bound on, the westerly
25th anniversary of the Social and ChariMr JV W. Weeks of Ware, is visiting ties are paying for themselves out of Side of North Main Street marked 'li"; thence
table society, April 21, were mailed this his sisters, Mrs Utley and Miss Needham. their earnings. American cities, en- running on the line of said street N. 65 deg. 25
min. E, sixty nine and 9-12 feet to land of Charles
week by the secretary, . Miss Helen P.
L. Stowell; thence by land of said Siowell N. 25
Mrs A. C. Adams of Boston, has been larging their bonded debt almost as dej.
W. one hundred forty-seven feet; thence by
Shackley. All present and former memrapidly
as
European
cities,
have
little
land
of said Stowell N. 68 deg. 15 min, E. sixty
guest of Miss Cora Titus, this week.
bers are invited. The entertainment is at
property of this kind to show for ft. one feet to land of Ada Hamilton; thence by
said
Hamilton
land N. 31 deg. 15 min. W, six and
Miss
Helen
(Jheyne
of
Worcester,
is
visOur cities, like our railroads, are be- 10-12 feet; thence
7 30 o'clock, to be followed at 9 by a rehy land of said Hamilton, land
iting friends in town, this week.
ing use8 to enrich little groups of citi- of Anna Sykos arid land of Warren Hlair estate
ception.
N. <H deg. 10 min. K. one hundred and forty-four
zens;
whereas
the
European
cities
are
Kev. and Mrs William France are the
feet to land of Charles Allen; thence by said AlWarren high school and Warren™.
withdrawing from such favored groups len land N. 44 deg. 40 min. W. eighty uigbt-and
C. played ball on (j laboag park last Sat- gueBts of Mr and Mrs C. A. Gleason of the age-old privilege of laying a profit- 9-12 feet to a stone monnment; thence hy hind of
state of John It. Tomblen H. 40 deg. <10 m!n. W.
urday afternoon, the latter winning by a Springfield, this week.
tax on the masses of tbe people.—St one hundred twenty-five and 7-12 foot to a stone
monumenl; thence N. 74 deg. W. eighty-nine feet
score of 7 to 6. A second game played
Louis Post-Dispatcm.
more or less to the easterly line of New Braintree
65 YEARS'
road; thence southurly by the line of said road
K.iturday afternoon in the park resulted
about two hundred thirty-four feet to the lino of
PEHIENCE
in the victory of the down stairs emSt. Paul Issues Improvement Report. Church Street; thence southeasterly on the line
of
Church Street one hundred and seven feet,
A report that contains an interestpi lyees of the Oltnstead Quaboag Corest
or less to the line of North Main Street;
ing discussion of various phases of more
factory o'-er those employed up stairs, 9
ibeuceon said street N, 65 deg. 25 min. E. about
city building and general municipal de- fifteen and 4-12 fuct to the place of brglnning.
to 4.
excepting
therefrom, however, and from said
velopment has been Issued by the sale, so much
of the above described premises
First Communion was administered to
commissioner of public works of St. as was released from the terms of said mortgage
by said mortgagee and convoyed by Emma E.
Paul. A comprehensive study for the Eaton
a class of six boys and nine girls by Rev.
TRADE MARKC
to Ella F. Dillon and others by deed dated
DESIGNS
improvement of tbe city is included. Sept. 15,1914 and recorded with Worcester. DisMichael J. Murphy, who also celebrated
COPYRIGHTS 4C.
trict Deeds, Book 206:., page 562, to which referAnyone sending spketrh and description may
ences Is made for a more particular description,
th>) mass, at Sacred Heart church, Sunnnlr'o- luM-euiiln our opinion free whether an
Saidexcepted portion consists of a strip of land
Farming Vs. Agriculture,
— itlnn Is probably rnienlable. Communicad y morning. Those to receive were:—
the northeasterly part of tite mortgaged
tion* strictlr confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
"Father," said Johnny, "what is the on
premises on which the barn stands and ..includes
lent free. Oldest saency■ forsecuriugpatCfor securing!
I' -ne stone, Elizabeth Donahue, Evelyn
Patent* taken throuali
-.--'ll Munu
fliuim k
£ C
Co. receive
difference between farming and agri]( ihinson, Florodora Lavigne, Esther
li'reial notice, without coarse, In this
Skid
real estate will be sold subject to the
culture?"
taxes for the year 1915 and any liens thereon for
C ■apin, Frances Sankoski, Ethel Scott,
"Well, my son; for farming you taxes or assessments, if any there are. Tertnr;
Fifty dollars down at time of sale, balance on
F biota and Theodora Lavigne, Henry
need a plow and a harrow and other delivery
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I>nrest cirof deed witnln ten days thereafter.
culation or any iclentiOc journal. Terms, S3 a
M -Bride,
William Miner,
Edward
Implements, and for agriculture all Hi
re«r; four —
mom
ntbi, 91*
th B-SUb--"
Solduyallnev'saealeisT
you
need
la
a
pencil
and
a
piece
oil
CHARLES L. TOMBLEN,Trustee.
B own, William Fitzgerald, Ralph Chapfu nap
**
Mortgagee.
"♦"'"^•NewYork
Pa
n and Waiter Kiberdy.
i. 4* ¥ St, Waabltwtoo,
I
?Sr'
I April 1. 1915Apr. 2. 9. 16C.
Dfftoo, D.C.
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Will You Put Up This Wren House?
AH an introductory offer will send you this
little Wren House Free, postpaid, with a six
month's trial subscription to LITTLE FOLKS
MAGAZINE for 40c. (Must be a new subscription. ;
Tins fine House is made of wood, stained in two colors and will attract wrens to your home. You will enjoy the song of these
sweetest of song birds all Hummer long. „

LITTLE FOLKS Contains
Fairy Stories, Nature Stories', Stories of Real Children,
Stories of Make-believe Children, New Games to Play, Colored
Cut-outs, Pictures to Color with Paints or Crayons.
LITTLE FOLKS provides continuous Entertainment for children
and enough of it to keep them busy the whole year round.

Address LITTLE FOLKS MAGAZINE
Dept. M, SALEM, MASS.

Furnishing Undertaker

Buff and Columbia Wyandotte

E

F0R SETTING

W. L. VORGE,

Elm Street

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

Scientific American,
I

MAIM DUB TO ARRIVE.
A.M. 7.16- East and West. •
9^0—West.
P. M, 12.46—East and West.
2.00—West

*

4.60—East.
7.05—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A.M. 7 00—East and West.
11 JO—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Malls tor East Brooktleld are despatched at
7.00 A.M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P.M. Halls from
East Brookfield are received at 9.80 A. H. and
(.40 P. M.
Package malls are despatched twice daily as
follows :-113) A. M. East and north, 6 P. M.
West and South.
Mail for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.16
A. M. and receive* at 1 JO P. M.
The office hours will be :-6.46 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.46 to 9.80 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANET, Asst.

~NORTH BROOKFIELD.
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FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Three St, Regis Everbearing Raspberry
Plants to Everyone Answering
This Advertisement.
Agents sell these plants for 25c each. St. Regis Everbearing; A
wonderful new Raspberry; bears fruit four months the first season planted.
Earliest of allRed Raspberries, beginstoripen June 15th to 20th, fruiting
on old canes until late AugUBt, when berries begin to ripen on the young
or current season's canes, which continue, to produce berries in increasing numliers without intermission until late October "r until frost comes.
Wonderfully prolific, first or main crop being greater than that of any
other red yariety known, and Summer or Autumn crops do not consist
of a few scattering berries, but good to heavy pickings all time. One
party who had a small patch of about half an acre picked and shipped
two or three pickings eacli week for four months, and his profits were
enormous.

"Good Fruit and How to Grow It," FREE
This is a 64-page book of valuable information about soils, how and
where to plant, trim and grow all kinds of fruit; how and when to spray,
and tbe cost of planting and maintaining an orchard. Also complete
description of all varieties of Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Roses and Shrubs
with bargains in Home Garden Collection as low as 98 cents, the same as
agents charge three dollars for.

Special Collection of Standard Apple Trees 98 cents
2 Baldwin
2 Northern Spy
2 Mclntosh

2 Den Davis
2 Stark
2 Yellow Transparent
All Fine Two-Year Trees
2 Wealthy

REILLY BROTHERS "THE OASIS NURSERIES"
1207 Reilly Road, Dansville, N. Y.
•END THE COUPON BELOW TO US TODAY
RILEY BROS. (THE OASIS NURSERIES)
Dansville, N. Y.
Kindly send me your large Fruit Book "Good Fruit and
How to Grow it" Free of all charge; also coupon good for 3 St.
Regis Everbearing Raspberry as advertised in the North Brookfield JOURNAL and the Brookfield TIMBS.
Name_
Town and 8tate_
Street or R. F. D. No..

Newspapers
s Clean and Whole

For Spring House Gleaning
AT THE

JOURNAL - OFFICE
ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Young women going to
Boston, to work or study,
any lady going to Boston for
pleasure or on a shopping
trip without male escort will
find the

Franklin Square
House
a delightful place to stop. A
Home. Hotel in the heart of
Boston exclusively for women. 630 rooms, safe, comfortable, convenient of access, prices reasonable. For
particulars and prices address

Mine Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass

Pomona Grange meets at Warren, on
April 21.
Kext week Saturday haB been designated as arbor day.
Mrs Fred H. Walker and son Donald
are visiting in Springfield.
The Young Womah's Club will meet
with Miss Gretchen Poland, Walnut St.,
next Tuesday evening.
The markets and many of the stores
will close all day Monday. A few 'will
close only for the afternoon.
Horses and cattle insured against death
by any cause.
Fred F. F. Franquer,
Agent, Brookfield, Mass.
16-17
Contractor ChaHes Crowley is at work
on the Bigelow Btreet water extension,
• working up the hill from the house of Mrs
Eames.
The Girl's Friendly Society will meet
on Tuesday evening, at the Guild rooms.
Arrangements for the May 4 sale will be
completed.
A fine series of pictures of parrots,
loaned by the Woman's Educational Association are on exhibition at the Free
Public Library.
The BAR Baseball Association announce most attractive programs for the
bazaar at the town hall, tonight and tomorrow night, as well as many valuable
presents.
You are asked to bear in mind that the
Worcester County convention of King's
Daughters meets in North Brookfield, on
Wednesday, May 12.
Loyal Circle of King's Daughters wiil
hold their regular meeting on Tuesday,
at 2 p. m., in the parlors of the First
church. Business meeting at 4.
Miss Stephanie Glass has been chosen
: as a delegate from the local Y. P. 8. C.
!] E., to the convention at Gardner, on
■ Monday. A number of of the members
will also attend.
i
Mr and Mrs Albion Doane, Miss Frances Doane and Robert Doane went to
! Cambridge yesterday by auto, to visit
Roland Doane, who to-day is giving a
i spread at the college in honor of bis
sister.
' William McCarthy, who was appointed
as one of the census enumerators for
.North Brookfield, received a more lucrative appointment in Worcester in the
same line, and Mr Chas. E. Batcheller
was appointed to take his place here.
Ezra Batcheller Relief Corps, having
voted to pay 25 cents, instead of having
a focd sale, tbe members who have not
been called on, are requested to bring
the money to next meeting of Corps,
April 21, thus helping the executive committee very much.
Rev. John J. Walker, secretary of the
Massachusetts Home Missionary Association, will speak at the Congregational
church next Sunday morning. In the
evening there will be an illustrated lecture on Red Bird and Other Indians, with
many slides, and also illustrated hymns.
There will be a meeting of the executive committee of the Town Improvement Association at the trustees room in
the Haston Library Building, at 7.30 next
Monday evening, to fill vacancies in the
board, caused by death or removal from
town, and also to choose a treasurer, to
fill a vacancy.
Amass G. Stone, as administrator of
the estate of tbe late Loring Rice, has
sold the home place on Walnut street,
belonging to the estate, to Rev. F. A.
Taylor, who expects to move here before
the first of May, bringing with him MB
wife and two daughters. They will be a
most welcome addition to our community.

The Girls' Friendly Society of Christ
Memorial church will hold a sale of fancy articles and home made food and candy in the Guild rooms on Tuesday evening May 4. An interesting program is
being arranged.
The Knights of Pythias will give a supper next Wednesday evening, at 6-30, in
Pythian hall. After the supper a regular
meeting will be held at which there will
be a speaker from Boston. Next Friday
night a whist party will be held.
Mrs Jacob Mock died very Buddenly at
the home of her son, the Rev. Mr Mock,
in New Hampshire, this week, from heart
disease. It will be remembered that she
left here about a year sgo, after the sudden death of her husband at the home on
Elm street.
The Congregational choir treated the
public to a fine concert Wednesday evening, and the church should have been
filled with music lovers, but although
there was a good attendance there was
room for more. All the artiBts did well
and the audience would gladly have
called for more. Prof. Coy and his assisting talent were fully appreciated.
At the annual meeting of the North
Brookfield Railroad Company on Monday, the following officers were elected:—
President, Sumner Holmes; vice-president, George R. Hamant; clerk and
treasurer, Chas. E. Batcheller; directors,
Sumner Holmes, George R. Hamant, C.
E. Batcheller, W. W. Bartlett, 8. A.
Clark, E. A. Harwood, F. Arthur Fullam.
It was voted to change the by-laws so
that hereafter the annual meeting will
come the first Monday in March.
Mr Robinson M. MacMurray, formerly
Montana State forester, visited Eagle
Patrol, Boy Scouts, Tuesday afternoon,
walking with them in thewoods and fields
and talked on tree identification, calculations of board measure, height, etc. He
was guest of Scout master Rev. Raymond
Adams, whom he examined and passed
for the merit badge of Forestry. His
visit was both instructive and social and
enlivened by reminiscences of experience
in the Rocky Mountains.
Rev. Mr Hoffman of West Brookfield,
gave a good lecture Monday evening, before the Brotherhood, illustrated with
lantern views. Supper was served by Mr
David C. Lane, assisted by Albion H.
Doane and George Dickinson. President
Lawrence and Treasurer George W. Lane
asked to be excused from further service,
and the following were unanimously
elected: President, Hon. Herbert E.
Cuminings; vice president H. H. Pratt;
secretary, Albion H. Doane; treasurer,
David C. Lane; executive com., Rev. A.
W. Bndd, H. J. Lawrence and M. A.
Longley.
Session Adjourns Just Before Midnight.

Sale and Supper.
The Woman's Union will serve a salad
and curued beet supper at the Chapel of
the Congregational church, Thursday
evening, April 22, at 0.30." There will be
a sale of aprons and fancy articles.
Death of John Mattoon.
The long fight for life ended- last Saturday noon, and John Mattoon lay dead at
the hospital in Worcester, aged 61 years,
4 mos., 29 days. The kindly smile and
friendly greeting will be missed by scores
of people, whom h'e was wont to meet on
our streets. During his last years he suffered greatly, and an autopsy showed
that the cause was ohronic ulcers of the
stomach. John came to North Brookfield when 14 years of age, and worked
on a farm, and as a teamster the most of
his life. He was for many years driver
for the Holmes Steamer company, responding to calls with a promptness
which elicited much praise. For a number of years he was a constable and night
watchman on our streets.
The body was brought to North Brookfield on Wednesday, and placed in the
parlors of the Congregational church,
where it was viewed by many. The parlors were well filled at the funeral in the
afternoon, fully 140 being present. Of
the members of the-fire department, all
hut threu were present, in uniform. Rev
Mr Budd pronounced a fitting eulogy to
the character of the deceased. Harmony
quartette sang Save3 by Grace, Out of
the Shadow Land, and Shall We Meet Beyond the River. There were beautiful
floral tributes from the fire department,
Mr and Mrs George R. Doane, Mr and
Mrs Fred C. Clapp, and from the daughters. Mrs Beulah Sampson and her two
children, from Warren, was present, the
other daughter, Mrs Ethel Chamberlain,
of Woods Hole, were prevented from coming by the serious illness of her husband.
The bearers were Edward A. Batcheller,
E. D. Oorbin, Colby Johnson, William
Letendre, William Raymore and Frank
Hayden. Burial was in Walnut Grove
Cemetery. The funeral was in charge of
Undertaker Fred C- Clapp.
Death of Mrs Charles B. Rockwell.
The death on Monday, April 5, of Mrs
Charles B. Rockwell of Bristol, R. I,,
calls to mind her whom many North
Brookfield people knew in her girlhood
"MattieB. Skerry."
Born in Plymouth 1857, she was the daughter of Amory T. Skerry of this town and Brooklyn,
and Martha Atwood, direct descendant of
the Alden and Standish families.
Many
ef her summers were spent here where
she became by her high spirits and fertility of mind,'a leader in a group of gay
young people, prominent among whom,
and second to none, was the late lamented
Kate Walker. Throughout her entire life
Mrs Rockiwell's buoyancy was unflagging—always unselfish, untiring in her
efforts to help the needy, reaching those
of limited means in ways so unobtrusive
that tbe sense of obligation was lost sight
of in the friendliness that ensued, spreading happiness everywhere, she became a
power for good and a tower of strength
as well as a leader in social life. For
months past she has known that her
death was imminent, but her courage and
native good sense never deserted her.
She is survived by her husband and three
children, Mrs H. W. Moorhouse of Philadelphia, June Rockwell and Charles B.
Roekwell, Jr., and by two infant grandsons.
■"Only the memory of the jnst
Smells Bweet and blossoms in the dust."
8. R. 8.

^

Home Again !

The high school Washington tourists
arrived in Massachusetts last night after
a most delightful trip. The young ladies
reached East Brookfield in time to come
up on the 11 p. m. trolly, whicn was held
a few minutes for the arrival of their
train. Some of the young men stopped
over in Springfield and at other points.
They all slept late this morning and admit they were "dead tired but happy."
All agree that Mrs Batcheller was "a
dandy cliaperohe," holding the party
together, and giving them "the time of
their life," yet without the excesses which
have marred the pleasure of some school
parties, in the past.
All were well
throughout the trip, and were satisfied
with their treatment by the excursion
management.
Grand Army Celebrates.
Grand Army hall was filled to its capacity last Friday evening, when Post 51
gathered its friends to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the surrender of Lee at
Appomattox.
Commander George R.
Spooner presided, and opened with a fine
story of the stirring events which led up
to the closing scenes of the civil war;
speaking as one who had been a participant in the campaign. There were recitations by Mrs Georgie Bigelow and Miss
Isabel Morse; a song "The Little Brown
Button" by Mrs Conger; a piano duet by
Miss's Carrie Bullard and Bertha Johnson, a piano solo by Miss Johnson; and
short speeches by Rev. Mr Brooks of
East Brookfield, Rev. E. C. Charlton,
Bev. A. W. Budd and Rev. R. M. DAdams. The character and service of
Gen. Lee came in for both praise and
criticism. The meeting was, full of interesi> from beginning to end.

New Store

New Goods

Boots, Shoes
and Rubbers
Everything New, Fresh, Clean

The Grange met last evening in Castle
hall, working the third and fourth degrees on twelve candidates. Miss Stephanie Glass was master of the Ladies' Degree team, which did excellently in the
third degree, their floor work being especially praiseworthy. Bro. Frank E.
Conger, comes in for the credit of ably
coaching them in this direction. The 4th
degree was well presented by the regular
OSCAR HIRBODB,
officers. The tableaux representing the
•
Forest Fire Warden.
home and the harvest field were remarkably good. Deputy Williams of SnnderAPPLICATIONS FOR LICENSE
land was present for inspection of the
work. Tbe musical program included
NOTICE is hereby given under Chapviolin solos by Fred Wiley, accompanied
ter 100 of the Revised Laws that iEdward
by Mrs John J. Lane; a quartette ( John
Revane and Sadie Revane have applied
J. Lane, Mrs F. E. Cummings, Dr. and
for a license of the first class to sell intoxicating HquorB at the Prospect house,
Mrs Winsdor R. Smith) sang Old Mother
North Main street, (two entrances off
Hubbard; and Mabel Chadbourne a vothe street; on all four floors, fifty rooms,
cal solo. Refreshments were in charge of
with stock in cellar.
Mr and Mrs John A. Anderson, Mr and
M. J. HOWARD,
Coming Events.
Clerk of Board of Selectmen.
Mrs M. F. Lincoln and Mr and Mrs A.
C. Stoddard. Many were present from April 15, 16 and 17. Grand Bazaar for
NOTICE is hereby given under Chapthe B & R Baseball Association,
Spencer, New Braintree, Oakham, West
ter 100, of the Revised Statutes, that
Brookfield and Warren. It was close to Monday, April 19. Junior Prom at the Charles F, Hart, and 8arah Hart, under
town hall.
midnight when all left for their homes
hrm name of Charles F. Hart A Co.,
have applied /or a license of the fourth
and firesides.
class, as wholesalers, to sell intoxicating
A CARD OF THANKS.
liquors on Forest street, (two entrances,
Peter Harwood Chapter.
The family of the late John Mattoon front and rear) in four rooms on first
wishes to thank everyone who in any way floor, and in cellar: with stock in cellar.
A blizzard in April is somewhat dis- helped to make his last days comfortable;
M. J. HOWARD,
Clerk of Board ol Selectmen.
tracting, which may perhaps account for also the friends and the North Brookfield
fire
department
for
their
beautiful
floral
the delayed report of the meeting of the
NOTICE is hereby given, under Chap*
A. R. Chapter with Mrs 8. A. Clarke tributes.
ter 100 of the Revised Laws, that Eugene
on April 3rd. Our good friends, Mr and MRS BEULAH E. SAMPSON AND FAMILY,
W.
Reed has made application for a
Warren, Mass.
Mrs Cummings, were equal to the emerlicense of the sixtH class, to sell intoxiMRS ETHBL CHAMBERLAIN AND FAMILY,
gency, and- with the aid of their telephone
Woods Hole. Mass. cating liquors, for mechanical and medical purposes only, at No. 9, North Main
and auto, conveyed a goodly number of
street, on street floor, with stock in basetheir neighbors to and from the meeting,
RESOLUTIONS.
ment.
which was a most enjoyable one. Three
M. J. HOWARD,
Clerk of Board of Selectmen.
members of the Timothy Bigelow ChapWHEREAS, The Divine Providence has
ter came from Worcester in spite of the removed from our midst by the hand of
NOTICE is hereby given, under Chap
storm, adding much brightness to the death, our esteemed associate and friend,
ter 100 Of the Revised Laws, that Charles
occasion.
After the opening exercises John Mattoon:
Morrison and Rose Morrison have made
and the transaction of the' usual business,
RESOLVED, That we sincerely mourn application for a license of the first class
Miss Frances Lawrence read a very fine the loss of one who was ever faithful to to sell intoxicating liquors at their hotel,
report of the State Conference at Boston, his duties as a member, for many years, corner of Forest and Benoit streets, (3 entrances on Forest, one on Benoit) ou all
the last of March; after which the enter- of the North Brookfield Fire Department, four floors, 31 rooms, with stock in cellar.
tainment was given over tB the delegates ever ready to cheerfully perform any serM. J. HOWARD,
Clerk of Board of Selectmen
from Worcester and an interesting paper vice required, by night or day, always
was read by Miss Southwick, on George greeting his associates and the public
FOR SALE
Washington, giving an especially detailed with courtesy and frankness.
top desk and Chickerlng piano, both In
account of one of his trips through New
RESOLAUD, That we recognize his worth ROLL
excellent condition. No reasonable offer reEngland. Musie was furnished by Mrs as.a man and a citizen, and wish hereby fused. MuBt have the room. Inuuire of JOHN
16
«
Tarbeli of East Brookfield, who gave two to express to his surviving daughters our J. LANB.
FOR RENT
fine solos, which was followed by a sug- sympathy in their bereavement.
1ICB sunny, furnished or unfurnished tonogestion from Mrs C. A. Bush, in regard
RESOLVED, That these resolutions be
_ - ment of three rooms; everything needed for
to securing a permanent place of meeting spread upon onr records, and a copy sent housekeeping. All c °n,venienee " on one floor
for our Chapter, and it is hoped that all to each of the daughters and published Bent-ewonable. Apply to ^^ ^^
members will give the subject serious
Spring St.
W
thought, as in all probability it will be In the local papers.
W. MARSHALLTAYLOR,
brought up in the near future for action.
FOR RENT
E. A. BATCHELLBB,
Refreshments were served by the hostess,
EIGHT room cottage on Ward St. Steam heat,
F. A. STEABNB.
city water, fruit, and Poultry place Inquire
Mrs Clark, and the meeting voted a most
Committee. or address. MRS E. F. EAMES, Bigelow St. North
delightful one.
BrookBeld.
™

From Toledo, Ohio, we hear that Maynasd Foster, formerly of North Brook* field, is a member of the Champion baskethall team in the Sunday school league
of the city. The championship has just
been won, fti a series of games among
about fifty schools, in which be has
played all but three times. Hie school is
Trinity, with a membership of over 400
l; scholars.
Mr MacMurray, late state forester of
Montana, by invitation of the editor
of the JOURNAL, took a walk through
the church park one day this week, and
expressed as his opinion that a radical
overhauling of the trees would be advisable in the very near future.
Many
of the trees are more than 75 to 80 yerrs
old and in their crowded condition can
not live many more years, and several
are already nearly dead or dying.
UnWOOD LOT FOR SALE
SALE.
TENEMENT TO RENT
lot containing- at acres of standing
doubtedly it would be a good policy to HEN houses andFOR
Incubators for sale. A willow A wood
Wood
In the eastern cart of town. For par- LOWER Tenement comer Maple and Chestnut
apply the woodman's axe under compebaby carriage and white Iron crib. Call on ticulars Inquire
of
MBS
MARGARET
DRAKE.
streets
? rooms, gas and furnace.
HENRY B. CROOKS, ChBStnnt Street, North Box Ms.
1«*
Apply to C. W. EQULESTON,
I
2W16tent direction very soon, if not; this tall.
Brookfield.
*»l**

To see the Latest Models of

SPIRELLA
CORSETS
Or have them brought to your horn*
by sending; word to
*•*
•»•

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Representative for the Brookfield*.
Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BRUOKFIELD,

MA;
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The

Old Corner Store

FRED G. CLAPP

For 50 years occupied by A. W. Bartlett & Son

Adams Block,

Main Street

HERBERT JANDROW, Prop.

Funeral Director
Registered Embaimer*
Larty Assistant.

FULLAM

Connected by Long Distanee Telephone at House and Store.

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING
11 Prospect St.

North Brookfield

Bicycles Tires
Fishing Tackle

FIRES IN THE OPEN AIR.
A Caution from the Forest Fire Warden.
In accordance with the law the Forest
Fire Warden publishes the following extract from Chap. 244, Sec. 1, of the public statutes:
Chapter two hundred and nine of the
acts of -the year nineteen hundred and
eight is hereby amended by striking ont
section one and inserting in place thereof
the following:—It shall be unlawful within any town whiph accepts the provisions
of this act, for any person to set a fire in
the open air between the first day of
March and the first day of December except by the written permission of the
forest warden: provided, that debris from
fields, gardens and orchards, or leaves
and "rubbish from yards may be burned
on ploughed fields by the owners thereof,
their agents or lessees; and provided, forth jythatijerYons above eighteen years of
age may'maintain a fire for a reasonable
purpose upon sandy or barren land, if the
fire is enclosed within rocks, metal or
other non-inflammable material. In every case such fire shall be at least two
hundred feet distant from any forest or
sprout lands, and at least fifty feet distant from any building, and shall be
?roperly attended until itis extinguished,
lie forest warden shall cause public notice to be given of the provisions of this
section, and shall enforce the same.
Whoever violates the provisions of this
section shall be punished by a fine of not
more than one hnndred dollars, or by Imprisonment for not more than one month,
or by both such fine and imprisonment.

Call at 46 Summer Street

-DANIEL FOSTER,
Residence 88 Spring St.. cor. Prospect

House Painting, all Branches
Window Curtains

Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging!
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Attended to.
P. O. Box 192. (42) Satisfaction Guaranteed

Water Glass
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

Stone Crocks

IN SCRIPT OR
ENGLISH TEXT
H. f. Lawrence,

North Brookfield

DRY SLAB WOOD

RED FRONT STORE
SUMMER STREET

Sawed Stove Length

FOR SALE
Telephone 27-13.

E; 8. WINTER
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The International
! Correspondence Schools:;
Scranton, - Penn.
For over twenty years have beeen helping men
in every rank and station of life to better positions, increased salaries and higher prospects.
Within the last year over 5,000 persons wrote to
the I. C. S^ in grateful acknowledgement of the
help and benefit they received from their courses.
They told in almost every instance, how they advanced from jobs where they earnedonly a bare
living to positions of affluence and large salaries.
Why not start today toward a big salary ? To
earn more, learn more.
Mark the Attached Coupon and Mail to

InleroationaKorrespondence Schools;!
Scranton, Pa.
H.G. TIERNEY, Local Representative, Spencer Mass. ;l

International Correspondence Schools
Scrantori, Pa., U. S. A.

Please explain, without further obligation to me, how I can qualify
for a larger salary in the position, trade, or profession, or gam
a knowledge of the subject, before which I have marked X..
Salesmanship
Advertising Man
Show-Card Writing
"Window Trimming
"Book-keeping
"Stenography
Agriculture
"Poultry Farming
"Commercial Illustrating
Lettering & Sign Painting
_Mechamcal Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Shop Foreman
"Electrical Engineer
Electric Lighting
Eleciric Railway Work
"Telephone Expert
"Concrete Construction

N!

Architecture
Contracting and Building
Structural Engineer
Architectural Drafting
Plumbing and Heating
Civil Engineer
Bridge Engineer
Railroad Construction
Surveying
Mining Engineer
Chemistry
rextrt^tanufacturing
FrenclP
German
Spanish
Italian
Civil Service Examinations
Automobile Running . -.it-

Name .
Street and No.
^35 State _

City

♦W.

M«HH»*I
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BROOKFIELD

TIMES

BROOKFIELD TIMES
Bread,
Much good bread Is wasted on account of drying and hardening on the
outside.
This needless waste could
be easily prevented by wrapping the
unusued portion of the loaf in a clean
piece of muslin or towel wrung out
of cold water before putting it away
after each meal; or it might be rewrapped in the waxed paper that
comes w(th some kinds of bread.
The so-called stale bread, so much
of which is waBted, is really better
for one's digestion and health than
the freshly baked, dyspepsia-breeding
article, for it is more friable and absorbent and it really absorbs the saliva and gastric juice which penetrate
It and act upon every particle of it
The fresh bread is so moist that like
a wet sponge it can take up no more
moisture, and it Is acted upon by the
digestive juices on the surface only.
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Spring Suit in Belgian Blue Serge

:| Not Far From
: the Kingdom
By REV. B. B. SUTOJFFE
A^UI Superintendent if Man. Moody Bible

TEXT—Thou art not far from the kingdom of God.—Mark 12:34.
It required courage to ask the question which drew from the Master the
words of the text.
Surrounded by the
Pharisees
with
their cold formalism, and the Sadducees with their
skepticism, to say
nothing of the
publicans and sinners with all their
vices, this young
man had the moral
bravery to step
out before them
all 'and exhibit a
keen
desire
to
know and do the
right. He came to
Jesus with a quest i o n concerning
God's first and
great commandment for man, and the
Master's answer places him at once
in his true position before the Lord.
What Jesus told this young man of
long ago can still be said of many
today:
"Thou are not far from the
kingdom of God."
1. He was in a very promising position, "not far from the kingdom."
He was acquainted with the truth to
a certain extent, being In the position
of many today who are able to tell
much about the truth of the Bible:
but they themselves are still "with-

DRY FEEDING BECOMING QUITE POPULAR

Mrs.

DIFFERENCE IN SITTING HENS
Some Fowls Are Lacking In Hen 8enae
and Do Not Cover Their Eggs
In Proper Manner.

Shirred Eggs.
Two eggs, one tablespoonful butter,
salt and pepper to taste, a little grated
cheese, bread crumbs and parsley.
Melt the butter in a baking dish, break
the eggs in carefully and season to
taste, sprinkling a little of the cheese,
bread crumbs and grated parsley on
each egg. Or. put the eggs in individual dishes. Bake in moderate oven
until set; serve at once in same dish.
Shirred eggs cook nicely if placed on
an asbestos mat on top of a fire and
covered closetogk

arbiter, and then exclaimed: "ConstanO the wonderful history of the
tinople, Constantinople!
tfever!
Bosporus the great war is but
adding another chapter, for its is the empire of the world!"
Sea of Marmora.
story runs back through the i
The Sea of Marmora, which Is the
centuries into the age of myth.
connecting link between the DardaConcerning this strip of water that I
stitched to the coat at each Bide, and
nelles and the Bosporus, Is a quiet
A plain, smart suit, distinctly youthseparates the continents of Europe
fastens with a silver buckle at the
and Asia the National Geographic so- sheet of water. Nature has been more
ful In suggestion and depending upon
front. A second collar and belt, or
than generous in her provisions for
<eolor and cut for successful style, Is
ciety saysr
One writer states that
even a third, may be acquired by way
guarding this sea between Asia and
■hown in the illustration given here.
there is perhaps no other locality in
of ringing changes on a suit In which
Europe against hostile power.
The
As to the lines on which it is cut, the
the world surrounded by so many hissuch striking color contrasts are feaBosporus, Its approach from the Black
•kirt belongs to the straight silhoutorical souvenirs and adorned with so
tured. A collar and belt of black and
sea on the north, is a deep, waterette type which, in spite of the sucmany varied gifts of nature; another
white checkerboard ribbon, or a set iu
filled, twisting valley, whose surface
«ess of the flared variety, has many
that God, man, nature and art have
one of the natural leather shades, are
almost all the way Is at tin mercy of A BOG 8PAVIN,PUFr OTTBOBOOOBPIN,
.followers. Caillpt and Jenny of Paris
together created and placed there the
out."
the enclosing mountain heights.
In
He also assented to the truth.
ire authority enough for its vogue, if to be recommended.
most marvelous point of view which
Worn with the suit, when the reuV
one cannot be satisfied without such
This, too, describes many of to- the human eye can contemplate upon the Bouth, the Dardanelles, while of
assurance. It Is full, but It Is straight, belt and collar are brought into requi- day who make no profession of Chris- earth; still another remarks that upon greater breadth than the Bosporus,
r> TIRADE MAHK BEG.U.S.PAT. OFF.
• little longer than ankle length, and sition, is a hat which is obliged to tianity; they not only know much ol this planet there is no other stream BO forms an easily defended channel, 47
will clean tiiem off permanently,
plain.
The overlapped seam at the keep pace with them. It is of blue the truth, but they are quit£ ready to wonderful—that Its equal can be miles long and commanded by Ita
and you work the horse same time.
Itront is allowed a few buttons, like straw, matching the dress in color, agree that it is truth.
found, if at all, only upon some other shore heights.
Does not blister or remove the
Marmora sea is a wonderful amphi<hose on the jacket, set in groups of with band and darts of bright red
He also admired the One who told star.
hair. $2.00 per bottle, delivered.
theater for a modern naval struggle.
three. The skirt fits smoothly about like that in the accessories of the him the truth; he came to Jesus.
Dr. Edwin A. Grosvenor remarks
Will tell you more if you write.
An elliptical bowl of bluest water. It Is
Book 4 K free. ABSORBINE JR..
the hips and has a plain finish at the suit- Hardly anything else in a hat
And It may safely be presumed that that there is hardly a nation in the
would do except one of those sailors in
enclosed by a hilly shore line, which
the antiseptic liniment for mankind,
civilized
world
whose
blood
has
not
top.
he attempted to live his creed. He
black
and
white
checkerboard
silk
reduces
Varicose Veins, Ruptured
is
bold
and
steep
upon
the
Asiatic
The crisp little coat consists of a
was a sincere man who caught the at- mingled with its waters; hardly a
- MuKln or Ue.menti. EaUrsed Glsnlt. Gollroj
side. Prom east to west, the sea la
plain body (a little short waisted) and which are trimmed with, black velVe-i1
Wem Cyiu. Allays Win «»l<*» Met »1.00 ind «*■»•
tention of Jesus and drew from him faith, hardly a heresy, which, by the
175 miles long, while its extreme width "Sue .1 oniH Ms o> aeUwrea. Me»«lscl..K. ealy by
a Bklrt which flares enough to indulge ribbon and a cluster or two of chf"
his word, "Thou are not far from the devotion of its adherents and martyrs,
M,>
is about fifty miles. It has an area of W.F.Y0UNa,P.D.F..St81tm»tlW..S»'inl)"»l"'™
In a tentative ripple or two about the rles.
kingdom of God." A great truth is has not hallowed its banks. Associa4,500
square
miles.
It
is
not
often
that
a
suit
so
simply
bottom. Buttons and machine stitchhere, vis., that one can be at the very tions the most dissimilar, the most
Constantinople lies tucked away
Gets Job; Dies First Day.
ing finish it. There Is a square turn- constructed achieves distinction by the door' of the kingdom and yet be finally incongruous, the most distant, elbow
near the northernmost, point of MarJohn J. Cullen had been out of
over collar of the serge at the back.
mere management of color, and still lost.
Some who read these worda one another In every hamlet and vilAlmost every
A second collar and a belt, In the less often that a suit admits of "shad- may be to the same position, at the lage. The German emperor. William mora, at the opening of the Bosporus work since January.
outlet.
In the west i and south are day he had applied fer work from the
most vivid military red, are made of ing" by change of accessories that threshold—but yet not in.
II, to 1889, disembarked at the same
several considerable Islands, «| which contractors building a bridge across
thin auede leather. The belt is run
2.»He was In a very painful posi- spot which tradition makes the landdoes not rob it of Its smart style.
the largest, Marmora, has been fa- the Passalc river between Belleville
through narrow straps of the serge
tog-place of that other leader, Jason,
tion; just at the door, but not inside.
mous for its alabaster and marbles and Arlington. N. J.
aaeaaaneaneBeavaevaa.assasBapeSaanalaaessaaranveTaeanl
with
his
Argonauts
In
that
sublime
He would be condemned by his conAn extra man was needed and the
since the days of Grecian sculptural
voyage
of
the
fourteenth
century
bescience because of his acquaintance
contractors
put
Cullen
to
work.
and architectural glory.
with the truth. It would ever be tell- fore Christ
The Sea of Marmora is one of the Pleased at getting a job, he worked
Deep, Narrow and Swift.
ing him that he ought to step inside
most famous and important seas of with zest until noon. As he was leavThe physical features of the Bosand delay no longer. An unheeded
passage to the world. Behind Us wa- ing the bridge for lunch he fell into
conscience is not pleasant to live porus are described by the same
ters, along the northern shore of the the water a few feet from Bhore.
with, and this young man's position author in striking termB. He says that
The water was shallow.
Cullen
Black sea, are the most fertile and
would be painful in spite of its prom- In its swift flow it Is a river, and In
I favored provinces of the Russian em- rose to his feet and staggered to
Its depth a sea—yet many a sea Is less
ise.
shore.
Then
he
dropped
again.
When
j plre, Russia's granary; while on the
He would also be condemned by his profound and many a river spreads
He
eastern Black sea coast lies Russia's men reached him he was dead.
wider
and
has
a
less
rapid
current.
reason because of his assent to the
j greatest oil port, and her famous oll- was thirty-five years old, and lived
truth. To know that a certain action Its average depth is about 89 feet. At
| bearing hinterland. This sea is the at 216 Cleveland avenue. Harrison.
is wiBe and yet not do It, is to dis- no point in the channel is the depth
most' important avenue of Central
honor one's reason. Yet many there less than 147 feet.
Encountered the Widow's Smite.
Asia's raw materials western transport
So sharply do Its submarine banks
are today who have been brought to
"I ilrapped down on muh knees, befo'
and of the West's manufactures for
the gates of salvation but who have descend that large vessels, hugging
de wlddah," related Brother Waller,
consumption In the central East.
stifled the voices of conscience and the land too closely, though In deep
■and pou'ed fc'th muh confectionary
reason and found themselves in the water, often run their bowsprits and
bedlmunts wld all de ellerqulnce of a
Benzol and Toluol.
distressing position of this young man. yards into houses on shore. The Strait
And de lady dess
Dr. Rlttman's production of toluol puhsidin' eldah.
He would be condemned by the of Gibraltar, which wrests Africa from
and benzol from petroleum Is also of nach'ly rotched out and slapped me
words which Jesus addressed to him Europe, is sixteen miles wide; even Importance If the process is sufficient- fiat! What do yo' call dat, sah?"
when he said, "Thou shalt love the the Dardanelles expands from one mile
"Uh-well, sah," replied Brother Cudly cheap to be' of commercial use. In
Lord thy God with all thy heart." to four. But at Its widest the Bosthis regard, too, the doctor Was no- dyhump who is a bit of a wag, "1
3. He was in a very perilous posi- porus is only one and four-fifth miles.
ticeably cautious not to commit him- reggln dat was the widow's smite dat
The length of the Bosporus is less
tion; be might never get into that
| self. Professor Lietnll made "benzene we reads about. Ub-yaw! haw haw!"
kingdom from which he was then "not than seventeen miles. Each Asiatic
and toluene" (benzol and toluol) to —Kansas City Star.
side Indenture finds a convex bend on
far."
1877 from Russian petroleum. Later
There was. the danger that he rest the European side; each European bay
the Nobel brothers did the same thing VOLB OWN DRUGGIST W1U TELL YOU
content with mere assent to the truth. Is met by an Asiatic promontory.
In theif laboratory. In 1904 V. OglcTradition goes back to a time when,
He would be like a traveler who might
blln described the. preparation of bengo many days and stop just one day's countless ages ago. titanic forces here
zene, toluene, xylene, etc.. In considmarch from his goal; all his weary rent Asia and Europe asunder; when
erable quantities, from the Russian
JUBtlce IB represented as being
journey would be useless without the the pent-up, resistless waters of the
crude oil.
blindfolded, but the probabilities are
final day's work. To be within a step Black sea tore through valleys and
It should, perhaps, be noted that the
of the kingdom of God and neglect to leveled mountains. In their sudden Russian crude oil differs somewhat she sometimes peeps.
take that last step which would put southward rush to the Mediterranean.
from that of Pennsylvania, being rich
one over the threshold is to take one's The volcanic origin of the region con- In hydrocarbons of the naphthene seplace with all the unsaved.
firms this tradition.
ries, Instead of those belonging to the
That keenness and quickness of ap- brim of black taffeta faced with black
Great Place for Fishing.
There was the danger, too, that he
paraffine group.
Does your back none night and day, makprehension which makes the success silk-straw braid, and has a soft crown should put off the final step too long
Seventy edible varieties of fish sport
Plainly none of these early invenInir work a burden and rest Impossible 1
of the bright, particular "movie" star and a collar of taffeta. By way of and his conscience become hardened In the waters of the Bosporus. They
Do you suffer stabbing, darting pains when
before the inexorable camera lends adornment It Is provided with a glo- and leave him without Its warning are mostly migratory- The strait Is tions was of commercial Importance,
stooping or liftingl Most hadhaok. are
for the bulk of the supply of benzol
•weight to the importance of her Judg- rious full-blown red rose, matching tones.
the only line of communication bedue to hidden trouble in the kidney! and
and
toluol
still
comes
from
coal
tar.
It
in
generous
proportions,
and
long
ment In the matter of clothes. Here
If the kidney secretions are soant or too
tween the Black sea and the MediterIs a picture of Miss Nell Craig, taken ties or streamers of black velvet rib- "Almost" cannot avail, "almost" t» but ranean, their summer and winter The value of Doctor Rlttman's procrecent of passage, proof of kidney trouess
depends
almost
solely
upon
Its
ble Is oomplete. Delay may pave the way
to fall:
unawares, to a pretty new spring bon.
homes. In their migrations countless
Bad.
aad.
the
hitter
wall,
"Almost,
but
cheapness.
The
proof
of
the
pudding
is
to
the
to
strlous kidney ills. For Ud back. and
(own, with hat and accessories that
shoals succeed one another at Interlost."
weak kidneys, use Dosn's Kidney Fills—
meet with her approval among the tasting, and the proof of the styles Is
vals of days, and never did the men
recommended
the world over
Small Leaks.
to the wearing. These are new modes
A distinguished preacher tells of a In the crow's nest of a battleship scan
aew modes.
A writer In the Scientific American
A Massachusetts Case
The bodice and tunic of hem- approved by a practiced and critical gentleman who heard someone preach the horizon more earnestly for an
what we lose by a leaking
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
stitched chiffon are noticeably simple, eye.
from this text, and as the danger of enemy than the lookouts for the fish- has figured
,w.»*~>
Archibald M u r1
*5sPi=*'ray, Hyannil Park,
neglect was presented he felt he was ermen peer Into the deep for signs of faucet If a faucet leaks to the exand the underbodlce, or corset cover,
Hyannls, Mass..
When Hoop 8klrt» Were Worn.
but a step from salvation. Instead, a fish migration. As soon as the ad- tent of two drops of water a second,
of crepe de chine, Is quite the reverse
Bays: "I had rheuthe leakage would amount, to a month
The first modern hoop skirt—repre- however, of taking that last step
matic pains In my
of simple, being a pretty combination
vanced guard arrives, a signal Is givback andHreatment
of the silk with wide shadow lace senting a costume which the modistes which separated between his soul and en, and Immediately the Bosporus be- to a little over eighty-four gallons. If
at a hospital railed
the
water
rate
Is
twenty-five
cents
a
are
now
threatening
to
revive—was
and hemstitching used In setting It
to help me. I had
life, he put It off and returned to his comes black with fishing boats. So
ito
use crutches to
thousand
gallons,
the
money
loss
the
Invention
of
Joseph
Thomas,
who
together and as a decoration. The bodhome. Retiring, he fell Into a restless regular are the fish in their habits
(get around.
The
kidney
secretions
Ice is very plain, has a high convert- was born to Paris 88 years ago, and sleep and began to dream. Ha and so unchanging to their ways, that would be about two cents a month. If
Ipassed too often
ible collar worn open at the throat, but who died In Hoboken a few years thought he saw himself die and beheld Aristotle's account of their movements the leak is from a hot water faucet,
and were otherwise
The hoop skirt of Thomas' his soul leaving his body. But he wa» penned twenty-two centuries ago, is the loss would of course be larger, for
wired to keep it upstanding at the since.
disordered. Since
using Doan'a Kidback and sides. This carefully care- contrivance was popular from 1860 dismayed to see a host of sins, which still an accurate description or the va- fuel,has been wasted to beating the
ney Plus I have
escaped water. If coal costs $5 a ton,
less management of the collar Is to 1870, when It began to decline. he recognized as his own, pursue his rieties and their migrations.
bean able, to get
the
loss
In
water
and
heat
Will
be
around without crutches and, the ailworth a second thought, and then The monstrosity of cumbrous skirts, soul, and It became so terrible he
A hundred years ago Constantinople
ments
have
left
me
entirely.
nearly
ten
cents
a
month.
"The
fact
held out by hoopB, was carried to such could bear It no longer, but awoke.
come more thought.
and the Bosporus hung in the balance.
The suspender-girdle of velvet rib- a point that the fair sex began to as- Springing from his bed he called his Doctor Grosvenor relates how, after that the loss 1B small," says the ScienOt* Desar* «* A«T Siwi80* ■ B«
bon makes a graceful and easy solu- sume the proportions of balloons. wife and telling her the dream declared the treaty of Tilsit, Emperor Alexan- tific American, "should not allow us to
tion to the problem of the waist line, Probably no other style of feminine that on the next'Sunday he would go- der of Russia had Insisted to. Napoleon neglect small leaks, because by disreF03TER*ULBURN CO, BUFFALO. N. V.
which is solved to so great a variety attire wag so unsightly and ridicu- to the church' and take the last step upon the absolute necessity to his garding them we tend to become slovof ways to the new fashions. The lous aB this, yet It enjoyed a tremen- toward salvation. But as he spoke he country of the possession of Constantl- enly to all things. Furthermore, small
girdle is of wide ribbon—and no limit dous vogue. The "hoops" of Joseph gasped and fell at his wife's feet, dead. npple. He declared there was no price leaks! do not stay small. The constant
YsorDruHltt
to set as to its width—with the sus- Thomas constituted a revival of the My dear reader, if you find yourself so great, no condition so hard, that leakage of faucets wears small pasor send
sages through the seats, and makes
crinoline or farthingales of the time In the promising'but painful position
gtenders of narrower ribbon.
It would not be gratefully accorded by
15 cents to
~The hat Is likely to awaken the en- of Queen Elizabeth, when women wore of this young man, will you not Just him tor the clty'B acquisition. Napo- tightness Impossible. The next thing
hoop-Hke
petticoats
made
of
whaleIs
a
new
faucet
with
the
accompanynow exchange that perilous place for
thusiasm of many other youthful and
leon gazed to silence, earnestly and
24»Desi»wit.
pretty wearers, for It is a return to bone. The hoop skirt was made the the safe place by accepting the gra- long, at the map of Europe, of which ing plumber's bill, which la notoriouscause
of
many
accidents:
and
loss
of
ly not small."—Tooth's Companion.
cious
Invitation
of
Jeans,
"Come
unto
the big. picturesque and gracious type
he was at that moment the. autocratic
life
occasioned
by
coming
to
me
and
I
will
give
you
rest?"
that delights theeye of the artist. It
to a -cartwheel" model with broad with fire or maoblaery.
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Certain-teed
Roofing

to Feed ibe WorictV

Yen eaa tet a Homestead of 160 seres FREE aad

HANDLING AND FEEDING THE NEW CALVES |
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Mrs. Clare Shaw of 493 Dexter St.,
Providence. R. I., was a sufferer
from stomach and liver troubles^ for
many years. She was treated both In
tho United States and abroad.
She
underwent an operation.
Still she
Buffered.
Then she took Mayr's Wonderful
Remedy and found swift relief. In a
letter telling of her case she said:
"I received your sample treatment
the day before ChriBtmas and it saved
my life, for I was almost gone. I had
an Inflammation that got right up In
my throat and seemed to choke me.
My neighbors say it Is a miracle, as
they know how I suffered. I am better now than I have been for 20 years.
,Mayr's Wonderful Remedy giveB permanent results for stomach, liver and
intestinal ailments. Eat as much and
whatever you like. No more d stress
after eating, pressure of «as In tne
stomach and around the heart. Get one
bottle of your druggist now and try it
on an absolute guarantee—If not satisfactory money will be returned.—Adv.

Every buyer need* the proper assurance, when he pay* for the best
quality, that a second or third quality
wfll not be delivered. The market
is flooded with too many brands.
Some manufacturers with poor facuities too often meet competition by
cutting quality. Some wholesalers
buy any old quality, put their labels on it, and
•ay ft is the best Our Certain-teed label» backed by the
wril^ guarantee of thTw^d^TW.t manufacturer of
asphalt roofing.. It give, each buyer the assurance wanted,
and our unequalled facuities for manufacturing enable us to
sell it at a very reasonable price.

Canad^Whfrt

Have You a Bad Back?

CHAPPED?

Clare Shaw of Providence
Used Wonderful
flemedy.

The reasons for
Certain-teed Roofing

Some hens of course make better
mothers than others, but more than
this, some are much better than others for sitting Itself, according to a
subscriber to Wallace's Farmer. Two
hens were each given an egg to cover
while waiting for the sitting of eggs
to come, and when the eggs arrived
two or three days later the two eggB
In the nests were taken out and broken. The egg from hen No. 1 showed
a third less development than the egg
under hen No. 2. As the first five
days are the most Important time In
the sitting period, indications were
that hen No. 2 would hatch out more
chicks than hen No. 1. These results
were Indicated by the behavior of the
two hens.
JEW HAD THE LAST WORD
Hen No. 1 seemed to he lacking
(said the owner) in hen sense. She Youths Who Thought to Have Fun
roof. It is maae wiin ui»i ««« r-r— —. ,- „._, f.mnnrarv roofs, but the
felt the fever of broodiness, but apWith Him Got Decidedly the
parently didn't know what was the
Worst of the Transaction.
Ideal Type of Feed Hopper for Poultry on Range, With Lid Thrown Back
matter with her, only she wanted to
Showing the Construction of Bine.
sit, and she sat. When she was taken
There is more than one way of makso that the birds must scratch for oft the nest for food and water,,she
(By MICHAEL, K. BOTEH.)
on the Cnlaln-tgiS label. The price is reasouuu..
kindsof rooflnlt of differ
ing a retort without resorting to the
continued to sit, gluing herself to the
all they getrvulgar "You're another."
Of late dry feeding Is becoming
floor like -a lump of putty, picking up
Thls exercise is needed.
A
Jewish
street-vender
of
spectacles
quite popular, although It is not a
The grain should be given at least the corn within,her range, but makwas offering his wareB when half a
new idea In the poultry ranks. Fully an hour before the time for them to
SSesstosVwhSTVou can get the safest suarL.ET-S BOOST BCSHTESU
ing no effort to get what lay out Of
Snt« on the best ouaHtyV>d» at a reasondozen saucy fellows stepped up.
26 years ago the matter was agitated
go to roost, so that ample time is reach.
Leas FoUtles-Mor* Prosperity
able price.
"Keep still; we'll have some fun
and adopted, by some poultrymen, but
If for any reason yon do not carcfor thelhuthw. hsvs bad snonga starvation bnrinsss—
Hen No. 2 had work to do, and Ingiven them to hunt. If thus fed in a
_„,K\°*l««al ■■iur»«U»" of .v«ry parry,
with him," said the spokesman of the
as a general thing it was not favor-(
Jst onality-if
you want a temporary roof, we
scratching shed, the fowls will con- tended to do It. When take from her
&a£akTs»S sold at the Iow«tpnce on
artT
DolltIcl»M
who promlM 16000111, and bonMtr
ably received.
the market, because we have uneqt ailed intinue their search the next morning nest she expressed dissatisfaction, but P
...
n A
SStles and are making approximately a third
"Shpectacles!
Good vons!
called
The argument used today in favor,
b~rf of artiavaiancaa and than
play 1J-VOMJ
at break of day, and the attendant noting that her breakfast was ready,
of tie entire asphalt roofing and building
oTpirty rather than »r «i"cl»»aa4rlsM, e»
of dry mash and whole grain diets
oaoers of tne whole world's supply. Our
Th«7,>at of llTtni Is not golns down. Lai's
10
will find them hard at work when he she ate and drank, spread her feath- the vender.
ffcUWes
enable
ns
to
beat
«U
competition
on
are: First, after fowls become used
/'Dot VOB goot," said the young man.
rtMgAot im-Mdinaka»o»rt^W>,«K
comes around to give them their ers, stretched her muscles, and went
prSgcodsaswellasoll£ffita'»-tSlJ'Jiia«'yfortbeeortofallvlnl.whatever«"«oj. W»
dont v~«»°aanUvlng-«™ta^bnaln«J
'"Now, what can you see through theBe
to it, they will prefer the ground grain
The
difference
between
the
total
cost
of
the
back
to
her
nest.
No.
1
had
to
be
breakfast.
and food tlmea for •varybody and if wa an pan
dry to that which is either cooked or
ioods the freight, the laying, etc., between
glasses, Mr. Moses?"
to
put back.
People sometimes think
ouMity goods and prlcegoods is insignificant.
Tb?,".%»a!~rSe^..£»^^™i
steamed; second, it is a labor-aaving
- "Anything vot you like," was the
that
to
be
hen-hatched
means
well
Ihlnsrilany of them onset tota ?>«»"«
Sta
mnfhbetterpiW
1°<=>■'
"«""=
Eggf,!
in"
let
the
manufacturer
of
real
responsibility
method; third, It keeps fowls In a RIGHT FEED FOR BROOD SOW hatched; It doesn't always work out reply.
for ftaod
on'aeooont
«" ««?,SS
*Kvl?
.
t
what
they
Pi™"» of
andwjrt
tbayWllver
Insure yon on all tb. vital points He know,
more healthy condition; and fourth,
They're worse than the bnetnem ineliwaoejar"Ish dot so? Well, we'll see about
what he puts into the goods and what they
that
way;
much
depends
on
the
qualidvertUMtbeoueHtJofhlesooda.
"<"»JffSatisfactory Results Obtained at Wiswill do-yon can then Insist upon getting
that"
He
took
a
pair
of
spectacles,
better fertility to the eggs.
"«r?ntaratts"from the labor.! totha avwrUSity of the hen as an incubator.
.
everything as represented.
consin 8tatlon With Corn, MidP
l«,ucu..
...™. ——
At first the fowls will not take very
put them on, and looked straight at
SSS
owSSs
from tha !r»"
hiredJL^?.^J^^
man on 1
dlings and Alfalfa.
kindly to the dry feed. As meat scrap
the farm, remember that they have • °»mtaoa
the dealer. "Nonsense, Mr. Moses!"
General
Roofing
Mfg.
Co.
iSterertln food bnHnaas and a, ajnare deal In
POULTRY
FARM
IS
OUTLINED
is mixed with It, they will pick out all
he exclaimed. "What have you been
bo-Ele. Stop ItstylM «« th« '!£?*,?£.•£
On farms where many kinds ol
boMt
Into and
•~*J2SaeJawi
JS
such, then probably the corn meal, or
done. ourwl-e.
«» more bae«
knocker;
f^erool»t.«e
telling us? Nothing whatever can be
—HaaS Wa are t olni to be too one, vo lieena
Illustration
Shows
How
Ten
Acres
grain
are
grown,
there
should
be
little
some may prefer the *ran, but all of
seen through these glasses but blackMay Be Laid Out for Best Results
nee," lsilaletton.
It Is seldom consumed until the or no difficulty In providing a suitable
guards," whereupon his companions
—Ample for One Man.
ration.
fowls become accuBtomed to It.
laughed.
For several years mature brood
Gradually they will eat more and
"Vot? Ish dot so?" exclaimed the
A poultry farm of ten acres Is ammore of It, Anally cleaning up the BOWS In the Wisconsin experiment stavender, as If In alarm. He took the
MR. ROUNDER A • DIPLOMAT)
Absent Minded.
tion herd have been fed rations com- ple for a one-man establishment and
trough.
1
glasses, put them on hastily, and
Everything—In the professor's eyes
Another benefit is that after eating posed of one-third corn, one-third a good living can be made on It. The
looked at the party. "My goodness!" —depended upon this last test. His Anyone That Could Get Away Wit*
IlluBtratlon
shows
how
the
ten-acre
a few mouthfuls they will repair to wheat bran or alfalfa. Such feeds are
he exclaimed, "dot ish so." The party work of research for years was now
Excuse He Offered Is Deserving
the drinking vessel and secure sev- satisfying and bulky, ana at the same poultry farm may be laid out for the
moved on, but this time they were not about to either prove a success or a
of the Name.
,
best
results.
Five
thousand
chickens,
time
sufficiently
nutritious
to
cause
eral swalllows of water, then back
laughing.
failure,
.
600
of
them
breeders,
could
be
comthe
sows
to
gain
from
60
to
76
again to the trough and BO on during
Mr. Bounder lay in the hospital!
To the P. the air seemed electripounds In live weight during preg- fortably carried on this farm when it
the entire meal.
fied, and he had success in view when with a broken leg and a bruised head.i
CUTICURA
SOAP
BATHS
was
running
at
its
full
capacity.
It is claimed that more water is nancy.'
, "'
he heard the familiar step of a doctor But they weren't worrying him most.
A mixture of equal parts, by weight,
There are three breeding houses,
consumed by dry-fed fowls, and as
There In the morning paper was th*
Followed by a Little Ointment for acquaintance approaching.
water enters largely into the compo- of the feeds mentioned, fed in the form Counting the cockerel house, and three
"Well, what is It, old man? Can t whole story of one too many Joy rides.,
Baby's Tender 8kln. Trial Free.
sition of eggs, increased egg-prodyc- of a thick slop, is always very satis- laying houses. Each laying house Is
chorus girls and all. Blaring from!
you see I'm frightfully busy?"
factory. This Insures an equal propor- calculated to hold 1,500 laying hens,
tlon should be the result.
A smile broke over the doctors Page 1,
,,
1
They afford infants and children
The method IB a great labor saver. tion and distribution of the various writes Chesla C. Sherlock in Farm and
His wife—he knew her too well.
great comfort, permit rest and sleep
It Is possible to both feed and water feeds and Is relished by the animals. Home. They may be-built on any
Even
while
he
pictured
the
scene"It's a bonnle boy, slr-a little son
and point to speedy healment of. ecthe stock In the same time It takes to The corn may be fed on the ear and scheme acceptable to the owner.
zemas, rashes, itchlngs, chaflngs and and heir."
prepare the wet mash and feed It.
., . .„ in the divorce court, she came in, stlB
the alfalfa need not be cut, and the There Is also a'brooder house which
"All
right-all
right!"
Irritably and cold and threatening, the telltale,
other Bleep destroying skin troubles.
The writer prefers feeding the dry rest of the ration should be given as should accommodate 1,000 chicks at
mash in troughs instead of hoppers, a thick slop.
Nothing better -at any price for the growled the professor, whOBe thoughts paper clutched In a trembling hand.
■me time.
The dwelling house and
"Well?" she demanded accusingly. 1
were far removed from the outside
unless a hopper Is used that will be
3rood sows, weighing from 300 to farm barn complete the outlay of nursery and toilet.
Then came his Inspiration.
proof against rats and mice. Such a 360 pounds, usually can be kept on buildings for the place.
Sample each free by mall with Book. world. "Be so good as to 'send him
"Lucretla!" he whispered, reaching;
hopper must be made of galvanized one of the above rations for about
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY, away, but ask him what he wants pesIt is planned to have from eighty to
tering round here at this unearthly toward her. In spite of the pain htai
Iron, and should be made to close at $1.60 a month.
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
me hundred fruit trees, although
movements gave him. "I-I thought]
night and be opened in the morning.
hour, will you?"
If you live in a Bectlon where these there could be more. There are two
the automobile was a Jitney bus, and
ProfuBe explanations follow.
If large enough to hold sufficient can be grown, sugar beets or giant
Going Too Far.
-s-ri
before 1 discovered the difference, itl
material for several days' feeding, still half sugar mangels may be used to
"There IB no way of conquering the
whizzed away with me, and—"
Unperturbed.
more labor can be saved.
overbearing and dictatorial attitude of
form the bulky portion of the ration
She interrupted him with a wil*
There Is also a decided advantage and to replace the bran.
a man," remarked the determined"That poein of yours about spring
In the system from a health standhad some hard lines to scan.
The C
The sugar beets or mangels can be
looking woman.
^bh Jonathan! I knew you couldnt
point. There Is not so much danger of cut up and fed raw or may be cooked
"I- thought your husband favored feet were difficult to manage."
overfat hens, and consequently there and with middlings and other meal
"Well In spring you must expect to have done anything so absurd!"
your ideas in most matters."
Manlike, he forgave her.—Judga
will be fewer soft-shelled and de- made Into a thick slop.
"He IB a tyrant at heart. I asked have hard lines and take extra care
formed or lllshaped eggs.
him whether he thought women about your feet"
Soy beans kept on the vine make
There will be fewer cases of bowel excellent winter feed for swine. They
Soon Tired.
should be permitted to vote and he
troubles and less trouble with Indi- can be stacked in or near the hog lot
"So Kitty is back from the frontr-i
Improving.
said he thought they should be comgestion.
Wet mash allowed to re- In the fall and fed out as needed. The
"Yes; she couldn't find anybody baRedd—la he Improving In his golf.
pelled to do so."
malp In troughs any length of time hogs will get abundant exercise workLay-Out of Poultry Farm.
tereBting or romantic to nurse."
Greene—Oh, yes. He can say "fore'
during the hot weather will sour, ing over the pile Of vines In search
in three languages now.
What He Wanted.
large fields which could be alternated
which is the cause of many cases of of the beans.
"I called to Bee If I could sell you
A cynic is a person who knows th»
with
the
uBual
farm
crops,
the
larger
sickness.
Probably every man on earth has price of everything and the value og
a book."
■me having ten colony houses for the
Fv>r growing chicks It is recommendrheumatism, dyspepsia or some other
"What do I want the book for?
Dark Barns a Menace.
nothing.
•
jrowlng stock.
ed. They eat a few mouthfuls and
hobby
Well lighted horse or dairy stalls
"For two dollars."
There is also a garden, a pasture
then take a swallow of water and
"But what made you think I wanted
are even more Imperative during the »nd a runway for the cockerels. A
scamper off for a run. In a few mowinter months than In the summer, large share of the grain consumed by
the book?"
ments they return and repeat the
since the absence of light lowers the
'Why, twp dollars."
the poultry could be raised on such a
dose.
temperature. Then, leading the ani- place and there sho".ld be a good surThey never gorge themselves, and
mals forth Into the glare of day after plus revenue from the sale of garden
Important to Mtythera
when they feel a little hungry a little
Examine carefully every bottle of
their long confinement In the gloomy uid fruit products.
The detailed
CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
food helps them out.
stalls Is liable to bring on defective
At night an extra allowance of food eyesight, while the poorly lighted icheme of the farm Is left to be Infants and children, and see that K
fronVth. American Continent. TtowtaoTtto
worked
out
according
to
one's
wishes.
Is placed In small boxes In their stalls also contribute to the advanceBears the
world must be fed and th.r. Is "jmnsaal demand
houses, so that the youngsters can ment of almost every known ailment
forCanedtaii wheat. Canada's invitation, tovn*t
Signature of (_._
help themselves at break of day.
WATCH FOR DR00P7 CHICKS In Use For Over SO 'Tears.
tadtutrtonsAmericanls thersfor. "P*1*^ J*!f
of live stock.
Um She wants farmers to mart money and happy,
Nothing gives a chick a worse setOhildren Cry for Fletcher's Carton*
P^rv^home. for th.nu.lT.. whil. helping &•>
back than pining for food.
White Diarrhea Is Most Destructive
Sheep as Weed Destroyers.
to raise immens. wheat crop*.
But we like only the mash to be
During First Ten Days After HatchSheep will eat more than a hunThe Polite French.
fed fowls in that way. The whole
ing—Remove Ailing <Blrd.
dred kinds of weeds that are unpalBacon—You know the French are
grain should be strewn along some
atable to cattle.
light litter, like leaves or cut straw
Watch the brooder closely for the "very polite people.
Egbert—I have always heard so.
droopy chicks, especially during the
"Why, even when they take a Gerfirst ten days after hatching, for It is
man
trench It Is said they apologize."
luring this period that white diarrhea

Pumpkin Pie.
One egg, one cupful brown sugar,
one cupful pumpkin, one-half teaspoonful cinnamon, one-half teaspoonful ginger, milk to thin as desired. Cut
pumpkin and run through grinder or
meat chopper. Put in saucepan ( adding only enough water to keep it boiling and to prevent sticking, stirring
constantly. Cook until dry and soft.
Mix ingredients In order given. Line
pie plate with crust, prick and Bllghtly
dry in oven.
Turn in mixture and
sprinkle top with granulated sugar,
just as it goes to oven.

j
j

LIFE SAVED AFTER
OPERATION FAILED

Stanchion for Confining Calves,
All calveB when a few days old should be taught to drink ml k, as this
makes their handling less troublesome, and If a fan warm stall^Quipped
with stanchions for conning them while eating is Provided, their feeding
w 1 be no more trouble than feeding pigs. The Illustration shows how
uise stZhTon. are made. A circular on the subject of **"*?£»
can be obtained by writing to the dalrydlvislon. bureau of animal Industry,
department of agriculture, Washington, IX C.

SatS.-Sw^ife-as»-'sca

Is most destructive. As a rule the
chicks are hatched with It, and It
usually develops to from four to six
days.
Take each droopy chick from the
brooder as soon as discovered, and be
careful to scald drinking vessels and
cbange the scratching litter.
After the first week the chicks are
not as susceptible to this disease, and
will not Immediately take It from one
havlng.lt.
By following this plan the majority
of the hatch may be saved.
Great Laying Strains.
Not every hen hatched from a great
laying strain will be a great layer. In
the national egg-laying contest, one
hen has been on the Job two years
and never laid an egg.
Fatten Before Marketing. •
Spring chickens, like other pOHltry
for sale, should be fattened before being pat on market, and the milk-fed
chick makes speedy growth.

nnuT VISIT THJG OAUFOBNIA KXRosmOOTWIthour. supply of Allen's FootE.», the.
sntlseptlc Inpowder
U »9.*Th?a»4tri
Shoes,
or dissolved
the foot-bath..
Tk«Stand.rd
Remedy tor the feet (or 25 years. It gives instant
reli?! to Mred, .chlng feet,and prevents swollen,
hot loot. One l.dy writes: "I enloyed every minute
ot
my «»yIn atmy%
E«<»"!™i
Adv" *
Foot-Esae
shoes."
Get It 'TODAY"
TOPAT AOV

Most of Us Are.
"Young man, are you the victim
of habltr
- „
"Of habits, air—other people s. —
Boston Evening Transcript.
Quite 80.
"What are the best fruits of courtship?"
"I should say dates and pairs.
The wise man really looks broken^
hearted, when his wife goes for a twoweeks' visit

a
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!!IS LAST TEA FI6HT
By HOPE AfNSLEE.

I®MT®WH

THAT HANDSOME MAN
By JOHN DARLING.

GRANDMA STILL KNITS
BUT THE YARN TANGLES.

(Copyright, 1816, by the McClure Newspa- ESSENTIALS IN HEN HOUSES
(Copyright, 1915, by the McClure Newspa"Sometimes," said the strikingly
per Syndicate.)
per Syndicate.)
Marian Hamilton had met John Comfortable Fowl Will Prove Far Mora handsome woman with the white hair,
"Don't ask me to go to any more of
"I
really wish I were my own grandBroadfoot in Washington while that
these tea tights, Helen, I beg of you,"
Profitable Than One That Is Not
White Cochin Blood Was Introduced
mother. It must have been so restyoung man bad been attached to the
protested Donald Moore as he anticiSo—Best
Location.
In Making of Breed ae Feather*
ful to be a grandmother In her day.
British embassy. He had been nopated his Bister's invitation.
on Leg* Would Denote.
"Yes, of course I'm one myself, but
Helen's pretty face became clouded KEEPING THE STREETS RIGHT ticeable even in Washington society
„
. (By A. R. LEB.)
because of his handsome face and
The prime essentials In poultry the styles in grandmothers have
at once. "Georgel How rude! Tea
A question has been asked relative
Matter That Should Appeal to Every splendid carriage. His' manners, too, houses are fresh air, dryness, sun- changed so greatly that I'm not In the
fights!"
to the Wyandotte breed, and why the
were charming and he was a much light and space enough to keep the least like the dear old lady, in the
Taxpayer, From Its Point of
"Well, pink, blue or yellow teas—
White Wyandotte will sometimes show
sought after guest at social func- birds comfortable. No particular style black silk and real lace cap who used
Economy,
a dark feather and even show a faint or anything you like to call them. I've
tions.
of house Is particularly adapted to any to sit placidly knitting by our fireside
(Tuff of feathers on Its legs? There escorteB you this whole winter from
Nothing so nearly approaches the
From the moment that he beheld section of this country.
A house when I was a little girl, I can see her
•re several varieties now of the Wyan- one studio to another. I've Imbibed hearts of the citizens of any commun Marian he had loved her. And he was which gives satisfaction in Maine will now, In the summer time, too, in a
dotte, but the first to be admitted to gallons of sickly tea and eaten pounds lty as the condition of the streets, as not long In telling, her of his feeling. also give good results in Texas or retired corner of the porch of our old
the standard was the Silver Wyan- of cake and tarts and Jam. and I've they are ever before us, and it is for Marian had been very kind but very California, but it Is preferable to home.
Usually
Young's
'Night
dotte. From the first the Silver Wyan- listened to would-be artists rave for this reason that the taxpayers cannot sorry—she could not marry him. She build more open and consequently less Thoughts' lay open on her violetdotte had the rose comb. The next hours about their souls and their tem- spend their money more wisely than had always said she could not be hap- expensive houses in the South than in sprigged muslin lap. It is a lovely
peraments. I'm sick of it."
to keep the streets in first-class condi- py with a really handsome man, and the North. The best site for the poul- picture of quiet and repose to recall
"Won't you go Just this once—this
tion. This is essential not only from she had always said she hoped she try house depends principally on the In these busy times. She didn't have
afternoon? I promised you would be
an esthetic point of view and to take would not fall in love with one. She
to read Bergson and Ellen Key or any
there and I believe you'll really like
care of the traffic, but the character recognized her own weakness—a tendof the modern philosophers tbat I have
Caroline Becker. Sbe has no temperaand condition of the street paving Is ency to Jealousy.
to gobble in large bites In order to
ment and of course I find her rather
one of the most important factors In
And it was not until John Broadkeep up with my department In the
dull—"
connection with the valuation of abut- foot was called back to his own counWoman's league. She wasn't burdened,
"I'll go." Interrupted her brother. ting property.
try to serve his colors tbat the girl
either, with a civic conscience.
I
"Any person living in a studio and
In otber words, statistics have realized that, in spite of herself, she
don't suppose It would ever have ochaving a tea and that you can And dull
proved that the valuation of property loved him. She bad bidden him a hasty
curred
to
her
that
It
was
her
duty
to
must be an oddity."
always increases when a new street
leave her dinner half eaten and rush
George turned away, whistling. He pavement has been laid and is in first- good-by and there had been no time
for further explanation.
down tq the city council on a Monhad a sincere hope that his sister class condition, and, to a certain deday night to throw the moral weight
Following his departure she evaded
would develop some common sense gree, gradually decreases when the
of 'her presence against the passage
after she had a season or two of New street pavement Is neglected and In society; she was not happy. And when
of a nefarious ordinance.
an opportunity came to enlist herself
York studio life. She was young.
poor condition. This has been illus"Oh, dear, there's the telephone.
As they walked briskly down Cen- trated time and time again in cities for service in the Red Cross ranks she
Friday forenoon, did you say? Please
tral park west toward the studio build- throughout this country. There are cheerfully took up the preliminary
wait a. moment until I consult my caling in which Helen's "dull" artist many reasons for this, and the follow- work in Washington. Later, when a
girl chum decided to go on to the
endar. Yes, I can Bee you at ten.
friend lived, George Moore began to be ing are a couple of illustrations:
Please come promptly, as I have a
scenes of battle in Europe she begged
curious about his hostess to be.
In the first place, If the pavement is leave of her parents to accompany her.
committee
meeting at 11.
He
WSB more than curious when he
in first-class condition it is easily
Flock of White Wyandottes.
"That's a young woman whs wants
Therefore, it was not so strange
took her proffered hand and felt her cleaned, and a clean street always adds
me to hear her paper on eugenics bethat she should one day find her old
variety of Wyandottes to be admitted warm, strong grip as she welcomed to the appearance of the street and of lover, John Broadfoot, among the.
fore she reads It to the Mothers' counAn Oat Sprouter,
was the White Wyandotte. The Towle him and his sister to her studio. The course benefits the abutting property wounded soldiers under her care. Hb/ '
cil in the settlement where she works.
'tad the Briggs Wyandottes were the girl was beautiful, in a simple, sweet Secondly, it is always desirable from
wounds had been so severe that there local conditions. The location should I wonder what my grandmother would
jflrst to be shown, each of these fanciers way. She was like the girl he knew a sanitary point of view, whereas, had
have thought about eugenics?
been little hope of his recovery
stating that the White Wyandottes in the West, not a particle like the when the pavement is in very poor and she had lingered day and night have good drainage, so that the floor
"Just excuse me a moment while I
kept by them came as sports from girls his sister "adored" and who lived condition it is almost Impossible to at the side of his cot so that she and yards will be dry, while the house glance at these notes. Here's an In,the Silver Wyandotte, and yet claim in the studios he had been frequent- clean it and it becomes Insanitary, might be-near him when he regained should not occupy a low pocket or vitation to the ball poudre the Hadhollow In which cold air settles, and
is made that no one can tell exactly ing.
which naturally would have a tendency
And she had been It should be situated for convenience aalls are giving Wednesday of next
Neither was this studio like the to hurt the valuation of the abutting consciousness.
'where the first Wyandotte originated,
there
only
to
receive
the
fleeting
recIn management and adapted to the week. I certainly must squeeze in a
It looked more like a real property.
as several breeders must have been others
ognition and then to have him sink available land. Wherever possible a dancing lesson or two before then.
breeding for tbts type of fowl at about home than anything be bad seen in
It is only within the last few years back again
Billy—that's my younger grandson,
into* the darkness.
the same time, and that all the early New York. There was no oriental that the public has appreciated the Strangest of all, followed the cable southern or southeastern exposure you know—told me the other night at
White Wyandottes were sports from scent in the air; there were no dimly numerous benefits to be derived tram calling her to Washington. She had should be selected although this Is not the club hop that I was really rusty
the Silver variety is not likely to be lighted candle lamps, no smoking good pavements, and they are becom- only time to leave a message with the essential If there Is any good reason on the waltz -and two-step.
You
true. It is thought that White Cochin table with "ladies' cigarettes" lying ing more and more critical and are de- girl with whom she had come across for facing the house In a different di- see, I've done the new dances so much
rection.
blood was Introduced in the making of on It.
manding more money to be spent on the ocean.
"This Is so cheerful and homelike, and more attention paid to the paveTo prevent waste of feed In poultry the last two years that I've rather
the White Wyandotte at the beginning,
neglected the old opes, and now
That message conveyed to John
as the size, shape and color of the Miss Becker," he found himself say- ments. The accompanying photo- Broadfoot the hope tbat If he still houses and reduce the handling of the that they're coming In again, I certaineggs not only denotes this, but that ing after he and his sister had admired graphs bring out the general appear- cared to tell her a story she would dry foods and grits. It Is necessary to ly must brush up. I suppose I might
feathers appear at times on the legs the picture that had won the Academy ance of the streets both before and listen. But the wounded soldier bad use hoppers. Green food Is essential take a private lesson early Monday
as a part of the winter ration for the
makes this seem probable. Why dark prize.
after laying the new paving In such a
"Oh, It Is, really?" asked Caroline, way that it must be very evident to not yet received the message and he fowls. When cabbage and beets are afternoon before I go to tbe lecture
feathers often appear in certain of
looked
forward
to
the
time
when
he
on Chinese porcelain. That reminds
these birds good enough to show is earnestly.
anyone that the valuation of property could rejoin his regiment and fight at not available, sprouted oats can be me—I must refresh my memory on
"It is, indeed," George repeated.
easily fed. Soak the oats In a bucket
both from a renting and selling point the front.
often a mystery to the breeder. These
"That's been one of my main ob- of view must be very much bettered
for at least 24 hours and then place the comparative importance of tbe art
seldom appear in such numbers that
"I've found Miss Hamilton's friend,
of the successive dynasties. Dear old
they cannot handily be pulled out jects in the furnishing of it aad in all after the streets have been paved.
Mary Sprague, who says she has a
grandma, she wouldn't have known
This subject could be gone into In word to whisper in your ear," his
The purest blood may show these. my little entertainments. I've tried
tbe difference between the Ming dyHowever, White Wyandottes are Im- to have the home atmosphere—the much more detail, but It is unneces- nurse said to him rue morning when
nasty and a china teapot, and I beproving away from most of their early way mother docs at home in Omaha sary, as generally speaking today the he seemed brighter and stronger. "Will
lieve it was a comfortable state of
—and, now don't laugh when I show public appreciates the very great imtendency to reversion.
you
see
her?"
Ignorance.
you something." She ran behind
portance of keeping the streets in good
"Will
a
thirsty
man
drink?"
he
"No, I can't rest much Thursday
screen and returned with a stone condition and must realize that any
asked her, smilingly.
afternoon, because I'm one qt the paHOME-GROWN POULTRY FEED crock in her arms.
money spent for this purpose is a wise
tronesses at the play and the dansant
And almost* as he said the words
"The cookie crock!" cried Helen.
expenditure.
that Adelaide—that's my granddaughMary Sprague appeared at the side of
Not a Difficult Task to Get Eggs Dur"I can hardly believe my eyes," addter, you know—and the rest of her
his cot. "John Broadfoot—you know
ing Winter If Ordinary Horse
ed George.
sorority are giving for the benefit of
Sense Is Exercised.
"And real, homemade cookies!" ex- TREATMENT MAY SAVE TREE -me now?" she said, taking his thin,
white hand.
tbe Red Cross. 'But Saturday will be
plained Caroline, removing the top of
quite a free day.
Just one short
"*jpw—and always, I hope," he said
To get eggs in winter under the con- tho crock. "Mother sends them every Judicious "Dentistry" Likely to Prolong
Life
and
Usefulness
of
Town's
meeting
in the morning, a musicale in
With a touch of his old-time chivalry.
ditions obtainable on a genera] farm week and I always have some."
Chief
Ornament
the
afternoon
and
tbe
theater at
''But
it's
a
long
way—from
Washis, I find, no difficult task if ordinary
Bach of the guests took a round
ington, C. S. A„ isn't it?"
night. I'll have the time to rest in
horse sense Is used in the matter of sugar-covered cookie and ate It as if
Whether It'is a shade or fruit tree
the early morning, while the manicure
Broadfoot nodded against his pillow.
feeding and housing, writes W, K. It were the best thing they had ever
a little Judicious treatment of a cavity Then he seemed to wait for the mesIs doing my nails. I always take that
Moore in an exchange. As far as pos- tasted.
^
hour of tbe manicure's ■ weekly visit
sible I use the food grown on the farm,
"I wouldn't exchange this cookie for will often save the tree for many years sage.
to do a lot of quiet thinking. I sup"Marian was with me," Mary
feeding as soon after daylight as prac- all the French tarts or pate-de-foie- of usefulness. Whether it be a branch
pose grandmother had all the time for
ticable a mash composed of fine corn gras tid-blts in all the studios In New or the main trunk the treatment will Sprague began.
be
the
same.
First,
all
decayed
or
apthinking that she wished.
"I—yes. I remember seeing her
chop and alfalfa meal, half and half York," said George Moore more en"My bead fairly buzzes with projects'
by measure. Feed all that the birds thusiastically than his sister had heard parently decaying or diseased wood standing here," the patient said.
should
be
removed
with
a
sharp
chisel
for the new vacation camp I'm get"She and I Joined the Red Cross towill clean up by noon, then give about him express himself since be bad left
or
knife
until
perfectly
sound
heartgether
and—she
was
suddenly
called
ting
up, the movement for Introducone gallon of oats to each 100 hens, home.
wood is exposed. Immediately wash home. Her mother was ill. She—
ing household economics In workscattering it in straw litter In the
"They are good," admitted Helen.
A Grit Box Saves Waste.
the wound with a solution of copper she left a hasty message for you. She
men's homes, that I'm pushing, and
scratching shed or hen house. At
"It's Just that—they remind me of
sulphate, in the proportion of one told me to tell you that—" Mary
plans for all my other various boards
noon, or shortly after, I give all the home," said Caroline.
in
a
pile
on
a
shelf
of
a
sprouter.
pound of sulphate to five gallons of Sprague hesitated—"that there was
ear corn they will clean up by night,
As George reached for a third cookie water.
On the third day spread them out on and committees. The change of fashsome story you wanted to tell her that
and let them shell it.
his sister frowned upon him.
the different shelves and let them ions is bothering me just now also,
As soon as this has been done fill
For a meat food I get good results
"George Moore! You laugh so loud the cavity with a thin mortar ( made by —that she would be Interested In— grow to a height of not "over two for all my frocks, nearly, are too narnow."
from the cracklings obtained from the and eat so much. I'm ashamed of
Inches, then feed them. Keep the oats row skirted for the present mode,
mixing one part of cement with three
The wounded man searched the face In a room of moderate temperature though they were only made last aulocal butcher for one cent per pound, you," she. admonished.
parts
of
clean
sand.
When
it
has
beof the nurse. "Marian told you to tell and dampen every day.
tumn. I'm trying to evolve a methof which I give about two pounds to
"Don't be, please. Miss Moore,"
od of making them fuller which won't
every hundred hens. three times a pleaded Caroline, putting a friendly come stiff but not hard face it on the me that?" he asked, unbelievingly.
outside
with
thin
cement,
using
a
"She
told
me
that
as
she
left
to
necessitate a complete remodeling.
week. I find that a good way to do hand on Helen's arm. "It's so good
trowel to smooth the cement over all catch the steamer back to America," FURNISH SOME GREEN FOOD
"How pleasant It must have been for
this Is to mix the cracklings in the to see and hear him. It's like home—
parts that have become injured. If a Maxy Sprague repeated.
grandmother always to know that her
mash when steaming it; this softens Itself."
cavity
or
split
should
occur
near
a
John Broadfoot was silent for a few Either Lettuce Grown In Hotbeds or waists were to be made surplice and
them so that the fowls will get every
And after that the guests began to
Sprouted Oats Are Excellent
part that Is not bone. I keep oyster arrive so that George and his sister fork of the tree it would be an ad- minutes. The other nurse bad disap. her skirts plain gathered. It must have
ditional
safeguard
to
put
a
long
peared.
for the Little Chicks.
given her a peace of mind far exceedshell and dry cracked bone before could not monopolize their hostess.
bolt
through
both
branches
so
as
to
them at all times.
"Could you—would you let me write
ing that I gained frorh tbe course In
Helen had to drag her brother home hold them together. When the cement
Be prepared with some sort of green artistic dress design that I took last
a cable message for her and—would
The mash referred to is mixed dry, and as she usually had to urge him to
hardens In a cavity the trunk will be you send it for me?" he asked, with stuff for the little ones. Either lettuce
and boiling water is poured over it remain even a polite length of time sbe
year. She was free from all worperfectly solid and decay will be ar- almost childish appeal In his voice.
grown
.In hotbeds or sprouted oats, ries about harmony of tones and graceand It is left to steam for at least was more than amused.
rested.—Farm and Fireside.
bandied
In
boxes.
Whatever
It
may
Mary
got
him
pencil
and
paper.
two hours—or better, over night For
ful lines.
Her only care was for
"That is the first real girl I've met
Then she left him while he composed bet it should not be omitted, as It Is cleanliness and neatness, and her feelvariety, 1 mix with the mash potatoes, at these tea tights, sis," be said'as
Obeying Instructions.
his message.
Just as essential as fruit and vege- ] lng for art was easily expressed In
beets or anything of the kind that is they walked home.
It was the busies; part of the day
obtainable; however, a diet of oats,
When the cable letter was finished ' tables are to the average person, i the pattern of knitted lace which fin"Yes?" replied Helen, raising her at the railway station* says Mr. W.
it said to Marian Hamilton: "Will you ' Have convenient and sanitary water ished the hem of her crisp white apron
corn and alfalfa, with a little meat, eyebrows. "She's very pleasant."
Harvey
In
"Irish
Life
awfl
Humor,"
will give good profit In eggs.
"Pleasant! I should think sbe was and Michael Flynn, the newest porter, have me now? I am no longer the I vessels so made that chicks can drink ! that she rarely mussed, for all she had
The poultry house must'be air-tight —she's a peach! She's a real genuine
handsome man you refused. My nose without being able to get Into tbe to do was to knit.
rushed up to the incoming train.
and water-tight on four sides, the top, girl and 1 Intend to see much of her.
Is flattened and turned up like tbat of water with their dirty feet. These
"Yes, of coarse, I knit I knit with"Change here;" he cried. Chanjear
north, east and west The floor may And 1 hope that cookie crock will not
Socrates: I've lost a finger. Is that should be well scalded out at least out ceasing almost The only place
for Llmerlckgalwayanmayo!"
be of earth If proper drainage Is ar- grow empty for 1 intend to make many
enough? The battle did it, but if It once a week where used for the right I don't knit Is at church or a dancBut the lynx-eyed station-master was
little ones. Soft feed, If used, should ing or bridge party, and I don't know
ranged so that it will always be dry, a raid on It"
gives me you I'm happy."
at hand, and he descended upon Michand most of the south side may be
It was an extravagant message, but be fed either upon fresh papers each how long I shall be exempt from knit"I—I thought this was yuor last 'tea ael.
time or In small troughs, and not ting there. A woman whose needles
made of common unbleached muslin. fight,'" suggested his sister.
"Haven't I told you before," he said It meant much to the wounded man,
George laughed. "Ill forgive you "to sing out the names of the stations and when he received a reply to It that thrown on the ground, which may con- aren't continually clicking for the suffor taking me to this one, sis—honest clearly and distinctly? Bear It is made him happier than he had ever tain all kinds of filth and contamina- ferers across the sea is considered
Feed White Clover Hay.
been la his life be took a wonderful tion. Striving to avoid all the points heartless. The family darning, which
Whit* clover hay Is the richest in 1 will."
mind. Sing them out!"
"?For you saw the handwriting on
lime. Feeding clover is a preventive
"I will sir," replied the boy. And turn toward health and surprised the of common carelessness and dirty was a sacred rite with my grandmothof soft-shelled eggs. Cut clover hay the wall of Caroline Becker's studio, when the next train came in, the pas- nurses and doctors who were attend- conditions is tbe road leading to suc- er, is sent oat of oar house to be
ing him.
cess with chicks.
done, so.that we can have tbe time
has helped revolutionize the poultry didn't you?" she asked, teaslngly.
sengers were considerably astonished
When he left the hospital it was
to knit, knit, knit I keep a work
He nodded. "I did; did you?"
business. Red clover hay contains
to bear the voice of Michael trilling:
with
tbe
promise
to
Mary
Sprague
bag In the dining room so that I
Comfortable
Chicken
House,
And apparently the writing was
about twenty-eight pounds of lime to
"Sweet Dreamland faces
that
be
would'
bring
his
bride
back
to
can knit between courses, and I have
If
your
chicken
house
It
not
real
the thousand pounds. Scald the hay there, for the girl with the stone cookie
Passing to and fro,
help with tbe splendid work that she warm and tight, get some burlap and another hanging In the limousine that
at night and keep it covered, so It can crock and the man who did not like
Change here for Limerick,
had been pursuing and that he would Mike a curtain to hang around the there may be no time lost between
steam. See that the clover is cut to studio teas went to housekeeping in a
Galway, and Mayo!"
help In every capacity In which he perches at night, , Hang the curtain to engagements as I drive across town.
one-third to one-half Inch lengths. real home within twelve months from
—Youth's Companion.
would be permitted to help.
"Somebody to tee me about the ruthe roof, and have it long enough to
When longer It is apt to pack to the the day of their meeting.
reach the floor. This will cost little ral library' extension? Yes, I know.
crop, causing crop-bound.
Elements of Greatness.
-Local Products.
and will pay well.
Certainly, I'll go right down. Will you
Thlck-Hesded.
"It Is not necessary for a city to be
When the best products of any loexcuse me a few moments? I don't
"You don't seem to think much of •lther noisy or ditty in order to be
Talking Through His Hat!
cality
are
shipped
to
a
distant
marhave to make company of such an old
When you hear a farmer saying one Gadson's Intellectual powers."
great and growing," remarks the BufGet Incubator Ready.
ket,
and
only
the
"seconds"
kept
for
"No, I don't."
hen Is as good as another, don't waste
falo Express. Indeed 1t is not for the
It's none too early td make rare friend as you. Thank you, my ball Is
"Well, why not?"
time trying to find bis name among
noisy city, like the noisy person, is home use, nobody gets anything at Its that the Incubator Is In good repair always rolling away and getting the
"Because I feel quite sure that If a ander suspicion, and the dirty city, best* It each locality would make the and ready for business. If buying a yarn tangled, but I'll probably be able
those who attend farmers' institutes.
If you don't find him at home he Is section an Inch square were cut from like the dirty person, is to be avoided.* moat of its own products the result i new one, don't watt too long before to knit several rows while the young
would be much more satisfactory.— -_,..,__ ■,
college professor Is giving me bis
talking politics at the corner grocery, bis skull it would make an excellent —Utlca Observer.
&THC .Milan Heath
»
' ordering |t
i
> paper weight"
views."
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The regular monthly lantern service at
John Carney, aged 77 years, a former
resident, died at the Beaven-Kelley home the Congregational church will be held
fCBLIBHED
in Holyoke, Sunday.
The body was next Sunday evening, at 7.30 o'clock.
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
brought to Brookfield Monday, and to The evening text will lie "The heavens
AT
the home of his daughter, Mrs James H. declare the glory of God," and leads to
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Maes Mulvey. The funeral was Tuesday morn- a study in astronomy that is illustrated
ing with a high mass of requiem at St. by 24 slides. Mr Reed will read the lectHORACE J. LAWRENCE,
Mary's church, celebrated by Rev. M. J. ure and Rev. Mr Nichols will assist in
EDITOR AND PKOPSIETOH.
Murphy. Music was by Miss Etta V. the service. All are cordially invited to
1.00 a Year in Advance. Lawlor, organist, and at the conclusion the services at this church.
of the mass she sang "There's a beautiful
Mrs Elmira (Stone) Morey. widow of
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
land on high." The bearers were John Edward Morey, dfed at the home of .her
Address all communications to BBOOKFIEUI J. and James H. Mulvey of Brookfield; daughter, Mrs Joseph Steele on West
TIMES, North Brookfield, MaaB.
George Beyers of North Oxford and John Main street early Saturday morning, after
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Job
work and payment for the same, may be sent J. Mulvey of West Brookfield. The body a five days illness, aged 84 years and 27
direct to the main office. North Brookfield or was taken to West Brookfield for burial. days. Death was due to rid age. She
to George W. McNamara, Brookfield
Mr Carney is survived by one son, John had made her home with her daughter
F. of Fredericton, N. B., four daughters, for the past 15 years. Mrs Morey was
BROOKFIELD
Mrs James Mulvey and Miss Sara E. Car- born in Soutbbridge, March 20, 1831, the
ney of Brookfield; Mrs James McGatlgh- daughter of John and Sally (Kogers)
Miss Felt A. Fletcher spent the weekrin, Philadelphia; and Miss Nellie Car- Stone. She was twice married, her first
end'with Miss Fannie M. Conrad at
ney, Denver, Cul.; two sisters, Mrs John husband being Hosea White, whom she
i Revere.
Beyers of North Oxford and Mrs Mar- married at Soutbbridge May 25, 1853,
Letters are advertised at the post office garet O'Neal of Jamesville. Mr Carney He died May 21, 1888. She then was
for Miss E. N. Mehaney, and Mr M, M. was a native of Brookfield and lived here married at Charlton, 22 years ago, to
Spring.
Edward Morey, and he died Jan. 15,
most of his life.
Miss Katherine Scanlon of Fitchburg
In the Supreme Court, Boston, Thomas 1894. Mrs Morey is survived b,j a daughhas been the guest this week of Mr and T. Robinson, receiver for the W., B. & ter, Mrs Joseph Steele, and a son, Henry
Mrs William Muicahy.
S. line, has filed a petition asking for the W. White of West Brookfield. The fuMrs James Turner of Springfield was confirmation of sale of the company's neral was held Tuesday morning with
the guest Friday and Saturday of Mr and property, purchased by Frank L. Palmer, services at tho home at 10.30 o'clock,
of Saco, Me., for $180,000 at public auc- conducted by Key. Dr. Charlton. The
Mrs Max Blenis on Central street.
Early Rose, Green Mountain, and tion on a foreclosure sale, April 8. The body was taken to Southbridge in KingsEarly Northern, 'ail choice Maine seed petition also asks that, .the court author- ley's funeral car for lurialin Oak. Ridge
potatoes for sale by David N. Hunter, ize the receiver to pay to' himself 89000, cemetery. Undertaker Robert G. Liverfor services as receiver, and $5700 to his more was in charge.
Main St., Brookfield.
17
Word was'received in town Saturday of
The Friday afternoon whist club, met counsel, James F. Uacon of Boston, for
at the home of Mrs David N. Hunter on legal services rendered. The petition is the death in Southbridge the same mornMain street, last Friday afternoon. Re- set for hearing at the Supreme Court "-at ing of Mrs Ellen (Halpin), widow of PatBoston, at 9.30 o'clock, Friday morning, rick Murphy, ^formerly of Brookfield.
freshments were served,
May 7. The road has been in the re- Death occured at the Columbia hotel of
fe One of the circles of the Woman's AlI Suits reduced 20 to 40 per cent.
Suits reduced 20 to 40 per cent.
ceiver's hands since June, 1912.
which her son, Thomas F. Murphy, is
liance of the First Parish church will
William L. Allen, Worcester, released proprietor and followed a five weekB' illhave a May basket sale in town hall, at 3
30 mallard ducks at various points ness of heart failure. She was 78 years
p.m., Friday, April 30.
around Quaboag lake, last Saturday. old. Mrs Murphy was born in County
Mrs Charles Matthews of Satick visited
The birds were a part of a consignment Waterford, Ireland, the daughter of John
Mrs Charles Simpson, Kimball street,
received by^Worcester county fish and and Emily Halpin, and came to the UnSaturday.
Mrs Simpson returned to
game association from the state hatchery ited States with her parents when 12 years
Natick with her Sunday,
at Wilkinsonville.
The wings of the old. The family settled in Brookfield
The class of 1910, B. II. S. are making ducks had been clipped, but will be full and here she made her home up to 1904,
arrangements for the Junior Prom in tbe grown before long, and by that time they when she went to Southbridge to live with
town hall, Friday night, May 14. Har- will have broods to look after and will her son at the Columbia hotel. Her husdy's singing orchestra of Worcester, will not leave-the take until they start soutU band died 20 years ago. Mrs Murphy js
furnish music.
in Hie full. 'Deputy game wardens, in survived by four sons:— Thomas *. of
Mr and ..Irs Arthur F. Butterworth en- this district are to keep a close watch on Southbridge, John of South Lanceaster,
joyed an auto trip to Boston with Atty. the ducks and assert that it will go very Michael of Worcester and William of
$7.50 to $35.00
SPORT COATS,
Louis H. Butterworth, on Monday. The hard with anyone molesting them.
Manchester, N. H., and two daughters,
$7.50 to $27.50
RAIN COATS,
party saw the Marathon runners pass,
Fire about 9 o'clock Wednesday morn- Nellie, wife of John Murphy of Oxford
$10.00 to $45.00
through Newton.
MOTOR COATS, ing totally destroyed tbe vacant store- and Sadie, wife of John L. Muicahy of
The pipe for the water extensions on house and shed at the old Kimball mill Brookfield. The funeral was held Mon$7.50 to $39.50
COVERT COATS,
High, Grove and Green streets, arrived yard and was only prevented from doing day morning with a high mass of reqniem
$7.50 to $35.00
STREET COATS,
Wednesday, and theexcavatingwork will serious damage to the mill itself by the at St. Mary's church, Southbridge, at 9
$15.00 to $75.00
begin Monday, according to John Sa- arrival of Steamer Co. No. 2. The(fire is o'clock, celebrated by Rev. Dennis MulEVENING WRAPS,
believed to have been caused by a Bpark lan. The body was taken to Worcester
gesse, the contractor.
One of the circles of the Woman's Al- from a iocomotive on the B. & A. line. for burial in St. J din's cemetery.
WE SPECIALIZE ON EXTRA LARGE GARMENTS. NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS
liance of the First Parish church will When the firemen arrived it was evident Among the Brookfield people who atmanage a public whist party at the borne the storehouse and shed were doomed and tended the funeral were: Mr and Mrs
of Mrs William Croft, Main street, from a stream of water was turned onto the John L. Muicahy, Mrs Eliza Mulcalry>
roof of the mill just in time to squelch a William Muicahy," Mrs Martin Donahue,
8 to 10 o'clock, to-night.
blaze that started from sparkB blown from Mrs Patrick Webster, Miss Mary A. and
Tqe special committee appointed at the
William Meehan, Mrs Mary F. Mcannual town meeting March 1, to have^ the shed. The grass and brush in the
Namara, Miss Mary Corcoran, Daniel
Worcester, Mass.
512 Main Street,
charge of the remodeling of the engine vicinity was thoroughly soaked, also.
Corcoran, Mrs John Clancy, Mrs T. and
house met Wednesday night and voted to The buildings were owned by John Kim
John McCarthy, Mrs Minnie Fenton,
draw up specifications and then advertise ball of Boston and the loss is about 8200
Miss Nora V. and Mrs Mary Hannigan
The
high
school
baseball
team
will
play
for bids.
David Prouty high at Spencer, Saturday and Miss Margaret Fenton.
The teachers who went to their respective homes for the holiday were—Miss afternoon.
Week-end Guests.
At a special town meeting held in ban
KatherineGrealis to Clinton; Miss Mary
A. Gleason to Shirley; Miss Ethel Ed- quet hall, Wednesday night, it was voAmong the week end and holiday
wards to Waltham; Miss M. Louise Cones ted to discontinue that part of the Devil's guests were: Mrs John Ktannard, Springto Dedham and Miss Mae Welch to-War- Elbow road extending from a point in field with her parents, Mr and Mrs Chas.
FULL LINE OP
front of the Loftus McKenney home, to
ren.
Sanford; Miss Florence Gerald of LongAmong the local people, who attended the West Brookfield town line. Fifty meadow and Arthur Gerald of Upton with
dollars
was
appropriated
to
compensate
the Junior Prom at North Brookfield
Mr and Mrs Clarence Young; Miss HatEdward Lavigne of East Brookfield for
This Store has the exclusive
town hall,-Monday night were: William
tie Bemis of Brockton, at the home of
L. Brock, Matthew M. Daley, Raymond labor resulting from the failure of the Mr'and Mrs Oscar Bemis; Miss Maybelle
agency in this (district for
S. Clough, T. Earle McNamara, Homer town to properly maintain a cow pass McFeeters of West Springfield, with Mr
"Lowe Brothers Paints''.
Webster, Joseph J. Durkin and Joseph that the town waB supposed to keep in and Mrs Henry J. Clark; Miss Stella
Plumbing,
repair. In the fall of 1912 the walls of
T. Daley.
Morrisette of Worcester, with Mr and
the path collapsed and the town neglected
Steam Fitting,
The Ideal Sewing Club was entertained to repair them until last fall. During Mrs Edward B. Photteplace; Miss Inez
Electrical Work,
by Miss Gladys Wilson, at the home of this time it waa necessary for Mr Lavigne Pollard of Winchendon, with her parand Jobbing.
Mr and Mrs Albert F. Douty, Tuesday ,0 carry water a long distance for his ents, Mr and Mrs William H. Pollard, on
evening. The members passed thi time cattle.. The selectmen informed the Bhnc.hard hill: Mr and Mrs Charles
working on various fancy artcles, arid a , meeting that in their opinion the town Derrick of Springfield, with Postmaster
short musical and literary program was j was liable and as Mr Lavigne threatened and Mrs Edward Delaney on Sherman St.
followed by refreshments, which were i to sue they advised settling the matter. Mr and Mrs Clarence Bowen of Worcester, were at the homeof Mr Bowen's parserved by the hostess.
The Kodak has become the inI Mr Lavigne presented a bill of $101.50,
ents Mr Frederick Bowen and wife Josseparable companion of almost
Henry V. Crosby, who died Sept. 16, ! but agreed to settle for $50, which sum eph J. Durkin of Boston, was with his
Donahue Block
every traveller or vacationist,—it's
brother Thomas T. Durkin; Roy L. MoulCENTRAL STREET,
BR00KFIEL0 1914, and whose will was contested for a was appropriated.
half the pleasure.
time by relatives, left an estate ofjabout
Elmer H. Potter, announced Monday ton of Worcester, at the home of Mr and
No matter what yon want in
♦80,000, according to an inventory which that he had accepted tbe position as sup Mrs Irving Breed; Emmett Pishdn of
tbe Kodak line, we have it. Let
has been filed in the Probate court at erintendent at Highland View farm at Brookline, with Mr and Mrs Frank E.
Coming Events.
us prove that our finishing departWorcester, showing it to comprise person- Barre, and will take charge, May 1, suc- Webster; Mr and Mrs Harry Ford of
ment is prompt and careful—our
al property of $77,126.47; real estate ceeding Merton E. Wilson, who has had Haverhill, with Mrs Ford's parents, Mr
Friday, May 7. Mrs Elizabeth s. Hill of
prices moderate.
$3150. The will naming Henry F. Cros- the position, onlje since April 1, going and Mrs Leonard Wells in the South
Needham will read "Uncle William"
Kodaks—$6.00 and up
by executor was filed Sept. 22 and allowed there from the Blanchard farm in Brook- ! Warren district; Miss Gertrude Allen of
at the First Parish church at a meetBrownies—II to $12
early in 1915, the executor by his coun- field for 12 consecutive yeai s. He leaves Worcester, was with Mr and Mrs Napoing of the Woman's Alliance.
sel, Atty. A. F. Butterworth, filing a on May 1, to become manager of one of I leon Byron, North Crossing; John Guerin
bond of 8100,000.
the Borden corporation farms at Sudbury. of Waltbam, at the home of Officer and
There was no special observance of
Selectman Warren E. Tarbell posted For six months previous to April 1, Mr ■ Mrs J. Victor Guerin; Miss Alice N. May
Patriot's day, here Monday. The factories of the Foster-Moulton and the Ideal notices at different places about town, Potter was warden at Brook field-town Hampden , at the home of Mr and Mrs
Brookfield, - Mass.
Coated Paper companies, and the schools, Saturday, calling attention to the pnblic farm and before that was warden of the H. W. May; Mr Stanley Crass, wife and
as well, were closed for the day, and the hearing, which the county commission- town farm *t West Brookfield. .He is daughter Louise of Waltham, were with
stores were locked at noon for the remain- eys will conduct at 9.30 o'clock, Wednes- an expert in the care of cattle, and at the Mr and Mrs Louis H. R. Gass; Miss Joder of the day to allow tbe clerks a half day morning, May 19, concerning a pe- Highland View farm will haye charge of sephine Holcomb of Worcester, was with
day. Delegations of base ball fans went tition received, relative to a re-location of one of the, finest herds of Holsteins in her parents on Howard street; Mr and
FOR SALE.
[1WENTY acres of land, located In North to Ware to attend the game between B. Mill street. The proposed moving of the the state. The farm is owned by D. A. Mrs Walter J. Diibois and daughter of
Brookfield. Price low ,■
H. S. and Ware high; and to the West street is.at the request of the officials of Howe of the New England Tea Co., West Brookfield, with Mr Dubois' parAddress THEODORB EATON,
M
Brookfield. Mass. Brookfield game, where the B. A. A. 'Ideal Coated Paper Co., wl^o desire to Summer street, Worcester, and contains ents on Pleasant street; and Attorney
At the farm is a drove of Louis Butterworth and Herbert Fischer,
batted against a nine representing the have the highway 25 feet north of the 250 acres.
of Boston, were with Attorney Mrs Arthoroughbred
registered white Chester thur F. Butterworth.
Olmstead-Quaboag Corset Co.
Those ! present site along the front of the compigs,
and
all
the
poultry
is
of
tht
white
who remained at home found entertain- pany's factory, to enable them to build
I Continued on 4th page 3rd column.
Wyandotte strain.
an addition to the office.
ment at the Midget theatre.
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RICHARD HEALY CO.

SUITS and COATS
AT LOWER PRICES

500 NEW SUITS

AND

400 NEW GOATS

at a SAVING of 20 to 40 Per Gent.

Women's Suits

.Suits worth $20 to $40

;I5,$17.50to$29.50

Suits were $45 to $95

$35,

$45 to $75

WE HAVE
1000 SPRING GOATS FOR YOU

RICHARD HEALY CO,

The
New Store
HARDWARE

Take a

Kodak

with you

Winchester HEATERS installed

RICHARD FINNEY

M.J.BNAHDE

& SONS.

• NO. 17.
Herbert Fischer of Bostoti, had the top
of his left thumb cut off at the base of
the nail having caught it in the speedometer gears on the front wheel of the automobile that be was helping to push from
the garage at. Brookfield Inn, Monday
morning. Young Fischer and Attorney
Louis H. Butterworth of Boston, had
been guests of Attorney and Mrs Arthur
F. Butterworth, over Sunday, and they
had gone to the garage to get the machine ready for the home trip.
Fischer
had his hands on the spokea of the right
front wheel, and as the machine gained
a little speed in some unexplained way
his left hand slipped, and before he could
extricate it, the top of the thumb had
been chopped off. The young man took
the injury with remarkable coolness, simply exclaiming "oh" as he picked up the
top of his thumb, and started for the
office of Dr Mary Sherman.
The Mock Court Trial.
Jokes that put a dent in the pride of
more than one prominent Brookfield citizen, politician and church deacon, followed by repeated mirth provoking situations kept an audience of 300 in a continual state of laughter at the mock trial
held in town hall, under the auspices of
the high school athletic association, last
Thursday night. The fun, lasted, from the
opening of court until the jury brought
in a verdict, keeping the crowd in a continual uproar. Mrs Jane Chapin, as the
widow Jerusha Rugg Perkins, brought
suit against Andrew J. Leach, town- auditor, to recover damages for breach of
promise. The plaintiff's story of the
manner in which she was wooed'and believed to be won by the defendant created
much laughter, and the defendant's version of tbe alleged courtship and proposal that included hits at local business
men without respect to their feelings,
were likewise enjoyed. The feature next
in line, was testimony of Postmaster Edward Delaney, who told of a dog fight,
a^ which were present a dozen-, men
closely allied with church and religious
work. The audience could1 not but be
impressetLwith the spectacle of two men
reputed to be "a little close" betting on
a dog fight, and delayed the court business for a number of minutes with
their applause.
The jury represented
characters of men who are and have
been prominent in the politcal life of the
United States and in the sporting life,
and all felt that the parts were well done.
The audience was quite amused when
John L. Sullivan, (Edward B. Phetteplace], was appointed foreman of the
jury because he appeared to be the only
intelligent looking man in the box. The
jury concluded their deliberations, after
officer Bowler had borrowed a eork screw
from the Judge, Henry E. Cottle, and returned a verdict in favor of the plaintiff
for 83.48, 83 of which was to go to the
jury, and .48 to the Judge. Preceding
the breach of promise case, Emmons
Twichell was arraigned, charged with
over-exerting the scraper. Attorney Perry appeared for the defendant, entered a
plea of guilty, and then asked the court
to be merciful,' as it was the only time in
the 20 years that Emmons had charge of
the scraper that he had been guilty of
such an offense. He was sentenced to
the Old Ladies' Home at Worcester for
life, the first and last ten days at soft
labor. Walter Howe was then charged
with the larceny of oysters from a stew at
the Unitarian supper.» On motion of Atty Newton the indictment was quashed
owing to a Haw in the wording, namely, ■
"oysters," wliioh is plural, it being
claimed by Atty Newton that there was
never more than one oyster in a Uiiitirian or any other church stew.
At the Midget theatre shows will be at
the usual hours on Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday. On T.mrsday there is a
special five part photo play.
Manager
J. L. Mulcaliy has booked exceptionally
fine plays for the next two months among
which are: May 27, "The Spoilers," with
William Farnum; and June 8, Mrs Les-»
lie Carter in "The heart of Maryland." .

MORTGABEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
BY virtue of a power ol sale contained in ft certain mortgage deed given by Roger Muicahy
to the Brookfield savings Bank, dated March yth
1882, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds at
Worcester, Book 1115, page 179, will IK) sold at
public auction upon the premises, on Monday
the I7th day of May lyJ5 at two o clock In the
afternoon all and singular the premises conveyed
by said mortgage deed ami therein described as
follows, namely a certain tract or parcel of land
in the village of Brookfield proper, bounded and
descriited as follows, viz :—
Beginning at stake on the westerly side of
Klver street, so called, Inenee southerly by said
Hiver street seventy feet to a stake, thence westerly by land of Washington Tufts one hundred
and ninety feet to land of Reuben Carpenter;
thence northerly by land of said Carpenter
seventy-two feet to land of Daniel Harrington;
thence easterly by land of said Harrington one
hundred and ninety feet to tirst mentioned bound
on said street. And being the same premises
conveyed to me by Aged from Washington Tuft*,
dated March 1st, 1W^. with all the buildings
thereon standing. .Said premises will be sold
subject to any unpaid taxes and all Hens thereon
If any exfettng. which may have priority o\er
the subH-ritaer's mortgage.
Terms: One hundred dollars down at time
and place of sale and balance on delivery of deed
which shall be within ten days at the office of
the subscriber.
MARY A. MULCAHY,
Assignee of said Mortgage.
Brookfield, Mass., April 22,1915
Apr. 23.30 May 7B.
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Medical Treatment
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TWO TURKISH DESTROYERS BLOWN UP BY MINES
London.—Important results may develop from the breaking of the German front by the British at Hill No
00, near Ypres. after a desperate conflict, in which the losses on both sides
were extremely severe.
Field Marshal Sir John French em
phasized the importance of the allied
success, pointing out that the new position gives the British guns command
of a large area occupied by the enemy,
and if followed up successfully will
pave the way for an attack on the
pasages of the Lys and open the ap
preaches to the towns of Lille and
Roubaix.
German reports cast doubt on the
claims of the British as to Hill No. 6U.
and charge that the Allies in their
attack used shells spreading poisonous gases in the German trenches.
Berlin reported successful counter
attacks against the French between
the Meuse and the Moselle Rivers. 1"
the Vosges, it was said officially, the
Germans pushed their lines 100 yards
forward, near Hartmans-Weilerkopf
and progress was reported in Cham
pagne.
The Austrians again took the of
lensive against the Russians in the
Carpathians, but were repulsed, Petro
grad reported, east of Telepotch ami
I'olen. Rifle lire and hand grenades
figured prominently in the fighting.
Two Turkish torpedo boat destroy
ers were blown up. a Salonikl dispatch
said, when passing through a mine
belt which Russian ships had succeeded in laying across the entrance to
the Bosporus while the Turkish fleet
was cruising in the Black Sea.
In German Southwest Africa Gen
eral Louis Botha's army occupied the
important town and railway junction
of Keetmanshoop. which is a German
base, in the southern part of the colony.
The British Admiralty reported a
brilliant "cutting out" operation in
The Dardanelles. Young officers and
seamen from the British ships volunteered for the dangerous task of destryoing the submarine E-15, which
Btranded under the Turkish gunds.
They did their work well. and. all
that was left of the craft was a tangled mass ot iron.

London—Battles were fought in the
Carpathians, and the Austrians report
officially they have repulsed Russian
attacks southeast of Lupkow Pass, Inflicting heavy losses.
I'etrograd reported that just before
the slowing up on account of the arrival of spring and the setting in of a
thaw the Austro-German forces suffered enormous losses.
On the whole Carpathian front in
I lie last month the Russians say their
foes have left in their hands in prisoners alone at least 70,000 men, including about 900 officers.
Thirty
guns and 200 machine guns also have
been captured.
The French continued their activity
in the Vosges and captured an important height near Metzeral.
The destruction of the British subcarine E-15, which ran ashore when
carrying out a difficult reconnaisance
in the Dardanelles mine field and fell
into the hands of the Turks, was reported.
The E-15 met her doom on Kephess
Point, east of Karanlik. Seven of her
crew are mising and the rest were
rescued and madet prisoners. These
included three officers and twenty-one
men. Among them was the former
British Vice Consul at Constantinople.
Bombardment of the straits forts
was resumed.
Constantinople says
the battleship Majestic was struck
three times and was forced to retire.

Boston.—Massachusetts appears to
Boston .^Appointment of a special be free from the foot and mouth disagent of the Board of Education to ease once more. No new cases have
supervise medical inspection In the been reported since March 18, which
public schools of the state is recom- Is four weeks ago. No cases axe
mended In a special message that known to exist in the state. So far
Governor Walsh sent to the legisla- as Is known there are no cattle alive
ture. The governor believes that, that have been exposed. In fact, the
while the public is benefited greatly whole country Is free from the disby the Inspection as now conducted, ease except for a few isolated cases
It can be improved. He is of the that were discovered in Illinois a
opinion that the sum now expended week ago. To all outward appearannually, estimated at $125,000 out- ances, the infection haB been eradiside of Boston, can 'be spent more cated, and the dairying business
efficiently If the special agent Is ap- could he resumed; but the scientific
men who are charged with the repointed.
In his message, Governor Walsh sponsibility for Its extinction are
(peaking In guarded terms of the
says in part:
"The act of 1906. providing for the prospects.
Dr. Lester H. Howard, the comappointment of school physicians by
the cities and towns and the assign- missioner of the Massachusetts Bument of one physician to each public reau of Animal Industry, when quesschool throughout the state, has been tioned about the situation, replied
generally obeyed, and a more or leas that the outlook is very encouraging.
thorough medical inspection of the He said that there are no animals
schools has resulted, with marked alive In Massachusetts which have
advantage to the public health In bad the disease or been exposed to
preventing the spread of contagious It. and the time within which it deand infectious diseases. This service, velops, after an exposure, has pracImportant as it is, does not, however, tically expired, and cattle movements
secure all, or the best, that medical within the quarantined towns are now
Inspection might provide for the wel- permitted.
Under Dr. Howard's policy of isfare and future prospects of the chilsuing permits, this does not mean the
dren in our public schools.
"Entirely apart from communicable enforcement of the strict quarantine
diseases, there are many chronic ail- regulations that have tied the hands
ments and remedial inherited defects of Massachusetts farmers for the last
that retard large numbers of children six months, as the farmers will be
In their studies, and prevent them allowed to move their cattle in vefrom profiting from their school hicles if they apply to the Cattle
RAIDERS NEAR LONDON.
work, besides hindering their devel- Commissioner for permits, subjecting
opment Into strong men and women their activity to the state regulations;
London.—Following a daylight air
and useful citizens. Where medical but it Is the government's intention
raid on England by Germans, the third
Inspection Is at its best, both in this to keep its reins on all cattle moveattack of the kind in forty-eight hours,
country and abroad, It concerns Itself ments for the present in order that
and the first to be carried out withvery largely with such matters as the check can be applied Instantly If
out darkness for a ehield, all lights
defects in sight or hearing, spinal there Is an outbreak anywhere. While
were out in London and Uie airship
curvature, chronic aliments of the Dr. Howard concedes that It may be
patrols were on duty along the whole
nose and throat, and the other phys- perfectly safe to throw everything
English coast.
ical handicaps that affect schoolchil- open now, he says It Is better to be
dren; and even extends to the more cautious a little longer, lest there be
A German taube burled several
effective teaching of hygiene, a prop- an animal Bomewhere carrying the
bombs on Ameinb, France, in the vidisease
on
the
skin,
ready
to
yield
er oversight of athletics, and promocinity of the famous cathedral, willtion of right nutrition, and the Im- to it if the skin Is bruised or the
ing or Injuring fen persons. The maprovement of seriously defective general health is broken down. With
terial damage was not extensive.
such possibilities Dr. Howard wishes
home conditions,
The German aviators accomplished
"The cities and towns are (now to take no chances, and the federal
one of their most daring teats in the
BRITISH TAKE HILL NO. 60.
spending for medical Inspection sums government will take no chances. If
whole war, and, penetrated to within
which, through the lack of a suffi- It can be avoided within reason.
thirty miles of London and dropped
Cattle
will
not
he
allowed
to
walk
London.—Important clashes occur- bombs.
ciently specific system of accounting
or
run
In
the
public
streets
within
makes an exact estimate impossible,
red in the western theatre of operaThe Allies already have begun renndoubtedly exceed in the aggregate the quarantined zones, but may be tions. The French resumed their at- prisals. French aviators threw ten
$126,000 annually outside of Boston. transported under proper conditions. tacks on both banks of the Fecht Riv- bombs on the railway station of Leo
"I recommend therefore that ■ the Nor will the Department of Animal er and. at the point of the bayonet, poldshoehe, which is being used for
Board of Education he authorized to Industry In Massachusetts allow the forced the Germans back
the manufacture of shells.
The Kaiser's troops, in a precipitate
appoint a special agent for this pur- roll ropopulation of disinfected barns
Then bombs also were dropped, on
retreat to Eselbrucke above Metzeral, the powder magazine at Rottweil. Six
pose, who shall devote his whole time all at once.
From the date of the first out- are reported to have abandoned a struck their mark, and Paris reports
to the work, and that a special appropriation of $2,500 "be made to pro- break, las". November, up to the pres- large amount of material.
flames immediately shot up. Indicating
ent
time, the foot-and-mouth disease
In the Ypres region the British con- that much damage was done. Two
vide for his salary and expenses. As
the work of such an official would not has resulted In the slaughter in Mas- tinue their offensive operations, and civilians were killed and another inbegin until after the close of the sachusetts of 2,104 head of cattle. Hill No. 60, an important strategic jured, says a German report of the
school year In June, the appropria- 6,703 swine, 77 sheep, and 11 goats. point two miles south Zillebeke. Bel- attack.
tion for this year would only need TheBe 7,895 animals had an apprais- gium, was taken from the Germans.
Forty shells, most of which found
This hill is said to dominate the their target, were hurled by a French
to provide foT a few months' salary- ed value of $230,000, of which the
"In any event, I believe that sup- United States ' government. will pay country to the north and northwest, air squadron at the electric station
plementary legislation to make more $116,000 and the state of Massachu- and its capture opens the way for fur- ten miles north of Metz. This 'staeffective the laws providing for med- setts $116,000. To meet this charge ther successes if the advantage gained tion supplies the town and the forts
ical inspection In the public schools the Massachusetts legislature has is followed up.
with light and power. Much smoke
Elsewhere on the. western front ar- arose after the bombardment, and the
appropriated $150,000.
should be enacted."
tillery duels have taken the place of French say the plant was probably
Win In Motion Picture Fight.
infantry operations.
Guild Left Estate to Wife, Sister and
much damaged, if not destroyed.
Boston—The clubwomen, who for
On the eastern front the Russians
Brother.
The air squadron was cannonaded
Boston—In the will of Curtis Guild «ome weeks have heen battling continued their struggle for the Car- by the Metz forts and attacked by
all his property Is left to his wife, against an adverse report of the pathian passes and by a counter at- three German aeroplanes, but got
Charlotte Johnson Guild; his brother, mercantile affairs committee on their tack forced the AustrianB, after suffer- away without Injury.
Oourtenay Guild, and his sister. Sar- bill relative to the censoring of mo- ing great losses, to evacuate the apFighting continued in the Carpaah Louisa Guild. There are no pub- tion picture films, have won their proaches to the Russian positions on thian Mountains, although a thaw set
first point. The Senate substituted the heights of Telepocth.
lic bequests.
It, and the roads have been flooded by
for the adverse report of the comA dispatch from Geneva created an swollen streams. The Russians report
The will states:
"inasmuch as my wife Is amply mittee a favorable bill by a roll-call impression in some circles that the that they have taken more heights
Austrians and Germans have decided in the mountain ranges and repulsed
provided for and as the following de- vote of 32 to 7.
The new bill, Senate 202, makes to concentrate their energies on tho attacks In the vicinity of Rostoki.
scribed property came to me either
the
state
board
of
labor
and
Induseastern
campaign.
from my father or my mother, I give
It was said that at a council of war
It proall my real estate and all my inter- tries the censoring board.
aiiilllllliiiiiiiiuiiiimiiiliiliiiliiiiii lllllllllll liiniiiiiiiiliiiiiilliilllilllii
est In the Anchor Linotype Printing vides that no film can be exhibited presided over by Field Marshal von
Company to my sister, Sarah Louisa throughout the state which has not Hindenburg It was determined to
I PITH OF THE
Guild, and to my brother, Courtenay been so censored, and that as a pre- transfer the Austrian heavy artillery
so leaves Mr. Guild's Interest In the liminary to suoh display the opera- now before Verdun to Poland, and to
WAR NEWS |
Guild, In equal shares." The will al- tors must run on the screen a no- send back to Cracow, Western Galicla,
iniiMiiiiMiiiimiiiini
i
iiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiniiffi
the
Hungarian
cavalry
now
on
the
tice
to
the
effect
that
the
film
has
Klnney Manufacturing Company to
western front. > _
Reports received In Rome from Aushis brother. AU the rest and resi- been approved.
Operations are under way in The
tria say* that the dual monarchy la
due goes to the widow.
Dardanelles, where the Turks are reLabor Bow Bobs Up In the House.
hurriedly gathering troops on the
Boston—A bill to provide that ported to be building defenses with all
Children Must Support Their DestiItalian frontier to face a possible inteamsters and laborers, SB well as speed against landing parties.
tute Parent*.
vasion by Italian forces.
The British trawler Vanilla was tor- Within a few days, according to the
Boston—Gov. Walsh has Just sign- mechanics, shall be paid the prevailpedoed
and
sunk
by
a
German
submaed a bill under which the state will ing rate of wages by contractors do-official British observer with the
hold children to strict account for lng public work, caused quite a flur- rine in the North Sea.
armlea In France, four German aeroEnver
Pasha,
the
Turkish
Minister
the rfupport of destitute parents.
ry In the House.
planes were brought down by the
During the debate, after Mr. Rob- of War, asserted the present war is
The bill, based on a petition filed
Allies' fire.
by Abraham Guggenheim of Boston, inson of Boston had offered an not that of the Turkish Government It was announced that Austria-Hunwill take effect in three weeks and amendment to provide that the new but of the Turkish people. He said
gary will float a new war loan of
Its advocates expect that two of Its rule should apply to teamsters and bis country was forced into war by
800,000,000 marks ($200,000,000) in
Ilus6ian
encroachments
and
the
opbig results will be to reduce the agi- not laborers. It was charged that at
Berlin.
The proposal Is to issue
tation for pensions and to decrease the bottom of the whole agitation erations of England against Mesopotatreasury bonds, payable after the
mia
ard
the
concentration
of
a
Britwas
a
row
between
the
Union
of
the number of inmates In poorhouses.
war.
The bill provides that any person of City and Town Employes and the ish fleet in the Dardanelles.
German Headquarters reported tltat
21 years or more who, being pos- American Federation of Uibor, from
Lieutenant Roland G. Garros, the
WAR BRINGS BOOM.
sessed of sufficient means, neglects which the former body recently sefamous Frenoh aviator, was made a
or refuses to provide for the support ceded.
■ prisoner by the Germans at IngelUnemployment In England Reduced
of a destitute parent, shall be liable
munater.
by Rush War Orders.
Cape Cod Canal Lights.
to fine or imprisonment or both. This
Field Marshal Baron von dsr Goltz
London.—The
war
has
eliminated
Boston—Twelve
lights
to
mark
the
provision Is in the first section of the
has been appointed commander-lnBuzzards' Bay entrance to the Cape for the moment the problem of unemchief of the First Turkish Army.
bill.
Cod Canal will go Into commission ployment in England. Although the
The German Field Marshal recently
on May 1, according to announce- first half of 1914 was a time of declinGirl Throws Book at Judge
returned to Constantinople from
Newtdn—Sentenced In the Newton ment made by the Bureau of Light- ing business in England, the second
Berlinhalf
saw
many
industries
working
at
court to a term at the state farm houses. Five of the lights will be
Holland has received a note from
at Brldgewater, Miss Margaret Col- 'red and placed on the starboard side high pressure to satisfy the war deGermany ststlng that If it is found
lins, 24, hurled at Judge Kennedy's of the channel, entering, while the mands of Great Britain and her allies.
that the
Dutch steamer KatwIJk
bead a magaslne she had been read- others, on the port side, will be The most notable exceptions are the
was destroyed by a German submarcotton-trade
and
Industries
producing;
white.
Bach
light
will
flash
•very
ing. Her aim was poor and tbs
ine compensation will be made.
luxuries.
magaslne fell to tha floor tertnl three seconds.
feet away.
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OPEN DOOR IN CHINA.
England to Support Pekin in Maintain
ing Trade Relations.

London.—Seekers for information
concerning Great Britain's attitude on
the Japanese demands, about which
Sir Edward Grey was asked nearly
a score of questions in the House
of Commons, were disappointed, for
Sir Edward made a blanket reply,
covering all inquiries in the most gen
eral way. He did say. however, that
the House could rest assured that the
government would endeavor to Becurejsn open door to British commerce
in all parts of China.
Those who made inquiries, acting on
behalf of British commercial interests
in China, which are much disturbed
over the trend of events in Peking,
sought to draw from the Foreign Sec
retary some more definite statement
of policy and some statement as to the
actual status of the negotiations between Japan and China. Sir Edward
however, was evidently not ready to
make any statement at the time.
Those who believe that Japan's de
mands do infringe China's sovereignty
and adversely affect the policy of the
open door and equality of opportunity
find encouragement, however, in Sit
Edward Grey's declaration of the gov
ernment's intention to keep the door
open for British commerce.
Pekin.—The State Department at
Washington haB authorized Dr. P. S.
Reinsch, the American Minister to
China, to declare untrue the statement
that China cannot expect support from
the United States in resisting such ol
the Japanese demands as interfere
with American treaties. This statement has been repeatedly made by Japanese officials and has been published in the Chinese press.
After the Japanese demands became
known to Washington the United
States officially informed China that
they expected China to maintain her
treaty obligations, with America, as
surlng the United States favored-nation treatment.
Replying to, the official Chinese ar
gument that China would break existing treaties with other powers by
granting Japanese demands, M. Hioki
the Japanese Minister, according to
trustworthy information, has made
the declaration that Japan would assume the responsibility of protecting
China from the other powers.
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Received for Alf Craft—Four
Firms Compete.
Washington.—Four firms compete-1
in the bidding for the construction ol
the first dirigible airships for the
United States navy. The bids dls
closed a wide divergence. The lowest
was $29,876, or $58,662 for two dirigibles, while the highest was $200,000
for a single aircraft. The dirigibles
will be neither impressive nor large
Their principal function will be to
furnish training for pilots.

With Illustrations
from Photographs of Scenes
in the Play

to

Panama Canal.
ttopHishJ. i»U. iw w- J-WM* *

Washington—The Atlantic fleet will
he reviewed In New York harbor May
it by President Wilson.
Secretary Daniels announced the
date at the conclusion of conferences
with Admiral Fletcher, commanderin-chlef of the fleet. "The review will
be followed by a water carnival at
night and a land parade probably the
next day. May 18. Bluejackets and
marines from the fleet will march
through Fifth avenue with army
troops from Governor's Island, the
New York National Guard and, other
organizations yet to be determined.
The exact number of war craft to
be assembled at New York has not
•been decided, but virtually all the
battleships, many of the cruisers, gunboats and destroyers attached to the
fleet and some of the submarines and
auxiliaries will,be ordered out.
The review will be the first held
since October, 1912. It is now planned to have the fleet complete target
practice at Tangier sound by May 5or 6, and leave about the 8th for New
York. The bluejackets and marines,
will be given a week's shore leave
there from May 9 to 16. The submarines to be brought up for the parade
will reach New York May 10. The
review and parade ashore over, tho
fleet will pass out of New York harbor not later than May 20 for Narragansett hay for 10 days' maneuvers,
with Newport as a base. Between
June 1 and 21 the vessels will go to
their home yards for docking, supplies and steaming triaje. |
The next rendezvous -J"^!—be—1$
Hampton Roads so«uv-after j June 21.
and not later than June 26 the fleet
will steam out of the roads for San
Francisco by way of the Panama canal. ■ Maneuvering en route, the ships.
It is expected, will pass through th«
canal July 4.
Secretary Daniels laid the plans for
the review before President Wilson
tonight, and the President consented
to remain In New York for two days
—May 17 and 18.
Mr. Daniels also discussed with the
President the formal opening of
the Panama canal In July. The President said.it would be absolutely Impossible for him to be present at the.
ceremony.
ITALY TO SETTLE WITH SLAVS.
Rome—The Giornale d'ltalla publishes an interview with an unnamed
neutral diplomat who is ' quoted as
having said:
"That Italy will participate in tho
war has been decided on. What now
Is necessary is clearly to agree on
the delimitation and distribution o£
the eastern coast of the Adriatic between Italy and the Slavs. Italy cannot risk a war to drive out Austria
from the Adriatic and have Austria
replaced in a military sense hy theRussian advance guards. ThereforeItaly must have her strategic points
completed by obtaining Avlona, Albania, across the Adriatic from Brln-^
disi, with which she coflld close the
sea. Some of the Slavs favor complete disarmament in the Adriatic."
FABRE WINS MARATHON.

Boston—Edouard' Fabre of the
Richmond Club of Montreal, Canada,
speeding up Exeter street with the
greatest burst of finishing speed, ever
shown by a B. A. A. marathon' runner, flashed across the finish line
ahead of all the rest. The 19th annual B. A. A., marathon was his race.
The big Canadian, who hadn't come
into the running until after Welles ley was left behind, came strong in
the last few miles. Fabre's time at
the finish was 2 hours, 31 minutes.
41 1-5 seconds, many minutes behind
the record, but most creditable when
DEATH THREAT FOR ASTOR.
one considers the summer heat that
beat down upon the runners during
Desperate Youth Arrested for Attempt the race. Home was second.
to Extort Money trom Millionaire.
TRAWLER TORPEDOED.
New York.—John Muriella, 19 years
was arrested in the Grand Central
London—The admiralty has issued
station for attempting to extort $600
from Vincent Astor under threat o) the following statement:
"Monday a German submarine tordeath.
He had selected the information pedoed and sank the trawler Vanilla.
desk as the place to meet the person The trawler Fermo endeavored to reswho was to turn the money over tc cue the crew, but was fired at and
>him, and William A. Dobbyn, Mr. As driven off.
"All the crew of the Vanilla were
tor's secretary, went there with acting
lost.
This,
killing
of
fisherfolk
for
no
Capt. Tunney of the d-etectlve bureau
and Sergt. Barnetz. When Muriella military purpose should not escape
saw he was trapped he drew a revol- attention.. It Is the second murder
of this character committed within a
ver, which Tunney seized.
week, A careful record is kept of
these events."
DIRIGIBLES FOR NAVY.
Bids

By Charles Neville Buck

HARBOR

Repulsed.

El Paso.—Gen. Villa was disastrously defeated for a second time at Celaya. losing 14.000 men in killed,
wounded and prisoners, according to
Gen. Obregon, Carranza leader, who
admitted he had lost 2 000 of bis men
in the battle. The Villa dead num
bered 6,000, it is said.
Thirty cannon, 6,000 rifles, many
horses and much equipment were left
by Villa when he fled, Gen. Obregon
says.
A private message from Gen. Villa
was received here admitting that in
the fighting around Celaya he "had
been forced to retire for lack of am
munition." He claimed that he had
retired but a few miles and would soon
be able to resume the fight.
He asserted that he had the ene
ray surrounded when his ammunition
ran out and that'the enemy at once
took advantage of this to regain lost
ground and make a determined attack
General Obregon's offiicial report
said that the battle lasted two days
and ended In the complete rout of the
Villistas
At the start of the battle
Villa telegraphed here that he had on
ened an attack on Celaya. His second
telegram reporting that his attack be
gan "night before last" is at variance
with his former messages.

The Call of the
Cumberlands

WILL

8TAND BY RIGHTS
CHINA.

IN

I^ondon—Reuter's Pekin
correspondent Bays the United States government has sent a note to China
which bears upon tho negotiations
now under way between Pekin and
Tokio. It is said the United States
pointed out that it had certain rights
in China which were conferred hy
treaties, and that it did not intend
In any way to recede from them.

CoJ

CHAPTER XIV—Continued.

Besides being on duty as an officer
of militia, Callomb was a Kentuckian,
interested in the problems of his commonwealth, and, when he went back,
he knew that his cousin, who occupied
the executive mansion at Frankfort,
would be interested in his suggestions.
The governor had asked him t-i report
his impressions, and he meant to, after analyzing them.
So, smarting under his impotency,
Captain Callomb came out of his tent
one morning, and strolled across the
curved bridge to the town proper. He
knew that the grand Jury was convening, and he meant to sit as a spectator
in the courthouse and study proceedings when they were instructed.
But before he reached the courthouse, where for a half-hour yet the
cupola bell would not clang out Its
summons to venlrcmen and witnesses,
he found fresh fuel for his wrath.
He was not a popular man with
these clansmen, though involuntarily
he had been useful in leading their victims'to the slaughter. There was a
scowl in his eyes that they did not
like, and an arrogant hint of iron laws
in the livery he were, which their instl'icts distrusted.
•
Callomb saw without being told that
ofemhe town lav a sense of portentous tidings. Faces were more
sullen than usual. Men fell lnt? scowling knots and groups. A clerk at a
store where he stopped for tobacco
inquired as he-made change : =
"Heerd the news, stranger?"
"What news?"
"This here 'Wildcat' Samson South
come back yistiddy, an' last evenln'
towards sundown, Jesse Purvy an'
Aaron Hollls was shot dead."
For an Instant, the soldier stood
looking at the young clerk, his eyes
kindling into a wrathful blaze. Then,
he cursed under his breath. At the
■door, he turned on his heel:
"Where can Judge Smithers be
found at this time of day?" he demanded.
CHAPTER XV.

The Honorable Abe Smithers was
.not the regular judge of the circuit
which numbered Hlxon among its
county seats. The elected incumbent
was ill, and Smithers had been named
as bis pro-tem. successor. Callomb
-eli-mbed to the second story of the
frame bank building and pounded loudly on a door, which bore the boldly■typed shingle:
"Asa Smlthere, Attorney-at-Law."

The temporary judge admitted a
visitor in uniform, whose countenance
-Was stormy with indignant protest.
The judge himself was placid and smiling. The lawyer, who was for the time
being exalted to the bench, hoped to
-ascend it more permanently by the
-votes of the I tollman faction, since
only Hollman votes were counted He
was a young man of powerful physique
with a face ruggedly strong, and honest.
Callomb stood for a moment inside
the door and when he spoke it was to
demand crisply:
"Well, what are yqu going to do
tbout it?"
"About what, captain?" inquired the
ether, mildly.
"IB It possible you haven't heard?
tit nee yesterday noon, two murders
have been added to the holocaust. You
represent the courtB of law, I represent the military arm of the state. Are
we going to stand by and see this go
on?"
The judge shook his head, and his
visage was sternly thoughtful and
hypocritical. He did not mention that
be" had just come from conference
with the Hollman leaders. He did not
explain that the venire he had drawn
from the jury drum had borne a singularly solid Hollman complexion.
"Until the grand jury acts I don't
see that we can take any steps."
"And,'' stormed Captain Callomb,
"the grand jury will, like former grand
Juries, lie down In terror and Inactivity. Either thern are no courageous
men In your county, or these panels
are selected to avoid including them"
Judge Smithers' face darkened. If
he was a moral coward, he was at
least a coward crouching behind u
seeming of fearlessness.
'Captain," he said, coolly, but with a
dangerous hint of warning. "I don't see
that your duties Include contempt of
court"
,
"No!" Callomb was now thoroughly
angered, and hie voice rose "1 am
sent down,here Babject to your orders,
and It seems yon. are also subject to
orders. Here an two murders In a
day. capping a cSimax of 30 years of
bloodshed. You have Information as
to the arrival of a man known as a
desperado with it grudge against the
two dead men, jet you know of no
steps to take. Give me the word and
I'll go out and bring that man, and any
others you name, to your bar of justice
—if it is a bar of justice! For God's
sake, give me something else to do
than to bring In prisoners to be shot
dovn In cold blood."

The judge sat balancing a pencil on
his extended forefinger, as though it
were a scale of justice.
"You have been heated in your language, sir," he said, sternly, "but It is
a heat arising from an indignation
which I share. Consequently, I pass it
over. I cannot instruct you to arrest
Samson South before the grand jury
has accused him. The law does not
contemplate hasty or unadvised action.
All men are innocent until proven
guilty. If the grand jury wants South,
I'll instruct you to go and get him.
Until then, you may leave my part of
the work to me."
His honor rose from his chair.
"You can at least give this grand
Jury such instructions on murder as
will point out their duty. You can assure them that the militia will protect
them. Through your prosecutor yon
can bring evidence to their attention,
you—"
"If you will excuse me," interrupted
his honor, dryly, "I'll Judge of how I am
to charge my grand jury. I have been
in communication with the family of
Mr. Purvy, and it Is not their wish r,t
the present time to brjng this case before the panel."
Callomb laughed ironically.
"No, I could have told you that before you conferred with them. I could
have told you that they prefer to be
their own courts and executioners, except where they need you. They also
preferred to have roe get a man they
couldn't take themselves, and then to
assassinate him in my hands. Who in
the hell do you work for, Judge-for-themoment Smithers? Are you holding a
job under the state of Kentucky, or under the Hollman faction of this feud?
I am Instructed to take my orders
from you. Will you kindly tell me my
master's real name?"
Smithers turned pale with anger,
his fighting face grew as truculent as
a bulldog's, while Callomb stood glaring back at him like a second bulldog,
but the judge knew that he was being
honestly and fearlessly accused. He
merely pointed to the door. The cap
tain turned on his heel and stalked
out of the place, and the judge came
down the steps and crossed the street
to the courthouse. Five minutes later
he turned to the shirt-sleeved man who
was leaning on the bench and said in
his most Judicial voice:
"Mr. Sheriff, open court."
The next day the mail carrier
brought in a note for the temporary
Judge. His honor read it at recess and
hastened across to Hollman's Mammoth Department Store. There, in
council with his masters, he asked instructions. This was the note:
"The Hon. Asa Smlthere.
"Sir: I arrived in this county yes
terday,' and am prepared, if called as
a witness, to give^to the grand Juryfull and true particulars of the murder
of Jesse Purvy and the killing of Aaron
Hollls. I am willing to come under the
escbrt of my own kinsmen, or the militiamen, as the court may advise.
"The requirement of any bodyguard
I deplore, but in meeting my legal obligations, I do not regard It as necessary or proper to walk Into a trap.
"Respectfully,
"SAMSON SOUTH."
Smithers looked perplexedly at
Judge Hollman.
"Shall I have blm come?" he inquired.
Hollman threw the letter down, on
hts desk with a burst of blasphemy:
"Have him come?" he echoed. "Hell
and damnation, no! What do we want
him to come here and spill the milk
for? When we get ready, well indict
him. Then, let your damned soldiers
go after him—as a criminal, not
witness. After that, we'll continue, this
case until these outsiders go away,
and we can operate to suit ourselves.
We don't fall for Samson South's
tricks. No, sir; you never got that
letter! It miscarried. Do you hear?
You never got it."
Smithers nodded grudging acquiescence. Most men would rather be
Independent officials than collar-wearers.
Out on Misery Samson South had
gladdened the soul of his uncle with
his return. The old man was mending,
arid, for a long time, the two had
talked. The failing head of the clan
looked vainly for signs of degeneration
in his nephew, and, failing to find
them, was happy.
"Hev ye decided, Samson," he In
quired, "thet ye was right in yer no
tlon, 'bout goin' away?"
Samson sat reflectively for a while,
then replied:
"We were both right. Uncle Spicer—
and both wrong. This Is my place,
but If I'm to take up the leadership it
must be in a different fashion. Changes
are coming. We can't any longer stand
still."
Spicer South lighted his pips. He,
too, in these last years, had seen In
the distance the crest of the oncoming
wave.
"1 reckon there's right smart truth
to that," he acknowledged. "I've been
studyin' 'bout hit consid'able myself of
late. Tliar's been sev'ral fellers
through the country talkln' coal an'
timber an' railroads—an' slch like."
Sally went to mill that Saturday,
and with her rode Samson. There, besides Wile McCager, he met Caleb
Wiley and several others. At first,
they received him skeptically, but they
knew of the visit to Purvy's store, and
they were willing to admit that In part
at least he had erased the blot from
his escutcheon. Then, too, except for
cropped hair and a white skin, he had
como back as he had gone. In homespun and hickory. There was nothing
hlghfalutih in his manners. In short,
the impression was good.
"I reckon now that ye're back,
Samson," suggested McCager, "an' seein' how yere Uncle Spicer is gettln'
along a11 right. I'll jest let the two ot
ye run things. I've done had enough."

It was a simple fashion of resigning
a regency, but effectual.
Old Caleb, however, still Insurgent
and unconvinced, brought in a minority report
"We wants flghtin' men," he grumbled, with the senile reiteration of his
age, as he spat tobacco and beat a rattat on the mill floor with his long
hickory staff. "We don't want no deserters."
"Samson ain't a deserter," defended
Sally. "There Isn't one of you fit to
tie his shoes." Sally and old Spicer
South alone knew of her lover's letter
to the circuit judge, and they were
pledged to secrecy.
"Never mind. Sally!" It was Samson himself who answered her. "I
didn't come back because I care what
men like old Caleb think. I came back
because they needed me. The proof of
a fighting man is his fighting, I reckon.
I'm willing to let 'em Judge me by
what I'm going to do."
So, Samson slipped back, tentatively, at least, into his place as clan bead,
though for a time he found it a post
without action. After the fierce outburst of bloodshed, quiet had settled,
and It was tacitly understood that, unless the Hollman forces had some coup
in mind which they were secreting,
this peace would last until the soldiers
were withdrawn.
"When the world's a-lookln'," commented Judge Hollman, "hit's a right
good Idea to crawl under a log—an'
lay still."
Purvy had been too famous a feudlst to pass unsung. Reporters came as
far as Hlxon, gathered there such
news as the Hollmans chose to give
them, and went back to write lurid
stories und description, from hearsay, of the stockaded seat of tragedy.
Nor did they overlook the dramatic
coincidence of the return of "Wildcat"
Samson South from civilization to savagery. They made no accusation, but
they pointed an inference and a moral
—as they thought. It was a sermon on
the triumph of heredity over the advantages of environment. Adrlenne
read some of these saffron misrepresentations, and they distressed her.
Meanwhile, It came insistently to the
ears of Captain Callomb that some
plan was on foot, the intricacies of
which he could not fathom, to manufacture a case against a number of the
Souths, quite apart from their actual
guilt, or likelihood of guilt. Once
more, he would be called upon to go
out and drag in men too well fortified
to be taken by the posses and deputies of the Hollman civil machinery.
At this news, he chafed bitterly, and,
still rankling with a sense of shame at
the loss of his first prisoner, he formed
a plan of his own, which he revealed
over his pipe to his first lieutenant.
"There's a nigger In the woodpile,
Merrlweather," he said. "We are simply being used to do the dirty work
up here, and I'm going to do a little
probing of my own. I guess I'll turn
the company over to you for a day or
two."
"What Idiocy are you contemplating
now?" inquired the second in command.
"I'm going to ride over on Misery,
and hear what the other side has to
say. I've usually noticed that one side
of any story is pretty good.until the
other's told."
"It's sheer madness. I ought to take
you down to this Infernal crook of a
judge and have you committed to a
strait-jacket."
/
"If," said Callomb, "you are content
to play the catspaw to a bunch of as
sassina, I'm not. The mall-rider went
out this morning and he carried a let
ter to old Spicer South. I told him that
I was coming unescorted and unarmed
and that my object was to talk with
him. 1 asked him to give me a safe
conduct, at least, until I reached his
house, and stated my case. I treated
him like an officer and a gentleman,
and, unless I'm a poor judge of men.
he's going to treat me that way."
The lieutenant sought vainly to dissuade Callomb, but the next day the
captain rode forth, unaccompanied
Curious stares followed him and Judge
Smithers turned narrowtag and unpleasant eyes after him, but at the
point where the ridge separated the
territory of the Hollmans from that of
the Souths he saw waiting in the road
a mounted figure, sitting his horse
straight, and clad in the rough habiliments of the mountaineer.
As Callomb rode up he saluted and
the mounted figure with perfect gravity and correctness returned that
salute as one officer to another. The
captain was surprise*. Where had
this mountaineer wlthj the steady eyes
and the clean-cut j^w learned the
niceties of military etiquette?
"I am Captain Callomb of 'F' company," said the officer. "I'm riding
over to Spicer South's house. Did you
come to meet me?"
"To meet and guide you," replied a
pleasant voice. "My name Is Samson
South."
The militiaman stared. This man
whose
countenance
was
calmly
thoughtful scarcely comported with the
descriptions he had heard of the
"Wildcat ot the Mountains;" the man
who had come home straight as a
storm-petrel at the first note of tho
tempest and marked his coming with
double murder. Callomb had been too
busy to read newspapers of late. He
had heard only that Samson had "been
away."
While he wondered, Samson went
on:
"I'm glad you came. If It had been
possible I would have come to you."
As he told ot the letter he had written
the judge, volunteering to present himself as a witness, the officer's wonder
grew.
"They said that you had been away.'
suggested Callomb. "If it's not an im-

pertinent question, what part of the
mountains have you been visiting?"
Samson laughed.
"Not any part of the mountains," he
said. "I've been living chiefly in New
York—and for a time in Paris."
Callomb drew his horse to a dead
halt
"In the name of God," he incredulously asked, "what manner of man
are you?"
"I hope," came the instant reply, "It
may be summed up by saying that I'm
exactly the opposite of the man you've
had described for you back there at
Hixon."
"I knew it," exclaimed the soldier.
"I knew that I was being fed on lies!
That's why I came. I wanted to get
the straight of it, and I felt that the
solution lay over here."
They rode the rest of the way in
deep conversation. Samson outlined
his ambitions for his people. He told,
too, of the scene that had heen enacted
at Purvy's store. Callomb listened with
absorption, feeling that the narrative
bore axiomatic truth on its face.
At last he Inquired:
"Did you succeed up there—as a
painter."
"That's a long road," Samson told
him, "but I think I had a fair start. I
was getting commissions when I left"
"Then I am to understand"—the officer met the steady gray eyes and put
the question like a cross-examiner
bullying a witness—"I am to understand that you deliberately put behind
you a career to come down here and
herd these fence-jumping sheep?"
Hardly that," deprecated the head
of the Souths. "They sent for me—
that's all. Of course, I had to come."
"Why?"
"Because they bad sent. They are
my people."
The officer leaned In his saddle.
"South," he said, "would you mind
shaking hands with me? Some day I
want to brag about It to my grandchildren."
Callomb spent the night at the house
of 'Spicer South. He met and talked
with a number of the kinsmen, and, if
he read in the eyes of some of them a
smoldering and unforgiving remembrance of his unkept pledge, at least
they repressed all expression of censure.
With Spicer South and Samson the
captain talked long into the night. He
made many jottings In a note book. He
with Samson abetting him, pointed out
to the older and more stubborn man

Samson was for a moment thoughtful, then he nodded.
"That's about what 1 was expecting."
"Now," went on Callomb, "we understand each other. We are working
for the same end, and, by God! I'W
had one experience in making arrests
at the order of that court. I don't
want it to happen again."
"I suppose," said Samson, "you know
that while I am entirely willing to face
any fair court of Justice, 1 don't propose to walk into a packed jury, whose
only object is to get me where 1 can
be made way with. Callomb, I hops
we won't have to fight each other.
What do you suggest?"
"If the court orders the militia to
make an arrest, the militia has no option. In the long run, resistance would
only alienate the sympathy of the
world at large.
Tl^ere is just one
thing to be done, South.. It's a thing
I don't like to suggest." He paused,
then added emphatically: "When my
detail arrives here, which will probably be in three or four days, you
must not be here. You must not be
in any place where we can find you."
For a little while, Samson looked at
the other man with a slow smile of
amusement, but soon it died, and his
face grew hard and determined.
"Im obliged to you, Callomb," he
said, seriously. "It was more than I
had the right to expect—this warning.
I understand the cost of giving it. But
it's no use. I can't cut and run. No, by
God, you wouldn't do It! You can't
ask me to do it."
"By God, you can and will!" Callomb
spoke with determination. "This isn't
a time for quibbling. You've got work
to do. We both have work to do. We
can't stand on a matter of vainglorious
pride, and let big issues of humanity
go to pot. We haven't the right to
spend men's lives in lighting each
other, when we are the only two men
In this entanglement who are in perfect accord—and honest."
The mountaineer spent some minutes in silent self-debate. The working
of his face under the play of alternating doubt, resolution, hatred and insurgency, told the militiaman what a
struggle was progressing. At last,
Samson's eyes cleared with an expression of discovered solution.
"All right, Callomb," he said, briefly,
"you won't find me!" He smiled, as
he added: "Make as thorough a
search as your duty demands. It
needn't be perfunctory or superficial.
Every South cabin will stand open to
you. I shall be extremely busy, to ends
which you approve. I can't tell you
what I shall be doing, because to do
that, I should have to tell where I
mean to be."
(TO BE CONTINUBb.)

UNHAPPY FATE OF DRONES
Few Indeed Are Their Hours of Enjoyment and Sad the End That
Awaits Them All.

"They Are Going to Indict You on
Manufactured Evidence."

the necessity of a new regime in the
mountains, under which the individual
could walk in greater personal safety
As for the younger South, the officer
felt, when he rode away rext morning,
that he had discovered the one man
who combined with the courage and
honesty that many of his clansmen
shared the mental equipment and local
influence to prove a constructive leader.
When he returned to the Bluegrass
he meant ot have a long and unofficial
talk with his relative, the governor.
The grand jury trooped each day to
the courthouse and transacted its business. The petty juries went and came,
occupied with several minor homicide
cases. The captain, from a chair,
which Judge Smithers had ordered
placed beside him on the bench, was
looking on and intently studying. One
morning, Smithers confided to him
that in a day or two more the grand
jury would bring In a true bill against
Samson Sbuth, charging him with murder. The officer did not show surprise. He merely nodded.
"I suppose I'll be called on to go and
get him?"
"I'm afraid we'll have to ask you to
do that."
"What caused the change of heart?
I thought Purvy's people didn't want It
done." It was Callomb's first allusion,
except for his apology, to their former
altercation.
For an Instant only, Smithers was a
little confused.
"To be quite frank with you, Ca1lomb," he said, "I got to thinking over
the matter in the light of your own
viewpoint, and, after due deliberation,
I came to see that to the state at large
It might bear the same appearance. So,
1 had the grand jury take the matter
up. We must stamp out such lawlessness as Samson South stands for. He
Is the more dangerous because he has
brains."
Callomb nodded, but, at noon, he
slipped out on a pretense of sightseeing, and rode by a somewhat circuitous route to the ridge. At nightfall,
he came to the house of the clan head.
"South," he said to Samson, when
he had led him lflide, "they didn't
want to hear what you had to tell the
grand jury, but they are going ahead
to indict you on manufactured avldence."

Drones are usually looked upon as
lazy, useless creatures. They never
do any work, but are fed by the worker bees on the best the hive can afford, and this in a season of the year
when the workers are busiest for 24
hours a day with the gathering and
curing of honey. Why do the bees
treat them with such respect In the
busy harvest time? The reason is
that the bees are raising a number of
young queens at this time, for the future generation. The queen is destined to be the mother of all the bees
reared in the hive for the next year
or two. She is the only one in the
hive that can lay eggB, and she will
some day lay them at a rate of from
two to four thousand a day.
The
drones are the male bees raised at the
same time with the queens.
From
their midst the virgin queen will some
day select her mate. Without them
she could not attain maternity, held
by the bees In greatest honor. For
this reason they are treated royally
until the wedding trip of the queen.
When she returns a widow, leaving
her drone-mate (usually the most persistent of all suitors) dead in the
field, the bees make short work of the
remaining drones. They seize them
by the neck and throw them out of
the hive bodily to die of hunger In
the midst of plenty.—Francis Jaeger.
Obstacle to Enjoyment.
Many of us are plenty old enough to
remember the big open fireplace, the
enormous amount of wood it required
to keep it going, how the cord sticks
had to be dug out of the ice and snow,
how it was a struggle to get the big
back log In place, how every morning
the fire had to be started over again,
unless you were cunning enough in
woodcraft to hide some coals deep
enough under the ashes to keep them
until morning, how in the early hours
of the bleak days the rooms of the
houBe were so cold It required great
courage or the Insistent commands
of the head of the house to get up
to make that fire. But this is not
alL It will be remembered also that
In real weather the fire from the open
side of the room baked you on one
side while the other side was frozen,
and all the day long the frost on the
windows maintained the beauty of the
formation into pictured mountains and
valleys undisturbed by the heat from
the burning logs.
Measures Heart Current.
The heart of the average man
makes about one three-thousandth of
a volt of electricity at every beat,
and an instrument sensitive enough to
measure it has been invented.
The Better Situation.
When two loving hearts are torn
asunder It is a shade better to be tht
one that is driven away into actioi
than the bereaved twin that petrinet
at home-—Charles Reads.

Easy to Lay
If a job la worth doing at all It
Is worth doing welll
So why bother with ordinary,
smooth surfaced roofings that require painting and repairs, when
you can buy Amatits which
needs no painting?
Amatita costs no more than the
paint-me-often kind and It will
give good satisfaction for many
years without a bit of attention
or single drop of paint.
Let su send you free sample
BARRETT MFG. COMPANY

A smile may hide a man's thoughts,
Just as paint occasionally conceals a
woman's complexion.

TOUCHES OF ECZEMA
At Once Relieved by Cutleura Quit*
Easily. Trial Free.

The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to sooths and heal. Nothing
better than these fragrant supercreamy emollients for all troubles affecting the skin, scalp, hair and hands.
They mean a clear skin, clean scalp,
good hair and soft, white hands.
Sample each free by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutleura, Dept XT,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
Why He Went to a Concert,

Josef Hofmann has a story which
Illustrates the attitude of many people toward recitals of piano music
A pianist was to give a concert, and
as the audience was filing In the ticket
taker stopped a man who presented
two tickets.
"You can't go in," the official said,
"You're not In lit condition.*'
"Didn't I pay for my tickets T questioned tbe would-be auditor. "Aren't
they in order?"
"They're perfectly in order," was
•he reply, "but the truth la you're
drunk."
"Drunk? Drunk?" mused the other,
solemnly placing the passport* la his
pocket. "Of course I'm drunk. If I
weren't drunk would I come to a
piano recital?"
Which, to Bs Dsclded Later.

She—But It I can't live on my lacome and yon can't live on yours,
where wonld be the advantage of our
marrying?
He (thoughtfully)—Well, by pat.
ting our Incomes together, one of ns
would be able to live, at any rate.
A Mean Question.
"I have been to consult a beauty
doctor about my complexion."
"Does he hold out any hope?"
The truth is always getting In the
way of some people. That's why It
is crushed to earth so often.

After Winter's
Wear and Tear
one requires a food in
Springtime that builds up
both brain and body.

Grape-Nuts
FOOD

made of wheat and malted
barley—supplies in splendid balance, the elements
necessary for upbuilding
and keeping in repair the
brain, nerve and muscle
tissue.
Grape-Nuts has a rich
nut-like flavour—always
fresh, crisp, sweet and
ready to eat direct from
package.
Thousands have found
Grape-Nuts a wonderful
invigorator of both brain
and body.

"There's a Reason"
Sold by Grocers everywhere

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Mr and Mrs Ray P. Bascom, Fitchbnrg,
are in town this week.
John F. Madden, Boston, visited his
mother, Mrs Elizabeth Madden.
Emory C. Lakeman, Danvers, has been
the guest of George H. Brown, Jr.
Mrs Edward K. H ask ins is visiting her
sister, Mrs Frank B. Twitchell, Xatick.
Mr and Mrs Edward M. Houghton,
Central street, went to Worcester Saiurday.
The Parish Auxiliary met at the home
of Misses Marianna and Urace Blah,
Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Annie ).. Anderson, .VI stun,
spent the holidays with her other, Mrs
Augusta E. Anderson.
Mr and Mrs Elmer Mitchc , Wi rcester,
l.l Mrs
were guests this week of Dr.

The Social and Charitable society observed its :25th anniversary, Wednesday
night, in the Congregational church. 250
lieing present. From 7.45 to 9 o'clock
the members and guests were entertained
by the quartet from Clark College Glee
club. Miss Helen P. Shackley, secretary,
read a brief history of the society which
started with about 70 meinliers. Following the entertainment there was a short
reception in the parlor of the church
which was decorated with cut flowers,
potted plants and palms. In the receiving line were the three oldest presidents,
Mrs John Shackley, Mrs Allen Jones and
Mrs Eli Converse,
Refreshments were
served in the chapel which was decorated
with laurel and patted plants.
Five of
the past presidents, Mrs Charles H.
Clark, Mrs Harold Chesson, Mrs Edward
II. Houghton, Miss Charlotte Fales, Mrs
Clifford .1. Huyck, presided at the tables.
The following girls served:—Misses Helen
Dodge, Marjorie Smith, Marion Allen,
Freeda Huyck, Jessie Wihn, Hazel Miner,
Natalie Gilbert, Blanche Adams, Beatrice
Chapman, Shirley Adams, Marjorie Cutler, Martha Canterbury, Marguerita
Fales and Ruth Greene.
Charles Henry Dane, aged 64 years,
6 months and 24 days, a life long resident of West Brookfield, died at his
home on Main street, last Friday morning, after a 9 months' sickness, caused by
arterio sclerosis and diabetes. Mr Dane
was born in West Brookfield, the son of
William and Susan J. (Allen) Dane. He
was the oldest of five children, two of
whom are living. April 14, 1886, he was
married to Jennie I. Allen in Brookfield,
the ceremony being performed by Rev.
J. S. Barrows. In his early life he worked
on shoes in his father's factory. Later ho
was a carpenter and was employed many
years by John A. Con way, contractor.
He was a member of the old' Riverside
baseball team,
Besides his wife, Mr
Dane leaves a son, William H., and a
daughter, Mrs Clara J. Streeter, both at
home; his mother, Mrs Susan J. Dane,
86 years old; two sisters, Mrs Nellie D.
Makepeace, Worcester and Clara J., wife
of Frank H. Lamb, Chicago. The funeral was from the home, Sunday afternoon, Rev. Arthur W. L. Nelson, Methodist pastor, officiating. The bearers were
Clarence W. and William H. Allen and
John W. Houghton, West Brooktield and
Henry M. Hall, Beverly. Burial was in
Pine Grove cemetery. Herbert P. Johnson, Warren, was in charge.
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Will You Put Up This Wren House?

Three Defeats for Brookfield.

The season started off disastrously for
Brookfield's three baseball teams, who
I met defeat in the opening contests. The
| Ideal team was bested 10 to 9 by the
Ohnstead company nine at West Brookfield Saturday afternoon in an exciting
game. Clancp's batting featured, he secning a homer, a triple, double and single- BUSINESS POWER OF BEAUTY
At Ware, Monday afternoon, the high
school boys were defeated by Ware high, Philadelphia Ledger Makes a Point
Which Railroads Would Do
11 to 2, and at West Brookfield, the same
Weil to Observe.
afternoon, the corset shop nine scored a
11 to 3 victory over the R. A. A.
If you get out at the railroad staThe scores are as follows:
tion at Lancaster, you want to get
Ware High-Brookfield High
away from that town as quickly as
ab r h po a e possible, says the Philadelphia LedgWare High
er
Why? Because of the complete
4 0 0 1 4 2
McBride 3b
5 1 2 0 u U ugliness, saloon-side-ent-ance look to
Shay cf
5 1 1 13 0 0 the whole surroundings of that first
Morris lb
Ilansywski c
4 2 1 7 1 0 glimpse of it. After you have gone
Frederick \V. Oowles.
1 3 ') .» 2 0 away from the station you get over it
Haley ss
4 3 2 3 1 0 somewhat, but never quite. The first
Horses and cattle insured against death
Sheldon il>
1 1 1 1 1 impression is the most lasting.
3
Byain If
by any .-cause.
Fred F. F. Franquer,
0 0
3 0 .0
King rf
10-17
If you get out at the station of one
Agent, Brooktield, Mass.
4 2
2 0 1
Gerz p
of the subsidiary lines of the railroad
was
the
0
11
13
14
27
10
Total,
Miss Kay Daley, Concord
at Forest Hills Gardens you exclaim:
guest of her parents, Mr aml.l Mrs John
Brooktield High
ab r h po a e "Flow perfectly bully," and you don't
A. Daley, for the holiday.
Butterworth 2b, p
5 1 1 1 4 0 tear yourBelf away from the spot unB 0 1 0 2 1 til you have satisfied the instant dePctersen 3b
Mr and Mrs George H. Howard, Pleas3 0 1 0 U 0 mand for the study and enjoyment of
Tunstall cf
ant street, entertained Miss Mabel Evans,
4 1 1 3 1 1
J. Clancy ss
Cambridge, on Patriot's day.
5 0 2 0 0 0 the station, Its approach and its surR. Clancy rf
S 0 0 9 0 0 roundings.
Hanuigan
c
Mrs George A. Johnson, Central street,
Which pays? Does it pay Lancas3 0 0 3 0 0
Eelaney If
entertained her sister, Miss Gertrude
5 0 2 0 3 0 ter to have that first impression never
Dubois p, 2b
Rand, Springfield, over Sunday.
quite
removed? Does it not pay For3 0 0 8 0 0
Batty lb
36 2 8 24 10 2 est Hills Gardens to have that first
Mrs Chaunoey L. Ohnstead has been in
Total,
12345678 9
Innings,
impression always emphasized?
Cleveland the past week visiting her
03020006 *—11
Ware High,
Which costs? Ugliness or beauty?
daughter, Mrs David L. Johnson.
10001000
0—2
Brookfield High,
How many cities lose millions by
Time, 2 h.; 5 m. Umpire, Greenwood. mere ugliness? How many millions
Mr and Mrs Wiiliam L. Allen, WorAttendance, 500.
cester, were the guests Sunday of Willare made by Berlin. Paris. Vienna ly
Olmstead Co. Brookfield A. A.
iain II. and Miss Altheda B. Allen.
mere beauty?
What an egregious fool Is the gutOlmstead-Quaboag ab r h pf a
Ware high defeated Warren high
ter scoffer who sneers at the idea of
4 0 10 1
F. Stone 3b
school, 13 to 0, in a six inning game on
beauty
and urges that the gutter Is
12
7
0
.1. Brady lb
Quaboag park, Saturday afternoon.
3 2 10
good enough. It Is ignorance that deDaley ss
Mrs Allen C. Binckley, E'erett, is the
2 2 2 0
Macey cf, If
erys the business power of beauty
1 2 0
P. Brady 21)
guest of her mother, Mrs Clara J. Miles,
And beauty tells on the business of a
1
2
16
Kavanaugh
c
proprietor of the Lake Wickaboag house.
town nowhere more than at its porNelson rf
0 0 0
tal—at Its railroad station.
Fred L. Donovan and family, WorcesI 0 0
Fitzgerald If
The new station at Montclair. N.
0 0 1
Skiifington cf
ter, spent the holiday with Mr Donovan's
J.. is an example of how vigorously
Barry p
2 0
parents, Mr and Mrs Jeremiah S. Donothe axiom of city planning that the
Total,
35 11 13 27
van.
first Impression must be a good Imah
Brookfield A." A.
Mr and Mrs Fred E. Wood, Portland,
pression is being put into practice
H. Butterworth 2b
4
Me., are guests of Mr Wood's parents,
4
R. Moulton 3b
Mt and Mrs Clark V. Wood, North Main
W. Tunstall lb
3
FOR HOME THAT IS K3ME
4
Charron If
street.
4
McCarthy cf
Writer Sounds the Praises of the
Rev. John H. Hoffman presented an
4
Bertrand rf
Suburban Residence Over That
illustrated lecture on "Black and White"
C. Hanhigan c
3
of the City.
4
at the Congregational church, Sunday
Labossiere p
Allen ss
4
night.
In the suburbs most of the people
6 24 12 8
Total,
34
in the same neighborhood are of the
Mrs Mary 0. Winn has bought land on
123456789
Innings,
NEW
BRAINTREE.
Olmstead Quaboag 0 4 2 0 0 0 2 3 »-ll same sort and standard of character,
the west shore of Lake Wickaboag from
Broookfield A. A. 000000300—3 and in the suburban school which
Charles L. Fairbanks and will build a
Leslie Shedd has returned to his studies
Time, 1 h. 54 m.
Umpire, William your children will attend, the pupils
summer cottage.
Spencer, Ware. Attendance 500.
at Middlebury college, Middlebury, Vt.
will be the children of people In your
Roland W. Cowles, Bon of Dr. and
own walk of life, the sort of children
Olmstead Co.-Ideal Coated Co.
Neighbors' night was observed by the
Mrs Frederick W. Cowles, underwent an
Grange, Wednesday evening. The Good
Olmstead-Quaboag ab r h po a e with whom your own should grow up,
operation for appendicitis in Worcester
associate and mate.
The buildings
of the Order was given by Oakham and F. Stone 3b p
5 3 112 1
city hospital, Sunday.
• 4 1 3,,# 1 0. are not overcrowded, because the
■Harkwick Granges, 30 being present from J. Brady lb
4 110 0 1 population is not dense enough to
Mr and Mrs Charles A. S. Haywood, each.
A pleasing entertainment was Daley ss, 3b
4 1 10 0 0 cause overcrowding.
Milbury, were with Mrs Haywood's given by both Granges. North Brook- Skiffing rfton
In the last analysis the home own4 113 0 0
P. Brady 2b, ss
grandmother, Mrs Angeline R. Butler, field was well represented.
4 0 0 17 0 0 er is what God Intended him to be. a
Hanyszewski c
Central street on Sunday.
4 0 10 0 0 normal, healthy man, raising his chilMiss C. F. Bush has been the guest of Nelson rf
4 110 0 0 dren in a normal, healthy way; doH. Bugbee If
Mr and Mrs William H. Fox and Mrs M. W. Allen.
4 2 2 0 4 0 ing it in a home that allows for the
Barry
p,
2b
daughter Mary, of Springfield were holi34 10 11 26 7 1
Total,
Seventeen Pomona Grange members
fullest expression of bis indivlduslity
day guests of Mrs Fox's mother, Mrs
ab r h po a e and that of his family subject to an
attended Quaboag Pomona at Warren, Ideal Coated Paper
Sarah Turner, Front street.
5
3
4
0
10
J.
Clancy
ss,
p
Wednesday.
environment of his own making that
5 2 3 10 0 brings out the best that's in him.
Buttterworth rf, c
C. A. Risley & Co. have recently
3 10 2 3 0
J. Howe 2b
erected.a fine carved new westerly granite
If you haven't thought of this
5 0 0 11 0 I
R. Canterbury lb
HI* "BUI."
monument on the lot of the late Almon
5 0 10 10 point before, call on a fellow flatHe bad spent half the winter In Charron If
Whitaker in Pine Grove cemetery, Wardweller
and feel the limpid, aenemlc,
8
117
8
0
Washington endeavoring to get a pri- Lovec
4 0 12 2 1 howdy-do handshake and the lack of
Mulvey 3b
ren.
vate bill through congress, and re- J.
4 110 0 0 enthusiasm.
Bertron cf,
Then call upon seme
James B. Haskins, Warren A. Davis turned to the bosom of his family a Petersen
0 0 0 0 0 0 friend living at the edge of a city
cf, ss
and Dr. Clement E. Bill, with Minot C. sadder and wiser man. Shortly after Gadaire p, ss
4 110 2 0 or deep in the suburbs, and wbeu you
Wood and Paul R. Bridgman, Ware, his arrival be was met by a friend,
Total,
,
40 9 12 23 12 2 ring bis bell you'll get a hearty
went to Hardwick, Monday, on a fishing who greeted blm warmly with: "Glad
greeting and a heartier handshake
I23456789
Innings,
to see you back again. How about
trip.
,
10 0 0 0 4 2 0 3—10 from a man with the light of the Joy
your bill?" "Bill—bill?" said the dis- Olmstead,
of
living in his eye—Exchange.
1 • I 1 0 00 2 4— 6
Mr and Mrs Marshall C. Gilbert have appointed solicitor confusedly, with a Ideal,
Time, 1 h. 37 m. Umpire, F. Crompbeen entertaining Mrs Gilbert's sister, dim recollection of an encounter with
ton, Warren. Attendance, 150.
P?rks and the Death Rate.
Mrs R. W. Chappelle, and a cousin, Mrs the hotelkeeper. "I left It unpaid."
The city planning expert of Berlin.
James T. Caswell, Narraganaett Pier, R.
Dr. Werner Hegemann, lately visited
I.
Cleveland, and recommends a chain
Fishermen's Favorites.
Dry Atmosphere.
of boulevards through the most conJohn J. Mulvey, Jr., H. Ray Chesson
A considerable number of fishes are
"I like this quaint little mountain
and Miss Helen C. Hauck, West Rrook- remarkable for their leaping powers, village of yours, waiter. I suppose 1 gested jiart of the city. Such a plan,
field, took part in the play "Batchelor and several of these performers are can get plenty of oxygen here." "No, he thinks, would do more for health
Hall," presented in Warren town hall by. on that account specially favored by Bir; we've got local option."—Sacred than grand parks in the suburbs. The
city health officer. Doctor Frederick,
the seniors of Warren high school.
anglers, since, by jumping clear of the Heart Review. '
concurs, and says that the great need
water,
in
some
cases
many
times
In
Men's league of the Congregational
is for open spaces within convenient
church met in the chapel Monday night succession, they tax the fisherman's
Catty Trick.
distance, to which mothers can take
skill more severely than fishes less
When a family moves to a new their babies In the hottest hours of the
to listen to a paper by Harold Chesson
active, and thereby give added zest to bouse it not infrequently happens that
day and In the early evening Cleveon "Fascination of books." Wives of
their capture.
the
cat disapproves of the change and land, he sayB, is a healthy city for
the members were^present.
returns to its old abode at the first op- adults, but infant mortality is too
Olmstead Quaboag Corset factory team
What He Wanted.
portunity. Now cats are very careful great, and the main cause is summer
defeated the Ideal Coated Paper factory
"Canvases?" said the artist, flattered about their feet, and many county heat. What Is true of Cleveland is
team of Brookfield, 10 to 9, in a base by the presence of the millionaire in folk will tell you that if a oat's feet true elsewhere, and it may\be noted
ball game on Quaboag, Saturday after- his studio. "Yes, sir, I shall be happy are thrust into but'ter on the first that the strain of city conditions Is
to show you my best canvases. Some- night of its arrival in the new quarters, probably more severe on a population
noon.
it will take so long to lick clean the mainly recruited from the country, as
The following merchants wilt close their thing allegorical? Or do you prefer
landscape?" "What I want," said Mr. | Bensitive surfaces that it will become is the ease in most American citieB.
stores Wednesday afternoons at 12.30
Newrich, the eminent contractor, with-' accustomed to its new surroundings than on a race of city dwellers, in
o'clock beginning May °. until Oct. 1: — decision, "is something about a yard and reconciled to the change before which presumably the ability to enCharles O'M. Edson, Marshall C.Gilbert, and a half long and a yard wide, to its feet are free from all traces ot dure heat, glare and a stifling atmosFred L. Woodward, Herbert R. Cutler, cover some cracks in the frescoin'."
phere has been increased by a long
the butter.
Dwight Fairbanks and G. H. Coolidge.
continued process of elimination of the
weakeBt.—Springfield Republican.
The parish committee of the CongregaProtect the Swallows.
Our Moral Codes.
The swallows of Europe are about
tional church announced that church exOur moral codes were invented, not
How It Happened.
penses will continue to be raised by the the only birds which are holding their to prepare men for heaven, or for
"So you broke your engagement
rental of pews this year, but the investi- own in numbers. The people love Utopia; they were invented by men
with Miss Spencer?"
gation committee, Philander Holmes, Al- them and protect them as their an- who were none too good themselves
"No; I didn't break it,"
cestors
protected
them
back
into
and
for
people
who
W6re
not
much
worse.
len V. Hazen, Robert M. Carter and My"Oh! she broke It?"
probably through the days of savagery, There are great differences in human
ron A. Richardson, will continue looking for there is not much doubt that the
"No; she didn't break it"
beings
as
to
the
amount
of
knowledge
for a better method to raise the funds.
"But It Is broken?"
swallow shared the home of the cave and wisdom which they possess, but
"Yes; she told me what her clothes
Mary E. (Leo), wife of Ira Blancher, dweller.
there is small difference in regard to cost, and I told her what my Income
died at the home of William E. Lincoln,
the amount of goodness or rascality was; then our engagement sagged in
Riverside farm, Monday morning of canWeaving Called Old Art.
that they manifest.—Mowry Saben, in the middle and dissolved"
Weaving
is
believed
to
be
an
older
cer of the breast, after an illness of 18
Forum.
art
than
spinning.
Rude
looms
are
months. She wag about 60 years old and
Her Thrift.
pictured
on
the
tombs
of
Thebes,
and
Canny Advice.
was torn in Nova Scotia. She was mar"So Maude caugbt the rich old guy.
it
is
believed
that
the
ten
curtains
of
At
a
time
when
the
Scots
had
conried to Ira Blancher 30 years ago in West
after all."
fine linen, blue and purple and scarlet, siderably less love for their southern
"Yes; she always «M say her honeyBrookfield- Besides her husband Mrs
with cherubim of "cunning work," neighbors than In these days a father, moon was going to be of the harvest
Blancher is survived by a son, Charles E.,
made for the tabernacle, were tapes- taking leave of his'eon, said: "Sandy, kind."
at home, and a sister, Mrs Katherine tries, the work ot the loom.
ma bairn, ye're aboot tae gang up tae
ruppidge, Worcester. The funeral was
London. Tak' a' th' siller ye can frae
Carrying It to Excess.
from the home Wednesday morning. Rethe English—tak* everything ye can
Qulzzo — I understand tbat your
oiiiein high mass was celebrated by Rev.
Sometimes Vary Conversation,
Michael J. Murphy in Sacred Heart
It is a mistake for men to Imagine frae them. But mind ye, Sandy, they're friend Bronson is a vegetarian.
church. The bearers were Joseph Malloy, women are always talking about their a braw fetchin' people so be carefu'
Quizzed—Yes. He has such pro.* alter Young, James Farley and Michael dresses. Sometimes they are talking wi' them. Never fecht a bald mon, far nounced views on the subjeot tbat ha
Boyle. Burial was in Sacred Heart cemI
ye
canna
catch
him
by
tb'
hair."
married
a grass widow.
about their hats.'
**
etery.
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As an introductory offer will send you this
little Wren House Free, postpaid, with a six
month's trial subscription to LITTLK FOLKS
MAGAZINE for 40c. (Must be a new subscription. ;
Tins line House is made of wood, stained in two colors and will attract wrens to your home. You will enjoy the song of these
sweetest of song birds all Summer long.

LITTLE FOLKS Contains
Faiity Stories, Nature Stories, Stories of Real Children,
Stories of Make-believe" Children, New Games to Play, Colored
Cut-outs, Pictures to Color with Paints or Crayons.
LITTLK FOLKS provides continuous Entertainment for children
and enough of it to keep them busy the whole year round.

Address LITTLE FOLKS MAGAZINE
Dept. M,

SALEM, MASS.

MAILS DUB TO ARRIVE.
A.M. 7.15-East and West.
9.30--West.
P. M. 12.46—East and WMt.
2.(W—West
4.50—East.
7.05—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A.M. 7 00—East and West.
11.30—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Malls tor East Brooktield are despatched at
7.00 A.M., 11.30 A. M. and 1 P.M. Stalls from
EaBt Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and
6.40 I ■• M.
Package malls are despatched twice daily as
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and JNorth, 0 P. M.
West and South.
Mall for the Rural Delivery iB closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1.80 P. M.
The offlco hours will lie:—« 45 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.46 to 8.80 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M. JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Three St, Regis Everbearing Raspberry
Plants to Everyone Answering
This Advertisement.
Agents sell these plants for 25c each. St, Regis Everbearing; A
wonderful new Raspberry; bears fruit four months the hrst season planted.
Ea lies" of ad Red Raspberries, begins to ripen June loth to 20th, fruiting
on of canes until late August, when berries begini to ripen onthe young
or current season's canes, which continue to produce berries in increasfng numbers without intermission until late October or until frost comes
Wonderfully prolific, first or main crop being greater than that of any
other red variety known, and Summer or Autumn crops do not consist
u a few scattering berries, but good to heavy pickings all time. One
nartv who had a small patch of about naif an acre picked and shipped
two or three pickings each week for four months, and his profits were
enormous.

"Good Fruit and How to Grow It," FREE
This is a 64-page book of valuable information about soils, how and
where to plant, trim and grow all kinds of fruit; how and when to spray,
anlThecflSt of planting and maintaining an orchard. Also complete
Zcr ption of a 1 varieties of Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Roses and Shrubs
S bargains in Home Garden Collection as low as 98 cents, the same as
agents charge three dollars for.

Special Collection of Standard Apple Trees 98 cents
2 Baldwin
2 Northern Spy
2 Mclntosli

2 Wealthy

2 Ben Davis
2 Stark
2 Yellow Transparent

All Fine Two-Year Trees

REILLY BROTHERS "THE OASIS NURSERIES

n

1207 Rellly Road, Dansville, IM. Y.
SEND THE COUPON BELOW TO US TODAY

RILEY BROS. (THE OASIS NURSERIES)
Dansville, N. Y.
Kindly send me your large Fruit Book "Good Fruit and
How to Grow it" Free of all charge; a so coupon good for 3 St,
RegTs Everbearing Raspberry as advertised m the North Brookfield JOURNAL an«f the Brookfield TIMES.
Name_
Town and State_
Street or R. F. D. No..

Newspapers
Clean and Whole

For Spring House Cleaning
AT THE

JOURNAL - OFFICE
ARE YOU GOING 10 BOSTON?
Young women going to
Bo»ton to work or study,
any lady going to Boston for
pleasure or on a shopping
trip without male escort will
tfnd the *

Franklin Square
House
a delightful place to atop. A
Home-Hotel in the heart of
Boston exclusively for women. 630 rooms, safe, comfortable, convenient of access,'prices reasonable. For
particulars and prices address

Miss Casttne C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St.. Boston, Mass

Mrs S. H. Hellyar of Palmer is visiting
friends on Elm street.
Town water is being put in to the Deacon Bliss house on Elm street.
To-morrow is arbor day. Let all who
can observe it according to its trur purpose.
Horses and cattle insured against death
by any cause.
Fred F. F. Franquer,
Agent, Brookfield, Mass.
16-17
There will be an all day meeting of the
Grange Auxiliary at fhe home of Mrs
Geo. R. Doane, Tuesday, April 27.
The Class of 1916 conducted a very successful "prom " on Monday night at the
town hall, with a good crowd and good
music.
Prof. Eaymond J. Gregory of Marblehead, well versed in bird lore, is to speak
before the North Brookfield Grange at its
next meeting, May 4.
The Masons will attend divine service
next Sunday morning at Christ Memorial
church, when Kev. R. M. D. Adams will
deliver the annual St. John's day address.
The Woman's. Guild will hold their
regular meeting in the Guild rooms,
Wednesday, April 28th at 2 p.m. Please
notice change of hour and come prepared
for work.
North Brookfield Grange will go to
Spencer, next Monday evening, when
the ladies degree staff will give an exhibition of thesr floor work in the third degree. A large delegation is expected.
Rev. Mr Budd next Sunday morning
will preach on Life's Real Needs, preceded by the usual talk to the boys and girls.
In the evening he will speak of the character of Victor Hugo, the man of lettersMr and Mrs Charles C. Beebe took Mr
and Mrs Charles E. Batcheller and Arthur Thompson to Brookline, on Thursday
by automobile. They will attend the
horse show, to which Mr Beebe has sent
four of his horses for exhibition.
A fine supper of salads and cold meats
last eveningat.the Congregational church,
Mrs D. F. Melvin being at the head of
the committee in charge, with Mrs
Stearns, Mrs Dickinson, Mrs Raymore,
MraBurkhill. Mrs W. R. Smith, Mrs
Woodis, and Mrs Wheeler aa helpers.
The next meeting of the Girls' Friendly Society in the Guild rooms of Christ
Memorial ehurch will be Tuesday evening.
As this is the last meeting before the sale
and entertainment, on Tuesday evening,
May 4, all are asked to bring their contributions for the fancy table.
The BAR Baseball Association closed
a very successful three nights' bazar, Saturday night, and at 8 o'clock, to-night,
at the town hall, will sell by auction the
remaining articles, and also give a public
drawing to decide who sholl have the articles for which numbers were sold on
books.
r
The Selectmen yesterday granted a
sixth class liquor license to Eugene W.
Reed for one dollar; a fourth class (wholesale) to Charles Hart, Forest street, at
' $1200; and two first-class licenses at
$1300 each, to Edward Revane at the
Prospect house and Charles Morrison,
Forest street.
A petition has been circulated this
week, which has been signed by nearly
all the prominent business men and manufacturers asking President Wilson and
the United States board of paroles, for
executive clemency for Benjamin C.
Mudge, who has a fittle more than completed a quarter of his sentence in Atlanta, Ga.
Rev. J. H. Hall ban been assigned by
the Methodist Conference to -supply the
church in North Brookfield the coming
year.
Hennas lieen at the Lakeview
church in Worcester the past year. He
will occupy the parsonage on Maple
street, and will-be the first resident pastor for some years. His family consists
of himself, his wife and her mother. He
is expected to-morrow afternoon
There will be a special meeting of the
King's Daughters at the home of the
leader, Mrs Sherwood, Gilbert street*
Tuesday, April 27, at 3 p. m., to plan for
the County Convention which comes
May IS, at the Congregational church.
John Matthew of Holy Cross college
and the New England League, the coach
engaged fortueN. B. H. 8. baseball team
began his work Tuesday night with a
squad of about 20 candidates. Work is
progressing well, the first practice ■ game
being played Thursday night, when the
regulars beat the scrubs 4 to 0. The first
game of the season with Sacred Heart
Academy of Worcester will take place
Saturday afternoon on Grove St. grounds.

FIERCE

FOREST FIRES THE NEW TOWN CLOCK

Work Considerable Damage in Three
if
Sections.

Installed in Tower and In Full Running Order.

Representatives of the E. Howard
One of the biggest and most spectacuClock Company of Boston, this morning
lar West fires our town lias witnessed for
completed the work of installing the new
many years started last Sunday afternoon
tower clock in the steeple of the Congreon land of the old Bla'nuhard farm, in
gational church, and at 11 o'clock it
rfar of the Harry Walker pasture, and
struck the hour for the first time. Selectaided by a strong south-west wind spread
man Harwood, Janitor Winslow and the
rapidly, branching off into three separate
representative of the JOURNAL, officiated
lanes, and sweeping everything before it,
at the first winding, and all were strongly
burned an unoccupied .house and barn,
reminded of the boyhood sport of "turnand fully one hundred acres of sprout
ing the grindstone." The clock is of the
and wood land. In the absence from
latest improved pattern (except that it is
town of Forest warden Hirbour, the
not wound by electricity), and is a model
work of fighting the flames devolved upon
of powerful simplicity of mechanism,
Colby H. Johnson, to whom &rrcat credit
and will require very little care beyond
is due for good judgment and elficient
the weekly winding.
handling of the volunteer workers. But
Everyone will rejoice to have a town
had it not been tor the prompt transporclock running once more.
tation of men from the village by the
Fullam automobiles, (all of which including the big truck, were promptly in comCanada's Capital.
mision) the loss would have been far • The old seat of government 111
French
Canada
was the city 'of Quegreater. The wind died down at sunset,
giving the tired fire fighters a blessed re- bec. Under British rule the capital
lief. The houses of Donovan and Dero- was Montreal, but as a result of a
sier, as well as the town farm buildings, riot in 1849 the government was removed and alternated between Toronwere in the direct the line of the fire, and
to and Quebec until 1858, in which
the steamer was located at a pond near year Queen Victoria selected Ottawa
the latter, all ready to drop in the suc- as the capital of Canada. Ottawa was
tion hose if needed, and the other appar- founded under the name of Bytown In
atus watched the two houses mentioned. 1829 and was incorporated in 1854
While it raged the fire was a magnificent when the name was changed.
sight, and drew a crowd of Sunday sight
seers.
.
•
Diseases That Ravage Armies.
Another fire call was to the George
Modern science has doue much to
Wright place on the old East Brookfield banish disease amongst soldiers, and
road, and a third to the land of Henry the scourges of smallpox, malaria and
W, Ayres on the West Brookfield road. ' cholera, which in former campaigns
In both of these the damage was compar- have killed more men than bullets.
atively small, thanks to the good work j have lost much of their menace for
j fighting men.
There still remain,
under forest warden Hirbour.
I however, diseases such as dysentery,
Another brush fire was over the line in pneumonia, and enteric, which are
New Braintree on land of Iago, and likely to break out amongst bodies
Cummings.
of troops unless careful precautions
are taken by the men themselves.
Town Improvement Association.
The executive committee of the Town
Improvement Association met at the
library, Monday evening.
Several new
members were elected, before the vacancies on the board were filled. Then T.
G. RichardB, president of the B & R Rubber Company, was elected vice president
to fill the vacancy caused by the death of
N. H. Foster, and Herbert T. Maynard,
treasurer, to fill the vacancy caused by the
removal to California of Frederick Mason
Ashby. A meeting of the executive committee is called for next Monday evening,
April 26, at 7.30 o'clock, at the home of
Treasurer.Maynard, Summer street. It
is now expected that something may be
done, after several years of inactivity.
Jones-O'Brien.

Dig Deep for Mineral Wealth.
Michigan is said to have the deepest mines in the world, but ore is being mined at the depth of 5,000 feet In
the Catlin shaft, the deepest gold mine
of the Witwatersrand in South Africa.
Considering the small and uniform increase in temperatures in this shaft
and the fact that there are apparently no mechanical barriers, it is be
lieved that mining can be carried on
at a profit at a depth as great aft 8,000
feet.
First Bank Notes,
-The Chinese were the first people to
issue bank notes. They started in this
business 27 centuries before the birth
of Christ. One of these bank notes
may still be seen in the Asiatic museum, Petrograd. It is printed in blue,
on white paper made from mulberry
tree fiber. Round the margin is a
motto which rather indicates that the
first Chinese banker was of Scotch
origin. It reads: "However much you
may possess, strive to be thrifty."

Walter Jones of Grove street, and
Margaret O'Brien, daughter of Mrs.' Patrick DeLargy , on New Braintree road,
were married Thursday forenoon at the
rectory of St. Josrph's church.
Margaret Brogan of Springfield, and George
Capacity Always Within Call.
O'Brien of North Brookfield, attended the
It is certainly true that no one
bridal couple. Mrs Jones and her bridesknows the resources of his own mind
maid both wore traveling costumes of | and body until some great sense ot
blue broadcloth. A wedding breakfast , duty comes to him, rousing him to
was served at the home of the bride. At , play his part well In the work of life.
5.17 p. m. they left for a short wedding There are unused capacities in brain
trip. They will make their home on and nervous system, in mind and moral nature that, are capable of developSchool streetment and effective use. Who knows
the potentiality of life force in himA Pleasant Evening Enjoyed by the self until he gives it opportunity for
W. R. C.
full expression?—Exchange.
Ezra Batcheller Woman's Relief Corps
gave an especially interesting programme
Wednesday evening, for the "Good of the
Order." Interesting reports from the
Department Convention were read by
Corps President, Mrs Katherine Tucker,
and delegate Mrs Vinnie Gilbert. Instrumental music was given by Miss
Bertha Johnson; vocal duets by Mrs Conger and Miss Fay; also by Mrs Ella Corbin and Miss Chadbourne; Mrs Corbin
■also gave a charming solo; Mrs Georgia
Bigelow, Mrs Drake and Mrs Gilbert
gave radings; two "strangers" who,
jndging from their costumes, had strayed
rom a past age, gave a piano "duet" and
an "exhibition" of fancy dancing. Miss
Geraldine Jean, as a small .hoy, gave a
very successful imitation of a unsuccessful hunt for a peach pie, at the bakery,
Mrs Jean acting as baker. Light refreshments were»served.
Have About the Right Idea.
One thing I never saw in Russia was
a parent punishing a child. I asked a
venerable old man lp. Moscow whether
that was the rule, or had my observation Just been meager. "It is wrong
to lay violent hands on the growing
ones," he told me. "Russians do not
do it. It might break the spirit or
spoil the character."—Exchange.
Way to Get His Money Refunded.
' "Ar-r-r-r-r!" snarled young Simp
Sadders. "Here I've gone and got the
marriage license, and now the girl has
eloped with a washing machine agent!
Ar-r-r-r!" "Oh, well," .eplied Grout
P. Smith, "the war tax is the same on
a marriage license and a shooting 11;
cense. Go out now and shoot yourself."—Kansas City Star.
J
Welcome Addition to Family.
Modest Suitor—"i have only $5,000
a year, sir; but 1 think I can support your daughter on that" Father
(enthusiastically)—"Support ber, my
dear boy—why, you can support her
entire family on It."

Danger In Overworking Eyes.
Oculists state that comparatively
few persons have absolutely normal
eyesight; those who have do not take
care always to read or work under
proper conditions of light, and the result Is that most adults and many children so overwork the muscles about
the eyes as to form wrinkles and
loose, falling flesh.
Technical Rights.
A man should not be too strong in
Insisting on his technical rights You
have a perfect right to wear a red
necktie in a field with a bull, but you
shouldn't.—South Bend News-Times.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
WonoESTEK SB,
PROBATE COURT
To the licira at law, next of kin and all other
S ergons interested in the estate of John
[uitnun, late of North Brooktield in said Coun
ty, deceaaed.
Wheiean, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
by Fred C. Clapp, who prays tbat letters testamentary may be issued to him, the executor
therein named, without giving a surety on his
official bond.
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Worcester, in said County
of Worcester, on the eleventh day of May,
A. I>. 1915, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to
show cause, if any you have, why the same
should not be granted.
Aod said petitioner is hereby directed to gjve
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation once in each week, for three successive
weeks, in the North BrodkrleId Journal, a newspaper published in 'North Brooktield. the last
publication to be one day, at least, before said
Court, and by mailing,postpaid,ordeliveringa
copy of this citation to all known persons interested in the estate, seven days at least
before said Court.
Witness, William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge
of said Court, this twenty-firm day of April,
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
fifteen.
HARRY H.ATWOOD, Register,
Apr. 23, 30, May 7C.

New Store

CORSETS

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
Telephone 26-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.

The

Old Corner Store

FRED C. CLAPP

For 50 years occupied by A. W. Bartlett & Son

Adams Block,

-

Main Street

Funeral Director

HERBERT JANDROW, Prop.

I Cmnected by Long Distance Telephone at House and Store.

FULLAM

MRS HELEN MORSE.SMITH
DRESSMAKING
II Prospect St.

Bicycles Tires

North Brookfield

27

DANIEL FOSTER,

Fishing Tackle

Residence 38 Spring St.. cor. Prospect

House Paintiog, all Branches
Window Curtains

Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
and Whitening. Orders Promptly Attended to.
P. O. Box 192.
(42) Satisfaction Guaranteed

Water Glass

CADILLAC AUTO
FOR sale at a bargain, a Seven Passe ger
Tourist. Guaranteed to be all right everyway, gold for no fault. Owner gone into business. Inquire of
J. H. HOFFMAN, Central street,
lwl7*
West Brookfield,

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

Stone Crocks

IN SCRIPT OR

WANTED
LIVE stock to pasture at Mahoney farm,
Waite Corner- Apply to A. H. KING.
'2w*

ENGLISH TEXT
H. L Lawrence, North BrookfieM

DRY SLAB WOOD

RED FRONT STORE

Sawed Stove Length

FOR SALE
Telephone 27-13.

SUMMER STREET

FOR SALE
ROLL top desk and Chickering piano, both in
excellent condition. No reasonable offer refused. Must have the room. Inquire of JOHN
J. LANE.
16tf

E. 8. WINTER

The International
Correspondence Schools j

FOR RENT
NICE sunny, furnished or unfurnished tenement of three rooms; everything needed for
housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor
Rent reasonable. Apply to
DANIEL FOSTER.
Spring St.
16tf
FOR RENT
EIGHT room cottage on Ward St. Steam heat,
city water, fruit, and Poultry place- Inquire
or address. MRS E. F. EAME9, Bigelow St. North
Brookfield.
14tf

Scranton, - Penn.
For over twenty years have beeen helping men
in every rank and station of life to better posi' tions, increased salaries and higher prospects.
Within the las,t year over 5,000 persons wrote to
the I. C. S. in grateful acknowledgement of the
help and benefit they received from their courses.
They told in almost every instance, how they advanced from jobs where they earned only a bare
living to positions of affluence and large salaries.
Why not start today toward a big salary ? To
earn more, learn more.

TENEMENT TO RENT
LOWER Tenement comer Maple and Chestnut
streets, 7 rooms, gas and furnace.
M.
Apply to C. W. EGGLESTON,
TO RENT
A GOOD TENEMENT of seven rooms, on Grove
street with bath, gas and electricity.
5
ALFRED DESPLAINEB.

CHARLES S. LANE,

I

Registered Embalmer.
I*fcfty Assistant.

of the North Brooktield Journal published
weekly at North Brooktield, Mass., for April 1,
1915.
.Editor, manager publisher and oroprietor,
Horace J. Lawrence, North Brookfie.d, Mass.
Not a corporation, and no bondholders, mortgages, or other security holders.
Horace J. Lawrence, Publisher.
Bwomand subscribed to befoie me this 12th
day of April, 1915.
Arthur C.BlisB, Justice of the peace
My commission expires Nov. 2j, 191g.

FOR SALE
BEAN POLES and Pea-Brush, all ready to set,
delivered in any quantity.
JOHN J. LANE, Tel: 148-2
_13
[

MASS.

27

Statement of Ownership, Management, Etc,
Required by the Act of Aug. 24,1912

STRAY DOC
CAME to my (place this week a stray dog.
which fowner can recover by calling and
paying for this advertisement.
17
W. A. SOUTHWORTH.

Mark the Attached Coupon and Mail to

nternational Correspondence Schools
Scranton, Pa.
1

H.G. TIERNEY, Local Representative, Spencer '/ass.

Furnishing Undertaker
REGISTERED EMBALMER.

International Correspondence Schools

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Night.
Telephone North Brookfield No.
133-11.
Long

Distance Connection.

Funerals Personally Directed
and Kvery Requisite Furnished.
lenity Assistant.

OVER ee YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

Darktown Wisdom.
You wants de rain ter rain yo' troubles 'way, an' de sun ter shine silver
in yo' pockets, losiu' sight o' de great
fact dat, ef you don't hit hard licks
fer a livin' you'll go ez hongry ez de
wolf what ain't got no mo' sense than
ter howl at you do'!—Atlanta Constitution.

MARKE
DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS AC.

A nTone finding asketrh and description may
qul^iri* dartoruun our opinion free TFbetlior aa
htVfenMon is probably piitentable. Cmnttimilca.
UoiMttrlcUrmiifidoiitiul. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency furseeurinepatenta.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
tpeeialnotiett without chawe, in the

Scientific American,

A handsomelr illustrated
UmHtratod weekly. Larsrertp
Larwet esgclenttflc journal.
calation of any sclenttSc
journal, Terms,
1 enna. 13
$3 a
tils, Cl.
f L Sold by all newsdealers.
neffideftler
yenrj four months,

1;

^

Or have them brought to your home
by sending word to
*•*
-»«%*.

Everything New, Fresh, Clean

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

Oil Your Rubbers.
Before wearing your rubbers rub
them well with vaseline, lard or sweet
oil, letting It remain on for a day or
two. The greater part will be absorbed by the rubber and the grease
will prevent the rubber from breaking.
The superfluous oil can be removed
wltb a soft cloth.

SPIRELLA

Representative for the Brookfield?,

NOTICE

Three Things to Remember.
It is a maxim universally agreed upon In agriculture, that nothing must be
done too late; and again, that everything must be done at its proper season; while there is a third precept
which reminds us that opportunities
lost can never be regained.—Pliny the
Elder.

To see the Lateat Models of

Boots, Shoes
and Rubbers

ELECTRIC BELLS installed and taken care of
Work.
at reasonable rates, LAWRENCE ELLERY,
Man must work. That Is as certain North
Brookfield. Mass.
*
•s the sun. But he may work grudgingly, or ha may work gratefully; he
may work as a man, or he may work
as a machine. He cannot always
I
Office at Dr. Ludden's
choose his work, but he can do It in
a generous temper and with an upYou Fe«l Better when you SeeBetter.
looking heart. There Is no work so
Glasses we make improve your looks
as well as your Sight.
rude that he may not exalt it; there
Is no work so impassive that he may Main Street,
North Brookfield
not breathe a soul into it; there is
no work so dull that he may not enliven it.—Henry Giles.

Russian Priests Must Marry.
While (the Catholic priest must be
a celibate, the Russian must be
married when he gets a position.
As soon as he leses his wife he has
to give up his position or go into a
mona-Usi-y. There is celibacy in the
Russian church, but this exists only
in the monasteries. A monk can never
be a- parish priest.

Call at 46 Summer Street

New Goods

Hartford, Conn., U. S, A.

Please explain, without further obligation tt> me, how I can qualify
for a lariHir salary in the position, trade, oryrofession, or gam
a knowledge of the subject, before which I have marked A.
Architecture
Contracting »nd Building
Structural Engineer
Architectural Drafting
Plumbing and Heating
Civil Engineer
Bridge Engineer .
"Railroad Construction
Surveying
Mining Engineer
Chemistry
"Textile Manufacturing
_French
_German •
_Spanish
_Italian
"Civil Service Examinations
"Automobile Running

_Saleamanship
Advertising Man
Show-Card Writing
"^Window Trimming
"Book-keeping
_Stenography
_Agriculture
Poultry Farming
Commercial Illustrating
"Lettering & Sign Painting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Shop Foreman
"Electrical Engineer
Electric Lighting
Eleciric Railway Work
"Telephone Expert
"Concrete Construction

\

Name .
Street and No.

. State,

City

^•SEA&fl* 'L..,..i

.»•■»»

WHHWMI

«ft

TIMES
BROOKFIELD TIMES

SYSTEM IN THE HOME
Miss Stonehouse in Leghorn Picture Hat

CASTORIA

Grace at Bethel

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

By
REV. WILLIAM WALLACE KETCHUM
Director of Pr»c!ir«l Work Coune,
Mood r Bibl« ImUlulc of Chic.].

For Infanta and Children.

ALCOHOL-3 PER CENT
AVegetabk Preparation for Assimilating iheFoodandRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

w

INFANTS/CHILDREN

If

Promotes Digeslion.Cheerfulness and Rest Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral

h

NOT NARCOTIC

Ol

Ampin'* Sud*

In

I

ness and Loss OF

Use
For Over

SLEEP

facsimile Signature^/

Thirty Years

THE CENTAUR COMPANY,

|

NEW YORK.

&

A*fa month* old
CE

«DOSE2..-.15

CASTORIA

Same Thing.
"Oh dear! I must do something to
reduce my weight.
1 weigh a hundred and sixty."
"Stripped!"
"Well, In my dancing frock."
Only a nonsalaried office Is compelled to seek the man.

Coughs
and Colds

Oat a
Bottle

quickly relieved by the
use of

Hale's Honey
i Of Horahound and Tar
Contains no opium nor
anything injurious.
Bold by druggist*

Wanted!!! At Once

Dampness caused by
tears Is always oppressive.
ALLEN'S FOOT-EA8K for the TROOPS
Oxer 100,000 packagee ot Alleo'e foot-Ease, M»
■.nttseottTpiwder to ahake Into yourshoe* are
betUtuailW «he German aid Allied troop. at
Ehne^Srna'and^n^h'otn^^
accept any aubatltute. Adv.
Helpless Man.
The late Fanny Crosby, author of
"Nearer, My God, to Thee" and innumerable other hymns, was blind,
but this did not prevent her from seeing Btraight into the hearts of men.
A Brooklyn friend of the aged hymnwriter was repeating some ot her epigrams.
"A Brooklyn bank clerk," she Bald,
"had stolen a lot of money and run off
with a chorus girl. When I told Fanny
Crosby about this she sighed and said:
" 'Every man becomes a fly when a
web of lace is spread.'"
Wrong 8poons.
Store Proprietor—What has become
of that clerk we hired last week?
Department Manager—I had to Are

1L icm>,»cw

him.
"Incompetent?"
"Nope. Too much of a Joker."
"I don't understand."
"Miss Giddlgad telephoned for a
Homer N. Chase ft Co., Auburn, Me. spoonholder and he asked her if a
would do."—Youngstown
Sell otir 5o hammock
Telegram.
peatorder* Sena 6cu. for sample andnarUciilara
wnousou strews co.. u»» e™.a»w, »•" loaa, a. i.
Makes a Difference.
"There is no sadder sight to me,"
said the Socialist orator, "than the laborer's empty dinner pall."
"Shure!" said a man In the crowd,
"thot all depinds on whether It's impcut
our
ty before th' noon hour or after."
USE

BOYS, GIRLS &s&w£rs

»15 INVESTED NOW

oil A and
V
OUR dILU feed bill in half.

Little things console us because our
afflictions are little ones.
A FOOD DRINK
Which Bring* Dally Enjoyment.

A lady doctor writes:
"Though busy hourly with my own
affairs, I will not deny myself the
pleasure of taking a few minutes to
tell of the enjoyment obtained daily
from my morning cup of Postum. It
is a food beverage, not a stimulant
like coffee.
"I began to use Postum 8 years ago;
not because I wanted to, but because
coffee, which I dearly loved, made my
nights long, weary periods to be dreadNever Faila
ed and unfltting me for business durto give beautiful color to
GRAY HAIR
ing the day.
IIore than a-half century of success. If your
"On advice of a friend, I first tried
dealer hasn't It, send 11.00 and a largo bottle
Postum, making it carefully as sugwill be lent you by parcel post.
gested on the package. As I had alMRS.S. A. ALLEN, 58 B.rcl.y St., NewYork
ways used 'cream and no sugar,' I
it-news Your Youthful Appearance
mixed my Postum so. It looked good,
was clear and fragrant, and It was a
pleasure to see the cream color It as
my Kentucky friend always wanted
her coffee to look, 'like a new saddle.'
"Then I tasted It critically, for I had
Nine times in ten when the fiver Is tried many 'substitutes' for coffee. 1
right the stomach and bowels are right. was pleased, yes, satisfied with my
Postum in taste and effect, and am yet,
CARTER'S LITTLE
being a constant user, of it all these

Genuine must bear

CHAPPED?

THE

Crystaliu Co.

Brooklji,M.Y,

u«Y.rI"
%r$?£3
Z^Z&tfg^&l&SXt
tern makeri^In
makers in thl.
ima country.
country, No
«w wvu™
■»»
LSi.rt Uat and pattern
other make
^*

WHITE LEGHORNS ARE BEST
Pullet Is Quickly Brought to Maturity
and Soon Starts Laying—White
Eggs In Demand.

>,d

phia Ledger.

of all that thou shalt give me, f will
surely give a tenth unto thee."
So Jacob left Bethel, having accepted God's grace conditionally. Relying
partly upon God and partly upon self,
he soon lost sight of the grace at
Bethel, but amidst all his scheming
and planning the God of Bethel never
forgot Jacob. Grace that saved, kept
him and at last brought him back to
Bethel where grace was accepted fully. Faith took the place of sight and
grace won the day.
Salvation by Grace Alone.
Today, when grace which saves unconditionally, is accepted conditionally, It brings failure. God has not left
us in doubt as to what Christ's suffering on the cross means. Ho hatb
spoken the word. "And by him all
that believe are justified from all
things from which ye could not be
Justified by the law of Moses." And
God, who exercises perfect grace,
meets us Just where he met Jacob, out
upon the hills of sin in the very spot
where we find ourselves, like Jacob,
guilty, helpless and alone.
Have you accepted fully God's gift
if grace? Or, like bargain-making
lacob, are you now trusting in God,
low In self ? now walking by sight, now
'n faith? If no, the God of all grace
Heats you and asks you to reeelr*
without condition his blessed gift.

compete with W.Z.Do
W. I.. DonglM
alloc, ««Style,
for Sty
S «Iualpri™e,laVoempetewith
ugla. shoes
quality. As comfortable, eaay walking
workmanship end qr--'
rpaued.
■hoes they are unanrp
The •3.00, -3.SO and 84.00 shoe, win rive as rood service
otl"^mik;"cirtinca4.00to85.00. Th. a«.50,ao.00 and_
. ^pwavswsweeBrsBowevJI
rwherever you I
lnr W.I~DOUE1I
yon that W. I.
the price.
_

CAUTION I

aiaJU

„„ bottom.
stamped 00 tna
bottom, Sho« thu. .tamped •">•!"".
tne price
the
lor them.
tnem. F«82»ee™wI»f)oa»IeaBea
F«JH«nii^i»uj"».
wormth
— paid for
Qteedthelr
value and .prelected 'he»e^rer asmlnst htth
roaranl
Heed U
price, for Inferior shoes by hsvjnf Ms NAME AKp raj™
stamped on thebottom before tber lawsttf iWtorr. Doom
be persuaded to tat. acme other mate claimedJ»JM Jutae
gooST You are DSTUW your rhoner and are entitled to the bear.
If yonr dealer cannot supply yon, write for Illustrated Catalog showing how to order by mail.
W. I~ DonglM, S10 Spark St,, Brockton, Hue.

"Why are White Leghorns good
birds to own?"
I would Bay, that,
profit being the aim of the commercial
Plowing In Relation to Drainage.
poultryman, the well-bred White Leghorn of good laying strain seems best
to form a hard, compact layer in the
(By O. M. OLSON.)
to meet his need.
subsoil
at
that
depth.
This
Is
an
unThe depth at which land should be
The Leghorn
pullet is quickly
*
^ ..•_„,.•
,„.«..„„„. other dve. One 10c packw colors all fibers. They dyein coldIwater better„tto any°aer<rffi
plowed depends much upon the sea- desirable condition, and can usually brought to maturity, and if of good Color
more goods brighter and fatter color* tna
be
avoided
by
varying
the
depth
fou can dye any garment wulioutrmpmg apart.
son of the year, the kind of soil and
strain
quickly
goes
to
work
for
her
the physical condition of the subBoil. slightly from year to year. New land, owner. To be sure, if she is hatched
Fall plowing, except for fall-grown when first brought under the plow, very early she may molt slightly, but
grain, should invariably be deeper should not be plowed too deeply. she will have laid pretty nearly
While it may be desirable to ultimatethan spring plowing, as there is more
enough eggs to pay for herself by the
iii
— ——
time for It to become sufficiently set- ly have a furrow six or seven Inches time the molt comes, and with proper
Just why, in addressing a womtled and compacted. Whenever land In depth, it should be brought about care she is laying again in a few
an's organization, Secretary of the
is plowed quite deeply, and the cli- gradually, by plowing a half-inch or
weeks.
Navy DanielB should have asserted
matic conditions do not thoroughly so deeper every year.
White eggs bring the highest price
A method of draining fields which
that every young man should get marsettle the furrows, It should be thorand
are
In
growing
demand.
That
is
has proved satisfactory and inexpenried; that "every man needs a real
oughly worked before it is planted.
A
Western
Canada
Farmer
sive, is ridging the land while plowgood woman for a boss," was not ap. Heavy Boils need to be plowed
parent, but he said it as he bowed
Writes as to Conditions.
deeper than the lighter types of soils. lng.
The plow !B started in the middle
gracefully to Mrs. Daniels. The occaSuch soils usually have quite comwhere two furrows are plowed against
A. G. Hansen is a farmer living near sion was the banquet of the League
' pact subsoils, and they are benefited
each other. By turning the horses to
Clavet, Sask., and as an old resident of American Pen Women.
by being brought to the surface. It
the right when making the turns at C
Qualifying his remarks about
of Minnesota, takes strong exception
Is also a benefit to heavy soils to bury
and D, the dead furrows will be loevery man having a feminine boss,
to some of the articles appearing In
the vegetable matter at a good depth,
Secretary Daniels advised that the
cated at A and B and B and F. By
American papers disparaging the true
as this will SBBist in keeping the subwife boss her husband systematically
continuing this system a series of
conditions in Western Canada. The
soil from becoming too compact.
and wisely. He said the husband
years the ditches are made deeper
-Cottonvrood Current" ot Cottonwood,
Lighter soils are very much the year by year. No ridge is formed on
would then amount to something, but
Minn., an Important weekly paper in
■ opposite. Their subsoils are usually the sides of the ditch. By commencotherwise the chances were he would
the southwestern part of the state renot too compact, and it is better to
not.
ing to plow In this way, and by varycently published a letter from Mr.
I have the vegetable matter mixed with ing the back furrows one year a little
"Women help to make men betHansen, which is interesting reading.
I the surface soil.
Deep plowing of to the right of C and D, and another
ter, and with the aid of Buffrage they
In
his
letter
Mr.
Hansen
makes
a
| such soils has a tendency to make year a little to the left, the dead fur"would help to make our government
splendid case for Western Canada better," he declared.
f them too loose, and care should be rows will be made broad rather than
against those who seek to deter farm{taken to thoroughly compact them beThe secretary said he knew a
deep, making the fields gently unduers in tlie States from settling In Can- man who calls his wife "partner," and
Hore they are planted to crops.
late instead of being cut up by deep
Single Comb White Leghorn.
Plowing land continuously at tne
ada
He
says:
declared
be likes It, for a wife la all
ditches and narrow high ridges.
that
In connecuuu
connection with
European
as a result of which homes
"The district in which we live is a of that,
in
witu the
mo ««.«
„»-, —
same depth every time has a tendency
v««« war,
a big factor In favor of the Leghoin,
fair comparison to any other district have been broken up in those countries, the secretary spoke of the separation
writes Temple Smith of Eglantine
contains apace In the center for a silo Fr.rms, Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia in the country, made up mostly of set- of husbands and wives. He said that while he was not allowed to speak of
tlers from the States. The majority war being strictly neutral, he often wondered, as he thought of the great
18 feet in diameter.
Ledger.
.
,_'_ here consists of Americans from Min- conflict, if our civilization is only skin deep.
Owing to the fact that a silo is a
We have trap-nest records showing
necessity for the most economical pro- quite a number of our birds laying nesota, Iowa and the Dakotas, with a
tew Canadians and an odd Engllshduction of milk, a barn is not comhundred, or more than a hundred
£an. We have been here eleven years,
[Too Little Thought and Study plete for a dairyman's purpose un- aeggs
within twelve months from date
Tver slice this part of the country was
less It includes a'silo^wlth capacity to
Given to Details.
of being hatched. I recall one that settled, and the majority have done
Btore sufficient silage for the herd.
laid her one hundredth egg the day
Representative James W. Fordney
well. If they have not, It is certainly
In the case of the round barn, the
Bhe was eleven months old.
Such
of Saglnaw, Mich., is a political paranot the fault of the country.
silo is the most economically tntUt indox.
Expressed
in mathematical
Not Generally Understood That Circu- side, but in the rectangular form would birds are pretty] safely and well in the
"There has not, been a crop failure
terms, he would be parallel lines
lar Structure Is Much Stronger
In this district since settled.
This
cause a waste of space, and for that 200-egg class.
Please do not take me as saying that
which meet or a half that is greater
Than Rectangular Form— Cost
year was the poorest, caused by lack
reason is best erected outside. Thereany large flock of layers averages 200
that its whole.
ol rain, although a fair estimate of
of Material Is Less.
eggs. Nor are all Leghorns even good
For Mr. Fordney, In the last conwheat IB about twelve bushels per
layers. With Leghorns as with any
gressional election, though everyacre,
average,
and
oats
about
ten.
(By W. J. FRAZER.)
where defeated in detail, was victoripure breed, the result depends quite
Some farmers got as much as twentyThe planning, construction, and arous. He was beaten in each of the
as much on the strain as on the breed,
five bushels of wheat per acre, and we
rangement of farm buildings do not
four counties that compose his disbut all the eggs a Leghorn lays are
all got good prices.
usually receive the thought and study
trict, and yet was elected. In each
■white hence worth most. So the Leg"The laws of Canada are nearly the
these subjects warrant. How many
of these counties he ran second—and
born would still lead. Much, too, desame as those of Minnesota, and we
dairymen have compared a circular,
when the sum of them was taken, he
pends on comfortable housing and
enjoy the same privileges.
40-cow barn with the common recproper feeding and attention, whatran first
"So
far
aB
the
European
war
is
contangular building containing the same
Against Mr. Fordney, who Is a
ever breed is kept.
cerned we suffer to a certain extent
area?
How many understand that
Republican, there ran a Democrat and
as
all
the
world
does.
Canada
Is
givthe circular structure is much the
a Progressive.
In two of the four
YOUNG CHICKS NEED WARMTH ing a helping hand to her Mother
stronger; that the rectangular form
counties of the district the Democrat
Country,
and
we
American-CanadlanB
won
over
Mr.
Fordney
by a small
requires 22 per. cent more wall and
Utmost Care Should Be Exercised to
firmly believe It is Canada's duty to
number of votes; the Progressive,
foundation to encloss the same space;
See That Little Fellows Do Not
do so. I have not heard one Amerihowever, was left' far, very far, beand that the cost of material is from
can-Canadian who has expressed a difGet Chilled.
hind. In the other two counties the
34 to 68 per cent more for the recferent opinion.
Canada is not comProgressive came out first with Mr.
tangular building?
Some
incubators
have
a
space
pelled to send her soldiers. The servFordney a very close second: the
In 4 community in which everyone Arrangement of Cow Stable for Two
around
the
egg
tray
for
the
purpose
of
ice
rendered
is
all
voluntary
service.
■
Democrat though, was badly distanced. When the sum total of the voAs of
is engaged in the same occupation,
Rows of Cows Tailed Together—
"The
accusation
that
old
settlers
are
letting
the
newly
hatched
chicks
drop
tffS was added up, It was found that while ^ democrat and
one person is likely to copy from his
The Barn Is Cleaned by Driving
into It, off the tray. If we had an In- considered undesirable citizens afid Progressive had each polled about the same number of votes, Mr. Fordney
neighbor without apparently giving a
Around Behind the Cows.
are
forced
out
of
business,
even
in
cubator
of
this
kind,
we
would
stuff
thought as to whether or not there is
had beaten them both by a substantial number.
Thus after three thousand years, nearly, was Justified the remark of old
fore, in comparing a round dairy barn the opening with flannel rags, or news- danger of being 'mobbed at their own
a better way.
papers crushed lightly and arranged fireside.' is all false, a mere fabrica- Hesiod" '?t is only a child who doesn't know that the half is greater than
with
a
rectangular
dairy
barn,
silo
In comparing a 60-foot round barn
to permit circulation of air, and keep tion in the mind of badly Informed
with a rectangular barn of the same should be Included.
the whole."
The smaller surface on the outside the chicks on the warm tray until correspondents. There are a few who
Irea, the two barns should afford the
ready to remove them, says a writer have been discovered carrying letters,
A Record-Breaker.
Our "JITMEt" Offer-Tills and
cows the same amount of space on wall of the round barn requires less
in an exchange. If it becomes over- others papers and plans to prove them
"And do you really love me?"
the platform. Allowing each cow In paint and makes a proportional savDON'T MISS THIS. CvlovXHi
spies,
and
whose
object
is
to
conspire
crowded,
better
take
out
the
thor"Love you? Darling, you're dearer slip, anelose with B<^ to Foley 4 Co •
■the 60-foot round barn three feet six ing in keeping the round barn paintoughly dry, first-hatched chicks, into against the government. These have to me than my wheat."—Buffalo Ex- 28*1 Sheffield Aye., Dopt. B. Chicane
inches in width at the rear of the plat- ed in after years.
111.
writing your name and address
a flannel-lined, warm basket,, and close Justly been arrested. Such a class of
dearly. You will receive In return a
form, It will accommodate 40 cows and
press.
people
cannot
be
considered
good
cititrial
package containing Fole/s Honey
the door quickly.
leave space tor two passageways. But
and Tar Compound, for coughs, colds
TAKE CARE OF THE MANURE
There Is a difference of from five to zens, whether living in Canada or in
Many School ChUdren Are Sickly.
and croup; Foley Kidney Pills, forpaln
In a rectangular barn, only three feet
nine degrees in temperature between the United States.
Children who are delicate, f««rlah "d «•>»• in sides and back, rheumatism, backfour Inches of platform space need be
"Some people are failures wherever will get Immediate relief from Mother Stars ache, kidney and bladder ailments; and Foley CathShallow Concrete Pit Affords Practical the tray and the floor of the nursery.
Sweet Powder, for Children They cleanse the artloTablets; a wholesome and thoroughly cleansallowed for each cow, and the 78%Means of Taking Care of Soil
recommended ing cathartic; especially comforting to stout people.
In some machines the floor has open- they are, and as an excuse for failure stomach, act on the liTer, and are
complaining children. A P,lea«ant remedy
in their country It may seem easy to (or
Fertilizer.
ings for ventilation.
forwormB. UBed by Mothers for Seyears. Al
put
the
blame
on
the
Canadian
people
Lll
Drnggists,
S5c.
Sample
FREE.
Address,
Imagine a wet chick tumbling down
The shallow concrete manure pit out from a temperature of 103 to 105 de- and the Canadian government Fact A. 8. Olmated, Le Boy, N. V.
Ho Wsr Tax en Homestead Lsad in Canada
of doors Is a practical means of tak- grees, Into one ot from 90 to 96 de- Is, thousands of people from the United
The renort that a war tal la to be placed on
His Standing.
Homestead landa tn Western Canada ha» ng
ing care of manure and is to be rec- grees. It will fluff out and apparent- States are emigrating to Canada at
considerable circulation In the
"is he successful as a writer ot sen- hien liven
United1 states, thl. is to advise all enquirer,
ly be all right; but nine times out of the present time, which Bhows they
ommended.
sational
literature?"
that no such tax hae been placed, nor la there
are not afraid of the Canadian governWhere a manure shed Is used It ten It will die before the tenth day.
"IB he?
Why, he has no inferior." anVlnteatlon to place a war tax of any nature
should be so arranged that stock may
Babies and chicks need warmth; ment.
"The government is giving away,
have free access thereto. In this way flannel for the chicks Is about as necfree of charge, provision through the
the manure wlU be kept well packed essary as for the babies.
winter to farmers In certain districts
down by the animals tramping over
it, and the danger of loss due to burn- TUBERCULOSIS. IN OLD FOWLS affected by the drought, and is also
There's nothing more discouraging
Beautiful white Pearls, absolutely and poaMively
aenillng seed grain to those In need
ing and excessive fermentation very
than a constant backache. You are
guaranteed real. Sound, rnarveloua, but a POMof help. This Is very different from
lame when you awake. Pains pierce you
live fact. Average alae ordinary pea. Solid gold
materially decreased.
More Likely to Be Affected by DIs- driving settlers away from their own
when you bend or lift. It's hard to rest
Slled Scarf or Lace pi na Be real aweU and.weal
Barnyard manure, however, IB not a
a genuine lewel, not cheap imitation* Mailed to
esse Than Young Stock—Make
and next day it's the same old story.
balanced fertilizer for ordinary farm
homes.
you on receipt only one dollar-Ju.t think of it
Pain in the back is nature s warning of
Two Years the Age Limit
"I have always observed that the
Money returned If dliaatllBed. Act quickly—
crops; It Is relatively high .in nitrogen
kidney ills. Neglect may pave the way
supply limited. MEIIICM KMt CO.. MEM (ECU ». 1.
people
who
love
their
Mother
Country
to dropsy, gravel, or other aenousi kidand potash and correspondingly low in
It is found at the North'Dakota staney sickness. Don't delay-begin using
most are those who make the best citiphosphorus.
tion that old chickens are more Hkely
Doan's Kidney PiUs-the '^W.ffi*
zens of their adopted country. The
Experiments conducted by the Indihas been curing backache and kidney
to be affected by tuberculosis than
ana station show that most clay soils young stock. This Is fowl consump- glorious 'Stars and Stripes' will altrouble for over fifty years.
Showing How We 60-Foot Barn May of the state are deficient In that same
ways stand for what Is good and noble
Be Arranged to Accommodate 40 element, phosphorus. By adding some tion, the disease sometimes called to us, though we live in a neighbor
.
Cows In Stalls—To Supply This phosphatic material to the manure as "going light."
country where we alao enjoy 'life, libMrs. W. P. Klm-Jf
Old birds should not be kept anyJSeaaeor roofer refunded. Don't delay-Do Know.
ball, 261 MerrlmackCJSy
Sized Herd and the Necessary It is produced, we are able, not only
erty and the pursuit of happiness. —
way. It Is recommended that such
St.. Manchester, N.JJJ7
CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHArT CO.
Young 8tock With Silage for Eight to supply the lacking element, phoBAdvertisement
H..
says:
"I
had
stock be killed off and only young
Wells and Ohio Sts.
Chicago, III.
kidney and bladder
Months Would Require a 370-Ton phorus, but also to fix the nitrogen, to
stock kept, two years being the age
trouble and noth' Silo, or One 18 Feet In Diameter and some extent, and thus prevent ItB esThe Mourner.
ing Beemed to relimit.
lieve me. I suffered
68 Feet Deep; With a Seven-Foot cape in the form of ammonia gaB.
"Does your wife grieve much over
The disease spreads faster among
from pains through
Feed Alley and a 2!/i-Foot Manmy back and was
poultry kept in poorly lighted and her first husband's death?"
generally miserger, the Circle at the Stanehlons
LIGHT CAR
"Not BO much as 1 do."—Baltimore
Maintenance of Sows.
poorly ventilated houses, as is the
able. Doan's KidWould Be 38 Feet In Diameter, or
S-paasenger. 4-eyllnder, water cooled, 106-ln. wheel
ney Pills not only
Sun.
In the maintenance of the broodcase
with
human
beings.
base fully equipped and electric lighted. Want
1191-3 Feet In. Circumference; Aldrove away
the
man in every county with aome capital to take
sows we have our best opportunity to
aches and pains,
lowing *</2 feet for Two Passage
agency; send for catalogue and agents pneea.
YOCrl OWN DBCOOIST WlU. TELt.YOB
make use of pasturage, waste feeds,
Value of Squashes.
he
d
e«ry X Whe'S I have used them
Ways, the Stalls Would Be 2 Feet
Some poultrymen believe in feeding
fallen fruits, etc.
Not that these
sine? they have always, brought good
10!/2 Inehes Wide «t the Stanchion,
things are sufficient, but because small squashes to give body or bulk to ITuE?^ £«»*»• B.-S? Co • S"^
results."
and 3 Feet • Inehes at the Drop.
Agent, and Salesmen Wanted for the «l.l«
the mashes. They say that this resultroughage, range, bulk, succulence and
Cot Doaaf. at Any Store. BOe o Boa
VMI Pocket adding machine; no (aka; used by
bankera, merchants, government officials end,
ing mixture is found very satisfactory,
variety
are
good
for
the
sows.
Cream
of
the
Puzzle.
foot barn, with two three-foot passageothera Cleveland Kltta * Co.. Luttrell. Tenn.
and seems to be particularly palatable
"I 'see where the Kurds sre going
ways across it for convenience In feedPOSTERJ4U-BURN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
Work Together Nicely.
not
only
for
fowl*,
but
also
for
dogs
on
a
massacre."
W. N. U,, BOSTON, NO. .7-1»15..
ing, will accommodate 42 cows. While
The hog and thw dairy cow work and cats.
"la there no way out ot ltt"
the rectangular barn has stall room
tor two more cows, the round barn lUoeJy together.
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"Li, LIBERTY
PURSUITOF HAPPINESS"

Miss Stonehouse, whose high-bred
type of beauty carries off the splendid
things in clothes, seems fitted to masquerade as silken-robed princesses and
queens pictured in romances of long
ago. The strenuous life of the moving-picture actress is not reflected in
the calm eyes and serene brow that
the "fans" know so well in this actress
of the silent drama.
To her type belong Just the sort of
clothes in which we catch a glimpse
of her through the eye of the camera.
Her cloak, or mantle, of a rich, highluster silk, is made of a weave so
supple that it is easy to reveal a
graceful carriage in It. It falls and
clings and adapts Itself to each motion
ot the wearer.
This silk has a brocaded surface* and
Is woven in many colors, but Is most
beautiful In rose or blue and In copper shades. But In any color the brocaded surface and the lustrous weave
allow a fascinating play of color.
The big midsummer hat is a picturesque shape with a wide brim made
of chiffon having a broad border of
• leghorn braid.
Narrow black chan-

Oysters In a Crust Case.
One loaf bread, one quart oysters,
one-half cupful melted butter, two tablespoonfuls butter, two tablespoonfuls flour, one cupful milk, salt and
pepper to taste, one lemon, parsley.
Cut the top from loaf of bread,
remove crumbs, brush inside ot case
with melted butter and place in a slow
oven to become crisp. Prepare topin
name way and fasten to crust. Dry
tom."
,
Just so it was with him, who left oysters and chop them. Keep ten ot
Blend butter and
the throne of glory and the courts of the oysters out.
heaven to come to our relief. What It flour in a sauce pan over Are, stir In
cost him to make the descent from milk and keep stirring until it boils.
Season nicely with salt and pepper
such a height to such a depth, we
shall not fully know throughout eter- and lemon juice. Add oysters, make
nity, but we know now that he would very hot and turn into bread case.
never have descended, if he had not Heat whole oysters and lay them on
top. Garnish with parsley and serve
had loved ones at the bottom.
at once.
Creamed -chicken may be
The Word of Grace.
God did not leave Jacob, perplexed used in place of oysters.
by the vision, but spoke to him. the
Curried Rice.
word of grace; "I am the Lord God of
Boil two cupfuls of rice in salted
Abraham, thy father . . .: the land
whereon tbou liest, to thee will I give water till tender, then blanch and set
it And behold I am with thee in all In the oven to dry a few moments.
places whither thou goest, and will Meantime make a sauce as follows:
bring thee again into this land, for I Fry two sliced onions in a tablespoonwill not leave thee until I have done ful of butter till a light brown. Add
that 1 have spoken to thee of." But a tablespoonful of lemon Juice, a tabletn the energy of a fleeing, fallen man, spoonful of curry powder, salt to taste
an "if" obscured the grace at Bethel. and the liquid from a small can of tomatoes. GreaBe a baking dish, put the
It led Jacob to bargain with God and
brought sad failure. God asked noth- rice in it, pour over the sauce and
ing of Jacob, simply faith; but Jacob bake for 20 minutes. Excellent warmed
over for luncheon, as well as when
said to God, 'if you will do so and so'—
"then shall the Lord be my God and freBhly made.

years.
"I continually assure my friends and
acquaintances that they will like Postum in place of coffee, and receive
benefit from Its use. I have gaiaed
weight, can sleep and am not nervous."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to WeUvllle," in pkgs.
Signature
Postum comes In two forms:
Regular Postum — most be well
boiled. 15c and 26o packages.
i
Instant Postum—is a soluble powider. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
Ytar Druggist ! In a cup of hot water, and with cream
I and sugar makes a delicious beveraga
or lend
15 cents to
I Instantly. SOo and 60c tins.
Both kinds are equally dellcloas aad
JUDesrrawSU cost per cup about th* same.
;
-There's a Reason" tor Postum.
II
—aold by Grocers.

gently butfirmly
pel a lazy liver
do its duty.
Cures Constipation, Indigestion,
Sick
Headache,
•ad Diatreee After Eating.
SMAIX PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

..*»..

alive to the fire which was advancing
in every direction. Where was the
man willing to imperil his life by.descending into the pit? A person of influence succeeded in gaining the attention of the throng, and asked if any
were ready to face death by entering
the mine. Instantly a number stepped
forward. "But." said a Christian, who
witnessed the thrilling scene, "I noticed that none volunteered, except
those who had loved ones at the bot-

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
LIVER PILLS

...

i youth, beauty, good health and sunny
disposition.
I am told by some that women do
The story which presents Itself is not like the word "System." Neither
an old one. It is that of a life into | do I when it is so ironclad that, if my
which
God
en- | husband asked me to take a little spin
tered—the life of with him after luncheon so we could
one who was a j both get a little fresh air, I would have
true
representa- ' to stay home and follow out my "Regtive of man under l ularly Planned System!" The butter,
the curse of sin. I cream, bread, etc., could quickly be
Hebekah instruct- ! taken care of and the dishes to be
ed Jacob to ob- i washed certainly would not run away
tain the blessing (we often wish they would) and would
of
Abraham ' be done with greater ease for the
through deceit and j change and fresh air which we have
the
sin
whicli j enjoyed. Yes, I thoroughly believe in
brought Its curse. ! a system, and so does any well-organA
mother
lost j ized business organization; but let it
both of her sons I be a flexible one when in the hands of
and
Jacob,
be- j the women who think.
cause of the kinNo wonder women wear out! They
dled
wrath
of . either carry the house around on their
Esau, is an exile two shoulders from morning till night
from home. Weary in body, wretched or they forget it entirely. There is a
in spirit, he lies down to sleeps happy, helpful medium. Let us take a
stone for his pillow; the vaulted heav I pad and pencil and go to the refrigeraens for his canopy. In the darkness | tor after breakfast and make a note
of the night, the consciousness of sin. I of just what food is there in "leftsteals over him and a guilty con- i overs." Then decide where these may
science gives uneasy rest. He felt • be used in any one of the next three
that the sin which separated him from | meais. maybe the outside stalks of
his father's home, must separate htm i ce]erv are there which will make a fine
from his father's God.
cream of celery soup for luncheon or
It is at such times, when one is j dmner
plan and write out on a
dinner.. Now
.
trulv awakened to a sense of sin In card (which is kept in your card index
himself, that God can and will mani- back of menus) each of these menus,
fest his grace. Jacob had no Bense and on another slip write the necesof worthiness; on the contrary, his sary grocery order; at the same time
conscience condemned him as a guilty see if any of the sLaples, such as sugar,
sinner before God. It 'was then that tea or coffee, rice, etc., must be reGod broke open the heavens and out plenished, and write these down also.
of the depths of love disclosed the If you know exactly what is wanted
ladder of grace which reached the once or twice, or even three times a
man in need; at its summit God. sur- week, this order can be telephoned; at
rounded by the glory and brightness other tlmeB it is necessary to go to
of heaven; at its base, poor wayward market to compare foods and prices,
Jacob, shrouded in darkness; and as- kriow values and become skillful in
cending and descending, the angels of marketing. BeBides, it is a great adGod. Is not this a true picture of God's vantage to have personal acquaintance
grace as manifested through Christ with the "butcher, the baker and the
who is the ladder reaching from God candlestick maker.".
Now, with this done, prepare all
to needy man.
these meals as far in advance as posLoved Ones at the Bottom.
Years ago, an explosion in a coal sible, such as meats, desserts, etc., so
mine hurried many souls into eternity. that your work can be all pigeon-holed,
A great crowd gathered, appalled by as it were. Very little time then is
the terrible calamity. It could not be needed in preparation of any one of
ascertained who had been killed, or those three meals at the last moment.
wounded, or who were still exposed —Alice Critchell Kirk, in the Philadel-

Man to book Orders for reUable and guaranteed fruit trees and ornamentals. Whole or
part time. No experience necessary. Fine
outfit free. Attractive pay to the hustler.
Write NOW for terms and exclusive territory.

Catalogue and Information free. G. »Sllaa » Bro.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Liberal Torn, to Live Agonta.

Careful Preparation of Menu Is Desirable, But Like All Good Things
There Is a. Possibility of Its
Being Overdone.

«* ~
impels of God ascending and descending
on it.—Genesis 28:12.

,/fejw soid DrSAtnieimam

A perfect Remedy forConsllpaltj.0 tioPn SourStomach.D.arrhoea
Wortns.Convulsions.FevEristv-

CARRIED TO EXCESS.

Carefully planning and writing put
menus at least three meals in advance,
! and marketing for the same, is absoTEXT—And he dreamed and behold a | ]utely essential In housekeeping efflladder Bet up on the earth, and the top ; j
)f a woman expects to keep her

Always
Bears the
Signature
of

i
i

MEN'S »2.50 *3 *3.50 '4.00 •450 *5 »5.50 SHOES
WOMEN'S *2.00 *2.50 '3.00 »3.50 & »4.00 SHOES
BOYS'»1.75*2 '2.50*3.00 MISSES'*2.00&*2.SO
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES

|

EXCELLENT IDEA MUST NOT BE

If you could Ti.lt the
\T. L. DonglM factory
at B rock ton, Mas..,
and see how carefully
the shoes are made,
and the high grade
leathers used, you
would then understand why they look
and fit better, hold
their shape and wear
longer than other
make, tor the sake.

[

Potatoes a la Lyonnaise.
Cut cold boiled potatoes into tiny
dice of uniform size. Put two great
spoonfuls of butter into the frying pan
and fry two sliced onions in this for
three minutes. With a skimmer remove the onions and turn the potatoes into the hissing butter. Toss and
turn with a fork, that the dice may
not become brown. When hot, add a
teaspoonful of finely chopped parsley
and cook a minute longer. Remove
the potatoes from the pan with a perforated spoon, that the fat may drip
from them. Serve very hot.
Flour for Gravy.
Keep a quantity of browned flour on
hand for making gravy; you will find
it saves a great deal of time. Put several spoonfuls evenly on the bottom
of a baking pan and stir it over a moderate fire until It becomes jn amber
brown. Turn It Into a bottle and keep
for use.
Sponge Caks.
Four eggs, one cupful sugar, onehalf cupful potato flour, salt, one teaspoonful baking powder. Beat yolks,
sugar, baking powder and flour. Flavor
when you take It out of pan when
done, so it won't Jounce. It just melts,
It Is so light

tilly lace outlines the flange of leghorn where it is set on to the chiffon,
and the underbrim is faced with chiffon which allows the black lace to
show through. The round crown is
set on the brim without a band.
A beautiful wreath of moss roses
and buds and an occasional huge pansy
blossom make up the decoration of the
crown. They are wonderful copies of
the natural flowers. A bow of wide
velvet ribbon with long hanging ends
is tacked against the underbrim at
the back. A spray of the moss rose
buds and a single pansy make up a
bouquet that is sewed to the long ends
of velvet about midway of their
length.
This is an elegant example of the
picturesque in millinery which is carried well by women of the type of Miss
Stonehouse or other tall, youthful
wearers to whom large hats are becoming. Those who possess leghorns
are fortunate; they are in great demand and are among the easiest of
hats to reblock or remodel BB may be
desired.

SAYS WIVES SHOULD BOSS

n

A POLITICAL PARADOX

Novelties in Dress Accessories

5

Official Denial

Stop That Backache! GENUINE PEARLS $1

New shopping bags fancier than
those of leather, and new combs in
odd shapes are among the latest of
novelties In accessories of dress that
are alluringly displayed in the shops.
In the picture given here two of these
bags are shown, together with a
comb.
The bags are mounted on
the new clasp, Which has been christened the "Panama Gate." It spreads
when pulled out to open the .mouth
of the bag, and when pressed to close
It fits under a cap of metal.
At the left the long bag Is made of
gold-colored moire ribbon of a heavy,
soft quality. This Is gathered to a
flat bag made of gold beads, having
a flowered pattern In beads of various color and finished at the bottom
with a tasseled fringe of beads. The
clasp Is of French gilt and the cap 1B
ot the same.
At the right the bag Is made of
black moire ribbon In a fine quality
mounted on a clasp of gunmetal. It Is
lined with a flowered silk In lavender,
and the cap which confines the clasp
Is of gunmetal set with an amethyst.
The small coin purse of silk Is attached to the bag by a fine chain of

gunmetal. The bag is suspended by
a handsome silk cord. The gold-colored bag has handles made of folds
of the silk run through small gilt
slides.
The comb is an excellent imitation
of tortoise shell In a composition o'f
celluloid. .The curved teeth are set
on to a back which Is scroll-like In
shape and set with small rhlnestones.
The shape of the scroll has given the
comb its name—tt Is ambitiously
called "The Eternal Question." It is
cleverly curved both In the back and
the teeth to flt well to the head and Is
Intended to be worn with the new long
roll in which the hair Is arranged at
the back and over the top, of tha
head.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

CUP HORSES NOW

A New Hampshire Case

ffi^-Hi^Ver^^rJ^jSjs

1915 VIXEN $395

An Every-Day Gown.
A pretty little "everyday" gown Is
of mouse-colored cloth trimmed with
graduated bands ot deep sapphire velvet; It has the yoked skirt and full
hem of today, and a quaint high belt,
also an exceedingly pretty high collar,
'in striped'mauve and sapphire faille,
and satin.

VIXEN CAR CO., »fofl8lWfr
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SHE DARED THE SEA

PROPER FEED FOR HENS OF IMPORTANCE

By JACK NORMAN.

HOME
TOW
JlELRS

By CLARA CROSS.
t

"If you could have seen bis profile!"
To Brittany, at the westernmost
mourned the girl with the sunburned
part of France, came in the tenth
neck. "Anyhow, I still think Emily
century many thousands of settlers
to have told me! She was my
who had Just left that part of England
BILLBOARD AS A NUISANCE ought
WANTS OPINIONS OF EXPERTS
hostess."
■ow called Wales to avoid the rule of
"I always thought Emily had a
the Norman.
Unnecessary and Unsightly, There Is
lovely nature," objected the girl In the City of Philadelphia Has Planned Ex.
Absolutely No Reason' for Its
How strange and rude that Brittany!
tensive Scheme for the Betternew basque waist.
Existence.
How rough and picturesque her peoment of American Cities.
"She may have a lovely .nature,"
ple! "Arid as Brittany," says a
agreed the young woman with the sunThere
Is
evidence
that
the
moveInvitations to participate in an exproverb; "Stubborn as a Briton," rement against the billboard nuisance burn, "but she begged me to stay over hibition of American and foreign city
torts another. And there you have in
is becoming -national. There is evi- with her when the rest of the house planning have been received In Philsft few words the most striking characdence that it is accomplishing things. ^LeV^tL°^ZTj,:rj°nS^^^ by city departments and civic
teristics of both.
in spite of local reverses Inflicted by | back In the same crowd withi Wayne organl!.atlons. The exnlbltloc wiu ^
Fancy a succession of bleak plateaus
unprogressive judges too ready with Hippie! How could I help it if Wayne open from NoTember u £ December
spread over a hundred square miles of
injunctions or of slothful and incompe- WM nicer to me than he was to her- , „. The arrangements Bre ln obarg6 „,
land, showing to the sun nothing but
tent officials.
>
the bareness of their myriads of gran..,"," T.^m,!1 W^,° £3l*» advtsOT>' commission on city planIt is stated that In New York state it?" demanded the girl in the wrinkled nlng exhibition, appointed jointly by
ite rocks, and the vegetation that can
nearly 100,000 signs Illegally posted
„2,Ue,',
,„ , .
,
v
*** oo'soth of buildings committee ol
Extract a living in the interstices, un"Emily said I simply must stay be- tbe board of e8tlmate and appl.oprIa.
on the highways have been torn down
der the action of frequent sprinkles
Hundreds
of
business
men
have
form,
cause
I
loved
nature
so,
and
now
that
tion of the *ity of New York and by
and vapor baths exhaled by the Gulf
ally pledged themselves to discourage ' most of the cottagers had gone home, the Merchants' association of New
stream, and blown over by the ocean
there were oceans of nature lying j vork. The work of oollectrag anll tal
the illegal billboard nuisance.
breezes. This Is the country!
But wha» of the legal billboard nui- around loose and unappropriated, and,! stalling the exhibition has been in-,
Imagine an Individual of mean size,
sance? Sooner or later the statutes anyhow, her mother was going in to; trusted to the American city bureau. Aj.
but sturdy, muscular, vigorous, and
Chicago, and she'd be so lonesome all circular outlining the scope of the ex^
and ordinances against tbe former
seeming to have inside the skull more
nuisance will be vitalized by public alone. She was so mournful about it hibition may be obtained at the same
elements of will, of tenacity, of obsentiment. But it is supposed to be that I had to stay, or make myself out address by anyone interested.
stinacy than the rest of the world.
all but impossible to regulate bill- a perfect brute,
I Commenting editorially on this en
That is the man!
"I went out to fish," said the girl hibition, the American City says:
boards placed on private property.
A Good Type of Black Minorca.
The traveler In Brittany infallibly
Are citizens interested in civic prog- with the sunburned neck, "Not at all | »A need wl,:ely reCognlzed by city
hears the Btory of Marie Legoff, and,
other day, if this be fed regularly. ress to admit defeat in this direction? because I like to fish, but because. planners is about to be met. Too
(By MILLER PURVIS.)
told by her countrymen, it is worth the
A great many (locks of hens are fed
Some green feed was given at the By no means.
there was nothing else to to do, and | many municipal officials and civic
trip, but we had better tell it and save too much. When this is the case the same time, but this was not considFrance, it appears has abated the the meat hadn't come. Emily said bodies are still applying with mediae,
time.
billboard
nuisance
along
the
principal
hens get hot, their muscles become ered, although doubtless of value to
that unless I caught some we'd have val literalness the precept to 'live aa
Marie Legoff, then fourteen years flabby, and they do not lay well.
the ration. On a farm, milk would bo lines of travel by means of a high tax. | no dinner. So I took the rowboat and though this hour were thy last' And
old, was the housekeeper of her fa"Jhe right to tax," we know, "Is the rowed around the bend into the bayou. I even where there has come, to certain
Hens which, are fed liberally take a good substitute for the meat.
ther, a fisherman of Lannion, when on fat very quickly unless means to
This ration is for hens confined in right to destroy." Cannot ugly, offen- He was there."
| far-sighted leaders, a realization that,
the turbulent waves of the British compel them to exercise is furnished. yards where they cannot get any feed sive and depressing billboardB be
"The fish ?"
j cities will exist ten years or fifty years)
channel crushed the old man and his
taxed out of existence? The plan Is
This may be accomplished by throw- except that given to them.
"The man. Right In the spot where hence, this vision has halted or best,
boat on the reefs. The fisherman who ing their feed grain into litter of some
Hens at liberty do not need meat being advocated in New York by a I wanted to anchor swung hie boat. 11 tated before the obstacle of an unen,
found the wreckage on the sands went kind where they must scratch It out. feed during the warm months ;When commission that has just reported on thought he was a native because of lightened public opinion."
to Marie Legoff and told her about his
Hens that are exercised in this way insects and worms abound, nor do the subject, as well as by citizens and the old straw hat till he turned, and It
Indeed, popular ignorance as to
discovery,
remain healthy and strong and lay they need any green stuff of any kind. newspapers, and it is worthy of atalms, methods and advantages is al"Poor girl," he concluded, "what are regularly, unless too much grain is
tention
elsewhere.—New
York
Sun.
A Leghorn lien needs more fepd in
most everywhere the chief hindrance
you going to do now?" Then with thrown into the litter.
proportion to her weight than dies a
to the adoption or enforcement of an
Briton brusqueness, "You'd better go
Naturally, hens that are underfed Wyandotte or Plymouth Rock. I tyould PROVIDING FOR SHADE TREES
adequate city planning program.
to an orphan asylum. Do you want me 'Vill' not lay, so it becomes a matter of say that a good ration for one of the
to do anything about It?"
importance to know just how much larger breeds would be four ounces of Maine Town Has a Method That
The sight of Marie Legoff was a piti- should be fed to a hen to keep her grain per day, with meat every other
NOT ADVERTISING THAT PAYS
Would Seem to Be Well Worth
ful one at first, but her blood did not healthy and in laying condition. This day, as in the case of the Leghorns.
Copying.
take long to reveal Itself In pulses ol matter- has been tested many times
Unsightly Billboard of Little Value to
Hens may be fed a much larger raundauntedness, and presently, restrain- and the conclusions do not seriously tion than tbey need, for they wit) eat
Loser and None to the ComA novel method' of providing and
ing her tears, raising her bowed head, differ.
munity.
as long as they can swallow—jtheir maintaining shade trees for the
f
her eyes flashing a fierce determinaIn my own experience I have found craws not seeming to have any [feel- streets is in effect In Farmington, Me.,
tion, she said:
that a Leghorn hen will maintain ing of repletion.'
Tbe
commission
appointed to study,
where a disastrous fire twenty years
"Thank you just the same, John; but health, vigor and capacity to lay reguthe billboard problem in Greater New
The properly-fed hen will lay t(> the ago killed practically all the trees.
the sea took my living, and the sea larly on three ounces of mixed grain limit of her capacity on considerably Following this fire some of the philanYork, and whose finding will be of interest to other large cities as well, deshall give it back to me—or swallow a day, with half an ounce of dried less feed than is generally giveii. A thropic citizens of the town originatme altogether."
and ground beef scraps substituted good many hens do not pay because ed the plan which is ln effect today
clares billboardB generally to be a nuiBance; a conclusion, by the way, which
And two days after she went out to for the same weight of grain every of too liberal feeding.
the public reached long ago.
The
sea with an uncle.
commission also entertains serious
The short trips of her uncle's boat
POULTRY
FREE
FROM
VERMIN
ROAD-DUST
BATH,
ESSENTIAL
doubt whether this form of publicity
did not satisfy Marie Legoff, as she
is worth as much to the advertiser as
longed for a time when she could, on
Most Difficult and Trying Problem Is Nature's Way of Freeing Fowls Ffom
other
methods. If It should be money
a bigger boat, fight and wrestle with
to Keep Plant Free From Lice—
Mites—Little Work Now Saves
wasted, only the patrons of this "loud"
that sea that had taken her father.
Worry Later On.
Proper Procedure.
That time had come witi her marwas then I was' smitten dumb by the advertising are the losers.
It Is the flaring, glaring billboards
riage. Husband 'and wife having some
profile. And the eyes! And the genOne of the most difficult and tryFowls need some kind of dust to roll
themselves from which the public sufmoney, put it together to buy a sloop
' eral look of being somebody! I knew
In,
as
that
is
nature's
way
of
freeing
ing
problems
which
the
poultry
keepfers. Their tawdry and often unof about fifty tons burden, and they
I immediately he must be a man of imer has to meet is that of keeping his them from mites. Road dust is the best
sightly character Is an offense to good
went to sea, doing a coasting trade.
portance who had buried himself in taste. They disfigure tbe landscape
poultry houses and stock reasonably of all, and the fowls seem to like it
If the husband had the brevet, the
the
wilds
to-rest,
and
I
was
so
thankfree from lice, mites and other exter- best. It requires only a little time to
and Increase often the fire danger.
wife was the acting captain, and no
ful that I had on the newest style of Why then, if they must be permitted,
nal parasites. There are many pro- whjel in a few barrels and dump itjn
one on board would have chanced to
1
middy
and
a
becoming
shade
hat.
I
Street
In
Maine
Town,
Where
Each
should the owners of the billboards or
prietary preparations on the market some dry place for winter's use. Then
say a word about It. People from difresolved to be perfectly oblivious and the advertisers not be made to pay
Tree Is Maintained by a Citizen.
arrange a frame about six inches deep
ferent ports of the coast have still designed to accomplish this end in 1
self-possessed,
so
I
proceeded
to
stop
for it? France is quite up-to-date in
and three feet square and keep it filled and under which each tree Is bought,
that vision of a sloop coming Into one way or another. Most of these
and fish as I had first intended. A
with the dust.
set out and cared for by some* one per- man always admires an unflustered this respect, by imposing a tax of from
port crowded with sails, speeding in- preparations are, in proportion to
75 to 600 francs on each such board,
Arrange the frame In a sunny place, son. Each tree bears a number, and
solently amidst an anchorage full of their efficiency, very expensive.
girt. I couldn't help it, could I, if according to size and location.
In keeping a poultry plant free as the fowls seem to like a bright spot in the courthouse there is a map showmoored ships, and steered by a tall,
my bamboo pole dropped overboard?"
At this time, when problems of taxwhen
dusting.
If
a
bath
of
this
kind
Is
ing the location of each tree and the
straight, energetic woman, a veritable from lice there are two points of at"Oh, horribly crude!"
ation are so acute ln this country, tt
tack: One, the birds themselves; the provided, one need never fear mites of name of the donor. Many trees are
picture of determination and daring.
"It was.better than falling overboard may be the proper thing to draw pubany kind. Coal ashes are also good. maintained by former residents of the
At the very moment when onlook- other, the houses, nest boxes, roostmyself," protested the other. "Not lic attention to the matter. If there
Wood ashes should never be used, as town.—Popular Mechanics.
ers, breathless, anticipated a crash ing boards, etc. For the birds themnearly
so mussy! I wish you could must be billboards, let the men who
. against pier or wharf, Marie Legoff selves .experience has shown that the lye often irritates the skin, but
have seen the manner in which he re- make this their business pay for the
fowls enjoy picking over them for
the
best
way
to
get
rid
of
the
lice
Model English Homes.
uttered a sharp order, staysails and
trieved that pole and gave it to me! privilege.
In speaking of the housing of the When he raised his hat I decided that
anchor dropped at the same time, and is by the use of a dusting powder to stray bits of charcoal. A little work
now will save lots of worry later on.
be
worked
into
the
fedkiers.
In
usworking
classes
by
the
London
county
the ship, veering sharply, came quickhe was some movie star.
Relation of City and Country.
council at Tottenham, a northern
ly stern to windward and rocked her- ing any kind of lice powder on poul"Finally he called over to me to say
With us, cities are as certain to
try, It should always be remembered
suburb of London, Mr. Watrous said
self on her cable.
that he thought I'd catch more fish .spring up with the increase of country
"There within reach of the very poor-! If j ba!ted
, j
n00k,
p
After years of high-spirited life, the that a single application 'of powder
est are airy and substantial dwelling so confused that he rowed over and population as the forests are to disapend came. One day as the sloop, pur- Is not sufficient. When there are lice
places with all facilities, recreational baited it for me! But I didn't seem pear. City and country are organicalsued by a maddened sea, was feeling present on a bird there, are always
ly related. Crops cannot be grown withand otherwise, of a class seldom to
her way through a snowstorm and unhatched eggs of lice ("nits") presto catch any, so he generously divided out fields, nor exchanged and manufacbe met with in the United StateB.
trying to enter the river of Morlaix, ent too. The proper procedure Is to
his own, after he had discovered that tured under the modern system of di"It Is a fine thing when a municithe boom broke, the spanking power follow up a first application of powClean out the nests and whitewash
I was fishing for my dinner.
vision of labor without cities. Only
pality buys land, builds the premises
of the fore and aft mainsail slackened, der with a second at an interval of thoroughly.
"I went fishing again the next morn- ln the rudest pioneer settlements do
and
rents
them
at
a
nominal
sum
to
and she was driven helplessly against four days to a week. If the birds are
* * •
ing, too. There was no reason I should men dispense with this division of rabadly infested at the beginning it
the working classes. We were so imthe rocks.
It is better to darken the place sebe driven off the lake by a stranger. kjors by doing everything painfully and
pressed with the wonderful success of
Between the ship and the shore was may be necessary to make a third ap- lected for the nests.
We didn't talk so much, but you badly on the farm. Such settlements
the Tottenham scheme that we have
a rocky reef, a veritable wall, over plication. To clean the cracks and
* * *
brought back photographs of the should have seen his eyes! In a week are retarded and hampered until they
which the sea broke, raging furiously. crevices of the woodwork of houses
The mongrel is a thing of the past
dwellings and other useful details con- I felt we had known each other a life- have towns for the city part of the
Only one thing could save the crew and nests of lice and vermin, a liquid in profitable poultry culture.
cerning them with the idea of utilizing time! You can tell by a man'e expres- work. When we estimate that the avfrom certain death, and it had to be spray or paint is probably the most
* * *
them as a model in our own coun- sion whether he has a superior soul, erage inhabitant of New York may
done quickly. It was to swim ashore desirable form of application.
As a rule hens learn to eat eggs by try."
I think! That is, usually. .
have had but a few score square feet
When the pullets are ready to go having them broken in tbe nest.
with a line.
"Emily said she couldn't imagine for his own use, we are apt to forget
into
the
laying
houses
they
should
be
Who would dare to attempt the
* * *
. why I had grown so crazy over fishing, that he can only exist on them because
School Wall Flower.
The laying houses
perilous undertaking? The sailors free from lice.
Stale bread soaked in milk makes
should be given a thorough cleaning. a good feed for newly-hatched chickA word ought to be said about youi and said she believed she'd come somewhere ln the country there are
shook their heads and muttered:
"That Is a sure death."
They should be first scraped, scoured ens.
duty to the students who are always along, but I persuaded her not to. The acres of ground producing for him, as
"left out of things." Many a real trag-l e™ a'way„8 f'V?8,her a head«che. I really and definitely for him, as if he
Without a word Marie Legoff seized and washed out with water thrown
* • *
b0Und tnat for once Bbe Bhould owned them and hired the labor on
the end of a rope and began to fasten on the walls and floor with as much
Fowls will eat a large amount of edy has been silently lived by misun-! ' '
them, what Professor Penck has called
it about her waist, when her husband pressure as possible from a hose. clover, whether fed green or dried at derstood or disliked boys and girls at not interfere with my friendships. It his "sustenance space."—Mark JefferThey are then given two thorough hay.
schools. If you are on* of them, make ' certainly would take her down a peg
sprang to her and shouted:
up your mind that you will be agree-1 when she found how far I had pro- son, ln the Atlantic.
"What.are you doing, Marie? There sprayings, with an interval of several
* * »
able. Don't resent it;' that only makes , gressed with the handsome unknown.
is Just a blanket of foam on the rocks; days intervening, with a solution of
Fowls that fatten easily should -have
"Every morning he, too, fished. He
Ornamental and Economic Value.
eresol. Then roosting boards, nests, plenty of exercise, unless being fed it worse. Just be cheerful and patient;
you can't get across."
We have many vegetables of decided
watch yourself to see If you have any maintained the utmost reserve about
But the acting captain had not yet floors and walls to a height of about for market.
little oddities that make you an un- j himself, SB do all great people, but I ornamental value, some of them most
* ■*
•
given up her command. She stopped five feet are thoroughly sprayed with
desirable companion; try to like every-I could tell from his expression, when unusually attractive. The common
him with her intrepid look and said: the lice paint (kerosene oil and crude
Charred corn on cobs is a good way
he looked at me that he iwas living chicory of commerce bears lovely blue
"Who told you that there was no carbolic acid described above). Final- to feed charcoal to fowls, and nothing body—and you will soon find people in the same dream I was.
flowers and 1B worthy of a place la
liking you. If you are one of the
more than a blanket of foam on the ly, any yearlings, or older birds, is better for bowel trouble.
popular set be on the lookout to cheer I
"And then one morning Emily came any flower garden. The vegetable
* • •
rocks? Not I! I only say that I will whether male or female, which are to
those who are among the "left outs." | charging through the busheB on the oyster | or salsify (Tragopon porrifobe kept over for the next year's work,
carry the rope!"
An overfed hen Is stupid, lazy and You will be surprised at tbe pleasure bank and surveyed tbe scene. Her lius) is nearly as often' grown as an
Without listening to further pro- are given two or three successive unprofitable. The eager, active, hun- you will find and at the sweetness of curiosity had overpowered her,
ornamental as It Is for good purposes.
testation, she sprang overboard and dustings, at intervals of several days gry hen is the profit-maker.
some of the friendships thus formed. does all ordinary persons. She slm ln any event it should be placed in the
* * *
dived Into the raging waters. After to a week between each application,
—Christian Herald.
ply glared and I resolved to freeze her flower garden. This plant Is closely
an age she gained the surface. Si- with the lice powder described above,
A mixture of two parts lard and
related to the chicory, and blossoms
if she tried to be unpleasant
before
they
are
put
into
the
cleaned
lence prevailed on board. Straining
one part kerosene oil will remove the
of the two are quite similar. It 1B a
A Weighty Wo/k.
houses.
'"Well!'
she
called,
addressing
her
eyes watched her. She was dashed
scabby formation on the legs.
"I wish you would send me a 'His- words to my handsome friend. 'No 'biennial that has run wild in local
*
*
•
forward by a violent surge, drawn
spots.
tory at Philosophy.'"
wonder the meat has "been late for
Breeding Place for Vermin.
back and buffeted by another, but still
On a farm good management, good
"Certainly," replied the bookseller. over a week, if this is how you spend
Dirt floors ln a henhouse get foul facilities and good markets are more
swimming and struggling she made
"The boy will deliver it on his way your time when you should be delivDenver's Civic Center,
her way, dragging with her the rope. after awhile and provide a breeding valuable than the breed of fowls.
home tonight"
The plan prepared by Frederick Law
ering it, Hoskins!' And you should
* * •
Suddenly a huge wave hurled her on place for vermin. A cement floor
"But I want it ln German."
have seen Hoskins leap for shore and Olmsted for Denver's new civic center,
the top of the reef, another one tossed doesn't cost much nor require a great
The profit in raising turkeys comes
"Ob! Then I must send it In a the butcher's cart concealed ln the for which the money has been proher to the other aide, toward the shore. lot of time to put down. If kept cov- from their ability to pick up a living wagon."—Puck.
vided by means of the local assessshrubbery!
She seemed then but a floating thing ered with litter it makes the very best for themselves a good part of the
"I am sure that Emily knew all ment of special benefits, has been pubkind of floor.
with ber clothes bagged by the wind.
time.
A Suggestion.
about it from the first and never told lished recently. The plan Is said to
* * «
Finally she stranded, still clasping
"Are electric wires quick-tempered me, just to be hateful! If she tells be "an ambitious one and represents
the rope of salvation. She was seized
Important Factor.
If the most prolific hens are re- ■teeir
the aspirations of a city that has alWayne Hippie—"
by the fisher folk who had gathered
Cleanliness is an Important factor talned and the worthless ones mar- ^^W&y do you ask that?"
"Oh, she will!" comforted the girl in ready made considerable progress ln and watched her audacious act, but In the duckhouse aa well as tbe hen keted a great improvement will soon
"Because it Beams so dangerous to I the new wrinkle basque.—Chicago the direction of municipal iumproveshe was lifeless, crushed and torn by house..
result
jnenta."
' eroes them.!*
i
' Dally Newi:
the sharp teeth of the reef.
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A false alarm for fire was sounded on
the whistle at Foster-Moulton factory, at
PUBLISHED
9 o'clock, last Friday morning, for some
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
smoke at the home of Rev. Cecil R. SherAT
man. Mrs Sherman said she had just
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass put coal on the furnace fire and forgot to
close the door. About 15 minutes afterHORACE J. LAWRENCE,
ward, she went to open the door into the
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR. .
cellar and a gush of smoke burst from
cellar way, filling the kitchen. No
1.00 a Year in Advance. the
damage was done.
,
Single Copies, 8 Cents.

Brookfield Times

BROOKFIELD VICTORIOUS
Two Winning Games for B. H. S.

WEST

BROOKFIELD.

James A. Ande.reon, Central street, is
now in New York.

Warren A. C. defeated Olmetead QuaIn a close, hard fought contest that
kept 300 fans in a state of excitement boag Corset Co. team 3 to 1, on Saturday
through nine long drawn-out innings, afternoon.
Tqe Literary club will meet this (FriBrookfield high triumphed over North
Brookfleid high, 4 to 3, in the first game day) afternoon with Mrs F. E. Bragdon,
of the season on Merrick park, Wednes- Central street.
day, afternoon. The game was not settled
Mre Arvilla E. Makepeace spent the
Rev. H. 8. Thomas, a student at Bos- until the last half of the final round when week-end with her brother, Harry J,
Audrens all communications to BBOOKnsU*
as
the
shades
of
night
were
fast
settling
ton University, was assigned at the
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Stone, Springfield.
Orders for subscription, advertising, or Joh Methodist Conference at Boston, to sup- on Quaboag valley, Dubois, captain of
Leon F. Thompson, School street, is
work and payment for the same, may be sent ply the pulpit at the Methodist church. the local team, after pitching great ball
direct to the main office. North Brookfleid or
to George W. McNamara. Brookfleid
Dr. Emanuel C. Cliarlton, pastor for the for the entire game, poked a sharp single the guest of his brother, Herbert A.
past three years, who was assigned by to right field that sent Battey, who had Thompson, Springfield.
the Conference to Townsend,. will move reached second base on a hit and a base on
Ralph H. Buffington has bought the
BROOKFIELD.
his personal belongings to that town the balls, across the plate with the winning Ainsworth farm in Sturbridge. The farm
run. This was the signal for, the great- contains 120 acres of land.
Kural mail carrier Carlton 0. Dean, llret of the week.
est outburst of joy ever witnessed on
has a new Ford touring car.
Mr and Mrs Marshall C. Gilbert enterTheclass of 1916, B. H. 8., on Monday Merrick park, as the fans realizing that
Contractor Sagese has started work on afternoon received permission from the victory heretofore seemingly impossible tained James T. Caswell, Narragansett
the Green street water extension.
faculty, and school committee to have to attain, had perched with the home Pier, R. I., during the past week.
Horses and cattle insured against death
M. J. Donahue has launched his fleet the Junior Prom in the town hall, on team and for the first time in years, by a
Friday night, May 14. The celebrated high school athletic team, the old rivals by any cause.
Fred F. F. Franquer,
of boats and canoes in Quaboag river.
Hardy's singing orchestra of Worcester, from the hill town had been vanquished, Agent, Brookfield, Mass.
16-17
Miss Hattie Bemis of Brockton was the has been secured to furniBh music for the rushed madly onto tbe field. The game
Bridge 81, over Quaboag river, west of
week-end guest of Mr and Mrs Oscar occasion. The following committees are was bitterly fought throughout, each
the station, is being raised by the travelBemis.
appointed: decorations, Edward J. Han- team straining every effort to send across ing construction crew on the B. & A.
Mr and Mrs Leo Miller of 8pringfield nigan, William E. Cottle, Louis Flower, the deciding run, but the luck turned
division railroad.
were the guests Sunday, of Mrs Ella Harry E. Hayes, and Raymond Clancy; to Brookfield high in tbe last session and
James A. Anderson returned Friday,
Miller.
refreshments, Misses Dorothy Woodward, the punch supplied in the crisis that
for a few days' visit with his mother Mre
Mrs John L. Mulcahy visited Mr and Ma Boulette, Golda Wilson, Ruth Estey, brought victory. It was a contest beAugusta Anderson, after a two months'
Mrs Thomas F. Murphy at Southbridge, and Ruth Vizard; advertising, Edward tween two evenly matched teams altho'
business trip in New York state.
Hannigan, Harry Hayes and J. Raymond before the game even the most ardent
last Friday.
,
Frank E. Brown has been elected chairBrookfield
supporter
thought
there
Clancy.
Edward'Hannigan
will
be
floor
The regular meeting of the.V. I. S.'
director. Concert and reception from 8 wasn't a chance against the fast aggrega- man of Quaboag park commissioners,
will
be
held
in
banquet
hall,
next
TuesCOATS for motoring, for street wear and for
Clarence W. Allen, clerk, and Eli M.
to 8.30, followed by dancing until mid- tion from the north.
day afternoon.
The secret of the victory lay in the Converse is the third member.
evening wear, in all the fashionable materials and
Mr and Mrs Philip Murphy of Worces- night.
fact that the visiting batters accustomed
ter were the guests Sunday of Mr and
Government employees of the the GypJohn W. J^amy of Springfield was the
colors. Styles that are correct, new and unusual,
to swift pitching, were completly baflled sy Moth department have been in town
Mrs Henry M. Donahue.
guest Monday of his parents, Mr and
including many handsome Silk Coats.
by Dubois slow ball. When he served the past week applying tanglefoot to the
Pleasant street is being put in shape by Mre John K. Leamy.
up a fast one, they "hit it a mile" by infested trees, of which ten were found.
$7.50 to $35.00
a gang of workmen under direction of
SPORT COATS
Agreements of sale have been made the reputed heavy strikers and nearly
$7.50 to.$45.OO
Road Commissioner Bose. .
Word has been received that Robert D.
and papers will be passed Monday trans- broke their backs going after slow ones.
STREET COATS
$10.00 to $45.00
Mrs Elizabeth 8. Hill of Needham, will 'erring what is known as the Daniel Har- Dubois had 12 strike outs. Doyle pitched Converse, son of Mr and Mrs Eli M.
MOTOR COATS
read "Uncle William" at the First Pariah ington place on Lower River street, a good game, but weakened during the Converse, School street, is to undergo an
$15.00 to $75.00
DRESSY COATS
wned by Mrs Martha M. Hyde to Alfred critical moments. Peteraen, Hannigan, operation for appendicitis in a New York
church, Frfflay night, May 7,
The and Battey played well for Brookfield, hospital.
The fire engineers have organized for Inglander, of East Main street.
operty consists, of a six-room house, while for the visiting boys, Miller, MorriThe property of the late Frederick
the year with Edward F. Delaney chief
s|ed and one-half of an acre of land, son, F. Daniels and Gendron contributed Smith, on Ware St,, has been sold to Eland George A. Putney, clerk.
the
features.
The
score:—
for $1300. Mr Englander will
mer W. Chapin, and consists of a house
Mr and Mrs Edward L. Bennett and
BROOKFIELD HIGH
e possession on May 1 and plans to
and barn, and one acre of land, all asMiss Pauline Eaton of Cambridge, were
make extensive improvements on the
ab r lb tb po
Our stock of Suits is unsurpassed in style, qualsessed for 9300.
guests, Sunday, of Mft and Mrs Delbert
3 0 113
hoase.
Butterworth 2b
H. Burton Mason, Church street, bookEaton.
ity and variety. Many of these Suits are reduced
3 1 Q 0 2
Petersen 3b
«4<iefr3. T. Robinson of Ware gave a Tunstall lb
keeper in the local branch store of the
8
There wlil be preaching at the
20 per cent.'to 40 per cent.—this includes Sample
0 3
Cutler Cb. of North Wilbraham, has
dist church at tbe usual hour on Sunday talk on "Japan" to the Woman's Al- J. Clancy SB
0 2
and Model Suits just received from New York.
gone to the company's Marlboro store,
morning. Bev. A, B. Nichols has been liance of the First Parish church, at the Delaney If
2
0
Battey
rf
home of Mrs Arthur F. Butterworth,
where he will work for a month.
secured.
3 10
Hannigan c
MISSES' SUITS
$12.50 to $45.00
Tuesday afternoon. At the conclusion of R. Clancy cf
0 0
George Mitchell, a rtudent at SpringSpencer Grange furnished the Good of
WOMEN'S SUITS
$15.00 to $45.00
a business meeting luncheon was served. Dubois p
1 0
field Training School visited at the home
the Order to West Brookfield Grange in
SILK SUITS
$25.00 tO $75.00
Mrs
Henry
L.
King
and
Mrs
Willie
C.
of Mr and Mrs Edwin Eaton, Over-tbe29 4 7 9 27 10 2 G. A. R. ball, Wednesday night. The
Total,
Bemis were hostesses. Tea was poured
MODEL SUITS
$35.00 to $85.00
reception committee was Mre George
Eiver district, Sunday.
NORTH BROOKFIELD HIGH
by Mre Delbert A.Eaton and Mrs Robert
Canterbury, Mr and Mrs Peter Brady,
John F. Clancy, shortstop on the high G. Livermore; and Mre Horace W. May
WE SPECIALIZE OH EXTRA LAR6E 6ARHEHTS.
NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS
ab r lb tb po a e
school nine, has signed to play with the and Mrs William Hayes served.
" 0 Mrs Charles O'M. Edson, Louis RichardMorrison se, 2b
1 son and John Brady.
B & E team of North Brookfield, at the
F. Daniels 2b, ss
0
Edward Bugbee of New Braintree, was Milller If
close of the school season.
The basin of the large fountain on
0
J. Daniels c
Miss Edna Gay, who underwent an arraigned before Judge Cottle in district <Juigiey lb
0 Quaboag park is to be repaired, and the
0 walk around tbe drinking fountain ceoperation for appendicitis at Mass. Hcme- court, Tuesday moming, charged with Gendron cf
0 mented. Both fountains will be painted,
! opathic hospital, Boston, last Friday, is assault on complaint of Earl B. Hastings Rielley 3b
0 and the drinking fountain will be supWorcester,
Mass.
of New Braintree. Bugbee, through his Tucker rf
512 Main Street,
reported as being convalescent.
1
Doyle p
counsel,
Attorney
Jere
R.
Kane
of
Spenplied from the town water system.
72 members of Plymouth church choir,
cer,
entered
a
plea
of
not
guilty,
but
was
Total,
34 3 9 12 26 14 2
Worcester, had a chicken dinner at ArThe Good Times Club went to Ware in
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
cadia Inn, Thursday night.
Dancing declared guilty and ordered to pay a fine Innings,
BROOKFIELD.
automobiles, Saturday night.
There
of
S5.
He
appealed
and
S50
bail
was
B.
H.
S.
s
01200000
1-4
followed and a program, of vocal and inwere 24 in the party, which was the reN.
B.
H.
S.
10
0
0
0
110
0—3
furnished
by
his
father,
Joseph
Bugbee,
A new safe, weighing 975 pounds ; for strumental selections.
Two-base hits Tunstall, Hannigan, J. sult of a pitch tournament and the losers
for his appearance in the superior court,
Hayden Lodge, A. F. & A. M; was placed
William L. Roach, Fred F. F. FranDaniels,
Quigley, Miller; stolen bases, provided a turkey supper for the winners
at Worcester, Monday, M y 3. Hastings
in their headquarters on the top floor of
Butterworth, Miller, J. Daniels, Tucker, at the Hampshire house.
quer, and George W. McNamara saw the
testified that the assault occurred at a Doyle; sacrifice hits, Battey, F. DanielB;
the town house, yesterday afternoon.
great photo-play, "The Birth of a NaThe Country Club conducted a whist
dance conducted by tbe Glee club in New Double plays, J. Daniels to Quigley; and
The task of getting the safe up the narrow
tion" at the Tremont theatre, Boston,
Braintree town hall on April 22, when he Morrison to Quigley. Base on balls by party in G. A. R. hall, Wednesday afterstairways in the bnilding was a difficult
Miller, J. Daniels, 2, Morrison; noon. Bridge and straight whist were
was ejected from a corridor by the defen- Dubois,
one, but was accomplished without mis- last Friday afternoon.
by Doyle, Petersen, Butterworth, Hanni- played and refreshments/ were served.
Brookfleid high will play Hitchcock dant and officer John Webb.
bap by a gang of five workmen, under
gan, Dubois; hit by pitched ball by Dubois, Reilley; by Doyle, J. Clancy, Dela- The committee in charge was Mr< Harold
the direction of Contractor William 0. Free Academy of Brimfleld on Merrick
The right front mudguard on a new ney; struck out by Dubois (10) Qbigley. Chesson, Mrs Charles Clarke and Miss
park, Saturday, at 3 p. m. Next WedEdson of West Brookfield.
Rielley,
Doyle 2, Morrison 2, Miller 3, Marguerita Fales.
nesday Warren high will play. This Ford touring car, owned by Victor J.
Fortier of tbe Rice Corner district, was Tucker; by Doyle Dubois, Tunstall 2, R.
game
will
start
at
8.30
p.
m.
The Social and Charitable society met
Coming Events.
badly bent as the result of striking one Clancy 2, Peterson: passed balls by Han- at the home of Miss Helen P. Shackley,
Shows at the Midget theatre will be at
nigan. Umpire, Thomas T. Durkin,
of the iron braces on the river bridge Attendance, 350; time of game. 2 h. 6 m.
Tuesday afternoon. Reports of the 25th
the usual hours on Tuesday, Thursday
Friday, May 7. Mrs Elizabeth 8. Hill of
by turning to the extreme right to
anniversary celebration were read and
Needham will read "Uncle William" and Saturday. Thursday, May 13, comes avoid a collison with "Worcester Boy."
An invasion of Spencer, on Saturday approved. The next meeting will be at
'The Spoilers" with William Farnum
at the First Parish church at a meet- and KatWeTwimams, the leading char- j a roan pacer owned and being driven^ morning by tbe high school baseball team,
the home of the president, Miss Charing of the Woman's Alliance.
Elmer H. Potter of West Mam street, resulted in an 11 to 7 victory over David
lotte T. Fales, on Tuesday, May 11.
actera_
.
'
. . . I Saturday at 9 a. m. Fortier was driving Prouty high at O'Gara park. ButterNorman C. McGregor has rented •»* j ^rde the centre of the town and the worth in the pitcher's box kept the SpenJoseph E. Malloy is preparing to make
farm in Over-the-River district to Mr and, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ obBtructed the view o{
cer hits scattered, and the local boys seven water service connection. Among
Mrs George A. Lyman, of Springfield, | ^ farid
til be wa8 almost upon it stung the ball hard during the entire the applicants are Mre Arabella DonelThe Kodak has become the inMr, Woroegter g^ wa8 ^^ flt a Ja8t ci|p
who will take possession on May
Mr
son Mechanic street: George A. Johnson,
contest, and fielded m fine shape.
separable companion of almost
and Mrs McGregor are going to make from the opposite direction and to avoid
and Miss Maria Hastings, Central street;
The score:—
BROOKFIELD, MASS.
every traveller or vacationist,—it's
their home in Lynn.
Mrs Sanford Adams, Milk street; Allen
a bead-on crash Mr Fortier turned sharpBrookfield High / ab r tb po a
half the pleasureMts Sumner H, Reed wilt give an essay ] ly to y^ rignt an<j before he could swing Petersen 2b
Day in his borne on High street; and
1 2
4 1
MOTION
PICTURES.
No matter what jou want in
1 2
Daniel T. Grady on Pleasant street.
4 1
on "Birds'!- at the Grange meeting in the car around again, the mudguard Batty 3b
9
the Kodak line, we have it. 'Lst
Tunstall lb
6 1
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays banquet hall; next Tuesday evening, at 8 struca. one „f the iron braces,
The joint school committee for the
2
J. Clancy ss
5 2
us prove that onr finishing departo'clock.
An entertainment following
1
district comprising Sturbridge, and West'
Delaney If
4 1
ias Nor,i v Han
ment is prompt and carefol—our
At a joint meeting of the school com- Dubois p, rf
0
will be in charge of M
"
6 1
Brookfleid and New Braintree met in tbe
prices moderate.
2
COMING THURSDAY, MAY 13,
nigan, Mrs Gabrielle Works and George mittees of North Brookfield and Brook- R. Clancy cf
5 1
selectmen's room in town, hall building,
9
v
Hannigan
c
4
2
Kodaks-S6.00 and up
field held at the headquarters of the
.
A dramatisation oi Bex Beach's novel. "The Fleming.
Saturday afternoon.
They organized
2
Butterworth p
5 1
Spoilers." « parts, with William Farnum.
Brownles-*l to 112
The selectmen at a meeting Monday school committee in the town house,
with Frederick L. Day, Sturbridge, chair41
11
20
27
9
night
granted
these
liquor
licenses:
FirstMonday,
at
4
p.
m.,
Henry
H.
Pratt
of
Total,
man, and Bowman S. Beeman, clerk.
Shows at 1.48,-3.45—7,.45.
class common victuallers license to. John North Brookfield was re-elected superin- David Prouty high,
ab r tb po a
By vote of the committees, schools in th<
ALL SEATS
26 CENTS. L. Mulcahy and James Crowley, as John ' tendent of the school district comprising
T, McNamara 2b
three towns will begin on the same date.
Mulcahy & Co., atMetropole block, Cen- the towns of Brookfleid, East and North Boulley If
The body of Mrs Francena (Allen), th
Cooney
3b
tral
street,
Brookfield;
and
an
IbnholdBrookfleid,
for
one
year,
at
a
salary
of
Brookfield, - Mass.
JOHN L. MULCAHY, PROP'R.
widow of the late Charles R. Van Trail
ere license of the first class to Dennis J. $1600. Mr Pratt has been supennten- C. McNamara ss
Heffernan lb
arrived here from Plainfleld, N. J., oi
and Elizabeth Neylon, as D. J. Neylon dent of the school district for the past Doyle rf
Saturday afternoon. Mrs Van Train wa
& Co., at the Lakewood hotel, Main ' two years and is to get the same salary Arsenault cf
barn in West Brookfield, her parents be
street East Brookfield. (The price of that he received last year. The vote for Melocke c
Oil
Your
Rubbers.
FOR BALE.
Vernon p
ing Darius and Harriet N. (Strickland)
.
each
license
was
»1000.
A
drugre-election
stood
four
to
two.
Tbe
memBefore
wearing
your
rubbers"
rub
j
|
^hMoense
set
at
TWBNTY acres oi land, located la NorB
them well with vaseline, lard or sweet I lBt.Blicen6^of the sixth-class was granted bere of the committees present at the
Total,
38 7 13 27 10 3 Allen, She was one of eight children
T9^^ ^r&MODORE EATON.
two of whom survive, George E. Allen ■
W.
Eaton
Wafter A Green meeting were-.-Brook field, James
Innings, '
123456789
14
Brookfield, Mass oil, letting It remain on for a day or
- nart will b« ab-l
ffl(ar
A Wall> Dr. Mar, H. Sherman and Lucius Brookfield High,
two2 110 2 0 4 0 1—U farmer on Foster hill, and Joseph W.
3 10 0 2 0 0 10-7 Allen, Ware road.
sorbed by
^LbUX 'S^aBgranteTto hadore Trahan, E.Eateyifrom North Brookfleid Her- D. P. H. S.,
FOR SALE
Umpire, Albros; attendance 100; time
AT 5 Howard 8t.rwt. Good kitchen stove 13,00,
can DO removegQ E^t Brookfield, to sell ice-cream.
Bills bert T. Maynard, Dr. Edward F. Phelan, of game, l h., 49 m.
Continued on 1st inside page.
The
superfluous
oil
two hen houses suitable ior tool houses, boat
and Edward McEvoy.
amounting to (2100 were approved.
house, camp stores, etc. Prices inodorate.
Brookfleid, March 19,1016 with a soft cloth.

RICHARD HEALY GO.
Spring Garments
AND

Summer Clothes

At Prices Unmatched in New England and Styles Exclusively our
own and absolutey correct.

COATS

SUITS

RICHARD HEALY CO.

Take a

Kodak

with you

M, J. BONAfiUE

L

The MIDGET

BROOKFIELD TIMES
Carrot Pudding. .
i One cupful sugar, one cupful flour,
(one cupful suet, one cupful raisins, one
cupful currants, one cupful citron, one
teaspoonful salt, cinnamon and one
Ifaalf of cloves, one cupful of grated raw
(carrots, one cupfui of grated raw potatoes, one teaspoonful of soda dlsIsolvcd in a little bot milk. Steam three
hours and serve with a hard sauce.
Sponge Cake.
Four eggs, one cupful sugar, oneIhalf cupful potato flour, salt, one teatepoonful baking powder. Beat yolks,
sugar, baking powder and flour. Flavor
Hvheu you take It out of pan when
(done, so it won't jounce. It just melts,
lit is so light.

PIES OF RARE MERIT

<>

INDIVIDUALITY OF COW

Salvation, a jj
| Matter of Fact,i:
Not of Method::

SOME

RECIPES THAT

HAVE

ES-

TABLISHED WORTH.

Many Dairymen Neglect to Keep
Proper Records.

What Is Known as the "Pie of Five"
- Is Excellent—Good One Made
With Brown 8ugar-i-Dellclous Spice Pie.

B, REV. J. H. RALSTON
Secretary of Ccwieannnrlenca Departraeal.
Mood, Bible leitiiuie of Cliicago

TEXT—But how he now seeth we know
not.-John 9:21 R. V.

These words come In the story of
the healing of the man born btind, and
to whom sight was
given by Jesus
Christ. The implication in the
words "now seeth"
amounts to a direct
affirmation
that the man saw.
Buttermilk Biscuit.
It was a fact. The
One quart of flour, two tablespoonother words of the
ttiss of butter, one tablespoontul of
text are a distinct
•sugar, one teaspoonful of salt, one
denial of knowing
iteaspoonful of baking powder, one
how the fact was
!egg, three-quarters of a pint of milk;
produced.
RunIslft flour, baking powder, salt and
ning through the
(sugar together.
chapter it is quite
remarkable to see
Salt Fish.
to what degree
Soak salted white fish over night. this inquiring as to "how" obsessed
jDry, dip in flour and fry a crisp various classes. At least five times
ibrown. Take two tablespoonfuls flour, was the question asked in one form or
lone tablespoonful butter, one-half tea- another.
spoonful salt and one pint sweet milk
The Troublesorrte "How."
and make a smooth white sauce. Jusf
That little word "how" has been a
'before serving add one teaspoonful great troubler. It is often asked with
'vinegar and one tablespoonful horse- reference to the actions of God. The
radish. Pour over the flsh and serve. Christian church, backed by the Word
of God, teaches that God is all-powerEasy Way to Skin Sausages.
ful and all-loving. Now comes someA very easy and quick way to skin one and asks, "How can you reconcile
sausages is to immerse them for a that teaching with the fact of so much
Here Is an afternoon toilette in those gowns that aspire to originality
second or two in cold water.
suffering on this earth, and that on which the graceful gown is made of this season.
the part of people who suffer for no "midnight" blue taffeta and is worn
The sleeves are long, with flaring
Couldn't See Any Face.
fault of their own?" "How can you with a neckpiece of ostrich feathers cuffs extending over the hand. Their
An old friend, whose name I won't reconcile that with the doctrine of and crepe. The hat of blue straw is decoration with small buttons and emtm nut ion, told me this one: "I was eternal punishment of the wicked?" trimmed with velvet ribbon and big.
broidered
arrow-points
(somewhat
Iborn and brought up on a farm, and 1 "How can you reconcile that with the full-bloom garden roses and their deep
(bad the habit of going around with my cruel death in the Cross of Calvary?" green foliage. Every detail of this elaborated) could not be Improved up■mouth wide open, especially if there "How can the blood of Jesus Christ sostume is up to date and tasteful— on.
A separate collar and guimpe of fine
was anything unusual going on. One have any connection with the forgive- therefore, worth consideration.
<lay an uncle whom I had not seen for ness of a man's sins?" "How can simThe gown shows a skirt having sin- batiste with narrow silk binding is In
ple trust in Jesus Christ result in sal- gle box plaits joined to a yoke, of easy line with the season's vogue, but deyears paid us a visit.
''Hullo, uncle!' said I, looking up vation?" Are such questions justi- adjustment to the figure. It is not as signed especially for the chic gown
•t him with my mouth opened like a fied?
short as skirts for tailored gowns, but with which it appears.
ibarn door.
Be Sure of the Fact.
reaches to the instep. The plaited
The laced boots, with light cloth
"He looked at me for a moment
In the Scripture case the man had portion of the skirt Is set on to the tops, and the smart millinery, probeen born blind and everybody knew yoke with a piping of the silk, and the claim a costume selected by an ex•without answering, and then said:
" 'Close your mouth, sonny, so I it. He met Jesus one day and in a bottom of the skirt Is finished with a pert whose taste was reliable. All are
very brief period of time was made to narrow binding.
can see who you are.'"
the last words In matters of fashion,
see, a fact to which there was no conThe bodice Is draped, giving the ef- but the finished toilette is, neverthetradiction. Now this is a most impor- fect of a sleeveless coatee. All edges less, quiet and refined.
Showed Discretion,
Betty was milking the cow when the tant matter in the application of the and seams are finished with pipings*
wad bull tore over the meadow. Betty text to moral or spiritual transforma- and there is a widely flaring collar
Varied Waist Lines.
did not stir, but continued milking. tions. The genuineness of these axe with wings wired to hold its curving
Observers who tiad run into safety usually supported by some radical outlines. This, and the remarkably
There is a waist line to suit every
change
in
a
person,
and
also
by
the
Baw, to their astonishment, that the
attractive sleeves, bestow much of its type—the empire for the slight youth(bull stopped dead within a few yards permanence of the change. The per distinction upon this refined and beau- ful figure, the natural waist line for
of the maid and cow, turned around manent change being established, no tiful design. In truth collars and cuffs the conservatives and straight ones
one questions the fact.9 If it Is an in- appear to be the arbiters of fate for for the tnout figure.
end went away, sadly.
"Weren't you afraid? Why did he dividual that is interested in this matrun away?" asked every one of Betty. ter, he may simply ask himself the
"He got scared," said Betty. "This question, "Are things different from
what they were?" He can usually ancow is his mother-in-law."
swer that question with the greatest
positiveness. He knows what he now
THICK LOVELY HAIR
loves, and what his life is as compared
with what it was, and he has hopes
•Because Free From Dandruff, Itching, for the future that give him a satisfacIrritation and Dryness.
tion that he never knew before. In
short we can say, "He knows that he
Hay be brought about by shampoos is saved, it is a fact." Job knew that
(With Cuticura Soap preceded« by his Redeemer lived. Paul was fully
touches of Cuticura Ointment to spots persuaded that the good work had beof dandruff, itching and irritation. A gun in him. John knew that he and
clean, healthy scalp means good hair. other Christians had passed from
Try these supercreamy emollients If death unto life.
you have any hair or scalp trouble.
As to the outward steps that may
Sample each free by mail with Book, have to be taken, (hey may be known,
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XY, as in the case of the man born blind.
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
In most cases of genuine conversion
the outward steps can be seen, but so
What a picnic the insurance commuch has been made of these that
pany must have had collecting the
souls have been made to believe that
premiums from the late Mr. Methuunless they could see the steps in
selah !
their own conversion they had no
claim to be called children of God. The
SOU! OWN DBUGG1ST WILL TELL TOD
try Marine Bye Remedy for Red, Weak, Watery books that have recently appeared,
ires and Qnunalai^ Hyellde; No Smarting— such as "Twice-Born Men," by Harold
«,,.♦ ».„ «™,riiort. Writ* for Book of the Bye
Free. Marine Bye Remedy Co.. Colcago.
Begbie, relating moral and spiritual
transformations, have left the impresNn man is qualified intelligently to sion on many that they must pass
discuss the "leisure" classes until he through similar experiences. In short
has run for office.
they must know "how,"
In genuine spiritual transformation
the work Is that of the Holy 'Spirit,
who works when and where and how
he pleases. It must be kept in mind
that the Holy Spirit is God, and God
has always reserved to himself the
right to keep his purposes secret, and
as well his methods of operation, and
It Is more than foolish to try to enter
where angels fear to tread.
Why Not Ask "How?"
There'i no form of
Bumming up these thoughts, we may
tobacco more pleasing
observe that the asking of tha ques
than the highest class
Two beautiful dress hits emphasize arrangement Is unusual and the effect
tlon "how" is frequently a mere quib
cigarette — FATIMA.
ble, the avoiding of the main proposi- the fact that hats large or small or beautiful.
Streamers of wide black Velvet ribtion. It is oftentimes not sincere, the anywhere between may be chosen by
While it's mild, it is yet so
satisfying that three out of
purpose being other than getting an milady when Bhe centers her atten- bon add a final touch of richness to a
four smokers won't have any
superb
conception.
answer for proper ends. In the case tion upon her summer millinery. The
other 15c cigarette.
In the shadow of this splendor the
before us the question was asked to matter of size need only be considAsk your dealer for Patina!
Involve Jesus In some technical breach ered in connection with that of be- small brilliant turban loses nothing of
comingness. The little hat still holds its charm. To the little hat belongs
of the Jewish Sabbath day.
JfejiMnJfytt sWaw 0*
There Is great Impertinence In ask- Its own In a glorious company el all sorts of eccentric curves and turns
arrived
picturesque
wide and poises, and- its business is not to
ing the question, for it may belong to newly
the secret things of God. The physi- brimmed allurements thai pleasingly i>e dignified.
The model shown Is of silk straw in
cian does not ordinarily feel under, any distract the attention and divide the
putty color. At the front, nieces of
obligation to tell the patient bow the lonors.
medicine works.
Without doubt the trend is toward the straw braid are edged with an emSometimes the answer of the ques
(he large hat for midsummer. And If broidered band and draped on the
tlon would be the disturbing of the a vote might be taken and recorded frame. Grapes and leaves, simulated
comfort'Of the inquirer, and it is mer as to which is the most beautiful of in silk in brilliant colors, are posed
ciful in God to keep the process a se- all hats the chances are the big black flat against the hat, and an occasional
cret.
picture hat would be conceded to be tendril reaches out from the coronet.
The asking of the question and the favorite of womankind—and manThis very clever little model is finawaiting an answer are mt only a kind, too.
ished with a long slender feather
waste of time, but may be the taking
A masterpiece in the art of millinery which soars from the left side with
of some of God's time for service, Is pictured here in the lovely wide- great singleness of purpose to add
for every moment of the after life be- brimmed hat of black lace and velvet. height, apparently. But It changes Its
longs to him.
The crown Is a mass of black wheat miuu and curls downward again, takand big hop blossoms. The silky ing advantage of the privilege of the
No toll can shame thee—Idleness if Sbers of the bearded wheat appear little hat to be eccentric.
shame.—Heriot.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
like the airiest of algrettas. Their
Green Pepper Sandwiches.
Remove the eeeds from a small
green pepper and mince very fine with
half a small onion and a pinch of salt.
[Butter white bread on the loaf, slice
Ithin, spread with the papper and onion
(mixture and cover with a second slice
iof bread. Trim neatly.

Midsummer Millinery Allurements

The Pie of Five.—One large, Juicy
lemon, one cupful of sugar, one egg,
one good-sized potato and one cupful
of water. Grate the rind of the lemon
and add the lemon juice and egg. Beat
well.. Grate the potato or put through
food chopper. Stir well with the other ingredients and then add the water.
Place in a double boiler or saucepan
and let thicken, and bake in two
crusts.
Brown Sugar Pie.—Two-thirds of a
cupful of brown sugar, one tablespoonful of butter and two tablespoonfuls
of milk. Cook until waxy looking,
then take the yolks of two eggs, one
heaping tablespoonful of flour and one
and one-half cupfuls of milk. Mix all
together smooth, add to the above ingredients, cook until thick, and add
vanilla. Have a baked crust, use the
whites beaten stiff for the top, and
return to the oven for a minute or
two.
Grapefruit Pie.—First bake a shell
as for lemon pie, then make a filling
as follows: Mix one tablespoonful of
cornetarch in a little cold water, and,
over this pour one cupful of boiling
water. To this add the Juice of two
grapefruits, the grated rind and juice
of one orange, the beaten yolks of two
eggs, and the white of one, and a
small piece of butter. Put all In the
double boiler and cook until thick,
stirring all the time. When done, put
in the shell. Now beat up the white
of the second egg with one-half a cupful of sugar until thick, and spread
with a knife over the pie. Put In the
oven and let brown lightly. Serve
cold. This makes a delicious pie.
Delicious Spice Pie.—The yolks of
three eggs, one and one-half cupfuls o:
sugar, one cupful of cream, two tablespoonfuls of flour, two-thirds of a cupful of butter, one teaspoonful of spice,
cloves, cinnamon and nutmeg. Mix
the flour and sugar together, then
cream with the butter. Add the yolks
of the eggs, beating thoroughly. Next
add cream and spices. Use the whites
for the frosting.
Turnip Pie.—Put two cupfuls of
mashed cooked turnips into a basin,
add three-quarters of a cupful of brown
sugar, three well-beaten eggs, two
tablespoonfuls of molasses, one tablespoonful of melted butter, one tablespoonful of powdered ginger, one
teaspoonful of powdered cinnamon,
and one-quarter of a teaspoonful of
lalt. Mix and bake In one crust like
a pumpkin pie.
Sweet Potato Pie.—Bake the sweet
potatoes and cut them In half-inch
slices, put them In a pie plate on the
lower crust, All the plate, and sprinkle with butter and sugar and a little
water. Put on the upper crust and
bake.
Calf's-feet Blanc Mange.
>
Clean and wash thoroughly. Put on
lo boil in four quarts of water (If all
four feet are used) and reduce by
boiling to one quart. Strain and stir
In a cool place to become cold. When
;old take off all the fat, remove all
the settlings at the bottom. Put with
the jellied meat one quart of good.
Iresh, sweet milk, sweeten with sugar
to taste and flavor. If lemon peel,
grated, or cinnamon Is used for flavoring add it before boiling with milk,
but if peach water, rose water or essence of lemon is to be used, add it
(flavoring) after boiling with milk. Let
the ingredients to be boiled do so for
about ten minutes, then strain' through
a fine sieve into a pitcher and stir
until it cools. While blood Warm put
Into molds that have been previously
wet with cold water to harden,
Indian Curry of Mutton.
Fry four chopped onions in butter,
add a teaspoonful of curry powder, a
teaspoonful of salt and one cupful of
cnopped apples. Stir In a cupful of
rich milk and a tablespoonful of flour
rubbed smooth with a little cold water.
Simmer till thick and add two pounds
of breast of mutton cut in squares,
floured and browned in a little butter.
BImmer till meat is well done; it may
be found necessary to add a little
more milk or water from time to time.
Serve very hot.
Rolled Oat Wafers.
Tablespoonful butter, one cupful
sugar, two eggs beaten separately,
two cups rolled oats, one-half teaspoonful bitter almonds, two teaspoonfuls baking powder. Melt butter, pour
over sugar, then add yolks, beaten
whites, flavoring, meal and , baking
powder. Drop In teaspoonfuls on buttered pans.
Rocks.
Two-thirds of a cupful of butter or
shortening; one cupful of sugar, two
eggs, H4 Cupfuls of flour, a teaspoonful each of cinnamon and cloves and a
cupful of chopped walnuts and dates
mixed. Bake as drop cakes. These
improve with age, If you are success
ful In hiding them!—Good Housekeeping Magazine.
Codfish a la Mode.
One cupfui salt codfish picked fine,
two cupfuls mashed potato, one-half
cupful butter, one pint cream or milk,
two eggs veil beaten, salt and pepper
to taste. Mix well, bake twenty to
twenty-five minutes in the dish, in
which it Is to be served.

DUCKS REQUIRE DRY HOUSESl
sensible Way to Judge Animal's Performance is on Her Total Yield for
the Season. Not by Any One
Test or Weight

Old and Young Fowls, Should Hav»
Comfortable Place to Sleep In—
Dampness la Disease Breeder.

Ducks, both old and young, should
have a dry comfortable place to stayin at night. If forced to sit on the
damp ground they are liable to take
cramps and cold In the bead. The
latter is almost certain to turn to
croup.
Provide suitable houses if you wish
to be successful. The houses need not
be very expensive but they should be
substantial so that they may be used
for the same purpose several years in
succession.
There Is usually some shed or building that can be converted into a duck
house at small expense. Where only
a small flock Is kept this plan Is advisable.
If the roof Is good the rest Is easy.
If the weatherboardlng is not sufficiently close to keep out drafts In
cold weather, cover the outside with
tarred paper or strip with lath.
A board floor la better than an earth
floor because the ducks will often stir
up the ground in a very disagreeable
manner where there is the least sign
of moisture.
' In cold weather ducks should be '
kept In the house because their feet
are so tender that when they come in
contact with the oold ground they
suffer greats* and hobble along as
though their backs were broken. However, they should not be kept housed
more than is really necessary.

It is still possible to And dairymen
who never dig deeper than the surface knowledge of the whole herd
giving so much milk, counting simply
the total weight sent to the factory
one day, or per month, or again simply, the average yield per cow for the
factory season.
A plain fact that cannot be Impressed too strongly Is that cows
have Individuality; people have personality. What makes two cows
field quite different weights of milk
and fat when all conditions are practically equal? Even supposing a
cow's Interior economy were made
visible and luminous, has any man
the requisite knowledge to fathom all
the mysteries of milk manufacture?
We do know this, the yield of milk
and its percentage of fat are apt to
vary from day to day most strangely.

FEED CHICKENS SOUR MILK

FIRST MEAL FOR THE CHICKS
Don't Feed Little Fellows Until They
Are Forty Hours Old—Encourage Them to Scratch.

Clucks hatched with hens should be
fed as incubator chicks until they are
on range; 1. e., first meal of bread
squeezed out of sweet milk; first three
weeks, rolled oats, bread crumbs and
hard-boiled eggs, mixed shells and all;
wheat boiled In milk, curds, or any
other convenient food suitable for
chicks. Feed on clean boards, and
give green food.
When on range,
make-sure that the chicks are getting
a sufficient amount to eat. The cheapest way is to pen the hen, let the
chicks run, and feed them outside the
coop.
Chick feed Is too expensive for hen
feed. We do not like to give bard and
fast rules about feeding chicks, lest
we put In the ration something which
Is not at hand. Preparing a ration for
chicks is like preparing a meal—a
balanced meal that will promote
growth and health may be prepared in
any number of different combinations.
The main thing Is, don't feed before
the chick 4s forty hours old. Don't
leave food which will sour before
them.
After they are trained to eat, scatter cracked grains or rolled oats In
clover leaves, to coax them to scratch,
and feed them in such a way that they
are not robbed by the old hens. Mash
feeds
fatten
quicker.
Alternate
cracked corn and ground mashes for
market birds after six weeks. Make
breeding birds scratch for all they
get. Milk Is always good.
Egg shells sometimes become too
hard to hatch easily. When such is
the case, cover them with a flannel
cloth wrung out of hot water, if they
are In the incubator, beginning at the
fifteenth day. If under the hen, dip
them In warm water.

Liberal Supply Mixed With Corn Will
Keep Fowls In Healthy anil
Growing Condition.

SELECTING SITE FOR GARDEN

(By A. C. SMITH. Minnesota Experiment
Station.)
Sour milk is utilized in one of the
best possible ways by feeding it to
chickens. Those who think that they
get greater returns by feeding it to
hogs should remember that the flesh
of chickens brings at least twice as
much on the market as that of hogs.
Milk and corn are both liked by
chickens, and a proper mixture of the
two makes one of the best and most
appetizing rations for the season when
the days are warm and the nights
cool. For the best results the corn
should be cracked and soaked several
hours in either sweet or sour skimmed
milk or in buttermilk. The corn may
be put In pails in the morning and
the milk poured on until the top of
the corn Is submerged two or three
inches. When this has been absorbed
more should be added at intervals
during the day and the mixture will
be excellent for feeding by night.
A liberal supply of this ration will
keep the chickens growing rapidly and
insure their being constantly plump,
and in excellent condition for the
market. Try It once and the fowls
will tell you whether" the* Hat> it. Try
it two weeks or a month and they
will show you whether it is a good
and economical feed.

Six Inches Deep-

FOR CARRYING EGGS SAFELY
Oregon Man Invents Frame Divided
Into Plurality of Compartments,
With Flexible Sling.

In illustrating and describing an egg
holder, invented by Henry S. Westbrook of Portland, Ore., Scientific
American says:
The invention relates to egg holders, and more particularly to a device

Egg Holder,

whereby eggs may be safely held in
carrying, shipment, storage, or in
otherwise handling the same. It provides a frame divided Into a plurality
of oompartments, each compartment
having a flexible egg sling so disposed
and held within the frame that the
egg carried thereby Is prevented from
contact either with any portion of the
frame or any other egg held thereby.

CAN INVENT NO SUBSTITUTE
Science Not Yet Able to Find Anything to Take Place of EggFood Controls Flavor.

To date science has been unable to
Invent a substitute for the egg, The
Older the egg, the less is that sweet,
rich flavor noticeable.
It is of more Importance to know
the average of the flock.
There is nothing in the theory that
the "sweet, rich flavor" of the egg
belongs to the breed.
That condition is alone brought
about by the quality of the food given
to the fowls.
Three Splendid Breeds.
White Wysndottes tor broilers and
winter eggs; Light Brabmas for roasters and winter eggs; and White Leghorns for summer eggs, make a good)
somblnation for a large farm, »
/

If Possible Locate Vegetable Patch on
Sloping Ground—Plow Soil Fully

English Champion

i

Angus Cow.

The first half of the milk drawn may
not contain more than half as much
fat as the latter half; the cow may
have some slight sickness; some of
her delicate nervous functions may
be deranged temporarily; extremes
of weather, undue exposure, excitement, may all influence the yield of
milk and the test. Hence It Is clear
that the sensible way to judge a
cow's performance IB not by any one
test or weight, but rather on her
total yield for the season.
A cold,
matter-of-fact "average" does not
glye neoesBary information. Cows
have individuality, which is worth
studying so that they may repay their
owners for Intelligent handling.

DEPTH FOR COVERING SEEDS
Quarter or Half an Inch Is Quite Sufffclent for Onions, Lima Beans
and Like Plants.

Too much stress cannot be laid up*on covering seed properly. We are
very apt to cover too deeply. As a
general rule the smaller the seed, the
lighter' should be the cover. Onions,
squashes, parsnips and lima beans, or
such plants that push up the shells
of the seed Itself, find it difficult to
force their way through a very great
depth of earth after it is packed down
by rains. A quarter or half an inch
' at most is quite sufficient covering
for these seeds. Care should be exercised to see that lumps of earth are
not left over them.
When we plant beets, carrots, parsnips, etc., we always like to have long
rows, and do not believe in wasting
space in useless paths and walks, with
short rows running crosswise. It Is
mftch easier to keep long rows clean,
than short ones, and the labor in caring for long rows Is much less than
that needed for short ones.

To warm the eggs, before putting
them In the machine keeps the temperature even, and to place cold eggs
into it lowers the temperature.
It is necessary to make use of the
dampening tray if the weather is dry
or if the place is dry where the incubator Is kept.
On the other hand, if the machine is
placed in a damp atmosphere, the
dampening tray must not be filled.
If the chicken Is too wet on leaving
the shell, there has been an excess of
moisture, and If the toughness of the
membrane inside the shell prevents
the chicken leaving easily, there has
not been enough moisture.
Cheap Food for Pigs.
Pasture Is one of the cheapest foods
for young pigs and can be easily
grown. Begin early in the spring by
plowing deep, making a perfect seed
bed, then drill to rye and cultivate
with the harrow as soon as It Is a few
Inches high. With the addition Of a
little grain, the pigs will do well on
this all summer.

for the kiddies—and
yourself; its great1
benefits to teeth,
breath, appetite and
digestion; its cleanliness and wholesomeness in the air-tight
sealed packages; its
two different and
delicious flavors—and
the gift coupons too:

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle ot
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it

Signature of C&//yf74c£&U
In Use For Over SO Tears.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris
Taking Precautions.

Eggs Should Be Warmed Before Putting Into Machine to Keep Temperature at Right Degree.
Products From Well-Planned Garden.

ble when forked over. Harrow and
roll to get the ground mellowed the
full depth it was plowed.
Spread a thick dressing of rolled
manure over the ground and harrow
It in. The finer the manure, and the
better It Is worked into the ground,
the quicker It will act.
Drill the seeds in with a good animal-bone fertilizer; one handful to
three feet of row will be at the rate
of 400 pounds to the acre.
Plant Roots Early.
An ounce each of onion, salsify, carrot, parsnip, purple strap leaf and
white egg turnip, long dark red and
Crosby's Egyptian beet and one-half
ounce each of two good kinds ot cucumber seed will provide plenty of
their kind if not planted too thickly.
All of the root vegetables should, be
pot In quite early, so that a good start
may be had before hot weather.

Money From Dairying.
With good dairy cows you get the
money quicker because you can sell
Give Only Pure Water.
Watch the water supply and see the product every day. When the beet
that the hens drink only pure water, man sells his fat steers he has to take
and that they get plenty of it, also that a good part of the money he gets to
buy steers to put is their place.
>
(hey get It to clean' vessels. _

" WRIGLEVS MOTHER GOOSE"

■ Introducing the Spearmen!

WRI6LEYS

It is much better to have the fruit
garden separate from the vegetable
garden, if one Is able to do so, if
for no other reason thad the trees
and bushes are liable to be broken
in cultivating among the garden
crops.
Locate the vegetable garden, If possible, on sloping ground, fully exposed to the sun.
A warm, wet
sheltered location may be planted
early in the spring. The early vegetables always bring the most money. TAKE
For a small family, one-half acre,
properly manured and cultivated, will Soldiers at the Front Find Solace In
Their Supply of the "Soothfurnish a full supply of vegetables.
ing Weed."
Plant crops the full length of the
garden; for horse cultivation the rows
Good stories about smoking and
should be marked off three feet apart;
for hand culture with garden plow, smokers continue to fill the space In
the British papers not occupied by
run the rows 15 to 20 feet apart.
Have the ground deeply plowed news of "major" engagements.
The following tribute has been paid
fully six inches deep. Plow as soon
as the ground is dry enough to crum- to Gen. Sir Philip Chetwode by Bergt.
A. Bowler of the Fifth Signal corps,
R. K,, who is at the front: "1 have
watched him calmly smoking a cigarette when shells have been dropping
alf over the place. I think that if all
the German army were firing at him
he would carry on as usual, smoking
his cigarette and giving his orders as
if he were at his club ordering a
drink."
In mid-February German soldiers on
the western frontier received dally two
cigars and two cigarettes, or an equal
amount of chewing tobacco, snuff or
pipe tobacco.

SOME GOOD INCUBATOR AIDS

We have published
a unique little booklet:

To help '
you to remember —

"Mr. Mulligan," said Dennis, "you
must have binifflted by the death of
your mother'in-law, for whom you had
shmall affection while she lived."
"I did."
"What did she leave you?"
"She left me alone—lBn't that
enough?"
"But I understand you've been
spinding a hundred dollars, if you ve
spint a eent to get her out of purgatory."
"Whisht now, and isn't it worth It
to get her out before I get in?"—Exchange.
Knew Where He Was Headed.

The story is told of a very crusty,
gouty old gentleman who lost his patience with his doctor, because he did
not make enough fuss over the pa'n
he suffered.
"Doctor," he cried out, twisting and
turning because of the agony, "you
don't understand! You don't seem to
grasp the case! You talk as though
there were nothing the matter with
me, whereas, I assure you, I am enduring the torments of the lost!"
"What, already?" replied the doctor.
DOST VISIT TEUE CALIFORNIA EXPOSITIONS Without • supply of Allan'! FootEase the antiseptic powder to be shaken Into the
Shoes, or dissolved in the. foot-bath. The Stand-rd
Remedy for the feet for 25 yean. It el'es Instant
relief to tired, aehlnf feet and prevents swollen,
hot feet. One lady writes: "1 enjoyed every minute
of my stay at the Expositions, thanks to Allen s
Foot-Ease In my shoes." Get 11 TODAY, Adv.

package

You ought to see the merry antics
of these little men—28 pages, lithographed in handsome colors! Fun
for grown-ups and children. Send
a postal today for your copy!
WHI. WRIGLEV JR. CO.
1321 Keener Building Chicago, llllnolm

\
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Sunshine to the Darkest Day
Plan Humane Sunday In May.
The American Humane association,
federation of societies and lndivldus for the prevention of cruelty, requests clergymen of all denominations
throughout the country to observe
Sunday, May 23, as Humane Sunday,
calling attention to the need for protection for suffering and helpless children, and also for unfortunate animals.
Dr. Win. O. Stillman, president of
the association, Albany, N. Y., will
send literature to all persons Interested in the work ot humane societies.

Selfish Automoblllst.

Wanted!!! At Once

In an argument about world politics
—welt politik—Senator Lodge said the
Man to book orders tor reliable sad guanoother day in Boston:
teed fruit trees and ornamentals. Whole or
"The morality of too many govern- part time. No experience necessary. Fin*
ments seems as frankly selfish and as outfit free. Attractive pay to the hustler.
Write NOW for terms and exclusive territory.!
frankly unjust as the man Smithers.
"As Smithers, Havana In mouth, Homer N. Chaee t Co., Auburn, Me.
came out ot an expensive restaurant
professioj
m M0K^L ■ ■ may not used * pn
and started to get into his automobile m
«# W
"\ ■ 1 stenographer and a. HSSSSSk
ssrsly
. W \M
\M Dollar Haatune bat jom
]
a creditor held him up.
■ ^sss*1* ^k\w cannot afford to bo
"'I tell you what it is, Mr. Smith- Typewriter when the American Visible.
ers,' said the creditor, 'you wouldn't WAHTHD. Other makes low. Wrttefw parties
go riding round in a fine automobile today. YOUsfl ""MIM TinifiriU CO., #Ma*».
like that if you paid your debts.'
"'Ha,' said Smithers, 'quite right! USE oil n and out your,
My point of view exactly! Glad to OUR OlUU feed bill In half.
Then Was the Time.
Dr. Winnington Ingram, the bishop know you're In agreement with me.
of London, is possessed of a some- The golf club, Alphonse.'"
AGENTS COINING MONET—Majrio Lnmla*
what cynical wit He was once enous paint for parlor decoration on glass,,
paper, wood, clock dials brilliant In dark.!
He Knew Daddy.
gaged in conversation with a very
new patent, either BOX, sample and terra*
bumptious man, who was boring him
The eight-year-old son of a famous 25c, Co-Operative Co., Jacksonville, Flaw
terribly.
lawyer was one day taken by his
-Iotrodooe blf ■
"What a fine life a bishop's muBt be?" governess to a court of law in which ss>»
LIVIS
Agen.S jittuo
■ W s-»»j«••■»■■»
■|PSWB ar
giSe°ipe^sJl7lirtoVery^oniaI
-"tlTe Jnecessity. Writ*
profits. Brant, new positive
exclaimed the bore, enthusiastically. his father was expected to make a bisM.T.
today. WlBiejSupplyCo.,I>ept9.
"I would give anything to change p„rtlcularly brilliant speech.
IF VOO WIIX INVEST In a gold mine show*
places with your lordship for Just one
"Mother, I heard father make a fine In* promise of raising another crop of milhour to experience what it must be speech today," Bald the boy on his lionaires, write the MOUNTAIN FLOWER
OOLD MINE CO.. ST. JOSEPH. MIBBOPatL
like."
return home. "And what do you think?
"Ah," replied Doctor Ingram, fer- Father almost cried, and he made HeatlessTroosers Press SaMSa'p
vently, "I wish you could this very some of the jurymen cry, too!"
Sfe^stSKsttW«s»&lE
moment,"
"And you, too?" asked his ihother.
"Oh, no—be can't get over me!" re- ■ SSfPllfM Wmt.oaS.ColemaB.WaeH,
da
How "Sam" Registered.
plied the heir and pride* of the family.
Not far from Lexington lives a
aeiirre—SnrotK.au War postcards from actual photographs. Itaessnt ant*/, iseecaaa^s rsassgjBi r.
young farmer, "Sam" Woolrldge, who
A fatal flirtation is one that ends at
found occasion to stop at the Phoenix, the marriage altar.
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 18-1915.
in Lexington. Just before Mr. Wbolridge registered, James B. Haggin of
New York, owner of the beautiful
Elmendorf stock farm, walked to the
desk and wrote. "James B. Hagln and
Valet, New York."
Mr. Woolrldge was the next to register, and this is what he wrote: "Sam
Woolrldge and Valise, Versailles."
Yes, waiting for" every farmer or farmer's
son — any industrious American who is
The Beady Vine.
anxious to establish for himself a happy
home and prosperity. Canada's hearty inSinging was just over in the kindervitation this year is more attractive than
garten, and immediately a small hand
ever.
Wheat is higher but her farm land
flew up,
just as cheap and in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
"What is it, Alice?" asked the teacher.
160 Acre Homesteads are Actually Free to Settlers and
"I want to know what is a beady
Other Land at From $15 to $20 per Acre
vine," asked the little girl timidly. "I
The people of European countries as well as the American continent
always wonder what kind of a vine it
must
be
fed—thus
an even greater demand for Canadian Wheat will keep
is when we sing that song, 'Little lives
up the price. Any farmer who can buy land at $15.00 to $30.00 per acre
may beady vine'" (be divine).
—get a dollar for wheat and raise 20 to 45 bushels to the acre is bound to
make money—that's what you can expect in Western Canada. WonderEverything Higher.
ful yields also of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed Farming is fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. The excellent grasses, full of nutrition,
The Old Skipper—Don't you come
are the only food required either for beef or dairy purposes. Good schools,
tellin' me none of your cock an' bull
markets convenient, climate excellent
yarns about waves 80 feet high. Why,
Military service is not compulsory in Canada but there Is »n unusual demand tor farm
I've been at sea, man an' boy, for nigh
labor to replace the many youns men who have volunteered for service in the war.
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway rates to Superintendent
on fifty years, and I never saw none
Immigration, Ottawa, Canada; or to
higher than 40.
MAI A.S0WUT.73 Trement Stnet. tests*.Mssa.1
J. E. Is FH.CE, 21 Weretessel Street, rravMence,
The Young Bailor—Ah, but see 'ow
1. I.J L. II. ASSELIN. BMssbrA. Maine; I. A.
things 'ave gone up since then!—
M

PATENTS \rs£Z2 £r-££i

UFEIUEsE, III) Elm Street. MancaeslM. K. B.
Canadian Goverment Agents,

Punch.
Dubious.
"Have you any use for an astronomical expert on your staltf"
"Well, we do need a star reporter."

Probably the most worthless opinion
A Roland for an Oliver.
Is the average man's prediction as to
Manager—I say. Can we get any- the result of a prize fight.
thing like a real doctor in this jay
town to attend a sick actor?
Village Inhabitant—Sure. Just go
to that corner grocery. Youll find
a man there who's all right at curing
remdrean
wi4S£trtppina\»sit.

J\eeli

35 TEARS SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
OP LIQUOR AND DRUG ADDICTIONS

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
LEXINGTON. MASS.
PROVISSMOB, •*. I.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
WEST HAVEN, CONN,

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
One 10c package colon aD fibers. They ore in cold water better than any other dye.
HtEE^booSetTcalendar. biottera. etcT MONBOE DBUG COMPANY, Qai.tr. Ilk

WEST BROOKFIELD.

NEEDED SUPPLY OF TENORS
COULDN'T FOOL HOBO MARRIAGE IN RUSSIA

Church Conference.
The annual meeting of the BrookfieM
Association oi ehurenw will be at the
Congregational church next Tuesday.
Churches from Barre, Brookfield, Charlton, Dudley, Dana, Hardwick, Holland,
Gilbertville, New Braintree,
North
Brookrteld, Oakham, Southbridgo, Spencer, Warren, Sturbridge, Ware, Ware
East and West Brookfle|d will be represented. The session will open at 9.30
o'clock with a meeting on Ministerial
Standing, followed by a service of praise
and prayer for all, and then the election
of officers and reports of committees.
Rev. H. L. Brickett, Southbridge, will
speak on "The church an Evangel in the
Community." Rev. Sherman Goodwin
will speak at 10.40 on "The community
in its relation to the church," after
which the delegates from the different
churches will read their reports. This
will be followed by a devotional service
led by Rev. A. W. Budd, North Brookfield. At 11.30 Rev. B. W. Brotherston,
(Jilbertville, will address the meeting, after which all will partake of dinner. The
afternoon session opens at 1.30 o'clock
with songs and prayer. Rev. J. J. Walker, Boston, will be the first afternoon
speaker, his topic being] "Evangelism."
Other speakers on the Bubject Jwill She
"Home-made evangelists" byJRev.lC.
Lisle Percy. Charlton; "The tSunday
school teacher as an levangelist," by A.
L. Hauck; "Winning methods in leaving
souls,'' by] Mrs T. |C. Craig, Warren;
"Hand picked fruit the best." "My Experience," by a speaker from the Dudley
ohurch. At 3 o'clock there will be a conference open to all, on the subject, Evangelism, WJien, Where, What, Why.
Rev. C. H. Smith, Barre.Kwill lead the
discussion. The meeting will close at 4
o'clock.

MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
BY virtue o{ a power of sale contained in a certain mortffaffc <leed (riven by Roger Mulcahy
to the Brookfifild saying llauk. dated March nth
18S2, and recorded in the Registry oF Deeds at
Worcester, Book 1115, page 179, will be aold at
public auction upon the premises, on Monday
the 17th day of May 1915 at two o clock in the
afternoon all and singular the premises conveyed
by said mortgage deed and therein described as
follows, namely n cereain tract or parcel of land
in the village of Brookfield proper, bounded and
described as follows, viziBeginning at stake on the westerly side of
River street, so called, thence southerly by said
River street seventy feet to a stake, thence westerly by land of Washington Tufts one hundred
and ninety feet to land of Reuben Carpenter;
thence northerly by land of said Carpenter
seventy-two feet to land of Daniel Harrington;
thence easterly by land of said Harrington one
hundred and ninety feet to first mentioned bound
on said street- And being the same premises
conveyed to me by deed from Washington Tufts,
dated March 1st, 18K2, with all the buildinga
thereon standing. Said premises will be sold
subject to any unpaid taxes and all Hens thereon
if any existing, which may have priority over
the subscriber's mortgage.
Teems: One hundred dollars down at time
and place of sale and balancoon delivery of deed
which shall be within ten days at the office of
the subscriber.
MARY A. MULCAHY,
Assignee of said Mortgage.
Brookfield, Mass., April 22, 1915
Apr. 23. 30 May 7B.

COMMONWEALTHI0F MASSACHUSETTS
WOBCESTBB 88,

?■

"* -'PBOBATE COIJUT

To the heirs at law, next of kin and all other
persons interested in the estate of .John
Mat toon, late of North Brookfield in said County, deceased,
whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
be the last will and testament of said deceased
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
by Fred C Clapp, who prays that letters testamentary may be issued to him, the executor
therein sained, without giving a surety on his
official bond.
Yon are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
'Court to be held at Worcester, in said County
of Worcester, on the eleventh day of Hay,
A.D. 1916, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to
show cause, if any you hare, why the same
should not be granted.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give
public notice thereof, by publishing this citation f nee in each week, for three successive
weeks, in the North Brookfield Journal, a newspaper published in North Brookfield. the last
guolication to be one day, at least, before said
ourt, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering a
copy of this citation to all known persons interested in the estate, seven days at least
before said Court.
Witness, William T.Forbes, Esquire, Judge
of said Court, this twenty-first day of April,
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
fifteen.
HARRY H. A.TWOOD, Register.
Apr. 28,30, May 7C.

Statement of Ownership, Management* Etc.
Required by the Act of Aug. 24.1912
of the North Brookfield Journal published
weekly at North Brookfield, Mass., for April 1,
1916.
Kditor, manager publisher and proprietor,
Horace J. Lawrence, North Brookfield, Mass.
Not a corporation, and no bondholders, mortgages, or other security holders.
'
Horace J. Lawrence, Publisher.
Sworn and subscribed to before me this 12th
day of April, 1916.
Arthur C. Bliss, Justice o£the peace.
My commission expires Nov. 29,1918.

The
New Store
PULL LINE OF

HARDWARE
This Store has the exclusive
agency in this district for
"Lowe Brothers Paints''.

Plumbing,
Steam Fitting,*
Electrical Work,
and Jobbing.

Winchester HEATERS Installed

RICHARD FINNEY

& SONS.

Donahue Block
C MM STREET,
BROOKFIELD

KNIGHT OF THE ROAD WAS WISE
OLD BIRD.

Billy Sunday Tells Good Story of How
Farmer
Stopped
Visits of1
Tramps—Were Suspicious
ot Effusive Welcome.

Billy Sunday, the evangelist, said at
a fashionable reception 1L his honor
in Philadelphia:
'A good many people are mistrustful of religion 1 don't know why It
is, but there's a lot of people as mistrustful of religion and the religious
as the tramp was mistrustful of the
farmer.
" 'I don't know what to do about
this tramp evil, a farmer once said to
me. 'J've put up signs about bewaring of the man trap and look out for
the savage dog and take care of the
spring gun, but It don't seem to do
any good at all, Mr. Sunday. The
tramps molest me something terrible.'
" 'Well, Brother Brown, said I, you
Just put up a big sign reading, "All
tramps welcomed at Brown's," and
then, later on, let me know the result'
"Brown thought I was joking at first,
but when he saw I was In earnest he
went straight off home and put up a
big sign over his gate—'All tramps
welcome here, John Brown'—that you
could read half a mile away.
"I met him again the following
year. He said the sign had worked
like a miracle. Ever since he put It
up he had only set eyes on one tramp
and that had been by accident. He
came on the tramp accidentally as
the fellow stood under the sign, looking up at it and reading It over and
over with a kind of quizzical, sarcastic smile playing about his mouth.
"'Hello!' says Farmer Brown,grinning over tBe fence at the tramp
very friendly.
"The tramp sneered. Then he burst
into a bitter laugh and said:
" 'Hello, mister. How many cops
have you got hidden In there?'
" 'Why, none—none at all," says
Farmer Brown, in a hurt, surprised
voice.
"The tramp gave another bitter
laugh. 'How many bulldogs have you
got, then, mister?'
" 'There ain't a dog about the place,"
says the farmer. He opened the gate
a little ways, but the tramp Jumped
back, so. scared like, the farmer closed
it again out of pity. 'You can come
in and see for yourself if you don't
believe me about the dogs,' he says.
" 'Oh, yes, I know,' said the tramp.
He was pale and shaking all over
from the start he got when the gate
opened. 'I know all about that,' he
said; 'but tell me how many bear
traps you've got set in there that
would bite a poor fellow's leg off.'
" 'Nary a bear trap,' said the farmer. 'Nary a bear trap.'
" 'Has a man got to do a hard day's
work to get a measly meal of scraps?'
burst out the tramp.
"'Nothing of the kind,' said the
farmer. 'You come right in, young fellow, and I'll give you a three-course
hot supper for nothing, and if you
want to stay all night we'll fix you up
a warm bed on the floor by the kitchen fire.'
"The tramp stared hard at the farmer a minute and then he smiled a kind
of pitying, patronizing smile and
said:
" 'You can't work that little game
on me. This is my eleventh year on
the road.'
" "What
game?'
aald
Farmer
Brown. 'What "game are you talkin'
about?'
" 'Puttln' rough on rats in the coffee and sellin' our remains to the
medical college for a dollar apiece,'
said the tramp, winking at the farmer. 'Oh, no, Brownie, old boy! Oh,
my, no! Not on your life! Ha, ha,
ha! Aber! This is my eleventh year
on the road, I'm tellln' you.*
"And the tramp took a cigar butt
from the pocket of his ragged coat,
lit it with a sulphur match, and
strutted jauntily away, his head nearly hidden In big smoke clouds."

OCCASION OF MUCH CEREMONY
AMONG THE PEASANTS.

Ancient Customs Still Observed In
the Land of the Czar—Wedding
feast Always a Time of
Great Mirth.

In ancient times a betrothed Russian maiden always used to sen* her
future husband a whip, wrought by
herself, in token of her submission to
him and on her wedding day he gave
her a gentle stroke upon the shoulders to show that he was the matrimonial master. Among the nobles
the wedding is usually an evening
function^ the bridal pair fasting during the day which precedes it The
ceremonies are numerous; many assistants and masters of ceremonies
have to be invited—ladies of honor
and bridesmen. The party seeking
the bride, among the peasants, usually chooses a byway so as not to
meet anyone, for a meeting would
be an evil omen.
Having arrived at the house of the
bride's father they knock at the window and ask for admission. They refuse to sit' down, saying, "We have
not come to sit down nor to feast but
to ask in marriage. We have a brave
youth, you haye a fair maiden. Might
not the two be brought together?"
The bride's parents, thanking the visitors for the compliment the latter
now take off their caps and eat. This
done the matchmakers ask for a final
answer.
Pleading for time to think the matter ftver, the parents finally give their
consent, after which a candle is lighted and placed before the holy picture. The contracting parties cross
themselves, pray, strike hands on the
bargain and the matter is settled. The
wedding clothes are blessed By the
priest.
Solemn Is the blessing bestowed by
the respective parents of tBe bride
and bridegroom before leaving their
homes, sacred pictures, which precede
them into the church, are waved
three timeB over their heads, two wax
tapers are given to the pair and the
bearer of the taper which goes out
first will be the first to die.
In the marriage ceremony a ring of
gold is given by the man to the woman and by the woman to the man and
afterwards exchanged by the best/
man. The bridal pair are crowneq
with filigree of sirVer or garlands^
and the last act is the dissolution of
the crowns, which in olden times toojc
place upon the eighth day, when thja
bride was conducted, to the bridegroom's house. During this last ceremony wine mingled with water is
given in allusion to the marrlaeje at
Cana.
When the priest, followed by the
bridal pair, walk around the "maloy"
upon which the crosB and gospels are
placed, an address on their duties la
delivered; they kiss each other, the
benediction is pronounced and the
newly wedded pair is now led to the
bridegroom's house.
His parents
meet the young couple at the entrance to the house and bless them
with bread and salt, while the relatives pour barley down over them,
which expresses the hope that harmony and happiness may be theirs.
They may now enter the house and
sit down on a bench, while the bride
hides her face with a handkerchief,
which is taken away by her motherin-law or an aunt, after which she receives the married woman's headdress. The wedding feast follows,
which, among the Russian peasants,
is an occasion of great mirth.
The marriage age fixed by the
church is eighteen for boys and sixteen for girls. Men must not marry
after eighty or women after sixty.
Two years' penance—exclusion from
the holy communion—Is the penalty
for a second marriage, five yeara'
penance for a third, while a fourth
marriage Is impossible.

Lost Life In Work of Rescue.
A lifeboat man perished at Worthing, England, during the gallant attempt of the crew of the lifeboat Richard Coleman to reach the schooner
The Northeast Passage.
Commander Vilkltskli, the discover- Klngsmill in distress. The craft was
er of Nicholas II. Land, set out last launched in record time. Some solsummer from Vladivostok on his diers lent a hand, several going waistthird attempt to make the northeast deep into the water to get the lifepassage from the Pacific to the At- boat olear of the beach. Tremendous
lantic.
According to news recently seas, such as Coxswain Marshall said
received, he was wintered in Taimyr he had never experienced before,
bay, to the west of Cape Chelyuskin. caused the lifeboat to capsize, but
Here he has been In wireless communi- It was of self-righting pattern and the
cation with Captain Sverdrup, who crew were soon back in their places.
sailed from European Russia last sum- A little later the lifeboat capsized
mer in search of the missing Brussl- again and the drenched crew were
lov and Russanov expeditions, and has once more thrown into the water.
also wintered on the coast of the Tai- This time one of the men, Jack Burmyr peninsula.
A note in Nature gess, failed to get back. His body
states that Vilkltskli proposed to waa recovered by men on the shore,
send part of his crew to Sverdrup's who practiced artificial respiration In
ship, in order to economize his sup- vain. Before the lifeboat could reach
plies, with a view to the possibility her the schooner had been driven
of not getting through the ice next ashore.
summer.—Scientific American.
Steals Bernhardt Painting.

Saving Lives.
The fight to save human lives In
America has been eminently successful during the last few years and the
loss from preventable diseases has
been materially reduced. Perhaps the
greatest Improvement has been In typhoid fever, where sanitation and
medical treatment have worked together to good effect In the field of
tuberculosis a great deal has been
accomplished, although not as much as
was originally hoped for. In this disease it is largely a case of money—to
get enough to give the victims ot "the
white plague" the treatment they need.

Impresario's Explanation, However,
Was Unsatisfactory to Singers
He Had Engaged,

An oil painting by Sarah Bernhardt,
reported to be valued at several thousands of dollars, was stolen from the
lobby of the Punch and Judy theater
at New York.
The canvas by the French actresa
had been presented to- Charles Hop
kins, owner of the theater, when he
was a student at Yale. The picture is
that of a dog viewing a city scene. The
artist oddly carried the dog's tall from
the canvas to the frame.
Many of the Punch and Judy patrons recall the fluffy dog, looking
very much like a muff, which adorned
the wall near the box office.

A young singer who had been singing for opera work had the good fortune to be engaged by an impresario
for a tour through South America.
His chest swelled with pride as he
walked the deck of the steamer thatwas to take him on his first trip to
foreign lands. On the second morning out he was much surprised to
meet an old classmate, who, like himself, was a tenor singer.
"Well, well, where are you from?
Where are you going?" each asked the
other.
And each answered: "I'm engaged
by an opera company for a South
American tour."
"My manager Is on this steamer,"
said one.
"And mine, too."
Within five minutes both singers
found that they had been engaged by
the same opera company for the same
part "What does the man mean by
hiring two different men for the role
of first tenor?" asked one.
"Pardon n»," interrupted a youth
who had been standing near, and overheard their conversation. "You have
myself and two other young singers
for companions' In this affair. We
have just found to our surprise that
we have all been engaged by1 the same
man for the same part on the same
tour. What under the sun can he
mean by having five first tenors?" I
The five youths took counsel togeth- I
er, and decided that they would see I
the manager and demand an explana- |
tion.
!
They found him on the forward
deck. He listened, seemingly amused
at their complaint, and said: "Gen- !
tlemen, don't you worry. I am an old
and experienced man in this game,
and know what I am doing. If you
were acquainted with the climate of
South America, you would know yourselves that it is absolutely nectessary.
We shall scarcely rrrive there before
three or four of >ou fellows will be
stricken w(th the deadly tropical fe- i
ver. Experience has taught me in
all my tropical tours to allow for *11
sorts of mishaps and misfortunes. Of
course, you can see what excellent
prospects are offered to the chap who
is able to withstand everything." And
with these words the manager retired to his cabin.
The five young singers then eat
down and debated the "excellent
prospects." They soon came to a decision. One chance in five of being
a star singer instead of a dead one
did not prove sufficiently attractive.
So when the steamer stopped at Liverpool, the youths went ashore, and
the impresario never saw them again.
—Youth's Companion.
Mourning In London.
"Like every other human institution," says the London Globe, "the
wearing of mourning may be carried
to an extreme, as it was during the
last century, when it became so ostentatious that the Inevitable reaction took place, synchronising naturally with the spiritual' reawakening
that began silently years ago, and has
developed so wonderfully in these
days of storm and stress. The spiritual minded do not fear death. In
whatever guise it comes; do not
abandon themselves to violent grief,
nor assume heavy 'weeds.' Yet mourning attire 1B widely and rightly worn
today, In memory.and honor of bur
heroes who have fonght and died for
us. 'Dulce et decorum est pro patria
mori,' and no less sweet and seemly
Is It that we should show by our garb
the love, and pride, and sorrow that
we feel. Even those who have not Buttered bereavement, whose kinsmen,
and friends so far have won through,
safely, feel irresistibly Impelled to
wear more or less somber attire, in
sympathy with their mourning sisters, for the grief of every Individual
is shared by the whole nation."
Restoring Fatigued Muscle*.
A very ingenious physiological
method of increasing the yield of labor from any given group of muscles
is described in the Deutsche Revue.
According to an abstract in Die Urnchau, the author, Th. Weber, claims
that in practice a gain of from 22 to
40 per cent is obtainable in the amount
of work done. The device Is extremely simple.
When the given group
of muscles has reached the point of
exhaustion, due to the accumulation
of the products of fatigue, tney are
allowed to rest, while an entirely different muscle group is Bet to work
vigorously. The energetic contraction of these muscles causes an Increase In heart action and circulation,
and the strengthened current of blood
thus sent to all parts of the body partially restores the working power of
the first group of muscles by carrying away fatigue toxins and supplying
oxygen.
Historic Cemetery to Go.
A cemetery, which was laid out In
1652, the year of the foundation of the
settlement of the village of Newtown,
In which are burled the ancestors of
many of the leading families In New
York, Is to be wiped out by the extension of a street, and unless some of
the wealthy descendants of the pioneers of Newtovn come to the rescue
the bodies will all be reburied In the
pauper burying ground on Hart's
Island. Among the graves in the old
burying ground are those of Jonathan
and Elizabeth Fish, the grandparents
of Stuyvesant and Hamilton Fish of
New York, and Rev. John Moore, the
first minister In Newtown, who died In
1667, is buried In the plot

Will You Put Up This Wren House?
As an introductory offer will send yon this
little Wren House Free, postpaid, with a six
month's trial subscription to LITTLE FOLKS
MAGAZINE for 40c. (Must be a new subscription. }
lins ftne House is made of wood, stained in two colors and will attract wrens to your home. You will enjoy the song of these
sweetest of song birds all Summer long.

LITTLE FOLKS Contains
Fairy Stories, Nature Stories, Stories of Real Children,
Stories of Make-believe Children, New Games to Play, Colored
Cut-outs, Pictures to Color with Paints or Crayons.
TLE FOLKS provides continuous Entertainment for children
enough of it to keep them busy the whole year round.

Address LITTLE FOLKS MAGAZINE
Depi. M, SALEM, MASS.

FRIDAY, APRIL 30, I 9 I 5.
MAILS DUE TO AHKIVB.
M. 7.15- East and West.
0JO--West.
P. Mi 12.46—Eaat and West.
tsn—West
4.60—East.
7.06—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A. M. 7.00—East and West.
11.30—East and West.
P. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—Eaat.
6.00—Eaat and West.
Malls for Eaat Brookfield are despatcbed at
7.00 A.M.,11.30A. M. and 1 I'.M. Mails from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and
5.40 V. M.
Package mails are despatcbed twice dally aa
follows:—UJ0 A. M. Eaat and North, 8 P. M.
Weat and South.
Mail for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1 JO P. M.
The office hours will be:—8.46 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 646 to 9.3U A.M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANET, Asst.
A.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Three St, Regis Everbearing Raspberry
Plants to Everyone Answering
This Advertisement.
Agents sell these plants for 25c each. St. Regis Everbearing; A
wonderful new Raspberry; bears fruit four months the first season planted.
Earliest of all Red Raspberries, begins to ripen June 15th to 20th, fruiting
on old canes until late August, when bemes begin to ripen on the young
or current season's canes, which continue to produce berries in increasing numbers without intermission until late October or until frost comes.
Wonderfully prolific, first or main crop being greater than that of any
other red variety known, and Summer or Autumn crops do not consist
of a few scattering berries, but good to heavy pickings all time. One
party who liau a small patch of about half an acre picked and shipped
two or three pickings each week for four months, and ins profits were^,
enormous.

"Good Fruit and How to Grow It," FREE
This is a 64-page book of valuable information about soils, how and
where to plant, trim and grow all kinds ot fruit; how and when to spray,
and the cost of planting and maintaining an orchard. Also complete
description of all varieties of Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Roses and Shrubs
with bargains in Home Garden Collection as low as 98 cents, the same as
agents charge three dollars for.

Special Collection of Standard Apple Trees 98 cents
2 Baldwin
2 Northern Spy
2 Mclntoah

2 Wealthy

2 Ben Davis
2 Stark
2 Yellow Transparent

*A1I Fine Two-Year Trees

REILLY BROTHERS "THE OASIS NURSERIES

)l

1207 Reilly Road, Dansville, IM. Y.
SEND THE COUPON BELOW TO US TODAY

RILEY BROS. (THE OASIS NURSERIES)
Dansville, N. Y.
Kindly send me your large Fruit Book "Good Fruit and
How to Grow it" Free of all charge; also coupon good for 3 St.
Regis Everbearing Raspberry as advertised in the North Brookfield JOURNAL and the Brookfield TIMES.
Name_
Town and State.
Street or R. F. D. No..

Carl 8. Lytle of Melrose has been visit
ing in town.
Harry Perkins returned to his home in
Leominster, on Tuesday.
Dressmaking at the rooms in Duncan
block by the Misses Connolly.
Memorial day will be publicly observed
here on Monay, May 31.
Cyril L. Perreault of Holyoke, a former resident, was in town this week.
The Ladies Auxiliary to the A. O. H.
will hold a May Party at Castle hall,
to-night.
Raymond R. Evans and wife, Elm St.,
are spending the week in Putnam and
Woodstock, Conn.
Miss Pauline Pierce, Lynn, is visiting
her grandmother, Mrs Mary Lamson,
Central street.
Mrs Theodore C. Greene, will spend
nextweek at the home of her parents in
Great Barrington.
The D. A. R. are arraaging for a grand
pageant to be presented at the town hall
on Monday, May 31.
Rev. H. A. Taylor and family moved
from Rutland to their new home on Walnut street, thi3 week.
Horses and cattle insured Against death
by any cause.
Fred F. F. Franquer,
Agent, Brookfield, Mass.
16-17
Rev. J. Hall, the-newly appointed pastf.qf the Methodist church, moved his
mily into the parsonageon Chestnut St.,
on Tuesday.
Shall we have a Clean Up and Paint
Up day in North Brookfield? Here is an
opportunity for the N. B. T. I. A. to
take the initiative.
Preaching Sunday at 10.45; Sunday
school at 12.15; Evening service at 7.
All are welcome to these services' at the
Methodist church.
The annual meeting of the W. 0. T.
U. will be held Friday, May 7, with Mrs
Frank P. Stoddard, Elm street. A full
attendance is desired.
Rev. Mr Budd spoke of Prayer in its
Relation to the Life of the Church, at the
fellowship meeting in East Brookfield,
yesterday afternoon.
Walter L. Mains has disposed of his
farm to P. E. Rubendall, Marcus, S. D.
The property consists of a house and
barn and 58 acres of land. The
valuation of the property is 1700.

Mr and Mrs Mason, Elm street, rejoice
in the birth of another child last week.
Miss Gretchen Poland and her friend,
Miss Hazel Perry, are to open the Green
Parrot tea room in Leicester, on Monday, May 31.
* The Young Woman's club will meet
next Tuesday evening with Mrs A. H,
Prouty, Main street.
The meeting is
called for 7.45 and the entertainment will
commence promptly at that time.
Mrs Mary Stowell Hammond and son
Charles S., who have been stopping in
town the past week, have returned to
their home. Her old friends were glad
to see her after so long an absence. Mrs
Hammond removed to Marion, 18 years
ago where they now reside.
Webster Norris has Bevered his connection with the B & R Rubher Company,
where he has been in charge of the laboratory, but we are pleased to know that
he and his wife will probably retain their
residence in town during the summer
months at least.
The Epworth League held a supper and
social Wednesday night. Mr and Mrs
K. Frank Howe, Mrs George Gpodrich,
and Mrs P. D. Wheelock were in charge.
The regular monthly business meeting
will be at the church, Monday evening at
7.45. Let every member of the League
be present.
Two new men have been added to the
board of fire engineers in the appointment of F. Arthur Fullam and Ernest D.
Corbin to fill vacancies caused by the resignation of Charles 8. Stuart and Fred A.
Stearns. The other member of the board
is William J. Doyle, who has proved to
be a very efficient man during the past
two years that he has served.
Next Sunday morning there will be a
Sacramental Service at the Congregational church, and Mr Budd's theme will be
The Viaion of the Clean Heart. The
usual collection will be taken for the
Christain Aid Fund.
In the evening
there will be a Union Service of all the
Protestant churches, to hear Rev. M. D.
Kneeland, D. D. of Boston, Secretary of
the Lord's Day Alliance, who will give
an address, illustrated with views of Sabbath day Observance in all Lands. Everyone is cordially invited to come and
enjoy t.ie evening,

Fifty-five members of the Grange went
Call at 46 Summer Street
to Spencer Monday evening and furTo see the Latest Models of
Next week is clean-up week in many nish»i a program for the Good of the
towns throughout the state,
Some of Order.
the things suggested by the general com-' Mrs Florence M. Pearson of Melroae
mittee are these:—
is visiting at Pine Grove farm for a few
Clean np lawns, gutters, back yards days before going to her summer home
CORSETS
and alleys.
in Sanbornton, N. H.
Or have them brought to your home
Burn or haul away all garbage and
The Sunday evening' service at Christ
by sending word to
***
%•
rubbish.
Memorial church will be omitted in
RE6ISTERED EMBALMER.
Prune shade trees; plant trees on
order that all may hear the illustrated
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
lawns. Fill up dangerous and unsightly
Personal Prompt Attention Day
address at the Congregational church at
or Night.
holes in vacant lota.
7 p.m.
Representative for the Brookfields,
Telephone North Brookfield No.
Repair fences, gates, porches, screens
iaj-n.
LoyalrCircle of King's Daughters will
Telephone 26-13,
and windows.
meet in the parlors of the First church on
Long Distance Connection.
NORTH BROOKFIELD,
MASS.
Tear down all old worthless and unTuesday to sew. Business meeting at 4,
Funerals Personally Directed
27
sightly signs.
and Every Requisite Furnwhen final arrangements will be made for
Plant flower gardens and shrubs.
ished.
the County Convention of King's DaughSpread disinfectants in germ breeding
Laity Assistant.
ters to be held here May 12th.
holes and buildings.
Next Thursday will be Bird night at
the_ Grange, and Raymond Gregory of
Death of A. B. Tatro.
Princeton, will speak on Birds and bird
lore. The pictures will be in charge of
Amedie B. Tatro, a veteran of the civil Florence Crawford and Mrs Edwards.
NOTICE
war, and a member of Ezra D. Batch- All bird lovera, whether members of the
BELLS installed and taken care of
eller Post 51, G. A. R., died Monday af- Grange or not, are invited to be present. ELECTRIC
at reasonable rates, LAWRENCE ELLERY,
North Brookfield, Mass,
4
ternoon, at his home on St. Clair Avenue,
Registered Embalmer.
Peter Harwood Chapter has received the
aged 73 years, 1 month and 11 days.
following invitation :—Old Colony ChapHis death was caused by pneumonia, and
X*dy Assistant.
ter Daughters of the American Revolution
he was ill less than 24 hours. He Was
and the Hingham memorial committee,
born in Althanae, province of Quebec,
request your presence at the ^xercises in
March 15, 1842, and in 1861 married Miss
Connected by Long Distance Tele*
,tbe old meeting house in Hingham, at
Matilda Perrault of Milton, Vt., who
phone at House and Store.
3.30 p. m. Sunday, May 9th. The tablet
died in March, 1914.
He enlisted in
marking the landing place of the first
1864, as seaman in the North Atlantic
settlers in Hingham, and the spot where
squadron, and served on board the North
they held the first meeting for public
Carolina, until the end of the civil war.
worship will be unveiled. The room in
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
He then came to North Brookfield, and
the tower in memory of the Rev. Peter
worked first for A. & E. D. Batcheller
DRESSMAKING
Hobart will be dedicated. The memorial
in their grocery store, then as inspector in
belle will be both chimed and pealed.
the finishing room of the Batcheller facH Prospect St.
North';Brookfidd
tory, until on account of failing health he
27
OAKHAM.
was obliged to retire. He is survived by 6
children, 18 grand-childrtn and three
The public schools will give the cantata,
greatgrandchildren. The six children
are: Mra Eugenie Lavigne, Brockton; "The carnival of the flowers," in MemoResidence 38 Spring St., cor, Prospect
Eugene Tatro, Mrs Corinne Laflam, rial hall, May 7, under the direction of
Northampton; Agnes L. and Henry, Mrs John Dwelly, supervisor of music.
Pleasantville, N. Y., and Mrs Emma Ethel Braman will be pianist, and the
tableaux will be in charge of Florence E.
InsIdelWork a Specialty.. Paper Hanging
Dagg, ftorth Brookfield.
and WJiltenlng. Orders Promptly AttenThe funeral of Mr Tatro was attended Bothwell. The chorus will consist of 100
ded to.
from St. Joseph's church, Wednesday voices.
P. O. Box 192.
(42) Satisfaction Guaranteed
Leroy M. Weaver has bought the Loumorning, at 9 o'clock, a high mass of
requiem being celebrated by Rev. Fr. Mc- ise and Eunice Ayres house on the New
Donnell. The Woman's Relief Corps Braintree road, half a mile west of Oak
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
sent a large casket bouquet. The bearera ham center.
were Dr. Geo. R. Spooner, Wilder E.
IN SCRIPT OR
Deane, Alex E. Moreau, and Alphonse
At the County Fair.
Woodcock. Among the out-of-town relENGLISH TEXT
"Why f'fis the tight-rope professor
atives present were Henry and Agnes
rry that large five-cent cigar In the
Tatro of Pleasantville, N. Y.; Eugene earner ot his mouth? Is It bravado?"
H. F. Lawrence, North Brookfield
Tatro and Mr and Mrs Henry Laflamme
ot at all. He uses that to balance
of Northampton; Cyril L. Perrault of
n."
Holyoke; Mr and Mrs John Lavigne and
DRY SLAB WOOD
Arthur Lavigne of Boaton; Mrs Florence
Sawed Rtove Length
Ribardy and son; George and Frances
FOR SALE
Howe, West Brookfield; Victor Fortier,
Telephone 27-13.
E. S. WINTER
Brookfield and Cyril Fortier of SpringSUMMER STREET
field. Undertaker Daniel Splaine was in
charge, and burial was in St. Joseph's
cemetery.
Clean Up Week.

CHARLES S. LANE,

SPIRELLA

Furnishing Undertaker

FRED C. CLAPP

Funeral Director

FULLAM
Grass Seed

Oyster Shells
Chick Feed

Seed Potatoes

DANIEL FOSTER,

House Painting, all Branches

Phosphate '

Bone Meal

Land Plaster

St. John's Day was observed last Sunday by Meridian Sun Lodge, who attended the morning service at Christ Memorial church, 38 strong, and heard a fine
sermon by Rev. R. M. D. Adams, rector.
His theme was "The Relation of Masonry to Tradition and to the church."
There was a very large attendance, including many members of the Ionic
Chapter, Eastern Star.
There was a
choir off 24, and the music was excellent,
with Mrs John A. White at the organ.
It must have been simply a Coincidence
'>
for the choir to sing "The Sun shall be
no more thy light by day," by WoodTwo new ball nines were formed this
ward. Other selections were Te Deum week, one from Eagle patrol boy scouts,
by Simper, and Jubilate by Sullivan.
and one from the ninth grade. The lineBenjamin Sweet, employed as a night ups are: Scouts, Robert Carey, c; Carl
hand in the BAR Rubber Go's press Moody, p; Fred Lovely, ss; James Coul- TUESDAY, MAY 4, '15
room, was arrested on Monday by Officer ter, lb; Edward Lauritt 2b; Launcelot
Stephen Quill, for larceny of rubber Fowler, 3b; John Crooks, If; James
■ >
goods. Mr Quill saw him secrete a box Buckmaster, cf; Warren Chisholm, rf. GUILD ROOMS. MEMORIAL CHURCH
near the end of the railroad track in front For the ninth grade. John Connelly, c;
of the factory, and on examination dis- William Lynn, p; Robert Jandreau, ss; Admission 10 cents.
Sale at 7 o'clock.
••
For over twenty years have beeen helping men
covered that it contained odd heels, etc,, Robert Doane, lb; Daniel Sheehan, 2b;
Entertainment at 8.
Edward
Parsons,
3b;
James
Lyons,
If;
in
every
rank
and
station
of
life
to
better
posievidently taken from the factory, and a
John Qronin, cf; Robert Moore, rf. An Fancy Articles, Home-made Food and
The Girls' Friendly Society of Christ search of a trunk at the Central house
tions, increased salaries and higher prospects.
interesting game was played between the
Candy for Sale.
Memorial church, will hold a May sale, revealed more loot. The curious part is,
Within the last.year^jver 5,000 persons wrote to
nines on the common yesterday afternext Tuesday, May 4, in the Guild rooms however, according to one of the officials
noon, the scouts winning 8 to 5. The
of
the
factory,
that
what
he
took
waa
of
the
I. C. S. in grateful acknowledgement of the
and there will be an entertainment in the
NEWHALL
a second grade of goods, and so tnismated feature play for the scouts was when JOHN H.
gymnasium after the sale, at 8 p. m.
help
and benefit they received from their courses.
Toas to be of very little value to him. II Fred Lovely made a home run.
BLACKSMITH
The H H. Brown Company has paid would appear that he was mentally de- morrow at 3 o'clock, the scouts will play,
They told in almost every instance, how they ada dividend of 7 per cent, on its preferred ficient, as he did not seem to realizevthat in East Brookfield, a nine from the pubvanced from jobs where they earned only a bare
stock and 8 per cent, on the common. It he was doing anything but what was per- lic schools.
.
has just issued to the stockholders its an- fectly proper, and he claimed that others
living to positions of affluence and large salaries.
MAPLE STREET
nual statement for the year ending Feb. were doing the same thing in the factory.
Why not start today toward a big salary ? To
Cypress Rebekah Lodge, I. O. 0. F.,
28, 1915.
CADILLAC AUTO
He was found guilty by Judge Cottle, waa inspected Wednesday evening by
earn more, learn more.
FOR said at a bargain, a Seven Passenger
Ezra Batcheller, Post 51, G. A. R., has who gave him a short sentence.
District Deputy Ada Worcester, and the
Tourist. Guaranteed to be all right everylost two of its veteran members by death
Sold for no fault. Owner gone into busMark the Attached Coupon andlNlail to
Rebekah degree was conferred on two way.
iness. Inquire of
this week,—Amedie B. Tatro, who died
J. H. HOFFMAN, Central street,
Town Improvement.
candidates. Refreshments were served
lwl7*
:
West
Brookneld.
of pneumonia, on Monday, after only
by Mr and Mrs Chas. S. Lane and Mr
a days sickness, and Jasper L. Depatie,
The executive committee of the town and Mrs George R. Doane.
'
TO RENT.
who died in Worcester on Wednesday.
improvement association met on Monday
A Down-stairs tenement of six rooms, all in
new
repair,
and
town water, on Elm St.
evening
at
the
home
of
Herbert
T.
MayBear in mind that May 12th is the date
3«1S
ARTHUR C. BLISS.
NEW BRAINTREE.
of the County Convention of the King's nard, all but two of the board being presWANTED
Daughters at the Congregational church. ent. The resignation of John A. White
LIVE stock to pasture at Mahoney farm,
H. Q. TIERNEY, Local Representative, Spencer J/ass
These committees have been appointed: was received, as Mr White wished to be
Mrs M. E. Nelson of Brookline has
Walts Corner. Apply to A. H. KINO.
2w'
Dinner, Miss Addle Stoddard, Mrs John excused on account of his frequent ab- been a guest of Mrs France, this week.
V
Anderson, Mrs Er. S. Woodis; music, sence from town, and Dr. E. A. Ludden
Miss Anna Dailey is at home from her
DOC
Miss Frances T. Lawrence; reception, elected for the vacancy. Plans were dis- school at Turner's Falls for a week's va- CAME to my STRAY
(place this week a stray dog.
which owner can recover by calling and
Mrs Sherwood, Mrs Hamant, Mrs Bliss, cussed for increasing the membership and cation.
paying for this advertisement.
Mrs Etta Fullam, Mrs Gilbert, and Mrs influence of the association, and Dr. E.
17
W. A. SOUTHWORTH. /
Miss L. E. Bowdoin has returned home
A.
Ludden,
Thomas
G.
Richards
and
the
Walley.
Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
FOR SALE
Secretary were appointed as a ' 'publicity after spending the winter in Boaton and
Arthur Bigelow, son of Mrs Mary Big- committee" for advertising in the most vicinity.
Please explain, without farther obligation to me, how I can qualify
Miss Elizabeth Holmes of BEAN POLES and Pea Brush, all ready to set,
delivered in any quantity.
for
'OT a larger salary
salary in
' the position, trade, or profession, or gain
elow, Gilbert street, died Thursday mornJOHN J. LANE, Tel. H8-2
effective manner. It was voted to use North Brookfield has been visiting Misa
of the subject, before which I have marked X.
a knowledge of
ing after a long illness of consumption,
13
■ '
Bowdoin.
some of the Hibbard fund for the pur
aged 38 years, 1 month and 25 days. He
FOR RENT
N
Architecture
poBe of covering the cinders on Grove
Salesmanship
was employed as a cutter in the Prouty
■\TICE sunny, furnished or unfurnished teneContracting and Boil
_Advertisiag Man
school house grounds with sand.
No
1%
nlent
of
three
rooms: everything needed for
Odd Bits of News.
"Structural
Engineer
shop in Spencer, until March 1914, when
_Show-Card
Writing
housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor
vote was taken in regard to expending
"Architectural Drafting
^Window Trimming
ill health forced him to give up work.
Kent reasonable. Apply to
money on Industrial park, as it was the
DANIEL FOSTER.
_Plumbing
and
Heating
^Book-keeping
He leaves a mother, and two brothers,
Albert H. Call, a swine breeder, has Spring St.
16tf
"Civil Engineer
sentiment of the committee that that was
_8tenography
Jason and Frank 8, Bigelow, both of
discovered
that
Boft
coal
will
prevent
hog
Bridge Engineer
Agriculture
matter that should be looked after and
FOR RENT
this town. The funeral will be from the
_3R.aiir°itd Construction
"Poultry Farming
financed by the town in its corporate cholera. He dumps a quantity of coal EIGHT room cottage on Ward St. Steam heat,
Surveying
Commercial
Illustrating
home on Gilbert street, Sunday, at 2 p.
city
water,
fruit,
and
Poultry
place*
Inquire
into the pens and the hogs consume it.
capacity.
_Mining Engineer
or address. MRS E. E. EAMES, Bigelow St. North
Lettering & Sign Painting
m., and will be private. Undertaker
»tf
Joe Hoelscher died last week, at Violet, Brookneld.
Chemistry
In order to correct an apparent misunMechanical Engineer
Lane will be in charge.
Textile Manufacturing
Mechanical Draftsman
derstanding we would say that there has Texas, aged 86, left 12 children, the comTENEMENT TO RENT
"French
Shop Foreman
Contractor Crowley is finding consider- been no meeting of the society for the bined weight of whom is 3060 pounds or LOWER Tenement corner Maple and Chestnut
German
Electrical Engineer
gas and furnace.
able blasting on his contract of digging past eight years, all business having been an average of 225 pounds each. These 14streets, 7 rooms,Apply
Spanish
to C. W. EGGLESTON,
"Electric Lighting
the water trench on Bigelow street, and done by the executive committee, which 12 heavy weights have 85 children and .65
Italian
_2Eleciric Bailway Work
\
Civil Service Examinations
in his hurry to finish the job is said to be la empowered by the Constitution to fill grandchildren.
Telephone Expert
TO REN1
Automobile Banning
Concrete Construction
A GOOD TENEMENT
of seven rooms, on Grove
. -jtENTof
rather careless about covering his charges any vacancies in its own membership, or
Mrs L. ,0. Matthews while fishing off . street with bath, gas and electricity.
JLFRBD DE8PLAINES.
with the necessary timber. On Wednes- in the officers of the association. This the pier at Venice, Cal., dropped a 1350
day a heavy rock was sent sailing through committee holds membership until their diamond ring into the sea. Divers could
Name
the air and came down on the roof of Mr successors are chosen, thus being self-per- not locate it. Fay Williams, fish dealer,
Timothy Murphy's house some two hun- petuating. This plan la in accordance while preparing his wares for sale a few
Street and No.
Office at Dr. Ludden's
dred feet up the hill. Fortunately there with an article in the constitution which days later, found a diamond ring in the
was no one in the way, and the only was adopted to cover the emergency which stomach of a fish.
He notified Mrs
_State_
You Feel Better when you SeeBetter.
City
damage was the loss of a few shingles, has arisen. So far as is known to the Matthews and the police. They called,
Glasses we nuke improve your looks)
which were promptly replaced by order of. present officers there is no other member- the ring was identified and the honest fish
el* well -as your Sight.
Main Street.
North Brookfield !♦»»»»»».>»>♦»•««»•>»>«1>»»*»»»»*»**««««»»*»»**»**»»*^
the contractor.
| ship at the present time.
dealer given a substantial reward.

G. F. S. RED FRONT STORE

MAY SALE
AND ENTERTAINMENT.

The International
I Correspondence Schools |
Scranton, - Penn.

HORSE SHOEING AND JOBBING

Newspapers
Glean q.nd Whole

For Spring House Glooning
AT THE

JOURNAL - OFFICE
ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Young women going to
Boston to work or study,
any lady going to Boston for
pleasure or on a ahopplng
trip without mala aacort will
find the \

Franklin Square
House
a delightful place to atop. A
Home-Hotel In the heart of
Boaton exclusively tor women. 630 rooms, aafe, comfortable, convenient of acceaa, prices reaaonable. For
particulars and prices address

Miss Castine C. Swaason, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass

nternalioiial Correspondence SetaOfllSI
Scranton, Pa.

International Correspondence Schools

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist

BROOKFIELD

TIMES
BROOKFIEJLD

LAND BANK" BILL PASSES

INSURANCE
GERMAN DRIVE IN FLANDERS IS CHECKED DANIELS ANSWERS BRITAIN WILL
To Revive Agricultural Activity
in Massachusetts
BRITISH RETAKE LDST TOWN OF LIZERNE CRITICS OF NAVY PUNISH GERMANS
REPORT FILED
I
ALLIED TROOPS CAPTURE DARDANELLES TORT Statement in Reply to Request' For Outrages—
Gives Attention Only to Work'
to English Prison-'
Bill is a Substitute for the Original
Measure.

men's Compensation

for Information
Boston— Massachusetts
farmer*
won a distinct victory
when
the

RATE. MAKING

BUREAU

House passed to be engrossed the bill
authorizing

Six

Recommendations

In

Are Made—State Control
of

Business,
ley's Plan.

Ri-

All

the

Incorporation

ers of War

Kum Kale Occupied by Landing-force After Violent Land
and Sea Attack
REFUTES GARDNER CHARGE KITCHENER CHARGES ABUSE

'

The Call of the
Cumberlands
By Charles Neville Buck

of

farm land banks In this Commonwealth. The action on the bill was
taken on a voice vote after J. Western Allen of Newton made a brief
statement in which he emphasised
the difficulty that farmers have experienced in borrowing money from
savings banks to develop their property. The measure, intended to revive agricultural pursuits
In
this
State, will go to the Senate for concurrent action or rejection.
The Allen bill is a substitute for
the original measure reported by the
■Committee on Banks and Banking
which has been held by the Committee on Bills in Third Reading for
three weeks. It provides that ten or
more persons resident in this State
who have associated themselves by a
written agreement with the intention
of forming a farm land bank for the
purpose of promoting rural mortgage
credit, may, with the consent of the
board of bank incorporation, become
a corporation upon complying with
all the provisions of the proposed act.
The board is authorized to grant its
consent when satisfied that the proposed field of operation is favorable
to the Buccess of a bank and that the
standing of the proposed incorporators is such as to give assurance that
its affairs will be administered in
accordance with the spirit of the bill.
The capital stock of the new bank
shall not be less than $60,000 or more
than $500,000, and shall be held as a
separate fund, to be known as the
Land Reserve F'und. The par value
of the shares shall be $5 or any multiple not exceeding $10. No person
shall hold or own more than ten percent of the shares In one of
the
banks, exclusive of any shares which
he may hold as collateral security.
Any bank may amend its articles of
Incorporation to authorize an increase
or a reduction in the amount of its
capital stock. No reduction, however,
shall be lawful which renders
the
bank bankrupt or Insolvent, and In
no event shall the capital stock be
Increased to an amount in excess of
$500,000.

Boston—Six recommendations were
made in the report submitted to the
legislature last week by the special
commission created last year to investigate the rates and practices of
Insurance companies.
Although the
commission was supposed to consider the entire insurance Held, attention was given in the report only to
■the workmen's compensation division,
because of lack of time and money.
TThe report, signed by Thomas P. Riley. Insurance Commissioner Hardi■on and State Actuary Montgomery,
was unanimous, except that Mr. ItlJey Died a supplementary statement
en two questions omitted from the
general report. The recommendations
were:
That a rate-making bureau be established with power to establish rates
for workmen's compensation insurance, with power also to reduce such
rates in accordance with an established schedule of credits in safe establishments, and to increase rates
for establishments which are not safe.
That the Insurance Commission be
#Tiven authority to supervise such a
bureau's work.
That all companies writing workmen's compensation insurance be required to become members of such
bureau.
That rates for liability policies be
filed with the insurance commissioner, and prohibiting the issuance of
policies at rates other than
those
Cled.
That diecrimlnations between in
•urers be prohibited.
That companies be required to re
Insure so-called catastrophe risks in
excess of $25,000 In any single risk.
The commission finds that monopoly, in the sense that any one company or a group of companies controls the business, does not exist in
this State. "A combination of nearly
all the stock companies," the report
Clean Milk Unamended.
says, "exists for the purpose of makin grates from their combined experiThe clean milk bill, backed by the
ence, regulating agents' commissions, Consumers' League and various labor
developing and operating a uniform and civic bodies, was close to a demerit-rating system and other uni- feat in the Senate at the fag end ol
form practices for the companies of a six-hour session.
which the combination is composed.
The question was on engrossment,
But this fact should not be regarded and hardly had the measure been callas opposed to public interest, for it 1B ed when Senator Norwood rose and
well understood that combinations for offered certain amendments. One prorate-making purposes are not Iniml- vided for striking out the Imprisoncable to the general welfare, provided ment feature of the penalty clause,
they represent a purpose to make Just and the other
exempted
common
rates free from Improper influences carriers from any liability in the matand are regulated and supervised by ter when acting as innocent agents.
governmental authority."
The bill
was
passed
unamended
The report explains that for
a 22-610.
time after the act went into effect,
several companies organized what was
Agricultural College Loses,
known as the "Massachusetts Com- , The House devoted nearly an hour
mittee," which prepared, subject to to debating a bill committing
the
approval by the New York rate-mak- commonwealth, for a period of five
ing bureau, the rates for such insur- years to annual appropriations
of
ance in this State. Subsequently the $200,000, for the Massachusetts Agricommittee's powers were transferred cultural College. By a vote of 67 to
to Samuel Appleton. The commission 41, the bill was rejected, as recomfinds that such a situation is inde- mended by the ways and means com1
fensible, even though the rate-mak- mittee.
ing power is in the hands of a man
Without debate or division, the bill
whose wisdom and honesty are un- providing for a loan of $2,500,000 for
questioned.
the development of highways in wesSince the act went into effect there tern Massachusetts was passed to be
have been four important reductions engrossed.
in rates, the last resulting in a saving
of more than $200,000 to employers.
To Further Absentee Voting.
It is stated that while the determinaGov. Walsh has signed the resolve
tion of the exact cost of conducting
the business is very difficult; it ap- directing Secretary of State Langtry
pears that the aggregate expenses ot to make an investigation as to the
the companies in 1913 averaged 31.16 advisability and need of legislation
percent of their premium receipts. to allow absentee voting.
The report deals with the question
of payments to insurance agents and
CHURCH PENSION FUND.
brokers, saying: "The great body of
Insurance agents and brokers are pri- Adopted at Convention of Episcopal
marily solicitors. Their work is to InChurch.
duce the public to Insure."
Boston—The
adoption of a plan for
The commission states that, of every $100 paid in premiums,
$17.50 a church pension fund, based on the
goes to an insurance agent or broker. Insurance system, was voted at the
The commission believes this sum is 130th annual convention of the Masfar too high. It recommends a slid- sachusetts diocese of the Episcopal
ing scale of compensation, ranging church. He advocated equal pensions
from 15 percent on small premiums to for equal service, a maximum of $1000
S¥i percent on the largest. The com- a year pension instead of $2000, and
mission reaches the conclusion that an effort to make the diocesan funds
tetes should be based upon the com- available to the whole church.
The clergymen defeated by accla
bined experience of all
companies,
and should be BO fixed as to permit a mation a resolution to draft a petitiowell-established
and well-managed to Congress in favor of the prohibistock company to transact business tion of the manufacture of liquor in
the United States. A discussion of
without financial loss.
As to the reasonableness of the the resolution had been expectantly
present rates, the commission says awaited by those who believed Bishthat, as a whole, the premiums charg- op .Lawrence's reference to the effect
ed up to now have afforded a margin of the war on the liquor question
of profit to the average company. would result in some action by the
Taking the entire volume of business, convention.
the commission finds the receipts of
all companies, based on the present Appeal For Money For Cam of State's
Wards.
schedule cf stock
company
rates,
would have been $7,200,408, and that
Boston—Dr. Walter E. Fernald,
the cost on the present scale of bene- head of the state asylum for the feefits would have been $4,895,027.
ble-minded at Waverley, told the
The report emphasizes the need for House committee on ways and means
schedule rating, or the establishment that the state is spending more monof a system for giving debts and cred- ey to exterminate the gypsy moth
its in the making of the final rate for than it is to care for Its feeble-mindany given establishment In order ed wards.
to be effectively and fairly done, the
He and other phylsclane connected
schedule rating should be done by with state institutions appeared in beInspectors employed by the proposed half of the appropriation bills to
rate-making bureau. '
several of the institutions. '

PETROGRAD CLAIMS AUSTRIAN REPULSE IN THE CARPATHIANS

Secretary Saya Navy la in Fighting
Trim—Efficiency

and

Equipment

Better Now Than Ever Before-

Claims
Says

They

Are

Reparation

Proved—Premier
Will Be Ex-

acted at End of War
From Perpetrators.

Big Increase in Enlistment.
London.—The winning of ground
Paris.—Kum Kale, the Turkish fornear Ypres, in PlanderB, by the Ger- tress at the entrance to The DardaWashington.—The record of the
man army, reinforced by half a million I nelles on the Asiatic side, was capLondon.—War Secretary Kitchenfresh troops; the announcement of a tured by the Allies after an exceed- United States Navy and its prepared- er told the House of Lords that Britgeneral attack on the Dardanelles by I mgly violent and spectacular assault, ness for war during the first half of
ish prisoners had been Insulted, malthe combined fleet of 250 ships of all
Allied battleships bombarded the this administration was vigorously dedown
by
grades supported by a big allied army Turkish postion from both sides of fended in a letter which Josephus Dan- treated, and even Bhot
and a renewal of active operations in j the Gallipoli Peninsula, covering the iels, the Secretary of the Navy, wrote their German captors. He made a.
the
Carpathians
under
improved advance of the landing party, while to Harry A. Garfleld, son of ex-Presi- statement to the House on this Bubdent Garfleld and President of Willweather conditions were the dominant the Turks responded vigorously,
This defense of'the ject, in which he spoke In part as
features of the developments in the
The British War Office and Admir- iams College.
war situation.
I alty said "Troops landed in Gallipoli navy was in response to an inquiry follows:
The tremendous battle, begun by the Peninsula are
thoroughly
making from Mr. Garfleld, who asked for "an
"I have been forced with relucstatement
concerning tance to accept as indisputably true
German attack on the arc-like front good fheir footing with the effective authoritative
the
present
status
of
the
navy
equipthe maltreatment by the German arofabout fifteen miles around Ypres on help of the navy."
the plains of the Belgian province, conThe German rush north of Ypres, ment of the United States," so that my of British prisoners. The Hague
he
might
be
in
a
position
to
"meet
the
tlnued with unabated fury.
I which gained them three miles seems
convention has been flagrantly disThe British official report admitted to have spent its strength and the statements made by Representative regarded by German officers.
Our
that the village of St. Julien, for British assumed the offensive in a Gardner of Massachusetts alleging prisoners have been stripped and
which a terrific struggle was made strong effort to dislodge the enemy that the United States 1B at present maltreated In various ways, and lav
had been taken by the Germans ami before he had a fchance to dig himself unprepared for military emergencies." some cases the evidence goes
tothat the British lines ran south of thui in his newly gained positions.
Secretary Daniels is positive that prove they have been shot in cold
even
when,
place.
Apparently the sAllies' attack met "the navy of 1915 is larger, better blood. Our officers,
London said the British troops to with success at some points. The Ber- equipped, and in better condition than wounded, have been wantonly
inthe east of Ypres bore the brunt of r<in and London reports agreed that in any previous year; that the fleet Bulted and frequently struck."
peated heavy attacks which they stub the Germans were forced out of Li- is becoming more efficient with every
Earl Kitchener said that as a solbornly opposed in an entirely unex zerne, their lately captured position on passing month," and that the last two dier he hitherto had always held ofpected situation and met with gallan the west bank of the canal nearest years "have been epoch-making in the ficers of the German army in retry and fortitude.
Calais, and the British War Office navy, distinguished by more wise and spect, but "constant testimony that
The British repulsed several charges said the French also retook Het Sas, progressive naval legislation than any has come in, not only from our own
in which they faced asphyxiating gas- on the east bank, which means they previous like period."
escaped prisoners, but from French,
es and captured several German otii- crossed the canal,
Belgian
and American;1
He says in part:
"There are now Russian,
cers and men.
The German official bulletin record- in active service, fully commisioned. sources, has brought it home to all
The military critics unite in calling ed no gains, but seemed to indicate 225 vessels of all characters. Which is who have sifted the evidence
that
the present clash on the western from that the Allies, in a general offensive 36 more than were fully commission- Ihe inhumanity displayed by the Ger-1
the "greatest battle of the war."
move, launched many new attacks. ed when I became Secretary. There man
authorities,
towards
British
Whatever are the intentions ot the AM of these, the bulletin said, failed are also 101 vessels of various types, prisoners
especially,
is
beyond
Germans, they are admitted to have to gain.
doubt."
in reserve and in ordinary and uncommade a successful coup, which, al
Petrograd told of a severe Austrian missioned, capable of rendering serHague Rules Violated.
'
though it did not break, did dent the repulse in the Carpathians and the vice in war. We have under construcThe secretary quoted articles from
allies' line.
capture of an Austrian battalion near tion and authorized
77 vessels,
(9 Ihe
conventions adopted at
The
The Canadians, who were holding stry.
dreadnoughts. 23 destroyers, 38 sub- Hague relating to the treatment of
the British part of the lines, were the
marines, and 7 auxiliaries), as com- prisoners of war, and asserted that
first to recover themselves, and in a BRITISH POSITIONS STORMED,
pared with 54 vessels, (5 dread- they had been disregarded flagrantly
counter attack recaptured the ground
noughts, 14 destroyers, 23 submarines, by German officers. He added:
they had been compelled to give up.
London. — The Germans attacked 3 gunboats, and 9 auxiliaries), which
"I think It only fair and right to
Since then they have successfully with vigor and in great force the were under construction on March 1,
say that the German hospital should:
withstood the German assaults.
British positions near Ypres and made 1913.
be excepted in any charges of delibThe British War Office and Admir-1 their onslaughts from three directions,
"All the vessels enumerated, those erate inhumanity.
There have been
alty issued a report on the operations/ north, northeast and southeast, with in active service and those in reserve, Indications of lamentable
lack
of
in The Dardanelles, which said, thai) the object, said the British military
are supplied with munitions of war. medical skill and in Individual cases,
in spite of serious opposition troops; experts, of cutting off the British from
No navy makes public the quantity of neglect and of indifference to Bufhave been successfully landed at val contact with the French and Belgians.
of ammunition and torpedoes, mines fering on the part of hospital orderrious points on the Gallipoli Peninsuli
Berlin said the Germans gained and other implements of naval war- lies.
On the other hand, there areand that their advance continued.
ground and that a farm southwest of fare, which it keeps ready. It may be itateirrents from prisoners who have
The allied airmen played an import- St. Julien was taken in a bayonet
said, however, that within the last two been released as incapacitated that
ant part in the operations, in search- charge. The Germans also asserted
years the quantity of all has been their experience in the hospitals did:
ing out and dropping bombs on the the German official report, captured
steadily and greatly Increased. For not form any ground for special
Turkish guns and trenches and direct- the villages of St. Julien and Kersseexample, we have increased the num- complaint.
ing the fire of the warships which cov- laere and advanced toward Gravenber of mines, on hand and in process
"Treatment of prisoners in the deered the landing of the troops.
stafel, 1,000 British prisoners and of manufacture, by 244 per cent. With tention camps in
Germany
varies
several machine guns falling into their reference to torpedoes, the Increase considerably according to
locality.
GERMAN SUCCESS NEAR YPRES. hands.
in two years has been 90 per cent. By Our men In most cases suffered from
The French, on the other hand, said the enlargement of the naval powder
the want of food and have received
London.—An announcement by Berthe counter-attacks of the Allies con- factory we shall soon be able almost Differential treatment as
compared
lin that the Germans had captured four
tinue with success and that the British to double Its former capacity, and like with their French and Russian comvillages near Ypres, 1,600 French and
hold all their positions. The French enlargement of the torpedo works and rades, and many acts
of violenceBritish troops and thirty cannon, inwere said to have made considerable the equipment of a plant to construct have been complained of. Latterly,
cluding four heavy British guns, was
progress to the north on the right mines will still further increase, at defollowed by an admission by Field
however, there does appear to be a
bank of the Yser Canal.
creased cost, the quantity of such •light improvement in some respects,
Marshal Sir John French that the AlParis repeated the charge that the stock, and the possession of these"
due perhaps to visits of inspection
lies had met with a reverse.
Germans used bombs containing as- plants in times of emergency will enmade from time to time through the
The British commander attributed
phyxiating gases, and the German able the department to be in a better
American ambassador.
the retreat of the Allies to the use by
press justified the use of these mis- state of preparedness as regards the
"Recently-some of our officers have
the Germans' of bombs generating an
siles on the ground that the Allies supply of ammunition than ever be- been subjected to solitary confinement
asphyxiating gas which overwhelmed
have done likewise.
fore.
in retaliation for the supposed treatthe soldiers with their fumes. Hhe
It was reported in London that 500,charged the Kaiser's army with violat"The personnel of the navy is at ment of Germans in this country. The
000 new German troops reached Flaning the terms of The Hague convenpresent composed of 4,355 line, staff, Hague convention does not admit of
ders for the great battle for an outlet
and warrant officers, and 53,171 enlist- such confinement of prisoners of war,
tion.
to the sea, now so rapidly develiping.
In the neighhorhood of Bixshoote
ed men. Increase in the number of except as an indispensable measure
Red Cross trains, some with as
and Langemarck. on the north side of
officers is dependent almost entirely of safety, and I hope before long to
many as thirty carriages filled with
the Ypres salient, the Allies were
upon the output of the Naval Academy, obtain some evidence of the manner
wounded men, were reported to have
driven back to the Ypres Canal.
admission to which is restricted by in which theBe officers are now being
passed Bruges almost constantly.
The German attack marked the bestatute. The number of enlisted men treated by Germany.
In the mid-Carpathians heavy fightginning of a new battle for Ypres.
also is restricted, and the navy is
Her Military History Stained.
ing occurred and the Russians continThe effect of the gas bombs is said
today recruited to the maximum
"Germany has for many years posued their attacks on the Austrlans in
to have been felt about a mile and a
strength allowed. There are now with
ed before the civilized world as a
Uzsok Pass, where operations are virquarter behind the French line.
the colors 5,824 more men—an ingreat military nation. She has abuntually impossible at many points unGeneral French asserts the front of
crease of 12 per cent.—than were on
dantly proved her military skill and
til the spring floods have subsided.
the Allies remained Intact except on
March 1, 1914."
courage. But surely it was also for
The German attack in the Woevre,
the extreme left, where the British
her to set up a standard of military
or In the Meuse hills, was directed
had to radjust their line to conform
ROCKEFELLER ISSUES DENIAL.
honor and conduct which would gain
against the French positions to the
with the new French line.
the respect, if not the friendship, of
southwest of Combres, and, said the
Following their failure to recapture
Berlin statement, the French suffered Declares Walsh Charges to be Un- nations. Instead, she has stooped to
Hill No. 60 after repeated atempts in
acts which will surely stain indelibly
a heavy defeat.
^
founded and Untrue.
which they inflicted and sustained
New York.—John D. Rockefeller, her military history and which would
heavy losses, the Kaiser's forces have
vie with the barbarous savagery of
begun an offensive from the northeast gllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIII»lllllllll|U Jr., in a statement as to tine Colorado
mine situation, issued from bis office the Dervishes of Soudan.
against the Anglo-French line north
"I do not think there can be a solat 26 Broadway, directly charged
of Ypres, which was the scene of many
dier of any nationality, even among
Frank P. Walsh, chairman of the
bloody encounters last fall, and also
the Germans themselves, who is not
United States Commission on Indusagainst the Belgian line further west.
trial Relations, with making assertions heartily ashamed of the slur which
Paris announced the capture of alhas been thus brought upon the proknown to be untrue and that "in some
most half a mile of German trenches
fession of arms. The usages of war
The forest of Argonne, the Meuse hills,
respects he has even falsified the recnear St. Mihiel, the southern extremhave not only been outraged by the
the forest of Ailty and Hartmans- ord itself."
ity of the German wedge, which they
Infliction of cruelties on British prisWeilerkopf were some of the places
Mr. Rockefeller said:
"There apwere attempting for several weeks
attacked by the Allies.
oners, but by a contrivance which
peared in newspapers a statement
to force back.
In the eastern war zone the campaign from Mr. Walsh, purporting to be mitet have arrested your lordships'
Heavy artillery duels were in proattention, the Germans have in the
at present occuplea a secondary pobased upon information contained in
gress in the distclrt between the
' altion to the operations in Flanders letters supplied to the Commission on last week Introduced a method of
Meuse and Moselle, and the French
and against the Dardanelles. Aus- Industrial Relations by my associates placing their opponents hors de comwere\admitted by Berlin to have penebat by the use of asphyxiating and
tria announced a lull in the fighting and myself.
trated parts of the advanced German
following a Russian reverse.
"In our desire to give to the public deleterious gaws; and they employ
trenches between Atlly and Apfemonjt./
A Turkish official communication said, all of the facts in regard to the Colo- these, poisonous methods to prevail
where fighting at close quarters coj
"When the enemy's fleet approached rado situation we have waived our when their attack, according to the
tinues.
y
I
the 8tra|t, our -nr
#a|)k
f th ,
constitutional rights protecting private rules of war, might otherwise have
A bombardment by the French alBON .
.. -*
M~ ■.
tor d
boat
n(J
,
^ the
*„« Germans
r.»rman« fo
/„ .»,,„„,»
X"l
P °
* »
imaged another correspondence and have placed all failed,"
forced
evacuate the
so severely that it had to be towed material asked for at the disposition
village of Embremeufi to the west or
to Tenedos."
GEN. FRENCH PRAISES VALOR OF
of the commission."
Agricourt
In both London and Paris it was said
CANADIANS.
the German sweep waa costly, to the
$2,250 FOR DICKENS MS.
BRITISH LAND AT EN03.
Allies and hard work lies before
Ottawa, Ont.—Sir John French has
given further praise to the Canadian
their armies in order to restore the
Turkish Commandant Orders Port'*
situation.
division for their recent fighting near
Nets Large Sum for Red Cross.
Evacuation, le Report.
The Germans with augmented memLondon.—At a sale for the benefit Ypres. Col. J. W. Carrlek, M. P., the
, London.—The Daily Mail's corresbers and unabated vigor pushed of the Red Cross bids were made for Canadian eye'witoeBs,
has
cabled'
pondent at Sofia says that Enos has
their offensive in the heights of the six pages of original M8. of the "Pick- Sir Robert Borden:
been bombarded for reconnaissance
"In an interview with Sir John
Meuse, but failed in several at- wick Papers," containing port of the
purposes by the allied fleet, according
tempts to capture Lea Eparges.
account of the luncheon party on Cap- French, he authorized me to cable
to statements of Bulgarians who say
The
assaults
of
the
Germans
on
the
you
that the Canadians fought magtain Boldwig's property and Sam Walthat they witnessed the attack.
Allies In France has caused a mark- ler's humorous story of the pieman and nificently and splendidly, and their
Fugitives from Eno» arriving at
ed Increaae in the number of en- the cats. Dtcken's manuscript which action will be one of the greatest facDedeagath
say
that
the
British
listments In Great Britain • "Men" had been presented, was finally knock- tors In cementing in closer union, the
landed troops at Enos. The TurkiBh
and "still more men" Is the cry of ed down to Lady Wernher at $2,250. bonds of the British empire in the
commandant ordered the evacuation"
the British War Mlnietry.
eyes of the world."
She will present It to the nation.
of the port.
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CHAPTER XV—Continued.
In two days, the grand jury, with
much secrecy, returned a true bill, and,
a day later a considerable detachment
of infantry started bn a dusty hike up
Misery. Furtive and Inscrutable Hollanan eyes along the way watched them"
from cabin doors, and counted them.
They meant also to count them coming
back, and they did not expect the
totals to tally.

disturbance, must be armed w)*S the
power to undertake the house-cleaning,
and for a while must do work that
would not be pretty. As far as he was
personally concerned, a pardon after
trial would be a matter of purely academic interest. He could not expect
to survive a trial. He was at present
able to bold the Souths In leash. If
the governor was not of that mind he
was now ready to surrender himself
and permit matters to take their
course.
"And now, Mr. South," suggested
the governor, after a half-hour of absorbed listening, "there is one point
you have overlooked. Since in the end
the whole thing comes back to the exercise of the pardoning power. It Is
after all the crux of the situation. You
may be able to render such services as
those for which you volunteer. Let us
for the moment assume that to be true.
You have not yet told me a very important thing. Did you or did you not
kill Purvy and Hollis?"
"I killed Hollis," said Samson, as
though he were answering a question
as to the time of day, "and I did not
kill Purvy."
"Kindly," suggested the governor,
"give me the full particulars ot that
affair."''
The two were still closeted when a
second visitor called and was told that
his excellency could not be disturbed.
The second visitor, however, was so Insistent that the secretary finally consented to take In the card. After a
glance at It his chief ordered admission.
The door opened apd Captain Callomb entered.
He was now In civilian clothes,
with portentous news written on his
face. He paused in annoyance at the
Bight of a second figure standing with
back turned at the window.
Then
Samson wheeled and the two men recognized each other. They had met before only when one was in olive drab;
the'other in jeans and butternut. At
recognition CaHomb's face fell and
grew troubled,
"You here, South!" he exclaimed.
"I thought you promised me that I
shouldn't find you. God knows I didn't
want to meet you."
"Nor I you," Samson spoke slowly.
"I supposed you'd be raking the hills."
Neither of them was for the moment
paying the least attention to the governor, who stood quietly looking on.
"I sent Merrlweather out there,"
explained Callomb, impatiently, "I
wanted
to come here before it
was too late. God knows. South,
I wouldn't have had this meeting occur for anything under heaven.
It leal es me no choice. You are
indicted on two counts, each charging you with murder." The officer took
a step toward the center of the room.
His face was weary, aqd his eyes wore
the deep disgust aud fatigue that come
from the necessity of performing a
hard duty.
"You are under arrest," he added
quietly, but his composure broke as he
stormed. "Now, by God. I've got to
take you back and let them murder
you, and you're the man who might
have been useful to the state."

•
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session. Callomb opened the bulky volume of the Kentucky statutes, and laid
his finger on section 2673.
"There's the rub," he protested, reading aleud: "'The military shall be-at
all times, and in all cases, in strict
subordination to the civil power.'"
The governor glanced down to the
next paragraph and read in part:
" 'The governor may direct the commanding officer of the military force
to report to any one of the followingnamed officers of the district in which
the said force is employed: Mayor of
a city, sheriff. Jailer or marshal.'"
"Which list," stormed Callomb, "Is
the honor roll of the assassins."
"At all events"—the governor had
derived from Callomb much information as to Samson South which the
mountaineer himself had modestly
withheld—"South gets his pardon.
That is only a step. I wish I could
make him satrap over his province,
and provide him with troops to rule It.
Unfortunately, our form of government has its drawbacks."
"It might be possible," ventured the
attorney general, "to impeach the
sheriff, and appoint this or some other
suitable man to fill the vacancy until
the next election."
"The legislature doesn't meet until
next winter," objected Callomb. "There
is one chance. The sheriff down there
is a sick man. Let us hope he may
die."
One day, the Hixon conclave met In
the room over Hollman's Mammoth
Department store, and with much profanity read a communication from
Frankfort, announcing the pardon of
Samson South. In that episode, tbey
foresaw the beginning of the end for
their dynasty. The outside world was
looking on, and their regime could not
survive the spotlight of law-loving
scrutiny.
"The fust thing," declared Judge
I tollman, curtly, "is to get rid of these
damned soldiers. We'll attend to our
own business later, and we don't want
them watchln' us. Just now, we want
to lie mighty quiet for a Bpell—teetotally quiet until I pass the word."
Samson bad won back the confidence of his tribe, and enlisted the
faith of the state administration. He
had been authorized to organize a
local militia company, and to drill
them, provided he could stand answerable for their conduct. The younger
Souths took gleefully to that idea. The
mountain boy makes a good soldier,
once he has grasped the idea of discipline. For ten weeks, they drilled
dally In squads and weekly in platoons.
Then, the fortuitous came to pass.
Sheriff Forbin died, leaving behind him
an unexpired' term of two years, and
Samson was summoned hastily to
Frankfort. He returned, bearing his
commission as high sheriff, though,
when the news reached Hixon, there
were few men who envied him hts
post, and none who cared to bet that
he would live to take his oath of office.-

TIMES

-■»"»building Itself. The Souths, now coming in a solid stream, flowed with
equal unanimity to McEwer's hotel,
near the square, and disappeared inside. Besides their rifles, they carried
saddlebags, but not one of the uniforms which some of these bags contained, nor one of the cartridge belts,
had yet been exposed to view.
Stores opened, but only for a desultory pretense of business. Horsemen
led their mounts away from the more
public racks, and tethered them to
back fences and willow branches in
the shelter of the river banks, where
stray bullets would not find them.
The dawn that morning had still
been gray when Samson South and
Captain Callomb bad passed the Miller cabin. Callomb had ridden slowly
on around the turn of the road, and
waited a quarter of a mile away. He
was to command the militia that day,
it the high sheriff should call upon
him. Samson went In and knocked,
and Instantly to the cabin door came
Sally's slender, fluttering figure. She
put both arms about him, and her eyes,
as she looked into his face, were terrified, but tearless.
"I'm frightened, Samson," she whispered. "God knows I'm going to be
praying all this day."
"Sally," he said, softly, "I'm coming
back to you—but, if I don't"—he held
her very close—"Uncle Splcer has my
will. The farm is full of coal, and
days are coming when roads will take
It out, and every ridge will glow with
coke furnaces. That farm will make
you rich, if we win today's fight."
"Don't!" she cried, with a sudden
gasp. "Don't talk like that."
"I must," he said, gently. "I want
you to make me a promise, Sally,"
"It's made," she declared.
"If by any chance I should not come
back, I want you to hold Uncle Spicer
and old Wile McCager to their pledge.
They must not privately avenge me.
They must still stand for the law. I
want you, and this Is most Important
of all, to leave these mountains—"
Her hands tightened on his shoulder.
"Not that, Samson," she pleaded;
"not these mountains where we've
been together."
"You promised. I want you to go to
the Lescotts in New York. In a year,

Back of an Iron spiked fence, and a
dusty sunburned lawn, the barrack-like
facades of the old administration
building and Kentucky state capitol
frowned on the street and railroad
track. About It, on two sides of the
Kentucky river, sprawled the town of
Frankfort; sleepy, more or less disheveled at the center, and stretching to
shaded environs of colonial houses set
In lawns of rich bluegrass, amid the
shade of forest trees.
Circling the
town in an embrace of quiet beauty
rose the Kentucky river hills.
Turning in to the gate of the statebouse enclosure, a man, who seemed
to be an easterner by the cut of his
clothes, walked slowly up the brick
walk, and passed around the fountain
at the front of the capitol. His steps
carried him direct to the main entrance of the administration building,
end, having paused a moment in the
rotunda, he entered the secretary's office of the executive suite, and asked
for an interview with the governor.
"Have you an appdlntment?" the secretary asked.
The visitor shook his head. Scribbling a brief note on a slip ot paper, he
Inclosed it in an envelope and handed
It to his questioner.
'You imust pardon my seeming mysteriouahess," he said, "but If you let
me send in that note I think the governor will see me."
Once more\the secretary studied his
man with a slightly puzzled air. then
nodded and went through the door that
gave admission to the executive's office.
His excellency opened the envelope
and hts face showed an expression, of
surprise. He raised his brows questlonThat August court day was a mem1ngly.
orable one in Hixon. Samson South
"Rough-looking sort?" he inquired.
was coming to town to take up bis
"Mountaineer?"
duties. Every one recognized It as the
"No, sir. New Yorker would be my
day of final issue, and one that could
«uess. Is there anything Busplcious?"
hardly pass without bloodshed. The
"I guess not." The governor laughed.
CHAPTER XVI.
Hollmans, standing in their last
"Rather extraordinary note, but send
him in."
The governor had been more influ- trench, saw only the blunt question of
Through his eastern window the enced by watching the two as they Hollman-South supremacy. For years,
the feud had flared and slept and
governor gazed off across the hills of talked than by what he had heard.
South Frankfort, to the ribbon of river
"It seems to me, gentleman," he sug- broken again into eruptions, but never
before
had a South sought to throw
that came down from the troublesome gested quietly, "that you are both overnills. Then, hearing a movement at his looking my presence." He turned to his outposts of power across the waters of Crippleshin, and into the counback, he turned, and his eyes took In Callomb.
a well-dressed figure with confidence"Your coming, Sid, unless it was pre- ty seat. That the present South came
He Held Her Very Close.
inspiring features.
arranged between the two of you bearing commission as an officer of
He picked up the slip from his desk (which, since I know you, I know was the law only made his effrontery the you can come hack—If you want to;
but you must promise that."
and, for a moment, stood comparing not the case) has shed more light on more unendurable.
"I promise," she reluctantly yielded.
Samson had not called for outside
the name rnd the message with the this matter than the testimony of a
It was half-past nine o'clock when
man who had lent them in. There dozen witnesses. After all, I'm still troops. The drilling and disciplining
of his own company had progressed in Samson South and Sidney Callomb
seemed to be in his mind some irrecon- the governor."
cilable contradiction between the two.
The militiaman seemed to have for- silence along the waters of Misery. rode side by side into Hixon from the
With a slightly frowning seriousness gotten the existence of his dictln- They were a slouching, unmilitary east. A dozen of the older Souths,
the executive suggested:
guished kinsman, and, at the voice, his band of uniformed vagabonds, but they who had not become soldiers, met
"This note says that you are Samson eyes came away from the face of the were longing to fight, and Callomb had them there, and, with no word, sepaSouth and that you want to see me man he bad not wanted to capture, and been with them, tirelessly whipping rated to close about them in a circle of
them into rudimentary shape.
After protection. As Callomb's eyes swept
with reference to a pardon. Whose be shook his head.
"You are merely the head of the ex- all, they were as much partisans as the almost deserted streets, so silent
pardon is it, Mr. South."
ecutive branch," he said. "You are as they had been before they were issued that the strident switching of a freight
"My own, sir."
The governor raised his brows helpless here as I am. Neither of us state rifles. The battle, if it came, train could be heard down at the edge
can interfere with the judicial gentry, would be as factional as the fight of 25 of town, he shook his head. As he met
slightly.'
"Your pardon for what? The news- though we may know that they Btink years ago, when the Hollmans held the sullen glances of the gathering in
papers do not even report that you to high heaven with the stench of the Btore and the Souths the court- the courthouse yard, he turned to SamAfter a conviction, you can house. But back of all that lay one es- son.
have yet been indicted." He shaded the blood.
"They'll fight," he said, briefly.
pardon, but a pardon won't help the sential difference, and it was this difword "yet" with a Blight emphasis.
dead. I don't see that you can do ference that had urged the governor
Samson nodded.
"I think I have been indicted within
much of anything, Crit."
to stretch the forms of law and put
"I don't understand the method," dethe past day or two. I'm not sure my"I don't know yet what I can do, but such dangerous power Into the hands murred the officer, with perplexity.
self."
of one man. That difference was the "Why don't they shoot you at once.
The governor continued to stare. I can tell you I'm .going to do someman himself. He was to take drastic What are they waiting for?"
The impression he had formed of the thing," said the governor. "You can
just begin watching me. In the mean- steps, but be was to take them under
"They want to see," Samson assured
"Wildcat" from press dispatches was
warring with the pleasing personal time, I believe I am commander-in- the forms of law, and the state execu- him, "what tack I mean to take. They
cbief
of
the
state
troops."
tive
believed
that,
having
gone
through
want to let tbe thing play itself out.
presence of this visitor. Then his fore"And I am captain of 'F* company, worse to better, he would maintain the They're inquisitive—and they're 'cauhead wrinkled under his black hair and
but all 1 can do is to obey tbe orders improved conditioh.
tious,
because now tbey are bucking
his lips drew themselves sternly.
of a bunch of Borgias."
Early that morning, men began to the state and the world."
"You have come to me too soon, sir,"
Samson with his escort rode up to
he Baid curtly. "The pardoning power ' "As your superior officer," smiled assemble along the streets ot Hixon:
is a thing to be most cautiously used the governor, "I can give you orders. and to congregate into sullen clumps the courthouse door and dismounted.
at all times, and certainly never until I'm going to give you one now. Mr. with set faces that denoted a grim, He was for the moment unarmed and
the courts have acted. A case not yet South has applied to me for a pardon unsmiling determination. Not only the his men walked on each Bide of him,
adjudicated cannot address itself to ex- in advance of trial. Technically, I have Hollmans from the town and immedi- while the onlooking Hollmans stood
the power to grant that request. Moral- ate neighborhood were there, but their back in surly silence to let him pass.
ecutive clemency."
ly, I doubt my right. Certainly, I shall shaggier, fiercer brethren from remote In the office of the county judge Samdamson nodded.
"Quite true," he admitted. "If I an- not do it without a very thorough sift- creeks and covers, who came only at son said briefly:
"I want to get my deputies sworn
nounced that I had come on the matter ing of evidence and grave considera-iurgent call, and did not come without
*
of a pardon, it was largely that 1 had tion of tbe necessities of tbe case— intent ot vindicating their presence. in."
"We've got plenty of deputy sherto state some business and that as well as the danger of the precedent. Old Jake Hollman, from "over yon" on
seemed the briefest way of putting it." However, I am considering it, and for the headwaters of Dryhole creek, iffs," wag the quietly insolent rejointhe present you will parole your pris- brought his son and fourteen-year-old der.
'Then there 1B something else?"
"Yes.
If it were only a plea for oner in my custody. Mr. Soutb, you grandson, and all of them carried Win"Not Bow—we haven't any." Samllemency I should expect .he matter will not leave Fr/.nkfort without my chesters. Long before the hour for son's voice was sharply incisive, ' "I'll
permission.
You
will
take
every
prethe courthouse bell to sound tbe call name my own assistants."
to be chiefly important to myself. In
point of fact, I hope to make it equally caution to conceul your actual identity. which would bring matters to a crisis,
"What's the matter with these
You
will
treat
as
utterly
confidential
women
disappeared from the streets, boys?" The county judge waved his
Interesting to you. Whether you give
me a pardon in a fashion which vio- all that has transpired here—and, and front shutters and doors closed hand toward two hold-over deputies.
lates all precedent, or whether 1 sur- above all, yau will not let newspaper themselves. At last, the Souths began
"They're fired."
render myself and go back to a trial men discover you. Those are my or- to ride in by half-dozens, and to hitch
The country judge laughed.
which will be merely a form of assas- ders. Rep'.rt here • tomorrow after- their horses at the racks, they also * "Well, I reckon I can't attend fo that
sination rests entirely with you, sir. noon, and remember that you are my fell into groups well apart The two right BOW."
prisoner."
You will not find me insistent."
factions eyed each other somberly.
Then you refuse?"
Samsr.n bowed and left the two cou- sometimes nodding or exchanging
Then Samson launched Into lae
"Mebby you might call it that."
sins
together,
where
shortly
they
were
greetings, for the time had not yet
atory of his desires and the details of
Sampson leaned on the judge's table
conditions which outside influences joined by the attorney general. That come to fight. Slowly, however, the and rapped,sharply with his knuckles.
had been powerless to remedy—be- evening, the three dined at the execu- Hollmans began centering about the His handful of men stood close and
They swarmed in the Callomb ca..ght his breath in the
cause they were outside influences. tive mansion, and sat until midnight courthouse.
Eome man of sufficient vigor and com- in the governor's private office, still yard, and entered the empty jail, and heavy air of storm-freighted suspense.
krebesaion. aetiaa from tbe center of deep in discussion. During the long overran the halls and offices of the The Hollman partisans filled the room

and others were crowding to the doore
"I'm high sheriff of this county now,"
said Samson, sharply. "You are county judge. Do we co-operate—or fight?"
"I reckon," drawled the other, "that's
a matter we'll work out as we goes
along. Depends on how obedient ye
air."
"I'm responsible for the peace tad
quiet of this county," continued Samson. "We're going to have peace and
quiet."
Tbe judge looked about him. The Indications did not appear to him indicative of peace and quiet
"Air we?" he inquired.
"I'm coming ba .k here In a half
hour," said the new sheriff. "This is
an unlawful and armed assembly.
When I get back I want to find the
courthouse occupied only by unarmed
citizens who have business here."
"When ye comes back," suggested
the county judge, "I'd advise that ye
resignB yore job. 'A half-hour is about
es long as ye ought ter try ter hold
hit"
Samson turned and walked through
the scowling crowd to the courthouse
steps.
"Gentlemen," he said, in a clear, farcarrying voice, "there is no need of an
armed congregation at this courthouse. I call on you in the name of
the law to lay aside your arms or scatter."
There was murmur which for an instant threatened to become a roar, but
trailed- into a chorus of derisive laughter.
Samson went to the hotel, accompanied by Callomb. A half-hour later the
two were back at the courthouse with
a half-dozen companions. The yard
was empty. Samson carried his father's rifle. In that half-hour a telegram,
prepared in advance, had flashed to
Frankfort.
"Mob
holds
courthouse — need
troops."
And a reply had flashed back:
"Use local company—Callomb commanding." So that form of law was
met.
The courthouse doors were closed
and its windows barricaded. The place
was no longer a judicial building. It
was a fortress.
As Samson's party
paused at the gate a warning voice
called r"Don't come no ntgher!"
The body-guard began dropping
back to shelter.
"I demand admission to the courthouse to make arrests," shouted the
new sheriff. In answer a spattering of
rifle reports came from the Jail windows. Two of the Souths fell. At a
word from Samson Callomb left on a
run for the hotel. The sheriff himself
took his position in a small store
across the street, which he reached unhurt under a desultory are.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

NATURAL MEANS OF DEFENSE
Possibility That Another Generation
of Fighters May Utilize Their
Whiskers.
~
Here Is a war comment from George
W. Monroe, the comedian:
The Russian army has one advantage over all other armies, and that is
whiskers. It has an entanglement of
whiskers that nothing can penetrate—
not even lyddite, shrapnel or slugs. A
Russian soldier's whiskers are not the
flossy kind that toss around with
every passing gale. They are so durable that when he falls on them he does
not even bend them; he drives them
into tbe ground. The only time a Russian soldier is in danger is when he
turns the back ot his head to the enemy. The other armies may have the
best tactics, armament, discipline,
spirit and patriotism, but the Russian
army has the chilled-steel whiskers.
The most difficult job a Red Cross
nurse has to perform, after the Russian army has finished an engagement, is to comb tbe bullets and
shells out of tbe soldiers' whiskers.
Fifty years from now, when the next
great war is fought, it will not be a
question of rapid-firing, long-range
guns; it will be a question ot whiskers. The world will ask which army
has the best whiskers. Whiskers will
decide the battle.
Nations will no
longer waste money in buying big
guns and testing them.
They will
grow whiskers for national defense
and they will test an army's efficiency
by drawing up a company bn the
parade grounds and allowing a husky
coal heaver to go down the line and
hit each soldier in the face with an
ax. Whiskers that won't make the ax
bounce will be sent to the rear as unfit tor the firing line.
Historic Fainting Spell.
Prince Oscar, the kaiser's fifth son.
who has Just returned to duty with the
German army, left the fighting line
after an engagement In which he saw
the officers about him slaughtered by
Turcos and himself collapsed from
what has been pronounced a severe attack of heart trouble. In the Mexican
war Brig. Jen. Franklin Pierce of New
Hampshire fainted while in action
from the pair- of an injury sustained
when his horse fell on him. This incident—this unmanly fainting at a
time when other people were getting
killed—wa3 ur.ed unmercifully to make
Pierce a target for ridicule in later
years when ho ran for the presidency.
—Hartford Times.
Left the City Man Thinking.
A city man once had occasion to
visit a farmer on business, and remained for dinner. The piece de resistance was literally a very tough
chicken. Those at table, Including
tbe farmer's two young *sons, struggled unsuccessfully to make some Impression .upon their respective helpings, when Sam turned to his brother.
"Tom," he said softly, "I wish old
Dick hadn't a-dind. Don't you?"

DANVERS, MASS., WOMAN
RECEIVES BLESSING
Mm

W. H. Brown Telia How She
Was Relieved After Long
Suffering-

Mr*. W. H. Brown of Danvers,
Mass., was a victim of stomach trouble which tortured her tor years. She
tried many treatments and medicines
and got little relief.
Then she took Mayr's Wonderful
Remedy and got results right away.
In telling of her case she wrote:
"For years I have suffered terribly
with stomach trouble.
I could find
no relief Then, like a blessing from
above, I heard of your remedy; sent
for It, and after a few treatments an
being cured. I am going to tell ail
my friends of your miraculous remedy"
Mayr's Wonderful Remedy gives permanent results for stomach, liver and
Intestinal ailments. Eat as much and
whatever you like. No more distress
after eating, pressure of gat in He
stomach and around the heart Get one
bottle ot your druggist now and try It
on an absolute guarantee—if not satisfactory money will be returned.—Adv.
Place of Amusement
Redd—You know London haa am
automobile museum.
Greene—We ought to have one hi
this country. It no doubt would be
an amusing place.
'Why an amusing place?"
"Why, the automobiles do so many
tunny tricks."
,

Torturing Twinges
Much so-called rheumatism ia
caused by weakened kidneys. Wher
the kidneys fail to clear the blood
of urlo acid, the acid forms into
crystals, like bits of broken glass In
the muscles, Joints and on the nerve
casings. Doan's Kidney Pills hart)
eased thousands of rheumatio cases,
lumbago, sciatica, gravel, neuralgia
and urinary disorders.
A Massachusetts Case
Enoch Anderton,
910 Pleasant St., lore Ttllt
Fall River, Mass., tStonf'
says:
"A strain
weakened my kidneys and the pains
In my back got so
bad
I
was
in
agony. Mornings I
Celt tired and stiff
and could hardly
do my work. I was
confined to bed for
weeks and I lost
over fifteen pounds
In weight. When in
a serloUB condition.
I used Doan's Kidney Pills and they restored me to
good health. I have gained twentyfive pounds in weight and haven't suffered since."
Get Dean'eat Any Store.Sue a Boa

DOAN'S WAV

FOSTER*ULBURN CO, BUFFALO. N. T.

Don't Persecute ^
Your Bowels
Cot out cathartics and purgatives. They ua
brutal, harsh, unnecessary. Trv^pj^^

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely vegetable. Act
gently on the liver, A
eliminate bile, and
soothe the delicate,'
membrane of tl
bowel Cere,
ConilfpaUon, ,
Bjliousnesi,
Sick Heid.

sens tad Inditfeiiloa, es millions knew.

SHALL POL, SHALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.

Genuine must bear Signature

ABSORBiNE
*^

TRAOt MARK R1G.U.3. PAT. nr

Reduce! Strained, Puffy Ankles
Lymphangitis, Poll Evil, Fistula
Bolls, Swellings; Stops Lameness
and allays pain. Heals Sores, Cats,
Braises, Boot Chafes. It it u
ANTISEPTIC AND GERMICIDE i
[NON-POISONOUS]

»f>

Does not blister or remove the
bairand horse can be worked. Pleasant to use,!
$2.00 a bottle, delivered. Describe your cue
for special instructions and Book 5 K free.
ABSORBINE, JR., inihepdc liniment tor m.nklnd r»
dual SlMiii,. Painful. Knotted. Swollen Vein*, Milk Leg,
Goof Coocealnted—only a few drop, required iian>opUcadon. Price SI per4jotrte «t dealer! or delirered. ,

W.F.Y0UNG. P. D. F., 110 Tamil St.,SDrlng'ald.Mlss.

HOUSEHOLD

HAIR CLIPPER
Saves barber's bills.
Pays for itself la two
months time. NoeapeH•nee 'necessary. Any
One can UB6 it—Equally
Sood forcilpping horse*
oga, etc. Made if flae
quality high tempered
steel, nickel Apish and
guaranteed to give the
most perfect aatlifaotlon. This clipper will
lastalifetime, la always
ready for use Price $1
pre paid. Write atonce-.o
HOMEtUTLERY CO.
36 Wallace Place, He wart, H.X

Our "JITBEY" Oftar-Thls and

5

DON'T MISS THIS. Cutout this
slip, •nclos* with Be to Polsy A Co..
9641 Sheffield AT*., Dapt. B, Chicago,
ill., writing your name and addrasa ,
clearly. You will receive In return i
trial package containing Foieys Honey '
and Tar Compound, for coughs, colds
and croup; Poley Kidney Pills, for pain
th sides and back, rheumatism, backache, kidney and bladder ailments; and Poley Cathartic Tablets; a wholesome and thoroughly cleansing cathartic; especially comforting to stout people.

MOTHER GUY'S SWEET
POWDERS FOR CHILDREN
Relieve Feveriehtiesa, ConstipatloavColdj and correct d tsorde rs of
the stomach and bowels. Used h*
mtktrsforlbywu At all Druetteta 38b Sample mailed FRHE.
addw a. a, Ota**** t.. iu». M. »%
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TELLS CF ARMY LIFE
"RELIABLE" DISPATCHE8
BARON MUNCHAUSEN.

"Wealth, as we know," said Mr
Gwimpleton, "is very unevenly distributed, but conscience is more so
"Some men are overburdened with
conscience; some have none at all.
Some people worry themselves sick
over this or that real or imagined
transgression of the civil or the moral
law.
"There are others who worry only
that they cannot safely transgress the
more. .
"Between these two extremes we
have the man commonly described as
overconscientiouB, meaning one worthy but timid, who lets a conscience
too keen and active keep hirir from
betterments of his fortune that he
might otherwise compass. Then we
have those people who are not troubled in such ways, who are all but
conscienceless and whose conscience
really lies dormant
"It is true, too, that a thing that
may stir one man's conscience may
not touch another's; we are differently constituted. There appears to
be no absolutely definite standard of
conscience applicable to and actuating all men alike. This enormously
complicates the conscience situation.
"But still the great primary difficulty lies in the uneven distribution
of conscience. If we could only have
something like an even distribution
of such conscience as now exists it
would, for one thing, in some measure reduce piracy in Its manifoM
forms as now practiced under civilized
conditions by men without conscience,
and for another thing, it would by
reducing the stock of the man of abnormal conscience, spare him the worriment* that now beset him and let
him take without qualms whatever
benefits rightfully belong to him. In
tact, a more even distribution of conscience would tone up the world generally and make it In many ways a
vastly more comfortable world to live
in.
"Pending that happy day It behooves us, I suppose—at any rate, my
friend MacBlink, a well meaning and
cheerful but not always overtrustful
man, sayB it does—to be still more or
less wary in our dealings with our
fellow man in order to avoid subjecting our well meaning but weaker
brother to undue temptation, and to
avoid being circumvented by somebody who was perhaps overlooked, entirely in the conscience distribution."

Old Men Lead.
The proverb "old men for counsel,
young men tot war" has generally
been understood by the wise to mean
that old men may be useful occasionally tor proffering advice based on experience, but that strength and energy
and enthusiasm ot young men are essential for any real activity on a large
scale, such as war. The proverb still
holds good, but with a qualification.
Young men are still the backbone of
war—in the trenches. The old men
are the counselors, but they are more
than counselors. 'They are the active
executive heads—the commanders.Pittsburgh Press.
...
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HORRID POINTS OUT IMTURE'S ERROR POETRY OF THE CELT

A certain charming young thing of
this town has an uncle of whom she
has always been, and still is, very
fond; but Just at present, she is convinced that he Is as catty as any woman she's ever known.
She tells the story herself:
"Listen. You know I have always
had an excessive affection for Uncle
Dick, and have without exception told
him
everything—absolutely everything.
"Now, the fact that I have had so
much trouble with—well, you know
with whom—has never been a Joke to
me. Last year, when that affair with
Tom was on, I wrote, of course, to
Uncle Dick about it—Uncle was then
in the West. ' Now, since he always
liked Tom, he wrote me a beautiful
letter, offering me all manner of felicitations and wishes for a bright and
prosperous future. I treasured that
letter from Uncle Dick.
"Now, it isn't necessary for me to
refer to my disappointment in Tom—
his behavior justified any action on my
part. I know that people say I threw
him over and all that sort of thing,
but, honestly, there was only one thing
to do, and of course I did it.
"Well, I suppose it did seem a little
startling to Uncle Dick, when a little
over two months after the writing of
his first letter, he received another
from me, telling him of my engagement to Harry. But uncle was terribly
nice about it. He approved of my
course in the matter, even though he
did prefer Tom to anybody else. And
I couldn't complain of the letter uncle
sent me in reply to the second. It
was Just as nice as his first, although
he did give a hint of surprise.
"It was afterward that Uncle Dick
showed himself most objectionable.
Two weeks ago, when I found that,
after all was said and done, it was
really Clarence that I loved, I got a
third letter from Uncle Dick—the
brute! After acknowledging the receipt of my announcement he went on
to say:'
" 'Permit me, my dear, to congratulate you on your approaching marriage
to
'
"Then he liiserted one of those star
signs (what do you call '6m—asterisks?) and added in a footnote: 'Here
insert the name ot the happy man!'"
—New York Times.

|
Small Fish Ponds.
! The American Fisheries society fathers a project that has already received serious consideration in many
■parts of the country, and should, if
jput into practice, help to reduce the
{cost of living. This project, is the
creation of small ponds, an acre or
two in extent, on every farm large
enough to contain them. The ponds
should be six or seven feet in depth
and furnished with vegetation suited
to the needs of the fish with, which
they are stocked. As no other food
Iwould be required the cost of providing a continual supply of fish would
be very small. Trout have been for
many years hatched and reared in the
waters of sporting clubs, and immense numbers of them have been
raised for commercial purposes. In
a small pond fed by cold springs they
can be bred in great quantities so as
to furnish sport as well as food. Carp,
pickerel, $£ls and perch can also be
reared without great expense. Dr.
Charles H. Townsend, the director of
the New York aquarium, has shown
his Interest In the project for establishing these small ponds by preparing a booklet giving detailed information in regard to their stocking and
maintenance.

.

WAS

Mr. Gwlmpleton Turn* Aside From
Dally Duties to Discourse on
Matters of Conscience.

Tbe hardships ot warfare in the
trenches have been so grossly exaggerated that it is time, I think, to
out forth the real facts ot this feature of the war. Rocking-chair correspondents, who spend their time far
from the scene of action, draw BO
largely upon tkeir imaginations that
very little, if, in fact, any truth percolates through to the ultimate
reader. I had read with interest,
though with skepticism, their reports
of the Intense suffering of tbe troops
compelled to fight in the trenches, so
while I was with the German army in
Poland I determined to investigate
the matter fully. Needless to say, I
found the soldiers enjoying comforts
in their subterranean shelters that
rivaled those of the most luxurious
homes.
I had the pleasure of visiting the
German position in Poland as tbe personal friend and guest of General von
Hindenburg.
The first thing that
struck my notice was that the
trenches were about half filled with
water, in which the soldiere were
standing up to their waists. So accustomed had tbey become to it, however, that they found it uncomfortable
7 to stand on dry ground, and when,
unhappily, as sometimes happened,
the water drained away, they made
special provisions for refilling the
ditches, drawing their supply from
- . near-by streams.
The water served a double purpose,
that of keeping them .warm and of affording a hiding place when the Russians advanced in too great numbers.
The soldiers would in snch a case
meitely duck completely under the
water, until the attacking force had
again retired.
The Germans also
found the streams that constantly
flowed through the trenches of inestimable value in the transport of rations and ammunition from one point
to another, and by the skillful ttse of
specially constructed rowboats they
were enabled to rush re-enforcements
to threatened spots.
One difficulty they had coped with
unsuccessfully was the freezing of the
Water in extremely cold weather. The
disadvantage of this was that it rendered the entire army immobile in
the event of attacks, and General von
Hindenburg was often at a loss when
be found troops needed at a particular point held fast by the ice in their
. positions, on fixed post, as it were.
I suggested that if the soldiers were
ordered all to jump upward at the
[same time .they would bring the ice,
Iwith them, and would, moreover, present a united front to the foe. This
{scheme was tried on the next* cold
might with unparalleled success. The
{German lines, linked together by ice
(walls, advanced literally by leaps and
'bounds, and so startled the Russians
jthat they fled precipitately.
i Two companies in returning had a
faughable experience, for inadvertenty each attempted to enter the treneh
|of the other. The Irregular Ice, of
icourse, did not fit in either case, and
tfle soldiers' efforts to force their way
Into the wrong shelters was so ludicrous that I was fairly convulsed with
laughter. After the difficulty had been
'pointed out the two commands exchanged places, and without further
•trouble got into their proper shelters.
j—Brooklyn Eagle.
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UNCLE

Only Her Third Engagement in a Few
Months and His Congratulations
FROM
Hint at Fickleness.

According to His Reports Soldiers
Are Having an Enjoyable Time,
but of Course One Need Not
Believe Him.
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New Fishing Ground* Found.
During the summex ot 1914 the department of commerce, through the
bureau of fisheries, conducted an exploration of certain fishery grounds
oft the coast of Oregon and Washington to determine, particularly, if halibut were present in sufficient quantities to Bupport a fishery. The fishery
steamer Albatrosb was used for this
survey.
A halibut ground was found off
Newport, Ore., covering an area of
approximately 250 square miles. As
an immediate result of the Albatross
findings, fishermen made 21 trips to
the ground, taking about 850,000
pounds of halibut, valued at about
$24,000. Trips yielding 40,000 poundB
were made in four days or less. Irrespective of the abundance of flsh,
weather conditions and the lack of
harbors will Inhibit -fishing excepting
from* April to October.
Several smaller areas oft Grays harbor and Coos bay may be expected to
produce halibut in limited numbers,
and the entire coast of Oregon was
found to abound in flounders, soles,
rock cod and black cod—a valuable
food supply when market conditions
warrant its exploitation.
Advice to Housewives.
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
Vrooman says that the American
housewife could materially reduce the
coBt of living If she were to get the
flour-mixing habit.
"There are some thirty substitutes
that can be mixed with wheat flour
in making bread," he says. "Many ot
these are more nutritious than wheat
flour; some of them are cheaper than
wheat flour, and of.these two or three
at least are commercially obtainable
almost anywhere.
"Potatoes, corn flour, and rice can
be used with profit In mixture with
wheat flour in making yeast bread.
With wheat flour as dear as it is now,
the careful housewife stands to effect
quite a saving by using one of these
products to eke out her wheat flour.
Experiments have shown that the substitutes can be used successfully in
the proportion of one part to three
parts of wheat flour. At least threefourtbs of the mixture must be good
wheat flour."

Aeroplane Carries Off Prisoner,!;
The story ot an aviator who came
back to the Russian lines with Ian
Austrian prisoner strapped to the tail
frame of his aeroplane is told in a
Petrograd dispatch from tbe front in
Poland:
"The airman, Tercntie Paschaloff,
ascended from the aviation headquarters in the rear of Genera] Ivanoft's
army In his 150-horsepower machine,
accompanied by his mechanic. The
machine carried a small gun and a
number of bombs.
"Owing to motor trouble, Paschaloff
had to descend two miles behind the
Austrian lines. While the mechanic
was repairing the motor six Austrians approached. Paschaloff turned
his one-pounder on them and fired
one shrapnel shell, which.exploded accurately and felled five men. The
sixth surrendered.
"Then came the problem—what
would he do with his prisoner? Paschaloff decided to abandon his stock
of bombs and tie his prisoner to tbe
tail frame of his machine. Thus burdened, the aeroplane rose and flew
over the Austrian lines amid a storm
of bullets, regaining the Russian lines
without damage."

Man Who Was Always Late.
Private —*— was known to all his
chums as "the early bird," probably
because it was an exact description of
the very opposite to what he really
was, for "the early bird" was always
late,'the last man to get out of bed
at reveille and the last man on parade, and when his regiment sailed
for France bis chums declared that he
was the last into the transport ship
and the last out of it
When his regiment Was doing its
spell in the trencheB "the early bfrd"
was sent for by his officer, and as he
was creeping along the trench towards
the dug-out a stray bullet caught him
in the shoulder, just as he was outside
the officer's shelter.
After seeing that he wasn't seriously
wounded, the officer exclaimed, with
a twinkle in his eye. "If you had Just
been a second earlier you would have
missed that."
"I would, sir," returned Private-;
,
"or if I had been a second later It
would have missed me."—London TitRepeated Like Machine Gun.
The attention of the committee of Bits.
seventy Is invited to the device emPhotographic Marvels.
ployed in Santo Domingo to prevent
In making photographs of the splash
repeating; the voters' hands are
formed
by a falling Hqitid Professor
marked with lndeliblle ink. It IB re
ported that some of the voters have Worthlngton of the Royal society, in
found It possible to erase the marks, London, has succeeded in giving an
but it is not known whether they have exposure of less than three one-mil
done this in order to repeat. At any Months of a second. This Is effected
rate, the practice of marking a man with an electric spark, which can be
opens up considerable possibilities in so accurately timed that the operator
the way of the purification of elec- can select any desired stage in the
tions. For example, in one of our progress of a splash within limits of
cities recently a one-legged negro was error not exceeding two one-thoufound to have voted six times. He sandths of a second.
A photographic printing machine
went to the polls once with an artlfl
clal leg, once with a "peg" leg, and exhibited at a recent meeting of tbe
once with nothing but his natural leg society had a roll of prepared broand a pair of crutches. By putting a mide paper fed in at one end and
photographic
bandage over one eye and then over turned out finished
the other, and on one occasion stick- prints at the other end at the rate of
ing some whiskers on his face, he man- 2,000 to 3,000 per hour. These photoaged to repeat like a machine gun — graphs may be used for Illustrations
In newspapers and magazines.
Philadelphia Record

FRENCH EXPERT TRACE8 ITS INFLUENCE IN LITERATURE.

Shows Possibility That the Institution
of the Nomad Troubadeur Had
Its Origin In the Country
of Wales.
Anatole le Braz of the University
of Rennes, Brittany, in a lecture on
the Celtic Influence In literature, at
the University of Cincinnati, distinguished between two classes of
Celtic populations, those Celtic in origin, but with an intermingling of
French and English blood, and those
more purely Celtic. The second class,
he said, is found in France, among
the Bretons, and In England, among
the Celts of Cornwall, the Welsh, and
the Irish. To it we must look for any
remains of the Celtic genius and for
the means by which Celtic influence
was brought to bear upon European
literature. Ireland, which M. le Braz
chose as his starting point, possessed,
at the time of the Scandinavian Invasion, an old civilization that had been
little Influenced by Rome or Germany.
Christianity, however, left a profound
Imprint upon the Gaelic soul. It is in
the religious domain that Ireland first
influenced the European world. Her
saints evangelized barbaric Europe;
and it was at the time of her religious
awakening that she producecK her
artists and philosophers. The influence of her epic poetry was no less
felt than that of her evangelization.
The Celts of Cornwall and Wales, he
continued, superior in culture at the
time of the Saxon invasion, refused to
be absorbed by their more savage conquerors. The two chief Celtic passions, love of country and love of independence, found expression in the
legends of King Arthur, who, they believed, would reappear to free them
from the Saxon yoke. Through poetry
and music these legends were kept
ever fresh in the Celtic mind. Music
and song were an essential part of
their education, and the bard was a
privileged character among them,
from the sixth century through the
twelfth.
Gradually, as the Celts and Saxons
united, the latter learned to appreciate the Celtic poetry, and the Celtic
literary themes passed Into Saxon
possession. But, as the new social
state evolved, formed of this alliance,
the art of the bards ceased to be an
official institution, and they were compelled to find a means of support.
They became wandering singers, going to assemblies, feasts and abbeys.
"I should not be surprised," hemarked M. le Braz, "If it should some
day be discovered that the institution
ot the nomad troubadour, ot the
Jongleur, so popular in Europe during
the middle ages, had Its first originators in the country of Wales." Through
the nomad bard, then, Celtic poetry
was disseminated, sung in the three
languages—Celtic, Saxon, Roman.
Xerxes and the Hellespont.
We can imagine our sailors applying alliterative epithets to the Dardanelles when one of the weather interruptions occurs, remarks the London
Chronicle. But we cannot imagine
Admiral Carden doing that sort of
thing ofllcially, as Xerxes did when a
storm wrecked his., bridge of boats
from Abydos to Sestos. Not content
with having the engineers decapitated, he, ordered the Infliction of 300
lashes upon the strait and the letting
down Into It of a set of fetters. Herodotus discredits the story that
Xerxes also sent irons to brand the
strait. But the historian does give
the non-Hellenic and blasphemous
terms which the scourgers were ordered to use: "Thou bitter water, this
is the penalty which our master inflicts upon thee because thou hast
wronged him though he has never
wronged thee. King'Xerxes will cross
thee, whether thou wilt or not; but
thou deservest not sacrifice from any
man,* because thou art a treacherous
river of salt water."
She Gently Swore.
One of the new skeleton-trimmed
hats worh by women caused merriment In a New York subway train
and cost one man the price of a new
pair of eyeglasses. The wearer of the
hat, a short, stylishly gowned, good
looking young woman, was seated between two tall men, both of whom
wore eyeglasses with a cord attached.
Every time the woman fidgeted
around the trimming would catch the
strings attached to the eyeglasses of
the two men. Suddenly one of the
men started for the door as the guard
called his station. When he arose,
he Jerked the girl's hat almost oft
her head, and as the hatpins pulled
her h8ir she gave a little cry of pain.
The man confusedly murmured on
apology, at tbe same time clutching
at bis glasses, which had been loosened by the concussion aad which fell
to the floor and were broken. The
young man beat a retreat for the
door, while tbe young woman adjusted her headgear and gently swore beneath her breath.
'

Mistaken Influence.
"Pop, why doesn't the antlcruelty
society get after Wall street?"
"Why should It?"
"Don't they have bull fights and
bear pits there?"
Something of One.
"Is your son anything of a sprinter
since he went to college?"
"Well, he holds the family record
for running up a bill."

T0LD
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VON HiNJE?J3UnG .GAVE UP THE DRUG BUSINESS

Many Anecdotes Concerning Famous
German Strategist Are Being
Put in Circulation,
Of the telling of anecdotes about
the doughty Field Marshal von Hindenburg there is no end just now in
Germany. So huge is the fame won
by the victor of Tannenberg, Lodz, and
the Masurian lakes that anybody who
knows anything whatever about him.
Important or unimportant, 1B hurrying
to have it printed in the German papers for the delectation ot Hindenburg devotees.
Some of the things unearthed must
be distinctly embarrassing to the
grim old war dog. For instance, one
newspaper has discovered a poem dating from 1886. written in the visitor's
book of the castle ot Kynast in Silesia, which is declared to be the work
ot him who Is now the idol ot Germany The poem deaU with the writer's thoughts as be looked out from,
the tower of the castle over the landscape spread below As might be expected, Hindenburg saw in that landscape a possible battlefield, and wrote
to that effect Perusal ot the verses
leaves the impression that he is better at fighting battles than writing
about them.
The field marshal's sister has also
raked up from his past a poem. This
one consists of exactly three lines,
and is of a waggish nature. His sister had made a sketch of him on the
anniversary of the battle of Sedan,
showing him comfortably installed at
bis Prussian home, and her brother
wrote under it tbe three line poem,
which humorously contrasts the excitement of the day on which he took
part in that memorable battle with his
peaceful laziness on the anniversary.
Here is another Hindenburg anecdote recounted by his sister:
After the battle of Tannenberg last
August, when Hindenburg annihilated
a Russian army opposed to him, he,
went to church in a small village near
the battlefield.
When the services I
were over, hundreds of the villagers
crowded about his automobile, shout- j
ing their thanks to him tor delivering j
them from the Russian invaders. But
the victor cut short their demonstra-1
tiona by pointing brusquely upward I
with "his band and saying:
"Give thanks to him up there."
Then he signaled to the chauffeur
to speed away.

Incident That Made Man Decide That
the Profession Was Altogether
Too Strenuous.

"I got out of the drug business because something happened that nearly turned my hair gray," said the sallow-complexloned man.
Of course the other men said: "Tell
us about It."
"I used to sleep In the store," said
the sallow man obligingly, "and often
I had to answer night calls. One
night I was awakened from a deep
sleep by somebody persistently ringing the door bell.
"I found a small boy at the door,
and he handed me a prescription. I
was so sleepy that I could hardly see,
but I filled the prescription, the boy
paid me and hastened away.
"When I went to replace the bottles
I had taken from the shelves my eyes
were open a little wider than in the
opening stages of my wakefulness,
and I was horrified to And that instead of taking down the bottle of
tincture of orange I had used the
next bottle, a deadly poison.
"I flew out of the door and looked
up and down the street. The boy had
disappeared. I had never seen him
before and did not know for whom the
medicine was. I wanted to rush off
to the doctor and find out who the
patient was, but that, I decided, would
be useless, as it would be too late
to do any good.
"I entered tbe store and paced up
and down the floor. My hair stood
on end. I saw my victim in all theagony of aconite poisoning. I saw the
pale face of death; I saw the family
vowing vengeance.
|
"My heart thumped furiously as I
heard hastening footsteps. I peered
through the window and saw the boy
who had brought the prescription.
The bottle was gone. My only hope
was shattered. With a trembling hand
I opened the door, prepared to hear
the worst.
"The lad stood , hesitating. Tears
were in his eyes. I dared not speak.
" 'P—please, mister,' he stammered,
'I ran so fast I fell and broke the bottle, and I ain't got any more money.'
"My heart leaped into my throat.
I felt like giving a yell of Joy as I
leaped forward and pulled that boy
into the store. I wanted to hug and
kiss him. When I had mastered my
emotion I gave him another bottle ot
medicine which I most cheerfully
paid for out of my own pocket, and
Another Shark Story.
into the bargain I gave him the bigPassengers arriving at New York by gest handful of expensive candy he
tbe transatlantic liners bring strange ever had."
'
stories, not all of which are based on j
the war. Some time ago a shark was
Literary Controversies.
swimming along in the wake of a ship |
catching all the refuse thrown over- j Famous controversies over the auboard One of the sailors, who had thorship of poems include the fola well-founded antipathy for all sharks, lowing: .
"Laugh and the World Laughs With
determined to try a new method of
scaring the shark aWay. With thisj. You," claimed by four or five different
end In view he procured an alarm: authors, is now credited to Ella
clock, which he carefully wound and Wheeler Wilcox. Her chief opponent
set to go oft in 20 minutes. Then the. was John A. Joyce.
"All Quiet Along the Potomac Tosailor tied the clock to a rope and I
dropped it overboard. Tbe shark in- night," was claimed by Ethel Lynn
Boers and by Lamar Fontaln, and each
stantly swallowed It When the alarm
had plenty of unimpeachable Integrity
went off he was truly Beared. The
to sustain the claim.
shark manifested this in various ways, i
"Rock Me to Sleep," was claimed
He first stood on his hind legs and
by two different authors.
turned somersaults. The big fish final- i John J. Ingalls, the greatest Kansas
ly took refuge in flight, meanwhile! statesman and writer, had his authorlashing the water furiously with hiaj ship of "Opportunity" disputed many
tail. The other day this same shark
times.
was captured by the same ship. Wheq j Walt Whitman and Mary Mapes
the monster was drawn on deck by Dodge had a stirring dispute about a
the triumphant crew it was discovered little poem: "The Two Mysteries."
that he was the one who had swalThe authorship of Shakespeare's
lowed the clock. When he was cot plays has been ascribed to Francis Baopen the alarm went off again.
con (Lord Yerulam), Christopher Marlowe, Sir Walter Raleigh and other
Canner and Commissariat.
contemporaries.
The unique position of the United
States as regards foodstuffs has Just
Egret Plumes.
been emphasized at a canners' conThe story comes from India that
vention in Chicago. Famine is imsome provinces in that country are
possible in this country, and more
breeding egrets In captivity, and find
than that, at no season ot the year
it possible to get four crops of plumes
are Its Inhabitants cut off from all
a year without injury to the bird. The
tbe good things nature provides for four-crop section of the tale sounds
man's sustenance. A wonderful range too good to be true. The rest is plauof climate makes it possible to have sible enough. Men have domesticated
the year around green vegetables and j the OBtrich, raised the black fox In capfruits grown in tbe open, and at prices tivity and even started breeding
in reach ot tbe humblest pocketbook, I skunks for their skinB. Why should
This is supplemented by the art of] egrets hope to be Immune? The time
the canner, who successfully preserves i may not be distant when paradise
the summer's surplus bounty against blrdB also will be- reared in- captivity.
the cold, gray days of winter and robs | Just as pheasants and peacocks are
that season of any terror it might ever ] now. If women insist on having
have held, so far as food is concerned. plumes, plumes they will get—but not
It is not alone famine that Is avoid- by the old, fiendish method which mured, but certain diseases once preva- dered the mother bird and Btarved her
lent, due to malnutrition Incident to neBtlings for the sake of a handful of
a lack of proper food, have vanished blood-stained feathers. That piece of
from the United States. In this way barbarism is gone forever, so far as
the processes of preserving foods have America Is concerned, and It owes its
also been useful in tbe matter of departure to a section of the Underpreservation of health,
,
wood tariff law which even Mr. Aldrich
would hardly try to repeal.
Laws of the Ancients.
The oldest code ot laws in the world
Apt Quotation.
has lately been added to the BabyShakespearian quotations are in
Ionic collection of Yale university as
great favor with Mr. Joseph H. Choate,
a result of archeologlcal research. It
but he uses them only when they are
Includes 287 sections of the laws of
apposite. A hit which he scored in
Babylonia enacted during the reign
the Cesnola trial is illustrative of this.
of Hammurabi.
Clarence Cook, the art critic, had
Hammurabi was a contemporary of
given testimony unfavorable to GenAbraham, and reigned from the year
eral Cesnola, whom Mr. choate was
3285 to the year 2242 B. C. according
defending. Something was developed
to well-authenticated records. The
on the cross-examination that materinewly discovered lawB are engraved
ally weakened the statements made
upon a block of diorite rock about
by the witness, whereupon Mr. Choate
seven feet in length. Bible students
turned, his countenance expressive
will be interested to know that this
of well-assumed indignation, and,
old code contains many of the thoughts
Incorporated in the Mosaic law, as re- pointing his finger at Mr, Cook, said,
vealed in the book of Exodus, espe- dramatically:
"False, fleeting, perjured Clarence!"
cially in the twentieth and twenty-first
chapters, although according to arMatter of Location.
cheological proofs, it must have pre"When I was a boy," said Mr. Waterceded Moses by more than two censtock, "I wanted to go to sea and be a
tnrl B.
A complete translation of this old pirate."
"And you changed your mind," recode is now being made, and will be
published under the auspices ot the plied Miss Cayenne, "to the extent of
deciding to remain on land."
,
Tale Alumni association.
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Death of Fred D. Bowen.
Alfred Englander on Tuesday ' moved
from the Gnerin house on Blanchard hill
Fred
D. Bowen, a native and practicalPUBLISHED
to the "Harrington place, which he recent- Two More Games are Placed to Their
ly life-lona citizen of Brookfield, died at
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON.
ly bought on Lower River street.
Credit.
8 a. m., Thesday, at his home on East
AT
The Quaboag Valley Social club will
Journal Block, Nortb Brookfield, Mase
Brookfield High won its third straight Main street, aged 55 years, 5 months and
have a dance in West Brookfield town
game by defeating Hitchcock Free Acad- 10 days. Death was caused by a cerebral
HORACE J. LAWRENCE, hall, Friday night, May 21. DesLauriers emy, of Brimfield, 14 to 1, on Merrick hemorrhage with which he was stricken
orchestra of Ware will furnish music.
Mr Bowen had
park, Saturday afternoon. Captain Du- last Thursday night.
EDITOR AND PBOPBIETOB.
Dancing from 8 to 12, after which special
bois was in the box for the home team been employed as a foreman at the fac1.00 va Year in Advance, cars will be run to Ware, West Warren, and while be kept the visiting batters tory of the Ideal Coated Paper Company
Bingle Copies, 3 Cents.
Warren and Brookfield, Leon Thompeating out of his hand during the entire for the past 7 years and was in his usual
son will be in charge of the floor.
contest, his teammates knocked the ball I health when he left the factory at 6
Addres? all communications to BROOKFIELD
At a merting of the V. I. S. in banquet to all comers of the field, securing 15 hits o'clock, Thursday night.
After supper
TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Orders for subscription. advertising, or Job hall, Tuesday afternoon, the Ways and for a total of 19 bases that netted 14 runs. on that evening he went to work in his
work and payment for the same, may be sent
direct to the main office. North Brookfield o* Means committee reported that an an- For five innings it was a great contest orchard and a feeling* of weakness came
to George w. McNamara. Brookfieid
nouncement as to what plans are being but then the local boys began to get over him. Shortly after he reached the
formulated for the annual safe and sane familiar with the shoots of the much house he became unconscious and was in
celebration of Fourth ot July will be feared Savin, who in past seasons won a state of coma until his death which had
BROOKFIELD.
made within two weekB. Tb£ society fame as a pitcher, and had no difficulty been momentarily expected since Friday
J. Wayne Burgess is operating a jitney voted to buy shrubbery for the mall.
in sending runners around the bases. afternoon. Mr Bowen was born in the
bus in Worcester.
The thrilling nine-reel masterpiece The whole Brookfield team backed up Podunk district Nov. 24, 1859, the son of
Miss Louise M. Cone spent the week- "The Spoilers," a photo play of Rex Dubois in great shape and after the first John Boy ilen and Harriet (Merrift)
end at her home in Dedham.
Beach's celebrated story, featuring Will- inning Brimfield was not dangerous. Bowen, and with the exception of two
Seed potatoes for sale, 75 cents a bushel. iam Farnum and Kathlyn Williams will Dubois knocked in the first runs for the years, when he lived in Worcester in the
Henry L. King, West Main street.
be the attraction at the Midget theatre, home team in the fourth when, with two early 80's, had always had a home in
Brookfield. For 14 years he conducted
Joseph Guerin on Thursday moved Thursday. "The Spoilers" is considered on bases he sent tbe ball over the stonewhat is known as the old Lakin farm In
one
of
the
most
wonderful
stories
ever
wall
in
centre
field
and
brought
both
runfrom Worcester to hie home on Blanchfilmed. On Tuesday and Saturday there ners across the plate. J. Clancy ran wild Over-the-River district. Mr Bowen marard hill.
will be variety shows of Universal films around the bases and the infields were on ried Miss Louisa A. Nichols, July 27,
Miss Josephine Holcomb was the guest
at the usual hours. Manager J. L. Mul- the job at all times. For Brimfield Savin 1879. From 1002 to 1904 he was a memSunday of her parents, Mr and Mrs Osber of the board of Overseers of the Poor.
cahy has booked the historical drama, played well. The score:—
car Holcomb.
He was closely identified with the affairs
"Cabirja" for May 27.
BROOKFIELD
HIGH
Mrs Charles P. Gay has returned from
of the Congregational church, of which
Tbe Rev. Walter A. Turtle announces
ab r lb tb po a e he was a deacon. He is survived by his
a visit with her daughter, Mrs J. F. Ripthe following sermon topics for Sunday
5 2 112 0 0 wife, one son. Clarence E., of Worcester;
Butterworth 2b
ley, at Everett.
,
mornings at the First Parish church :— Petersen 3b
6 12 2 4 1 l one daughter, Maud E. Bowen of WorA company of cadets are being drilled May 9, "Why do people go to church";
3 2 2 3 6 1 0
Tunstall lb
by Herman Wright to assist the G. A. K.
J.
Clancy
ss
5
3 3 4 3 3 0 cester; one sister, Mrs Jennie M. Dunham,
May 18, "Loneliness"; May 23, "The
6 2 110 0 0 of North Monson;' and two brothers,
on Memorial day.
Immortality of the Soldiers." The meet- Delaney If
6
1110 0 0 Jerome of Winsdor, Vt., and Andrew of
Mrs Henry F. Crosby entertained a ing on May 23 will be the annual Mem- Battey rf
4 12 3 9 0 0 West Boylston.
Hannigan c
party of friends at whist at Arcadia Inn, orial Sunday service, with Dexter Post, R. Clancy cf
5 12 2 2 0 0
Prayers were said at the home Thurs6 112 1 4 0
Tuesday afternoon.
No. 38, G. A. R., and the local camp of Dubois p
day afternoon followed by services at the
Herbert Bluemer of New Haven was Sons of Veterans as guests. This will be
42 14 15 19 27 9 1 Congregational church at 2, which was
Total,
the week-end guest of his parents, Mr a Union meeting of the Protestant
filled nearly to its capacity with relatives
HITCHCOCK ACADEMY
and Mrs John Bluemer.
churches in Brookfield. All the townsa e and friends. A quartet, E. R. Irwin and
ab
r
lb
tb
po
folk
are
cordially
invited
to
attend.
Mrs Mary F. McNamara and Mrs Geo.
4 0 110 0 0 Mrs Edgar Green of Brookfield, Charles
If
H. Hugnes visited their auut, Mrs Ellen
i'he 11000 contract case of Arthur B. White
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 W. English and Harriett Corbin of East
Holley ss
Gaffney, Springfield, on Thursday.
Brbnej vs. Bernard Cotton of Worcester Lawrence cf
4 0 0 0 2 0 0 Brookfield sang—"Lead, Kindly Light,"
3 12 3 1 6 2 "Their Silent Ministry," and "Nearer
Howard A. Leete left Brookfield, Wed- was entered in the Superior court at Wor- Savin p
4 0 119 1 1
c
nesday, for New Haven, Ct., to take a cester on Tuesday, from the law office of Carroll
Knight 3b
3 0 110 2 0 my God to Thee." Rev. Mr Goodwin
Attfe.
Frank
B.
Hall.
The
declaration
position with the Winchester Arms Co.
4* 0 0 0 12 U 0 began the obituary that was concluded by
Brown lb
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 Rev. Mr Blanchard of Barre, a former
One of the circles of the Woman's Al- shows that the plaintiff claims the defend- Turner rf
2 0 0 0 0 •I 1
Hebard
2b
antiwaa
to
build
a
theatre
or
moving
picpastor
The bearers were Gilbert N.
liance will hold a food sale in the south
room of the town hall, at 3 p. m., Friday, ture'.hijnse on the premises* at 160 Main .Totals, ,31 '1 J5_ J Hll 4 Leete, Kumner H. Reed, Charles M.
street/whi*e formerly the old Centra]
Thayer, Elbert L. Bemis, Frederick
May 14.
Innings,
12346fi789
church stood, and have tbe same ready Brookfield High
0 0« 2 23 2 6 *—14 Works and John Bluemer. There were
Mrs Elizabeth S. Hill of Needham will
for occupancy Feb. 1,1955. The suit is Hitcheock
000109000—1 many beautiful Sowers. Burial was in
read "Uncle William" at the First Parish
to recover for damages sustained on acUmpire Henry W. Irwin. Attendance the family lot at Brookfield cemetery, the
church at 8 o'clock to-night (Friday) uncount ot Cotton's failure to carry out his 300. Time of game lb. 48m.
arrangements being in charge of A. E.
der the auspices of tbe Woman's Alliance.
part of the contract, it is alleged.
Kingsley Co., Spencer. The department
Rev. Dr. Emanuel C. Charlton on
Brookfield
high
annexed
its
fourth
Members of Steamer Co. No. 2, met at
at the Ideal factory, of which Mr Bowen
Thursday moved his furniture and books
victory
by
defeating
Warren
high,
7
to
2,
their headquarters on Central street, on
was foreman, waB closed during the afto Townsend, whef* be was assigned to
Tuesday night, received their salaries for on Merrick Pars, Wednesday afternoon. ternoon.
supply the pfllpit at the Methodist church.
Walter
May,
the
freshman
pitcher
was
the year, disbanded the old company and
WE SPECIALIZE ON EXTRA LARGE GARMENTS. NO CHAR6E FOR ALTERATIONS
letters are advertised at the Brookfield re-organized for the ensuing year with on the mound for his first game and
NEW BRAINTREE.
post-office for:—Appleton Library; S. R. these officers:—Captain, William Byron; while he displayed remarkable coolness
Cole; Rev. A. J. Dyer, care Appleton lieutenant, Charles E. Iluntington; sec- throughout, bad fine control and kept the
Miss Cora Titus has returned from a
Library; S. S. Hays and Mrs E. M. ManB- retary and treasurer, Charles Hannigan; visitors' well scattered, his team-mates
visit to her mother in Holyoke.
field.
standing committee, William Adams, J. gave him excellent support and stung the
The Grange conferred 1st and 2d deHerman Wright is drilling a company F. Derrick and Willie C. Bemis; relief ball hard, when hits meant runs, J.
grees on several candidates, Wednesday
of 16 cadets for Meniorail day, but is committee, James Bowler, Willie Bemis Clancy was the star of the contest. He
evening.
Worcester, Mass.
512 Main Street,
anxious to increase the number to 24. and P. Eugene Gadaire. James W. Bow- got four hits for a total of five, out of five
Mr C. M. Boyden has returned from
Any boy desiring to join should apply to ler has been appointed engineer, Willie times at bat, scored three runs, accepted
Mr Wright.
C. Bends Mcker and P. Eugene Gadaire seven difficult chances without a slip-up his winter's work at Medway.
Mr Harry Titus of Wollaston, spent
The high school baseball team play assistant stroker. The company voted and stole four bases. Tunstall and Batty
Hardwick high at Gilbertville at 10.30 to have regular meetings on the first also made feature plays and for Warrerr, the week-end with Mr and Mrs J. W.
o'clock, Saturday morning. Next Wed- Tuesday of each month at 7 p. m. The Condratoff, Qninlan and Spencer put up Titus.
Rev. and Mrs Win. France, Mrs M.
nesday Ware high will be their opponents fire steamer will be given a thorough try a fine exhibition of fielding. May struck
out seven Warren batters and did not W. Allen, Miss L. E, Bowdoin, Mrs 0.
out at the June meeting.
on Merrick park, at 3 p. m.
BROOKFIELD. MASS.
P. McClanathan and Miss Sarah McCIanA Ford touring car, owned by George iBsue a free pass. The score:—
The special committee appointed at the
BROOKFIELD HIGH
athan attended the conference of churchannual town meeting to have charge of Walker of the Wire Village district of
ab r lb tb po a e es at West Brookfield, on Tuesday.
remodeling the engin'e house have award- Spencer turned a complete somersault
5 0 0 0 0 1 1
A large number of Grangers from town
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays ed the job to Charles A. Rice for S545. near Twichell's corner about 11 o'clock Butterworth 2b
6 10 0 1 1 1 attended the Worcester West Pomona
Sunday night. The automobile was be Petersen 3b
Work will probably start next week.
6 2 2 3 7 0 0
Tnnstall
lb
Ernest Canterbury of West Brookfield ing driven by Walker and with him was J. Clancy ss
5 3 4 6 6 1 u Grange at Hardwick on Wednesday.
COMING THURSDAY, MAY 18,
10 0 0 2 1 0
has resigned his position at the Ideal Alfred Cole of Spencer. According to Delaney If
2 12 2 2 0 0
dramatization of Rex Beach's novel.
Coated Paper factory and will go to work the latter, the wheels of tbe machine Battey rf
OAKHAM. v
4 0 117 1 1
Hannigan c
Monday for the Bausch Machine and caught in the car tracks and Walker tried R. Clancy cf
3 0 0 0 2 u
to extricate the car by taking a sharp May p
Wayland Angier, aged 64 years, 10
Tool Co., at Brightwood, Springfield.
3 0 0 0 0 8 0
9 ports, with William Famum.
turn. To avoid striking a tree he made
months and 7 days, died Thursday mornThe Ideal Sewing club were entertained another quick turn and the machine
33 7 9 11 27 s
ing at his home, Maple street, of heart
Shows at 1.45, 3.45, 7.45.
at the home of Misses Irene and Marguer- turned completely over, landing on its
WARREN HIGH
disease. He was born in Royalston, son
ite
Dubois,
Monday
night.
After
sewing
25 CENTS.
wheels again. Both men received cuts
ALL SEATS
•
ab r lb tb po a e of Charles and Harriet (Belknap) Ana program of musical selections was en- and bruises about the face. The only
4 1114 1 0 gier. He leaves a wife, Delia; three sons,
joyed and refresnmente served by tbe damage to the auto was a broken wind- Condratoff ss
4 0 111 1 0 George and Frank, both of Boston, and
King 2b
JOHN L. MULCAHY.
shield. Dr. Mary H. Sherman attended Quinlan If
4 0 0 0 4 0 0 Harlan, Oakham, and one daughter,
3 0 110 0 1 Bernice of Oakham. The funeral will be
Miss Helen Burgess underwent an oper- to the injuries of the two men, and they Faneuf cf
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
ation for appendicitis at the Springfield were taken to the office of Dr. James C. Barnes rf
4 0 0 0 0 6 1 Saturday at 1 o'clock from the home,
' The Kodak has become the inVigneaux
p
hospital on Wednesday. Word has been Austin in Spencer in the automobile of Spencer 3b
4 0 2 2 2 1 0 Rev. Albert H. Plumb will officiate.
separable companion of almost
received by her parents that the operation Walter Angell, who was following the Gibson c
3 1114 u 1 Burial will be in Pine Grove cemetery.
every traveller or vacationiBt,—it's
2 0 119 0 1
Mulvey
lb
Walker
car
when
it
turned
over.
was succestful and that she is getting
half the pleasure.
along nicely.
When a big Pierce-Arrow limousine
Totals
32
2 7 7 24 9 4
No matter what you want in
MORTSAGEf'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
Iunings,
123455789
Mrs Vietor J. Fortier caught a mud bearing the Massachusetts registry numthe Kodak line, we have it. Let
BY virtue of a power of sale contained in a cerber
8649
passed
over
the
state
highway
Brookfield,
00103300*—
7
tain mortgage deed given by Roger Mulcahy
turtle that weighed 34 poundB at Cranus prove that our finishing depart10001000 0-2 to the Brookfield Savings Bank, dated March 9th
berry pond in the Rice Corner district, through East Brookfield about 11 o'clock Warren
1SS2, and recorded -hi the Registry of Deeds at
ment is prompt and, careful—our
Umpire, Thomas T. Durkin; atten- Worcester, Book 1115, page 179, will OB aold at
PULL LINE OF
Saturday night. She pulled the turtle Tuesday morning, Dennis J. Neylon,
prices moderate.
public auction upon the premises, on Monday
proprietor of the Lakewood hotel, noticed dance, 300; time of game, 11)., 36 m.
the 17th day of May 1915 at two o'clock in the
from
the
water
and
carried
it
home
withKodaks—$6.00 and up
afternoon all and singular the promises conveyed
a
stream
of
black
smoke
pouring
from
out assistance.
by said mortgage deed and therein described as
BrownlesV-Si lo $12
Some Coming Events.
beneath the body. He tried to attract
follows, namely a certain tract or parcel of land
in the village of Brookfield proper, bounded and
Water was shut off on the entire Brook the driver's attention by shouting but the
This Store has the exclu
described as follows, vizifield system at 10 o'clock, Thursday machine speeded on its way towards
BROOKFIELD
Beginning at stake on the westerly side of
agency in this district
River street, so called, thence southerly by said
morning, to enable the Superintendent, Brookfield. Mr Neylon then telephoned Wednesday, May 12.
Ware high
River street seventy feet to a stake, thence west"Lowe Brothers Paints".
erly by land of Washington Tufts one hundred
G. Whitman Green and his assistants to to the M. J. Donahue store and a number
Brookfield high at Merrick park.
and ninety feet to land of Reuben Carpenter;
instal a gate valve at tbe corner of Green of young men stopped the car in front of Thursday, May 13. "The Spoilers" at thence northerly by land of said Carpenter
Brookfield, - Mass.
seventy-two feet to land of Daniel Harrington:
and Main streets, as a shut-off for tbe the town ball. The tool box at the rear
thence easterly by land of said Harrington one
Midget theatre.
and ninety feet to first mentioned bound
new Green street extension.
end, back of the exhaust pipe, was burn- Friday, May 14. Junior Prom at Town hundred
on said street. And being the same premises
conveyed to me by deed from Washington Tttfts,
The class of 1916, B. H. S., have com- ing briskly but the blaze was quickiy
Hall. Hardy's orchestra.
dated March 1st. 1883. with all the buildings
thereon standing. Said premises will be told
pleted arrangements for the Junior Prom, subdued by extinguishers that Charles N.
WBST BROOKFIELD
FOR SALE.
subject to any unpaid taxes and all liens thereon
Buchanan and John J. Mulvey procured
to
be
held
in
town
hall,
Friday
evening,
if any existing, which may have priority over
(TWENTY acret of land, located In North
subscribers mortgage.
May 14. Hardy's orchestra' of Worces- from tbe town hall. The tool box was Friday, May 21. Dance under auspices theTerms:
One hundred dollars down at time
of
Quaboag
Valley
club
at
Town
Hall.
destroyed
but
the
rest
of
tbe
car
was
not
and place of sale and balance on del ivery ot deed
u
Brookfield, Maw.
ter will furnish musk. The members re
which shall be within ten days at the once of
damaged..
The
occupants
of
the
ear,
two
port a fine advance sale of tickets and a
the subscriber.
Optimistic Theught.
MARY A- MULCAHY,
record crowd is expected. ■ Reception and women and a.chauffeur, were|not aware
FOR SALE
ASiigne* of Mid Mortgage.
One's
duty
is
to
accept
tbe
challenge
Donahue Block
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BROOKFIELD HIGH WINS.

RICHARD HEALY CO.

Too Many Suits!
Lower Prices!

Hundreds of Handsome Suits, Just the Styles
You Want, Just the Colors You Want,
Just the Materials You Want at
20 to 40 Per Cent. Less Than
You Planned to Pay

$20.00 to $25.00 SUITS,

$25.00 to $30.00 SUITS,
J
$30.00 to $35.00 SUITS,,
$35.00 to $45.00 SUITS,

A45.00 to J55.00 SUITS,

$15.00
$19.75
$25.00
S29.50
S37.50

$5 to $5.98 Silk Petticoats, $2,98

RICHARD HEALY CO.

The MIDGET
MOTION PICTURES.

u

• "THE SPOILERS"

Take a

a

Kodak

with you

The
New Store

E

HARDWA

M.J. DONAHUE

Plumbing,
Steam Fitting,
Electrical Work,
and Jobbing.

Winchester HEATERS Installed

RICHARD FINNEY

&

SONS.

BROOKFIELD

TIMES

BROOKFIELD TIMES

PROPER WAY TO MAKE COFFEE
Why .end
your money
away for
"bargain
roofing" when you can
get the beet roofing at a reasonable price of your own local
dealer whom you know?

Graduating Gown of Embroidered Voile

aration if One Would Have It

at Its Best.

Buy materials that last

Certain-teed
Roofing
la guaranteed in writing 5 years for
1-ply, 10 years for 2-ply, anJ 15 years
for 3-ply, and the responsibility of
our big mills stands behind this guarantee. Its quality'is the highest and
its price the most reasonable.
General Roofing Manufacturing Co.
WorUt lorffMt manttAwrtuwi of Roojlna
and Building Paper*
N«wT«tCitT
Buitoe
CUtsgs
Pitblanl
rkiUWrti. Atl-U CW..J Drfrdf
St, L..» CiKhuud
Ku«M«T
MiMWBi
SuFmcim Ststus liifca Wmmtt Stimv

WAS NOT A FLORAL TRIBUTE
Mistake Ma.de by Actress a Natural
One, Though Certainly Somewhat Embarrassing.

The curtain was rung up for the
third time, and Margaret Blake
stepped forward and responded to the
prolonged acclamation of her admiring
audience. She spoke with a graceful
modesty that charmed, then gathered
her floral tributes. Was It the Intense
excitement or the blinding array of
footlights that dazzled and confused
her?
":1
Quietly reposing on a lower box
rail by the proscenium she saw a magnificent bunch of violets—her favorite
flower—ostensibly placed there for her
by a sweet-faced, dark-haired lady behind them.
With applause still ringing In her
ears, Miss Blake leaned forward and
took the lovely bouquet, acknowledging the gift by a pretty bow.
The sweet-faced, dark-haired lady
reached after her with a strange and
sudden haste.
"Give me back my hat," she cried,
hysterically.
Decorated With One When He Left.
"Uh-well, yo' honah," explained
Brother Stlmmerjohn, "de gen'leman
come to muh house and 'gunter norate
loud and coa's 'bout fou' dollahs, and
"Oh, he had a bill, did he?"
"Nossah! He never had no bill
when he come dar—be des had a common ev'yday nose. But—uh-yaw! haw!
haw! haw!—yo' ortuh seed it when he
left; sassah, yo' dess ortuh seed it!"—
Kansas City Star.
Thl. Will Interest Mothers.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
for Fevertehneaa, Headache, Bad Stomach,
Teething DlsorderB, more and regulate the
Bowels and destroy worms. They break np
Colds In 14 hours. They are so pleasant to take
children like them. Used by mothers for la
years. All Druggists, 25c. Sample FBU. Address, A. S. Olmeted, Le Roy, N. Y.

That very graceful garment, the long
tunic, which appeared and took the
World of fashion by storm late last
summer, Is with us again. Sometimes
It is an overdress as long as the underskirt, but often it hardly differs at all
from the tunic of last season. The
skirt under it has grown wider, although it is often considerably narrower than the tunic. But it may be
equally wide, and in either case is
good style.
One need only to examine the gown
of embroidered voile shown here to
appreciate the charming outlines of
the tunic skirt and to realize that a
gown put together on such good lines
Is something more than merely fashionable. The style is so pleasing that
It has lasting qualities. The bodice
Is cut on simple and graceful lines
also. This is a model that might be
safely chosen for a gown of handsome
lace, with the-eaepectation that little
change need be made in it from season
to season.
But the model as pictured Is made of
plain and machine-embroidered voile,
not at all expensive. It is washable,
durable, and a beautiful fabric. It can

LZ

All the world loves t> ^ood cup of
coffee.
The average housekeeper
seems to think, however, that all that
Is necessary is to put in the coffee pot
a few tablespoonfuls of indifferent
coffee, and a little hot water, and let
it take care of itself, to come to the
I able as luck determines, either palatable or so muddy and weak as to
be undrmkable.
While a percolator is best for making the beverage, as it can then be
made at the table and boiling water
ussured, still good coffee is made in
the old-fashioned coffee pot. Be sure
that the coffee is properly groundand
roasted, and do not have it ground too
fine, as when too finely ground it
makes muddy coffee, and be sure to
put into the pot a taulespoonful of
coffee for each cup to be served, and
one for the pot. Settle with a part
of an egg, and use boiling water, allowing the coffee to boil for a few seconds. Do not Use a whole egg each
day for clearing coffee Break a small
hole in the end of the shell and use
only a part of the egg. Then wrap
the egg in a cloth and keep it in a cup
in a cool place. It will then serve for
several days. Some housekeepers mix
well-beaten eggs with a pound of coffee and let dry in a warm oven, taking care not to burn by stirring often.
This makes coffee taste just as good
as If It were added just before using,
and saves trouble.
If you use a percolator, fill the upper part with the coffee, press it down
firmly, then gradually pour on the
boiling water, having previously measured the amount required. Put on the
lid and let the liquid run through, remembering that the slower the water
be bought in narrow or wide widths, Is added the better the coffee. For
and with embroidery in colors, as well cafe noir a tablespoonful of ground
as white, on a white ground. Voile is coffee should be allowed for each
manufactured in an endless variety oi cup.
embroidered patterns.
The underskirt, in the dress pic- GOOD 1ELLY AND MARMALADE
tured, is fitted about the hips and cut
with a moderate flare. It is finished Mixture of Grapefruit and Lemons la
with a three-Inch hem. The tunic is
Recommended as One of the
fitted to the figure by means of tucks,
Best Known.
graduated in length and extending below the hips. They are shorter at the
For eight glasses of jelly and twelve
front The tunic dips a trifle at the glasses of marmalade, six grapefruits
front, and this slight dip is repeated in and three medium-sized lemons.
the bodice.
Remove and discard thin outer yelThe bodice is cut like a plain blouse, low rind. Hemove all white and tie
with the fullness gathered in at the this in a close-mesh bag. Shred pulp
bottom and confined under a girdle very fine. Add three times its bulk
made of the embroidered scallops. It of water. Boil hard 45 minutes with,
fits the figure vaguely like a short the bag of white (which furnishes the
Jacket. The neck is finished with a pectin). Skim frequently, remove bag,
turnover collar of lace, and the same1 throw contents away. Strain off six
lace is used for the puffs and frills
glasses of clear liquid and let both
about the sleeves.
pulp (which should also have sufficient
A silk scarf tie finishes the dressing liquid on it) and clear juice stand
of the neck. This design is one t*atL
24 hours.
seems as well suited to the matron >as
Carefully siphon off the top of the
to the maid, and nothing prettier can
be found for graduation gowns or for clear liquid, put to boil ten minutes,
add equal quantity of warmed sugar
the useful white dress for midsummer.
and boil till it "Jells" (about five minutes).
When the liquid "sheets" from the
spoon it is jelled.
Treat the pulp the same way for the
marmalade. Those who do not object
to the orange peel and white may
leave it in. This process makes the
clear amber jelly. The part which
settles In the clear juice will make
good jelly, but it is opaque.
,

The Up-to-Date Shopping Bag

Of course marriage Is a failure If
the liabilities exceed the assets.
The man who has to go after his
revolver seldom shoots anybody.

Caramel Custard.
Five eggs, three tablespoonfuls
sugar, one quart milk, two tablespoonfuls vanilla—beat eggs with sugar five
minutes, add vanilla—let the milk come
to a boil, take it off to cool; wnen
lukewarm pour it into the eggs slowly,
beating your eggs while doing so For
your caramel: Put one pound granu
lated sugar in an iron spider or kettle, wet it with a little water, »st tt
cook slowly until it gets a nice brownstir it so it won't burn; pour this in
your pudding dish all around the
Bides; when cold, pour the custard m
and it Is ready for the oven; bake 20
minutes with a medium heat. Try
with blade of knife if ready. To_ bo
eaten cold.

For the Toilet
'Glenn*
Sulphur
Soap

To keep the
hands white,
the head free
from dandruff
and the complexion clear.
It

Beautifies
.(ill DroKUU.)

Contains 30% Pure SulphnR.
cthjl,llMk»rIrow!.,60»

Mrs. S.A.Allen's
WORLD'S
Hair Color Restorer

The best values that have been
shown In Bhopping bags within the
memory of the oldest shopper are to
be found In the leather goods departments just now. These bags are shown
In many shapes, (most of them practical) and in medium sizes. Pin seal
And morocco are the most popular
feather, although there are other varieties to choose from. Black continues to be the favorite color, with
tans and brownB next in importance,
and a few dark blues, greens, purples
and reds for those who wish a bag
to match a suit or some dress accesaory in color.
Four bags of pin seal are shown
here in black. Two of them are .supplied with very complete fittings. They
.are soft, and the leather in three of
them is gathered on to the f frame, so
Our "JITNEY" Offer-Tills and
that they are more roomy than their
DON'T MISS THIS. Cutoutthli
size would Indicate.
slip, enclose with 6c to Pole* & Co.,
2841 Sheffield A«.. Dept B, Chicago.
The bag at the upper left-hand cor
Hi., writing your name and address
ner Is to be recommended to the tourclearly. You will receive in return a
trial package containing Folev's Honey
ist. It contains a good sized flat hand
and Tar Compound, for coughs, colds
mirror fastened to the frame by a bit
and croup: Foley Kidney Pills, for pain
In side* and back, rheumatism, backof strong ribbon, and a small cola
ache, kMawy and bladder ailments; and Foley Cathartic TettBts; a wJniesome and thoroughly oleana* purse. In little pockets made in the
t eomfortinf to stout people. lining there are a small face powder
box (with tiny puff), a scent bottle, a
lease with nail file, and a tube which
YtorDroggM
may carry a day's supply of cleansing
CHAPPED? yVT
or send
oream. Even this ample fitting Is exlimits to
ceeded in some bags that carry a card
Crystalrn ft. case and very small pair of scissors
Ml DetrawM.
besides.
BmoUyi,N.Y.
The bag shown at the lower right-
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Beverage Requires Care In Its Prep,

hand corner will commend itself to
the shopper or the traveler who
wishes to take a few notes by the way.
It has an oval mirror, set in the flap,
a change purse, powder box, scent bottle and notebook, with pencil attached, each slipping into its own particular pocket and easy to get at.
Instead of these fittings the remaining two bags are provided with only
a mirror and coin purse. But a separate compartment assures a place for
such fittings as the wearer may choose
to provide for herself.
Linings are made of strong moire
silk usually, but gayly flowered silks
and satins, in durable weaves, add a
charm to these already charming shopping bags.

Orange Puffs.
Cream \xk tablespoonfuls butter, add
one-fourth cupful sugar, gradually, one
egg yolk beaten, two tablespoonfuls of
milk and one-half cupful flour mixed
and sifted with three-fourths teaspoonful of baking powder and few grains
of salt. Serve with orange sauce
made by beating the white of one egg
until stiff, using a silver fork; add
gradually one-third cupful powdered
sugar, then add three tablespoonfuls
orange juice and one-half teaspoonful
lemon juice.

Macaroni Milanalse.
Two tablespoonfuls butter, one table'
spoonful flour, one-fourth teaspoonful
salt, one-fourth teaspoonful paprika,
one-half cupful brown stock, one-half
cupful strained tomatoes. Make a
sauce of these ingredients, add one
cupful cooked; macaroni, and when
that is hot add one-fourth cupful parJULIA BOTTOMLEY.
mesan cheese. Lift and relift the
macaroni until it is thoroughly blendSimplicity In Skirts.
ed with the mixture. This recipe
According to the Dry Goods Econo- 1B designed to serve four persons.
mist in the simple tailored suits the
skirts are made very plain, with more
German Salad.
or less flare around the hem. This
One small cabbage cut fine, either
is introduced both in the gored and la chopped or shredded, one large beet
the semicircular models, A few skirts, sliced, six bard-boiled eggs. Season
however, are shirred on at i.h> waist the cabbage with salt and pepper,
line. Borne plaited skirts are also in- place on a flat salad dish, pile it rather
cluded in the orders.
high and arrange around it alternate
In the dressy suits the skirts are slices of the beet and eggs. If you
usually made on similar lines, the wish, garnish with white celery leaves.
plaited effects particularly being pop- Put dots of either mayonnaise or a
ular. In some Instances these dressy thick boiled dressing on the cabbage,
skirts are finished off at the bottom but do not mix it in. Pass more dress■with cordlngs, tucks, bias folds of the ing when the salad U served.
material, silk braid or velvet ribbon.

Fever of Sin
BrREV. L.W. COSNELL
Aaaasat Is Iks Dess. Moody BibU lu,:.-tule
c* Chics*.

TEXT—And when Jesus wag come into
Peter's house, he saw his wife's mother
laid, and sick of a fever. And he touched
her hand, and the fever left her; and she
arose, and ministered unto them.—Matthew 8:14, In.
Peter's house was In Capernaum.
He was a native of Be'thsaida, but may
have changed his
residence to suit
Christ's ministry
the better! It was
in this house at
Capernaum that
his wife's mother
lay sick, as the
text records. Her
fever and its cure
suggests the fever
of sin and Christ's
dealing with it.
Sickness.
Fever brings
heat.
Lust or
drink becomes a
fire In the blood,
and the fever of covetousness is no
less consuming. Men seem sometimes
to be in a delirium of rage against the
Gospel and the martyrs have been
stricken down by men who were in a
passion for no other reason save that
these preached Christ.
Fever brings restlessness. Sin does
not satisfy and the wicked are like
the troubled sea, which cannot rest.
%

Like the rouejh sea. that cannot rest.
You live, devoid of peace;
A thousand stings within your breast
Deprive your soul of ease.

A young man of wealth once went
to Dr. Forbes Winslow, seeking relief
for a peculiar mental distress. This
distinguished physician could find no
malady which medicines could reach,
and at last obtained from the young
man a confession that his trouble
came from the fact that he was haunted, in the midst of luxury, with this
question, "Where shall I spend eternity?"
Fever is attended by thirst. Christ
appealed to a weary world when he
cried, "If any man thirst, let him
come unto me and drink." Only those
who have tried the broken cisterns of
earth can sing with full appreciation
that line in the old hymn, "Jesus hath
satisfied, Jesus 1B mine."
Soundness.
As the first* step towards the cure,
"Jesus came into Peter's house," We
Bound the good news that he is not
far from any of us. Many testify to
the reality of divine power in their
lives, and Charles Hpurgeon declared
that for many years he was never for
fifteen minutes without the conscious
presence of Christ.
Then there came actual contact
with the sick woman: "He touched
her hand." How wonderfully it Illustrates the fact that he bore our sicknesses, taking hold of the seed of
Abraham He is not an absentee God,
but a present Helper, laying his hand
upon our corruption for its cleansing.
The rabbis had a saying that when
Messiah should come he would be
found among the lepers at the gate,
for he would come to bless and save.
Luke adds another line to the picture, saying. "He stood over her^and
rebuked the fever." His voice is still
mighty. We think of the multitudes
who waited on the ministry of Charles
Spurgeon and found the word of God.
as he spoke it, quick and powerful.
And we should recall that all the fruitfulness of Spurgeon's life came out of
the fact that he once heard a plain
man cry out this invitation of God,
"Look unto me and be ye Baved;"
these Bimple wordfrcontalned some of
the power which rebuked the woman's
fever and, on another occasion,
brought Lazarua from the tomb.
"The fever left her." Multitudes
who have had a worse malady, even
the fever of Bin, have been as promptly and fully delivered.
Service followed the healing immediately, for the woman "arose and
ministered unto them." How wonderful that to us in still given the privilege of ministering to our Lord! AU
life becomes sacred when It is a service unto him. "Whatsoever ye do, do
It heartily as unto the Lord, and not
unto men; knowing that of the Lord
ye shall receive the reward of the
inheritance; for ye serve the Lord
Christ."
A Double Promise.
Many, pressed down to despair by
sin, have heard the word of Christ,
"Come unto me, all ye that labor and
are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest." St. Augustine, for example, was
once far from being a saint. He had
plunged into the sinB of a great city
and wasted his substance In riotous
living. But upon his fever-laden soul
the finger of Christ was laid, and instantly the fever left him. Shortly
after his conversion an evil woman,
his mistress, passed him in the street.
She cried after him, "It Is I, Augustine." "But it is not I," he answered.
He had been made whole and was a
new man In Christ Jesus.
But the Invitation of Christ reaches
farther. "Take my yoke upon you,
and learn of me; for I am meek and
lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest
unto your souls. For my yoke Is easy,
and my burden is light"

Indian Curry of Mutton.
Fry four chopped onions in butter,
add a teaspoonful of curry powder, a
teaspoonful of salt and one cupful of
chopped apples. Stir in a cupful of
rich milk and a tablespoonful of flour
rubbed smooth with a little cold water.
Simmer till thick and add two pounds
of breast of mutton cut in squares,
floured and browned In a little butter.
Simmer till meat is well done; it may
be found necessary to add a little
more milk or water from time to time.
Serve very hot.

DISEASE OF POTATOES
Growers Should Be Constantly
on Watch for Powdery Scab.

Bacon and Scrambled Eggs.
Break four eggs into a bowl and
beat well; add four tablespoonfuls of
milk or water; also half a saltspoonful of salt and a good pinch of pepper.
Melt half a tablespoonful of butter in
a frying pan and pour in the eggs.
Stir occasionally till they have set.
Serve on a hot platter garnished with
tiny curls of broiled bacon and parsley sprays.
Rolled Oat Wafers.
Tablespoonful butter, one cupful
sugar, two eggs beaten separately
two cups rolled oats, one-half teaspoonful bitter almonds, two teaspoen
fuls baking powder. Melt butter, pour
over sugar, then add yolks, beaten
whites, flavoring, meal and baking
powder. Drop in teaspoonfuls on buttered pans.

Instead of Meat.
The following is a meat substitute:
Soak and cook one pound of red kid
ney beans until soft. Press through i
potato presser. Season with salt and
pepper. Mold into small steaks. Dij
In egg and bread crumbs and fry a
golden brown in meat drippings.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever,

Prompt Relief—Permanent Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never.
fail. Purely vegetable — act surely
but gently on
the liver.
Stop after
dinner distress—cure ;
Indigestion,
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.

SMALL PILL, SHALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature
1—
True Christian Spirit.
Notwithstanding all that I have suf.
fered, notwithstanding all the pain and
weariness and anxiety and Borrow that
necessarily enter into life, and the inward errings that are more than all,
I would enter my record with devout
thanksgiving to the great Author of
my being, profound gratitude for ail
that belongs to my life and being—
for joy and Borrow, health and sickness, Buccess and disappointment, virtue and temptation, for life and death
—because I believe that all is meant
for good.—Orville Dewey.
Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the jntf Slftf-*-^"
Signature of CJu^ify /<iZzJ&til
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori*
Unreasonable.

"Your board bill Is two months in
arrears, Mr. Haliroora. Can you give
me something on account?"
"Good heavens, woman!
Do you
suppose I'd stay here if 1 had money
enough to pay for my board?"
*

Matrimony may cure love's blindness.
A man'who is pound foolish may not
be penny wise.

Backache Is aWarning
Thousands suffer kidney ills unawares—
not knowing that the liaekacbe, headaches
and dull, nervous, dlziy, all tired condition are often due to kidney weakness
alone. Anybody who suffers constantly
from backache should suspect the kidneys.
Some irregularity of the secretions may
give just the needed proof. Doan's Kidney P11U have been curing baokaohe »nd
sick kidneys for over fifty years.

Sometimes the investment in a certain article for use on the farm may
not Beem worth while because the servIn Addition to Being Carried by Seed ice it can perform is limited to a
W L. Doua-las .hoe. are mad. of th. best domestic and Imported
brief period during the year. By the
W. L. Douglas
Tubers Trouble May Persist In Inleathers? tXiw model., carefully MnetrncMdlby the,Ml
shoe, are .old
exercise of a little ingenuity, however,
e.uert last and pattern makers In this country. No other mnae
through 80
fected Soil for Some Time—
of equal price., can compel, with W. (. - DonglM •boeefor
an outfit supposed to serve a given
tore. In the
workmanship and quality. A. comfortable, May walkl
Disinfection Is Urged.
large cities
purpose can be turned to account in
•boe. they are unsurpassed.
other ways.
TheSV3.00.«3.o0and •4.0Oshoe. wBlfln agjwpdaenle*
Although the attention of scientific
Take a sprayer, for instance; it can
as othermake.costing
SH.OO■ to
SJS.OO. Tfie■a.W.m.QOand
ota.f iim.ei ^w.t.ua ..■*"
*— w,™
■5.50 shoe, compare favorably with
men was first called to powdery scab be used in many ways besides the
_ jver you
other make, costing S6.00 to S8.0O.
In 1841, the disease had already been one for which it was made. Did
there are many men and women wear j ingW.L.Doui *
yon
that W
shoes.
Consult
them
and
they
will
tell
MEANING OF 'DOUBLE MATING' known to German farmers for several you ever try spraying the chicken
Douglas shoe, cannot be excelled for the price
years. The first report of the disease house with insecticides, or whiteCAUTION I 28?.
Subject of Interest to Fanciers of in the United States was made in 1913, wash properly strained and thinned?
stamped on the bottom. *Shoos thus stamped Sf« «w;ys
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practical value of the outfit, says a
affected.
be penmsdsd to take some other mats .e^ftj? *l?f>J9
sood. You are paylaf your money and are aaUtlOD to tne Oct.
Investigation shows that, as yet, the writer in Successful Farming. "Wall
Real poultry fanciers often go into
It yonr dealer cannot .upply you. writ, for Illustrated Catalog showing bow loordjr by mall.
details that have little interest for disease has not made great headway paper needs to be replaced from time
W. I~ Douglas, SIO Spark St.. Brockton, Haas.
the practical man and little real bear- In this country and potato growers to time and it is unsanitary to place
ing on egg production. One subject everywhere should be continually on a new paper on an old one. A spraythe fanciers of some breeds, particu- the watch for it, so the disease may er is fine as a helper in removing
larly Barred Plymouth Rocks, have to be quickly "tamped out. • Severe at- the old paper. Fill the tank half full
narkajte colors all fibers. They dyeta
dye in CTldwater
cold water bettwthan
better than anyoteftm.
any other dya.
• more goods brighter
_._
;,._.i.„«»«.fc^n>.
las nackajK
J.—
deal with is "double mating," or "pul- tacks occur when potatoes are planted of hot water, then create enough air Color
and
faster color,
than anyother dye. Due
OncWcpjekai
^SS^ihVndl^TblotSra. etc/ MONROE DRUG COMPANY. Qain.r. III.
pressure to produce a fine misty You can dye any garment without ripping apart. WKllK FOK FKH-E, Boomer,
let mating," and "cockerel mating," year after year on infected land.
It
is
claimed
that
healthy
potatoes
spray.
Apply
this
to
the
paper
in
two
which needs explanation for those not
Novelty.
Work of Torpedoes.
which have been in contact with dis- applications, the first one just enough
familiar with the topic.
OLDEST PIECE OF WRITING Torpedoes cost over J5.000 each; con"Were you in the Easter parade?"
This is a result of the breed stand- eased ones may carry powdery scab. to dampen the paper. If the water is
"No," replied Mr. Meekton. "I stood
ard calling for one color or shade for This naturally leads to the supposition applied freely at first it will run down Sumerian Tablet In University of sequently they are not discharged un- oft and looked on. I kind of enjoyed
less there Is a fair chance of hitting
the cock and another for the hen. that 4t may be Bpread by means of too quickly from the surface of the
seeing
Henrietta engaged in a hike
Pennsylvania
Records
Deeds
of
the object aimed at. So far the vesPlymouth Rock standards, for exam- sacks or other containers or by means dry paper. But if it is first dampBabylonians.
sels hit by torpedoes have been sta- that didn't look like some kind ot a
of tools, such as planterB, etc. An- ened the second application will be
tionary or only moving slowly; but It political procession."
other possibility is that plows, har- quickly absorbed. The paper will then
A number of ancient Sumerian tab- is probable that as the crews of subrows or other tools used for working peal off easily and the saving in time
A Difference.
Infected land may carry with them the and money ought to pay for an auto- lets, recording the deeds of the Baby- marines become more expert they will
"Does Mrs. Holdup play bridgeT'
lonians thousands of years ago, have be able to hit a warship occasionally
germs of the disease to contaminate spray and a good nozzle.
"No; she works It."—Baltlmor*
been deciphered by George A. Barton when she is moving at a high speed.
portions of the farm now free from
American.
powdery scab. Perhaps the most im- SOLVING THE MEAT PROBLEM at the University of Pennsylvania museum. One of these tablets, which
After the honeymoon marriage beportant fact from the economic stand"Pleased to meet you" is one thing
point is that the disease, in addition Cattle Must Be Considered With Gen- tells how a farmer rid his field of lo- gins to resolve Itself Into a guessing
a man never says to a sight draft
custs
and
caterpillars,
is
dated
4,000
contest.
„
to being carried by the seed tubers,
eral Agricultural Interests—Keep
B. C. and la the oldest piece of writmay persist in infected soil for some
AM Breeding Cows.
ing extant, according to an announcetime, thus making it worthless for
ment made by officials of the museum.
potato culture. One writer claims that
If the government can take.up the
manure of a pig fed with potatoes af- cattle business and make beef by The farmer, Doctor Barton's translafected with powdery scab carried the statute, then the meat shortage is tion says, called in a necromancer,
sarms of the disease. Other writers solved. If not, we must aid and depend who "broke a jar, cut open a sacrifice,
have pointed out the fact that contam- upon the citizenship of the nation. The a word of cursing he repeated, and the
inated manure may be a means of cattle^ must not be thought of as some- locusts and caterpillars fled." For this
Bjtrcading the infection.
thing apart from, but considered rath- service he received a tall palm tree.
That a canal was constructed in
No potatoes should be planted with- er with the general agricultural interBabylonia nearly 5,000 years ago is
out first disinfecting them with formal- ests of the country.
shown
by another tablet dated "The
dehyde er corrosive sublimate, for if
Stock farming should be encouraged
by chance the healthy seed has be- everywhere. The calves and yearlings year the Divine Naram-Sin opened the
come contaminated this would tend will be needed at the silos and on the mouth of the canal Erin at Nippur."
Naram-Sin was a king in Babylonia
to eliminate danger from this source. farms and ranches.
Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel.
By careful selection of only sound,
There is no reason for antagonism and is supposed to have financed the
between the stockman and the farmer, construction of the waterway which
pie, call for darker males than would
and when conditions admit of it, one gave Nippur transportation facilities
normally be produced by mating
ishould be both, says a writer in Den- with the rest of the world. A third
properly colored males with properly
ver Field and Farm. They need the tablet, dated 3200 B. C, records the
colored females, and they also call for
same protective legislation for their transfer of land and a quantity of
lighter colored females than would
premises, for the health of their stock, grain for bronze money. Gold and silbe secured by the same mating.
To
preservation of bird life and the de ver were known at that time, but were
overcome this and to get results up
not used as currency.
struction of predatory wild animals.
to breed qualifications It is customary
We would advise every man who. can
to mate rather comparatively dark
The Battles of Peace.
do so to hold his good breeding cows
males and comparatively dark females
There are difficulties and dangers
off the market, because there is good
when exhibition cockerels are desired,
grass on the range, and roughness on before our nation today Just as great
and lighter than normal birds for exTo
the farms going to waste while mil- as any our forefathers faced.
hibition pullets. The first Is a "cocklions of people in the United States meet and conquer them requires all
erel mating," the second a "pullet
will go without beef in the next ten the moral brawn and muscle this namating."
The breed specifications
tion can muster. There are the probyears.
thus tend to make extra work for the
The cow in the hands of the man lems of corruption in business and
breeder, who should be permitted to
now able to hold her is the only source politics; the terrible scourges of inbreed only for color, form and egg
of relief In sight and she will return temperance and the drug habit, and
production.
the social evil, deadly to soul and body
her owner a good profit.
alike; there are the problems of
PREVENT SOFT-SHELLED EGGS
moral education, of marriage and diDEVICE FOR TYING UP WOOL vorce, of the treatment of dependents—prisoners, defectives, paupers,
One Suggestion Is That Hens Are Not Illustration at Top Shows Powdery
Scab, the Usual Appearance When Five Pieces of One-Inch Boards, Hinged etc.
Getting Enough Lime—Over-FeedAny one of these left unconTogether,
Will
Be
Found
Taken From Bins In Winter—Lower
quered would devastate our country
ing la Another Cause,
Quite
Serviceable.
Left Hand, Powdery Scab, Warty
as no war could.—Rev. N. T. Houser.
Stage—Lower Right Hand, Powdery
Soft-shelled eggs may possibly be
A
device
for
tying
up
the
fleeces
Scab, Canker Stage.
a suggestion that the hens are not
Baseball.
after sheep shearing may be made by
getting enough lime. Far more like"The team is playing pretty good
ly it is, when your hens start laying thoroughly healthy seed tubers, and taking five pieces of one-inch boards ball these days."
soft-shelled eggs, that you have been then disinfecting it is possible to en- 12 or 14 inches square and hinging
"Yes, they've practically got over
over-feeding, and in consequence the tirely eliminate blackleg, prevent the them together so when folded up they the effects of their spring training
fowls are too fat. Therefore a re- spread of ordinary scab, and also to will make a square box, writes F. W trip now."
"And I laid it
duction In quantity, aB well as a overcome some of the losses from Eichmeyer in Missouri Valley. Farm
seed decay and so-called imperfect er. Using a saw, make a cut at the
A man doesn't give himself any the
change of diet is necessary.
myself
center
of
the
outer
edge
of
each
leaf.
An excellent plan is to find out germination.
worst of it when he tells the story
too?
Fasten
four
half
hooks
on
two
leaves
After
the
sound,
healthy
tubers
which particular hen is at fault, and
of his life to a woman.
confine her to a less fattening ration, have been disinfected great care should opposite each other. Put four eyes
with only a small amount of water. be taken not to contaminate them by on the remaining two leaves, and the
IN A SHADOW
At the end of a week restore her to allowing them to come In contact with tie is complete. To operate it lay it
Tea Drinker Feared Paralysis.
the flock, and generally increase sacks, barrels or planters, etc., which
amount of lime given in food. A pe- may carry the germs of the disease.
Steady use of either tea or coffee
riod of this dieting, followed by an Special attention should also be given
often produces alarming symptoms,
abundance of oyster shells is almost to storage houses. After all dirt, poas the poison (caffeine) contained In
certain to speedily correct the trouble. tato culls and rubbish have been rethese beverages acts with more poWhen the egg has a normal shell, moved from the potato house, the Intency In some persons than In others.
#
terior
walls
and
floors
should
be
thorbut one which is very thin, it is a very
"I was never a coffee drinker,"
ia
S3
good indication that the hen le all oughly sprayed with a solution of copwrites an 111. woman, "but a tea drinkright but that lime Is too scant In per sulphate, five pounds to fifty galer. I was very nervous, had frequent
e 3
this case supplying oyster'shells, or ions ot water.
•S 9
spells of Blck headache and heart
Stun* Price, Double the Weight—
The amounts of disinfectants to UBO
lime In another form, is quite sure to
« «
trouble, and was subject at times to
make the egg shells thicker and and the length of time for treating
severe attacks of bilious colic.
A Kind mihitantlal rooflne will five yon better service than a 1 irht and Slmsr
seed potatoes are as follows:
stronger very quickly.
ene?^.^nStlou to consldc? Is how man, pound, of protection ar. you
"No end of sleepless nights—would
i-oing to have for each hundred square feet of roof I
(1) Formaldehyde, 40 per cent, one
have spells at night when my right
With
Amatite you will set too pound.. That is more than double the wel«ui
water, 30 gallons; soak tubers
side would get numb and tingle like a
of other roofings at the some price.
DAMPNESS DOES MUCH HARM pint;
In this solution for two hours.
Ametlte lies .olid and anus on your roof. It won't rip off in a sale.
thousand needles were pricking my
(2) Corrosive sublimate, four ounces;
Fnrthermore Amatite Is waterproof and its mineral rarfac. need, no
flesh. At times I could hardly put my
.Young Duck or Gosling Cannot Stand
Wool Tyer Spread Out.
paintin. or coatlni. Nailasnd cement free with each roll.
water, 30 gallons; soak tubers one and
tongue out of my mouth and my right
Heavy Wetting—Cause of RheuWe will be glad to send you a free sample of Amatite on request
one-half hours in this solution.
flat on a table, and lay down two eye and ear were affected.
matism and Colds.
BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
lengths of twine, crossing them in
"The doctors told me to quit using
New York Chicago, Philadelphia Boston St Louis .
Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburgh, Detroit Birmingham
Getting the-body wet in spring or MANAGEMENT OF BROOD SOW the center and drawing them down in tea, but I thought I could not live withKansas City
Mlnneapolj.
Salt Lake City
Seattle
the saw cuts made on the edges to out it—that It was my only stay. I
early summer will generally kill a
hold them in place, allowing enough had been a tea drinker for twenty-five
young duck or gosling.
Keep Animal Growing Thriftily, but
end to tie. Lay on the fleece, pelt years; was under the doctor's care for
Dampness will give them rheumaDo Not Fatten—Other Cardinal
side down, gather all scraps and roll fifteen.
tism and cold, and cold will bring on
Points to Observe.
the wool to center from all sides, then
and cut your
"About Bix months ago, I finally quit
sore eyes.
bring up the sides of box and hook
feed bill In half.
A young duck caught in the rain
The essentials of brood sow man- them together. Tie yonr twine cross- tea and commenced to drink Postum. Catalogue ana lnformaUon
fre.. 0.mMtf^On
"I have never had one spell of sick- gSEs. T. Liberal Terms
will often raise its head, open its agement may be briefly summarized:
to Lire Agent*.
ways, and you will have a compact headaches since and only one light
mouth, and stand stone still until it
1.
Provide
suitable
food,
hut
do
not
bundle.
drowns, when but a few feet farther
attack of bilious colic. Have quit hav- Unemployed Men and Women e.a4«m">uV'0°°'r A Soluble Antiseptic Powder to
overfeed.
household speclsltles. Sell like Tio' "t^,"',.11.0
.along It could have found shelter.
ing those numb spells at night, sleep eiperienc
required. Send Ho stamp tor particulars.
2. Emphasize the protein and ash
Use the Cultivator.
well and my heart is getting stronger ?»««• Ssuullj C.-P"J, ill* ». Uarssss tw.,Cki««.», 1U. be dissolved in water as needed
constituents
of
the
ration.
Farmers
who
watched
their
crops
For Douches
Feed Meat In Some Form.
ail the time."
T-J. •*"*.. rAft. e»o MIT. over half on maai
3. Keep the sow growing thriftily, parch and shrivel during last year's
VOUU1U
essa».»i.aw.aiiB**w;1 hTtttyrOiitM household
necessities.. Ws
In the local treatment at woman's Ills,
Name given by Postum Co., Battle •end
There must be meat in some form
8 prtT-M formnla. ntptvldforll. Donthetl
such as lencorrhoea and Inflammation, hot
long
drought,
while
neighbors
who
culbut
do
not
fatten.
iwe
St-,
New
H»Yen,
Conn.
tut.
G«oPalmar,
m
1
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
In the dally bill of fare of laying and
douches of PaxtiSe are Tery efficacious.
4. Devise schemes to induce exer- tivated persistently made good yields, Wellville," In pkgs.
growing stock.
But that amount
Absolute rnartnte* No woman who has ever used medicated
will
no
doubt
be
more
inclined
this
douches will (all to appreciate the clean and
to
beat
enT
hen
i
cise.
Postum
comes
In
two
forms:
should not exceed over 25 #er cent of
—
-r- tares eTerr chick. healthy condition Paxtine produces and th*
6, Provide warm, dry, well bedded, year to the use of the cultivator, one
Postum Cereal—the original form— No lam*. Natore,iHeavarooderCo.,Hro«kiyB,N.y. prompt relief from soreness
the total amount of feed fed. Too
jiioss and discomfort
of the most valuable of agricultural must be well boiled. 15o and 25c packwhioh follows its nse.This Is because Paztin*
much meat and bone produces laxity well ventilated and sunlit quarters.
possesses superior cleansing, disinfect6. Avoid constipation by natural implements. Make up your mind now ages.
of the bowels, Impairs the digestive
320
ACRE
HOMESTEADS
ing and healing properties.
Instant Postum—a soluble powdei'— aai'l^rl.iKiT&^^^^.^u^.V-it.
organs, and often results in soft- feeding methods, but resort to emer- that you are going to keep your land
For ten years the Lydla E. I
constantly "stirred up" and not allow dissolves quickly in a cup ot hot waPinaham Medicine Co. has rec-1
shelled, thin-shelled and infertile eggs. gency remedies if necessary.
income I. Cnd.r «2.«>0.f0 a .ear send ommended Paxtine In their
7. Kill off lice with crude oil, and your plants to be handicapped by un- ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes U
Dostal. free particular* LAWNDAtE bl Ecorrespondence with wo- j
a delicious beverage Instantly, 30c and CIALW CO., Dreiel Bid*., Philadelphia. private
drive out worms with santonin and satisfied thirst
Value of Neit Eggs.
men, whioh proves its superiSOo tins.
ority. Women who have been
While nest eggs have nothing to do calomel.
Is
Under
12,600.00
a
year
send
Income _
Soft-Meated Fowl,
relieved say it Is " worth its |
Both kinds are equally delicious1 and If
with increased egg production, they
8. Practice gentleness at all times.
postal, free particulars. LAWNBALE
*.«...........r 8PE
~- r
The only way to secure a soft-meat- oost about the same per cup.
ClAlfTY CO., Drew! Bids., Philadelphia. weight in gold." At druggists.
have a good mission fB teaching the
Hog men cannot afford to neglect
50c. large box or by mail. Sample free.
"There, a Reason" for Postum.
hens to lay in certain places, instead any of these cardinal points when the ed bird is to keep them growing "from
Th* Pazton Toilet Co., Boston, Mean,
W. N. U, BOSTON, NO. 19-1815.
hatch
to
hatch."
—sold
by
Grocers.
of dropping their egg* any and evarjr- mat of production la BO high.
Tfhere.

ROOTING

8% SILO

A New Hampshire Case

L

MEN'S *2.50 »3 «3.50 *4.00 '4.50 *5 *5.50 SHOES
WOMEN'S *2.00 »2.50 •3.00 «3.50 & *4.00 SHOES
BOYS' • 1.75 *2 *2.50 *3.00 MISSES' *2.00 & *2.50
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS SHOES

m

Doubtful Assurances.

"Do you think they approved of my
Easter sermon?" asked one of our
well-known ministers.
"YeB, I think so," replied his wife;
"they were all nodding."

DOANISVfAV
!
FOSTEtUilLBURM
CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Among Other Things It May Be Used
for Spraying Hen House With
Insecticides or Whitewash.

If yoa could visit th.
W. L. Douglas factory
at Brockton, Has..,
and MO how ear.f ully
th. shoe* ar. mads,
and the high grad*
Lather, used, yon
would than understand why they look
and St better, held
their shape and wear
longer than ether
make, for the price.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Codfish a la Mode.
One cupful salt codfish picked fine
two cupfuls mashed potato, one-hall
cupful butter, one pint cream or milk
two eggs well beaten, salt and peppei
to taste. Mix well, bake twenty tc
twenty-five minutes .In the dish it
which it is to be served.

Mrs. A J. Sea- 7»<7l£I™!
vey, Bristol. N. H., Itllt."says: "My back
fot very lame and
suffered
from
pains In my loins.
I was hardly able
to get around and
after sitting I had
to catch hold of
something when I
tried to get up.
S h a r p, shooting
pains darted
through me and I
was
miserable.
Doan's Kidney
Pills permanently
cured me."
CM Dm', a* Anj Ster».80« • Boa

SEVERAL USES FOR SPRAYER

. i

Brooder $4.50

WEST BROOKFIELD.
Charles II. Wright has g-ine to Sidney,
N. Y., for a two weeks' visit.
Miss Frances J. Buriington, of Cainbridge, is visiting friends in town.
Frank D. Stone entertained his brother-in-law, J. Frank Lindsey, Springfield,
over Sunday,
Miss Ida C. Bell, a Whitiusville teacher, spent the weak-end with her mother,
on Long Hill.

The Brookfield Association

Call at 46 Summer Street

Mothers' Day.
The funeral of Arthur Bigeiow was at
The Farmers' Advocate.
tended Sunday afternoon, from his moth
To see the Latest Models of
The general observance throughout the
The daily papers have this to say in reer's home, Rev. R. M; D. Adams ofticiat
MAILS DUE TO ARRIVE.
world of the second Sunday in May aa
gard
to
Seuatoi
Camming*
and
the
Pure
ing. The bearers were hie two brothere,
A.M. 7.15- Bast and West.
Mothers' Day is growing each year. The
Frank 8. and Jason C. Bigeiow, John F. Milk bill fight:—
9.30--West.
special object of the day is to honor and
CHARLES S. LANE,
The following Jines were perpetrated by
Cowan and Benjamin H. Pierce. Burial
P. M, 12.46—But and West.
2,0%-West
Senator Herbert E. Cummings of North uplift motherhood, and to give happiness
CORSETS
was in Walnut Grove cemetery.
to "the best mother that ever lived,"—
4.50— East.
Or have them brought to your home
In observance of Mothers' Day, Rev. Brookfield, "poet-laureate" of the hum- your mother.
7.05—East and West.
by sending word to
*•*
*.*
A. W. Budd, at the Congregational ble farmer, worsted in his fight to down
MAILS CLOSE.
rrs OBSERVANCE
| REGISTERED EMBALMER. |
A. M. 7.00—East and West.
church, Sunday morning, will preach up- the "labor clean milk bill" (as its friends
Live that day as your mother would
MRS. B. C. GRAVES,
11 JOAEast and West.
on the theme: "Motherhood parallel with like to call it), but still game:
Personal Prompt Attention Day
have you live it. and
p. M. 1.00—West,
"My great concern today is not
or Ni*ht.
the cross." This will be preceded by the
Make it a day of pleasure to her through
v 4.40—East.
That I shall shortly fail;
Representative for the Brookfield?,
usual talk to the boys and girls. Everyc.80—East and West.
Telephone North Brookfield No. j
your loving thought, visit, gift or letter;
I have to give my every thought
laa-ii.
Malls for East Brooktield are despatched at one is urged to wear a flower in memory
Telephone 26-13,
or
by
having
her
as
your
guest
of
honor.
To
keeping
out
of
jail.
7.00 A.M., 11.30 A- M. and 1 P.M. Stalls from
Long Distance Connection.
MASS.
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
East Brookneld are received at 9.30, A. M. and of "mother." In the evening the pastor
' If she is not living, perhaps you can
"For
profits
that
may
comfort
me
5.40 P.M.
will give A Message to Parents and Young
Funerals Personally Directed 1
27
place on her grave tbe white flowers of
No longer can I plan;
Package mails are despatched twice daily as
and Every Requisite Furnfollows:—11M A. M. East and North, 6 P. M. People.
I'm taking all my time to be
love and fidelity, not as a morbid sentiished.
West and South.
A law-abiding man."
The union service of the protestant
ment, but in glad recognition of what she
litdy Assistant.
MaU tor the Eural Delivery Is dosed at 8.15
Senator
Cummings
maintained,
as
does
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
churches last Sunday evening was a rewas to you.
The office hours will be :-6.46 A. M. to 8 P. M. cord breaker, and the audience at the Rep. Chapman, that the farnftrs of the
In her memory remember the sick or
Holidays, 645 to 9*) A. M. and 5 ta6 P. M.
Congregational church numbered fully State are now overburdened with laws. unfortunate in hospital or home, or some
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
FRED G. GLAPP
PAUL M. KEANET, Asst.
300 people who were much impressed by "It has come to the point where they one else with whom a little joy goes a
the telling pictures exhibited by Rev. Dr. don't know which way to turn to keep long way.
Kneeland and his story of the work that from going to the poorhouse or jail," acNORTH BROOKFIELD.
The "memory flower" affords many
He declared opportunities for a message of sympathy, ELECTRIC BELLSNOTICE
is being done to further the due obser- cording to the senator.
Installed and taken care of
at reasonable rates. LAWRENCE ELLERY,
Mr and Mrs Neslon DeLane are home vance of the Lord's Day in this and other that this legislation is worked up in an brotheroood arid courtesy. The badge to
North Brookneld, Mass.
4
Registered Embalmer.
attempt "to save the face of certain per- be worn and distributed iB the white carcountries.
from Florida.
sons
active
as
so-called
milk
reformers:
nation. This international memory flowOpen cars have been put in commission
Tuberculosis caused the death on TuesLady Assistant.
day afternoon of Joseph Neveux, aged 21' that the labor unions and women'e clubs er of home and mother symbolizes mothon the trolley line.
have been useo. as tools in this cause by erhood. Its whiteness stands for purity,
L. Emerson Barnes and wife have re- years, 8 months and 8 days, at the home
of Charles Morrison, Forest street. His the lobbyists." Further, that "the pro- its form for beauty, its fragrance for love,
turned from their western trip.
Connected by Long Distance Telewife, who was Rita Morrison, survivee ponents of the bill did not think it wise its wide field of growth for charity, and
phone at House and Store.
"A cold wet May fills the barn with him, and one son, Alfred Henry; his sis- to petition for the legislation themselves, its lasting qualities for fidelity.
hay,'' so runs the old adage.
But if you prefer wear your mother's
ter, Alma, of New Bedford, and his pa- but did it through the State branch of the
The JOURNAL, willingly admits its error rents, Mr and Mrs Joseph Neveux. The American Federation of Labor, some of favorite flower.
in placing St. John's day in April instead funeral was from St. Joseph's church on members of which are now afraid that
of June.
Thursday morning. Undertaker Daniel should the bill become a law, it will inMRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
Annual Convention.
crease the cost of milk to the consumer."
Mrs Charles E. Batcheller is confined Splaine was in charge.
DRESSMAKING
Regarding
the
falling
off
of
milk
proto the house with a severe attack of tonMiss Mildred Lane takes first honors
The program is out for the annual conduction in this State, Senator Cummiugs
ailitis.
,
vention of the King's Daughters and Sons
in the Class of 1915, N. B. H. S., and
U Prospect St.
NorthlBrookfktl
has this to say: "Those of us who have
Cards are being circulated to secure sig- will give the Valedictory; Miss Katherine
at the Congregational church, next Wedstudied the question know that it is
27
natures pledging a vote for equal suffrage Brosnihan took second honor and will
nesday, May 12. The morning service
fact and it is to be regretted. In my own
commences at 10.30 with a preparatory
pronounce the salutatory. The class orathis fall.
district, one of the best for milk productor
will
be
John
H.
Daniels,
who
ranked
service, followed by an address of welSalvia and tomato plants now ready at
tion in the State, there has, within recent
A. Desplaines'. Aster plants may be ex- third. Miss Eileen McCarthy was elected years, been a reduction of about 40 per come by Mrs W. T. Sherwood, leader of
Loyal Circle, and response.
Mrs Hendby the class to deliver the prophecy, Miss
Residence 38 Bering St.. cor. Prospect
pected next week.
cent, in the amount of milk produced.
Mr Charles C. Beebe took five blue rib- Minnie Rutherford will be historian, and "There must be a cause for tiiis condition erson will give a report of the Convenbons at the Brookline exhibition of saddle President J. Henry Doyle will present to of affairs. I have endeavored to the best tion ni 1914, and the county president
and ujeasurer will make their reports.
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
the school the class gift.
horses last month.
of my ability to find the cause. Nine out
and Whitening. Orders Promptly AttenMr Eugene W. Reed, whose reputa- of ten of the farmers will tell you that it At 11.15 there will be-a solo by Miss HaThe Woman's Guild will hold its regu
ded
to.
zel Matthews, followed by routine busiP. O. Boi 192.
(42) Satisfaction OuaraaMWl
lar meeting in the guild rooms Wednes tion for taareful displays is well-known, is due largely to t.ie existing laws and ness, and election of officers. At 11.35,
has an unusually attractive window this rigid inspections and the continual agitaday, May 12 at 3 p. m.
reports
of
circles;
11.55,
Looking
Forweek, exhibiting Eaton, Crane & Pike's tion of this question by tbe so-called milk
Mr Spalding of Worcester, inspector
ward, by Mrs Farley, state president, folstationery. In the center piece iB a silver reformers."
ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
for the telephone company, has moved
lowed by dinner and social hour; 1.45,
stand and bearing the raw material from
It
has
been
consistently
urged
by
those
into the Bliss house on Elm street.
devotional
service
led
by
Rev.
A.
W.
which the pure linen paper is made, and legislators who oppose passing any milk
IN SCRIPT OR
Miss Ida Allaire of Church street, and most tastefully arranged about this on
Budd; 2.00 Circle reports; 2.30, solo, Mrs
John F. Kelliher of Randolph have an graceful standards are specimens of the law bills this year that the General Court (irace Baker Crooks; 2.45, Looking Outshould wait for the results of the investiENGLISH TEXT
nounced their marriage intentions.
goods manufactured by the firm. Fes- gation that is being made by the Boston ward, by Miss Brokenshire, state treasThe high school baseball team defeated tooned draperies make an effective back- Chamber of Commerce of the milk situa- irer; 3.15, solo, Mrs Crooks; question
H. F. Lawrence, North Brookfieli
JX; 3.30, The Woman's Auxiliary of
North high of Worcester on Grove street ground for the display.
tion in New England. Emphasis also is
[Organ Memorial, by Mrs Ayrea; 4.00,
grounds lait Saturday by a score of lltoO,
Mies Agnes Cleary, a pupil of Paul laid on the fact that the State DepartThe B <St R Baseball team will open the Hultman, director of the Hultman-Mc- ment of Health has appointed a commu- luiet Hour. Lunch will be served at
DRY SLAB WOOD
cents, proceeds to go to Gordon* Rest,
season, Saturday, May 8, with the open Quaid conservatory in Worcester, and te to investigate the milk problem and
Sawed Stove Length
. usual. Mrs Mary Stowell, formerly of
ing game with Cherry Valley, at 3 p. m. teacher of the pianoforte, was presented dues not desire any legislation until that
[orth Brookfield, is county president.
FOR SALE
at
a
recital
given
in
the
drawing
room
of
56,931 auto cars were registered in
committee has reported. Furthermore,
■ —m *
' Telephone 27-13.
E. 8. WINTER
SUMMER 8TMET
Massachusetts last month, which is 15,000 the conservatory, on Monday evening. the State. Board of Agriculture is opposed
Certain Coming Events.
more than were licensed the same month She was assisted by J. Edward Doyle of tq any milk legislation until after these
North Brookfield, violinist, and a pupil investigasionB have 'been reported.
last year.
-.--.■
Maj1*. Mothers'Day. Wear a flower
1
Wedding bells will ring on Mount of Gustave Strube, who gave for his first
in memory of mother.
selection
Massenet's
beautiful
"meditaThe May Sale.
Pleasant street, May 24, for the marriage
Majr(12. County Convention of King's
of Florence, the second daughter of Mr tion" from "Thais," which he played
Daughters, at the First Congregational
with much feeling. For his second selecThe May sale conducted by the Girls'
R. G. Andrews.
Church.
tion he gave the charming "Scene du Friendly Society, Tuesday evening, was
The automobile dealers are busy in
ballet" by DeBeriot.
a happy event for tbe girls and they felt May It. Annual meeting of the Brooktown, and have sold a number of cars the
field Alliance of the Woman's Home
North Brookfield Grange and a few in- repaid for the time put into the many
past week, with a good prospect of several
Missionary Societies at Warren,—mornvited guests had a moat instructive talk on fancy articles, the food and home made
more sales in the near future.
ing and afternoon.
birds and bird protection by Mr Gregory candy, displayed on tables, tastefully
Ernest D. Corbin has been elected as
last evening. He told of the terrible decorated with rainbow steamers depend- May 23. G. A. R. Memorial Service at
chief of the North Brookfield Fire Deravages by innumerable hunters who were ing from maypoles at the' center of the
Christ Church.
partment, William Doyle, asst. chief, and simply exterminating many species of tables. After the sale, there was an atMay 31. Memorial Day Observance.
Harry Fullam, (not F. Arthur,) clerk.
For over twenty years have beeen helping men
wild birds, before the Audubon society, tractive program given as follows: Piano
l81". ■ Grand Historical Pageant by
Fifteen members of Quaboag Pomona and other bird lovers secured the passage duet, by, the Misses Lovely, vocal duet,
in
every rank and station of life to better posiie D. A. R. at Town Hall.
Grange went by auto truck to Hardwick of stringent laws for their protection. Misses Esther and Mabel Moody, accomtions,
increased salaries and higher prospects.
on Wednesday to attend the meeting of His description of the various species of panied by Miss Helen Moody, vocal solo
A CARD
the Worcester Northwest Pomona Grange. birds to be found in Massachusetts, their by Miss Mabel Moody, and piano solos
Within the last year over 5,000 persons wrote to
We wish to express our gratitnde to
Miss Susan Fairbanks, a sister of Mrs colors, habits and characteristics was by Edwin Hambury; reading by Miss
the I. C. S. in grateful acknowledgement of the
n
eas
y, conversational way that Morse, "Countin' the eggs," and the doll tlu? neighbors and friends for .their kindEzra D. Batcheller of this town, passed given > an
help and benefit they received from their courses.
drill
by
ten
little
girle,
who
were
trained
held
the
close
attention
of
his
hearers,
ness,
to
our
loved
one
during
his
illness,
away at the Fairbanks homestead in Oakham, on Sunday morning, aged 82 years. and drew out a good many questions, by Miss Helen Moody was particularly and for the beautiful flowers sent for.the
They told in almost every instance, how they adpleasing. The program closed with an funeral.
Douglas Bassinett, Spring street, who which he readily answered. The lecture
vanced from jobs where they earned only a bare
entertaining dialogue between Miss WitMas MAKV P. BKJELOW,
recently was employed in the laboratory was preceded by a humorous lecture read
• Mfc AND MRS FRANK S. BIQKLOW,
living to positions of affluence and large salaries.
of the B 4 R Rubber Company, is going by Mrs J. Georgia Stoddard, on How to ter and Miss Schouler,—What Happened.
MB JASOS C. BIGILOW AND FAMILY.
out to bis ranch in Idaho, leaving here tell the birds from the flowers, wonder- The audience has yet to learn what really
Why not start today toward a big salary ? To
fully illustrated by drawings loaned by did happen. The snext Girls' Friendly
next Monday.
earn more, learn more.
Miss Mary Warner. This part of the meeting will be in the Guild rooms on the JOHN H.
NEWHALU
Mr Andrews, manager of the Phoenix
program was in charge of Mrs Edwards 18th, and Miss Mary Ranger will give a
Mark the Attached Coupon andlMall to
BLACKSMITH .
Linen Mills, whose resignation was to
and Miss Florence Crawford. There was talk on her trip to California and the
have taken effect to-morrow, has been
also a vocal trio by Mrs W. R. Smith, Panama-Pacific exposition. ;,
HORSE SHOEING AND JOBBING
induced to remain with the mills a few
Mrs Rose Conger and Miss Marion Lidweeks longer.
MAPLE STREET
THE BALL GAME.
stone ; also a piano solo by Marion TuckQuantities of Ladies' Neckwear in all er ; duet by Mrs Smith and Marion LidCADILLAC
AUTO
the newest styles. Big line of children's stone. The musical program was in
N. B. H. S. defeated Ware high on
F>R sale at a bargain, a Seven Passenger
hats, new percales, new curtain muslins, charge of the Wiley Brothers.
Grove street grounds Wednesday afterTourist. Guaranteed to be all right ererySold for no fault. Owner gone Into bnsand new cretonnes by B. A. Collins & Co.,
noon, 7 to 0. Leon Miller, star center way.
iueas. Inquire of
«
H. CTIERNEY, Local Representative, Spencer Mass.
A Positive Warning.
J. H. HOFFMAN, Central street,
School St. Tel. 71-3,
* •
field of the team, took Gendron's place
'2wl8*
West Brookfield.
as
pitcher
and
showed
up
in
fine
etyle.
Those who attended the union service,
Some of our property owners who have
GenUron, who is one of the best schoollast Sunday evening were treated to a full
FOR SALE
had their fields, woods or orchards in- boy pitchers in Worcester county, is to BEAN POLES and
Pea Brush, all ready to set.
measure of time by Dr. Kneeland and he
vaded by ruthless hunters or lawless tres- be tried out Saturdays by the Telephone
delivered in any quantity.
did not let his audience go until almost
JOHN J. LANE, Tel. 148-2
passers may appreciate the following team of the. Telegram league. The score: 13
9,—a two hour service.
I warning posted by an outraged farmer.
NORTH BROOKFIELD HIGH
Hartford, Conn., U. 8. A.
FOR RENT
The Woman's Union extend a cordial The spelling may be weak, but there is
Please explain, without further obligation to me, how I can qualify
invitation to the members of the First no misunderstanding what the man
ab r lb tb po a e NICE sunny, furnished or unfurnished tenement of three rooms; everything needed for
for a larger salary in the position, trade, or profession, or «un
5 1113 4 0 housekeeping. All conveniences ou one floor
Congregational church to be present means:—
Howe ss
a knowledge of the subject, before which I have marked 3..
.3 13 3 3 2 1 Rent reasonable. Apply to
Thursday, May 13, at 3 o'clock, to hear | "Notis Trespasers will be pursecuted to F. Daniels 2b,
DANIEL
FOSTER.
3 0 1113 0 Spring St.
16"
the Rev. A. W. Budd give his experience the ful extent of 2 mongrul dogs which Milller p
Architecture
3 112 8 4 0
_SalesinanshTp
,
J. Daniels c
in mis-ion work in London.
"Contracting and Buil
4 1 1 2 10 0 0
| aint never been overly soshule to strangers Quigley lb
""Advertising Man
FOR RENT
Structural Engineer
3 10 O'l 1 0 EIGHT room cottage on Ward St. Steam heat,
Show-Card Writing
H. Doyle 3b
New books at the Free Public Library and 1 dubble-barl shot gun" whitch aint Tucker
"Architectural Drafting
3 2 110 0 0
If
""Window Trimming
city water, fruit, and Poultry place- Inquire
are:—Tht. Belgians at Home by Olive loaded with sofypiilars, dam if I aint get- Jandreau cf
Plumbing and Heating
3 0 110 0 0 or address. MRS E. F. EAMES. Bigolow St. North
"Book-keeping
Utt
"Civil Engineer
,
Holland i How Belgium saved Europe, by tin tired of this helraisin on my pro- Mahan rf
3 0 1110 0 Brookfield.
_Stenography
Bridge
Engineer
',
_Agriculture
Charles Tarolea; Pan-Americanism, by perty."
, TENEMENT TO RENT
Railroad
Construction
1
30
7
10
12
27
15
Poultry
Farming
Total,
Roland G, Usher; Loneliness, by Robert i The Republican adds "For a long time
LOWER Tenement comor Maple and Chostnut
_Surveying
_Commercial Illustrating
streets, 7 rooms, gas ami furnace.
WARE HIGH. •
Hugh Benson; Angela's Business, by respect for property rights in everything
_Mining Engineer
U
Apply to C, W. EGQLESTON.
_Lettering & Sign Painting
Chemistry
Henry Lydnor Harrison; Hillsboro which farmers grow—whether fruit, vegab r lb tb po a e
_Mechanical Engineer
"Textile Manufacturing
_Mechanical Draftsman
TO REN1
People by Dorothy Can field; The Valley etables, or chickens, has been on the de- McBride 3b
4 0 0 0 2 5 0
"French
_Shop Foreman
3 0 0 0 0 1 0 I GOOD TENEMENT of seven rooms, on Grove
of Fear by Arthur Conan Doyle; Katie cline. The situation was bad enough be- Shea cf
German
and electricity.
Electrical Engineer
4 0 0 0 7 0 1 LS street with bath, gas
ALFRED LIES I'LAINES.
Ganmer I y Elsie Tinymastcr; Pollyanna fore cheap automobiles were availableJor Morris lb
"Spanish
_Electric Lighting
3 0 0 0 2 5 0
Hanyzenski
c
| thieves who are now enabled to take a
"Italian
Grown Up, by Eleanor H. Porter.
Eleciric Railway Work
3 0 0 0 3 1 1
Haley ss
"Civil Service Examinations
'widecircuit for their depredations and
JTelephone Expert
FOR SALE
3 0 113 0 1
It may be of interest in the future to slip away in the night undetected and Sheldon 2b
"Automobile Running
Concrete
Construction
3 0 0 0 4 0 0
Ryan if
YOUNG PIUS AND SHOATS.
recall that the month oi April, 1915,-was
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
triumphant in lawlessness that is mad- King ss
3W19»
JOHN H. LANE
marked by a heavy snowstorm on the 3d,
0 0 0 0 Q 1 1)
dening to honest folk. The answer is yet Fitzgerald p
3 0 113 1 (1
Jerz p
which was the deepest snowfall of the
Name
, to be discovered, ami apparently the deyear, and the deepest recorded since 1891,
on
~
~
-•>«
r,
-'
ERNEST
D.
CORBIN,
Optometrist
a
9
29
0
2
2
24
14
spoiled will have to take it out in warnTotals,
3
when 11 inches fell on-the 3d of the
Street and No.
Office at Dr. Ludden's
ings and imprecations likethe irate farmmonth. There were four clear days, 18
er above quoted.
. State_
The Doctor's Friend.
You Feel Better when you SeeBetter.
fair days, and 8 cloudy days. The highGlasses we make improve your looks
Appendicitis probably has helped
est temperature was 88 degrees on the
FOR RENT
as well as your Sight.
up-stairs tenement on Summer Btreot, the doctors more than any other re25th. The were 223 hours of bright sun- A Good
with ali tho modern conveniences. Applv to
Main Street.
North Brookfield
cent discovery.—Atchison Globe.
MBS M. P. HOWARD. _^
,«i aaJgarT
^♦♦♦♦tlHi*****!*********'*****************************
shine.
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DANCING COMPLICATIONS

"DEVOTEDLY, BILL"

Will You Put Up This Wren House?

A Thoroughly Interesting Meeting
at West Brookfield.
As an introductory offer will send you this
The annual meeting of the Brookfield
A DANCER'S 3TORY.
little Wren House Free, postpaid, witli a six
By IZOLA FORESTER.
association of churches was held at West
month's trial subscription to LITTLE FOLKS
Brookfield Tuesday, in the CongregationMAGAZINE for 40c. (Must be a hew subal church. A reception committee, con"Well," began the father of the fam"Where are the matches?"
scription.;
\
sisting of Mrs Myron A. Richardson, Mrs ily as he shook out his dinner napkin,
Nan stumbled over a taboret and
lins tine House is made of wood, stained in two colors and will atLouis F. Carter, Mrs William R. Traill, "how is the dancing class going? Are emitted a startled exclamation.
tract wrens to your home. You will enjoy the song of these
Deacon Henry J. Weeden and Isaac S. you learning all the new steps?"
"Forevermore! Eleanor, where on
sweetest of song birds all Summer long.
C
"I guess so," Caroline admitted gin- earth are you?"
Jones, met the visitors who came from
gerly. "It's swell!"
"Stand
still
until
I
can
find
where
Barre,
Brookfield,
Charlton,
Dudley,
ITTLE FOLKS Contains
A subscription paper is being passed to
"Gee?" said her brother. I juat hate the switch is, goose." There came
raise money for piping Ping Grove ceme- Holland, Gilbertville, New Braintree, the old class!"
Fairy Stories, Nature Stories, Stories of Real Children,
the
click
of
a
button
and
the
long
1
North Brookfield, Oakham, Southbridge,
Stories of Make-believe Children, New Games to Play, Colored
tery with town water.
"What's the trouble? ' their father reception hall lay revealed in a flood
Cut-outs,
Pictures to Color with Paints or Crayons.
Spencer, Warren. Sturbridge, Ware and inquired.
Mr and Mrs Lindsey T. Smith. North
of light.
East Ware.
TLE
FOLKS
provides continuous Entertainment for children
"Oh,"
Caroline
piped
up
happily,
Brookfield road, entertained Mrs William
It was after twelve, and they both
enough of it to keep them busy the whole year round.
Rev. Sherman Goodwin of Brookfield, "he's mad because Bunny danced with needed rest more than anything after
1
H. Flaherty and son Richard, of Hartreported for the committee on ministerial his girl all last time, and
".
the trip down from the mountains.
ford during the past week.
Address LITTLE FOLKS MAGAZINE
"No such thing, tattletale!" proteststanding which met at 9.30 o'clock.
It was cheerier in the cozy bedroom
Dept. M, SALEM, MASS.
Miss Grace 1>. Wilbur, a teacher in the The new pastors received into the associ- ed that young man. "I guess I don't
suite upstairs. The rooms connected
Grape St. school, Chieopee, has been ation were; Rev. John H Hoffman, of care anything about that stack-up Hal- with each other, and Nan sambled
spending her vacation with her parents West Brookfield; Rev. Charles Hurd, of lie Bliss! I guess I wouldn't notice about, her brown hair in two long
on Cottage street, during the past week.
Holland; Rev. Timothy C. Craig, War- her If there wasn't hardly any other braids and a kimono wrapped about
Peerless ball team of Ware defeated ren ; and Rev. William A. White of Stur- girl on earth! And she can dance with her. Tucked into a corner was a phoWest Brookfield A. A., 8 to 3, on Qua- bridge. Following a praise and prayer Bunny a million times for all I care! tograph that seemed different from the
You needn't be so smart!"
rest. It was such a splendid, manly
boag park, Satnrday afternoon, and War- service, the business session opened with
"Tut, tutt!" reproved his father.
ren high defeated Warren Athletics, 12 to Rev. Nathan C. Bryant, of Spencer as "If she Isn't your girl how did you young face that smiled out at one from
10, oiiQuaboag.park, the same afternoon. moderator, and clerk, Rev. Roland D. know which one Caroline meant? Ap- it. Nan turned it over and read on
the back in a scrawling, boyish writThe Park Commissioners announce Sawyer, Ware. The moderator appoint- pearances are against you, Edward! ing:
that the ball field on Quaboag park is for ed the following committees: Business, Though I would say that at your ten"Devotedly, Bill."
the use of West Brookfield teams on Sat- Rev. Alfred W. Budd, North Brookfield, der age I should regret knowing that
Over at the little white dressing
urdays. On other days other teams may, Rev. Frederick D. Thayer, Dudley; and your affections were becoming enl an- table Eleanor sat brushing her hair,
"
Somehow no one would ever have conby applying to the Commissioners, get Deacon Albert H. Richardson, Gilbert, gled
"Aw." his eon burst out, red faced. nected her with college boys who
permission to use the field.
ville. Resolutions, t Rev. Timothy C.
"Caroline needn't talk! She has an Bigned themselves, "Devotedly, Bill."
Georae A. Hoctim began Monday, to Craig, Warren; Rev* Win. A. White of awful case on Larry Jones, and he
"What are you chuckling over?"
draw oft''chestnut poles from the lot on Sturbridge and David Newton, South- don't give two cents for her!"
asked Eleanor.
Nominating, Rev. Chas. H.
Long Hill recently bought by theCoolidge bridge.
"He danced with me more'n with
"Devotedly, Bill."
Agents sell these plants for 25c each. St. Regis Everbearing; A
Lumber Co., Boston, of William E. Lin- Smith, Barre; Rev. Edwin G. Zellars, of anyone else," Caroline came back
wonderful new Raspberry; bears fruit four months the first season planted.
Eleanor turned around, her fair hair
coln, Riverside farm. The poles are be- Spencer, and Wm. E. Patrick, Warren. calmly. "If he'll dance with me I falling loosely over her shoulders, her
Earliest of all Red Raspberries, begins to ripen June 15th to 20th, fruiting
It was voted to amend the constitution don't care whether he gives two cents eyes filling with tears.
on old canes until late August, when berries begin to ripen on the young
ing stored on leased land of B. it A. divi
or current season's canes, which continue to produce berries in increasby changing the fall meeting to the sec- for me or not, do I?"
sion railroad.
"Oh, Nell, I didn't mean to stir up
ing
numbers without intermission until late October or until frost comes.
"There!" cried her father to the
Frank D. Gould, Ware, has bought ond Tuesday in October, instead of. the abashed Edward. "I trust this glimpse .inythlng—"
Wonderfully prolific, first or main crop being greater than that of any
third Tuesday in September.
"On,
it's
all
right.
You
didn't
strike
other red variety known, and Summer or Autumn crops do not consist
the property on Sherman street taxed to
of a few scattering berries, but good to heavy pickings all time. One
Rev. Harry E. Brickett of Southbridge, of feminine reasoning will teach you any heavy minor chord." She looked
Mrs Frank H. Mason. It consists of
something, my son! It may keep you oown at the photograph tenderly. "He
party who had a small patch of about half an acre picked and shipped
spoke
on
"The
church,
an
evangel
to
two-tenement house and one eighth
from big-headedness when some fair was just a boy I met up at Cornell
two or three pickings eacli week for four months, and his profits were
acre of land assessed for 81100.
Mr the community," and was followed by lady smiles on you!"
enormous.
last winter, the very first boy that
"I don't know whachu talking ever dared to love me."
Gould and family will occupy one tene- Rev. Sherman Goodwin, who spoke on
ment.
Mrs Mason will live with her " The community in its relation to tlu about!" protested Edward huffily.
"Bless his old brave heart," Inter
Delegates from the various "Anyhow, I don't see what Caroline rupted Nan fervently, leaning forward,
daughter, Mrs Albert D. Rose, Spring- church."
churches reported their progress. Rev. likes about Larry, for he's a punk her chin on her hands. "Doesn't he
field.
This is a 64-page book of valuable information about soils, how and
Alfred W. Budd led a brief prayer and dancer!"
even write to you?"
where to plant, trim and grow all kinds of fruit; how and when to spray,
F"ire engineers met Monday night and song service, followed by a sermon by
"He isn't!" Caroline defended. "Not
"We promised we wouldn't, not for
and the cost of planting and maintaining an orchard. Also complete
organized Monday night, with John J. Rev. Bruce W. Brotherston of Gilbert- when you get used to him, as I have! a year. What'r that?"
description of all varieties of Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Roses and Shrubs
It's just his legs are queer! They
Mulvey, chief; Walter E. Young, deputy ville.
with bargains in Home Garden Collection as low as 98 cents, the same as
Both girls rose to their feet with
wabble
below
the
knees
and
lag
beagents
charge three dollars for.
chief; and Ralph 0. Allen, clerk.
John
startled eyes.
Dinner was served by Mrs John G.
hind
the
upper
part
of
him!
You
P. Cregan is to be foreman of the steam- Schackley, chairman, assisted by able
"Somebody fell over the taboret
er; John H. Gilbert, assistant; John A. helpers. Rev. Nathan C. Bryant opened can't help dancing a little queer If in the hall," Nan whispered, her dark
your feet are two or three stepa be- eyes wide with dread. "You turned
Brady, clerk and Paul Allen, treasurer. the afternoon session with a praise and
2 Baldwin
2 Ben Davis
hind you!"
off the lights."
Bernard A. Conway has been chosen fore- prayer service. The nominating commit2 Northern Spy
2 Wealthy
2 Stark
"Huh!" jeered her brother. "I'd pick
Eleanor thought quickly. The house
man of the hook and ladder company.
tee reported that the fall meeting will be out someone else to have a case on had been closed since June. A care2 Mclnto8h
2 Yellow Transparent
Alden A. Snow, 82 years, 8 months and in Charlton and appointed for committee then If I was a girl! Why don't yon taker came every day to look after it,
All Fine Two-Year Trees
26 days, formerly of West Brookfield, on arrangements: Rev Percy Lisle, Rev take Pinhead Warble? All the girls and at night the watchman was supdied at the home of his daughter, Mrs Harry Brickett, and Rev. C. C. Word- are crazy about him, because he looks posed to guard it. She crossed the
Fred A. Vaughan, Greenwich village, bury. Rev. Bruce Brotherston will be, like a picture in a magazine—but, any- room and locked both doors leading
Sunday. He was the son of Jacob and moderator, and Rev. Roland D. Sawyer, how, he wouldn't look at you!"*
Into the hall, then went to the win1207 Reilly Road, Dansville, N. Y.
"Pinhead!" hissed Caroline. "Himf! dows.
Harriet (Breckenridge) Snow, and is sur- clerk. The delegates to the national
He doesn't dance a bit better than
"Did you hear that V Nan whispered,
vived by a son, George, Prescott; two Congregational conference at New Haven
Larry! His legs wabble, too, only
daughters, Mrs Fred A. Vaughn and Mrs next October, were appointed, Sumner they cave in at the knees somethjlaf her face pressed against the i door
SEND THE COUPON BELOW TO US TODAY
George Walker, Greenwich village; also H. Reed of Brookfield, representing this awful, and he's so tall you're afraid listening. "Somebody whistled, and It
was answered."
three sisters, Harriett, wife of Amory J, vicinity; Rev. William, France will be he's going to shut up like a jackknffe!
Nan shrank back, her face covered
Thompson; Mrs Nellie C. Coffin and Miss delegate to Pittsfield state conference of I know, because Susy told me It made
RILEY BROS. (THE OASIS NURSERIES)
with her hands, but Eleanor slipped
Frances M. Snow, all of West Brookfield. Congregational churches, this month.
her so nervous she never could have | one arm around her, soothing her even
Dansville, N. Y.
The body was brought here for burial in
The business committee recommended stuck it out, only she knew the new- i while her own heart throbbed heavily.
Pine Grove cemetery, Wednesday morn- a series of fellowship meetings dur- girl was jealous of her and she
Kindly send me your large Fruit Book "Good Fruit and
"Come on, now!" called a deep
How to Grow it" Free of all charge; also coupon good for 3 St.
* ing.
ing the year in charge of the district over- couldn't let her get a chance at Pin- voice. "Open up. You know you can't
head!"
»
Regis Everbearing Raspberry as advertised in the North Brookget out of there."
. The Grange auxiliary was entertained sight committee. A committee of five,
field JOURNAL and the Brookfield TIMES.
"These social complications are dis"And- you cannot get In," returned
t£day by Mrs Arthur Cutler, Ware road. Rev. John H. Hoffman, Rev. Nathan C. tracting!" their father mourned. "I
Bryant, Rev. Harry L. Brickett, Rev. C. can't seem to get them straight. Aren't Eleanor clearly. "If yon attempt to
The parish auxiliary of the Congregabreak in the doors I will Are.
Name_
tional church met in the Chapel, Tuesday Lisle Percy and Alfred C. 8toddard were there any young gentlemen in tke
"Sure, 'tis a woman's voice," they
class with full command of their heard some one say. "Shall I break
appointed
to
form
a
plan
for
evangelistic
afternoon and elected the following offi-'
limbs?"
Town and State_
In the door, Mr. Blair?"
cere: —Pres., Mrs Philander Holmes; first services and to report at the October
"Gee! You ought a see BUI dp the)
meeting of the association.
Rev. Mr
"No, no, wait." The knob turned.
vice-president, Miss Marianna Blair; sechigh jump!" cried his son. "He's athStreet or R. F. D. No..
ond vice-pres., Miss Charlotte Fales; sec- Hoffman suggested that .the pastor of letic, all right! We pibjd up all the A shoulder pressed against the door
retary and treasurer, Miss Alice 0. each church, with one delegate, should girls' cloaks on a chair In the dressing panel. "Nell, open the door, please.
I know your voice. It's BUI."
meet the latter part of August or first of
White; executive committea, Mrs Fredroom when they were dancing the Ta"Who's with you?"
erick W. Cowles, Mre G. frank Gilmore. September for retreat and prayer about Tao and BUI he jumped clear over the
"Just the watchman. I saw the
this matter of evangelistic services; then whole lot!"
An adjourned meeting will be held two
lights and thought burglars wer» in
call a day of prayer in each church and
weeks from Tuesday at 4 p. m. in the
Then that's where my vanity boVfhere. Open the door, please."
ask the people to co-operate in the ser- got smashed!" shrieked his sister in a
Chapel.
Eleanor turned the key. Tall and
vices. Rev. J. J. Walker, Boston, spoke fury. "And Susie's white fur was all
rery lovely she looked in her long,
Adeline W. (Thompson) aged 79 years, on "Home Missions," giving a history of mussed up and grimy! I'll tell the
blue crepe kimono, her face pale and
11 months and 3 days, widow of Henry the formation and work of the Congrega. teacher on you!"
determined, her hair In two long
Wilkins, died at,her home on North Main tionalteociety. Albert L. Hauck present"She'd take your powder box away braids over her shoulders like some
street, Saturday night. Death was the ed the theme "The Sunday school t-ach- from you!" reminded her brother. old-time Saxon princess.
result of a stroke of paralysis suffered two er an evangelist." Rev. Frederick D. "You dou't dare. You're just mad beOut in the hallway stood Bill, the
years ago. She was daughter of Avery Thayer, Dudley, spoke on "Hand picked cause I told you you were stuck on original of the picture, and the old
watchman.
and Fannie (Bartlett) Thompson. She fruit, the best," and suggested that care- Larry!"
"I have got a dreadful case on him,"
"Nell," he cried, "I had no idea It
was twice married, her first marriage be- ful cultivation must preceed the handing Feb. 19, 1857, to David W. Rose, of picking for the best results. Rev. Chas. said Caroline, surprisingly complacent. >was you In here. I've bad a room
She preened herself. "He asked me across the street all summer just to
Springfield. In January 1887, she was H. Sfnith, Barre, led an hour's sympofor four dances at the next party—so be near the house, and when I saw the
married to Mr Wilkins, who died April 20, sium introducing the following speakers, there, smarty!"
lights flash on, I called Sullivan here
1910. Mrs Wilkins had been a member Rev. Mr Hoffman, Hon. Chas. N. Prouty,
"Aw-w-w-w!" Edward was momen- and we hustled over to get the burof the Congregational church for 20 years Spencer, Rev. Edward B. Blanchard, tarily breathless. Then he rallied. I glars. I'm awfully .orry."
and a resident of West Brookfield for 30 Barre, Sumner H. Reed, Brookfield and "Betcha Pinhead won't ask you >r
Sullivan moved tactfully down the
anyone else!"
years. She is survived by two brothers, Rev. Gilpatrick, Hardwick.
hallway, testing locks here and there.
"Hallle Bliss told me something," Nan had dropped limply Into a willow
Charles Freeman, Hiram E., and a sister,
The meeting closed with prayer by Rev.
his sister said absently to the atmos- chair, with its back toward the two at
Mrs Charlotte Thompson of Brookfield. H. L. Brickett and Rev. T. C. Craig.
phere. Bdward wriggled in his chair. the door. Bill raised two white, slim
There is also a sou by the first marriage,
"Say," he offered beguilingly. "Honi hands to his lips and kissed them.
Charles A. Rose, a clerk in St. Francis Statement of Ownership, Management, Etc.
est, I didn't mean anything—what I
"It's so wonderful to see you again,
hotel, San Francisco. The funeral was
said
about Larry. His legs don't wab- girl dear. I've watched these barred'
Required by the Act of Aug. 24,1912
from the home on Tuesday morning, Rev
ble
so
awful
bad.
Wh-what
did
Halite
shutters
all summer, waiting for you
of the North Brookfield Journal published
John H. Hoffman, officiating. The body weekly at North Brookfield, Mass., for April 1, Bay?"
to come back. I won't wait a year,
1915.
was taken to Springfield for burial. Mn Editor, manager publisher and proprietor
"Said she was saving three dances Nell. Look at me. Aren't you glad
Charles O'M. Edson and Miss Marjorie J. Horace J. Lawrence, North Brooktield, Mass.
for you." Caroline told him between to see me?"
Not a corporation, and no bondholders mortspoonfuls.
Cutler sang at the service.
"Don't you know, Billle boy?" •
gages, or other security holders.
Horace J.iLawrence, Publisher.
"Gee!" Edward gasped ecstatically.
"Listen, dear. Don't let them take
sworn and subscribed to before me this 12th
"Did she, honeBt?"
1915.
you away from me again. It's ProviCOMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS day of April,
Arthur C. Bliss, Justice of the peace.
"I take It," their father remarked, dence, this mlxup here tonight. I've
WOBCESTBE SS,'
PROBATE COUBT My commission expires Nov. 29,1918.
"that the dancing class, as a dancing been patient for months. Don't say
To the heira at law, next of kin snd all other
class,
leaves nothing whatever to bo no, Nell. I'll be over.early for you,
persons interested in tbe estate of .lolm
Mattoon, late of North Brookneld in said CounHer First Dinner Party.
desired In the way of progress!"
and we'll be married before anything
ty, deceased.
I was giving my first dinner in our
"I guess so," said Caroline and-her can happen."
Whereas, a certain instrument purporting to
he the fast will and testament of said deceased new home, and, being somewhat ex- brother
agreeably—Chicago Daily
He was gone before she could even
has been presented to said Court, for probate,
protest. From the willow chair came
by Fred C. Olapp, who prays that letters testa- cited, asked a couple who were
mentary may be issued to him, the executor Quakers by faith to ask a blessing
a contented chuckle, and a brief reYoung women going to
therein aarned, without giving a surety on bis
on our food. They refused and la
mark:
Boston to .work or study,
official bonu.
0---«•* ;
Land of Cocoa.
any
lady going to Boston for
You are hereby cited to appear at a Probate turn suggested that I ask the blessing.
"'Devotedly, BUI
Ecuador's chief product is cocoa. It
Court to be held at Worcester, in said County
pleasure or on a shopping
of Worcester, on the eleventh day of May, Never having made a prayer or speech is the largest grower of this com- (Copyright MM, W the McClure Newspatrip without male escort will
S^fcgj
per Syndicate.)
A. D. 1915, at Dine o'clock in tbe forenoon, to in company, I became greatly confind the
modity in the world. The bean Is per1
show cause, if any you have, why the same
fused and said: "Oh, no, let's Just
should not be granted.
haps
the
richest
and
mat
highly
flaSimilar Motion.
And said petitioner is hereby directed to give pass it up."—Chicago Tribune.
/-}%
public aotice thereof, by publishing this citavored and Is In great demand m the
Jnkblotz—Hemmandhaw has been in
tion ' nee m each week, for three successive
trade. Europe buys SO per cent c<
weeks, in the North Hrooktieid .loumal, a newsthe country all wpek practicing golf,
Probably Missed It.
paper published in'North Brooktield. the last
this article, and although we are the
a delightful place to stop. A
Srrmdgely—On what links?
publication to he one day, at least, before said
Home-Hotel In the heart of
Speaking of the old wild days is biggest individual consumer of choco'.*.
Court, and by mailing, postpaid, or delivering a
"",o links. Ho was on Sol SodbusBoston exclusively for wocopy of this citation to all known persons in- Scotland an aged dame, with her grand- late on earth, our merchants purchase
men.
630 rooms, safe, com'
:'i\
fans."
terested in the estate, seven days at least children about her knee, said concern- but 20 per cent direct.
fortable, convenient of aclief ore said Court.
'I thought Sol objected to trespasscess, prices reasonable. For
■—~—
Witness, William T. Forbes, Esquire, Judge ing a leader of her clan who had been
particulars and prices adof said Court, this twenty-ttrst day of April, beheaded following some trouble with
Decoction From Fern.
dress
in the year one thousand nine hundred and
Ho does, but when he saw Hemthe crown: "It was nae great thing
fifteen.
It Is said that an excellent beverage, |, •idhaw fanning the air with a brasMiss Castine C. Swaneon. Supt, 11 E. Newton St, Boston, Mass
liAHKV H. ATWOOD, Eegiater. o' a. held, tae be sure, but it wig a sad similar to tea, can be brewed from the
Apr. 23,30, May 7C.
jsl he thought be was cutting grass
loss tae him."
common maidenhair fern.
with a scythe."
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RIDICULES STATE
INCOME TAX

TAX CHANGE IS URGED
Prominent

Speakers

at

City

Club

Meeting Favor Passage of Proposed
Income Amendment to Constitution.

BIGGEST BUDGET KAISER'S FORCES TAKE 5 SELGIAN VILLAGES
CHINESE PREPARE
IN ALL HISTORY AUSTRIAN ARMY CAPTURES 30,000 MUSCOVITES TO DEFEND PEKING
RUSSIANS MEET SMASHING
DEFEAT IN GALICIA Assemble 100,000 Troops and
(5,682,170,000 Expenditures
.0:-

Boston—"Taxation in Massachusetts" was the subject of discussion,
at a dinner of the Boston City club,
and a dozen speakers urged the pasComing Year
Guard Palace Against Jajj Coup
sage of the proposed amendment to
Austro-German Forces Drive Czar's Troops Back on Sixty
the constitution for an income tax.
Governor Cushing said
FOUR BILLION DEFICIT
Mile Front—Teutonic Allies Cross Dunajec River
BY REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE lieutenant
T0KI0 ORDERS ULTIMATUM
that if the Legislature rejected the
amendment this year It would be
:0:
$730,000,000
the
Expense
for
the
It Shows that Land and Building* of twenty years before any relief would
be in sight. "It is this amendment
Navy—If Conflict Ends Sooner
Cabinet Decision Approved—Japanese
All Kinds, Especially Small
or nothing, for if this amendment is
Sum Will be Less—Budget
Leaving Chinese Capital—Their ReCity Homes and Farm*
rejected it will be generations before
-:0:Uncertain on This Account.
servists Called to Colors—Chinese
this burden Is lifted from MassachuWould Suffer.
May Limit Defense to Peking.
setts," he declared.
i'aris.—The smashing of the entire i London. — Continued success on
Samuel W. McCall held that taxaLondon—In presenting the budget Russian centre in western Galicia | both the east and west fronts rewardPeking.—In
anticipation of the reBoston.—That, even on the tax tion was the base of prosperity. "An; to the House of Commons the chan- along a front of sixty miles, with the : ed the offensive movements developcommissioner's
estimates of
ths over-taxed community," he said, "at-' cellor of the exchequor, David Lloyd capture of 8,000 prisoners and many ed in each of these regions by the ceipt from Tokio of the ultimatum reamount of untaxed personal property ways has a poorer class.
Poverty George, estimated that if the war cannon and machine guns, waB official- Teutonic allies. The Austriaiis streng- ported to have been decided upon by
the proposed State Income tax would there is more abjective. That was lasted during the whole of the fiscal ly reported by Berlin and Vienna.
thened their hold on the points in the Japanese Government as a result
fall short of yielding so much reve the case in the Roman empire, where year. Great Britain's expenditure in
The Russians were attacked in a western Galicia, and in Flanders the of the failure of the Chinese Republic
jMie as (personally now taxed pays un people could not afTord to own prop- (hat time would be $5,682,170,000.
series of rushes and forced to give up Germans captured five positions for to accede to Group V., the most vital
der regular assessment Is set forth In erty. We ought to disabuse our
Mr. Lloyd George estimated that their fortified positions along the which they had been struggling with df the Japanese demands, military prea circular prepared by the Real Es minds of the belief that the incidence the total revenue for the year 1915- whole line of Malaston, Gorlice and the Anglo-French armies for months. parations are being made for the detate and Auction Board and sent to of taxation Is not general—that it. 16 would be $1,350,910,000. This is Gronuk and points north of those
This blow cost RusBia 30,000 in fense of Peking.
According
to Chinese officials,
all members of the Legislature.
It does not fall upon the whole State, an increase of $218,190,000 over the places.
prisoners taken and killed and muniwhose statements have been corroborpoints out that, because of this, but upon particular classes. I have total of last year.
tions
in
proportion,
according
to
the
The Teutonic allies simultaneously
farms and small homes would have always had the feeling that in MassaVienna official report. Berlin says ated in other circles, the Government
On the basis of a six months' war,
to make up the difference by further chusetts taxation falls with, peculiar the chancellor continued expenditures forced their way across the Dunajec 21,500 Russians were captured on the is making no preparations elsewhere
River.
than at the capital for defense, conregular tax burdens.
The circular weight upon industry, and I believe for war, apart from advances to the
first day.
In the Carpathians the Russians lost
ridicules the so-called "scientific" that the system should be revised eo Allies of Great Britain, would rise to
Though not clearly brought out In sidering that the Chinese will be unplan of taxing incomes on tie basis that there could be more flexibility $10,500,000 daily and the net deficit ground to the east of Koziowka and ] the official reports, the lighting In able to oppose the Japanese should
mow proposed In this State, asking to it and more Intelligent discrimina- would be $2,571,730,000. On the basis were repulsed with great slaughter in I Flanders incident to the German drive they made an attack.
repeated bayonet charges, losing sevIt is asserted in high quarters that
■whether it is scientific to impose a tion in its application."
I northward could hardly have been less
of a twelve months' war the net defieral hundred men taken prisoners and
third tax on property already taxed
Robert Luce contended that a con- cit would be $4,311,660,000.
1 severe than that in the east, if the 100,000 troops have been concentrated
three machine guns.
In
the environs of Peking, but with
twice.
It is claimed that the bill test waged for a generation would he
| German official report is taken to be
"That is the sum the country will
sufficient ammunition for only a brief
would include incomes from real es- ended by the passage of the amend- have to raise in addition to the GovTo the north of Osmalda the Rus true.
tate and mortgages.
The circular ment. "If the rich do not pay the ernment's revenue during the course sians were compelled to yield several | Berlin relates that In Flanders the resistance. Special police and mili•ays:
taxes the poor must," he said. of the present year," he said.
heights after sustaining heavy losses \ Germans captured five positions—Ze- tary precautions have been taken
throughout the city, especially around
No estimates of revenue have yet Charles A. Andrews, the deputy tax
The chancellor gave an indication The flgtit at this point continued vigor-1 vecote, Zonnebeke. Westhoek. the forbeen given out by the proponents of commissioner, pointed out that cred- of the colossal expenditure he had ously at last accounts.
: est of Polygonous and Nonneboschen. the Winter Palace, where President
the proposed State income tax.
A its and securities have grown to be to provide for in his opening senPetrograd dispatches said the spec-; The Allies, retreating were under Yuan Shih-kai resides. The officials
feg (figures may be Illuminating.
more than half the wealth of the tence. "Up to the end of the financial tacular advance of the Germans along j the flank fire of the Kaiser's batteries declare that they are suspicious that
the Japanese may attempt a repetiPersonal property throughout the State in the last seventy-five years.
year," he said, "the net cost of the a hundred-mile front extending from \ northeast of Ypres.
Commonwealth paid taxes last year Professor Charles J. Bullock of Harthe Baltic Sea, near Libau, in a south-! Both the Paris official report and tion of the Korean coup d'etat.
war has been over $1,535,000,000."
Japanese Leaving Peking.
on the very considerable total of $1,- vard said the people were beginning
He said he thought a review of the easterly direction to the northern tri-; the report issued here speak of a GerThe Japanese Legation, it is said,
135,000,000.
The average tax rate to see that intangible property definancial situation would help the hutaries of the River Nlemen contin-1 man attack to the north of Ypres, notified its nationals to prepare to
approximated $20 per thousand. Ac- served separate treatment.
"The public to understand the immensity ued unchecked.
which was beaten off. The only conleave Peking, and many women and
cordingly about $22,000,000 was col- rate on intangible property should
of the task undertaken. "The ultiSouth of the Niemen the Russians tradiction of the German claims for children are getting ready to depart.
lected in taxes on this class of prop- bear some relation to the income desuccess in this region seems to be In
mate
isBue
of
the
war
Is
not
in
say
consistent
successes
were
won
by
j
erty, in percentage about 22% of the rived from such property," he said.
the British official statement to the Many of the Japanese men probably
doubt; only its duration" said the the troops of the Czar.
entire collections.
But the tax com- "That is the only fair way."
effect that the Allies have made a will takp refuge in the Legation quarchancellor, and this it was which renThe
German
movement
in
the
Balmissioner estimates that there may
readjustment of their lines in front ter If ho'tilities ensue.
tic provinces is designed to sever com- j of YpreB ma(Je nece
. by the
The situation is considered awkbe more than four billions and a half ELLIOTT PUTS NEW HAVEN CASE dered his task difflculj.
Much depended, the chancellor conof taxable personal property In the
munications with Libau and thus crip-, of a8phyxiating gases by the enemy ward for some of the foreign legaTO LEGISLATURE.
tinued, upon the operations of the pie the Russian right wing.
| and that the aituation ,m6 been nor; tions, especially those whose countries
State which now escapes taxation.
sympathize with the Chinese, but none
He admits that this is purely an es- Discussion Before Committee Centres next two or three months. Experts
In the western arena the British re-1 mal along the whole front,
gave
various
predictions
as
to
the
timate arrived at by examining eson Porvidence Securities Co.
ported that German attacks on Hillj The rumors concerning the opera- of them could oppose the entry of the
duration
of
the
war,
but
the
best
of
tates of deceased persons for a pe, tions against the Dardanelles were Japanese Into Peking.
them could not tell how long it would No. 60 had been beaten back.
Telegrams received here from Mukriod of four years which show three
Boston—President Howard Elliott last. The operations of the summer
The Germans announced they were | confirmed when the British War Ofden say that the Japanese Bank and
and one-half times as much personal of the New Haven railroad made
pushing forward to the northwest of I flce and Admiralty iSBued reports staalone
could
give
the
Government
a
Post
Office there have suspended busias real estate, excluding from this plain to the legislative railroad corrr
Ypres and toward St. Julien village, j t'ng that after beating off Turkish atness; that the Japanese reservists
great total all exempted property. We mlttee that the appeal for assistance dependable opinion.
which
they
captured
after
the
attack
|
tacks
the
allied
forces
had
taken
the
"The first eight months of the
have been called to the colors, and
•re not told whether or not during being made by the road to the legisfollowing their first extensive use of \ offensive on the Gallipoli Peninsula
these four years there was an unusual latures of various states is only be- war cost, net, $1,535,000,000," he said. gas bombs, but which they were fore- j and were advancing into the interior, that other civilians are concentrating
"The cost is a progressive one. The
In the railway zone.
fatality among the large holders of cause of urgent necessity.
first four months cost $510,000,000, ed to yield under counter-attacks.
Dr. Paul S. Reinsch, the United'
personal property while the large
The trolley and other holdings of the Becond four months $885,000,000."
AMERICAN SHIP TORPEDOED.
News
dispatches
by
way
of
Athens
States Minister here, expresses the
holders of real estate showed greater the company, H* said, were of great
said
the
Allies
had
occupied
Maidos
One
of
the
most
important
anirltality and lived. An estimate made value, but It was impossible to marLondon.—The American oil tank opinion that the missionaries and othtoy so able an official naturally carries ket them at this time without mak- nouncements made by the chancellor on The Dardanelles, twenty-two miles steamship Gulflight, belonging to the er Americans in the interior are In no.
south
of
the
town
of
Gallipoli.
was
that
on
fresh
taxes
were
now
danger whatever. He says the Chi■weight, but many will be elow to as- ing sacrifices so great that he conGulf Refining Company, was torpedoed
nese Government will preserve orsume the existence of such an enor- sidered them unwarranted1? because contemplated. In this connection he
by
a
German
submarine
off
the
Scilly
der in the regions over which themous total of taxable personal over of the certainty of the recovery in called attention to what he characIslands
when
flying
her
national
colALLIES
LAND
AT
STRAITS,
Chinese hold control.
and above the many hundred millions values with the return of prosperity terized as the wonderful buoyancy of
ors, it was officially reported.
of personal now exempt from taxa- to the country. He did say, however, the income tax and the supertax, the
News
dispatches
say
the
captain
Tokio.—Minister of Justice Ozakfi
tion.
If It be true, Massachusetts is that some of the real estate for which actual yield being $346,995,000, or an
London.—Details of the sensational died of heart failure as a result of
Indeed the richest political community the road has no use has recently Increase of nearly $40,000,000 over landing of the British army on six shock, and two seamen jumped over- was quoted by the newspapers here as:
the
estimates.
He
said
the
income
having announced that the Cabinet
In the world.
beaches of Gallipoli Peninsula in the board and were drowned.
been sold and that a large tract In
had decided to send an ultimatum toHowever, if we assume that the Boston, worth several hundred thou- tax would be renewed in its pres- face of modern weapons and in spite
The destruction of the tanker, with
ent
form,
with
a
slight
modification,
China
requiring her to reconsider the
whole of this great amount is taxa- sand dollars, is in a fair way to he
of wire entanglements, under the sea | the loss of American lives, caused a
ble, that an Income tax Is substituted sold. Some of the securities, he but warned the house that if the war as well as on land, and of land mines I profound sensation in Washington in decision to make no further concesfor a property tax on all of it, and pointed out, were pledged as colla- were prolonged it would be his duty and deep pits with spikes at their bot- j view of the note of the United States sions to Japan. It is explained in official circles that Japan has no desire
that no hegira to more hospital parts teral for the notes issued on May 1. to consider in what other form toms, were given out here
i Government to Germany warning
to resort to force, but that China
of the country follows, we will have In reference to these and some of the the general community could provide
The
British
troops,
after
meeting
against
such
a
happening
"must be made to realize that this
adding the $1,135,000,000 personal other holdings Mr. Elliott said that funds to enable the country to carry with heavy losses, are said in the
Two
German
torpedo
boats
and
a
country is determined upon the acnow assessed, a maximum total of It seemed unwise to part with them, on the war.
British official report to have firmly British torpedo boat destroyer were ceptance of its program for solidifyAs
a
result
of
the
year's
operations,
about $5,600,000,000 of personal for in- as It would mean a disintegration of
established themselves and to have sunk in a naval battle fought in the ing the peace of the Orient."
come tax purposes What will be the the New Haven system, but he the Chancellor said, the national debt made considerable advance toward North Sea.
was now $5,829,285,000.
revenue?
The old British destroyer Recruft
pointed out that that was largely in
Mr. Lloyd George did not consid- the narrows of the straits.
AWARD TO R. R. MEN
Assuming an average Income of the hands of the legislators.
While these operations were pro- was attacked by a German submarine
er that the time had arrived to'frame
four percent from personalty, the tooff
the
Galloper
lightship
and
sent
to
the final policy for the whole year, as ceeding the fleet, besides covering the
Arbitration
Board
Grants
Them
tal Income at four per cent from $5,Turbines Will Cost $250,000.
the character of the budget must de- landing of the troops, kept up a bom- the bottom. Other British destroyers,Slight Increase in Pay.
600,000,000 would amount to $224,000,Quincy—A quarter million dollars pend upon the view of the Govern- bardment of the forts In the Dardan- after a stern chase, overtook the two
Chicago.—An arbitration award, ad000.
It would accordingly require
are being spent by>Uie Fore River ment whether the war probably would elles and prevented reinforcements German torpedo boats that had accom- vancing to some extent the rates of
approximately a ten per cent Income
Ship Building corporation, at its own last six months or throughout the from reaching the Turks from the panied the submarine and soon sealed pay of 64,000 locomotive engineers,
tax on personalty to bring In the $22,request, In putting in much stronger financial year.
Sea of Marmora. One Turkish troop- their fate.
firemen, and hostlers employed on the
000,000 we are collecting now from
Some of the crew of the Recruit 140,000 milee of line of ninety-eight
turbines than were at first built for
ship
was sunk by the British battleDealing
with
the
revenue
for
the
only $1,135,000,000 of personal.
were
rescued
by
the
trawler
Daisy,
the battleship Nevada. The corpor- coming year, the Chancellor estimat- ship Queen Elizabeth, which is believWestern railroads in the United
ation wanted to do this because of Its ed the total from all sources would ed to have fired her big guns across but as the submarine fired on the fish- States and Canada, was signed here.
TUITION
FEE
AT
HARVARD
ermen they were compelled to let the A dissenting opinion was filed on beunpleasant experience with the Cur- reach $1,351,660,000. He said the fix- the peninsula, directed by airmen.
RAI8ED TO $200.
rest drown.
tis turbines which it built and In- ed death charge for the year would
half of the Brotherhood of Enginemen,
The British battleship Triumph bomThe British destroyers rescued most
in which the arbitration was branded
Increase Will Not Be Effective Until stalled on the Argentine battleship be something like $250,000,000. The barded and set on Are the town of
of
the
men
in
the
crews
of
the
GerRivadavia,
and
was
perfectly
willing
expenditure for the army would be Maidos, which is well inside the Daras a failure and the Newlands law,
September, 1916.
man torpedb boats and two officers under which it was arranged, an into shoulder the expense rather than $2,000,000,000 or $3,000,000,000 , acdanelles.
>
were picked up by a passing steamship
adequate device for the settlement of
Cambridge—The Harvard ^college stand a chance of having to rip out cording to whether the war lasted
A German bombardment of Dunkirk and taken to Holland.
the
turbines
and
repair
or
remodel
industrial disputes.
six
months
or
a
year.
On
this
same
corporation voted at its last meeting
with
15-inch
guns
has
caused
much
In
the
western
theatre
of
the
war
The award binding for one year
to increase the annual tuition fee of them after the ship was ready for basis the expenditure for the navy excitement in England. The first re- the French continued their bombardthe college from $150 to $200. The col- service. Under these circumstances would be $5,000,000,000, or $730,000,- ports were that the attack was made ment of the south front of the German only, was frankly declared as merely
postponing the actual settlement of
lege, however, is not the only de- the navy department readily con- 000. He placed loans to Great Brit- by a German fleet. When It became fortress of Metz.
the differences involved. The railroad
partment affected by the change, be- sented to grant an extension of the ain's allies at $1,000,000,000.
known that the shelling was from the
time
within
which
the
Bhip
must
be
members of the board Issued a formal
cause the new ruling will also draw
land the anxiety was not abated, as |llllllllllllllll»lllllllllll MiiiiHiiinimmi! mi i, iiiniiiii
iu statement criticising features of the
from the pocketbooks of the stu- finished.
PREPARING
TURKS
NEW
British military experts said the firing
regulations
governing the arbitration,
dents In the graduate schools of arts
CAPITAL.
must have been from a distance of
j PITH OF THE
arid remarking that certain concesand sciences, of business administra- Boston & Maine Files New Passenfrom
eighteen
to
twenty
miles.
The
ger Tariff.
sions regarded as intrinsically unjust
tion, the schools of architecture and
London.—A correspondent of the attack on the British base took the
WAR NEWS I were made for the sake of preserving
Boston—In accordance with the
landscape architecture, and the BusDally
Chronicle
in
a
dispatch
sent
war
nearer
to
England's
shores
than
l
cey institution with the school of suggestion of the public service com- from Constantinople by way of at any other period of the war. Twen- niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mi iiiimi!,inning peace with the employes.
mission, the Boston & Maine railroad
Judge Peter C. Pritchard of Richforestry.
the staggering cost of the war Is
Bucharest, Rumania, describes a vis- ty persons were killed by the shells.
mond, Va., Chairman of the board, exThe students at present registered has filed new schedules of single fare it he paid to Eski Shehir, Asia Minemphasized In the budget speech of
Aviators of the Allies discovered
passenger
rates
on
its
Massachusetts
In any of these departments of the
Chancellor Lloyd George In tho plained his position, and stated that
or, which Turkey is preparing to use the position of German guns which
while, in his opinion, the men in cercnlverslty will not be forced to In- lines. The rates are on the basis of as a new capital if Constantinople had been bombarding Dunkirk and
House of Commons. The hostilities
tain branches of the service were en2%
cents
a
mile
outside
of
the
sucrease their expenses, however, for
are
costing
Great
Britain
alone
falls.
dropped bombs on them.
titled to greater advances than were
the vote of the corporation also in- burban zone and 2 cents a mile be$10,500,000 a day.
"Eski Shehir," the correspondent
Another air raid was made on the
made, he had to make concessions In
cludes, the provision that "students tween stations within the 14-mlle says, "is 80 miles from the BosThe Turks corftlnue to report the deorder that an award might be made,
now registered in any of the above circle. Similar tariffs previously sub- phorus, on the Anatolian railway. It east coast of England. Four Zeppefeat of landing parties and damage
and he found much of a helpful nadepartments be charged a tuition fee mitted by the New Haven and the occnpieB an excellent stategical po- lin dirigibles flew over Lowestoft in
done to the allied warships, which
Suffolk
county.
ture in the award.
of $150 as long as they continue In Boston ft Albany have already been sition.
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The Gall of the
Cumberlands
By Charles Neville Buck
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from Photographs of Scenes
in the Play

dow and, aa the newly arrived troops
halted in the street, the noise died suddenly to quiot. Samson went out to
meet a man who opened the door and
said shortly:
"We lays down."
Judge Hollman, who had not parti -ipated, turned from the Blit In his Bhuttered window, through which he had
since the beginning been watching the
conflict.
"That ends it!" he said, with a despairing shrug of his shoulders. He
picked up a magazine pistol which lay
on his table and, carefully counting
down his chest to the fifth rib, placed
the muzzle against his breast.
CHAPTER XVII.
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CHAPTER XVI—-Continued.

Then, again, silence settled on the
town, to remain for five minutes unbroken. The sun glared mercilessly on
clay streets, now as empty as a ce.netery. A single horse incautiously
hitched at the side of the courthouse
ewitched its tail against the assaults
of the flies. Otherwise, there was no
outward sign of life. Then, Callorao's
newly organised force of ragamuffin soldiers clattered down the street at
double time. For a moment or two
after they came into sight only the
massed uniforms caught the eyes of
ithe intrenched Hollmans, and an
alarmed murmur broke from the courthouse." They had seen no troops-detrain, or pitch camp. These men had
sprung from the earth as startllngly as
Jason's crdp of dragon's teeth. But,
when the command rounded the shoulder of a protecting wall to await further orders, the ragged stride of their
marching and tho all-too-obvious bearing of the mountaineer proclaimed
them native amateurs. The murmur
turned to a howl of derision and challenge. They were nothing more nor
less than Souths, masquerading in the
■uniforms of soldiers.
"What orders?" inquired Callomb
briefly, joining Samson ' the store.
"Demand surrender once more—then
take the courthouse and jail" was the
ahort reply.
Callomb himself went forward with
the flag of truce. He shouted his message and a bearded man came to the
courthouse door.
"Tell 'em," he said without redundancy, "thet we're all here. Come an'
git us."
The officer went back and distribut«d his forces under such cover as offered Itself about the four walls Then
a volley was fired over the i ^of and Instantly the two buildings In the public
Square awoke to a volcanic response of
rifle fire.
All day the duel between the streets
and county, buildings went on with
■desultory intervals of quiet and wild
outbursts' of musketry. The troops
Were firing as sharpshooters, and the
sourthouse, too, had its sharpshooters,
When a head showed itself at a barricaded window a report from the outla'.ile greeted it. Samson was everywhere, his rifle smoking and hot-barwled. His life seemed protected by a
•talisman. Yet most of the firing, after
the first hour, was from within. The
troops were, except for occasional pot
shots, holding their fire. There was
neither"food nor water inside the build'

"We Lays Down

ing, and at last night closed and the
cordon grew tighter to prevent escape.
The Hollmans, like rats In a trap,
grimly held on, realizing that It was to
be a siege. On the following morning
B detachment of "F" company arrived,
dragging two gatling guns. The Hollmans saw them detraining, from their
lookout in the courthouse cupola, and,
realizing that the end had come, resolved upon a desperate sortie. Simultaneously every door and lower window of the courthouse burst open to
discbarge a frenzied rush of men, firing as they came. They meant to fight
their way out and leave as many hostile dead as possible in their wake.
Their one chance now was to scatter
before the machine guns came into action. They came like a flood of human lava and their gunB were never
client, as they bore down on the barricades, where the single outnumbered
company seemed insufficient to bold
them. But the new militiamen, looking for reassurance not so much to
Callomb as to the granite-like face of
Samson South, rallied and rose with a
yell to meet them on bayonet and
smoking muzzle. The rush wavered,
fell back, desperately rallied, then
broke in scattered remnants for the
shelter of the building.
Old Jake Hollman fell near the door,
and his grandson, rushing out, picked
up bis fallen rifle and sent' farewell'
defiance from It as he, too, threw up
^oth arms and dropped,
i Then a white flag wavered at a win-

Before the mountain roads were
mired with the coming of the rain3,
and while the air held its sparkle of
autumnal zestfulness, Samson South
wrote to Wilford Horton that if he
still meant to come to the hills for his
inspection of coal -nd timber the time
was ripe. Soon men would appear
bearing transit and chain, drawing a
line 'which a railroad was to follow to
Misery and across it to the heart of
untouched forests and coal-fields. With
that wave of innovation would come
the speculators.
Besides, Samson's
fingers were itching to be out in the
hills with a palette and sheaf of
brushes in the society of George Lescott.
For a while after the battle at Hixon
the county had lai:. in a torpid paralysis of dread. Many illiterate feudists
on each side -emembered the directing
and exposed figure of Samson South
seen through eddies of gun smoke, and
believed him immune from death.
With Purvy Ccad and Hollman the victim of his own hand, the backbone of
the murder syndicate was broken. Its
heart had ceased to beat. Those Hollman survivors who bore the potentialities for leadership had not. only signed
pledges of peace, but were afraid to
break them; and the triumphant
Souths, instead of vaunting their victory, had subscribed to the doctrine of
order and declared the war over.
Souths who broke the law were as
speedily arrested as Hollmans. Their
boys were drilling as militiamen and
—wonder of wonders!—inviting the
sons of the enemy to join them. Of
course, these things changed gradually, but the beginnings of them were
most noticeable in the first few
months, just as a newly painted and
renovated house is more conspicuous
than one that has long been respectable.
Hollman's Mammoth Department
Store passed into new hands, and trafficked only in merchandise, and the
town was open to the men and women
of Misery as v.-elj is those of Crippleshin.
These things Samson bad explained
in his letters to the Lescotts and Horton. Men from down below could still
find trouble in the wink of an eye. by
seeking it, lor under ail transformation
the nature r" the Individual remained
much the same; but, without seeking
to give offense, they could ride as securely through the hills as through the
streets of a policed city—arid meet a
readier hospitality.
And. when these things were discussed and the two men prepared to
cross the Mason-and-Dixon line and
visit the Cumberlands, Adrienr.3
promptly and definitely announced
that she would accompany her brother.
No argument was effective to dissuade
her, and after all, Lescott, who had
been there, saw no good reason why
she should not go withNhim.
At Hixon, they found that receptive
air of serenity which made the history
of less than three months ago seem
paradoxical and fantastically unreal.
Only about the courthouse square
where numerous small holes In frame
walls told of fusillades, and in the interior of the building Itself where the
woodwork was scarred and torn, and
the plaster freshly patched, did they
find grimly reminiscent evidence.
Samson had not met them at the
town, because he wished their first impressions of. his people to reach them
uninfluenced by his escort. It was a
form of the mountain pride—an honest resolve to soften nothing, and make
no apologies. But they found arrangements made for horses and saddlebags,
and the girl discovered that for her
had been provided a mount as evenly
gaited as any in her own stables.
When she and her two companions
came out to the hotel porch to start,
they found a guide waiting, who said
he was instructed to take them as far
as the ridge, where the sheriff himself
would be waiting, and the cavalcade
struck Into tbe hills/ Men at whose
houses they paused to ask a dipper of
water, or to make an inquiry, gravely
advised that they "had better 'light and
stay all night." In the coloring forests, squirrels scampered and scurried
out of Bight, and here and there on the
tall slopes they saw shy-looking children regarding them with inquisitive
eyes.
The guide led them silently, gazing
in frank amazement, though with deferential politeness, at this girl in corduroys, who rode cross-saddle, and rode
so well. Yet, It was evident that he
wpuld have preferred talking had not
diffidence restrained him. He was a
young man and rather handsome in a
shaggy, uukempt way. Across one
cheek ran a long scar still red, and
the girl, looking into his clear, intelligent eyes, wondered what that scar
stood for. Adrienne had the power
of melting masculine diffidence, and
her smile as she rode at bis side, and
asked, "What is your name?" brought
an answering smile to bis grim lips.
"Joe. Hollman, ma'am," he answered;
and the girl gave an involuntary start.
The two men who caught the name
closed up the gap between the horses,
with suddenly piqued interest.
"Hollman!" exclaimed the girl.

"Then, you—" She stopped and
flushed. "I beg your pardon," she
said, quickly.
"That's all right," reassured the
man. "I know what ye're a-thlnkln',
but I hain't takln' no offense. The high
sheriff sent me oven. I'm one of bis
deputies."
"Were you"—she paused, and added
rather timidly—"were you in the courthouse?"
He nodi'ed, and with a brown forefinger traced the scar on his cheek.
"Samson. South done that thar with
his rifle-gun," he enlightened. "He's a
funny sort of feller, is Samson South."
"How?" she asked.
"Wall, he licked us, an' licked us so
plumb damn hard we was skeered ter
fight ag'in, an' then, 'stid of tramplin'
on UB, he turned right 'round, an'
made me a deputy. My brother's a
corporal in this hyar new-fangled mllishy. I reckon this time the peace is
goin' ter last. Hit's a mighty funny
way ter act, but 'pears like it works all
right."
Then, at the ridge, the girl's heart
gave a sudden bound, for there at the
highest point, where the road went up
and dipped again, waited the mounted
figure of Samson South, and, as they
came into sight, he waved hie felt hat
and rode down to meet them.
"Greetings!" he shouted. Then, as
he leaned over and took Adrienne's
hand, he added: "The Goops send you
their welcome." His smile was unchanged, but the girl noted that his
hair had again grown long.
Finally, as the Bun was setting, they
reached a roadside cabin, and the
mountaineer said briefly to the other
men:
J
"You fellows fjde on. I want Drennie to stop with me a moment. We'll
join you later."
Lescott nodded. He remembered the
cabin of the Widow Miller, and Horton rode with him, albeit grudgingly.
Adrienne sprang lightly to the
ground, laughingly rejecting Samson's
assistance, and came with him to tbe
top of a stile, from which be pointed
to the log cabin, set back In its small
yard, wherein geese and chickens
picked industriously about in the sandy
earth.
A huge poplar and a great oak
nodded to each other at either side of
the door, and over the walls a clambering profusion of honeysuckle vine
contended with a mass of wild grape,
in joint effort to hide the white chinking between the dark logs. From the
crude milk-benches to the sweep of
the well, every note was one of neatness and rustic charm. Slowly, he
said, looking straight into her eyes:
"This is Sally's cabin, Drennie."
He watched her expression, and her
lips curved up in the same sweetness
of smile that had first captivated and
helped to mold him.
"It's lovely!" she cried, with frank
delight. "It's a. picture."
"Wait!" he commanded. Then, turning toward the house, he sent out the
long, peculiarly mournful call of the
whippoorwill, and, at the signal, the
door opened, and on the threshold
Adrienne saw a .slender figure. She
had called the cabin with its shaded
dooryard a picture, but now she knew
she had been wrong. It was only a
background. It was tbe girl herself
who made and Completed the picture.
She stood there in the wild simplicity
that artists seek vainly to reproduce
in posed figures. Her red calico dress
was patched, but fell in graceful lines
to her slim bare ankles, though the
first "faint frosts had already fallen.
Her red-brown hair hung loose and
in masses about the oval of a face in
which the half-parted lips were dashes
of scarlet, and the eyes large violet
pools. She stood with her little chin
tilted in a half-wild attitude of reconnoiter, as a fawn might have stood.
One brown arm and hand rested on
the door frame, and, as she saw the
other woman, she colored adorably.
Adrienne thought BUS had never
seen Uo' instinctively and unaffectedly
lovely a face or figure. Then the girl
came down the steps and ran toward
them.
"Drennie," said the man, "this is
Sally. I want you two to love each
other." For an instant, Adrienne Lescott stood looking at the mountain
girl, and then she opened both her
arms.
"Sally," she cried, "you adorable
child, I do love you!"
The girl in the calico dress raised
her face, and Ber eyes were" glistening.
"I'm bbleeged ter ye," she faltered.
Then, with open and wondering admiration she stood gazing at the first
"fine lady" upon whom her glance had
ever fallen.
«
Samson went over and took Sally's
hand.
"Drennie," he said, softly, "Is there
anything the matter with her?"
Adrienne Lescott shook her bead.
"I understand," she said.
"I sent the others on," he went on
quietly, "because I wanted that first
we three should meet alone. George
and Wilfred are going to stop at my
uncle's house, but, unless you'd rather
have It otherwise, Sally wants you
here."
"Do I stop now?" the girl asked.
But the man shook his head.
"I want you to meet my other people
first."
As they rode at a walk along the little shred of road left to them, the man
turned gravely.
"Drennie," he began, "she waited for
me, all those years. What I was helped
to do by such splendid friends as you
and your brother and Wilfred, she was
back here trying to do for herself. I
told you back there the night before I
left that I was afraid to let myself
question my feelings toward you,, Do
you. remember?"
She met his eyes, and her own eyes
were frankly smiling.
"You were very complimentary,

TIMES

Samson," she told mm. "J warned
you then that it was tbe moon talking."
"No," he said firmly, "It was not the
moon. I have since then met that fear
and analyzed it. My feeling for you is
the best that a man can have, the honest worship of friendship. And," he
added, "I have analyzed your feeling
for me, too, and, thank God! I have
that same friendship from you. Haven't
I?"
For a moment, she only nodded; but
her eyes were bent on the road ahead
of her. The man waited in tense
silence. Then, she raised her face, and
it was a face that smiled with the
serenity of one who has wakened out
of a troubled dream.
"You will always have that, Samson,
dear," she assured him.
"Have I enough of it, to ask you to
do for her what you did for me? To
take her and teach her the things she
has the right to know?"
,
"I'd love it," she cried. And then
she smlied, as she added: "She will
be much easier to teach. She won't
be BO stupid, and one of tbe things I
shall teach her"—she paused, and
added whimsically—"will be to make
you cut your hair again."
But, just before they drew up at the
house of old Spicer South, she said:
"I might as well make a clean breast
of it, Samson, and give my vanity the
punishment it deserves. You had me
in deep doubt."
"About what?"
"About—well, about us. I wasn't
quite sure that I wanted Sally to have
you—that I didn't need you myself.
I've been a shameful little cat to Wilfred."
"But now—?" The Kentuckian broke
off.
"Now, I know that my friendship
for you and my love for him have both
had their acid test—and I am happier
than I've ever been before. I'm glad
we've been through it. There are no
doubts ahead. I've got you both."
"About him," said Samson, thoughtfully.
"May I tell you something
which, although it's a thing In your
own heart, you have never quite
known?"
She nodded, and he went on.
"The thing which you call fascination in me was really just a proxy,

sitive pride. "I wanted you first to seo
my people, not as they are going to be,
but as they were. I wanted you to
know how proud I am of them—just
that way."
That evening, the four of them
walked together over to the cabin of
the Widow Miller. At the stile, Adrienne Lescott turned to the girl and
said:
jf.f. (
"I suppose this prace Is pre-empted.
I'm going to take Wilfred down there
by the creek, and leave you two alone."
Sally protested with mountain hospitality, but even under the moon she
once more colored adorably.
Adrienne turned up the collar of her
sweater around her throat, and, when
she and the man who had waited, stood
leaning on the rail of the footbridge,
she laid a hand on his arm.,
"Has the water flowed by my mill,
Wilfred?" she asked.
"What do you mean?" His voice
trembled.
"Will you have anything to ask me
when Christmas comes?"
"If I can wait that long, Drennie,"
he told her.
"Don't wait, dear," she suddenly exclaimed, turning toward him, and
raising eyes that held his answer.
Ask me now!"
But the question which he asked was
one that his lips smothered as he
pressed them against her own.
Back where the poplar threw its
sooty shadow on the road, two figures
sat close together on the top of a
stile, talking hajmily In whispers. A
girl raised her face, and the moon
shone on the deepness of her eyes, as
her lips curved in a trembling smile.
"You've come back, Samson," she
said in a low voice, "but, if I'd known
how lovely she was, I'd have given up
hoping. I don't see what made you
come."
Her voice dropped again Into the
tender cadence of dialect.
"I couldn't live withouten ye, Samson. I jest couldn't do hit." Would he
remember when Bhe had said that before?
"1 reckon, Sally*," he promptly told
her, "I couldn't live withouten yon,
neither." Then, he added, fervently,
"I'm plumb dead shore I couldn't"
THE END.

TAKES ISSUE WITH EDISON
Here Is One Man Who Does Not Believe the World Will Give
Up Sleep.
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Drennie. You were liking qualities In
me that were really his qualities. Just
because you had known him only in
gentle guise, his finish blinded you
to his courage. Because he could turn
to woman the heart of a woman,' you
failed to see that under it was the
'iron and fire.' You thought you saw
those qualities in me, because I wore
my bark as shaggy as that-scaling
hickory over there. - When.he'ilfas getting anonymous "thre'ats of death every morning he didn't mention them
to you. He talked of teas and dances.
I know his danger was real, because
they tried to have me kill him—and
if I'd been the man they took me for,
I reckon I'd have done it. I was mad
to my marrow that night—for a minute. I don't hold a brief for Wilfred,
but I know that you liked me first for
qualities which be has as strongly as
I—and more strongly. He's a braver
man than I, becuse, though raised to
gentle things, when you ordered bim
into, the fight he .was there. He never
turned back or flickered. I was raised
on raw meat aid gunpowder, but he
went in without trainjngi"
The girl's eyes grew; grave and
thoughtful, and for the rest of the
way she rode in silence.
There were transformations, too. In
the house of Spicer South. Windows
had been cut, and lamps adopted. It
was no longer so crudely a pioneer
abode. While they waited for dinner,
a girl lightly crossed the stile, and
came up to the house. Adrianne met
her at the door, while Samson and
Horton Btodid back, waiting. Suddenly,
Miss Lescott halted and regarded the
newcomer in surprise It was the
same girl she had Been, yet a different
girl. Her hair no longer fell in tangled
masses. Her feet were no longer bare.
Her dress, though simple, was charming, and. when she spoke, her English
had dropped its half-illiterate peculiarities, though the voice still held its
bird-like melody.
"Oh, Samson," cried Adrienne, "you
two have been deceiving me! Sally,
you were making up, dressing tbe part
back there, and*.letting.me patronize
you."
Sally's laughter broke from her
throat In a musical peal, but It still
held the note of shyness, and It was
Samson who spoke.
"I made the others ride on. and I got
Sally to meet you just as she was when
I left her to go East." He spoke with
a touch of the mountaineer's over-sen-

TELLS
OF WESTERN CANADA
He Is Perfectly Satisfied, and
Tells of His Neighbors Who
Have Done WelL
Walter Harris, formerly lived near
Julietta in Warren township, Indiana.
He now lives at Hussar, Alberta. la
writing to his home paper In Indiana,
be pays that the failure is the maa
who always blames the country. Ha
falhi to see his own mistakes, has
missed his calling and Is not fltte*
for farming. The two seasons Just
past have been entirely different la
1913 plenty of rain came in June and
a good crop followed, but ths fall waa
dry and but little snow In the winter
followed by a very dry summer, and a
short crop. Only those that had
farmed their land properly were abla
to meet expenses.
For example, last year tha Crowfoot Farming Company, south of
here, threshed from 1,260 acres Sir
000 bushels of wheat One-half section
made 26 bushels, the poorest of alL
This year on 1,350 acres they threshed
nearly 26,000 bushels. Last year's
crop sold at 75 cents from their own
elevator. What they- have sold of
this year's crop brought $1.00 at
threshing time. Eight thousand bushels unsold would bring now around
$1.26. Hie manager and part owner
was raised in Ohio and farmed la
Washington several years. He and
his wife spent last winter In Ohio.
She told ma a few days ago that tha
climats here waa much better than
Ohio.
A man by the name of George Clark
threshed 75 bushels of oats. 45 bushels of barley and 35 bushels of wheat
to the acre. He had 15,000 bushels of
old oats aa wall aa wheat and barley
In his granaries that have almost
doubled In price.
He came from
Washington, where he sold a large
body of land around $200 that he
bought around $3.00 per acre. He then
refers to a failure. A large company
ta the eastern states, owning a large
farm near Hussar pays Its manager
$3,000 a year. The farm has not
been a success. Probably tbe manager's fault Mr. Harris says conditions are not as good as could be
wished for, but on the ending of the
war good crops, with war prices, will
certainly change conditions, and it
seems to me that the one who owns
land that will raise 100 bushels ol
oats, 75 bushels of barley or 40 bushels of wheat la the one who "laughs
last"
I- The above yields may seem exaggerations to many, and are far above
tbe average, but you should remember
that the maa who falls is counted la
to make the average, and there are
Instances on record here that would
far exceed the above figures.
Nor is grain the only profitable
thing that can be raised here. There
are many fine horse ranches, some of
them stocked with cayuses and bred
to thoroughbreds, and others Imported from the old countries. They run
on the range nearly all the year. The
owners put np wild bay to feed them
if the snow should get too deep for
them to get the dead grass. There
are several hundred in sight of here
most of the time. There are several
cattle ranches north of here that have
from 500 to 7,000 head of cattle. One
man I know sold $45,000 worth of fat
cattle this falL He winters his cattle on farms where they hare lots of
straw and water, paying 75 cents a
month per head, or if there is enough
straw to winter 400 or 600 head they
buy the straw and water and have a
man to look after the cattle.—Advertisement

Mr. Edison says sleep Is a bad habit,
and that we shall some day get over
it. Like drinking and smoking. It Is
to be among those things which we
shall try IM time to give up on the first
of the year. He says people called hlmj
crazy when he said electricity would*
supplant all other motive power in
transportation, and one therefore hesitates to say <that he Is crazy about
anything. However, we will hazard a
guess that if he is off his box anywhere, It is with respect to the pleasant custom of Indulging ourselves in a
good sound snooze.. How else we areto refresh ourselves from the day's
work we cannot Imagine. The trouble
with this objection, as it applies to
Mr. Edison, is that he doesn't think we
are wearied by the day's work. He
and some of his associates worked at
something for a given period of time
21 hours a day, and they all gained
weight! He leads us to infer that it is
what we do when we are not working
that wearies us. Thinking over it
briefly, we believe there is something
in that. Probably half the things we
do in oui*'feisure time is very hard
work. ""The?/celebrated tired business
man is only tired when his wife wants
him to go out somewhere after dinner. It is the opera and the rox trot
that wear him out. Still, think of giving up sleep! If it is a habit, It it a
nice one. We have got some glimpses
of what Mr. Edison means when ws
have tried to sleep in a chair car, but
Always In the Making.
given a feather bed and a soft pillow,
In one of George Macdonald's books
we don't get him at all. Last night,
for instance. Wasn't the habit deli- occurs this fragment of conversation:
cious last night?—St. Louis Post-Dis- "I wonder why God made me," said
MrB. Faber, bitterly. "I'm sure I dont
patch.
know what was the use of making
On Tolerance.
me."
At the German-American Chamber
"Perhaps not much yet" replied
of Commerce In New York Dr. Adolph Dorothy; "but then he hasn't dons
Muller, an agent for the purchase ol with you yet He Is making you now,
woolens, said:
and you don't like It"
"A better spirit, a spirit of tolerIt would give us more patience with
ance, is now manifesting itself. On ourselves If we always remembered
the boat coming over a French shoe this. We would not get so discourbuyer and an English cloth buyer aged with our Infirmities, Imperfecshared my table with me and we got tions and failures If we always kept
on well.
In mind the fact that we are not yet
" 'Gentlemen,' I said to those chaps made, that we are only in process of
one morning, 'we Germans and you being made, that God Is not yet
English and you French are not all through making us. . . .—Rev. J. Rthieves, vandals and murderers. With Miller, D.D.
us it is like tbe dog riddle.
" 'Why is a dog like a man?' a boy
CUTICURA COMPLEXIONS
asked.
" 'Give It up,' said another boy.
Are Usually Fresh and Clear, Soft and
"'Because, it's bow-legged.'
Velvety. Try One.
" 'But,' said the second boy, 'all dogs
are not bow-legged."
The
Soap
to cleanse and parity, the
" 'Well, neither are all men.'"
Ointment to soothe and heal. Thus
these supercreamy emollients promote
Modern Method.
Apropos of an elderly Chicago bank- and maintain tbe natural purity and
er, wbose wife had threatened to di- beauty of the skin, scalp, hair and
vorce him on account of his affection hands under conditions which if negfor a beautiful stenographer of seven- lected might disfigure them.
Sample each free by mail with Book.
teen years, George Ade said:
"A tragedy, this, of a not uncomrrin Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept XT,
kind, a tragedy due to our modern Boston. 8old everywhere.—Adv.
business methods.
The grand old
The Point of View.
merchant prince of the past used to
The Optimist—There's nothing like
take his pen in hand. Today, it Beams,
he takes his typewriter on hh knee." hope.
The Pessimist—There certainly isn't
—for tooling a person.
Greatest Wind Storm.
Probably the greatest destruction
by a wind storm was that wrought in
Galveston, Tex., September 8, 1900
when 9,000 lives were lost and proper
ty valued at $30,000,000 was suddenly
The world seems all the brighter to
destroyed. If there has ever been a
worse storm we have no record of it .overs when the gas is turned low.
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THE WRONG ADDRESS

WHEN HER LIEGE LORD APPLIED
HEROISM OF JAPANESE IN SIEGE

SHELLAC TO THE STAIRS.

OF PEKING.

Among the few veterans living in
Philadelphia who took part in the
Spanish-American war and also were
present at the taking of Peking, is Policeman Felix WilliamB, and, while be
passed through the stirring scenes incident to the occupation of the Philippine islands as a marine, when he gets
to talking of bis military days he generally selects those connected with the
conquest of China and particularly
with the taking of Peking.
One story of heroic self-sacrifice, as
told by Williams, is as follows.
"You see we bad gone up to Peking
without artillery. The country was
rough and hilly and it was not considered practical to transport even the
lighter guns. That a mistake was
made in not doing so soon became
evident after we began the siege. A
two-inch gun of any description would
have solved the problem in half an
hour. As it was, there we lay within
easy distance of the walls of the city,
and although several attempts to take
them by storm were made, they all resulted in failure.
"Well, something had to be done. It
was impossible to send back for artillery even if it could have been brought
up, and so the Japs elected to solve
the problem. They went to work manufacturing bombs.
"The first attempt, and the second
and third failed. For every time the
Japs had their bombs placed and the
fuses sputtering the Boxers would succeed in pushing them away far enough
so that when they exploded they did
no harm. It began to look after the
repeated failures as though some other
means would have to be devised. And
then there took place a little conference between several of the Japanese
officers. They talked for a while and
pretty soon one of them approached
a Japanese company and said something. Whatever it was seemed to hit
their fancy, for there was a general
move as if they all wanted the chance.
The officer picked out two, and they
laid aside their arms and dropped to
the rear.
"After a little while the next bomb
was brought up. The two Japs that
had fallen out took it and started for
the gate. Of course, everybody was
watching. Even the Boxers could he
seen taking an interest in what was
going to happen. The Japs got to the
gate all right, put the bomb where
they wanted it, started the fuse and
then lay down on it, just holding it in
place.
"The Boxers tried their best to push
It away, but the Japs just stuck. Of
course, it did the trick so far as the
gate was concerned, and as for the
two Japs nothing was seen of them
after the explosion."
Williams has many interesting
stories about life in tbe Philippines.
At Olangopo, with others of the brigade, be feasted for several days on the
most delicious venison. In fact, the
Chink cook who ran the place had a
long waiting line most of tbe time.
One afternoon, quite by accident, one
of Williams' friends bad occasion to
inspect the rear of the shack. When
he returned he invited Williams and
several of the men to return with him.
assuring them he had made a discovery they would all appreciate. When
they turned the rear of the hut there
sat two Chinks skinning monkeys. It
was the solution of tbe plentiful supply of venison.
I

Magnetic Field of the Sim.

Professor Hale and his assistants
have continued their fruitful investigations of this subject, and during the
past year 26 spectrum lines, all originating at comparatively low levels
in the solar atmosphere, have been
found to show the Zeeman effect, and
hence the existence of the sun's general magnetic field. The elements
represented by these lines are iron
(10 lines), chromium (8), nickel (4),
vanadium (2), unidentified (1). Tbe
displacements due to the general field
appear to be confined to the lower
levels of the solar asmosphere, In harmony with previous observations on
this subject The measurements show
that the vertical intensity of the general field at the poles varies from a
value of 66 gausses for the weakest
lines to 10 gausses for the strongest
lines yet found to show the effect. A
preliminary attempt to detect the
Stark effect due to electric fields in
sunspots has not thus far yielded any
positive results.—Scientific American.
A Resemblance.

Chairman Walsh of the federal commission on industrial relations said
at a recent luncheon in New York:
The men who control our greatest
Industries are the men most active in
philanthropy and the work of social
betterment. I know of some men
whose fortunes were gained most unfairly, yet these men now, in their
plutocratic old age, do a lot of good.
"It's a queer world," continued Mr.
Walsh, "and I think a good many of
ns set out on our careers with the
ideas of little Willie.
" 'Well, what are you going to be
when you grow up?' I asked little
Willie.
"'I'm coin* to be a pirate,' be answered, 'till I get old and infirm, and
then I'm goin' to turn to tbe Lord.'"
—Bt. Louis Globe-Democrat
,

around doubtfully,
houses along the
street. "Whit e,
with a buckeye
tree to the left of
the front porch,"
Mr. Judson laid aside bis evening
Aunt Ina had said,
paper and looked about the neat livThe one before
ing room, "House cleaning's about
her answered the
over, isn't it, Martha?" he asked.
description.
"Almost," responded his wife;
Bob Nevis, with
"there's the kitchen tt> clean, and the
his feet comfortcellar to be whitewashed, and the
ably elevated on
front stairs ought to be freshened up.
the porch rail, sat
What would you use on them, Wilreading the mornliam?"
ing paper. Notic"Shellac," said Mr. Judson, with
ing a lady turn in
prompt interest; "that will dry quickat the gate he
ly, and as we have no back stairs,
sprang up and
that's an important point. I'll bring stood waiting for her at the door.
home the stuff tomorrow night, and do
"I've brought the tatting for Mrs.
it before I go to bed. You can go up
Mendelheim," Rosina began diffidentfirst, and stay, so that the stairs won't
ly. "Will you please give It to her,
have to be used, . and by morning
and tell her that Aunt Ina, I mean
they'll be as good as new."
Miss Ridgeway, Is sick today and
Accordingly, the next evening, Mr.
won't be able to help with tbe fancyJudson sent his wife off to bed at ten
work booth. She's very sorry and
promptly, although he did not leave hopes Mrs. Mendelheim will be able
his reading until silence reigned upto manage without her." She held
stairs. Then he donned a big apron
out a small paper parcel which the
and got out his brushes and shellac.
young man accepted with thanks.
"Just as well to wait until there's no
Bob Btood looking after her. 'Hml
one round to make suggestions," he
mused; "women never understand how Who the deuce Is she, I wonder?
much better a man can work by him- Don't remember having ever seen her
before. By Harry! she's a crackerself!"
Mr. Judson was a deliberate and jack for looks, isn't she?"
Doctor Nevis stood smiling Inside
conscientious worker, slighting no detail, and in an hour or so the flight the screen door and Bob spied him.
"Then
you beard, dad!"
of stairs glistened in all Its original
"Yes, couldn't help It and can't say
freshness. Mr. Judson surveyed it
proudly from the lower hall. Then his that I blame you much. Mighty pretty young lady! But If I were you I
jaw dropped.
"Thunder!" he muttered, disgusted- believe I'd bave told tbe truth. That
ly. "I ought to have begun at the bot- Mrs. Mendelheim does not live here,
and, incidentally, suggested showing
tom and worked up!"
But out of a momentary mental her the way to the right house."
Bob considered the matter. He
chaos he clutched at the important
fact He must go up backward, and didn't relish •» walk of eight blocksas he went, varnish over each foot alone—when he had an Interesting
mark on toe stair below. Mr. Judson book and good cigars.
was portly ami his sense of humor was
So he called Sammy Croop, next
not keen. As he backed cautiously up door, and gave him a nickel and the
the sticky stairs at midnight, can and bundle of tatting, telling him where
brush in hand, stooping to touch up to go.
each abandoned step, with due regard
Sammy Croop stuffed tbe small bunto his blue gingham draperies, he be- dle into his pocket and started on his
gan to breathe hard; but at last he way. At the corner of Crissmore
reached the top, and looking down, street he met J'mmr and David Harcongratulated himself that no one rowdale on their way to the swimneed know of his blunder. How beau- ming hole. Sammy yielded without
tifully the surface shone!
much coaxing and agreed to go along,
Then it slowly penetrated his con- deciding that the return trip would
sciousness that one reason for the be time enough to make his delivery.
pleasing illumination was the gas In
But Sammy got a cramp In the deep
the lower hall, the two burners of water, and Jimmy managed to hold
Which had, been turned high to light him up In a way while David yelled
his earlier labors. Mr. Judson hesi- for lelp to some men In a nearby
tated, thought of the gas hill, remem- Held. The result was that Sammy,
bered that the front door was not weak and subdued from his sousing,
locked, and restrained himself with a was brought home en a partly loaded
sternness of self-control that jarred hay wagon and delivered to his
bis nerve centers. There was only mother.
one thing to do, and he descended—on
All day, Mrs. Aaron Mendelheim
tiptoes. He left his large, sticky slip- worked at the church, wondering why
pers at the foot of the stairs, to save Miss Ridgeway did not come to help.
the hall carpet, locked tbe front door,
"If she can.-come she migbt have
turned out the gas, resumed bis slip- sent word," she soliloquized indigpers, and began his second recessional, nantly. "I -mid have gotten someobliterating each footstep by the un- one to help. And : ow about tbat tatcertain light of the upper-hall gaa. It ting she has been working on for
was not a quick job; the distance to a months? She say* there's twenty
celebrated spot in Ireland seemed to dollars' worth. And now where la
Mr. Judson insignificant in compari- she? Does anybody know anything
son, although he made,no audible com- about Miss Ridgeway?" But nobody
ment until be stepped on bis blue
did. At :.ix o'clock Mrs. Mendelheim
gingham tall and sat down unexpect- left the completed yellow and lavenedly on the top step. Then, forgetting der booth and dragged her weary way
caution, he expressed himself in loud homeward. Her cup of tea failed to
and irritated tones.
revive her and she went to bed with
A substantial vision In pink flannel- a-splitting headache.
ette appeared at the bedroom door beOne of the Mendelhelms telephoned
hind him; but realizing that barometto the Rldgeways and the result was
ric pressure was high, it retired as
that Rosina went to take charge of
silently as it had come, with superb
the proprletorless booth, puzzled about
wifely tact, before he had time to dethe miscarriage of her message.
tach himself from the step and apply
Mrs. Nevis, leaving tbe house that
the final brushwork to bis masternight, asked Bob to go along, and he
piece.
soon found himself facing Rosina!
At breakfast Mrs. Judson's praise
But Rosina had a disconcerting way
was unstinted, although she casually
of looking directly through him that
deplored the traces of varnish on the
made him feel decidedly insignificant.
apron and slippers.
"I hear that I can get some of Miss
"Yes," Mr. Judson admitted, withRidgeway's beautiful tatting," said his
apt looking up from tbe morning pa- mother.
per, "I'm afraid I did spill a little. By
"I'm sorry, but we have none. It
the way, Martha, Isn't It about time
for you to tblnk of a new hat?"— was sent, but through some error baa
not reached the church."
Youth's Companion.
"That is too bad!" returned Mrs.
Nevis, moving away. "Come, RobClipped His Locks.
ert"
Recently William MeWin, or "MediRobert discovered the Indian suit
cine Bill," as he was. known In tbe and tbe tatting next morning, both
middle West, had to bave his hair cut drenched with rain.
before beginning an indeterminate
He took the tatting home to bis
sentence at tbe Ohio penitentiary mother and started out to hunt the
after a conviction under tbe Mann Rldgeways to turn in twenty dollars
wblte slave act. Melvin cried as the to Miss Ina.
prison barber snipped his locks, which
Rosina came to the door.
bupg down to his shoulders.
"I've come to confess!" began Bob,
"I've been eighteen years raising humbly.
that crop of hair," was his reason for
"Yes?"
weeping.
"I'm a liar and a thief!"
But a Sing Sing convict a few years
In spite of herself Rosina laughed.
ago established a balr record tbat beat "How dreadful!
You look contrite
this. His blond locks reached fully enough to be a murderer also. We
to his waist line. He had never had may as well be comfortable while haybis balr cut since bis birth. He ex- ing thiB awful confession! Won't you
pressed no regret over the loss of his sit down? Now tell me why you let
locks, being oddly confident that he me talk to you yesterday when you
could grow another stock of hair in knew I was at the wrong house?"
short order.
"Because—because, you were •*>
lovely and I was afraid you'd go. I
Strengthening Coast Defenses.
Wanted to have you stay and—and—
All the coast forts of the United aay, I'm a stupid donkey, and here'*
States are being equipped with new , the money for the—whatever you call
towers that resemble small light- that stuff. The little boy I sent with
houses. Battery commanders will use it went swimming Instead. You must
these towers for observation purposes, , think me a muddle-head!"
because they overlook tbe guns and
Rosina laughed again. "Oh, don't
emplacements and are within calling go! Here you have a chance to talk
distance of the gunners. .The towers, | to me and now you are running
which are pleasing from -an archi- i away."
tectural standpoint, are constructed of I Bob needed no second invitation.
cement and steel. Stairs lead from i tCeovright, 1*14. by the McClur* Newspatbe battery floors to the station house.
per aVaeieate.)
Further Proof, If Any Was Needed,
That Man as a Help at HouseCleaning Time Has His Distinct Limitations.

■Wall Had to Be Destroyed, and They
Were There to Do It, the Coat
Being of Little Consideration.

Self-Feeders for Dry Feed-Hopper for Oyster Shells and Watering Device.

Don't set a deep dish out for the
chicks to drink water out of. You
know why. Shallow ones, filled often,
are far better. The fountains now on
the market are fine things.
Don't force the chicks too hard at
first. Like everything else, it may be
overdone. A chick that has been fed
too high is pretty sure to turn up its
toes.
Clean out the nest boxes often. Hens
like a neat place to drop their eggs
in. If you do not believe it, Just watch
and listen to a hen when she finds a
neat box to get into. Her talk about
it is wonderfully interesting and instructive, as well.
If you like white hens, get them
around you.
The best friend of the poultryman in
fighting mites is kerosene oil. Apply
it freely in all the cracks and crevices,

and the vermin will soon vanish.
To keep mites out of the hen house,
use whitewash and sprinkle ashes all
around under the roosts. The ashes
will do tbe business.
Any hens on your farm that are
bound to sit whether or not, shut them
up in solitary confinement in a coop
that has a floor made of rough stones
with no sign of a nest in it.
If the sun comes in good and strong
from one side, so much the better, especially if it be open so that the old
coot can see the other bens digging
and working outside.
It will not be long before she will
wish she were out there, and if you do
release her she will get down to business with old-time vigor.
Breeding in will ruin the best flock
ever seen. Get new blood, and have it
good blood, too, every year.

WHErTnlFFOVVLS WON'T LAY

wb^ToTliirrrs iMPORTANT

Complaint Is Heard at All Seasons
of Year—Ample Supply of Water
Is Essential for Eggs.

Every month or so I hear some
chicken grower complaining that his
or her hens won't lay, in spite of the
fact that they have plenty of fresh
water and that the ration is so balanced that it ought to make the hens
lay in spite of themselves.
This complaint is heard at all seasons of the year and from the farm
hen owner as well as the man who is
trying to make a success of commercial poultry growing. It is serious,
too; for the steady, daily production
of eggs is the thing that we depend
upon to make hen keeping pay. In
some flocks it is a well-nigh chronic
complaint, but the owners seem never
to be able to discover just why the
hens will lay for a month or two at
one season and go on a strike fdr the
rest of the year, says a writer in Farm
Progress.
Any one of a hundred reasons may
be back of the failure of the hens to
lay when they should and as they
should. Take the one reason of old
age, for instance. A lot of us manage
our birds in such a hap-hazard Way
that we are never very sure of just
how old all our hens are.
Some people, too, will feed all manner of proper foodB and feed them
regularly and neglect proper watering.
As a hen egg is about two-thirds water
it is very evident that plenty of water
of the right kind is one of the materials necessary to produce eggs. Then,
too, we sometimes neglect the question of grit, of charcoal, of egg-laying
materials that have to do with shell
making and bone strengthening.
In one or two cases that I have noticed the cause of the lack of egg was
caused by the dampness and clamminess of the henhouse. Hens neither
can nor will lay in a house that is
damp and depressing as a cellar.
Overcrowding is another reason why
hens fail to lay. If there are not
enough nesting boxes or if the floor
space or the roosting places seem
overcrowded there will be certain falling off in egg production that may be
very serious. There is, of course, but
one way to remedy this. There must
be more room provided or the flock
will have to be cut down to fit its
quarters without being crowded.
Vermin Is another reason and a big
one. Lousy hens will not lay. The
vitality Is being sucked out of them
and the energy that ought to go into
eggmaking is being taken to nourish
a few hundred mites per hen. The
irritation that hens suffer when carrying these mites and lice is bad enough
to keep them from laying even if the
parasites were not drawing but their
vitality at the same time.
Securing a Prlxe Winner.
It should be remembered that every
egg hatched' from prize winnerB will
not mature into a prize-winner. You
may be surprised to learn that only
about one out of every ten chicks
hatched from the strongest blood lines
in tbe world matures into a prize
winner.
Many Eggs Infertile.
Do not expect too much from the
breeder you buy eggs from; eggs may
be fertile, but from some unknown
cause tbey fail to batch. "Very often
the cause is due to the low vitality
of the hen—often the result of irregular temperature If artificially Incubated.
Is Important.
in be achieved with
No
poultry without eJjpnlineas!

Taken in Aggregate Her Business Is
Big Thing to Farmer at End of
Year—Give Green Feed.
(Br JOHN H. PAGE. Arkansaa CommlMioner of Agriculture.)

Do not overlook or neglect the hen.
Her business is a small one, it is true,
but, taken in the aggregate, at the end
of i. year it is a big thing to the farmer.
The best way to get eggs is to look
after the hens a little. See that they
can get plenty of fresh water every
day. See that they get some meat
scraps, ground bone and oyster shells,
too, if you can. The most important 1*
a green feed during the winter, when
there is no green feed. The way to
make it cheap is to use oats.
Fill a tub or bucket nearly full of
oats. Pour warm water over them and
let stand all night. Next day put a layer of oats about an inch deep on an old
burlap sack, laid on top of some
boards. Cover over with another sack;
and spread on another layer of oats
and then another sack and so on until
all the oats are spread. Then wet the
whole pile every day or two with warm
water, and keep in a warm place,
where it will not freeze, until tbe oats
sprout. When the sprouts get two or
three Inches long begin to feed them
to the chickens.

All the non-sitting bens lay white
eggs.

• • •

The roosts should be low, especially
for heavy fowls.

• • *

Poultry makes a three-fold return—
eggs, flesh and feathers.*

• • *

Unusually large eggs will denote
that the hens are too fat.

*, • *

Give and feed of good, sound grain
daily. Whole wheat is good.

• • •

The greatest layers make poor sift
ters and indifferent table fowls.

*' # • •

Old geese are best for hatching and
young geese sell at the best price.

• • •

Prevention should be tbe
chief
health measure In the chicken yard. -

• • •

Never In breed; change cocks everr
year and always use purebred birds.

» • »

For young chickens it is a good plan
to mix the soft food with milk, not
making is sloppy.

> • •

It takes a little time to candle eggs,
but it Is better than paying a fine for
selling rotten ones.

• • •

Once chickens are stunted they
never regain their vigor, even with the
moBt careful feeding.

• • *

If any chicks are to be batched late
they should be of varieties that feather quickly and mature early.

• • •

The farm offers tbe advantage of a
wide range and fowls thus favored
have more beautiful plumage.

• • •

Watch the hen that first comes off
the roost and that last retires at night.
She Is said to be the best layer.

• • • ,

The best breed of poultry is the one
you like the best, because you will
take the greatest interest in it Tiff
care tor it accordingly.

By OLIVE R0BERT8 BARTON.

TRULY HOUSE OF MEMORIES
Uncle Ab Dusenberry Was Able to
Provide Particulars Concerning
Ancient Abode.

"What a dear, dear old house!" said
Miss Amarintha Gushington to Uncle
Ab Dusenberry when he was taking
her for a drive during the first week
she was one of his "summer people,"
and they had stopped before an ancient and deserted house.
"These dear old houses!" said Mis»
Amarintha. "I love to people them
with the. people and the things of
the past! " So much of romance, of
human weal and woe, of song and
story, are woven Into the woof and
warp of their history. This looks to
me like a veritable house of dreams,
an abode ol which there are tales to
tell, a bit of romance embodied in
wood and stone, a veritable house of
memories. Tell me some of the romance of this house, won't you, dear
Mr. Dusenberry?"
"Wal," said Uncle Ab, "I reckon
mebbe I kin. I've heern many a time
how when old Bill Skinner lived there
one o' his gals, Elviry Jane I think It
was, tuk it Into her head to elope
with Buck Plllsbury, an' a round o'
the ladder broke an' kerplunk they
went into a bar'l o' rainwater jist a*
Bill's old bulldog come onto the scene
an' Bill hisself come lopln' out of a
lower" window with bis shotgun, an'
bis wife wbo was a cross atween a
rattlesnake and a hyenar once she
got ber mad up, arriv with a long;
iron poker in one band and a hosewhip in the other, an' when they got
done with Buck he had to go home on
his bands an' knees part o' the way,
an' Elviry Jane run off with a map
peddler the next week. Her mother
was married five times, an' three of.
'em was llvln' at one time, same aa
if she belonged to Newport's beet aaaalety. Her father was married four
times, an* her brother Jep 'loped with
his stepmother's sister from thie
house, an' a couple o' years later she
'loped with his brother an' he married her sister, standln' right at the
front gate, with the preacher standln*
In the road. Bill's mother married
a farm hand in this house when she
was sixty-five years old and the farm
hand was twenty-nine. So, take It by
an' large, there's reely been considerable romance mixed up with the old
Skinner place, an', as you say, it's a
kind of a house o' mem'ries."—Puck.
Queen Elizabeth.
She—Elizabeth—was a hard als>
tress to serve. Irresolute and yet obstinate, she frequently refused-to act
or decide, procrastinated, delayed,
hesitated, while her ministers watched]
disaster approach or opportunity vanish. Even her most influential advisers found It impossible to overcome
the Inveterate trait of indecision.
Their correspondence shows them
driven almost to despair in times of
exigency at tbe queen's vacillation and)
unreasonablenessAn indorsement
by a clerk on a letter of 1600 still exists In faded handwriting to testify to
this habit "A letter which her majesty willed me to write to her secretary.
and to send It by post, but before I
had fully ended the letter she sent me
to bring it to her before it waa closed,
which I did upon tbe point of Six
o'clock, and then her majesty having
read and scanned It three or four
times and sometimes willing me to
send it away, and sometimes altering
that purpose, commanded me at last
to stay both the letter and the post"
—E. P. Cheyney.
A Hearty Meal.

"When I was a little girl," says a
friend of the Companion, "I had the
honor of being Introduced to Mark
Twain. It was Just before Thanksgiving, and I very proudly told him
that I was going to spend the holiday
with my aunt In New York.
" 'Really,' he drawled, with the most
flattering show of interest. 'Well, I
hope you will feel, after dinner, Just
.as I did when I went these to a banquet a few months ago.'
"Of course I instantly demanded
to know, 'How was that?'
"'Very thankful,' answered Mr.
Clemens, with preternatural solemnity. ''Very, very thankful because I
still 'had one article of apparel that
wasn't too tight a fit for comfort.'
"'Ob, I know,' I guessed eagerly;
'your shoes!' But the humorist shook
his head.
" 'No, no,' be corrected with gentle
sadness; 'my umbrella!'"—Youth's
Companion.
Teacher Should Have Known.

The naughty boy of tbe class came
Into school half an hour late. He
apologized to the lady teacher and,
pulling an orange from bis pocket,
gracefully proffered It a»ta propitiatory gift
Just a trifle to his surprise it waa
promptly accepted and put into the
teacher's desk. When dinner time?
arrived the young man showed reluctance to depart
The teacher, with covert amusement, watched him as be awkwardly
hung about, and Anally inquired:
"Well, Tommy, why don't you go?"
"Want me orange," he muttered.
"Your orange? Why, you gave it to
me. You said you had brought it for
me," expostulated the teacher. "Yes,"
admitted the youngster, aggrieved,
"but yer knowed I was only klddln'."
Times Have Changed.

"Men used to be accused of going
to the opera In order to see the ballet"
"Yes, Tlmee have -hsnaef Now
wives say the opera plot* are Improper, but table us to see the classic
dancing."
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Brookfield High Meets Defeat.
Brookfield high, baseball team will play
David Pronty high of Spencer on Merrick
Brookfield high wan defeated 5 to 1, by
PUBLISHED
park at 3-p. in. The big game of the
season comes next Wednesday afternoon Manlwick high at Gilhertville, Saturday
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
AT
when the local boys have as their op- morning. Kutterwnrth started to pitch
Journal Blwk, North Brookfield, Mass ponents North Brookfield high at the for the 1 •oil hoj»hnt after his team matss
Grove street grounds in the latter town had made two errors in the first inning,
which, if they hud not occurred, and the
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
at 3.
plays properly executed would have reEDITOR ASH PRorRiKroB.
The County Commissioners will eontired the side, Hardwick secured four
1.00 a Year in Advance. duct a hearing at the B. & A. station, at straight hits off his delivery and took a
10.30 o'clock, Wednesday morning, relaSingle Copies. 3 Cents.
three run lead: This took the heart out
tive to the petition filed as-kina for a reof Brookfield boys who seemed unable to
Aiuli>!-.i!l <:ommiu>io»tion« to BBOOKFIELD location of Mill street.
In reference to
regain their stride throughout the game.
TTJBF,*. North Hrnoktield, Mass.
the proposed alteration in the layout of
Duhois relieved Butterworth in the first,
Order, for -ul,-cription. advertising, pr iob
Mill
street,
it
is
the
intention
of
the
Ideal
wnrVuv! oHvni.i,t for the same, may be sent
with one down and retired the Ride withdlrS't to ,1 ""mil! office. North Brookfield or Coated Paper Co. to bear all expense in
out allowing Hardwick to score. Later
tofieorei- W.McNaraara, Brookfield
the alterations that may be agreed upon. in the game, they annexed two more runs
The expense is a matter of conjecture at on two doubles, a triple and sacrifice fly.
BROOKFIELD
present, but the management of the paper The score:—
HARDWICK HIGH.
company feels |hat, as the alterations will
Hartford,
Ct.,
Fred Barton moved to
ab r lb tb po a e
be for their benefit, the expense should
Tuesday.
4 12 4 6 2 1
rest with them. It may be that the out- Vinskie
Kankeylf
4 1 1 1 1 0 0
Edward VanTrain, Springfield, is visitlay will exceed the advantage to be gained Kanei
3
2 2 3 0 3 0
ing his father, Arthur A. VanTrain.
by the change, in which case the Ideal Besser2b
3 1 2 3 0 0 0
A SALE OF SUITS that few stores in New England could attempt
fted F. Franquer is having a bunga- Coated Paper Co. will adopt some other Moranp
4 0 110 4 0
A SALE OF SUITS that is without a parallel in our records
W. Gorman lb
4 0 1 1 15 0 0
low built on the north shore of Lake Qua- plan.
R. Gorman cf
3 0 1110 0
A SALE OF SUITS in the Newest styles and entirely different designs
base;.
John F. Clancy has receiwd word that Lyons 3b
4 0 1 2 2 7 0
f SAIF? OF SUITS that will offer sweeping saving* to hundreds of thn* women
Eleanor Bennett of Cambridge is visit- his cousin, Joseph Harrington of Wake- Scott rf
±111111
A SALE OTSUITS that include. Model and Sample Suit s from New York's best Utlors
ing her grandparents, Mr ajd Mrs D. A. field, left Monday with a party of Har38 5 11 16 27 16 1
Eaton.
vard and "Tech" men to join an AmerBROOKFIELD HIGH
Postmaster Edward F. Delaney attend- ican Red Cross expedition to Bervia,
ab r lb tb po a e
ed a convention ol postmasters at Boston where he is expecting to be connected Dubois rfp
3 <> « \ \ f \
4 0 0 0 4 12
with the sanitary department. Mr Har- Petereen 3b
this week.
4 0 1 1 10 1 1
Glover S. Fletcher has taken a position rington, until recently, was an assistant Tunstall lb
J.
Clancy
ss
4 0 1114 0
in the office of the Brewer drug company instrnctor iu sanitary engineering and Delaney'lf
4,0 1 1 2 0 0
chemistry
at
BoBton
"Tech."
While
in
Batteyrf
4 0 0 0 0 11
at Worcester.
Wakefleld
high,
he
won
fame
as
a
base
Hannigan
c
3
0 2 2 3 2 0
Miss Beatrice Langlois of the Ideal
R. Clancy cf
3 0 0 0 0 0
Coated Paper office force, is enjoying a ball pitcher, and was a star athlete when Butterworth p2b
3 1 3 3 jl j! _0
a student at the University of Rochester,
two weeks' vacation.
N. Y.
He is well known in Brook32 1 8. 8 24 15 6
that were $35.00 to $50.00 must be
Letters are advertised at Brookfield
that were $27.60 to $37.50 grouped
field, as he visited here frequently, and Innings
1234'5 6789
post office for Mies Jessie M. Bryant and
sold without consideration of value
30101000* 5
pitched for this town in a game against Hardwick
at one remarkably low price
000000010
1
Mrs N. E. Hill, R. F. D.
North Brookfield in that town about five Brookfield
Miss Charlotte M. Daley of Walpole years ago. After graduating from Roch The Ideal Shop Wins.
was tbe weekend guest of her parents, Mr ester, he signed with" the Detroit team of
and Mrs Matthew Daley.
the American League, Uut was farmed
The Ideal shop team defeated North
Miss Gertrude Allen and Miss Rachel out to a minor league teajh later.
Brookfield athletic club 6 to 4, on Mer^ooteof Worcester, spent Sunday with
Roslyn Fairbanks, Over-the-River dis- riek park, Saturday afternoon. Gadaire
Mr and Mrs Napoleon Byron.
trict, had a narrow escape from serious pitched fine ball for the home team and
IThe Junior Prom will be held in town injury about 10.30 o'clock,,Friday morn- was at ly supported by Butterworth, Dul,Btt,ll s
bto?, uyjebt, (Friday), with music by ng, when the staging on which he" was bois anclJ. Hannigan. Cardin and Legarry played good ball for North BrookHardf's orchestra of Worcester.
at work, 30 feet from the ground, paintfield. The score—:
Mrs Johanna Spooner has left the town ing the east aide of the Frederick Works
IDEAL COATED PAPER..
farm to make her home with her son, house on Hyde street, collapsed. ^Fahr-ab r lb tb po a -e
banks ieemployed by Contractor Herman
William Spooner, in Worcester.
Butterworth ss
5 1 2 2 0 4 0
4 1 3 3 0 0 0
H, B. Holmes on Tuesday moved from Wright and was alone on the staging, Charron If
5212 12 40
WORCESTER, MASS.
the upper tenement in the Tyler block on which was extended along the east side Love c
Dubois lb
4 1 2 3 10 0 0
Central street, to the Converse house on of the house suspended by hooks and Bertram 2b
4 0 0 0 1 3 0
tackle from the roof. He was working J. Hannigan 3b
South Maple street.
4 0 2 2 3 0 1
on the extreme end when, without warn- Gadairtp
4 0 1 1 1 3 0
Irving Breed, Deputy Grand Warden ing, and in some unexplained way, the Mryrf
4000000
and Mre Bre*d, Grand Guide, N. E. O. staging parted in the middle, Mr Fair- E. Hannigan cf
3 1 1 2 Jj J J>
Use for Old Newspapers.
Old newspapers form the basis Confirmation at St. Mary's Church P., will visit Keystone Lodge at Worces- banks was thrown upward and fortunateTotals,
38
6 11 15 27 15 1
ter to-night (Friday).
of most of the boxes in which goods
ly grabbed hold of the hook which was NORTH BROOKFIELD ATHLETICS,
are kept In the furnishings stores.
Mrs
John
0.
Stannard
of
Springdale
secured to tbe shingles. Here, he hung
In the presence ol a congregation ol
j
ab r lb tb po a e
When ground Into pulp and treated
460 people that filled St. Mary's church and Mr and Mrs Fred t Wilson of Mont- until fellow-wOrkmen raised a ladder and B. Cummingsss
4 0 0 0 2 0 2
with certain chemicals they form ideal
he came down from the perilous position. Cardin lb'
4 0 0 0 9 0 0
material for the pasteboard used In to its capacity at 7 o'clock, Wednesday pelier, Vt., were the guests of Mr and
3100000
Beside the broken staging the only dam- (Took rf
the cheapest as well as the more ex- night, Right Reverend Thomas D. Beav- Mrs Charles L. Sanford.
Lsmrnn
3 1112 2 0
Steadman Bros, of Ware set up their age was tnat 6 quarts of freshly mixed D?agoonPc
pensive grades of boxes.
_____ en, bishop of Springfield diocese, attend4 00 0 7 0 0
ed by Rev. James F. Shearn of Sprinfield saw mill and with a gang of woodsmen paint was spilled on the side of the house O.CummingsSb
4 1 |3242
and Rev. Edward L. Judge, North Brook- began cutting off the Twichell woodlot, and on the ground.
Codv If
2122110
Salcomcf
3011100
He Was Honest.
field, administered-the sacrament of Con- East Brookfield road, Saturday.
Mahoney2b
3 0 110 3 0
A small colored boy stole some firmation to a class of 111,8 composed of
A Narrow Escape.
John L. Hughes will leave Monday to
brass fittings from a building and waa 104 children and 7 adults, from St. Mary's
Totals
30
4 7 8 24 10 4
taken before the Judge, who severely church, Brockfield, Sacred Heart church, resume his duties as instructor in chemisEdward Lucier, 16, son of Mr and Mrs
Innings,
123346789
reprimanded him and bade him take
1
try
at
the
Connecticut
Agricultural
college
Nelson
Lucier,
Maple
street,
while
riding
0 02 0 3 0 1 0 •- 6
back the stolen property. Turning to West Brookfield and St. John's church, at Storre, after being the guest for a week a bicycle on the state highway near tbe IdeaFcoated
No. Brookfield
000001012-4
the officer the judge requested him East Brookfield. Rev. M. J. Murphy, of hib parents, Mr and Mrs Hughes.
home'
of
Charles
Wilson
on
the
East
Umpire,
Edward
F. Delaney; attendto see that this was done, when the pastor of the three churches, was master
An audience that filled every seat in Brookfield flats, was struck by a Ford ance, 200; time of game, 1 h. 35 m.
youngster broke out: "Dat's all right, of ceremonies and Rev. William A. Hickledge. I'se gwlne to take 'em back, ey, of Gilbertville preached an eloquent the Midget theatre last night pronounced touring car, being driven by J. F. AuBrookfield Overcomes Ware.
and yo' needn't send no cop wlf me, and impressive sermon on "Confirma- "The Spoilers" the greatest play yet pro- tran, representative of the East Land
for I'se hones', I Is."—Cincinnati En- tion." The services concluded with ben- duced. On Thursday, May 27, comes trust company of Providence, Sunday afBrookfield defeated Ware high, 5 to 4,
quirer.
ediction of the Blessed Sacrament, Rev. "Oabiria" the great historical spectacle. ternoon. The young man was knocked
down and tbe right front wheel passed in a close, exciting, but at times rather
The Kodsk lias become the inLeo T. Goddard being celebrant.
JPatriots' Night wi|l be observed at a
loosely played game on Merrick park,
separable companion of almost,
Raymond Clancy served as thurifer. Mrs meeting of the Grange in banquet hall over the lower part of his body. When
Triumph for Great Composer.
pulled from under the car he was in a Wednesday afternoon. Dubois pitched
every traveller or vacationist,—it's
When Handel's "Messiah" was first James Mahan of East Brookfield and
next Tuesday night. The committee in dazed condition, but an examination excellent ball and should have had a
performed In London, the audience William Mulcahy were sponBers for the
half the pleasure.
charge will be Mre Lottie'Clarke, Mrs failed to reveal any serious injury, al- shut out but errors by his teammates gave
was
exceedingly
struck
and
affected
members of the confirmation class. DurNo matter what you want in
by the music In general; but when the ing the service there was special music by Jennie Bemis, Willie C. Bemis and Miss though there were bruises on his left side Ware four runs. For the second time
the Kodak line, we have it. Let
and hip.' This was considered remark- this season, Dubois won his own game by
chorus struck up, "For the Lord God the choir, under the direction of Miss Ellen Gadaire.
us prove that our finishing departomnipotent relgneth," they were so
Miss Helen Burgess returned home able as the owner of the car expected to driving out a single in the last half of the
Mary G. McEvoy, organist, of North
ment is prompt and careful—our
transported that they all, including
Wednesday from Springfield hospital, find him dead when he brought the ninth, driving in the winning run alter
prices moderate.
the king, who was present, started up Brookfield. The altar was attractively where she underwent an operation for machine to a standstill. The bicycle wajs two had been retired. HeheldWareto
decorated
for
the
occasion
with
flowers
and remained standing till the chorus
Kodeks-So.oo and up
smashed. Lucier was taken to his home 6 hits, struck out 13 and did not issoe a
ended; and hence It became the fash- and potted plants, and,, combined with appendicitis on the 6tb. 8he is recoverpass. His performance, in the last few
Brownies—SI to $12
Miss Ruby Burgess of in the auto and, appears to be suffering Lines ranks him as oneof the best school
ion In England for the audience to brilliancy of candlse and electric lighte ing rapidly.
no ill-effects outside of a little nervous- boy pitchers in Worcester County. The
stand while that part of the composi- and the robes of the officiating clergy, Springfield is visiting her parents.
ness. His clothing above the nips was score:—
presented an imposing and impressive
tion 1B performed.
A news item ina Worcester paper on
torn and covered with grease spots. The
BROOKFIELD HIGH
spectacle.
Wednesday stated that tbe Public Service
bicycle was owned by Michael Fangno
ab r lb tb po a e
Commission had granted the new owners
Chief of police John Crotty has re- of the W. B, A S. street railway permis- and before Mr Autran left he stated tbat Butterworth 2b
Brookfield, - Mass.
»222000
3 0 2 2 1 2 1
ceived numerous complaints recently in sion to incorporate under tbe name of the he would settle for all damages, although PetersenSb
* 1 \ \ ? 0 2
regard to bicyclists riding on the side- Worcester and Warren street railway he alleges tbat the young man was on the Tunetall lb
5 i ? ? I n n
wrong side of the road. He sounded the J. Clancy ss
walks, both in day time and at night,
company.
4 ° 2 2 0 0 ?
horn and Lucier turned directly in front Delaney It
and desires to call attention to the town
At the annual meeting of the Woman's of the car. Lucier says that he was hav- Sine
S0111.M
by-law that prohibits such acts, and gives
3
warning that in the future any known Alliance of the Fin* Pariah church these ing difficulty keeping to the side o( the
FULL LINE OFoffenders will be taken into custody. He officers were elected for the ensuing year; highway owing to the wind, but is cerDuKp
1111111
also wishes to inform the bicyclists that President, Miss Martha M. Farrell; first tain that he was in tbe middle of the
Totals
37 5 14 15 27 8 6
riding on highways after dark without the vice-president, Mrs Robert G. Liver- road. After hearing the horn sounded
WARE HIGH.
Mass.
Brooxfleld,
machine being lighted is a violation of more; second vice-president, Mrs Delbert he recalls nothing more until he was
This Store has the exclusive
ab r lb tb po a e
the law. He says that more than a doz- A. Eaton; treasurer, Mrs Louie H. R. pulled from under the automobile. Both
agency in this district for
McBrideSb
4 0 0 0 2 1 1
en people have told him during the past Gaes; secretary, Mrs Dwight G- Tucker. the auto and cyclist were west bound.
4 0 0 0 0 O U
"Lowe Brothers Paints".
The district nurse committee of the V. Sliourf
few days that they came near being run
At tbe First Parish church next SunM^rislb
3 0 0 0 6 0 0
down by young men on bicycles on the day the pastor, instead of preaching on 1. 8. announce that the public whist
THUIM, Tbomatt iri SitirJm
1
the announced topic "Loneliness," will party which was scheduled? to take place Ha— sidewalks.
e
n2b
at
tbe
home
of
Mrs
Henry
Clark
on
Wedspeak on the subject, "Why do the
"COHHHV
COMIHC
P
wicked often prosper and the good suf- nesday afternoon, June 2, has been post LenfaSrell
Very Easy.
j I 0 0 0 11
Thursday, May 27
fer?" On May 23 the Union Memorial poned.
Beaudin rf
8000000
"It
Is
said
that
two
people
can
live
The Great Historical Dnupa
on less than one. How do you ac- service will be held in the church with
32 4 5 6 26 12 4
Totals
count for It?" "Necessity."
Bermon by Mr Tuttle.
At the County Fair.
15 3456789
Innings
•
—
)
"Wh7 «*m the tight-rope professor
31000000 1—5
carry that large five-cent cigar In ths Brookfield
0 10300000—4
Worse.
FOR SALE.
Ware
"Do you suppose It's such a very TWENTY acres of land, located in North corner of his mouth? Is It bravado?
Umpire, Thomas Durkin; attendance
Shows at 1.4S, 3.41 and 7.45
"Not at all. He uses that to balance 250; time of game, 2 h.' 2 m.
bad thing to be, sarcastic?" "Not
DrookfleM. W«^awTHE0D0H« JATON.
Donahue Block
nearly so bad as to tblnk you are it
ALL SEATS, - 25 CENTS
BrookBeld, Maw. with."
JOHN L. MULCAHY
CENTRAL STREET,
■
BROOKFIELD and not be so."

Brookfield Times

RlCHARDHEAI^Ca
Remarkable Reductions of
25 to 50 Per Cent, on

Stylish SUITS
Smart Tailored Suite, Fancy Designed Suits, Elegant Matinee
and Bridal Suits, Suits with Simple Trimmings, Handsome
Afternoon and Calling Suits.
.
•
• - •
'

300 SUITS at $15.00 and $17.50
One Lot of SUITS
One Lot of SUITS

Suits, $19.75

Suits, $25.00

IMPORTED »HD MODEL SUITS, $29.50, $35.00 and $45.00

" "■« ™" *

WE srtti»uit n mil« mmt.

"

RICHARD HEALY CO.

Kodak

with you

M.J. DONAHUE

(The
New Store

THE MIH

f-ZT

0 S 0 0 0 0 0

Si

1 0 I ^n!

HARDWARE

MOTION PICTURES

Plumbing,
Steam Fitting,
Electrical Work,
and Jobbing.

"Cabiria"

Winchester HEATERS Installed

RICHARD FINNEY

& SONS.

BROOKFIELD

BROOKFIELD TIMES

TIMES

ter, breaking down the outside awn-*-» « *> « » *~HE-3 » *? »ing. Some supposed this was sea wa- Is HIS THIRD BIG DISASTER
fj
SANK LUSITANIA BECAUSE
ter, but that Is Impossible. It was
1
AND STILL TOWER LIVES 8
SHE WAS ARMED, SAYS
undoubtedly the contents of the great
GERMANY.
water tanks taken up by the exploQUEENSTOWN
Frank Tow- g
sion. I am sure only one torpedo
er, fireman on the Luittanla, •'
BERLIN,
(via wireless to
•truck the Lusitania.
who waa landed at Klnaale, has '}
London).—The following official
"Falling from side to side. I reached
survived the three greatest ma- ••
communication was Issued:
my Btateroom, and being an active
Foreign Office Document Places man
rine disasters of history.
The Cunard liner waa torpo- 4,
President Says Address Did
managed to climb to the top pf
Will Also Express Her Regrets
Tower was a fireman on the 8
doed by a German submarine
my wardrobe, where were the life
Blame on Britain
Titanic and escaped; he was on 5
Not Refer to Present Case
snd sank.
belts. The wardrobe leaned over me
to Neutrals
the Empress of Ireland and es- ••
The Lusitania was naturally ''
at a sharp angle, but I managed to
caped, and he has now escaped §
armed with guns, as were re- 11
tug the belt out. On my way to my
from the Lusitania.
I*
eehtly most of the English mer- ,,
U. S. DID NOT HEED WARNING cabin I saw Alfred G. Vanderbilt
OF LUSITANIA
FOR DAMAGE TO SHIPS
Speculation among his friends !- NO MENTION
cantile steamer*. Moreover, as T
standing outside the entrance to the
■s to his probable ultimate fate "•
I* well known here, she had
grand saloon. He was as cool as a
takes but one direction.
fj
large quantities of war material
Official Note Cabled by Ambassador
REGRETS
AMERICANS
PREFER- cucumber, wearing an Immaculate
PHILADELPHIA ORATION
SAYS,
In her cargo.
lounge suit, and he looked as If he
Gerard—Captain
of
GulfRED TO HEED ENGLISH
"A MAN MAY BE TOO PROUD
, Her owners, therefore, knew
had beep starting for a stroll in the j
light Ordered to Follow
••'!
PROMISES.
J, to what danger the passengers
park.
!
E^
TO FI^HT."
T were exposed. They alone bear
Patrol Boats.
"**$ wore no hat, and in his hand | "In the next morgue I saw FrohT jjl the responsibility for what
he carried a large violet colored jewel man's body. His hands were folded
has happened.
case
the ex ressk D
n
SAY
LUSITANIA
WAS
ARMED
It
<an
hardly
have
been
his,
but
""^
,P
;
°
his
face
was
l
Washington — Germany, through
3AT LU3IIANIA WAS AHBILII^ m&y have belonge(J t0 Lady Allan; calm placid
and benevolent.
He ASKS FOR PRO-AMERICANISM
Germany, on her part, left
Ambassador Gerard, has notified the
nothing undone to repeatedly
of Montreal. She had just left the \ ^°°\^ ";9 ,f he had been laid out '°r
United States that submarine comand strongly warn them. The
spot where he was standing and he | burlal though nls was the <">'? "o^
manders had been speclflclally InImperial Ambassador In WashDefends Sinking on Ground that Cun- seemed waiting for her. He was one I thal looked s0- Tne ,aces ot others Wilson Tells New Citizens te Put
wrfe covered w
ington even went so far as to
structed not to harm neutral vessels
of the few perfectly cool people i
«h foam, mingled in
arder Carried Guns.
United States Before Land
make a public warning, so as to
not engaged In hostile acts, and that
aboard the ship, just as he always!many cases wlth blood- "">« strong
of Birth.
men wn0 had made a nard fl nt
draw
attention
to
thla
danger.
Germany would pay for damages to
everywhere. That was the last I1,fe showed the
B
™r
Berlin (via London).—The following was
The English press sneered at
such ships In the war none.
I saw of him.
1
marks of the struggle
dispatch has been sent by the German
WASHINGTON.—President Wilson
more than
the
warning
and
relied
on
the
Neutral ships oarrylng contraband;
"I returned to the veranda of the |
o^*™said that his speech In Philadelphia
Foreign Office to the German Embassy
The bod,es ot the
protection of the British fleet to
will be dealt with, the announcement
cafe by a shorter route whieh I had I
"omen made a
a
was not a declaration of policy In
at Washington:
safeguard Atlantic traffic.
forgotten when I started, but Mrs. I P rticularly pathetic sight. They had
says, according to the rules of naval
"Please communicate the following Mason had gone. I have not seen her! not th°usht to divest themselves of reference to the Lusitania disaster;
warfare. If neutral ships are acci-*-*-*-*—*—*—*—*—*—*-*-#that
he
was
not
thinking
of
any
speto the State Department: The Ger- slncei
I any of their clothing and many of
dentally damaged In the war zonocial matter, but of the newly naturalman Government desires to express
them nad even put on lon
coats an(1
"All this was almost quicker than I'
&
Gillingbam, Kent, and was returning Germany will express- Its regret and
Its deepest sympathy at the loss of can tell it. Crew and some of the ifurs' whlcb' with their skirts had be- ized Americans In his audience.
from Japan, offered verification. Mr. Pay damages without prize court prolives on board the Lusitania. The re- passengers were now busy with the I come wraPPed and twisted about their
ceedings.
sponsibility rests, however, with the boats, though these proved of little limbs, thus making it impossible for
Philadelphia.—"There is such a Ratcliffe was rescued after clinging to
The German government justifies
British Government, which, through use. There was no panic.
them to swim. The drowned men also thing as a man being too proud to a box in the sea for three hours. With its submarine warfare on the grounds
fight. There is such a thing as a him was a steward of the Lusitania.
Its plan of starving the civilian popu"I saw only one man, rough look- were fully dressed.
"This steward," Mr. Ratcliffe said, that England is threatening to starve
lation of Germany, has forced Ger- ing and of low type, evidently a for"Those who were saved, men and nation being so right that it does not
many to resort to retaliatory meas- einger, clamber into a boat before it women alike, had thrown off their need to convince others by force that "told me he had seen Mr. Vander- the civilian population of Germany i>y
bilt on the Lusltania's deck, shortly prohibiting neutral commerce in
It is right.
ures.
was lowered. He refused to get out, clothes. On the smack which picked
"In spite of the German offer to | and a sailor struck him twice in the j un the People in my boat was a Cana
America must have this conscious- after the ship was struck, with a life foodstuffs and other necessaries.
belt about his body. When the ship
dian
stop the submarine war in case the back with an axe.
Germany's Official Statement.
clergyman whose wife had been ness, that on all sides it touches el gave
every
starvation plan was given up, British
The text of the
announcement
"I made m# way back to the boat rpscued from the sea. She had been bows and touches heart with all the ! slnk witnln indication that it would
a few minutes, the stew- cabled by Ambassador Gerard, which
merchant vessels are being generally deck above the promenade deck, and ab,e ,0 8taT on ,he surface because nations of mankind. The example of i
armed with guns and have repeatedly then to the funnel deck, the highest sbe had throwyi off her clothing. The America must be a special example !ard sald' Mr' Van(lerbilt took oft his was issued by the Berlin foreign oftried to ram submarines, so that a pre- deck of all. The only people there clergyman had given her his trousers, the example of America must be the '■ belt and gave il to a woman who fice in the form of a circular, folvious search was impossible.
were Marconi operators.
' saw several women who probably example, not merely of peace because passed him on the deck, trembling lows:
with fear of the fate she expected to
"They cannot, therefore, be treated
"First—Imperial German govern"The wireless operators' were work- 0wed thelr ,lves t0 the fact that they It will not fight, but of peace because meet. The steward said Mr. Vander. as ordinary merchant vessels. A re- ing the emergency outfit, the main had sufficient presence of mind to re peace is the healing and elevating inment naturally has no Intention of
bilt
turned
back,
as
though
to
look
cent declaration made to the British installation having been put out of move their skirts and corsets.
fluence of the world; and strife Is
causing to be attacked by submarfor another belt, and he saw no more."
Parliament by the Parliamentary Sec- gear instantaneously after the torpedo
"There was plenty of evidence that not."
ines or air-craft such neutral ships
Thomas
Slidell
of
New
York,
the
retary In answer to a question by Lord
President Wilson uttered these senof commerce in the zone of naval
exploded. They were still awaiting the life belts were too complicated to
Charles Beresford said that at the a reply and were sending out the be readily adjusted."
tences in a speech here, which were traveling friend of Alfred G. Vander- warfare, as definitely described in the
present practically all Br&ish mer- SOS call all the while."
Interpreted as a promise of peace by bilt, in an interview, said he saw Mr. notice of the German Admiralty staff
Vanderbilt on the deck of the Lusichant vessels were armecr and prothe 16,000 persons who heard him.
SAW FLOATING BODIES.
Mr. Barnard tells of reaching a life
tania as the vessel was going down. on Feb. 4, last, as have been guilty
vided with hand grenades.
These
utterances
were
cheered
loudboat that hung "by its loose, hanging
Mr. Vanderbilt, who could not swim, of no hostile act On the contrary,
"Besides, it has been openly admitted tackle to the saloon deck. There was Vivid Narrative From Passenger on ly and long. The President's speech
was,
he said, equipped with a life the most definite Instructions reby the English press that the Lusiwas delivered In Convention Hall for
a steward in the boats. I clambered
peatedly have been issued to GerLiner That Passed Scene of
tania on previous voyages carried In and a couple of minutes later there
the special benefit of 4,000 newly nat- belt, and he gallantly took It off and man war vessels to avoid attacks on
Lusitanla's Sinking.
large quantities of war material. On was a swarm clambering around her.
uralized citizens, who have taken th« put It around the body of a young such ships under all ciroumstanCM.
the present voyage the Lusitania car- chiefly stokers and triiamers. All of
oatb of allegiance to the United 8tatea woman. Then he went off to seek
London.—A remarkably vivid story In the Federal District Court here in another life belt. The ship sank a Even when such ships have contraried 5,400 cases of ammunition, while these got in. She was the last boat
band of war on board, they are dealt
few minutes later.
comes from a passenger of the Cana- the past few months.
the rest of her cargo also consisted on the deck.
with by submarines solely according
steamship
Mlssanable
chiefly of contraband.
Mr. Wilson spoke calmly aad as if MALONE DENIE8 LUSITANIA WAS to the rule of International law ap"My watch stopped at just 2:30 dian-Pacific
"If England, after repeated official when I entered the water. Watches from Halifax, which passed over the his thoughts regarding the Lusitania
plying to prize warfare.
ARMED.
and unofficial warnings, considered carried by others of th6 survivors scene of the Lusltannia disaster twen- Incident had been clarified in the iso
herself able to declare that that boat stopped at the same time. It had ty-four hours later. This man imme- j lation at Washington In which he has
Will Admit Responsibility.
New York.—Collector of tine Port
"Second—Should a neutral ship,
ran no risk and thus light-heartedly been only eight minutes since I saw diately sent a wireless message to a I pondered over the crisis facing this
Dudley
Field
Malone
denied
that
when
assumed responsibility for the human the torpedo coming.
nevertheless come to harm through
I^ondon newspaper as follows, being, Qovernment. There was no sugges
the Lusitania left New York she carlife on board a steamer which, owing
"The overhanging tackle now was then in ignorance of the exact truth tlon of heat or an Inclination toward ried with her gune either mounted or German submarines or air craft o»
"Saturday, 1:30 o'clock, I see Bfcati aggressive measures, and at the end,
to its armament and cargo was liable pressing the boat dangerously downaccount of an unfortunate (word
This contradicts the missing) In the above mentioned
to destruction, the German Govern- ward. A deck steward chopped it ing deck chairs and a boat upon the when his remarks regarding peace unmounted.
ment, in spite of its heartfelt sympa- away just in time. Then as the Lusi- bow of which I read the word 'Liver- had been approved so distinctly by his statement made offldeMy by Berlin zone of naval warfare, the German
thy for the loss of American lives, can- tania toppled over a long, taut wire, pool.' Our ship swings her around tudience, he declared that his spirit that the Cunard liner waa really a government will unreservedly recognot but regret that Americans felt a part of the funnel rigging, came and on the other side the word 'Lusi- as an American had been renewed by warship because of such an arma- nize its responsibility therefor.. In
ment, and the intimation that Ger- such, a case it will express its remore inclined to trust to English onto the boat lengthwise. We man- tania.' My God. It has happeifed!
the opportunity which had been furpromises rather than to pay attention aged to push the boat from under it,
"I realize that we are on the scene nished him to sense the thoughts that many, regarding her as an auxiliary gret and afford damages without first
to the warnings from the German side. getting the rowlocks under it as It of a great tragedy. There are other ire moving in the public mind, a orutoer, was justified m torpedoing Instituting a prize court action.
the vessel.
<_
"FOREIGN OFFICE."
"Third—It Is the custom of the
left us like a huge tight banjo string lifeboats about. One contains a pair thing which he said it was exceeding"The Lusitania was Inspected In the
released from a pluck. We sheered off of boots and a hat. There are col- ly difficult, to do at Washington be- customary manner," said Collector German government, as soon at the
lapsible
boats
awash,
some
with
sides
LONDON.—The latest figures re- a little bit; then our worst danger was
cause of the propensity of many peo Malone, "and no guns were found on sinking of a neutral ship In the
garding the loss of life on the Lusi- one of the huge funnels. This was not up. There is a whaleboat keel up- pie to send him reports which are Inher. Any report that she waa armed above-mentioned zone of naval wartania are as follows:
descending on us steadily as the Lusi- ward, with a body lying over it. the accurate'.
is incorrect. Beyond the goods men- fare Is ascribed to German war vesSurvivors—764, including 462 pas- tania leaned over further and further. lifebelt slipping off the neck. Yes, a
The high note of the President's tioned In the manifest, which has sels, to institute an Immediate inves- ,
dead
man.
sengers and 302 crew.
It seemed impossible to escape, but
speech did not relate directly to the
tigation into the cause; if grounds
'Captain Evans, our commander Lusitania crisis, but to the thinly veil- been made public, nothing was car- appear' thereby to be given for asBodies Recovered—144.
the funnel just missed us, passing not
ried on the shin."
bas
100
lives
Bodies Identified—87, Including 65 more than a foot from some of our!
°
"hoard his ship to get ed warning he gave pro-German agitaIn the manifest were listed the car- sociation of such a hypothesis, the
to safety, and up goes our speed and tors, who have sought to stir up the
passengers, 22 crew.
ll cads.
tridges for small arms which the Lu- German Navy places itself In comwe
are
dashing
away
on
a
zigzag
Injured—30 passengers and 17 crew.
loyalty of German Americans to a sitania carried, but there was no munication with the interested neu"We were now working the heavy,
Passengers Lost—788 out of 1,250.
unwieldly oars, but made practically course. Just now a bald head bobs pitch where their'patriotism as Ameri- trace of any guns such as could have tral government, so that the latter
up
in
the
water
not
twenty-five
away
Crew Lost—365 out of 667.
cans
Is endangered. To the newly nat- been mounted after she left the har- may also institute investigation.
no progress. When the Lusitnia went
Americans Saved—68.
down the she caused scarcely any from us. It is ghastly in the sunshine, uralized citizens sitting in front of him bor. The Inspectors' examination at
Commission to Decide.
Americans Lost—Probably 120.
vortex, but the water boiled up in the water is almost motionless. The he said:
the docks is as thorough as can be
"If the German government is
"A man who thinks of himself as be- made without actually opening all the
great masses In the sea around her silence and impresslveness of It all Is
thereby convinced that the ship has
London, May 10.—Among the first exactly like the Niagara rapids. When coupled with the drawing sense of longing to a particular national group shipments brought to the piers.
been destroyed by German war vessurvivors to arrive in London was O. the sea became smooth again we our own danger. It has brought won- Is not a true American, and the man
The
passengers
on
the
Cunarder,
it
sels, it will not delay in carrying out
P. Barnard, who bad been In America could see hundreds of heads and arms derful calm to all. Our women are who goes among you to trade upon was suggested, would be the beet per.
for sdx months In connection with a of struggling victims on barrels, deck fine, silent and sad, with full sympa- your nationality has not a true place sons to ask whether she had any guns the provisions of Paragraph Two
above. In case the German governscheme for co-operative opera. His chairs and all the flotsam and jetsam thy which overrides fear. We can do In the land of the 8tars and Stripes.
on her hwt trip, but there has come
"The man who seeks to divide yon, no statement from any survivor that ment, contrary to the viewpoint of
wife is a well known English singer. that had remained ot the Lusitania naught but race on, but by 6 o'clock
the
neutral government, Is not contonight
our
risk
will
be
over.
Capgroup from group, nationality from na- they were on the vessel.
Mr. Barnard has had considerable above the water,
vinced by the result of Investigation,
tain Evans's calm and dignity are fine,
experience as a sailor and was to give
"Many now climbed into the boat. yet no man could live his previous tionality, and interest from interest, is
"Any statement that the Lusitania the German government has already
striking at the very heart of this na- was armed for defence against hostile
a clear account of what happened. He A woman came up close by me. I
on several occasions declared Itself
had finished his luncheon at a quarter pulled her In and we managed to slide twenty-four hours unmoved, and his tion."
attack," said Herman WlnteT, head
His expressions were almost vehem- of the passenger department of the ready to allow the question to be deafter two, says the New York Sun, her down into a reclining posture own thoughts must have flown to his
cided by an international Investigaent as he spoke this warning.
and went straight to the veranda cafe, with her head r3sting on my legs at own son In the trenches."
Cunard Line, "is a deliberate, unThe President warned these citizens founded and unmitigated He. The tion commission according to Chapter
which Is at the stern end of the prom- about the level of the knees. There
enade deck where he leaned over the she died. We were all standing—the THRILLING RESCUE OF YOUNG that although he would not counsel vessel did not carry gune on this voy- Three of The Hague Convention of
them agairiBt loving the land of their age, nor did'It ever. The only muni- Oct. 18, 1907, for the peaceful solustarboard rail, looking forward.
WOMEN.
boat was so full there was no room
birth they must be warned against tions of war on hoard were 2,400 cases tion of international disputes"
In a moment he saw something to sit down. The oars were so heavy
"looking
over their shoulders and reabove the smooth surface of the sea, and unmanageable and the boat so
Cork.—Two young women, who trav- fretting too much what you have left of Remington email rifle cartridges
at a distance ot from 150 to 200 yards crowded that we made scarcely any
ITALY NEARING WAR.
and a shipment of unloaded shrapnel
eled
from
New
York
on
the
Lusitania
from the ship.
progress, but we had made some to- told of their rescue at the last moment, behind."
shells. The cartridges were packed
At first he thought it was a fish's ward the lighthouse when a fishing
in separate metal cases and could not Negotiations Still Pending, But ConVANDERBILT A HERO.
tall, but he noticed the water seething smack picked us up about 5 p. m. almost by a miracle. Their experienfilet Seems Unavoidable.
have Injured the vessel by exploding.
ces
may
be
taken
as
a
sample
of
what
a little around It, and the Idea struck The smack picked up four boats in all
Rome (via Paris)—Although negoThey certainly do not come under the
hundreds
of
other
women
had
to
enUnable to Swim, Gives Life-Belt to classification of ammunition, '
him that it might be a periscope. It with a couple of hundred people.
tiations with the central empires still
dure on that fatal Friday afternoon.
was then forward of the Lusltania's
Young Women.
"The deck steward In our boat,
"The United States authorities are pending and there la a bare posThe young women, Miss Barrett
bows.
with a name something like Wigham,
Liverpool.—Two survivors of the would not permit us to carry ammuni- sibility the influence of lormer PreThe realization of what it actually a little chap with a waxed mustache and Miss Macdonald, were traveling Lusitania disaster have given testi- tion, classified as such, on a passen- mier Glollttl may aver; war, military
together in the second-class cabin.
was had hardly crystallized in his
preparations pointing to Austria as
to k Charge Ml88
°™L"!!f-e' ^i!,
.°
was floating about for many that Alfred G. Vanderbilt died ger liner. This shipment was an ormind when he saw the torpedo start. J".
of everything
and cheered every
one I three M^ao-mla
heroically; that he went to death to dinary commercial consignment, ac- an Inevitable antagonist are so
and
a
half
hours
before
she
was
He glanced at his wrist watch, and up. He had the heart of a lion."
cepted by us in the course of our busi- thorough and vigorous that a conflict
picked up. and she had hardly re- save the life of a woman.
say that It was exactly twenty-two
Mr. Barnard continued:
Thomas Slidel, a friend of Mr. Van- ness as common carriers. Frequently seems unavoidable.
covered from the effects of her terrible
minutes after two.
"The first steamer we saw was a
derbilt, who lives at the Knickerbock- larger quantities are taken in the orEven discussions among the opHe watched the torpedo's frothy Greek vesel. At about 7 p. m., the experiences.
er Club in New York and was travel- dinary run of commerce, and for yearn position parties have virtually ceased
MIBS Barrett, who carries a bold
track until the very moment of im- skipper of our smack asked the coming with him. told of the sacrifice first. we have been sending smalt arms Only the irreconcilable Socialists,
pact.
mander of this steamer to take Some spirit in a Blight frame, was able to Then Norman Ratcliffe, who lives in cartridges abroad on the LusMania." whose deputies met in the chamfcel
* "It seemed to be just trickling of our people on this boat, but he con- give a perfectly connected and vivid
today, still oppose Italy's participaalong," he said. "It was hard to at- tinued on to the scene of the disaster. account ot what happened. She said:
tion In the war and their attitude U
"We had gone Into the second satempt to judge the pace of such a Shortly afterward some torpedo boats
believed
to be guided more by a dething coming toward one, but it seem- tore past and other steamers followed loon and were just finishing lunch. I
7
sire for consistency than because ol
heard a sound something like the
ed to be travelling at about five knots quickly.
opposition to a war.
an hour.
"When we reached Queenstown and smashing of big dishes, and then there
The opinion prevails that Italy'i
"ft was fired just as we came level had been installed in hotels we could came a second > and a louder crash.
(.artlclpation in the war Is only •
with the submarine, and Btruck us not wash, as all the water had been Miss Macdonald and I started to go
auestlon of days Along the Austrian
NEW YORK.—The following appeared In the English column of
between the second and third funnels, turned off. Many of us were as black upstairs, but we were thrown back by
the New Yorker Staats-Zeitung:
frontier, where a correspondent ol
under the forward cabins and the as negroes from coal dust and debris the crowd. We finally got to the deck.
the Associated Press has been from
bridge.
"There was no panic, and the ship's
A PERTINENT QUESTION
resulting from the explosion of the
one end of the line to the other, il
"The impact was terrific. I could torpedoes. Later in the night I went officers and crew went about their
"What attitude do German-Americans take toward the German
is
universally felt that war ie a quesfeel the ship reel as if struck by a to the wharf again to see if 1 could work quietly and steadily. I went •. i
submarine policy as evidenced by the fate of their fellow citizens on
tion only of hours.
huge hammer. It seemed to me the find any trace of Mr. and Mrs. Stew- get two life belts, but a gentlemav
the Lusitania? Are they with the President of the United States
torpedo must have penetrated clean art 8. Mason of Boston. I searched standing by told us to remain where
or the Emperor of Germany?"—The Evening Mail.
through. Then a terrific explosion in- three temporary morgues. It was a we were and he would fetch them fot
Kerosene Paste Fire Kindler.
I speak for myself, and, I believe, for the great majority
side blew right up through the four ghastly and a pitiful sight T saw as I us. He brought us two life belts and
The safest and most satisfactory
of German Americans, when I say that we are with the Presidecks, throwing up a great column of entered the first one. A heap—liter- we put them on. We murmured a
kindling
I have ever used Is a pastt
dent of the United States to the finish In all matters affectcoal dust, water and debris of all ally a heap—of babies was lying on few words of prayer and jumped into
made of ashes and coal oil. It can bt
ing national honor or national prestige.
kinds. It reminded me on a large the floor. They were almost naked the water.
kept In an old can or jar and a table
I subscribe unqualifiedly to the' statement of 'Carl
scale of the pictures showing mine and their poor little bodies were bruis"I could not see anybody near me,
spoonful Is sufficient to start a Art
Schurz: "My country, right or wrong; If right, to be kept
explosions In the trenches at the ed and cut. Some of them were pur-■ and then I must have lost consciouswithout other kindling. It should bt
right; If wrong, to be set right," .
front.
pie, while some were almost black, | ness, for I remember nothing more
of the consistency of corn meal dougfc
HERMAN RIDDER,
"I dashed into the cafe just In time, and others were yellow. It was ter-, until one of the Lusitanla's lifeboats
and la absolutely safe from explosion,
for down came the huge mass of wa- rlble sight
came along,"
txtcsttacsogxaxi —Henry Norton.
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CHAPTER I.

A Serious Event.
Le Comte de Sabron, In the undress
uniform of captain in the
Cavalry,
sat smoking and thinking.
. . .
IWhat is the use of being thirty years
old with the brevet of captain and
much distinction of family if you are
a poor man—in short, what is the good
of anything if you are alone in the
world and no one cares what becomes
of you?
He rang his bell, and when his
ordonnance appeared, said sharply:
"Que dlable Is the noise in the stable, Brunet? Don't you know that
when I smoke at this hour all Tarascon must be kept utterly silent?"
Tftraseon is never silent. No French
meridional town is, especially in the
warm sunlight of a glorious May day.
"Tlhe noise, mon Capltaine," said
Brunet, "Is rather melancholy.1'
"Melancholy!" exclaimed the young
officer. "It's infernal. Stop It at once."
The ordonnance held his kepi in his
hand. He had a round good-natured
face and kind gray eyes that were
used to twinkle at his master's humor
and caprices.
"I beg pardon, mon Capltaine, but
a very serious event is taking place."
"It will be more serious yet, Brunet,
If you don't keep things quiet."
"I am sorry to tell, mon Capltaine,
that Michette bas just died."
"Mlchette!" exclaimed the master.
"What relation is she of yours. Brunet?'
"Ah, mon Capltaine," grinned the ordonnance, "relation! None! It Is the
tittle terrier that Monsieur le Capltaine may have remarked now and
then in the garden."
Sabron nodded and took his cigarette
out of his mouth as though in respect
for the deceased.
"Ah, yes," he said, "that melancholy
<little dog! Well, Brunet!"
"She has Just breathed her last,
mon Capltaine, and she is leaving behind her rather a large family."
'
"I am not surprised," said the officer.
"There are six," vouchsafed Brunet, "of which, If mon Captaine is
willing, I should like to keep one."
"Nonsense," said Sabron, "on no account. You know peifectly well, Brunet, that I don't surround myself with
things that can make me suffer. I
have not kept a dog in ten years. I
try not to care about my horses even.
Everything to whieh I attach myself
dies or causes me regret and pain.
And I won't have any miserable little
puppy to complicate existence."
"Bien, mon Capltaine," accepted the
ordonnance tranquilly. "I have given
away five. The sixth is In the stable;
If Monsieur le Capltaine would come
down and look at It . . ."
Sabron rose, threw his cigarette
«way and, following across the garden
1n the bland May light, went Into the
stable where Madame Mlchette, a

Sabron Looked at the Letier.

email wire-haired Irish terrier had
given birth to a fine family and hereelf gone the way of those who do
their duty to a sace. In the straw at
his feet Sabron saw a ratlike, unprepossessing little object, crawling about
feebly In search of warmth and nourishment, uttering pitiful little cries.
Its extreme loneliness and helplessness touched the big soldier, who said
curtly to his man:
,,j "Wrap it up, and if you don't know
''flow to feed it I should not be surprised if I could induce It to take a
little warm milk from a quill. At all
events we shall' have a try with It
Fetch it along to my rooms."
And ns he retraced his steps, leaving his order to be executed, he
thought to himself: The little beggar
Is not much more alone in the world
than 1 am! As he said that he recalled a word In the meridional patois:
Pitchoune, which means "poor little
thing." .
"1 shall call It Pitchoune," be
thought "and we shall see If It can't
do better than its name suggests."
He went slowly back to hie rooms

and busied himself at his table with
his correspondence. Among the letters was an invitation from the Marquise d'Esclignac, an American married to a Frenchman, and the great
lady of the country thereabouts.
"Will you not," she wrote, "come to
dine with us on Sunday? I have my
niece with me. She would be glad to
see a French soldier. She has expressed such a wiBh. She comeB from
a country where soldiers are rare. We
dine at eight."
Sabron looked at the letter and Its
fine clear handwriting. Its wording
was less formal than a French invitation is likely to be, and it gave him
a sense of cordiality. He had seen;
during his rides, the beattiful lines
of the Chateau d'Esclignac. Its turrets surely looked upon the Rhone.
There would be a divine view from
the terraces. It would be a pleasure
to go there. He thought more of what
the place would be than of the people
in it, for he was something of a hermit, rather a recluse, and very reserved.
He was writing a line of acceptance
when Brunet came In, a tiny bundle In
his hand.
Put Pitchoune over there In the
sunlight," ordered the officer, "and we
shall see If we can bring him up by
hand."

cut him down in the prime of his
youth, and now, according to Brunet
"there wasn't much use!"
Pitchoune was bandaged around hli
hind quarters and his adorable little
head and forepaws came out of the
handkerchief bandage.
"He won't eat anything from me,
mon Capltaine," said Brunet and
Sabron ceremoniously opened the puppy's mouth and thrust down a dose.
Pitchoune swallowed obediently.
Sabron had just returned from a>
long hard day, with his troops, and
tired out as he was, he forced himself
to give his attention to Pitchoune. A.
second Invitation to dinner lay on his
table; he had counted the days untlli
this night. It seemed too good to be
true, he thought, that another picture
was to add itself to his collection! Hehad mentally enjoyed the others
often, giving preference to the first
when he dined at the chateau; bub
there had been a thrill in the second
caused by the fluttering of the white*
dress down by the poplar walk.
To-night he would have the pleasure
of taking In Miss Redmond to dinner"See, mon Capitaine," said Brunet,'
"the poor little fellow can't swallow
It"
The water trickled out from either
side ot Pltchoune's mouth. The sturdy
terrier, refused milk In all forms, had
done s6 since Sabron weaned htm; but
Sabron now returned to his nursery;
days, made, Brunet-fetch, him warm!
milk and, taking the quill, dropped a
few drops Qf the soothing liquid. Into'
which he put a dash of brandy, down
Pltchoune's throas. Pitchoune swallowed, got the drink down, gave a
feeble yelp, and closed his eyes. When
he .opeped them the glazed look had
gone.
- .:- ■ •
The officer hurried into his evening clothes and ordered Brunet as he
tied his cravat, to feed the puppy a little of the stimulant every hour until
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Julia Redmond.

CHAPTER III.

HAIR CUPPER

START NOW WITH NEW SELLEI

CHAPTER II.

He remembered all his life the first
dinner at the Chateau diEsclignac,
where from the terrace he saw the
Rhone lying • under the early moonlight and the shadows falling around
the castle of good King Rene.
As he passed in, his sword clanking
—for he went In full dress uniform to
dine with the Marquise d'Esclignac—
he saw the picture the two ladles made
in their drawing-room: the marquise
in a very splendid dress (which he
never could remember) and her niece,
a young lady from a country whose
name it took him long to learn to pronounce. In a dress so simple that of
course he never could forget It! He
remembered for a great many years
the fall of the ribbon at her pretty
waist, the bunch of sweet peas at her
girdle, und he always remembered tho
face that made the charm of the picture.
Their welcome to him was gracious.
The American girl spoke French with
an accent that Sabron thought bewllderingly charming, and he put aside
some of his reserve and laughed and
talked at his ease. After dinner (this
he remembered with peculiar distinctness) Miss Redmond sang for him, and
although he understood none of the
words of the English ballad, he learned
the melody by heart and it followed
%lth him when he left. It went with
him as he crossed the terrace Into the
moonlight to mount his horse; it went
homo with him; he hummed it, and
when he got up to his room he hummed
It again as he bent over the little roll
of flannel In the corner and fed the
puppy hot milk from a quill.
This was a painstaking operation
and required patience and delicacy,
both of which the big man had at his
finger-tips. The tune of Miss Redmond's song did for a lullaby and the
puppy fell comfortably to sleep while
Sabron kept the picture of his evening's outing contentedly in his mind.
But later he discovered that he was
not so contented, and junted the
hours when he might return.
He shortly made a call at the Char
teau d'Esclignac with the result that
he had a new picture to add to his collection. This time It was the picture
ot a lady alone; the Marquise d'Esclignac doing tapestry. While Sabron
found that h" had grown reticent
again, he listened for another step and
another voice and heard nothing; but
before he took leave there was a hint
of a second Invitation to dinner.
The marquise was very handsome
that afternoon and wore yet another
bewildering dress. Sabron's simple
taste was dazzled. Nevertheless, she
made a graceful picture, one of beauty and refinement, and tbe young soldier took It away with him. As his
horse began to trot, at the end of the
al'.ey, near the poplars at the lower
end of the rose terrace he caught a
glimpse of a white dress (undoubtedly
a simpler dress than that wor_ by
Madame d'Esclignac).

HOUSEHOLD

Up-to-Date Tailored Gown of Serge

(iWnM>

"He Won't Eat Anything From Me."

he should return. Pltchoune's eyes,
now open, followed his handsome master to the door. As Sabron opened it
he gave a pathetic yelp which made
the capltaine turn about.
"Believe me, mon Capitaine," said
the ordonnance with melancholy fatality, "It Is no use: If I am left with
Pitchoune It will be to see him die. I
know his spirit mon Capitaine. He
lives for you alone."
"Nonsense," said the young officer
Impatiently, drawing on his gloves.
Pitchoune gave a plaintive wail from
the bandages and tried to stir.
"As for feeding him, mon Capitaine,"
the ordonnance threw up his hands,
"he will be stiff by the time . . ."
But Sabron was half-way down the
stairs. The door was open, and on the
porch he heard distinctly a third tenderly pathetic wall.

A street suit, cut on conservative
lines, which manages to be up to the
minute In Its style, deserves more
than a passing glance. .The attractive suit shown here accomplishes
these things and compels attention because of its excellence. There Is every reason for buying good material
In Buits that must stand much wear,
and every reason to expect them to
outlast a single season and come In
bandy for "knockabout" wear a second season.
In the suit pictured, made of serge,
the skirt is moderately wide with the
fullness laid In broad plaits at each
aide. It 1B a little longer than ankle
length and finished with a three-inch
hem. It Is cut with a high waist line,
to be worn without a belt, and Is fitted
about the hips.
The jacket is cut with straight lines
like a box coat and is confined in a
high waist line by a narrow belt of
the material. The front shows a small
cutaway with a little "V"-shaped vest
set ia, having Its point at the bust
line. There are no revers, but the
neck is finished with a collar of silk,
wired to roll gracefully.
The belt fastens with a plain metal
buckle and Is cut at the front to sim-

Bonnetlike Hats

ulate two little pockets with flap fastening. These are finished with a
small metal button. Three of the
same kind of buttons finish the narrow
turned-back cuffs that are outlined
with a piping of the serge.
When the material for a suit of this
kind is bought It is a good idea to buy
an extra yard, so that when the time
for altering or remodeling comes this
will be available for changes in style
and the replacing of cuffs, collar or
sleeves.
Worn with this comfortable street
suit are equally comfortable and smart
low shoes over which tan-colored spats
appear. In summer weather these
are left off. The strictly tailored
sailor hat with black crown and sandcolored brim Is trimmed with cabochon of barnyard straw set over flat
loops of ribbon.

GENERAL AGENTS—Sanitary sugar bowl*
6O0, restaurant article. Sells everywhere, ao*.
Schoenhelt A Pease, East End, Pittsburgh.Pa.

WITH THE USUAL GREETINQ
Elderly
Darky
Remembered
Hli
Training and Addressed Stereotyped Question to "Angel."

Had Him Guessing.

Walter Roberta, the theatrical man,
la usually ready with a quick answer
to any question that is put to him, bat
once upon a time he was clearly nonplused. A woman had approached
the ticket window and said:
"I would very much like to know it
the show which is now going on is
moral and proper."
Walter cast a scrutinizing glance at
his questioner, but that was all.
"Why don't you answer my question, young man?" demanded the lady
at the window.
"Because, madam, frankly speaking," said Walter, hesitating, 'Tm not
a good enough judge of human nature
to know which way to answer without
losing a patron."—Louisville Times.

FACTOR IN MODERN WARFARE
Commanding
Generals
Could
Not
Handle Present Enormous Armies
Without the Motor.

"I don't think, mon Capltaine, that it
Is any use," Brunet, told his master.
Sabron, In his shirt-sleeves, sat hefore a table on which, i a basket, lay
Mlchette's only surviving puppy. It
was a month old. Sabron already knew
how bright li" eyes were and now alluring Us young ways.
"Be still, Brunet," commanded the
officer. "You do not come from the
south or you would be more sanguine.
Pitchoune l^s got to live."
,
The puppy's clumsy adventuresome
Wilt Not Stick.
feet had taken him as far as the highTo prevent postage stamps from
road, and on 'thls^day, as it were in
sticking
together,
rub them over the
order that he' should understand the
struggle for existence, a bicycle had hair before putting them (way.

D. M. Denton Trust Co., Twin Falls, Idttn*

Jack McGreevy, the vaudeville entertainer, was reared. In a southern
locality where the population waa
largely black and where the older
darkies were Invariably respectful. A
part of their deference, says McGreevy, was to Inquire as to the health
of the family of anyone who addressed
them, even if he were a stranger.
Thus an elderly negro was at work)
in the fields not tax from a fair,
grounds where a parachute jump waa
Useful Hint
Thej
When a tie or ribbon becomes a part of tbe entertainment
wrinkled or creased It may in a min- jumper, a girl, had gone up In a bal.
ute be made as smooth and as fresh loon and had encountered a wind
as new by slightly dampening the which blew her some distance before
wrinkled spot and then wrapping thee sbe cut loose, and when she landed
tie or ribbon around a clean, lighted It was only a few feet from the old
uncle with the hoe. He had not seen
electric bulb.
her descend, and he fairly blinked aa
he beheld the vision in scarlet tlghta
and virulent peroxide hair. His trainPopular for Children
ing did not desert blm, however, for
he asked presently:
"Good evenln'. Miss Angel. How's
yo' paw an' maw?"
.1

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

With millions of men drawr. up In
battle array at one and the same time,
to handle them effectively by old-time
methods would have been Impossible
Even before '-e opposing fronts were
extended to their fullest degree In
France alone, they were officially de
clared to have attained a length of
300 miles, and one of 270 miles In tbe
east—figures which not only convej
some Indication of the stupendous
Bize of the engaging forces, but even
more emphatically suggest the tre
mendous responsibilities of the com
manders In chief.
Nevertheles ., although they have to
deal with millions instead of tens ol
thousands, the commanders concerned
have never had their forces so completely under ..ontrol; In every phase
of the warfare, whether of transport
attack, defense or supply, tbe keynote
of the operation has been effectiveness
of the completes! kind.
The motor, in short, has "speedjd
up" the war In a way that could nevei
have been dreamed of by former generations Never have the movements
of troops been so rapid; for, instead
of men having to wait for ammunition
and food supplies, these have been
conveyed by motor wagons whlcb can
travel, If nee! be, much faster than
the armies themselves.—Charles L
Kreeston In Scrlbner's Magazine.

We Make 6% Farm Loans Kd'SBSUSSg

Somber Possibility.

"Do you think the war will be over
before very long?"
''YeB. What I'm hoping la that the
peace negotiations won't precipitate
another one."
Although so great a variety ot
shapes has been designed for children,
those that suggest the bonnet have
outdistanced all others in point of
popularity. But little variations in
shape, and clever new ideas in trimming, save these pretty and childish
bits ot headwear from becoming monotonous.
Two of the best ideas in trimming
are shown in tbe picture given here,
in the bonnet at the left, the crown
Is sloping, higher at the front, and
the brim curves up both at the back
and front, suggesting the poke bonnet
of blessed memory. It is trimmed
with white ribbon having a plcot edge
in color and buds made of satin, with
long stems trimmed In a wreath effect about the hat. A bow of the ribbon is posed it the front and tucked
flat to the crown.
The shape at the right Is a familiar "mushroom" model of hemp braid
pressed with ridges over the crown,
extending from front to back and
from side to side. These are placed
In the shape by way of variety and
add nothing to its attraction.
Daisies, June roses and forget-menots form a wreath for trimming, and
behind each daisy a length of ribbon
In brown or some other dark color Is
folded and sewed to the hat, resting
both on the crown and brim

These shapes come in all colors and
are held to the head with elastic cord
which Is concealed by the hair.
Many, of the prettiest hats for midsummer wear have been made of
point d'esprit or plain net shirred
over wire frames. Others are of net
draped over light-colored silk, and fine
swlss embroidery is used in tbe same
way. Frills of lace or net made of
finer side plattings form the brims and
fall prettily about the face.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

Grapes Are Chic
As usual in the spring of the year,
the fruit of the vine appeals to fashion. Grapes are immensely chic, not
only on spring millinery, but in the
form of corsage ornaments on evening gowns.
A. lovely little dance
frock of white tulle over silver green
pussy willow silk has bunches of pale,
translucent grapes on the shoulders
and at the girdle. Very smart, on the
other hand, is a spring turban of black
mllan trimmed with black and green
grapes and black velvet leaves. With
this bat Is worn an entirely new veil
of sheer black mesh appliqued with
green and bronze velvet leaves. The
pattern is so delicately applied, and
so soft In color that the effect Is very
beautiful.

FIND OUT
The Kind of Food that will Keep Yea
Well.

The true way la to find out what la
beat to eat and drink, and then cultivate a taste for those things inatead
of poisoning ourselves with Improper,
Indigestible food, etc.
. A conservative Mass. woman writes:
"I have used Grape-Nuts 5 years foa
the young and for the aged; < in sick*
ness and In health; at first following
directions carefully, later in a variety
of ways aa my taste and judgment
suggested.
"But Its most special, personal benefit bas been as a substitute for meat,
and served dry with cream when rheumatic troubles made it Important fos
me to change diet.
"Served in this way with the addition of a cup of hot Postum and a HUM
fruit It has been used at my morning
meal for six months, during whlcb
time my' health has much Improved)
nerves have grown steadier, and a
gradual decrease In my excesslva
weight adds greatly to my comfort."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Wellvllle," In pkga. "There's a Reason."
Bver read the above tatterf A a«w
one appear* from lima to tine. Th«y
are arenalae, traa, and fall at hnmaa
bttaraat.

The Silver Cross.

To see the Latest Models of
Mrs William B. Gleason, Mrs Gilbert
T. Webber and Mrs Alfred Parkman atSome seventy ladies were present at the To Accept His Re-election as Supertended the Grand Chapter.O. E. S., in
MAILS DUB TO ARRIVE,
annual meeting of the Worcester County
intendent of Schools.
Worcester this week; and the two first
, M. 7.16- East and West.
branch of the King's Daughters and Sons
CHARLES S. LANE,
At
a
recent
meeting of the School Comnamed
alao
attended
the
banhuet
of
the
8.30--West.
,
at the Congregational church on WednesCORSETS
past matrons, at the Bancroft, Thursday
mittees of Brookfield aiid North Brookp. Mi 12.46—Bast and West.
day.
Or have them brought to your home
field, Mr H. H. Pratt was re-elected as
2.0-,West
evening.
The character and work of the organi1,60— Bast.
by sending word to
*#*
♦
Mrs Myra Taylor, county president of zation was reflected in the company that superintendent of Schools for the joint
7.05—East and West,
REGISTERED EMBALMER.
the W. C. T. U., will speak in the parlors gathered from all the towns in the Coun- district, as his present term expires Aug.
MAILS CLOSE.
, M. 7.00—Bast and West.
of the Congregational church, Monday ty where Circles are established. Inter- 15, 1915.
Persona! Prompt Attention Day
11 ^o—East and West.
Yesterday James W. Wall, secretary of
evening,' May 17, at 8 o'clock. All young esting reports were read during the day
or Night.
Representative for the Brookflelda,
t. M. 1.00—West.
people are cordially urged to be present, from all (hese centers of charitable work, the joint board received from Mr Pratt a
Telephone North Brookfield No.
4.40—East.
Telephone 26-13,
133-11.
especially the members of the Young and various lines of effort were stated by note refusing to accept the re-election.
6 00—East and West.
Mr Pratt came here in August, 1912,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
MASS.
Mails for East Brookneld MtafW"''' People's Branch.
Long Distance Connection.
wide-awake delegates. Mrs 8towell, the
7 00 A. M.. 11.30 A- M. and 1 P. M. Mails Iron;
East Brooldleld are received at 9.30 A. M. and
Commander Spooner of Post 51, G. A. county-president, was for many years a and has done good service during his
27
Funerals Personally Directed
three years with us. His departure will
and Every Requisite Furn- •
5,40 P. M.
package malls are despatched twice dally as R., is corresponding with the authorities resident of North Brookfield, and it was
ished.
tonomf-llMA. M. Bast and North, 6 P. M. in Boston to arrange for Sunday, May 30, a pleasure to see her again as an execu- be regretted by many friends as well as
r.i»d>- Aaalsta.nl.
by
the
school
boards
whom
he
has
served.
West and South.
Mail for the Rural Delivery Is closed at 8.16 as Memorial Sunday, instead of the 23d, tive head of a moat worthy organization. The state inspectors pronounce the schools
which, it is claimed was chosen by the The State President and State Treasurer
A. M, and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office hours will be:—645 A.M. to 8 P. M. state or national department. Rev. R. each had addresses on topics of special in the double district to be in excellent
FRED C. CLAPP
Holidays, 646 to ».»> A. M. and 5 to 6 P. MJOHN HOWE, Postmaster, M. D. Adams will preach the sermon.
interest, and Mrs Ayres made a very shape. ____^_______^____^_
PAUL M. KEANEY, Asst.
Dea. A. G. Stone informs the JOURNAL telling address in* behalf of a special MORTSABEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
>
that the petition of the cottagers at Qua- charity in which she is personally and By virtue of a power ol sale contained in a
NOTICE
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
mortgage given to me by Edward M. Wight. ELECTRIC BELLS inatouediand token care of
boag heights, to have the rural free de- most actively interested.
dktedltay*.
1W».
and
recorded
with
Worcester
at
reasonable
rates.
LAWRENCE ELLERY,
A devotional service was conducted by Diltrlet Deeds.. Books 1819. page 248^and for
livery service extended to their cottages
Registered Embalmer.
*
oj tfceconditions thereof will be sold at North Brookfield, Mass,
Save your money for the Colonial party during the season, from May 1 to Nov. 1, Rev. A. W. Budd, and there were musi- K
nuWkfSKSon in front of the District Court
has been granted. Heretofore they have cal numbers by Miss Hazel Matthews and ItSSe InKMt Brookfield. in the Connty ol. Woron Monday, June 7.
Lady Aaaieunt.
™Sr iidCommonwealth of Massachusetts on
SESnliythe&thday of June 1»15, at 11 A. M,,
Buy Adams' Quality Ice Cream. Look had to go clear out to the highway for all Ma Crooks.
Si^sUiSlarthefondwing desorlbed real esDinner
was
served
at
noon
by
a
comtheir mail.
for the green card.
«rUta trwt of land situated to BtOTbrklge
Connected by iVog Distance TeleMisses Edna Sardam, Eileen McCar mittee of ladies—Miss Addie Stoddard, **A
Mrs W. L. Vorce of Kim street, is
in aild County about one-half m le easterly of
Mrs
John
Anderson,
Mrs
L.
S.
Woodis,
phone at House and Store.
tlUoM Burr farm house, containing six acres.
spending a week in Washington, D. C, thy, Jennie McNamara, and Winifred
SSiS orfcw. and being the same premise, conMiss
Abbie
Beede,
and
Mrs
Henry
Cohan are to manage the open meeting
Semi toSrta M. Hobbs as the third parcel by
and Philadelphia,
Brown.
About
sixty-five
ladies
and
three
S^d^Maiac Hamant: dated Februarys, 1866
of the Delta Sigma Society in Castle hall,
In Worcester District^ Bjglrtry oi
8alyia and tomato plants now ready at May 21. Misses Ethel Chadbourne, Eva gentlemen, just filled the three tables, ^rScorded
D^edsBook 714. page 639. to which deed and the
A. Desplaines'. Aster plants may be ex- Parsons, Grace Whiting, Bertha Johnson only one seat being vacant. It was a fine SSdotvraiam croby to Samuel Hookerdated
September. 1839, and recorded in saM KMruBy.
MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
pected next week.
/
and Mary R. Mulcahy will make up the dinner well served, and appreciated by Ss*5l»«e 824. reference may be kad for a
pStfcular
t^X.t.1
Albion H. Doane, Gilbert St., has this cast for the comedy, "Not a man in the all present. The decorations of the day SSrS
BelmTthe
samedescripton
premises of
conveyed
W Edward
DRESSMAKING
were all in purple, with the silver cross
week been connected with the telephone house."
of the order everywhere prominent.
exchange. His call is 88-11.
11 Prospect St.
N«th,Brookfl«M
Next Thursday evening will be patriotic
^■p^mlserwlflT sSd Mtot&bS
any and all other inoumbrancos having priority
Dr. Frank R. Minns has re-opened the night at the North Brookfield Grange,
a
dental rooms in Duncan block, formerly and the program will be in charge of the
■T^^SSIK. balance upon the delivAn Enjoyable Musicale.
occupied by the late Dr. Washburn.
ery of 'he deed
Woman's Relief Corps. The members of
P0TTER. Mortgagee,
Mi.* isili
Woroester. MassA very pleasing musicale was given on Jotoi;"'R..ig
It has been decided to change the date the G. A R„ W. R. C, and8. of V., will
8r,^uctloneer.NorthByrooMeid.
of the grand historical pageant of the D. be the guests of the Grange on that oc- the 5th inst., by Professor J. 8. R. Coy of
Residence 38 Spring St., cor. Prospeot
A. R., from May 31, to Monday, June 7. casion. The "feast" will be in charge of Spencer at the residence of Mrs V. I. D.
Mathewson
of
Summer
street,
as
a
house
MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
AB noted more fully in another column, a commitee of which Mrs George A.
warming, and in honor of her guests,
By virtus of a power of sale con«»',,ielw,inhta
MrH. H. Pratt declines his\ re-election Whiting is chairman.
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging
mortgage
given to me by Edward M. Wig t.
as superintendent of schools for this disStafford Springs high were defeated by Mrs John C. Van Cleaf of Brooklyn and datedMay IS. 1™ and recorded with the Wprand Whitening. Orders Promptly AttenMr William Cheeks of New York. With oMter District Deeds, Book 1781. page 449. and for
N.
B.
H.
S.
in
a
game
of
baseball
on
I trict
abreach of the conditions therein contained
P.O-d<>£o"'l92. (42) Satisfaction Guaranteed
Professor Coy, eighteen young peophs willbesold by public auction in front of the
The next meeting of the Young Wo- Grove street grounds, last Saturday afterS strfctomrtThuuse in East Brookfield in the
came
by
automobile.
Prof.
Coy
certainThe game
Crfonty of Worcester and Commonwealth of Mass.
man's club will be next Tuesday evening noon, by a score of 11 to 2.
ly arranged a most enjoyable program, e^hu setts at 11 o'clock in the forenoon on Saturat the home of Mrs Fred Wiley, School scheduled for to-morrow with Cathedral
day"thi«h day of June 1915 the following parENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
which
consisted
of
the
following:—
eels of woodland, they being the .portion of the
high of Springfield has been canceled.
street.
premises that remain subject to said mortgage, to
Piano
duet,
"Qui
Vive,"
Ganz,
by
Next
Wednesday
they
will
play
BrookW
The show window of Mr E. W. Reed
Prof. Coy and Miss Bryant; violin solo, l 'luMut 6 acreaof land In the westerly part of
IN SCRIPT OR
with its handsome display of Eaton, field high on Grove street grounds at 3 Legrande," Bohm, Harrison Taylor; OakharnlM aaid County, which wa. conveyed tp
E *A H Batcheller Co. by deed of Alfred Ho p.m.
Crane & Pike's fine papers, has attracted
den
dated
Novembers,
1897,
and
recorded
in
baritone solo, "Cavatina Song," from WnrcMter Deeds, book 1661, page 386..
ENGLISH TEXT
The Woman's Union of the Congregamuch attention this week.
1 About^W acres of land situated in said
"Faust" Gounod, Mr Georee Sauncy;
the easterly side of th# road leading
Rehearsals are in progress for the his- tional church, with invited gueete from recitation, "JosephierFenton's Wedding, Oakhwnon
hSnV?he?oad from Barre to Worcester to North
H. I. Lawrence, North BrookfieW
torical pageant which, it is expected will the Episcopal and Methodist churches, Miss Margaret Koch; tenor solo, "In the Rrookfield. which was conveyed to E. & A. H.
SSSib, Sumner Reed by deed dated Decwere
much
interested
in
the
account
givbe given under the auspices of the D. A.
time of roses," Mr Roy Vaile; violin amtarS* 1897. recorded in Worcester District
en by the Rev. Alfred W. Budd on his
R., at the town hall, June 7.
BOIO, "Tone Poem," Kaiser; by Harrison
DRY SLAB WOOD
experience in mission work in London,
The K. of P. will hold a steamed clam
Taylor; baritone solo, Non e Ver Mr
Sawed Stove Length
on Thursday afternoon; there was also a
supper in Castle Hall, at 6.30, next
George Sauncy; encore, "The End of a
reading by Mrs Albion Doane and a
FOR SALE
Perfect Day," Jacobs-Bond; piano duet, BTfeh rWSrolSra'wolv^'DffiS
Wednesday evening. All members are
piano solo by Mrs A. W. Budd. RefreshTelephone 27-13.
E. S. WINTER
Lustspiel,
Killabella,
Prof.
Coy
and
Miss
cordially invited to be present.
SUMMER STREET
^Alffii-'rSBtaratath. norfterlypart
ments were then serned and a pleasant
Bordo; tenor solo, "Absent," Metcalf, of said Oakham on the westerly side of the
R. M. Tibbetts, formerly of North social hour spent.
Mr Roy Vaile: encore, from "Tosca,"
Brookfield, is to sell his household goods
The Boy Scouts, acting under direction Puccini; Bell solo, "Shine on, Winter
at auction, May 20th, at his home op#w»un i HIM i IIMH« i" "»**********************|
of the State Forestry Association, have Moon," and "The Whip" Mr Wilson
posite the bank block in Spencer.
recently made a careful count of all the Thiebault; violin solo, "Songs my moth- ^"SutTl-ficres-bf land situated in ■£
Rmnl^eld which was conveyed to E. & A. a.
Dr Mary Sherman, Brookfield Wednes- shade trees in the village that are located
er taught me," Dvorak, Mr Harrison Tay §8ehsue?S?ly deed of Abbie Q. Bemis and11
day evening examined the Boy Scouts on the public highway, (outside the sideSftor. dated September 30. IW"^/
Worcester District Deeds Book 1628, page 246
preparatory to the second class in element- walk). They took all the streets included lor.
R About 18 1-2 acres of land situated in the
A light supper was served at midnight. northerly
part of Sturbridge which was conary first aid, with demonstrations.
in the electric lighting system, and found The table was tastefully decorated with TCTOd to E &A. H. Batcheller by deed of Mary
T Tja.HnV. dated May 8, 1900. recorded with
PermiBssion has been given for the new the number to be only 730. This would
yellow daffodils, and the favors were WoMetwDfiwMBIBUS. Book 1644. page668.
owners of Warren, Brookfield and Spen- at first sight seem to be an error, but a
Tta foregoing lots were conveyed to said
dainty yellow baskets of bonbons, also Wight
by E*& A. H. Batcheller Co.by.Deed.dated
cer Street Railway line to change its little observation will prove the fact that
the unique musical favors caused much Dof«fmber 26. 1903 and recorded with said Disname to the Worcester and Warren Street although many of our streets appear to merriment. The guests were loud in their "iLorS'rS'SoMfna^niaining86 acres
be well shaded, there are an unusual praises of the great changes, alterations, mow o?tess7sltuated partly in said BrookfieW
Railway line.
Sid party In the adjoining town of Sturbridge
Look out for the Indians, Monday, number of the trees on private land.
charming decorations and arrangements nn ttoeasterly side of the highway leading from
For over twenty years have befen helping men
Fast BrookSd to Sturbridge and bounded as
Officer
Quill
made
a
raid
in
the
early
June 7.
of the entire house. Every room was ar- FoUows -On the north by land now or formerly
in
every rank and station of life to better porof
Sarah
Allen,
on
the
east
and
south
by
land
of
hours
of
Sunday
morning,
taking
BrookBy vote of Meridian Sun Lodge, F. & „
ranged and designed and all the many f oSon and on the west by said highway betions, increased salaries and higher prospects.
A. M., the sermon recently delivered be- field officers along with him. Tbey visit- gifts presented by Mrs JohnC. Van Cleaf, ing the land conveyed to said Wight by 8. D.
by deed dated May 4, 1904. and recorded
a house in the east part of the town, widow of the late John C. Van Cleaf of Korbes
fore that body by Worthy Brother R. M. ted
with s» 1 District Deeds. Book 1781, page 236.
Within the last year over 5,000 persons wrote to
,
Tbeahovs premises will be sold subject to all
D. Adams will be printed in pamphlet and arrested a man and a woman, for the Mansion House, Brooklyn, as a work taxes
if any. remaining unpaid thereon or any
the
I
C
S.
in
grateful
acknowledgement
ot
the
.
alleged illegal liquor selling, keeping a of love for her friend. Mrs Van Cleaf other incumbranoes of any kind or nature exform, for distribution.
isting thereSi~or to the date of this mortgage
house
of
ill
fame
and
fornication.
These
.
help
and
benefit
they
received
from
their
courses.
;
bas
been
busy
for
three
months
finishing
Terms
»100.00
cash
at
time
of
sale
and
the
re
Pomona Grange will meet at Brimfield,
■nsdndef upon the delivery of the deed.
May 19. An auto truck will run from were driven to tovjn, and gave bail in the lovely old house with its great possi- main
BURTON W. POTTER, Mortgagee.
They
told
in
almost
every
instance,
how
they
ad,
M»V» 1016
Worcester Mass,
North Brookfield Wednesday morning $100 each for appearance at the district bilities. Particularly beautiful is the J„h"p
Ranger, Auctioneer. North Brookfield._
vanced from jobs where they earned only a bare
All who wish to go must notify Mrs Mar court the next day, the man giving as se- large new music and living room with its
curity for both, two savings bank books, soft sand colored walls, mulberry linen
living to positions of affluence and large salaries.
ion Hill before Saturday night.
FOR SALE
and an order made payable to the court
The opening game of the B & R seas in clerk. The woman, however, defaulted hangings with Persian rose tones, huge FIFTY-FIVE hens (year old) and some chicks.
Why not start today toward a big salary?
lo
fireplace with the old crane and copper t toj»ls at once. E.£ WOSfBVh Brookfteld
will be played on Grove street grounds,
her bond, and the man at an adjourned kettle, beautiful paintings and Steinway
earn
more,
learn
more.
Saturday afternoon, at 3.30, with Cherry
hearing on Tuesday, was found guilty ou
Valley. Seats for some 400 people have part of the charges, but appealed to a grand piauo. The dining room also came JOHN H.
Mark tho Attached Coupon andtMall to
NEWHALL
in for praise, with its colonial yellowbeen put up by the management.
higher court.
ways, large fireplace, tall candlesticks
BLACKSMITH
Supt. KruBseil has given the cemeteries
Many loads of ashes and cinders have and fine old blue china. Especially lovetheir Spring "cleaning up," and both are
been scattered over the Grove school ly are the chambers, with their chintz, pain excellent condition.
The judicious
grounds during the past weeks; these pers, all reproductions of "Ye Olden HORSE SHOEING AND JOBBING
trimming of the shade trees has been ac- have been rolled down With a heavy land
MAPLE STREET
Days," antique furniture, soft rose green,
complished, and many lots improved in roller, drawn by two horses, and on the
golden brown and yellow hangings and
CADILLAC
AUTO
appearance outside the perpetual care lots.
girls' side lias been covered with sand cosy window seats. Then there is a lit- FOR sale at a bargain, a seven Passenger
H.G. TIERNEY, Local Representative, Spencer Mass.
Tourist. Guaranteed to be all right everyThe next regular meeting of the Girls' making quite a satisfactory piece of tle den for guests finished in Chinese
way Sold for no fault. Owner gone into bnsFriendly Society, will be in the Guild work. The committee now wish to cover Chippendale with its black furniture,
u re r
"-1 J' u° KOFJFMAN) central street
rooms at 7.46, on Tuesday evening, the the remainder of the ground, on the boyB' yellow linen hangings, corner seat in iness.
„wlf(.
West Brookneld.
18th. Miss Mary Ranger will talk on side, in the same manner, but do not feel cherry red, old Chinese prints and rare
FOR SALE
her trip to the Panama-Pacific exposition that they can spare any more of the porcelains making a delightful whole.
E «.' POLES and Pea Brush, all ready to set,
and California. A chafing dish lunch school funds at present to complete the In the old gray hall near the colonial enB delivered in anv^ntUy.^^ M ^
will be served.
work. Chairman Maynard is also anx- trance Mrs Van Cleaf has hung these
Hartford, Conn., UJ S. A.
13
The census enumerators wish the pub- ious to have the big rocky "hump" at words of welcome:—
Pleas* explain, without further:oblifp*»>it.i»£*B^Sto
lic to understand that although they have the north-east corner of the building! Don't forget the latch-string's out
FOR RENT
A Good upstairs tenement on Summer street,0
Upon my door,■ completed their work and Bent in their taken off, in order that the grounds may
with all the modern conveniences. Apply,'
mt
Don't forget I long to see you
returns, they are by law prohibited from be on an even grade.
MRS M,. P. HOWARD.
Architecture
More and more,
giving any information as to the populaSalesmanship
Contracting and Bun
Happy days 1 We' II talk the old times
FOR RENT
Advertising Man
tion of the town, or any other data seDeath of Harriet A. Knight.
Structural Engineer
O'er and o'er
EIGHT room cottage on Ward St. Steam heat,
"Show-Card Writing
"Architectural Drafting
When you come to lift the latch-string
cured in their house to house canvass.
city water, fruit, and Poultry place- ln$»J»
"Window Trimming
or address. MRS K. F. EAMES. Bigelow 8t.Utt
North
"Plumbing and Heating
On my door.
Word is received of the death at the
Frank M. Saunders has been appointed
"Book-keeping
Brookfield..
—"Civil Engineer
Mrs Van/Oleal was highly complimentStenography
a justice of the peace by his excellency, city hospital in Worcester, last night, oi
Bridge Engineer
TENEWENT TO BENT
ed on her exquisite taste, and Mrs MathAgriculture
Railroad Construction
Gov. David I. Walsh.
Mr Saunders, Harriet A. Knight, widow of the late H.
"Poultry Farming
ewson on. her beautiful home, also Prof. ■ owisB ^tenement corner Maple and Cnestnut
Arthur
Knight,
formerly
of
North
BrookSurveying
who is purchasing agent for the BAR
"Commercial Illustrating
J streets. 7 ^^"^^LESTON.
Mining Engineer
i Rubber Co., has removed hi* ofBoe to the field. She sustained a fall on the side- Coy for the charming program.
"Lettering & Sign Painting
Che""
Among
the
guests
were:—Miss
Rita
"Mechanical
Engineer
S basement, and is very comfortably, fixed walk last Monday, fracturing her hip,
TOREN1
"Textile Manufftcturing
"Mechanical Draftsman
which injury resulted in her death at the Carruth, Miss Blanche Bryant.Miss Ruby A GOOD TENEMENT of six rooms, on Grove
French
for business.
<
—
Shop Foreman
city hospital. Her age was 59 years, 8 Bordo, Miss Margaret Koch, Miss Leslie
"German
j
Cecil Budd, the youngest son of Rev.
""Electrical Engineer
"Spanish
mos., and 19 days, She was born in Brown, Miss Gertrude WUsley. Miss
""Electric Lighting
\ and Mrs A. W. Budd, Gilbert street, fell
'Italian
East Brookfield, the daughter of Phiny Hattie Stamford, Miss Merril, Mr Merril.
"Eleciric Railway Work
FOR SALE
Civil Service Examinations
i from a tree last Saturday afternoon, dis8. and Marion (Merritt) Doane, and was Mr Myron Smith, Mr Wilson Thiebault,
"Telephone Expert
^Automobile Running
' locating his left elbow and seriously fracYOUNG
PIGS
AND
SHOATS
""Concrete Construction
a member of the Baptist church, and of and Professor J. S. R. Coy, all of Spen,wl9.
JOHN H. LANE
turing the condyle. He was taken to the
the Rebskah lodge. A daughter, Mrs W. cer. Mr George 8aunoy, Mr Harrison
Worcester hospital by Dr. Pronty, where
Bertwell, Worcester; a son, Albert P. Taylor and Mr Roy Vaile all of Worcesan x-ray picture was taken and the arm
Knight, Shrewsbury; and two brothers ter; Mrs Van Oleaf of Brooklyn, and Mr
set. On Tuesday be was brought home
in'Webster, survive her.
Funeral at 3 William Cheeks of New York
and baa since been confined to his bed.
Office at Dr. Ludden's
p. m., Suftday, from 14 Whitmarsh Ave.,
The ■welling it so bad that another x-ray
FOR RENT
Worcester.
•
-'■-%-.
YosfXltMW
whan TOU S«aB«««.
photograph will haye to be taken as soon
ICE sunny, furnished or unfurnished tene- •;• GUa*M«* afeak* unpeove your looks
as possible, in order to determine whethment of throe rooms: everything needed- tor
FOR SALE,
■
housekeeping. All conTenlenoaa OB one floor . ■ uwill is yw Sight.
er the bones are now in proper place, and A Lusty lot of week did White Leghorn Chleks, Rent
reasonable. "AopTyio
n M>
a line bay hone, work anywhere, extra
"DANHtTOSTEB. MainSOWt.
to show what more is needed from the , goadalto
-^i.Miit.irilhinii "'■"
"
!
Tr
reader. C.W.ENGLISH, rr.<
Spring
St.
I lwW
Twin ■"» (amsurgeons.
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WEST

KEEP UP UNREST IN CHINA
»

BROOKFIELD.

Dr. Clement K. Hill attended the con
ventiou of dentists in Boston on Friday
Mrs Webster L. Kendriek'
Kendriek- is visiting

Fervent Believers In Evil Spirits and
Kindred Invisible Agencies Source
of Much Trouble.
ry^TpTT r-q^T7

T"fT\

.,.. . . ,,
I
Mrs Eliot
L. Greene, iLong Hill
Hill Hiturn.
return ,
ed to her limnelaat Friday, ajter spending j C7
' ■
the winter in Boston.
Mr and Mrs George H. Howard, Pleasant street, have Iweu entertaining Miss
THRIFTY CITIES OF .ENGLAND
Mary A. Taylor of Woreester.
Mrs John Donelson and her daughter,
Municipalities Make Use of Natural
Helen, Mechanic street, started Monday
Advantages, and Thereby Taxes
for an extended visit in Philadelphia.
Are Lessened.

Miss Mildred I. Pease, teacher of grades
4 and 5, School street building, spent the
weekend at her home, Hatfield, last week.
Philander Holmes, West street, town
tree warden, attended the meeting of the
Btatfi wardens in Worcester on Saturday.
Mr and Mrs Everett B. By,le8, Edgewood, R. I., were guests of Mr and Mrs
Charles E. Chapman, West Main street.
Russell Canterbury went to Springfield,
Monday, where he will work for the
Bausch" Machine and Tool Co. at Brightwood.
Mothers' day was observed in the Congregational church last Sunday. Rev. J.
H. Hoffman preached a Bermon for
mothers.
Lockhardt Olmstead, a student at the
Choate school for boys, spent the weekend
with his parents, Mr and Mrs Chauncey
L. Olmstead
West Brookfield Grange met in G. A.
K. hall Wednesday night and listened to
a paper on "Culture and Agriculture" by
George H. Wright. Misses Martha Canterbury, Frances Morgan, Helen Hauck
and Daniel McReevy and Bernard Kingpresented a farce.
E. King, West Brookfield, second baseman on the Warren High School team
has been confined to his home, having
torn the ligaments of his left ankle while
playing against Brookfield High School
last week. He will be greatly missed by
the Warren team, as.he is one of their
best players.
The Massachusetts forestry commission
is preparing to reforest 40 acres of land
in West Brookfield. A. M. Murphy began the work on Monday with the help
of local workmen. The state has taken
over the land owned by Philander Holmes
of West street. It is situated two. miles
north of West Brookfield centre in the
I Bagged Hill district. The whole of the
1
Cady lot and a part of the Gilbert lot,
about'40 acres in all, will be reforested
with about 40,000 white pine trees.
Baseball enthusiasts met in Ye Olde
tavern last week and organized the West
Brookfield A. A., with Frank L. Daley,
president, and Bernard A. Con way, secretary and treasurer. David H. Robinson
will be manager. Charles E. Stone,
Frank D. Stone and John A. Brady were
chosen as entertainment committee, and
will arrange a dance for the benefit of the
A. A. The first game of the season was
won by West Brookfield A. A. against
Ware A. C, 6 to 4, Saturday afternoon
at Quaboag park, i
NEW BRAINTREE.
Mr and Mrs Davidson, Miss Grant and
Mr Pulsifer of Worcester, and Mrs Black
of Brockton, have been visiting Mr and
Mrs C. S. Lane.
Rev. A. W. Budd's sermon theme at
the Congregational church, next Sunday
morning, will be "The Quality of
"Mercy." In the evening, at 7, "Woman
and War."
Miss Ida Exley, aged 19 years, the only
daughter of Mr and Mrs George Exley
of Barre Road, was a passenger on the
ill fated Lusitania, and is reported among
the missing.
Timothy Bigelow Chapter, D. A. R., of
i Worcester has invited Peter Harwood
I Chapter, of North Brookfield, to join
with them in a lunch at the Arcadia Inn,
Brookfield, Tuesday, June 8. One dollar
a plate.

Glasgow sets a splendid example
of thrift and enterprise to her sister
cities and towns of Great Britain.
She does not even scorn to collect
and sell her waste paper and to traffic in scrap iron, thus adding many
hundreds a year to her exchequer.
Her cleansing department does business with half the counties of Scotland. She ownB nearly 1,000 railway
wagons, and does a wide range o(
business, from bog-reclaiming to market gardening and butcher's work.
Manchester takes a good second
place with an annual profit of, roughly, £90,000. She does an excellent
trade in soap, oil and tallow, and other allied goods of her own manufacture, and employs about 2,000 men in
making mortar on a large scale; her
cleansing department Is the largest In
the kingdom, and she makes all kinds
of implements, wagons, brushes and
machines, while she has converted
hundreds of acres of marshland Into
an agricultural paradise.
Halifax makes a substantial profit,
to the relief of the rates, from a large
quarry which supplies the stone for
the paving of her streets; and Macclesfield is the owner of two such quar
ries.
Leeds makes such goodly profits
from her municipal water, gas and
tramways that her highway rate is
but half what it would be otherwise;
while she bas spent more than two
million pounds in practically rebuilding the whole of the central part of
the city.
Southfleld Is the fortunate owner
of a pier whose tolls, amounting to
£5,000 and more a year, pay her educational bill; and Yarmouth not only
has a similar money-earning pier, but
she earns a good income from her inexhaustible supplies of mud. Invaluable for making Roman cement, and
from her mines of shingle, which la
in large demand by water companies
for filtering purposes.

GETTING MOST.FROM TURKEY
If Fowls Are Tame They Will Lay In
Improvised^ Nests—Confine Poult*
in a Dry Place.

About the last of February placa
some old barrels on their sides, with
Btraw or leaves In them, around in
good places, with a few hens' tfggs in
them, and, says a writer in Farmer's
Guide, if your turkeys are tame they
will lay in the nests you have fixed for
them, and you will have very little
trouble bunting nesta.
,
While the weather is cool bring in
the eggs before they are chilled, and
if they are turned every day you can
save them until all the hens are
through the first laying, then set on*
or two, and put the balance under
chicken hens, giving all the poults to
the turkey hens, letting the pther.turkeys sit after second laying, a* the
third laying is too late to make good
turkeys.
When the eggs begin to
hatch watch them to see that Hie
shells do not get slipped over some of
the other eggs and smother the little
turks.
After the eggs are all hatched leave
;the mother alone as long as she will
stay in the nest. Then confine her
with the poults in a coop until they
have learned her call, as they will lol-

PERGOLA AS AN ORNAMENT
Without Care, This Attractive Addition to House Is Worse
Than Useless.

It is an age of pergolas; they are
budding forth on remodeled houses,
incorporated In new houses and added to old houses with an utter disregard of true fitness. They begin nowhere and lead nowhere, they support no vines and consequently furnish no shade, and, in fact, half the
time look depressingly like nothing
so much as a section of elevated railroad.
The well-used pergola whoBe framework la covered each of the first few
years by the quick growth of annual
vines before the perennials cast
enough shade, 1B the Ideal pergola. It
must have a use, primarily—leading
to or leading from somewhere; or be
a place to sit In and enjoy, else it
misses Its point entirely. Sometimes
the pergola Is built for beauty alone,
a curving white section placed at the
far side of a pool—or at the end of a
tennis court, against a background of
green shrubbery, and in that case no
one can dispute the use If It pleases
the eye.
The pergola has more possibilities
than seem at first apparent. If the
growth of vines be unsuccessful, a
striped
canvos
awning can be
stretched across the rafters, or the entire pergola screened on the Inside,
which useful scheme need not detract
from the beauty.
Two Kinds of City Debt.

David Starr Jordan, denouncing extravagant governments of our time.
Is alarmed by the enormous increase
of bonded debts of European and
American cities.
There is debt and debt. European
cities have gone heavily in debt during
the past four decades to buy reyenueproduclng utilities, and those properties are paying for themselves out of
their earnings. American cities, enlarging their bonded debt almost as
rapidly as European cities, have little
property of this kind to show for IL
Our cities, like our railroads, are being used to enrich little groups of citizens; whereas the European cities are
,
p ■ ■
withdrawing from such favored groups
the age-old privilege of laying a profitFor Pearl Ornaments.
tax on the masse* of the people.—St
Pearl ornaments may be elegantlj
Louis Post-Dispatck.
polished by Brat rubbing with oliw
oil to remove the dirty appearance
St. Paul Issues Improvement Report.
then applying any red nail polish. Tbli
A report that contain* an interestlatter gives a burnished appearance,
ing discussion of various phases of
and with a little fast rubbing the pearl city building and general municipal detakes on a brilliant glow.
velopment has been Issued by the

The annual re-union and roll call of the
Congregational church was held at the
church Thursday, May 14. Dinner |was
served to a large number of the congregation, Rev. William France invoking divine blessing. The meeting was^called to
order at 1.30 p. m., and a good response
was heard from members at the roll-call,
an unusual number of the non-resident
members responding by letter. Encouraging reports were given by the officers of
the different organizations of the church.
Miss Frances Tufts was chosen clerk for
the ensuing year and Miss Carrie Bush,
treasurer. The meeting closed at 4 p. m.

A Most Popular Bird.

low anything off the first day or two.
After they get strong on their legs,
let the mother out after the dew is off
the grass, and let her take her babies
for a stroll to catch Insects, but be
sure they are back in their coop before sundown. I never really confine
the poults after the first day, except
while It IB raining, bat confine the
hens and let the little ones go In and
out of the coops at will.
,
I feed corn bread and curds with
black pepper sprinkled on them, and
feed all they will clean up, at least
every two hourB. and oftener when
the weather is so they have to be confined. There Is a great deal written
about feeding young turkeys, and it
seems to be the easiest way out of <t,
when anyone loses turkeys, to tell
them they have been feeding too
much. But I think it could be oftener traced to lice, for with good sweet
feed properly fed, it Is Impossible to
feed too much on free range, for they
can eat but little at a time, and with
their rapid growth and feathering,
they cannot make fine birds when they
are stunted for feed.

It is a common belief among the ignorant classes of the Chinese that
the innumerable evil spirits of the
dead are real and terrible demons.
These demons are believed to he able
to subject the relatives to the most
evil state of bondage and suffering.
Superstition
runs- so
rampant
throughout China, in spite oi the
sprinkle of education and advances
maje during the last,decade b> occidental commerce and missionary efforts, that the average native firmly
believes in the existence of invisible
agencies. These superstitious agencies can mysteriously cut oft queues
and bring about sickness or accident
or other dire disasters.
Because of this superstitious fear r
and belief in the presence of evil S&.K.
mons, many of the Chinese are frequently aroused to the wildest, most
uncontrollable state of excitement
These latter outbreaks manifest themselves In different phases of public
disorder and rioting. For example, In
1877 a panic broke out in which a
queue-cutting mania occurred.
The later Boxer outbreak was a gigantic Illustration of how superstitious fear can arouse the average Mongolian. Under the stre»» of high excitement and fever, the average ignorant Chinaman, led on by unscrupulous leaders, is made to actually believe that all the laws of nature have
for their especial benefit been suddenly repealed. The ignorant, superstitious mind of the native is readily
worked up to the point where he »el.eves he bears a charmed life and
fiat his body is invulnerable to rifle
builets, 'exploding artillery shells or
other missiles of war.
Difficult as it ia to believe, there
are native fatalists existing today in
China so wildly superstitious that
they believe no sword has ever been
forged which Can cut their charmed
lives. .Obviously, they have never
gone up against the real thing in occidental warfare, but it Is with such
sophistries that these fatalists inflame the superstitious minds of their
ignorant followers.
The disturbing
and perilous element among the Celestials, with their wild superstitions,
is impossible to estimate, but in spite
of the marvelous advances during the
last two decades, China is still filled
with such dangerous men. One of
the great needs of modern China i»
some educational method whereby
these wicked and evil states of the
ignorant, superstitious mind of the Celestial can be overcome.—Clyde Wltmer.

UTTLE HINTS ABOUT DUCKS
Necessary That Quarters Be Dry at
AH Time*—Young Fowl* Require
Fairly Damp Mash.

Although ducks will spend a great
deal of time in the water if it is always accessible, when they return to
their quarters they require a perfect"
ly dry place.
The straw or litter, which should
always be cut fine, must be removed
as soon as it becomes damp or filthy.
Care In this matter will prevent weak?
ness of the legs and other troubles.
Do not feed young ducks Cry food.
They require a fairly dam;), mash
until they are about a month old. The
first few meals will consist of stale
bread, moistened with a little milk
and mixed with a very small portion
of fine grit.
After the fifth or sixth day a little
finely chopped, well cooked meat
should be added to the duckling's
rations.
Cooked Meat Is Beneficial.
Poultry, especially when confined,
are benefited by an occasional feed of
cooked meat. For this purpose lean
meat that will divide readily into
fiber* resembling small worms Is very
tempting to fowls. But do not give
much fat meat It Is muscle and bone
and feather-making material that they
need, and fat meat supplies none of
these, while lean meat contains then

A* a Usual Thing.
When a man wear* a flowing neckcommissioner of public forks of St. tie and calls himself "a dreamer" yon
Paul. A comprehensive study for the can spot him a* a member of the antiWhere He Drew the Line,
luring 'lie trial of some infamous Improvement of/the city Is Included. work club
person
iiarles Lamb remarked grave
ly that he "should like to know them
Farming V*. Agriculture.
Rich Pearl Oyster Bank*.
to ask them to dinner." "You would
"Father," said Johnny, "what 1* the
The richest pearl oyster bank* are
not sit with them?" asked Talfourd, difference between tannin*; and agrisituated around the northern and
solemnly. "Yes, I would sit with any- culture T"
"Well, my son; for tanning you eastern coast of the Bahrein islandsthing but a ban or a tailor."
need a plow and a harrow and other Units of measurement in the sate ar*
Implement*, and for agriculture all the rice bag and the coffee bag, which
Requires Time to Mature.
hold on the average 140 and l7t
Until the pearl oyster is six or you need is a pencil and a piece ol pound*, respectively, of uncleaned
■even year* of age it does not proshell*.
duce any pearls.

Surname* of Royalty.
The royal families of Eurupe have
not generally a surname because
mostly (unlike the English houses of
Stuart and Tudor, which were the
respective surnames of the first king
of each house before he ascended the
throne) they are descended in the
male line from some territorial counts
existing long previous to the period
in which the somewhat modern custom of surnames prevailed. King
George V, derives in the male line
from the ancient counts of Wettln
(flourishing In the tenth century),
afterwards electors of Saxony, dukes
of Saxe Coburg Gotha, etc. His ancestors in the male line were of the house
of Este, one of whom, Aao of EBte,
married early In the tenth century the
daughter and heiress of Guelph, duke
of Bavaria, from which match sprang
in the male line the dukes of Brunswick-Luenenburg, afterwards electors
of Hanover and kings of Great Britain.
The members of the British royal
family are described by their princely titles in proceedings in the house
of lords, and no allusion Is made to
any surname—for instance, they sign
the test roll merely by their personal
or Christain name, and we know
nothing of any surname which appertained by right or by usage to his late
majesty. King Edward, or to his majesty, King George V.

Will You Put Up This Wren House?
As an introductory offtjr will sen'' J'ou t|lia
little Wren House Free, postpaid, with a six
month's trial subscription to LITTLE FOLKS
MAGAZINE for 40c. (Must be a new subscription. *
llns BBS House is made of wood, stained in two colors and will attract wrens to your home. You will enjoy the song of these
sweetest of song birds all Summer long.

LITTLE FOLKS Contains
Fairy Stories, Nature Stories, Stories of Real Children,
Stories of Make-believe Children, New Games to Play, Colored
Cut-outs, Pictures to Color with Paints or Crayons.
TLE FOLKS provides continuous Entertainment for children
enough of it to keep them busy the whole year round.

Address LITTLE FOLKS MAGAZINE
Dept. M, SALEM, MASS.

FREE!

HI* References.
Motorist—"Have you driven for good
people?" Chauffeur—"Oeel You should
have seen the obituaries of *ome of
•«n»."—Puck,
"-ight o» Sea Fogs.
The b ht of toe-, on both land and
,ea, varies with the conditions. Sometimes they are not much higher the*
the inaats of vessels, and again they
nay extend to a height of hundred!
ot feet.

SPIRELLA

Furnishing Undertaker

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

Funeral Director

FREE!

Three St, Regis Everbearing Raspberry
Plants to Everyone Answering
This Advertisement.

FULLAM

r^fcrSo^-^^vTo.tsir&iffi

Agents Bell these plants for 25c each. St.Regis.Everbearing; A
wonderful new Raspberry; bears fruit four months the first season planted.
Earliest of^LTRed Raspberries, begins to ripenJune 15th to 20thj, fruiting
on old canes until late August, when berries begin to ripen on .the young
or current Mason's canes, which continue to produce berries in increasing numbers without intermisaion.until late October or until frost comes.
Wonderfully prolific, first or main crop being greater than that of any
other red variety known, and Summer or Autumn crops do not consist
°f a few scattering berries, but good to heavy pickings all time. One
party who had a small patch of about half an acre picked and shipped
two or three pickings each week for four months, and h.s profits were
enormous.

"Good Fruit and How to Grow It," FREE
This is a 64-page book of valuable information about soils, how and
where to plant, trim and grow all kinds of fruit; how and when to spray,
and the cost of planting and maintaining an orchard. Also complete
description of all varieties of Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Roses and Shrubs
with bargains in Home Garden Collection as low as 98 cents, the same as
agents charge three dollars for.

special Collection- of Standard Apple Trees 98 cents
2 Baldwin
2 Northern Spy
2McIntosh

2 Wealthy

2 Ben Davis
2 Stark
2 Yellow Transparent

All Fine Two-Year Trees

REILLY BROTHERS "THE OASIS NURSERIES"
1207 Reilly Road, Dansville, IM. Y.
SEND THE COUPON BELOW TO US TODAY

RILBY BROS! (THE OASIS NURSERIES)
Dansville, N. Y.
i
Kindly send me your large Fruit Book "GoodFrait and
How to Grow it" Free of all charge; also coupon food 'or i fet.
SegTs Everbearing Raspberry as advertised in the North Brookfield JOURNAL and the Brookfield TIMES.

Name_
Town and State_
Street or R. F. D. No..

Newspapers
Clean and Whole)

Egypt Gets More Rain Now.

Rain fell in'torrents in Alrxandria,
Egypt, during the rejoicings over the
accession of the new sultan. Some
fifty years ago the statement would
have seemed ridiculous; but of recent
years the climatic character of Egypt
has lost its consistency, and now we
have rain In places where none was
known before, and more rain where
there was »very little, or only the gentle dew.
The English are believed to be responsible for the rain—with their new
channels fo» spreading over the land
the waters of the Nile. Cairo haB only
two inches in the year, while BOO mile*
up the Nile there is practically none
at all. Just as the plantation of trees
in a deseri will bring r*ln, *o Is Egypt
now a moister place because of the
extension of cultivated lands But it
is not likely that all our western clvHUatlon will ever destroy the wonderful dryness of Egyptian air with
which the constitutions of Invalid*
and pyramid* agree.

FREE!

Call at 46 Summer Street

H. H. PRATT REFUSES

For Spring House Gleaning

JOURNAL - OFFICE
ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
-

■

"DANIETFOSTER,

Chick Feed

Seed Potatoes

House Painting, all Branches

Phosphate •

Bone Meal

Laad Plaster

RED FRONT STORE

»J&f £T TT. S.»

The International
Correspondence Schools f
Scranton, - Penn.

International Gorrespondince Schools
Hartford, Conn.

International Correspondence Schools

AT^THE

.■"'

Grass Seed
Oyster Shells

i Young
Younawomen
womangoing
aoinB to
Boston to work or study,
any lady going to Boston for
pleasure or on a shopping
trip without mats steort will
find the

Franklin Square
House
S dellflhtful pMo« to Stop. A
Hgmt'HiM til tho Mart of
Boston «oto»lwiy for wo.,
men. MB JOJSM. sale, o°mfortable. eenvaniont of seem, price* rMsenabia. For
particular*. and prices ad drcaa

Sopt, 11 E. Newtoa St, Boston, MSM

ERNEST D. CORBIN, Optometrist
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NEW ENGLAND SICK
GET BACK HEALTH
Victim! of Digestive Disorders Tell of
Wonderful Effect of

Remedy.

TWO EXCELLENT CROPS

■j! An Appeal to j|
Students

Benefit of Use of Leguminous
Crops Just Appreciated.

SELECT HIGH VITALITY SEED
Possess Power of Germinating Rapidly
and Producing Healthy and
Vigorous Plants.
(By W. W. BOBBINS. Colorado Agrlcultural College)

POULTRY

DI3HE3 THAT SHOULD

BE

BET-

TER KNOWN.

Many New England stomach sufSeeds with "high vitality" posses*
ferers and, In fact, people all over the
Chicken Portola a La Coppa Calls for
Aggressive Campaign Waged tor Past the power of germinating quickly and
United States, have found remarkable
ot
producing healthy, vigorous plants. NEGLECT OF FARM POULTRY
a Variety of Ingredients, and
Few Years in Interest of Better
results from the use of Mayr's WonSeeds
with
"low
vitality"
sprout
slowderful Remedy.
BF REV. HOWAR» W. FOPE
Seems Promising—Frltto
Farming Has Not Been Withly
and
produce
weak
and
spindling
SaperiaKadeet of Ma, Moody BMc kaftan J \
Most Flocks Are Too Small and Are
Hundreds in this State alone have
Mlsto—Chicken Pie.
out Its Reward.
plants. The chief influences affecting
of Chicago
taken this remedy and tell today of
Not Given Attention and Care
seed vitality are as follows:
the benefits they received. Its effects
They Deserve.
Chicken Portola a la Coppa.—Take a
(By T. PARKER.)
come quickly—the first dose con1. Age—Vitality of seeds decrease
fresh cocoanut and cut off the top, reThe soy bean, also known as Ja- with age.
vinces; no long treatment. Here is
We
believe
that
we
are
justified
la
moving nearly all the meat. Put toTEXT—Study to shew thyself approved pan pea and soja bean, is one of the
what two who have taken it say:
2. Maturity—Although seeds will saying that the average farmer does
gether three tablespoonfuls of chopped
MRS. S. E. JOHNSON, 61 Whit- unto God.—II Timothy 2:16.
many good things that have come to germinate when not fully mature, the
not
give
enough
attention
to
the
cocoanut
meat and two ears of fresh
more street, Hartford, Conn., wrote:
Mr. Gladstone was once asked what us from Asia. The writer first grew plants produced are weaker than poultry side of farming. Experiments
"My pains left me the next day after
green corn, cut from the cob. Slice two
it in 1872, but its real worth and value those from fully matured seeds.
was
the
leading
question
in
England
at
that have been conducted show that onions into four tablespoonfuls of
taking the treatment. It is simply
3. Size—Large and heavy Seeds the farmer's flock may be made a
that time. He re- have not been appreciated by us until
wonderful how it relieved me."
olive oil, together with a tablespoonful
have a greater germinantag power and profitable part of his live-stock busiplied that there within the last few years.
MRS. CLARE SHAW, 493 Dexter
As a forage crop, especially for produce plantB with more vigor than ness. Most flocks are too small and of dried bacon fried In olive oil, add
St., Providence, R. I., wrote: "I rewas but one leadone chopped green pepper, half a
ceived your treatment and it saved
ing question at hogs, it is exceptionally fine. For best small seeds
do not receive the attention, study dozen tomatoes stewed with salt and
my life. I am better now than I have
that time, or at
4. Percentage—Seed should come and care they should, says Utah FarmPepper, one clove of garlic and cook
been for twenty years."
from plants whose pedigree is known er. No live stock pays bigger diviany time, and that
all together until it thickens. Strain,
Mayr's Wonderful Remedy gives perto be good. Strains that are "run out" dends when put on a commercial footwas the question
manent results for stomach, liver and
this Into the corn and cocoanut and
produce seeds of weak vitality
of one's relation
ing and.properly managed. It costs add one spring chicken cut in four
Intestinal ailments. Eat as much and
6. Methods of Curing and Preser- little more to care for a large flock
to the Lord Jesus
whatever you like. No more distress
pieces. Put the mixture Into the shell
vation—Seeds cured and stored in a than for a few hens.
Christ. He then
after eating, pressure of gas in the
of the cocoanut, using the cut off top
very moist atmosphere lose their vistomach and around the heart. Get one
went on to say
Keep a flock for business reasons as a cover, and close tightly with a
bottle of your druggist now and try It
tality quite rapidly. Seeds should be and not merely from force of habit.
that the brainiest
covering of paste to keep In the flavon an absolute guarantee—if not satisstored In. a dry, cool place.
men were those
Mongrels or scrubs are not the kind ors. Put the cocoanut in a pan with
factory money will be returned.—Adv.
6. yariety-^gimilar . storage, condi- to have. Get Some purebred chickens
who paid most atwater in It and set in an oven well '
tions do not affect all sorts ot seeds of the kind you like. We would laugh
tention to this
heated fbr one hour, basting frequentIn the War Zone.
"the'same. Vitality is a* variety, char- at the live-stock man who depended
subject. "I have
ly to keep the cocoanut from burning.
"So your uncle has gone to the war,
acter:
known personally
upon
scrubs
to
build
up
his.
iiyerstock
Frltto Mlsto.—Take a lamb chop, a
has he?"
all the men who
business. Pure-bred stock will nearly piece of calf, brain, one sweetbread! a .
"Yes, sir."
have been prominent In England durINSECTS KILL, MANY TREES always _arpuse the enthusiasm of its slice of veal, a fresh mushroom, sliced
"And don't everybody miss him?"
ing the last fifty years, in business,
'owner and his family.,
Italian squash, a piece of asparagus or
"Why, yes, theyhave so far". He politics, or literature, and of the sixty
Borers Found to Be Cause ot Death of
'Other essential's "to' 'profitable farm of cauliflower and dip these into a bathasn't been wounded yet."
most prominent men, fifty-four have
Fine Oaks in Sections of Some
porilfry' are houses, equipment for ter niadp of an egg well beaten with a .been professing Christians."
': Eastern States.
hatching and' rearing, care, feeding, little flour. Sprinkle these with a litHoney Gingerbread.
If
Mr.
Gladstone
was
right,
and
if
marketing, etc. The humble hen pro- tle lime juice and fry to a delicate
Heat together one cupful of honey
Last year in sections^ of the eastern duces millions each year—the ques- brown in butter, adding salt and pepand one half cupful of butter, blend- the question of one's relation to
states many oak trees—some white tion we ask is, are your getting your per to taste.
ing well, and just before It reaches Christ is the leading question which
oak, some chestnut oaks and a few share?
the boiling point remove from the Are, confronts a student, it is very imporSoles With Wine.—Take fillets of
tant
that
he
settle
It
early.
Indeed
this
add onerhalf cupful of sour milk, two
There is money In poultry—If yon sole and pound lightly with blade of
Roots of Soy Bean, Showing Nodules. black oak—died and from apparently
question
lies
at
the
basis
of
all
educa;well-beaten eggs, two cupfuls of flour,
no cause, except perhaps a season of do not have the time, turn this part a knife, then soak them two hours in
lone-half teaspoonful each of cinnamon, tion. What Is the real object of edu- results the hogs should be turned on drought Examination of tbe bark of your farm work over to the boys well-beaten eggs seasoned with salt
cation?
It
is
to
increase
one's
cathem about the time the bean in the disclosed the fact that borers had or girls.
(ginger and salt and one and threeand pepper. When ready to cook, roll
Ifourths teaspoonfuls of soda. When pacity to know God, and to make him sod has reached its full size, and be- been at work in the trees, and these
them In bread crumbs and fry in olive
baked and nearly cool coat with a known to others. This Is what educa- fore it begins to harden while the Insects were doubtless the direct cause
Take a little of that oil and put
DON'T USE CAYENNE PEPPER oil.
tion Is for, what life Is for. "And this leaves are still green. The hogs will of the death of these fine trees.
thin icing.
in another pan with a tablespoonful
is life eternal that they should know first eat the leaves, then the remainof butter and season with salt and
The
larger
galleries
found
underthee the only true God, and Jesus der of the plant until there is only1 the neath the bark of the trees were made Liver Disease and Kindred Troubles pepper and again cook flsh in this,
Cheap Clothes Hamper.
Are General Result of Use of
Get a cardboard box at the depart- Christ whom thou hast sent" (John hard stalk left.
adding one-half glass of dry white
This Strong Spice.
ment store, that which Berlin kettles 17:3).
Soy beans require good preparation
wine. Let cook five minutes.
1.
The
keenest
delight
of
which
we
come packed in.
of the soil. Slipshod methods usually
Spanish Chicken Pie Cut up a
The
writer
Is
strongly
opposed
to
are
capable
comes
to
us
from
knowStand it on end, and if there Is no
result in a failure of the crop. They
chicken and boll until tender. Cut up
the use of cayenne pepper. He knows and fry In chicken fat two onions, two
cover one can be easily made. Cover ing God. When the devout astrono- may either be sown broadcast at the
from past experience that liver dis- green peppers, stirring In one and oneit with wallpaper that you happen to mer Kepler made his great discovery, rate of a bushel per acre or planted
ease and kindred troubles are the half tablespoonfuls of flour. Have
have, or cretonne, and you will have he exclaimed, "O God, I think thy In rows and cultivated. The latter
general
result when this strong spice ready five tomatoes, stewed, and put
a nice light clothes hamper, and It thoughts after thee." Then is no plan gives best results. In purchasing
is used, but if that condiment Is placed In two dozen ripe olives, with a small
greater joy than this, unless it be that seed, buy only bright, plump seed, the
holds a good-sized Monday wash.
in a preparation of spices there no clove of garlic, mashed. Grate seven
of seeing God's character reproduced vitality of which is guaranteed.
doubt Is a medicinal virtue in it.
in our lives. If this be true, then edularge ears of corn, season with salt
Lamb Flank Roasts.
Soy bean hay is of the finest and
Condition powder If rightly made Is and put a layer in a greased pan, then
Buy two pieces of lamb flanks, cation is not optional with us, but most nutritious quality. When cut at
composed
of
such
Ingredients
as
work
Imperative.
We
are
bound
to
cultivate
chicken, then the other ingredients,
■which will weigh about three pounds
the proper stage of growth and well
on the blood which In turn purifies with a little of the gravy, stir all toand cost from five to eight cents a every talent which we possess, be- cured, it is relished by all kinds of
the
system
and
nips
in
the
bud
any
cause
each
1B
an
avenue
through
gether
and bake until brown.
stock.
pound. Make bread dressing, as for
disease germs that may be starting,
chicken. Place four or five pieces of which God can reveal himself to ug.
The ^lvet bean ,is an important
says a writer in Texas Stockman.
twine on the table and lay one piece We are bound to open every window crop for the purpose of soil improveBaked Haddock With Stuffing.
Furthermore a reliable powder will
of flank on the twfhe, spread the of our soul "towards Jerusalem," and ment, especially in cotton-growing terClean a four-pound haddock, sprinkle
Work of Borers in Oak Bark.
strengthen the organs which must with salt Inside and out, stuff and sew.
dressing over the meat and place the let In the light of God's glorious ritory. This plant has been grown In
other on top, then tie each piece of truth.
Florida and other southern states for by the common fiat-headed borer, and make egg production more easy and Cut five diagonal gashes on each side
II. The superior advantages which a number of years. It is a rank grow- the smaller ones by the two-lined natural. Of course there must be a ot backbone and Insert narrow strips
twine around the whole to keep them
together and hold In shape. Put In students enjoy make it doubly impor- ing grass, the vines often growing chestnut borer. Both kinds of larvae Judicious use of all stimulating prep- of fat salt pork, having gashes on one
arations—just enough to gain the side come between gashes on other
the roasting pan, salt and dredge, with tant that they should become ac- fifteen or more feet In length under were present In the burrows.
point desired. ,
flour. Bake two hours. This makes quainted early with the Lord Jesus. favorable renditions. The seed can
side. Shape with skewers In form of
It Is not in the use, but the abuse, letter S and fasten skewers with small
a very pretty and delicious roast.
Education enlarges one's capacity to
SILO
IS
QUITE
ECONOMICAL
that condition powder/or any stimu- piece of twine. Place on greased dripsee and foresee, to do and to undo. It
lant like corn, buckwheat or barley
No Greasy Smell.
multiplies his influence, and thus inPreserves Palatablllty and Succulencr gets that makes It dangerous to fowl ping pan, sprinkle with salt and pepMany a good cook will be surprised creases his responsibility, since the
per. Brush over with melted butter,
of Green Corn Plant for Winter
life.
at the excellent results obtained by welfare of others depends upon his
dredge with flour, and place around
Cattle
Feeding.
the use of a raw turnip for "greasing" action and attitude. No educated perflsh small pieces of fat salt pork. Bake
the pancake griddle. Cut the vegeta- son can possibly live a Christless life
The Indiana experiment station SIMPLE TRAP-NEST SCHEME one hour In hot oven, and continue
ble In two and rub the griddle with the without leading others to do the same.
basting as soon as fat' is tried out, and
gives the following practical reasons
raw surface and then bake the cakes This consideration should have great
why farmers who keep live stock Weight of Fowl Releases Support and continue basting every ten minutes.
in the usual way. The cakes are beau- weight. A professor in a large miliCloses Opening—Hen Is Taken
Serve with drawn butter, egg or holshould build a silo. Here they" are:
tifully browned, and there is no greasy tary school recently told the "writer
Out Through Topi
landalse sauce..
The silo preserves the palatablllty
smell or smoke.
that It was the thought of his influStuffing.—One-half cupful cracker
and succulence of tbe green corn
ence with the boys which led him to
In
response
to
a
query
for
a
sketch
crumbs,
one-half \upful stale bread
plant.
To Drive Away Roaches.
decide for God and put himself en recof
a
simple
trap
nest
Montreal
Hercrumbs,
one-fourth cupful melted butThe silo Increases the live stock caCommon bracken fern laid down In ord as a Christian.
ald gives the following:
ter, one-fourth teaspoonful salt, onepacity ot the farm.
places frequented by cockroaches will
III. Again, the peculiar temptations
The Illustration shows a very sim- eighth teaspoonful pepper, few drops
Silage
is
a
good
summer
feed
when
drive them away.
which confront a student make an acple trap nest. The hen walks on the onion Juice, one-fourtlt.cupful hot wapastures are short.
quaintance with Jesus indispensable.
Because ot the small amount ol running board to the nest. When she ter. Mix Ingredients inNorder given.
Among these may be mentioned:
t
X__
ground space required by the silo It gets near the point E her weight de(a) The freedom from home reHuevos en Espanol.
Is an economical means of storing
straint. The strong, steadying hand
Empty a can of tomatoes in a frying
forage.
of the father and the Indescribable inpan. Thicken with bread and add
The silo located near the feed man- j
That'. Why You're Tired—^Out of Sorb fluence of the mother Is lacking. There
two or three small green peppers and
—Have No Appetite,
ger is an assurance of having feed
is no younger brother or sister to be
an onion sliced line. The peppers
near at hand in stormy as well as
CARTER'S LITTLE
considered, not even the restraining
may be chopped. Add a little butter
fair weather.
LIVER PILLS
influence of someone else's sister.
and salt to taste. Let this simmer
The silo assists In reducing the cost
will put you right
The consequence Is that one grows
gently until the flavors are well mixed.
of grains in fattening cattle and sheep.
<tt a few days.
selfish and comes to think that all the
Then
break on top the number of eggs
Silage greatly increases the milk
They do
world was made for him.
desired. Dip the simmering tomato
their duty. '
flow during the winter season and
(b) The petty vices which prevail
mixture over the eggs until they are
CureCon-l
decreases the cost of production.
so commonly among students. By the
stipation, I
cooked. The eggs may be served, reThere are no stalks to bother in
side of the writer in college sat the
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
jecting the sauce. Mexicans strain
the manure when corn is put into silo.
valedictorian of the class. He was
SMALL PILL, SHALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE. a well-disposed man, but he had no Roots of Velvet Bean, Showing Nodthe sauce a bit and serve with the
All should understand that silage
egg on thick toast.
A
Simple Trap Nest.
ules.
is not a complete or balanced ration.
Genuine must bear Signature
religious principles.
When othars
It is a succulent food and should be
drank be was not strong enough to
presses
that
end
of
the
board
and
Good to Know.
refuse. After graduation he studied be broadcasted or planted In rows, but supplemented with some balancing disconnects the support D, which falls
Few housewives seem to know that
law and became one of the most bril- best results will be obtained when dry feed.
of its own weight. Then when she
planted
In
rows
and
cultivated.
The
old-fashioned soda is the cheapest
liant and promising lawyers in the
steps Into the nest the board being
state. Temptations now grew stronger rows should be four or five feet apart GOOD GROUNDS FOR POULTRY heavier on tbe outside and hinged washing powder, water softener, etc.,
and
the
hills
two
to
three
feet
apart
on
the market. Put a pound or so In
and more frequent, and having no acat A, tips until the opening to the
A SHOE BOIL, GAPPED
quaintance with him "who is able to In the rowB. Plant about three beans Low, Heavy Soils Make Industry Pre- nest is closed. The ben is removed a fruit jar and fill with water, adding
more water as Solution Is used, until
save to the uttermost," and "able to to the hill.
HOCK OR BURSITIS
carious—Much of Success Depends
from the top of the nest, which is all is dissolved. A tablespoonful inkeep you from falling," he soon lost
FOB
then reset as shown above.
on Warm, Dry, Sandy Loam.
dish water will make soap lather freehis standing and business, and died ERRORS IN FEEDING PROTEIN
ly or be unnecessary. Two spoonfuls
a common drunkard.
There are people who will tell you MEAT RATION FOR CHICKENS to a pall of water for washing will
*^
• PAflF ufifcn air, i B CAT MI
(c) Not the least of the dangers Plenty of Right Kind of Feed Is Re- that any kind of ground will make
save soap, strength, time and fabric.
will remove them and leave no blemishes. which confront a student Is the tempquired to Run Milk Machine to
good poultry ground. It will not. West Virginia Experiment Station
Reducei any puff or swelling. Doe* not tation to doubt. He lives in an atmosIts Fullest Limit.
Chickens can live on tolerably barren
blister or remove the hair, and horse can be phere of Inquiry and criticism. Old
Makes Interesting Test—Eggs
Chopped Meat Cake.
ground, but poultry success Is not met
worked. $2 a bottle delivered. Book 6 K free. theories are being laid aside and new
Are Much Larger.
Try this for your lunch boxes: Two
It is a great mistake to give the on ground too poor to bear vegetation.
ABSORBINE, JR., tbe antiseptic liniment (or manpoundB
of
beef, cut fine or put through
kind For Boils, Brunei. Old Sorea, Swelling!, Varicose facts are constantly being discovered.
cow indifferent care until her milk
Low, heavy soils make poultry raisThe effect of meat rations was test- grinder; five crackers, also ground;
Win*, Vtricotltiei. Allays Fain. Price *I and 11 a bottle Possibly he sees some of bis instrucflow has greatly diminished, then try, ing precarious. The loss by disease
at (if ugeifia or delivered. Will tell more if 70a write.
ed at the West Virginia Experiment one egg, butter size of egg, if there is
tors, for whose ability he has the highW.F.YOUNG,P.D.F.,310TM|lili.(Sprlnollelft,MM». est respect, utterly indifferent to the by feeding her heavy, to get her back of many kinds In certain flocks can be Station, where one pen of fowls re- no fat in, the meat; one cupful of milk,
to her full flow.
traced
directly
to
the
low
ground
upon
ceived a ration largely of corn and pepper and salt and a small onion,
claims of the Gospel. Literature Is
Our "JITHEY" Offer-Ttiis and
The dairyman who withholds profull pf covert sneers at religion. He Is tein foods until the cows have cleaned which they feed and run. Such soil other starchy grains, while another ground, if you like this flavor. Bake
DON'T MISS THIS. Cutoutthli
Is
damp
and
cold
the
greater
part
of
pen. was fed partly on meat and In a bread tin slowly about two hours.
Just at the age when his critical facul- up all roughage will soon learn tbe
slip, enclose with 8c to Foiey it Co.,
the year.
fresh bones.
£841 Sheffield Ave., Dept. B, Chicago,
ties are being developed, and he be- folly of his ways when he adds the
The
success
of
many
a
poultryman
I1L, writini your name and address
The meat-fed fowls laid 7,556 eggs,
gins to question everything which he figures of his milk checks.
Cooking Dried Apples.
clearly. You wiU receive 4n return a
Is not always so much due to his feed while the grain-fed birds laid 3,431,
trial package containing Foiey's Honey
once believed. Add to this the natural
When you cook dried apples, try
A
worse
mistake
than
high
protein
and care as the warm, dry sandy loam, or less than one-half as many as those
and Tar Compound, for coughs, colds
willingness
of
the
heart
to
have
it
so,
adding a little grated orange peel to
and croup; Foiey Kidney PiJis. for fltUn
feeding is made by many farmers. the fowls live on.
receiving the nitrogenous ration.
and you have a combination of cirin sides and back, rheumatism, backthem before the stewing process. This
In buying ground upon which to
ache, kidney and bladder ailments; and Foiey Cath- cumstances calculated to shake the That mistake Is not feeding enough of
The
eggs
from
the
meat-fed
fowls
robs
the apple of any flat taste it may
anything.
artic Tablets; a wholesomejand thoroughly cleansraise poultry look well to the ground were larger, much firmer, rather beting cathartic; especially comforting to stout people. strongest faith. Some, Indeed, think
have and gives It an added zest. Grate
The man who goes into the dairy you buy. If It is not Ideal poultry
ter, and produced far more vigorous only the outside skins, as the white InIt a sign of superior intellect to doubt, business thinking that selecting good
but this is a mistake. It is sometimes cows and compounding balanced ra- ground in soil, drainage and location, chickens than those of the others. side skin is bitter.
you
can
scarcely
make
it
that
except
Both lots of fowls remained In a
a sign of spiritual blindness, and often tions is all be needs to understand
of moral obliquity, A large part of is sure to wake up a sadder and wiser at a cost that eats up tbe profits fast. healthy, vigorous condition.
Peas and Mushrooms.
the skepticism of students Is of the man.
Stew fresh green peas and mushRemedy for Feather-Eating.
Excellent Egg Producer.
heart rather than of the head.
rooms together until tender, drain and
It requires plenty of feed to run the
Where fer.ther-eating is practiced
Common field psas contain a large partly fill little patty shells with them,
Idle men tempt the devil to tempt COT machine to its full limits. This try giving tbe fowls some sulphur, one amount of nitrogenous substances, cover with a rich cream dressing and
limit varies more than most people teaspoonful In the soft feed of every consequently making all excellent eggthem.—Spurgeon.
serve at onceseem to'think.
three fowls, two times a week.
producing food.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

Don't Out Out

ABSORBINE
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BROOKFIELD

RECIPES OF THE WEST

GAPE COD CANAL
OUTSITS RATES

SAYS CANCER IS
NOT INCURABLE
Wrong Impression as to Disease, Declares Dr. Blake.

PITH OF THE
WEEK'S NEWS

TIMES
RESULT IS MUCH THE SAME
Slight Difference' Between the Methods of the Ancient and the
Modern Turtles.

A wicked turtle had for years been
troublesome to the inhabitants of the
Reductions Affect All Classes
marsh in which he dwelt. He bit the
legs off frogs, ate fish with relish,
of Shipping
and occasionally grabbed hold of a
snake and held on until It thundered.
Finally tbe animals held a court
MOTOR AND PLEASURE BOATS
OLD WORLD AND THE NEW and tried the turtle on the charge of
murder. The turtle Was there, with
his harveyized shell In perfect repair
Entire Waterway Is Eighteen
Feet
Political Pot la Bubbling Furiously— and covered with moss an Inch thick.
Deep—Ultimate Depth Will Be
He apparently enjoyed the deliberaNews About Ware Thac Are Rag35 Feet—May Be Auvantions of the judicial body, and was
ing and Rumors About Wars
observed to (smile at various times.
f .
tageous to Navy.
to Come.
The judgment of the court was that
the turtle should be hanged by the
'iiiiimmmiiiiimiiiiiimiiiNimmiimimiiiimmiimimiiHiiimiiiiimimiiiiir
neck until he was dead. When this
' Boston—Vessels drawing eighteen
decision was announced there was
feet of water can now be accommoi.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiuiiiitiiiiiimiifiiiiiMmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiii
great cheering, and the court officers
dated in the Cape Cod Canal and new
Two Zeppelins are reported to lhave, prepared to put the sentence into exeand lower rates are in effect. The
dropped bombs at Westclittf-oii-Sea, an cution at once. They prepared a
English seaside resort, but without noose and approached the turtle.
rates affect all classes of shipping
fatalities.
That astute tortoise drew his head
from yachts and motorboats to
Paris reports that French marine back inside his shell and chuckled
steamers and barges carrying passenfueiiiiers took possession of Union merrily at the inability of the execugers and cargo. Sometime this month
Farm, strongly fortified by the Ger- tioners to carry out the sentence of
the company expects to announce
mans.
tbe court.
that the entire canal has been dregdA dispatch from Copenhagen deMoral—In these days turtles bribe
ed to a depth of tv,p.ity-flve feet at
(
clares
the
Genmans
have
met
severe
grand juries or employ gqod attormean low water, with the correspondcheck to the westward olf Mitua, capi- neys.
ing increase in the size of vessels to
tail of Couriand.
be accommodated, in other words,
According to news from Oonsitantithe canal will before the end of this
BABY LOVES HIS BATH
nople evix Turkish transports have
month be completed on the original
been sunk by the Rusarians off the
plans. However, in keeping with inWith
Cutlcura Soap Because So SoothBosphorus, and two others have been
dustrial progress, the company now
sunk in the Seo of Marmora.
ing When His Skin Is Hot.
contemplates digging the ditch to a
British airmen, reports London, sucuniform depth of thirty-five feet at
These fragrant supercreamy emolcessfully attacked the St. Andre raillow tide, which would enable It to
way junction north of Lille and the lients are a comfort to children. The
take care of any warship and almost
canal bridge at Dok. Bombs wero Soap to cleanse and purify, the Ointany merchant ship built or contemdropped also on Fournes, Herlles, li- ment to soothe and heal rashes, Itchplated.
lies, Marqullllies, and La Basse.
lngs, chaflngs, etc. Nothing more efEven as it stands today, the canal
The steamship Lusltania, of the fective. May be used from the hour
possesses, according to experts, treCunard line, was nearing the entrance of birth, with absolute confidence.
mendous advantage to the United
to St. George's Channel, between the
Sample each free by mall with Book.
States navy in case of war with a
Irish and English coasts, with 1,254 Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XT,
foreign Power which might be able
passengers from New York and a crew Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
to undertake extensive blockade or
of 816, when an unseen German subattacking operations off tiie MassaBuilding Up Her Words.
marine discharged two torpedoes
chusetts coast, fcr submarines have
A certain little Columbus schoolgirl
which struck her and sent her to the
several times made the passage withis learning things, both at school and
bottom in twenty minutes.
out the least trouble and destroyers
Between the Meuse and the Moselle on the street, as a recent happening
have been able to run through the
The knowledge she
and in the forest of Ailly there were demonstrates.
cdt at good speed. With foreign warseveral sharp encounters, and the Ger- picked up at school; the phrase reships off the coast or inside Cape Cod
mans assert they maintained their garding the cat she heard either from
this short cut might afford opportuground.
some older child or from some careFour more vessels are reported sunk less elder.
nity for operations which would be
by German submarines, two steamers,
Invaluable. On the other hand the
"Mother, what does fat spell?" she
one trawler and one schooner. Two asked tbe other night, on coming
canal is said to have proved itself so
of
the
four
ships
were
neutral.
•
valuable that there is talk of need for
home from school.
Dukla, in the Carpathians, is reaffording its entrances further pro"Why, 'fat,' my dear," replied the
ported
won
by
the
Austro-Germans
as
tection by batteries or forts. It may
mother.
GOVERNOR APPROVES.
their final brilliant victory in the Carbe that land fortifications will be
"And what does h-e-r spell?" came
pathians and the Teutons claim that the second inquiry.
projected to assure tbe safety of tbe
canal against landing parties which Indorses $2,500,000 Western Highway 1,600,000 Russians are thereby imperil" 'Her,'" again vouchsafed the InProposition in Every Particular.
led.
would have little didlculty in reaching
formant.
It across the cape, provided they were
"Now I knew I was right, and that
tllllllllllllltHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIII||
Boston—Governor
Walsh
has
Inunopposed by warships or quickly
old cat of a teacher tried to make me
dorsed
the
$2,500,000
proposition
for
established temporary fortifications
believe that those letters spelled fa..IIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIK
the Improvement of the western highnear the coast.
ther," exclaimed the child with not a
ways.
He
has
met
Senator
John
W.
Rear
Admiral
W.
8.
Benson,
Chief
The tolls for commercial vessels,
little Indignation.—Columbus Dispatch.
including those carrying passengers Halgls, Senate chairman of the Com- of Operations of the Navy, assumed
or freight or both, range from $5 a mittee on Roads and Bridges and Ms duties at Washington.
Couldn't Part.
At the War Department reports
passage for those of less than six- gone over the matter thoroughly and
Louis Halle was a colonel on Govteen gross tons with a minimum of says that he heartily indorses the that General Wood had been ordered ernor Yates' staff, and in that capacity
to Washington were emphatically
thirty feet in length, to $20 for the proposition In every particular.
accompanied him to Washington to be
It was not certain what the gover- denied.
same tonnage and sixty-five feet or
a part ot an inaugural parade. All the
nor
would
think
In
respect
to
the
adRear
Admiral
Wintenhalter,
"Aide
over; from $21 for craft of from sixcolonels had uniforms a-plenty, but it
ditional
$606,000
which
is
to
be
apfor
Material,"
was
assigned
to
the
teen to nineteen gross tons to $80 for
was decided to rely upon the Washcommawl
of
the
Asiatic
fleet,
succeedpropriated
by
the
counties
to
connect
those from 950 to 999 gross tons. For
ington supply of horses Instead of takthe
Isolated
towns
with
the
main
aring
Admiral
Co
wiles,
who
is
to
be
tugs and vessels having no passening the mounts along.
teries
of
travel,
but
since
his
approretired.
gers or cargo, but empty or in balTbe governor sat on his horse awaitCount von Bernstoff, German Am- ing the parade formation, and from
last, the single passage rate is $3 for val has been given, the backers of the
the first class and $10.50 for those plan are well pleased. The original bassador at Washington, received in time to time an orderly would gallop
of less than sixteen gross tons and draft of the measure called for $1,500,- his mail an anonymous letter threat- up with an official communication. On
sixty-five feet or more in length. For 000 to be contributed by the State ening the destruction of the Embassy. each occasion Colonel Halle was by
Richard D. Olney, of Boston, former his side. At last the governor obthose from 450 to 499 gross tons the imd $500,000 by the five western
rate is $24.
Commercial vessels of counties, but, at the Springfield hear- Secretary of State, was named by Sec- served :
ing,
It
was
decided
to
enlarge
the
retary Bryan as the American memmore than 1000 gross tons are to pay
"Colonel Halle, I see no necessity
ber of the commission under the peace for your sticking to this orderly in
eight cents a gross ton for a single project.
treaty with France.
passage and tugs and vessels without
the performance of his duties."
The House has passed to be enpassengers or cargo, when over 500
According to a statement issued by
"There isn't any," admitted Halle,
grossed, after long debate, a bill to
gross tons, five cents a gross ton for
the Treasury Department, the total "but, you see, our horses are a lifeprohibit inquiries into the religious
amount of money in circulation on long team."
each passage.
beliefs of applicants for positons as
A charge for pilotage through the
May 1 was $3,493,038,876.
public school teachers.
canal may be made beginning July 1,
Seismographs at Georgetown UniThe Killjoy.
The measure, which only escaped
but masters or pilots will be furnishSenator Lawson of Brooklyn has Inbeing unconstitutional by tl* addi- rerversity recorded earth Bhocks of
ed with permits to use the canal when
moderate
Intensity,
estimated
to
have
troduced at Albany a bill to abolish
tion of an amendment by Mr. Lomasthey are deemed capable of taking a
ney, came near being lost at the last been about 1,800 miles from Washing- the free lunch.
ship through. This permit will be
ton.
"The effect of this bill on drinkmoment when Mr. Allen of Newton
based on the license issued by tbe
raised a point of order that It was be- (uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiig ing?" said Senator Lawson the other
Federal Government for ships of varday.
General
ious classes, and subject to passing yond the scope of the petition upon
"Well, it's effect on drinking will be
which the bill was based.
llltllllttHMIIIIHHIItllfltlllllllllimitllllllMHIIIIIIIIimilllllHHIIIHIIINIIIIIIftllllii
an examination by the superintendent
the same as the old wife's.
or one of the officers of the canal
The United States submarine L-l
" 'My old wife certainly looks after
Mayor Curley's pure bread bill,
company..
completed her trial trips off Province- me good,' said an old wag. 'She even
which provides for the labelling of all
town, Mass., meeting all tests satis- takes off my shoes for me.'
loaves of bread containing any ingretactorilly.
Pay for Candy-Makers Fixed.
" 'That's when you come home from
dients other than those commonly
Twenty-one persons were killed and Hogan's saloon, I Buppose,' said anBoston—A decree is iBsued by tbe sold for food products, has been enmore
than
100
injured
by
two
cyclonic
other wag.
Minimum Wage Commission estab- grossed by the House! after a substi" 'No,' said the first one, 'it's when
lishing a minimum wage for women tute measure had been refused by a storms in Louisiana and Mississippi.
Crop
prospects
in
Minnesota
and
the
I want to go there.*"
andy makers in Massachusetts. The
Dakotas are excellent, following heavy
*'decision will go Into effect on Oct. 1. vote of 87 to 128.;
i
,
rains.
It fixes the wage of an experienced
ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE for tta. TROOPS
104 Operations on Animals.
An anonymous donor forwarded Oxer 100,000 packages 01 Allen's Foot-Ease, the
female employee of ordinary ability
Boston—President Rowley reviewpowder to shake into .your shoes, are
In the Massachusetts candy-making ed the work of the new hospital and through the Glrard Trust Co., of Phila- antiseptic
being used by the German and Allied troops at
delphia
a check for $10,000 to the Am- the
Front because it rests the feet, fires inIndustry at not less than $8.75 per dispensary of the Massachusetts Sostant relief toCornsand Bunions, hot,swollen
week; a minimum wage of $7.75 for ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty erican Red Cross Society.
aching, tender feet', and makes walking easy.
The hydro-aeroplane built for Vin- Bold
everywhere, S5c. Try It TODAY. Don't
a female employee of ordinary abil- to Animals at the monthly meeting
cent Astor of New York was wrecked accept any substitute. Adv.
ity with experience of a year and a of the directors. He said that since
during a trial flight at- Marblehead,
half; $6.75 minimum for workers of the hospital opened March 1, 104 opPreferred to Laugh.
Mass, Clifford Webster, the aviator,
one year's experience, and an abso- erations have been performed, 173
A little boy was sitting on one of the
suffered a fracture of the arm.
lute minimum of $5 for a female cases cared for at the hospital and
The contract for construction of the benches of Central park, watching
employee of ordinary ability (learn- 320 at the dispensary.
lighthouse tender Cedar • has been some of the people ride the donkeys.
er or apprentice). Experienced feDuring the month of March the awarded to the Cralg Shipbuilding Co., An exceedingly fat woman hired a
male employees of "less than ordi- agents of the society examined 4067 of Long Beach, Cal., for $234,500.
donkey and Was about to mount when
nary ability," however, may be paid animals, of which 137 were pedlers'
The Bethlehem Steel Corporation she saw the small boy and said to
less than the $8.75, $7.75 or $6.75 horses; made 20 prosecutions, with is rushing work on the completion of
him:
fixed as above.
18 convictions; took 128 horses from a large addition to its merchant mill
"Little boy, don't you want me "to
work and humanely destroyed 118 at South Bethlehem, Pa., and the ex- hire a donkey for you?"
horses. In the stock yards and* ab- tension is expected to be completed
' To Head Massachusetts Dentists.
"No, tbank you, I'd rather sit here
Boston—Several hundred dentists attorls 9470 animals were examined within a month.
and laugh."—May Young's Magazine.
In an address before the Wisconsin
from all sections of the state took and 37 cattle, swine and sheep were
Legislature, ex-President Taft com- YOl'B OWN DRUGGIST WILL TELL YOU
. part at the Somerset Hotel in the humanely destroyed.
mended President Wilson's neutrality Try Marine Bye Reaiedyxor Red, Weak, Watery
three-days' convention of the MassaSyes and Granulated arenas; So Smarting—
Twilight
Sleep
In
Demand.
tint Hye comfort. Write for Book of the By.
policy.
chusetts Dental Society. At the couny snail Free. Murlna Bra Remedy Co.. Chicago.
Slam's
pavilian,
which
was
transBoston—The"
"Twilight
sleep"
methcillors' meeting Dr. Charles M. Procods
of
obstetrics
have
so
appealed
to
ported
in
150,000
separate
pieces
from
tor was elected president.
A man's reputation for politeness
the prospective mothers In Greater Bangkok, was dedicated at the Panashould be based on bis attitude toward
Boston that the officers of the Mas- ma-Pacific Exposition.
Sue" Geraghty for $800.
Mayor Blankenburg of Philadelphia the women of his own family.
sachusetts
Honieopathic
Hospital
Mrs. Julia French Geraghty and her have been obliged for several weeks accepted the invitation of a commitMan Subsists upon other animals—
husband, "Handsome Jack" Geraghty, to refuse engagements at the mater- tee of councils to accompany the Libincluding other men.
figure in the suits filed In tbe Suf- nity ward of that Institution, because erty Bell on its trip to San Francisco.
Elghten exhausted campers were
folk courts, for former State Treas- of tbo demand for the privilege, acurer Frederick W. Mansfield seeks cording to a statement of Dr. Edwin rescued from the snowbound Little
$800 for legal services which he says B. Smith, obstetrician at the hospi- Bear Valley In the San Bernardino
mountains, and taken to Skyland.
tal.
he rendered them In 1913 and 1914.
Color am ■nods Bfts<**T a^tasJw color, than a
Boston—"If the knowledge concerning cancer which- the doctors
possess could be disseminated widely
in each community, I am of the opinion that this disease could be almost
eradicated in one generation," said
Dr. Jobn Bapst Blake, speaking at
the Women's Municipal league. The
subject was "The Control of Cancer,"
and the other speaker was Dr. Edward H. Nichols.
"Cancer, as with other topics of
particular Interest to the medical
profession, such as twilight sleep, for
instance, have been' the subject of
much curious, semi-scientific but
wholly unreliable propaganda, which
has done more harm than good," said
Dr. Blake. "As a result of information that has been given to the public through the lay press, people have
assumed a pessimistic attitude toward cancer in general and regarded
it as practically Incurable. This is a
mistaken impression and should be
corrected. It can be cured when it
is a purely local disease; that Is,
when it has not invaded the bloodvessels and other structures.
"We must admit that we do not
know the true cause of cancer, but
much can be done by the public In
the way of prevention. At the present time, though the mortality of Infectious diseases is constantly decreasing, that of cancer seems to be
on the increase. After the age of 40,
the mortality of cancer is greater
than that of any other disease, not
excluding
tuberculosis.
Statistics
show that one man in 18 is afflicted,
one woman in every 14, and that
there were 75,000 deaths in the
United States in 1913 from cancer.
This number would drop enormously
if
knowledge about it could be
spread.™
Praises Mass. State Prison.
Boston—Charles Johnson, assistant
deputy warden at Sing Sing prison.
New York, was the guest of Warden
Allen of the Massachusetts state
prison the other day. He praised the
manner in which the Charlestown In
stitutlon is conducted. He said that
in Sing Sing prison at present there
are 1800 prisoners. They are allowed to talk while in the work shops
and at mess. This is not allowed In
the Charlestown prison.
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For Infants and Children.
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CIIII and cut your

Jonah raged.
OUR wILU feed bill In half.
"Yes, the brute advertised as a Catalogue and Information f res. (J. RUas arVIlro.
summer resort with an ocean view," BuSalo, N. T. Liberal Terms ss Ll.s A("U.
be cried.
D1TCUTC Watson E. Colonial,
As a rule, when you do Bee a good
man you see one who Is as ugly as a
mud fence.
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Canada is CallingVbu
\lo"-She
herextends
BichWheat
Lands
to Americans a hearty invitation to settle on her FREE Homestead lands of 160 acres each or secure
some of the low priced lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.
This year wheat Is higher but Canadian land just
aa cheap, so the opportunity is more attractive than
ever. Canada wants you to help to feed the world
by tilling some of her sou—land similar to that
which during many years has averaged 20 to 45
bushels of 'wheat to the acre. Think what you
"/%h, can make with wheat around $1 a bushel and
land so easy to get Wonderful yields also of
Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed farming
is fully as profitable an Industry aa grain
growing.
The Government this year Is asking
fanners to put increased acreage into
grain. Military service is not compulsory in Canada but there is a great demand for farm labor to replace the many
young men who have volunteered for service. The climate is healthful and
agreeable, railway facilities excellent, good schools and churches convenient
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway rates to Superintendent
Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
MAX A. BOWLBY.73 Tremor,! Slrsel. Bests.. Mi.i.:
J. E. Is rOICE, » Werbroisel Sire*. FneMeoa.
1. I.: I. K. ASSEUN, Bids.tor., Mslne; J. A.
LArlEiltU.llMEIsjSustl.Msnclit.lsr, N. B.
Canadian Government Aicnta
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Union Opposes "Full Crew" Bill.
The Texas Farmers' Union registered its opposition to this character
By Peter Radford
of legislation at the last annual meetThe Local Paper a Most Useful
Lecturer National Farmers' Union
ing held in Fort Worth, Tex., August
Agency on the Farm—The Press,
The farmer gets more out of the
4, 1914, by resolution, which we quote,
Pulpit and School a Trinity of
fair than anyone else. The fair to a
as follows:
Influence
That
Must
Be
FARMERS'
UNION
OFFICIALS
"The matter of prime importance
city man is an entertainment; to a
Utilized In Building
to the farmers of this state is an adefarmer it is education. Let us take a
THINK RAILROADS A.1E ENBroader Sphere for Religion—New
Agriculture.
quate and efficient marketing system;
stroll through the fair grounds and
TITLED TO MORE REVENUE.
Field for the Rural Church.
and we recognize that such a system
linger a moment at a few of the points
is impossible without adequate railof greatest interest. We will flrBt
road facilities, embracing the greatest
visit the mechanical department and
By Peter Radford
Products of Plow and Farmer Who
hold communion with the world's
amount of service at the least posBy Peter Radford
WANTS NO "DEADHEADS" ON sible cost. We further recognize that
Lecturer National Farmers' Union
Lives at Home Should Be
greatest thinkers.
Lecturer National Farmers' Union
the farmers and producers in the end
You are now attending a congress of
Exempt From Increase.
A broad campaign of publicity on
LIST OF EMPLOYES.
The social duty of the rural church
pay approximately 95 per cent of the is as much a-part-of its obligations
the subject of rural life is needed in the mental giants in mechanical sciexpenses of operating the railroads, as its spiritual side. In expressing its
this state today to bring the problems ence of all ages. They are addressing
and it is therefore to the interest of
of the farmers to the forefront. The you in tongues of iron and steel and
social interest, the modern,, rural
By Peter Radford.
A CALL UPON THE LAW MAKERS the producers that the expenses of
city problems are blazoned upon the in language mute and powerful tell an
church does not hesitate to claim that
Lecturer National Farmers' Union.
the
common
carriers
be
as
small
as
front pages of the metropolitan dail- eloquent story of the world's progress.
TO PREVENT USELESS TAX
it is expressing a true religious inis possible, consistent with good serThe recent actien of the Interstate ies and echoed in the country press, The inventive geniuses are the most
UPON AGRICULTURE.
stinct and the old-time idea that the
Commerce Commission in granting an but the troubles of the farmers are valuable farm hands we have and
vice and safety. We, therefore, call
social instincts should be starved
upon our lawmakers, courts and
increase in freight rates in the eastern seldom told, except by those who they perform an enduring service to
while the spiritual nature was overclassification of territory; the applica- seek to profit by the story, and the mankind. We can all help others for
juries to bear the foregoing facts in
fed with solid theological food, is fast
mind when dealing with the common
tion of the roads to state and inter- glitter of the package ofttimes ob- a brief period while we live, but it
By Peter Radford
giving way to a broader interpretacarriers of this state, and we do espe- tion of the functions of true religion. state commissions for an increase in scures the substance. A searching in- takes a master mind to tower into the
Lecturer National Farmers' Union
rates, and the utterances of President vestigation into the needs of the realm of science and light a torch of
cially reaffirm the declarations of
The farmer is the paymaster of
We take our place in the, succession
Wilson on the subject bring the farm- farmers will reveal many inherent de- progress that will illuminate the paththe last annual convention of our
of those who have sought to make the
Industry and as such he must meet
State Union, opposing the passage of
erB of this nation face to face w>th.l°e \ectg ln our economic system that can way of civilization for future generathe nation's payroll. When industry
.world a lit habitation for the children problem
of an increase in freight
tions. The men who gave us the
pays its bill it must make a sight the so-called 'full-crew' bill before of man when we seek to study and rates. It is the policy of the Farmers' be easily remedied when properly un
the thirty-third legislature of Texas."
.sickle, the binder, the cotton gin and
draft upon agriculture for the amount,,
understand the social duty of the Union to meet the issues affecting the derstood and Illuminated by the pow
The farmers of Missouri in the last
hundreds of other' valuable Inventions
rural church The true Christian re- welfare of the farmers squarely and er of the press.
■which the farmer is compelled to
election, by an overwhelming maThe rural press, the pulpit and the work in every field on earth and will
ligion is essentially social—its tenets
honor without protest.
This check
jority, swept this law off the statute of faith being love and brotherhood we will do so in this instance.
school are a trinity of powerful in- continue their labors as long as time.
drawn upon agriculture may travel to
The transportation facilities of the fluences that the farmer must utilize Their bright intellects have conquered
book of that Btate, and it should and fellowship. While following after
and fro over the highways of comUnited
States
are
inadequate
to
efcome off of all statute books where righteousness, the church must chalto their fullest capacity before he can death and they will live and serve
merce; may build cities; girdle the
it appears and no legislature of this lenge and seek to reform that social fectively meet the demands of com- occupy a commanding position in pub- mankind on and on forever, without
globe with bands of steel; may search
merce
and
particularly
in
the
South
money and without price. They have
hidden treasures in the earth or nation should pass such a law or order in which moral life is ex- and West additional railway mileage lic affairs. These gigantic agencies are
similar legislation which requires unshown us how grand and noble it is
pressed. While cherishing IdealB of is needed to accommodate the move- organized in every rural community
traverse the skies, but in the end it
to work for others; they have also
will rest upon the soil. No dollar necessary- expenditures.
service, the rural church which it- ment of farm products. If in the wis- and only await the patronage and coThe same rule applies to all regutaught us lessons ln economy and effi■will remain suspended in midair; it is
tains the fullest measure of success dom of our Railroad Commissions an operation of the farmers to fully delatory measures which increase the
ciency, how to make one hour do the
as certain to seek the earth's surface
is that which enriches as many lives increase in freight Vates is necessary velop fheir energy and usefulness.
expenses of industry without giving
work of two or more; have lengthas it can touch, and in no way can to bring about an improvement in our They are local forces working for
as an apple that falls from a tree.
corresponding benefits to the public. the church come in as close contact
our lives, multiplied
our
the best interests of their respective ened
When a farmer buys a plow he pays
transportation
service,
and
an
extenopportunities and taken toll off the
There is ofttimes a body of men asthe man who mined the metal, the sembled at legislatures—and they with its members as through the sion of our mileage, then an increase communities. Their work is to build
back of humanity.
woodman who felled the tree, the have a right to be there—who, in avenue of social functions.
should be granted, and the farmer is and their object is to serve. They
They are the most practical men
The country town and the rural willing to share such proportion of prosper only through the development
manufacturer who assembled the raw
the world ever produced. Their intheir zeal for rendering their fellowmaterial and shaped it into an ar- associates a service, sometimes favor community need a social center. The the increase as juBtly belongs to him, and prosperity of the community.
ventions
have stood the acid test of
Every farmer ln this state should
church need cffer no apology for its but we have some suggestions to make
iticle of usefulness, the railroad that
utility and efficiency. Like all useful
an increase in the expenses of intransported it and the dealer who dustry without due regard for the men ambition to fill this need in the com- as to the manner In which this in- subscribe for the local paper, as well men, they do' not seek publicity, yet
as farin periodicals and such other
■old him the goods. He pays the who bow their backs to the summer'B munity, if an understanding of its crease shall be levied.
publications as he may find profitable, millions of machines sing their praises
mission brings this purpose Into clear
■wages of labor and capital employed
sun to meet the, payroll, but'these consciousness. The structure of a Rates Follow Lines of Least Resist- but he should by all means subscribe from every harvest field on earth And
i in the transaction as well as pay8 committees, while making a record
for his local paper, and no home as many plows turn the soil in mute'
rural community is exceedingly com
ance.
ifor the tools, machinery, buildings,
for themselves, rub the skin of the
should be without it. The local paper applause of their marvelous achieveetc., used in the construction of thd shoulders of the farmer by urging the plex; it contains many social groups,
The freight rates of the nation have is part of the community life and the ments.
commodity and the same applies to legislature to lay another burden each of which has its own center, but
all articles of use and diet of him- upon his heavy load and under the there are many localities which have been built up along lines of least re- editor understands the farmer's probbut one church and although such sistance. The merchant, the manu- lems. It is the local press that will
self and those engaged in the sublash of "be it enacted" goad him on a church cannot command the inter- facturer, the miner, the miller, the study the local problems and through FARMER RADFORD ON
sidiary lines of industry.
to pull and surge at the traces of civil- est of all the people, it is relieved lumberman and the cattleman have its columns deal with subjects of most
- * WOMAN SUFFRAGE
There is no payroll in civilization ization, no matter how he may sweat,
had their traffic bureaus thoroughly vital importance to local life of the
that does not rest upon the back foam and gall at the task. When from the embarrassment of religiously
organized
and
in
many
Instances
they
community.
The home is the greatest contribu. of the farmer. He must pay the bills legislatures "cut a melon" for labor divided communities.
have pursued the railroad without
tion of women to the world, and the
—all of them.
they hand the farmer a lemon.
mercy and with the power of organSocial Needs Imperative.
■
A Noble Task.
hearthstone is her throne. Our so, The total value of the nation's
The farmers of the United States
ized tonnage they have hammered the
annual agricultural products is around are not financially able to carry "dead
In too many Instances the country cial structure Is built around her, and
The average country boy and girl life out of the rates and with unre$12,000,000,000, and it is safe to esti- heads" on their payrolls. Our own have very little opportunity for real strained greed they have eaten the papers mimic the city press by giv- social righteousness is in her charge. ,
mate that 95 cents on every dollar hired hands are not paid unless we enjoyment, and have, as a rule, a vitals out of our transportation system ing prominence to scandals, accidents Her beautiful life lights the skies of I
goes to meeting the expenses of sub- have something for them to do and. vague conception of the meaning of and since we have had railroad com- and political agitation. The new hope and her refinement is the charm J
sidiary industries. The farmer does we are not willing to carry the hire4 pleasure and recreation. It is to' fill missions, these interests, with skill rural civilization has placed upon the of twentieth century civilization. He
not work more than thirty minutes help of dependent industries unless this void in the lives of country youth and cunning, are represented at every rural press renewed responsibilities, graces and her power are the cumi.
lative products of generations
per day for himself; the remaining there is work for them.
We must that the rural churteh has risen to hearing in which their business is and enlarged possibilities for usefulthirteen hours of the day's toil he therefore insist upon the most rigid the necessity of providing entertain- involved.
ness. It cannot perform its mission queenly conqueBt, and her crown ofl
exalted womanhood Is jeweled witbl
devotes to meeting the payroll of the economy.
The farmer is seldom represented to agriculture by recording the frailment, as well as instruction, to its
the wisdom of saintly mothers. She
hired hands of agriculture, such as
membership among the young. The at rate hearings, as his organizations ties, the mishaps and inordinate am- has been a great factor in the glory
Legislative House-Cleaning Needed.
the manufacturer, railroad, commerchildren and young people of the have never had the finances to em- bitions of humanity, or by filling its ofMpur country, and her noble achievecial and other servants.
While the war is on and there is a church should meet when religion is ploy counsel to develop his side of columns with the echoes of the strug- ments should not be marred or her
lull in business, we want all legisla- not even mentioned. It has been the case and, as a result, the products ! gles of busy streets, or by enchanting
The Farmer's Payroll and How He tive bodies to take an inventory of found safest for them to meet fre- of the plow bear an unequal burden stories of city life which lure our, hallowed influence blighted by the
coarser duties of citizenship. AmeriMeets It
the statute books and wipe off all quently under the direction and care of the freight expense. A glance at children from the farm.
can chivalry should never permit her I
It has a higher and nobler task.
the freight tariffs abundantly proves
extravagant
and
useless
laws.
A
good
of
the
church.
To
send
them
into
the
The annual payroll of agriculture
to bear tbe burdens of defending and j
this assertion. Cotton, the leading Too often the pages of the city dailies
house-cleaning
is
needed
and
econoworld
with
no
social
training
exposes
approximates $12,000,000,000. A pormaintaining government, but should I
agricultural product c the South, al- bristle with the struggle of ambitious
mies
can
be
instituted
here
and
there
them
to
grave
perils
and
to
try
to
tion of the amount is shifted to forpreserve her unsullied from the allied I
ready bears the highest freight rate of men ln their wild lust for power, and
that
will
patch
the
clothes
of
indigent
keep
them
out
of
the
world
with
no
eign countries in exports, but the
any necessary commodity in com- many times the flames of personal Influences of politics, and protect her I
total payroll of industries working for children, rest tired mothers and lift social privileges is sheer folly. There merce, and the rate on agricultural
from the weighty responsibilities of
conflict sear the tender buds of new
the farmer divides substantially as mortgages from despondent homes. Is a social nature to both old and
products as a whole is out of pro- civilization and Illuminate the path- the sordid affairs of life that will]
Unnecessary
workmen
taken
off
and
young,
but
the
social
requitements
of
follows:
Railroads,
$1,252,000,000;
portion with that of the products of way to destruction. The rural press crush her ideals and lower her standmanufacturers, $4,366,000,000; mining, useless expenses chopped down all the young are imperative. The church
is the governing power of public Benti- ards. Tbe motherhood of tbe farm I
the factory and the mine.
must
provide
directly
or
indirectly
along
the
line
will
add
to
the
pros$665,000,000;
banks,
$200,000,000;
1
We offer no schedule of rates, but ment and must hold steadfast to is our inspiration, she is the guardlan|
some
modern
equivalent
for
the
huskperity
of
the
farmer
and
encourage
mercantile $3,500,000,000, and a heavy
hope the commission will be able to principle and keep the ship of state of our domestic welfare and s guide
miscellaneous ^payroll constitutes the him in his mighty effort to feed and ing bee, the quilting bee and the Bingto a higher life, but directing the af-J
ing schools of the old days. In one give the railroad such an increase ln in the roadstead of progress. The fairs of government is not within wo
clothe
the
world.
remainder.
If any of these industries have sur- way or another the social Instincts rates as is necessary without levying rural press can best serve the inter- man's sphere, and political gossirj
It takes the corn crop, the most
plus employes we can use them on of our young people must have oppor- a further toll upon the products of ests of the farmers' by applying its would cause ber to neglect the home
valuable in agriculture, which sold
the farm.
We have no regular tunity for expression, which may the plow. The instance seems to pre- energies to the solution of problems forget to mend our clothes and bu
last year for $1,692,000,000, to pay off
schedule of wages, but we pay good take the form of clubs, parties, pic- sent an opportunity to the Railroad affecting the local community. It
the employes of the railroads; the
•
nics or other forms of amusement. Commissions to equalize the rates as must stem the mighty life current the biscuits.
money derived from our annua. sales farm hands on an average of $1.50
between agricultural and other classes that*i8 moving from tbe farm to the
of livestock of approximately $2,000, per day of thirteen hours when they One thing is certain, and that Is that of freight without disturbing the rates cities, sweeping before it a thousand
board themselves; work usually runs the church cannot take away the
000,000, the yearly cotton crop, valued
RURAL SOCIAL CENTERS
on staple farm products.
boys and girls per day. It has to deal
at $920,000,000; the wheat crop, about nine months of the year and the dance, the card party and the theatre
with the fundamental problems of
unless it can offer in its place a satthree
months
dead
time,
they
can
do
which is worth $610,000,000, and the
What Is a Fair Rate?
We need social centers where ot|
civilization at their fountain head. Its
oat crop, that is worth $440,000,000, the chores for their board. It they isfying substitute in the form of more
mission Is to direct growth, teach ef- young people can be entertaine
prefer to fa/m on their own account, pleasing recreation.
We
do
not
know
what
constitutes
a
are required to meet the annual payamused and instructed under the
there are more than 14,000,000,000
basis for rate making and have never ficiency and mold the intellectual life
roll of the manufacturers.
The
Universal Instinct for Play.
rection of cultured, clean and co
beard of anyone who did claim to of the country, placing before the pubmoney derived from the remaining acres of idle land on the earth's surlic the daily problems of the farmers petent leadership, where aesthed,
face awaiting the magic touch of the
know
much
about
it,
but
if
the
prosstaple crops is used in meeting the
In providing for enjoyment the
surroundings stir the love for
plow. The compensation is easily obperity of the farm is a factor to be and giving first attention to the legpayroll of the bankers, merchants,
tainable from Federal Agricultural church uses one of the greatest meth- considered and the railroad commis- islative, co-operative, educational and beautiful, where art charges the
etc. After these obligations are paid,
ods
by
which
human
society
has
desocial needs of the agricultural classes mospbere with inspiration and powj
Department statistics.
Tho total
the farmer has only a few bunches of
veloped. Association is never secure sion concludes that an increase in within its respective community.
and Innocent amusements lnsti
vegetables, some fruit and poultry average annual sales of a farm in until it is pleasurable; in play the in- rates is necessary, we would prefer
and brighten their lives.
the continental United States amounts
tbat It come to us through articles of
■which he'can sell and call the prostinctive
aversion
of
one
person
for
The
Power
of
Advertising.
To hold our young people on t|
to $516.00; the cost of operation is
consumption
on
their
journey
from
ceeds his own.
farm we must make farm life mo
$340.00; leaving the farmer $176 per another is overcome and the social the factory to the farm. We would,
The Influence of advertising Is clear- attractive as well as tbe business^
When the farmer pays off his help
annum to live on and educate his mood is fostered. Play is the chief for example, prefer that the rate on
ly visible ln tbe homes and habits of farming more remunerative,
be bar very little left and to meet
educational agency in rural communbogs
remain
as
at
present
and
the
these tremendous payrolls he baa I family.
the
farmers, and the advertising col- school house should be tbe social i
There is no occasion for the legis- ities and in the play-day of human rate on meat bear the increase, for
been forced to mortgage homes, work
umns of tbe press are, making their properly equipped for nourishing
latures making a position for surplus childhood social sympathy and social any farmer can then avoid the burden
Imprint upon tbe lives of our people.
■women in the field and increase the employes of Industry. Let tbem come habits are evolved. As individuals
by raising his own meat, and a farm- The farmer possesses the things tbat building character, so that tbe lives j
hours of bis labor. We are, thereour people can properly functi
"back to the soil" and share with us come together in social gatherings, er who will not try to raise his own
fore, compelled to call upon all intheir viewpoint is broadened, their
are best advertised.
around it and become supplied
meat ought to be penalised. We
dustries dependent upon the farmers the prosperity of the (arm.
Tbe farmer is entitled to all the the necessary elements of hu
ideals are lifted and finally they conthink
tb.e
rate
on
coal
and
brick
can
tor subsistence to retrench in their
advantages and deserves all the lux- thought and activity.
stitute a cultured and refined society.
much better bear an increase than
When honesty is merely « good
expenditures and to cut off all unIt is plain, therefore, that the
uries of life. We need more art, scithe rate on cotton and flour. We
necessary expenses. This course is policy it is a poor virtue.
church which aims at a perfected soence and useful faculties on tbe
would prefer tba» the rate on plows
Education is a developing of
: absolutely necessary in order to avoid
ciety must use in a refined and ex- remain the same, and machinery. farms, and many homes and farms
a reduction in wages, and we want,
Lazy farmers are just as useless as alted way the essential factors in
are well balanced ln this raapttt, but mind, not a stuffing of tbe men
■If possible, to retain the present wage dead ones and take up more room.
SSl evolution a^dmust avail itself PUno. and** *£J» "JM*£ the advertiser can readpr * isfHce Digest wnat yon read.
of the universal Instinct for play, er farmer caWlbope to posses, hear by teaching the advantages of modern
scale paid railroad and all other industrial employes.
Old men nave visions, young
When the soul communes with the
equipment throughout the coramM of
We will devote this article to a spirit of nature the back to the farm
have dreams.
Successful fan
the rural press.
[discussion of unnecessary expenses movement prevails.
plow deep while sluggards sleep.
ana whether required by law or perboards
The farmers are in need of personal
^p^^I^res^dTuTTeap denT but let the 1
mitted by the managements of the
The growing of legumes will re)
There are two kinds of farmers.
and countries and leadership. They have political leadconcerns, is wholly immaterial. We One tries to take all the advice he the richest reward by promoting a to o
soil depletion and greatly add to
who'feeds
bis
stock
in
foreign
lands,
ers,
but
they
need
local
indoatrial
want all waste labor and extrava- hears and the other won't take any higher and better type of manhood
power to produce.
pay the price of his folly.
community and educational leaders.
gance, of whatever character, cut out.
and womanhood.
at
all
We will mention the full crew bill as
Ornamental and Economlo ValM
For Speakers to- Remember.
We have many vegetables of deci^
Dr. Blake Odgers recently gave a ornamental value, some of tbem :
lecture on "The Discipline of the Bar." unusually attractive. The oomn
Doctor Odgers asked his audience; to chicory of commerce bears lovely i
remember tbe "rule of tbe three ups flowers and is worthy of a place|
—stand up, speak up and shut up." "A any flower garden. Tbe vegeti
lounging speaker," he said, "1B never oyster or salsify (Tragopon
convincing; a muttering speaker is lius) IS nearly as often groon, asf
never heard; and a lengthy speaker ornamental as It is for good pu
has no honesty in other-people's time. in any event It should be placed toj
He stealB it and wastes it How can flower garden. This plant is clo
you trust him with your conduct or related to the chicory, and bloss
your thought, if he steals and wastes of the two are quite similar. It I
your time?"
v»~*...«-i *vit b"3 "na ^»!*S <n
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WEST BROOKFIELD.
Patrons of Midget theatre are anxiousCharles Simpsun went to Ayer, to atHomer O. Webster left Saturday mornly waiting for Thursday when the great
tend
the
funeral,
Tuesday
morning
of
his
ing for St. LouiB ami will make a business
Mrs Webster I.. Kendrick returned
historical drama "Cabiria" in 11 reels
PUBLISHED
trip through the southern states for the nephew, Edward Cough)in,'aged 20, who will be shown on the screen.
This is Sunday after a visit in Worcester.
died
at
Bnrbauk
hospital,
Fitchbnrg,
on
Coming Events.
Foster-Moulton shoe company. Edward
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
considered one of the world's greatest
James Anderson returned home this
AT
B. Phetteplace left Sunday night on a Saturday afternoon, from injuries sus- motion-pictures. It was stagixl in live
Sat., May 22. Palmer high i II, II. S.
week after a business trip in New York.
Journal Block, North Brookfield, Mass trip through the middle west for the shoe tained at the freight yard, at Ayer in the countries, employed 5000 people in Liakon Merrick park at3 p. m.
Katherine M. Flint, Chicago, is the
morning. The young man lived with his
•
company.
Thurs., May 27. Cabiria, at Midget Thegrandmother, at Ayer and was employed ing the scenes and cost S250.000 to pro- guest of her aunt, Mrs Harriet C. Heath.
HORACE J. LAWRENCE,
The Qunboag Valley social club will
duce. The afternoon show is at 3.45,
as brakeman on the B. & M. road. While
atre.
West Brookfield juniors defeated New
EDITOR AXD PBOPRIETOK.
have a dance m West Brookfield town
and the evening at 7.45. Variety shows
at work spelling, he was caught be■Fri., May 28. Benevolent Society food
Braintree 16 to 14, at Quaboag park, Sathall*
with
music
by
Des
Laurier's
orchesof
Universal
films
at
the
usual
hours
on
1.00 a Year in Advance, tra of Ware, The floor will be in charge tween two freight cars and horribly man- Tuesday ami Saturday. On Thursday, urday.
sale in South hallSingle Copies.3 Cents.
gled, tie was the son oi Michael CoughMembers of the Y. V. S. C. E. were
Leon A. Thompson, and after the
June 10, comes Charlie Chaplin, the great
The Junior l'rom held in town hall,
lin of Ayer, and the late Eva (Matthews)
guests of- the Warren society, Tuesday
AddreMs
all
communications
to
KBOOKFIEI.1) 'dance, there will be special cars.
last Friday night, was successful ami TIMES, North Brookfield, Mass.
Conghlip, of Brookfield. He is survived comedian in "Tillie's punctured ronight.
The B. A. A. baseball team were de- by his father, three brothers, two eisters, mance."
proved a source of enjoyment to some Orders (or subscription, advertising, or job
Mr and Mrs Louis If. Carroll, Main
280 guests The hall presented an at- work and payment for the<J^-J^}$/!2i feated 19 to 14 at Charlton on Saturday and his grandmother, Mrs Ooughlin of
Change of Street.
direct to the main office. North Brook field or afternoon. The Brookfield lineup was:
strest are entertaining Mrs E. B. Roys,
tractive appearance, apple blossoms and to Oeorge W. McNamara. Brookfield
Ayer, and his grandmother, Mrs Thomas
Northfield Farms.
Legarry c; II. Clancy p; Mnlyey lb; Mc- Simpson of Brookfield.
green foliage predominating in the decoThe County Commissioners conducted
Carthy 2b; Lahossiere 3b; Hannigan If;
Chester W. Blodgett has entered the
rative scheme, offset by streamers of the
a public hearing at the B. & A. station,
BROOKFIELD.
The
members
of
the
school
committee,
Allen u\ Tunstall cf; McNamara rf.
employ of Joseph W. Clark, at the Cota
1916 class colors, purple and white.
A
Wednesday
morning,
on
the
petition
filed
at a meeting Tuesday afternoon, at their
New Braintree.
pleasing concert program was rendered
Mr and Mrs Edward L. Bennett and
A letter is advertised at the Brookfield
headquarters in the town house inter- April 3, asking for a re-location of that farm
by Hardy's orchestra of Worcester, while
daughter,
Eleanor,
of
Cambridge
and
An
adjourned meeting of the Parish
part
of
Mill
street
in
front
of
the
Ideal
poet-office for Mrs W. E. Lane.
viewed J. H. Carfrey of Franklin who
members of the class received the guests,
Miss Pauline Eaton, a student at Dr. Sarauxiliary was in the Congregational
John G. McNamara visited his grandappeared as a candidate for the position Coated paper company's buildings.
whom they escorted to the front of the
gent's school at Cambridge, were the
church Chapel, Tuesday afternoon.
aunt, Mrs Ellen Gaffney, Springfield, last
of superinDendent of schools for the dis- Commissioner Arthur C. Moore of Southstage, where the patronesses were staguests, Sunday, of Mr and Mrs Delbert
Quaboag Valley club will conduct a
trict comprising Brookfield, North and bridge acted as chairman and read the
Friday.
tioned. Dancing began immediately aftA. Eaton, who accompanied them as far
East Brookfield, to succeed Henry H. petition which had been filed requesting dance in town hall, Friday night. Music
Miss Sarah Lilley of Worcester was the aB Worcester on the return trip.
er the concert, and except for the hal
Pratt of North Brookfield, who last week that for common convenience and necess^ by Deslauriers' orchestra of Ware.
hour intermission, when refreshments guest this week of Mrs Edward B. PhetteWilliam H. Moulton of St. Louis has notified the clerk of the joint board, that ity they should be re-located. The peThe Up streets defeated the Down
were served in banquet hall, it lasted un- place.
titioners were represented by Atty. A. F.
been the guest this week of his parents,
Miss Inez Hood of Spencer has been Mr and Mrs Samuel J. Moulton, Maple he refused to accept re-election.- Mr Butterworth, who gave their side and as streets in a baseball game on Quaboag
til midnight. The patronesses were:
park, Wednesday afternoon, 16 to 7.
Mrs James W. Wall, Mrs Lucius Estey, the guest this week of Mr and Mrs Carl- street. Mr Moulton is an official of the Pratt'a term expires on August 15. The there were no objections made by the
members of the board were very favor|
Lester M. Bragg, in the employ of the
Dr Mary H. Sherman, Miss Mary G. ton O. Dean.
Hamilton-Brown shoe" company of St, ably impressed with Mr Carfrey's ap- selectmen or tax-payers, the county com- Jacksonville Traction company, was the
McEvoy and Miss Ethel W. Cottle.
David A. Daley of Palmer was the Louis. About 20 years ago he was a
missioners
signified
their
intention
of
pearance and stated that in their opinion
guest of Leon Thompson, on Tuesday.
guest Tuesday of his parents, Mr and Mrs crack athlete at Brookfield high.
granting the necessary permission as soon
he is well qualified for the place. He is
Max Slaven, a firBt class tailor, baa
as
they
were
supplied
with
certain
speciMatthew M. Daley.
The Nonpareil baseball team of East a graduate of ths University of Syracuse
rented the shop in Union block, formerHerbert Bluemer of New Haven, Ct., Brookfield defeated the Junior team of and has completed a four years post grad- fications of the proposed lay-out of the
ly occupied by F. A. Carter, the electrispent the week-end with his parents, Mr the B. A. A. on Merrick park Saturday uate course at Harvard, and has had 18 street. Atty. Butterworth explained that
cian.
and Mrs John Bluemer.
morning. Miss Edna Brooks, daughter years experience in school work. Mr a new location of the highway was deFiskdale ball team will play West
sired about 25 feet north of the present
Emmett
Pishon
of
Brookline
was
the
of
Rev.
F.
L.
Brooks,
pastor
of
the
First
Carfrey left after the meeting to interMass.
Brookfield,
Brookfield A. A. this week Saturday on
week-end guest of Mr and Mrs Frank E. Baptist church at East Brookfield, played view tbe members of the North Brook- road from the corner of Mill and River
Plouffe will pitch and
streets to a point about 800 ft. east, at Quaboag park.
second base for the visitors, and made a field school board.
Webster, Central street.
which point it will swing back into the Rabidux catch for Fiskdale.
The Frederick W. Works house on number of feature plays.
The new roan mare belonging to Wal- line of the present, highway. The purRev. John H. Hoffman and wife, with
Frank E. Peckham and Miss Inez B. ter Nichols, American express agent,
Hyde street has been painted by Conpose of the change was to widen the road Mrs Harold CheBson, were delegates to
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
Clough were married at the Congrega- broke through the top of an old and fortractor Herman Wright.
and place it further back from the paper the state conference of Congregational
Mrs Charles L. Randall of Manchester, tional parsonage on Lincoln street by gotten Mind cesspool, in the rear of the company's buildings, as the present high- churches, in Pittsfield, Tuesday.
COMING
COMINC
Rev.
Sherman
Goodwin
at
8.30
o'clock
Vt., has been the guest this week of her
express office about 9.30 o'clock, Tuesday way is practically on a line witn the main
Albert E. Haskins, Mechanic St., and
Thursday, May Tj sister, Mrs Charles L. Sanford.
Saturday night. The couple were unat morning. The horse's hind legs sank
factory. He stated that the paper com- Edward Malloy went fishing, Saturday.
The Great Historical Drama
Mr and Mrs Charles L. Vizard and son, tended and only members of. Rev. Mr into the muck and it took a gang of 10 pany were conducting the principal in- Haskins caught a pickerel weighing one
Robert, of Charlton, attended the Junior Goodwin's household were present during men from the Foster-Moulton factory, dustry in town, employing 110 people,
people
^
d
&nd ^h\ew Inches
44
the ceremony.
Mr and Mrs Peckman who saw the accident froin the shop win- and that it is a matter of necessity that | ^
Prom in town hall, Friday night.
will make their home on Hayden Ave. dows, and who came to Mr Nichols as- the town should require this road pushed long.
Miss Maud Sibley of Keene, N. H., was
M. C. Gilbert and family returned
Mr Peckham conducts the laundry on sistance, more than half an hour to ex- back. He told the commissioners that
the guest last week of Mr and Mrs WillShows at 3.45 and 7.45
Main street.
tricate the animal. The horse does not the paper company, in whose interest the home on Monday, from an auto trip to
iam Mitchell, Over-the-River district.
Matinee 15 Cts. Evening 25 Cts.
Henry Matbewson and his son J. Ev- appear to have suffered any serious in- petition was filed, will bear the expense Wakefield, R. I., where they viBited Mrs
Mr and Mrs Arthur D. Douty of Wor- erett Mathewson arrived in Brookfield on
JOHN L. MULCAHY
jury as a Jfepult of the sudden drop into and it would not cost the town a cent. Gilbert's parents, Mr and Mrs Albert L.
cester visited Mr Douty's parents; Mr Monday from Avalon,. Catalina .Islapd&J
th,'i..J.,-^iBd( except tutaMew scratches, The land is ownedby the company and Clark.
and Mrs Albert H. Douty, on Sunday.
California, where the latter has made his is as well as ever. Mr Nichols was in the therefore they are provided for against
Eleanor Bill, daughter of Dr and Mrs
Mrs John O. Stannard of Springfield home for the past 21 years. Mr Mathew- office when he heard a noise out at the any possible land damage. They agree Clement E. Bill, will graduate from the
spent the week-end with her parents, Mr son is 85 years old and the trip just com- back door and, rushing out, found that
to build as good a highway as the present Normal School of Gymnastics, at New
and Mrs Charles Sanford, Main street.
pleted makes the aged man's tenth trip his horse's hindlegs had sunk into a hole. one. Selectmen Walter B. Mellen and Haven, Conn., in June. She will read
Miss Florence Pollard of Spencer spent across the continent. Mr Mathewson and The cess-pool that the horse unearthed Arthur W. Mitchell favored the petition. the Class Will.
the week-end with her parents, Mr and his son have come east on account of the was covered with about two ieet of dirt The former thought it was generous of
Frank Daley twirled his second oneMrs William H. Pollard on Blanchard illness of Mrs Charles H. Newcomb, Mr and greensward and up to the time of the the paper company to bear ;the expense hit game thiB season on< Quaboag Park,
Mathewson's daughter, of Quaboag Junc- accident had been forgotten. Older resi- and stated that it was up to the town to Saturday afternoon, when WeBt Brookhill.
FULL LINE OP
As field defeated Norton Grinding Co. of
Felix O. Rose will take his string of tion, who is at Hahnemann hospital in dents recall that it was built about 20 make the cost as light as possible.
years ago to recive Bewerage from the bar- there were no objections made County Worcester, 6 to 0.
race horses to Sturbridge fair grounds Worcester, suffering from neuritis.
Patriot's Night was observed at an ber shop, at that time conducted in what Commissioner Cook stated that the board
Monday to get them in trim for the seaA. W. Smith and family, who have
open meeting of the Grange in banquet is now the express office by John P. Con- were in favor of issuing the necessary de- been guests of Mr and Mrs P eter T. Kittson.
This Store has the exclusive
A whist party to be held for the benefit hajl, Tuesday night. Membees of Dex- nors, who on Monday assumed tne duties cree and instructed William D. Thomp- redge, High street, went to Burlington,
agency in this district for
of
the district nurse June 2nd, at the ter post, G. A. Vii, and Ferdinand Dex- of postmaster at Palmer. The cess-peoi son, engineer for the paper company, to Vt., Monday. Mr Smith has a managing
"Lowe Brothers Paints'.
home of Mrs Henry Park, has been post- ter camp, S. of V., and their families has not been in use for a long time and draw up specifications for a road 25 feet interest in two hotels in Vermont.
were guests for the evening. Sumner H. will be filled in.
wide from ditch to ditch with a gravel
Plumbing,
The championship in the baseball series
poned.
Reed gave an address "To the Grand
Steam Fitting,
Chief of police John Crotty and officer surface. The paper company must bear of the graded schools at School street
Mr and Mrs H. C. Haunton and son,
Army" and'Judge Henry E. Cottle on
Thomas Mooney were called to the the expense and will have two years to building is .claimed by grades 4 and 5.
Electrical Work,
Thurrow, of Holyoke, were at their cot"Patriotism;" Miss Mildred G. Mitchell Blanchard farm Sunday afternoon to re- complete the Job. The decree will also Patsey Nargi leads the team. Arthur
tage on the north shore of Lake Quaand Jobbing.
sang "I didn't raise my boy to be a strain Arthur Landeen who up to Sun- state that the part of the present highway Lowry pitches and F. Flagg is catcher.
soldier," and Leon Gadaire.sang "Hurnot included in the proposed specificaAlanson Hamilton Post, G. A. R. met
. F. Fullam Co. of rah for the U. S. A.," and Mrs Lottie F. day morning was employed on the place, tions will be discontinued. Those presNorth Brookfield are building an 8-foot Clark told in recitations of the deeds of and who was staying about the premises ent at the hearing were:—County Com- in G. A. R. hall, Monday afternoon.
veranda around the William McLauren patriots. Refreshments were served and with the alleged intention of assaulting a missioners Arthur C. Moore, Southbridge, The post will attend Union memorial serfellow-workman, Rudolph Kleiner, if the
vices to be in the Methodist church at
home on Laflin hill.
then all joined fn singing "America."
latter put in an appearance. The officers George W. Cook of Barre and Warren 12.45 next Sunday. Rev. A. W. L. NelDonahue Block
| Work planting shrubbery on the Mall,
Goodale
of
Clinton.
A.
F.
Butterworth.
The annual memorial service for the were taken to the farm in the automobile
CENTRAL STREET,
BROOKFIELD under fne direction of the business cotn- soldiers and sailors of the Civil war will of Manager George A. Hughes and, after Selectmed Mellen and Mitchell, Johnand son will preach.
Group 6 of the Epworth League includj_
'
== j mitteeof the V. I. 8., was started Tuesbe held in First Parish church, next Sun- a short parley with Laudeen, induced William McLauren, Eimnons Twichell,
William Thompson and a few reporters. ing leagues from the Brookfields, Ware
day by Clarence Young.
day morning, May 23 at 10.-15. Dexter him to leave the place and he started off
and Warren, met in the Methodist church
Brookfield high will play Palmer at 3 Post 38, G. A. R., Dexter Camp, S. of V., on the old road towards East Brookfield.
Another Game to Their Credit.
Wednesday night. Reports were given
o'clock, Saturday afternoon, and on next and the Cadets will be the guests of the It is stated by the officers that Saturday
and the meeting w as addressed by a speakWednesday afternoon will play Warren three protestant churches which will unite night whem Manager Hughes was away
Brookfield high defeated David Prouty
on West Brookfield common.
for this meeting. The sermon will be de- Landeen assaulted and beat up Kleiner high of Spencer, 12 to 11, at Merrick er from Southbridge.
Bans of marriage between MieB Minnie
Rev Walter Tuttle. Follow- and that Sunday .norning Manager park, Saturday afternoon, in an exciting,
The Ladies Benevolent Society of the . livered by
* —
Congregational church, will hold a food ing is the special order of worship for the Hughes gave him his wages. He per- but loosely played game. Errors figured Murphy, West Brookfield, and James
sale, in south hall at the town house, on'day. Organ prelude; introductory wor- sisted in staying abotrf the premises and prominently in the serving but Spencer Rice, Chicopee Falls , were published for
Friday afternoon, May 28, at 3 o'clock.
worship; Congregational singing, "The threatened to again assualt Kleiner if the hit Dubois harder than any other team the first time on Sunday by Rev. M. J.
this season. Boulley made a number of Murphy at Sacred Heart church, Miss
The Friday afternoon whist club was Battle Hymn of: tbe Republic;'' scripture latter showed up.
feature catches in left field, for Spencer. Murphy lives in the home of Mr and Mrs
entertained by Mrs Delbert A. Eaton at' **<• prayer; solo (selected) Mrs Walter
More than a hundred royal rooters acArthur J. Sampson, Cottage street.
f
her home on Central street. After whist B. Melkm; offering; song, "Tenting on companied the high school baseball team The score:
BROOKFIELD HIGH
playing refreshment, were served by the the Old Camp Ground,"
The Parish Auxiliary of the Congreato
North
Brookfield,
Wednesday
aftersermon, "The immortality of t ie solab r h po
tional church held an adjourned meeting
hostess.
dier'," hymn, "America." Benediction. noon and witnessed the exciting •contest
Butterworth
ss
in the chapel, Tuesday afternoon. The
William Bertram has been promoted to A cordial invitation is extended to all to between the two old rivals. Although Petersen 3b"
be present.
It should be remembered
following were elected on the executive
the position of foreman of the depart- ^;^Vvice"w°iirbe"next Sunda"y7May the hill town boys are credited with a 6 Tunstall lb
committee:-Mrs Geo. H. Howard, Mrs
to 5 yictory, not a one of the Broakfield Dubois p
ment at the Ideal Coated paper company 23 and not May 30.
G. Frank Gilm ire, Mrs Frederick Cowles,
2b
that was in charoe of the late Fred D.
MrTwilia'm cToft, Jr., gave an organ' followers of the sport are convinced that Battej
Hannigan c
and Miss Charlotte Y. Falee.
Bowen.
„,,;„, mAeteJi hj Mr8 William Mac- the better team won and assert that but Delaney It
2 2
Mrs Fred L. Woodward, Winnifred
Miss Elsie Morrill of Natick was the Laurin, soprano soloist, at a meeting of for an apparent hasty dec^on made by R. Clancy cf
3 1
Woodward, and Miss Evelyn Edson, who
guest Friday of Mr and Mrs B. O. Gay'the Woman's Alliance in the auditor,- the umpire on he final play of the game May rf
on High stfeet, and attended the Junior urn of First Parish church, on Thursday | Brookfield would have surely won as they
30 12 7 27 16 7 have been in Florida for several weeks,
Totals
The Kodak has become the inwill sail for' home Sunday, accompanied
Prom, Friday night. While in town she' afternoon. ' The following program was . ««e playing tetter ball. The play that
DAVID
PROUTY
HIGH
SCHOOL,
separable companion of almost
by Mrs Bert Kent and her son Richard)
was a member of the class of 1916.
j enjoyed by members and guests present came near «»»» »™»"™^f "^
ab
r
h
po
every traveller or vacationist,—it's
whom they have been viBiting.
>Am
,l from the Brookfields, Warren and Speu- «"'« ^rose hom« P>ate w,th "* ruu U at Meiocke c
t u w
The circle of the Woman's Alliance of
half the pleasure.
M
Barnar(1. and wie.! would have tied the score but was deHeffernan lb
Pine Grove cemetery is being piped for
the
First
Pansh
church
captained
b,
'
£
.
.
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as
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fans
allege,
arki
by
Mr8
Croft
Qav
No matter what you want in
C. McNamara 3b
water, the work being done by Elmer R.
Miss
Lomse
Newhall,
conducted
a
home»
^
.
even
before
Daniels
caught
the
ball.
„„
T. McNamara ss
Mrg MacLaurin; Gav
the Kodak line, we have it. Let
Varnum. About 1500 feet of pipe will
made food Bale ...the south hall of the
£
and p
hraee on The local players are not satisfied ^at t^lCooneyc
us prove that our finishing departbe laid, following Center Avenue to optown
house
Friday
afternoon.
The
sale
^rib*,
by
Mrs
Croft;
Ave
outcome
and
are
of
the
opinion
that
the|Bonll,
ment is prompt and careful—our
rf
Arsenavlt rf
posite tbe Blair lot where it branches to
netted 18
prices moderate.
* '
I Maria, Schubert, Mrs MacLaurin; Vien- only possible way to sel
Doyle 2b
the west and northwest corners of the
ther Anie to lie played in either Spen- Snow P
Kodaks-Se.OO arul up
A requiem high mass for the repose of nese March, Clark, Pilgrim's Hymn of anott
cemetery. Standpipes will be distributed
Rogan rf
cer
or
Weiit
Brookfield,
with
an
umpire
Brownies—$1 to $12
the soul of Mrs Ellen Murphy who died Hope, Batiste, and Festival, Postlude,
at convenient places and there will be 14
Vernon p
picked
by
a
disinterested
party.
in Southbridge a month ago, was cele- Demarest, by Mrs Croft; Aria from Migfaucets. The pipe line to the lower west
40
11
12
24
12
Total,
brated in St. Mary's church at 8 o'clock non, by Mrs MacLaurin r| and Fanfare.
side is opposite the William Dane lot. A
123456789
Monday morning. TheBe out of town Lemmsut, aud Variations on an AmeriInnings,
That's All.
26000004 *—12 supply of hose will be bought by the
B.
H.
8.,
"I did net think you would associ0 110 4 0 14 0—11 commissioners.
D. P H. S.,
Mrs John 3. Murphy of Oxford, Michael Miaj j^,,^ Newh„n alld Mrs Edwin H. ate with such a man." "I shan't assoBrookfield, - Mass.
Time, 2 h. 10 m; umpire William L.
Continued on 4th page.
ciate
with
him
much;
I
am
merely
goof Worcester; William, Thomas F., and Eaton. At the conclusion of the recital
Roach; attendance, 250.
ing tc marry him."
Wijliam Murphy 2nd of Southbridge.
refreshments were served.
BROOKFIELD.
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Winchester HEATERS Installed *££*,
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Kodak

with you
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BROOKFIELD

TIMES
A Quibble.
John B. Stanchfleld, the lawyer, was
discussing in an interview in New
York the. case of his client, Harry
Thaw.
"But objections like that," said Mr.
Stanchfleld, "are mere quibbles. They
have no real bearing on the case. Like
the farmer's wife, they only confuse
and embroil matters.
"A sickly farmer said to his husky
wife one spring morning:
" 'I see by the papers that a woman
down Paint Rock way goes out every
morning and hoes with her husband.'
"'Well, what of it?' the wife answered. She could do it easily enough
If he's as thin aB you are. I've often
thought of using you to peel potatoes
with.' "

Many pains that pass as rheumatism
are due to the failure of the kidneys to
drive off uric acid thoroughly. When
you suffer achy, bad Joints, backache
too, dlzzlnesB and urinary disturbances,
get Doan's Kidney PiH-s, the remedy
that is recommended by over 150,000
people in many different lands. Doan'«
Kidney Pills help weak kidneys to
drive out the uric actd which so often
causes backache, rheumatism and lumbago.

A New Hampshire Case
IV IT. Power, 88
Union St., Claremont, N. H., says:
"For two years I
had pains In my
back and hips and
any strain made
the
pain
worse.
Headaches were
common and my
sight was affected.
Doan's Kidney
Pills helped me as
soon as I used
them and before
long, made a cure
that has lasted,"
Cat Doan's at Any Store. SOc a Box

REAL SKIN COMFORT
Follow*

Use of Cuticura Soap and
Ointment Trial F»ee.

By bathing and anointing these fragrant supercreamy emollients impart
to tender, sensitive or irritated. Itching skins a feeling of intense skin
comfort difficult for one to realize who
has never used them for like purposes.
Cultivate an acquaintance with them.
Sample each free by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XY,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.

nation of all the facts involved Is still wanting.
Some of the inherent characteristics of migration, such as the apparent sense of direction
possessed by birds, seem to defy observation
and analysis, and to be absolutely beyond our
ken so far as any understanding goes.
The
cause itself of this curious habit so far Is only
conjectural, but the most logical explanation
seems to be a search for food. This apparently
holds good for the fall flight from North to
South, when insects have perished from the cold,
and vegetation died, so. that both insectivorous
and grain-eating birds are alike affected.
Yet
eome members of both species, crows, jays, quail,
partridges, wood ducks, cardinal grosbeaks (the
ordinary red bird) and often some red-headed
woodpeckers, remain North throughout the winter and manage somehow to make a living and
perpetuate their species.
Even if these be exceptions to the general rule,
there still remains the unanswered question, Why
do not those birds who winter In the South remain there throughout the year Instead of going
North when the spring opens? Food Is abundant
and apparently southern latitudes are as fitting
lor the rearing of young as the far North. As a
matter of fact, we really do not know, though
»8 have some Interesting and plauslhle theories
about it that do not bear the test of questioning.
So as usual when we run across some mystery In
animal life that we cannot unravel, we call it
"instinct," and let it go at that Of this one
thing we may, however, be quite sure, that Instinct in animals always serves some useful purpose, and is usually an expression of nature's
care for the preservation of the species.
, Years of observation have developed the interesting fact that there are certain well-defined
routes In all countries which the migrations
follow, certain water courses, certain chains of
mountains, certain valleys, and this seems to
obtain from one generation of birds to another.
Whether the younger birds learn this from the
older birds who have been before, or whether
they simply mechanically follow the older birds
In their flights Is largely conjecture, but two
facts seem well established. First, that animals
evidently have some method of communicating
■with each other. Everyone who has heard Bob
White call together the scattered covey, or the
hen give the alarm for a hawk to her chickens, is
convinced on this point. The second fact seems,
however, to controvert the theory of the older
teaching the younger ones the way they should
go, for it has been shown in many instances
that flocks composed entirely of the year's broods
of young birds make their first migratory flight
alone and unattended by the older birds, and find
their way unerringly along the usual routes of
migration. Once more we have to fall back upon
instinct.
,
Just how birds find their way from one distant
latitude to another Is the most Inexplicable ol
all the many mysterious facts of migration. The
length of the flight from northern habitat to
southern winter resort varies according to the
different species of birds all the way from 1,000
to 3,000 miles, and in a few cases to 5,000 miles.
Yet these distances are apparently traversed in
generally direct straight lines, and with the most
orderly and businesslike methods of procedure.
To say that the older birdB show the younger
birds the way (since this has been shown to be
•untrue In many cases) only removes the difficulty
back into the remote past, for at some time
there had to be some birds to find the way the
first time, and we only dodge this difficulty when
we talk of Inherited Instinct.
It Is clearly not a case of birds seeing their
"way and being guided by landmarks. It Is known
that migrations as a rule take place at night, and
that In general birds fly very high, in fact, at
tremendous heights, when migrating. Under
such conditions finding their way by sight is impossible. Moreover, the sight theory breaks down
in the case of those birds who cross great
stretches of water where there are no landmarks
whatever. There Is a species of cuckoo which
summers In New Zealand and winters In eastern
Australia, which means a straight flight of some
1,100 miles without rest or stop across the trackless waters. Certain species of humming birds
that winter In Central and South America spend
their summer vacation in the United States, and
to do so must fly across some 1,000 miles of the
Gulf of Mexico.
A recent experiment demonstrated that neither
the theory or seeing the way nor previous knowledge of the route can account for the finding of
the way In migration. Fifteen terns were taken
from their nesting places on Bird Key, Tortugas
(one of the islands of the Florida reef) and were
released at distances varying from 20 to 850
miles from their home, and 13 of the 15 found
their way back safely. Observations have also
shown that the same birdB return to the same
spot .year after year.
Robins that winter In
Florida will build their nests in the same tree
In a northern state as long as they live. An explantation which Is in much favor is- the probable
possession of a sixth sense—the sense of dlrec-

DOAN'S K,,,I>J'..Vr

FOSTER-MILBURN CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Couldn't Tell.
"Why did you help the defendant
In the fight. If that's the case?" asked
the examining counsel.
Mr. Cassidy looked at the lawyer
with contempt, and answered In a tone
of blighting scorn:
"For the ra'son
that at that tolme Ol had no means of
knowing which o' thim would be the
defendant."

tion—concerning whose physical basis and nature
we are entirely in the dark. It seems to be a
sense common to most animals. It is extremely
well developed in horses and dogs, and likewise
in fishes, who year after year come back to the
same stream to spawn. It is possessed to a lesser
degree by man, being more pronounced in the
savage than in the civilized man, probably because in the latter disuse has dulled Its perception.
The speed at which birds fly during migration
probably varies according to the natural capacity
of the species.
Nevertheless, In such flights

The Bird Or the Cat?
"The Bird or the Cat?" has become a scratching subject which is making the feathers fly in
many a heretofore peaceful neighborhood. Bird
lovers who have attempted to establish sanctuaries for their feathered friends have been compelled to revise their visiting lists according to
where her royal highness, Tabbykins, holds sway.
The bird man who has found to his sorrow that
any bird and cat combination means cat-astrophe,
even while he is taking the mangled body of the.
little feathered tenant, that he has worked for
months to attract, from the clutches of the innocent-looking, fluffy, four-footed murderer, will be
assailed by the cat-owner, who Indignantly declares that while other low-bred creatures may
catch birds, she knows her own blue-blooded
darling Fluffyklns is too well'bred and too well
fed to do such a deed!
Naturalists statistically rank the fells domesticus as third in the bird-destroying agents, holding every roaming cat responsible for the lives of
at least fifty birds a year. A game warden who
reports 200 quail killed by a mother cat In less
than a year on the game preserve advocates the
wholesale extermination of cats under the supervision of a game warden.
The value of the cat to catch mice or rats Is
disputed by a bird enthusiast, who maintains that
this Nero of the animal world will hush forever
the joyous song of any little feathered chorister
simply for his own amusement when not In need
of food. When he dines he goes after a cold bird
In preference to any other delicacy, and will
catch mice or rats only as a last resort to keep
from starving.
The mOBt serious arraignment against both the
domestic and stray cat Is made by the boards
of health, who have found these animals to be
carriers of scarlet fever, diphtheria and other
diseases most fatal to their human associates.
A successful business man says that If a cat
kills a little chicken In the yard of the average
farmer, the cat Is made away with. If the fourfooted hunter comes home with a quail, he is
petted; yet the quail Is of greater economic valne
to the farmer than Is either the cat or the
chicken. He thinks, for humane reasons, the wild
or stray cat left on abandoned farms should be
put out of the way.
A cat-a-comb, where feline prowlers may be laid
permanently to rest. Is considered a necessary
adjunct to every bird sanctuary by a bird conservationist, who has tried, without success, various methods to prevent cats from killing helpless
song and Insectivorous birds so valuable to man.
Another long sufferer from cat depredations considers a near-by deeper bath, in which to immerse and leave the savage depredators, is the
only way In which a bird bath may be maintained.
Some friends of the birds think to license the
cat and hold the owner responsible for his pet's
destructiveness will solve not only the vexing cat,
but also the kitten, question. They conclude that
If a person pays for a license he will not be so

they display a speed and endurance entirely out
of their ordinary wont. A little sandpiper, which
summers in northern Siberia near the Arctic, has
to fly over the Himalaya mountains in order to
reach India, where it passes the winter. In doing
this it must rise to heights of four miles and upwards to clear the towering ranges.
Wilson's
petrel is known to range from the South AntImportant to Mothers
arctic ocean to the northern limits of British
Examine carefully every bottle Of
America. As ducks and geese are almost the CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
only birds whose migrations have been seen In Infants and children, and see that it
the daytime, many telescopic observations and
Bears the
Instantaneous photographs have been taken of
Signature of
them during flight. These observations indicate
In Use For Over 30 Years,
that the flight of ducks, particularly teal, must
frequently reach a speed of 100 miles an hour Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
and over. Even with the slower flying birds It
He Knew.
Is possible to cover long Btretches in one night,
"Lucky at cards, unlucky at love,
as the flight seems to' be pursued without rest
"all throught the night."
The probable choiee you know."
"You bet I know. I first met my
of night for flight Is that the day may be davoted to feeding.
Besides, the dangers of the wife'at a progressive euchre where
1
won
the first prize."
birds of prey, other than owls, are thus avoided.
The ducks that reach this latitude in the spring
VISIT THE 04UKOEKIA EXare frequently very thin and poor, evidently ow- DON'T
POSITIONS Without a supply of Allen's FootEase, the antiseptic powder to be shaken into the
ing to the strenuousness of their voyage.
or dissolved In the foot-bath The Standard
One of the remarkable characteristics of mi- Shoe,,
Remedy for the feet for 25 years. II fives Instant
gration is the regularity of its annual movement relief to tired, aching feet and prevents swollen,
hot feet. Otiti lady writes- "I enjoyed every minute
among the dlfferent"species, often the same day of my stay at the Expositions, thanks to Allen'B
each fall and spring marking the departure and Foot-Ease in my shoes." Oet II TODAY Adv
arrival
The flights seem Invariably to be In
His Mistake.
flocks, whether the species be gregarious or
"Jones is a self-made man."
otherwise. No sooner Is the destination reached
"I know. He surely made a misthan the nongregarious species separate either
singly or In pairs.
One exception to this are fake in not consulting an expert."
robins, which are nongregarious in the North,
YOCK OWN DKIIGUIST Wltl. TEU TOO
but Invariably go In flocks in the South. Just Try Marine Bye Reined? for Red, Weak, Wal«ry
Hyes and Granulated Hyi'llds: No Huunrtina—
why some birds of the same species stop In one Jost
Hje comfort. Write for Book of toe Kye
>y mail Free. Marine By* Remedy Co.. Chicago.
latitude while others go farther on is not known,
thotiBh priobaMy the question of food supply Is
Odd.
the determining factor.
The whole subject of
"What caused the coolness between
migration Is one of the Interesting phenomena
In nature which has been a matter of common you and Jones?"
"A-heated argument."
observation for some thousand years and yet of
whose essential nature we have only the scantest
Information.

Never Fails
to five beautiful color to
GRAY HAIR
More than a half century of succeas. If rodr
dealer hasn't It, send SI.00 anil a large bottle
will bo sent you by parcel post.
MRS. S. A. ALLEN. SS Barclay St.. Now York

Renews Your Youthful Appearance

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
Can quickly be overcome by

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
—act surely and
gently on theliver.
Cure
Biliousness,
Headache,
Dizziness, and Indigestion. They do their duty,
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

u

*t fell II and out youv
OUR OILU feed bill In half.

Catalogue and information free. O. Ellas * Rro.,
Buffalo, N. T Liberal Terms to Llvo it or. la.
W. N. U., BOSTON, NO. 21-1915.

Climber Disturbs a Fashionable Set in Chicago

apt to desert his cat, leaving it dependent upon
hunting for a living.
Optimists who still believe that cat nature may
be educated or restrained, suggest that bells and
bright ribbon be placed on pussy so that a warning will precede her fatal spring. Others advocate that the poles or trees on which bird houses
are placed should be sheathed In tin or wrapped
In barb wire to prevent the Cat from climbing
up and destroying the half-grown nestlings before
they can fly to safety4 A thofny rose bush Is
advised by another humane person; but the everpresent cynic thinks It much better to plant the
cat at the roots of the rose bush, where he Is
sure In time to evolve into harmless fertilizer.
MYSTERIOUS JAGS.
"Boffels says he makes It a rule never to take
a drink before six o'clock In the evening."
"Ahem!"
"Well?"
"I frequently see him full during the day and
I was just wondering if he had hit upon some
way to take his liquor hypodermlcally."
PUZZLED.
"I never can tell what you men are talking
about," said the debutante, with a pout.
"What's the matter now, Celestlne?"
"I met Mr. Brokerly Just now, and he said he'd
been up to his neck In wheat all morning, yet I
never saw him look more Immaculate."
IN THE EUGENIC HOUSEHOLD.
"These eggs are exactly as I like them, Hortense."
"Yes, Archimedes, I submerged them in water
at 212 degrees Fahrenheit for exactly two and
one-half mlnutfes."
TOO BULKY.
Stout Wife—How do you like my masquerade
costume? I'm a page.
Husband—Page? You look more like a volume.—Princeton Tiger.
HIGHBROWS.
She—Didn't you think the people at Mrs, Gander's reception were all extremely dull?
"Yes, but you know It was author's day."—
Life.
NATURAL DEDUCTION.
"I wonder how those spirit messages are written?" remarked the dense party.
"With a medium pencil, I Imagine." replied the
wise guy.
NOT THE RIGHT KIND.
"I don't see how you can stand these howling
students with their class yells for everything."
"Well, you see, they're such a cheery tort"
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Rheumatism Is Torture

CHICAGO.—The youngest set of North side society held forth on a recent
afternoon In the new "million-dollar" playground at Delaware place and
Lake Shore drive.
Nursemaids and governesses, anxious to please, ran
hither and yon, retrieving lost tennis
balls, playing backstop for amateur
baseball catchers.
With grace and
djxterity the grandchildren of the
grand dames were playing a game less
intricate but more active than whilst—
an Inconsequential matter called "bean
bag."
Entirely surrounding the youngest
set at play was a stout and high wire
fence.
Thus things stood when appeared
the terror of society, a climber. The
climber was on the street side of the fence. With one unbuttoned shoe
firmly placed in the mesh of the fence a foot above the sidewalk, the climber
had started to shin Into society.
It was a dirty-faced and grimy-handed little climber who sought entrance
to the playground—a girl of somewhere between three and four, with ungartered formerly white stockings tumbling about her shoe tops and wearing
a torn dress of uncertain color.
The climber was doing her best to surmount the wire fence when Joe
Waltner, head attendant at the playground, arrived. He was running and
greatly distressed.
Then he ran around outside the fence and asked the climber who she
was and where she came from. The climber began to cry.
The climber, In tears, was no longer a menace to the tranquillity of the
million-dollar playground.
Waltner relented and immediately Anna found
herself in real society—right in the Casino clubhouse, where none but the
elite and the elect may enter. Waltner took her there while he telephoned
to the Chicago avenue police station.

San Francisco Visitors Ask About Barbary Coast
SAN FRANCISCO.—"Oh, officer, where did It come from? I mean the
name 'Barbary Coast.'" Just ask that question of the first policeman yoa
meet and then watch him squirm and "stall," for every policeman Is asking
the same thing of every other policeman, and of some persons who are
not.
Now, the "Barbary Coast" as a
name for that section suggestive of
red lights and French restaurants,
dance halls and Chinese orchestras,
has long passed unquestioned with
us by reason of long usage. Not so,
however, with tourists and others
here to see the exposition and all
that goes with It.
They mean to
have Its derivation, its history and
the reason why—therefore, they pick on policemen. And anything a policeman doesn't know, he answers anyway with. "Yes, m'am; two blocks up and
turn to your right." But tourists are Insistent and so policemen are trying
to solve the riddle of "Barbary Coast."
"Welt, now, I'll tell you, ma'am," explained one harassed bluecoat to a
determined little woman from the middle West. "I think It comes from a
barber shop."
"Why, are there many barbers there?"
"No, ma'am, but they do say you're liable to get 'trimmed' if you go there."
And while a lot of similar explanations are being dispensed by our
guardians of the peace, those who know, or claim to, say that "Barbary
Coast" was saddled on San Francisco's tenderloin by seafaring men who
likened it to the real Barbary coast ot Africa, recognised as the haunt of
pirates and a tough place in general

GROW YOUR OWN FEED
More Cowpeas Could Be Grown
to Advantage of Dairyman.
Coat of Milk Can Be Greatly Reduced
by Replacing Part of Concentrate*
in Rotation With SilageAlfalfa Is Cheapest.

WAR ON THE ORCHARD PESTS

WOOL GROWING IN

Appfe Maggot Is Tough Customer and
Cannot Be KHJed by SprayingMany Other Nuisances.
The pear-tree slug comes from eggs
laid early in leaf of pear, cherry,
quince and plum trees. They do a
great deal of damage. Spray with the
arsenites or hellebore.
When you see a winged fly around
the orchard early In summer, you may
know It Is the apple maggot, which
deposits its eggs in the partially
grown apples through the skin. Maggots hatch in a few days and then
tunnel out in all directions. It is a
tough customer and cannot be killed
by spraying.
You may find on the limbs of your
apple trees little, compact silken
nests full of pretty caterpillars. These
are the tent caterpillars and in July
they emerge from the eggB and begin
feeding. Spray with Paris green. This
will generally kill them off.
Paris green will destroy the grapevine flea-beetle. These little rascals
gnaw irregular holes in the leaves ot
the vine and Injure the ripening of the

Too many dairy farmers are running to the mills and feed stores for
supplies for their dairy cows. They
PEN THE HENS TO GET EGGS know they need concentrates, but do
not study the problem ot feeding to
Fowls Should Be Confined FrewTime a conclusion.
Down in Tennessee
They Reach Maturity Until
they raise a great deal of cowpea hay,
Marketed as Poultry.
and think much of it. Northern farmers might raise more to advantage.
(By GEORGE H. PELAARD.)
They are also beginning to know what
As a cold-blooded business proposi- alfalfa is down there, and they are
tion, probably no plan is better than feeding it largely in many sections of
ithat of keeping the hens shut in all the state.
.
...
the time.
They should be confined
The Tennessee station haB helped
jfrom the time they reach maturity un- the farmers Immensely by experimenttil marketed as poultry, and fed as ing with the different feeds for dairy
The Investigators
ptout a ration as they will Btand with- and beef cattle.
find that the cost of milk can be greatout going wrong.
i Aside from sentiment and pleasure ly reduced by replacing a part of the
hn their appearance, this Is tne money- concentrates in a ration with silage, bemaking way for villagers and suburb- cause of its succulent and palatable
anites, who have limited yard room nature.
.
..
A ton-of alfalfa or pea hay can be
and need to keep their premises free
from litter and soiling that are other- produced at a cost of frpm $3 to *5,
jwlse nearly inseparable from poultry whereas wheat bran costs from $20
to $25.
From two to three tons
(keeping.
The fowls do not look so well as of pea hay and from three to
■when on range—their" plumage gets five tons of alfalfa can be obtained
dull and they are less lively, but they from an acre of land; hence there
will shell out the eggB and keep on Is. a great advantage in the utilization
shelling them out with less labor and of these roughnesses in the place of
less expense than under any other wheat bran.
Alfalfa and pea hay cannot be sub■yBtem, unless it Is the colony system
stituted to the best advantage for cotiwith free range..
Even then it is doubtful if the.same tonseed meal, as this foodstuff is so
number can be more easily cared for, very rich in protein, that a larger
ot the ultimate profit will be greater. bulk must be consumed than the caIn keeping the hens on this plan, pacity ot the average cow will perthey should be separated into flocks mit.
. .
The substitution of a roughness rich
of 25 to 35 and allowed from four to
In protein for an expensive concensix square feet per bird.

This By-Product of the Farm. Will
Make Many Western Canada
Farmers Rich.
Alberta wool growers are looking for
25 cent wool this year. That is the
assertion made by a prominent sheepman of the Grassy Lake district "It
Is quite within the pale of possibility
that we will receive that figure from
our wool this summer." said he, "and
I would not be surprised to see some
get more than that.
"The war has caused a great demand
to be made on the woohw mills, sad
they have got to have the raw material."
,
The present season has been most
propitious for the growing of wool, and
the growers expect to reap a big harvest of a splendid quality. The winter
has been very even, and the sheep are
doing well on the ranges.
No special breed ot sheep is kept
on Western Canada farms, and all
seem to do well. The advice of those
interested in the welfare of the farmers of Western Canada, advise all
who can at all do so to enter upon the
raising ot aheep.
They have proved
most profitable to those who go into
that industry on a scale commensurate with their means, and their farm

fruitOne of the most seriouB injuries to
blackberry vines is gall, caused by a
small fly which deposits its eggs in
the cane.
These hatch into grubs
which do a great deal of damage. Cutting out the canes and burning them
is the best remedy.
The strawberry slug appears as a
four-winged fly early in the spring,
and lays Its eggs in the leaf.
These
hatch out small worms which do a area.
The climate Is perfectly adapted to
great deal of damage.
Spray with
paris green and burn over the fields the raUing of sheep, they are easily
kept, and as pointed out, there is good
after the crop Is gathered.
The cherry aphis is a small louse money to be made out of them.—Ad_____
that may be found on the under sur- vertisement.
face of the leaves of the cherry trees.
Viewpoint.
. m •* »nron« etvn make_* Bat**™*!1
These hatch into young aphides that
"You shouldn't be dissatisfied. Look
suck the sap out of the bud. Spray
at all you have."
with kerosene emulsion early in the
"Yes, but
but look
look at
at all
alllhaven't."
|*-°.r Mis-<»■.»■•»
_
»_-_—-___-__-fjT^^A
"Yes,
I haven't.
season.
The fruit-bark beetle is a little fellow which attack* nearly all fruit
trees by boring small furrows in the
Dry feeding entails the least work
Inner bark. They often go all around
Then They Fought
and therefore, brings the best profit,
a tree and utterly destroy it. Spray
Psychology of Practice.
"Shaking your fist In my face cannot
as the egg yield is generally better
with bordeaux or arsenite or a comCLINCHED
IN
HIS
MEMORY
The
question
of
short
versus
long
than where fed on the one-meal-at-aalter my convictions, sir."
bination of both early in the season.
periods of practice In training the hu-But shoving it a little closer might
tlme'and the quick lunch systems.
Small Chance of Charles Abner For- man muscles for any particular kind
i If the feed is properly proportioned
alter your features."
getting the Day That Meant
TROUBLE
IN
RAISING
CALVES
of
work
is
obviously
one
having
farend the supply Is always ample, there
Everything to Him.
reaching application. Some interestIn the United States cities there
Will be no trouble in getting eggB, and
Principal Difficulty Is Scours and Is
ing experiments on this subject have was last year one bank for every
^ots df them, if the hens are in good
Some
time
since
Charles
Abner
Usually Caused by Some Misbeen carried out by Dr. K. S. Lasbley
courted and married the beautiful El- of Johns Hopkins university. Acquisi- 9,700 people.
take in Feeding.
len Estelle.
One evening several tion of skill In archery was selected
The principal difficulty in raising months later they were seated in their as the subject of observation. Twenty
calves is scours. This trouble is usu- cozy little den, Ellen Estelle reading untrained persons were divided into
ally due to mistakes in feeding—dirty a popular novel and Charles Abner three groups.
One group shot five
You can have a beautiful pro*,
milk, dirty pails, sour milk, fermented looking over the Bportlng page.
arrows with the EnglUh longbow per
and white complexion if yon o»«
"Charley, dear," finally remarked day another, twenty shots per day;
grain irregular feeding, overfeeding;
almost any mistake in feeding is li- the little wife, "do you recall the time and the third, forty shots. The reable to bring about this trouble.
you proposed to me?"
sults showed conclusively that the
"WN% yes," rather Indifferently an- group shooting only five times a day
The first thing to be done in suah
Contain. 30% Po™ Sulphur
cases is to reduce the feed about one- swered Charles Abner, "I think I re- Improved in accuracy with less exhalf and Bee that it is f reBh and clean member It"
tJse it daily in bath ;endtoilet.
penditure of time In practice than was
Prevents and removes skin troubles.
"Of course, you do," returned Ellen required by either of the other groups
in every respect. Oftentimes this will
be all that is necessary, and then the Estelle. "It was in an automobile. I for the same amount of improvement
calf can be gradually brought back shall never forget the lovely words A report on the experiments says:
you spoke, and the noble sacrifices "The relatively greater efficiency of
to full feed.
If the trouble is serious and per- you promised to make. It must have short periods of practice continuing
cost you something to say those for many days is in accordance with
sistent, give the calf two to four table
spoonfuls of castor oil in milk as a things."
_ _ the results of the study ot animals
"It did, Ellen Estelle," responded and of speech habits In man. and InphyBic, and two or three times daily
Fine Field of Alfalfa.
a mixture of one part aalol and two Charles Abner, with a reflective sigh, dicates that in training to muscular No other salve like this made from honey
and wmtergreeo oil and other ugredients.
trate will enable the dairyman to parts subnltrate of bismuth In doses "It cost me about two weeks' salary feats in both animals and men, the ail of them good for Old Sores Ulcers.
Trap Nests 8how Poor Layers.
to
Sire
the
automobile."—Philadelphia
of
one
to
two
teaspoonfuls,
depending
make milk and butter at a less coBt
length of practice periods required to Chafes. Barns, Rusty Nail Wounds Bites,
usually too great for maximum ef- Barbers' Itch. Boils. External .Bloodi Poishealth. We doubt if there is so much and will thus solve one of his moBt upon the severity of the case and the Telegtaph.
ing, Scratches on Horse. 25 cents Box.
size
of
the
calf.
serious
problems.
difference in the average egg producficiency."— Scientific American.
If scours is general and persistent,
TO-li-BiKCS BUTE tO„ 84? W. Mwrw St, Ctictff
In substituting alfalfa hay for
Too Much for Them.
tion of hens as is sometimes fanwheat-bran. It will be best to allow it will be well also to disinfect the
Corpulent Individual—But you can't
His Own Windows.
cied.
- .
_i_
6
With good feedlng-rwhlch moans one and one-half pounds of alfalfa to calf stallB with compound solution of give me any reason why I. should not
A woman had been arrested tor Oir "JITHEt" 0«M--TBIS and
cresol,
or
some
other
good
disinfectthe right kind as well aB quantities- each pound of wheat bran; and the
E
throwing
stoneB through the windows
DON'T MISS THIS. pawl this
enlist
Spouse—Well. 1 should miss you, of a building on Pacific avenue and •to enclose with So to Foley* Co.
most hens will make good. Some will results are likely to prove more satis- ant.
II
SMI
Sh«rada
Are..
Dent
B.
CWtafO.
If
calves
begin
to
scour
in
one
or
dear, but the Germans couldn't—Lon- her lawyer, "Indignation" Jones, had
do better than others, but so far it factory if the alfalfa is fed in a fineill writing your name and address
T
two dayB after birth and the discharge
seems impracticable to select only ly-chopped condition.
applied to Judge Goggln for a writ of cloariy You will receive In return a
don Mall.
WaJpeetaSe containing Fol.y's Honey
is white, acute contagious scouring is
These
tests
indicate
that
with
alI
the best in thlB case.
habeas
corpuB.
■
•nd
TarCompound,
lor
coughs,
colda
The time taken in selection, and the falfa hay at $10 a ton and wheat probably the trouble and will require
After the facts bad been recited $ 2K.PTF85» Money S^rSs?
The oBtrich always approaches its
the most thorough disinfection and
bran
at
$20,
the
saving
effected
by
fact that the hen should go at it a
nest by a devious path, the Idea being without comment, Judge Goggln exyear old, makes the labor.of selection, substituting alfalfa for wheat bran the prompt services of a competent to conceal the location from observa- claimed:
aftto'Teb&s; » wholesome end thoroughly deans*
l0
together with the uncertainty of re- would be »2 for every 100 Pounds of veterinarian.
, "Hold on there. What number did J& Ju2ruc. eWwlly com-oron. to stout people.
tion.
production, more expensive than keep- butter and 19.8 cents for every 100
you say that was?"
The farmer could
ing the usual proportion of poor lay- pounds of milk.
FASTENER FOR STOCK GATE
"Number 16."
INSOMNIA
.
thus afford to sell his milk for ls.s
"That's my property. I'll pay the
Er
Trap-nesting is the only positive way cents a hundred less than he now re- Harness Snap Connected to Staple In teads to Madness, if Not Remedied. fine myself, but don't break the winceives,
and
his
butter
-for
about
22
of deciding the question- and that is
in ■,,.»...-...
Poet Cannot Be Opened by Ani"Experiment* satisfied me, some 6 dows again."
I TROUBLE*
a way which is impractical where cents, as compared with 25 cents a
mals—Is Easily Made.
scndMcentato
years
ago,"
writes
a
Topeka
woman,
pound.
,
laree numbers are kept.
Stitch I Stitch I
These'
experiments
show
why
al"that
coffee
was
the
direct
cause
of
the
Kept housed all the time, the hens
"I have Just read an Interesting
A gate fastener the stock cannot
are subject to the most arbitrary falfa has been frequently used as a open is made from a harness snap. insomnia from which I suffered ter- article about the sewers of Parto"
feeding rules and experience is show- basis of manufactured foodstuffs, and Connect the snap to staple in post by ribly, as well as extreme nervousness said hubby, closing the book on bis
U
ing that they wUl produce as many, indicate that the farmer who can a small open link or a ring made of and acute dyspepsia.
,
.
_
grow it makes a mistake in purchas"I had been a coffee drinker since thumb.
or more, eggs as when on range.
heavy wires, writes Court W. Rans"Yes" replied wlfle, "they re busy
childhood, and did not like to think night and day making shirts for solOccasionally a hen will ft <? ing artificial stuffs of which it forms
that the beverage was doing me all
market Everyone is a prospect S*11""1
'
.
feather pulling or egg eating. Insucn the basis.
diers."
™Rht:bigprofipi. Exclusive selling contract
When
alfalfa
was
fed
under
the
this harm. But it was, and the time
cases a run of a few days outside will
X ring one or more counties,, your, •«
came when I had to face the fact and
usually cure the habit; if not, dark most favorable conditions, a gallon of
The salaries of college teachers with you en qualify. Address Department C. R,
milk was obtained for 5.7 cents, and a
protect myBelf. I therefore gave up rank of professor range in thlB coun
nests or. the ax will.
pound of butter for 10.4 centB. When
coffee abruptly and absolutely, and
try from $450 to $7,500 a year.
pea bay was fed. the lowest cost of a
adopted Postum for my hot drink at
GIVING OIL FOR INDIGESTION gallon of milk was 5.2 cents, and a
meals.
pound of butter 9.4 cents.
"I began to note Improvement in
Green or Immature Corn Is Always
In localities where pea bay has
my condition very soon after I took
Sure to Cause Trouble—Mild Purgrown well. It can be utilized' to reon Postum.
The change proceeded
gative Is Recommended.
place wheat bran; and in Beotions
gradually, but surely, and it was a
Stock Gate Fastener.
where alfalfa can be grown, this crop
matter of only a few weeks before I
Nearly two-thirds of the deaths of can be substituted for pea hay wltb low in Missouri Valley Farmer. Stock found myBelf entirely relieved—the
turkeys are caused by Indigestion. satisfaction.
cannot learn to open this fastening, nervousness passed away, my digesOreen or Immature corn Is always
as they will a slide and sometimes a tive apparatus was restored to normal
sure to cause indigestion and bowel
HANDY MODERN FARM DEVICE gate peg. Also, a gate fastened in efficiency, and I began to sleeps resttrouble, and birds so afflicted droop
thiB way cannot be worked open by fully and peacefully.
around, are "off their feed," and if
"These happy conditions have conGasoline Engine Arranged to Run the wind.
relief is not given them, die in a few
tinued during all of the 6 years, and I
Pump, Churn, Grindstone, Washdays.
am safe in saying that I owe them
ing Machine and Wringer.
Profits of Dairy Cow.
Having lost some turkeys from inThe profits of a dairy cow can be entirely to Postum, for when I began
digestion, we resolved to experiment (Prepared by the United State. Departanticipated and realized with a great- to drink it I ceased to use medicines.
a little. Instead of giving a violent
ment of Agriculture.)
Name given by Postum Co.. Battle
er degree of surety than in any other
purgative as recommended by some
A Missouri fanner has installed a one phase of farming. A mature crop Creek, Mich.
Read "The Road to
ponltrymen, we gave a mild one, small gasoline engine with a line shaft
The sparkling, mineral surface of Amatite is not only
of grain and a high price for it may Wellville." in page- .
namely: Raw linseed oil In table- that runs a pump, a churn, a grindPostum
comes
in two forms:
be anticipated, but seasons and
beautiful but serviceable.
spoonful
doses.
We have never stone, a washing machine, and a
Postum Cereal—tho original formconditions of market may be unfaIt is also an economical feature because it makes
known this remedy to fail, says a wringer and is expected in the near
vorable. Feed for cows, and a good, must be well boiled. 15o and 25c packwriter in an exchange.
As soon as future to operate a cream separator
Bteady market, are as sure as any- ages.
a turkey looks dejected and "droopy
as welL' The cost .of the whole outfit thing can be in this world of producInstant Postum—a soluble powderwe give It » dose and next day It is is reported to be lesB than $150.
dissolves quickly in a cup of hot wation.
chipper and spry aB ever. Poults
A better acquaintance with tne
ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes
BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO.
should be given teaspoonful doses ot cheapness and practicability of euch
a dellcloua beverage Instantly. SOc and
Winter Ego Produce™.
«2^verk
Chlcag"
Philadelphia
Boston
N
C
modern, devices should greatly prothe oil.
. ,
"M Louis CIeTel.nd
Cincinnati,,
Pullets hatched early enough to ma- 50o tins.
,. .
,
Kansas City
mote their more general use. At the ture and commence laying In October
Both kinds are equally delicious and
Seattle
Growth of Duckling.
present time too many fanners be- or November can be relied upon to cost about the same per cup.
The most notable growth of the lieve that these are so complicated produce a good share of the winter
"There's m Reason" for Postum.
duokling is between the third and that there to more trouble than con—sold by Grocers.
fourth week of tu age, when it often venience in their use.
doubles its weight
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WEST BROOKFIELD.

GREATEST OF SPORTS FIND HIDDEN FLAWS IN STEEL

The railing on the trolley track side of
X-Rayt, It Ha* Been Ascertained,
the bridge over the outlet to Lake WickHave a Commercial Importance
GOOD REASONS FOR THE POP!#
aboag was reported broken, Thursday
Not Hitherto Recognized.
LARITY
OF
BASEBALL.
morning. Ttiis has happened twice withX-rays promise to have busy use In
in a few months and it is planned to have
shops in the near future, for It has
lights at the bridge to aid autoists in seeMen
Love
It
for
the
Opportunities
It
lately been discovered that they will,
ing the way over.
Gives Them to Disport In the
under some conditions, detect hidden
West Brooktield country club had a
flftws in steel and other metals, says
Limelight, and Young Women
clean-up day at its new grounds, Foster
the Saturday Evening Post. An AmerJust Dote on It.
hill on Saturday. The members worked
ican research laboratory has already
to get the grounds in order for the openBaseball is the most dfcngerous successfully applied them to this task,
J
ng day. A new six-hole golf course is game known to history.
When it and the investigators are confident
)>eing prepared and there will be two conies to mortality lists, baseball that, with a little more study, practical
new tennis courts. A busy season is ex_ leaves football- a lap behind in a six- methods for daily service can be
worked out.
furlong race on a mile track. Statispected.
In these times, when steel enters so
ticians
have
figured
it
out
that
it
is
The following program was given at
430 times as destructive to human life much into ordinary living and a flaw
the Methodist church, Wednesday night,
in
a piece of steel may cost many
as a Mexican revolution, and almost
at the Epworth League. Devotional ser- as deadly as Mexican chili. Annual- lives and great damage, a flaw de
vice was in charge of Rev. F. G. Pome- ly it kills off so marly aunts, uncles tector is a great need. For. instance
roy of Ware; address of welcome, Rev. and grandparents that thinking peo- two years ago a large number of railA. W. L. Nelson; vocal solo by Miss An- ple wonder how the undertakers can road wrecks were blamed on faulty
nie Bagley; reading by Mrs Grace Canter- stand the steady work. For example, rails, which had been made from steel
bury; business session with reports of in the course of one thrilling pennant ingots that had flaws, steel ingots always have a flaw at the. top end; so
Leagues present! solo by Francis Bet-man; race, our office boy lost seven grandthe end piece is discarded for this reaTen of the Most- Remarkable Special Offerings in Women's, Misses'
address by Rev C. H. Ranpach, South- mothers.
son.
For all that, we love baseball. Even
bridge and a trio by Mrs Ida Reno, Missand Children's Suits, Coats, Dresses, Waists and Skirts
The question always is as to the
es Edna Allen and Ruth Gilbert.
Re- In spite of the grand-stand humorist, length of the piece off the end which
That Any Store in Worcester Has Ever Made
we
love
It.
It
Is
our
national
game.
freshments were served by Misses Martha
should be discarded in onftrto make
Canterbury, and Marion Allen, and Mrs We feel that, since this country was sure that no flaws have been left in
to give us baseball, our Revolutionary
Mary Potter and Mrs Henry Allen. A
the block of steel to be used. The resires did not bleed and die In vain.
searchers are confident that the X-rays
social hour followed.
Men have much reason to love base- will be able to answer this question.
ball. It gives them the chance to adIn the experimental case a sheet of
mire skill, speed, strength, nerve,
EAST BROOKFIELD.
steel half an inch thick was photocourage and determination, and to graphed by X-rays. The rays come' In
A seven-passenger touring car owned learn the latest slang and most pep- different kinds—hard and soft—and
ioo Suits Worth $10 to $25
Coats Worth $17.50 to $22.50
It gives them the
and driven by George D. Kilberry, Wor- ful repartee.
each kind has its own preference as to
cnance to boldly abuse and insult
$12.50
cester, collided, Tuesday, with a touring other men without fear of conse- what material it will go through. Accar owned and driven by L. H. Durkin, quences and to exhibit their wit be- cordingly rays were used that would j
Silk Petticoats Worth $3 to $5
Spencer, on Howland's hill. The car fore large crowds. It gives them the nearly go through half an inch of steel
driven by Durkin struck the right door of chance to set up real heroes and bow —but not quite.
SI.OO Coats Worth $25 to $30. Mixture
The photographs of the steel sheet
the big machine, smashing the .running down to them. Statesmen are CorCovert, Street, Auto Coats, Voile
showed that the X-rays did go through !
100 Serge Dresses Worth $7.50 to $15
board, mud guard, and steering wheel, rupt, generals fight from their tents,
at some spots, which Indicated that
and
Silk" Dressy Coats in most
and throwing Kilberry through the wind- literary lions are pale, weak bodies. there were flaws at those places. When
shield. Both cars were towed to the But baseball heroes are real heroes. the steel was cut through at those
fashionable models, mostly oije of
Lakewood Garage, for C. R. Varney to And it—baseball—also gives men the parts holes were found near the cen50 Silk Dresses Worth $17.50 to $25
a style and all sizes.
opportunity to be as loud and'' silly
fix up.
ter—just as the X-rays had indicated.
and joyously unrepressed as they
SIO.OO
$16.00
want to be, without being laughed at.
Spring on the Farm.
NEW BRAINTREE.
Young women like baseball, too, and
Here are some marvels we saw
some of them understand It remark- the other day. Early in the morning
At the Grange meeting on Wednesday ably well. Some of them are said to myriads of stars shone in the heavevening, the third and fourth degrees know the difference between the ens, well worth seeing once In "a while.
were conferred. The ladies' staff worked pitcher and the umpire. There Is a Then the stars paled, the dawn came
the third degree, and Deputy William T. legend" that once there was a young rosy in the east, the birds awoke and
Herrick of Westboro, inspected the woman who could watch a whole began to sing. There was the robin,
512 MAIN STREET,
WORCESTER, MASS.
Grange. Refreshments were served by game without asking: "What are the dove, the song sparrow and oththey doing now?" and tell which side ers—truly a heavenly choir.
Charles S. Lane and Frank W. Potter.
won at the end. But that is believed
Before the sun had quite peered
. Visiting members were present from to have been written by Grimm.
above the horizon fields the farmer
North Brookfield.
Young women do not care so much and his sons were astir. Spring is
Fred E. Pepper from Phoenix, Arizona, for baseball if they have to buy their here and there is much to do. With TYROL THE BEAUTIFUL
has returned to visit his parents, Mr and own tickets. But if you suggest tak- whistling and good cheer they donned
Mrs H. A. Pepper after an absence of ing one, she juBt dotes on the game. their clothes—and were oft to the
A woman always gets some enjoy- stables to care for the horses. Smoke CHARMING SPOT IS TOO OFTEN
, six years.
As an introductory offer will send you this
ment out of seeing her escort spend
NEGLECTED BY AMERICANS.
A good number of Pomona Grange money for her, no matter what it is curled up from the kitchen chimney
little Wren House Free, postpaid, with a six
^meanwhile,
and
a
goodly
smell
of
members attended the Quaboag Pomona for.
month's trial subscription to LITTLE FOLKS
ham and eggs.
Breakfast was a
at Brimfield, Wednesday.
It is not always wise to take a cheery meal, the happy housewife reMAGAZINE for 40c (Must be a, new subMountains and Valleys In Delightful
young
woman
to
the
ball
game,
no
scription.)
. .
Mr and Mrs;G. A. Boyden of Medway,
lating how many new chicks she had
Tangled Jumble—Has Every Sort
were the week end guests of Mr C. M. matter how she dotes on it. She may found, and sonny tells how many palls
liiis
fine
House
is
made
of
wood,
stained in two colors and will atof Climate Found in the
not notice the difference when they of milk he got. Corn cakes, ham,
Boyden.
tract wrens to your home; You will enjoy the song of these
Rest of Europe
stop batting up flies and begin the eggs, milk, coffee—surely that breaksweetest of song birds all Summer long.
Rev. William France went as a dele- game. She may think the pitcher
gate to the State church conference at and catcher are playing against each fast ought to stay a man until noon.
LITTLE FOLKS Contains
Austrian Tyrol, which Is today in
Then it was to the fields with teams
Pittsfield, this week.
other, and complain because one of to work. The glory of the sunlight, the public eye because of the strained
Fairy Stories, Nature Stories, Stories of Real Children,
Stories of Make-believe Children, New Games to Play, Colored
Hon. C. A. Gleason and wife have been them does not quit and give that cute the feel of the soft, rich earth under relations between Italy and Austria,
fellow with such a jaunty air a turn. one as he plows or fits the land! Is one of Europe's healthiest provCut-outs, Pictures to Color with, Paints or Crayons.
in town, this week.
She may mistake the catchers breast Meanwhile miracles are happening inces. In the northern parts the air
, TLE FOLKS provides continuous Entertainment for children
protector for a porous plaster. But all around. Buds swell on trees and drifts pure and cool from the haunts
enough of it to keep them busy the whole year round.
Postal Savings.
she will notice, with an ever-growing shrubs, and flowers burst Into bloom. of the glacier and pungent with flr
Address LITTLE FOLKS MAGAZINE
admiration, the grace, sureness and Truly the farm is a wonderland these and pine; and in the south It is soft
Every person in the United States, ten swiftness of the well-conditioned men days, and fortunate is he who can, with Mediterranean sunshine and fraDept. M, 8ALEM, MASS.
years old or over may open an account in on the field. After which she is like- live and work thereon and find that grant with orange and lemon.
a.postal savings bank after July 1st. ly to size you up and decide you happiness so often denied the town
Though Tyrol is a land all-deservThis will be made possible by permitting won't do.
ing of the artist, the sportsman, the
folk.—Breeder's Gazette.
A lot of fine points about health,
vacationist, and the mentally or physpersons to open accounts by mail. Unically ailing; though It is a country
According to Hoyle.
der the plan adopted an intending depos- happiness and success might be
gained from baseball—If most of us
The first author of books dealing where nature has- been overlavish
itor, residing where there is no regularly
weren't so good at muffing them.— with card games was Edmund Hoyle, with beauty, and where there are
designated postal savings bank, will ap- Judge.
who died in London, aged ninety, more than 350 registered health reply to his local postmaster who will see
seven, in 1770. His treatise on whist, sorts. It, nevertheless, has been comthat necessary identification data is preA Queen's Sympathy.
piquet and other games of chance are paratively neglected, more especially
pared and forwarded to a nearby post
A kindly little act that shows some- still authorities, and "According to by Americans.
office authorized to accept deposits. The thing of the quick wit and ready sym- Hoyle" has become a proverb. Hoyle
Austrian Tyrol forms a considerintending depositor will then be given pathy of Queen Helena of Italy is re- has been called the Inventor of whist, able part of the forbidding and diffipermission to forward his first and sub- corded by Touche a Tout. Some years which is an error, although he was cult boundary that runs between Italy
sequent deposits by money order or regis- ago the coral fishers of Torre del the first to popularize the game and and Austria. It is a barrier more eftered mail direct to the postmaster at the Greco, near Naples, were in hard place' It on a scientific and exact foot- fective than the Vosges barrier bebanking point for which receipts or cer- straits. The value of coral had fallen ing. Hoyle was a lawyer by profes- tween Germany and France, or than
tificates will be issued. He may with- so low that they were no longer able sion, but he derived a good' Income the' Carpathian barrier between Hundraw all or any part of his postal savings to find purchasers for their harvest. from his books; For his treatise oh gary and Gallcia.
At last in their despair they besought whist he received $5,000, and the worfc
Austrian Tyrol Is 10.305 square
by mail and on demand together with the queen to come to their aid.
was so popular that It ran through miles of Alpine mountains, etched
any interest that may be due him.
At the first great court ball that was five pirated editions. Hoyle gate in- with a wonderful and intricate design
Any |>ersoii ten years old or over may held that year at the Quirinal, the structions in whist to parties of ladies of valleys. While there are fewer
open an account in his or her own name; queen, to the surprise of all beholders, and gentlemen, charging each five lakes In Tyrol than in Switzerland,
an account may be opened by a married wore about her neck a collar composed dollars per lesson. For some years and while the highest Tyrolese sumwoman free from any control or inter- of six rows of coral instead of her he held an official court position in mit. 12.790 feet above the sea level,
ference by her husband; post office offi- superb collar of pearls, and her black Ireland which paid him $3,000 per falls far behind the monarehs of the
. .
.
AT..THE
Hoyle's book on whist was Swjjss Alps, yet the Austrian crowncals are forbidden to disclose to any per- hair was crowned with a diadem of year.
son, except the depositor, the amount of coral and brilliants. From that eve- first published In 1743, and its circu- land yields nothing In charm by comlation since then has probably run parison with its neighbor.
any deposits; withdrawals may be made ning the mode changed, pid coral or- into the millions of copies.
Amohg the rock-strewn gullies of
without previous notice; and the Govern- naments that had been hidden away
for years and years were again disTyrol Dante found the materials for
ment guarantees to repay all deposits on played at the jewelers', and were
Belligerent Grocers.
his picture of the entrance to Hell.
demand with accrued interest. Postal snapped up by eager purchasers.
Lord Kitchener's message, pro- The main chain of the Alps crosses
savings receipts have broken all records Queen Helena's object was attained, claimed by the secretary of the Brit- this region from east to west, and
the past year. During the eight months and that court ball marked the begin- ish Grocers' federation, that "the gov- around it on all sides is a wild chaos
prior to April let there was a net gain in ning of more prosperous days for the ernment wants more men, and among of rock masses.
other places wants them out of
Tyrol, though small, has more sorts
deposits of •19,000,000, as against a gain coral fishers of Torre del Greco.
grocers' shops," recalls the fact that of climate within Its borders than any
of #8,000,000 for the same months the
other
part of Europe. There are parts
in
olden
times
this
trade
played
a
Boudoir Scenes.
year before. Thousands of new accounts
Had I a young daughter, and did I useful part in national defense. The of the crown land where the winters
have been opened.
wish to pick out those pieces which I Grocers' company was commanded in are those of northeast Siberia and the
deemed eminently safe, proper and 1557 to furnish 60 men for "the re- summers are those of Franz Joseph
•-'ido's Future.
fitting for her to see, I should make it sistance of such Iniquitous attempt* land. There are other parts, more
nVoii If rido would go mad!" ex a regular practice to recommend to as may be made by foreign enemies." southern, where an Andalusian lanclaiuio-r ■!... 7-omau who wastes affeo her only such plays as had at least Further demands of the same kind guor is hardly freshened by recurtlon. 'Don i -*orry," answered hat one of their acts laid in a bedroom/ were satisfied in successive years, and ring winter.
husband
"Th.it dog hasn't enougb When the curtain goes up on an Amer- in 1588 the company supplied 500 men
Tyrol is primarily a pasture land.
sense to be sure i-ough mad. Ths ican play or on a foreign play adapted to resist the Spanish armada. Au- There is a little farming within the
Young women going to
Boston to work or study,
most he'll ever do is to go peevish."
for the American stage, and reveals a thority was granted to press men into sheltered valleys, and some lumberany lady going to Boston for
lady's boudoir, one may be quite cer- the service, and apprentices and jour- ing, but, for the most part, the popupleasure or on a shopping
trip without male escort will
tain that nothing will happen that a neymen were called upon to leave the lation depends for support upon its
find the
Church Semi-Oriental.
very young girl should not see—par- counter for the battlefield. Sir John flocks and herds.
The Russian church, which terms It- ticularly if the time of the action Is Philpot, an early master of the GroMoreover, there la a goat's milk
self orthodox — pravoslavny — differs night. On the American stage a lady's cers' company, cleared the North sea cheese prepared by the peasants of
considerably from all the other Chris- bedroom may be described as a room of a horde of' Scottish pirates by Tyrol that equals in its mellow, fratian temples by its semtorlental style In which the audience sleeps.—George means of a Beet equipped entirely at grant beauty any product made of
a delightful place to atop, A
that is half Tartar, half Byzantine, yet Jean Nathan, in Smart Set.
his own cost.
milk, whether from Brie, Neufchatel
Home-Hotel In the heart of
Boston exclusively for wopossesses Its distinctly Slavonic eleor Koquefort.
men.
030 rooms, safe, comment.
With its glided cupolas.
The population of the crown land
Endless Demonstrations.
fortable, convenient of acConfidant Prediction.
bright-colored roofs and ornaments,
numbers about 900,000, of whom more
"Then
you
are
not
going
to
buy
a
cess, prices reasonable, for
"So you honestly think you have carl"
particulars and prices ad.
white glaring walla, it has more of a
than half are German-speaking. There
dress
mythologic and legendary character the smartest boy on earth."
Is a large Italian-speaking population
"Why
should
I
buy
a
car?
Enough
"Maybe he isn't yet; but he will
than me stately gothic or romanesque
Mitt Castine C Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St, Boston, Mass
in the valleys of the south.
be If he keeps on making me answer salesmen *re after me to keep me
cathedrals.
supplied with rides all the coming
all the questions he can think up."
tumraer."
[

Extraordinary Demonstration

For Thursday, Friday, Saturday
MAY 20, 21 AND 22

This Sale is to Demonstrate to the Women of Worcester and Surrounding Towns What the Richard Healy Co. Store Can Do for Them
in Fashionable Clothes at Economical Prices.

$9.75

$3.98

RICHARD HEALY CO.

Will You Put Up This Wren House?

Newspapers
Clean and Whole

For Spring House Gleaning

JOURNAL - OFFICE

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Franklin Square
House

FRIDAY MAY 3 I,

1915-

M AILS DUB TO AEBIVE.
A.M. 7.16-Bust and West.
9.30--West.
F. Mi 12.45—Bast and West.
2.00—Weet
4.60— East.
7.05—East and West.
MAILS CLOSE.
A.M. 7.00—East and West.
11.30— East and West. ■
p. M. 1.00—West.
4.40—East.
6.00—East and West.
Mails for East Brooktield are despatched at
7.00 A. M., lt.30 A. M, and 1 P. M. MaUs from
East Brookfield are received at 9.30 A. M. and
6.40 P. M.
1'ackage mails are despatched twice daily as
follows:—11.30 A. M. East and Horth, 6 P. M.
West .and South.
'
Mali for the Rural Delivery is closed at 8.16
A. M. and received at 1.30 P. M.
The office honrs wUl be :-6-45 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Holidays, 6.46 to 0.30 A. M. and 6 to 6 P. M.
JOHN HOWE, Postmaster,
PAUL M. KEANEY, Aast.

NORTH BROOKFIELD.
See your country's most famous men at
the town hall, June 7.
Ionic Chapter, O. E. 8., will hold a
food sale in Castle hall, on Friday, June
4, at 4 p. in.
Miss Phoebe Walker, Walnut street,
will reach her 80th birthday next Wednesday, May 28.
Thursday, May 27, at 2 p. m., the Woman's Union meet to sew. At 4 p. m.,
business meeting.
Single trip tickets to Worcester by
train are now sold for 59 cents, and 10ride tickets for *5.31.
>
Speocer is hoping to get a new firm to
occupy the old yeast factory for the manufacture of light footwear.
Officer Quill has given a sharp warning
to the young men and boys who are prone
to ride their, bicycles unlighted after dark.
Washington, Lafayette, Franklin, will
be at the town hall, June 7.
There will be a meeting of the board
of management of the D. A. B., at the
home of Mrs M. B. Bishop, Saturday,
May 29.
Stoddard invites you to goto California
with him in August. He claims that the
trip he offers is by far not only the cheapo
est but the beet.
,
Eleven North Brookfield ladies attended
an .organ recital at Brookfield on Thursday. The ladies of the Alliance served
tea after the recital.
*Mr J. E. Crosby, having secured work
in Springfield, will sell bis personal property at auction, Friday, June 4, at 1 p. m.
at the Sampson place on Ayres Street.
Careful preparations are being, made
for the grand historical pageant which is
to be presented, Mouday, June 7,at the
town hall, under auspices of the D. A. R.
The Orange Auxiliary will meet Tuesday afternoon and evening, at their hall,
with supper as usual. Mrs A. C. Stoddard and Mr Colby Johnson will be in
charge.
To-morrow afternoon the B & R baseball team will play a Gilbertville team at
Gslbertville. Saturday, May 29, South
Barre will be their opponents on Grove
street grounds.
Regular meeting of the Woman's
Guild in the Guild rooms, Wednesday.
May 26th, at the usual hour. This is expected to be the last regular meeting until September.
Mrs Etta M. G. Luce, State Supt. of
Scientific Temperance Instruction of the
\ W- C. T. U,, will visit and address the
schools of North Brookfield, next Wednesday, May 26.
Commander George K. Spooner has arranged to observe May 30 as Memorial
Sunday, and the Post and allied patriotic
societies will attend the morning service
at the Memorial church, with sermon by
Rev. R. M. D. Adams.
Harry Fullam'e auto truck took a jolly
party of Grangers to the Pomona meeting
at Brimfield on Wednegday. They say
they were royally entertained and that
the sessions were very profitable.
Mrs M. B. Bishop has just returned
fiurn a pleasant visit to Rev. G. H. DeBevoise, in New Hampshire. She found
that he had been for twelve weeks sutlering severely with sciatic rheumatism, but
is now gaining'slowly but steadily.
"The "Colonial Garden Party" is sure
to be very attractive at the town hall, on
June 7.
Ezra Batcheller Woman's Relief Corps
will meet Friday, May 28th at 2 p. m,,
in the selectmen's room for the purpose
of trimming evergreen for Memorial day.
Saturday, May 29th, tbey are requested
to meet at the soldiers^ot in the cemetery
at 3 p. m. for rehearsal.
Work is nearly finished on the Bigelow street water pipe extension, and
.Supt. Hatch has begun the work of con
necting the bouses along the street with
the water main. You can now tell a res
idem of that part of the town by the
smile on his or her face.
" The Peacemakers " will be the. theme
of Rev. Mr Budd's sermon next Sunday
morning, preceded by a talk to the boys
and girls. At 7 there will be An Evening of Favorite Hymns, sung by quartette, choir and congregation, and illustrated by some fifty slides.
Marriage intentions have been filed by
Robert Thomfison Kerr of Brooklyn, N.
* Y., and Miss Florence-Anna Andrews,
(daughter of Mr Robert G. Andrews, jMt,
,'Pleasant street. The wedding ceremony
I will be pBriormed by Rev. A. W. Sudd,
>' at the bride's home, next Monday.

The Young Woman's Club was royally
entertained Tuesday evening at Mrs Fred
Wiley's. After " lots of fun " icecream
and cake were served by. the hostess.
Dr. Platt of Easter School, Baguio,
Philippine Islands, is expected at Christ
Memorial church, Sunday evening, May
30th, when he will give a talk on the
work of the chnrch among the Igorots,
illustrated by lantern slides. Next Sunday being Whitsunday, there will be.
Holy Eucharist at 10.45, the 8.00 a. m.
celebration being omitted.
The Pilgrims will land on Plymouth
Rock, at town hall, June 7.
Mr Alfred C. St< ddard is arranging for
a 40-days trip to California, which will
take in both the Panama-Pacific and San
Diego Expositions, and many points of
interest on thet way - out and back. It
will leave Worcester August 25 and reach
Worcester on the return October 4. The
cost of transportation, berth in sleeping
car, hotel roomB (with meals where specified) and many side trips, is figured at
•263 for each person.
Miss Mary Ranger, who recently returned from a very pleasant trip to the
San Francisco and San Diego expositions,
gave an entertaining description of what
she saw en route and in California before
the G. F. 8., Tuesday evening. She was
very enthusiastic, and urged all to take
the trip to be personally conducted by
Mr A. C. Stoddard, next Adgust. Miss
Ranger showed some very fine post cards
and photographs illustrating the expositions, ana points of interest- A chafing
dish lunch was prepared and served by
Misses Witter, Griffin and Helen and Esther Moody. The next meeting of the
Girls' Friendly Society will be in the
Guild rooms, the 25th, at 7.45 p. m,
There will be admission service in the
chapel and then the annual election of
officers.
Dr George R. Spooner, commander of
theG. A. R., is preparing instructive
tableaux from the civil war, to be given
in the Historical Pageant, June 7.
Deputy Sheriff John P. Ranger was
called upon on a recent Sunday afternoon
to break up a baseball game on Potter's
field, in which the players are said to
have been unreasonably noisy. In this
connection it is interesting to note that
in Ware the park commissioners give
permission for largely attended Sunday
games on the public park, and the local
paper adds that "it is the proper thing
to allow the park to be used Sunday afternoons far healthful out-door recreation," only cautioning the players and
those who attend that "it must be remembered that there are some people
who do not believe it right to play ball
on Sunday," and all "should be more
careful of their conduct on Sundays than
on week days," so that the authorities,
may not regret having granted them the
privilege.
Brookfield vs. North Brookfield.
One of the most exciting baseball games
was played on the Common, Wednesday
afternoon, between two evenly matched
teams, and at the close of the fourth inning the score was 6 to 4 in favor of the
home team, and neither side scored again
until the ninth inning when Brookfield
made another tally, making it 6 to 5.
With two men out the tying run was
being scored just as the ball reached the
catcher's hands. He tagged the runner,
who was declared out by the umpire.
Some little dissatisfaction was shewn by
the visiting team, but it subsided when
Captain- Morrison offered to play another
game on neutral .ground.
First Game of the Season.
The B & R baseball team were defeated
by Cherrry Valley in the opening game
of the season, on Grove street grounds,
last Saturday afternoon, by a score of 6
to 4. The score:—
CHERRY VALLEY
ab r lb th po a e
Wall If
3 0 1110 1"
Monahancf
4 2 2 4 3 0» 0
S, Canary 2b
4 2 2 4 3 0 0
Lamontep
4 0-00010
R. Canary Sb
3 0 112 2 t)
Fitzpatrick lb
4 0 0 0 8 0 0
Brown ss
4 2, 0 0 8 0 0
Carney rf
5 0 0 0 0 0 0
McKennac
3 0 1 1 10 0 0
Totals
Smith If
Gaguon 8s
DeLong 3b
Daniels c
Clancy rf
Caliill 2b
Sheehan ef
Dragoon lb
Ross p

33 6 7 11 35 :3 1
B&R
ab r lb tb po a e
3 1110 0 2
S 0 0 0 4 2 2
4 0 2 4 112
4 1 1 1 12 2 0
4 0 1112 0
4 2 2 3 2 0 0
3 0 110 10
4 0 0 0> 6 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0

33 4 8 11 26 8 6
Totals
Struck out by Lamonte 8; bj Ross 10.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Worcester sa.
Probate Court
To all persons interested In the estate of
EMELINE 8. LANE
late of North Brookfield In said County deceased.
Whereas, Charles A. Oleason, executor of the
will of said deceased lias presented for allowance the first aud final account of his adminis.
tration upon the estate of said deceased:
JTou are hereby cited to appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Worcester, in said County,
on the eighth day of June A. D, 1916, at
nine o'clock in the forenoon, to show cause, if
any you have, why the Same should hot be allowed.
And said executor is ordered to serve this
citation by delivering a copy thereof to aU persons interested in the estate fourteen days at
least before said court, or by publishing the
same once in each week, for three successive
weeks, in the North Urookfleld Journal, a newspaper published In North Brookfield, the hut
publication to be one day at least before said
Court and by mailing postpaid, a copy of this
citation to all known persoas intatBeted in the
•nil', s*ret> days at least before Mid Court,
Witness, WILLIAM T. roSraa, Esquire,
Judge of said Court, this fourteenth day of
May, la the year of our Lord one thousand
alo* hundred and fifteen.
HARBY R. ATWOOD, Hwtner.
May 11, M.June 4.0

'

A Donation Party.

Call at 46 Summer Street

WANTED

At Once, a boarding place for an elderAll who were interested in Miss Ayres, ly man, in the country. Price must be
low.
MKS E. J. CROSBY, Ayree St.
and the cause of the Morgan Memorial
21*
North Brookfield.
hunie, which she so ably presented at the
K. D. meeting last week, will be glad to
TO RENT.
know an opportunity will be afforded at
The E. M. Allen farm of six acres, with
the next meeting, June 8, for all to con- two good buildings, situated On the road
tribute. It will be in the nature of a do- from East Brookfield to Brookfield, one
mile from the former village. Innation party, to which all are urged to half
quire of GEORGE L: DICKINSON, Nursery
bring any cast off clothing, shoes, etc., AVenue, North Brookfield.
3w21
no matter how old or worn. Remember
Tuesday, June 8, and pick up in anticiFOR SALE.
pation.
EW Milch Cow for sale. Inquire WILLIAM

N JAQUES,

Kelliher Allaire.

To see the Latest Models of

CORSETS

Furnishing Undertaker

Or have them brought to your home
by sending word to
*•*
%*

REGISTERED EMBALMER.

MRS. B. C. GRAVES,

Personal Prompt Attention Day
or Nlsjlit.

Representative for the Brookfields,

Telephone North Brookfield No.
iaa-ii.

Brooktield roail. North Brookfield.

Iw21*

Long

Telephone 28-13,
NORTH BROOKFIELD.
•

Distance Connection.

FOR RENT
NICE sunny, furnished or unfurnished tenement of three rooms; everything needed for
housekeeping. All conveniences on one floor
Bent reasonable. Apply to
NOTICE
DANIEL FOSTER.
ELECTRIC BELLS installed and taken care of
Spring St.
tttf
at reasonable rates, LAWRENCE ELLERY.
North Brookfield, Mass,
4

FOR SALE

YOUNG PIGS AND- 8HOATS
3wl9"

FULLAM

FOR RENT
A Good up-stairs tenement on Summer street,
with all the modern conveniences. Apply to
MRS M. P. HOWARD.
lMf

Patriotic Evening;.
Grange hall was filled to overflowing
last evening when the P. of H. entertained the G. A. R., W. R. C, and S. of
V. The literary and musical program
was given by the W. R. C. under direction of Miss Carrie Bullard. It opened
with a piano solo by Miss Bertha' John
son; followed with a reading by Mrs
Oeorgie Bigelow, a vocal duet by Mrs
Rose Conger and C. Gertrude Fay, and a
reading by Mrs Margaret Drake. Then
came the amusing farce entitled, "Pack
ing the Missionary Barrel," in which the
following ladies took part:—Mrs Anna
Abbott, Mrs Hattie Brigham, Mrs Min
nie Burkhill, Mrs Margaret Drake, Mrs
Emil Jean, Mrs H. H. Leach, Mrs D. L.
Melvin.'Mrs Alden Gilbert, Miss Marion
Tucker.
Mrs Ida Bond, who was to
have taken part was prevented by sickness and death in her family, and Mrs
Brigham took her place at short notice.
After the program there were songs by
the U. A. It., with Miss Bullard as accompaniste. ^vOomrade George Bruce
sang as a solo, "Just before the; battle.
Mother," the audience joining heartily
in the chorus. Refreshments of sandwiches, cake, doughnuts and coffee were
served by Mrs Inez McKee, Mrs Marion
Hill and Mrs George Whiting.
There
were brief respouses to toasts by Com.
Spooner, George Bruce, E. H. Stoddard,
Mr and Mrs Habens; Dr. Spooner called
attention to the fact that five veterans
had been "mustered out" since they met
a year ago.
No. -1668

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
LAND COURT
To the ytiaboag Manufacturing C'omDttuy, i
duly existing corporation having an usual piaci
oi LtUtiiuerfs at ilrooktitjiU, in the County of Worcester, and said Common wealth; the AMonmy
Cieneral oi said Commonwealth; ZeUidiali Alien,
now or formerly oi said brooktield, or his heirs,
devisees, or legal representatives: any heirs,
devisees, or legal representatives of Mary Ann
Hoffman, late of New Vork, in the County arid
suite oi New York, deceased, who have not released their Interest in the land hereinafter described; and to ail whom it may concern:
Whereas, a petition has been presented to said
Court by (ieorge F. Uphain of Bronx vllle, in said
stiius oi New lork, to register and confirm his
title in the following described land:
A certain parcel of land situated in North
Brooktield, in said County of Worcester, hounded aud described as follows:—
One acre of land called Bheep Island located
hi Lake Lasnawtiy and being an artificial island
created by the raising of the waters of said lake.
The above described land is shown on a plan
filed with said petition, and all boundary lines
are claimed to be located on the ground as shown
on said plan.
You are hereby cited to appear at the Land
.Court, to be held at Boston, In the County of
fSuifolt, on the fourteenth day of June A> D.
lyiij, at ten o'clock i& the forenoon, to show cause
if any you have, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted. And unless you appear
at said Court at the time and place aforetaid
your default will be recorded, and the said petition Will be taken as confessed, and you will be
forever barred from contesting said petition or
any decree entered threeon.
Your appearance and answer, as provided i
Section 33 of Chapter 128 of the fie vised Laws,
may be hied with DANIEL KENT, Assistant Recorder of said Court, at the Registry of Deeds,
at Worcester, In said County of Worcester, with
whom a copy of the plan Hied with said petition
is deposited.
Witness, UIULH THOBHTON DAVIS. Esquih>,
Judge of said Court- this nineteenth dajt of May,
in the year nineteen huudted and fifteen.
CLARENCE C, SMITH, Recorder.
Attest with Seal of said Court.
May 21.26, June 4 LC

FOR RENT
EIGHT room cottage on Ward St. Steam heat,
city water, fruit, and Poultry place- Inquire
or address. MRS E.F. EAMES, Bigelow St. North
Brookfield.
Mtf

Grass Seed
Oyster Shells

TENEMENT TO RENT
LOWER Tenement comer Maple and Chestnut
streets, 7 rooms, gas and furnace.
14
Apply to C. W. EGGLESTON,

Registered Embalmer.

C,unacted by Long Distance Telephone at House and Store.

House Painting, all Branches
Inside Work a Specialty. Paper Hanging;
and Whltenlnjr. Orders Promptly Attan.
ded to.
P.O. Borl92.
Hi) Satisfaction Guaranteed

Hone Meal

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS

Land Plaster

BLACKSMITH

1

Residence 38 Spring St., cor. Prospect

Phosphate

NEWHALL

/

DANIEL FOSTER,

Seed Potatoes

FOR SALE
FiFTY-FIVE heuB (year old) and some chicks,
for sale at once. E. J. CROSBY,
1W20"
Avers St.. North Brookneld

North'BrookfieU

11 Prospect St

Chick Feed

TO RENT
A GOOD TENEMENT of six rooms, on Grove
street with bath, gas and electricity.
6
ALFRED DESPLAINES.

JOHN H.

Funeral Director

MRS HELEN MORSE SMITH
DRESSMAKING

A Sudden Death.
Died, Thursday, May 20, Harwood Albert Martineau, infant son of Albert C,
and the late Etta E. (Bond) Martineau,
aged 8 months and 24 days. Funeral service will be held on Saturday, at 10 a. ne..,
from the home of his uncle, Harry Bond,
on Main street, opposite the JOURNAL
office. Relatives and friends are invited.
Burial will be at the cemetery at Palmer
Four Corners.
Mrs Martineau, the mother of Harwood, died at her home in Thorndike,
Nov. 9, 1914, shortly after which her
parents came to North Brookfield to
make a home for their son, Harry, and
Mr Martineau removed to his mother's
home in Holyoke, with his three children.
The two older children had just been
through a siege of whooping cough, when
the little one had a similar siege, and it
was thought best to bring him here for a
while. He arrived with his father at 2
o'clock yesterday., and at 6 he passed
away.

FRED C. GLAPP

jjsutjr Assistant.

JOHN H. LANK

FOR SALE
BEAN POLESandPeaBrush.all ready to set,
delivered in any quantityJOHN J. LANE, Tel. 148-2

MASS.

27

Funerals Personally Directed
and Every Requisite Furnished.
r,«<ly Assistant*

LOOK UP YOUR OLD LETTERS
John H. Kelliher of Randolph and Miss CASH paid for United States postage stamps
before 1H70. Must not be torn or clipped.
Ida Allaire, daughter of Mr and Mrs Hiffher prices when left on the original envelope.
to (1. A. Hitchcock, 62 church Street.
Louis Allaire, Church street, were mar- Write
21
Ware. Mass,

ried at St. Joseph's church, on Monday
morning at 10.30, by Rev. Fr. Judge, the
nuptial mass being said by the Rev. Fr.
Kelliher, Brooklyn, N. Y. The best man
was Charles Kelliher, a brother of the
groom; the maid of honor was Melina
Allaire, sister of the bride; and the
bridesmaids were her two sisters, Aurore and Alzema Allaire. The bride was
gowned in white charmeuse; the maid of
honor wore orange crepe meteor, and the
bridesmaids dolly varden dresses.
A wedding breakfast was served at the
Prospect house, after which the bridal
couple left for a trip to New Brunswick.
They will make their home in Brockton
on their return.

SPIRELLA

CHARLES S. LANE,

IN SCRIPT OR

HORSE SHOEING AND JOBBING

ENGLISH TEXT

MAPLE STREET

H. F. Lawienee, North Brookfield

ERNEST D. CORBIN, OptometrLst
Office at Dr. Ludden's
You Feel Better when you SeeBetter.
Glosses we nuke improve your looks
as well as your Stffht.
Main Street.

DRY SLAB WOOD

RED FRONT STORE
SUMMER STREET

5

Sawed Stove Length

FOR SALE
Telephone 27-13.

E. S. WINTER

North Brookfield

MORTGAGEE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
By virtue of a power of sale contained in a
mortgage given to me by Edward M. Wight,
dated May 5, 1905, and recorded with Worcester
District Deeds, Books 1819. page 249, and for
bread, of the conditions thereof will be sold at
public auction in front of the District Court
House in East Brookfield. in the County of Worcester and Commonwealth of Massachusetts on
Saturday the 5th day of June 1915, at 11 A. M„
all and singular the following described real estate, to wit:—
■
, .„ ,',:
A certain tract of land situated hi Sturbridge
in said County about one-half mile easterly of
the oid Burr farm house, containing six acres,
more or less, aud being the same premises conveyed to Jarius M- Hobbs as the third parcel by
deed of Isaac Hamant; dated February 8, 1866.
and recorded in Woicestor District Registry of
Deeds. Book 714, page 639, to which deed and the
deed of William Croby to Samuel Hooker dated
September, 1839. and recorded in said Registry,
Book 545, page 524, reference may be had for a
more particular descripton of the premises.
Being the same premises conveyed to Edward
M. Wight by Jarius M. Hobbs by deed dated May
5, 1905 and recorded with Worcester District
Deeds, Book 1819, page 249.
The premises will be sold subject to taxes, if
any, and all other incumbrances having priority
over the said mortgage.
, . ,,
Terms, |50-00 cash and balance upon the delivery of the deed.
BURTON W. POTTER. Mortgagee.
May 8.1»15.
Worcester, MassJohn P. Kanger,'Auctioneer. North Brookfield.
May 14, 21, 28.

The International
Correspondence Schools!
Scranton, - Penn.
For over twenty years have beeen helping men
in every j-ank and station of life to better positions, increased salaries and higher prospects.
Within the last year over 5;ooo persons wrote to
the I. C. S. in grateful acknowledgement of the
help and benefit they received from their courses.
They told in almost every instance, how they advanced from jobs where, they earned only a bare
living to positions of affluence and large salaries.
Why not start today toward a big salary?' To
earn more, learn more.

H0RTSA6EE'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
By virtue of a power of sale contained in a
mortgage given to me by Edward M, Wight,
(luted May 13. 1904 and recorded with the Worcester District Deeds. Book 1781, page 449, and for
ii breach of the conditions therein contained
will be sold by public auction in front of the
District court house in East Brookfield, in the
Comity of Worcester and Common wealth of Massachu setts at 11 o'clock in the foruiioon on Satur-.
day, the 5th day of June 1UK> the following parcels of woodland, they being tin: portion of the
premises that remain subject to said mortgage, to
wit:—
1. About 6 acres of land in tile westerly part of
Otikhani In said County, which was conveyed to
K. & A. H. Batcheller Co. by deed of Alfred Holdcn, dated Novembers, 1897, and recorded In
Worcester Deeds, book 1661. page 3#>.,,
2. Aljout 90 acres of land situated in said
Oakhara on the easterly side of the road leading
man the road from Barre to Worcester to .North
Brnnkfield, which was conveyed to E. & A. H,
Batcheller by Snmner Reed by deed dated December 29, 1897. recorded in Worcester District
Deeds, 156?, Page 129.
3. Ahout 10 acres of land situated about one
mile southeast of Oakham center Village on the
easterly side of Brookfield Road, so called, which
was conveyed to E, & A. H. Batcheller Co. by
deed of Martha E, Sargent and others dated
April h£, 1898, recorded in Worcester District
Deeds, book MKl. page 492.
4. About 10 acres of land in the northerly part
of said Oakham on the westerly side of the
County road leading from Barre to Worcester,
which was conveyed to E. & A. H. Batcheller
Co.. by j;Wnipple Ayres by deed dated October
IS. 1?9S, recorded in Worcester District Deeds,
Book 1595, page 441.
5. About 191*2 acres of land situated in said
Brookfield which was conveyed to E. & A. H.
Batcheller Co.. by deed of Abbie G. Bemis and
others dated September 30. 1899, recorded with
Worcester District Deeds Book 1628, page 246.
6. About 18 1^2 acres of land situated in the
northerly part of Sturbridge which was conveyed to E. & A, H. Batcheller by deed of Mary
L 'Hastings dated May- 8, 1900, recorded with
Worcester District Deed*. Book 1644. page 568.
The foregoing lots were conveyed to said
Wight by E. & A, H. Batcheller Co. by Deed dated
December 26, 1903 and recorded with said District Deeds, Book 1775, "Page 253.
Also a certain tract of land coniaining 36 acres
more or less, situated partly in said Brookfield
and partly In the adjoining town of Sturbridge
on the easterly side of the highway leading from
Fast Brookneld to Sturbridge aud bounded as
follows ;-*On the north by land now or formerly
of Sarah Allen, on the east and south by land of
j. Gleason and on the west by said highway, being the land conveyed to said Wight by S. D.
Forties by deed dated May 4, 1904. and recorded
with said District Deeds. Book 1761. page 236.
Theabove premises will be sold subject to all
taxes, if any, remaining unpaid thereon, or any
other iaeumbmnoei of any kind or nature existing thereon prior to the date of this morwaie.
Terms iUW.OO cash at time of sale and the remainder upod the delivery of the deed.
**
BtlBTON W. POTTER, Mortgagee.
May S. IMS.
Worcester Maw,
John P. Banter, Auctioneer, North Brookneld.
May 14,21, 28.

Mark the Attached Coupon andlMail to

| International Correspondence Schools
Hartford, Conn.
I

H. G. TIERNEY, Local Representative, Spencer Mass.

International Correspondence Schools
Hartford, Conn., U. S, A.
Pleaae explain, without further obligation to roe, how I can qualify
for .a lartrer salary in the position, trade, or profession, or gain
a knowledge of the subject, before which I have marked X.
Salesmanship
"Advertising Man
Show-Card Writing
Book-keeping
Stenography
Agriculture
Poultry Farming
Commercial Illustrating
Lettering & Sign Painting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Shop Foreman
Electrical Engineer
Electric Lighting
Eleciric Railway work
Telephone Expert
Concrete Construction

Architecture
Contracting and Buil
Structural Engineer
Architectural Drafting
Plumbing and Heating
Civil Engineer
Bridge Engineer
Railroad Construction
Surveying
Mining Engineer
Chemistry
Textile Manufacturing
Frencn
(ierman
Spanish
Italian
Civil Servioe Examinations
utomobile Running

Rtete
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BROOKFIELD

THE MINIMUM
WAGE LAW
Drives Away Business and
Robs Many of Employment
TWO INDUSTRIES INJURED
Last

Week at the

State

House-

House Upholds Walsh's Veto of
Pony
Express
Bill—Other
Legislative News.

Boston—Under the operation of the
minimum wage law scales for the payment of the employes, two of the
industries of Massachusetts have been
decreed, the brush industry and the
csndv-inaking industry. The brush
makers have been obeying the requirements of the wage board for
some time. The candy manufacturers
will begin this fall to operate under
the scale decreed. Other industries
ue under investigation by other
boards under the plan of the commission with a view to adjusting wage
scales in them also.
The manufacturers thus far directly
affected declare that lamentable re-.
suits have been wrought and will be
the result of the new wage scales.
The brush makers say they cannot
compete with concerns in other states
which are doing business where there
Is no minimum wage, that they cannot bid on army contracts, that they
are losing business in consequence,
and that the new law has deprived
the less skilled and less competent
workers of the wages upon which they
were dependent for a livelihood.
The candy makers say practically
the same things and declare that
they, too. will be at a disadvantage
In the battle for business as soon as
the tcale goes into effect. All parties
say also one member of the wage
commission ought to be a practical
Tnanufacturer.

LAST

WEEK

THE
AT
HOUSE

STATB

Many Bills Passed to be Engrossed.

Boston—The Committee on Ways awl
Means has recommended reference
to the next General Court of the Governors plan for university extension
and correspondence* courses.
The following bills have been passed to be engrossed: To improve the
entrance to Sesult Harbor in Dennis;
to improve Lewis Bay in Barnstabla
and Yarmouth; to improve harbor and
terminal facilities in Fall River; to
reconstruct the bridge over the
Charles River between Newton and
Weston, and to protect the shore line
In Winthrop.
Consideration of the order directing
the Public Service Commission to investigate rates charged by the New
Haven Road for passenger transportation to and from Southeastern Massachusetts was postponed.
The proposed amendment of the
Constitution, striking out the requirement that taxes shall be proportional,
was ordered to a third reading without debate.
The special committee appointed
to act on the death of Ex-Speaker
of the House James J. Myers, reported resolutions in appreciation of
his public services, and as a mark of
further respect the House adjourned.
By a roll-call vote of 103 against
the measure to 83 in its favor, the
House has sustained Gov. Walsh in
his veto of the bill to prohibit the
transportation of liquor to no-llcenae
communities. There was no debate
on the measure.

TIMES

GERMANY STOPS BRIANS FORGE PASSAGE AT SAN RIVER , FISHER RESIGNS;
SUBMARINES RUSSIANS RESUME OFFENSE IN BUKOWINA SEE NEW CABINET
FRENCH SWEEP CLEARS THE YSER CANAL British Sea Lord Quits AdmirSuspends Warfare Against All
:0:-

Merchant Vessels
PENDING NEGOTIATIONS
Only One Attack

Has

Since Lusitania
ders

Issued

a

Been

PRZEMYSL THREATENED BY AUSTRQ-GERMAN ARMIES

Week Ago.—

Allies to Use Poison Gases.

Washington—The German government has issued orders suspending
the operations of submarines against
merchant vessels pending the outcome of the negotiations over the
representations of this government
contained in President Wilson's note
of May 13. This became known here
In connection with the cabled press
report that a German suumarine had
fired a torpedo at *he liner Transylvania on her voyage from New York,
which it completed at Glasgow.
It was explained in a well informed quarter that this report, In spite
of the fact that it was vouched for
by two passengers, could not be correct for the reason that submarine
activities had been discontinued by
the German government.
Whether the new orders require
that there shall be no attaclfs Dy
German submarines on freight vessels of Germany's enemies, when they
are supposed to contain ammunition
and do not carry passengers, Is not
disclosed, but it is the understanding that the order will apply to all
merchant vessels, belligerent as well
as neutral. The order, it was said
was issued about a week ago. It is
upposed, however, that it 'bad not
been announced officially.

Paris—Offensive operations by the
British First Army to the north of
La Bassee and by the French forces
to the south of that town continue to
progress, according to their respective
commandersThe German official statement, however takes issue with the allied commanders in this respect and declares
that all the offensive movements
against the German* have been repulsed.
_
The same contradiction appears in
the reports of the fighting along the
Yser, although the Germans admit a
retirement and the French assert that
they have inflicted heavy losses on the
invader.
.
From all accounts, however, it would
appear that the Allies again have incited the Germans to counter-attacks,
both on the Yser and in the Arras region, and that to the north of La Bassee the British are doing the attack-

London.—In the western arena of
the war the French, British and Belgian armies are pressing a vigorous offensive movement marked by close
range fighting and heavy losses, with
gains as officially reported, constituting the biggest forward movement
of either side In the west since the
battle of the Marne.
The British first army has broken
the German line between Richebourg
L'Avoue and Festubert over the greater part of a two-mile front. The first
assault was made at midnight and two
successive lines of breastworks, 800
yards long, were carried with the bayonet.
A mile further to the south another
charge at dawn swept 1,200 yards of
German front line trenches.
Then the British pressed forward
rapidly and with hand grenades took
600 yards more of trenches and crossed the Fesubert-Quinque road, advancing almost a mile into the German
lines.
The official report issued here said
the fighting continues, with the British extending their successes.
As soon as the German attacks on
the British lines around Ypres had exhausted themselves,, and the French
offensive north of Arras showed signs
of coming to an end, the British in
great force, assumed the offensive
north of La Bassee.
Simultaneously the French and Belgian troops began a series of foot-tofoot attacks to drive the Germans
back from the Ysef Canal.
The tactics of the Allies compelled
the Germans to counter-attack, the
most costly of all operations in siege
warfare.
A fourth counter-attack made by
the Germans at Steenstraete was repulsed after the Kaiser's troops had
made tremendous efforts to regain lost
ground and had sacrificed many men.

Unionists and Liberal to Combine In
National Cabinet—Asquith Remains
as Prime Minister—New Portfolio for Churchill.

London.—The resignation of the veteran sailor. Lord Fisher, from Ms post
of First Sea Lord of the Admiralty, because he and his nominal civilian superior, Winston Spencer Churchill,
First Lord of the Admiralty, have been
unable to work together, is the first
step toward a sweeping reorganization
of the British Government.
A coalition Cabinet, composed of the
strongest men of both political parties.
Is believed to be the probable solution
of Ohe Government's difficulties. There
Is no question of a complete change of
Hh© Government, tout the retirement of
several meimibers of the Liberal Cabinet to make way for the strongest
men of the Conservative party is confidently expected.
Premier Asquith will remain at the
head otf the Government in any event
with Lord Kitchener and Sir Kdward
Grey, respectively the War and Foreign Ministers, in indisputed possession of their present posts, while David Lloyd George, the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, and Churchill probably will take nem positions.
Of the Conservatives Andrew Bonar
Law, the opposition leader 1n the
House of Commons, former Premier
BaJfour, Lord Derby and Austin Chamberlain almost certainly would enter
the CeJbinet and either Lord Curzon,
Lord Milner or the Earl of Selborne,
firom the Conservative leaders in the
House of Lords.
The Laibor party would probably be
represented by the Right Honorable
Arthur Henderson, Its chairman.
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The Germans, In conjunction with
The House has killed the jltne>
the
Austrians.
continued
their
big
efbuss regulation bill by a voice vote.
forts in the east. Heavy fighting was
Recently the attorney-general ruled
the rule along the River San in Galithat the distinction which the bill
<ia where the Russians attempted to
made between busses and ordinary
make a stand after their retirement
automobiles used as common carriers
from western Galicla and the Carpawas unconstitutional.
Mr. Smith of
Somervllle, to correct this feature, ofthians.
The Austrian account of the fightfered an amendment which made the
ing
said the Austro-German forces
bill apply to all automobiles used as
forced
a passage of the San at sevcommon
carriers.
Mr. Faxon of
Only One Attack Since May 13
| J™» ^^Tm^nl advance at
Fitchburg offered an amendment al,>;,,....
n,„
.<„,.
f,,n,,,vi,n,
th»
sinkP
' ■»- '" r
Since the. day following the sinklowing street railway companies to ing of the Lusitania there has been I ter long, hard fighting
North
of
this war zone, in southern
operate Jitney busses, and Mr. Abonly one German submarine attack Poland, the Russians vigorously debott, of Haverhill presented one which
on a merchant ship. This occurred livered counter attacks against the
allowed a single owner of 25 or more
on May 10, eight days after the Lusi- AustroGermans. They also pursued
HEAVY PULPWOOD IMPORTS.
jitneys to file a blanket bond for $50,tania disaster. The victim, was the their offensive in Bukowina, where it
WILSON WILDLY CHEERED.
| 000.
The amendments were defeatThree Steamers Chartered to Bring | e(j one a(ter another and the bill it- Danish steamer Martha, which was is asserted they drove the Austrians
sunk
off
Aberdeen.
All
of
the
memand
Germans
back
from
the
Dneister
New York Pays Tribute to President »
Cargoes from Canada.
self was then refused engrossment.
bers of her crew were saved. A press to Pruth and are trying to clear them
—Speech Enthusiastically Received.
dispatch
from
Stockholm
on
the
out
of
Bukowina.
Portland—The importation of pulpGov. Walsh has issued two formal
New York.—While thousands of
same
day
said
that
a
German
subAt
the
other
end
of
the
long
line,
in
wood at this port this season will be- statements explanatory of his approvmen, women and children cheered him
the
east
up
in
the
Baltic
provinces
and
marine
stopped
the
Swedish
steamer
gin earlier than had been anticipated, al of the Boston dry dock and the
almost continuously, President Wilson
one steamer, the Port Colborne, a bar examination bills.
Hie signa- Belle of Newcastle off Skagen, Den- along the East Prussian frontier,
Paris.—Further gains by the French reviewed 5,000 officers and men of the
1300-ton boat, having just left Dal- ture was appended to the dock bill, mark, and escorted her to Halmstad, heavy fighting also is in progress. In in their vigorous offensive movement Atlantic Fleet and several hundred
both these sectors each of the belhousie, N. B„ with aibout 2000 cords he declared, on the understanding that Sweden.
naval militia men here. He was cheerThe. information m le known that ligerents again is claiming the ad- against the German lines Just south of ed again when he spoke at a luncheon
for the International Paper Company. a very complete investigation was to.
the
Belgian
border
were
announced,
The International Paper Company has be made of all contracts relating to German submarine activity had been vantage.
strong German trenches near Souchez of the Mayor's Committee In the Hochartered the above steamer for the the structure in advance of giving ap- suspended indefinitely confirmed 'sushaving been captured In a series of tel Biltmore. His was the only speech
ALLIES
CROSS
YSER.
picion that this action had been taken
season and also her sister ship, the proval to any specific contract.
of the day and It evidently pleased
bayonet charges.
Port DaJhousle. Both are owned by
In the matter of the bar examina- following the development of strong
The advance covered a front of his hearers for they expressed their
London.—The
British
in
their
drive
the Forward Transportation Co., Lim- tion bill, he said, he was convinced feeling in the United States and
about two-thirds of a mile at one approval time and time again. In
ited, of Kingston, Canada, and until that inasmuch as this did not affect other neutral countries over the tor- against the German line near La Bas- point, and at another took In a forest part the President said:
"The interesting and inspiring thing
this season have been employed on the bar examinations, but simply the pedoing of the Lusitania and the see captured another series of trench- organized for defense, with the second
es at Richebourg-l'Avoue and took 450
about America, gentlemen, is that she
the Great Lakes, Having started for preliminaries, it was a safe measure sacrifice of innocent lives. Officials
line
behind
it.
the Atlantic coast just as soon as the to sign, although he had added his here had found encouragement in the prisoners.
Berlin admits the French have won asks nothing for herself except whet
The first great effort of the spring
she has a right to ask for, humanity
surface indications that the operaice left the likes.
A third boat, the signature with some hestlatlon.
to roll back the German line on the ground between La Bassee and Arras. must destre.
tions of German submarines against
W. H. Dwyer, has ojso been engaged
British military experts say a little
game ground where thousands of
"When I think of the flag which
for the season and will shortly come
Bill relative to the hours of labor merchant ships had been suspended. lives were lost in the German attempt further advance by the French would
those ships carry, the only touch of
on the route, the wood, as in previous of public employees, providing that They interpreted It as evidence Wat
of last fall to break through to the open a gap in the German lines which color about them, the only thing that
years, to be loaded at Chatham and all laborers, workmen and mechan- the German government was disposed
sea appears to be meeting with suc- would compel the Kaiser's troops to moves as If it had a settled spirit in
Dalhousle.
The importations this ics employed on public work shall be to avoid a clash with this governfall back on a wide front.
season are expected to be very heavy, given four hours off duty each week; ment over the matters which formed
To the north of La Bassee the Brit- it, their solid structure, it seems to
The French War Office says the alme that I see alternate strips of parchand may possibly reach the propor- appropriating 810,000 for the im- the subject of the complaints In Preslied troops, crossing the Yser Canal, ish are reported to be holding their ment upon which are written the
tions of 1913, when nearly 100,000 provement of a highway between ident Wilson's communication to Bertook German positions on the eastern own against a large German force and rights of liberty and Justice and strips
cords were brought here from the two North Brookfleld and Barre Plains, and lin.
side at one point. A gain of ground keeping engaged great masses of of blood split to vindicate those rights,
troops who otherwise would be availCanadian ports mentioned.
authorizing the state forest commisThe knowledge that the original near Het Sas also Is announced.
and then, In the corner, a prediction of
A fourth steamer will also make at sion to make an investigation relative
The military observers say the Brit- able against the French offensive. the blue serene Into which every nasuspicion was correct furnished addiThey have repulsed many attempts of
leaBt one trip here with pulpwood, to preserving the natural scenery
tional reason for the belief on the ish advance is a genuine break of the
tion may swim which stands for these
the Brandon, a 1700-ton boat, which along the Mohawk trail, have been
German line, which, if maintained, the Germans to reach Ypres.
Berlin reports the gain of territory great things.
Js now loading at Dalhousie with severally passed to be engrossed part of some officials, hut by no would mean inevitably a retreat for a
means all of those most concerned,
"These things now brood over the
on the Menin-Ypres road in the direcabout 2500 cords.
The Arlington, a without debate or division.
that Germany's response to the Amer- considerable section of the German tion of Hooge.
river,, this spirit now moves with the
sister ship, also purchased by the
forces.
ican
note
will
be
conciliatory.
The
men
who represent the nation in the
same company, has arrived at DalThe Senate without debate, agreed
Recapture of the bridge over the
housie and may possibly make one to the taxation amendment which belief is prevalent here that neutral Yser Canal at Steenstraete by the 0itiitHiiiHiiiitijiHiiiitiiiiiiiiiHitiiititHiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiriiiHiiiiiiimMimiiimiiii^ navy, these things will move upon
the waters In manoeuvres; no threat
trip here with wood.
strikes the word "proportional" out of nations are at work in an endeavor French deprives the Germans of their
lifted against any man, against any na—
the constitution by a vote of 35 to 2. to persuade Germany to abandon her last connection with the west side of | PITH OF THE
submarine
attacks
on
merchantmen
tion, against any interest, but Just a
This amendment la offered as a
Four Mayor* Speak In Favor of Sufthe waterway.
and
accede
to
the
position
set
forth
WAR NEWS | great solemn evidence that the force
frage.
safeguard in case the income tax con
The operations now in progress are
by
President
Wilson,
which
was
in
of America is the force of moral prinCambridge.—Mayors Curley of Bos- stitutional amendment should be lost
characterized as the most important, limiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiniiiiiiiiiiipiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirs
ton, HsJnes of Medford, Adams of before the people next fall.
If the substance that no unarmed merchant from any point of view, of any since Great German and Austrian armies ciple, that there is not anything else
vessel,
belligerent
or
neutral,
should
that she loves and that there Is not
Melrose and Good of Cambridge, people accept the Income tax amendare pressing forward against the
last fall.
anything else for which she will conspoke at a suffrage rally in Cyprus ment, It Is presumed the Legislature be snnk by a submarine without
Many of the Germans who were capfortress of Przemysl, recently captend."
Hall, Cambridge, under the auspices will reject the "proportional" elimina- warning or until visitation and search tured are said to have surrendered in
tured by the Ruaalana after a long
After the luncheon he reviewed the
of the Cambridge Equal Suffrage tion next year. The idea Is to save a had been exercised In each instance bodies, Indicating they are becoming
alege. The western forts of Przemto determine the status of the vessel,
fleet from the deck of the naval yacht
League.
Mayor Good presided at the year's delay.
tired of the incessant fighting.
ysl have been heavy bombarded.
and passengers and crew had been
meeting.
In the east Przemysl is closely Acording to informatisn In the posses- Mayflower. In the evening he dined
aboard the Flagship Wyoming and
Curley said those who oppose equal
The Senate, by a vote of 12 to 11, removed from the vessel and their threatened on two sides by the Austrosion of "The London Chronicle," the
afterward watched the water carnival
...
suffrage fear the influence of women's on a division, heeded the request of safety assured.
German forces. Petrograd dispatches
German losses since the beginning
That Germany will concede at the intimate that the Russians are massed
votes for more humane laws.
He Senator Norwood of Hamilton to susof the war to March 23 total 1,800,- and the boat races along a course Illumined by the searchlights of the
sold women's votes would end child tain the committee on Judiciary by outset of the negotiations all that behind the River San in readiness for
000 men.
labor and long hours for women and rejecting the self-insurance bill, so- this government demands. Is not ex- one of their sudden movements that In the Houae of Lords Earl Kitchener, battleships.
that they would be cast against war. called, upon which the committee had pected by persons who have an of- have often turned defeat into victory.
Secretary of State for War, said he
IGNORES UNITED 8TATES.
reported adversely. The senator said ficial interest in the matter. Soms
The official Russian reports do not
wanted 300,000 more men, and anof
them
are
confident
that.Germany
Prohibitionist
Candidate.
that the committee had rejected the
minimize the defeat sustained by the
nounced that the Allies would soon
Boston—William Sbaw of Ballard- bill because it felt that Its plan was will never recede from her policy of Russians over practically the whole
Germany
Sends Frye Caae to Prize
uae poiaonoua gas at the front.
Tale, treasurer of the United Society not In harmony with that of compen- attacking merchant ships with sub- line from Central Poland to the Carpa- Another Zeppelin attack was made on
Court Despite Protest.
of Christian Endeavor, has received sation as practiced in Massachusetts. marines unless Great Britain re- thians.
the east eoaat of England at dawn.
Washington.—Henry H. Morgan,
the gubernatorial nomination of the
scinds her order-in-councll providing
Forty bombs were dropped and three American Consul General at Hamburg,
The loss of fifty guns In the retreat
Maseachusets Prohibition party at its
A 44-hour week for all laborers. for the long distance blockade which of the third army to the San Is adpersona were injured. After a lively cabled the State Department that Gerannual convention here.
He has workmen and mechanics employed by forms part of what is known In Ger- mitted, but most of the pieces are
stern chase by British airmen the many has completely ignored the Ampledged himself to withdraw, provid- the state In any capacity has been of- many as England's starving out pol- said to have been destroyed before
Zeppelin was attacked.
erican note of April 28 and has placed
ed either of the prominent parties ficially indorsed byi the House of Rep- icy.
All Italy Is In a state of feverish ex- the William P. Frye case before a
they wefe abandoned.
recognize the principles of the party resentatives when It passed a meascitement and the people are report- prize court.
Another great battle Is said to be
by placing an unequivocal state and ure providing for this term of labor
ed to be overwhelmingly In favor of
ALLIES TO USE POISON GASES. developing and the Russians will go
The State Department immediately
national prohibition plank in its plat- to be engrossed by a vote of 94 to 22.
war.
cabled Ambassador Gerard at Berlin
into it strongly reinforced.
form, and on condition of its accepFighting
In
the
Dardanelles
continues
to ask for an explanation of the acKitchener Declares It Necessary to
Following the recent British vlotance and advocacy by the candidate
Gov. Walsh has filed with the clerk
vigorously, and the loaaes on both tion.
Overcome German Advantage.
tororles in German Southwest Africa,
of the House a veto of the bill to profor Governor.
aides are heavy. The Allied forces
Officials of the department were
French forces have invaded successhibit the transportation of liquor by
are trying to capture two heights greatly surprised when they were adLondon—in the House of Lords fully the German colony of Kamerun.
that overlook the approaches to the vised of the precipitate action of the
dealers into no-llcense cities and Secretaty of War Kitchener said ho
Brockton Couple Going to Africa.
A force from French West Africa has
Narrows.
German Government.
Brockton—Mr. and Mrs. James towns.
wanted 300,000 more recruits to form captured the post of Esoka.
In Champaign, to the northwest of
Hunter of 37 lxiwell etrept, both promnew armies.
Ville Surtoube, Paris announces "a
NO LACK OF WAR SUPPLIES.
inent in the Socialist movement In Olven 60 Days For Appeal In Shoe
He expressed his confidence that lit
WARSHIPS ON 8CHELDT.
very brilliant success" waa won In
Machinery Case.
Brockton, will leave late in July for
the very near future the country
an
encounter
of
purely
local
nature.
Clyde Committee Promises to Fill
Kamundongo, West Africa, where
Boston—Judges Putnam and Dodge, would be in a ,satisfactory position German Submarines and Torpedo
In the Ruaalan border provinces along
All Orders.
they will take up missionary work. with the written concurrence of Judge with legard to the supply of ammuBoats Constructed There.
the East Prussian frontiers Isolated
London.—The Lord Provost of GlasMr. Hunter had Just received his ap- Brown, who was unable to be present nitions.
London.—A despatch from Rotterengagements are occurring, in which gow University, on behalf of the Clyde
pointment from the American board on account of illness, have entered an
The secretary Stated
that the dam says that the German builders
both aldea aay they have made armments committee, has telegraphed
of foreign missions under the Congre- order In the United States district British and French government felt at the Hoboken shipyard on the
gain*.
gational denomination.
court vacating the decree of March that theallted troops must be ade- Scheldt, near Antwerp,- launched a Two Zeppelins passed over Ramsgate, to Sir John French and Admiral Jelli;
co assuring them that the committee
18 In the United Shoe Machinery quately protected against poisonous: new torpedo boat, which was ImmeEngland, and dropped a number of thoroughly realizes the situation and
case, and then entered a new decree gases by the employment of similar diately towed through the canal, to
Humanlty'a Responsibility.
bombs on the town, doing some dam- promising that the army and navy
To resist the tyranny of self; to In writing in dismissing the bill. This methods. These would remove tbo Ghent, to be transported thence to
age and wounding three people. The shall lack nothing which the Clyde
recognize the law of duty; to main- will allow the government 60 days* enormous and unjustifiable advantage Zeebrugge. It Is reported that in all
raiding airships came from the can produce in tie way of munitions
tain the supremacy of the higher over extra time in which to appeal. Be- for Germany which must otherwise three torpedo boats and two small
north and pased over the centre of and armaments, and that the last
gunboats have been built at this
the lower parts of our nature—this la cause the original trial was before exist
the town.
ounce possible will be furnished.
atWat*
our raBTponiieility for life and Its gift*. three Judges, the appeal will take the
case direct to the supreme court.
—W. E. Glad*ton»
erB1
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Teutons Forced Back—Lose Last Connection with WaterACTION BRINGS ON CRISIS
way—Spring Drive, Promised by Kitchener, Begun

Made

Was Sunk.—Or-
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breeze without me. He had been ran
over by a bicycle and be needed some
very special care "
Miss Redmond's hand was on Pltchoune'B head between his pointed
ears. She looked sympathetic. She
looked amused. She smiled.
"It was a question of 'life and death,*
wasn't it?" she said eagerly to Sabron.
"Really, it was Just that," answered
the young officer, not knowing how
significant the words were to the two
ladies.
Then Madame d'Esclignac knew that
she was beaten and that she owed
something and was ready to pay. The
chauffeur got upon his seat and she
asked suavely:
"Won't you let us take you home,
Monsieur Sabron?"
He thanked them. He was walking
and had not finished his exercise.
"At all events," she pursued, "now
that your excuse is no longer a good
one, you will come this week to dinner, will you not?"
He would, of course, and watched
the yellow motor drive away In the
autumn sunlight, wishing rather less
for the order from the minister of war
to change his quarters than he; had
before.

IThe Man of
God
By REV. i. H. RALSTON
SeercUiyot Cofrnpoodeoe* DsparUKSt,
Moody Bible lotfitul. at C '

TEXT—Behold now. there Is in this city
man of God.—I Samuel 9:18.
It
would
have
been
simple
to
have
SYNOPSIS.
It is quite significant that the term
explained to the colonel, but Sabron,
man of God" occuts about forty
—2—
reticent
and
reserved,
did
not
choose
times in the BiLe Comte de Sabron. captain of French
cavalry, takes to his quarters to raise Dy to do BO. He made a very insufficient
ble. In the Old
nand a motherless Irish terrier pup. and excuse, and the colonel, as well as the
Testament,
names It Pltchoune. He dines with the
Marquise d'Esclignac and meets miss marquise, thought ill of him. He
Moses,
Samuel,
Julia Redmona. American heiress, who learned later, with chagrin, that his
Elijah, David and
rings for him an English ballad that
friends were gone from the Midi.
lingers in his memory. ■
many others, were
Rooted to the spot himself by his duso designated. In
CHAPTER Ml—Continued.
ties, he could not follow them. Meanthe New Testawhile Pltchoune thrived, grew, cheered
ment the term apThat evening the Marquise d'Escli- his loneliness, Jumped over a stick,
plied to the young
gnac read aloud to her niece the news learned a trick or two from Brunet and
pastor Timothy,
that the Count de Sabron was not com- a great many fascinating wiles and
and in a letter to
ing to dinner. He was "absolutely des- ways, no doubt inherited from his
Timothy, the "man
olated" and had no words to express mother. He had a sense of humor
CHAPTER VI.
of God" is urged
his regret and disappointment. The truly Irish, a power of devotion that
to become thorpleasure of dining with them both, a we deslgrate as "canine," no doubt beOrdered Away.
oughly furnished
pleasure to which he had looked for- cause no member of the human race
He had received his letter from the
unto
all
good
ward for a fortnight, must be re- has ever deserved 1L
minister of war. Like many things,
works.
nounced because he was obliged to
we wish for, set our hopes upon, when
The man of God must be born of
sit up with a very sick friend, as there
CHAPTER V.
they come we find that we do not want
God, a partaker of the divine nature,
was no one else to take his place. In
them at any-price. The Order was uhas the Spirit plainly taught through
expressing his undying devotion and
The Golden Autumn.
welcome. Sabron was to go to AlPeter. It Is at this point that many
his renewed excuses he put his homage
Sabron longed for a change with augiers.
make shipwreck of their faith or docat their feet and kissed their hands.
tumn, when the falling- leaves made
Winter Is never very ugly around
trine, not seeing that the new birth
The Marquise d'Esclignac, wearing the roads golden roundabout the Cha- Tarascon. Like a lovely bunch of fruit
is absolutely necessary, and forget
He thought he in the brightest corner of a happy
another very beautiful dress, looked up teau d'Esclignac
Wool crepes are about the most front is braided with soutache braid the teaching of Jesus that some men
at her niece, who was playing at the would like to go away. He rode his vineyard, the Midi is sheltered from worth while novelties in dress goods matching the crepe In color. A short
horse one day up to the property df the rude experiences that the seasons for summer wear. They All much the belt braided in the same way extends are the children of the devil. ThiB
(ilano.
last thought is not complimentary to
"A very poor excuse, my dear Julia, the hard-hearted unforgiving lady and, know farther north. Nevertheless, lame place as wool challle and nun's across the back.
'
man, nor Is the Bpirit that man manifinding
the
gate
open,
rode
through
and a very late one."
rains and winds, sea-born and vig- veiling, being soft, light In weight and
The waist is cut with a V opening fests In the oppression of the weak
"It Bounds true, however. I believe the grounds up to the terrace. Seeing orous, had swept in and upon the lit- durable. But the crepe Burface is at the neck in front and standing turn- by the strong, nor the thorough selno
one,
be
sat
in
his
saddle
looking
foim, don't you, ma tante?"
tle town. The mistral came whis- prettier than a plain surface. The over collar at the back. This collar fishness manifested In much commer"1 do. not," said the marquise em- over the golden country to the Rhone tling and Sabron, from his window, crepes come In all colors and are
Is faced with black Batln, which la cial competition, nor hate, that Is iland
the
castle
of
the
good
King
Rene,
looked' down on his little garden from Used for negligees in fancy shades
phatically. "A Frenchman of good
lustrated In the present European,
■education Is not supposed to refuse a where the autumn mists were like ban- which summer had entirely flown. Plt- and for afternoon, evening and home decorated at the edge with a pattern war.
put on with sand-colored soutache
■dinner invitation an hour before he is ners floating from towers.
choune, by his side, looked down as gowns.
Intercourse With God.
There was a solitary beauty around well, but his expression, different from i This fabric is really elegant looking. braid. Cuffs of the crepe are cut with
■expected. Nothing but a case of life
The roan of God will have much,
the lovely place that spoke to the his master's, was ecstatic, for he saw )t runs about forty Inches wide and a turnover upper edge which Is also
and death would excuse It."
young officer with a sweet melancholy. sliding along the brick wall, a cat with Is sold at 75 cents a yard, or even less, faced with black satin and finished Intercourse with God, and this mustl
"He says a 'very sick friend.'"
necessarily be mutual. In old^w time
"Nonsense," exclaimed the marquise. He fancied that Miss Redmond must which he was on the most excited tt does not take much reckoning to ot the edge with the soutache braid, God^spoke directly to some who were
1
as on the collar. A separate Btock of
Miss Redmond played a few bars of often have looked out from one of the terms. His body tense, his ears for- find that-an ordinary dress requires
windows, and he wondered which one. ward, he gave a sharp series of barks less than five dollars as on invest- black satin with flat bow in front fin- known as men of God, but In these
ithe tune Sabron had hummed and
days he speaks to us by Jesus Christ,
The terrace was deserted and leaves and little soft growls, while his ment for materials.
ishes the neck.
which more than once had soothed
who is only made known to us
The
dress
fastens
with
flat
pearl
from the vines strewed it with' red and master tapped the window-pane to the
The novel afternoon dress shown in
Pltchoune, and which, did she know,
through the Bible. It is inevitable,
buttons
down
the
front.
Covered
butn
golden
specters.
Pltchoune
raced
after
the picture is made in one piece, altune of Miss Redmond's song.
Sabron was actually humming at that
them, for the wind started them flying,
tons made of black satin might be therefore, that a man of God must
though
the
bodice
and
skirt
are
cut
Although
Sabron
had
heard
it
several
■moment.
study the Bible, not as an intellectual
"I am rather disappointed," said the and he rolled his tawny little body times, he did not know the words or separately and mounted on a light used to good advantage In place off stimulus, which it would be, nor to seThis the pearl. A shaped piece set on at, cure the best code of ethicsaever ofyoung girl, "but if we find it Is a mat- over and over in the rustling leaves. that they were of a semi-religious, ex- Underbodlce of thin muslin.
Then a rabbit, which before the arter of life and death, ma tante, we
tremely sentimental character which bodice Is made separately and fitted each side carries a little pocket,;
rival of Sabron had been sitting com- would have been difficult to translate to the figure, extending below the Machine stitching with silk like the fered to man, nor to fortify himself
■will forgive him?"
for doctrinal debate, but in order that
The Marquise d'Esclignac had in- fortably on the terrace stones, scut- into French. He did not know that Waist line. The back portion of the crepe in color makes a decorative fin- he may know God's will. His attitude
tled away like mad, and Pltchoune,
crepe bodice Is cut to extend over the ish at the seams.
vited the Count de Sabron because she
they ran something like this:
It requires about five yards of doui In taking up such study should be
shoulder and is Joined to the front
had been asked to do so by his colo- somewhat hindered by his limp, tore
ble
width goods for this dress, so that! that of the little Samuel, who -Is
after
It.
God
keep
you
safe,
my
love.
nel, who was an old and valued friend.
portion several inches below the
All through the night;
The
deserted
chateau,
the
fact
that
the
crepe and the satin cost not more spoken of in the text as the man of
She had other plans for her niece.
shoulder seam In the underbodlce.
Rest close in his encircling arms
than four dollars, leaving a sufficient God, and who said, "Speak. Lord, for
"I feel, my dear," she answered her there was nothing in his military llff
The
front
portion
Is
cut
out
at
the
Until the light.
thy servant hearetb." Man must also
now, "quite safe in promising that If It beyond the routine to Interest him
Sides in bolero Jacket effect and Is balance to pay for the buttons, braid speak to God, and this is by prayer,
And there was more of it. He only tailed Into a belt at the waist line In and silk thread, and also for the blti
Is a question of life and death we shall now in Tarascon, made Sabron eagerly
about which much error is held, espe>
forgive him. I shall see his colonel look forward to a change, and he' knew that there was a pathos in the front and at the seams below the of thin muslin that makes the under-j cially that it is a mystical and myswaited for letters from the minister of tune which spoke to his warm heart;
.tomorrow and aBk him polntblank."
■boulders. The short belt across the bodice.
terious exercise that some timid souls
Miss Redmond rose from the piano war which would send htm to a new which caressed and captivated him
fear to undertake. Yet to the man"
and which made him long deeply for a
and came over to her aunt, for dinner post.
of God It is the most natural thing In
The following day after his visit to happiness he thought it most unlikely
had been announced.
the world. If this mutual intercourse
"Well, what do you think," she the chateau he took a walk, Pltchoune he would ever know.
is intimate and frequent, the man will
There had been many pictures added
slipped her hand in her aunt's am, at his heels, and stood aside in the
grow more and more into the likeness
"really, what do you think could be highroad to let a yellow motor pass to his collection: Mies Redmond at
of God, just as human beings grovi
him, but the yellow motor at that mo- dinner, Miss Julia Redmond—he knew
the reason?'
more and more like each other be,
her first name now—before the piano;
"Please don't ask me," exclaimed
cause of Intimate contact.
Miss Redmond In a smart coat, walkithe Marquise d'Esclignac ImpatientMan of God, God's Man.
ing with him down the alley, while
ly. "The reasons for young men's caThe man of God will be the reprePltchoune chased flying leaves and apprices are sometimes lust as well
sentative of God, his champion. This
paritions of rabbits hither and thither.
not Inquired Into."
at once involves the necessity of courIf Sabron, smoking In his bachelor
The Count de Sabron had always
age and a good store of common
quarters, lonely and disappointed,
dreaded Just what happened to him.
sense. In these days, which, are cerwatching with an extraordinary fideliHe had fallen In love with a woman
tainly
not altogether regenerate, Uod
ty by his "sick friend," could have
beyond his reach, for he had no forneeds men in every walk of life to
seen the two ladies at their grand solitune whatsoever, nothing but his capbe his representatives. In the busitary dinner, his unfilled place between
tain's pay and his hard soldier's life,
ness world he wants men of tender
them, he might have felt the picture
a wanderer's life and one which he
conscience; in the political world mencharming enough to have added to his
hesitated to ask a woman to share.
who make no pledges except to himcollection.
In spite of the fact that Madame
self; in the social world men and
d'Esclignac was agreeable to him,
women, too, who despise the tricks of
CHAPTER IV.
She was not cordial, and he understood
social custom; in the realm of morals
that she did not consider him a parti
men who stand squarely for temperThe Dog Pays.
for her niece. Other guests, as well
ance. Sabbath-keeping, pure language
Pltchoune repaid what was given
as he, had shared her hospitality. He
and clean life. At this point the man,
him.
had been Jealous of them, though he
Of God must not forget that he is
He did not think that by getting
could not help seeing Mies' Redmond's
human. The only one to whom the
well, reserving the right for the rest
preference for himself. Not that he
term "God-man" may be properly apof his life to a distinguished limp in
wanted to help it. He recalled that
plied was no less a man than God,
ni8 right leg, that he had done all that
she had really sung to him, decidedly
of whom it was rightly said. "Behold,
The experienced traveler soon excellent for the tourist.
was expected of him. He developed
walked by his side when there had
For a dressy waist a good model, the man." One is not necessarily a
an ecstatic devotion to the captain,
been more than the quartette, and he learns to travel "light" or, in more ex- made of net and shadow lace, la
man of God, because he withdraws to
plicit terms, to take along as little
Impossible for any human heart adefelt, In short,. her sympathy.
shown In the picture. The body Is of the monastery, the cave of the wilderquately to return. He followed Sab"Pltchoune," he said to his compan- luggage as possible. Going on a sight- net with border of lace at each side of ness, or takes such a view of the
seeing Journey requires somewhat difron like a shadow and when he could
ion, "we are better off In Algiers, mon
ferent outfitting from going on a visit. the front, and sleeves of lace. TheBe world that he positively refuses in
not follow him, took his place on a
vleux. The desert is the place for us.
ili/fuu
But one must be prepared to meet are finished with hemstitched cuffs. any way to deal with Caesar or the
chair In the window, there to sit, his
We shall get rid of fancies there and
sharp profile against the light, his Stood Aside to Let a Motor Pass Him. do some hard fighting one way or an- emergencies in either case. For the A standing collar at the back Is made rulers that are ordained of God,
tourist a hand bag and a good-sized of the lace with scalloped edge and There is no greater honor awaiting
pointed ears forward, watching for the
other."
the true Christian than to compel the
suit case will carry about all that wired to hold its position.
uniform he knew and admired extrav- ment drew up to the side of the road
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Narrow black velvet ribbon is used. world to say that he Is God's man. He
the sight-seer needs, unless It la that
while the chauffeur got out to adjust
agantly.
everlasting problem, the extra hat in a band about the neck and around may be a busy farmer, a mechanic,
Pltchoune was a thoroughbred, and some portion of the mechanism. SomeWorth While Quotation,
And the parcel post or express com- the cuts. At the neck It fastens at or a day laborer, a railroad president,
every muscle and fiber showed it, one leaned from the yellow motor winThe pleasure that we take In beauti- panies will look after that.
one side with hook and eye. Small Jet the head of a great Institution, or the
every hair and point asserted It, and dow and Sabron came forward to ful nature Is essentially capricious. It
Blouses and bodices are made of buttons complete the design, to which president of the United States.
he loved as only thoroughbreds can. speak to tho Marquise d'Esclignac comes sometimes when we least look
Recognition by the World.
such sheer materials that a good sup- it is easy to add a color note by
You may say what you like about mon- and another lady by her Bide.
for It, and sometimes, when we expect
The man of God should be recog"How do you do, Monsieur? Do you It most certainly, It leaves us to gape ply of them tak»s up little room. basting in a figured ribbon below the
grel attachments, the thoroughbred in
Wash Bilk, pongee,'and crepe de chine line of tbe bust,on the underside ot nized by others as such. Samuel was
all cases reserves bis brilliancy for remember us?"
joylessly for days together. We may
known to Saul, in what way we do
(Had he ever forgotten them?) He have passed a place a thousand times blouses, made in plain tailored styles, the net
crises.
A little garment that is likely to
Sabron, who had only seen Miss regretted so very much not having and one, and on the thousand and sec- are to be relied upon for wear while prove a friend In need la pictured In not know certainly, as the man of
Redmond twice and thought about her been able to dine with them in the ond It will be transfigured, and stand traveling. Fancier blouses of chiffon the knitted waistcoat of wool yarn. It GoB. The man of God must let his
or lace will be needed, but one or
light shine, but this must always be
countless times, never quite forgave spring.
forth In a certain splendor of reality
is sleeveless and shaped to fit the fig- in recognition of the fact that light
"And your sick friend?" asked from the dull circle of surroundings, two of them will serve for those ochis friend for the Illness that kept him
ure,
reaching
to
the
waist
line
at
the
from the chateau. There was In Sab- Madame d'Esclignac keenly, "did he so that we see it "with a child's first casions that require something more back and a little "below In front. It is, never makes any noise in its shining.
In letting light shine there is more
ron's mind, much as he loved Plt- recover?"
pleasure," as Wordsworth saw the daf- dressy than the tailored blouse.
An elegant, new model in crepe de In fact, a vest to be worn under the likelihood that the man attracts oppo"Yes," said Sabron, and Miss Red- fodtlB by the lakeside.—Robert Louis
choune, the feeling that If he had gone
suit coat when the weather demands sition rather than approbation. Some
chine
Is
shown
In
the
illustration,
mond, who leaned forward, smiled at Stevenson.
that night . . .
strictly tailored and suitable for wash it. Re-enforced with this cozy little af- men have proved that they are men
There was never another Invitation! him and extended her pretty hand.
silk or pongee. It is finished with fair the suit coat will do duty for a of God because they have stood alone
"Vbyons, mon cher," his colonel Sabron opened the motor door.
Sure to Get What He Wanted.
a
turnover collar and turned back heavier one and lighten the tourist's or in small companies, protesting
"What
a
darling
dog!"
Miss
Redhad said to him kindly the next time
Tbe doctor told blm he needed car- cuffs.
The seams are set together baggage by that much.
against the evils that they see the
mond
cried.
"What
a
bewitching
face
he met him, "what stupidity have you
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
bohydrates, proteids, and above all, with hemstitching, which Is a decoramajority fostering. Jeremiah in Jebeen guilty of at the Chateau d'Escli- he has! He's an Irish terrier. Isn't something nitrogenous.
The doctor tive feature on waists of this kind. A
rusalem, Daniel In Babylon, Paul in
he?"
gnac?"
mentioned
a
long
list
of
foods
for
Flattened
Flowers.
little
pocket
at
the
side
and
white
Athens, Martin Luther in Germany,
Sabron called Pltchoune, who diPoor Sabron blushed and shrugged
him
to
eat
He
staggered
out
and
Flowers
that
look
as
If
they
had
buttons
with
black
rims
complete
the
John Knox. in Scotland, and others,
verted his attention from the chaufhis shoulders.
wabbled into a restaurant
smart design. Similar waists in pon- been pressed as we used to press were almost alone in their Btand for
"* "I assure you," said the colonel, feur to come and be hauled up by the
"How
about
beefsteak?"
he
asked
flowers
and
leaves
when
we
were
gee
are
brightened
with
brilliant
red
God, but In the end the cause for
"that 1 did you harm there without collar and presented. Sabron shook
the waiter.
"Is that nitrogenous?" or green buttons, or with buttons bor- children trim all the newest hats. which they stood triumphed.
knowing it. Madame d'Esclignac, who off his reticence.
dered with black like those on the pic- They are placed between layers ofj
An electric sign in the city of Chi"Let me make a confession." be Tbe waiter didn't know.
la a very clever woman, asked me with
chiffon or crepe which form the cago reads: "Sooner or later you will
"Are fried potatoes rich In carbohy- tured waist.
Interest and sympathy, who your 'very said with a courteous bow. "This Is
brims
ot
hats,
or
are
applied
fiat
drates
or
not?"
Besides these, there are the waists
trade at the
," and then says.
aick friend' could be. As no one was my 'very sick friend." Pltchoune was
The waiter couldn't say.
of plain voile having small tucks and against tbe sides of the crown, but "Why not sooner?" Sooner or later
very sick according to my knowledge at the point of death the night of your
wherever they- are found they are
"Well,
I'll
fix
it,"
declared
the
poor
a
little
strong
lace
used
In
their
conevery man will want to be a man ot
I told her so. She seemed triumphant dinner and I was Just leaving the
man In despair,. "Bring me a large struction. They withstand wear and most effective. In all the pastel God. Why not sooner T
and I saw at once that I had put you house when I realized that the helpshades are they to be had.
plate
of
hash."
tear
as
well
as
silk
fabrics
and
are
lsss little chap could not weather the
In the wrong "
coPYwe/fre>r
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TAINTED POLITICS WHY IS KIM
RESTLESS?

KNOW THY COUNTRY
I—Introductory

OF
'
THE BATTLE OF THE PENALTY
CARELESSNESS
THE TIRES

By Peter Radford.
This country is suffering more from
"Know America" Is a slogan that a bar of Iron and bent it Into
By S. W. Ingllsh,
tainted polities than from any other
should ring out from every school a reaper and with one sweep of
malady at the present time There is
Fire Prevention Expert.
room,
office,
farm
and
shop
in
this
nabis
magic
mind
broke
the
shackles
[Agricultural and Commercial PreM Service!
scarcely a campaign speech made, a DESTINY OF NATIONS DEPENDS
It Is interesting to watch the forces
Every time you hear the cry of
tion. No man can aspire to a higher that enslaved labor of generations yet
platform demand written or a mea
UPON CONTENTED HOMES.
honor than to become a capable citi- unborn, and gave mankind freedom of civilization battling for supremacy. "Fire!" you can be almost absolutely
Bure enacted into law that does not
The struggle now going on between the safe In thinking that someone has
zen, and no one can merit so dis- from drudgery, and lifted the human
carry the taint of personal gain of
rubber and the iron tire promises to been careless. Fires don't happen.
some politician or political faction
tinguished a title until he Is well in- race into a higher zone of life.
be the liveliest contest of the Twen- They are the inevitable result oil
By W. D. Lewis.
thereof.
formeu of the resources, possibilities
As Nelson organized the English navy tieth Century.
combinations of preventable things.
There 1B more "blue sky" in cam
President Texas Farmers' Union.
and achievements of our country.
The struggle is a silent one and When analyzed to the last equation
and made England mistress of the sea,
paign promises of many politicians
Why is woman dissatisfied? Why
This is a commercial age and civ- enabling the British Isles to plant her there are no war correspondents to It will be found that carelessness ■ is
running for office than was ever con- does she grow restless under the itlzation is bearing its most golden
>n every continent "washed "by w,rite JMa descriptions of the con- the root whence spring nearly all
tained in the prospectuses of the bold- crown of womanhood? Why is she
fires.
ocean's waves, and to make foot- ; ^lJat ,the reSults are more ^
est promoters of chimerical business weary of the God-given jewel of moth- fruit in America. We are noted for tne
,,,...,,,
reaching to present and future gen6
What a penalty Industry pays to
schemes. There are more secret com- erhood? Is it not a sufficient political our industrial achievements as Egypt stools of the islands of every water, erations thfm the £J «
e
carelessness!
Fire is the great debinations formed by jioliticians in the achievement for woman that future was noted for her pyramids; Jerusa- Morgan organized a banking system
Tne ruDber tire naB been maneuver.
name of ".My Country' than were ever rulers nurse at her breast, laugh In lem for her religion; Greece for her that lias made America master of the lng for point of attack for several stroyer. The wealth of a generation
formed under any and all other her arms and kneel at her feet? Can art; Phoenicia for her fleets; Chaldi-a world's finances, brought Kings to onr , years and has captured a few unim- can be wiped out in but a brief hour.
Why not fight fires before they
aliases. There are more political re- ambition leap to more glorious heights for her astronomy and, Rome for lit r cashier's windows, the nations of the- portant positions in traffic, but It has
bates hidden in the phrase "Be it en- than to sing lullabies to the world's laws. Likewise we have men who will earui to our discount desks and placed now pitched a decisive battle with start? Why not so conduct your
acted" than were ever concealed un- greatest genuises, chant melodies to I go down in the world's history as pow- under the industries of this nation a its iron competitor by hurling a mil- habits and BO keep your premises
that when the fire demon wants to
der any and all other disguises
master minds and rock the cradle of lerful products of their age. For, stand- financial system as solid as the Rock lion "jitneys" at the street railways offer your savings as a sacrifice he
ling at the source of every gigantic
The inordinate thirst for political human destiny?
and the battle is raging from ocean will pass you by, just as those of
of Gibraltar.
power and unrestrained passion for
God pity our country when the hand- ; movement that sways civilization is a
There is no study quite so interest- to ocean. Upon the result of the Egypt of old were passed over when
mastery has caused more distress in shake of the politician is more grati- ; great man. The greatest minds travel
struggle depends the future of the
this nation than the greed for gold, fying to woman's heart than the pat- • in the greatest direction and the com- ing as progress; no sound so magic rubber tire. If it is compelled to re- the sign they had been told to place
over their doors, were seen?
i mercial geniuses of this age would as the roar of industry and no sight
and it ought to be regulated by law ter of children's feet.
treat, its doom Is sealed, but if It wins
Too often when those who are
have been the sculptors, poets, phil- so inspiring as civilization in action.
No business combination ever pursued
the
battle
it
will
revolutionize
the
responsible from fire cry out they
osophers, architects, and artists of A full realization of America's part in
their competitors as relentlessly or
Woman Is Ruler Over Alt.
transportation
methods
of
this
nation.
are the victims of bad luck, they are
the great events of the world past,
, earlier civilizations.
visited more heartless cruelty upon
If the rubber tire conquers the
W"hy does woman chafe under retheir customers than a political party
As Michael Angelo took a rock and present and future will thrill every street traffic its next struggle iB with But saying the natural penalty for
their own carelessness.
straint
of
sex?
Why
revile
the
hand
human
heart
with
pride,
patriotism
that seeks to make junk of an In'with a chisel hewed it into the image
the railroads of the country, and then
if you want to keep down your fire
dustry, or cripple a business for party of nature? Why discard the skirts • of an angel that ever beckons man- and faith in Republican institutions. the greatest battle between economic
insurance rates, wage eternal warsuccess, through tariff measures, po- that civilization has clung to since I kind upward and onward, Hill took
Through the courtesy of the Agriforces ever fought out on the face
litical supervision and ofttimes de- the beginning of time ?^ Why lay aside I the desert of the Northwest and with cultural and Commercial Press Ser- of this earth is on, for iron is the un- fare against those things that ever
breed fires
structive legislation. Many political this hallowed garment that has wiped | bands of steel made it blossom like a vice, the readers of this paper will be
disputed
master in transportation, and
platforms are as alluring to the -voter the tears of sorrow from the face of rose, dotted the valleys with happy permitted to study America; her agis
fortified
behind
billions
of
dollars,
as the story of the rainbow with Its childhood? In Its sacred embrace | homes and built cities in waste places. ricultural, manufacturing and minand millions of men.
pot of gold and their consummation every generation has hidden Its face I As Guttenberg took blocks of wood eral development, mercantile, bankStepbenson applied the steel tire
about as far-fetched. Self-gain is the in shame; clinging to Its motherly I and whittled them Into an alphabet ing and transportation systems whicn
to an iron rail in 1814, but it was 1869
first law in politics. There are many folds, tottering children have learned | and made a printing press that are the wonder of the world. The
before the golden spike was driven
men in office today who, if they to play hide and seek and from It i flashed education across the con- first article of the series will deal
at Promontory Point, which bound
could not shake plums off the tree of youth learned to reverence and re- jtlnent like a ray of light upon with transportation and will appear
the country together with bands of
American liberty or cut a melon taken spect womanhood. Can man think of ia new born world, McCormick took at an early date
steel. It took the iron tire fifty-five
from Uncle Sam's commissary, would bis mother without this consecrated
years
to creep from ocean to ocean,
garment?
have less desire to serve the public.
Ancient Family.
By P. P. Claxton,
but the rubber tire while warm from
Why this inordinate thirst for pow- HAD A "LIGHTNING" SHAVE
The country is surfeiting with patriIT. 8. Commissioner of Education.
Although most of the present-day de- the creative mind of the inventive
ots, who will bare their breast to bul- er? Is not woman all powerful? Man
scendants of the Huns are to be found
In most States school days for
lets In defense of their country, but cannot enter this world without her How Man Who Knew Human Nature In Bulgaria, the premier family of the genius sped across the continent like
an arrow shot from the bow of Ulys- country children are fewer than for
Fooled Barber and Got to
there are few men in public life w-ho consent, he cannot remain In peace
Hungarian
nobility—the
Esterhazys—
ses. The roadbed was already pre- city children. The average length of
Dinner on Time.
will bare their breast to voters or run without her blessing and unless she
claim lineal descent from Attila; and pared and therein lies the power of school term in cities of the United
the gauntlet of party disfavor in de- sheds tears of regret over his departhe
earliest
Hungarian
records,
to
the rubber tire over that of Iron, for States is one hundred and eighty"The other evening about six o'clock
fense of agriculture or industry. No ture, he has lived In vain. Why this
some extent, bear out their claim.
representative of the people, who will longing for civic power when God has I was sitting in a barber's' chair get- They show no trace of their ancestry government builds and maintains the five days; in rural communities one
public
highway.
hundred and thirty-eight days, a difpermit personal prejudice to dethrone made her ruler over all? Why crave ting dolled up," said a downtown man,
in their appearance, for Attila was,
But'iron is a stubborn metal and ference of forty-seven days. In some
justice, party success to disfranchise authority when man bows down and according to the Washington Star,
physically
as
well
as
morally,
one
oi
it
has
mastered
every
wheel
that
worships
her?
Man
has
given
woman
States the difference is much greater
"when a friend of mine came rushing
reason or the rancor of a political
the most hideous characters in history, turns; has fought battles with every than this average. In many counties
campaign to influence judgment can his heart, his name and his money. in, threw off his hat and coat, flung
What more does she want?
himself in a vacant chair and cried to while the Esterhazys are a conspicu- element above and beneath the earth the average length of the rural
render capable service.
ously handsome family. The biograph- and has never tasted the wormwood school term is less than one hunCan man find It in his heart to look the barber standing by:
The preservation of our prosperity
" 'Here, hurry up and give me a er of Prince Paul Esterhazy attributes of defeajL and when rubber hurls its dred days, and in some districts It Is
depends upon wisdom, courage and with pride upon the statement that his
fulLv^orceWainst this monarch of less. On the other hand, in the
honesty In government, and the Amer- honorable mother-in-law was one of lightning shave! I've got to catch a the improvement in physique to
ican voter should seek these attri- the most powerful political bosses In train; got just two minutes to spare. fact that for centuries past, owing to the Mineral/Kingdom, it may rebound States of California, New' York and
their
colossal
wealth,
the
Esterhazys
to the factqry stunned beyond recov- Connecticut, the country schools are
butes as implicitly as the Wise Men the country, that his distinguished Step lively, now, or I'll miss that train,
have been able to select the most ery.
in session one hundred and eighty
followed the Star of Bethlehem and grandmother was one of the ablest sure shot!'
rubber^ tire first made its ap- days in a year, and in several other
they will often be found to rest over filibusters In the Cenate or that his
"The barher busied himself at his beautiful women as their consort!
Although
considerably
diminisl
pearanc^
on
tHe
bicycle,
but
it
proved
mother
was
a
noted
warrior
and
her
States almost as long The country
the stable; the plow or the staff of
swiftest speed, and In a short time my
the Shepherd. The surest cure for name a terror to the enemy? Whither hurrying friend was shaved and gone. their estates still comprise 21 oo'unty a frivolous servant and was dismissed schools of Rhode Island are In sesfor incompetency. It has always been sion one hundred and ninety days in
tainted politics and machine rule is are we drifting and where will we
"What was my surprise, therefore, seats, 60 market towns and 440 viltoo much inclined to revel in luxury a year.
fresh air and sunshine and these im- land?
when that evening about 9:30 o'clock, lages. When Prince Nicholas Ester
to be taken seriously as a utility maIf all children are to have an equal
portant elements are most abundant
as I was strolling about the foyer of a hazy witnessed one of the famous
God Save Us From a Hen-Pecked
chine
and Its reputation is not one to opportunity for education we must
Holkham
sheep
shearings
in
England
upon the farm, and when farmers,
theater
between
the
acts,
I
saw
that
Nation.
inspire
confidence
in
heavy
traffic
he
told
Lord
Leicester
that
he
could
even up the school terms of the
hankers and merchants are elected to
train-catching friend of mine leaning
performance.
country and give to all country chilmembership in legislative bodies, much
I follow the plow for a living and leisurely against a pillar there smok- show on his estates as many shepBut to those who care to waft into dren at least as many days as are
herds as the earl could sheep.
of the trouble in government will dis- my views may have in them the smell ing a cigarette.
dreamland, it is enchanting to note now given to city children. One
appear.
»
of the soil: my hair is turning white
" 'Why, I thought you had to leave
that there will be a marvelous differ- hundred and eighty-five days ot
War's Tax on Uniforms.
under the frost of many winters and towp in a hurry this evening,' I exence between a rubber and an iron schooling a year for all children will
Some of the correspondents are alperhaps I am a little old-fashioned, claimed In surprise. You were in a
age. The rubber tire will scatter the , not be too much. There are counbut I believe there is more moral in- fervid rush at the barber shop.'
ready telling us that the British solthroughout the valleys for with tries in which the schools, both for
fluence in the dress of woman than in
diers' uniforms are beginning to show cities
"My friend smiled.
transportation at every man's door, city and Country, are in session from
all the statute books of the land. As
wear
and
tear.
It
used
to
be
believed
By Peter Radford.
" 'There wasn't any train to catch,'
why a city? It will traverse the con- two hundred and twenty to two hunMuch has been said and more writ- an agency for morality, I wouldn't he answered, 'but I don't suppose you that a good uniform would last a cam- tinent with a net work of Macadam dred and fifty days or more in the
ten about the evils of watered stock In give my good old mother's home fully understand the psychology of the paign. That was not the experience highways as beautiful as the boule- year. American children need as
hig business concerns and the farm- made gowns for all the suffragette's barber. I did want a quick shave; of 1870. In December, 1870 (says Von vard built by Napoleon. It will par much education as those of any others of this nation believe that every constitutions and by-laws In the world. wanted it just as much and just as der Goltz), according to'a writer in alyze the law making bodies of this er country, and this applies to the
As a power for purifying society, I
dollar written into the life of any
quickly as though I had been hurrying the Manchester Guardian, German nation for how could the legislatures rural as well as urban districts.
business organization, should be able wouldn't give one prayer of my saintly to catch a train, for I was going out to soldiers might have been seen plod- run without the railroads to operate
mother
"for
all
the
women's
votes
In
to say "I know that my Redeemer
a rather formal dinner party with this ding along the miry roads in the on?
liveth," but farming is the biggest Christendom. As an agency for good theater attachment afterward, and I depth of winter barefoot, while many
AN AGRICULTURAL COUNCIL
business on earth, and there is more government, I wouldn't give the plea was badly pressed for time wherein to* had - only wooden shoes and linen
water in its financial transaction than of a mother's heart for righteousness get shaved and dressed.
trousers.
By T. N. Carver,
that of any other industry. There is for all the oaths of office in the land.
ProfeiBor of Economics, Harvard University.
When the Tenth corps marched into
" 'Now, if I had told the barber that
There
is
more
power
in
the
smile
as much water in a farmer's note
I was invited to dinner and was in a Le Mans in January scarcely a sol• Every city has its chamber of comdrawing eight or ten per cent interest of woman than in an act of congress. hurry because I had small time to pre- dier was clothed in the regulation
merce or its Board of Trade. The
There
are
greater
possibilities
for
when other lines of Industry secure
manner.
Civilian
garments,
even
pare
and
didn't
want
to
be
late
it
purpose
of, such an organization Is
money for four or five per cent per good government in her family of would have meant nothing at all to French red- breeches, were common.
By Peter Radford.
■* to study economic and business opannum, as there is in a business pay- laughing children than in the cab- him. In his experience the matter of As is well known, during the South
portunities of the city and promote
ing a reasonable compensation upon inet of the president of the United a bachelor being five or ten minutes African war the Boers stripped the
-The recent investigation of the enterprises which will help to build
„,
the face value of securities repre- States.
United
States
Commission
of
Industhe city Does any one know of a
The destiny of this nation lies In late to a dinner has never been of any dead for supplies, and our soldiers desenting an investment of only fifty
veloped quite a fancy for boots se- trial Relations brought together the good and sufficient reason why evcents on the dollar. The only dif- the home and" not in the legislative ! particular importance, and hence It Is cured in this way. It was not callous- extremes of society and has given the
ference is, the water is in the interest halls. The hearthstone and the fam-1 beyond his comprehension that one ness, but necessity developing a mat- public an opportunity to view the rep- ery rural neighborhood ought not
have a similar organization?
rate in one instance and in the secur- lly Bible will ever remain the source; should need hurry to promptly fill any ter of fact habit of mind.
resentatives of dfttinct classes, side
in Germany they already bawWrci*of our inspiration and the Acts of the 1 such engagement through any ' other
ities in the other.
by side, and to study their views in organizations
They are generally
Apostles
will
ever
shine
brighter
than
|
motive
than
bald
hunger.
The
flagrant
The promoter ofttimes takes chances
parallel columns.
i
called the "landwirthschaftsrath" or
I breach of good manners, amounting alDenver's Civic Cfnter.
and his success is contingent upon the acts of Congress.
Capital
and
labor
have
always
been
This country is law-mad. Why add j most to an insult to the hostess, inagricultural council. Some students
The plan prepared by Frederick Law
the development of the property inglaring at each other over gulfs of j ^'^^oblem"^"^^ organisation
volved but the usurer, as a rule, takes to a statute book, already groaning \ volved in being late to dinner is as Oimsted for Denver's new civic center, misunderstanding and if the Federal I
strongly 0( tne oplnion that SUch
no chances and his success cripples under Its own weight, the hysterical I much beyond his understanding as the for which the money has been pro- Industrial Commission attempts to
cry
of
woman?
If
we
never
had
a
an
agricultural
council Is necessary
problems
of
the
fourth
dimension
vided
by
means
of
tbe
local
assessthe property Involved. There may be
" 'But when I told him I was in a ment of special benefits, has been pub- bridge- tbe chasm, it will render the before much can be done for the betIndustries that cry louder but none chance to vote again in a lifetime and
public
a
distinct
service.
did
not
pass
another
law
in
twentytering of rural credit or the markethurry to catch a train, that appealed lished recently. The plan is said to
that suffer more severely from finanThe farmer has been sitting on the
cial immorality in both law and cus- five years, we could survive the or- to him, for some time in his life he's be "an ambitious one and represents fence watching capital and labor fight ing of farm produce. There is no
deal,
but
without
home,
civilization
object,
for example, in having more
bad to hurry to catch one, and just the aspirations of a city that has altom than that of agriculture.
for many years and incidentally furn- capital ln a farming neighborhood
made it by the skin of his teeth— ready made' considerable progress ln
The farmers of America today are would wither and die.
ishing
the
sinews
ot
war
and
it
is
unless the farmers know without any
God save these United States | everybody has. Accordingly his mem' the direction Of municipal inmprovepaying (200,000,000 per annum In
quite gratifying to find them talking guess-work just how to use that capiusury on real estate and chattel from becoming a hen-pecked nation; | ory of his own feelings and his conse- menta."
with,
Instead
of
about,
each
other.
tal BO as to increase the production
loans, and this interest capitalized help us keep sissies out of Congress j quent Imagination of my predicament
When honest men smile and look Into and the profit of their farms. If all
For Acld-Prooflng Concrete Pipe.
at five per cent, represents $4,000,000,- and forbid that women become step- came to my assistance and spurred
each
other's
souls,
it
always
makes
Patent
rights
have
recently
been
the leading farmers of a neighbor000 of fictitious values which the farm- fathers to government, is the prayer him on. You noticed how that fellow
the world better and far more satishustled to get over my face and how awarded in Germany on a process for factory to the farmer, who ln tbe end, hood would lay their heads together
er ia paying Interest on. This sum of of the fanners of this country.
rendering
concrete
pipes
acid-proof.
and talk over the situation and study
pleased with himself he was because
money Is almost equal to the annual
bears tbe burden of conflict, than
he had been so (expeditious about it, The method consists of coating the In- resolutions, speeches or pamphlets the opportunities for new Investment,
value of crops produced In the United
A DIVINE COVENANT.
terior
of
the
tubing
with
asphalt,
a
they would be ICBB likely to make
didn't you?'"
States.
thing which has previously been at- containing oharges and counter- mistakes than if they work secretly,
The earning power of the farmer's
charges.
.
God Almighty gave Eve to Adam
tempted but not with satisfactory reas separate individuals.
note based upon his interest rate very with the pledge that she would be his
Rats as Plague Transmitters.
The love for justice makes the
sults for the reasotr that the material
nearly divides likes the earth's surIn view of the admitted importance
whole
world
kin.
Understanding
is
an
helpmeet and with this order of comface—three-fourths water and one- panionship, civilization has towered of the rat in the transmission of Could not be made to adhere perma- arbiter far more powerful than the CIVILIZATION'8
nently. In the dew process a certain
fourth land. The largest body of waGREATEST TRAGEDY.
to its greatest heights. In this rela- plague, the study of this disease quantity of asphalt is mixed with the mandates of government, for there is
ter that floats upon the financial hemamong
rodeffts
has
become
as
necesno authority quite so commanding as
tionship, God has blessed woman and
concrete
before
the
pipe
la
molded.
isphere now rests upon the farms
Extract from article by W. D. Lewis,
man has honored her and after four sary from the point of view of pre- When the cast has been made and the an honest conscience; there is ho deand its waves are dashing and its
thousand years of progress, she now ventive hygiene as is the management tube dried, the Interior is sandblasted cree quite so binding as that of the president Texas Farmers' Union, opbillows are rolling against seven milproposes to provoke God to decoy of the human cases when they arise. so that the particles of asphalt imbed- Supreme Court of Common Sense and posing woman a suffrage:
lion homes threatening ruin and dis"We are willing to join in-every efno sheriff can keep the peace quite so
man by asking for 'suffrage, thereby In a report to the local government
aster to the prosperity of the nation. by amending an agreement to which'board of En«'and, on rat plague in ded in the concrete are laid bare. perfect as Understanding.
fort to elevate woman but will aBslst
When hot asphalt Is subsequently
Eaet
Will our public servants who under- she was not a party.
in
none to drag her down. The deWe suppose the time will never
I
Anglla during the period from coated over the Inner wall of the pipe
stand how to drain the liquid off inWoman, remember that the Israelite }u,y t0 0ct°ber, 1911, the magnitude it immediately combines with the as- come when capital and labor will not scent ot womanhood is the most- awful
1
dustrlal properties turn the faucet and
scorned a divine covenant, and as a,of a sln6,e campaign is shown. Dur- phalt particles In the concrete, which be occasionally blinded by the light- 'tragedy in civilization. As she sinks
let the water off the farms?
result wandered forty years in the[1ng tour months 16,332 rats were ex- serve to securely anchor it in place. ning flashes of avarice or frightened she may, like the setting sun, tint the
wilderness without God. Likewise amlne,i for P'as""e infection. Thirty- There has been much demand for tub- by the thunder peals of discontent. horizon wtih the rays of her departIt Is an admitted economic fact that,
five of the ratB were ,ound to be
ing glory. She may tenderly kiss the
ing of this kind in industries in which But Understanding is a Prince of
there can be no permanent prosperity man should remember that it 4s a la ue
dangerous thing to debase woman by P K
Infected. Twenty-seven preml- large quantities of materials contain- Peace that ever holds out the olive mountain tops of her achievement
without a permanent agriculture
ses were found
law. Rome tried lowering woman's
*° harbor plague-In- ing acids must be conveyed through branch to men who want to do right. farewell; she may, like the sinking
fected rats
A man's income is alwaVs a sacred sun, allure the populace with her
- Tbe Places were all with- pipe lines.—Popular Mechanics.
Agriculture 1B recognized as the standard and an outraged civilization
ln an area
thing for in it are the hope, ambition beauty aB she disappears for the night
greatest of all industries and a pros- tore the clothes off the backs of the be lnfected Previously pronounced to
and
opportunity of himself, and fam- but when she steps downward, the
. The rat destruction,
perous, progressive and enlightened human race and turned them out to
Much Cheaper.
wn!cn naa been
ily, but there is nothing in a human earth is aB certain to tremble and
maintained by local
agricultural population Is the surest roam in the world' naked and un"I'm going South for the rheuma- heart quite so divine as Justice und plunge into darkness as deatn Is to
ashamed.
enterprise for somewhat more than a tism."
safeguard of civilization.
Understanding is its handmaiden.
follow lite.
' year, had, in many localities, appre"It's cheaper to get it here."—Bos. ciably diminished the rat population.
ton Transcript,
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WEST BROOKFIELD.
Representative Tarbell's Record on
Memorial Services.
Carl Gregson, 4 year old son of Mr and
the Milk Question.
Mrs Martha L. Maynard, Central St.,
BROOKFIELD.
Mrs Albert Gregson, and Freddie Char- j
observed her 87th birthday, Wednesday.
(■UBi-UtliEIl
roil, 4 year old son of Mr and Mrs John 1 The years have gradually thinned the
That Representative Warren K. TarMrs Cora E. Foster has lieen entertainEVERY FRIDAX AFTERNOON,
Charron, were seriously ill, Friday, as a ranks of the Civil war veterans and but heli-is alive to the interests not only of
The High School Approved by the
AT
result oi eatinsr poison ivy in the Kimball 12 comrades an-wered the roll-call when the farmers of the Fourth Worcester dis- ing Mrs Mary E. Towne, Greenwich VilState Board.
Journal Block, North Brookficl<\ Mass street woods. They were attended by Dr Dexter Post 3K, i,. A. K., gathered at trict, I ut also of Worcester county, is evi- ; lage.
Superintendent of schools Harry H.
Mary Sherman and have fully recovered. their headquarters in town hall, at 1^-15 denced by his recent efforts to prevent j The Grange auxiliary was entertained
HORACE J. LAWRENCE.
Pratt on Saturday received notice from
Midget theatre was packed last nixht o'clock, Sunday morning, previous toj>t- the paesa.-e of the Ellis Milk bill. When i this afternoon, by Mrs Edmund R. Sibthe State board of education that the
EDITOR AND PROI-KIETOB.
to see the marvellous historical spectacle, tending the annual memorial serviiff for he failed in this, he put new energy ley on M yrick street.
the soldiers and sailors oi the civil war, into the fight, and is given credit as behiKh school has heen approved by that
"Cabiria." Memorial day there will be
Mrs Charles H. Clark has returned
board and raised to the class A rating- 1.00 a Year in Advam-e. shows at 1.45, 3.45 and 7.45, when a four in the First Parish church, at 10.45 ingfhe leader of the party, which so imfrom visiting Mr and Mrs Rufus B. HarSingle Copies, 3 Cent».
o'clock.
The comrades, in charge of
State deputy commissioners visited the
pressed (iov. Walsh in the belief of the rison, East Gloucester.
part ptay and a one act comedy will be
school last September and an inspector AililieiB all communication* to BBOOKEIELH given. On Thursday, Mary Pickiord, William Nichols, commander, marched impossibility of the bill that His ExcelMrs Annie O. Knowlton has returned
North Brookneld.Maes.
from the State board of education in- TIMES, Nor
the greatest actress of them all, appears to the church, escorted by 20 members of lency vetoed it. The last issue of Practi- to her.home, Long Sill, after spending
Ferdinand Dexter camp, Sons of Veter- cal Politics speakB thus of Rep. Tarbell's
spected it March 1. Placing the school Orders ior subscription, advertising, or job
work and payment for the same, tBffta sent in "Hearts Adrift."
6 months at Winthrop.
ans, under the leadership of Commandin class A makes it dossible for any of the direct to the main office. North Broonneiu
Joe Mitchell Chappel, a Dorchester ed- er Herman Wrig it, and a company of activity in securing the veto: —
Mr and Mrs Albert Bliss have been in
graduates to enter any normal school o George W. McNamara, Brookfleld
Boston politicians have been accusitor,
will
give
the
patriotic
address
at
the
Worcester, the guests of their daughter,
20 high school cadets, commanded by
without taking examinations.
One of
tomed in the past to think that they
exercises,
in
the
town
hall,
Monday
BROOKFIELD.
Mrs Alfred J. Fletcher.
Lieut. Albert D. Hooker. They occupied
the committee states:-"The high schools
night, at 8 o'clock.
The, entertainment seats in the front of the centre aisle of know all there is to be learned about
of the state are rated by the state board
Earl R. Edson will be time keeper with
playing
the
political
game,
but
once
in
a
Regular meeting of V. I. 6. i« banquet will include readings by Mrs Henry Hill the church, that had been reserved for
of education as class A, B, C, and so on.
the travelling clean-up crew on the B. &
of Southbridge and yocal and instru- them. The church was decorated with while they are given an object lesson that
hall
at
3.30
p.
m.
Tuesday.
Class A ia the high/set and I am sure that
there may he others. One of these cases A. division*road, this summer.
Letters are advertised for Mr David mental music. All are invited to attend. a|*ple blossoms, lilacs and green foliage,
it will he very gratifying to the people to
happened this week, when the farmers of
The fire drill was tried at Olmstead
The
annual
business
meeting
of
the
while the pulpit was draped with the Worcester county decided that they
know that the State board considers the Bushee, Jr., and L. S. Butler, Esq.
Qnaboag Corset factory last Thursday
Ladies'
Aid
Society
of
the
Methodist
national colors. The ushers were Henry Would have (iov. Walsh vetoJJie so-called
Joseph J. Daley spent the week-end
higli standard of efficiency maintained m
with the result that the building was
our high school is such as to meet with with his sister, Miss Charlotte Daley, in church, was held at the home of Mrs L. Butterworth and William Petersen. clean milk bill.
cleared of its 240 employees in 1 minute
Henry E. Cottle, Tuesday afternoon. The service opened with an organ prelude
their approval. The standard of efficien- Walpole.
When the matter reached his desk, 50 seconds. Additional fire escapes have
These officers were elected: President, followed by an introductory service and
cy maintained at the school lias been
The Ideal Sewing club was entertained
probably nothing was further from the been placed on the building recently.
made possible by the work of Supt. at the home of Mrs Frederick Works on Mrs Henry E. Cottle; vice president, the singing of the "Battle Hymn of the mind of his excellency than a veto mesMrs
Carlton
O.'
Dean;
secretary,
Mrs
Friends of Miss Minnie Murphy sur- ^
Republic"
by
all
present.
Then
the
Pratt, Principal Arthur B. Bucknam and Tuesday evening.
William B.' Hasting*; treasurer, Mrs scripture reading and prayer, followed by sage, but it was not long before he began prised her with a tin shower, Thursday
his assistants. I am sure that the townsto think about it, for the legislative repMiss Paul Eaton of Cambridge spent
Lucy Sherman.
a solo by Mrs Walter B. Melleai and the resentatives of the farmers led by Rep. night, in honor of her approaching marpeople appreciate their efforts."
tiie week-end with her parents, Mr and
The story of the proceedings of the song, "Tenting on the old camp-ground" Warren E. Tarbell of Brookfield, im- riage to James Rice of Chicopee Falls.
Mrs Delbert Eaton.
Rev. Walter A. Tuttle, pressed upon him their belief that the bill Besides various tin articles, Miss Murphy
celebration of the 250th anniversary of by the choir.
Attorney Louis H. Butterworth of Bosthe town of Brookfield, held at West pastor of the church, preached on the was utterly impossible from their stand- was given a casserole set. Games were
ton was the guest, Sunday, of Mr and
Brookfield, in September 1910, can now topic "The immortality of the soldiers." point, and finally secured his promise played and refreshments served.
Mrs Arthur Butterworth.
Milton Richardson was given a party
besbad in book form and bound copies, Benediction followed the singing of that if the farmers would show, by some
Memorial Sale. Trimmed hatsat$ 1.98: neatly printed and containing fine illus- "America" by the congregation, and the
official act of a representative body, that at the home of his parents! Saturday, in
Mass.
assorted shapes at 97 cts.; and ribbon trations. They are now on sale at Mer- service closed with an organ postlude.
Brookfield,
they meant business, he would veto it. honor of his 11th birthday. Those presand flowers 10 cts.
L. L. Langlois, 3 rick public library.
Copies bound in The music of the choir was under the Th« rest of the problem was easy; the ent, were Mary Mulvey, Alonzo Gilbert,
Grove street.
cloth sell for 75 cents, while the paper direction of Mrs William Croft, Jr., or- farmers of Worcester county met, and Frances Flagg, Norman Smith, Alberta
ganist. The audience remained seated aftjr they had listened a few minutes to Delpech, Beatrice Mundell, Elliot GuerMarriage intentions have been filed by covered ones are 50 cents.
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays^ Miss Edith O'Neal, 26, bookkeeper, of A certificate of incorporation has been while the Grand Army, Sons of Veterans addresses by Hep. Tarbe.l a:iJ others, they in, Blanch Benedict, Oscar Cregan, GlenEaet Brookfield, and William Fullerton, issued by tbe secretary of state for the or- and Cadets passed out of the church. adopted resolutions demanding that the hie Huntoon, Wesly Webb, Earl Smith
33, printer, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
MEMORIAL DAY. MAY 31
ganization of the Worcester and Warren These comrades of the Grand Army were bill be vetoed, and then ordered the reso- and Henry Plouff.
Show* at 1.45, 345, 7.45
Miss Clara M. Clarendon entertained street railway company, which succeeds in line:—Commander William H. Nich- lutions read to the governor over the
LadieB' night was observe Hy Bro ok4 Part Play
1-Part Comedy
her junior pupils at her home Saturday the Warren, Brookfield and Spencer ols, William Walcott, George L. Howe, telephone.
field Medical club at Ye Olde Tavern, on
George
A.
Petty,
Horace
Woods,
George
afternoon. Chopin was studied, and street railway company, that was recentAs a natural
course u»
of =™»i
events, the
AS
navurai cuurae
-— veto
■— Wednesday
Wednesday nignt.
night. An liiiuruuu
informal raccp
recepCOUIMEThursday, JURE 3
refreshments were served by the hostess. ly sold at a foreclosure sale. No infor- Wright, Charles B. Mullett, Julius A. followed, and the Senate has sustained tion followed dinner. Dr and Mrs A. G
Parkhurst,
Thomas
Young,
Patrick
Fenthe, veto, so that for another twelve B1<x]gett of Ware were guests of honor
Matthew M. Daley, William L. Roach mation can be secured as to what plans
ton, Dr. John R. Ham and Jerome Ham- months, at least, they need have no fear
In honor of his long practice as a doctor.
and Raymond Clough attended the Jun the owners have in connection with the
ilton.
Comrade Patrick Fenton was of this sort of legislation.
Dr. Blodgett was presented with a puree
ior Prom of Warren high, class '16, at road,
»"HE»RTSAllnlrT"
Members of the House, who are accus- of gold, Dr Emerson A. Ludden of North
the town hall in Warren, Wednesday
The joint board of the school com- color-bearer.
Commander
Wm.
H.
Nichols
of
DexShows at 3.45 end 7.45
tomed to look upon Rep. Tarbell as a Brookfield, making the presentation
mittee of Brookfield and North Brooknight.
ferfre*t,lia6 arranged the foUowingipro- forceful speaker, would have been forced
speech.- Dr Blodgett was formerly ol
Mr and Mrs Rodyti H. E. Fairbanks, fletd met in trie south hall or the town gram for Memorial day.
JOHN L. MULCAHY
Pursuant to
Whist playing and
Over-the-River district, are receiving con- house, Wednesday afternoon, for the orders from department headquarters, to acknowledge that he outdid even him- West Brookfield.
self
when
he
addressed
his
agricultural
music were enjoyed after the receptiongratulations on the birth of a son, Ros- purpose of electing a superintendent to Post 38, G. A. R., will meet at town hall
lyn Hills Fairbanks, May 14, weight 8 succeed Henry H. Pratt of North Brook- on Monday morning, at 8 o'clock. All constituents on Wednesday. This is what Members were present from the Brookfields, Ware, Gilbertville, Warren and
he said to them:
field, who has declined re-election. The
pounds.
comrades Of the grand army and of the
You have come together to register Spencer.
At the morning service at the tjongre board wasin session for three boure but army, and navy, whenever or wherever
your protest against about as stupid a
Children's night was observed by the
national church next Sunday, Rev. Sber- failed to agree on' a candidate. W. J. in service, and Coafederate veterans, topiece of legislation as has ever been
ipan Goodwin will take for his subject Hamilton of Boston, a representative of
Grange, Wednesday night.
Mrs Freegether
with
the
8ons
of
Veterans,
are
passed
by
any
legislature
in
these
United
tbe
State
board
of
education,
attended
"The Patriotism of a Great Christian
cordially invited to fall in with the Post. States. Believing as you do, that the farm- man Allen was in charge. The program
the
meeting
and
addressed
the
members
Preacher."
A delegation will leave local headquarters er already is legislated almost to death, opened with a march in which all tbe
PULL LINE OF
children took part. They carried a banMiss Florence .Hughes was guest of on the merits of the 10 candidates who to decorate graves in Podunk cei/ietery.
honor at a May basket party on Friday have applied for the position. As a re- At 8.30 the Post, accompanied by visiting surely very near out of business, I am ner with the motto "Grangers of to-morglad
to
joimwitft
you
in
this
protest
and
I
row." Following this came the tableau,
night, at the home of Mr and Mrs Geo. sult of his talk 5 Of the candidates were comrades and Sons of Veterans, will take
Waidron in Oharlton, where Bhe spent eliminated and successive balloting failed cars for East Brookfield, Where the col- feel that I am right in saying it, that this Jacob's ladder by Henrietta, Webb, AlThis Store has the exclusive
so-called clean milk bill is not a clean berta and Mildred Cntler, Hattie dark
to give anyone of the remaining a majorthe week-end.
agency in this district for
ity. The meeting adjourned at 4 o'clock umn will form at 8.45 to go to Evergreen milk bill, even in name. When thto
and Rita Oalvin. Olive Allen and Ruth
Sopt. Green on Thursday made the
cemetery,
aodoinpanied
by
the
Quaboag
matter came up in the house of represen"Lowe Brothers Paints".
subject to tbe call of tbe chairman, Dr.
last connection on the Green, Grove and
Drum Gorp*. under direction of Rehett tatives, I fought against the enactment Smith took part in the tableau, "ClingMary H. Sherman, alter MT Hamilton
A stage ooaoh was
High'street water extension.
Water is
G. Livermore, marshal. Order of exer- and was one of a minority who were out- ing to the cross."
had been asked to have the State board of
now available for those who desire service
cises:—Prayer; decoration of graves; re- voted., I felt that the farmer already has shown next, Alberta Cutler, Henrietta
education recommend more candidates.
on those streets.
call (bogle)! salute to the dead; America been the mark long enough for those who Webb, Olive Allen, Ruth Smith and HatElectrical Work,
During the meeting one of the members
Marriage intentions were filed with the from North Brookfield inquired of Mr (drum corps). After the exercises, tbe gamble in his products or seek to control tie Clark dressed as darkies, were in the
City clerk at Worcester, Friday, bylAlbert Hamilton, that providing a superinten- column will return to Brookfield by trol- his output, whether it be milk or any- coach singing, "Put your arms around
T. Plimpton, aged 30, of Worcester, loco- dent was chosen for three years at a sal- ley, and at 10.45, will form at town hall, thing else. But under the guise of the me honey." Refreshments were served.
motive fireman, and Miss Barbara Loung- ary of #1500 a year, Mid at the end of to mareh to Brookfield cemetery, acconr- name clean, the parties were successful in
Fanny (Nichols) Adams, aged 84 years,
panied by the drum corps. The order of hypnotising the members of the house 4 months, 20 days, widow of Sanford
way, 23, of Brookfield, housekeeper. .
two years the North Brookfield committee
The food sale, under the auspices of desired to reduce hie Balary to 81200 for exercises will be the same as at Evergreen who did not see through their schemes Adams, die<} at her home on Sherman
St., at 3 o'clock, Wednesday morning,
the Benevolent society of the Congrega- the'final year, would they have the power cemetery.
until it was too late.
Donahue Block
Contributions of fh were are solicited
tional church, scheduled to take place in to make the reduction^ to which Mr
"And now as to this bill, under its of arterio sclerosis. She was born in
BROOKFIELD
CENTRAL STREET,
South hall this afternoon, has been post- Hamilton replied that it could not be from all and may be left at the town hall, provisions almost anybody can inspect Sturbridge, daughter of John and Clarponed until Saturday afternoon, June 5. done and stated that the state board between 7 and 9 on Monday morning. the farmer's daries. The local board of „ (Smith) Nichols. Mrs Adams lived
All are cordially invited to assist in pre- health, the state board of health or any in West Brookfield for 60 years. Her '
Brookfield high defeated Warren high, would stand back of the man and comparing them. The schools are earnestly anyone delegated by them to make rec- husband, who died Aug. 1899, was in the
19 to 3, in a five inning game at West pel the town to pay the salary as agreed
solicited to assist the «. A. R. in the dec- ommendations and the farmer must employ of the B. & A. division road as
Brookfield. yesterday afternoon.
The upon. Mr Hamilton told the board that
oration of graves. At 7.45 o'clock Mon- comply or be fined; then, again he must freight and Btation agent for S5 years.
boys state positively that there will be a Burr J. Merriman, who was superintenday evening, members of Post 38, will commence all changes recommended Mrs Adams was a charter member of the
game at Merrick park at 3 o'clock, Mon- dent of the school district here a few
meet at headquarters, to which all com- within three days from receiving a notice. Benevolent society, and a regular attendyears ago, and who is at present at the
day afternoon.
rades of the G. A. R., and of the army
ant at the Congregational church. She
Brookfield high baseball team will have head of the Marblehead schools, recently or navy, and sons of veterans are cor- This even though he believes that he is
leaves a half sister, Mrs Clarissa BatehelHitchcock Free Academy as their oppon- turned down an offer of a siiniliar posi- dially invited. Exercises in town hall, doing right and maintaining a clean dairy.
But to cap the climax, the bill has a spe- lor, of Berlin, Conn. The funeral was
ents at' Brimfield, Saturday afternoon. tion at Amheret at a salary of 826C0 a will be at 8 o'clock p. m.
cific provision that it shall not apply to this afternoon, from the home, with Rev.
The home team defeated Brimfield, 14 to year.'
common carriers. This is the joke of the Mr Hoffman, officiating. Burial was in
1, on Merrick park three weeks ago and
Undertaker Robwhole bill as milk can be produced in Pine Grove cemetery.
Remarkable Water.
expect to repeat the trick Saturday.
A Linen Shower.
My little nieee, five years old, went any kind of a dairy in any other state ert G. Livermore was in charge.
The Camp-fire girls will present "Leave
to visit an aunt who lived on a large and shipped here by common carriers
Alanson Hamilton Post, comrades, solit to Polly," in town hall, Wednesday
Friends of Miss Edith O'Neal of East rann. Among other improvement* en under no regulation. This is too ridicudiers and guests will meet at Grand Army
evening, June », at 8 o'clock. Between Brookfield tendered her a linen shower at the place waa a deep water well, the
lous a proposition to discuss for a mo- hall at 1 o'clock, May 31. Tbe line wUl
the acts a program ot musical selections the home of tin Henry Clark, West Main water of which tasted of sulphur. Upon
ment. Why anyone should conceive form as follows:—West Warren brass
will be rendered. The Camp-fire girt* street, Wednesday night, in anticipation being asked about her visit on her resuch a proposition is beyond me and band, Quaboag Tribe, 1. O. B. M., Alanwill appear in Ceremonial costume during of her marriage to William Fullerton of turn home she said, after telling of the
seems to me to be unexplainable, Why son Hamilton Post, G. A. R-, Alien
the evening.
New York City, which ia to beajfemnvreri many Individual things she had seen: is it that the farmers are always placed at
Jones, commander; town officials and in"It wa* ill fine, mamma, hat the water
June
5.
The
shower
was
in
the
nature
Postmaster Edward F. DeUnsy attendtasted -oowy or piggy or anmthlng."— a disadvantage in these matters? It is vited guests. At Sacred Heart cemetery
oi
a
surprise
to
Misi
O'Neal,
who
was
ed the dinner given to "Michael A. 0*Le*because, first they an not organised to the graves of 12 soldiers will be decorated.
Chicago Tribune.
.
ry, chairman-secretary of the Democratic the guest for the evening ot Mis* Felt A.
meet these emergencies, and, second, At Pine Grove cemetery flowers will be
The Kodak has become tbe in1
Fletcher
and
they
chanced
to
call
at
the
that no publicity propaganda is carried placed on the graves of 59 soldiers. At
State committee. MrO'Leary was preseparable companion of almost
W. Wofkp, Mrs Richard Finney, Mrs O.
1
dark
home
where
tbe
party
of
friends
sented with a Vette automobile and 12000
the town hall Memorial day exercises will
•very traveller °r vacationist,—it1*
M.Onntby, Mrs Albert:D: Hooker, Mrs on.
were
gathered
in
the
darken*!
rooms
in money in appr«ciatio» of tbe work he
"Now in relation to this bill, I am take place. Miss Marjorie J. Cutler will
lull the pleasure. .
waiting lor tbe young tody to appear. Charles W. Flower, Mrs George Chapin, heartily with you in this protest. I hope
] has don* for the committee.
open the program with the song "Let us
Wo matter what you want in
Mrs Oariton O. Dean, Mrs Elbert Bemis,
I The east bound car on the W., B. A 8. Among the gifts seeetved by Mia* O' Neal Mrs George. W. Johnson, Miases Emily and believe this bill will be vetoed by the have peace," followed by prayer by Rev.
the Kodak line, we have H- I<*
were table cloth and napkins, tray cloths,
governor,
who
I
believe
has
the
interests
line is due to leave Donahue's store at 18
A. W. L. Nebon. Elliot Guertin will
up prove that our finishing departtowels, cluny doilies. Batten burg lunch Hanv atnel Johnson, Teresa Mulvey, of the farmer at heart."
minutes past the hour, and the wast
read Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, folment is prompt and cf*%ful—on*
cloths, hand-embroidered center-piece, Mary .Blen Johnson, Clara Johnson,
' bound carat 18 minutes before the hour,
lowed by a reading by Miss Marjorie Jafpriote moderate.
band-embroidered table cloth, table Hattie Ormsby, Alice Gregson, Margaret
1
according to a statement issued from tbe
fray, Decoration day on the farm. The
First Gold Found In California.
Kodoks-Se.00 and up
mate, sheets and pillow eases. Refresh- Blanebamt, Imogene Flower, Mary Derofltee of the company last Friday. The
The first discovery of gold In CaJi- Memorial day address will be given by
rick, Ethel Amsden, Misses Anna GateBrownies-It to Sia
company has not issued schedules for two ments of ice-cream and cake were served ly, Ruth McFarland and Iillian Bemis, tornla was made ln 1848 by Jamaa Rev. John H. Hoffman. Tbe program
during
tbe
evening
and
a
program
of
years, and Brookfield people thought the
will close with the singing of America by
Spencer; Mas Delia Newell, Milford, Marshall, who happened to pick up
cars were due at 20 minutes past tbe musical selections and recitations enjoyed Josephine Bofcomb. Worcester, and Mrs glittering nugget In the bed of a the audience and the benediction by Rev,
by
the
guests.
These
were
present:—Mrs
stream Since that time the state has
hour, going east and the west- bound at
P. F. George of Worcester. Miss O'Neal yielded more than one and one-half bil- Mr. Hoffman. Members of the Post vis.
30 minutes before the hour. This caused Irving Breed, Mrs Sherman Goodwin,
ited the schools on Thursday and Friday.
iB
a
graduate
of
B.
H.
8.,
class
of
1906,
many people to miss the cars east, and Mrs Oiara Thompson, Mrs M. J. Wake- and hat a position as cashier at the ofllce lion dollars in gold. Marshall died ■
Brookfield, - Mass.
i
Continued on 4th page 3rd column.
poor man.
b -ought forth complaints that the cars fipld, Mrs Ella Miller, Mre Charles A. of the Spencer Gas Co., Spencer.
Sweet, Mrs Henry M. Donahue, Mrs F. •
were running ahead of schedule.
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